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THE GREATEST SONG OF ITS KIND SINCE "YOU MADE ME
LOVE YOU" AND WRITTEN ON THE SAME STYLE. IT HAS THAT
"KICK" THAT INSURES APPLAUSE AND ENCORES AND WILL
FIT
SNUGLY IN ANY SECTION OF YOUR REPERTOIRE.
THIS SONG WILL POSITIVELY SWEEP EVERYTHING BEFORE IT.
IT WILL "CINCH" YOUR HIT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES.
DOUBLE VERSIONS AND ORCHESTRATIONS IN ALL KEYS. SEND
FOR IT NOW. WRITE, WIRE OR CALL ATfANY OF OUR OFFICES.

IT

HAS THAT IRRESISTIBLE SWING TO THE MELODY AND THE
LYRIC IS A GEM.
ONCE YOU TRY IT YOU WILL KEEP IT IN YOUR ACT
FOR THE SEASON.

WATERSON, BERLIN & SNYDER,
Strand Theatre Building,

MAX WINSLOW,
CHICAGO
FRANK (LARK
•1

W. Randolph

St.

BOSTON
DON RAMSAY

PHILADELPHIA
RRNNIE CORMACK

Trrmont

Glob* Theatre Bid*.

220

St.

ST.

Navarre Bid*

New York

Professional Manager

PITTSBURGH

LOUIS

JOHN CONRAD
718

Inc

405

JOS IIILLKR
Cameraphone Bid*.

SAN FRANCISCO
MORT HARRIS
ran tar ei Theatre Bid*.

MINNEAPOLIS

FRANK HRZINSKY
236 Loeb Arcade

BUFFALO

MURRAY WHITMAN
381

Main

St.

.-.
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CITY, FRIDAY,

GUARANTEE $1,000,000
FOR COHAN & HARRIS' "STICK"
E.

MARCH

1,

ONE WEEK'S PROFITS.
Chicago, Feb. 27.
Comstock, Elliott & Gest took just
$11,870 profit out of Chicago during
the past week with two shows, "The

Wanderer," and "Leave
their little theater, the

G&

&

ported Klaw

H. $200,000 Profit
Erlanger Insures
'\nnually for Five Years. Shuberts Failed to Produce
Cash with Their Offer. Guarantee Does Not Limit
Cohan & Harris. Producers Still See Good

Times Ahead Through "Fight."
amount reKlaw & Erlanger bound themto pay Cohan & Harris under

!ne million dollars is the

ted
yes

conditions

tain

for

that

firm

to

Harris, along with A. H. Woods. One
of the ways was to fill in with vaudeville road shows.
That is reported to
have been the reason George W. Led-

erer

became

among

attractions

booking agents for a brief

vaudeville
spell, but

The
the K. & E. agency.
'cement reads K. &.E. will guaranthat for the next five years the

with the retention of the C.

&

book

to

itinue

its

ough

of

tfits

tatrical

&

Cohan
season

Harris on each
shall not be less

n $200,000.
f

guarantee carries no other conit, nor does it take K. & E.
any kind of a pooling interest in
Neither does the
! C. & H. shows.
reement limit the C. & H. producing
tivities.
It will likely broaden the
ter.
With a guaranteed profit of
["he

.on with

yearly, regardless of any cirtnstances, Cchan & Harris will have
worry over what they lose on profO.OOO

|

ptions.
Their only concern, it is
Id, will be if they can net over $200,1 in a season, during these war times.
|e
Shuberts had made an offer to
(han
Harris, to leave K.
E. and

&

&

n the Shubert side, but when it
ne to a show down, there was no
.ibert money in sight. C. & H. wantcash to do business with the Shurts and apparently did not take to
Shubert proposition of obtaining
t
>onus in any other way. Marc Klaw
the member of the firm, according
the story, who insisted C. & H. be
arantced to the extent of a million
liars.
A. L. Erlanger is said to have
fumed his usual attitude of not car}, but Klaw prevailed.

&

five conceded
appearing on
h>adway. Klaw & Erlanger will need
Tactions in their houses next seaespecially out of town, and the
& H. quintet will go a long way
\^ard filling their books, along with
rer productions Cohan & Harris will

"ohan

ratrical

Harris have

hits

now

i,

.ke.
t

is

said K.

^sibilities in

&

E. thought of several

bookings when

possible they would lose

it

seem-

Cohan

&

&

H. firm,

E. plans were laid aside.
prominent legitimate producing

the K.

A

active

manager,

in discussing the recent de-

fection of A. H.

&

Woods from

the

Klaw

Erlanger camp to the Shuberts, and
the rumors of other changes in the
booking line-up, hazarded the opinion
this week that there would be no
further switches. Continuing, he said:
"The Shuberts, in signing up Woods,
have opened the door Tor any producer
with a lucky break in the matter of
successes, to hold up both sides for the
best terms. Their deal with Woods is
very good for Woods; but it precludes
them from guaranteeing anybody else

—

bookings.
Heretofore,
hit could walk into the
Shubert offices and have the way
cleared for an attractive route at althe choice

of

anybody with a

most a moment's notice.
"Now, the Shuberts caniut guarantee
any sort of a route. Woods contracts
to produce 12 shows next
season.
Should he have three big hits and send
out four companies of each, that would
complete his agreement, and even if he
was content to abide so closely by the
letter of his contract, that would consume 360 weeks, allowing 30 weeks for
each company. I doubt if the Shuberts
have over 500 city weeks all told, and
when you make room for the Selwyn
attractions and the Shuberts' own
shows, there isn't much left to offer.
"Klaw & Erlanger missed the chance
to corral the entire list of producers
and let it slip through their fingers,
not so long ago. Erlanger was waited
on by a committee representing practically all the producing managers in
the business, with a proposition to
book^exclusively through the K.* & E.
office, under what they considered an
equitable arrangement which would
guarantee every house in a city of any
size a 25-per cent, profit, without any
(Continued on Page 14.)

PRICE TEN CENTS

1918

and
which

to Jane,"

it

La

Salle,

a year ago was begging as a bloomer.
The big biblical play drew over $18,000, making about $6,000 profit; the
"Jane" show outdid the biggest week
of "Oh Boy" and Wednesday outdfd the
biggest day of "Oh Boy" by ^400, making the gross $14,600, netting about
$4,000 profit on the piece and $2,000 for
the house above settlement of the bills
for redecorating the lobby (charged
against the banner week, also).
Will Page returns to New York to
resume activities as general press man
for the firm, Ned Moore being engaged
7
to proceed ahead of "The

Wanderer* to

the coast

DIRECT FROM THE FRONT.
Opening

at Paterson, N. J., Thursday, to "try out" his new act was Clif-

ford Walker, who returned from the
Western front about 10 days ago.
Mr. Walker was in the front line
trench with the first American contingent there, as an entertainer. He
carries a picture film which is a part
of his turn. It shows him doing a card
trick for the American boys just as the
Huns opened a bombardment. The
entertainer left for the other side last

summer.

"FIRST

NIGHT" AT ANY COST.

The press reports sent out last week
that "Peter Ibbetson" closed in New
Haven and that Jack Barrymore might
witness the Broadway premiere of his
brother Lionel's starry vehicle, "The
Copperhead," appear to have been incomplete.
Inside reports have it "Ibbetson" was
sold out for the closed date and that
John Barrymore bought the entire
house in order to see Lionel's first
night. This stunt is said to have cost
Jack around

$1,600.

A "FLOP" THAT FAIJLED.
This was the week that all the theatrical wise ones predicted the "great
spring flop" in business. Last week it
was generally conceded the big business was but a forerunner to the awful
crash to come this week, but it didn't
Last Saturday night was a recordbreaker for all of the houses, and even
the shows that are generally accepted
as failures were sold out.
Sunday night witnessed the biggest
McCormack concert to date at the
Hippodrome, at least from the standpoint of prices paid on the outside
for seats.
The brokers received $5
and $6 a seat for this concert. They
attribute the extra interest in the concert to the impetus given the grand
opera and concert business through the
advent of the Chicago company season

and Sunday performances.
Monday and Tuesday of

this

week

business continued big, although on
the latter day the afternoon advance
was rather slow because of the gale
blowing.
The agencies are now carrying
"buys" for eight houses:
Cohan &
Harris ('Tailor Made Man"); Globe
?Fred Stone); Liberty ("Going Up");
Amsterdam ("Cohan Revue"): Playhouse ("Little Teacher"): Princess
("Oh, Lady, Lady"); Shubert {"The

Copperhead"); Winter Garden ("Sinbad**).

For the. latter house the brokers are
carrying the first eight rows solid
(about 400 seats), for which they have
been taxed $3.30 each. The Winter
Garden management had the seats
specially printed for the brokers, with
prices marked different from the box
office figures. At the Shubert they are
carrying 250 seats, paying a flat $2.50
for them.
The entire house at the Princess is
practically sold to the agencies for
the first eight weeks, and a second buy
The 'brokers paid
is sure to follow.
$3.03 for the first five nights of the
week and $3«58 for Saturday night
seats.

CHURCHES RENT KEITH HOUSE.
Lowell, Mass., Feb. 27.
of the Federation of
Churches have engaged Keith's theatre
for Holy Week for afternoon and evening services.
The theatre plays big-time vaude-

The

officials

ville.

TANGUAY'S fl BILL DRESS.
When Eva Tanguay appears at the
Palace, New York, next week, one of
her costumes wilt be made entirely of
one dollar bills, fringed with lumps of
coal and sugar.
I'm th« •harlff,

Chu.

Althoff.

FREE TO INJURED SOLDIERS.
Manager

C. C. Egan, of Keith's Royal,
has extended an invitation to all injured and convalescent soldiers in
Base Hospital No. r, located in the
Bronx, to attend the matinees daily at
and
receiving
seats
house,
that
"smokes," with the compliments of the

management.

ASKED NOT TO KNIT.
In front of the box office at the Fulton is a sign reading: "Ladies are requested not to knit during the action
of the piece as it disturbs other

patrons."

CA

S

UNIFORM "FAKERS" DENOUNCED
BY BRITISH

WAR

COMMISSION

Many Alleged to Be on Stage Without Right to Wear British
or Canadian Service Uniform. Managers and Agents for
Protection Should See Discharge Papers and Permission to Wear Uniform for Public Appearances. "Fakers" Will Be Prosecuted.

PLATING FOR SOLDIERS.

"LILAC DOMINO" LONDON HIT.

Paris, Feb. 27.
Artists are being booked here to
appear before the American soldiers
in France for their entertainment. The
bookings are made for the American
encampments. Full salaries are paid
artists and most of the engagements
are being entered through L. Klopp of

London, Feb. 27. \
„
Sacks' production of The Lilac
Domino" at the Empire is a huge" success musically. Cavillier's score is
pronounced by the critics as the best

'

the Pasquier Agency.
A month's stay is the customary contract.

Leon Rogee, who
here from the States,
booked and n

w

of men at present appearing on the stage in this country in the
the Canadian or Engeither
uniform of
lish forces are rapidly beginning to
bring disrepute to the really deserving
veterans of the war, who have seen service in France.
The majority of the cases checked up
by the British-Canadian Recruiting
Commission in New York reveal there

have been numberless men about the
country who never achieved the right
to wear the uniform of either the
Canadian or the English armies^ who
have been in vaudeville and lecturing.
The fact that the fakers will undoubtedly

make

ans

who have been discharged from

difficult for boni-fide veter-'

it

service because of wounds, etc., to obtain a bearing has led the Commission
to adopt strenuous methods in dealing
with the offenders. They are rapidly
checking up the fakers as word is received from different sections and in
conjunction with local police authorities are prosecuting them.

No man, even though he has been in
the army of either Canada or England,
has a rieht to wear the uniform on the
stage unless he is granted special permission from the • Mission executives
now over here.
Managers and agents who receive applications from anyone claiming to have
been at the front should request to be
shown the discharge papers of the applicant as well as the letter of permission to wear the uniform for public appearances.
In New York City aMwo theatres last
week were men who made claim one
way or another of havlne belonged to
the Canadian forces. Neither was ever
connected wi*h the forces as far as the
Kecniitine Mission can ascertain from
its records.
One was at a big time
house while another plaved a split week
engacement at one of the uptown theatres.
The latter the Mission is especially after as he and a companion of his
are wanted verv badly by those in
charge of the Canadian-British army
work

in

New

York.

to the deception.

A

present

is
to deride the fate of the
British and Canadian subiects in this
in regard to service in the
Imperial Army. The findings of the
convention, at which the United States
Government, as well as the Canadian
and English, is represented, will be

country

placed before Congress and Parliament

(England)

for
ratification.
It
will
affect all British and Canadians in this
country between the ages of 20 and
40 inclusive.
Those, nf Fnglish and Canadian birth
between the acres of 21 and 30 inclusive
in the United States at present are
registered in the American draft, but
unless they have secured their second
papers are not liable to service in the
American army. Tn the event of the

pnssiriT of a

The

143.
London, Feb. 27.
meeting at The Old Vic" Feb.

19 to unveil a memorial to actors and
others associated with the stage who
have fallen in the war, was an impressive affair.
The list included 143, ending with

Vernon Castle.
A memorial wooden tablet with the
engraved names of the victims was

measure by Congress.

np>>n

the recommendation of the convention
and the ratification of the same in
London, these registrants will be given
60 days in which to enlist in the United

is

came

among those

POOR STUFF.

London, Feb. 27.
produced at the Court,
Feb. 18, and claimed by its adapter,
Austin Fryers, to be a recently discovered sequel to "Ghosts" bv Ibsen,
proved to be poor stuff, revealing none
of Ibsen's firm character drawing, and
consequently it has failed to provoke

*ARLETTE'S" 200TH.
London, Feb.

27.

celebrating its 200th performance at the Shaftesbury.
Stanley Lupino, recently in pantomime at the Drury Lane, has rejoined
the cast.
"Arlette"

is

Fail to Lease Paris Theatre.
Paris, Feb. 27.
Representatives of an American
syndicate here seeking a theatre find
nothing suitable that is free, although
the Athenee was offered at an annual
rental of $26,000, considered exorbitant.

Beecham Opera Reopening.

DE COURVILLE NAMES REVUE.
The revue Albert de Courville is to
produce early in March at the Folies
Bergere has been billed as "La Revue
de rHippodrome de London." It may
be the first of a series the London
manager intends playing at the famous
Parisian music hall.
Paris managers having taken without leave many of the best features of
previous Hippodrome, London, productions

by De Courville, and that man-

shows locally.
The cast is to contain Elsie Jams,
Henri DeFreyn, Raimu (French comic)
and Phyllis Bedells, with the chorus
from the London "Zig Zag" production
of De Courville's. Harry Tate has been
mentioned as appearing in the show
here, but there

is

no confirmation.

Owing

to the air raids,

many

ing the variety houses.

production.

by Gerbidon and Armont, pro-

Theatre Michel a couple
is doing nicely, having
been well received from the first.
Jane Marnac is in the lead.
duced

of

at the

weeks ago,

&

Gordon have had an act in
vaudeville by John B. Hymer under
that title for several years and the
author has been working on a threeact version

is

of the piece for several

ZEITUN PRODUCING.
London, Feb

The

and "Du Barry*

BUTTS BIRMINGHAM BUT.
Ltfndon, Feb. 27.
Alfred Butt has purchased the Prince
of Wales' theatre. Birminham.
Mr. Butt recently tried out at Devonshire Park, Eastbourne, a new comedy,
"Jnlie Ann," by Sara Jeanette Duncan,
with Moya Mannering and H. V. Esmond in the leading roles.

ELLEN TERRY AT

attack of bronchitis she is playing
twice daily at the Coliseum in the trial
scene from The Merchant of Venice."

ENTERTAINING SOLDIERS.
London, Feb.

MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE.
Paris, Feb. 27.
recently announced marriage of
Madame Simone and the ooet, Porche,
is followed by a report Sacha Guitry
will shortlv be divorced by his wife,
Charlotte Lyses.
Porche was the author of the al-

The

legorical
play,
Finette," which

"Les

"Romance"

at

absence

cold.

March

with Christine Silver
and Randle Ayrton in the leading roles.
pool,

11.

j

et

la
inlately

in having produced
Theatre Antoine.

wavfor

"Carminetta," transferred

from Prince's March 4. which in turn
makes way for "Yes Uncle" from the
Prince of Wales'.

Among

Naw

York.

Paris, Feb. 27.
those lately reported as hav-

ing sailed from France for New York
are Lugne-Poe, the manager, accompanied by his wife, Susanne Despres,
the French actress: Andre Gilles, the
author, and Paul Burguet, producer.
I

Mcintosh and maids

AT LIBERTY
Man and wife and two girls want engagement with Uncle Tom show or Broadway production. Man Tom, wife Eliza, and girlsEva; and play slide trombone. All double
in brass.
No boozers or disorganizes. Can
do musical act on stage and ballyhoo. Good
'wardrobe on and off. Shoe string managers

—

Berth Producing Comedy.
London, Feb. 27.
Cecil Rarth produces a comedy by
Mrs. Caleb Porter at the Court, Liver-

Buters

j

Mme. Simone was

strumental

ing

Queen Mary
March 1, at a special matinee in ai<J
King George's Sailors' Fund, when
an all-star program will be given.

temporary

1

CHANGED ABOUT.

of

of

27.

J. T. Grein is sending a company of
actors to Holland to entertain the soldiers interned there.

Left Paris for

Lyric, after a
due to a severe

,

L

London. Feb. 27.
Saving Grace" will be withdrawn from the Garrick March 2, mak-

Visiting the Palace.
London, Feb. 27.
will Visit the Palace

the

J

70.

London, Feb. 27.
Ellen Terry celebrates her 70th birthday today.
In spite of the air raids and a slight

The

Halls.

Doris Keane Back in "Romance."
London. Feb. 27.
Doris Keane has returned to the cast

27.

Leon Zeitlin, after concluding 21
years' association with the Syndicate;
Halls, proposes to devote himself in
future to theatrical productions.
In association with Walter Hast, he
is running
Little Brother" at the
Ambassadors, which is going strong.
They have secured the English rights^
to a number of American productions,
including
Heart of a Woman"

at the

months.

London, Feb. 27.
Whimsical Walker, a famous clown,
the variety halls
in
appear
shortlv
will
with a new plavlet by Bruce Smith,
entitled "An Old Gown's Idol."

Queen Mary

little

splendidly dressed

and produced by William T. Wilson.
Clara Butterworth excelled as singer

"PETTICOATS" CLASH.

Lewis

years.)

and actress and it well supported by
Tamieson Dodds and Vincent Sullivan,
both with exceptionally good voices.;
Andre Corday, Frank Lalor and Dallo*
Anderson also scored.

thea-

matinees only. Those
open evenings are doing well, includtres are giving

ances.

Paris, Feb. 27.

The production

Air Raids Cutting Down Shows.
London, Feb. 27.

Lewis & Gordon have informed the
Shuberts they hold a prior right
through copyright to the title of "Petticoats" which the latter managers are
employing for their Cyril Harcourt

The new comedy, "L'Ecole des Co-

opera music heard here for
is
poor, containing

The book
comedy.

The

the desired controversy.

London. Feb. 27.
The Beecham Opera Co. resumes at
Drury Lane March 2, with "Figaro"
giving matinee and evening perform-

New Parisian Comedy Doing Well.

light

"Realities,"

ager estimates it will be safer hereafter for personal presentation of his

placed over the stage door.

Clown Walker Booked for the

BRITISHERS.

Washington, Feb. 27.
convention in meeting here at

M

Paris, Feb. 27.

MEMORIAL TO

cottes."

A house manatrer playing a faker
mipht he accused by the Mission's executives of having been a willing party

MAY DRAFT

States army or be drafted for service
with the British forces.
Those in the country between the
ages of 20 and 21 and 31 and 40 not
citizens of the United States, if the
measure passes, will be forced to
register for service, and will be selected
by the British-Canadian Recruiting
Commission now in this country for
service with the English or Canadian
armies.

,

there.

REALITIES,

A number

.

originally

|

_ .
J. L.

—

save stamps.
This week (Feb. 25) —Dr. Keith's Royal, New
York.
Next week (March 4)—Riverside, New York.

Fred Pullan Returning to Staff*.
London, Feb. 27.
Fred Pullan, entertainer, discharged
from the army, is returning to the
stage.

Keystones Aniusing American Soldiers.
London, Feb. 27.
The Keystones have been engaged
by the American Y. M. C. A. to enter-*
tain the American troops at Chamber' »
France.

>

VAUDEVILLE
CAMP

INJUSTICE EXPLAINED
BY Y . M. C. A. DIRECTOR

Writes Variety How "Pirate Brown" in
Unofficial Paper Secured Credit for CamprUpton Entertainment Furnished Through U. B. O. at Request of
Lieut. Stratton* Suggests Conference with

Charles

W. Towne

Vaudeville Bookers.

Camp Upton, L, I., Feb. 26.
Editor "Variwtt
I have read with great interest the
article on page four of last Friday's
Varibtt, headed, "Wrong Man Receives Credit for Camp Upton Show."
I was sincerely glad to learn in the
opening paragraph of that article of
the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association plans to take charge of the
task of booking shows for this and
other camps of the National Army.
Only in this manner can the best and
most efficient assignment of artists be
accomplished.
Further on, however, I find certain
inaccuracies in the story, due no doubt
to the fact that your informant lacked
the facts in the case.
Will you kindly afford me the privilege of presenting the situation as it
:

Camp Upton? If you
would also appreciate

actually exists at
feel inclined, I

the printing of such portions of this
letter as will place the organization I
represent in a truthful light beforethe
profession and the American public.
In paragraph three you refer to "the

Camp Upton

official paper" and quote
from that publication/From the quoted
paragraphs Which follow I find that
you refer to the "Camp Upton Desf>atch," a privately owned and circulated publication, which is in no sense

an

"official

camp

paper."

The nearest

approach to this kind of publication is
"Trench and Camp," which circulates
seven or eight thousand copies each

among the soldiers, free of
charge. The expense of this is borne
entirely by the Y. M.
A., and all
advertisements are barred. • In fact,
not a penny of revenue attaches to the
work of printing and circulating
week

C

"Trench and Camp.
In the next paragraph

you

say,

"When

a vaudeville show visits a camp,
the Y. M. C. A. charges a $75 rental
fee for its building and also charges
for the services of the band of enlisted

men." This is not strictly true. Since
January 29th no rental fees whatever
nave been charged for the use of our

C

Y. M.
A. Auditorium. Previous to
that time, at the urgent request of the
Company Commanders, who wished to
increase their Company Funds, we did
rent the hall to them and they in turn
sold tickets to the men for the entertainment which they provided. This
was a straight business transaction as
between landlord and tenant.
In no sense did the Y. M. C. A. concern itself with the procuring of the
entertainers or the running of the program, save to protect itself by having
the entertainment clean and wholesome. Much against our wilt, we tolerated this condition for a few entertainments, on the plea of the Company
Commanders that ours was the only
large hall in Camp Upton and that
they could not get their men to and

from

New

York, where they would be
flad to hire a theatre and put on these
enefit performances.
After yielding
to their plea and having three indifferent shows given here at prices ranging
from 25c. to 50c. a seat, on January
29th such a poor performance was
jriven

we

we could not
good name of the Y. M.

felt

that

jeopardize the
C. A. further and immediately announced that no further "pay shows"
would be given in our Auditorium or
in the eight Service Huts here at Camp

Upton —with the except!
already

>n

of

four,

arranged and impossible or

cancellation.
realized, as a result of this experiment, that the main concern of

We

the Company which gave the show
was to get money, not to entertain
their fellow-soldiers. This policy ran
so contrary to the established Y. M.
C. A. ideals and aspirations that we
abolished the evil at once.
Since^ the above action we have
•

been giving high-grade entertainments
absolutely free to all the men in camp,
including moving pictures, local musical and vaudeville numbers and performances by U. B. O. and other talent
who have come to us from the city.
In so generously and cheerfully contributing Of their talent for the entertainment of the boys I have only words
of high praise for these gentlemen and
ladies of the profession. I know of no
group of social or professional workers who have been more generous in
giving themselves to the entertainment
of the soldiers than the hard working
artists of the variety stage.
In making arrangements for their
coming I have had to depend almost
wholly upon such voluntary assistance
as has come from enlisted men here In
camp who have represented to me that

they were

formerly connected

with

the theatrical profession before entering the army. The fact that so few
passes have been Issued to privates in
the past six or eight weeks has induced several of the soldiers, I regret
to say, to represent that they had unusual opportunities for getting performers for the Y. M. C. A. Unfortunately, we had no easy method
of checking their responsibility and
upon their representations we have
had special passes issued for them for
periods of twenty-four to forty-eight
hours, during which they could get into
New York and book such talent as we
desired. The abuse of this privilege
by such persons as "Private Brown"

has not only worked a rank injustice
to the members of the theatrical profession, the U. B. O. and other booking
offices, but it has seriously embarrassed the efficiency and. impugned the
good name of the Y. M. C. A. in its
sincere efforts to provide plenty of
entertainment of the right sort for the
boys in camp.
I do not wonder that your attitude
toward
camp entertainments has
the article realong that a
more direct connection could profitably
be established between this office and
the U. B. 0. and other agencies. I
have been here for four months, mobilizing talent in camp, trying to
secure New York artists and providing
for an average of four entertainments
a week in the Auditorium, with the
management of which I am charged.
If you, or the V. M. P. A., have any
suggestions to make, please.make them.
Or, if I can come to New York and
speak to the directorate of this organization in person, I feel that all the
trouble will be over, both on their end
and on mine.
I thank you for the interest which
your valued publication is taking in the
matter of entertainment for the soldiers, and remain,
Very sincerely yours,
Charles IV. Towne,
A.
Dramatic Director, Y. M.
finally

crystallized

ferred to.

I

have

in

felt all

a
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"THE LOOKERS" DISBANDS.

JOLSON'S INCREASED TERMS.
Al Jolson has signed a contract with
the Shuberts for three years. His salary for the next period will be $2,500
weekly with a 25 'per cent, interest in
the profits of the shows he is starred
with.
Jolson's former contract expired this
year. He was receiving $1,000 with an
interest. Upon his agreement for another term, the Shuberts increased his
present salary to $1,500 for the remainder of the present agreement.
The Shuberts are already beginning
to scout for material and names for
the next Winter Garden show to follow "Sinbad," the present attraction
at that house with which Al Jolson is
starred.
The unusual success of the Jolson
piece has spurred the producing firm
to immediate activity, realizing that its
successor must come as close as possible to "Sinbad" in every particular
to insure its success. A list of names
were submitted to the Shuberts this
week and the principals of the organization are personally reviewing, all
vaudeville acts in town. It is believed
«he cast will be complete' long before
time for initial rehearsals. The book
will be supplied by Harold Atteridge.

LOEW BOOKS NAZARRO.

The

club called "The Lookers," composed of vaudevillians, disbanded this
week, following an impression the formation of it seemed to create that the
members were seeking to become a

variety society in a commanding manner, and as such to oppose the National
Vaudeville Artists.
The charter members of the new
club, hearing the reports, held a special meeting early in the week and
voted to dissolve, not wishing to have
themselves individually looked upon
with disfavor.
The club was originally suggested for
sociability and protection of material
amongst the members, but it was
pointed out to the promoters of The
Lookers" that these matters were provided for in other organizations of established standing.

WALTER ZINN BARRED OUT.
the membership privileges of
Walter Zinn in the club house of the
National Vaudeville Artists have been
revoked by the secretary, Henry ChestAll

erfield.

Zinn is said to have breached the
ethics of the dub previously and finally
talked himself out of the society Sunday night, when objecting to the music
stopping at the prescribed hour.
.

One

of the most important vaudebookings of the season made by
the Loew Circuit was the Nat Nazarro
Company, engaged Monday for 15
weeks on the Loew time, opening

ville

at the Hippodrome, Baltimore.
Irving Cooper arranged the engagement at a salary somewhat higher
than the Loew folks have been offering
big time turns of late.
Nat Nazarro wants to play around
New York until the summer, through
his son, also in the act, having been
engaged at a large salary by Charles
Dillingham for a production. Nazarro
with his present turn has appeared at
the Palace, New York, several^ times
this season, having closed his last
week's engagement there Sunday.

March 4

U. B. 0.

SKETCH.

'The Weaker Ones"

is

a playlet

now

opening for a big time tour. It was
oroduccd under the direction of the
United Booking Offices. Edward Renton is said to have had supervision of
the staging.
It's the first playlet for some time to
enter the heading of an "office act"
;
n its production end by the U. B. O.

MAURICE ENLISTS.
Maurice, of Maurice.and Walton, is
to serve with the army. Maurice enlisted last week.
Allan Fagan, brother of Ina Claire,
and who created a furore in "Going
Up" by dancing the "Tickle-Toe" number with Edith Day. is to replace
Maurice as the partner of Miss Walton
at the Bilrmore.

La Belle Titcomb opened with her

own revue at the Prospect, Brooklyn,
last week and was canceled after the
second show.

Of the half dozen numbers in the
turn four were by Titcomb in a foreign language.
She had rehearsed the act since last
cast
fall, having repeatedly changed
and chorus during that process.

New 2-Act Doesn't L*»t Long.
Hershel Her.dler ami Harry Hinc^
because of inability to acrree separated
Henrller will continue the
last week.
using a

woman

In

Hiries*

place.

The latter will return to a «inodr turn.
The two-act was but lately formed.
Christie MacDonald Has a Sketch.
Christie MacDonald is rehearsing a
sketch for vaudeville. Tt calls for fcir
people, is named "A Dresden Mirror,"

and

will

Mass.,

open

March

11.

at

Poli's.

lusing to eliminate an objectionable
speech from their turn. The house
manager ordered the material out.
Because of the nature of their remarks the matter was brought before
B. S. Moss, who took it up with the
V. M. P. A.
The act was fined two days' pay by
Pat Casev and the money turned over
to the N. V. A. charity fund.

WISE-COURTNEY SKETCH.
may appear

William Courtenay

in
vaudeville for the first time, after the
our of "Gen. Post"
In taking to. vaudeville Mr. Courtenay will have bis present co-star in the
piece, Tom Wise, as the other player,
cf the two-man sketch they have selected.

GAMBLERS

t

Chicago, Feb. 27.
The Suffragette Revue players finished their performance at the Orpheum in Quincv last Friday night and
went to the Hotel Qulncy for rest
and relaxation. They got to the period
when
wild
deuces
were
going
(rummy) when there was a knock at
the door. Enter the cops. Seven men

and

five

girls

were arrested.

SONG WRITER DESERTED.
Chicago, Feb.

27.

composer of "GoodBve, Broadway. Hello. France" and
"Hawaiian Butterfly." has been granted
a divorce from Dorothy Dever Baskets bv Judge Brothers.
Billv Baskette.

TITCOMB CANCELED.

net

FIRED AND FINED.
Ash and Shaw, who opened at the
Flatbush Monday, last week, were dismissed from the bill Tuesday after re-

Worcester,

testified his wife left hire
months after their
1°12, six mr

Baskette
Tnlv.

in

rith\ Vernon Schmidt,
marriage, to go with*
an actor.

Norton and Lee Reunite •• an Aet.
Ruhv Norton left "Flo Flo" Saturday
anrl will reioin her husband and former
partner.

Sammy

T.ee,

in

Tbev are rehearsing an
bv

W.

vaudeville.
act written

B. Friedlander.

German Tinge Out of Name.
Herman Weber, a good American
plavcr and brother of Harry
Weber, with whom he is associated in
the bonkinp business, has decided hereafter be will be known as Jack Weber,
ball

thereby losing the Teutonic tinge to
bis title that

"Herman" might

Stationed hcrt weekly.

imply.

Cnaa. Altaeff—Saertff.

:
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ARTISTS CORDIALLY GREETED
BY CEDAR RAPIDS MANAGER
Vaudeville Acts Upon Reaching House Receive Letter That
Tells Everything. Asked to Call on Manager. Also Told
What Not to Do. Defines "Refined Vaudeville."
Chicago, Feb.

27.

cordial message to
acts playing the Majestic, Cedar Rapids, fa., is presented to them when
reaching the house, and was composed
by the theatre's manager, William J.
Slattery

The following

Mr., Mrs. and Miss Vaudeville:

To

Through our booking office we
have solicited and have obtained
your services therefore, it is hardly necessary to say that you are
welcome here-r-you are more than
welcome.
We are anxious to perform any
;

you that

service for

We
•

control

cannot

is

consistent.

human emo-

tions, but we will guarantee that
every employee will treat you cordially, unless vour disposition prevents them from doing so. We
suggest that you report promptly
to the stage manager any breach
of efficiency or civility on the part

of any employee on the stage. Our
orchestra leader desires to play
your music the way you want it
you will co-operate
played. If
with him. we assure you that you
will receive efficient service from
that department.
respectfully request your assistance in maintaining our established policy and high standard of
refinement in catering to our pa-

We

trons.

Profanity and vulgarity can have
no part in our entertainments.
We cannot permit sloppy and
smutty gags if we would retain our
coarse expressions
clients. Such
as "he!!.- "damn," "son-ofa-gun,"
"sucker," "stiff," "mutt," "slob" and
using the word "God" unnecessarily, gives the lie to our boast that
are offering refined vaudeville.
is an asset if the artist submitting it has sufficient abilthe line between
cross
not
to
ity
humor and offensive words and
actions. Please be impressed with
the fact that we cater to Grandpa,
Grandma, Father, Mother, Brother,

we

Hoakum

Sister

we

and

their relatives,

all

and

take every precaution to

will

Crevent them from suffering emarrassment through our entertainment.
Artists are urged to call upon the
Manager for social or business purwill b« glad to advance
poses.
you money. Salaries are paid durof the last day of
matinee
the
ing
your engagement. Very few have
been so thoughtless as to slight the

W»

performance on this account.
honorable artist would take
such an advantage.

last

No

Very

J. Slattery.

Note.— If you are in doubt regarding
any of your material, please consult
before

first

There

enough steel already delivered to keep the workmen busy for
several months on the new house. No
is

delay is anticipated through deliveries.
All other materials to be employed in
the theatre are of Chicago manufacture.

G. 0. H. IN V. M. P. A.
'The Grand opera house at 8th avenue
and 23rd street, New York, was admitted to membership in the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association
last week.
As far as reported, no change In the
booking of the opera house has yet
been made.

THOMPSON'S SHORT SALARIES.
William Thompson who with C. M.
Blanchard (now under observation at
Bellevue Hospital) was up before the
license
commissioner last summer
charged with "gyping" actors has
bobbed up along the Jersey coast.
He conducted a small vaudeville
house in Red Bank N. J., until several
weeks ago, using three acts. The
house was damaged by fire and he
moved to Long Branch. There as in
Red Bank, Thompson has not been
paying acts as agreed, according to report.
In the last two weeks nine
acts woking in the Thompson house
are said to have obtained about five
per cent, of their salary.

^^
SUES FOR RENT.
After being immune for over a year
the suit of the Lorain Opera House
Co. against the United Booking Offices
is
slated for an early trial in the
Supreme Court. In June, 1913, the
Lorain Co. leased to the U. B. O. a
theatre in Lorain, O. The terms of
the lease were for $3,000 the first year,
payable in installments; $4,000 for the
second and third year and $5,000 yearly
for the balance of the term until July,

were suspected of booking outside the
United Booking Offices was lifted late
last week when upon investigation it
developed that they were guiltless of
the specific acts charged. Jack Flynn,
Mark Monroe and Walter Mavheim
were supposed to have booked acts
into the recently enlarged Alhambra,
Brooklyn, supplied regularly by Fally
Marcus.

The acts in question are said to have
played at the house without the agents'
knowledge.
Walter J. Plimmer started booking
Alhambra, Brooklyn, last week.
"Wild" Mike Glynn controls the house.
the

"COLD"

K.

The proposed

&

E.

VAUDEVILLE.

vaudeville road

shows

to have been engaged by George W.
Lederer in the Klaw & Erlanger offices
appear to have lapsed. Within the past
ten days no one has heard anything
of them and Mr. Lederer is said to be
out of town, watching "The Land of
Toy," which is reported to have been
I
'given" to him by K. & E.
Lederer, according to accounts, was
anxious to proceed with the vaudeville
road show scheme, but could secure no
action in the K. & E. offices, everyone
there being too busy when he broached
the subject of making contracts with

show.

—W.

J.

S.

WORKING ON STATELAKE.
Mort Singer and Herman Fehr have
in New York this week consult-

been

ing with Martin Beck over the new
Statelake theatre, Chicago, now building. They expect that house to open
in November, although the contractor
has assured them it will be completed
In October.
For the first time in Chicago caissons
were sunk for the foundation of the

The

Rochester, was one
on its current week's program through a woman "single" wiring
the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association to ascertain if the house
was listed on its membership roster.
The woman had been booked into
the house by the Joe Eckl Agency, and
journeyed to the up-state point under
the impression the house was a V. M.
P. A. stand.
Upon her arrival she
learned it was not, but to make doubly
sure wired the headquarters of the
Victoria,

act short

association.

When notifying the Victoria's manager of her intention to cancel, wires
were quickly worked, and Eckl made
an inquiry of the V. M. P. A. if the
house could be admitted immediately
to the membership list, figuring with
this process put into action the woman
would be induced to fill the engagement.
That was denied, however,
Eckl being informed an application
would have to be made and passed
upon in the regular way.
TRYING FOR HOTEL RATES.
The

National

Vaudeville

Artists

through the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association has been attempting to secure better terms and accommodations for its members from hotels.
So far the plan has not met with any

The M. V. P. A. instructed the house managers of the
theatres in its membership to ascertain from local hotels what could be
promised N. V. A. members if those
members when appearing locally patronized only the hotels offering speReplies received
cial
inducements.
to date have not been encouraging.
The reason is attributed to the present
independence of hotels, especially near
camps, through the large hotel business of this winter.
Artists are complaining of hotel
conditions all over the country. Rates
have increased, while accommodations
are dubious, guests being placed anywhere. In the south particularly, lithas been given the
tle considcratio
traveling players by the hotelmen, but
the same condition exists all over the
countrydecided success.

acts.

CIGARETTE PUBLICITY.
Chicago, Feb.

27.

During her stay at the Palace this
week Adele Rowland got into a controversy with Lucy Page Gaston, a
local reformer, which attracted a great
deal of attention in the local press.
Miss Rowland made it a practice at
each performance of inviting the
women in audience to be her guests at
a tea and reception, to be held on the
stage Friday, explaining she would
expect each guest to bring a carton
of cigarettes, to be sent to the front.

Miss Gaston, who is superintendent
American Anti-Cigarette League,
endeavored to have Miss Rowland give
up her plan. Mist Rowland refused
to do this, but invited Miss Gaston to
be present to state her views.
Fireworks are expected when the
cigarette collector and their bitterest
foe meet for debate.

of the

"GREEN PARK" OPENING.
Seattle, Feb. 27,

"Green Park," a $2,000,000 amusement
zone at Camp Lewis, will be formally
opened March 2, with appropriate ceremonies. 26 buildings have been completed, housing varied concessions.
The Bremerton navy yard will soon
see

1918."

all

the big attractions playing this
new Armory building there

city, as the

The U.

B. O. neglected to pay the
first few installments, and in April,
1914, abandoned the place.
The opera
company has sued for $8,123.78 or over.

is

now

being remodelled by tearing out'

the end of the structure and building
in a stage of ample proportions to
handle dramatic and vaudeville shows.
Many thousand men are now employed
there.

Benthnm-Spingold Understanding.
During his stay in New York Jesse
J. Freeman, representing Harry Spingold of Chicago, arranged with the
M. S. Bentham Agency for the Spingold office to handle the
in the west.

Bentham

ALBEE'S

E. F.
to the honor roll in connection with
the building and equipment of the Good

acts

Samaritan Hospital at Palm Beach, in
which Mrs. Herman Oelrichs is in-

Omaha, Full Week.
Omaha, Feb. 27.
The Brandeis is playing a full week
Brandeis,

terested.

Mr. Albee, who is visiting Palm
Beach, contributed $1,000 towards the
cdmpletion of the institution.

of vaudeville, supplied through the W.
V. M. A., Chicago.
The same agency also books the Empress here, owned by the people who
control the other house.

"Split" at Liberty, Little Rock.
Little Rock, Feb. 27.
at Camp Pike,
near here, is playing a split week
vaudeville policy for three days, the
remainder of the time filled in by traveling combinations.
The Interstate Circuit books the
vaudeville.

NAME ON HONOR

ROLL.
Palm Beach, Feb. 27.
Albcc's name has been added

cordially,

VVm.

me

Statelake. The sinking of 70 caissons
cost $93,000.

VICTORIA TO JOIN.

AGENTS REINSTATED.
The ban on the three agents who

MUST PAY TAX.
A

recent ruling in Washington on
the amusement war tax may be of
general interest to show folks.

The Liberty theatre

LLOYD AND WELLS
After playiing 61 consecutive weeks with
"You're In Love," return to vaudeville.
Keith's Colonial this

week

(Feb. 25).

Next week (March 4)— Keith's, Philadelphia.
Direction, M. S. BENTHAM.

When a western picture theatre
changed hands a few weeks ago, the
original owner collected for it and
gave title. At the end of the month
the government called for its admission tax and on being informed the
new owner had failed to secure it from
the

seller,

the

liable for the

new owner was

amount.

held

.

,

VAUDEVILLE
INTRICATE MATRIMONIAL TANGLE.

A

problem was disclosed before
Judge Callahan in Brooklyn last week
when the case of annulment of marOoutne

riage of Clara M. Miller known in
vaudeville as Para Gamble* against
George B. Miller, identified with the
Reelcraft picture company under the
professional name of Ten Eyck, was
heard.
Miss Miller and Hugh Moren (professional name "Irvington), who ap-

word* and write on on* side of pafter only
oouamunioetlona will not be orlatod. Nam* of writer must be elmed
ou4 will bo hel« la •trtot oonMenoe, If desired.
l
»»5!.l « h** ** ***• column moot bo written eMlusftvelr t» VARIBTT.
~- £^!*5I letters
. t.
Duplicated^
will not bo printed.
The writer wbo duplleatce o Isttsr to tho
Forum, either before or after It appears here, will not be a*a«o permitted tbe privlettsre to II©

AtoamoM

^

U

ileges of

It.

Editor Varibtt:
It gives me the greatest pleasure to
write to you after all this long stay,
in France, which I am pleased to say
that I am in the best of health, hoping
you are the same.
The reginfent I am with is the Old
69th, The Fighting Irish, and I am
pleased to say (hat we are only waiting
for our orders to go over the top after
the Huns.
The Captain who is in command of

my company

is what you would call
one of the 69th 's greatest men and I
am sure that when he takes us into
action he will lead us to victory and
uphold America's right for freedom and
liberty. I am pleased to say he is from

good Irish stock.
Will you kindly send me Varibtt to

the

read in the trenches in the long hours
of the night as it will bring back old
times when I played around New York
and read it in the dressing rooms.
In my spare moments I am writing a
production that will be called "Over
the Top," in which I will use some of
the boys in the 69th if God will spare
us to produce it in New York.
Will you be sq kind and ask a few
artists to send a few cigarettes as we
do not get any over here?
Jack Cameron.
Co. M., 165th U. S. Inf., A. E. F.,
France.

France, Jan.

30.

Editor Varibtt:
I

am

grateful for your kindness to

my 9 elf and everyone around in sending me Varibtt. It iust goes from
hand to hand and is always on the go
from one camp to another.
Saw some on the Boulevards in
Paris and stood and gazed at them

comedy melo-drama "Side Tracked" by

peared in a sketch together committed
bigamous marriages in 1908 and 1909
and the present case has been in
suspense since then to allow the statute of limitations to be effective in
case the bigamy charge would crop up.
Miss Miller and Moren were married in the west in 1908. She left him
when her mother informed her that
Moren (now deceased) had another

Jules Walters.

The

bit

was

the script and had
15 years before I
Bert Wilcox.

in

been done at least
joined the show.

France, Feb. 7.
Editor Varibtt:
receiving Varibtt regularly. It
is impossible for me to let you know
the enjoyment we get from a Varibtt
*
over here,
Have received several letters and
Varieties from show folks that do
not know me from Adam. To my
mind, that shows how close the show
people are to one another.
This band that I belong to has 30
pieces, and not wishing to do any balIvJiooing, I will give you some good
dope. I think that our outfit can produce as fine a conglomeration of noises
as you could wish for.
I sing with the band about three
times a week. I have the entire band
for accompaniment. I have put on
about 30 shows since coming over,
using mostly band talent. Our band
leader (Mr. Taylor) is an ex-circus
man, and he helps the shows wonder-

Am

wife.

Under the impression she was never
legally wed to Moren, Miss Gamble
married Miller in 1909, but for some
reason the marriage was never actually consummated
It turned out her
marriage with Moren was lefcal and
hence she sued for annulment from

let

me know whether

Stein,

them, and money will come back by
return mail. Am more than willing to
pay for what I get, but am having great
trouble getting anything.

MorreTl and Yeager; Ranzetta and
write.

Joseph Greene.
28th Inf. Band, A. F. F., France.

some music due

also received

to the letter

etn always use same.
E. H. Sothern is to talk downtown
tonight in one of the canteens and
every one seems to be going, so I will
have to get there early to get a seat.
Hope varibtt will continue being the
best theatrical paper.

Fred Lansbtrg.

,New Yorik Feb.

24.

18.

Editor Varibtt:

We

notice in this week's Varibtt
that Alexander and Fields claim they
are the originators of and hold sole
rights to the box car opening.
I wish to state that we were given
our idea by the late NaJ M. Wills;
that we do not do "tramps," and that
a box car drop was used by Charles
Home in "The Fast Mail" years ago,
by a man named Walters in "Sidetracked" years ago, and by Smith and
Cook, and the Box Car Trio in recent
years; making our opening a released
bit of business.
use the box car to make a change
from old suits to evening clothes, and

We

no way copy Alexander and

Fields.

Lloyd and Wells.

New York Feb. 24.
Editor Variktt:
In this week's Varibtt there seems
\o be a controversy t over an old bit of
business by Lloyd and Wells referred
to as a new act and using the "Box
Car bit" for an entrance, while Alexander and Fields claim a prior right
having used same bit for four years.
used that same bit over twelve
I
years ago with A. Q. Scammons' old

having been in camp
I have sung at
.since last September.
nearly all the regiments and have a
of
impersonator
is
an
who
pal
Scotch
Harry Lauder. He has his full line.
I am desirous of obtaining songs and
witty sayings which I could use with
him. Sentimental songs and parodies
preferred. I do a little English charIf you can possibly help us in any
way, we will appreciate it, and will pay

for material.

Errol H. Collins,
112th U. S. Inf. Scouts.

*

New York, Feb. 23.
Editor Varibtt:
I wish to express my gratitude for
what has been done for me by the
N. V. A. During the trying time at
the Roosevelt Hospital where I had
my leg amputated the organization
took care of my every need. It has
also given me an artificial leg. I want
to publicly express my sincere gratiture to Henry Chesterfield and the
officers of the N. V. A. order for all
that has been done for me.
Al

Gilbert.

No. 2 Company.
is going out with the
No. 2 "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath"
which A. H. Woods is sending out next
month.
Miss Regal will play the Florence

Dorothy Rogol
Dorothy Regal

Moore

Chicago, Feb. 27.
undercurrent of opposition to the
law that allows of easy divorce

Illinois
is

evident.

The movement probably started
through New York attorneys. There
is, however, little chance of changing
the present divorce laws in this state.

An illinois divorce
New York unless

is

in

role.

Chas. AJthsl

MAIL

New York

City.

Unless these letters are sent for
within 10 days they will be returned
to the Dead Letter Office:

M

Applo Blottom Tlsao
ArnoYlU Mr. L.
Adanu Mr. Prod

Meredith Adoh
Mortens Joan
Meckel Chas, H.

Brooki Harry
Brown 1* W. M.

Mahcalanl Frederick
Maretou Anna

Billings B. F.

Maek W.

B

Mann

Birmingham Mra. A,
C.

Bo Van Ocraldlae
Bird Joseph H.
Bradley Will V.
Brown J. Goffney
Barrows W. H.
Bertlett J. R.
Bailey Mrs. Catherine
Blaubard B.

Anna

Burfcott Mr*.

O

Billy

ft.

Mere* John P.

Maek Beb
Makla Haary
Mitchell Walter

Maoklala Chas,

N

Nichols O. K.
Nichols May

O
J.
F

Olms Mrs.

Paull Harry

Caatlo Hal

Clarkaon Mlat BlUlo

Perry Frank L.
Potter Mr. A Mra, B.

Ooballos Larry

Camber J.
Coyne Thomas

Rueeell Peggy

D

Randalls

Do Mont Mrs. Boot.

D Amor* Frank

Do Camllll Loandro
Darla Bvelyn

Davey Mabol O.
Davis Hubert

__

,

RnUedgo Oertrmee
Roberts Donald
Roasenbach Al J.
Rensotta Arthur
Roasell Pan! R.

Reha Marve

Bastburn Mra. Pauline

Slgwortk Dan A.

Pletober Loola
Froat Russell
Francis Kitty

euwooa Will

F

Fliljama

Sherman Hal
Stark Frank
8waa Bdtth
Stone :
tremel
Stewart 4

L

O

Glass Myrtle M.

Gasper Marie
Gordon Marguerite
Olllette Helen M.
Gerard Helen

Storm A

Hale Geo. G.
Hamlin Louise

Schaofter,

H

Holland Joe
Harris Robert
_
Herbert Chauaeey D.

BmlthBctty
Stem Teddy
Casper

A

T

Tompkins Clara
Temple Beb
Tuttlo Meerloe
Thompson Mrs.

L.

Maude
Toley Florence

Jewett Bob
Jenkins Harry

Tucker Jack
Thomas Jack
Tauber Sytrm

K

Keith

-

Sterling Robert
Biobllng Otto

Todd

Haas Alfred L.
Hlnkle M. Velma

T.

A

V

Francis

Karteili

Keeley Francis
Keller Frances
Kehoe H. B.

W.

Van Arthur Luohy
Van Tommy
Vanhall Mrs: Ada
••Vera"

Kysor Jack
Kelly Eugene

W

Worth Charlotte
Wright Louise
Williams Ft

Leslie Bthel
Lorraine Doris
La Mar Dorothy
La Glare Marty
Lovett George
Louie Jack

Wise Toney
Wellington Arthur

Wise Mloscla
White Dolly

Adds
NTHosurtetta.

enlisted,

acter.

Editor Varibtt:

in

Augusta, Ga., Feb.

Have

An

N. V. A.

Letters listed below are now held at
the clubrooms of the National Vaudeville Artists, Broadway and 48th street.

Hogan Mae
J

EASY DIVORCES.

in

Camp Hancock,

you published for me and

be in divorce.

not, recognized
obtained on statuatory grounds or there is notice of
appearance made by the defendant.

like a "simp."

Have

further appears that when Moren
found out about her second marriage
he, too, remarried, but was tried and
convicted of bigamy and served time
in Pennsylvania for the offence.
The case presented so many intricate
angles the court, clerks and even attorney Herman L. Roth who represented' Miss Miller, became confused
to such an extent the matter was
thrown out of court. Both the Millers
appear to desire freedom from the
mixed-up matrimonial bonds, but their
only real avenue for relief appears to
It

or any of the other houses handling
grease paint, have a branch in Paris?
If any of your readers have any
songs or material of any kind (aers for
1 to 20 men) I would like to receive

Lyman — please

^^j

Miller.

fully.

Can you

legal

GOTTLIEB VISITING WEST.
Harry Singer and George Gottlieb
left New York Tuesday for the middle west, where they will be lor about
two weeks.
It's the first time in five years Mr.
Gottlieb has been around Chicago. He
books the Majestic and Palace there,
also Majestic, Milwaukee, and Oroheums at St. Louis, Memphis and New
Orleans, besides the Palace, New York.
During the trip he will personally inspect the theatres of those cities.
Mr. Singer, also of the Orpheum Cir-

MoOrath

White Henry

Joe.

~

J.
_

MoCleery John

Wilson Chester

McCunough Oscar H.

Wright
Welnur Harry

McCarron Chas.
McFadden Father
Wheeler
McMlnn Dot
McDonald Mrs. R. B. Williams Mr.
Waterbury Lucille
McLoond Bd.

ELTINGE TAKES MORE TIME.
Although announced that last week
would be his final one in vaudeville,
Julian Eltinge has been persuaded to
accept further tifne in that field.
Jennie Jacobs, acting for him, se-

tion.

cured five more weeks, commencing
next Monday at the Davis, Pittsburgh,
and Mr. Eltinge has agreed to play the
engagements.

Bessie McCoy Arranging Act.
Bessie McCoy is arranging an act
for vaudeville and may have Paul
Frawley as principal assistant in it.

The Dave Clark ball has been postponed until March 27, when it will be
held at the Palm Garden on 58th street.

headquarters in New York, will
make the western trip one of inspec-

cuit

Dave

Clark's Ball Postponed.

EVENTUALLY--

EDWARD SHAYNE
(Endorsed by Every Reputable Artist and Manager)

NOW, RED BANK,

New York

N.

J.

Business Address Later

VAUDEVILLE
-

IN
Lieut.

actor,

Hogarth, an English
last week,

Lionel

wai

THE SERVICE

New York

in

British regiment.
spent most of his
time in the city at the Green-room
was at that club about
It
Club.
two and one-half years ago, just after
returning from a tour with Maude
Adams, Mr. Hogarth mentioned he
thought he should be doing his bit at
home. No one at the club saw or heard
of him until he suddenly reappeared

on leave from
Lieut Hogarth

last

week.

received

his

Hogarth enlisted and
He was
commission.

Lieut.

a

wounded at Cambrai, convalescing at
Lady Northcliffe's Hospital. He was
discharged from the hospital and given
leave to visit the country, taking a trip
„ver here, pa>in? his own passage with
just three days *o recreate in New
York before sailing to report back in
time.

Probationers

Naval

Camp

at

the

Pelham

Bay

N. Y., are pretty sure to

something funny. There was
an examination in insignia lately, with
a petty officer of first class gunner's
mate rating asking the questions. The
arm decoration of a gunner's mate has
spring

two crossed cannon. When asked'
what rating it stood for the "gob" answered it was that of a yeoman. "How
can you tell?" asked the P. O. "By
the two crossed fountain pens on your
arm" was the reply. "Doesn't a yeoman rating call f r two crossed quills?"
continued the P. O. "Not any more,"
said the gOb, "quills are out of date,
that's why they use fountain pens."

Jimmy Hanley, the composer, attached to the staff of the ShapiroBernstein Music Co., who was recently
drafted into the 320th Field Artillery
at Camp Upton, N. Y., has been promoted to* color sergeant of his regiment. Hanley is stationed at Camp
Gordon, Atlanta. A few weeks ago
Joe Goodwin and Ballard McDonald,
journeyed to Camp Gordon to colaborate with Hanley on the composition
of two new numbers. The pair propose to make similar trips south, when
convenient for Hanley, to work on new
numbers for the Shapiro-Bernstein
catalogue.
The colored band of the 367th Regiat Camp 'Upton, N. Y., drew
favorable attention along the line of
march last Friday of the 10,000 Upton
Many
on Fifth avenue.
soldiers
thought it a better musical organization than the band Jimmy Europe
formed and which is now in France.
Another crack band (white) at Upton
is the 306th Regiment's musical con-

ment

tingent, about 40 pieces.

Arrangements have been completed
for a big show, with a number of
vaudevillians to take pait, to be given
in the Manhattan O. H. March 3, the
receipts to go to the fund of the 302nd
Sanitary Training Division of Camp
Upton. A feature perhaps will bc» a
musical act by 70 boys from the camp.
The affair is in personal charge of
Captains Armour and Englc.
Names of soldiers who have no
friends to send them cigarettes are
wanted by the National Cigarette Service Committee, 154 Madison avenue.
New York. Under Mrs. Edith Nilsson
Lowe, Chairman, and Mrs. Louise E.
Snow, Vice-Chairman, the committee began last week to send tobacco

C

to soldiers. Its work
by lack of names.

is

now

restricted

Both members of the Tilden and
Roberts act are "gobs" at the Pelham
Bay Naval Training Camp. They have
written a number of songs with "local
Previous to their apstuff" lyrics.
pearance in vaudeville the men were in
\t cloak and suit business. Their

names are Israel and Cohen.
appearing in the entertainments,
however, they bill themselves as
"O'Brien and Gilhooley."
Jane Houston, who recently closed
with 'The Indestructible Wife," sailed
right

When

for London this week to marry Wallace Witticomb, *»n English actor serving at the front Miss Houston had
planned the journey for over a year

and several months ago her passport
was held up, the officials declaring
that getting married was not important business.
Pat 1\ Liddy,

manager of the Plaza,
Qharleston, West Va., has been appointed by the government to assist in
trie welfare work at Nitre, near~Charleston, S. C, where amusement will be
furnished for the thousands employed
on the government explosive plant.
The duties will not interfere with his
Plaza management. The salary is $1
a year.
Within close proximity of each other
in
France are Captain William F.
Roddy, 301st Stevedores regiment, and
Captain Fred Hinton, U. S. Infantry.
They took advantage of their former
show experience to stage a minstrel
performance which brought in a tidy
sum for the camp funds.
A plea for phonograph records to be
sent to the aviation training camps is
made by the Aeronautic Committee of
the Woman's Naval Service. Several
thousand records are needed. They
should be addressed to Mrs. Charles
A. Van Rensselaer, 289 Madison avenue, New York.
Dick
York's
of even

Temple,
legit

known among New

contingent of players and
in London, has

more renown

joined the Canadian forces. Mr. Temple is the husband of Katheryn Miley.
His first wife was Evie Greene, the
English musical comedy star.
The Greenroom Club gave the sailors of Pelham Bay, New York, an enlast
Sunday evening.
tertainment
Among the feature turns was "Irish
Justice," played by Frank Finney, Will
Kennedy, Lon Hascall and Phil Ott.
The San Francisco lodge of the T.
M. A. is to have a tobacco fund for its
members at the front. So far there
are six members from the lodge now
in the service, with several others expecting to be called.
Two stars were added to the service
flag of the Casino, San Francisco, last
week, making a total of eleven men
from that house now in the service.
The latest to go were Relief Operator
Wilson and Doorman Berry.
Cosmo Hamilton denies the report he
is a lieutenant in the Royal Flying
Corps. He did serve, however, for a
year as an officer in the British AntiAircraft Corps attached to the Royal
Naval Air Service.
Harry Ettling of the Hippodrome,
and George Ward of the Cort, San
Francisco, ordered to report at San
Pedro, Cal., March 18. Both are in the
Naval Reserve.
M. S. Houston, supt. of laboratories
at Culver City, resigned from Trianjle
and is in New York to attend the
school of military cinematography at
Columbia University.
Charles L. (Dewey) Deitz, a stage
hand at the Garden, Buffalo, has enHe is 19 years old.
listed in the Navy.
His father Charles Dictz is stage manager of the Majestic, Buffalo.
Al. Kemp, (3 Alvarettas) Military
Hospital, East End Barracks, Hamilton, Ont., Canada, recently underwent
an operation.
Arthur Atlas (Roland M. Stevens),
of the Atlas Trio, joined the Marine
Corps in Seattle and is at the Mare
Island training station.
George A. Ewcll, formerly of Townsend and Ewell, lias enlisted in the
service, and is now in training at Camp
Dix, Wright stown, N. J.
Ben Stein, formerly treasurer of the

FIRST LIBERTY THEATRE BILL
The first of the cantonment vaude-

Lexington Ave. opera house, New York,
is now stationed with Co. 1, 328th Infantry, Camp Gordon, Atlanta.
Thomas O'Harc, last with 'The Grass
Widow," has entered the navy as
second-class yeoman, and is at Bumkin Island, Mass.
Walter Kramer. San
Francisco

shows to open at one of the several
Liberty theaters, built on camp sites for
the exclusive entertainment of the soldiers, started at Camp Dix, Wrightstown, N. J., this week, booked there by
Billy Sullivan of the United Booking
Offices, who will supply all the vaudeville programs for those stands.
The opening show included Valentine
and Bell, Eddie Miller Duo; Marie and
Billy Hart, Harry and Anna Seymour
ville

cabaret singer, enlisted in the aviation service last week,
to Texas.

and has gone

Davis Chase has been promoted to
Sergeant in the Medical Corps at Fort
Monroe, Va.
Young Hayden Mann is drum major,
166 Depot Brigade Band, Headquarters
Company, at Camp Lewis, Wash.
Dan Bachman, of the Chicago office
of Variety, has reported at Camp
Grant, Rock ford,

This bill
and "The Corner Store."
played the Camp Dix theatre the first
half with the second -half of the week
carrying "The Midnight Rollickers,"
The Nippons, Morati-Pelham-Lyton
Co., Lee Barth and Ida May Chadwick
and Dad.
Enforced postponements ol openings
have made the dates of the other
Liberty theatres uncertain, but work is
going ahead rapidly and it is expected
the balance of the string will be ready
for an early start.
The, other camps where theatres are
in course of construction or awaiting
bookings are:
Camp Merritt, N. J.
(Henry Clay Blaney, mgr.,) Camp
Devens, Mass., (Maurice Greet, mgr.,)
Camp Upton, N. Y. (George H. Miller,
mgr.,) Camp Meade, Md., (Chas. E.
Barton, mgr.,) Camp Lee, Va., (Clarence D. Jacobson, mgr.,) Camp Jackson, S. C. (John F. Farrell, mgr.,)
Camp Gordon, Ga., (Percy Weadon,

111.

James Mullen (Mullen and Coogan)
in March, the
team probably disbanding at that time.
Jimmie Fox has enlisted in the navy
and is at the Pelham Bay training camp.

will

the

enter

service

Ed. Kwitschoff, assigned to U. S. S.
"Michigan."
George B. McKitterick, Corp. 110th
Ordnance Depot, Camp Custer, Mich.

DRAFTED.
Dr. Louis E. Marks, a graduate chiropractic, son of Dave Marks of the

United Theatre Ticket Co., and vicepresident of that company, reported at
Camp Upton last Monday. This is the
second member of the United's staff to
have been called, Harry Alpert, for-

mer

assistant

manager of the

ported last month.
Jimmie Sheedy, son of M.

mgr.,) Camp Pike, Ark., (Henry Winehall, mgr.,) Camp Dodge, la.; (Julian
Anhalt, mgr.,) Camp Custer, Mich., (E.
W. Fuller, mgr.,) Camp Taylor, Ky.,
(Chas. Scott, mgr.,) Camp Sheridan, O.,
(Frank J. Lew, mgr.,) Camp Funston,
Kas., Camp Sheridan, Ala., Camp Grant
111., for which no managers have as yet

office, re-

S.

Sheedy,

and now booking manager of that
agency, has been ordered to report for
physical inspection.
T. Daikitch Kitamura, ordered to
Camp Dix, N. J., to join the engineering Corps.

Waim%n,

of

been engaged.

THIRD LIBERTY LOAN.
The Third Liberty Loan will be placed
during April, and the Bureau of Publicity of the Treasury Department is at

Waiman and Berry

violinists, rejected

because of defective

work on the

eyesight.

Avery Hughes

(4

Belmonts) ordered

Taylor, Kentucky.
Max Wiley (with Trixie Friganza)
accepted.

Tommy

Sheridan ("The Wanderer")

accepted.

Harry

J.

Luck (La

accepted.
Malcolm
G.
Rose") accepted.
Harry Reiners,

Salle

Murray

Opera

Co.)

("Rambler

accepted with Exemption Board No. 115.
Jacob Stein, William Leonard (Globe
theatre) accepted.
Otto Ernst (U. B. O.) accepted.
Frank Hurst, exempt, dependents.

DELINQUENTS ANSWERING.
Up to Wednesday over a score

of
in the list of draft delinquents recently published in Variety
in addition to those already replied
got into touch with the Local Board,
J

hose named

No. isa

The list of the latter includes Edgar
Akin, John Stewart Black, Leon Pierre
Elliott, Ray HenderMalkan, Harold Leigh
Meyers, Monroe U. Morrow, Joseph

DuPerre, Willis
son,

Samuel

B.

Rostenthal, Jr., Rex Story, Jasper D.
Stroupe, Samuel Van Dyke, Edgar
Barowsky,
Allen
Donsang, Alfred
George Norman Brown, Frank D.
Lapadure.
Boyer, William
Glen Clifford Green, Bernard Granville, Clyde Clem Overholtz, Chas. J.
Hildebrandt, Herbert B. Weit, Edgar
W. Snyders, Roy B. William, Franz
Ender, Walter L. Ford, Robert E. Jackson, Edward E. Kelly, Paul Kittel, M.
Arai,
Harry
Eijiro
Wachtmeister,
Cohn, Arthur Sydney Cook, Timothy
O'Shea, Walter Schaff, Rufus Edward
MacKahan, George Arthur Wood.

it.

last

week

directly concerns theatricals. It says
the theatres may aid greatly by having

Camp

to report at

preliminaries for

An announcement made

Chas. Williams (assistant stage manager "Rainbow Girl") ordered to report
to Camp Dix, N. J.
Eddie Goodman (Billy Allen Musical
Comedy) ordered to Camp Lee, Petersburg, Va.

«

the Third Liberty Loan mentioned in
performances, while players who are
permitted to extemporize on the stage
are urged to continuously refer to the
Third Liberty Loan. "Their efforts,"
says the announcement, "will come
nearer to reaching the farmer than any
other method yet employed. In the*
two preceding Liberty Loan campaigns
the farmers did not 'come across' as
well as they should have done." The
statement concludes: "The committee
in charge is depending greatly upon
th,e efforts of the individual player to
keep before the farmer the need of
5ubscribing,liberally.

M

Arrangement* have been made with
outdoor amusements to promote the
Third Loan. Much of the propaganda
in this way will be through the medium
of parades, when banners mentioning
the Loan will be conspicuous.

CAMP VAUDEVILLE ABANDONED.
Chicago, Feb. 27.
Vaudeville booked by the Western
Vaudeville Managers' Association three
days weekly at Camp Travers, San
Antonio, has been abandoned, ostensibly, it is said, because no "split" could
be arranged for that theatre to fill out
the remainder of the weekly term.
The real reason, however, appears
to be lack of business, as the soldiers
when having time off sufficient to visit
a show preferred to go to the city and
see one.
A musical comedy stock organization
is now trying to make the Camp Travers theatre pay.

Lewis Mason Sentenced for 10 Years.
Davenport, la., Feb. 27.
Lewis Mason has been sentenced to
10 years, convicted
of a criminal
offense against a bellboy in this city.
Mason has appealed to the Superior
Court.

VAUDEVILLE
ILL AND INJURED.
Barney Fagan recently removed to

AMONG THE WOMEN
Br THE
SKIRT.

Mr. Rogers, manager of the Palace
theatre, has presented each of the pretty
girl ushers with a gold medallion in the
(for
embossed
form of a brooch.
Keith) is in the center. Marion Ridnor

An

K

(with Eddie Weber) on No. 2 in the
bill there this week is a better dancer
than her partner, quite an unusual thing.
Her first frock was of shimmery white
net over silver.
rose chiffon over
blue was followed by long pink satin
pants and grey velvet jacket. Bobby
Bertrand, a young girl (with the Lee
Kohlmar sketch), was nicely dressed in
blue charmeuse,
Kicca Scott wore a
three ttounce lace dress.
Bennett Johnstone (in "On the High
Seas") wears a blue sailor dress and a
plaid coat
The last scene showing
the U. S. Fleet is more stirring than
anything shown around since the war.
Elsa Kuegger plays the cello wearing
a beautiful silver evening gown. The
waist is made long and the sides are
draped. Zhay Clark at the harp was
in pale green with a lace over dress.
Bessie Clayton (third week at the Palace) wore for her first dress one of
burnt orange with a crystal covering.
cerise
ballet costume made the
dancer look like an American Beauty

A

A

The many

skirts were of cerise
with a tpp layer of silver lace. The
bodice was in all shadings of rose, while

rose.

black flowers were used as a garland!
Her other costume consisted of white
pants.
skirt just running across the
back was of black lace. There were
two large black hats and a band of

A

brilliants.

Beatrice Herford, always delightful,
in pink taffeta.

was

Grace La Rue is more sumptuously
gowned than ever, if that is possible,

She enters

a long straight coat of
Over one arm hangs a cape

in

grey cloth.
with a stripped lining. An eccentric
hat was in shape stove pipe, with blue
facing.
There was a narrow collar of
sable.
Underneath the coat was a grey
dress made with an accordian pleated
skirt having panel sides of brocade.
The waist had a vest of a pale shade of
green. It was Miss La Rue's third costume that captivated her audience. The
effect was a wonderful sunset
The
long skirt (and, by the way, all Miss
La Rue's skirts were to the ankles) was
of layers of chiffon in blue purple green
and a deep shade of coral. The top
layer was of grey chiffon opened at the
front with a stiffened hem. The bodice
fitted well over the hips, introducing all
the shades. Side panels of green and
coral had innumerable green tassels, as
also had the square sleeves.

Valeska Suratt at the Colonial this
is wearing under her kolinski
cloak a gown of purple velvet embroidered in beads of the same shade. A
flat hat was trimmed with grapes of
everv shade.
Bonnie Thornton is a
wonder in a girlish dress of white net

—

company, but he didn't not
even the chorus young woman with
the punch. That little slap in the face
wasn't a bad start for the clan, which
contains some very nice girls, though
none of the nicest of them appear unable to secure an engagement with
this' particular manager. His branch
office is an apartment on the west side.
entire

The Sunday night concerts at the
Winter Garden usually start off with
an indifferent dancing act, and last
Sunday night was no exception* The
Yaltos found it pretty hard. The girl
appeared first in a white lace dress
having a blue taffeta overskirt An
apricot silk skirt had a white lace front
banded in orchid. Her third dress was
blue net over white and banded in blue
sequins with a bright red velvet belt.
An imported singer, by name Galiventi,

no

showed a

style.
silk

pink

and dress of
Von Beussie wore a

fair voice

Fritzi

gown with

lace petticoats.

The Astairs (brother and sister) do
some difficult dancing. These youngsters are unusually talented and could
The girl
fit in the best of companies.
was prettily frocked in mauve chiffon.

A sailor's

hornpipe on her toes showed
Dazie hasn't lost any of her cleverness
in ballet dancing. A rag dance was
done in white tights with a bodice of
crystals having inserts of black lace.
Laurie and Bronsbn were the clean-up
kids. Miss Bronson wears a white
cloth suit. The girl of Seabury and
Shaw was in a short white dress with
black stripes of sequins. Marie Nordstrom was girlish in a white net dress
made with eight ruffles and baby waist

Valeska Suratt walks 12 miles daily,
rain or shine. That's my Idea of proper
exercise and I wish I had ginger
enough to do it, too. You will never

grow

fat

doing that

At the Fifth Avenue Josie Heather
isn't showing any new clothes. She is
wearing the yellow dress trimmed
with pansies. Her opening dress was
a robe of white beads trimmed at the
bottom with a wide band of white and
black fur. There was the Scotch dress
of old and the crinoline and also a
still

fingham dress worn

for a

he four girls of The Jazz Nightmare"
appeared first in yellow cloaks. They
looked well in nun-like costumes of
grey chiffon. Short blue satin costumes
military.

The

girl of

Rose

and Moon was in white satin bustled
at the back and an ermine scarf. She
changed to a short dress of gold cloth.
While high-necked in front a bare
backrwas shown. The girl of Nevins

week

and Erwood in brown makeup wore a
green and white striped dress with a
plain green velvet jacket.
Martha
Hamilton (sketch) wore a pink chiffon
through which a crystal foundation
shimmered. Her hat and scarf were

Her

of torquoise satin.

large sailor hat was faced in black
velvet
Rene Dietrich (Wright and
Dietrich) was in a pale shade of rose
net over a crystal foundation. Camilla
(of the bird act) with a black stage setting looked well in a white taffeta made
with a puff and bustle.

In these days when you hear so much
«<:
inside stuff" about musical comedy

shows, it seemed all new again when
a young woman of the chorus handed
a musical comedy producing manager
a "wallop" in the face that nearly
loosened his teeth, and only because
he had called her "Dearie" while pinching her cheeks. Of«course she was a
new girl in the chorus or he wouldn't
have pinched her cheeks, not this producing manager, who appears to have
become a fanatic on chorus girls. The
receiver of the punch raved all over
the stage, threatened to discharge the

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs.
ford,

Conn.,

Willard

is

The mother

C

Feb.
is

S.

Willard at Hartdaughter. Mr.
Grows."

20,

Man Who

"The

Irving Berlin expects to leave, the
hospital almost any day now. He went
in there to find out what was the matter with his stomach and the doctors
discovered it needed- a rest. Mr. Berlin has had a menu of chicken broth
and then more chicken broth since
starting the rest cure three weeks ago.
Edna Kellog sunk in a loosely covered cinder streeting in front of Wallick'g hotel Monday and sustained a
severely wrenched leg. She was carried into the hotel and treated by a
Bellevue Hospital ambulance surgeon,
but refused to enter the institution.
While skating at the St Nicholas Ice

Rink Tuesday, Marjorie Rambeau fell,
breaking her ankle. She will be several
weeks recovering.
Norma Winslow,
her understudy, has taken the leading
role in "Eyes of Youth."

Edna May Adams (Edna and Teddy
Adams) has partially recovered from
an operation for cancer, performed

a non-professional.

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Vance ,at their
home, Richmond Hill, L. I., Feb. 24,
son. (Mr. Vance is on the New York
staff of Variety.)

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Butler (Butler and
Ritchey) at their home, 75 West 100th
street, New York, son, named Robert

re-

New York Hospital. She
is convalescing at her home, 224 W.
52d street, New York.
Frieda Clayton, recently shot by a
soldier who then committed suicide,
is getting along nicely, although she
will be disgured for life. The bullet
ziggagged an ugly course across her
cheek.
cently in the

James and Bonnie Thornton were
forced to cancel the Palace, New York,
next week because of Mrs. Thornton's
throat becoming infected.
Willard Mack,, operated upon for
nose trouble at the Polyclinic Hospital, Feb. 20, will be confined in the
hospital for several days.
Maurice Goodman general counsel
for the United Booking Offices, was
confined to his nomc. early this week
suffering from an attack of Grippe.

Lucy

Kwitschoff

Girls") is recovering
bronchitis.

second

ago.

edition

The new

Hoffman,

version, also by

acters as in the original act.

Hazel Harrington has obtained the

pened" showing in vaudeville for some
time.
She is the wife of Joseph S.
Bernard and appeared with him in
"Who Is She?" for a time.

Hendree Norwood-Davis of Savannah
appeared at the Biiou there last week
with a singing and dancing turn, and
now expects to come North for vaudeville engagements.
Viola Gillette and Amy AshmoreClark, songs. Miss Gillette is the wife
of George Macfarlane, and the husband of her partner is Alexander Clark.

Tony Sarg's Marionettes, lately at
the Norworth theatre, may become a
vaudeville turn (Harry Weber).
Hampton and Blake, in a new act,
around San Francisco. Mr. Hampton
was formerly of Hampton and Shriner.
Mr. Proxey, new name for R.

C

Faulkner,

who does an impersonation

of President Wilson.

"A Three-Minute Romeo/' three peowritten by Ben Barnett, to be pro-

ple,

duced by Smith & Anton.
Anthony Euwer, the poet of the
Northwest, is in New York preparing
to put on a novelty act.
Donna Montren (Montren and Daly)
and Harry McGowan, two-act
"Four After Four," eight people,
four boys, four girls (Lewis & Gordon).
"Little Miss New York 2, with about
25 people (Joe Wood).
Tom Brown's Musical Review, six
people.

Arthur Dunn and Co., five people, in
"Say Uncle."
"The Morning After," sketch (4
people.

John R. Gordon and Co., new sketch.
Jimmic Hussey and Co.. new act
Regan and Renard, two-act
Jewett and Pendleton, dancers.

("Palm
Beach
from grip and

Stanley Sharpe, manager of the Winbeen laid up for a week
with grippe.

ter Garden, has

Lillian Snyder, sister of Ted Snyder,
Mort Harris, manager of the San
Francisco ollice Waterson, Berlin &
Snyder, Feb. 26 at San Francisco.
George F. Sawyer (manager of the
"Pool Room") to Catherine M. V. Wohl
(non-professional)
in
Los Angeles,
Feb. 9.

to

m Fl a

1

'

I
IN AND OUT.
Rooney and Bent opened as a twoact Monday at the Riverside, where
they are booked to again appear March
11 as the featured players of "Over

1

1"

This week they are
substituting for Elinore and Williams.
Sam Williams reported a bad throat

prevented him from opening.
Carl McCullough was not at the Jefferson the last half last week. Illness
forced him out of the

opening performance.

bill

after

the

Green and Pugh

substituted.

Hobart Bosworth was compelled to
withdraw from the Bushwick bill Tuesday through illness. Replaced by Lee
Kohlmar & Co., who arc closing the bill
(doubling from the Palace).

H

IHHS*

tt'^^ft^^W

The Kay Trio canceled the first half
De Kalb, Brooklyn, owing to the

BILL,

daughter.
To Captain and Mrs.
at

Camp Wadsworth,

Pemberton, at
York, Feb. 20,

Ray

F.

Hodson,

Spartansburg, S.

B. P. Shulberg, Feb.
daughter, their second child.

—

at the

velli substituting.

Max
New

Sj

Here," a sketch.

20,

in

e»K.^>

a

MARRIAGES.

C, Feb. 26, son.
Mr. and Mrs.

home

"What Really Hap-

rights to the sketch

JACK NORWOPTII

Mr. and Mrs.

Aaroa

an entirely different story, but employ the same charwill carry

illness of one of its members. Al Ricardo filled in.
Robert Kdcson and Co. did not appear at the Majestic, Chicago, Monday
matinee, owing to railroad wreck; Victor Moore doubled from the Palace.
Alf Kipon left the Delancey the first
half because of illness, Arthur Tur-

Butler, 3d.
their

ACTS.

of 'The New
Leader," the comedy sketch with Sam
Mann in vaudeville several seasons

cessfully performed.

war song,

all

were made

the Knickerbocker Hospital, New York,
after a short illness at his hotel, will
be operated upon for a growth in his
nose this week. Fagan is rapidly improving and expects to leave the institution as soon as the operation is suc-

NEW
A

DOLLY CONNOLLY
SHOW

of the "PASSING
1917" nt the WINTER GARDEN, New York,
mid recently pluved the lending role opposite

One of the fentures

OF

AND

In "ODDS
ENDS."
PluyiriK a short entfHKnnent of B. P. Keith's
going into a New

New York houses before
York summer show.

this week (Feb. 2b) at ROYAL,
YORK, HEADLINING a big FESTIVAL

Opened

NEW

"

BURLESQUE,

10

MILLION DOLLAR DOLLS.
Exhibiting

all

the

traction at
Dolls" slowed

the earmarks of
outset.

a good

at-

"The Mluloa Dollar

down soon after the Initial carIn n inn drag*? from then on, and until
burlesque wae staged, carrying some
semblance of entertainment, the show mads a
There are two good
decidedly weak score.
reasons for this, a "lame" book and the lack
of nourishing comedy. The book Is particularly
Told of the essential sltustlons that make burtain.

the

worth while, merely rambling on
lesque
through a succession of numbers, the cast
apparently anxious to exhibit their vocal ability/ for they ran through the. dialogue as fast
as possible. But to partially offset thle. the
one of the beat slagtag
agtregatlOB- co p
And the producers evioasts oa the wheeL
dently realised this asset, for they hare overbmrdeasd the rwutls* with song.. The principals assemble In almost every number to
"pall" encores, sometimes encoring without

m

m

The best voteeln the troupe introduces Bda
Mas. a well-built girl who looks good, dresses
She
neatly and holds her own with case.
might be best described as an overgrown
1

ingenue, being midway betw een that type
and a leading woman. Miss Mae was at bar
very best when singing ballads, hsr rendition
7
of "Kiss Me Again ' being quite the musical
hit of the show.

.,

,

Gladys Parker is the soubret, pretty, lively,
end with a fair voles. Her style suggests a
cabaret education, and she would do well to
select light or "rag" sambor* for her singing
"Uvsry
efforts, To* In this line she excels.
Stable Blues" In the afterpiece wae her song
hit. well rendered and nicely ftreesed with the
chore* la support.
Norm*' Barry Is a good worker, but lacks
vocal ability, and since the book provided
little or no opportunity for her to display
whatever cleverness she possesses, one can
hardly say much of her work.
Ths comics sre Cliff Bragdon and Beotty
FTtedell, two eccentric types, who kept continually trying, but somehow or other lust
missed the essential "kick." In this Instance
they- are doubly handicapped through lack of

Harry Mandell' b> the
suitable material.
straight man, always a good worker and continually helping with his well-trained voice,
landell is a gsnulns asset to this troupe, for
In many Instances be forced through a comedy scene that wae theatanod with failure.

Walter Morrtoon and Harold Carr complete
the east of principals, filling In with unimportant roles In both sections.
With the arrival of tbo afterpiece the comedy scene thst was threatened with failure,
for this the show would be doomed to complete failure, the opener leaving anything but
a suitable Impression for n high-class burThey earned some laughs
lesauo audience.
In ths flret few scenes of the second section,
managed to keep up the
work
hard
by
abd
enthusiasm to a fair degree. The production
le built along the average Columbia line with
no aim at pretentiousness, but with sufficient
class to make it worth whtle^ The chorus
are a capable bunch, all fairly well endowed
with good looks and especially strong In the
support of numbers. It Is fsr from a good
show though, but through the lift given by
the second part It manages by a slim margin
to just Isap Inside the danger line and beat
the oensors to

a

decision.

*~~

"*

GROWN-UP BABIES.
For a seven-principal show the "Orown-Up
Babies" Is presenting a very pleasing burThe show is long on
lesque entertainment.
laughs, gotten through more or less suggsotlvs
work* always certain for a laugh. The show
Is presented by the Vail Amusement Co., Inc.,
and Harry Koler Is the featured comedian,
although Sam Collins* and Jack Callahan both

greater effect with the audience at tbo Star, Brooklyn, Tuesday night.
that Callahan boy will bear
InntisntnllT.
Ho Is an acrobatic oomedlan of
watching.
tbs typo a riot with burleeque audiences, and
it wemt bo- long before he finds himself In
the featured class If ho continues at the preeent pans.
Tho Itae-up of the principals Is four men
and three women. The trio of men mentioned
In tho previous paragraph handle all the
comedy, and Harry Meyers is ths straight
msn of the outfit with very little to do. The
women contingent contains a prima donas,
soubret and Ingenue. Oreos Palmer quel Idee
In tho high-note division, while Louise Wright
displays "pep" as the eoubret. Lillian West,
a good-looking blonde girl, le the Ingenue and
handled several numbers nicely, scoring to a
great extent on her looks.
There are eighteen "girls" In ths chorus,
which, as a whole, looks more or less like a
"mothers and daughters' " aggregation ; bowever, they work hard and ssvsrnl of the frontThe chorus
line girls are fairly good-lookers.
Is a number chorus exclusively and there le no
chance for them to show Indlvldusllty anywhere In the show, ae they were ell held
down to ensemble work at all times.
"Tho Beauty Doctora" is the title given the
book, and its compilation Is accredited to
William Veil, while Ruby Cowen and Jack
Strouse are programmed aa the lyric and music
A ooupls of opening choruses le
writers.
sbout all that they contributed, for the numbers In the show are all popular stuff. There
sre thirteen numbers all told, and It remained
for "Dixie Volunteers" to prove to be the bigIt Is the comgest encore winner of the lot.
edy that accompanied the song In this caee
that was responsible for Its success as much
as ths song Itself.
The book Itself Is not very much to brag
about, and after the Initial reference Is made
to the fact that the comedians sre a couple
of beauty doctors £ho plot Is forgotten and
the show develops Into a bit and number affair.

scored to

much

There Is an usdrsss bat In tke> first scene with
1*5 of the
U>
girls In the beauty shop, and a love
thermometer bit later that la quits similar.
Ths first sosne, the interior of the beauty
parlor, has seven numbers fncluslvs of ths
opening chorus, and tho finale and the chorus
maks three changes. With ths numbers coming fsst there Is Uttls room for dialog, and

theater this week.
Pictures and legitimate attractions
will
replace
the
burlesque
shows,
booked heretofore by the American
Burlesque Association.

At the American Burlesque Association headquarters it was stated the show
scheduled to play Youngstown the last
half of this week would lay-off. It was
originally intended to book a series of

That bit Is a llttls too old for ths prossntday burleeque patrons to appreciate and it
might be Just no well to pull Bernard and
Hasel Dawa from "The Century Girl" for the
preeent-day bunch. They dont know ths difference and It will go over to greater advantage.
Oraos Palmer eeeayed frits! Boboff
with the inevitable "Kiss Ms Again" and sang
the number very well indeed, getting n lot of
comedy out of the work with Collins. Then
Harry Koler, as Joe Welch, met with but
lukewarm response from the audience; even
though he went into a parody and a comedy
number he failed to Impress. Louise Wright,
with an Imitation of Fannie Brice, which was
about aa much llks ths original aa It was of
Marie Dressier or May Irwin, pulled down the
That Is ths bit until Jack
hit of the section.
Callahan and BJthel Bheppard started on their
Bowery Dance offering. This was a veritable
riot on the strength of the work of the man.
The second sot has .the Lovo Thennometer
bit. a hypnotic bit and a bar and drunk sosne
as the comedy staadbys; all three get laughs.
The first scene Is supposedly laid In Japan for
no reason whatever except that there le a
back drop that shows Fujiyama and ths chorus
wear kimonos.
A Hawaiian number with
the girls In Oriental costume failed to get any
return and a patriotic finale waa sure-fire.
The cloelng section had but two numbers.
This was a cabaret eoene. Not a far Jump
from the rathskeller scene of the first act

one night stands out of

NEW WOODS READY.

&

for a New York run.
The summer season will open May
13 and the show will remain as long as

business warrants the stay.

LOWELL SWITCHES TO LYNN.
27.

The John

F. Shea Theatrical Co..
took a lease on the Academy of
five weeks ago for American

Wheel burlesque, closed last week.
The ruling of Major Hodges restricting

READY TO RETURN.
A number of former burlesque

principals of the feminine gender who deserted the ranks to play vaudeville

dates have not had much consecutive
time this winter and have declared to
local booking agents that they will
consider offers for shows for next
season when "offers" are available.

FIRST TIME ON COAST.
Although a traveler around the
world more than once Jules Hurtig has
never visited the Pacific Coast of his

own
He

country.
started on that journey last Sun-

day accompanied by his

b'rother,

Max

Hurtig, of Dayton.

\

Windy

City

summer

proposition

re-

marked that he didn't think the house
would be open during the heated

men

in the Liberty theatres, the early
activities point to Alliance men being
employed in all of them.
Fully 10 per cent, of the Alliance
membership is now enrolled in the

army and navy, but

aside from special
details at times of former stage hands
and operators to the different theatres,
civilian crews are expected to operate
the stages and booths, as the enlisted
men would have to move to different

points

with

their

company

regular

movements.
Indicative of the spirit to engage
union men, the house at Camp Dodge,
Des Moines, la., has a stage carpenter
supplied by Local 35 of that city. \Vhen

the attraction necessitates additional

men, such as the property man, electrician, and flyman, the local is expected to supply them.
All former

men

will receive $2 a

detailed for the

work

performance, the pay

to come from the theatre receipts. The
civilian props, electrician and flyman
will receive $2.50 a show, while the
regularly engaged, carpenter will get

$35 weekly.
At the local Alliance quarters

Wednes-

day
Assistant
President
Charles
Crickmore said n trouble was anticipated, as throughout the camps all'construction work has been done by
union labor.

Broadway Lighting Up Again.
Broadway will be light again after
today (March 1), excepting on Sundays and Thursdays, which were men-

Indianapolis, Feb. 27.
of eliminating the unsightly signs an ordinance regulating
and taxing, billboards has been introduced in the city council, sponsored
by the Board of Park Commissioners.
The bill is not aimed directly at
theatrical advertising, but at the huge
commercial boards.

STATEN ISLAND THEATRE.

MAY CLOSE DENHAM.

The new Liberty (not a camp

tioned in the original fuel order against
the night electrical display.
The state administrator Monday revoked his ruling of all lightless nights
excepting Saturdays, leaving the former order for two days weekly only in
effect.

TAXING BILL BOARDS.
With a view

Denver, Feb.

the-

atre) completed, at Stapleton, Staten
Island, will open March 18 with a
Broadway attraction for a full Week
from a Shubert theatre. Concerts will
be given Sundays, a nine-act bill, two

27.

Owing to a disagreement between the
management and stage hands it is
rumored O. D. Woodward, who controls the Denham, is about to issue a
two weeks' notice and close

it.

performances.
Built at a cost of $200,000, and with
a seating capacity of 1,500, the hew
house is the largest theatre in the
Borough of Richmond. It is owned by
Johnson & Moses, who are interested
in a number of other small theatres on
the Island.

Jack Horn will be the manager. For
the past five years Mr. Horn was at
the Fifth Avenue and Halsey theatres,
Brooklyn.

BOSTON STILL CLOSING EARLY.
While the Monday

27.

fuel closing or-

der has been rescinded for New England, the 10 o'clock closing rule for
theatrical performances at night re-

mains

started at about

7.45.

ARRESTED AND RELEASED.
St.

MAUDE ARRIVES

John, N.

B.,

Feb.

27.

"Without Rhyme or Reason" Title.
The new book for the J. Herbert
Mack show, "Maids of America," for
next season, which is being written by
Billy K. Wells will be styled "Without

William Lockan, of a vaudeville
team playing a Moncton, was arrested
and charged with being of enemy
origin, but was later released, as the
police were unable to find any evidence
against him when they searched his

khyme

valise.

LATE.

Seattle, Feb. 27.
Cyril Maude was forced to cancel
Seattle and other northwestern dates
due to the late arrival of the boat in
Vancouver from Australia.
He was billed here for Thursday.

"HOME, JAMES."
An announcement was made

last

week, that the rights of the comedy,
"The Man on the Box," for presentation in modern form, has been secured
by the Witmark Music Library.
The piece will be reconstructed into
a musical play bearing the title, "Home.
James."

McCormack

in force.

The shows are

months.

or Reason."

Although no activity has been
noted on the part of the International
Alliance of Stage Employees and M. P.
Operators to force any whys and
wherefores of the placement of union

again changed his mind and intended
bringing here the original company of
"Business Before Pleasure," now at the
Eltinge, New York, permitting the No.
2 show of that title to finish out the
season in New York in the same house.
A question of policy on the move has
been holding up a final decision.
The Woods, situated adjacent to the
Garrick, holds a building record in
Chicago, having been completed within
seven months. It will seat 1,100. The
house does not seem designed for
musical productions, having a darktoned interior.
Building labor troubles are reported
to have added $40,000 to the amount of
the investment for the building.

Boston, Feb.

Chicago May Bo Burlesqneloss.
There appears little likelihood summer burlesque will be tenanted at the
Columbia, Chicago. An official of the
Columbia offices when asked about the

27.

attraction has been selected for the
premiere.
One report said A. H. Woods had

shows

the leave of the soldiers, who formed
the major part of the audiences, had
a great deal to do with it The company has leased the Park, Lynn, and
will produce its bookings originally intended for Lowell at that house.
Joseph Corbett will act as manager.

Chicago, Feb.

_,

Seafeaturing Sam Dody
summer
atwill
the
Lewis,
be
and Sam
traction at the Columbia, New York,
that piece having been officially selected
as the best of the current season's

which
Music

Castle,

The new Woods theatre here is
ready and could be opened March 4.
The official opening date, however, will
be March 11. Up to Wednesday no

attraction,

Lowell, Mass., Feb.

New

where the jump to Youngstown is
made from, but the one night question
was quickly abandoned.
"The Speedway Girls" is the first attraction to be inconvenienced by the
ruling. The other shows will probably
have a half week lay-off for the Youngstown stand until such time as another
town can be listed on the route.
The Youngstown Mayor, elected by
the reform party, apparently felt pledged
to abolish burlesque at the Park when
his constituents made it an issue.
The town had been a good stand for
burlesque, the shows playing three days
there, to between $1,500 and $1,800.
Pa.,

"HELLO AMERICA" PICKED.
mon

O., Feb. 27.

Following complaints registered by
reformers and a hearing before the
Mayor, L. B. Cool, district manager for
Feiber & Shea, has announced the discontinuance of burlesque at the Park

for the greater part the numbers carry this
section along.
The eeoond scene is before a
drop la oas representing tho Grand Central
Station, where a pocket-book bit Is handled.
A rathskeller eoene concludes tho first sot.
Ths latter Is a sosne of specialties, started
immediately after the opening chorus by Harry
Meyers imitating Jack Norworth, and doing It
ratber Indifferently ; then Lillian Wast aad
Bam Collins did a- sense from tho "Casino
Qlrl," as Bam Barnard and Mabel Oilman.

"Hello America," the Hurtig

UNION CREWS AT CAMPS.

YOUNGSTOWN DROPS OUT.
Youngstown,

-

;

'

'

in

Former Mann

Play.

Los Angeles, Feb. 27.
Barry McCormack, who plays one of
the crooks in "Turn to the Right,"
will take out "Elevating a Husband,"
present tour.
McCorplay th,e role created by
The Los Angeles date
Louis Mann.
has been set and McCormack has consented to donate the receipts to the
war camp fund of the Knights of Columbus.
following

mack

will

his

•

VARIETY
Coast last week with a cutey mustache, of the same color as Jack's flowmqr Arab locks. Upon his return after

KIETY

being away three months Mr. Goldberg consented to have his hair
trimmed.

Trade Mark

Tlaus

Mum

New York

man

f•» flviwt lam* will be
up to Wedaess4sdaTtti*N*w York

Advertislne*

day ntjkL

SUBSCRIPTION

u

§

espies, 10 cents

VtLk

Ne.

M. Witmark
branch

1

Sons have opened a
Kansas City, Mo.

ft

office in

Joe Maglin is stage manager of the
Prospect, ha\*ng replaced Jay Conway.
Richard Klin* joined "Twin Beds"
(southern) as manager this week.
Billy do Wolfe and Charles Strouse
are lining np a route for a summer

show.

to

act

as

There

will be no vaudeville bill at
Ga., next week (March

Camp Gordon,
4).

A

legitimate

show has taken the

Club,

in for fees, including those also £aid
by 134,000 licensed chauffeurs.
York has 80,000 miles of public high-

Before "Sick a Bed" came into the
Gaiety and while it was on the road
the company became accustomed to

New

ways.

is soon to leave the Greenwich Players theatre. The piece has
remained for ten weeks to date, considerably longer than first figured on.
The Scandinavian play will be followed
by a piece by Maurice Hewlett. He is
the novelist. It will be his first attempt

refused to employ a traveling stage
carpenter. Local 341 of the stage hands
upon the company and theatre management failing to comply with the
Alliance rules, refused to work, the
musicians also going out in sympathy.
Cutter played the date, but under
union embarrassment. The indications
pointed to an adjustment this week.

remain in

New York

Pa.,

at playwrighting.

A

verdict for the defendant was returned last^week by a jury in Indianapolis in a 'suit for $10,000 damages by
Mary Feaster, as administratix in the
estate of Tony Ashton, a showman,
against the Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction Co. at Shelbyville, Ind.
The case was taken to Shelbyville on
a^ change of venue from Indianapolis.

Eddie Shayne is stretching his vacaRed Bank, N. J. Although haying decided to open an agency of his
own on Broadway, Mr. Shayne, who
tion at

Juno Roberts is a new dancer in the
Winter Garden revue, Chicago. She
comes from New York.

were licensed in the State,
added Mr. Hugo, and $4,250,000 turned

000 cars

until

will

James Haegney joined 'Torn Pom"
it Minneapolis last week
secretary to Frank Buell.

be

Trouble over stage hands at Oil City,
when the Wallace Cutter stock
went there for a week's engagement
at the opera house, carried scenery and

after the war.

The Frohmans through their attornews, Dittenhoefer, Gerber & James,
have appealed from the judgment rendered in favor of Margaret Tobin Hunt
for $500. Some time ago Miss Hunt
while purchasing theatre tickets at the
Lyceum became involved in an altercation with the man in the box office.
She claimed he used obscene language
and hurt her feeling to the amount of
$500. A verdict was rendered in her
favor at the trial. The appeal was
made on the grounds $500 was an exorbitant sum.

—^—

•

Edward Lehman, of the Public SerAssociation, Chicago, some
vice Ticket Office thinks that he has
weeks ago, has found rest is beneficial
accumulated enough knowledge of the
to him and is accordingly prolonging
theatre through his association with
his day of return to harness to the
the ticket end to qualify him to go out
last possible moment.
left

the

house.

Clare Vernon makes her debut in
musical comedy as a member of the
company presenting "Follow the Girl"
at the 44th Street Roof tomorrow night.

"VARIETY" FREE
TO THEATRICAL MEN IN THE SERVICE

The Theatre Goer" is a publication
devoted to the interests of 'the Poli
theatre, Scranton, Pa. It is edited by
Frank Whitbeck.

with address.

The

treasurers of two of the Shuhouses have been switched. John
0*Neil is now at the Shubert theatre,
while Walter Hertzburg, formerly at
that house,

is

The mailing address should be kept corrected promptly.

ager, the late Dr. Orr, received leave
.of absence last year.

The auditing department of the
United Booking Offices and Orpheum
Circuit, located on the seventh floor
of the Palace theatre building, are
being entirely renovated to permit the
•

of

installation

a

new

section.

The

Frances Rockefeller King, in
charge of the club and social department, has been removed to the floor
above to allow for the needed space.
office of

Harry Carlin of the U. B. O. is serving on the general sessions jury, for
the
usual
two weeks' term. Bob
Hutchinson is temporarily attending to
his bookings.

why Johnny

Cantwell

practicing up on a single tufn may be explained shortly by a family event, in
which Reta Walker (Mrs. Cantwell)
will have a principal role.

Just

A

is

two days' old-fashioned circus
Feb. 28 and March 1 will be held
under the auspices of New York Lodge
No. 1 of the Elks. The proceeds will
go to the benefit of the War Relief

—

Fund.
service badge was presented to
Eddie Leonard, the minstrel singer,
last
lppearing at Keith's, Dayton,
week, by the Montgomery County
Veteran Association. Leonard served
in the Philippines during the SpanishAmerican war.

Ruth Ogden,

literary

editor of the

Bridgeport "Post" and a feature story
writer on that daily's Sunday edition,
is assisting Mark Luescher at the Hippodrome. Miss Ogden spends three
days each week at the Hip, doing special stories for the press department.

Jack

Goldberg

returned

from the

after the Al Jolson honors.

Lehman

has promised Stanley Sharpe at the
Winter Garden he will be ready on call
at anytime to step into "Sinbad" to
follow the comedian star if he should
ever feel indisposed. It is quite possible that they may put Lehman on at
the Winter Garde some Sunday, (early
in the morning).
./•

Gus Edwards was fined $200 when appearing in Rochester for permitting
two children under the stage age in
his "Bandbox Revue" to appear at the
Temple theatre there without a permit. Edwards appealed from the decision. He was also charged with having removed the children from the custody of the court, they having been
paroled pending until the hour set for
the examination.
m»

Justice

A

New York

Weeks

in the

Supreme Court

Monday ruled A. L. Erlanger was not
the proper party against whom to bring
the action of Bernard Golden. Some
time ago Golden leased the old Dewey
theatre on 14th street from the receivers.
When the Building Department notified Golden the theatre had
better be torn down, he brought an
action to recover from the Erlanger
forces, although the theatre had gone
into receivers hands.
The

first

automobile

in

New York

State was licensed in 1901, said Secretary of State Francis M. Hugo at a
luncheon in New York. In that year
954 licenses were issued, each applicant

The Israel Orphas) Asylum held its
annual entertainment and ball at the
Star Casino, New York, last Sunday
evening. The professional talent was
supplied and arranged by Sol Turck,
of the Loew Office. Those who appeared included the Two Connors, Gilbert and Friedland, Winchell and

Greene, Four Middletons, Mason and
Cole, Sammy Collins (Remick), Fallon
and Fayne, Chadwick and Taylor, Ray
Trio, Solly

Cohn

(Feist),-

Sammy Smith

and Jack Glogau (Piantadosi) and
Harry Hock (Watterson, Berlin &
June Caprice and Virginia
Pearson appeared in person.

Snyder).

Seville Mandeville, when about six
or seven years of age, appeared at the
Orpheum theatre, San Francisco. That
was about 10 years or so ago. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Towne,
of San Francisco. The little girl recited and gave imitations. Jack Gleason was then living in San Francisco.
He knew her parents and is concerned
in the present welfare of Miss Mandeville. Under the impression she is

theatricals Mr. Gleason is attempting to locate her. Any information relative to the young woman will
still

in

City.

Edward MacGregor, who staged the
show,

calling
frequent
rehearsals.
about to leave one city George
Parsons noticed the call board said
for the company to catch the Pennsylvania the next morning at 10:30. Mr.
Parsons added to the notice they
should assemble in the station at nine

When

rehearsal.
While the members
to one another what they
thought of a director who would issue

% for

voiced

an order like that, none doubted but
that Mr. MacGregor had done it. All
were there at nine and waited until
10:28, when Mr. MacGregor reached
the station to take the train.

A

letter setting forth the claim the

dean of vaudeville agents is really
Walter J. Plimmer and not Jo Paige
Smith, now that James Armstrong has
passed away, is subscribed to by S. H.
Lewis, a former actor, now in the
publicity department of the aviation
corps at Pittsburgh with the rating of
captain. Mr. Plimmer in association
with Lew Palmer started an agency in
Cincinnati in the fall of 1892, and then
Chicago, where they booked alt the
theatres at the World's Fair in that
city.
Mr. Plimmer says the facts regarding his priority in the booking
business is probably correct. He came
to New York in 1897, forming an
agency office with Ed. Rush. Previously
he had started Williams and Walker
out as a team, they appearing in Louisville for $75 per week.
He sent Mont*
gomery and Stone east in 1893 to join

"dean" and

at the 44tn Street.

John G. Kent has been appointed
managing director of the Canadian
National Exhibiton. The former man-

thankfully

forwarded to John

Gus Hill's all stars, that team then
getting $80 weekly between them. He
also was first to handle the team of
Matthews and Bulger. Technically Mr.
Plimmer. however, is not at present an
agent, since he is the booker for m
string of houses and not an artist's
representative. Jo Paige Smith lays
it makes no difference to him who is

While the war continues "Variety" will be sent free to
any theatrical man in the U. S. service, upon application,

>ert

received and may be
J. Gleason. Friars

paying $1 for the annual privilege of
operating a car. Last year (1917), 412,-

woman

and

i ay null ahonld be

eompanled by remtttaaos

ItagU

Helen Reyton, who has been leading
with different companies playing South Africa, England, West Indies and Australia, arrived from the
last-named country a few days ago,

11

who

isn't.

Jack Lalt, who pushed the restaurant
buss boys into the publicity forum of
"Gus, the Bus," overlooked one thing
—how much a bus boy earns. That is
always an interesting question to anyone who has noticed a bus boy, the sort
of a one Mr. Lait so graphically put
in type. The bus boys of New York
are now "magnates." They receive $60
a month salary, for which they can
blame the war. Previously they were
paid about $25. Bus boys are distinguished by classes. There is a chief
bus, ordinary busses and dish clearing
busses. The ordinary busses are supposed to receive 10 per cent of the
waiters' tips. Whenever a check is
paid in a restaurant there is a bus bov
around somewhere. They have thenown checking up system on the waiters.
The ordinary bus boys % give 10
per cent, of their tip share to the bus
cleaning boys and the busses who clear
give 10 per cent, of what they receive
in this way to the dishwashers downutairs. What amount the dishwashers
receive or what they do with 10 per
cent, of that has never been found out.
The boss bus gets his, like the head
waiters get theirs. In some restaurants the head waiters are given the
$20 monthly salaries received by the
waiters, the waiters accepting the positions for the tips.
Head waiters are
paid about $100 monthly. An alert
head waiter in a fairly well patronized
New York cabaret .restaurant is often
accused of an income from his job of
between $12,000 to $15,000 yearly.
,
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SUBSCRIPTION SOLICITOR SUES
ACTORS' FUND, CLAIMING $150,000

"SQUAB FARM," FILM FARCE.
New Haven, Feb. 27.
'The Squab Farm" opened
Shubert Monday and was
praise by local critics.
It
with a new idea depicting
typical

Brown Alleges Breach

Was

of Contract by Fund.

Norrit
Receive 15 Per Cent, of Monies Collected.

to

Fund's

Performance at Century Today.
Norris

Brown has been ordered by

the court to file a bill of particulars^
within ten days and specify in detail
the items constituting the amount of
$150,000 damages for which he has
brought suit for against the Actors'

Fund of America

for an alleged breach

of contract.
In December,

1915,

Brown entered

agreement with the Fund
whereby he was to solicit moneys for
its maintenance. According to the contract he was to be the sole representative and was to have the full support
and cooperation \>f the Fund in soliciting. For his services he was to receive 15 per cent, of the gross amounts
collected by him.
In December. 1916, the contract was
renewed, but the following month he
an

into

was discharged.

Brown immediately brought suit for
$150,000 and claimed the Fund had not
given him the support he was to receive and that it had obtained through
the efforts of Florence CTNeil, $53,000.
The Fund filed a counterclaim for
$902.15, stating that it had loaned
Brown $1,725, of which he had only

repaid $822.85.

Something

like $3,000

was on hand by

Fund beneCentury, with at
least $5,000 more expected by the end
of the week, the big entertainment taking place March 1 in the Century thea-

Wednesday
fit

for the Actors'

(today)

at

the

tre.

Every show producer

in

town

is

rep-

affair.
charitable
in
the
resented
Shows contributed principals and se-

lected choristers.
For the first time in his life, according to reports, R. H. Burnside is not
only contributing a novel offering, but
will appear personally.
The list includes all the stage notables worth while, and the program is
expected to consume the greater part
of the afternoon. The finale is the
work of Irving Berlin, with 200 sailor
bovs from the Brooklyn navy yards

taking part.

ROCK AND WHITE REVUE.
A new

intimate revue with William
Rock and Frances White as the chief
principals will go into the Fulton

March

7.

Margaret Anglin withdraw-

ing Saturday.

The basis of the performance is the
entertainment tried out by Pock and
White two weeks ago in Plainfield,
N. J., when they alone were the artists.

A

story has been written around their
idea and additional players will be

added.

The Rock and White revue

will start

nightly at 8.45. The Cleff Club, a colored
mu<ica1 organization, will supply the
orchestra.
Wednesday the press matter sent out
regarding the Rock and White attraction was on the letter head of Raymond
Hitchcock's Fulton theater, suggesting
Hitchcock & Goetr have an interest in
the Rock and White venture beyond
that held by them in the theater the
couple are to appear at.
Castless and Costless is to be the
secondary billing for "Let's Go," the
title selected.
The public Is to get

"the low down" on show business
as it is. All the detail regarding the
production is to be exposed in the
program. The cost of the production,

which
to be

be something like $416, is
explained, also that the
scenery came from the store house that
the costumes are borrowed and it is to
be a josh from start to finish, with the
salaries of the actors also quoted.
Smith and Austin are a possibility in
the company, also a singing jazz
band of colored musicians numbering
to
fully

is

The show

started rehearsals late
this week, and will have less than a
week to get into shape for the opening.
16.

PHILADELPHIA SITE BOUGHT.
Philadelphia, Feb. 27.
Deep mystery enshrouds the sale of
a theater site in this city to New York
Interests. The location is at 13th, Juniper and Cherry streets, taking in almost
a half block.
The purchase price is
said to be $300,000, with an assessed
value of only $212,000.
What makes it interesting is the location.
The site is directly back and
almost adjoining the Adelphi and Lyric
properties owned by the Shuberts. It
is believed the Klaw
Erlanger syndicate is interested and that the erection
of the theater is one of the first local
guns in the fight against the Shuberts.
The location, however, routs this belief,
as it is anything but favorable for theater purposes.
Jesse Jay Schamberg representing
the purchasers is authority for the statement New York theatrical men are interested, but will give no further de-

AUTHORS' LEAGUE ROYALTIES.
The Authors' League of America has
planned to collect royalties for the
presentation by amateur organizations
of any plays written by league members. Just what method is to be employed in the collecting has not been
determined.
The Authors^ League is not a money-

studio.

the

a play
life in a

The comedy

was written by Frederick and Fanny
Hatton.
The story is built on the theory that
film studios and producers specialise
auite as much in the matter of "fancy
ressed poultry" as in scenarios and
cameras. The plav has an enormous
advantage from the start because it
deals with an industry that has always
kept public curiosity at a high pitch.
In its present state the piece is rather
slow. Speeded up, it should be one of
the best farce comedies New York has
seen in some time.
Lowell Sherman as the general director of the Excelsior Film Co. is almost constantly upon the stage and
goes through flying. Alma Tell is a
young actress of the shrinking violet
very
type,
convincing.
Raymond
Bloomer as the film hero is the character hit and Harry Davenport as the
assistant director provided considerable amusement. Suzanne Willa, William Gibson, Jeanette Horton, and Julia
Burns made up the rest of the cast of
principals and proved both attractive
and pleasing. The "squabs" were pleas-

ing to the eye, to say the least.
The play is in two sets and four acts,
two of the acts in the director's office,
and two in an open air studio in California. Because of the novelty of the
theme, 'The Squad Farm" should appeal t Gotham, and with a little improvement should prove a comedy success.

&

tails.

picture

at

accorded
is

HOTEIsf

BAR ADVERTISING.

An

order has been promulgated by
the Tyson Co., which places the ban

on

all small stuff, including heralds,
cards and booklets, on the various
stands of that company in hotels. The
theatrical managers *have been in the
habit of placing stacks of advertising
material on the hotel stands. These
advertisements were taken by the public and after glanced at thrown on the
floor of the lobbies. The hotel managements objected. The Tyson Co. has
a book called The Cast," which it distributes at the stands. The book is
now to be made the medium of the
theatre advertising as far as the stands
of the brokers are concerned.

from the amateurs.

The league now has over 1,800 memIt was organized five years ago.
open to

all

writers

of copyrighted material.

23

SPEAKING ROLES.

There are 23 speaking parts

Her

in

"Keep

new comedy being
produced by Richard Walton Tully,
which will star Mr. and Mrs. Svdney
Drew. The piece is by John Hunter
Booth and is founded on the stories
of Edgar Franklin which appeared
originally in the Saturday Evening
Post. The show will open in New
Haven March 18, going from there to
Boston. It will not be shown on Broadway until next season, the opening
date here being Aug. 19.
Besides the Drews, the cast includes
De Witt Jennings, Mabel Turner, Lincoln Plummer. John Washbury, Franklyn Hana, Laurita Stone, W. H. Post,
Paige Spence, C. N. Green, Herbert
Haywood. John Dilson, Daisy Rudd,
Vira Rial, C. L. McVey, Fred Pena,
Samuel Hall, Charles Mylott and
Smiling," the

others.

Toot Toot" at Cohan March 11.
Leo Ditrichstein in The King" closes
at the Cohan March 9 and will be
succeeded by Henry W. Savage's production of Toot Toot" March 11.

Max Marcin was called in as "doctor/*
received $1,500 for whipping it into its
present shape, Marcin putting in
some of its present thrillers, and
its
immediate success at the Park
has been one of the wonders of the current season in New York, doing as high
as $10,000 or more at a pop scale.
Raymond Sill, in charge of the publicity, has gotten scadloads of stuff in
all the papers, getting more than his
share in the Sunday papers long after
the show had opened.

HERMAN'S LOST BANK ACCOUNT.
Martin Herman found
a
bank
account Monday he had suspected existed, but he couldn't recall. Early in
the season when the gross of the A.
H. Woods' shows ran up so high no
one could count it Mr. Herman sort
of lost track of his personal matters.
He acquired a habit of handing over
chunks of money to the office boys and

them to deposit it in the first
good looking bank they ran across.
On top of his other wealth Mr. Hertelling

man developed an aptitude for winning at rummy that nearly threw the
Friars Club into a panic each night.
The rummy coin was sent along with
the rest.
Last Monday was the first time Mr.
Herman had time to think for himself
since the season opened. He then discovered all new office boys around, so
he picked up the phone book and ran
his fingers down the list of "banks,"
closing his eyes, and called up the bank
his finger stopped at. Marty told the
cashier he had just drawn a check for
$5,000, but wasn't certain whether he
had that much on balance. Told to
wait a moment, the cashier returned
a message, saving Mr. Herman's balance was $6,943.40.
At midnight Monday they had to
tear Mr. Herman away from the phone.
He was then calling up the ninetyeighth bank with still eighty-two to go.

t

bers.

is

DATS9 LEAVE."

Chicago, Feb. 27.
The safe-blowers of Chicago are
ardent readers of the theatrical news,
judging from their activities at the
La Salle theatre. Since the very profitable run of "Leave It to Jane" the
theatre has been visited three times
by gentlemen intent on cutting in on
the profits of the house.
The last time they blew the box
door, ripped open the cash
office
drawers and got away with $70. The
other two efforts were unsuccessful.
The last raid was a most picturesque

association. It is presumed
that but a minimum fee will be asked

membership

"7

Daniel Frohman is now berating the
turn of Fate that took "Seven Days
Leave" out of his possession, D. F. having the present Park theatre success
under his wing and in mind for a New
York showing long before the present
owners had any idea of taking over the
Frohman in trying the
production.
piece out in New England found it unready for Broadway and in the interim
disposed of it to Sanger & Jordan et al.

LA SALLE MARKED.

making

Its

SORRY OVER

The men entered, gagged and
one.
bound the negro watchman in the office
upstairs, and then proceeded to go

When they got
about their work.
through with the La Salle job they
went to the jewelry shoo next door
and got away with $2,000 worth of
merchandise.
STRIKE AT NORTHAMPTON.
Northampton, Mass., Feb. 27.
stage crew at the

The musicians and
municipally endowed

ANDREW TOOMBS
Who

the original production of •THE
created the role of Billy Cope.
Appeared In It In vaudeville for FOUR SEASONS. Was one of the principal comedians
of the Century production. "MISS 1917.** and
now has returned to the principal comedy role
of "THE BRIDE SHOP" In the legitimate
under the title of "FLO-FLO." at the Cort
Theatre, New York City. Essentially a product
of vaudeville but still a comedian of distinction In musical comedy. Under the direction
of CHARLES B. HADDOCK.
In

BRIDE SHOP**

on

theatre here are

strike.

The musicians struck and the stage
crew walked out in sympathy.
The house is playing stock.

War Drama

with

3ft

Principals.

A. H. Woods has in rehearsal a
spectacular war drama requiring about
30 principals and 100 supers and containing some novel mechanical effects.
Lawrence Marsden is staging it

:
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SMALLER MANAGERS PROTEST
THE A.E.A/S CONTRACT FORM
Claim Unjust Provision* Especially Operative Against Them
Out of Town. Orife-nighters Especially Cited Big Producers Not Affected. May Presage Split in U. M.
P. A., which Regularly Adopted Agreement.
It developed this week that a number of individual managers (some affiliated with Klaw & Erlanger and
-others with' the Shuberts) have refused to accept the new Actors' 'Equity
Association standard form of contract
for players declaring that while the
new agreement's stipulations do not
affect the big producing firms they
work a hardship on the road show and

especially the one-nighters. The managers object to many clauses in the
contract, claiming it makes harder the
task of bucking pictures and vaudeville
by the individual producer, whose output necessarily shows in cities of lesser
population.
One of the clauses most objectionable is that limiting the number of performances and calling for extra salary.
The contract calls for extra salary for
over eight performances in the east
and nine in the west, except where a
house ordinarily plays more. In play-

ing the one-nighters the manager cannot hold down the number of performances to the stipulated number for two
reasons. One is that he cannot make
money by eliminating a performance
on the one-nighters to keep within
the A. E. A. contract, and the other is
that most of the better houses on the
one-nighters will not book an attraction without a matinee performance.
Hence the number of performances is
not set as in the large cities.
Another clause the managers protest against is that guaranteeing an
actor his place in a cast if he is not ill
for over ten days. This means, the
managers say, that if an actor did not
want to play a certain city en route,
they would be compelled to fill his
place, and if he "recovered" within the
ten days, would be given back his role.

A

doctor's certificate

would

suffice to

allow an actor to dodge any town in
particular.

Objection

is

found

which stipulates that

to
if

the

clause

an actor re-

hearses for ten days or more and is
then replaced, he is to be given two
weeks' salary. The managers point
out that this point may not so much
affect dramatic plays, but in the case
of a musical show, an artist cannot
learn the music well enough within ten
days for it to be determined whether
he can handle the score,
The managers say they are perfectly
willing to take or give two weeks' notice and to pay by the week, every
week worked and not on the basis of
performances. They are further willing to pay half salaries for the weeks
before Christmas and Easter, when
played.

Because of the A. E. A. contract several managers have cancelled the preEaster week this season and are not
booking it next year at all. They say
even with paying half salaries they
have never made a cent during these
weeks, but played so that the members
of the company would at least obtain
some revenue.

One

of the objecting managers said
have been compelled to accept
the other fellow's contracts and his
stipulations without any come-back.
We have to sign the stage hands' form
of contract, the form of the musicians
and even the forms peculiar to the
houses played in on the roads. And

"We

now comes

the actor's contract giving
us less chance than ever in directing

own affairs.
"The new Actor's Equity

our

WOODS ENGAGES GILMORE.

FRAZEE'S BUTAY HOUSE.
Chicago, Feb.

27.

H. H. Frazee has interested some
local friend here in the proposed conof a good-sized theatre in

struction

New

Times Square,

York, which will

seat considerably over 3,000, and with
a roof garden topping it, to seat nearly
2,000

more.

While the structure will not be exactly located in the square, it yr'iW be
close enough to it to have an entrance
on* the Great White

understood

It is

Way.

it is

to be a picture

house, with some novel auxiliary entertainment setting off the films.

does not hold <Jown vaudeville, burlesque or picture interests. An actor
a salary of say $150
per week will work two days at $15
per day in pictures and there is no
clause, that says the picture people
must engage him for a minimum of two
weeks.
"It's all right for the big producer to
agree to the new contract for it doesn't
affect him. The big fellow doesn't have
much in the way of one-nighters and,
anyway, if the terms of the contract
are not lived up to by the large firms,
it's a cinch the actor isn't going to sue.
It would mean risking future engagements. We are perfectly willing to
continue with the two weeks' give or
take clause and to pay per week and
not per performance. The new contract s rehearsal stipulations are a
hardship for the manager who has a
show on the road and especially where
he is playing the one-nighters. The
new form even provides that if the
show lays off Easter week rehearsals
must be paid for, and a show surely
needs rehearsing after a week's layoff.
We desire to be fair but intend
to maintain our own contract form."
In light of the fact that the United
Managers' Protective Association accepted the Actor's Equity form of contract it looks like friction in the man-

who commands

agers' ranks.

The

individual

manager

says they do not care, and as the big
producers appear ready to act on their
own, through the legit "battle" now on,
little consideration is to be looked for

by the smaller man from either
At the Actor's Equity office
stated that as far as

manager had thus
to the contract

side.
it

was

known but one

far voiced objection
in his

and that even

was expected the new form
would be adopted. It is said, however, that other managers have looked
on various clauses working possible
case

it

injury to them.

An Equity official stated the new
contract was evolved to protect the
manager as fully as the actor and that
if there were possibility of abuses the
association would welcome a suggestion to take such matters up for consideration. The official further said
that the idea of the Actor's Equity Association was a fair and equitable solution for any difficulties that might
arise between manager and actor and
that there was certainly no intention
of hindering the producer in any way
but rather to encourage him.
When the various clauses found fault
with were taken up with the Equity
official he said that there might exist
a chance for their abuse, but that the
clause in which all discussions are to
be arbitrated between the A. E. A. and
the U. M. P. A., should afford protection to the managers. This official
viewed the complaint against certain
clauses in a new light in discussing the
matter with a Variety representative.
One referred to the stipulation two
weeks' salary must be paid if an actor
rehearse ten days or more. In the case
of a musical show, if the manager cannot decide in ten days whether an
actor can handle the score or role, the
official said he believed more time
should be granted.
"In any event," he remarked, "we do
not wish to work a hardship on the

—

managers. There may have been a
mistake or two in the contract form.
so we are certainly willing to con(Continued on Page if.)

If

contract

u

Asked about
Frazee,
"

now.

said:

it

"I

in

New

can't

York, Mr.

talk about

it

1
»»

WELCH AND ORR PRODUCING.
Jack Welch and William
interested

financially

in

P.

the

Orr,
late

"Words and Music," have formed a
producing partnership, with two shows
to be put on immediately.

The

"A Kiss

William H. Gilmore, for the past five
Sears general stage director for Arthur
[opkins, has gone over to A. H. Woods
to assume similar duties.
The arrangement was completed this
week between Martin Herman and Mr.
Gilmore, although the deal had been
pending since August last. The first
of Gilmore's

work

for the

Woods

office

be in "The Rape of Belgium."
which starts rehearsing this week. Mr.
Gilmore will, however, continue with
the Hopkins office for some weeks to
complete work already commenced,
particularly 'The Wild Duck," which
will be Nazimova's first play at the
Plymouth next month.
Although Mr. Gilmore has staged a
goodly number of Broadway successes
he rarely appeared on the billing as
will

The only play

the stage director.

of

the season which carried his name was
'The Very Idea," which, however, was
not a Hopkins show. All of his work
the

for

Woods

name with

office

carry his

will

the show's paper.

Mr. Gilmore is accredited with being
one of the cleverest directors along
Broadway. It was he who was offered

Burglar," described as a play with music. It was
"
"
with
written by Glen MacDonough,
music by Raymond Hubbell. This piece
started rehearsal this week.
The second production is a comedy
drama, "A Dry Town" by a new
author, Loufs Ely of St. Louis. The
plot is set against prohibition. It will
open in the spring.
Welch & Orr have offices in the
Regan Building, next to the Knicker-

with pictures led
reject the offer in favor of the
Woods proposition. The latter office
has been free lancing in the matter of
stage directors since the death of

bocker Hotel

Byron Ongley.

first

is

GALLI-CURCFS RETURN DATES.
Galli-Curci is to return to New York
for two concerts before going west
with the Chicago Grand Opera Co.

They will be held March 16-17.
The former date will find the prima
matinee
performance, while the next night
(Sunday) she will appear at the Hippodrome.

donna

at Carnegie Hall for a

HILL'S

MINSTREL BUG.

Gus Hill is organizing two more Gus
Hill minstrel shows. Both attractions
will play one, two and three-day stands
and week ntanda, one going to the
coast and Canada, the other playing
East, South and Middle States.
The Lady B untiful Minstrels (also

opens

Hill's)

One

of

the

season March 25.
reasons Gus Hill has

its

almost become a fanatic on the blackface idea is that he doesn't have to
pay royalty. According to Mr. Hill,
therefore, he is making the author's
share before starting out.

RESPONSIBLE FOR SPEC TAX.

A

ruling has been made by the Internal Revenue officials in Washington
regarding the responsibility of the theatre on the question of the amount of
War Tax collected by the various
ticket agencies on seats delivered on

In such cases the Government will maintain the theatre management is responsible for the collection and turning over of ten per cent,
on the actual price that the seats are
disposed of by the broker.

general

the

management

of

revived

Lubin film producing enterprise which
the Wolff brothers, the Philadelphia
bankers, recently started at Bettswood,

Un familiarity

Pa.

him to

Mr. Gilmore was a stage director for
Frohman before he became
Arthur Hopkins.

Charles

identified with

NEW MONEY-BACK REASON.
The other evening

at the Norworth,
as "Under Pressure" was nearly ended,
orchestra
walking to the
left
the
a man
box office with two $2.50 seat coupons,
and demanded the return of his money,
$5.50. including the war tax.
'

"I saw this show before in New
York." said he. "under the title of The
Love Drive/ You should have told
me that when T bought my tickets, and
I insist upon the return of my monev."
The man in the box office mentally
surveved the complainant and handed over thj $5.50. After he left the
ticket guardian remarked: "I'd be willing to bet $100 even that guy came in
on a pass."

WFBFR & FIELDS AT ASTOR.
The Weber & Fields (re-united) production of the old Kolb and Dill show,
"A Peck of Pickles." is booked to open
at the Astor. April 1.
Louis Hirsch has written new music
and Henry Blossom fresh lyrics for the
Weber and Fields unnamed revival of
Frank Stammers' book "A Peck of
Pickles."

William R.

Sill

is

handling the pub-

licity.

consignment.

$2

SHOW ON BOWERY.

A new

show styled "Sadie Flaum,"
staged and produced by Dan Dody at
the bidding of Mrs. Bessie Thomaschef sky, who is also a principal in the
production, was given its first presentment at the People's on the Bowery
Feb. 22. The principal male players are
Sam Rosenstein and Sam Kesten. The
top price is $2, although that neighborhood is regarded as a 10-20-30 section.

Geo. Welty Visiting on th« Coast.
Los Angeles, Feb. 27.
George M. Welty, perhaps best

known

of theatrical managers and of
the school that pioneered the west, is
here from Chicago to regain his health.

"MADONNA" MOVING.
The Alan Dale show, 'The Madonna
of the Future,"

is

slated to leave the

Broadhurst at the end of the next
week, although the engagement might
be extended for a short time after
that.
will take to the Subway cirwill be kept out as long as

The play
cuit,

and

Emily Stevens, who is
featured with it, holds a novel contract with Oliver Morosco to play or
pay for eleven months in the year.
possible, since

DALY CLOSING "MASTER."
-Arnold Daly

in

"The Master" closes

his season at the Fulton Saturday, and
the piece returns to storage.
The show did about $3,500 last week,
with no signs of improvement.
Toward the middle of the week there

was a likelihood Daly would remain
another week at the Hudson, business
having shown a slight increase.
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NEWS FROM THE
(Below

news matter not

is

Vakisty but rewritten

collected by

the items relating to theatricals appearing

form from

the

in

across as the outstanding wallop of the place,
taking four legitimate encores, where all evening the leader (also the composer) had been
pushing encores where no one asked for them,
and, on one ocaslon, for Crawford, where that
oomedlan refused to respond and take It.
Crawford, the program says, wrote his own

in condensed

New

wit

Raymond baa several numbers hard to sing
and understand because of weird upa and
downs In the scores and the meanlngleaa lyrics.
But one song about American beauties ha put

DAILIES
York

daily

newspapers between the dates of Variety's weekly issues.)

words and music at that.
Others In the cast are Bthel and Gladys
Sykes, John B. Wheeler. May Thompson, Reglna Richards, Charles Brown, Marjorle Gate-

Tne
brated

Professional Women's League
25th anniversary Feb. 28.

cele-

Its

Tbe members of "Why Harry T" have coma phonographic record of the play.

pleted

"The Prodigious Son," comedy by Martin
Brown, has been accepted for production by
Charles Hopkins at the Punch and Judy.

John Philip Sousa will direct the orchestra
for the Army and Navy relief performance
at the Hippodrome March 8.
William

comedian

Norris,

In

"Mayttme,"

may

produoe two one-act plays In vaudeville
with Gertrude Vanderbllt

The matinee Feb. 27 and a special one,
March 1, of "Her Country" were In aid of
The Soclete des Beaux Arts.
William More Patch

Chicago as a dele-

Is In

gate to the convention of the National
curity League, In session this week.

Se-

"Suppressed Desires" has been added to the
at the Comedy by the Washington
luare Players.

£rogram

The first of a series of popular priced matinees was started last Tuesday, at the Greenwich Village theatre.
Olga Vecare, an Italian singer and dancer,

who ha* appeared

In

Europe, arrived In

the large cities In
on Feb. 24.

all

New Tork

Lionel Atwlll will be Naslmova's leading
In the Ibsen productions to be made at
the Plymouth, by Arthur Hopkins, starting

man

March

11.

8tuart Walker will present the "Book pf
Job," a dramatic version of the Biblical tare,
at two matinee performances In the Booth

next month.

make

his
musical revue, "Hltchy-Koo," an annual feature, and this year will have a new production called "Hltchy-Koo, 1018."

Raymond Hitchcock has

decided to

Grace George has offered the Stage Women's
Relief the use of the Playhouse every

War

for the entertainment of

Sunday night

The complete Century production of 'The
Garden of Allah" Is now being given at the
Manhattan O. H. at 25-$l.
The cast Includes Sarah Traux, William Jaffray*. Howard
Gould, Thaddeus Gray, Albert Andruss, Antonio Salerno, Pearl Gray, Sellm Abbott, Lai a
Faddma and Oriental dancers.
All the property of the Century Amusement
Corp., including the two productions Intact
of "The Century Girl" and "Miss 1017" and
the performing rights of those plays, were
sold Feb. 21, at the continuation sale held at
Francis's Storehouse and on the stage of the
Century to Sam Harrison, of the Amsterdam
Theatre Building, for $30,000.
It was stated In one of the New York newspapers last Sunday Daniel Frohman had severed his connection with the Famous Players
Film Co. Mr. Frohman 1s the Vice-President
and managing director of that company, and
also director In the Famous Players-Lasky
Corp.
It Is only his duties at the studio In
the executive department that have cea%ed.

In order to devote more time to the production of the Greek plays at Carnegie Hall,
which has proved a successful undertaking,
Margaret Anglln has decided to withdraw
temporarily from "Billeted," March 6.
She
repeat her performance of "Medea"
will
March 7. and will give the third performance
of "Electra" March 8.
1

The Mayor's Committee of Women on NaDefense Is organizing a new war aid
service for the actresses of the country. They
will be asked to knit sweaters and socks In
their spare time, during rehearsals and while
In their dressing rooms and to send the
knitting to the Headquarters of the Committee In the Times Building.
tional

The comedy In which Mr. and Mrs. Drew
are to be seen on the legitimate stage has
been named "Keep Her Smiling." Rehearsals
started last week under the direction of Richard Walton Tully.
The company will also
Include De Witt Jennings. Mable Turner, Lincoln Plumber. H. W. Post. Vlra Rial.
The
play will be produced In Boston next month
and comas to New York In August.

men

FANCY FREE.

In the services.

divorce from Felix B. Modjeska was
granted Mrs. June D. Modjeska. In Los AnMr. Modjeska Is a grandson
geles, Feb. 26.
of the Polish actress.
#

A

give three Causerles,
by songs, at the Maxlne, April
"Beaudelalre," April 5 on "Francis
James" and April 27 on "Johan Rictus."

Tvette Oullbert will

Illustrated
2,

on

Benjamin P. Cheney, husband of Julia Arthur, filed his schedule In bankruptcy with the
clerk of the U. S. Dlstrct Court In Boston
Feb. 25. The schedule set forth his* liabilities
at $1,240,884 and bis assets at $1,760,310.

"Tamura," a Japanese play with MIcblo Ito
and Toshl Komorl In the cast, and "Fortunato," translated from the Spanish, are the
plays on the bill at the Neighborhood Playhouse, Grand street, New Tork.

Announcement was made

last

week b^ the

American Red Cross officials rthat 62,000
sweaters, 7,500 wristlets and 12.. .00 pairs of
sox were recently shipped to the American
troops abroad.

The members of the Players Club sent an
enrollment sheet of $4,300 to Florench Nash,
chairman of the Subscription Drive of the
Stage Women's War Relief, in memory of
their member, the late Walter Hale.
The Provlncetown Players will give their
first long play of the season at their theatre,
139 Macdougal street, on the night of March
"The Athenian Woman." by George Cram

1.

Cool, will be the play presented.

Chicago, Feb. 27.

"Fancy Free." a new musical comedy with
Crawford. Marllynn Miller and Ray
Raymond, was produced by tho Shubcrts at
the Garrick after a brief Eastern tryout.
It
registered a pleasant impression without atClifton

taining the outlines of a certain hit.
The
piece Isyitlll "In the process," and showed Its.
as yet uncovered. Joints throughout.
If an
Individual triumph. may be assumed from the
first night attitude It fell to Ray Raymond,
the
accomplished
young
dancing-singing
Juvenile whom vaudeville took from the local
eaharets several years ago *hnd now surrer.ders to musical comedy as a "And."

The book Is by Dorothy Donnelly, the
drematlc actress, and plays nothing like thpt
sounds.
Tt Is very thin
In snots threadbare
anil of the farce order.
The music and
lyrics by August TlRrrntt can be listened to
without pain, but contribute neither a new
rhyme nor a new melody the work of the
arranger rather than the composer stands out
In those numbers which reenter, is the orchestral adapting Is unusually excellent.
The
verses and choruses read as though the last
words had been written first to rhvme. and
the r«-st put In like those Incomplete vaudeville hills which are compiled with so mnnv

—

—

:

"to

fill."

Miss Miller, seen In h*»r first part outsld*
one of the big revues, loses nothing In the
She has the aneulnrltv of youth,
chnnge.
which Is a charm rather than a disadvantage,
and reads lines with mellifluous ease nnd n
nonchalant poise
her smile, alone, seems
stereotyped. In plain words, "the hull."
She
features the smile, and her face Is made for
smiling hut she might either vary It or once
She la. none the leas,
In a while forget It.
a sure addition fo "straight" musical com^dv,
nnd Is at least ns much nt home there ns In
the things that are ncouehed at the Winter
Garden. H»*r songs do not get over here because they are poor sones, hut her solo dance
went bigger than ever, and her other dancing
1

:

:

Forty-five men of the Army Ambulance
Sorrlce dramatic organisation are to be In
a musical comedy In the Playhouse March
They will present "Goodby. Bill," book
10.
written by Richard Fechelmer and the music
by William Kernell, both In the service.

The American Academy
will

give

Its

fifth

of

matinee

Dramatic Arts
of

the

season

March 1 In the Lyceum. "Carslde's Career."
a comedy In four acts, by Harold Brle-house.
will

be presented for the

first

time In this

country.
All hotels
licenses will
their license

and restaurants holding bakers'
be

required

In

numbers upon

future to print
menu cards, the

Bakers'
announces.
Administration
licenses are required for all public eating
places using as much as three barrels of
flour a month.

Fuel

numbers

hit, too.

Crawford walks throuch the two acts a la
Hitchcock, peeking to convey he is
Improylslne- that and the semi-drunk style
which ho constitutionally affects even when
the part doesn't call for It.
As a sort of

son, Robinson Newbold, Violet Bnglefleld, and
an exceptionally sightly chorus for a Shubert

enterprise.

The production Is commonplace,
coBtumes are conventional.

K.AE. GUARANTEE

here he

Is

In

New York

either,

and never will

and the
Lait.

$1,M0,M0.

(Continued from Page 3.)
For example, if a house cost, say

risk.

a

$1,600

playing

week
was

it

first $2,000

and

to run, the attfaction
to give * ne house the
take the remainder of

receipts.
Several meetings with
Erlanger to put through such a proposition were had, but the hitch came
when Erlanger refused to relinquish

the

the five per cent, booking fee and the
fell through.
"It was at this juncture the Shuberts
heard what was in the air and started
to protect themselves, making overtures to Woods, Cohan & Harris and
several others.

thing

"If Cohan & Harris had switched
over to the Shuberts, several of the
producers now allied with the Shuberts
were ready to jump to K. & E., feeling
they cduld make attractive arrangements with the latter."

SMALLER MANAGERS PROTEST.
(Continued from page 13.)
any complaints even though the
form was adopted jointly by the A. E.
E. and the managers' association. If
sider

those objections will be properly presented to us, we will take, them up in
council and if the complaints are
equitable they will be presented before
a future joint meeting of the A. E. A.
and the U. M. P. A.
"In other words, we are willing that
if it can be shown that there are stipulations subject to abuses or there are
clauses working against the producer,
we will not stand in the way of effecting corrections."
Between now and next season there
may be some changes made in the new
contract form.

CRITIC'S

SUBTERFUGES.

Chicago. Feb. 27.
Charlie Collins, dramatic critic of
the "Post." is getting back at the

Shuberts for barring him from their
theatres. On the occasion of the opening of "De Luxe Annie" at the Princess
Mr. Collins* column the following day
was severely blank. On the following
day, however. Mr. Collins printed what
he called a "Review of Reviews." He
took the comments of all the other
critics, and culling from them such
references as were either lukewarm dr
entirely uncomplimentary presented

them

to his public as a sort of

round

robin.

In the same article he took his
readers into his confidence and told
them how he managed to lift the embargo on occasions. Once, he recited,
he
disguised- himself
with
black
whiskers and got by the eagle-glimmed
office man.
On another occasion
he dressed shabbily and refrained from
the use of his Gillette for several days.

box

He managed

way

to get a seat
in tno gallery, but he failed to mention whether the shows were worth
all the trouble.

Raymond

nllhl a bellboy brings him In a drink every
so often, willy nllly. which Is nn easier way
out than changkig his sketch.
TTe has frequent monnlogs. mostly malapropos, during
which the stage Is his whether It belong to him
or not.
There Is decidedly too much Crawford In "Farcy Free." He Is not the favorite

SHOWS

Chicago does not oottoa to that brand

be;
of

Musical

in this

Show

for Cantonments.

Aubrey Mittenthal has accepted
"The Dancing Widow," books and
lyrics by Charles Horwitz and music
by George Rosey, which he plans to
produce this spring for a tour of the

cantonment theatres.

The musical comedy is expected to
play a regular route next August.

IN CHICAGO.

.,
^
David
first

Chicago, Feb. 27.
«. Warfield, consenting for. the
time to play Sunday nights when

the closed Tuesdays were instituted by
the fuel department, seems to like the
experiment, for he has kept the Sabbath evening performance in ever
since.
The result, added to capacity
shows all *he other days, is breaking
the box office records at Powers', scaling over $18,000 for the past week
despite the. hard times, bad weather
and religious calendar.
"De Luxe Annie" seems not to have
created a profound interest here, and
is getting only fair business.
"The
Wanderer" picked up perceptibly, and
returned about $5,000 pro/it to
E.
.& G. last week, with the other producr
of this firm, "Leave It to Jane," a show
that never had a winning week in New
York in six months and more, the
biggest musical success of the season
here, at the La Salle, owned also by
the lucky trio.
Kolb and Dill, after a remarkable
run, the quality of their stuff considered, leave
to make
room for
Chauncey Olcott. Charles Cherry, in
'The Naughty Wife," opened to considerable local attention at the Cort,
where "The Gipsy Trail" wound out
its unprofitable length Sunday.
Jane
Cowl is still getting top money, and

C

"The

Follies,"

on their

last fortnight,

are turning away plenty of business.
"Maytime" is growing.
"Cheating Cheaters," doing nicely,
leaves March 16 to let Raymond Hitchcock in as "opposition" to his ancient
foe, Billy Sunday.
"Among Those Present," the H. B.
Warner starring affair which started as
a surprise sensation at the Blackstone,
drawing $8,800 the opening week and
$9,900 the second, against all expectations and expert verdicts, sagged this
week and is finding the level set for it
by the rail birds.
This week had a $6,500 outlook.
Warner drew society with his opening, the Marshall Fields and Armours
attending. This got around and drew
those curious to see with their own eyes
what the multi-millionaires had craved.

SHOWS

IN PHILLY.

Philadelphia, Feb. 27.

Jack Norworth's "Odds and Ends of
1917" opened successfully at the Lyric.
Despite unfavorable weather conditions the house was crowded, and the
show went over with the noise of a hit.

Norworth was given a great reception,
and the piece met with universal satisfaction.

"General Post," with Wililam Courtenay and Thomas W. Wise, had a fine
opening at the Broad, and was very
well received.

'Toot Toot" continues to score at
the Forrest, and the business has held
up so strong an extra week has been
tacked on to the original stay. The
show ends here March 9.
'The Man Who Came Back" is drawing well at the Adelphia, and "Up
Stairs and Down" is getting good business at the Garrick.
That business is generaly good is
evidenced in the way "Over the Top"
is drawing at the Chestnut Street opera
house aftef the revue was panned
almost unanimously by the press and
had been recorded as a poor show.

SHOWS JN LOS ANGELES.
Los Angeles, Feb. 27.
Heavy rains for the past week have
hurt theatre business noticeably. There
are no .signs the rain 'will stop.
"Fair and Warmer" and "Johnny, Get
Your Gun," had a disastrous week. The
"Show of Wonders" at the Mason this
week will fare no better unless the
rain ceases.

Kansas City Stock Changes Hands.
The lease of the Grand and the stock
playing there, Grand players, have
changed hands for the second time this
season.

"
'
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of snap, and, like all the
got over from the start.

-

CABARE.TS
I

around

New

York,

iias

been an odd

institution of its kind, especially since
it operated in hotels.
Three men are

believed to have been directly interested in the club. Those three always'
tat at the head of the table at the
Partridge's monthly and annual dinner. The Partridge first gave its dinners at the Ritz-Carlton then the

Knickerbocker and Holland, and this
season at the Imperial, although the
customary annual dinner was omitted
this year through the activity of the
inquisitors. The Imperial Hotel failed
to draw as representative a crowd to
the Partridge's affairs as the other and
more "swell" hotels did. In the days
of the Ritz, the Partridge Club was at
its zenith, but lost little prestige when
moving to the Knickerbocker. The
leading men of the country attended
the dinners. Monthly dinners by the
club were free to "members" or guests.
Members were taxed $30 for the annual
dinner, one of the most elaborate banquets any New York hotel has ever
regularly staged. At one of the Ritz
annual dinners for the club, when there
were 210 people at the tables, the hoFollowing the dintel's bill was $6,000.
ner all sorts of games of chance were
in progress. Chemin de fer was the
favorite through the quick action obtained by it. But pinochle at $1,000 a
side passed unnoticed. Chemin de fer
It
it the baccaret of Monte Carlo.
runs in "passes" and the "bank" ma.y
make a "pass" many times, on a somewhat similar plan as "passes" in shooting craps, although chemin de fer is
played with several decks of ordinary
cards bunched together. The bank is
taken by the players in turn. It has
been known where the banker in chemin de fer at a Partridge Club dinner
has won as much as $30,000 in 15 min.

ilfn

7

t

where the merchant would not
win over $800. There is a playwright
who is said to have won over $200,000
last year in New York at chemin de

$12,000

fer,

but not at Partridge Club dinners.

It U up to the Gasless District to
acknowledge a debt of gratitude to the
Gas House District. There is a new

face seen almost nightly now in the
Ravine of Revelry. Not that the subject of this important bit of information was ashamed to have his face on
Broadway before the lights were
dimmed. It just so happened.
Gas
House Paddy is the new figure of note
us. He has eschewed the corn
beef and cabbage of his home diggings
and has become a devotee of the "table
de hotey." Paddy is an adroit diplomat.
To his friends he explains that he
needs a change of diet, hence his migration from the east of Second avenue
to west of Fifth avenue. And Paddy
is fortunate in that he does not need
any change in the sense the term is
used colloquially in referring to money.
He is there with the bankroll and his
friends, who believe that he seeks the
place formerly occupied along Broadway by "Diamond Jim" take little stock
in his explanation of his recent desertion of his friends and old rendezvous.
Frequenters of the restaurants where
the wine runs red and the food comes
in small doses, cannot mistake "Gas

among

House Paddy"

for

else when
about six feet

anyone

they see him. He is
something in height, shoulders like
Tom Sharkey, cheeks as red as the
fluid they serve at the "table de hotey,"
and a brogue and diamond ring about
the most brilliant thing along the dark
and gloomy town boardwalk. There
is one thing that is delaying the changing of Paddy from an accepted Gas
House District mogul, to a Broadwayite. It is not the red ink of the
"table de hotey," or the gilded "calfs,"
nor the bread sticks, nor the olives;
the spaghetti.

it is

strings,

He

likes the

doughy

he experiences much
keeping the "shtuff" on his

but

trouble in

bank to
hurdle on successive passes. But a
big winning like this was rare, although moderate winnings and losings
were frequent. It is claimed by those
who have played the game it is impos-

fork. The first time Paddy saw the
spaghetti, he said, 'That looks like the
shtuff a patent medicine guy over in
the district used to keep in bottles,
only he didn't call them by that name."
Paddy also has fallen for the cabaret.

sible to cheat at it. Tyro players run
the cards given them, against the bank,
and they must follow set rules of the
club, which protect the other players
who wager on their hands. This season according to account about the
diggest winning at the Partridge Club
was made by a downtown man, who
got $26,000 in one evening. He was
also the largest loser, coming back the
next time and returning $20,000 of it.
While there have been reports the
rake off or "kitty" ran up to a $5,000
profit on the evening, this is disputed
The
by those who should know.
"rake" on the annual dinner did not
meet the expenses it is said, as each
guest always receives a souvenir costing not less than $100. The usual rake
was gotten from the game as it progressed and appeared to average about
10 per cent, of the money in the centre, as a $1,600 centre would cause a
$150 "kitty," starting with a $50 bank.
That amount, $50, was the limit of the
bank on its first deal. Few professional gamblers attended the Partridge
dinners and the two or three of them
that did were notorious and consistent
One of the best-known booklosers.
makers in New York is termed the
poorest card player for big stakes in
the city. But the professional gambler
had a percentage over the business
man in chemin de fer as the gambler
would allow his bank to accumulate,
securing all possible if the break came
to his deal, while the business man
kept drawing down on consecutive
gambler with the same
passes.
break as a business man might win

"No more knee pianos (accordion) or

utes,

through allowing his

A

camaulias for me," he said. (Paddy
was host at a box party the other
night.)

Maxim'* put on a new revue last
Thursday night, again produced by
Percy Elkeles, the official producer for
Maxim's since Mr. Elkeles staged
Broadway's first restaurant revue there

some years

ago.

Maxim

shows,

In the

new produc-

tions of the law.

her.

be to the management, however, is
very hard to figure, as it is a pretty
expensive looking show for the house,
with its limited seating capacity. With
eight good looking girls behind her,
Miss Davis is given ample opportunity

in

"Odds

and Ends," is a pretty little number
leader with a pleasant smile that helps
her on the floor. Veronica does toe
stepping only, and very well. For one
so youthful she is quite deft at it, and
gets

away from

classical ballet

work

the popular taste of restaurant patrons. She also has some personality, rare in toe dancers. There
are six chorus girls, with claims
to notice besides fair looks and bare
legs. These will become the attractive
section of the new Maxim revue. The
dressing is tasteful, as in all of Mr.
Elkeles' shows, and there is a novelty
to the finale to the show that ends it
with a zip. That is a "going over the
top" finish, the girls climbing ladders
at the north end of the room, exiting
over the rail at the top of the balcony.
The revue is in two parts, with plenty
to

suit

two

at Solari's,

San Francisco, and

enjoyable.

Just

how

profitable

is
it

very
will

to reveal her million dollars' worth of
personality.

The Six White Kuhns and Harry
Nosskoff, their pianist, have contracted
for three months at the Martinique
Hotel, Atlantic City. They will play
their vaudeville dates before opening
at the summer resort. The Kuhns and
Nosskoff came east from Pittsburgh
several months back to establish the
new cabaret policy at the Van Cortland Hotel. After ten weeks there the
sextet opened in vaudeville.
Al Davis, amusement manager of the
Casino, on West 125th street,
and of the Steeplechase Pier, Rockaway, owned by the same corporation,
has taken an interest in the cabaret
agency known as the Sheridan Booking

Alamo

soldiers.

Billy Frawley, of the Portola-Louvre

'

Revue, San Francisco, has written a
'I'll Take California for Mine,"
is being used in nearly every
revue in Frisco.
song,
that

Johnny

PheUn,

who

has

owned

several cabarets in upper Harlem and
the Bronx .during the past several
years, has taken over a new place in
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Max
close

Rogers' show at Healy's will
Sunday. The company of 18
Van Courtlandt

people will open at the
Hotel next week.

Tho Blossom Heath Inn, on the Long
Beach road, has remained open all
winter. It is now one of the best look"
ing road resorts around New York.
Tootsie Gordon, premier danseuse,
opened a four weeks' engagement at
the Portola-Louvre, San Francisco,
Feb.

The Ethel Davis Rovue has opened

Miss Manatt, who was

A

waiter by the name of William
O'Donnell, employed at Rector's, San
Francisco, was arrested one evening
last week charged with short changing

is

Harry P. Heagerty, owner of a road
house out of San Francisco, has been
declared mentally incompetent, on a
petition filed by his wife, Mrs. Matilda
Heagerty. Mrs. Heagerty alleges her
husband has been issuing checks to
people he does not owe money to and
has given away various sums. She
says his condition is due to excessive
drinking. He has -had trouble often
with the police during the past three
years as the result of alleged infrac-

only two all-night
has
with Mayor Buck strictly en-

Rouge are filling a special engagement
of four weeks at the Ritz, Brooklyn.

Billy Frawley,

over, and it is becoming more difficult
daily to secure a table after 11.

the

Joseph Hoes and Gertrude Bennett,
dancing for the past six months at
Rectors, Palais Royal and the Moulin

May

the affair. The supporting company includes
Blanche
Trelease,
Norrine
Adams, Harry Cleaveland and a nice
looking chorus. The show is going

for

Tho Cocoanut Grove is to hive a
cabaret production staged there around
April 1, it is reported, put on by the
managers of the house, Elliott, Cornstock & Gest. Morris Gest is said to
be attending to it.

with a

headed by Bobby Robison
from Levey's, Los
Angeles. Both boys are good entertainers, and give a Broadway touch to

publicity

forcing the ordinance that there shall
be no dancing in a room where liquor
is sold.
This has hit all the, cabarets
in town with a prospect of several
closing entirely before long.

Too now revue produced by Mike

and

the

Buffalo
licenses,

Berger at the. Portola-Louvre, San
Francisco, is about the best seen in a
Frisco restaurant for some time. The

company

doing

A. B. Conkwright would like the Government to grant him a special commission as Military Supervisor of
dancing. He and Violet Lobell, his
present partner, at Healy's, want to
make the American Army officers the
most graceful dancers in the world.

seating capacity of 1,200; a dance floor,
30 x 60, and a promenade balcony.
The main restaurant and grill will
be on the street level, with a seating
capacity of 400.

open about

to the cabaret
operatic

Maude Eppe,

and Valery Macken, who has

singer,

been

leaving

Women's Suffrage Party of Brooklyn.
The combination is to conduct what
is to be known as Val-Eppe's Black
Diamond Cabaret in East 9th street.

The house is to be remodeled, and
be known as the Blackstone.
One of the new features will be a

will

that of

Hoch

department of

Snyder.

latest addition

field is

City.

tion

(with dances arranged by Billy
Sharp) are as principals, Stewart and
Olive, Veronica, Georgie Manatt and
Ida Clare, if Miss Clare is still there,
which seems unlikely after the first
performance.
She is a singer of
French songs. Some one of a more
lively type will be engaged to replace

Tho

will

The Blackstone

&

Waterson, Berlin

A new corporation, of which Samuel
Tauber of New York is treasurer and
managing director, has taken a long
lease on the Isleworth Hotel, at Virginia avenue and Boardwalk, Atlantic

floor,

will supply cabarets with
Davis supplanted Harry Hoch

Alamo

position,
to join the professional

liquor men, inclusive of restaurateurs, are apprehensive of the action
that may be taken by the present New
York State Legislature on prohibition.
They appear to feel there will be a decided restriction placed against "hard"
drinks in this state after Sept. 30 next.
The Legislature will adjourn probably
in the early part of April.
"Hard"
liquors will take in whiskies, brandies,
etc., leaving the lighter alcoholic drinks
out.
There is a belief at the same
time among the same people that New
York State in 1919 will vote for "Bone
Dry" Prohibition, and the dispensers of
beverages as well as the manufacturers are apparently of the opinion that
with Woman Suffrage now prevailing, there* is a very minute chance of
its defeat.
Consequently there is no
gleeful joy just now on the inside of
the liquor business. And the old axiom
in things of this nature that "as New
York goes, so goes the country" doesn't
lift any part of the distillery gloom.

ballroom on the street

and

Office,
talent.
in the

The

i

Til* Partridge Club, subject to investigation
through District Attorney
Swann's official inquiry into gambling

15

17.

Alyse Melaard, who stepped from
the chorus of "Words and Music" to
the "Midnight Frolic," is out of the
latter.

The Ethel Davis Revue has opened
at Solaris,
is

San Francisco. Miss Davis
by two principals and

supported

eight girls.

The revue at the Somers restaurant,
Brooklyn, closes this week, the show
proving too expensive a proposition for
the returns.

The Cooper Girls and Teddy Frances
are heading the revue which opens at
the Odeon, San Francisco, this week.

The Orange Grove in the Bronx relast week under the manageof Joe Wood9.

opened

ment

Jack Holden,

late of the Will King
at the Portola-Louthis week.

Company, opened
San Franciso,

vre,

La Pelletreau
Moulin Rouge.

is

now dancing

at the
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BILLS

KEITHS

25)

Theatres listed es

Fisher Hawley Co
Else Reugger Co

"Orpheum" without

Orpaeuao Circuit
Agencies hooking the houses eft noted byr tingle nam* or hwttato.SMh es "Org*." Orphenm
*
alt; -U B O," United ~
A,* WeeternTendrrltte
~~ MenegarsHSs*
"
'
asgrfton '(Chicago}; "P." Paatages Circuit;
rue Loew CJronlt;
In
ClrouM (booking through W. v7 M. A.)
Clrenlt; -A M,"
*

•wTm

'

'

(en

Preneiseo);

"P 1L" Pentnges end

•FECIAL NOTICE- The manner
unpurtenee of acts nor their

tree
*

before

name

In erty where

New York

PALACE

(orph)

Bva Taa*uay
Grace La Hue
Bessie Clayton Co

•"The Weaker One"
Walter Brower
Morln Sisters
Everest's Monkeys
Jed A Ethel Dooley
•Three Kanee
(One to fill)

ALHAMDRA

(ubo)

MoJIle King

Ed Lee Wrothe Co
Alex MacFayden
"Camouflage"
Bwift A Kelly

Bwor A Mack

A Norton
Barsban A Qrohs

Sentley
4.

Bolses

(One

to fill)

COLONIAL

(Ubo)

Evelyn Nesblt Co
Gsxton Co
Courtney Slaters
Santos A Hsyes
Huntlbg A Francis
Moon A Morris
Prosper A Maret
Joyce West A Moran
Ferry

Wm

RIVERSIDE

(ubo)

Adele Rowland
"On High Seas"
Jsck Wilson Co
•Florence Roberts Co
Ryan A Lee

Watson

|

Indicates eet le either
listed for the first time.

Sisters

new or doing tarn new

Volsnt

NATIONAL

(loew)

Duo

Florens

Jack Reddy
Sampsel A Leonhard
Dunbar A Turner
Casson A Sherlock Sis
2d half
GorgalH* Trio
Willie Smith
Wetaer A Reiser
"Falling 8tar"
Bell Boy Trio
ORPHEUM (loew)
Stelner Duo
Cinderella Duo

Cbsbot A Dixon
Wslter Perclval Co

•Sammy Duncan
Chas A beam Co
2d half
Dawn June
Wlnchell A Greene
Hills' Circus

•8 Stembler A Bro
Elesnor Haber Co

Dunbsr A Turner

BOULEVARD
F A

W

(loew)

Britton

Clinton A Rooney
Harold Selman Co

A Halllday
Hubert Dyer Co
Fields

2d half
Helene Trio

2d half
Helene Trio
Sullivan A Mason

Eva Taylor Co
Briscoe A Raub
Mullen A Coogan
Bradley A Ardlne
The Llttlejobns
Hedgeo A Hedges

AMERICAN

(loew)

Hsrry Tsuda
•Wlnchell A Greene
4 Renee Girls

Welch Mealy

M

•Lee Aristocrats
•Rosamond St Dorothy
"Falling 8tar"
•American Comedy 4
(One to fill)
2d balf

W

Britton
•Frank A
Jim A Anna Francis
Holmes A LaVere

Pernlkoff Rom Co
Treffrey A Miner

Handwortb Co
Murray Bennett
(Two to fill)

VICTORIA
Dawn June

(loew)

A Msaon
Hopkins Axtell Co
Holmes A LaVere

Sullivan

Harry Brecn
Hawallans

Clark's

2d balf

Duo
McCormack A Irving
Walter Perclval Co
Parlse

Welcb Mealy
(One to fill)

LINCOLN

M

(loew)

Bush

Juliette

Kaufman & Lillian
Dudley Douglas
"Miss Hamlet"
Foley A O'Neill
•Volant
2d balf

Lamont A Wright
Cbabot

ft

Dixon

"Women"
University 4

Hubert Dyer Co

GREELEY (loew)
Gorgallls Trio
Grace Edmonds
Taylor & Howard
"Pretty Soft"

Kalma Co
(One

to

fill)

Florenx Duo
Purcclla A Ramsey
Flora Starr
Regal A Mack
Foley A O'Neill

Hawallans

Clark's

DELANCEY

(loew)

a Ramsey
Durkln Girls

Purcella

"Women"
MrCloud * Carp
Hill's

(One

Circus
to nil)

2d balf

Harry Tsuda
•Barry & fiurls
Hopkins Axtell Co
Fields

A Halllday

(loew)

(One

to

GRAND
(Macon

Wo! ford > Dogs
to

Maryland

fill)

PROCTOR'S

(ubo)
Sylvester A Proater

JAM

Alf Ripon

"Temptation"
Lee A Cranston
Johnson Howard
2d halt

The-Dreyers
Mills A Moulton
Carrolle A Flynn

La Valr

Donovan A Murry

(One to fill)
Bakerafleld. Ca).
HIP (aAb)
(3-S)

Del Vecblo Co
Royal Italian 8

Rowley A Tointon
Jeanne
"The Mollycoddle"
Tracey A McBrlde
Broslus A Brown
2d half
The Norvelloe
Cameron Dewitt Co

Professionals' Original

Frank Mullane
4 Renee Girls
(One to

fill)

Srooklyn

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

1

De Haven A Parker
Mason A Keeler
"Rubevllle"

Mignon
Cronln's Novelty
Mack A Vincent
McDevltt Kelly A L
BUSHWICK (ubo)

Van A Scbenck
"Liberty Aflame"
Dooley A Sales
Elinors A Williams
Stephen O'Rourke
"Corner Store"

(One

to

Alton, I1L
HIP (wva)
Miller A Lawrence
Roth A Roberts
2d half
Duval A Simmons
(ubo)

Fox A Ward
Pa lien berg's Bears
Ferry

(One to

Nippon Duo

•McCormack A Irving
•FranclB Morey Co
Murray Bennett
Hullng's Sesls
2d balf
Clinton A Rooney
Elliott

& Mora
to

fill)

(loew)

Helene Trio
A Miner
Welser ft Reiser
Regal A Mack

Treffrey

University 4
2d bslf
Juliette

Bush

(ubo)

"Mimic World"
Atlanta- Gn.

LYRIC

(ubo)

(Birmingham

GRAND

(loew)

Leddy A Leddy

A

Curtis

•Dudley Douglas
Sampsel A Leonhard
American Comedy 4
Casson A Sherlock Sis

Lambertl
2d half

2d balf

Adams A Guhl
Loew A Sperling 81s
Alf Ripon

BIJOU (ubo)
(Kalamazoo spl'U
1st balf
Billy Kinksld
Saxon A Clinton
Wilton Sisters
Creighton Belmont A C
"Fountain of Love"
111.

(wva)

The Bimbos
Black

JEFFERSON

(ubo)

Morlln

Anderson A Reau

A O'Donnell

Valyada A B Nuts
2d half

Carletta

Devoy A Dayton
Dan Sherman Co
Blngbasaton, N. 1.

STONE

(ubo)
J A J Lougblln
Manning A Hall

(Three to fill)
2d half
Florence Tlmponi
Howard A Roes
Rswson A Clare
Birmingham, Ala*

Kenny Mason A S
Wood A Wyde
Oliver A Olp
Cook A Lorenz

Harmony Kings

(One

to

fill)

2d bslf

Jermon A Mack

E.

Murry Livingston
Ed A Lottie Ford
2d balf

Leddy A Leddy

Connelly 81s

•"A Mex. Romance"

A Lyles
(ubo)

Wm

Charleston, 8. O.

•

ACADEMY

(ubo)

(Columbia

split)

Merck's Lions

Lynn Yoder Co
Bud A Nellie Helm
(p)

(8-12)
Singer's Midgets

Andlnova Co
Uyeno Japs
Haager A Goodwin
"Fall of Rhelms"
Gllroy Haynes A M
Mary Dorr
Kahler Children

Calgary

ORPHEUM
Geo Darners I Co
Wheeler A Moran
Cooper A Robinson
Hsruko Onukl
LaZler Worth Oo
"In the Zone"
Oakes A DeLour

PANTAOE8

(p)

"Wedding 8hells"

Lew Wilson

Harry A Eva Puck
Goelet Harris

Chattanooga. Tensw

Al

RIALTO (ubo)
(Knoxvllle split)

Francettl Sisters
J Eckert Co

"Oh That Melody"
Canton, O.

LYCEUM

(ubo)

Shepherd A Ray
Raymond A O'Connor
6 Kirksmith Sis
Wilfred Clark Co
Stewart A Donahue
Darras Bros

Cedar Baplde, la.
MAJESTIC (wva.)
Lamplnls

Chester Kingston
Hollidsy A Wlllette

McCormack A Wallace
Nelson A Castle

Chicago
(orpb)

Natalie Sisters
3 Stewart Sis

Helen Savage Co
C A F Usher
GRAND (wva)
4 Seasons
Craig A Meeker

DeHollls Co
Tillers Sisters
"Betting Bettys"
Rector Weber A T
to

•Grant's Roosters

Hal A Francis
(One to fill)

fill)

Davenport,

In.

COLUMBIA (wva)
(Sunday opening.)
Nip A Tuck

Garclnettl Bros

Peerless Trio

(orpb)

Cunningham

Brice A Barr Twins
Scotch Lads A Las

2d half
Connors A Edna
Willis Hall

(Two

ABLE O H

Capes A Snow

Co

Stafford

Britt

*~*n

0«

Ensemble Trio

B"

McVICKER'8 (loew)
"Suffragette Revue"
Lillian Watson

Nw

York

"Fireside Reverie"

Wsrren A Templeton
Cameron Sisters
Chas Irwin

Carletta

The Mclntyree

Oscar Lorraine

(One to

Sllber A
Collins A

ERBERS (wm)

All)

Decatur* I1L

Chllllcothe, O.
(sunj
The Auers

Hallen A Gobs

Thomas P Dunn
Tabor A Green
"Lincoln of

Cincinnati

A

EMPRESS

(ubo)

Seofleld

Marie Fltzglbbon
Mr A Mrs Melburne
Lyons A Yosco
Derwant H Calne Co
Duffy A Inglls
Lettzel

Cleveland

KEITH'S (ubo)
Queenie Dunedln
Holmes A Buchanan
"Somewhere In Fr"
Yvette A Saranoff
Dancing Girl of Delhi

Eddie Borden Co
Robt Edeson Co

The Bimbos
Dae A Neville
Fanny Simmons

2d balf

Gardner Trio

Bdsaonton*

PANTAGES

Lawrence A Edwards
Colemen Goets
Song A Dance Rev

Mery Norman

Denver

Joe B Totten Co
Elisabeth Cutty
Madison A Winchester
Gangler's Dogs
Blsalra, If. T.
MAJESTIC (ubo)
Balrd A Inman
Hlnkle A Mas
Lee Berth
Jonla Hawilans

ORPHEUM

Doc O'Nell
Leonore 8impson
Claude Roode Co

Remple Co

PANTAGES

Gaum.
(p)

Belleclalre Bros

(Sunday opening)
Jos Howard's Revue
King A Harvey
"Five of Clubs"

Bessie

North
Hart

2d half

Walker A Texas

U 8 A"

Hanten Co

KEITH'S

"Seven of Hearts"
2d half
Joe Dealey A Sis
Hanvey A Francis
"When Man Marries"
Jimmy Lucas Co
(One to fill)
B. St. Levis, HI.

KEITH'S (ubo)
Ed Morton
Milton A DeLong fJls

(wva)
(Sunday opening)
"Sunny-Side of Bway"

MAJESTIC

Circle

City

Bob Dailey Co
Hufford A Chain

Mack A Lane
Judson Cole
Robinson's Elephants
Dayton. O.

Four Roses
Overholt A Young
Lloyd A Whltehouse
Nick Verga
Lunette A Sturm

Wm

CAntas

58th Stilt as.

"Futuristic Revue"

Mattie Choste Co
Kranz A LaSalle
to

FOR TWO

CIIITCt PERSONS
#Q|
I L«

RIESENWEBER'S HOTEL

JAG

2d half
Julia Edwards

•

.4

Coaslrtl
Coaslttlss
of Parlor. O ssrsssi and Bath
Light. Airy, with AH
li
LliSt,
All laiprsvesissf

2d half

Geo Primrose Jr A B
O'Meara
Will Stanton Co
Skelly A Helt
Veia Sablnl Co
WILSON (wva)
Hayatake Bros
Harvey DeVora 8
• "Money or Life"
Medlln Watts A T
Vera Sablnl Co

Casual Park

'*9

$16 UlWL.

AND BATH
for two

from All Theatres

i

I

Rucker A Winifred
(One to fill)

•"Quakertown

DAAM
ItUUM

$14 WEEK.
A

Aerial Butterflies
Hlatt A Gear
Mattie Choate Co

(ubo)

A Mercer
Wood

Stewart

2d half

KEDZIE (wva)

Co

Circus

to fill)

Eaaton, Pa.

Chas Young
"Follies DeVogue"

Casting Campbells

May

Tiny

Jack Gardner Co

Eddie Dow ling
Adair A Adelphl

(One to fill)
2d half

(p)

A Ackerman
Marie LaVarre
Burns A Lynn
Chauncey Monroe Co
Jackson A Wahl
Hill

Alice

De Oarmo

Morlln

Manning A Hall
"Oh Mr Detective"

"Courtroom Girls"

(One to fill)
Erie* Pa.

Dea Moines

ORPHEUM

COLONIAL

(Sunday opening)
"Four Husbands"

Slegrists

SjMvesterftVance^^^

Mellette 81s

(ubo)

Barber A Jackson

A Marsh

Mayhew

Stella

Five Nelsons
MILES (miles)
Concentration

Alex Bros A Evelyn
Taylor A Arnold
B Harrison Co

PRISCILLA

"Follies DeVogue"
Chas plcott

(Sunday opening)
Montgomery A Perry
Billy Reeves Co
Yates A Reed

(ubo)

Woods' Animals
Bertie Fowler
Brady A Mahoney
Arco Bros
(One to fill)
2d half

Gonne A Alberts

Lambert!

#71

Roland Travis Co
Danville, 111.

(One

fill)

Doluta

ORPHEUM

Wm

Sophie Tucker
Wilton Lackaye Co
Bennett A Richards
Frank Westphal

Murphy A Klein

Jons

(Three to

Herman

LYRIC

1st half

Plerlot

(28-2)

Lady Suda Noy

M

A

Jean Adair Co

2d balf
"Six Little Wives"

2d half
Reel Guys

Ralph Hers
Leonard Brown Oo
Betts A Chldlow

Edith Clifford

Morton A Klare
Mabel Fonda 8

(miles)

Misses Parker

(Inter)

Kenney A Walsh
"Fun in Schoolroom"

Degnon A Clifton
Cnsnden, N. J.

TOWER'S

Emmy
ORPHEUM

La

Ray Trio

MAJESTIC

Fisher A Wilson
"Nation's Peril"

(ubo)

"Bohemias Life"
Zeno A Mandel

Garden Belles

Libonati

Norwood A Hall

LYRIC (sun)
Zeno A Mandell
Burr A Lea

Raymond A Csverly

(sun)

Dallas, Tex.

1st half

(miles)

"Bon Voyage"
Diana Bonner

Great Johnson

Willie Zimmerman
Merle's Cockatoos
2d balf

Jawelers to the Profession

BROADWAY

split)

Hayward

"Who's to Blame?"
Anderson Sisters

REGENT

McDermott

Billy

Frozinl

C.
(ubo)

Edward Marshall
Barnes A Crawford
Mme. Chtlson Ohrman
Eddie Leonard Co
Morales Trio
Dot Marsell
Mclntyre A Robblns

Una Clayton Oo
Ward A Girls
The Bandys
I Bracks

Adonis A Dog

If.

MAJESTIC

(sun)

Nonette

Hawthorne A Anthony

A Romer
McKay A Ardlne
Carlisle

(sun)
"Paradise Vallsy"
2d balf
"Pretty Baby"

Whipple Huston Co

OLYMPIC

Mr A Mrs J Barry

Frances Dougherty
"Motor Boating"

PLAZA

PALACE

TEMPLE (ubo)
Elizabeth Brloe

Co

fill)

Richard Wally Co
Charleston, W. Tsw

(Roanoke

"Our Family"
Detroit

Barlow A Deerie
Harry B Lester
Caltes Bros
Elsie Le Bergere

< olumbu*
KEITH'S (>ubo)
A Eva

Ann Sutor

ACADEMY

Hudler Stein A Phil
Jordan Girls
Tyler A St Claire

Bell

Mclntyre A Heath

Tooznnln Troupe

split)

1st balf

Cecil

SHEA'S (ubo)
Diamond A Daughter
Russell Wsrd Co

8. O.
(Ubo)

(One to

Georgie Howard
Padden A White
Hal Stephens Co

Charlotte,

Edwin George

PASTIME
(Charleston

1st half

Ernie A Ernie
Robert E O'Connor CV
Warner A Conley

A Gilbert
Cardo A Noll
Adams A Guhl

Columbia.

2d half
Hoff
Hlatt A Gear
Qtto Koerner Co
Oscar Lorraine
Asahl Japs

Lew

Primrose Four
Robbie Gordone

Buffalo

BAN FaUNCISCO

Adams A Thomas
Colemsn Goets
Song A Dance Rev

Diamond A Brennap

Jack Marley
Roy A Arthur
(One to fill)

HOTEL APPLETON

(wva)
(Sunday opening)
DeHollls Co
Ha Hen A Ooss

Curtis

HEMMENDINGER^ n ehwn v8otrrJ et
Tel.

Olga

Butte* Mont.

Battle Creek, Mich.

111.

ORPHEUM

"Melodyland"

PANTAGE8

fill)

Southern Serenade
"Temptation"
BIJOU (loew)
Lee A Crsnston
Bellthazer Bros
Johnson Howard A L Alvin A Williams
Aabnra, N. Y.
Rowles A Von Kauf

4

(loew)

Great Santell

(One to

•2d half

The Zanaros

Harold Trio

Gorman Bros

1st balf

Mahoney A Auburn

FULTON

Nat Nazarro Co

LYRIC (ubo)
(Atlanta split)

Minnie Harrison
(One to nil)
•Claude Ranf
Lamont A Wright
Lerner Ward A B
Gladys Taylor Co
(One to nil)
2d half
Rowley A Tointon
Taylor A Howard

HIP (loew)
Sadie Sherman
Saxton A Farrell

Gilbert
Noll

Cardo A

Barry A Sulls
Fisher Lucky O
Martini A Fabrinl
(One to Oil)

split)

1st half

Reno
Kennedy A Rooney
Charlotte Parry Co
Bancroft A Broske
4 Ksstlng Kays

DeRex A Wood

(loew)
Alfred A Pearl

A Gerard
Lew Dockstader
Taylor Trio
Millership

Bellvllle,

Lawrence Brook Co
Victor's Melange
(Two to fill)
Ann Arbor, Mich..

Chas Ahearn Co

DEKALB

Al Abbott
Frances Kennedy
Annette Kellerman Co

WASHINGTON

Frisco

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

Merkens A Arena

fill)

2d half

Sammy Duncan
(Two

Baltimore

MARYLAND

Alteona, Pn.

ORPHEUM

Lady Sen Mel
Mr A Mrs O Kllde
William Slsto
"America First"

BIJOU (loew)
DeRex A Wood

Home

Goodhue
LeRoy A Paul
Burns Sis A Lou

H

A

Hill Trlvilo

Bridgeport, Conn.
POLI'8 (ubo)
Permaine A Shelley
Moore A West

•"Inspiration"
2d half
Levino

(8-0)

fill)

Tokal Jape
Maria
Hall A O'Brien
Glen A Jenkins
Kitty Francis Co

DAS

Shanley and Fnrness ("Fifty -Fifty")

"In the Trenches"

Tr

Wslter Hsyee
Byron Lloyd Co
Baker A Rogers

LOS ANGELES and BAN FBANC18CO

McKinnon Twins
Bud Dailey Co
Pstricola A Myers

(Two to fill)
8T JAMBS (loew)
Ryan A Ryan
Walton A Gtlmore
Leila Sbsw Co

PLAZA

CONTINENTAL HOTEL

ORPHEUM (ubo)
Joe Desly A 81s
Hanney A Francis
"When Man Marries"
Green A Parker
(One to fill)
2d half

Maude Durand Co

Aus Woodchoppers

Bowman

Billy

(Two to fill)
Alleatown* Pa.

Cullen

Douglas Family
O'Connor A Dixon
DeLeeso Troupe
(One to fill)
2d half
Green A Pugh

Miller

Billy Kelgarde
(«-7)
.

Davis A Walker

Cook A Loreni
Cavanaugh Duo

A Adele

Cornells

A Blair
Bernard A Meyers
Texas Comedy 4
Peggy Bremen A Bros Emmet Devoy Co

McCloud A Karp
(loew)

(loew)

O'Donnell

3 Alex

Perara 8extet
2d balf
Equlllo Bros

Trscey A McBrlde

AVE B

A L

9 Little Rubens

Harkins
"Dancing a la Carte"
Alexandria, La(Ubo)

Sirfgers

(loew)
Sperling Sis

Loew A

Bell

John McGowan Co
Wells Knlblos Co

The

ORPHEUM

Willie Solsr
Nettle Carrol!
2d half

MODJESKA

Charles L Flstcher
"Overtones"
Morris A Allen
Jazz Nightmare
2d half
Bengk's Models
Klein Bros

RAPIDS

split)

Kaufman Bros
Tbe Ferraros

Albnny. N. T.
Kamplln A

(ubo)

1st bslf
Elvira Sisters
Fentlll A Stark

fill)

2d balf

(Four

Three Dooley
Bert Levy

Jarrow
Hazel Klrke 5

Aognata, Os.

Exposition 4

"Pretty Soft"

PALACE

2d half

WARWICK

A Halllday
Hubert Dyer Co

(ubo)
Vslesks Suratt Co
Bert Fttzgibbons

ROYAL

Celine's Circus
(One to fill)

Tbe Norvelloe
Cameron DeWltt Co
Frank Mullane

Fields

A Flatow
Mclntorh A Maids
Fields

Art Adair
Coakley A Dunlevy

A Caron

Bell

A Fabrinl

Martini

to vaudeville, or te eppeering

•"Miss Hamlet"
Durkln Girls

Harry Brum
(One to All)

"Bandbox Revue"
Moss A Frye
"Submarine F7"

Ward A

I.

which

In

(ubo)

Sanson A Dellla
Corb Sbep A Don

In Vaudeville Thenlros
houses open for the week with

(All

Champaign.

Boston

NEXT WEEK (MARCH

Lane A Harper
Notorious Delpbine"

BAH
(One

Skatelle

HEAD COLDS

to nil)

(sun)

LaMarselles

Burke A Crowley
Don Its A Dexter
Ann Hamilton Co

and kindred
theatrical

As

$1

Quickly Relieves

NASAL CATARRH
HAY FCVER

disorders.

Boon

art Mm.

Antlieptlo

Powder

He— Ma at leading
—
TH E K0L0X CO.,

—Clean— No

drug

ASTHMA

for

Dose

stores, or direct

I32S Broadway, N. Y. O.

-

VARIETY
Drtw * Birnes
"Mar tU Wireless"

MAJK8TIC

(Two

fill)

LTRIC
Lucy

Stamm

(Ubo)

Gillette

Nella Allen

HAM Gilbert

A Cushlng

PUtel

Olathe Miller Co
W
Burns
Frabito

Bert Baker Go
Gene Moore
Electrical Venus

A

The Duttons

LOEW

Fall River, Mass.

(loew)

Green

Adams A Mangles
Norton A Norton
Parsons A Irwin

Jarrow

Francos Rioe
Frank Farron

BIJOU (loew)
A Push
Maude Durand Co
Hasel Klrke S
(One to nil)
2d half

A A dele

Ward A

Cullen

(One to

Zig Zag Review

Wayne,

Flake

A Fallon

Amoros

Sisters

2d half

Nowaday
Hennlng
JAW
Reiley A Lester

Margaret Farrell
Dale A Burch
Ellis Knowlin Tr
2d half
Veronica A Hurlfalla

CANTONMENT

Middleton Spellemeyer
John O'Malley
Sully Family

2d half

(uho)

(28-2)

Carson Bros
Goodhue
Maggie LeClalre Co
Burns 81s A Lou
F A M Waddell
O A M LeFevre
2d half
8 Millards

Hohokrn,

IV.

LOEW

Laurie Ordway
to

Lloyd

A McArdle

2d half

Manning Sullivan Co
Marston A Manley

Lillian Kingsbury

Kartelll

(One to

Galveston* Tex.

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

playing

Skating Bear

Cooney Sisters
Marshall A
Skipper & Kastrup

Johnny Johnson Co
Co
Ed Foy A Family

(wva)

2d half
Aiella A Dolores
Morlarlty Girls

Grand Rapids, Mien.

EMPRESS

(Ubo)
Aerial Mitchells
McMahon A Chappelle

Eddie Carr Co
Helen Trix A Bis

(ubo)

Nanklchl Troupe
Abbott A White

Thomas A Hall
Harry Cooper Co
David Saplrsteln
Adelaide

A Hughes

Lydla Barry

LYRIC

Kenny A Hollts
Herman A Shirley

Frick

(ubo)

A Adair

Fremont Benton Co
•Fay A Jack Smith
Jansem A Mystery M

fill)

Great Falls, Mont.
(p)

(26-27)

(One to fill)
Itbaca, If. Y.

playing
bill
(Same
Anaconda 28)
Cabaret DeLuxe"
Frank Morrell
Grew Pates Co

Florence Tlmponl
Howard A Ross
Rawson A Clare

Early A Lalght
8 Mus DeLuxe Girls
Glen Echo

2d half
Hlnkle A
Lee Berth

(wva)

2d half
Taketa Bros

Lamey A Pearson
Arthur Rlgfby
World Danosrs

M

.

STAR

(Two

to

(ubo)

fill)

Mm

Hoyt's Minstrels

(Two to fill)
Jackson, Mich.

ORPHEUM
(Lansing

(ubo)
split)

1st half
• "Tick -Took

Girl"

Montgomery, Ala.

GRAND

Shaw A Cantwell
Lancaster, Pa,

COLONIAL

(ubo)

Novelty Minstrels
Lansing;, Mich.
BIJOU (ubo)
(Jackson split)

Ky.

Lextaarton,

ADA MEAD (sun)
Melnotte Lanole Co
Belmont's Warblers
Bogard A Nlcoll
LI
O.

1st half

ORPHEUM

"Six Little

(sun)

Wtves^

Lincoln, Neb.

ORPHEUM

Nell O'Connell

"Reckless Eve"

(Two

to

fill)

2d half
Mang.A Snyder
Ashley A Allman
Cart me 11 A Harris
Rita Boland
"The Night Boat"
Lovansnort, lad.
COLONIAL (ubo)
"Hoosler Girl"
2d half
•Williams A Held
Roth A Roberts

Low Angeles

ORPHEUM

Altruism
Valnova's Gypsies

Carus A Comer
Stan Stanley 8
Bernard A Janls

Ruth Roye
Rouble Sims
4 Marx Bros

PANTAOBS

A Hart

Collins

FRANCAI8
Sam

and

J Harris

ot

fill)

TOM
H.

(ubo)

.

Hardeen
(Two to

Gates A Finley
Archer A Belford

Moon

Crossman's Enter
2d halt
Martin A Boggs
Fred Weber Oo
M A B Hart
Cornell Trio
Maxwell Quintet

McKeeoport* Pa.
WHITE O H (ubo)
Catherine Powell
Rlggs A Ryan
Arthur Plckenn Co

Rose A Walker
(One to fill)
2d half

Ed A Jean Keeley
Savannah A Georgia

Emmy's

Pets

(One

fill)

to

LOEW

Laypo A Benjamin

Memphis

ORPHEUM

(One to fill)
Nashville, Teaa.

Willie Weston
Bob? MatthewH

PRINCESS

(ubo)

(Louisville

split)

LYCEUM

(loew)

Jimmy Shea
Beaux A Belles
International Tourists
Llpton's Monks
2d half

Ed A Lot Ford
Alvln A Williams
Rawles ft Von Kauf
Murry Livingston

Milwaukee
MAJESTIC (orpbj

Sallle Fisher
Lillian Shaw

Co

Gene Greene Co
Reynolds A Donegan
Newark, S. J.

LOEW

(loew)

A A Francis

Flora 8tarr

A Mora
Boy Trio
A Caron

Bell
Bell

(One

to

fill)

2d half
Steiner

Duo

Arthur Deagon
Gallagher & Martin
Ambler Bros
Betty Bond

Wilson Aubrey 3
PALACE (wva)
(Sunday opening)
Taketa Bros
Lamey ft Pearson

"The Fixer"
Brlerre ft King
•"Quakertown to B"

Jack Reddy
Lerner Ward

Gladys Taylor Co

New Haven,
PALACE

Conn.

(ubo)

The Zanaros

2d half
Chief Little Elk Co

to All)

2d half

•"Money or Your Life"

B*ri to tnnounoft that he hat moved to mors

modem

Rosalind

quartan.

The Langdons
Jarvls A Harrison

RITZ CHAMBERS.
East 4tHr ft.. New York CKy
Murray Hill »90

TAG

Florens

•*

U

Allen Carrol

R H

Don Fung Gue a Haw

A Powers

Brooks

•

MoK>08le
(p)

Harry Relchman

Tom Kyle Oo
Senator F Murphy

Omaha
ORPHEUM

Ruth

Saginaw, Mich.
(ubo)
(Flint split)
1st half

A A O

Rosedale

ft

"For Pity's Sake''
The Gaudsmitha

Frank Crumlt
Ottawa, Can.

DOMINION

(ubo)

ORPHEUM

(One

"Fashion Shop
Alf Grant
8 Daring Sisters
to

fill)

Csvanaugh Co
Edwin Arden Co

Horn * Ferris

Sam

J Harris
"Fashion Shop"
(One to fill)
Paaaalc, N. J.

King Co
Keane A White
Providence, R.

I*

(Ubo)

4

(ubo)

The Geralds
DeLeon ft Davis
McCarty A Faye
Bob Hall
Laura H Crew a Go
J Reilly U S N
Mystic Hanson 8

W

MAJESTIC

(loewj

.

Maria

A O'Brien
Glen A Jenkins
Kitty Frsncls Co
Hall

Dolce Sisters
Prince"

ft

Hlckmsn Bros
Cal Dean Oo

Royal Gasooignes
PARK (wva)
Foley A Massimo
Roberts A Roden

Day A Neville
Henry A Moore

Gilmore

Leila Shaw Co
Willie Solar
Nettie Carroll Tr
(One to fill)

EMPRESS

Heading. Pa.
HIPjLubo)
A Welsh
Harry Bond Co
Curley

A Myers

Asahl Japs
2d half

The Ztraa
Miller

J.

Ryan A
Sampson A Douglass
Saxo S
Eddie Montrose

Pawtuchet, It. I.
SCENIC (ubo)
Robblns Family
Guest & Newlyn
Geo Leonard Co
Lovenberg Sis Co

(One

St.

OrWInterH A Rose
Elsie White
Davis Stafford
Muslrnl McLarens
Philadelphia

(Norfolk split)
1st half

PRNN (ubo)
2d half (28-2)
Canaris ft Celo
Kanamura Japs

"Keep Moving"
Ben ft Hazel Mann
Oasaki A Titoke
If.

T.

(ubo)

Doree Celebs

Sam Hearn
Dorothy Hayes Co
Moore A Whltehesd
Farrell Taylor 8
ft

Lockwood

Jack A Forla
Fink's Mulee

FAMILY (sun)
Vivian Reiner Co
Duffy A Montague
Isobel

Gwen Lewis
Harriet Rempel Go

PALACE

ft

•Willie Hall

(ubo)
(Charlotte split)
1st half
Elsie Ward
Mitchell A Mitch

Rochester,

Murray
Fanchon A Marco
K Dahl A allien
Bronson A Baldwin
Jim Cullen

•O'Connor

Greenlee

ROANOKE

Leavltt

Paul

Elisabeth

Richmond, Vn.
LYRIC (ubo)

TEMPLE

to flllt

ORPHEUM

Francis Dwyer
"Seven of Hearts"
(One to fill)

Mile.

A Lawrence

Hoosler Girl
A North

Silber

Gallettl's Monks
(One to nil)

Martha Hamilton Co
Crawford A Broderick
Blanch Alfred Girls
Itoannke, Va.

(ubo)

(wva)

Mack A Williams
Lou Hon*
Merry Maids
J C Msck Co

."»

Harrington A Mills
Chas Nicholas
Rubinl A Martini

(28-2)
Juliette

Fuller

Bob Carlln
Marmien Sisters

Tuscano Bros

half

A

Angel

2d half

Ryan A Ryan

A

Scott

Pauline
2d half
Musical Fredricka
4 Buttercups

Tokal Japs

Jones

A

Blssett

GRAND (wva)
Geo Nagahara
Nat A Flo Albert
Fred Rogers
Wilson A Larsen

A Reyuolda • "Merchant

Bollinger

2d half (28-2)
Chin Sua Lu Co

Wm

Joe Jackson
Llghtner Sis A Alex
Rockwell A Wood
Bert Johnson Co
Joe Towle

(P)

Frank Ward

2d half
The Hennings

Lonla

St.

Lucille

2d hslf
Stewart A Mercer

Eskimo ft Seals
Pateraon, IV.

to fill)

ORPHEUM

A Allen

Patrlcola

Terry

Foster A Foster
•"Circus Days"
Viols Lewis Co

Baird

"Vanity Fair"

Walton

Denis Oo
JABSt Morgan
Holt

A P

Giles

JEF-8TRAND

Portland* Ore.

PANTAGES

Girls

2d

Flying Weavers

HAS

2d half

Hers & Falrman
Baker # Rogers

DR. KUNSTLER, Dentist
(p)

Mayer A
"Lots A Lots"

bill

Johnny A Wise

(ubo)

KEITHS

half

Stockton

4 American Beauties

Connelly
Regal A Bender
Cycling Brunettes

(p)

Lottie

ay a

Tluy Trio
Larry Haggerty
McLaln Gates Co
wincnester A Alire
Homburg A Lee
Tailael A Total
2d half
The Vernons

Brown a J season
Three Chums
Marie Stoddard
ft

1

1st

half)
1st half

(Two to AH)
Portland* Me.

Basil

i

•Rooney & Bent Co
Regan & Renard
Stampede Riders

p

Raymond Wilbert
Athos a Reed

KEiiHb

Ken 6

ft

HIP (aAh)
(Same

McDonald A Rowland
Harry Holman Oo

Ed the Mothe

Margaret Ford
Kelso A Francis

Zlegler's

Billy

2d

Julia Curtis

(ubo)

San 1 Co
Morton A Glass

MAJESTIC

B

Scarpioff

Stelner 8
Countess Verona
Mile Fleury
Lawrence Johnston Oo
Hilton A Laser

PLAYHOUSE

Elliott

1-2)

llyams A Mclntyre
A Varvara
Stuart Barnes
Elida Morris

W

(Sunday opening)
Crossy A Dayne
Al Shayne
Harry GUfoil
"Propville Recruit"

(Two

Rosamond A Dorothy

Louis Simon Co

(One

1st half
Pollard
Stone A Hayes
"Art Studios"

I

split)

1st halt
Killlors

Verce A Verci

Nan Halperin
Sam Mann Co
Co
Winona Winters
Pete A Pals
Prevost ft Brown

(Richmond

(28-2)

(ubo)
2d half

bill
playing
Stockton 27-23; Fresno

Eddie Hill
Doherty A Bcallla
Hill Donaldson Co
Van Orden A Fallows
Jessie Blandish
Seven Sammies
Simmons a Bradley
(One to fill)

Bensee

(ubo)

Primrose Minstrels
Barton A Hill
Marlettes Marionettes
Jan Rubinl

REGENT

1st half
Claire Vincent
Fields Keane A

(Same

Boganny 'troupe

ACADEMY

Onden, Utah

Fiske A Fallon
Alexander Kids
Bison City 4

Bostock's School

Y.

Jeanne
"The Mollycoddle"
Fisher Lucky G
Norfolk, Va.

PANTAGES

Columbia City 4
'The Right Man"
Eddie Foyer
Merian's Dogs
Muaheajoa, Mich.

(26-20)

SU. (Ubo)
(Jouuaiown spllU

McM Diamond A C

New Rocaelle, N.
LOEW (loew)

TtaatrlnA

(loew)

OUl'HlfiUM

Pittsburgh

SHERIDAN

Sylvia Clark

International Tourists
Lipton's Monkeys

J Singer A Dolls

The Parshleys
Chase A LaTour

"Finders Keepers"

Ward Wilson Co

Jimmy Shea
Beaux A Belles

1

"Clubmates"
Chas Crapcwir Co
Margaret Young
Ford Sisters Co
Brendel A Burt

A Seal
Sacramento, CaJ.

Trlvlllas

DAVIS (ubo)
Julian El tinge

PANTAGES

fill)

Jack Gardner Co
Jack Dresdner

"Arabian Nights"
Dorothy Brenner
Hlnes & Handler

Ed Reynard

Bellthaser Bros

(Sunday opening)
Tl Ling Sing

(ubo)
Gerald

ft

(loew)
3 Stylish Steppers
Amoros A Jeanette
Middleton Spellmeyer

ORPHEUM

PRINCESS

Weston A Young

CRESCENT

Oakland

2d half
3 Daring Sisters
Alf Grant

Peerless Trio

A Ryan

HARRIS

Colonial Belles

jONfcS

2d half
Lala Selbini Go

(ubo)

Four Ankers
(Two to fill)

Novelty Four
Nash A O'Donnell
Fred Allen

Doughnut

the

split)

"Count A Maid"
Hamilton A Barnes
Paul LeVan A Dobbs

The

MAHONEY

Panta*e< Cfrruit

If.

(ubo)

The Hennings
Horn A Ferris
Hardeen
(One to

(ubo)

2d half

Montreal

Creole Band
2d half
Nevilles

Olyiuyia DesVall Op

lnness

Wol ford's Dogs
Leonard A Dempsey
Lillian Kingsbury Co

Gordon Eldrid Co
Benny A Woods
Rublo Troupe
(One to fill)

The
Harry DeVor 8
"The Fixer"
Maidle DeLong
Olympla DesVall Co

.

split)

(Sunday opening)

(Sunday opening)
Lala Selbini Co
Bruce Morgan A B
Jack Clifford
Hugo Lutgens

BRADY

(ubo)

(New Orleans

(wva)

Manchester,

Seal

2d half

Madison, Wis.

PALACE

Montgomery Co

Harrtsson Co

A

Arthur Rigby

'18"

Those 5 Girls

John O'Malley
Sully Family
2d half

"Naughty Princess"

•

Morgan A Parker

GRAND

1st halt

fill)

Travillos

Corcoran A Mack
Musical Highlanders
Helen Ely Co

Lawton

Avon Comedy 4
Anna Chandler
Columbia A Victor
Mack A Earl
Hoattna-toa. W. Va. Rice A Werner
HIPPODROME (sun) The LeGrohs
"Pretty Baby"
Ruth Osborne
2d half
Boyarr Co
"Paradise Valley"
Little Rock, Ark.
Iadlaaa polls
MAJESTIC (Inter)

KEITH'S

6 Cornalas

ORPHEUM

2d half
Aroo Bros
Lee A Lawrence

"Submarine F7"

D.

Green Bay* Win.

(ubo)

Clark A Verde

Clara Howard
Hazel Moran

PANT AGES

(inter)

Wayne

Lillian Fltsgerald

(One to

fill)

Hon at on, Tex.

Austin 6-9)
Juggling Nelsons

GRAND

Co

Exposition 4
Brosius A Brown

B

split)

1st half

N O

to

PALACE

2 Bloudys
Maldie DeLong
Sam Liebert Co

Moratl Co

"Mimic World

Mercedes
Walter C Kelly
LoMaire A Gallagher
Williams A Wolfus
Louis Hardt
Kennedy A Burt
General Plsano

(Montgomery

(Sunday opening.)

10"
(ubo)

Ward A Van

Louis Stone
Josephine Leonhart

Story A Clark
Wilson A Wilson
Mme Marlon

Koman

ORPHEUM

(wva)

Mollne, 111.
PALACE (wva)
(Sunday opening)

(ubo)

The Cruise

Moran A Welaer
Smith A Kaufman
Chas McGoods Co
(Two to fill)

fill)

(Two

Flanagan A Edwards
Trovatp
Macon, Ga.

GRAND

GRAND

(28-2)

ALLEGHENY

New Or lean*
ORPHEUM

Bouncer's Circus

Clayton A Lennie
Six Proveanles
Huckf ord. 111.
PALACE (wva)

Donaldson Co
Antrim A Vale
El Cota

Moon

Girl In

(ubo)

•Down Home

Arthur Madden
Moore A West
Saxo Five

P A Harmon

3 Shannons
•W B Patton
3 Atkeens

4 Gypsy Girls

2d half

1st half

Howard's Bears

Owen
AAA
Mantelll A Warden

If.

J.

B

Wagon

Lowell, Mi
KEITH'S (ubo)
Nestor A Vincent
Willing A Jordan
Halligan A Sykes

•Williams A Held
Gabbys A Clark
(One to fill)

Roach A McCurdy

(loew)
College Quintet

(Two

Grey A Byron
Bobby Heath Revue

2d half

H

"Inspiration"

Gordon A Gordon
PALACE (wva)
The Larneda
Fio Atiivf BOFS
"Lincoln of U 8 AM
Halley A Noble

(ubo)

Off Ice

(p)

Musical Nosses
Wright A Davis
Mercereau Co

•Tiller Sisters

2d half (28-2)
Al Tucker
Green A Lewis

The Newman's
Meyers A Mulvey
Marcus A West
L Steele Co

(aAh)

lad.
(ubo)

"Miss America"

Haaleton, Pa.

FEBLEYS

Le Roy A Paul

Kokomo,

FAMILY

,

"Merry Go Round"
Freaao, CmL

"Smart 8hop"
Webb A Romalne

8IPBS
Rekoma /

M

•

Bennett Sisters
2d half
Three Mizuinos

Fanton's Athletes

(Nashville split)
1st half
Jeanette Childs

Sigmund A Manning
Browning A Booth
"Oh You Widow"
Lafayette, Ind.

Amoros A Jeanette

Avellng A Lloyd
Frankle Heath

Rome A Cox

(loew)

6 Royal Hussars
2d half
3 Stylish Steppers

Rev F Gorman
Arthur Havel Co

split)

Nardinl

Ween A Wood
Herman A Henley
Owen McGivney
Lane A Smith

Ft. Worth, Tex.
MAJESTIC (Inter)

(ubo)

1st half

Permaln A Shelly
•John R Gordon Co
Green McHenry A D
Hattlesharar, Ulna.

Act Beautiful

Grand Forks,

Readings
Arlova's Dancers
Zlra's Leopards
Kaosrville, Team.
4

(Chattanooga

Jack Marley
Hers A Falrman
Miller A Lyles
"Vacuum Cleaners"
2d half
Kate A Wiley

fill)

bill

Mumford A Thompson
Herbert Brooks Co

BIJOU

(ubo)
Chief Little Elk Co

Variety Trio
•Minnie Burke Boys
2d half
4 Seasons
Craig A Meeker
•Grant's Roosters

(Same

Joe Roberts
Jos K Watson

PALACE

Haddon A Norman

MAJESTIC

(p)
(Sunday opening.)

Stampede Riders

Gardner A Revere
Medlin Watts A Tr
"Makers of History"
(One to fill)
Ft. William. Can.
ORPHEUM (wva)
Moore A White
Holmes & Hollister

KEITH'S

4 Haley Sisters
Bert Bwor
Cole Rues A Davis
Burley A Burley

PANTAGES

Heras A
Harry L Mason
Misses Campbell
Mrs G Hughes Co
O'Neil A Walmsley
Edward's Revue

KEYSTONE

Two Conleee
"New Petticoats"
Herbert A Whitney

Tarzan

(ubo)
Preston

A A Seymour
McCarthy A Fays

Smiletta Sisters

ORPHEUM

Morgan Dancers

The LeBolos

ANDERSON

H

Emmett Devoy Oo
Texas Comedy 4
BIJOU (ubo)

Band

fill)

Minneapolis

LoalavlUe

(Augusta

PANT AGES

Creole

Cheyenne Days
(Three to

Billy Earle
Dedic Velde Co
Waiman A Berry
DeForeets A Falke
Orr A Hager
Minerva Courtney Co

Harry Green Co

Edwards

N O

Mae A

Kanazawa Japs

Monkeys

fill)

Julia

"The 81acker"

Maw

Rae E Ball
Toney A Norman

Gilmore Corbin
"Mexican Romance"
Saxo Five

Ind(ubo)

City,

Tenneauee Ten
Herbert Clifton Co

Hartford, Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)
Krayona Co

Variety «

Great Leon

to fill)

(Sunday opening)

Wood

A

HIP (aAh)

Man

Fritzi Scheff

fill)

Gallettl's

Ray Snow

HIP

(One

ORPHEUM

Harry Bond Co
Britt

(ubo)

Bessie LaCount
7 Honey Boys

Kansas

Curley A Welsh

split)

Tennessee Trio
LaSova A Gilmore

(One to

•Mossman A Vance
•Maurice Downey Co
Richards A Kyle
Princess Deer Co

Mack A Maybelle

2d half

1st half
Kilties

PALACE

(Ubo)
(Pittsburgh split)
1st half
The Fritchs

Melange

Victor's
(One to

Flint, Mich.
PALACE (ubo)

Ft.

MAJESTIC

"In the Trenches"
Francis Dwyer

Douglas Family
O'Connor A Dixon
DeLesae Troupe

The

Johnatown, Pa.

MAJESTIC

Ilarrlaburgjh, Pa.
MAJESTIC (ubo)

Harrla
Cortes 8

Millard Bros

A Dale
Dores Dare
Royal Hswalians
Capt Barret A Son
Lohse A Sterling

Gaffney

(Battle Cieok »i>'U)
1st half
Evelyn A Dolly

Frank Ward

D

split)

Kalamazoo, Mich.

"Oh You Devil"

Cornelia

(ubo)

1st half

Hamlltoa, Can.

let half

(Saginaw

ARCADE

(Savannah

split)

1st half

Kvanaville, IndL
GRAND (wva)
(Terre Haute split)
Orvllle

Jacksonville, Fla.

(ubo)

Bldora Co
Olson A Johnson
Gertrude Barnes
Lambert A Frederick
The Vivians

A M anion

to

GRAND

(Spartanburg

The Arleys
Howard Sisters
Con Conrad
Harris

C

villa. 8.

.

(loew)

!7

(wva)

Edna
Co

(Three to fill)
2d half
Oreeno A Piatt
Davis A Moore
Eldridge Barlow | B
Bernard A Lloyd
Mme Bedlnl Horses

Salt

Lake

ORPHEUM

Alan Brooks Co
Boothby ft Bverdeen
Bernle ft Baker
Comfort A King
Selma Braats
Parker Bros
Sbcehan ft Regal

PANTAGES

Wilson's Lions

Lewis

ft

Grlndell

(p)

Lake
ft

Esther

Arno Antonio S
Harry Rose
Burke Touhey Co
Baa Aafoalo, Tex.

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

Fern Blglow Mehan
McNally Dinue A D

VARIETY

18
Toledo
KEITH'S (ubo)

BILLS NEXT WEEK.
Imperial Duo

Adams & Griffith
Mrs T Whlffen Co
Robins
Harold Djikane Co

San Diego

PANTAOBS

(p)

"Bride Shop"
F « O Walters '
Jack Kennedy Co
Rodriguez

Bobby Tremalne

Tom

Kelly

HIP

(a&h)

Eddie Adair Co
Jolly Wild Co
Burdella Patterson

(One

to All)

2d half

"Mimic Worjd"
Spartanburg, N. C.

HARRIS

(ubo)

Toronto
SHEA'S (ubo)

(Greenville split)
1st half

Art Impressions
Nevins A Erwood

Barry Girls
Stevens ft Hoi Hater
3 O'Gonuan Sis

Dave Thursby
Dorothy DeShelles Co
Kelly & Vincent
Visions of Art

Spohane, Waah.
AUDITORIUM (orpk)

Vallee
Rice Bell a Baldwin
2d half

playing
(Same
bill
Tacoma, Tacoma, 28-3,
opening Thursday

Del Vechlo Co

Stanley

ft

Gold

Billy Kelgarde

Saa Francisco

ORPHEUM

Q

(Sunday opening)
Hoffmann Co

Kelly ft Oalvln
J C Nugent Co
The Bbarrocks
Leo Beers
Lean ft Mayfleld

Kerr

(P)

(Sunday openlngj

A "Cockle"
Anson A Daughters

ft

Campbell

ft

Fuller

McW B

Slendal

ft

3 Lordons

HIP

(afth)

(Sunday opening)
Oliver Severn 3
Gibson ft Hall

Paul Kelll

"Mayor ft Manicure
Hodge ft Lowell
Marcelle

Saskatoon* Can.

BMPIRB

(wva)

1st half

playing
Regina, Can,

(Same

bill

Reglna,
2d half)
Kennedy A Nelson
Oaynelle Bverette Co
•D'Lier

•"Sea Rovers"

Savannah, Gav

BIJOU (ubo)
(Jacksonville split)
1st half
Susanna Tompkins

Stone ft McAvoy
Ned Norton ft Girls

Johnny Neff

Schenectady* N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

(ubo)

McDonough

John McGowan Co
Hallen ft Hunter
"Dancing a la Carte
(One to fill)
2d half
Blcknell

A Lavere

Clark

"Honor Thy Children

Harmony Kings
Frank Stafford Co

4

Scranton* Pa.

POLIS

(ubo)

(Wilkes- Barre split)
1st half

Carbrey Bros
Helen Harrington
"At Rocky Pass"
Bert Earl 8
Bert Melrose
Seattle

ORPHEUM

Nellie Nichols

V

B

Sarah Padden Co
Hanlon A Clifton
Colour Gems
Will Oakland Co

PANTAGES

(p)

Zara Carmen 3
June Mills Co
Klnkald Kilties
5 Metsettls
Sinclair A Tyler
Bob Albright
Slonx City, In,

ORPHEUM

(wva)
(Sunday openlngj

Christie A Bennett
7 Variety Dancers

•Carson A Wlllard
Herbert's Doge

Aubrey A Rich
2d half

The Lamplnls
Clarence Wilbur
Sextet DeLuxe
"Dreamland"
Paul Kliest Co
So. Bend, Tnd.

ORPHEUM

(wva)

(Sunday opening)
Austin A Bailey

Blair

to fill)

(loew)
Orville

Madeline ft
Minnie Harrison
ft

Manning Sullivan Co

Warden

Superior, Wla.
PALACE (wva)
Grccno A Piatt
Davis A Moore
Eldridge Barlow A
Bernard A Lloyd
Mme Bedlnl Horses

D

(ubo)

Baldwin

(p)

The

I elands
Joe Reed
Victoria, B. C.

(p)

Hope Vernon
Fat Thompson Co
Lee Hop Co
Harvey 3
Goldle A Ayres

Roscoe's Minstrels

Co

Clark A Lavere
"Too Many Sweeth'ts"
2d half
Racko A Partner
Rlche A Lenore

Co

Blair

Hallen A Hunter
"Too Many Sweet'ts"
(ubo)

Alice De Gnrmo
Jermon A Mack
Robt H Hodge Co

Art Adair
Coakley A Dunlevy
Collna's Circus
2d half
J A J Lough Mn

Anderson A Rean
Connelly Sisters
Jonla A Hawnllana
AlhertRon A Bewl«y

"Calendar Girls"

Tacoma

PANTAGES (p)
"Girl at Cigar Stand"

"Waco, Tex.

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

(4-5)

Mang A Snyder
Ashley A Allman
Cnrtmell A Harris

William Ebs
"Night Boat"
Rita Boland
John Clark Co

Brooks ft Lorella
Dale ft Weber
"Lincoln of U 8 A"
Walter Weems
Oh Doctor
Wlttves-Barre, I*a.

POLI'S (ubo)
(Scranton Split)
lat half
ft White
Newport A Stike

Black

Conley ft Webb
Eddie Miller Duo

Washing-ton. D. C.

KEITH'S (ubo)
C Williams

Loulne

Bruch

A C

Dresser
Corrlgan Co
Sutro

Emmett

•RAO

Morris A Canjpbell

(Two

to

PANTAOBS

Chandler

fill)

Waterbury, Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)
Cook A Rothert
Cliff Green
Garden
•"Second Childhood"
Green McHenry A D
A us Woodchoppers

(p)

De Rosa

ft

STRAND

(vnra)

Acella ft Dolores
Mortality Sis

DeWlnters

ft

H
IS

Two CoIbmbb
$nJ# Obo Tlmo.

lack

Lovenberg 81s Co

Worcester, Mass.
POLI'S (ubo)
Kate ft Wiley
•"Nowadays"
Brown's Mus Review

A

Relley

1

Roy A Arthur
2d half

Musical Mack
Sisters

Lewis A I<eopole
Welch's Minstrels

PLAZA

Obo CoIbbb

$SMt
SJt

1 laokoa Obo Colons

Krayona Co

Amoros

lack

Woobb
Oao Tims
IS

Lester

(ubo)

Wttb

Itt.ftt

Obo TImo

SJO

IS

Ball Bros

.

2d half
Smlletta Sisters
Two Conlees
"New Petticoats"

PROCTOR'S

In.

MAJESTIC (wva)
(Sunday openlngj
Mellno Twins

lack

Obo CoIomb
Obo Tlma, $LM

LARGER SPACE PRO RATA

(ubo)

Adlon Co
Violet McMillan
James C Morton Co
Minnie Allen ft 81s

Lew

Holts

Animals

Strassell's

Parish

George Jessell
Tudor Cameron Co
C Crawford Show
Gallagher ft Martin
Loyal's Dogs
York, Pa.
ft

Grace

$1SSJ
OO.00

SSJ0

10% Bxtra)

u

psee
11 laeass

•
•
4
•
I

6 American Dancers
Rudinoff
Maleta Bonconl

1

H
H
1
H

"
"

04 Psge>

times (lasses)
(single as seahle eelasiB)

m
"

"
"
Isek

%

lss.ff

UMt

MM
4fJt

"
(acress two eelantns)
(sstsss sage)

"

Ameaat
sBMLN

•§.#•

(slaaie eelsata)

*
M

-

UM

1AM
ItJt

tMt
tMt

(Larger spaee ana longer tlsas ars rata)

ALWAMFRA

Yvonne Gullet
Bros Bonne

IasortJoa

(Proforrod pooltloB

Yonn antownV O.

Teddy Lotts

Ona

Quarter Pa*,

KEITH'S (ubb)
Beeman A Anderson
Henshaw A Avery

Florlmonds

Prepaid Basis

Half Pofo

Laurence Brook Co
Jimmy Lucas Co
(One to fill)
2d half
Lady Sen Mel
Mr A Mrs O Wilde
William Slsto
"America First"
(One to fill)

Bognnny Tr
Hanvarr A Leo

Strictly

(FOR PLATXH8 ONLY)
Fall Pofo,

OPERA HOUSE (ubo)
Turner

•<*«>

On a

2d half
ft Peru

Alonzo

•Brown's Mus Review

Vi

IS Week*, $14

Herbert A Whitney
Bennett Sisters
Yonkers. N. Y.

McWatters A Tyson

Girls

I.

Rose

Kelso A Francis

A Mags

Two ClllhU

THo

Wooaaocket, R.
BIJOU (ubo)

(Evannvllle split)
1st half

linker

1 lBfth

WooJu
Obo Tlmo

IS

Barton ft Wilson
6 Cornelias
2d half

HTP (wva)

Waterloo,

1LM

"Heir for Night"
LaFrance ft Kennedy
4 Meyakos ^m—
Orren ft Drew
Adlnova Co

J

Cummin & Seahum
Marlon Olbney
Eadle A Ramsden
Ward A Lorraine

|8Mt

OboTUbo

81s

2d half
Ball Bros
Ollmore Corbin
•Byron Lloyd Co

Terre Haute, Ind.

CoIbbibb

Brodean ft Sllvermoon
"Exemption"

John B Hymer Co
Belle Baker
Dainty Marie
Paris

KuloIIa's Hawallans
Winston's Seals
Canfleld A Cohen

Tw#

Wooks

11

Dugan ft Raymond
Taama 8

GAL

Francis A Nord
Homer A Dubnrd

1 Ibcbob

Winnipeg;

ORPHBUM

Leona LaMar
Perrone ft Oliver
Loney Haskell

Frisco

J A

Frits A Lucy
Inhoff Conn

(FOR PLAYERS ONLY)

Revue

All Girl

A Wager

Anderson's Revue
Topsy Equestrians
John A Mae Burke
Silver A Duval

PANTAGES

CONTINUOUS ADVERTISING

(sun)
2d half

JAW
Hennlngs
Rome

Shaw

PANTAGES

E

V Rates

D«A S Levlno

Marlon Harris

Howard Moore A C

Blcknell
Klein Bros
Frank Stafford

"Corner Store"

Allan

Godfrey A Henderson
(One to fill)
Syracuse, N. Y.

TEMPLE

Kalmer A Brown
Foster Ball Co
Fradktn
3 Weber Girls

to fill)

2d half
Delton Mareeno A
Hager Elton Co

Girls'*
fill)

ORPHEUM

Marston A Manley
Mantelll A
3 Mil lards

A Clark

Variety

VICTORIA

Darts ft Stafford
Musical McLarens
2d half
Robblns Family
Guest ft Newlyn

Proster

Vancouver, B, O.

1st half

Co

Conley

ft

Fern Richelieu ft F
Wheeling;, W. Vs.

Sylvester

(Three to

(afth)

Llebert

Warren

•Minnie Burke Boys

"Bungalow

Stoehton, Cal.

Sam

Variety

ft

a

Nip A Tuck
Story ft Clark

Wells Knlbloe Co"
Harklns
Brengk's Models
2d half

(One to fill)
2d half
Robt H Hodge Co

fill)

ifunspn

ft

(

Thalerlos Circus
2d half

Moore ft White
Holmes 6 Holllster

"Oh Please Mr Detec*

Irving ft Ward
'ftawson ft June

HIP

(ubo)

OMera

"Dreamland"

Tudor Cameron Co

ft Partner
Rlche A Lenore

Gillette

Holt

2d half

(Three to

PROCTOR'S

JAG

Kingsbury

Racko

Lew Madden Co

O Handworth Co
Duncan

Camplian A Bell
Lane A Clegg
Geo Reeves
The Barlows
Troy, N. Y.

Morris A Allen
Jais Nightmare
Vtlea. N. Y.
COLONIAL (ubo)
Beauley A Alberson

Green

CRESCENT

Stanton
Phlna ft Picks
ft

Rome A Wager

BWAY

Old Rose

ft

Klmplln A Bell
Violet McMillan
"Overtones"

"Vacuum Cleaners"
(One

Sylvester

JAM

Welches' Minstrels
(One to fill)
2d half
Cook A Rothert

(Two

Aeroplane Girls

Ethel

McWatters ft Tyson
Lewis A Leo pole

ft

ft

TAYLOR O H (ubo)
2d half (28-2)
Crawford's Show
Evelyn Bates

2d half
"Sunnyaide of Bway"
Bcrtlo Fowler
Sprlagfleld. Maaa.
PALACE (Ubo)
Trennell Trio
Billy Gleason

O'Donnell

Hayward Co

Jones

Trenton, -N. J.,

Dan Sherman Co

Cliff

(loew)

Jessie

Grey

T

Shaw

(Sunday opening^
Jack ft Pearl Hall
Wright ft Earl
Warren ft Wade

Goulet

ft

YONOB

(Sunday opening.)
The Zlras

Angel

(afth)

(ubo)

Jim Reynolds
The Clevelands

MAJESTIC (wva)

ft BedllU
Mualcal Kuehns

Mlnettl

WUklns ft Wllklns
Bobby Henshaw

(iuler)

2 Walters

Rector Weber A
"Five Fifteen"

CASINO

Prevost

(p)

The Frescotts

"Bachelor Dinner

ARCADE

Arthur Lloyd
Harry Thorne Co
Kilkenny 4
3 Bobs
(One to fill)
Mile De Pinna
Pat A Peg Houlton
Plsano ft Bingham
"Hello Egypt"
Cabin ft Romalne

Lucille

PANTAGES
Yucatan
Chung Hwa 4

Juno Salmo
Gould ft Lewis
Clarice Hamilton
Bwor ft Avery
Rae Samuels
Lady Duff Gordon
Lake Chnrlea, La.

HIP

Vardon ft Perry
Hatch Kitamura 3
"In the Dark"
Reed A Wright Sis

Mack A Velmar

Alfred LaTella <3o

PANTAOBS

Co

Russell A Byrne
Strength Bros
Spring-field, lib

Weston

ft

(23-26)

night)
Blossom Seeley

Moore A Hager
Royal Italian 6
Hong Kong Tr

Frank Shields
Juliet Dlka
Joe Browning
"Bonfire of Empires"
Conroy ft LeMaire
Browning ft Denny
Rath Bros
(One to fill)

.

All spaces fress • te II laekes aersss page (4 seismns), tf% a4vaa«« ea asevs rates.
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Mile Nadir
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WAR PLAT

OBITUARY
Samonl

aged

Pklllips,

a pawn-

70t

broker of Cincinnati, died Feb. 26. He
for Joseph Jeffer-

was stage manager
son for IS years. At

Jefferson's funeral

he and Grover Cleveland were pallbearers. Phillips was born in England.

He

passed his winters on Jefferson's

plantation in Mississippi. He was also
stage manager for Edwin Booth.

BUI7 sVUdJ— died in the hospital at
White Plains, N. Y.. Feb. 21, where he
had gone to undergo an operation.
The deceased was 65 years of age. He
trained John L, Snllivan when he won
the championship from Paddy Ryan.
For the past seven years he had been
conducting a health farm at Cairo, N. Y.

York, at the

A

sleter of Roberta Corwin was reported Tuesday to have died in Paris
the day before.

The father of Mark Nelson died at
the Lincoln hospital New York Feb., 22.
CRITICISM.

UNDER PRBSSURB.
oomedy

by Sydney Rosen-

In four tots,

ths Norworth, Feb. 21.

The pley

a bad-mannered and only mildly
amualnf oomedy, and hardly sturdy enough to
stand the strain of a pair of New York pro-

j? uar%ttnt *r«
WINNIE RAYMOND

m n

New

Peggy Grey, sister of The Greys, died
Jan. 22 in Detroit after an illness of
several months.
*

fsld, at

Us*e*si°2rlst than

Paris, Feb. 27.

Graduate Hospital,
ago of 55.

A

is

ductions in a single season. Timet.
"Under Pressure" Is a pleasing and playful
oomedy, which was seen here last autumn
under the title of "The Lore DrlTe."—Herald.

•tit,

Tbm Moths*
27,

of William

Mahan

until a

Mahan

died

few weeks ago

was treasurer of the Fulton theatre,
but was forced to mo to Tucson, Ariz.,
for his health. He has been away

oomedy In three acts, by Rudolph Better
and BybU Spottlswoode, presented by Walter
Knight, at the Punch and Judy, Feb. 21.
The local lore for England and hatred for
Germany will probably be stronger In those
who do not see "Her Country."— Times.
By far the best scenes were those which

economy when their wives, not themaelYcs,
were effected.— World.

A. R. Br**—, one time associated
with Joseph Murphy and a member of
the Dudley-Buck Quartette, died in
Brooklyn last week at the age of 66.
His last appearance in vaudeville was
with "Circumstantial Evidence."
IN MEMORY OP MY
DBAJtEBT FRIEND

THOMPSON
MOLUE EddU
Carrie)

(Mr*.

Whs departed this lifs Janaery 11
JIM and BONNIE THORNTON
Winifred McKensln Raymond, wife
of Hip Raymond and formerly with

the Elliott Sisters, died Feb. 25 in New
York from consumption after an illness of five years. The deceased was
33 years of age.

Alfred D. St. Clair died at his home
in Bayside, L. I., Feb. 25. He was a
veteran tenor and sang with Patti and
her opera organization. The deceased
was 61 years of age.

Msasry

«f

My

Dear Prisma
1

RAT MERWIN
Whs died Fsbmary ltth. ltlt,
My dMPMt sympathy to ate wife
and family.

ARTHUR

rented the author's sarcasm against Oerman
taste In styles of dress, house Furnishing and
food, and In their Insistence upon thrift and

—

about three weeks.

la

O.

MAY

Frank J. Belcher, age about 47,
a brother of Fred Belcher (T. H. Remick & Co.), died in New York, Feb.
Some years ago the deceased was
18.
interested in the film business.

YOUTH*
comedy In three acts, by Miles Malleson,
presented by the Washington Square Players
at the Comedy, Feb. 20.
The audience eeemed to take more Interest
In the Intimate exhibition of the mechanical
working of a theatre stags than In the philosophical speculations of Mr. Mslleaon.
world.
The background of the life of the theatre Is
very well observed and Is presented with considerable skill and humor. Timet.

SICK-A-BBD.

A

comedy by Ethel Watts Ifum-

farcical

ford,

produced by Klaw
Feb.

Gaiety,

4

Erlanger at the

29.

The new farce caused In the audience as
much continuous and Toclfsrous Isugbter as
any play presented this meson. Herald.
Ths humor of the central situation has
been enhsneed by several amutlng cbaractsrlzatlona, with the result that the piece, while
not a farce of the first order, has a number
of hilarious moments. Timet,

A CURB FOR CURABLBS.

A four-act comedy by Earl Derr Blggers
and Lawrence Whitman, suggested by Mrs.
Cora Harris' short story* Produced by the
Bhuberts. st the 88th 8t. Feb. 29.

The performance may be taken

large

In

dosee, which msy be repeated as often ds ons
can get seats. Herald.
There Is the shsdow of an Idea In the play
number of the
and the gleam of an uplift.
lines are bright, and our hero makes the most
of them.
It Is a typical Hodge vehicle. In

A

short

—Timet.

SHAKESPEARE A SUCCESS.
Paris, Feb. 27.

ENGAGEMENTS.
Evelyn

Terry McGovera died in the Kings
County Hospital, Brooklyn, Feb. 22,
from pneumonia and kidney trouble,
after two days illness. He was former
featherweight champion.
Cemmsmsratlns; the
FIrit Anniversary »f ths Death ef

MY BELOVED HUSBAND
S.

NATHAN

DOROTHY DAHL NATHAN
The mother of Ollie Northlane
Riano (Riano and Northlane) died at
her home at Eddyville, la., from heart
trouble.

The mother of Harrold Rick (Three
Rounders) died Feb. 19 at the Pott-

"Antony

Shakespeare's

and

Cleo-

patra," adapted by Lucien Nepoty, was
produced at the Theatre Antoine by
Firmen Gemier last night and is a
splendid success for literary folks.
It is

ably interpreted by Gemier and
in the respec-

Mme. Andree Megard
The mounting
show a fine one.

is

and the

splendid,

Proposed Tour Postponed.

The proposed tour of the Comedie
Francaise company has been postponed.

0H LOOK" CALLED A

HIT.
Wilmington, Feb. 27.

"Oh Look," the musical comedy produced by William Sheer and Harry Carroll, was shown here Monday night,
preliminary to a week's stay at the
Playhouse, and the local press unanimously pronounced it a hit. One paper
termed it the best musical comedy of
the season.

Harry Fox

is starred and brought
the largest individual score* The
music by Mr. Carroll was also highly

home

praised.

George Sidney, Louise (?) Cox and
Genevieve Tobin received special mention. Others in the company are Clarence Nordstrom, Alfred Kappler, Alexander F. Frank, Albert Sackett, FredBurton, Harry Kelly, Charles
Musset, Amelia Gardner, Florence
Bruce, Betty Hope Hale, Mildred Sinclair, Betty Hamilton, Emily Morrison.

The book is by James Montgomery.
One of the reviewers said that barring
"Going Up" (which Mr. Montgomery
also authored and it appeared at the
Playhouse as well) "Oh Look" is the
biggest local hit of the house. Joseph
McCarthy wrote the lyrics.

The marriage

of William Sheer Feb.
reported in the Picture Department of this issue.
is

Ferris,

Marie

McConnell,

Laura

O. E.

STOCKS OPENING.
Wee is arranging a

summer parks

route of

Farm").

May.

SHOWS

IN 'FRISCO.

San Francisco, Feb. 27.
Approximately $100 turnaway at the Savoy
8unday night when Bonlta and Lew Hearn
joined the Will King comedy company.
Business Is good at the Alcazar where
Charles Ruggles

Is

playing in "Captain Kldd,

Fair returns now registered at the Cort
with the "Cleopatro" film.
"Johnny Get Your Gun." first week at Col-

for

the

T

Montreal, Feb. 27.
The company to inaugurate stock
musical comedy here March 12 with

"The

Fireflv"

as the

bill

will

include
DufTev,

Florence Weber. J. Humbird
Harry Short, Stella Newton, Marv Kilcovne and a chorus of 25. Sidney Reilly
will be musical director.

opened well.

LEONA POWERS ENGAGED.
Denver, Feb. 27.
Miss Leona Powers, leading woman
at the Grand, Sioux City, has announced her engagement to Lieut.
Lomax of this city. Miss Powers is a

Denver

"13TH CHAIR" CLOSING.
The company

of "The 13th Chair,"
headed by Catherine Grev, is closing
within the next fortnight and the

players will be returned to

New

York.

"FLO FLO" RUN.

girl.

Makes Goat

Trowel.
Chicago, Feb. 27.
Morris Gest arrived here Sunday
bandaged and looking pale from his
recent accident. He made the "jump"
against his doctor's orders because one
of the leading actresses in a Chicago
show belonging to his firm had had a
temperamental fit. He straightened it
out and returned east.
-Fit"

week).
(5th week).
"Mnytlmc," 44th St. (27th week).
"\nu K hty Wife." Harris (14th week).
"Oh, Lady. Lady." Princess (4th week).
"Oh, Boy," Casino (15th week).
"Parlor. Iledroom and Bath," Republic
(10th week).
••Polly With a Past," Belasco
(26th
week).
"Seventeen," Booth (6th week).
"Slek-a-Bed," Gaiety (1st week).
"Sueeesa," Harris (6th week).
••Silent Annertlom," Bramhall Playhouse
(llth week).
••Seven Days' Leave," Park (7th week).
«Slnnad," Winter Garden (2d week).
"Tlscer Rone," Lyceum r22d week).
"Tailor-Made Man." Cohan and Harris
(27th week).
•The Little Teacher," Playhouse (4th
week).
••The Copperhead," Bhubert (2d week).
"The Mnater." Hudson (2d week).
"The Klnjr," George M. Cohan (16th
week).
"The Oft* Chance," Empire (td week).
"The uarden of Allah," Manhattan O. H.
(1st week).
"The Love Mill." 48th St. (8d week).
"Under Preaaure," Norworth (2d week).
"Why Marry," Astor (10th week).
Washington Square Playern, Comedy
(18th week).
"Yen or No," Longacre (llth week).

INCORPORATIONS.
Motion Picture Chnlr

Two new princinals were inserted in
the cast of "Flo Flo" at the Cort Monday night. They were Irving Parker
and Hazel Kirk. Plans for the show
to run well into the summer have been
made.
A second company, rehearsing in
Bryant Hall, opens at Stamford, Conn.,

March 9 for a road tour laid out by
the John Cort offices. John Wilstach
likely handle the advance.

will

Co.,

Manhattan,

$100,000: H. Lipschuets, W. F. Voorhees,
A D. Fisher, 297 East 161st street. New

York.

San Bernardino Prodnctna; Corp., Cal..
pictures. 975.000 (San Bernardino capital
interested).
"Yonm Truly," Inc., Manhattan, theatricals, $5,000: A. Pearson, T. I. Hartman. J. Muldoon, 1493 Broadway, New
York.

Anrflsm Film Corp., Manhattan, $80,000;
E. and W. F. Smith, J A. Fleitser, 220
Wont 42d street, New York.
^Tonmlne Benlty Co., Brooklyn, realty,
hotels, restaurants and theatricals, $60,000: John Azzlomontl, Charles J. Camp*
hell, A. S. Chotzlnoff, 40 Union Square,

J.

New

York.
pictures,

FJxport Co.,

Harry

$1,000;

Edward Casey, Robert

Mallory-Corinne Players, opening the middle of

;

week)

"Happiness,*' Criterion (9th week),
••.lark «»• Lantern," Globe (20th week).
"Jo**phln«s" Knickerbocker (5th week).
"Lombardl, Ltd.,** Morosco (23d week).
"Lady of the Camellia*," Empire (10th

City,

Walten ("Rock-a-Bye Baby").
Lowell Sherman, Alma Tell ("The Squib

umbia

.

erick

24

NEW YORK.

Cure for Curable*" 89th St. Ust
week).
"BnalneaM
lie fore
Pleasure,"
Eltlngs
(28th week).
"Billeted," Fulton (10th week).
»<Cohan Revue," New Amsterdam (9th
we^k).
«rhu Chin Chow," Century (20th week).
'•Cheer Up,H Hippodrome (28th week).
"Kyea off Youth," Elliott (27th week).
French IMnyera, Theatre de Vieu Colombier (14th week).
"Follow the Girl," 44th St. Roof (1st
week).
"Flo Flo," Cort dlth week),
"lilrl o» Mine," Bijou (5th week).
"(;!ps? Trail," Plymouth (13th week).
"Gotaat Up," Liberty (10th week).
(Greenwich Village Players (16th week).
fHer Country," Punch and Judy (2d

"Madonna of the Future," Broadhurst

tive title roles.

a

IN

"A

Photo Product

Jr."

JOSEPH

ceived.

Paris, Feb. 27.

HER COUNTRY.
A.

Feb.

Mme. Hertz and Coquelin presented
Feb. 26 at the Porte Saint Martin a new
play by Kistenmackers, entitled "Un
Sioir au front" ("An Evening on the
Front").
Andre Brule, just returned from
South America, and Madeleine Lely
are the principal protagonists.
It was nicely acted and well re-

tnrti

LOU RAYMOND

SHOWS

NICELY ACTER.

New York
8.

B. Olsen, 661

Stone.

West

51st street, New York.
V train la Holding- Co., theatricals, $1.000: J. O. Lowenthal, August Dreyer, A.
Terkon*. 116 West 45th street. New York.

New Jersey Incorporation*.
Seanlde Realty Co., amusement, $10,000;
,Tnme* P. TTedffflR, John RaufTenbart, and
J. Wilfred Hart, Atlantic City.
Film Renewing;

Manhattan.

Co.,

$5,000.

M. L Rosenwasser, J. F. Dalton, M. A. O.
Thelander, 586
178th St., New York.

W

W.

B. A>
A movement Co., Manhattan,
$25,000. A. M. Hnthcr. H. F. Warner, W.
T'enti<<\ 120 Powers St., Brooklyn.

Over The Top Corp., Brooklyn, amusement, $5,000. R. W. Seaton, E. Lynch. J.
R. DavlH, 223 Madison Ave., New York.
Souk HHn In Photo Plnys, Manhattan.
H. nnd J. Cohn, O. E. Karn, 1600
! 10.000.
Mrnndwriy, New York.
Havld P. Howella, Manhattan, motion
pictures $25,000. S. M. Kohn, A. C. and
H. P. Howclla, 410 Riverside Drive, New
York.

(oroiu Film Corp.. Manhattan, $36,K. «nd A. Plofsber»r. E. H. Mayer,

000;

W. 4 8th St., New York.
Mnytrlv Photo Play«. Manhattan. $10.Oross-

230

000; w. Lewis. S. Kramer, W.
m;.n, 1175 Broadway, New York.

Critic's

Wife's

Protege.

Los Angeles, Feb. 27.
Mrs. Charles Fugcne Banks, wife of
fluSeattle critir, is wintering in
Southern California. She has interested herself in a young Danish actress,

Mrs. Bodil Rosing.

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

20

•The Village Tinker" (5).
Comedy.
15 Miiis.) Three (Special).

Arthur Dunn and Co. (4).
"Say Uncle* (Comedy).
17 Mint,; Full Stage.
City.
Arthur Dunn has a turn designed to
exploit his funny mannerisms and lack
of stature. He is assisted by another

Royal.

"The Village Tinker" is another of
the Fred Ardath rural skits that clings
to the border of hokum business somewhat similar to his former productions,
but in all does not contain the same

man and

three girls, one playing opposite him while the other two are
just "bit" girls. Dunn is using his
usual messenger boy character and
gets laughs with it. The scene is the
apartment of three chorus girls. Dunn
arrives as a messenger. The wealthy
old uncle of one of the girls is expected
and as he happens to be a sure enough
uncle he will cut her off without a dollar if finding she is on the stage. Also
a "John," trying to date her for dinner.
sort of mix up of identities,
with the usual ending. The real uncle

entertaining qualities generally identified with his pieces.
Tuesday night it
was bolstered by the presence of
Ardath himself, but that hardly proved
of sufficient advantage to bestow added
laurels and consequently the piece
passed away with the same returns
that caused its removal to the earliest
possible position so that its injury to
the bill proper would be materially
lessened. The idea revolves about a
village

chap who

is

A

inventing an aero-

plane, the "prop" machine later being
successfully utilized for slap stick pur-

poses and further permitting a light
theme to carry through the required
time. The four male characters are
on the rural order, with the woman
adding nicely during her short stay,
allowing for the closing business
wherein Ardath exits with a stick of
dynamite and is blown in the air
(dummy). That probably was the big?:est surprise the audience received,
or it should have happened long before, and it appeared as though they
were anxiously awaiting it. There is
the usual kicking and slapping business, all caused by the "prop"' aeroplane set in mid-stage. When taking
into consideration the appearance of
the machine, it makes the turn look
like a small time attraction.

The

Maxine Revue"

(8).

IS Mint.; Full Stage.

American Roof.
This latest addition to girl act ranks
minus a "book," but there is a lot
more missing. In the dressing alone
the act classes above the average. The
producer apparently Donald Roberts,
featured with Maxine Douglas, has
devoted considerable attention to the
chorus in giving it wardrobe and allotting the six girls several numbers.
Miss Douglas outside of showing several pretty frocks could do little with
But the
her markedly weak voice.
chorus does look good, have three or
four changes and the frocks for each
is

girl are different instead of the stereotyped sameness in such costuming. The

act carries a couple of drops, but the
full stage set appeared to belong to
the house. Most of the act was done
in "one," with considerable switching
from full stage without any reason.
Roberts was always whistling to the
flymen to raise or lower the drops.
But he has a voice best displayed at
the close with "A Ragtime Battle
Tune." Outside of the costumes the
Ibee.
"Maxine Revue" is not there.

Peggy Brooks.
Songs.
12 Mint.; One.
A comely, plump female with a voice
of considerable volume and who is possessed of a magnetic personality when
she chooses to exercise that gift. When
she' "exudes" this attractiveness she
lands a solid hit, but just about half
the time she slackens her pace and lets
the act down. For instance, she opened

with a song rendered in a most
desultory manner, then announced an
imitation of Lauder with enough "pep"
to get a good laugh. Her Scotch diaShe followed this
lect scored nicely.
with "You're in Style When Wearing
her voice to
showed
which
Smile,"
a
good advantage, but the act again
sagged as she concluded that number.
Returning in another gown she offered
a patriotic applause-getter, "Bing Bang
Bing 'Em on the Rhine," with such
spirit that she scored a riotous finish
and had to repeat the chorus a number
of times before the audience would let
her depart. Miss Brooks seems possessed of a dual personality. When
she tries she's a riot, when she doesn't,
Jolo.
she isn't.

Lillian

never puts in an appearance. The
early section has a number of laughs
but the finish is rather weak. The
two chorus girls in the "bits" might
be improved on. It is just fair pop
time material now with Dunn doing
Fred.
all the work.

Valand Gamble.
Lightening Calculator.
17 Mint.; One.
City.
An act that may be

worked into a
corking comedy feature for the better
houses. Enough comedy in it now in
a talky way to make it get over. The
trouble is the general run of those in
the audience will be unable to follow
the figuring and that detracts. If
there were a few simple expose touches
added it might carry greater weight.
The old 9 addition might be used for
one* of these. There are two men although but one is billed. The straight
opens with a legitimate attempt to
juggle figures with the aid of a blackboard. The "plant" in the audience interrupts and "calls" him for a mistake. The usual invitation for the
riant to come on the stage. This is
f
egitimatelv done, however, and it
lends to the comedy value. Gamble's
juggling with days and dates is an efFred.

fective audience bit.

The

Call to

Arms"

(S).

Dramatic
13 Mine.;

Interior.

Harlem O. H.
Another recruiting sketch. Opens
with a boy, his mother and sister, dis-

.

cussing the youth's desire to enlist.
Eccentric janitor enters and joins in
the discussion. Mother is loath to
have the boy join, as she had her husband and three other sons killed in
the Mexican war. French officer enters and is introduced by janitor as
former occupant of the apartment.
*He makes a long speech showing why
the youth should go, winding it up by
singing the "Marseillaise" in his native tongue. Boy salutes and says:
"Uncle Sam, I am ready." Curtain.
Jolo.
Sure fire for small time.

Olive Green.
Songs.
10 Mint.; One.
American Roof.
Olive Green is probably not a new
comer judged from her easy deportment but she needs a different routine to impress as a single, for her
voice while acceptable fails to lift her
above the ordinary single. Only the
first number is "written" that a lyric
on the color combination of her name,
the rest being published numbers
pood enough but familiar. For a finish
she does a fiddle imitation, but the
fiddle bit didn't fool
than it did herself.

anyone any more
Ibee

Barton, Oliver and Mack.
Singing and Comedy Trio.
16 Mine; One.
One straight* and two "comic" men,
who do sidewalk "triolog" and harmonizing. Commonplace. Suitable for
Jolo.
continuous houses.

Shaw.

Songs.
21 Mint.;

IS Mint.;

One and Two.

matinee audience at this theater of

more than ordinarily critical patrons.
Miss Shaw, after an absence of some
nvo years, reappeared in strong and
perfect voice, her famed mannerisms
and her effulgent personality as irresistible as of yore. She opened to a big
hand with a costume Wop novelty
number, finishing in rapid fire rhyme,
setting out that since her husband
read "Eat and Grow Thin" he had
grown skinny and his lap had lost its
charms. She then exited and, with a
quick change, returned in a white
satin frock (straight) and sang a rip-

Hebrew character comedy ballad about driving the wolves from the
door, the wolves being relations named
Wolf. The lyrics cannot be described;
but they never miss a tap. Blanche
Merrill wrote them in her funniest and
surest six-cylinder strain. Miss Shaw
sang them for every fibre and spark
that they provided.
Remaining on,
Miss Shaw did Irving Berlin's "The
Devil Has Bought Up All the Coal,"
getting her big hand at the finish of
the first chorus, and not coming back
as strongly on the second verse and
repeat refrain. She might find it to
her advantage, to let the nifty novelty
go as a one-verser, as it draws its
punch from a single idea, and is exhaused when that idea has been sprung.
On this number she again departed
and came back in grotesque bridal garments, carrying a ridiculous bouquet
and wearing big, sloppy, white tennis
slippers.
In a combination of song,
asides and monologue Miss Shaw had
the house screaming with laughter as
she put it up to the world at large
whether it was better to be a wife, setting out all the troubles of marriage,
or an old maid, presenting all the
pain and agony of that existence. The
snorting

number, done in semi-Yiddish dialect,
was a triumph for the comedienne,
bringing her back into the specialty
which has been identified with her for
many seasons. For the final shot Miss
Shaw returns in her familiar and
classic baby-carriage character, wheeling the clumsy young bus on into a
scene in "two" with a park scene on the
back drop and a park bench standing
center. She wearily sinks to the bench,
and her first look has the audience captured, it is so agonizingly comical. She
does a song following the general lines
of her former ones in similar circumstances, and it comes up to the best of
them, getting her a banging acknowledgment at the finish. She took several recall bows, but did not fall for an
encore where most performers would,
on half the encouragement, have torn
into a patriotic ballad.
For sticking
to her own line and for her repression
she should be thanked. She has a ring^
ing act of its kind without straining or
Latt.

Musical Mackt.

Songt and Brattet.
13 Mint.; One.
Both this man and woman have been
out before, from their easy deportment
behind the footlights. With the man
at the piano and the woman starting
the act with two song numbers, one
of patriotic hue and the other a yodtheir billing was confusBut the man then showed something in clever cornet playing, using
the melodious "Long, Long Trial" as
his selection. The woman again sang,
this time a melody of old-time songs,
ancient enough to bring smiles. For
a finish she handled a trombone, the
man dueting with his cornet. It earned
them an encore. The act should find
m> trouble early on the three-a-day
eling ditty,
ing.

bills.

"™"

Arnold Daly and Co.
"Democracy's King."

Majestic, Chicago.
Back, bigger and better than ever.
That was the verdict of*the opening

camouflage.

!

Ibee.

Full Stage.

Hudson Theatre.
Arnold Daly has written in "Democracy's King" a modern allegory in play
form which he uses as an afterpiece
to his revival of "The Master" at the
Hudson. At the time he penned it,
Kerensky was at the head of affairs in
Russia.
It is supposed to show the
conclusion of the present war with
victory for the Allies and the capture
of the Kaiser. Daly enacts Wilhelm,
who is brought into a field, to be
hanged in the presence of his six sons
and the heads of the six allied nations,
King George of England, Albert of Belgium, Emanuel of Italy, President Poincaire'of France, Kerensky of Russia
and an American military officer. The
h.eads of the victorious nations are
seated at a table, where they are supposed to have arrived at the decision
to hang Wilhelm, after due deliberation. They think this is a bit too severe all excepting the American, who
insisted upon so disposing of the instigator of the war and who will accept no compromise.
The American
is willing to release the Kaiser if one
of his sons will take his place, but the
six shrink in horror and decline the
proffer.
The conversation is practically confined to two characters
the American and the Kaiser. They
ask Wilhelm if he has anything to
say and he makes the claim that,
through his failure to accomplish his
domination of the world, was born
genuine democracy. By specious arguments he goes on to prove his contention. To King George he says that
England, though still the foremost
trading nation, was dying of senility
and if left unmolested, would have died
of dry rot. Now, having been awakened, it is the strongest of all. To Albert he states that if he (Albert) is in
real earnest for world-democracy, that
he resigns his throne. For them all
he scores points, until he concludes
with Poincare and says that it is to
France alone he owes his defeat the
fact that the French has a sense of
humor and are able to laugh in the
face of any catastrophe. "My dream
was world conquest. Wilhelm the failure cleansed everything" and so on.
Finishing his harangue he is told the
rope will be pulled by the children

—

—

whom he made orphans, and he
shrinks at such a thing anything but
The children are heard in the
distance and eventually rush on, crying; "Let's play 'Lusitania.' You go

—

that.

up and we go down." They had been
it was to be a merry little game.
is placed about Wilhelm's
neck, unseen by the children, they are
given the other end of the rqpe and
rush off, tugging with all their might,
told

The noose

A clever
the curtain descends.
snatch of allegory for a two-dollar
audience. Mr. Daly gives an intelligent
portrayal of the defeated Kaiser, despite the mannerisms with which he
invests everything he enacts. The allegory's greatest weakness consists in
the fact that the Kaiser is really the
hero, as Napoleon was when captured
and condemned to exile. The stronger
the. Kaiser scores with a convincing
argument, the less an American audience feels like applauding. The night
reviewed it was received in silence.
as

Jolo.

Irving and Ward.
Songt and Talk.
12 Mint.; One.
American Roof.
Two boys doing Hebrew comedy,
very poorly. There is really nothing
to laugh at in the talk, while the songs
One of the boys is singing a "Lonesome" song with the usual
recitation following the first verse and
chorus, and then back to the chorus
again, with the comedian following
with a poor parody on it. The boys
will have to. do quite some fixing up
before they'll have a regular act.
fail to help.
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aexa

Martha Hamilton and Co.
•^Ok, Yo«
IS Mins.|
rior).

(2).

Woman"

(ComaoV).
Full Stag* (Parlor), (Inte-

Fifth Arson*.

A

comedy about women card plac-

ets possessed of the gambling spirit
and the playlet at written by Jot. L.
/Browning runs ahead of the present
cast playing it. That cast is led by
Martha Hamilton, which could probably by accounted for through Miss
Hamilton having secured the script
from Mr. Browning. No other reason
obtrudes after seeing it. Two men
are in support, one the husband of the
gambling wife and the second an installment collector. The installment
plan of purchasing clothes and furniture is made the fun basis. The Fifth
Avenue stage management set the dining room neativ, with that objective,
it looking exactly like the $1 down display windows of the furniture stores.
The wife's addiction to poker reduces
herself and husband to actual want,
although the husband (quit! well taken
and it could as well be the lead) confesses he earned a salary of $75 week>
ly, but gave the money to his wife, who
lost it at cards, owing for everything
else, this eventually causing the dining
room to be cleared of its furniture by
the installment people, who also demand husband and wife return the unpaid-for clothes they are wearing.
The finish could be turned up, since the
finale brings about $500 in cash to the
wife f"r not prosecuting a charge of
gambling she brought against the Harlem flat where her money was lost, but
the skit ends upon an empty room and
a conversational dialogue finale. In
the playlet Miss Hamilton is Mrs.
Harris, who moved from Brooklyn to
Harlem, and her ruin, financially. Miss
Hamilton looks Brooklyn and acts
Brooklyn.
The male players pass,
mostly by comparison. The act is
there for big time but not with the
present company. As framed now it
will be a small time howl, for there is
much to be laughed at in it.
tiime.

Schoen and Walton.
Songs and Talk.
13 Mint.;

One.

5th Avo.

Boy and girl, with talk and songs.
The girl has three changes. One is a

Tom

Automobile.
• Mlae.1 Putt Stago.

Dramatic

Casino, San Francisco.
San Francisco, Feb. 27.

Rlalto, Chicago.

The

supremacy in assembling an automotwo cars being used. After an
announcement by Longfeather, they

bile,

take the cars apart, suspending the
chassis in the air by chains. They take
about two minutes to get the cars back
together the rest of the time being
taken up by Joe's speech and the decision of the audience as to the winner/ The attraction proved strong
enough in closing position to keep the
house seated. The act should get
plenty of work while it is the only one
of its kind but when the novelty wears
off it's through.
"PfaaovilltV' (4).

Piano- Act.
14 Mine,; Full Stago (Three Pianos).
5th Avenue.
A sort of condensed "Pianophiends,"
called "Pianoville," with two boys and
two girls. The member who doesn't
play, sings.
The two girls play uprights, the boy on a concert grand.
There has been no carefulness given
to the selections, unless the turn runt
on one person's idea, which was not
extensive or comprehensive. The singer

opening

•

Capt. Anthony Adair was formerly
with the Red Cross Corps of the Canadian Army. He was "gassed" at the
front and is now in vaudeville. Several stories and a song, playing his

own accompaniment

for the latter, are
his contribution.
As a freak turn at
this time he will pass nicely on pop
bills.
Frtd.

PALACE.
An overtime show again this week but of
general excellence which kept the usual bis
Monday night house In until the last. What
weakness there was might he In the rather
wide Reparation of the comedy. There wars

two big laughing turns, Lee Kohlmar and
Co.. on third, and Joe Jackson, who wound
up proceedings. In the Interval was no comedy
punch, the clever Beatrice Herford not quite
supplying

Heavy

will

fit in.

The boy who

si-

Swing.

Eleanor Haber and Co. (3).
of a Thousand Secrets"
(Farce).
14 Mine.; Full Stage.

sings

same way, even
though he does change his clothes.
The players just play, and that they

American Roof.
Several seasons ago Eleanor Haber
playlet somewhat better- written than the new sketch credited to
Ethel R. Walker, billed as a "dramatic
farce." The dramatic angle is subordinated to the farcical, but any power
the dramatic touch might have been
supposed to hold was lost through
mediocre playing. The plot basis is
familiar enough in vaudeville comedies, that of a wife or sweetheart being "framed" to be cured of an idea obnoxious to the interested male. Miss
Haber is supposed to be plain Mamie
Reilly, but to the despair of her lover
she has become known as "The Woman
of a Thousand Secrets" and is telling
fortunes at $5 per tell. At the opening she informs an old party who later
doubles in the act that he will be the
father of six children, which gets a
giggle. A lady client calls for advice
on what to do about her husband who
is smitten with another woman.
In
happens hubby and in a clinch the man
is supposed to be shot.
On romps the
lover, who is for saving his near-fortune-telling sweetheart. And when she
exits for a cloak, the injured party

had a

play without discordant notes, though
each has his or her back to the other,
is the only thing worthy of note in the
act.
It's not a big time number, just
small time, and then the small time
will consider about handling three
pianos for one turn. A different frame
up in songs and music might be of
assistance. If there is a soloist among
the pianists, one who can play well
enough to hold attention, either by
straight or trick work, with rags favored, that should be tried. Perhaps
it has been already.
"New acts" seldom reach the 5th avenue without
knowing all about themselves before
dime.
they go there.
<mmm

Kane and Odon.
Songs and Talk.
11 Mins.) One.
The bov and

changed the better

is

it is

Lyons and America.
Songs and Musical.
11 Mins.|

One.

American Roof.
Two young men who did quite well
opening the show and may be intrusted
with a later spot. One has a voice and
an exceptional falsetto which he used
with results. He slipped up on one
note but it's a clear falsetto and the
finishing notes more than made up for
the momentary slip. The other youth
specializes with the violin and when
taking his bows his wavy hair stands
on end as if on springs. For a finish
the men offer a novelty on guitars effected by one having his arms around
the other's shoulders and each strumIbee.
ming the others instrument

4

returns.

Miss La Rue stepped on next to dosing with
Duane Basset? at the iano. Bhe had several
new frocks and also three new numbers. Retained from her former routine are "Road to
Mandalay" and "Two Byes of Gray." The
first new one was used third, being "Some-

where

in France," a dramatio lyric touched
with pathos.
Her two last programed numbers are credited to Lieutenant Oitz Rica, but
neither compares with one of her last season's songs, "Where's the Boy for lfeT" One

of (he new numbers is "Dane* Again " and
the final Is "Cherry Blossom Land.
Between

two Miss La Rue effected a costume
change that will give the feminine in her
audiences s chance to rave.
It'e a sort of

the

Japanese affair, composed of several
foldings of sheer colored materials with many
of green and embroidered in silver
threads.
It lacked a few minutes of eleven
when Miss La, Rue finished, yet she earned
and took an encore number, "Soldier Boy/'
her only published song.
Just 10.58 when Joe Jackson edged on.
Some on the lower floor walked but the upper
house stuck solidly.
The gallery knew the
act, but Joe kept them laughing, they doing
the clapping when he started to finger his
cheese-cutter bicycle.
Joe knew It was lata
and tarried but ten minutes.
Intermission was opened by the aasnen*
plished Else Ruegger, who won rather bis;
returns with her cello playing. The playing
of harp, an Instrument not often seen in
vaudeville at present, by Miss Ruegger'e accompanist. Zhay Clark, came in for
fow apare>
glorified

tassels

awakens and they all laugh at how
easy the euro was effected. The girl
enters to discover the hoax, but declares she's through and will behave.
Miss Haber may have thought the
farce
It will

worthy of big time, but
go for a

spell in pop.

it

elation.

isn't.

Carbrey and Cavanaugh.
•

It Mins.; One, three, one.

Harlem O. H.
Two young men, open with a song
and some dual stepping, in "one."
Drop is raised revealing a flight of five
steps on which they perform Russian
and other eccentric work, then back to
for loose ankle stuff. Some
novel movements, which scored strong-

"one"

Jolo.

ly.

Clark and Levara.
Crossfire, Dancing, Instrumental.
If Mins.;

One.

Harlem O. H.

He

straight "city chap" to woman's
country simp. Crosstalk, some danc-

and

with piano accordeons.
and routine
Jolo.
crudely assembled.
ing,

Talk

is

finish

commonplace

Miss Herford followed with ths tmpi«
shop girl and st
the employment sgency. This Inst nit was delirious for the commuters in ths house.
In all, the five turns sfter intermission wars
made up of single names, but in the esees of
Mlsa Clayton and Miss Ruegger, others figured
In the acts.
Intermission was closed by Langdon Mccormick's dose of heroic dramatics and epectacle labeled "On the High Seas." The action
has been speeded somewhat over its original
New Tork appearance. The patriotic lines
found ready response and the dramatics went
over because of their Intent as expressing
feeling against German Intrigue.
The house
got quite excited •over the spectacle of the oncoming American battle fleet with the din of
whistle*, the booming of cannon and the
flashing of signals.
It's the effect of the
season so far.
Lee Kohlmar with his splendid supporting
cast In "Two Sweethearts" really got the
show started from third spot. The house
started laughing when Lee dumped sll ths
"surprises" from his pockets and bubbled with
good humor from then on. The playlet le In
Bam Shlpman and Clara Llpman'e best strata.
Sandy and Norton followed the pace, fourth.
They sprung three numbers of patrioti c b us
but not of the red Are brand.
One, "Whan
There's Peaee on Earth Again," is of ths
serious order, but tho prize song is a humorous war number, supplying a corking finish

of the precocious child, the

Ibee.

Dancers.

It.

Any technical weaknes, however, was more
than made up for In the appearanoa of three
Palace favorites, all of whom at one Urns or
another have played two consecutive weeks or
more In the house. They are Bessie Clayton.
Grace La Rue and Jackson, who came alone
In the last section of the show.
The Bessie Clayton turn Is in Its third
week, but from her reception and that of her
dance revue In total, It might have been the
first.
The petite and graceful Miss Clayton
pulled whale sized applause herself, yet it remained for Louis Mosconl to again record
the individual hit. When he danced with his
light-footed brother he stood out aa one of
the most remarkable of eccentric steppers.
Alone hie foot skillfulness Is the more emphasized. Quite a bit is due to him that the
Clayton turn was not matched in applause

The Woman

sings everything the

Musical.

voice are cleverly

highest tower in Berlin."
lence.

Adair.

Songs and Stories.
12 Mins.} One.

Corse Payton finish: "And I'll
never be satisfied until the old stars
and stripes are fluttering from the

audience they are now in songland. It
was superfluous information and a new

the routine

human

Capt Anthony

this

by a descriptive number about
"The Land of Song," informing the

going to be.

with considerable comedy derived through the expressions.
The
girl solos next after a costume change.
Then comes a double number with the
pair carrying on a musical "conversation." They might have offered something "raggy" at the finale. It's generally expected from a turn of this
sort.
A good specialty for an early
spot on any big time program.
Mr.
Kerr was formerly of Kerr and Berko.
Wynn.

A

two-man turn with a rather rapid
line of comedy patter and a number
of parodies, sure fire with pop audiences.
FrdL

starts

Karr and Ensign*

done

Songs and Talk.
One.

12 Mins.s
City.

(Special Set).

This
Ralph Kettering wrote it.
sketch proves there are disadvantages
when one attempts to turn out too
William Shilling plays the
many.
leading part. The playlet is reminiscent of 'The Bird of Paradise." Kettering has rung in an improbable plot
which frankly panders to the patriotic
instincts without any basis for a response. In the Hawaiian setting, which
incidentally looks proppy and unconvincing, Shilling stumbles out of the
hut in the character of the white man
who has lost himself in the sunshine
of Hoola-Hoola-on-the-Pacific. The tall
brownskin gal is there with the entwining arms. A castaway intrudes
on the scene just when Shilling is
laughing in the good old stock way.
Well, if it isn't brother Sam, from
Baltimore, who deserted from the
army! The only thing left for the
derelict to do, to vindicate the honor
of the family and the flag, is to take
the place of his brother in the ranks.
So after successfully choking the recalcitrant brother he leaves brownskin flat, and makes a heroic exit, with

latest Joe Longfeather offering
a decided' novelty. Ten girls, divided into two teams, appear in jumpers
and run a race, to decide the speed

girl seem capable of
handling better material than they are
using. Their act Monday night called
forth pennies and noises from the
gallery. The one number that "those
above took exception to was a "Home
Town" song, with the boy calling off
about every newspaper ever published
in the country in a sing-song voice.
The girl, at the piano, looks well, but
has little to do. It might benefit if she
were given a number by herself. The
couple appear to be a bit above the
average, but the material they are now
using is far, far below par. The quicker

tions of the

IS Mins.|

is

soubret dress the girl wears while the
couple are singing about an "old fashioned girl." That ruins that. The boy
has a loud speaking voice, too loud for
big time, and he speaks as though formerly appearing in blackface or a
cabaret, suggesting the latter also
when singing. His best song is "Married."
Their best number is "Caroline."
His catch line expression is
"Ain't She Nice?" referring to the girl,
who looks very nice, nicer than she
sings. Some of the talk early is quite
frayed,
but
thoroughly tested by
others^ mostly small timers. The act
majces liberal use of the spotlight, for
no reason, like all of the others. It's a
good small big time turn for an early
spot.
The boy might tone down and
try for a method or style of his own
in delivery.
They are young enough
to advance, but the present material
used won't help them to do it. Bime.

11 Mini. On©.
Columbia (Fab. 24).
Man and woman violinists. They
open with a medley playing together.
The man solos next with a horn attachment on his instrument. Imita-

Kana and Wagner.

-Ho Never Knew."

Efficiency Girls.

—

for them.

Eddie Webrr and Marlon Rldnor, a newly
formed danelng duo, handled themselves well.
second, and were rewarded. Ed Durktn worked
his dog turn In the opening spot.
Joew.

•"
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RIVERSIDE.
Business wn« far from the average at the
Riverside Monday night, the count (mowing
Ju y t p tj-inV more than a half bouse, although
the program and weather seemed suitable to
promote patronage. The gathering didn't exhibit tny undue Interest In the bill, sitting
through the neveral specialties with only an
occasional outburnt.
This rhllled the show,
particularly the early flection, none of the
acts In that division earning any appreciable

returns.

The topllners are De Haven and Parker
and Louise Dresser and Laura Hope Crews In
Miss PresBer waa
her "IMvorcons" Bketch.
undoubtedly the hit of the bill, running
through her repertoire of special numbers In
Mls« Dresser haH a distinctive
charming manner of deappearance and all the
other essentials of a successful single.
She
wastes little or no time In exiting and entering, coming on but twice during her entire
stay.
The songs, lu recitative style, are short
everyone
carrying
snappy,
nifty
a
and
"punch," and at the conciuwlon of her routine
Miss Dresser wnn compelled to encore and
She left a wide margin in the
offer a speech.
final
score hetween herself and any other
number on the bill.
The Four Holses opened with a casting act,
the feature of which Is a comedy "flyer."
rather heavy for this line of work. A woman
"flyer" provides some novelty through her
presence, although her work Is of the simple
grade.
There is nothing of a sensational
nature about the routine, the finale being a
half swing over the "cradle" by the man. The
comedy helps. It's a good opening turn for
big time.
Mack and Vincent hardly got started. Their
routine needs renovating, for the songs now
used are hnrdly up to the big standard. The
Is
girl
a cHpMble accompanist, partleularly
He' might realize the necesfor her partner.
facing his audience while
of always
sity
singing a patter chorus, for, as done now, litThey couldn't
tle enn be caught by the house.
seem to wnke the gathering out of their
lethargy and closed without registering any
noticeable score.
The Cameron Sisters were an easy bit with
thrlr string of dances, the second act to emIncidentally the piano
ploy the house pinno.
overworked on this week's protrifle
is a
gram, three of the turns calling for the InHtrumeut in the "prop" list. The Camerons
perfect, shape.

personality, a rather

good

livery,

voice,

program a trifle since their
last Riverside date, and the change helped to
bring them over a tidy hit.
De Haven and Pnrkcr have a sensibly arranged skit In which the couple ramtile
altered their

fcrr-e

repertoire of special numbers. The
act l« tnstlly dressed, but the necessity of
employing a stage hand threw It a trifle out
The stage hand, while uniformed,
of gear.
looked awry In contrast to the perfect appearance or the coupltr. Eddie Weber at the
piano la a genuine asset, his solo corralling
quite as much applause at* any Individual
number the team offered. A "Yankee Butterfly" song scored individually, being a sequel
It Is well written and
to "Poor Butterfly."
was particularly well delivered by this team.
Ellnore nnd Williams failed to ehow, their
This
spot being held by Rooney and Bent.
combination have the best net of their long
string In the crossfire arrangement now used.

through

a

The "gags" are strictly new and Rooney
They anto work better than ever.
nounced, when called for a return bow, their
forthcoming engagement at the same house
two week* hence, taking advantage of the
opportunity to ndvlse the audience of their
new skit. Thev scored well.
Mullen and Coogan were fourth on the list
and found little or no trouble In "flopping"
It was not the fault of the team, for
nicely.
thev worked hard, and their routine, supplied
by Herbert Moore, is the best they have ever
The talk was received well, but the
carried.
house simply wouldn't warm up. and at the
finish they exited to a quiet and rather deseems

pressive stillness.
Pnllenberg's Bears closed the show, the two
brutes keeping the house seated for the pictorial reel which preceded the exit march.
It's a novel animal turn because of the species
of the animals and Pallcnberg has them well
Wynn.
trained.

ALHAMBRA.
Plenlv of doings

In

the

way

of

entertain-

ment this wrrn with an cre»1>«nt house Tuesday night to Flmw high appreciation. That In
unite or the exit march not being sprung until
nnd the
With the mws film on first
11.11.
r
opining act ton long, It was R. I. when the
»

hi
end turn ca me on.
But that time was 1u-t framed for .Tlmmle
Lucn«. who occupied the spot, he romping off
with the much desired ranking of riot. From
the moment he Informed his "keeper." Joe
that he wr>« mnnne those present and«
Jl;ill
di-hed out ".V-hes to ashes, du^t to dust, if
<

the arinv don't get you the navy must" in
nance tone, the house was his. Lucas looked
strong enough to have anchored the next to
pni. hut with Bert Fltzglbhon on the
clo-lng
same hill the latter was planted there. The
Yet Jlmmle plied
!• ;ure flr*\
fi.ijt
ii..-Lucas
the score hl"hi-r with an old soldier plant
whom he u«ed with his only straight number,
•SoMhr Bnv." which was an encore. The
"old hoy" rmi«ed the house for a second time
after timrnle had done that little thing nlnne.
mis a
It
or rith.r with his "comnanv."
tmhh-ne.- that hoth he nnd F1t7clbbon should
loth n^lng a plant with <Mich big
n
nr ,, r
The Halliuan and Sykc^ turn folr ,.c M iK
lowed lu.;;:. no? »>n en y spot after the stir
nhead and the fun. hut their "Somewhere in
,

,

t

Tef-'V delivered -trongly.
Th- ides 1 nras there were three other markedly denn-d hit turn-. W. .1 (Sailor) Tidily.
Van nnd Schenck, and Fltzglbhon. Rellly, who

Is said to hold a three months' furlough from
the navy, and whose arm insignia denote an
electrician of the Arts class, should be credited
with helping enlistment and service support
as much as being an entertainer. The manner
In which he put over "Liberty Bell" shows
that there Is a heap of "stuff" In him. With
that number he stopped the show and only escaped after a short odd ditty that he no doubt
picked up aboard ship.
Joseph E. Bernard closed Intermission with
his familiar but very likable "Who Is She?"
The turn went over finely, considering that It
has played the Alhambra a number of time*
before and has been seen In the neighborhood
in other houses.
That It waa standard In delivering this trip Is because of the cle/cr playing.
Mention of Nlnlta Brlstow In the spitfire bride role Is surely deserving.
Bernard
is readying a new vehicle by Wlllard Mack
which will probably reach a showing soon.
Gus Van and Joe Schenck opened after Intermission as favorite and went off with an
easy hit.
Their trip around the New York
houses with a two- week stopover In each has
produced returns well justifying the booking.
Evelyn Nesblt with Bobble O'Neil offered "A
Roseland Fantasy," on seventh.
With not
much In the way of voice Miss Nesblt seems
to have found a number suited to her with
"A Baby's Prayer at Twilight." Hers Is a
name attraction. Primarily Miss Nesblt might
attempt something In the way of fetching
wardrobe. She wore two gowns of black and
white color combination and neither looked

well nor new.
Bert Fltzglbhon found the next to closing
location as easy as ever for him.
His wife's
voice was In bad shape, but he coaxed her to

do

number

her

anyhow.

The

"nut"

was

called out for the usual quantity of bows and
his speech may hold a bit of family prophecy,
he saying that next season they expected to

"have a little fence running around the
house."
Bollinger and Reynolds held them In with
their ten minutes of slack and bounding wire,
starting just four minutes past eleven.
The
man's stunts aloft form an unusual routine,
Aubrey and Rlche opened the show, and although their sister turn went over quite well,
Ibee.
a bit of cutting might add strength.

FIFTH AVENUE.
It

commenced

to rain just too late

Monday

evening after New York's first real springlike,
It was much for the
day of this winter.
usual capacity attendance at the Fifth Avenue, although that house Is reported to have
broken Its box office record by $500 last
week, since the Fifth Avenue adopted the
To beat
popular price policy of vaudeville.
the gross by $500 at the pop scale Is some
beating
downtownexposed
to
the
A fair show was
ers the flr«t half and the last section of the
performance held all of Its goodness.
Among the new turns was "A Jazz Nightmare." the raggedy production Joe Santley
It has two men
first produced in Chicago.
nnd four girls.
Of the girls, one Is a redhead and another a blonde, with the other
two hrunets. The brunets may be all right,
but no one looked at them, because the redhead and blonde monopolized attention, even
beyond the two young men when all six were
on the stage. And yet, and yet again, for the
curtains, only the redhead waa allowed to appear with the young men for a bow, and she
only to be made the point of an old gag.
The hogging the bows may be recherche In
Chicago, but It's against the ground rules In
New York.
"A Jass Nightmare" looks like entertainment of the proper kind, the rag stuff. even If
the act starla off without reason and has no
more reason afterward. It opens In "one,"
lingers a while there and then slips Into full
stage, a bedroom set with a piano, with the
young men mostly around for a long while of
One of
the full 20 minutes the turn uses.
the young men has all the laugh lines and
also plays a saxophone that makes him the
hit of the crowd, but you can never tell In
vaudeville what It Is. the girls or talent, so
It's just as well to find out by letting the
girls show for the finish, unless that has already been proven, which might explain why
they are held backstage while the men smirk
Any couple of good
their acknowledgments.
looking girls In vaudeville now could start a
panic Its such a long time since a couple
with looks, together, showed, and this redhead, also brunet, could pull away from the
stage door of the "Midnight Frolic" where
the girls are so pretty they have to be led
away from the theatre with veils on. A bit of
rcstnglng for the Jazz act and It should bd
There's a long lapse In the bedexcellent.
room scene before the girls again show, but
it's hard to bring girls Into a bedroom with
a couple of fellowB sleeping there, although
there Is no more cause for any being on In
'1 he
talking saxo"one" at the opening.
phniie player appear" to he the act. although
the other young man has a voice and plays
There's a Jazzing finish with the
the piano.
furniture dancing about, but there's hardly
pnvthlng new In the turn excepting the title
and the people, and the people seem to be
enough.
Another of thp hill's features, next to closing, was .Tn=1e Heather, with her bunk smile
nnd new clothes, pretty clothes, too, while Sister Bobble exposed her hare legs a couple of
times, and William Casey, apparently with the
name suit he last wore In New York, again presided over the piano, doing more work at It In
this turn thnn other accompanists usually do In
Josie has some
a couple of acts with pianos.
!

new

songs.

Her

first

is

"The

Rovs

With

the Nice r.lrls." and then she
sang about a crinoline skirt she wore, afterward returning in kilts for "Maggie Mcthe

Khaki

C.ct

Carthy." when Bobble mixed In with the
dance at the finish. Bobble again doing her

later as a young soldier whose stockings
were about three Inches short. Then there
waa another song and recitation, with Miss

bit

Heather doing rfght well, like she always
does, whether "he Scotch or English or something else, although the house falls for her
plaid song and dress the easiest.
Anyway
the Heathers picked a good name and Josle
has trained that smile of hers Into a bank account.
It's about 10-1 the would cry laugh-

now from habit.
The Three Hlckey Brothers were on between
Jass and Heather turns.
They have a
funny comedian with a grotesque facial makeing

the

up, while the two acrobatic boys have personality, the combination winning out. although their encore bit of "mind reading"
could be replaced.
It's too familiar tuough
giving these boys credit for doing It well
through the slapstick. Good acrobatics and
comedy don't happen often enough nowadays
to be overlooked, so the Hlckeys are safe on
the big time for a long while, or they should
be.

Earlier In the bill Martha Hamilton and Co.
(New Acts) had a laughing sketch that suited
this house, hut

It

on the playing end.

could have been Improved

Nsvlns and Erwood gave

new comedy

act No. 8, not doing so
well at the finish of It as they have done In
other bouses, perhaps through following Rose
and Moon, who also danced. Rose and Moon
dance and sing, not extraordlnsrlly, just or'
dlnarlly, but are better dancers of course.
Monday evening the young man In doing some
of his kicks started to break up his trousers
Just where the right hsnd side of the houss
couldn't miss It.
This Is probably the only
mixed two-act In vaudeville that has not tried
for an "entrance" Introduction.
They Just
walk on and start to sing. It Is rather cold
for them In that way, making It a bit harder,
but It's distinctly different from the re*t and
altogether away from the flirtation Idea of
meeting In the centre of the stage before a
drop of a deserted street.
Lamb's Manikins
opened the show Pedersen Brothers closed It.
Mabel Burke sang "San Domingo" with anitheir

;

mated

Bime.

slides.

AMERICAN ROOF.
The American Roof held a fairly well filled
house Monday night. Those there were liberal
enough with applause.
^Ctlener Duo opened, doing a "two-bar" act
that passed, and were followed by Frank King,
who opened In "one," went Into "two." and
closed In "one." This lad is using a "Mother"
finish and also singing a song about "The
Boys of the Life Boat Crew" In front of a
special drop supposedly the ocean, but looking more like a bunch of little hills, that Is
funny to say the least. Mr. King's material
The
comes very near the "sure-fire" line.
farther away he gets from that sort of thing
the better off he Is going to be, as he has a
voice that If used to deliver some regular
songs should get him over nicely, though the
audience seemed to like the "Life Boat
Crew" stuff well enough.
Roatlno and Barret got across mainly on
Her partthe strength of the girl's singing.
ner does very Utile. They went fairly well.
Irving and Ward (New Acts) failed to show
anything above the average double turn.
Charlie Abeam closed Intermission and did
very well with what looked to be almost a
new act. A girl Is singing and also does a
dance with Mr. Ahearn, besides looking very
well.

Flora Starr opened tbe second half in a
nice little turn, though her French number,
imitating Anna Held, might be done away
Miss Starr sang four songs and played
with.
a selection upon the piano, the latter probably tbe strongest feature of the routine.
This girl has appearance and with some Improvement on delivery of songs should find It
easy on most of the bills.
Chas. W. Dingle and Co. have a "dream"
sketch, with an Irish legend as Its story,
therefore running Into two songs sung by Mr.
There are two men and a girl with
Dingle.
neither one pushing the star for the honors.
Harry Breen kept 'em laughing for the entire
length of time with bis "nut" stuff. He is
pulling some "neighborly" gags that held up
his act until the laughs subsided.
Harrah and Jacqueline closed with roller
skating and held most of the house. The girl
has enough looks to pass her, while the boy
does the real work on the skates, per usual.

WINTER GARDEN.
Fifteen acts

Garden

made up

Sunday

night.

bill at the Winter
Two-thirds of them

the

The five
did nothing but tire the audience.
that really seemed to please the bouse, which
was packed, were Robert Emmet Keane, Fred
and Adelle Astalr, Frankle Fay, Laurie and
Bronson and Ben Welch, who. though closing
and on at 11.20, held, with a few exceptions,
the entire audience until he had finished.
The Sunday concerts at the Garden remain
Still
about what they always have been.
ringing In the songst?rs of operatic melodies
who, once on the stage, remain there InAnd It takes but little noise to
definitely.
bring them back. People who sit through an
entire Winter Garden performance are cerThe one retainly entitled to some reward.
ward they seem to want Is Al Jolson. He
didn't appear last Sunday eve.
8..T0
at
with
dancing,
The Yaltoa started
followed by Sherman. Van and Hyman. three
boys from the west, who did nicely after singGrace and Berks, two more
ing four Bongs.
lads, did their bit of "hoofing" and passed on,
as did Madam Galaventi, who came through

with "The Last Rose of Summer." and lingered and lingered, returning to sing an encore,
entirely uncalled for.
Mr. Keane. telling one or two new stories,
scored the first hit of the evening.. His Kipling war poems was exceptionally well done.

Hoff and Von Busts sang three songs and
trotted on their wsy.
The gentleman sang
"Paliglacci" with feeling, and It helped the
turn along.
Tbe Astalrs put over the ben dancing act of
the evening.
There was plentv of dancing
throughout the two hours and 00 minutes the

show

ran.

Frankle Fay. who had been announcing up
came on and did a number or his
own, doing very well with talk and songs.
After finishing,
he continued announcing.
Mile. Dazle was the next on the program and
did her ballet dancing under difficulties. Tbjs
orchestra was all wrong with her music
Laurie and Bronson closed the first half and
were the third act on the bill to liven things
up. They certainly "let 'er go" proper on this
*
to this time

occasion.

Seabury and Shay opened the second half,
the boy doing some fine step work in different
but the whole turn Is not strong
enough to keep up the pace, with the result
It slowed down towards the finish.
Ed Wynn
did some comedy In "one" and got away
nicely with the bouse wanting more.
Craig
Csmpbell sang two straight songs, snd showed
good judgment In limiting to that number. As
he possesses an excellent voice It wss easy
spots,

going for him.

Marie Nordstrom was assisted by Mr. Fay
and srithout the nr?«ence of the letter It
would hsve been dubious for the girl. She
opened wltb a* verse shout s hook snd an eye
that May Trwln did some time ego. snd which
Mr. Fay Is a very handy lad
got her little.
to have around Sunday nights at the Garden.

ROYAL
Tuesday evening tbe Royal filled rather
slowly and by show time the house appeared
somewhat light, notwithstanding a special tenact bill, containing well-known names, as the
current sttractlon.
Invariably, the early dsys of tbe week are
the lightest, and Tuesday coincided with that
rule.
Undoubtedly attendance will Increase
later In tbe week, although tbe majority of
the regulars will probsbly be disappointed when
com oaring the current layout with previous
weeks. It eon ts Ins good singing and comedy,
and at times runs splendidly, but for the
greater portion appeared to lag Itself along,
and though numerous turns cut their specialties, the exit march was played
well after

The

eleven.

Bronx lies

remained

Intact

throughout.

The

half received a couple of starts,
but nothing to compete with the closing portion.
Due credit In that section must be given
first

Frank Dobson. who
ta«k

of

slmoBt

resurrecting
death knell

encountered a
the hill, following the
administered bv "The

aoldlerlv

Vlllaee Tinker" (New Acts). Shifted from
second sfter Intermission to "No. 4." Dobson
met anything but a pleasant gathering, but
seemed the least dismayed and did remarkably well, considering the existing circumstances.
According to past recollections he
undoubtedly chinned bis offering to make up
the. time lost through the nrecedlng turn, retaining the real ment of his specialty, aeeminelv adapted especially for the better grade
vaudeville houses.
Dolly Connolly, assisted bv Percy Wenrlch.
closed the first half, following Dobson. snd
did evoeedluKlv well with a quiet singing offering attractively set In "two." Miss Connolly
made .a pleading Impression upon her entrance,
thereafter confining her efforts to light singing
enjoyed.
individually
were
numbers that
Occasionally h«»r threat would parch, but that
did not Interfere with the generally good
returns.
It was slmnly the Watson Sisters In the
half, bsnelns across a ssfety right
from the start and closing with a wallop that
"cleaned up." They were placed In the next-

second

to-c1o«sing

spot.

Before

departing

the

girls

a speech in acknowledgment of the
tremendous applause.
William Oaxton assisted by a cast of five
offered

In
In

"Kisses" made his presence known earlier
the section, holding tbe attention nicely

and receiving suitable applause.
Mcintosh and His Musical Maids were delegsted to the onenlns spot, getting away nicely
and running throuvh an entertaining snusleal
routine.
It was nulte early when they entejtjd,
It did not prevent Immediate recognition.

but

Sherman and UMry held up the "No. 2"
pollen well enough to carry the show along.
Miss Sherman was either late In arriving or
nurrledlv made up. for she had too much on.
Coakley and Dunlevv opened after Intermission in their comedv skit. "Over There."
proving acceptable to the malorlty and starting
that section In the right direction. A slight
rearrangement of dialog and business proved
of material advantage, with the laughs more,
consistent, and the Introduction of a song
towards the middle giving an added punch.
Mlgnon found little to stop her from getting
across, her impersonations being singularly
apnroved.
The Arleys came on rather late with their
perch work, the auditors remaining Intact,
which speaks for Itself as to the value of
their turn.

23D STREET.
Nothing startling the flrst half. The credit
drawing the good business there Tuesday nKht should go to Jean Sothern. who was
"topping." The life In the performance didn't
become evident until *wav down towards the
latter part when Ml«s Sothern came on and
was followed bv Duffy and Tnglls. both acta
doing much better than anything that had prefor

ceded them.
The Trennell Trio opened In neat opening
Anna Trennell deserves special mention,
act.
The comedy Is
as she does some good work.
weak, but the girl Is enough to put the trio
Melville and Curtis,
scro«s In that position.
No. 2, were fortunate to get away clean. It'i

.

SHOW REVIEWS
S^njaMpJhMflSasJMSJ^MS'Mi

,

a talking act with a gong for a finish. The
whole turn Is slow and uninteresting.
The
man la the "wine boy" from the city, and the
girl a simply country miss.
80 It goes on
and on, but falls to arrive, with the result the
team walked off almost cold.
GUmore and Castle bad a good chance to
do something, but they didn't hop on to their
opportunity. Both boys are la blackface, doing
some dancing and talking with oue eong.
Nothing unusual in the turn, the act working
the same as mauy other double blackface turps
that have gone before. Do Lacy, Kice and Co.
made 'em laugh a few times with their ttketch.
The man's name Is not mentioned, but he
should receive some prominence aa he is the
principal laugh-getter and ran away from
both women in that respect.
fair
It's a
laughing skit that tbe audlejaee seemed to
like well enough, but didn't go wild over.
Tudor Cameron and Co. did nicely with "nut"
stun.
There is a girl, also another feHow as
"props.'*
Mr. Cameron carries the burden,
with the girl not having much to do, and the
other boy playing straight for him, though
not to any great extent. The trio did rather
nicely.

Miss Sothern received a reception upon her
and pleased all the way through
her five songs.
She has changed her
wardrobe a little to advantage, her opening
dress being much prettier than the one worn
when at the Fifth Avenue.
Mlaa Sothern
should be able to draw business wherever the
people are picture "fans" and ahould receive
entrance,

with

some

credit for not referring In

any way

to

the fact that she has been In pictures.
Duffy and Inglls got over with a wallop
on their wild and hilarious "nut" act, the
playing of the different Instruments keeping
them going on and off for three or four encores.
The boys have good miscellaneous
routine, doing nothing In particular and every-

>

thing in general.
It brings them plenty of
laughs and aa much applause.
Gems of Art, a posing turn, closed, the
majority remaining for it.

She was one of the applause hits of the LIU.
"Miss Hamlet." a travesty girl act with a
company of ten, had the house In an uproar.
The piece, although funny and handled well
by the four principals, just misses being big
time.
Hoey and Lee closed at 10.15, taking
the applause honors with them.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.
With the annexation of the Grand to

the*

Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association
comes a slight change In the policy of tba
house. The show Is again starting at 8 and
the bill has been reduced to six acts to better
advantage.
Mostly every seat was occupied
at curtain time Monday night, perhaps due tothe improvement in the bill for the first balL
It was a tew degrees better than those shown
during the eight-act period. The second portion was by far the better, each of the three
turns there getting goodly applause.
Sullivan and Dale, following the Paths
Serial, which split the bill, open in "two" with
a drop to represent the interior of a Bowery
boarding house. The man is s French nobleman who would have been a Count In France
had It not been for his brother's tricks, but
he was In America and broke. The girl as a
newsie with plenty of "slang" gets many
laughs, splits her bank-roll with him, and Is
about to leave when a letter arrives that the
man's brother is dead : he Is again Count. The
Hart Brothers In blackface with comedy talk
and songs scored solid. Tbe boys work fast*
have some very bright dialog and use two surefire war songs which put them over with
some to spare. The Carl Eugene Troupe
closed the show to a good applause finish.
The Three Adors opened, followed by Back«stern and Lalom.
The team was lucky to
pass with their present songs, talk and
dances. "Between Showers," a comedy drama
with three people, passed by a narrow margin.
The material needs bringing up, and
more of a punch to make the three-a-day

AUDUBON.

SHOWS LAST HALF.

The Audubon bad its usual crowded house
Tuesday night, but unlike other Fox houses
everything runs like clock-work. In the lobby
three box-offices are always open for the night
performance, and two in the daytime. Its
patrons only have to wait a sbort time before
securing tickets. Once Inside, the usherettes,
in neat uniforms and carrying swagger sticks,
direct you to your seal quietly without disturbing the early comers. A pocket hash light is
carried by tbe girls, so that during the picture
periods patrons can reach their seats without
falling over those already seated.
A peculiar thing about the Audubon Is, although the house has two big lobbies, there
Is never a display of photos of the turns playing In either. But this most likely Is due to
the undecided bookings of the Fox office, as
they would have to change the photos too many

times weekly.

The Penn Trio, opening, had to be billed
as the Penn Duo, owing to the Illness of one
of the members.
If you had not seen the act
before you would not know there were three
In the turn.
The two men went through a
fast routine of bar tricks and scored strongly.
Steve Fredo, doing an Italian character, had
all he could do to pass. lie is not a bad singer,
but his talk failed to draw even one laugh.
Steve wasn't satisfied with the applause he
His first two
got, so came back with a guitar.
numbers were all right, but then he started
with some nameless song, accompanying It with
over and
which
repeated
he
a couple of steps
over until the audience tried to applaud him
off the stage, but he finally decided to leave.
Mine. Uesson and Co., in "The High Cost of
Living," furnished laugh after laugh. The
Is chuck full of comedy lines and handled
by the three people to keep the house in an

skit

uproar.

The comedy

picture.

Billy

West

In

"The Loose Nut," which divided the show, left
the house in high splritu for Wayne and the
Warren Girls, who started where tbe picture
This trio do a nice act and were well
left off.
The material is good, they harmonize
liked.
nicely, and with Ruth in the comedy role have
a good variety turn. They were brought back
for an encore, responding with a Hawaiian
number and playing likes, which sent them
over to a big finish.
Browning and Dawson, In blackface, almost
knocked the people off their scats with their
cross-fire.
Mostly every line brought a laugh,
and at the clo^e Dallas, n colored boy, with his
harmonicon and "blues," had to do two encores.
Florence Tempest and Co. closed the show and
Before the Fox tlve-reel
solid.
registered
feature, final, Kdward A. Packer, one of the
Washington Four-Minute Men, spoke that
length of time.

CITY.
8even acts, a feature and News picture, attracted a fair sized crowd the eve of Washington's Birthday.
James and Arthur gave
the bill a nice start with comedy acrobatics.

The boys work about seven minutes without a
dull moment. The audience Is either applauding their splendid work or laughing at their
comedy tumbles. Benson and Burr followed
and just passed with singing and dancing.
The couple are not bad singers, but the act
lacks the proper punch to make It any betthan a No. 2 turn In the pop houses. Joe
Bernard and Co. opened slowly, but n« the
playlet progressed the speed went with It,
Following the Animated
finishing strongly.
Weekly the Romano Sisters nut utile applause
The City patrons don't
for their good work.
care much for classical dancing.
E.sie White In "one" in front of a special
drop has a neat little art, good enough for
She u-ee character
the two-a-day houses.
numbers and was brought back for an encore.
ter

23D STREET.

FIFTH AVENUE.
A

big time program was at the Fifth Avenue the last half last week. It held several
names known In the larger houses and also
an unuaual degree of novelty through new
turns. Of the latter Schoen and Walton and
"Planovllle" are under New Acts.
Tameo Kajlyama showed his former handwriting turn, starting with a new setting for
tbe blackboard, preceding the actual work
with his conception of tbe advance of the
world from 11)14 to 1018, with a circling globe
showing President Wilson had replaced the
Kaiser as the world's Important personage.
Nothing much to this opening excepting applause, of course, but It made the act somewhat different and more In line of the "new
act" Kajlyama probably believes he has. The
remarkable display of lulud concentration is
given In the former way, with but little
variation.
It Is always Interesting and to
those seeing it for the first time astounding.
Kajlyama Is utilizing a phone to receive messages irom the audience while writing backIt's a
handed headlines from the dallies.
striking display of bis powers, and bis recep-

was most cordial.
Another new turn was that of Lloyd and
and singers, the hit at "You're
in Love," who open in rough clothes, before a
back drop of a freight car with an opening
The
(door) through which they emerge.
drop will be classified as a "copy" of that
employed by Alexander and Fields. The resemblance ceases with the setting. The boys
change later to evening drees, doing nine
minutes speedily, with some dancing steps of
their own, and leaving an excellent Impression. A couple of songs are In the act. They
had to follow another two-man dancing act,
Janls and West, but did not suffer through it.
Janis and West talk, sing and dance, but
they dance much the best, and without doing
tion

Wells, dancers

Tbey are small timers.
overly well.
light derbies with their dark cutaway
suits will never change that opinion.
Near the end of the bill Kenny and Nobody
Bert Kenny works
got the hit of the show.

that

Wearing

houses.

AMERICAN ROOF.
Excellent attendance Washington's Birthday eve to see the last half bill, which measured up to the standard in all departments
Gave comedy. Up to Intermission it was nearly
"bone dry'* of laughs and there were not
nearly enough In the final section to equalise
the bareneas of the first portion.
'
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out a monolog through carrying an Imaginary
person with nlm In a manner all his own.
He has also taken the well frayed monologistlc scheme of mentioning "girls," "boys" Snd
"marriage" and through new treatment made
a new monolog of the material that seemingly obliges laughter. With a little morality
talk on "Nobody" at the finish Kenny likewise scored* and for % finish (encore) sang

The i»:id Street was aided in filling up
Thursday night by the Invasion of the boys
frjui Camp Upton, who had come In for the
parade the following duy. The audience put
its (J. K. on the show all the wuy.
Stone and Mauning opened with eccentric
dancing, aud pleased, followed by Charles
Bradley, who with his songs and stories did
very well.
Hayes and Latham (the former
Catherine Hayes) one-half of the old act
of
Hayes aud Johnsou) passed acceptably
with tho big girl doing comedy and also
handling one uumber, while the other mlsa
did the straight singing.
Corinne, assisted by Charlos Bunnell, still
retains much of her youth and looks exceedIngly well on the other side of the lights, and
she has filled her act with cuough red fire
There are some
to illumluate all vaudeville.
MpeeuliKs luttl can't fall down during these
times, and Corinne Is slugiug three songs.
two done In costumes of tbe Red Cross and
one In khaki. Mr. Buuncll has little to do
other than sleeping on a couch for a "dream."
Corinne is supposedly an old lamp in tba
FreIt comes to life.
house of Lafayette.
quent applause, but the house seemed to be a
bit tired at the finish and let it down to a
considerable extent.
Jenks and Allen In rube characters oleaned
The couple are pulling one or two gaga
up.
Inclined to be a Utile blue, but tbe audience
howled at them, so there you are. They kept
'em laughing for 11 minutes and ended up
with the Hoo's share of the applause for tho
*
evening.
Carbrey and Cavanaugh, another of tho
.
usual song and dance turns, found It very
hard going following the comedy act, and conTbe boys ara
sequently didn't do so well.
doing nothing out of the ordinary, and one lad
It
should havo had hla costume cleaned.
looked as If it had been messing about in •
coal bin.
Jack Gardner did fairly well with his songs
and stories. His finish with the alarm clock
In the audience was the beat. Tbe three songs
failed to arouse any wild enthuslasnf, and tba
Mr. Gardner's
Btories were about the Bame.
"plant" is .essential to the welfaze of the
turn.
"On tho High ScaB" closed the show, the
house remaining to watch the big act and

being rewarded by a fine naval effect In th*
laat scene.

CITY.
rule at the City for tho
Uf an eight-act show seven were
after laughs and the greater part got them.
Incidentally the uj»p«r eucIIou of tho house
here 1b growing rough again and one of tho
nets had to make two apeechus regarding
throwing of pennies from tbe gallery. The
second speech quieted the dUturbers.
The Kremko Duo, with comedy acrobatics,
opined the show aud got a few laughs. Kane
and Wagner (New Acts) scored with chatter
and parodleB. Shannon aud Annie had tho
third spot and passed fairly well, all things
The act Is one that is hard to
considered.
It isn't a singing turn and yet there
classify.
are three songs In it; it isn't a sketch, alBeing a
though it has a plot and dialog.
combination of both It Is neither fish nor fowl,
and the audience Beemcd to bo of that mind
regarding it. The numbers got some applause,
but the laughs were few and the finish weak.
Tho Universal Current Events split the bill
after the third act, nnd the parade scene*
show in New York division from Camp Upton
won any quantity of applause.
Florence Hardman, the violinists, with her
piano accompanist, made a decided ttnpratslon with a repertolro a little highbrow for

Comedy was the

first
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MARCUS LOEW CIRCUIT
(Jos. M. Schenck)
FOX CIRCUIT
(Edgar Allen)

(Harry A. Shea)

M1I£S CIRCUIT

FEIBER-SHEA CIRCUIT

(Walter F. Keefe)

(Richard Kearney)

FTNN-HEIMAN CIRCUIT
(Sam Kahl)

,

B.

(Gus Sun)

MICHIGAN VAUD. CIRCUIT

ALOZ CIRCUIT
(J.

(W.

H. Aloz)

If Glenn and Jenkins, colored, billed as
"The Street Manicurists," next to closing,
were depended on to plant the comedy punch
of the show the assignment was too much.
Tbey held the spot without trouble, perhaps
because of the absence of comedy ahead of

them. The men are garbed as white wings,
carrying the regulation street brooms and a
refuse box. Their talk as to what is garbage
and what isn't, proved rather dirty fun. Part
of the talk routine consisted in each telling
the other how badly he'll be mussed up if the
other starts anything, etc.
Seems that most
colored comedy teams adhere to the same style
of personal attack.
Blcanor Haber and Co., on preceding, presented "The Woman of a Thousand Secrets"
(New Acts) with fair results. Intermission
was closed by "The Maxlne Revue" (New
Acts) and opened by Olive Green (New Acts).

A sister turn, Harmon and O'Connor, fourth,
copped applauBe honors and almost from the
time a stage hand invited them to haul the
piano on the stage themselves they were
Each girl handled a
primed as favorites.
solo or two, but scored b°st with a duet. The
girls amused with their kidding of each other
over their figures, though neither Is unduly
large, and there was a humorous line that "a
song about Germany is an Invitation to a
murder." It's an act that ought to go upward.
Bert and Vera Morrlssey did very nicely
second, and with good, reason for It's one of
Both are
the neatest duos In pop circles.
able to handle numbers and both dance acceptably.
That and appearance are real assets for advancement which should come with
Vera makes three changes
a new material.
and she looks really nifty

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
(Walter F. Keefe)
S. MOSS CIRCUIT
(B. S. Moss)
GUS SUN CIRCUIT

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
Bert Levey)
A EA CIRCUIT

In all.

Hilling's Water Lions fared excellently on
third.
Mr. Hullng has a reputation for bis
There
training of these sagacious animals.
are five "seals" In the turn, but the bulk Is
done by two. who work along the same line

as Ray Huling's clown seal. One animal appeared to be pretty well bunged up, perhaps
as the result of his Jealous companions. Lyons
and Amerlco (New Acts) opened and The
Three Sports, a bar act, including an Amazonian strong woman, closed the bill. Ibee.

S. Bullet-field)

Blues" to more heavy applause.
In blackface, works without apparent effort and gets his stuff over.
Mcintosh and Maids, Florenz Tempest and
the Breen Family wore also on the bill.
Bime.

"Hesitation

He appears

,

during the distribution that brought a number
of laughs.
The "gift" thing as worked was
a real get together affair from the audience's
standpoint, and a lot of good notured fun results.
Incidentally this feature drew an audience that Jammed the theatre from top to
bottom.
A seven-act show was fairly good vaudeIn addition there was a news weekly,
ville.
Triangle comedy and featuro and an III.
song by Mr. Levoy.
The Gordon Brothers with the boxing Kangaroo opened the show and pulled a few
Cnpt. Anthony Adair (New Acts)
inugtiR.
Marcus and West, who
held the second spot.
replaced Morris and Sherwood, scored heavily
on third. Th* comedy ns handled by the boy
Irene West looks pretty
got over very big.
and handled her numbers nicely. The Violet
Besson a»t. "The High Cost of Loving," followed nnd was a scream.
1

followed,

nnd the "gift"

section used the next 2."» minutes nftcr which
the ill. song came along.
The latter half held Conly and Webb, who
passed nlcelv
Lander Brother", comedy hit
of the bill (although fome of their gngs nro
pretty aged), and Those Five Girls closed tho
:

bill.

"Captain

of

Ills

Soul"

was the Trlnnglo
Fred.

feature.

Tho Lady Aberdeen
appear

March

at
18.

the

act

Palace,

is

booked

New

Harry Hlnes was a decided comedy hit with
nnd songH. It was he who bad the
with the the upper section, but he
handled the situation admirably and got away
his putter

trouble

Arthur Dunn and Co.

Thursday night Is "Gift Night," and two
"gifts" were distributed last week by
Sol.
roy. assisted by Solly Lee (he of "The
Doorman" fame). The; two developed
Slngl
an Impromptu bit of comedy here and there
dozer

film

the audience.

HIh burlesque of "Lily of the
with honors.
Valley" was a scream to 14th street.

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.

Tho comedy

half.

to

York,

In

"Say Uncle" (New

scored, but the finish Is weak. Valand
(New Acts), In the next to closing
spot, pulled a number of nifties and won considerable upplauso.
Closing the show Schepp'a Comedy Circus
held the stage for almost a half an hour and
"Tho Moral
the nudlence remained seated.
Fred.
Law," film, concluded the bill.

Arts)

r.amhle

AL.

J0LS0N A WITNESS.
New Haven, Feb. 27.

Al Jolson and a number of princifrom "Sinbad" at the Winter Garden were called to New Haven yesterday by Assistant District Attorney
Crosby, to be examined as witnesses
in tbe case of tbe alleged violation of
tbe Garfield Fuel Order by the Shubert theatre Feb. 5 when "Sinbad"
pals

opened here.

The Shubert case has been up before
United States Commissioner Wright,
and was set down for a hearing March
11. It is included with a number of violations tbe district attorney will present to the ^rand jury. If an indictment is found tbe probabilities arc that
the case will be tried by the United
States Court within a few days.

The Pastime, Columbia, S. G, cloic d
recently through an epidemic, reopened
Monday. It plays vaudeville.

e
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M AR YLANQ THEATRE, BALTIMORE,
DISTRIBUTING COMBINATIONS.
The picture world just now is being
flooded by a number of independent cooperative booking organizations.
The
United Picture Theaters of America,
Inc., has started, while others to be
launched are the Associated Theaters,
Inc., (of the Northwest); the Producers and Exhibitors, Affiliated; and the

new W. W. Hodkinson

plan.

The United Picture Theaters of
America, Inc., has for its officials Lee
A. Ochsgjps president; C. R. Seelye, late
of Pathe, as vice president; Louis F.
Blumenthal, treasurer; and Charles M.
Rosenthal, secretary.' Its plan as announced is to enable "exhibitors in
every section of the United States to

own

and distribute to its
on which all members
can and will make a profit." "I have
been working on the plan for three
years," says Mr. Seelye.
"It isn't a
new scheme, since during the time I
have been formulating the plan, I have
been paving the way for its actual forcollectively
pictures

The American

Druggists' Syndicate
has 22,000 druggists members, owning
90 per cent, of the stock. Since they
control the company, they are in a position to have something definite to say
about prices and what they will buy.
Drug manufacturers are not permitted
to own stock, assuring equal treatment
to all manufacturers.
It is upon this
idea that Mr. Seelye has built the plan
of the United Picture Theaters of

America, Inc.
The United next fall may enter the
production field. The concern has temporary offices with the "Exhibitors'
Trade Review," while headquarters is
being fitted up on the fifth floor of 1600

Broadway.
The Producers and Exhibitors, Affiliated a few weeks ago announced its
organization as including Herbert Bre-

Frohman Amusement Corporation,
Lawrence Weber, Harry Rapf, Triumph

non,

Films and the Hammerstein-Ince-Shubert combination.
Herbert Brcnon is
now inactive, however, and his studio
is closed.
Rumors have been current
the Hammerstein-Ince-Shubert faction,
also

inactive at present, is dickering
with the World Film. The latest report is that the Frohman Amusement
Corporation is out, at least partially,
having sold its production of "My Own
United States," to Metro.
All these
things, despite the optimistic reports of
C. C. Pettijohn, general manager of the
organization, seem to be ominous indications of a dismemberment.

The W. W. Hodkinson

plan of distributing productions has already been
outlined in Variety. Hodkinson plans
to split the country into 28 sections, the
exhibitors controlling each of these sections sharing in the profits of the organization.
Hodkinson, who has the
releasing of all Paralta productions, is
now on the coast launching the scheme.
The Associated Theaters, Inc., of the
Northwest, has Thomas Hemlin, of
Minneapolis, handling its management.
Reports reaching Broadway indicate
that this organization already has considerable strength.
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LETTERS
When
Where C follows name,

M

Ferdinand Fred
Fern Chas (C)
Fern Alma
Ferry Hatty

letter is in

Variety's Chicago Office.
Where S F follows name, letter is
in Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed.
P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.
Keg following name indicates registered mail.
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QUESTIONAIRBS.
C
Chyo George
Griffith

Jos

H

Halstenbach

Carr Arthur (C)
Carbrey Mrs J
Carllta Grace

A
Edw A

H

P

Carter Joe
Chlyo A Chlyo
Christie
Christie

V
Vanfeer Arnold

Adams Rex (P)
(Pkg)

Alden Laurel
Allen Ethel
Allen Mrs S
Almond Edith

Clifton

(C)

Carl

A Dale

(0)

Almond Mrs T
Sylvia

Archer A Ward
Armstrong Mrs B
Armstrong Carl
Armin Walter
Arnold Lewis (C)
Artois Walter (Pkg)

Conway Charles
Cornell Millie

Cromwell Billy
Cunningham Jean

U

W

Artols Mrs
Arvllle Victoria (C)

A send Ben
Asorla Miss
Aster Edith

A

Aubrey B

M

I

(C?

Babcock Mrs

T

Bailey Pearl (C)

Baker Leah
Baker Mildred (Pkg)
Barbour E L (C)
Bartonos (C)
Bard Ben
Barlow Hatty (Pkg)
Baron Leonara
Barry Miss D
Barth
Barth Lena Lee (Pkg)
Barton Emyrl (Pkg)
Bean Jack
Belgium Trio (C)
Bender Mazle (C)
Benson H C (C)
Benson A Bell

W

Bennett Anna
Bennett Miss
Bernle J (C)

W

Berg Dave
Beigere Valerie
Berry Sally
Beesent Lillian
Blondell Ed (SF)

Blound William
Bowen Jano
Boylan Augusta (C)
Boyal Jack
Boys A Girls 3
Bradley Mr A Mrs J
Brennan Billy

Brown James (C)
Browne Josephine E
Browning Tod (SF)
Brunette FrlUte
Bryan Francis

Bunnle Maud
Buock Julia M
Burke Jim
Burrell Chas E
Burns Lynn (C)
Burton Irene (Pkg)
Busch Juliet
Byron Bert

C
Cagwln Jack (C)
Cahlll Jack

Calvin

Dalley Pauline
Dale Frederick (C)
Dale Miss
(C)
Daley Eddie (C)
Darling Miss L (C)
Darling Miss Lee(SF)
Davis Beatrice
Davis Essie
Dearie Helen (0)
Deane Homer A (Pkg)

A Thornton (C)

Callr Marion (Pkg)
Campbell Miss J (C)

M P
De Angelo Carlo

Deane Mrs

DeBrlon Corinne
Deely Ben
Deerle Helen
Dell Jack
Denham Helen M
Derrick

B

DeTounge BUlle (C)
Devers Honor* (Pkg)
DeWItt A Gulther
Dixon Dorothy
Dockstader L
Donlon Viva (Reg)
Donovan Fannie
Doris A Mack (C)
Dorsh Al (Pkg)
Doughty Jack
Downing Evelyn (C)
Doyle John T

Drew Beatrice
Dunn Thomas P

Dupree L
Duquene Four
DuVal Viola B
DuVea Jas A Agnes

B

Eddy A
Edwards
Edwards
Edwards

-

Denny
Sarah (C)
Gwllyn
Margaret

Edwells Co (C)
Ellers Novelty (C)

Ellsworth Grace
El ray A Blray (C)
Emmemon Maude (C)

Emerson Mrs H
Emerson Harry

A

Epallly Jules
Errlco Joe

Esmerelda
(Pkg)

Nathan
Gordon A Gordon
Gordon Tommy
Gore Robert
Gotehall Harold
Goulborn Mrs C
Gould A Gold
Gould Venlta

Knox

Edna

Evans Hi
Harry
(Pkg)

Wm C
Wm

M

(C)

Frank (Pkg)

Grosse Genevieve
Guarella F (C)

Gunn Beugla

LaBelle Rubby
LaCoste Mrs H
Lake Marjorle
LaMar Levina
Lambert Natalie (C)
Lamplnl Bros (Reg)
Lane Henrietta (C)
Larson Antoinette (C)

LaToy Mile
Laursen Benny
LeFleur (C)
LaVenere
Leach Hannah
Leavenworth Mr
Lee Irene

W

Hall
J (C)
Hall Ruth

Hallo Eunice (C)
Hallo Eunice

Hamel Edna May
Haney Edith
Haney Bdlth (C)
Hanson Julia A (C)
Hardy Irene
Harrah Roy (C)

Leever

Lew

Lelpslg Nate (Pkg)
Lelghton Chas (SF)

Leonnlc Flo
I^eonard Olivette

Leone Maude
Lester Burt (C)

Harlan Kenneth (Reg)

Lester Bert

Harnan Alice
Harrah Roy

Lewis A Abbott (C)
Lewis Eva
Lewis Percy
(P)
Lldelll Jack (Pkg)
Llederman E E

Harrington Al (C)
Harrington Fred (C)
Harris Eleanore
Harris Honey
Harrison C A (Pkg)
Hart Hasel
Hartman Marie (Pkg)
Harvard Charles

Hawkins Mr A Mrs
Hayes A Neal (C)
Hayden Jack M
Haynes Bill
Haywood Ruth
Hearn Frank

Hearn Julia (Pkg)
Heeley F (C)
Henderson
(G)

Herman

Al

L

W

McLaughlin Jennie
McLeod Annie B
McMortimer Robert
Meeker Matt
Melville

Mae

V

Merrill Bessie

Messier Marie
Mil ford Florence
Miller Elisabeth
Miller Arthur
Miller Earl B

M

Mints Anna
Montambo Pah
Moore Tim A G (C)
Moore Frank (C)

Moore Margaret (Pkg)
Morley Lillian
Morris Billy (C)

Morrow

Wm

Mulhall Lucille
Murdoch Japle
Murray J Amos (C)
Murry Lola (C)

Murray Edw
Murray Laura
Murray Fred
Muthe Louis
Myers Miss A
Neven John J
Neale Arthur (Pkg)
Neaynard George
Nelson Walter (C)
Nelson Caroline
Nelson Robert B
Neville George
Newman Lew A J (C)
Newman Miss B

Newport Hal
Noble Herman
Nolan Louisa
Nolan Mildred (Pkg)
Noll FrlUIe (Pkg)
Norrlss Norena

Oakley Florence
Obrlen Ethel
Oconnor Lorena(Pkg)

Odom

Estelle

Livingston Robert
Lloyd A Britt (C)
Lloyd A Wells (C)

Oldham Georgia
Olson Howard
One B (C)
Osborn Lynn (C)

Lockwood Hellen
Lorenz Myrtle (Reg)
Loretta Gert (C)
Lorimer Miss M
Lorraine Miss
(C)
Lorraine Miss B
Lorraine Peggy (Pkg)
Lovell A Lovell (SF)

W

Lowry

A

Lovell
Lucille

Lucas Jimmy

H

(P)

G A

Prltchard

Pullman Miss J
Purvlance Roy (Pkg)

Q
Quirk Jane

Rae A Wynn
Raffln Al (Reg)

Ralney Maree
Rankin Walter (C)
Randon Mr
Rarbler Jack
Rawlinson Herbert
Reed Daniel
Rlberg Ines
Richards Edith
Rlfner Carl
Riley Joseph
Ripley Nellie V
Rivers Miss D (C)
Roberts A Maltland
(Pkg)
Roberts Mabel (G)
Robl Fred
Romalne Julia (Pkg)

Roman Hughle

P

Padula Miss M (Pkg)
Page Mildred E
Paoli

Mrs

M D

Park Emily (C)
Parker Bros (C)

Parker Miss A R (C)
Park Richard L
Parker Texas
Parks Emlley
Paul Francis (Pkg)

H

Rose Delia (Pkg)
Rose Ivy
Rose Jack
Rosen Jimmy
Royal Jack (SF)
Royal Jack

W

Rudlnoff
Rull A Rull
Russell Georgia
Russell
A F

H

Morshall Lillian

Ohsre Frank

Lovell

\%

Mlnager Fo

Lmtejnhn Frank (C)

Lockhart Mable

W

Plquo Harry
Poctor Bert (C)
Poshoy Robert (P)
Post A Gibson
Potter A Hartwell
Pratt Herbert A
Presburg Mr & Mrs

R

I

N

LaTosca Phil (C)

Hackett Fred C
Hale Mrs Bud
Haleson Flo
Hall O S (C)

Marl

McCormick Hugh U
McDermott Billy
McGlnnis Mrs F
McGlyn Grace
Mclnerny Matthew
McLaughlin Jannle

LaRue Eva
LaRue Ethel

(C)

Peters
F
Pierce Chas A
Pierce Irene
Pierce Paul
Pierson Chas
Pike Raymond

Betty (Pkg)

McArty Grace (C)
McCaullff
(Pkg)

Morton Jane (C)
Mozart F A E
Mulhall Bern Ice

8

Kreimer

Grant Alf (Pkg)
Gray Mrs Jack
Green Grace
Greenough Mrs A J

Fred

Keith Roydon
Keller Marie (C)
Keller Marie
Kellogg Chas
Kelly Nora (C)

(C)

Maxims Four (SF)

Mercer

Klalss Sisters

Mary

(Reg)

O

Miss

H

Wm

M
Mackle Florence (C)
Maddlson Ralph
Mallory Burton (Pkg)
Mareena Mike (C)
Martin Chas (C)
Marion A Deane
Marion Garnet
Marston Rose
Martell Fay (Pkg)
Martell Fred J
MarUnl Robert
Marvel Chas
Matthews Mrs D (C)
Matthews Mrs D D

Mayo
Jaoquette (C)
Jacobs Sam ml
Jaoquette
Janis Mrs E (C)
Janls Elsie

Kimberly A Arnold
King Frank G
King Gus
King Julia (C)
Klrby Thomas

H

Pemberton
(Reg)
Perry H

Maynord Dottle

Kennedy A Burt
Kennedy David B
Kennedy Vic (Pkg)

Goldstein

Nealy Noll

Everett Mirth IS>

Byre Madge

Glydon Miss T
Golden Mable
Golden Nathan

Paulette Louise

May Evelyn (C)
Maybelle Snowie(C)

Kearney Jane
Kelt Mr J (Pkg)

Gilbert A LaCrago(C)
Gilbert Al
Gluntlnl Eugenia
Gladioli Florence

Griffith
Griffith

(G)

K

Gibson Hardy (CJ
Gibbs Miss H
Gick Albert

Grenvllle Claire
Grey Clarice (Pkg)

Mr A Mrs F

Eadle A Ramsden
Earl Burt
Earle Ralph
Eaton Louise

Gardner Dave
Gason Lily (Pkg)
Gerard Frank

Graff

Hues ted Sadie

Hunt Henry (Pkg)
Hunt Opega M

Jessop Wilfred
Johnson Mrs Roy
Jones Bdlth M
Jones A Jones
Jordan Betty
Jordan Jules

F

S (C)

Howe Walter S

Jarrow
Jerome Eddy
Jerome Mrs F

Gallons Margaret
Garcia Helena

Coudray Peggy (Pkg)
Cowlen Mr R M
Craige Blanche
Cramer Franls
Crauley James (Pkg)
Crawford Bart
Curtiss

W

G

Gabriel Master (C)

E

Mr A Mrs
Homberg Albert H(P)
Horn A Ferris
Howard James (Pkg)
Holllster

Ingraham Bella

Gaby Frank

Conboy Kelcey

Andrews Miss M
Archer Lou (Pkg)

J

Freeman Lee
Frey Lewis
Friend Al

G

Collins Miss

W

Hicks Trlxy A L
Hlggin Helen
Hilburger Helen
Hlneo Cissy
Hoffman Francis
Holden Jack

Hyams John
Hyde A Hardt

R

Lynch Jack

Hutching Dick (Reg)

(Reg)

Freeman Jessie

•

Cohee J H
Coleman Harry
Collier A Walde

B

Franklin Ruth
Eraser Jack
Fredericks Mrs
Freed Jack

Clancy Geo (C)
Claire Dora
Clay Clare
Cleve Helen

Faskay Root

Wm

Frank

D

Geo

G

Foreman C
Frank

Franses Beverly
Francis Adallne
Francis Evelyn

Carmen Miss B

Homberg Albert

Amo«

Fields Al O
Figaro Jack
w
f
Finn A Finn
Fisher Georgia
Fltsslmmons Mrs B
Fitxslmmons A Cameron
Flynn Josle

Ford Ray

Luta Howard
Luval Jack

Hers Ralph
Hayer Grace
Hlckey Martha

Fagg A White (C)

Fairfax Mme
Faas Blanche (C)
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EDDIE CANTOR

MD.

8
Sabourin Frank
Sam Llk Tung (Reg)
8amuels Maurice
Saandejet Joe
Salisbury Bndona (C)
Sandberg Bob (8P)
Sanford A Dore
Scanloo Mathew
Schaefer 8
Schayer Fred
Schofleld Charles
Scott Mrs K M
Scott

Sylvia

Sen Mel Lady

Annie
Shannon J J
Settle

Shattuck Ethel
Sherlock Frank (0)

Sheehan

May

Sheldon Lillian
Sheppard Al
Sherwood Morris

V

Sherwood Harvey (G)
Sieger Lillian
Sldelll Jack (C)

Simmons Gladys
Simpson Larry
Sipperly Ralph
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith

A.King (C)
Clara (Pkg)

D C

Loster

A

Thomas

Smyth Arthur

R

F

Southern Evelyn
Bpauldlng Clarice (C)
Spaeder Fred A G
Speh Mrs L
Stanley Edwyn
Stark Virginia (C)
Star (Pkg)
Starr Carrie (C)
St Clair Alda
Sterling Elsie
Stern Al
Stevens Leo
Stewart Anita
Stewart Dick
Stewart Florence
Stlrk Clifford (P)
Stone Harry

•
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LANGDON McCORMACK'S

THE HIGH SEAS
NOW

PALACE

ANOTHER SENSATIONAL SUCCESS
NEXT WEEK

(March

4),

RIVERSIDE
ATTENTION! HEADLINERS!
High- class patrlolio comedy song with Irresistible swing,
marvelous arrangement and orchestration.
Absolutely
away from the ordinary.
Suitable also for ensemble
and chorus nnale.
81'KCIAL ACTS AND SONGS

GRAINGER

MARTHA HAMILTON &

SCENIC STUDIO

Strand _ Theatre

€0.

BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS
VELVET DROPS
RENTALS

pire Albany.
"Mile a Minute Girls" 4 Garden Buffalo 11
Star Toronto.
"Military Maids" 4-5 Holyoke Holyoke 6-0
Giimore apnngneia Mass 11 Howard Boston.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 4 Casino Brooklyn 11

YOU WOMAN"

"OH,

By

303 Putnam Building
1493 Broadway, New York

Booked

Solid,

Empire Newark.

BROWNING

JOS. L.
U. B. O.

Dir.,

"Mischief Makers" 4 Empire Chicago 11 Majestic Ft Wayne Ind.
"Monte Carlo Uirls" 4 Englewood Chicago 11
Empire Chicago.
"Oh Girls" 4 Peoples Philadelphia 11 Palace
Baltimore.
"Orientals" 4-5 New Bristol Bristol 6-0 Gamp
Dlx Wrlghtatown N J 11 Gaycty Baltimore.
"Pace Makers" 4 Cadillac Detroit 11 Gayety
Chicago.
"Parisian Flirts" 4 Majestic Soranton 11-12
Blnghamton 13 Oneida 14 Oswego 15-16
Inter Niagara Falls N Y.
"Puss Puss" 4 Colonial Providence) 11 Casino
Boston.
"Record Breakers" 4 Lyceum Columbus 11-12
Cort Wheeling
Va 13 Canton 14-16 Grand

MORRIS & FEIL

BILLY CUMBY
'The Black Spasm,*f
1

JBAN BEDINTg

"FORTY THIEVESThis

Wert

(Feb.

Weber Chas

Swain Hal (8F)

B 8

(Sf)

Talmadge Sue
Taylor Triplets (G)

Tempest Florence
Tendehoe Chief
Terry Mrs Walter
Thomas Helen

Thames Chester
TiMon Mies H
Tllton Lucille

Tommer Mrs T
Tracey Martin
Turner Chas 8

Twoomey

Nell

VanHoff George

VanHorn 8 B
Vardon Vera
Venneta Dolly
Veronee Mrs J L
Vert Hasel
VlTlan Harry
Volt Lawrence

Wagner

F

W

Emma

Walling Percy
Walton & Brandt (C)
Walsh Marie
Walters Selma (Pkg)
Ward Blroy <C)
Ward Mrs (Reg)

Ward
Ward

ft

D

Welford Mise

Stratum Jack

Sullivan James R
SuIltTan John
Saturn Lula (Pkg)

Takaorl

Akron

25)—Olympic, Ntw York

Rex (P)

Story

Hamilton.
"Roseland Girls" 4 Columbia New York 11
Casino, Brooklyn.
Sidiuuu Sauu 4 GaaiUo Philadelphia 11 Miner's
Bronx New York.
"Sight Seers- 7-0 Park Bridgeport 11 Co-

(SFj

lonial Providence.
^'Social Follies' 3-4

Lyceum Columbus.

TIZOUNE
Will consider

Wilbur Mrs C R(Pkg)
Wilkie Susie
Williams Adelaide
Williams J A C
Williams Addle B
Wilson Irene (C)
Wilson Frankie
Wilson Lucille (C)
Wilson & Mack
Wlnton Lloyd H
Wood Miss M
Woods Helen (C)
Woodward Fred (SF)
J

Worthington Major E
(Pkg)

York Florence
York & King (C)

Young Ellce
Young Margaret
Yule Arthur

Show

York 11
"Biff Bing

L

Zabella Flora

Zanora Frank
Billy

in

Town"

4 Miner's

Bronx New

O.

Bang"
Academy Lowell

4 Howard Boston 11-13
14-16 Worcester Worcester

Mo 11
Gayety St Louis.
"Bostonians" 4 Orpheum Peterson 11 Majestic
"Bon Tons" 4 Gayety Kansas City

Cltv
"Bowerys" 4 Star ft Garter Chicago 11 Gayety Detroit.
"Broadway Belles" 4 Standard St Louis 11
Englewood Chicago.
"Broadway Frolics" 4 Empire Newark 11
Casino Philadelphia.
"Burlesque Revue" 4 Gayety Detroit 11 Gayety Toronto.
"Burlesque Wonder Show" 4 Gayety Toronto
11 Gayety Buffalo.
"Cabaret Girls" 4 Lyceum Duluth 11 Century
Kansas City Mo.
"Charming Widows" 4 Gayety Chicago 11
Jflrfidv

4

Star

St

Paul

11

Lyceum Duluth.

burgh.

"Army
11

ft

Star

Navy
St

Girls" 4 Gaycty Minneapolis
Paul.

"Auto Girls" 4 Savoy Hamilton 11 Cadillac
Detroit.

"Aviators" 4 Empire Hoboken 11 Star Brooklyn.

Behman Show

4 Gayety
Gayety Pittsburgh.

Washington

D C

11

"French Frolics" 4 Century Kansas City Mo
11 Standard St Louis.
"Forty Thieves" 4 Gayoty Philadelphia 11 Majestic Scran ton.
"Gay Morning Glories" 4 Victoria Pittsburgh
11 Penn Circuit.
"Girls from Follies" 4 Penn Circuit 11-12
New Bristol Bristol 13-17 Camp Dlx Wrightstown N J.
"Girls from Happyland" 4 Olympic New York
11 Trocadero Philadelphia.
"Girls from Joyland" 4 Empire Cleveland 11
Erie 12 Oil City 13 Beaver Falls 14-16 Park
Youngstown O.
"Golden Crook" 4-6 Poll's Meriden Conn 7-9
Cohen's Newburg 11 Hurtlg ft Seamon's

New

"Speedway Girls" 4 So Bethlehem 5 Easton
«-!> Majestic Wllkes-Barre Pa 11 Empire
Hoboken.

Amsterdam 14-16 Hudson Schenectady N Y.
Hastings Harry 4 Columbia Chicago 11-13
Berchel Des Moines la.
"Hello America" 4 Empire Brooklyn 14-16
Park Bridgeport.

Mass.

Cincinnati.
"Follies of Pleasure"

(Mar. 4 and Mar. 11.)
"Americana" 4 Erie 5 Oil City 6 Beaver Falls
7-9 Park Youngstown O 11 Victoria Pitts-

land.

(Stralflrt)

May 1st Mildred Heller: Write; important Thanks to Charles Bomhaupt.
Address 588 AVE. CHATEAUBRIAND. MONTREAL. CANADA
"Hover" wants to know why "Oswald" don't answer.

Gayety Milwaukee.
"Darlings of Paris" 4 Trocadero Philadelphia 11 So Bethlehem 12 Eaaton 18-16 Majestic Wllkes-Barre Pa.
"Follies of Day" 4 Lyric Dayton 11 Olympic

Gullen

Zuhn

"Best

W

PETRIE

and

(fteesretts)

"Hello Girls" 4 Gayety Milwaukee 11 Gayety
Minneapolis.
"Hip Hip Hurrah" 4 Majestic Jersey City 11
Peoples Philadelphia.
Howe Sam 4 Star Cleveland 11 Empire Toledo.

"Innocent Maids" 4 Majestic Ft
O H Terre Haute Ind.
Irwin's "Big Show" 4 Gayety
11 Gayety Kansas City Mo.

Wayne

10-11

Omaha Neb

Girls" 4-6 Blnghamton 6 Norwich 7
Oswego 8-0 Inter Niagara Falls N Y 11

"Jolly

Garden Buffalo.
"Lady Buccaneers"

Lynn

7-0

Worcester Worcester Mass 11 Olympic

New

4-0

Park

York.
"Liberty Girls" 4 Olympic Cincinnati 11 Columbia Chicago.
"Lid Lifters" 4 Star Brooklyn 11 Gayety
Brooklyn.
"Maldfl of America" 4 Corinthian Rochester
11-13 Bastable Syracuse 14-16 Lumberg
Utlca N Y.
"Majesties" 4 Casino Boston 11 Columbia New
York.

Revue 4 Gaycty Buffalo 11 Corinthian Rochester.
"Sporting Widows" 4 Gayety St Louis 11 Star
& Garter Chicago.
"Star ft Garter" 4 Empire Toledo 11 Lyric
Dayton.
"Step Lively Girls" 4 Palace Baltimore Md 11

flpeigel's

Gayety Washington D C.
"Tempters" 4 Gayety Baltimore 11 Gayety
"L'Oth Century Maids" 4 Grand Hartford 11
Philadelphia.

Jacques Waterbury.

Watson Billy 4 L O 11 Orpheum Peterson.
Welch Ben 4 Gayety Boston 11 Grand Hartford.

White Pat 6 Amsterdam
tady

Gayety Brooklyn

13

7-1)

Hudson Schenec-

Y.

INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT.
(March 4.)
"A Dangerous Girl" Lyceum Pittsburgh.
"A Daughter of the Sun" Prospect Cleveland.
"After Office Hours" Park Indianapolis.
"Apollo Comic Opera" Lyceum Peterson.
"Bringing

"Mutt

4k

Up Father"
Lyceum

Jen*'

National Chicago.
Detroit.

"Sweetest Girl In Dixie" Gaycty Louisville.
"The Natural Law" Imperial Chicago.

Thurston Grand O

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE,

H

Youngstown O.

Lou Shean has purchased the Marie James
Shean has been a producer.

Majestic Theatre BIdg.

the female leading role of "Cheating Cheaters."

agency.

Ben
4

N

Williams Mollle 4-0 Berchel Dea Moines la 11
Gayety Omaha Neb.

CHICAGO

York.

"Grown Up Babies"

Terra Haute In4 11

4-6 Bastable Syracuse 7-0
Lumberg Utlca 11 Gayety Montreal.
"Some Babies" 4-6 Cort Wheeling
Va 8
Canton 7-8 Grand Akron O 11 Empire Cleve-

all offers after

Harrington

(C)

Woodward Harvey
Worden Mrs H

EFFIE MACK

(Comedian)

O H

Maids"

"Social

(Pkg)

Lillian

Warren ft Conley
Warren Spencer
Weber ft Wilson (C)

ft Seamon's Now York 11
Empire Brooklyn.
"Review of 1018" 4 Star Toronto 11 Savoy

White Mis B
White Martha
Wilbur

W

O.

Reeves Al 4 Hurtlg

Welch Emmett
Wells Mr & Mrs G
West Eugene
West Leila
Western Helen
Weston Verna
Wheeler Bert B
Wheeler Dick
White Deer Princess

Wlllins Burt (C)

218,

Building— Bryant 28&0.

Marlon Dave 4 Empire Albany 11 Gayety
Bob ton.
"Merry Rounders" 4 Gayety Montreal 11 Em-

TRUNK—SCENERY

with

ARENA MUSICAL BUREAU. Room

IX)MI1>SKD.

Eileen

Huban

replaced Cathloen

Nesbit

In

to the

has gone
Gurrlck as an assistant treasurer.

I^ewlw, treasurer of the Gaiety,

VARIETY
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OA

HOME
RUNS

Music by

Words by

LEW BROWN.

ALBERT VON TILZE

BUT NOT GOOD-BYE

is a virtue, but it can be overdone.
Up until the present moment, we have refrained from telling you what a wonderful song this is. The
unusual success that hundreds of performers are making with it has caused our enthusiasm to burst all bounds, and we are forced to say that
"AU REVOIR, BUT NOT GOOD-BYE, SOLDIER BOY,** is showing all thesigns of a new record breaker.

Modesty

:

Words by AL. HARRIMAN

Music by

JACK EG

OF A

Eddie Cantor's sensational hit in Ziegfeld's Follies. All indications point toward
the greatest hit on record. Get it on before everybody beats you to it

145

it

being

BROADWAY MUSIC COR

W. 45th ST.

NEW YORK CITY
St**

VARIETY
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HOME

9

RUNS
r©rds

by

LEW BROWN

Music by

RUBEY COWAN

TO MARRY

Can you pick a hit? Why not start in now and try your skill? "CARO
the country aa being a natural hit. If yon haven't heard "CAROLINA" as

LINA" has been pronounced by
yet,

send for a copy and see

the most capable popular song critics in

how your judgment compares

Words by
AL.

with

Music by

theirs.

JACK EGAN

HARRIMAN

LITTLE

(I'LL

CALL

HOME, SWEET HOME)
—well this song belongs in that class,

IT

You've all heard the expression, "18 karat gold" or "sterling sllrer"
M
Nuf sed."
but your fellow artists will do the telling.

You are going

to hear a lot

more about

it,

_

ATION,

WILL VON TILZER, President

145 N.

CLARK

CHICAGO,

ST.

ILL.

VARIETY
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.

SYLVIA

THE COURTNEY SISTERS I CL ARK
HAVE ADDED

DEAR DADDY TO
As Their
This

the Ballad Internationally

is

by the

"Stop

Star Feature Song

Two

AD This War

Known

"Kick" Lines

and Give Us Victory"

and "Send Back Dear Daddy To
Professional copies, vocal orchestrations

and dance

(all

Me"
keys)

arrangements to performers entitled
to them.

Address JOS. W. STERN & CO., 1556 Broadway
HARRY TENNY,
119

E.

ALMA

8KIDMORE

North Clark

SAN FRANCISCO

DETROIT

CHICAGO
WILL

226

Street

MATTIMOE

SANDERS

M.

Prof. Mgr.

P. T.
151 Powell Street

Commonwealth Arena*

PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

PHILIP L. PONCE
Windsor Hotel

Hotel Brewster

CHAS.

LANG

"That Klassy

Little

Klown"

After completing a most happy
tour of the B. F. Keith New York
houses, will tour the Provinces.
I

am

going to

—

March 4
March 11
Louisville, March 18
Columbus, March 25

Pittsburgh,
Friday, "The Man Who Stayed at Home"
played its hundredth performance at the Play-

Of Course You Don't
know

about our original ideas in

SCENERY
CORNCOB CUT UPS

SIGNOR WESTONY

WM. FRIEDLANDER
BESSIE CLAYTON
FLETCHER NORTON
MOLLIE WILLIAMS
JIMMY HUSSEY
can

tell

you about our work.

GOLDING,
Putnam Bldg.

—1493

Lillian Cullen has Joined
member of the chorus
study.

as

"Leave It to Jane"
and utility under-

last week
latter was

taken HI.

"The Wanderer," whlrh Is on Its last two
weeks at the Auditorium, will hare a two
weeks' run In Milwaukee before It starts Its

summer run on

the Pacific Coast.

The Women's Auxiliary

the American
Theatrical Hospital gave a card party Feb.
28 at the Stratford Hotel to add to the fund
of

of the hospital.

Lew Rosenthal, who booked six and a half
weeks of Kansas City time for the W. V. M. A.,
has gone on the road for the association as a
traveling representative.
His book has been
taken over by WUJle Derger.
Dean, treasurer at the Auditorium, left
to go to the Coast with Dana Hayes,
ahead of Kolb and Dill. "The High
Coat of Loving" will play In Spokane before
going to the Coast.
Cliff

Inc.

SCENIC STUDIOS
506

Elliot, Comstock & Gest announce that "Chu
Chin Chow" will come to the Auditorium In
February. 1910.

Ruby RoBalle, of the ballet In "The Wanderer," took the place of Mile. Carmen one night
on ten minutes' notice, when the

But

10

house.

Broadway

Bryant €483

Futuristic sets a specialty

this

who

week
is

March 3, "Rambler Rose," with
Julia Sanderson and Joseph Cawlhorn, to the
Illinois; March 4, Chauncey Olcott In "Once
Upon a Time" to the Olympic.
Coming:

Nan Halperln purchased 600

pairs

of

aox

Indianapolis,
which she forwarded to Co. C. 125th
Expeditionary Force, In France.
Miss Halperin Is godmother of the company,
and each week sends $25 worth of tobacco for

this week,

Engineers,

the boys.

Harry Conor has been replaced by Sam
Edwards In "Fancy Free," which opened this
week at the Garrlck. Ray Raymond has been
given a featured rating in the show, and his

name now stands equal with Marilynn

Miller's.

John T. Murray and Mack Marshall of
"Maytlme" at the Stndebaker both expect to
be called in the next draft. Each tried to get
Into the officers' training camps. Murray was
born In Australia, but Is a naturalized citizen.

The present vaudeville tour of Walter C.
Kelly, the "Virginia Judge." may be his last.
He and his brother own a construction company In Philadelphia, which has Just won several new contracts, Including that for the new
Philadelphia public library.

Canton, April 1
Cincinnati, April 8

Grand Rapids, April 15
Palace, Chicago, April 22

Toledo, 0., April 29
Dayton, May 6
Cleveland, May 13

Youngstown, May 20
Erie,

May

27

^

Ann Orr of "Leave It to Jane" has reserved
100 seats for one performance at the La Salle
to take care of her sister members of the St.
Academy alumni.
She obtained
stage training in private theatricals

Alphonsus
her

first

when a student

at this Chicago school.

Chester Rice has had a lot of luck ahead of
shows. For 24 weeks he piloted "The Boomerang" during its record Chicago run. Now he
Is ahead of David Warfleld.
He will remain
In Chicago all of next year, opening Labor
Day with Ina Claire In "Polly with a Past,"
and then "Tiger Rose," with which he will
finish the season.

Before Hugh Ward, the Australian manager,
Chicago recently he offerod Oscar Shaw, of
"Leave It to Jane," a two years' contract for
Australia at $700 a week, with first class
paaaage to and back from the anUpodes, and

This

Week

(Feb. 25),

left

with the provision that the management should

Bushwick, Brooklyn
Direction, JAS.

PLUNKETT

VARIETY
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SERGT. ABE OLMAN'S NEWEST SONG HIT!
"CHUCK" REISNER and ED. ROSE WROTE THE WORDS
IT IS BETTER THAN "SHELTERING PALMS"

a

PICK

A

LITTLE

ff

1

A

A

BEAUTIFUL
STORY

HAUNTING
MELODY
-

AND

SEND

IT

OVER TO ME

NOT FORGETTING

FAUGH
THE IRISH BATTLE CRY
I

WISH YOU ALL THE LUCK

IN

THE WORLD

ALL THAT THE TITLE IMPLIES
Professional Copies and Orchestrations

now ready
PHONE

WIRE

WRITE

FORSTER MUSIC
Room

PUB.,

Inc.,

CHICAGO,

Cohan's Grand Opera House
EZ KEOUGH, Manager
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: Pantages Theatre Building. JACK LaFOLLETTE, Manager
42,

ILL.

—

.

VARIETY
AT

W.

KEITH'S

B. F.

ALHAMBRA THEATRE THIS WEEK

(SAILOR)

J.

REILLY

IS

STOPPING THE SHOW
WITH

"WHATU WE DO

WITH HIM, BOYS"

(The Yanks Made a Monkey Out of You)

JOE MORRIS MUSIC

Publishe d by
pay the
these

CO.,

Shaw

enticements,

Despite
decided to

ence.

One of the
Al PlantadoBl is In Chicago.
deals he made was to purchase from Roger
Graham, for what Is said to be a record price,
Graham's number, "Bring Bsck My Soldier
Boy to Me." The song was written by Prank
Graham baa a
Maglnl and Walter Hlrsch.
new rainy day "blues" song called "Has Anybody Seen My Corrcene?" which he thinks will

money on

they represent the highest art In painted setThe costumes are eye-dazzling and
The girls are shapely and tuneful.
The lady who dances while the costumes are
being changed Is a wizard for slam-bang
tings.
spick.

Fred Steward, with the Shuberts here for

years as treasurer of the Princess and
Studebaker theatres, is now treasurer of the

many

In a dainty singing,

Salle.

novelty.

Staged and

produced by V. Chandler
Smith. Opening enr Vaudeville

When Harry

Ridings offered an elephant as
hiB contribution to the Stage Women's War
Relief Fair at the Auditorium this week his
donation was received with mixed emotions
by the committee in charge. Mrs. J. M. Harris,
chairman of the doll booth, finally discovered
a postscript on Mr. Riding's letter which
"It Is a toy elephant,
solved the problem.
which I neglected to state," he added thoughtDolls for Mrs. Harris' booth were
fully.
donated by Helen Lackaye, Rita 8tanwood,
Jane Cowl. A dele Rowland, Fannie Brlce,
Lucille Cavanaugh, Mrs. George K. Spoor, Nan
Halperln, and others.

Season In

An*est.

MORETTE SISTERS

Jack Fox has been barred by many bookers

of

A number

of

show folk attended the funeral

Ray Merwln on Washington's Birthday.

from the residence of his wife's family. 5018
Services were held In
No. Ashland avenue.
the St. Thome* of Canterbury Church. The
John J. Nash,
following were pallbearers:

Ralph Kettering. John Bently. Raymond RayAmong
fle.ld. Joseph Young and Everett Hayes.
thor.c who attended the funeral were J. C.
Matthews, Lee Kraus, Harry Splngold, Lew

Cantor. Charles Nelson, Warren .Warren, Sam
Tuck. Fred Lincoln. Normou Klsslck. "Shorty"
Albnnv. A. E. Meyer*. George Webster. Oast
Interment
Gourdun and Will Cunningham.
was ut Mt. Carmel.

X

I
COLUMBIA

(Frank O. Parry, mgr.).— Bur-

lesque Revue.
COKT (U. J.

Herman, mgr.).— "The Naughty
Wife," with Charles Cherry and Lucille Watson, opened

(1st week).

BNGLEWOOD

(J.

D.

Whitehead, mgr.).—

"Mischief Makers."

EMPIRE

(Art

Moeller,

GARRICK

Crawford

(Wm.

mgr. )

.-

mgr.).

—Clifton

"Fancy Free" opened big

In

OAYETY

Currle,

list

mgT).— "Hello

Girls."

ILLINOIS (R. Tlmponl, mgr.).— "Follies"
to a close of Its successful run (10th
week). "Rambler Rose." with Julia Sanderson and Joseph Cswthorn, Mar. 3.
IMPERIAL (Will Spink, mgr.).— "Bringing
Up Father."
LA SALLE (Nat Royster, mgr.).— "Leave It
to Jane," capacity business nightly (5th week).
NATIONAL (John Barrett, mgr.).— "The Nacoming

—

OLYMPIC (Abe Jacobs, mgr.). Last week,
after successful run, of Kolb ft Dill In "High
Chauncey 01Cost of Loving" (10th week).
cott In "Once Upon a Time," Mar. 4.

PLAYHOUSE (Ouy Hardy, mgr.).— "The
Man Who Stayed at Home," still staying (10th

week

)

PRINCESS
Annie"

(2d

POWERS

ARE YOU
LOOKING

FOR
TBE BEST

(Will Singer, mgr.).— "De Luxe
week).

—

(Harry J. Powers, mgr.). David
Warfleld in "The Music Master," with seats
selling four weeks In advance (6th week).

Immense

returns.

GARTER (Wm. Roche,
Mollle Williams Durlesquers.
STUDEDAKER (Louis Judah,
STAR

ft

mgr.).

mgr.).—

"Maytlme" (8th week).

MAJESTIC

(William O. Tlsdale, mgr.; OrEheum rehearsal, U.30). Robert Edeson. the
eadliner, did not appear Monday afternoon,
railroad
delayed
somewhere
because
of
troubles
Victor Moore and Co. replaced,
The show Is a
doubling from the Palace.
snappy and entertaining one this week, shaping up stronger than the sverage run of Ma;

—

;

M.

J.

Kalashen
14

Cooper Square

New York

His routine

Is a bit monotonous but he redeems it with his tunnel trick at the finish,
when he goes through two long papier mache

tunnels, 16 Inches high, on his skates, doing
a "split" stunt.
La Zar and Dale followed.
It took them some time to get started, as the
overdone stuttering held back such action as
they offer before they go Into their regular
work, the musical act, when Dale does a nifty
violin and a tantalizing trombone, and La Zar
make a piano take a line of Jokes. The finish

was
(Robert Shoenecker,

tural Law."

nson,

mgr.).— "Innocent

Maids."

Lucille Cavanagh and
jestic bills of late.
Co., held over, appear as the extra feature.
The really top notch In the performance came

with the appearance of Lillian Shaw (New
Acts) when applause of the sort not common
to matinees at this dignified house broke
loose.
Rexo, the skater, opened, making a
good Impression In neat afternoon attire.

The

steps.

dancing and mnslcal

Heede, formerly treasurer at the
La Salle, has put in his application for the
Until he Is called to serve
aviation corps.
he will be assistant to Treasurer Raymond
West, of the new Woods theatre, when It opens.
Charlie

the Affiliated Booking Company, and bis
resignation has been asked by the independent
Booking Agents' Association as result of a
benefit for the late Ray Merwln, one of the A.
Merwln, a very popular man In
B. C. bookers.
the A. B. C., died under tragic circumstances.
Two weeks before his death his first born
Following
child, a babe of two weeks, died.
his death. Mrs. Merwin was prostrated, and It
was learned that she was In need. The Independent agents got up a collection to aid the
It la said the barred man was the
widow.
His
only agent who refused to contribute.
resignation was asked forthwith.

—

"The Song and Dance Revue."
There are half a dozen special drops, snd

be a successor to "Nobody."

of

that

"What Next?"

stick to "Jane."

La

City

she showed for her specialty In
closed, holding the entire audiShe appeared In "oneT> In a frock and
talked to the audience for half a minute In
kidding strain, then the olio went up and she
shed her duds and went Into her gymnastics,
which she has a way of executing In manner
rivaled only by lttle LeiUel.
McVICKER'S (Jack Burch, mgr. ; agent, W.
V. M. A.). Pepple-Greenwald spent a lot of
act

Income tax of the actor.

alluring

New York

145 West 45th Street^

satisfactory.

Wilfred Clarke and his company, Including
the vivacious Grace Menken, played "His Reel
Trouble," a sketch similar In manner end
technique to those that this standard vaudeville
farceur has shown for many years.
This is by no means the befit of his skits.
Its comedy Is of the run-In-and-out style,
and there are many puns that are sent across
for laughs but flivver before they land. Speed
is
the principal virtue of the vehicle and
through this the house Is held. The plot has
to do with two motion pictures In which the
scandalously
involved.
principals
are
It
would help enormously would make this a
strong sketch without doubt If flashes of the
As It
pictures talked about could be shown.
is the comedy action comes off outside and
the actors have to talk about it. The act did
not register.
Helen Trix, Introducing her peachy little
The
sister, Josephine, bad a path of roses.
harmonizing entrance of these two girls,
neatly dressed and singing with soft and
perfectly synchronizing voices, paved it. Helen
then did the better part of her regular planologue act, with Josephine walking in In Irish
costume to chime and to do gestures and a
Then Helen abandoned the piano
little dance.
and she and the cutle went Into a slater
number, song and dance. Josephine showing
herself a sprightly and promising stepper, and
they were brought back for a patriotic encore.
The Cavanagh act was wholesomely received
and went as well as on the opening matinee
Cooper and Ricardo were
week ago.
a
moved up a notch and sent in to follow Miss
Shaw, a hard spot for Miss Ricardo, who
fourd that coming In the wake of the expert
and veteran Miss Shaw with Yiddish comedy
and dialect songs Is no light task. Cooper,
with his mellow ballad voice, sang "Ruby's
Prayer" to a stiff hand, and the comedy, except that it suffered from propinquity to Miss
Shaw, ran through happily.
Dainty Maria, doing without revision the

—

—

solitary

young

Adam

In

this

opulent Eden has a good voice. Withal, there
Is something lacking.
There ore no lines, no
gags, no laughs in the piece. A few of those,
with a comedy character to relieve the dancing and singing routine, would make a first
rate revue of the present offering.
The first
setting Is an eye-compelling beach scene.
This changes to a hunting scene, then a
futurist drop In brown.
Appropriate costunmes accompany each number. The Plckard
Trio opeued with a comedy acrobatic act.
Two of the three are clown-costumed, but the
straight man Is the one who does the most
difficult stunts on the bars.
The act Is sn
excellent opener.
Santuccl with bis accordeon couldn't seem to give the audience
enough. He was repeatedly recalled and applauded. Brenda Fowler and Co. followed In
a war "slacker" sketch.
Miss Fowler's restrained, unaffected treatment of the mother
role stands out In contrast to the usual overdone, maudlin delineation. The plot Is as old
at least as the war. But It Is very well done,
and a novelty Is Introduced when the painting
of the "Spirit of '76" comes to life, and the
Btaunch drummer delivers his message to
the son. Bet is and Chldlow with small talk
on poker, and the embarrassments of Its
terminology to sn Englishman, amused. Poker
Is almost aa universal aa love, and any gags
about either usually score.
Eastman snd
More, attired respectively as a surveyor and
a gypsy queen, waste a lot of time In Inconsequential chatter when they should be doing
Both
what they know bow to do singing.
have splendid voices, and their rendition of
the Americanized "Auf Weldersehn" got a big
Con Conrad opened cold, grew warm
hand.
and finished hot with his character songs and
Conrad introduced himself in verse,
piano.
and sang a snatch of his old songs that he
He
popularized before he went to London.
delivered one number which might be "blue"
Swing.
If It weren't done so guilelessly.
WILSON AVENUE (Mitchell Llcalzl, mgr.).
—Agent W. V. M. A.).— A high grade, well
balanced, intelligent program of good entertainment, as is customary at this house. Billy
Klnkaid opened with his bagpipes, balancing
and weight lifting. Although somewhat hoarse,
Billy's witty comment in Scotch dialect as he
His best
did his tricks helped his offering.
trick is lifting a glass of Sotch with his teeth,
balancing on his hands, while maneuvering a
tray on his head, and finally elevating the
glass so that the liquor within goes where good
Scotch is supposed to go. His act Is an ideal
one for opening. Saxon and Clinton won the
house with their character songs. Miss Saxon's
rube delineations are famous, and her partner
at the piano, with comedy signs announcing
the numbers, kept the audience amused while

—

MARIE

CLARKE
LA VERE
and

EARL

in

"HIS FRIEND MAGGIE"
This week (Feb. 25)
Half— narlem O. H., New York
Half— Proctor's 125th Street, New York

First

Last

Direction,

BILLY GRADY

VARIETY

THE SONG THAT

IS

CREATING A RIOT

"WHAT'LL WE DO WITH HIM, BOYS"
k

(The Yanks

Made a Monkey Out

Stops the show cold.

of You)

Lots of "Punch" catch

THE "STAR" SONG THAT

IS

lines.

SWEEPING THE COUNTRY

"There's a Service Flag Flying at Our House'
Every "Topliner"

in the business is using this song.

'

WHY NOT YOU?

GOING BIGGER THAN EVER

"Say a Prayer For The Boys Out There*
Always good for three or four encores.

THE NEW SENSATIONAL BALLAD HIT

"A Mother's Prayer For Her Boy Out There"
A

Baby Song!

A

Mother Song!

A

Patriotic Song!

With a beautiful

obligato.

THE SONG "SURPRISE" OF THE SEASON

"After

The War

Over"

Is

Will There Be Any Home Sweet Home ?
The biggest selling "War" Song on the market. A sure

A BEAUTIFUL SEMI HIGH CLASS BALLAD
ti

hit.

A "SURE FIRE" SOUTHERN SONG

BEFORE s W0RLD1BEGAN

»

"WHO

Published in 3 Keys

SAID DIXIE"
Great for Double

JOE MORRIS MUSIC CO.
145
PHILADELPHIA
136 N. 9th St,

STREET, NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO, GRAND OPERA HOUSE BLDG.

WEST

DETROIT
213

Woodward

Aye.

45th

PITTSBURGH

BOSTON

236 4th Ave.

230 Trcmont St.

ST. LOUIS
823 Holland Bid*.

—
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Grace La Rue
PALACE,

NEW

THE FAYNES

We

Invite ill Sinking

Members

P'oiession

!hc Theatrical

of

to

(Feb. 25-March 4)

Examine an Assortment

of

CHESTER

GREAT NEW UNPUBLISHED SONG NUMBERS

FreaeaUag

-Df

WEEK

YORK, THIS and NEXT

A CONgKRYATORT"
*

F

«

r»m 01« W Mid
,

H ii

t

\

I

It

Rex Adams and

hir changes.

Vera Thoma

S»

nslderably Improved their

act, "After the Ball," since their last

appearance at the Windsor some weeks ago. Joseph
Santley presented the act at the time.
A
special drop Is used, representing the exterior
of a fashionable home, with a practical door.
The chatter consists of the man's denunciation
of his wife following her roughnecking at the
rausicale, her first society
function.
MIrs
Thomas baa added "They Oo Wild, Simply
Wild Over Me" to her routine. The song, is
worked into the plot, and she puts it over
splendidly. The act. smoothed out and trained
down as It has been, is worthy of a big time
showing. J. C. Mack and Co. kept the house
roaring with their funny sketch, "On a Busy
Street." - Years do not dull the ludicrous
aspect of Mack's old lady characterisation.
There is only one such extant In vaudeville.
It belongs to Mack, who created It.
Nobody
tries to steal the character, because it Is
highly doubtful If any body but Mack could
The boy in the act baa a
get away with It.
ringing voice, and slngB a couple of songs.
The Ross Brothers, diminutive boxers, clqsed

Personal Representative,

KNICKERBOCKER HARMONY STUDIOS

Players In Europe desiring to advertise
VARIETY, and wishing to take advantage of the Prepaid Rates allowed, may
secure the same, if at the time of mailing

New
it

is

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FOR-

WARDING
Carlton

St.,

Regent

St.,

CO.
S.

His sunny smile and his rotund personality

RACE and EDGE

metropolitan consumption ; but through it
shines Moore, and whatever ha does he makes
seem worth whHe, and so it la; he gives aa
much with a smile or a little grimace aa
many can bring about with scenery, effecta,
effort and artistic gripping. Aa he works along
In this vehicle he will smooth it out and enhance it until he unquestionably will bring it
to the full standard of hla reliable old one,
though, of course, he misses the comely
assistance of Mrs. Moore. For a single act It

NOW—PROCTOR'S FIFTH AVE., New York

For uniformity in exchange,
Mall Co. will accept deposits for

the

Pall

VARIETY

at four shilling*, two pence, on the dollar.

Through

this

manner

of

transmission,

danger of loss to the player is averted;
full risk and acknowledges the Pall Mall Co.'a receipts as its
own receipts for all money placed with
the Pall Mall to VARIETY'S credit.
all

VARIETY assumes

The

Artistic

ARTHUR KLEIN

Direction,

(Earl Steward, mgr. Orpbeumj.
A big comedy bill and an all-around gala
show this week. Only one weak turn, and that
not without its bright spots.
The hits were
liberally spread about and the honors shared
by half a dozen acts, of which the following
order is an attempt to record the respective
favor of the audiences as shown by applause
Sallle Fisher and Co.
Rockwell and Wood
Victor Moore
Bert Baker and Co.
Frank
Burt and Co. Lightnera and Alexander Wilson and Aubrey Trio opened and the Apollo
Trio closed.
Edna Lucy, appearing No. 2,
suffered a series of cold returna from .the
house.
In an opening song about "Sammy in
Paris" she got a poor start, as the song is
empty and not her kind in any event. She
then did Impersonations, choosing for her
;

;

;

;

;

;

women stars famous for their indiIn turn she did Lillian Lorraine,
vidualities.
Ikil Baker, Mary Nash, Nora Bayes and LauIn the
rette Taylor, unfortunate selections.
two dramatic bits she revealed a ringing voice
for Uiat style of matter, and it is suggested
subjects

W., London

PLUNKBTT

carry him through anything, and so they give
him a salutary Tift here. The present not la

Luby has

talent.

She needs a manager or an

adviser.

But with Ed Johnston and Jeanette Buckstarted the big show.
This flute-blowing
eccentric bus a quaint way of making fun,
draggy, but never boresome.
The trio got
plenty of hearty laughs.
The Llghtner Sisters and Newton Alexander were switched up
to follow, skimming with satisfactory results
through a routine of harmony comedy singing
ley

in

B.

take this opportunity to thank the various managers for
their many kind offers.

PALACE

EUROPE
advertising copy direct to VARIETY,
York, the amount in payment for
placed in VARIETY'S credit at the

JAMBS

We

with training routine and a three round exhibition bout.
Bwing.

NOTICE FOR

1CWCSSTON

The Chinese Puzzle

u

Miss Saxon

A.

and piano work.
Sallle Fisher was moved up to come next,
its recent knockout at the
Majestic.
Miss Fisher's voice seemed exceptionally fine and heart-reaching.
After the
curtain had been dropped she had to come
before it and bow and bow, though she and

and the act outdid

her company had taken a dozen In the set.
Victor Moore, entering to a hospitable tattoo,
next. When a man who for years played

came

an act called "Change Your Act" does change
his act, he lays himself wide open.
Moore,
beioyed_by_scL_many, can afford to do that.

Triumph

N

I

that if she would get a nketch or straightaway
recitation she would be welcome in vaudeville,
for she has sightly appearance and attractive
But as an impersonator she is
vocal quality.
In dialect
totally misled and entirely miscast.
Miss
efforts she was least of all effective.

ERS

essentially a "single," though he employs one
carried assistant, dressed like a stagehand,
and uses a couple of regular crew men and
The material apthe orchestra for feeders.
pears to be not quite ready for the best of

measures np now.

And following him arrived Bert Baker, for
so many years a favorite "tad," now as a
straight comedian without distinct makeup or
costume, only aa a middle-aged lawyer with
fingers Itching to tickle the pretty ladies unIn his company appeared another
primeval star of the old-time burleaquea, Ida
Emerson, looking stately and well preserved.
For continuous laughs this vehicle cannot be
outstripped.
It has to do with the lying husband, and the stratum of prevarications upon

der the chin.

The humor is low without
being shocking. The action is a mile a minute.
Strange this delineator of a distinct stage
clown type for so many eons la funnier than
he has ever been, without the speech, mannerisms or external applications of that style.
Coming on late, Rockwell and Wood najled
the house with hammering attack from the
word go, and in five minutes had 'em doubled
up in that inimitable "are you sure you mean
The comedian haa a
right by me, Al?" bit.
rich vein of satire that hits amidships and
bores through without resistance.
No one
can fight off laughter at that kind of stuff,
shot as It Is with skillful delivery as keenly
The fnlsb, with one of
Ironic as the patter.
the boys banjolng and the other getting miracles of tune out of a ten-cent tine fife, took
these lads away booriMng and brought them
back bowing.
Lait.
fibs Is irresistible.

AKE-UP
Kst.

HINKY

<

.

MINI

TROVELLO

AMERICAN VENTRILOQUIST

H. Inc

Presenting

"THE AVIATING CHAUFFEUR"

STETSON and HUBEi;
of

the

Varieties

at

M.
DimiiMi

and

A.

waini CHimrv

"OLD ZIP LIZAR COON"

WELL, APTT THAT HOT COBjjT

KEITH'S PALACE THIS

ELSA RUEGGER
and

(Feb.

25)

and Co.

CELLIST

ZHAY CLARK

WEEK

EDMUND LICHTENSTEIN

;

.
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WE'VE BUILT A REPUTATION
THE HOUSE OF IRISH HITS
as publishers- of Irish song successes second to

so

it

we

stands to reason that

none

world and thru them have become known as

in the

are unusually core/of before announcing
Profession

a new one

to our singing friends in the

will surely add to this reputation, as it is without doubt one of the most beautiful and sympathetic Irish Ballads,
from every standpoint, that we have ever published and will equal if not surpass in popularity any of the great
9
successes we ve given you up to now.
1

*

The lyric by PHIL. H. ARMSTRONG will surely appeal to not alone every Irish heart, but to every lover
of a good poem, white the music by DANIEL 7. SULLIVAN, is typically Irish and as Vowing and singable as
you could wish for, with a "punch" climax that every singer will revel in.

PROFESSIONAL COPIES AND ORCHESTRATIONS
/

T A

IVI
\A/ I EDWARDS

IVI.

THOS. J.QUIGLLY
Chic.jyu. III.
SchAlef B.dg.

EO.

Phil Jdelphi.i, Pa.
35 S Ninth St.

.

508

SONS

&

IK

Ffc

BROWNE

AL.

S.in

JACK LAHFY

Fr.jncisco, Cil.
P-int.igeK Bldu.

JACK CROWLEY
Frov-tencc, R.

Boston, M.iss.
218

Tremont

St.

18

Belknap

An
VARIETY

d^Ua

SAN FRANCISCO

Keith'a Royal,

New

and

18—

fit

Creasy and Dayne (h.

last

"THE PARCEL POST MAN"

Ull

o.)

success.
changed their bill,

Direction,

JOE MICHAELS

ter throughout.

Thre Halgs, closed successThe Shea Sis-

fully.
Jess and Dell, novelty.
ters, added, did fairly.

ALCAZAR
CORT

—

(Geo. Davis, mgr.). "Captain
(Charles Rugglos).
(Homer F. Curran, mgr.). "Cleo-

Kldd. Jr."

—

well.
Johnny Singer and dancing dolls, excellent in opening spot.
Tal Ling Sing, nov-

& W. V. A. vaudeville.

HIPPODROME.— Irving
opened.
Forrest,

and
Montrose,
Stanley and Lea. artistic.
B. Kelly
show hit. Tate's "Motoring," laugh-

The
Chauncey Olcott
of Vaudeville

Opera Home,
New York

Comedy*

Dancing?,

Cyellag?

Direction

KAUFMAN
Broadway Tkoitre

St

Bltfg..

HYDE
Now York

City

New York
The

rest of the song, dance,

"nut" comedy, Indian club Juggling
swinging gets over nicely.
The Ten
Efficiency Girls (New Acts) concluded the
vaudeville.
Picture, "The Strong Way."

and

S—Cantonment. HatUoaburg. MUfl.

"

The Latin Quarter Opera Co., at the Washington Square theatre for the past few weeks,
seems to be firmly established In San Francisco, and may become a permanent Institu-

T— Tonga,

Toronto
8-14— LoeVa, Hamilton, Can.
S-

tion here.

18-SS— Loaw'a, Mentieal

Fred Tracy (Tracy and Carter) has purchased an Interest In the Flsk Music Publishing Co. here, and expects to be located In
the city permanently.

mm

COLUMBIA (Gottlob & Marx, mgrs.).—
"Johnny Get Your Gun" (first week).
SAVOY (Harry Davis, mgr.).— Will King
stock, with Bonita and Lew Hearn (tenth
week

scored.

—Street,
Harlem

Feb. 28-Mar.

April

offering "The Village Lawyer."
Al Shayne
duplicated last week's hit.
Harry Gilfoil In
"The Gay Old Sport," fairly well received.
PANTAGES.— Lottie Mayer and diving girls,
usual diving turn.
Joseph Greenwald and
Co., good laughing sketch.
Brooks and Powers,«hlt of show.
Beatrice McKenzie, did

elty,

Singing-.
United Tin*

March 4-10— MoYlcaefs. Chicago
11-17—Orpaomm, Detroit
18-14— MUVs. Clerelaad
" 18-81—Colonial. Brio, Pa.

O'DOIMIM

week'e

MOON

Feb. 28-March 8

York.

Three Dashing Tounf Malta
and • Real Coatdiaa

patter,

—

eclipsed

I

any big time program.

March 4-f—81et

PANTAGE8 THEATRE BLDG.

(holdovers)

Emporium

thing more recent.

VARIETY'S

Levey and Larry Ackerlind handicapped by
opening position.
Santl and his Oriental
dances closed. Paul Morton and Naomi Glass

Next to Palace Theatre
KING
MITM
PI

M.

Kansas cay, Mo.
Ne\* Orleans, La,
Gaiety Theatre Bldg. 1028 Breirvillc St.

MARK LEVY

act of class that will

Criticism, Feb.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

(Fred Henderson, gen. mgr.
agent, direct).
Bill not up to its usual house
standard.
Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfleld did
fairly well.
"The Propville Recruit" got by
through a vigorous use of the flag. Arline

HAL

Minn

FARCEUBS
Direction,

ROSE

NEXT WEEK (Feb. SS)
TOPEKA— WICHITA. KAN.

Paul,

ALAN

"On the Boardwalk"
INTER-STATE TIME

N. Y.

ROSS McCLUU!
St.

ALL KEYS

Cameron and DeVitt

BRETON

ORPHEUM

St

AL COOK, 1562 Broadway.
KHE--D HAHHISON H.
Baltimore, Wd.
New -Heiii/ Hotel

MABEL

Ted and Corinne

Phone, Douglas

I.

IN

patra"

(film, third

week).

)

CASINO
PRINCESS

— Bert

(Lester

Fountain,

mgr.).

— A-H

(Bert Levey, leasee and mgr.).

Levey vaudeville.

WIGWAM

W.

V.

(Jos. F. Bauer, mgr.).— A-H *
A. vaudeville.
Bill attractive and pleasing.

CASINO.— 17.

Goodhue, the dancing banjolat, opened.
His
neat appearance helped. George and May Le
The act
Fevre were second with dancing.
looks good, barring George's eccentric number. In which he does a "nance." This should
be cut. at least the make-up. It failed to get
a laugh, and laughs are something the act
Ma re ton and Manley, a good
doesn't need.
looking girl, and an English comedian, were
well received with patter and two or three exclusive songs. Tho star act was "The Unfair
Sex," a comedy sketch, well taken by Maggie
Le Claire. Katherlne Osborne and Oscar
One of the best acta here in a long
Brlggs.
Burns Sisters and Lou, piano-turn that
time.
bears tho earmarks of a Chautauqua tour but
with tho variety offered by the rest of the bill,
Fred and Mho Waddell's
they wor«* liked.
opening number might be changed for some-

Buster LaMar. planlste and singer, Joined
Shapiro-Bernstein's local staff this week.
Arline Levy, daughter of Archie Levy,
former local agent. Is making her big-time
debut at the Orpheum this week.

Larry Yoell Is now in the Broadway Music
Corporation's local office.
on argument as to the right
Charles Josselyn and Clay
Greene have withdrawn a play, Jointly
written by them, from the Little theatre,
AM
where it was to have been produced.
plays at the Little theatre are supposed to be

As a result of
to direct a play,
M.

in

Charles

W.

Dingle

"AN IRISHMAN'S
HALLOWE'EN"

Now

Playing

Direction,

Loew

Circuit

HARRY SHEA
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B. F. Keith's
rises

Circuit

United Booking

General Executive Offices
Putnam Building Times Square

New York

SCHENCK
JOSEPH M.Manager

(Agency)

PAVL KEITH,

A.

ALBEE,

E. F.

General

Vice-President and General

H.

J.

Manager

LUBIN

Booking Manager

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and

HODGDON

S. K.

New York

Palace Theatre Building

Feiber

lcw laying

off in

1

Southern territory wire this

office.

Chicago Office:
North American Building

City

AMALGAMATED

& Shea

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

1493 Broadway
(Putnam Building)

New York

President

City

General Executive Offices:
.

729

INDEPENDENT

VEV
CI RCUI

in the

Far West.

Work

Steady, Conaecutire

EXECUTIVE OFFICES— ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

Can arrange from three to five weeka between
Communicate by wire or letter.

Harry Rickard's

sallinsTS of

boots for Australia for oil

first-

Tivoli Theatres,Ausmi.iA

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA and AFRICA

HIGH

American Hrpri-s.enlative.NORM

FULLER'S

Australian
BEN

J.

FULLER

BOOKINGS ARRANGED
all

8tti!in.'5

i:.

v .m

Kr;m'isr<>

Head

Office.

mid Yun'ouvrr

A prn'S
Western Vaudrville Met*.' A»»n., Chicago

Capital, $3,000,000

Director

TIVOLI THEATRE. Sydney, As it rail a

AN JEFFERIES

Z. Vaudeville

Governing Director.

Combined

McINTOSH, Governing

I).
Kegi.tm.i niiic Aii.lrws •JirciiM.UY" SmIiuv

!';

M. D.

at Forty

St.

SIMMONS

General Booking Manager

ARTISTS

can secure long engagements by booking direct with us

for Novelty Feature Acts.

claea acts.

Knr

AVE.,

VAUDEVILLE

The Best Small Time

and N.

SEVENTH

The Western Vaudeville
Managers' Association^
MORT SINGER,

General

Manager—TOM CARMODY, Booking Manager

CHICAGO,

Majestic Theatre Building

ILL.

R«»> Ertate Tru»t Bldg.. PMIadtt»hls

ACTS DESIRING BREAK-IN
APPLY

16th St. Theatre
(Formerly Universal)
Not a tryout. We put you on the regular bllL

16th St.
Call or 'phone

and Fifth Art., Brooklyn
WM. RICH. 8outh
evening;

8597,

ACKERMAN & HARRIS,
AND

Hippodrome

Circuit

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION
NOW

IN THEIR

NEW

OFFICES

Circuit Bldg., 281 O'Farrell
ELLA HERBERT WESTON, San

St.,

San Francisco

Francisco Boeklnar Repreeentatlre

.
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YOU WANT A REAL
TREAT
WEEK

IF

DROP

IN

AND HEAR

AT KEITHS RIVERSIDE THEATRE THIS

PAT ROONEY

MARION BENT

and

WALTER DONALDSON'S and MONTY BklCE'S delightful little old fashioned waltz song

sing

Their rendition makes of

a

it

Classic
style of

and brings back tke days when Pat Rooney's father himself used just
song and they were such tremendous successes
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directed by Arthur Maitland, general director
of the company.
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AL COOK, 1502 Broadway.
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NEW ENGLAND BOOKING
fFRE MARDO

i

can ba arranged far acta psaytag that tarrltary ar dealriag the tinx

mm

third
W»«0»6TREer

FURNITURE
OR CREDIT
CASH
Eve«i»#w
Open

till

flaita 414.

PUTNAM

BOSTON BRANCH,

BUILDING,
Trement St,

Ill

ACADEMY
FEATURE ACTS WANTED

WRITE OR WIRE

t o'clock

SAM PAINB

The Washington Birthday week-end brought

With melodies of music that were deltghVfui in their pleasantries and depth of tune
and with a charm of their own that allowed
the score to be the predominating ieature of
the performance, "Miss Springtime" sung its

to this resort, and the first
really good business of the year waa experienced by the hotels and theatres. Lata oomers
were glad to ba able to get cota at the hoetclries and the "standing room only" eigne
risible for several days in the theatre
lobbies.

were

way

into capacity business the first three
days of the week at the Apollo theatre.

conjunctive appearance on any
stag* of Louis Mann and Sam Bernard In a

Speaking of Furniture de Luxe
tu apeak of the beauties that distinguish
imIt
HOIJ5WAS8BH furniture. ralaing delicate
measurably above the aTerage-the
and »neradesigning of the flneat Chippendale
pictureaque efferta of the French and
ffiiaAltinalaeance: the massive Pining Suitand William
ofthe Bngliata Queen Anne. Adam
dwell
and Mary poriods-and let ua especially.terms
upon the LOW PKICK8, wltb the c*nyenjen through
ANT home may possess them

LET

:

SftE
atwhlch

our Great March 8alea. Juat opening.

WBITB FO* KaTW S0-FAO1 CATALOOWi
AND 12-rAGB MARCH SALE CIBCULAB

la char*.

many thousands

ATLANTIC CITY.
BY CHARLES SCHEUBR.

The

CITY

the press.
Two sets of programs must be
printed ; one eet must have Mr. Bernard's
name first and the o(her Mr. Mann's. The
displays In Che theatre lobbies must be
equally nice in their impartiality.
So must
the lithographs.
The press agent must indeed labor arduously when these temperamental stars twinkle in the same sky.

BUFFALO

BIG

NSW TORE

first

new

American
comedy-drama
entitled
"Friendly Enemies," by Samuel Bhipman and
Aaron Hoffman is to take place at the Apollo
theatre Thursday night.
This production
brings with It an unusual "twist" to the
methods of theatrical publicity—one not par-

ticularly discernible to the public, but evidently of importance" to the two stars concerned.
For every poster in which Mr.
Mann's name appears first, there la one with
Mr. Bernard's name in the lead, and according to the contract the distinction must be
observed in the newspaper advertising and In
every line of printed matter that ia sent to

BOSTON.

BY LEUf LIBBBY.
KEITH'S (Robert O. Larson, mgr.

agent,
;
U. B. O.). Blanche Ring has never had any
trouble In carrying Boston audiences off their

—

feet, but Monday, In her new act, she waa at
It was only
her best In an excellent show.
the 10 p. m. closing mandate which prevented
her taking encores. The show is opened by
DeWitt Young and Sister In a juggling act
which has a striking black and white back-

ground for a setting. Austin Webb and Co.,
"Hit the Trail," have a good inoffensive
Mehllnger and
off
on Billy Sunday.
Meyers woke the bill up with a crash. Kmmett Corrlgan took the house by surprise.
His characters are less pretentious than hitherto and seemed to touch the audience by a
new and delightful vein. Delro had his usual
in
hit

Apartment with
Parted Farnitare
Valaa, *»00, new

Farniture

$375

$275
IImb

(Room

Pariad

$7M Valaa

$1,000

Prefesslensl
Discount «f

Value|Deposlt|Weekly

$1M
*uo

$10.00

It.M

$1*00

$100
$$oo
$400
$500

$20.00
$$0.00

$2.11
$2.00
13.01
$4.00

15%

New

for Cash

also

to

New York

Jersey and Connecticut.
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fcy ear ewe awter tree*.
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(Feb. 25), Woonsocket and

Paw tucket,

PERSONAL DIRECTION OF
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I.
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HERMAN
Artistic

and

HANLY

Melange ef Comedy, Bongs and Ptaaeiegve

aiaamoN.

Off

I4P.M
llt.M
I5.M
Larger Amounts up to $5,000

We

Week

value

$750
OUR LIBERAL TERMS

State,

This

Period

$585

Terms apply
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1U28 Greirvi|l<

success.
He had rather spoiled his act In
serious spots by talking soto voce to the
orchestra leader. DcLeon and Davles have an
ideal act In "Behind the Front"
It ia clean
as a whistle, droll and very cleverly, staged.
It is a pity Miss Davles, after displaying
several really exceptional costumes, should
close in a costume which is a long way from
doing her Justice. The act of the Four Kings
was cut short to come In under the 10 p.m.
ruling and resulted in a rather disappointing
closing. The feature wire stunts were entirely
omitted.
BOSTON (Charles Harris, mgr. agent, U.
B. 0.).-t-Filni is attracting, being "Men Who
Have Made Love to Me," adapted from the
book, "I, Mary Mac Lane."
Big advertising.
:

"JUMBLE IN"
Continuous

Rummage

Sale

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

The Stage Women's

War
101

Relief

West 43rd
(Massanine

Please give

all

Street

Floor)

the things that

you do not want, old or new,
large or small, personal or general.

In fact, "if

we want

you don't want

it,

it."

Now

Easily Accessible from West Side by
86th or 50th St. Crosstown Gars

f-Reem OaUto
Grand Rapids

Next to Palace Theatre

N. Y.

•

*
.

ALL KEYS

IN

rtcCLURt

"•

-

Mu

this

IRVING M. COOPER

ELVA GRIEVES
LSABaNG

WOMAN WITH

BEN WELCH'S BIG SHOW roe™ a

Direction.

aaaaa

••^^•'^•apajapipeajayaii

for an idea of what we
want. Anything from a needle to
a talking machine; clothes in good
condition, wearing apparel, of
every description, hits of ribbon,
laces, flowers and silk, any kind
of trimming, odds and ends of
everything^, mismated
jewelry,
real or imitation; stage costumes,
furs, feathers and frills, mismatched china, nicked or whole,
books and pictures, clean rugs
or carpets.

ON SALE
Autographed Photographs of
Celebrities,

Stage Costumes

Worn by

Famous Stars
Give What You Can
Come and Buy What

We Have

—

—

;

ANNOIRCEMEIT
Whom

To

May Concern
OSCAR osscreie*

house and opera.

OPERA HOU8B

also appointed sole agent for
the

is

SOCIETY OF

(B. D. Smith,

mgr.).—Sec-

AUTHORS,
COMPOSERS AND
PUBLISHERS OF
MUSIC
No

of
performance
public
French dramatic and musical
works may be given without
his consent, and all royalties
due for same are to be paid to
said OSCAR OSSO, who is the

SOLE DULY AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE of the following societies:

COPLEY (H. W. Pattee, mgr.).—"Inside the
Lines," sixth week, Due for at least another
Crawling up on the record made by
attraction last season at this house.
week.

(Charles Waldron. mgr.).—"TwenCentury Maids."
(Thomas H. Henry, mgr.).
"Rowland Girls' Show."
HOWARD (George B. Lothrop, mgr.).—
"Lady Buccaneers Burlesquers. Duffln-Rcdcay
Troupe heads house bill; Wilbur Held; Bias
and Gagne ; Blsle Stirk ; James and Baddy.
tieth

OAYBTY

Auteurs et ComRue Henner,
France

SocilttS des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Editeurs de Musique, 10 Rue Chaptal, Paris,

NEW YORK

Vaudeville la topped by the "Ragtime Dining
Car."
Includes Welling and Sylvia, Elate
White, Ernest Evans and Girls, and F"red

Webber.
;

agent, U. B.

BOWD01N (Al Somerbee, mgr.; agent, U.
Attracting.
B. O.).— Film, "The Christian."
Vaudeville: Howards; McMahon Sisters; Billy
Allen and Kenyon ; King and MilQlaaon
lards; Whltmark Serenadera,
ST. JAMES (Joseph Brennaa, mgr.; agent,
Loew).— Salvation Sue," headline; MoCorroack and Irving ; Duncan and Holt ; Magee
and Anita; Bell and Cron; "The Knife," film.
;

GLOBE

Loew).

(Frank Meagher, mgr.; agent,
dark this week.
Has been

—House

using pictures since stock venture proved unsuccessful.

ORPHEUM

(Victor J. Morris, mgr.; agent.
Solar, tops; Leila Shaw and

Loew).— Willie

Walton and Gilmore Minnie Harrison
Nettle
Carroll Troupe.
and Ryan
Film. "The Legion of Death."
8COLLAY OLYMPIA (James J. McQuln"The Warrior," film; vaudeville.
ness, mgr.).
GORDON'S OLYMPIA (Frank Hookallo,
mgr.).— "The Light Within," film; also war
Co.

;

;

Ryan

;

—

piclurea

;

vaudeville.

PARK (Thomas D. Sorlero, mgr. ) .— Pictures.
Musical acts interspersed.
SHU BERT (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "The Very
ErIdea" opened Monday to packed house.
nest Truex and Richard Bennett have leads.
This comedy brought to this house when a
shift sent Clifton Crawford in
hooked for here, to Chicago.

COLONIAL

"Fancy Free,"

—

OpenJ. Rich, mgr.).
Girl," which has the
as far as a musical show is
latest Klaw A Erlanger producconcerned,
tions. Beth Lydy and Billy B. Van head- cast.
Understood show has been given a thorough
revamping and is In good condition. Follows
most profitable engagement of Hitchcock.
PLYMOUTH (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "The
Man Who Camo Back" shifted from Wilbur,
where It had nine weeks of good business.
Engagement
Expect patronage to continue.
at this house Indefinite.
WILBUR (E. O. Smith, mgr. ) .—Opening of
William Gillette in "A Successful Calamity."
Capacity business Monday night and a large
advance sale.
Hasn't been here for several
seasons. AlwayB popular In this city.
MAJESTIC (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "The
Brat" doing good business at popular prices.
Third week.
Received much better than
when here before.
PARK 8QUARE (Fred E. Wright, mgr.).—
"Potash and Perlmutter In Society" drew large
house at opening.
Undoubtedly will prove

ing of
city

to

(Charles

"The Rainbow
Itself

paying attraction.
TRBMONT (John B. Scboeffel, mgr.).— Last
woek of "The Boomerang," which has done a
fine business here for the past 10 weeks.
Mrs.
Flske in "Mme. Sand," next week.
HOLLIB (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).—Seats

Have Yoiir Scenk

to pictures.
Technicolor, first public showing
of "The Gulf Between," starring Grace Dar-

WILLIAM SKINNER & SONS

mond and

Nlles Welch. Well sustained screen
splendid acting, artistic seenlo
Even the eyes of
colore.
the characters are cleverly tinted.
Business,

with

story

Holjokw, Mass.

mounting of natural

45

fair.

TECK (John R. Oishel, mgr.).—"So Long
Letty," good houses; a Jaxxy travesty on trial
marriage ; new scenery and some recent costumes added color to the lively musical vehicle.
STAR (Peter C. Cornell, mgr.). Bonstelle
stock in "Lilac Time" extraordinary business,
due* perhaps, to Jane Cowl's appearance In the
eame play here a few months ago.
SHBA'S (Henry Carr. mgr.).— Lady Duff
Gordon's revue pecking Shea's with women
Ray Samuels sang some
matinee

that

actually

Wealher was sprlngtlmsy outClark and Hamilton went big. 8wor and

warmed
side.

got laughs, although blackface acts
haven't been scarce of late. Juno Selmo, Gould
and Lewis. BUI appeared to be thoroughly en-

HIPPODROMB (Harold Franklin, mgr.).—
of the Rail" is drawing crowded
Constance Talmadge in "Scandal"
houses.
closee the week.
STRAND (Earle Crabbe, mgr.). Pictures.
"Runaway Romany," first half; last half, Mrs.
Vernon Castle in "Sylvia of the Secret Service."
LYRIC (Charles Bowe, mgr.).— "The Girl in
the Moon," singing, headed, pleasing bill; Six
Proviennes, cyclists, passed ; Nat GUI, ventriloquist, pleased
Bddie Clayton A Co., diverting

—

;

;

Parrinne Due,

OLYMPIC

fair.

mgr.).—Hugo. Janaenis,
"Fashion Shop." models displaying gowns;
Hill and Betrina. work hard; Kamer and
(81otkin,

Holland, good; Throe Tivoli Girls, good Impression ; Marvin B. Yates, lively singls.
VICTORIA (Edward L. Hyman, mgr.).—Pictures, "The Mad Lover," big houses.
ELM
(B. Welsbenr. mgr. ) .—Pictures,
"The Love Doctor," good bill, good houses.
GAYBTY (Patton. mgr.).—"Maids of Amer-

WOOD

ica."

Belle Baker missed her opening matinee at
Shea's because of delayed trains which left her
She arrived in Ume for
at Hamilton, OnL
the evening performance.
theatrical and film building is to be built
Real estate men are now conBuffalo.
ferring with investors over such a plan. There
has been a genuine need for the assembling
In one section or one building of all theatrical booking offices and film exchanges.

17tk StrsMt,

REGENT (Tom

Baland,

Loew).—

mgr.;

W. L. Thome and Co.,
and Marlon Cleveland, Zeno and
Mandell, Gene Lord, Three Mori Bros, and
"Concentration,"

Claude

OPERA HOUSE

GARRICK

ADAMS

"Come out

Next,

"A Kiss

for Cinderella"
are to be at the
Majestic within the next two weeks.

"Robinson

In

Crusoe"

M. Shea, of Shea's Hippodrome, has preevery house employee with a thrift
and Government stamps to encourage

sented

book

Having.

John M. Sltterle has been placed In charge
of offices here for the Pioneer Productions.

of

Doc Leonard, formerly with Universal,

now

selling his

own

is

line of features.

C. A. Taylor, local branch manager for
Pathe recently appointed, has announced the
appointment of O. J. Rose as city salesman
and Albert Teschmacher as booker.

DETROIT.
BY JACOB SMITH.
TEMPLE

(C. O. Williams, mgr.; U. B. O.).
Mme. Doree's Celebrities, Moore and Whitehead,
Fink's
Mule*,
Fa rrell -Taylor Trio,
Dorothy Hays and Co., Jack and Forls, Sam

—

Hearn, Abe Leavltt and Ruth Lockwood.
MILES (Will Greening, mgr.; Nash).—
Russell's
Dancing Serenadera, Robins and
Fulton, Burkhardt and Gross, Lennett and
Strom, Juggling Clerks, Vespa Duo.
ORPHEUM (Rod Waggoner, mgr.; Loew).
—"Bohemian Life." Lillian Watson, Harris
and Mannlon, Leo Zarrell Duo, Harry Lloyd,
La Emmy, Overbold and Young.

City.

VARIETY'S

the

LOS ANGELES

Next,

Illington.

(Russell G. Pearce.

"Love

OFFICE

o'

mgr.).—Glaser

Co. in "Man from Mexico."
Next,
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm."
LYCEUM (Al Warner, mgr. ) .— "Daughter
of the Bun."
Next, "Mutt and Jeff."
GAYETY (J. M. Wardi mgr.).—Sliding
Billy Watson.

Pantages Theatre Building

Stock

CADILLAC (Sam
ing

Widows."

W. H. Rudolph,

"Cleopatra" is in fifth week at Clune's Auditorium, and still going strong.

manager

Work has been renewed on Miller's new
theatre. Operations halted several months ago
on account of increased cost of materials; at

publicity

arrived

Co..

for the
In De-

Sunday to put over the engagement of
"Parentage" at the Drury Lane theatre for

troit

an

This film

run.

Indefinite

attraction

Is

owned for Michigan and Ohio by Harry

I.

who

Garson,

Miss Young's personal repre-

is

sentative.

George W. Trendle, general manager of the
Kunsky Enterprises, became a father of a
son Washington's Birthday. The father was
born July 4th.

The state fuel administrator has lifted the
ban on theatree and business places, and they
can now operate whatever hours they deem

He

best.

still

Is

sticking to his order rela-

Thursday and Sunday nights.

tive to lighUess

M. Harlann Starr has been appointed manager of the Knickerbocker theatre, Detroit.

There are now

In Detroit 188 picture theIn Grand Rapids are 14.

atree.

L. B. Behymer, music Impresario, Is confined
home with a sprained ankle.

to his

Levey, mgr.).—"Charm-

Young

Kimball

Clara

least that

waa the reason given

8HUBERT

A.

definite.

Marahall Stedman. until a few months ago
engaging director for Universal, is assisting

Frank Bgan In the production of child plays
at the Little theatre.
George Primrose, who played the Pantages
recently, announces he will be through with the
footlights after June. He says he will return
to Los Angeles and buy a home, perhaps disposing of his ranch near Portland.

Mclntyre and Heath posed for the camera
while here. Did they like it? They were like
a couple of kids with a new toy.

MILWAUKEE.
BY P. G. MORGAN.

CITY.
LOCKBLART.

(John B.* Fltzpatrlck, mgr.).—

Man tell opened Monday

Robert B.

"Merchant

of

night with
Venice" in series of Shakes-

peare.

ORPHEUM

(Lawrence

Lehman,

mgr.).
"The Naughty Princess" tops bill with good
music.
BUI generally pleasing, Includes Sylvester and Vance, Hudler, Stein and Philips,
Tyler and St. Clair, the Gaudsmldt Brothers,
Arnold and Taylor, Charles Withers and the

weekly

travel

GRAND

(J*.

Kent Sherlock, mgr.).— Reor-

Grand

Players Stock Co. offered
A very noticeable Improve-

"Three Weeks."

ment was shown

In the company.
GLOBE (Cyrus Jacobs, mgr.). Kaptain
Kidder and Co. featured unusually well balanced bill. Others, Four Bards, ban Ahern,
Ncwklrk and Homer Sisters, Cecil and Mack,

—

McCormack and Shannon and

picture serial,

of Red
tures.

(W.

mgr.).— "Ruggles
Second week for pic-

J. Qulgley,

Gap," picture.

plete

—

the

Drph.).

—

;

Cecil
Cunningham, Edwin Arden,
Jack Clifford and Co., Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Barry, Hayward-Stafford Co., Lillian Gonne
and Bert Albert, Fred Berrens, Harry Norwood and Alpha Hall.
PALACE (Harry E. Billings, mgr.; agent.
W. V. M. A.).— "An Heir for a Night," Henry
Keane and Co., The Dohertys, Peerless Trio,
Hiatt and Gear, Darto and Rlalto; last half,
Olympla Dee Vail and Co.. Charles Wilson,
Fredk. J. Harvey and Co., Lamey and Plerson,
Fagg and White, Nlpp and Tuck.
MILLER (Jack Yeo, mgr.; agent, Loew).
American Saxaphone Sextette, Bob Wassman,
Three Gibson Girls, Minus and Bryant, Morgan and Stewart, William Schilling and Co.,
Norton and Christy, Tally and Hart, Four

SHUBERT

(C. A. Niggemeyer, mgr.).
bert Theatre Stock Co., "The Knife";
4,

EMPRESS (J. C. Donnelly, mgr. PanHoney Beee heeds bill, with Maurice
Samuels and Co., Dainty Transfleld Sisters,
Verna Mercereau and Co., Mile. Theresa and
Co., Weet and Hale and Ruth Roland comtages).

DAVID80N (Sherman Brown, mgr.).— "Oh.
3, "The Wanderer."
MAJESTIC (Jamee A. Higler, mgr. agent,

Boy."

Roeders.

"BuU's Eye."

GARDEN

out.

Oliver Morosoo's lease runs out on Majestic
a few months. He Is not anxious to renew,
and a report is current that Ackerman a Harris want it.
A representative of that firm has
been negotiating for the lease, but nothing is
in

KANSAS
BT HAROLD

ganised

Herbert Hughes, a film man prominent in
the local field, has gone on the road for Patfie.

Kansas

H. Lawrence, mgr.).— John

(R.

Drew-Margaret
Mike "

"13th Chair" at the Teck next week. "Her
Regiment" and "Peter Ibbetson" also coming.

Maude Adams

Otis Skinner, here the week just closing In
"Mister Antonio," made a record at the Shu-

bert In

(Harry Parent, mgr.).—

"Riviera Girl."
Kitchen."

In

and

Now York

feature picture.

up.

Avey

But

CHICAGO

—

audiences this week.
songs to a Monday

the taw as*** of

aw4 atfs *o two

BUFFALO.

"Wolves

OSCAR OSSO

lea

MAJESTIC (Peter C. Cornell, mgr.).—
Switched from legitimate for one week only

Joyed.

France

BROADWAY

SkinneES Satin

It Is planned to tour the New Bngland states
a special company and present Barl
Derr Biggers* play, "Inside the Lines," which
is now in Its sixth week at the Copley theatre,
the stock house here. Henry Jewett and Herbert W. Pattee, manager of the company, will
wptle
have charge of the road company,
the ahow Is on the road it will continue to be
preeented at the Copley by the Jewett Players.

;

positeurs, 12
Paris,

—Pictures.

AND STAGE EFFECTS

with

FRENCH

BIJOU (Ralph Oilman, mgr.

THE LAST WORD IN SCENIC DROPS

Second week.

ond and the last week of the Chicago Opera
reported as big financial success.
Nothing
booked to follow it. Theatre may be used
for experimental purposes.
Expect Winter
Garden shows here next season.

CASINO

SOCIETY OF

FRENCH PLAYWRIGHTS
AND COMPOSERS

SocilttS des

selling two weeks In advance for George Arllss
Typical Boston society audiin "Hamilton."
dividing their attention between this

ences

'

It

O.J.

—

VARIETY
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1457

—

;

bill.

CENTURY (Tom Taaffe, mgr.).— "Broadway Belles for week.
GAYETY (George H. Gallagher, mgr.).—

"A Widow by Proxy."

—March
Shu-

PABST (Ludwig Krelss, mgr.).— Pabst German 8tock Co., "Als lch Noch 1m Fluegel27, "Abenrsonne," "Donatello" and
"Der Arzt Seiner Ehre."

klelde";

GAYETY —(Charles

American).

J.

Fox,

"Army A Navy

mgr.

Girls."

;

agent,

March

8.

"Hello Girls."

EMPRESS

(Walter C.

Scott,

mgr.).— Stock

burleeque.

"Sporting Widows."

"Every

effort will

City playgoers

be

made

what every

to give Kansas
city of this size

have— a first class stock company,"
Kent 8herlock, manager of the newly reorganised Grand Players, said last week when
he officially took charge of the theatre.
ought to
J.

John O. Fee, former member of the Shubert
stock players, who went to St. Paul when the

company disbanded last summer, has been reengaged for the new organization that now Is
in

Its

second week.

Mrs. Fee, professionally

known as Mildred Davenport, comes with him.
Both are very popular locally, not only on the

;;

VARIETY
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WA LTER WEEMS
PANNED IN PITTSBURG!
CHRONICLE TELEGRAPH
FEBRUARY
Davis

19,

FEBRUARY

1918

19,

—Vaudeville

—Vaudeville.

Manager Harry Davis

PITTSBURGH SUN

PITTSBURGH POST
Davis

First-time-in-Pittsburgh features

at his Davis Theater yesof nifty vaudeville com-

FEBRUARY

1918
1

1918

in blackface puts over a monologue that is exceedingly clever, and with the assistance of a horn, on which he performs credit-

which added

Davis vaudeincluded a burntcork monologue by Walter
Weems. Repeated rounds of hands called for
him after he had left the stage. This newcomer
began with a ditty that sprinkled "goofer dust";
then discussed the world's three mysteries love,
woman and chop suey: told about a motorist
sticking out a hand to signal and a Ford ran up
to yesterday's bill of extra interest in

terday started a week
posed of nine acts, the chief of which is Gus Edwards' Annual Song Revue. That is, it was billed
as the big number, and it deserves the billing it
had. But it wasn't the best number on the bill.
The palm for that goes to William Weems, a blackface comedian, new to Pittsburgh. He was given
the glad hand to a greater degree than any other
act on the bill, because he put over good, clean
fun in a new way. most of his material being crisp
and fresh. Next in popularity was Jack Donahue
and Alice Marion Stewart

19,

Weems

Walter

Newness.

ably, earns

no end of applause.

ville

—

PITTSBURGH PRESS
FEBRUARY

his sleeve and bit him; recalled that Adam got
the most beautiful woman in the world, and she
cost him only one bone; and finally went from
the sublime to the sublimer by tooting tunefully
on a horn a selection by "Theda Bartvs brother,

19,

1918

Walter Weems, a new comer to this city, presented a burnt cork offering that was above the
average. His stories are new and well told. It
is safe to say that he will be back again soon.

Paul Bearer."

GAZETTE TIMES

LEADER
FEBRUARY

19,

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

MONTREAL

Tailor

BROADWAY

1582-1584

SEVENTH AVE.
(Osfeslte Cetassels Theatre)
NEW YORK CITY

stage but in a social way. The new company
Is a strong one, others Including Harry L.
Mlnturn and Blossom Baird, leads Karl Way
and Cora King, seconds ; W. H. Belmont,
Juvenile, and Olive Remsey, Ingenue
Sheridan Davidson, characters Robert Jones, comedy and stage manager. Frank Livingstone Is
the new director.
;

;

;

Little theatre will begin the years'
activities March 2-4 with the presentation of
Going," by M. Bertwo one-act plays, "I
trand, and "Bondage," an American play written by Charles A. Myall of Chicago, the theme

Am

dealing with the negro problem.
On March
23 Arthur Schnltxler's "Farewell Supper" will
be offered, and on March 25 "Mr. Sampson."

Charles Perry, brought from Minneapolis to
of the high-class
is using advanced
methods to put the place In a class by Itself.
At Judicious Intervals the action of the pictured story Is suddenly transferred to the
stage In actual visualization. In a picture on
Feb. 12, In which Lincoln figured, a "spot"
was thrown on curtains of a box, and Allen T.
Frlsby. stage carpenter of the Shubert, who
can impersonate the emancipator with remarkable fidelity, appeared to deliver LinThis "different"
coln's Gettysburg address.

manage the Strand, one
downtown picture houses,

New lighting and
getting results.
other Improvements of the best are being made.
policy

«v

PRINCESS
—

(Fred Crow, mgr.

Invisible Irvingtonian!

O. K.

Comedy Comedian!

Joggling Juggler 1

managers of first-class theBute ate and
experience n ecessa ry.
height and If I erer worked for you before. Salary
no object as I need work mote than nonay.
to hear from

Want

No

atres.

NEWS NOTES
O.
If WILLIE SVERHART will send his P
address I will write Will a letter.
If HARRY HOUDINI doesn't return the ele-

disappeared from my trunk I will
publish Harry Houdlnl's name In this paper.
that

ADVERTISEMENTS

two weeks— two new books: "How to
Get Into Vaudeville." $100. and "How to Oct Out

Beady

of

;

agent, U. >B.

"Band Box Revue"; Burns and Frablto;
Frank and Toby
Jane Connelly and Go.
Nella Allen
Pistel and Cushing
Bowers,
;

LOEWS

rell

and Co.

Rose

;

;

Al.

and

;

Sadler;

Jones
film,

;

Grey and Old
and Sylvester
"Daughter of

in

Vaudeville."

or the both for $4.00.
Give the ladles and chil-

$8.00.

Don't crowd, there
dren a chance.

I

114 Linden Avsw, Irvlngton, N. J.

underlined for the Tulane

One of the local restaurants has out
ice flag.

a serv-

Frank Davis has

Destiny."

FRANCAI8 (Phil. Godel, mgr.).— 1st half,
W. Olathe, Miller and Co. Lucy Gillette Lee
Walton and Henry; Arthur Madden. 2d half,
Keno and Wagner Hello Egypt Pope and UNo Florence Randall Co. Tom and Dolly
Ward; "Julius of the Strong Heart" (film).
ORPHBUM (J. H. Aloz, mgr.).— "Intoler;

at

Just when Noble Hearne had settled down
here as manager of the Globe, It became
necessary for him to locate at Alexandria, La.
Harry Morel succeeds Hearne. He was formerly manager of one of the Saenger houses
at Vicksburg.

;

;

ance," film, opened Tuesday.
IMPERIAL (H. W. Conover, mgr.).—
"Msdame Jealousy," film, and Rosa Llnd,
soprano.
GAYETY (Tom Conway* mgr.). Dave
Marlon's show.
EMPIRE (G. Aubry. mgr.).— Empire Stock,
Roma Reado, now In lead ; Harry Cowan,

Joe Thomas, stage manager for the late
Henry Greenwall for a number of years. Is
occupying a similar position at the Palace.
Thomaa takes the place of Eddie Mauras.

—

hfiRVT

One

of the theatrical photographers of this
city has given up that branch to open an employment agency. He Is still giving positions.

—

STARLAND (Joe Masaure, mgr.). Tlzoune
and Macks; Whirlwind Girls.
GRAND (Geo. Rodsky, mgr.).— "Loaded
(Geo.

Nlchlos,

mgr.).— "Trouble

Although Nora Scott could not play at the
Crescent last week owing to Illness, her partner, Charles Bennington, appeared singly, the
act receiving full remuneration from Marcus

(film).

March 11. the Orpbeum will open
musical comedy stock under the direction of
Frank W. Ranger. The first piece Is "The
Starting

Loew.

Firefly."
Blllle Madden, long a popular singer of
plaintive ballads In the smaller theatres along

NEWMLEANS

Canal

BY O. M. SAMUELS.
ORPHEUM (Arthur White, mgr.).— Trlxle

TULANE

O'Donnell. Burke, Ross and Kendall, Nicola
Verga, Jack and Jessie Gibson, "The Keys of
Last half: Owen Mcthe Righteous," film.
Glvney. Six Royal Hussars, Lane and Smith,

Weed and Wood, Herman and Hanley, "Spurs
of Sibyl," film.

First half:
PALACE (Sam Myers, mgr.).— „.*,..#
Bobby Heath's Revue, Helens Vincent, Reynolds and Donegan, Lelpilg, Pollard, "Six

street,

became Mrs. Joe Baker

"The Birth of a Nation"
the Tudor currently.

Frlganza easily the predominant eurently.
Dickson and Deagon, opening, worked entirely
too long, although doing fairly well. Constance
Crawley, held Interest. Jack Lavler, pleased.
Act needs speeding. • Bert Hughes Co.. mild
reception. Spencer and Williams, Intelligently
Valllclta's Leopards, imposing
entertaining.
closing number.
(T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— Dark,
owing to closing of "The Flame."
CRESCENT (Walter Kattmau, mgr.).— First
"Echoes of Broadway." Conroy and
half,

1918

long as vaudeville has Kosloff It can always
boast of a classy dancing number.
The
Russian artists are giving the best not of this
kind seen here. The program is more varied
than any previous offering of the kind, and
every number is beautifully executed. Much
credit may also be given to the orchestra
Kosloff carries with his act
The musio is
superb, and In perfect harmony with the exceptional danolng of Kosloff and his assoolatca,
The act was .heartily applauded.
The big
laughing hit of the show went unexpectedly
to George Bancroft and Oct a via Broske, former
musical comedy people, who are presenting a
"nut" comedy skit called "Get Off My Carpet"
There isn't any more senss to the ad than
there is to the title despite the fact that Miss
Broske warbles Tostl's 'Goodbye" in a forceful soprano.
Ths couple need bother little
about the vocal portion of their skit however,
for
Bancroft has developed Into a clever
handler of the "nutty" stuff, with a peculiar
Btyle of delivering his talk that is a oroes be-

tween Sam Morton and Frankie Fay, If you
can Imagine any suth thing. Their act was
a huge laughing hrt, and, preceding the Rueelan dancing turn, scored one of the real big
applause hits of the bill. Nicely placed fi
the bill, Wellington Cross got away with a
liberal share of the laurels with his new
"single."
To those who remember Cross as
the partner of Lois Josephine the fellow was
a sort of a surprise, for he displayed plenty
of "pep" and confidence, and got his stuff over

splendid style.
To help things along all
but one of his songs were new, and the old one
to advantage.
Ted Shapiro officiated
at the piano.
Nat Nazarro and Co. orowd a
whole lot of variety Into their act, so much
of It In fact that the acrobatics form only a
small part of their work. They have retained
several of their best hand tricks, and there
Is some great floor tumbling by one of the four.
Jimmy Nazarro proved himself a clever
In

Max Fink is leading the orchestra at the
cantonment theatre located near Little Rock.

Dice" (film).

STRAND

Installed a stock company
the Lafayette, with pictures as a supple-

ment.

;

;

Makers"

Is

next week.

;

Wblhman

Two Walters

Howard

John B. Kellerd

;

;

Sig. Frans Troupe.
(Ben. Mills, mgr. ) .—Edward Far-

Walters and Crocker

is

The

phant

Lloyd, Laura and Billy Dreyer.
DAUPHINS (Lew Rose, mgr.) .—Stock bur1 a Ann a
LAFAYETTE (Frank Davis, mgr.).—Paul
English Players.
STRAND (Maurice Barr, mgr.).—Pictures.

O.).

19,

Pittsburgh, was obliged to give two encores. He
has a lot of new patter and his facile way of
"putting it over", made his time on the stage very
enjoyable. As an added feature, he played skillfully on the saxophone.

Last half: Raul Perlera,
Kilkenny Quartet, "Under One Roof," Arthur

HIS MAJESTY'S (Edwards and Drlscoll,
mgra.).—"Her Regiment" Next, "Peter Ibpet-

;

The

FEBRUARY

Walter Weems, a blackface monologist, new to

Shooter Andy," film.

BY ARTHUR SOHALEK.

son."

(Oseeelte Stress Theatre)

722-724-726

$ttt*burg!) ©iapatcfj

1918

The prize laugh winner of the bill is a black
face monologist, Walter Weems, who is new to the
Davis, but the best in vaudeville. Most of his stuff
is new, both in matter and style of delivery!
while with all his nonsense he keeps on the clean
side of the ledger. The audience gave him what
he deserved— the glad hand.

1918

A black face comedian, Walter Weems, new to
Pittsburgh, scored a tremendous hit.
His lines
were new and he was forced to respond to a number of encores. In addition Weems gave several
excellent numbers on the saxophone.

MACK, The

19,

Is

being

laBt

week.

shown

ABE

at

PHILADELPHIA.
By JUVENILE.

LEAVITT

KEITH

S (H. T. Jordan, mgr).— Tho cutting
of 10 or 15 minutes out of the running time
was all this week's show needed to make
It
a thoroughly satisfactory entertainment.
Following the run of big name features which
have packed the houso to the doors almost
at every performance for the past month,
Theodore Kosloff and his Russian Uallet had
some task for a headllner, but Monday afternoon, with spring weather conditions to combat, the show played to almost capacity, and
the show went over In great shape, although
was after five when Dradna and Derrick
it
took their final bows. There Is a lot of clasH
to the bill this week, even the comedy numbers sharing the honors In this respect
As

*

was used

AND

RUTH

LOCKWOOD
In "Just This anil That"

Direction,

LEWIS A GORDON

VARIETY
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VARIETY, January
"Jackie" and "Billie
Cockatoos.
10 Mins.; One.
125th Street

*

26,

1918

An attractive woman in evening gown, speaking good English,
works with two trained cockatoos, one at a time. The first is
"Billie," in a routine of stunts
more or less familiar, but pleas-1
Then "Jackie*
ingly presented.
is brought forth, a smaller bird.
It "talks" so distinctly one is almost tempted to suspect the lady
resorting to ventriloquism.
is
"Jackie" says: "Hello," "I want
a drink," "Come in," imitates a
cat and dog, sneezes, waltzes and
fox-trots, does a trapeze stunt on
the lady's finger, a comedy boxing match with its trainer and
when

whipped

JACKIE
AND

THE FEATHERED COMEDIANS

"Shake

yells,

hands": crows like a rooster,
says "Good-bye" to the audience
when finished, etc. Act all right
on any program.
Jolo.

Direction,

MORRIS & FEIL
"JACK LB'

ANOTHER SENSATION
C$Ml£*Ql*ff£9Ql**PH9

Joe Longfeather's

The AUTO EFFICIENCY GIRLS
HIT CASINO

>

P.

DODD ACKERMAN

SCENIC STUDIOS,

PUTNAM

Ik.

Eastern

BLDG.,

Representative

DOING NICELY AT THE ROYAL,

Stage Decorations
for Productions

NEW

YORK. THIS

I

.

N. Y.

and Kathleen, Cahlll and Bennett.

Feature

picture.

NEW YORK

COLONIAL

Farr, mgr.).— Ben Welch
and Co. The offering is superior to those
Been in the past two weeks.

PERMANENT ADDRESS, VARIETY, SAN FRANCISCO

City

'.

FAY'S (Edward M. Fay, mgr. ) .—"Melody
Land," musical offering, as headliner. Howard, James and Co., Buster Brown Trio, Pearl

140 West 39th Street

New York

THE BRADSC NITA

fJarlselll

THEATRE—FRISCO

OPENING DATE

BERT LAMONT,

FRE0

WEEK

With "heatless Mondays and heatless Tuesdays" for theatres abandoned this week
the Providence theatres settled down to the
regular business this week. Tueeday was the
first day theatres have been allowed to keep
open for many weeks since the Garfield edict.

—

(Feb. 25)

FRANK DOBSON

MAX HAYES

MANAGEMENT.

(J. F.

—

—

Accordingly

when

Monday

all is said

receipts fell off, and
and done the greater part of

the managers here are glad the "holidays"
are over.

Wall Part, formerly assistant manager at
Emery, has been made manager of the
Modern.
Mr. Part succeeds David E. Dow,
who has recently become Interested in a
music publishing firm, and who has taken the
lease of a theatre at Newport, so it is underthe

and Vaudeville Acts

BORDEN

"THE MODERNISTIC STUDIO"
Phone:

Greeley S0*t

Il.tiHMAI

youngster of a decidedly versatile turn, and
his Individual work was a big (actor In sending the act over In the hit class. It la some
time since we have seen a cartoonist use
persons In the audience as a model for
sketches, and Ed. Marshall managed to work
up some excellent comedy with his drawing.
Along about the middle of the one-act glay
called "The One Way Out," presented by
Robert T. Haines and Co., Mrs. Haines, who
plays the role of the wife, exclaims "words,
words, words." This Is the best definition of
It
the playlet Mr. Haines has this season.
triangle story, with the
Is the old eternal
erring wife being saved at the critical stage
It calls
by the expose of a sort of dream.
for a wide stretch of Imagination to draw anything real from the sketch, except that It is
a very nice and timely lecture to wives who
hsve husbands fighting "over there" while

they are enjoying pleasures at home.
The
play has some tense moments, and an unexpected climax, but It Is not up to what Mr.
Haines has given to vaudeville In the past,
It was, however,
nor Is It as well played.
well received, and held the strictest attention
despite its dreggy opening.
One of the best
riding acts on the stage Is that of Bradna
and Derrick, seen often here, but always making good, as It Is doing this week. Jack and
Cora Williams held the opening spot with their
varied offering, the woman's teeth tricks being
deserving of all the honors received by the
act, and the Oalarlnl Sisters pleased with
The Pathe Weekly
their Instrumental music
News pictures had their usual quota of war
scenes, which got them a fair average.
COLONIAL (H. A. Smith, mgr).— "Six Imps
and a Girl" Adra Alnsley Nora Shelby and
Burke ft
Lawton
Co.; Corelll A Olllett
;

;

;

BUI

Harris;

&

Mary

;

Rogers;

"The

film,

Planter."

NIXON

First

Western Appearances

SIDNEY FAULKE
THE MBTROPOLITAN THNOB

(Fred

Leopold,

mgr.).— "Hello

Japan" Froslni, Rum, Van and Sully Nolan
A Nolan; film, "The Wrath of the Gods."
NIXON'S GRAND (W. D. Wegefarth. mgr.)
—A Seymour Brown & Co. McDevltt, Kelley A
Everett's
McCormlck A Dougherty
Luoey
;

;

;

;

;

Monkey

Circus.

Pictures.

KEYSTONE (M. W. Taylor, mgr.).— "The
Down Home Ten" Worden Brothers Harris
A Lyman Royal Pearl; Walter Hill A Alice
Donaldson Co.; Antrim A Vale film, "Vengeance and the Woman."
;

;

songs and
some appropriate remarks.

In a routine of exclusive

By JACK LAIT
Placed by
U. R. O.

HARRY W. SPINOOLD
W.

V. M. A.

Permanent address, VARIETY, CbJ«

AIM

;

ALLEGHENY (Joseph Cohen, mgr.).—
Walters
A
"Olives";
First";
"America
Walters; Archie A Gertie Falls; film, "Stella
Marls."

GLOBE (Babloskey A McGulrk, mgrs.}.
Cunning Tommy Toner Walter Law Four
Olympians; May belle Best; Weber A Elliott;
George Offermapn Jay Raymond. Pictures.
WILLIAM P^NN (Geo. W. Metsel, mgr.).—
First half, Toney A Norman; Dugan A Ray;

;

;

AIM

;

U. P- #.

mond; Willie Brothers; Alexander A Fields;
film, "The Whip."
Last half, Stephen D.
O'Rourke ; McCarty A Faye others.
BROADWAY (Chas. Bhlsler, mgr.).— First
half, "A Telephone Tangle"; "The Corn Cob
Cut-Ups"; MacCaryon 1 Marone
Dunham,
Edwards Trio Bob Sterling film, "The Moral
Law." Last half, "A Regular Business Man"
Eddie Cassady; "Hilda's Ankle"; film, "Jack

stood.

Three workmen employed in the construcnew million dollar Keith theatre
here were injured Moqday morning when a
staging on one side of the building collapsed.
None was seriously hurt, however, although
they received medical attendance and one was

tion of the

removed to an emergency hospital.

;

;

;

;

Spurlock, Prodigal."
CROS8 KEYS (Babloskey

A McGulrk, mgrs.).

—First half, "Children of France"; "Hilda's
Ankle"
Eddie Cassady
Nellie Powers Co.
Grey A Hest. Last half, "A Telephone Tangle"
"The Reel Guys" others.
;

;

;

MtOVIDIHCE
BY KAHL K. ft LARK.

SHUBERT MAJESTIC

(Col. Felix
dleschafer, mgr.). John Barrymore
stance Collier In "Peter Ibbetson"
ceived here this week.
New large

—

OPERA HOUSE

(William

S.

Opera House Players
Wetona," drawing well.
termilk" next.
week.

R.

Wen-

and Conwell rehouses.

Canning, mgr.).

in
"The Heart of
"Broadway and ButAnn McDonald will Join next

KEITH'S (Charles Lovenberg, mgr.).—
Submarine F-7" went well as headliner. Another

came

offering of a scenic nature
in for its share of attention

that also

is KatheDana's "Fantasie Luminare."
Other
Alexander MacFayden, Santos and
Hayes. Swan and Mack, Hal Skelly and Eunice
Saucain, Blanche Sloan and De Winters and

rlne
acts

whit»
a pereea

»nS.
re

isn't

wh» appears before
paMie waa eaa afford
to

have

the
net

these.

Rose.

EMERY (Martin R. Toobey, mgr.).—The
acrobatic talkfest handed out by Mealy and
Montrose apparently pleased.
Nat Carr,
"Women," Wleser and Reiser, Denori and
Harlow, Brown and Carstens.
Second half
"Salvation Sue," Six Musical Splllers, Harry
Duncan and Dan Holt, Minnie Harrison, and

tie.

and Me. evesywaero

MtKatMit
tl

& RobMns
Mew York

others.

RO

DIRECTION,

NAT SOBEL
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

BEST PLACES TO DINE AT
SEE

The

AT

Apache

(ON

and

Elsie

500 Housekeeping Apartments

GOLDEN
GLADES

(sf

class,

wltto reach

Broadway,
"L" read and subway.

We

are the largest Maintainor* ef housekeeping furnished apartment* specialising*
are on the ground dally. This alone insures prompt service)
te theatrical folk*.
cleaalineos.

We

and

Also
The Worid*s Best

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

WINTER

HILDONA COURT

ICE SHOW

The Peppy Masleal Comedy

"On the Carper
with

34! te 347 Wait 43th St.
A Building

DINNIR SHOW

Phoas Bryant 6293
De Luxe

JUST COMPLtTID: ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARRANGED IN SUITS OF SNE. TWS AND THREE
ROOMS. WITH TILED RATH ANO SHOWER. TILED KITCHENS. KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
SYSTEM. THESE APARTMENTS EMDODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE.
113.0* Up Weekly; $60.00 Up Monthly

Teat ue-i

HELEN HARDICK

YANDIS COURT

at 7:11

And

t and

HENRI COURT

Phoas Bryant 7812

241*247 West 484 St.

The White Huzzars

epai+Msatl with

Kitchenettes.
The privacy these
privet* bath and tslsps)**g.
apartments are nets* for I* eao of Its attraction*.
I.

4-roooi

tn. St Up Weekly

312. 314 and 311 West 48th St.
A* up-to-the-minute, new.

arranged

Phoa* Col. 7182
A* elevator. 6 reproof building of the newest typo.
Apartments
having every device and eenvenlsnoe.
are beautifully arraaged. and eeniiit ef 2, 8 and 4
rooms, with kltchene and kitchenettes, tiled bath

SOMETHING

NEW

AN OLD SPOT!

IN

Up Weekly

WHEN

AMRON
RESTAURANT

building,

rooms with
tack apart*

$13.66

Up Weekly

THE DUPLEX
328 and 336 West 436 St.
Phone Bryant 4283.6131
Three «nd four rooms with bath, furnished to a
degree of modernneat that sxools anything la this
typo of building.
These apartments will aooom-

home

of the

HOTEL MARTINIQUE

*

Haroa, Prospect amd tth St Joactton
thruout; excellent service. Reasonable
reservation at our expense.

Newly furnished

c
DINNER

Directly under the N. V. A. Club

take pleasure in offering
a novelty in our

PHIL
^«W

the LOWEST PRICES IN
and make yourself at home.

la carte bill of fare carries

rates.

Wire

B. ISAAC. Manager

THE EDMONDS itfrt.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

Bryant

Tel.

SS4
S55

I

i

I

«7S33

Table d'Hote Dinner at 95 Cents
CABARET and DANCING
Come

the'

SHOW FOLKS

At Broadway and 48th Street
We

IN CI^VELAND-stop at

Luncheon Entrees from 30 Cents Upward

We

4'

I*

Address all communications to If. Claman
Principal Office—Tandie Court. 341 Went 43d Street, Now York
Apartments can be aeon evenings. Office in each building

Phona 9900 CoL

Our a

Phoa* Bryant 8860
flrsproof

and
'Phono
3

ef

modste four or mors adults.
88.66 Up Weekly

prllVflf)*

613.66

apartmentt

moot.

388 to 388 West 6l*t St.

oailQ

In

kitchens and private bath.

IRVINQTON HALL

C
DINNER

economic* folks)

of

.lines,

NSW

Paulsen

N Mir

direct aaporTision of the owiui. Located In the heart ef the city, just off
cleee te all booking office*, principal theatre*, department store*, traction

Under the

\

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PBOPEBSION
776-78-80

NEW YORK

EIGHTH AVENUE

Between 47th and 48th Streets

NEW YORK

Phene

Private Bath and
in

Each Apartment

Office—
776

EIGHTH AVENUE

Cater Particularly to the Profession

UNDER THE PERSONAL MANAGEMENT OP

J.

Phene—Bryant

AMRON

Gee. P. Schneider, Prep.

1644

MABLBOBOUGH HOTEL AND BEBTAUBANT UNDBB TBB BAMB MANAB1

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

CAFE MAXIM
<(

ii

Always

.

.,

in tne

j„
l^aa

110 West 38th

NY

c, " p

Private Bath, 3-4

„

e

NEW YORK

CITY
323 We8t 43rd street»
"
Catering* to the comfort and cenTonience ef the profession.
66 Up
Steam Heat and Electric Light*
4
i

otU ".d ASr*

St.

Phone:

fltv Greeley 5518
X. ^/IIV
MOST SENSATIONAL REVUE

j

,

to

Boom*

THE GIRL FR0M PAREE
At 7:30 and 11:30

THE BEST ITALIAN DINNER
Lunch 55

Cents/'

i/ll

"

IN

GMITO

The men at the Naval Reserve Force staat Newport are arranging to stage a
It will be shown In Newport
picture play.

tion

and

later the film will be sent all over
the country. The receipts will go to the Naval
Aid Society and the Red Cross.
first

Several local theatrical men are backing a
music publishing company recently incorporated here for $10,000, which will oonduct

On* Block Went ef Broadway
Between 46th and 47th Street*
Three. Four and Fire-Boom High-Class Furnished Apartment*—616 Up
Phone* i Bryant 8686-1
MBS. GEORGE HI EG EL, Mar.
Strictly Professional

1 1 /l Dinner 85 Cents

ROCHESTER; N. T.
Notice to the Profession
RoOmS, 75C end apward

CITY

a music publishing business and furnish
«ong8, acta, etc., for the theatrical profession.
The firm haB taken the name of Jerome, Lloyd
& Dow, Inc., and has offices In the Caeser
MIsch Building.
William 8. Canning, manager of the Providence Opera House, Is president of the firm, while Jerome H. 8tewartson,
leader of the Modern Theatre Symphony Orchestra, is vice-president, and David E. Dow.
formerly manager of the Modern it secretary
and treasurer. On the staff of writer* are

Bryant 2367

Telephone:

SEYMORE HOTEL

Bryant 5252

NEW YORK
"THE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST"

108-1 10 W.49thSt.

754-756 EIGHTH AVENUE

THE CITY

reoervod on nppllantlmi
A. B1CE&. Proprietor

JOHN

Rome Jerome, Elwyn Dow,
C.

Billy

_

Apartments
and Rooms

Furnished
2

310

Bath* and Continuous Hot Water
Large Room*, 64 and Up
3 Room Apartment*. 87 to 66.66

and

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING

W.

Lloyd and L.

LYRIC.

Robblns.

48th

— Vaudeville

St.,

New York

and musical comedy to

fair patronage.

SEATT1X

BY WALTER

METROPOLITAN
20-25. Italian War
In

"Grumpy."

E.

BURTON.

(George T. Hood, mgr.).—

pictures; 27, Cyril

Maude

GAIETY (Ed. Armstrong, mgr.).— ArmBtrong Folly Company lu "Off to the Front,"
with Will H. Armstrong as a half-breed InDuck Dunne, Henry
dian. In the star part.

VARIETY
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I.MILLER

FREDERICKS SCENIC STUDIO

JAMES MADISON
VAUDEVILLI AUTHOR— I4M

New Yets

Broadway.

Prank Tlnney. Nora Bans, Al Jolean, Banna
Came, Barney Bernard, Howard and Howard. Bas
Welch. Diamond aad Bresnaa. Doe O'Neill. Caftans!
and Harris, Stuart Barnes. K«
and Bent. Nat Cerr and many
lefers to

7HM LARGEST THEATRICAL

|

$HOt MANURtCTURMRS IN TWf WORLD.
E.Galizi&Bro.

ENTIRE COMPANIES OF AH/ SI26"|
AND INDIVIDUAL ORDERS FITTED
US AT 24 HOURS NOTICE^
&E FILL EVER* STAGE AND STREET SHCt
REQUIREMENT OE THE. WELL DRMSStLX
1554 BROADWAY NEAR 4 6 "ST.. NY

W

irom STATE

C/i/cago

turns

Itl Canal Street

Grand

TRUNKS,

MaasJaeterer* ef

CAN IT8B
GOOD

Ban
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Due to the closing of the theatres In Yakima, on account of the diphtheria epidemic
there, the "Bird of Paradlee" show was held
over at the Seattle Met Saturday and 8unday.

(Dean

MOORS

;

"None can
all

afford to miss
can afford to go."

"CHEER
UP"
••GREATEST
8UCCE88

**iS

CHARLES
DILLINGHAM
Matinee Bray Day

H BUEN8IDB

Saata • weaka ahead.

ORPHEUM (Jay Haas, mgr.).— 17. Frank
Coogsn playa banjo Harris and Francia. good
Great MelEarly and Wrenn. aurprlae act
DelWhirlwind Hsgsna. liked
nette. good
msra pleased. Feature film.

MME. MAYS
New

Yerfc

(My Only Addreas)

Telephone: Bryant 9426

PALACE HIP

(Joaeph A. Mailer, mgr.).—
Charles J. Harris A Co. In comedy aketch
"Marcelle." dainty musical comedy, featuring
Billy Hlbitt and Eddie Malle Hodge and LowGibson and Hall Severn Trio.
ell
Kelll
17,

HALF BBGULAB PB1CBB

EDWARD GROPPER
208 West 42nd Street
NEW
Brmnt M78

TOBK

STOP
AND CONSIDER
MMt

that a trunk wholesaled at
tailed at

from SM.tt

re-

to $75.00.

Sara the difference by ordering dlract
factory.
poataJ will bring

H&M

you tha

latest ants-

PROFESSIONAL

Gaaraatee •

PANTAOES (Edgar O. Milne, mgr.).— 17,
Rosooe's Royan Nine; James (Fat) Thompson
& Co. Harvey Trio, Lee Hop Co. Hope Vernon Goldle and Ayrea. Capacity business.
COLISEUM (B. D. Tste. mgr. ).—Constance
Talmadga In "Scandal" (film), to good busi-

TRUNKS

ness

Write far Oetalagwe

w-t

ffa.

Walter G. Bretzfield Co.

Enrico Taaettl is organising an operatlo
in Spokane to present "Csvalerla
Rustlcana" and "Rlgoletto" thla season.

company

"The German Curse in Russia," s five-reel
production, was at Pentagon last week as a
part of the regular program.

1M7 BrotadwBj
(Car. ITth

YOU

NaTW

l>

The

Dream,

avenue

First

Columbia

and

High

and

Colonial

Class,

picture

J.

the

March

Q.

mgr.).
mgr.).

film.

CLASS A

film.

(Louis Goldsmith, mgr.).

—"Baby

film.

LITTLE THEATRE (Horace Smythe,
—'The Crown of Destiny."

mgr.).

The Titian Feature Photoplay Corporation
of Spokane baa leaaed the Castle Hill sdditlon
in the western section of the cltv. and will
convert the buildlnes now on the 70-acre plot

former manager of the Grand.
8unnyside (Wash.), has purchased the Liberty. Ellensburg, and will play the Hip road

phow

1.

Mike Rosenborg, msnager of the De Luxe
Feature Film Co., announced hla company purchased the entire northwestern rights for all
of the William 8. Hart, Douglas Fairbanks,
Charles Ray. Frank Keenan and Norma Tal-

madge

Betts.

there.

Rodney Hlldebrand bas gone to California.
Howland has succeeded him with the
Empress Players at Vancouver.

Val

E.

Holland Joined the

Dave Williams'

"Ole the Swede" thla week.

made by

features

Triangle.

IMPORTANT

EMPRESS

(Geo. B. Howard A Chas. B.
Royal, mgrs.). Empress Stock In "Rolling
Stones." ,14th week. Excellent attendance.

—

AVENUE

(W.

mgT.).— "Henpecked

Scott.

Henry." with Billy Oswald, 18-23.
Days' Leave." 25-2. Coming. Kolb A

ORPHEUM

YOUNG MAN
wishes te Join act for experience.

Bex M, VABIBTT.

object.

CHORUS COSTUMES

eoejeey or eerlesaee.
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Prove, H. J.
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Chores Cesteaas la seta. Hast fee estfaaJe far aaataal

;

:

J. 8.

S9*l

Dill.

"Vanity Fair of 1018." excellent headline atMcDonald A Rowland, good Harry
Holman Co. Basil A Allen, clever Harry ft
Regal A Bender, good
Etta Conly, liked

traction

W.

mgT.).— 18,

Pilling.

(Jas.

NEWARK

LETER HEADS

VANCOUVER. B. C
BV H. P. lfBWBBUlRY.

structures suitable for picture purposes

S.

Kindly Band Addreas

H. Powell Is the new representative of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation In this

city.

"Hands Down."

Herberg,

Clemmer.

film.

(James

"The Widow's Mite,"

W.

TEDDY OSBORN

theatres

here.

STRAND (William H. 8mythe. mgr.).—Seclast week of "Parentage." Sim.
COLONIAL (John Danz. mgr.).— "The Divorcee." film.
MISSION (Jensen A Von Herberg, mgrs—

Von

(John

CLEMMER

Mine."

MISS

this city, has been purchased by Joe
Dans, brother of John Dans, manager of the

street,

A building la being erected st 1418 First
svenue, for theatrical purposes, the lower floor
to be utilised as s picture theatre and the
second floor as an auditorium.
The Henry
Broderlck Co., real estate concern, has the
rental of the nroperty. but will not give out
the name of the lessees.
Report has It that
a Mr. Read and a woman partner will operate the house.
It will be completed about

LIBERTY

"Empty Pockets."

R.
T<

Theatrical Supplies

;

William Maylon haa closed his stock organisation in Pocotello (Idaho) and la now In
vaudeville with hia wife (Caroline Edwards).

from the

A

;

;

into

hi

Symmetrical*

Suit*,

P.

;

ond and

Wardrobe Trunks
Pbenet

;

:

AUTHORIZED TREATMENT
GIVEN EXCLUSIVELY AT

Union

Wataon, head of the Film Division of the Committee of Public Information,
arrived here from Washington. D. C. He came
to arrange for the display of Government war
films in this city and other of the larger towns
and cities of the state.

:

FACE SPECIALIST

St..

Chas

I

;

;

through ber wonderful discovery, guarantees to remore all traces of age by RESTORATION of the
face to its youthful contour and poaltlrely eliminate
ell lines, freckles, scars, baaxtnent or dark circles
around the eyas, sewing emeries, double china, etc
60 West 49th

;

;

;

YOUTHFUL BEAUTY REGAINED— RETAINED

$5.00

Big Bargains. Have been used. Also a few
Second Hand Innovation nnd Fibre Wardrobe
Trunks, fit and $lf. A few extra large Property Trunks. Alee eld Taylor and Bal Tranka.
Parlor Fleer, 18 W. Slat St, New York City

;

;

HIPPODROME

8t*#cd by

hV

it

Manaaaatctit

AT

EVER KNOWN"

—

PROP.

TIMES

B. Worley, mgr.).—46th
week of tha Wilkea' atock organisation. "Tha
Dawn of s Tomorrow," heart-drama, with
Grace Huff and Iran Millar leading. Capacity
business.
(Csrl Relter, mgr.).— 17. Oertrnda
Leo Been, dlsHoffmann. 48- minute tarn
tinctlTe entertainer; Kelly snd Oalvln plesaa
Kerr and
J. C. Nugent In real comedy sketch
Weston went big Alfred Latell. novel. Capacity business,

Bingham and Parquets.

Splendid patronage.

WILKES

;

Diego.

PEOPLE AT ALL

BURLESQUE

Scheer. BUlle
of 12.

Htfa Ortst Aaariittt
277-271 Colon bas Ave.
8a n Franciaca
Awarded Odd Medals—

NEW YORK

At 6th Ave.

Btraai

GuerriniCo.

WARDROBE

H7 N Wkluh A

14th Street Theatre

NEW YORK CITY

Genera. Italy; P. -P.

COSTUWERS

"^?m 0«<>u UOi

Plana Keys
22*

Qty

N. T.

..MONROE

ST

Mann facta r era of
the Baat Accord eons
la tha World
SpaciaJ far

-

Idas

Patented Skill

AUGUSTOS
IORO A SON
Uur******

New

Works

;

Cycling Brunettes, popular.
PANTAOES (Geo. Pantages. mgr.).— 18,
Winston's Seals, excellent headline; Leslie
Homer & Dubard. also
Clare ft Co.. featured
Francis A
Canfleld ft Cohen, good
featured
Nord. liked. Business good.
COLUMBIA (J. H. Mayrand. mgr. ) .—Trans-

for steady hotel

engagement; smart np>
pearance: most know Istest dsnee nnd
conc ert mnslc. Address Box 47, VARIETY, New Terk.

;

lerkert

&

Meisel Trunk Co.

910 WaaaJagtoa St.

BT.

LOU1B

|2AUDeM^MAKE-UP|
(^Lot Us

Prove

*^^Vpit

Beat
|
Bend far Price List aad Calar Card
New Tark City
111 Want 41th Street
la

Carl Relter, local representative of the OrCircuit, bas been confined to his home
the past week with a severe cold.

pbeum

Dealing with the early days of the Alaska
gold fields, Ed. Armstrong has written a comPresented at
edy sketch. "Sourdough Nell."
the Gaiety, 24, by the Armstrong Folly Company.

Hoaglund of this city was buncoed out
Thursday when he paid that amount
giving the names of Wm. Delmar and
O M. WiKon. for the Ballard theater, 5132
Ballard avenue. Seattle. He went out to BalII.

of $1,000
to

JOHN BRUNT0N
STUDIOS
PRODUCTIONS OF
EVERY DESCRIPTION
We

specialize In

Vaudeville Productions
SCENEET. PBOPEBTIBB, 8TACB PTJE>
N1BBINGS FOB ALL OCCASIONS
226 WEST 41st STREET

NEW TORE
Telephone: Bryant 111!

men

take poeseMuiou, but when Robert V.
Jennings, owner of the theater, knew nothing
of the "sale" Hoaglund reported the matter
to the police.
,
lard

to

Clemmer ousted a
house Thursday for making dis-

The management

man from

the

of

the

A
paraging remarks about the Government.
woman accompanied him. Repeating hie remarks while
stander
police

In the

in
.-tailon.

lobby of the theatre, a bySeveral soldiers
-iovc.
man was Bent to the

him

struck

wire called

and the

local photographer and
has failed to get into the

Frank Jacobn.

pic-

Govture producer,
ernment aerial photograph service on account
Jacobs formerly made the
of defective sigbt.
pictorial weekly shown at the Orpheum, and

now makes the Star-Liberty News Weekly
shown at the Liberty each week.

;

;

continental Road
ture pictures.

GLOBE (W.
Kimball Young
COLONIAL

Shows (vaudeville) and
NIcholH.
mgr.).
"Shirley Kaye."

P.
In

(H.

Quagllottl.

—Clara

mgr.).— "Come

Through." with Herbert Rawllnson.

REX
In

P. DeWees. mgr.).— Blllle
of Promise."

(W.

fea-

Burke

"The Land

Muir, mgr.).— "Aladdin and
the Wonderful Lamp," featuring the Fox KidSpecial symphony orchestra.
dles.

DOMINION

Kulolla'a

show

(.1.

Hawalians

Joined

the

Pantages

Fletcher

has

left

*

the

Empress

Stock.

shows have discontinued taking
Saturday night boat to Seattle. The last
-how Is given here Saturday night, and had
v.- he rushed In ordpr to get away, aa the same
hill opens In Seattle for the Sunday matinee.
N'-w arrangements have been made which will
allow more time before leaving this city.

Orpheum

the-

WASHINGTON.
BY HAHDIB MKAKIN.
KEITH'S (Roland

;

;

;

;

Morln Sisters, opened big, later on bill would
have "cleaned up" Prosper ft Maret, acrobats,
held the house closing the show.
NATIONAL (William Fowler, mgr.).— "The
Land or Joy" doing big, opening Sunday night
after two weeks of heavy display advertising.
BELASCO (L. Stoddard Taylor, mgr.).—
Emma Dunn In "Old Lady 81." Sunday night,
24, given over to Private Peat with his war
;

story.

POLIS

S.

nette Kellermann's Big
and registered big hit;

Robblns, mgr.).— AnShow triumph for her,
Lew Dockstsder went

Berger, mgr.).— "The
stock offering.

(Fred

Girl," musical

OAYETT

this week.

Charlotte

big
Dorthory Faye, marvelous voice 8wlft A
Kellay. clever couple In clever sketch
Eva
Taylor-Lawrence Grattay Co. In "Rocking the
Boat," good
Joyce. West A Moran, good

(Harry

Jsrboe,

Only

mgr.).—"Tha

Piano Mover."

COSMOS (B. TJrylawskl, mgr.).— "The Art
Student"; "The World of Harmony"; Rae A
William Cablll Espe A Dutton George
Randall ft Co. In "Mush."

Wynn

;

;

;

LOEWS COLUMBIA

m*r.).— William S. Hart
"Blue Blazes Rawd*n."

(Lawrence
In

his

Beatus,

latest

film,

Frances Starr appeared at the BoIshco Monday afternoon reciting "Carillon," a patrtotlo
poem, with the New York 8ymphony Orchestra
playing the accompaniment.

Manager Robblns,
flag

with

five

proscenium arch.

of Keiths, haa a aervios
stara
hanging from the

MOVING PICTURES
EVE'S DAUGHTER.
BUM* Burke
Thomas Melghan

Irene Simpson-Bates

John Norton
Courtenay Urquhart
Martin Simpson-Bates

Lionel AtwiU
William Riley Hatch
Earlier this season, Grace George appeared
at the Playhouse In a play by Alicia Ramsay
called "Eve's Daughter." It was voted an unequivocal failure.
What little merit It poe•eaeed was deleted In the ecreen version by
Margaret Turnbull, employed by Paramount
for Billle Burke, and directed by Jamee Klrkwood. There seems to have been a carefujly
thought-out plan to deliberately remove from
the story the only situation upon which the
play was founded that of a young woman,
physically enticing, without money, who makes
up her mind to give herself to a man ahe
f&noles she lovos without the formality of a
marriage ceremony. In the Turnbull scenario,
when the heroine finds the man hae no Intention of dealing honorably with her she
scorns his proposition, and returns home with
the other man who offers her honorable mar-

—

Nothing happens
financed.
result the brief feature, which
all,
takes but SO minutes to unwind, proves dull
There Is no drama In
and uninteresting.
visualising a pin-headed girl whose millionaire
father dies and leaves her but $10,000, which
she promptly proceeds to "blow In" for a good

amply
and as a

at

riage,

time In New York, goes to Boston with a man
she believes intends marriage, finds he doesn't,
Innumerable
and accepts the other man.
dramas and excellent acting parts have been

of erring women. Females who don't
altogether uninteresting for stage pur-

made out
are

poses.
A tragic-comedy might have been
evolved out of the theme, whlob would have
As to the
suited Miss Burke much better.
star's portrayal of the principal role In "Eve's
Daughter." the worst that can be 'said of an
Thomas Melghan as the
actress Is nothing.
hero and Lionel Atwill as the heavy handled
There was
their respective roles adequately.
nothing In the direction and photography deserving of special mention. "Eve's Daughter"
is a commonplace picture, far below the pres-

—

Paramount standard, and not

ent

satisfaction.

THE GIRL

IN

THE DARK.
Ashton Dearhelt

Brlce Ferris
Lois Fox

Carmel Myers
Frank Tokanaga
Frank Deechon
Harry Garter

Ming
Lao Wing
Strang
Struber
Sally

•The Girl

likely to give
Jolo.

la

the*Dark"

Is

Alfred Allen
Betty Schade
a Bluebird fea-

adapted from "The Green Seal," by
Charles Edward Walk, produced by Stuart
It
Paton, with Duke Hayward, cameraman.
would have made an admirable serial, and
with very little Imagination could readily have
been elaborated Into that form of picture enThe story starts off with the
tertainment.
most absorbing action. A girl is seen In a
darkened hall, and a number of villainous
looking Chinamen seize her. She screams; a
young man seated In his room seises a reShe Is
volver and starts to the rescue.
rescued by him, but is lured away and locked
up by a powerful Oriental secret society, and
They are seeking a green seal ring
so on.
which the girl wears, and in the end, with the
aid of flashbacks, the reason for the quest
The suspense Is maintained by
Is revealed.
continuous conflict, and the atmosphere of
Chinatown, secret passages, etc., excellently
Ashton Dearholt as the hero and
visualized.
Carmel Myers as the heroine portray thejr
roles nicely, as do the remainder of the sup"The Otrl In the Dark" Is a
porting cast
ture

flmt

been

It
rate program feature.
elaborated Into something

might have

much more
Jolo.

pretentious.

THE SHUTTLE.
B. B. Tilton

Reuben Vanderpoel

Helen Dunbar
George McDanlel
Albert Roscoe

Mrs. Vanderpoel
Sir Nigel Anstruthers

Lord Mount Dunstan
Penzance

Miss Talmadge failed to
Is followed.
create any distinct Impression in the role of
the younger sister, and the sympathy for the
greater part waa in the part played by Edith
Johnson. Albeit Roscoe waa very convincing
as the young lover, and played with several
Interesting touches.
B. B. Tilton in a character bit was quite acceptable, while the kiddle
part was capably handled by Edward Pell.
The scenes for the greater part are exteriors,
and seme very delightful locations were
The lnteriore were not out of the
secured.
ordinary, and the lightings were fair. Fred.

change

THE TRIUMPH OF VENUS.
Venus

.

.

.

story is based on the international marrlnge
question, and handles two views of It.
The
first shows the unhappy marriage of the eldest
sister of the American millionaire family, and
the advent of the younger sister in England to
straighten out the married sister's affairs, ahe
in turn falling In love with a penniless young
Englishman who has nothing hut a title and
a mortgaged estate.
He at first refuses to

Mars

Carl

Dane

Jove
John Fedrls
William Sherwood
The Sculptor
Nea
Grace Hamer
Pannes
Hassan Musealll
Captain Edwin Bower Heater, who wrote
Goldwyn's "For the Freedom of the World,"
is apparently the author of "The Triumph of
Venus." At least he Is the producer. It stare
Betty Lee, and Is described aa a "mythological
motion picture spectacle," preeentlng a story
of ancient Greeclan mythology, although, for
the sake of popular knowledge, the characters
are given their better known Roman names.
A lapee of 17 years separates the two sections of the story. First; Captain Heseer haa
depicted the love of Venue for a mortal, a
sculptor, and the man's subsequent death by

an arrow shot by Venus' rival, Diana. The
second half of the theme concerns Itself with
Nea, the half goddeee, half mortal daughter of
Venus, and the eculptor, who lovea Pannaa,
a flsher youth. After many tribulations, Venus
gets the permission of Jove that Nea and
Pannas may drink of the cup of Immortality.
Many of the scenes on Mt Olympus are
crudely handled from a directorial standpoint,
and the film hae numerous incidents which
aroused the amueement of an Invited audience
Tet the production,
at the Strand theatre.
with Its many glimpses of wood nymphs dancing In the abbreviated attire popularly attributed to dryads, and of their disporting,
diving and swimming in pools and rivers minus
even this scant attire, will probably give the
production a certain box office pulling power.
After observing some of the bathing scenes
with nude girls swimming about and the various close-upe of Grace Hamel In a veil and
the character of Nea It might be observed the
National Board of Review has broadened Its
It la only
viewpoint In the last five years.
fair to note, however, that the production has
Tt
scenes of frequent photographic beauty.
Is this photographic beauty rather than the
lame development of the fanciful theme or the
work of any player which Is the saving grace
Betty Lee
of the "The Triumph of Venus."
Is starred as Venus, but her work does not
stand out. She photographs Indifferently, and
no special dramatic ability Is apparent. The

work Is done by Miss Hamel. William
Sherwood Is satisfactory as the sculptor. "The
Triumph of Venus" Is liable to stir the risibilOn the other
ities of a thinking audience.
hand it would crowd a theater with the kind
of fan who goes to the Kellermann fantasies
or such a film as "Sirens of the Sea."

THE SIGN
Lone Deer
Dr. Robert

Winston

Rev. Rene Mercler

INVISIBLE.
Mitchell Lewis
Victor Sutherland

William A. Williams

Edward F. Roseman
Mabel Jullne Scott
Edgar Lewis' "The Sign Invisible," written
by Anthony Kelly, and released as a First

Tiou Baribeau
.leanette Mercler

National Exhibitors' Circuit production, canTt Is
not be pronounced a vigorous drama.
conventional melodrama of the old-fashioned,
popular-priced idea.
Although Mitchell Lewis
Is starred in the role of the half-breed Lnne
Deer, the story really centers around
Dr.
Robet Winston, a derelict physician who baa
become a drunkard and an atheist. He attracts the Interest of Jeanette Mercler, daughter of the pastor of the lonely camp, despite
his protests he does not believe In the existence
of a Qod.
The main theme of the story concern^ Itself with how Winston declares be
will believe if a sign comes from the Almighty, and Lone Deer, upon whom he has

JULIAN ELTINGE
THE FAMOUS IMPERSONATOR
To
r%

the screen

what he was

Edgar Lewis' direction

is adequate but not
In fact, the story hasn't a punch.
Lewis plays Lone Deer effectively, but
Winston and Jeanette stand out, largely
through the story Itself and not through vuor
of playing.
Victor Sutherland and Mabel

Mr.

Scott are both rather colorless In the parte.
"The Sign Invisible" will not dissatisfy an
audience, but It does not live up to the expectations aroused by Edgar Levis' preceding productions.

Marie

Percy Standing

.

Hodgson nurnett. the screen adaptation having been made by Margaret Turnbull and
Harvey Thew. and directed by Rollln Sturgeon.
The
Jan. C. Van Trees was the camera man.

ston.

electrifying.

THE BELOVED TRAITOR.

Phyllis Beveiidge

Thomas Persse

Edward Pell
TTghtrcd Anstruthers
Casson Ferguson
G. Selden
,
As a feature this production Is a corking ad
There la an angle
for the Camnn typewriter.
that should not be overlooked If the feature
does not bring the financial return expected.
Released by Select as one of its 8tar Series.
Constance Talmadge. the star, is billed as a
comedienne. Her role is far from that which
would usually be as«larned to a comedienne.
The story was originally written by Frances

operated for the removal of a bullet, Uvea.
Scienoe, he admits, cannot save the Indian,
but Lone Deer survives, and Winston falls
upon his kneee, thoroughly reformed. Which
paves the way for a wedding with Jeanette.
A eecond theme of "The Sign Invisible" revolves around Lone Wolf and his love for an
Indian girl, Winona.
The girl starts west
with her father, who wants to pass his last
days with his people. "I come back to you."
she tells Lone Wolf.
But a few days later
their canoe, overturned and waterlogged, is
found by Lone Wolf, who assumed both have
been drowned. Later, in a fight to save the
minister's daughter from a scoundrelly storekeeper, Lone Wolf ie shot, the bullet apparently hitting a nerve which causes blindness.
Winston operates, aa before noted, not believing that he can possibly save the Indian,
but Lone Wolf recovers. lie la, however, blind.
But he finds happiness In the end when Winona
returns.
She will be his eyee, he tells Win-

Betty Lee

Bonnie

Cupid
Diana
Vulcan

beat

Constance Talmadge
Edith Johnson

Bettlna Vanderpoel
Rosalie Vanderpoel

marry for money, but when a real romance
springs up between he and the young American
girl that she baa a oouple of millions In her
own rights falls to deter him from taking
her as bis wife.
The plot Is apparent Immediately after the first reel, and the story
just runs along on Incidents until It Is time
for the vllllan to drop dead of apolexy, whlob
a subtitle says waa "the ancient curee of the
Anstruthers," and the hero and star get .together for the final clinch. As a comedy relief
to the heavy matrimonial plot there Is a young
American traveling through the country on a
"bike" selling typewriters, and he Just naturally Jazzes up the entire plot with alang
phrases.
Ae a picture, "The 8huttle" is far
from a world beater, but It will pass with the
regular run of program stuff where a dally

to the stage

Mae Marsh

Mary Garland
Judd Mlnot

Henry
Myrna

B. K. Lincoln
George Fawcett

Biles
Bliss

Hedda Hopper
Bradley Barker

Paul Drayton
Father Anthony
Simeon Garland

J. A.

Furey

Louie R. Orleel
Cheater Morris
fifth Ooldwyn production la
"The Beloved Traitor," from the novel by
Frank L. Packard. The book was a "beet
seller," and hence the reason for retaining
the name In the plcturlxatlon.
The name
means nothing Tn connection with the film

Dan
Mae Marsh's

feature.

Stripped

of

the

book's

descriptive

writing, the conventional story Is dependent
upon tbe seneatlonally effective photography
and tbe all-star cast. The story. In brief. Is
that of a Maine coast girl who is loved by
a local fisherman, who has a talent for eculpturlng.
Along comes a wealthy New Yorker
with his daughter and, eeeing the work, takes
the youth to the city to have him taught
technique.
The young man takes to flying
high, the New Yorker writes back to the
local priest, who shows the letter to the girl,
who rushes to New York and rescues him.
Mae Marsh's ability to shift from comedy
to pathos Is her biggest asset.
She Is the
one actress who resorts to tears to depict all

emotions.
In "The Beloved Traitor" she
really hasn't the stellar role, the part being
more passive than active. But she bring* to
It
a sincerity that carries conviction and
makes it stand out.
The leading part Is
really the hero, played "conscientiously" by
George Fawcett has a rather
E. K. Lincoln.
straight role, devoid of all mannerisms. Like
Theodore Roberts, Fawcett can usually be
counted on for the Introduction of a "mannerIsm" that give a touch of character to his
portrayals.
In this ease It waa conspicuous
by Its absence.
A raging storm along the
Maine coast was an exeeedlnglv effective piece
of photography. William Worth In gton Is credited with the direction and George W. Hill
with the camera work.
The entire production was classlly handled and therefore conceals the mediocrity of the story.
Jolo.

THE SONG OF THE SOUL.
Ann Fenton

Alice

Joyce

Fenton

Percy Standing
Walter MeGrall
Bernard 81e*el
Butch
Barney Randall
Ruth
Ed Kb Reevee
Billy
Stephen Carr
This Vltagraph should supply a good program release, since Its plot deals with motherlove and the right to be happy.
The story
Dr.

Evans

Oelsen

In Itself, however, brings forth nothing new,
In fact It Is reminiscent of other film yarns
with the same basic plot.
Yet that doesn't
mean that Shannon Fife hasn't welded his own
tale.
Ann Fenton supposes herself rightfully
married for two years, when she discovers
that her union Is bigamous, that being the
crime of her husband. In addition, his presumed, "business" Is a gambling den In which
he Is partners with one Butch. When he discovers that detectives have trailed him on the
bigamy charges he hikes for the tall grass,
and Is for Ann going with him, though he
refuses to allow her to bring their Infant
won along.
Ann cut away from Fenton. But
the bigots In the small town establish her as
a fallen woman and forcibly take away her
progeny.
Seven years pass.
They find Ann
In the olty working for and being loved by
the well-to-do and forceful Dr. Evans, while
the boy has bees adopted by a cruel Inhabi-

tant of his native village.
The doctor Is
deeply smitten with Ann and the picture could
have ended In the third reel had she wished
to explain
her unfortunate early alliance.
Instead she returns to the village as a school
teacher to be near her boy. but Is recognized
and dismissed. Once more back In the city
she comes upon Fenton, who has established
a high-toned gambling establishment In one
of the doctor's houses.
She marries the physician and Induces him to adopt the youngster,
without disclosing his parentage.
This gives
Fenton a chance to hold a whip over Ann's
head unless she consents to protect him by
having the doctor reeclnd a disposees order on
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the gambling joint
The doctor learns the
truth first, however, and it all comes out
with a happy future In store for Ann and
her son. Tom Terries haa done tbe directing
acceptably, but one eeene bit will be bound
to cause unfavorable comment.
That la In
the school board hearing when Ann la dismissed and the school directors have refused
•to allow her boy in school because he waa
nameless,
Ann points to a framed Inscription and then exclaims that they forgot that
God himself has no name. In such a oiroumstance that is overstepping the limit and the
title and bit whloh takes but little footage
might be better eliminated.
Alice Joyce, a
Vltagraph favorite, plays Ann well, with acceptable characterisations by her main support In the persons of Percy Standing as Fenton, Walter MeGrall aa Dr. Evans and Barney

Randall as Butch.

Joss.

THE HOUSE OF GLASS.
Clara Kimball Young will achieve and add
another success to her string of triumphs of
the screen in the production of "The House
of Glass." the latest Young release of the
Select.
It is an adaption of the play of the
same title by Max Marcln. the screen version
having been made by Charles B. Whittaker.
Bmlle Chautard directed the production and
Jaoquea Bltuel Is responsible for the camera
work. The Utter Is to be credited with havttog secured several corking "shots" In this
picture..
The story of the play haa been adhered to rather eloeely and other than the
fact that there wae a slight bit of miscasting
In the matter of the men sunportlng the star
the produelon is a corker from whatever
standpoint one takes It.
Psll Trenton and
Corliss Giles could have reversed roles to
advantage.
Mine Young Is at all times lmpresslng and convincing In the role of the
Innocent victim of police and circumstantial
evidence.
The supporting east haa several
good individual touches, namely. Joele Sadler as the landlady and Norman Belby (kid
McCoy) as the detective.
The House of
Glass" Is a combination of star and picture
that will get money.
The story Ie there at
all tlmee and the Interest la sustained from
the start to finish.
It la one of the best of
the 8elect productions In almost two months.

REVELATION.
Naslmova does some vivid acting In "Revelation." Metro's seven-reel adaptation of Mabel

Wagn all's romance, at the Lyric. The story
is out of the ordinary, with a lame conoluekm,
but there hae been Intelligent directing .by
George D. Baker. Naslmova plays Jollne, a
cabaret dancer of the Parts Latin Quarter, who
becomes Interested In a youns and penniless
American artist. Paul Granville. Jollne beoomes tbe model of Paul, Indeed, hie mistress.
With the cabaret dancer as sn Inspiration,
Paul becomes famous.
Ultimately a cloud
hovers.
Told by the Count Adrian de Roche
or a strange legend of the Madonna, Paul Ie
fired with a desire to paint the eeene of the
story, but be will require * model other than
Jollne to pose for tbe Holy Mother.
The
count hae told the artist of the legend, that he
may part Paul and Jollne and obtain the fasolnatlng model for himself. In the end Paul
realises he owee everything to Jollne and decides to again make ber his model.
So the
two go to the eeene of the legend, a monastery
In the Interior of France.
Aeeordlna to the
story, s pious monk planted a rosebush In the
courtyard of the monastery years befpre. In
snlte of his care, the bush never blossomed.
Tbe priest brooded over It, considering It an
Instance of divine displeasure. One dav. while
the monk wae praying by tbe bush, when the
Madonna appeared within its branchee. Aa the
vision faded, the bush buret into bloom.
The
bush ban again ceased to bloom and the monk
who tends tt bas fallen 111, believing the sine
of his youth have brought about the change.
Reaching the monastery, Paul flnda the
monks will not admit Jollne, as the rulee prohibited a woman's foot entertlng the portals.
Jollne dons boy's clothes and next day gets
through the rates with tbe artist. Once laside, the monks being at nrayer. ehe done the
robes of the Madonna. Jollne having assumed
the pose of the legend, the artist starts work.
The sick monk suddenly appears, seee Jollne
in her garb of the Holv Mother, and falle In
a faint.
Paul and Jollne make their eecape
from the grounds before the monk Is found.
The bush again bursts Into bloom and the
legend, given new force, brines worshippers
from all France. When the news of the socalled miracle comes to Jollne the little model
Is keenly amused.
She goee to the prior of
the monastery and tells him the whole story.
The prior, however, still believes the Incident
at basis Is a miracle.
For how can Jollne
account for the bush bursting Into bloom?

"Perhaps the miracle will manifest Itself
you," he tells Jollne. who Is now
deeply stirred. Jollne decides to give up her
old life with Paul and she leaves him.
They
arc again unltod at the outbreak of the war,
when Paul enlists, and Jollne, as a war nurse.
finds him wounded In the very monastery of
the miracle.
They are ultimately married.
Naslmova gives a remarkable characterisation
of the wild, untamed girl or the cabarets to
the womnn stilted by spiritual eiutfatloD.
Charles Bryant 1" excellent as the American
artist.
Blgelow Cooper play* the Count de
Roche with poise snd distinction, and Frank
Currier gives a flnelv spiritual touch to the
prior.
A strong bit of an Apache Ie done
by 8yn de Conde.
Mr. Baker's direct sea ie
sympathetic and well-sustained.
It Is unfortunate "Revelation" lapses toward the ending.
There Is no question of the slump of the
production In the last two reels.
The final
half hour or more of "Revelation" le exceedingly trite.

through
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LOADED

DICE.

the principal characters In "Loaded
Dice" are bad, excepting one, a society girl,
who didn't last long, bat tho picture to a good
one—of Its kind. And iU kind le juat a bit
peculiar.
That the feature's (Path*) star is
Frank Keenan makes It worth while, for when
it Is a matter of playing before the camera,
there Is always full Justification for tipping
All

Prank Keenan Is
Mr. Keenan.
what one could be and so Tory, Tory few seldom
His role
are, termed a magnificent actor.
In "Loaded Dice" fits him so well and tightly

your

lid

to

the actor Keenan dissolves into the character,
Richard Oordon, and never becomes Keenan
again while the picture pours through. It Is
this remarkable ability of Mr. Keenan to lose
self In his role, to forget pose and remember
poise, to oblige forcefulness In pantomime to
project itseir from the screen to the audience,
as It Is projected from the machine to the
screen, that smothers up some of the claptrap of this feature, even though that same
clap-trap Is offset by a study of the atheist
and Inveterate criminal such as "Loaded Dice"
presents to those who care to make a study of
The care and attention given to the picIt.
ture in detail of photographic effect, sequence
of action and skill in direction could not be
overlooked.
Nor will the story escape notice
from those who say or think there are certain elements of human nature or the passions
better off the screen than on.
Which will
prove nothing in this Instance, however, for
the feature pointedly alms, arrives at and hits
two conceded morals, that there Is a finish to
everything with that ending always against
the wrongdoer, and that the non-believer In
the Almighty changes mind when In physical
distress.
It tells other things
for Instance,
how easily a wealthy young man may be
"framed" for $100,000, only In doing It Dick
Oordon violated one of the ethics of the
underworld profession he highly represented.
that the more people mixed in It the more
dangerous the Job.
Dick Gordon, as a caption aptly described him. was a promoter with
nothing to promote
In other words, a wit
worker. He lived well, had a girl, and was a
good gambler, who thought If the percentage
was RO-ftO, the wit end should have an edsre
somewhere. Otherwise, nothing is so certain
aa that which is cinched. Which led Oordon
to frame Harry Palmer (Ouy Coombs), the
rich young fellow with a bankroll and no
;

;

Gordon wanted *100.000.
brains.
Thmuch
his girl, Rose Blllfngs (Florence Ashton),
Gordon learned of three financiers who were
scheming to corner food products.
Gordon
threatened exposure unless declared (n.
The
trio agreed he should become a parfy provided he put up $100,000 as his share two days
Gordon agreed. Perhaps he could have
after.
borrowed $100,000 from Palmer. But he took
no chances.
That was his creed.
He did
not believe in God. depended upon his own
resources and followed his theory and principles In everything undertaken.
Down In
the country Oordon maintained a hunting
lodge.
Nearby was a bed of quicksand. He
discovered the quicksand one afternoon when
out shooting upon throwing his rifle to the
ground and seeing it slowly disappear. Oordon called at the club, saw Palmer, and they
arranged to shoot ducks at the lodge tho next
afternoon.
Oordon then visited an actress
friend. Induced her for a consideration to become his aunt. Induced Rose to be her daughter
and his niece, and they all met the next afternoon In Gordon's office. Palmer wan also there.
Rose looked very attractive.
When Oordon
found he couldn't leave on the four o'clock
train, because of an unexpected appointment
at five, the aunt suggested they go ahead.
While the sunt, daughter and Palmer were on
the train, the aunt stopped off at Falrvlew to
inquire at the station If thev should change
ears there. The train with the daughter and
Palmer went on without her. Expecting the
aunt, also Gordon, to arrive at least by the
last train that night (which thev did not do),
the couple In the lodge were eating and drinking when Palmer, partially stupefied with
knockout drops in his wine, attempted to assault the girl.
The drug overcame him while
trying.
In the morning when Palmer awoke
he was uncertain what had happened. Tn the
morning also arrived th#» aunt and Gordon.
The girl told her aunt she had been assaulted.
The aunt vowed vengeance unon Palmer unless he married the girl.
Palmer twiplor*»d
Gordon to Bave him at any cost. When the

two days were up Oordon appeared with a
certified check and was declared the fourth
of the quartet Tho aunt, who smoked
a cigarette at every opportunity, oven while
seated on a fenoe, returned to nor oity home
and told her own daughter how easily Oordon, with Roee, had turned the trick.
Tho
daughter, for spite, told Palmer.
Palmer
rushed back to the lodge where Oordon had
gone once again. He accused Oordon. Oordon pushed him over the cliff and tho quicksands swallowed him up. Not even the Insert
showing the final splurge of the sands flashed
as a closeup marred the smooth running of
this scene, perhaps the first ever put In pictures' with a .human as the victim.
(Mr.
Coombs must have been unable to breathe for
at least 90 seconds, If not longer.)
Returning to the city full of vengeance Oordon pro-

member

ceeded

directly

to

the

home

of

the

tattler,

her and escaped, although seen from
the next apartment by another crook, who
later recognised Oordon as he was attending
a ball, escorting Ethel- Mason, the society girl
(Madeleine Marshall). The crook stole a diamond hairpin at the ball. Gordon chased and
captured him, but released the crook when ihe
latter recognized him.
And after, as Oordon
in his rapid path to fame started by his Job
was elected governor of the state, seemingly
still supported by his confederates of the food
conspiracy, the crook again appeared, demanding Oordon visit him that evening at his room.
Gordon did so, with a gun in his outside coat
pocket.
It was a rainy night
Wherever tho
character went or appeared it was still rainkilled

ing, quite some picture rainstorm.
The crook,
for protection, had a thug stationed outside on
the fire escape. As Gordon was about to snaot
the crook, the thug fired first which put one
governor out of business, but not until he
had been removed to his home, when, while
watching an hour glass that marked his
length of life, he sent for Rose—the girl who
had stuck by. him and he had brushed aside,
to become betrothed to Miss Mason.
As {he
hour glass had about run its course, Oordon
saw It shade into an image of the Magdalen
and the Cross, when he confessed his belief
in God and asked for mercy, with the picture
fading out on a death as it had started with
a kiss by Gordon and bis girl on the brink
of a hill.
Just who triumphed remains untold, unless It was the crook.
He, with his
companion, escaped for the murder of a mur-

derer.

Herbert Blache directed.

He

brought

out the connection between "loaded dice" and
Oordon '8 theory of life quite plainly. At one
time a hand rolled the box and threw five
It recalled the old days of the crap
sixes.
game at Hammersteln's. All roles are well
played.
Miss Billings sends over an appeal
despite an unsympathetic part. The player of
the aged actress did an excellent bit. having
to
feign dramatics one moment and nonchalance the next. The crook looked a "Raf-

debonair and slick, but he was a crude
worker and could never have gotten past the
The only taint to Mr.
at any ball.
Keenan's perfect playing of his steely gambler
was a somewhat undue excited manner after
having killed his betrayer.
The restaurant,
ball and club scenes were splendidly mounted,
especially the clubroom.
"Loaded Dice" will
or should create talk when shown.
It
Is
easily a three-day run and could stand a week
If the town Is big enough.
There's meat in
it to draw from every section of any olty.
fles,"

bulls

Bime.

WILDW0MEN.
Cheyenne Harry
The Queen
The Princess
"Wild Women."

Harry Carey
Martha Mattox
Molly Malone

Universale five- reel feadraw between Its title and
paper featuring grass-clad ukelele cutles,
but It will not come up to an audience's expectations.
"Wild Women" Is the old dream
Idea, with variations.
Cheyenne Harry gets
all the boys of the Bar-I Ranch to enter a
Frisco rodeo to win cash prises and help out
one of the cowpunchers. whose wife Is In
need of several hundred dollars for an operaCheyenne and the boys win the steertion.
throwing and other contests and walk away
with the prises.
That night they celebrate,
visiting a gilded cafe where a chorus of Honolulu belles are doing hula-hula dances in the
cabaret.
Finally they all go to sleep in a
back room.
The rest of the flve-reeler is
Cheyenne's dream of being shanghaied with
ture, will probably
Its

I

am

his friends on an old sailing brig and washed
up on a desert Isle when the ship burns.
There tho castaways encounter a tribe of
Hawaiian danoera, whoso angular queen In-

Tho cowsists upon marrying Cheyenne.
puncher succeeds In avoiding the queen and
Is Just kissing the pretty princess of the
Isle when he awakens In the back room.
"Wild

Women" would do

for a one-reel qpmedy, but
It Is entirely too slender for five.
Tho producers apparently think tho glimpses of the
Hawaiian girls In their alfalfa skirts, dashing
about the ocean's edge, will put over the picture.
Harry Carey Is the oowpunoher, Cheyenne Harry. The only other person who stands
out is Molly Malone, as the pretty princess.

THE ROUGH LOVER.
Richard
Spike

Helen

Aunt Mary
Countess Wlntershin
Count Wlntershin
Bluebird's

THE SHOES THAT DANCED.
Pauline Starke

Juanlta Hansen
Martha Mattox
Katharine Henry

Mother Carey

Lydia Teamans Tltur
Wallace MacDonalu

him in all sorts of tribulations with her excitable husband.
Richard disappears from a
swimming raft In an endeavor to avoid the
countess, and
Is
supposed to have been
drowned. Helens' aunt is a spiritualist and
promises her niece she will .get Into communication with Richard's departed spirit
Richard, meanwhile, has reached an Island nearby
used by Spike O'Brien, lightweight champion,
who looks exactly like him. Richard gets
Spike to go back to the aunt's house for his
clothes. Splko appears Just as the aunt's spiritualistic seance Is in progress and, looking
identically like Richard, upsets the affair.
Here the scenario writer, Eugene B. Lewis,
lost the point of his comedy Idea and the rest
of the situations beoome haphazard and con-

time-worn

comedy

duel' Is

In as the big humorous scene.
After
a series of misunderstandings over tho mixed
identities of Spike and Richard, there is the
usual denouement
Farnum surpasses his
work of his past few pictures in the double

dragged

which he diversifies nicely. Juanlta Hansen Is attractive as the heroine, and the rest
of the roles are done satisfactorily. The audience at the New York theatre, where "The
Rough Lover" was reviewed, seemed to like
the picture.
One or two situations aroused a
good measure of laughter. "The Rough Lover"
role,

is

a shade better than the average Bluebird.

HEIRESS FOR A DAY.
Helen Thurston
Jack Standrlng
Spindthrlft

Thee.

Rhoda Regan
Mrs. Regan

Frank Montague
"The Rough Lover," presenting

The

be considered otherwise In the theatre.

Franklyn Farnum
Franklyn Farnum

Franklyn Farnum In a dual characterisation,
does not make the most of Its oomedy Idea.
Richards, something of a bookworm and far
from a strenuous sort of chap, Is in love
with Helen, whose Ideal, however. Is an athlete.
The sentimental Countess Wlntershin is
fascinated by the mild Richard and Involves

ventional.

after her.
So Helen hocks her pearls and
pays some of them off. Just when she Is bemoaning her fate the good old family lawyer
arrives to say she wins all the works of deceased grandpop's estate, since the will stipulated that ff Spindthrlft had encouraged
Helen spending more than that $1,000 he
was to be disinherited and she to be the sole
heir.
There isn't even variety In the names
given the cast, either the fault of the author
or the scenarlolst. The direction was by Jack
Dillon, and his results are nil.
This feature
seems to be a by-product. It wasn't Interesting at a private viewing and it probably won't

Olive

Thomas

Joe King
Eugene Burr

Old Hodges
Graham Pette
Mrs. Standrlng
Lillian Langdon
Mary Warren
Grace Antrim
Mrs. Rockland
Anna Dodge
A most improbable society yarn with a
mediocre cast and similar direction, this Triangle. The heroine falls to arouse sympathy,
partly because of the scenario, but, perhaps,
more because she enacts her role without
It may bo logical for a person to
sincerity.
acquire snobbishness after suddenly acquiring
great wealth, but the transition here Is too
fast.
Helen Thurston, a manicure in a large
hotel, falls In love with Jack Standrlng, whose
"grand dame" mother sets her heart on his
marrying a debutante of their set. In spite
of Helen's position In the hostelry she attends
a dance in the hotel, and when Jack's mother
finds her son and Helen dancing together, the
Helen's grandfather
girl is properly snubbed.
suddenly dies, and it is noised about Helen
had fallen heir to a fabulous sum. Immediately she Is taken In the social set and tradesmen vie with each other to sell her costly
raiment on credit It turns out that a cousin,
one Spindthrlft, Is the sole heir under certain conditions. One Is that should Helen live
a year within $1,000 bequeathed to her. she
Hence SpindIs to share In the estate 50-50.
Then
thrlft aids in her extravagant buying.
this youth villain, who wasn't content with a
paltry ten millions, half of the estate, tells
Helen the real facts and sicks the tradesmen

Harmony Lad

Anna Dodge

Something picturesque about gun-fighting,
whether the Incident be the flash-like withdrawal of a Colt from the hip holster or
whether It bo tho barking of the automatlo
cunningly pumped from Inside coat pocket of
tho city "gunman."
Being urban and not
sparated by distance nor time, the city gunman's shootings and plottlngs are perhaps too
grim a reality to be fictionally treated through
films very often. Tet the city gangster's gunplay has a certain glamour, as that formerly
of the west, and It lends Itself to romantic
fiction as shown by Triangle's "The Shoes
That Danced," taken from John A. Moroso's
story, and given a scenario by Jack Cunningham. In addition to its action. It la a story
To make it the
that seems quite possible.
more realistic the two New York gangs concerned are the Hudson Dusters and the Cherry
Hills, both groups of roughs in existence not
long ago, If they actually are not at this day.
There is a killing in the "Pepper Box," an
East Side cabaret, and when a "squealer" tips
off the gunman to the police, he "gets" his.
The affair leads Rhoda Regan and Mamie ConIon to fear for the future of their sweethearts,
who are known as the "Harmony Lad" and
"Stumpy Darcy," and who are leaders of the
Hudson Dusters. The Harmony Lad promises
Rhoda to quit his mode of living and take a
Job as entertainer in the "Pepper Box" with
an ultimate view of going on the stage. Mamie
on the night of the Lad's first appearance in
the' cabaret risks fate by flirting with Wedge
Barker, leader of the Cherry Hills, and. later,
when Stumpy Bees the pair together, he
Immediately the police
"snuffs out" Barker.
dragnet Is thrown out for the Lad. from whom
the detectives figure they w>>uld find the hiding
place of Stumpy. But the Lad flees to Jersey
on the eve of his first stage date down south.
And only the fact that he gets information that
Stumpy, masquerading as Charlie Chaplin, is
devoting all his attention to Rhoda at a masked
ball lures the Lad back to Rhoda's home. But
the Lad has no chance to wreak vengeance
on Stumpy, for the latter removes his masquerade in front of Rhoda's door and the
wanted man is snatched off by a detective who
had been shadowing the pair. She and the
Lad are married with the prospect of his
cleaner life within the law. "The Shoes That
Daneed" mlaht be called an "eastern-western."
The comparison to the "western" crops up
often, gun-play and underlying romance along
The "Pepper
different lines, but still present.
Box" takes the place of the "Hell's Kitchen"
The surreptitious autoof the mining camp.
matic takes the place of the "six shooter."
And. too. It's a feature of types which, added
to the gun-play feature. Is why Triangle chose
wisely in placing the direction in the hands
of Frank Borzage, classed with the best In the
He has admirably
production of "westerns."
chosen his types, with Pauline Starke as
Rhoda Just shading the splendid cast She is
equallv good as the shop girl who aspires to
better* things for her sweetheart and looks
fetching in her Pierrot costume at the ball.
Wallace MacDonald as the "Harmony Lad'
was another good selection, while Dick Rosson
performed well as usual In the character of
Anna Dodge as "Mrs. Regan
"8tumpy."
screens a fine old Irishwoman, and Lydla
Yeamans Titus, too. played a character bit
Pllnv Horn was not taxed with anywell.
Seen at a private showing
thing exceptional.
the picture impressed and should attract unJbee.
usual Interest.

—
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may have been selected with Vivian Martin,
the star, in view. It is from the novel, "Mary
'Gusta," the tale of an orphaned girl in a
Maaeaohusetta tea-coast town, brought up by
the two old proprietors of a general trading
store, who were partners of her father, the
The feature Is a comedy
latter dying poor.
drama. Youth Is contrasted against age in It
At the funeral services of Mary 'Qusta's father
a laugh, and the biggest one of the picture*
was interjected into tbe parlor of the home
where the services were being held through
some Keystone comedy via a cat. There are
a few other smiles (mostly from the captions)
during Mary's early days when In the store,
aiding her guardians; tut shortly after the
film becomes serious and remains that way
There Is a love story
until its conclusion.
with complications, also a bit of pathos in
the guardians sending Mary to a city boarding school, nearly wrecking their business
Mary discovers It on
through the expense.
tbe eve of her departure as a guest of a
yachting party to Japan. Her declination of
the Invitation, her return to the country store
and the saving of the situation she had Innocently brought about through relnvlgoratlng
the methoda of conducting the business, Mary
saving It from Immediate failure by calling a
meeting of the creditors, when she obtained
an extension of six months on the bills payable of tbe firms and Incidentally, likewise* her
it is hardly the
engagement at the finale,
story that carries this picture along as a
middling feature that may prove better entertainment for the young than the old. It la
In Mlsa Martins support are
the company.
Theodore Roberts and James Nelll, with Harrison Ford playing the Juvenile, opposite the
The picture was directed by Rollln 8.
star.

No

Sturgeon.

duction, nor

is

occasion calls for lavish prothere any scenic views of In-

The photography is clear, with one
scene on the Harvard campus, probably. Mlsa
terest.

Martin takes good care of
Messrs.
part assigned her.
are a tower of strength in
they save rather than make
ticoat Pilot" will likely be

view, and that may be because portions of the
were probably deleted by Pathe. But apparently Mary never finds It out aa far aa
the film shows. The pair become engaged to
marry and thlnga move loveably along until
one day when Mary visits a poor family to
Sudgive charity she contracts smallpox.
denly taken 111 the opera Is postponed and tho
next day tho doctor diagnoses hor case. Another curious point crops up In that connection, for when tho doctor orders tbe house
quarantined a whole host of the singer's
friends go their way, rather a marked difference between Russian and American health
Serglus begs to stay, but he too
standards.
A month later Mary
Is driven from tho house.
Is on the way to recovery, but a new operatic
News
Btar has been established In her stead.
of that brings the tradesmen, and all bar furThus does Mary
nishings arc auctioned off.
fall from the pedestal of being the pet of
Petrograd, all in 80 days. To make It worse
In the sale of her
she buys a hand mirror
own chattels and discovers that her face la
marred beyond hope. Also her voice Is gone.
There Is a deal of kissing of the bands and
when Serglus hears of the sale he rushes on
tho scene and immediately kisses her ha.nds,
which passes the limit under tho circumBut when he lifts tho veil from
stances.
Mary'« face. It's curtains as far as he Is concerned. Mary Is reduced to poverty and finally
lands at begging In the streets, while Serglus
in his studio takes one last needle-full and
The only real touch that looks familiar
dies.
Outside of that It's
Is tbe presence of snow.
Tbe acting doesn't approach our
all foreign.
own standards and the directing Is at times so
bromldlc one can almost hear the director amy
"move towards the camera." Miss Leslenko
Is not youthful nor possessed of beauty, but
neither are the majority of opera stars. She
hardly shows taste In wearing her jewels when
Just allowed out of bed from such a dire
'"The BagIllness and with her face veiled.
gar Woman" deals with a repulsive toplo
which certainly will never help It Into favor.
film

Lasky (Pallas) Paramount feature that

the easily played
Roberts and Nelll
the upholding, but
the feature. "Pet-

—

/bee.

8ime.

HEADIlFsOUTH.

Carlyle

Jack Christie

7

a number of startling shootlng-up
figures
stunts and attracts a wide reputation through
the Southwest. "Headln* South" enrolls with
a famous gang of outlaws headed by Spanish
His past reputation as a highwayman
Joe.
With Spanish Joe,
gets him Into the band.
"Headln* South" meets the girl of his heart,
a pretty Spanish senorlta who Is a prisoner
of the Mexican bandit. How he outwits Spanish Joe and saves the girl form the basts of
the melodramatic situations. Finally "Headln
South" gets the girl, her mother, and the
women of the rancho to the nearest frontier
The place Is attacked by the bandits,
town.
but "Headln* 8outh" succeeds single handed
The bandits are
in capturing Spanish Joe.
Headln
finally driven off by cowboys and
South" reveals himself aa an officer of tbe
mounted police who has been assigned to the
task of bringing in the bandit chief, his stunts
as a highwayman being merely to gain the
Fairbanks climbs
confidence of Spanish Joe.
barns and walls with his usual facility, but
"Headln* South" isn't as acrobatic aa some of
The star playa the role
his recent vehicles.
Frank Campau
with his usual buoyancy.
and Catherine Macbandit,
vigorous
makes a
Donald, who makes her first appearance with
Fairbanks, is a pretty heroine. The picture
Rosson under the
is well directed by Arthur
direction of Mr. Dwan. "Headln* South" Isn t
Fairbanks at his best, but It Is an entertainit
ing and lively melodramatic comedy.
won't disappoint and it won't send audiences
away talking about It.
in

*•

x-

Mme. N. A. Leslenko
Mar.'.'
Pathe some time ago purchased a number or
Russian features which are being released
from time to time. It may be the "The Beggar Woman" was among the group taken en
Marv

certainly doesn't seem like It was
it possessed some special bright
Like many foreign films
doesn't.
and In this case
it Is more story than action,
sounds like
It's a disagreeable yarn, one that
the plot of a cheap paper novel of the old
bloc

for

it

chosen because
quality.

It

finishes In tragedy as do
school.
many of the foreign features, and especially
The similarity to other
the Russian kind.
foreign pictures Is to be further found in the
rather elaborate settings, Interiors for the
But some of those were badly
most part.
private
llKbtcd, unless' the print shown at a
view was of poor quality. Mary Mar Is an
opera singer with a host of admirers, which
appears to be a Continental custom. She one
day meets Serglus. a poet of means, and invites him to a little gathering at her sumptuRight away the
ous home after the opera.

Also

it

i

rhymster tells the songbird be is smitten, but
he refuses to take a glass of wine with her.

later develops that Serglus likes
have
the Httle needle in the arm of hie. They
her that
a tiff over the wine affair and be tells
he loves her, but he Is not to be classed with
no
the other plain worshippers. It Is curious
of Serglus come to
affects of the needle work

The reason

chief

fault

of

the

Johnson

Barrlngton

World production,

"His Royal Highness, " is that it is artificial
romance done in serious fashion without a
Oarlylo Blackwell la
single flash of humor.
Where a light touch
the star and director.
would possibly have gilded over the clap-trap
of the plot. Blackwell haa played everything
in typical old time screen Idol fashion. Jack
Christie and Victor Borden are roommates at
Harvard. Both go to Europe together, Borden
In reality being the heir to tho throne of
Wallarya. In Paris, Bordon becomes Involved
in a brawl over an Apache's sweetheart, and
goes to a hospital. As the heir is scheduled
to appear in Wallarya on a certain date. Jack
In Wallarya. Jack
goes along in his stead.
Introduces pep and slang Into court life, gets
involved in a serlea of conventional romantic
drama adventures, and rescues tho royal
prlnoesa from kidnappers led by Prince FerJack
dinand, the pretender to the throne.

comes to love the princess. News arrives from
the real heir to the throne he has decided to
renounce kingly aspirations and go to America
with his little Apache. Thus the way Is cleared
for a marriage between Jack and the princess.
The final fade-out loiters until one year after,
wben a new heir apparent is trundled into the
Mr. Blackcourt room for the first time.
well Is a stilted and artificial American-made
king, Evelyn Greeley has little to do aa tbe
princess, and the rest of the cast Is passable.
The costumes of the Wallarya populace, /trongly suggest musical comedy.

__—
THE WASP.

*

Grace Culver
John Culver
Mre. Culver

Harry Cortland

Kane Putnam

Mosukln

....Kitty

Herbert

Ferdinand

Mr. Cortland
Jackson Devereaux

THE BEGGAR WOMAN.
Sersius

Bert Honey
Lionel Bel more

Victor Borden
General Malcoff .'.
Llsette

The

Blackwell

Evelyn Greeley
Kate Lester

Her Aunt

Douglaa Fairbanks
Fnmk. C,ampau
Catherine MacDonald
The Girl
"Headln' South," Douglas Fairbanks' latest
Artcraft release, written by Allan Dwan. is
Fairbanks,
more melodrama than comedy.
however, handles his role with a fine sense
The star plays a mysof humorous satire.
terious, lone rider, an outlaw, who acquires
He
the appellation of "Headln* South."
South
Joe

Constance Talmadge's second Select picture

"Up

is

Road With

the

Kitty

Saulles

Madge Evans' and George MacQuarrle's
next feature will be "Wanted a Mother." *
has signed a new con-

Carlyle Blackwell
tract with World.

William Brady has taken over the Triangle

Edward Rosemond
Victor Kennard

.Lionel Belmore
Draseoa
A very conventional melodramatic plot of
last generation 'a vintage Is "The Wasp," written by Wlllard Mack, directed by Lionel Belmore, photographed by Lewis Ostland, starIt Is a World release.
ring Kitty Gordon.
The handsome daughter of a millionaire captain of Industry Is known as "the wasp" because she says sarcastic things about other
people.
Her father wants her to marry the
son of his business partner, and wben he
insists, she runs away In her auto, accompanied by her maid, the car driven by ner
chauffeur. On tbe trip ehe falls in love with
the chauffeur and they return in time to get
Into the middle of a strike In one of her
Here the chauffeur acquits
father's factories.
himself with great bravery and it turns out
he is the son of a wealthy friend of her
There Is a big strike, the works
father's.
The "chauffeur"
are blown up and so on.
had been cast off by bis father for a college
scrape, his father bad given him a check,
telling him to shift for himself and (most
» .

stuff) the young man had torn up
the check and told his father he wouldn't
return until he bad made good. Now, having
acquired for a wife tbe only child of a millionaire, he was ready to appear before his
father and prove he bad a good business head
on bis shoulders. Some especially fine locations were used for exterior scenes, and tbe
cast Is one of merit.
But the story Is old-

original

style

melodrama.

Joto.

tho Law," with R. A. Walsh dia screened version of the late Do

is

murder

case.

Victor ScherUlnger, directing the Charlee
Ray productions for Thomas H. I nee, has gone
on a vacation and will be temporarily replaced
by Irving Willat.

The National Film Co., of Englewood. Colo.,
through Us president, O. D. Woodward, has
secured a contract for 78 pictures.
All the
subjects are to be of tbe western type.

studio at Tonkers.

King Baggot returns
Joe Welch Is negotiating with Universal to
appear In comedy productions.
Virginia Pearson's brother, Harvey, In the
U. 8. Marine Corps for over a year. Is now In
France.

Leo F. Levlson has been placed In charge
of Select's Pittsburgh office, succeeding Harvey B. Day, resigned.
Arthur Butler Graham, attorney for Mack
Bennett, left Tuesday for California to consult
with his client.

"The Bride's Revenge"
lect Is making for Alice
ler la the director.

is tho new film SeBrady. Charles Mil-

"The Lion's Claws" will be the next Unidirected by Jacques Jaccard
serial
Marie Walcamp will have the stellar role.

versal

;

to the Universal proin a one-reel comedy, entitled "I'll Fix
released under the Neetor brand, March

gram
It,"
18.

f

Stuart Blackton in a few weeks will begin
on "Missing," by Mrs. Humphry Ward. The
Commodore will make his home In California
J.

in

future.

Hana Shlmosumi, Japanese

lyric soprano, la
playing a limited engagement at the imperial,
San Francisco, singing English, French, and

Italian arias.

The Motion Picture Exhibitors of Maryland
have appeared before the State Judiciary Committee, nsking that the censor board bo legls-'
lated out of office.

Howard Kyle
pearance

a

in

will

make

his first screen ap-

World Film rewhich Kitty Gordon

forthcoming

"Devil's Dice,"
to ho starred.

lease,
is

George Walsh, who broke three ribs while
on a cross country run, Is on the road to re-

in

Sylvia Day, one of the Zlegfeld "Follies"
New York last week for Hollywood, where she will make her first screen
appearance in support of Parsons.

beauties, left

Milton

B.

Sills
will be Clara Kimball
man In "The Reason Why,"
Tearle, as announced earlier.

Young's leading
not

Conway

The

"Beauty in
Hall production,
will be the Unversal release for

Ella

Chains"

March

The patriotic picture which Vttagraph la
making in conjunction with the State Defease
Council of New York will be titled "New York,
or Danger Within."

11.

Peggy Hyland has Just finished "The Debt
of Honor."
It Is scheduled for release March
10.

Edward Elkas, one time musical director
for Alice Nellson in "The Fortune Teller," la
now acting In pictures.
Texas Qulnan

New

York, her third
trip east since she Joined Triangle at Culver
Cltp a few months ago.
Is

In

H. Seelig, former newspaper man, has Joined
writing

the Triangle scenario staff and J*
two-reel comedies for them.

P. A. Powers has been appointed chairman
of a committee of picture managers to provide
film entertainment for tho soldiers and sailors.

George C. Doughtety has signed with World
He was one of the pioneers
with D. W. Griffith In tho old
Blograph days.

as firm editor.

in the business,

Having extended their activities to AusGoldwyn Is preparing to have their

tralasia,

pictures

will soon release "Moral Suiwritten and directed by Ivan Abram-

Miriam Cooper has returned to the screen.
She will appear as the wife In "Woman and
the Law."

Mao Marsh's next Goldwyn release will be
"The Beloved Traitor," an adaptation of
Frank L. Packard's novel.
She takes the
part of Mary Garland.
Hugh Thompson has

been signed by DeLuxe
Pictures, Inc., as leading man in support of
Doris Kenyon, in "The Street of Seven Stars,"
story by Mary Roberts Rinehart.

The

first

experience of the American troopB

shown in official
pictures received here by the American Red
In

France with

liquid fire is

Cross.

The Pioneer Film Corp.

will

be the dis-

tributors through the New York territory for
the productions of the State-Right Distributors, Inc.

plsoed

William

Not even Oovemment war pictures for relief fund benefits may be shown
in North
Dakota Sunday, according to orders sent out
by Attorney General Langler of that state.

Tbe state rights of "Mother" for New
York have been secured by the Modern Feature Films, through Sawyer and Lubln of
General

Enterprises,

Inc.

Tho

Colonial, Savannah, is closed for reIt was the only five-cent picture house
the city and Is controlled by Manager Abe
Guckenhrlmer of the Savannah theatre.

pairs.
In

Mildred Allen bad an aeroplane honeymoon
with her husband, Lieut. Lawrence B. Sperry,
worked in the preliminary 01m scenes of
"Woman and the Law."

Tie understood

the

new

Fox

film,

"The

Africa,

Argentina,

begin work on

his next
from a story
written by C. Gardner .Sullivan, who wrote
"Hell's Hinges."
Little Mary McAllister Is a star.
A few
years ago she was doing "bits" and small part*
for Essanay.
She is now featured In tworeelera.

order to get correct locations for 'The

Life Mask," the third special production In
which Petrova will appear, the exteriors will
be taken on the estate of James Deerlng,
Miami, Fla.

William Russell Is at work on his first production with the new William Russell Productions organization, at the studios In Southern California. The film is entitled ^tdrlenne
Gascoyne."

Metro has secured the picture rights to
"Pals First." recently played at the Fulton
with Thomas Wise and William Courtenay la
tbe leading roles. It will be used as a starring
vehicle for Harold Lock wood.
C. E. Shurtleff has been engaged as general
manager for Hodkinson Service. He was

sales

formerly with Select P. N. Brlnch, formerly
sales manager for Hodkinson, has been mads
assistant to the president of that organisation.

The Sterling Pictures Corp., Arthur Beck,
president, has made arrangements to handle
for state right exploitation the screen production of "Tho Natural Law," made by the

Tom

Inc.

who was writing the captions for
the Sidney Drew comedies, is doing the captions for the new Dolly Sinters production,
which

Eddie Morrison, press agent for tbe distributing branch of the Paramount Artcraft,
has been confined to his home for a week because of illness.

South

8. Hart will shortly
film, which Is taken

Franco Films,

The next Douglas Fairbanks production will
be named "Mr. Fix It."
It was written by
Allan Dwan, from a suggestion by Ernest
Butterworth. Dwan also directed it.

in

and Porto Rico.

In

The Graphic
cide,"
son.

Gordon

Charles Gerry
Sadee Burbank
Rockcllffe Fellowes
William Calhoun

Woman and
recting,

Salllo."

Pathe will release 'The Naualhka" (Doroedina) Feb. 24. The picture Is In six reels.

covery.

Princess Diana* of Terresta

Headln'
Spanish
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HIGH ROYAL HIGHNESS.

better liked In the

afternoons than at night.
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Bret,

will

bear the

title

of

"The Millionaire

Dollys."

Shortage of electricity at the Goldwyn
at Fort Lee, ha* necessitated the
renting of two other studios In Manhattan
to get Mabel Normand's latest picture,* "Too
Floor Below," out on schedule
time.
Studios,

Ralph Bradford has been engaged by tho
Triangle to take charge of Its Chicago territory, coming to that organization from Goldwyn, having supervised the Minnesota territory for the latter firm.

Thomas Bret has been engaged for tho
National Film Corp. to act as scenario editor
and title writer for tbe Capitol Comedies, la
which "Smiling" Bill Parsons is to appear, and
which are to be released through Oofdwyn.
Sol I,. l,PB«rr. San Francisco picture man,
has been HrrtPd president of the State Rights
Exhibitors' Corporation, embracing the United
States and Canada.
Leon D. Netter, another

Ban Franciscan, was elected secretary.

VARIETY

WILLIAM

BRADY'S

A.

BIG PICTURE
Did you play "The Whip"?
you did you know what a box office bear
Well, there is a companion picture to "THE
making.
If

Over $100,000 has already been spent on

The

last reel

The

real actors

it is.

WHIP"

in the

it.

shows a battle
in mid-air between a monster Zeppelin (not a model
a real
one) made on government lines at a cost of over $25,000, with
a war hydroplane over the real ocean.
alone remains unfinished and

go

in the clouds, not

Its

it

—

—

the real thing.

Title

STOLEN ORDERS

founded on the Drury Lane play, "Sealed
Orders," written by Cecil Raleigh and
Henry Hamilton, authors of "The Whip/'
which ran at the Drury Lane longer than

ACTED BY
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
GEORGE MacQUARRIE
Guaranteed bigger than

and William A. Brady

STARS

6

KITTY GORDON

MONTAGU LOVE

MADGE EVANS

JUNE ELVIDGE

"THE WHIP."

A

picture with a solar plexus

every
in Eight Reels, just

jammed

full

ff

•The Whip" did. The title, "Sealed Coders" was appropriated by a Danish picture some years ago, hence the change of
name to "Stolen Orders."

Directed by liar ley Knoles, George Kelson

It's

faked

it

punch

in

reel.

of

Love, Sport, Passion, Jealousy, Crime and
Thrills. No war.

For

sale the

basis.

world over on a

territorial

I

MOVING PICTURES
DUNCAN CONTROVERSY.

A

controversy seems likely over
William Duncan, the serial star announced as signed by Pathe. Duncan
has been for a long time a member of
the Vitagraph forces, coming to the
front in the past year in several serials,
including one now being released,
"Vengeance and the Woman."
Recently Pathe, following the return
of General Manager J. A. Berst from

45

the coast, announced that Duncan had
been signed and would be director of

and

VARIETY'S LOS ANGELES OFFICE

serial coast production, as well as starring in his own productions.

fith at

fice

Now, however, Vitagraph claims
Duncan will continue with it. This
statement is made officially. Duncan,
it la stated, will start work in a new
serial within a few weeks.

scenarios for .Lillian Walker.
Sommerville was formerly with Grifthe Fine Arts.

KENNEDY WITH HAYAKAWA.
Aubrey M. Kennedy
of

the

which
its

is

star.

is to be the head
producing company,
have Sessue Hayakawa as
There is a possibility that

feature

purposes.

to

Guy Price, correspondent for the
paper at Los Angeles, will continue as

George Loane Tucker, also formerly
with Goldwyn will be associated with

SOM^JIVILLE AND PARKES.
Roy Somerville has completed a deal
with Lester Parkes to write continuity

the

Vabijtt has established a branch ofin Los Angeles, in the Pantages
Theatre Building.
The office will be in charge of a representative of Varibtt for business

company

its

new

in the capacity of direc-

tor of production.

representative there.

KAUFMAN ESTATE TO

WIFE.

The

late Joseph Kaufman, picture
director, in his will, left all of his estate to his wife, Ethel Clayton.

No
value.

estimate has been given of the
Included in the property is be-

tween

$40,000

and

$50,000

of

Famous

Players (film) stock, also several thousand dollars in stock of Chicago packing Arms.

PARALTA PICTURE AT STRAND.
The Paralta feature "Carmen of the
Klondike," written by Monte Katterjohn, is to go into the Strand March 4.
During the same week the feature
will be at the New York for a two-day
run.

The "Carmen" feature has been purchased by the States

Right

Buyers'

Association, from the Paralta.

Neilan to Direct Next Cohan Film.
Marshall A. Neilan, a director with
to direct the next George M. Cohan
feature.

pHHfie^BJ

..eHU&^^l

RIVOLl'S

(£*]

sap
^^^^Bu^r

W9

PRODUCTION DEPT.

A

production department has been
organized at the Rivoli theatre for the
handling of the costuming, etc., of the
incidental chorus numbers and other
ensemble groupings that form a permanent part of the program at that

1

^m

house.

There are now 27 members of the
Rivoli-Rialto chorus and they double
both houses.

at

Mh

SOFT FOR MASTBAUM.

'

JMU

Twelve film producing concerns are
contributing $35&33 apiece, to be used
as a fund to purchase a $4,300 watch,
to be presented to Stanley Mastbaum
in the near future.
The 12 numbers on the watch will
contain the portraits of the heads of
the respective donating concerns.

...

^isd^S

t^^B
m ^^
.

Finod for Youthful Singing.
Cincinnati, Feb. 27.
Linch, manager
of
the
Metropolitan, was fined costs in the
Municipal Court yesterday for allowing children under 14 to sing in public
Linch said the words of patriotic
songs were shown on a screen and the
children who sang were given boxes of
candy.

Edward

WORLD -PICTURES

CARLYLE DLACKWELL

EVELYN GREELEY
m
U

tlQff

No Charge

for Solos.
la., Feb. 27.
theatre is advertising
the appearance there of the film, "The
Spy," and announces any German spy

Davenport,

The American

will be admitted free upon showing his
credentials, promising a special performance for him.

Goldwyn's Man Going to Coast.
Warren, vice-president of Goldwyn, leaves next Thursday for California, to be gone a month. It is understood he is seeking a coast studio for
his concern, and also to "talk" with
F. B.

several picture stars.

Georgia O'Ramey Going in Picture*.
Chicago, Feb. 27.
Georgia O'Ramey, of "Leave It to
Jane," at the La Salle, is to go into
pictures under Thomas H. Ince's direction,

starting

signed to appear

early
in a

in

She
come-

June.

series of

dies.
It is

tures.

not her first venture in the picShe served her screen appren-

ticeship in the old Biograph days, when
D. W. Griffith was there, as an eccen-

comedienne. Since then she has
taken prominent roles in the films.
tric

MOVING PICTURES
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"TRADE REVIEW" CUTTING DOWN.
The

"Exhibitors
Trade
Review''
started reducing the expense account
this week by allowing its managing
publisher, Merritt Crawford to leave.
Mr. Crawford ends his connection with
the paper Saturday.
"Cutting down" is but one of the
Another report
reasons mentioned.
says Crawford openly declared to some
of the stockholders of the paper they
could not consistently identify themselves with the exploitation of the
United Pictures Corporation, while
film publication.
still behind th
Lee Ochs is leaving this week for a
60-day trip to the coast in the interests
of the League.

Harry

McCoy's

from tbe rick list
hearty.
Camilla Astor
nountalo

A

la

name has been removed
He's o«t again; bale and

C

recuperating at a nearby

dotea play*** wave- eat on* tto Trtaaglev,
a few day* ago. Otaefa-wtll be env-

oater

isaged,

It

waa

Camp Motion Picture Activities, cooperating with the Training Camp Activities of the War and Navy Department, whose selection was made by
Raymond Fosdick, head of the T.
A.
commission, has assumed active charge
of the new work of compiling, selecting and approving, the pictures to be

stated.

POWERS' ACTIVE COMMITTEE.
Pat A. Powers, the newly appointed

War

chairman of the Committee on

shown

in the different army camps of
the United States. Headquarters have
been established at 70 Fifth avenue.
No circuit of picture theatres* will be
built by the committee under government guidance, but it is believed that

shows will be given in the
theatres when legitimate
attractions are not available.
The biggest film manufacturers in
the country are on Mr. Powers' committee and are giving him assistance
by offering the use of all kinds of pic-

picture

new Liberty

tures.

Where film halls have been giving
the soldiers free film entertainment the
committee will furnish free prints, but
where they can afford to pay the agencies a uniformly low rental will prevail.

*

Mr. Crawford is said to have been
the foremost in placing the
"Exhibitors' Trade Review' in the picture field. He is also reported to have
been its highest salaried employe,
which could explain the request for
his resignation, although there are so
many matters of "politics" in connection with the sheet through its complexed ownership and direction that
no direct trace may be secured of any
action taken by or for it.
The paper is commonly suspected ol
being operated expensively in comparison with its income and quite some
concern has been felt of late by those
most interested through a gradual
falling away of advertising patronage
for the "Review," although the paper
never exercised any forcible influence
and fell far short in sales and subscrip-

among

tions of the Mulbery Sellers plan of
promoters.

its

COAST PICTURE NEWS.

Y
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Loa Angeles, Peb. 28.
Stuart Blackton baa begun bla first picture at tbe Laaky lot.
J.

Cbarlea Cbrlstle bas returned from a tour
of tbe exebangea of tbe eaat.

Isadora Bernstein

Is

now general manager

Film Co. 'a

of tbe National

A company

of

studio.

at

poldiers

Camp Kearney

baa been adopted by Tbeda Bara.
ford did

It first,

and now they're

Mary Pickall

doing

It.

W.

Hale, the director, and bla bride
of a few weeks, are here, baring left New
York flat to take up a residence In Holly-

Albert

wood.

Walter Edwards has not signed with any
When he left Triangle be said
he wanted a rest, and he'a taking It.
firm as yet.

Bessie Love got started on her first Pathe
picture to be made at Paralta, this week.

Prank Keenan's smiling countenance (oh,
he frequently smiles) was welcomed at
the local cafes (where dancing Is permitted)
laat week.
Mr. Keenan la a considerable
figure in the picture world here, and also a
considerable dancer.

-

Paramount - Arbuckle Comedy
Joseph

M

.

Schenck presents

yes,

ROSCOE

"Fatty"

Rudolph Kopp, tbe San Francisco conductor,
Is

In charge of the

Dorothy Dalton

Roy

Qrauman

in

orchestra.

learning to be a director.
O'Neill, ber director, is showing her the
Is

"THE BELL BOY"

ropes.

Claire Roberts, formerly
vacationing at Elslnore.

with Triangle,

ARBUCKLE

Is

Produced by Comique Film Corporation
Released exclusively through

Texas Quinan leaves for New York next
week, ber third cross -continent Journey In a
few months. Wonderful how that girl spends

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

money.

Harry Williams, who hns been
Infected eyes, is
colored goggles.

laid up with
about town again, wearing

William A. Parsons, head of the National,
baa returned from New York, where be went
to exploit "Tarzan of the Apes."
Herbert
the

Standing was
Red Cross

Klnema

Beban,

guest of honor at
tea room.
Oeorge

ditto.

The mother

Jack Cunningham, scenarist,
is visiting blm.
Mrs. Cunningham, 8r„ has
been for several weeks at San Luis Oblspov
of

Cal.

Charlie Fuhr is reported suffering from
lockjaw.
At any rate, wo have seen none of
his

scintillating

literature

of

late.

Kathertne MacDonald played lead
Fairbanks' last picture.

In

"How he

does it without killing: himself is more than I
can understand," remarked one of 'Tatty's" fascinated
fans a few days ago.
Wait

till

she sees

him

in

'The Bell Boy!"

"Picture hardened" exhibitor that you are you'll laugh at every
in this, the greatest of all Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies.

See

it

at

your Exchange.

Laugh at

it

yourself.

Then pass the good

thing along.

Doug-

las

Monte Katterjobn wrote the scenarios
tbe first two pictures to be produeed

for

by

Oeorge Beban.

Mae Murray presented a sliver trophy at
Watts Tavern a week ago.
Harold Lloyd
and Bebe Daniels won It.

\

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
ABOLPflZ

T
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SCREEN CLUB.

Under the 'direction

Star Feature Distributors,
Inc., which controls the rights to "Raffles" on the coast, has resorted to an
advertising stunt employed by the New
York "World" some years ago when it
ran the story in serial form.
The services of a man identifying
himself as "Raffles" have been secured,
who is to appear in well known stores.
Anyone catching him will obtain a $10
prize. This stunt will be worked in
conjunction with the showing of the
feature at the Strand, San Francisco.

undertaken an active campaign whereby it expects to bring a lot of former
members back into the fold through
the payment of unpaid dues as well as
collect a sum through "donations" that
will rehabilitate the organization and
put it back on its feet.
For some reason within the past five
months there has been an apparent
apathy that has reacted against the
club and the officials are determined

new

life

into its existence.

.

(i.

>-..

All

The Globe Film Co., Ltd., of Toronto,
handling the Paralta pictures in Canada, submitted « partial list of the
bookings 'for the Paralta films in Canada contracted for after/ the showing
of the
there.

first

release

of

the

company

The list includes nine houses in Toronto, three in Montreal and one each
St. Catherin the following towns:
ines, Hamilton, Niagara-on-the-Lake,
Parry
Ottawa,
Gait,
Sound, Quebec, Three Rivers, St. Lambert, St. Johns, Glace Bay, Sydney,
Prince Albert, Medicine Hat.

Walkervllle,

<

•.i P*,i T.

CANADIAN "BOOKINGS.

"RAFFLES" FUZE.
The

of the officers of

the organization the Screen Club has

to put

-*»

r*+-J'

OPERATORS SUSPECTED.
Indianapolis, Feb. 27.
Four union picture operators were
arrested by the police last week as the
result of the burning of the Annex picture theatre, located in the business
section, Feb. 14. The police investigation started when George G. Swain,
manager of the theatre, reported he
suspected the fire was of incendiary
origin because of the trouble he has
had with the union.
At one time signs were posted on
the front of the house proclaiming
union men were not employed as operators and asking the public not to
patronize it. Later pickets were assigned to the theatre and court action
resulted.

At another time Swain told

the authorities persons obtained entrance to his theatre and slashed -the
screen.
On the morning of the fire the manager declared some one had entered
the booth, wrecked the machines and
set fire to films causing the destruction of the theatre.
Swain recently signed up with the
unions, but the operators still refused
to work for him according to the authorities.

The men held by the police are Wilbur West, operator at the Circle Arthur McLosky and Charles Hoffman,
operators at the Crystal, and Martin
:

Flats.

The Annex was one of
picture houses in Indiana.

two pioneer

TUCKER WANTED BILLING.
George Loane Tucker has announced
his retirement as general director for
Goldwyn at the conclusion of the making of the latest Mabel Normand picture. It seems Tucker wanted all the
Goldwyn advertising, in the trade papers and on the films to read all pic-

in

tures turned out by Goldwyn, whether
made by him or not, should bear a line
stating they are made under the supervision of Tucker. Goldwyn objected,
saying it had spent considerably over
up the Goldwyn
$1,000,000 building

"His Robe of Honor"

name and such an arrangement would

Henry B. Walthall

be equivalent to surrendering its reputation to the director.
From all accounts the parting is with
the utmost friendliness, even to the extent of Tucker suggesting that in the
event he formed a producing company

Booking exclusively through

own, he would like to arrange
with Goldwyn to distribute for him.
of his

"Hodkinson Service"

MOSS' FEATURE.
Moss

is providing for the making of a feature out of the Cosmos
Hamilton subject, 'The Sins of the
Children/' to be marketed in the early

B. S.

summer.

DALE CEASES REVIEWING.
Alan Dale has ceased to review pictures. The> dramatic critic has in the
ast few months been of the the reguEar figures at the private projection of
features for the press.
Dale lately stated he would pass up
picture reviewing in the future, saying

PARALTA PLAYS,
Six

Inc.

picture productions were beyond him,
for about one in ten was worth while

reviewing at
Rivoli's

West Forty -eighth

Street

all.

Opening Day, Sunday.

Beginning March

11, the opening day
the Rivoli will be switched from
Monday to Sunday. The management
finds that houses making a practice of
running a program for a full week have
Sunday as an ideal opening day.
In trying to educate the public to
accepting Monday as the day for the
revealing of new productions at the
Rivoli has proven a slow task.

at

New

York City
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Theatre Sold Three Times in Year.
Los Angeles, Feb. 27.
The Bennett theatre, owned by Mack
Sennett, has been transferred to Harrv
Caulfield,

P.

who

rechristened

it

Reveira.
:

teV^***
lii TJ Toin

!*

1

1

i

iii
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This is the third time the house has
ed owners in a year.

c ha n

!
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BROADWAY'S TRIO OF FILM HOUSES
REACH CLOSE TO $50,000 WEEK

pillHHWllHlllfflllllWIM

THRILLS!

Last Week's Receipts at Rialto, Rivoli and Strand.
$18,500 with Hart Film; Rivoli, Almost $18,000; Strand,
Third, with Biggest Capacity and Lowest Prices.
The gross at New York's three biggest picture houses for last week
totaled
almost $50,000, the Rialto
(William

Hart

S.

in

"Blue

Blazes

Rawden") getting top money of the
trinity. The Rialto's gross was nearly
$1ft,5m.
The Rivoli (Elsie Ferguson in
'The Song of Songs") pulled within a
few dollars of $18,000, and the Strand,
where practically a double bill was
shown, ran third with a little under
$16,000. The Strand had John Barrymore in "Raffles" and Marie Dressier
in "The Agonies of Agnes."
While the Strand has the greater
seating capacity there is enough difference in the scale there as compared
with the other two houses to make a
decided drop in the gross.

FOX'S DINNER DRAWS.
The William Fox dinner at the Hotel
Astor Sunday night drew a large
crowd, between 700 and 800 it was estimated. A majority seemed from political life, although there were numerous
people present connected with recent
Hebrew charities Mr. Fox has interested himself in.

At the guests' table were many theatrical notables, also Jacob H. Schiff,
Felix Warburg and Jacob Wertheim.
Among the speakers of the evening
was Raymond Hitchcock, introduced
by Wilton Lackaye, the toastmaster.
Mr. Hitchcock, when starting his remarks, said:
"Mr. Fox. ladies and
gentlemen and Mr. Schiff: You have
been told I am a funny comedian, so
T
suppose I must make good. Now
Jake (turning toward Mr. Schiff), I
understand you have a lot of coin so
T am going to let you into a few good
things." Hitchcock, much to the amusement of the show people at least,
almost entirely devoted the remainder
of his address to the eminent Hebrew
philanthropist, who. with Mr. Warburg,
is

a

member

of Kuehn,

Loeb

&

George M. Cohan, Pat Casey, Nick
Schenck, B. S. Moss and L. Lawrence
Weber.
The dinner was privately arranged
and given as a testimonial to Mr. Fox.
Seats were disposed of at $10 each.
Quite an attendance of the feminine
sex was in the boxes.

BEBAN ORGANIZING.
Los Angeles, Feb. 27.
George Beban's first pictures under
his own production policy will be "High
and Dry" and "The Master of the
Pound."
Beban has adopted this as his policytrademark: "The plays that make the
dimples to catch the tears."
George Stount, formerly business
manager for Mack Sennett, has been
engaged as manager for the new Beban concern. It is probable the pictures will be produced at either the
Triangle plant at Culver City or Uni-

Beban has architects drawing plans
for an individual studio but this will
not be built for some time.
Sarah Kearnan, the character woman,
,'ind Bob White (the Italian character
portrayer's own son) are among the
first engaged to stipport the star.
IN JAP FILM.

"The Japanese Nightingale"

2.

On

April 2 "Tarzan^of the Apes" will
be released generally outside of New
York. Through the First National Exnumber of
hibitors' Association, a
bookings have been obtained with the
minimum rental for the first week set
This rate was obtained for
at $1,000.
towns of Wilmington and Denver class.
Detroit will pay $2,000 for the first
week as will Philadelphia.
The picture continues on at the

more excitement and more red blood
action than in those phenomenal successes, "The Perils of Pauline," "The
Exploits of Elaine," "The Iron Claw,"
"Pearl of the Army" and "The Fatal

Broadway at $1.50 top.
The Oriental rights were sold last
week for China. Japan, Malay Penin-

Ring!"

and British India.

sula

Those

thrills, plus a fascinating story,
super-feature production, noteworthy
direction, a fine cast headed by the

APFEL BACK WITH WORLD.
Oscar Apfel is back with the World
directing the latest Kitty Gordon feature. He left with a company Sunday
for Augusta, Ga., to take exterior
scenes.
Irving Cummings has also returned
to the World and is Miss Gordon's
leading man.

only

£

STOLEN FILMS LOCATED.

WHITE

Seattle, Feb. 27.
Seventy-nine reels of pictures stolen
from the Triangle exchange were found
in an opium den in the lower part of
town packed in a box labeled "Hardware," and consigned to a town in

fg

Java.

BLACKTON

will

be

the next Pathe film feature for Fannie
as star, to be made on the Coast
and directed by George Fitzmaurice.

IN EARNEST.

As a further evidence that Commodore J. Stuart Blackton is in earnest
about confining his production activities
to California for good, he has leased
his former studios in Brooklyn to another concern.

SELZNICK BACK.
Lewis J. Selznick returned on Monday from his four weeks' vacation at
Palm Beach, sunburned and ruddy.
He professed to be entirely out of

and the popular

ANTONIO MORENO
make "The House

of Hate" the great-

box office attraction that has ever
been offered. Past performances of
certain to
Pearl White serials make
business.
do a wonderful
est

j/t

touch with things in film business.

CONSTANCE STILL SELECTS.
Constance Talmadge has been working in the Pa!las-Morosco studios in
Hollvwood, Cal., creating a report this
star had left the Select forces.

Miss Talmadge has been making only
Select pictures in Hollywood under a
working arrangement with the managers of that studio.
controlled by Select

Her
for

services are
a term of

yeafs.

BOOK

IT

NOW

Produced by Astra
Directed by George B. Seitz
Written by Arthur B. Reeve and
Charles A. Logue
Scenarios by B. Millhauser

PETROVA'S DIRECTORS.
Perhaps no other film star has had
as many different directors in such
short a time as Petrova has had handling her different films under the Superpictures, Inc. The directors having
handled her in order were George Irv-

Larry Trimble, Frank Crane and
Ralph Ince.
Irving directed "A Daughter of Destiny," Trimble "The Light Within/'
Crane the "Life Masque," while Ince is
now directing "The Great Star."
ing,

Ward

THE HOUSE
OF HATE

since entering that field.

versal City.

WARD

pect continuous action in a Pearl
White serial. They have learned to
expect thrill after mrill and you know
that they have never been disappointed. They will find in

Miss Ward left New York last Thursday for the west.
Gertrude Selby reached New York
last week coming from the Coast. She
is to appear in the new Pathe serial,
"The Wolf-Face Man."
It's but three or four years ago Miss
Selby was playing ingenue roles in a
stock organization in New York. She
was then about 17 years old, and has
come forward in pictures very rapidly

TARZAN" RELEASED APRIL

to ex-

Co.,

the bankers.
The theatrical complement at the
guests' table included Lee Shubert,

FANNIE

Your audiences have learned

RELEASED MARCH

I

Oth

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Inc

«.**"
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ESSANAY COMPANY MAY RETIRE
FROM PICTURE PRODUCING

UPTOWN PICTURE PALACE.

WIND BREAKS UP FINALE.

not improbable Thomas Healy
providing for a summer run of pictures at his Ice Palace and restaurant
Now
at 95th street and Broadway.
called the Sunken Gardens, the Healy

Atlantic City, Feb. 27.
Longport, the residential suburb of
Atlantic City at the extreme end of the
island, has been bubbling with excitement for more than a week, as weather
conditions finally permitted William A.
Bradv to stage "Sealed Orders," a film
which has engaged the intrepid manager's attention in this vicinity for over
two months.
Everything was running smoothly in;
a characteristic Brady melodramatic
production, consisting of a daring ocean
rescue, an areopjane battle in mid-air,
a boat wrecking scene and other exciting events, and was nearing its finale,
which was to be the destruction by fire

It's

is

uptown place

Have Been Disastrous Year for Pioneer Picture
Concern—Plant Will Probably Be Shut Down
in May.

1917 Said to

Chicago, Feb. 27.
It is rumored that the plant of the
Essanay company will shut down May
1.
One report has it that this will mean
only a closing for the summer. Another declares that it means the absolute passing from the field of pictures

of this pioneer film concern.
Officials of the

company denied

that

there was any truth to the reports. Yet
investigation of conditions lends
credence to them.
It is said that 1917 was a disastrous
year for the Essanay company.
In
September, according to a former
attache of the firm, President George
K. Spoor was quoted as saying that up
to that month the firm had stood a loss
during 1917 of $750,000.
Since the first of the year the office,
mechanical and selling departments of
the Essanay company have been reduced to the bone.
Dozens of employes have been let out. Only one of
the three large interior studios of the

an

Essanay company

m

in

Chicago has been

operation.

Since Jan. 1 the company has been
turning out only one picture a month,
alternating Taylor Holmes and the
Essanay juvenile star, Mary McAllister.
These are practically the only two stars
left on the Essanay payroll, and it is
said they are slated to go soon, too.
Within a comparatively short period
the following Essanay stars have been
let out:
Max Linder, Mary Charleson,

Jack Gardner, Sidney Ainsworth. Nen
Craig.
Before that Henry Walthall,
Francis
X.
Bushman and Charlie
Chaolin left the fold.
The Culver City Essanay plant has
been
shut
down since September.
There is only one director at the Chicago studio, where once there were a
dozen.
Arthur Berthelet is the sole
survivor.
Those that have gone are
Harrv Beaumont, E. H. Calvert, Larry
Windom, Fred Wright, Richard F.
Baker.

PATHE ALARMED?
Pathe seems alarmed

the future
of the picture industry, throueh the
possibility, according to that film distributing and making concern, that
Paramount- A rtcraft mav tie up the
principal exhibitors of the country on
five-year contracts, leaving no "first
run" returns fo» other makers.
In an announcement given out last
week bv Pathe to the picture trade
press, the statement is made in it, "Unless our Pathe Play program is supported by the^ exhibitors of the United
States, we will cease making feature
productions."
The statement claims that within 60
days Paramount-Artcraft will try to
sign up all exhibitors on five-year
at

agreements. The Paramount-Artcraft
name i9 not mentioned in the Pathe
announcement, but that is the concern
referred to.

No

are about 14,000 picture houses In all.
Of this number it is claimed Paramount-Artcraft supply 6,000. The others are divided up, with a concern like
Pathe, without the first-run money, able
at the utmost, according to a Pathe
man, to secure $100,000 In returns in
full from one of their features. With
an operating expense of 30%, plus
$65,000, cost of production, it is impos-

Pathe

sible, this

profit
$5,000

man

make a
loss of at least

said, to

A

on a

feature.

may

be calculated upon in ad-

vance.

Pathe

is

one of several independent

producers that want

but seem unPathe may be in
communication with one or more of
to,

able, to $et together.

these to plan some defensive to the

Paramount-Artcraft five-year plan. The
independents have attempted at various
times to induce first-run exhibitors
to use their products, but the first runs
m

asked immediately what guarantee
they will receive that the independents
can furnish them with a weekly release
for a year that may be depended upon.
This has kept the independents outside the first-run houses, especially on
Broadway where the Rivoli, Rialto and
Strand use the Paramount-Artcraft
pictures, although the Strand next

week will play a Paralta ("Carmen of
the Klondike").
While the Pathe people profess to
be in deadly earnest and have sent
copies of the announcement to all exhibitors, they have invoked the trade
press for further publicity and Pathe
is possibly angling to find out how the
exhibitors may best be influenced.
Pathe has several arguments to advance to exhibitors, and in these it
may be joined by Metro. Pathe and
Metro may have approached Fox with
the object of forming a three-cornered
union for defense, but it is reported
Fox did not lend a willing ear, preferring to stand alone.
There are several other independent
makers, of more or less importance,
but none so far has voiced any public
opinion on thr future of the picture
business as Pathe professes to see it.
Monday Pathe sent out a request to
ioin the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, enclosing a
schedule of fees charged bv that
organization for producers, distributors
and others eligible to join.
"Many problems, legislative and
otherwise, confront the motion picture
industry at this time," savs the Pathe
invitation, "and it is highly important
for the welfare of all of those concerned with the industry that there
be a central body to handle all matters

Schulberg have been interviewing exhibitors throughout the country on
P. -A. behalf, offering them contracts
for five years. Good salesmanship arguments have been employed and reports say the Paramount-Artcraft representatives have been quite successful
in their convincing endeavors.
It is Said there are 188 first-run picture t heatres in this count ry. The/e

ing,

it is

said, for a seating capacity of

A

policy of big features to vie

3,000.

with the picture palaces of Times
square will be inaugurated, and the
restaurant attachment to the Healy
resort may be retained.

The Ice rink
the restaurant.

is

NEWPORT'S

on the

NEW

letter of last

above

HOUSE.

Newport, R.

in mid-air of a 100 foot dirigible,

moth air-ship.
The management immediately set a
large force of men to work to repair the
structure and it is now predicted that
the final scene will be photographed before the close of the week.

WORLD RENEW CONTRACTS.
Carlyle Blackwell, whose contract
expired with World, has renewed it for
a long term, as has Travers Vale, the
director. Vale's contract does not expire until October; it has been renewed for a term of years.
World has also acquired Oscar C.
Apfel, the director. His first picture
will be with Kitty Gordon starred.

KEENEY'S PATHE STUDIO.
The Pathe

studio at 134th and Park
avenue has been leased by Frank A.
Keeney. Work on another film feature
to be exploited by Keeney is under
way.
The first of Catherine Calvert subjects, "The Romance of the Underworld," was finished Wednesday and a
release date will be announced shortly.
The second Calvert subject will be
"Marriage," by Guy Bolton, with James

Kirkwood directing.
The Keeney company used one

Here's

INTERNATIONAL HAS HALF.
The International (Hearst's) has
closed for a half interest in the" Graphic Film Corp.
The first picture under the dual management will be released in about two
weeks. It is "Moral Suicide" starring
John Mason with Leah Baird in sup-

of the

Biograph studios for the Calvert

port.

film.

More Proof

"OV read in a recent Triangle advertisement of what Mr. H.
R. Mason at Goldsboro, N. C, had to say about Triangle
Service.

Here's another letter. which

"When your

service

worth reading:

also well

is

of Us stars we were of the
opinion that its valve had been hurt, and cancelled.
We then
opened the Majestic Theatre to a straight open-market booking policy and secured a succession of hinh priced stars.
With the inauau1on of the 1B " rffn ' V^r reel 'graft/ toe placed your •ervice in our
,^
r°/
Jsis Theatre, thrmrtng out the product of one
of the predatory
inn producers.
We immediately realized after seeing your newgraftfilm
what a foolish mistake we had made in cancelling your service and
hastened to hook a second change, thus eliminating the product of
another one of the skin-'em-alive boys.
We then lifted your 'OneFhot Roes' into our Majestic Theatre and were astonished to find
that it out-drew the high priced shovld-be. but is -not lady star, in
one of our super-de-lure feature oompanu's pictures.
We pleased
our public and made good money on 'One-Rhot Ross* we lost heavily
on the lady star that had succeeded in sticking one of the producing companies irtth an enormous salary, hut is unable to get the
public into the theatre.
Exhibitors near here tell us that some of
the new Triangles have broken their house record for business.
lost

SUMMER TRY OF

PICTURES.

The Hippodrome management

is

con-

sidering the feasibility of running
pictures in the house next spring and
through the summer until next sea-

certain

—

"Tours very

truly,

"BROWN'S AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES,
"Herman

J.

Ltd.

Brown {Signed). 1*

ready. Other
attractions are included in the entertainment to be at popular prices.
The Shuberts tried a summer picture
policy there a few years ago, but withson's stage attraction

is

We want to repeat our recent statement. If the pictures you
are running are not making money for you, if the service you
are receiving is not prompt and satisfactory, communicate
with the nearest Triangle exchange.

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORP'N
1457 Broadway,
8. A.

LTNCH

President
R.

when

almost completely destroyed the mamone morning last week a strong north
west gale blew down the hangar and

Feb. 27.
Lafayette, a new picture house,
opened Monde/ under the management
of David E. Dow, formerly manager of
the Modern at Providence. The lessees
are the H. D. Perry Company of Bellows Falls, Vt. Jerome H. Stewartson,
formerly leader of the Modern Symphony Orchestra at Providence, assumed charge of the orchestra.
Newport at the present time is a
rich field on account of the thousands
of Naval Reservists, soldiers at the
various forts and other army and navy
establishments now quartered here.
I.,

The

week

brought a flurry of comment.
Trade reports have it Pathe is cutting
prices on features and serials in a
wholesale fashion to counteract any
opposition move.

floor

has

one at Paramount-Artcraft would

comment upon the matter. From accounts Hiram Abrams and Benjamin

sees no outlet for indoor ice skating during the hot spell.
Plans have been drawn for remodel-

of this kind."

The Pathe open
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MOVING PICTURE DEPARTMENT PAGES

STATE RIGHTS BUYERS OWN
PICTURE ANTI-BID ASSOCIATION
New York
to

Representatives of Feature Exploiters in Combine
Keep Prices Down. Every Sixth Picture Assigned to
Member; Others Refusing to Become Interested.

An understanding between the six
most prominent buyers of state rights
at present makes prohibitive any comThis came to light
recently through one of the buyer's
bidding.

petitive

ovcrzealousness. He got the picture at
a price and blocked the others in the
agreement. He was not a member to
any agreement at the time and it was
in their efforts to

have him join them

secured the "inside" of the
scheme being employed by picture buySince then he has been admitted
ers.
to the association and now there is an
agreement between the buyers of rights
not to bid' above a certain agreed upon

he

that

any picture.
manner in which

The

the

scheme

see the picture,
all with the exception of the one designated to get the rights, are to express
their dislike and state that they are
is

that after

all

not interested. Thereupon the one to
bid states that he is willing to pay
under the price asked, stating his principals may be able to make some use
feature

the

territory

that

the
'hey control.
The next feature displayed for sale
in the state's right market is assigned
of

in

another member of the sextet. Each
in turn has an opportunity to get a bid
en each sixth feature that comes along.
At this time the buyers of the First
State
Assn.;
Exhibitors'
National
Rights Distributors' Assn.; Universal
buyers for the Jewel Productions, the
S. A. Lynch Enterprises, the W. H. Enterprises, and the U. S. Exhibitors'
to

Assn. arc the membership of Ohe antibid club.

N. Y. STATE CONVENTION.
An unsigned call for a convention of
New York State picture exhibitors was
published in "The Exhibitors' Trade
Review" hist week, supposed to be the
organ of Lee Ochs, in which Arthur
James, Metro, is also said to have been
interested.

The
to

call,

attend

4-5,

when

would be

A new system has been introduced
the World Film's Fort Lee studio
which started operating again this
week, after having been closed down
due to the stringent coal shortage in

unsigned, urged exhibitors
the Hotel Astor, March
the subject of "Sunday"
discussed as important to

at

them.

Behind this call is reported a desire
by Ochs to impress upon those attend-

northern

New

The new

system is said to be an innovation as far
as picture studios are concerned, the
idea being credited to E. J. Rosenthal,
formerly an efficiency expert in the
management of a mercantile factory.

Jersey.

Mr. Rosenthal was placed

in

charge

of the plant (his week and his system
calls for the control 'of the studio in
exactly the same way a modern manufacturing plant is regulated.
The idea is to eliminate everything
that tends to waste both in time and
materials. Mr. Rosenthal will see that
everyone expected to be on hand at
nine in the morning will be there and
that everything will be ready for production each morning. He will see
that the sets and props are ready for
the directors at the time called for.
This matter of preparation will be up
to the men heading the various de-

partments, but actual supervision will
be in the hands of Mr. Rosenthal. R.
B. Mclntyre remains as casting di-

TO

K ft E BUY FILM FOR $160,000.
The "Gerard film" as it is called,
based on Ambassador James W. Gerard's

"My Four

book,

Years

Ger-

in

many,"

is said to have been bought (U.
rights) by Klaw
Erlanger for
$160,000.
The special feature is to open at the
Knickerbocker, New York, a K.
E.

&

S.

&

house,

March

11.

The

picture

was privately shown

last

week. It was then reported both the
Shuberts and K. & E. had offered
houses on Broadway for its metropolitan showing.
Ten reels have been prepared for the
Knickerbocker premiere. In the picture
Gerard is impersonated by Albert

Brown, who fooled some of
who have seen the picture
final

touches,

on the

the critics
before its
makeup of the

ambassador.

KAPLAN HELD ON SUSPICION.
San Francisco, Feb. 27.
N. S. Kaplan, owner of a Russian
moving picture company, was held by
Federal authorities and sent to Angel
Island upon" his arrival in San Francisco on the S. S. "Teny Maru" last
week.
Kaplan,

EFFICIENCY.
at

figure for

works

ing the necessity of raising a fund to
lobby special legislation at Albany, before the Legislature adjourns at the
time now set, early in April.
Subscriptions for the legislative fund
will likely be requested, although just
now there doesn't appear to be any immediate need for the step. The Bender case (Schenectady), of quite some
import to all show business as far as
"Sundays" are concerned, was to have
been argued before the Court of Appeals at Albany, Feb. 28, but the latest
information up to Wednesday was that
this matter might be delayed.

W

who

says he is French,
ascribed his troubles to his kindness
in offering to share his stateroom with
a man traveling on a Bolshevik passport. Kaplan claims he has been in
the picture business for years, that his
headquarters are in Yokohama and
that he has not been near Russia,
except a short visit he made to Vladivostok.
The Federal officials have not made
any definite charge against him, but
are holding him for investigation by
the immigration authorities.

GRIFFITH'S PICTURE READY.
The D. W.

Los Angeles, Feb. 27.
war film is ready

employees witnessing it.
Mr. Griffith is reported as entirely
satisfied with the special feature.
has been yet selected.

No

title

WOODS-BAUMAN

CO.

A. H. Woods and Charles Bauman
have organized a corporation for the
production of feature pictures, utilizing
of the

Woods

plays.

rector.

STORY OF EDITH CAVELL.
Father DeVille a Belgian priest, is
New York with credentials as the
personal representative of Cardinal
Mercier, and has arranged a series of
lectures in which he will relate the
true story of the Edith Cavell execution and war conditions in his country.
The agency handling the lecture tour
in

wants

to

make

a

stateright

picture

based on Father DeVillc's lecture and
has been in negotiation with several
producers to that end.

F-P-L. Taking Mirror Studio*.
Famous Players-Lasky are negotiating for a lease of the former Mirror
studios at Glendale L. I. This is rendered necessary by the increased number of productions being made in the
cast and will not interfere with the
present arrangement for the use of
the Paragon studios at Fort Lee.
82 Producers in N. A/ M. P. I.
Paralta has joined the National Assoof the Motion Picture Industry, making the 82d producing organi*
zation in the association.

ciation

BILLY SHEER MARRIED.
At 12:20

Portchester, Feb. 27.
m. Sunday, at McCarthy's

a.

Inn here, William A. Sheer of New
York was married to Mrs. Eva R.
Gleason, a divorcee, and daughter of
W. S. Rountree of Chicago. Mrs. Sheer
is reported to have a fortune in her

own

right.

The contracting couple were at the
trial performance of "Honor Bright" at
Stamford, Conn., Saturday night. McCarthy's Inn was phoned to, and Mr.
McCarthy was asked if he could
arrange for a wedding. One of the
most popular road resorts of Westchester, Mr. McCarthy felt he must uphold

the

reputation

of

his

place

to

accommodate any

one, and had the
arrangements completed by the time
the party arrived.
Judge John L.
Coward performed the ceremony after
the town clerk had issued a license.

James
Montgomery,
author
of
"Honor Bright"; Yvonne E. Stebbins
and James F. Moran, owner of the
Vanderbilt theatre, New York, were in
the

party

who witnessed

the

cere-

mony. After an early breakfast the
newly-weds drove toward New York.

—

"Honor Rright"
Wilmington,
due to open

Del.,
in

«

*v

at the Pi^v.-ouse.
this week, and is
York, at the

is

New

Mr. Sheer, with Harry
Carroll, produced it, with Harry Fox

Vanderbilt.
as star.

Mr. Sheer was formerly engaged

in

the business end of pictures, where he
became well known.

KELLERMANN FILM DATE.
The date now set by Fox for the
showing of the newest Annette Kellermann special feature film, "The
Queen of the Sea," is April 21.
The New York showing of the picture will probably occur at the Lyric.

Griffith's

for the exhibitors. It was run off at
the studio this week, with only a few

some

50

When
of the

way

in

CARL'S HOPE.
management of "Tarzan

the

Apes" winds up
April the house

at the Broadwill be taken

up by the Carl Laemmle interests for
another showing of one of the Universal subjects now finished.
The
success
of
"Tarzan"
has
Laemmle believing that sooner or later
subject will hit the Broada special
way that will duplicate the "Tarzan"
returns there. Of course that is only
a hope of Carl's.

U

WATCHING "MINOR" VIOLATIONS.
On
ment

the head of the rigid enforceof the "Blue Law" Sunday a week

ago when a number of managers were
arrested for violation of the law comes
rumor that headquarters dethe
tectives will shortly make the round'
of theatres in hopes of rounding U|
managers who allow minors to cntc
their theatres unaccompanied.
Children ask patrons to purchas<
their tickets at the door and once inside sit where they like.
Brooklyn and the Bronx are said to
be the favorites of the kiddies.

f

.
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Fashion
decreea
that the hem of the
kirt shall remain
two inchea above
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Audience.

—

man In audience
grams. Greek menuea on pins, etc (done by the
old system of having speaking tube connected with
his eyeglaases—so she can see and hear everything).
They have a peculiar code, the man always mumbling, "Did you hear a buuAn' noise T" and the
lady answering. "The Mighty One I"—though people who know them rery well claim they always
mumble those lines In restaurants, hotels, d ressing
rooms and checker games. A fly man and clarinet player told me that this act never lays off.
No wonder Pete Mack Is their agent. He certainly must have a good pull!
cleo touched by

We

want

Two

PAUL

like

that's all

JEFFERIES

there Is:
that's sill

(To be spoken
with feelinf.)

(Feb. 28-2), Temple,

OSWALD.

To Make a

Pests

"Next-to-Closing"

MAE NOLAN

and

LAURIE and BRONSON

Direction,

Loew

SOLAR

Feo %v

Original

Help each otber

7ATES

teitbc Phila.aelkrf Fet»2!?-

Says:

raacfc

ma

ALHAMBRA

MAS
and

ESTELLB

RICHE
80NG8 and
DANCES

NOVEL

and

EXCLUSIVE

Presenting their upto-the-minute Venetian feature, an exeloquence in
citing
and
white.
black
John
Scenery
by

Young.

New York
Costumes by

word
Book

of Martyrs
about a woman
with a No. 5 foot
wearing a No. 3

A

NEWCOMER

IN

MLK

ffJIM QlCt>UflT7'493 Broadway
RepreMntatlveMM
Wl I L Now York

Most men are

polite

—

New York

Beh.—'Cause

In

"JUST A THIEF"
Written by Mr. Totten

take so leas

actors

notice.

they have to wait for their

Take one bow and stagger

B°»

KNAPP

Marathon"

"ansa"

off.

^

w CORNALLA

Bryant 8tlt

MABK LEVY

PAULINE

SAXON
8AY8

Tlir weather.
Mike Scott.
lioston streets.

tine

This

very

year

of

stone

dell-

always dress a lee-

It

hat thsa,
Spriet seen will eee*e;

tax.

Aed when

Truin announcers.
Greek dialect.

It

I'll

dees.
Is

fell

Time tabjes.
Our photos.

How

old

is

BLACKFACE

she?

Mark Levy's furlough.

EDDIE ROSS

Jack Goldberg's musical hair display.
Moe Schenck wants to know how some
acts can keep account of their bows
without an adding machine In the wings.

FENTON

and

Foataree!

GREEN

Neil O'Brien Minstrels

(Too can't fool a horsefly.)

WE

BLANCHE
ALFRED
SYMPHONY
and nor

NEWELL

"GERANT"

ELSA

EL

MOST

AND

FRANK

- BERT
In

"Waiting for Her"

MESSRS.

Direction. H.

OONNIL-

LY sod NORMAN
JEFFKRIIS.

ALEXANDER

FLO

BRENDEL

"TWO BRIGHT
SPOTS"
Dlroerlea,.

CIBLff assist** It

Peatarla* tho BAINBOW GIRL
la Novelty Daaeeo
Directions Eoeiora, Potar Maaki 1
C. W. Natsea.
U.

BART McHUGH

snd FIELDS

Finishing oar 22nd
consecutive week for U. B. O.

th*Q*
VksMvruvY

and

Moss Empires,

Supported by

AND COMPANY

why do some

PROBLEMS

DOLLY GREY

VINCENT
Miss Leslie Bingham

"Heatleas Monday."

Nolan and Nolan pleaao take

AND

and Booked Solid

Joseph Byron Totten

—

Chris. And
to play pool!

FAYNE

Direction,

If

THE FEMININE HALF OF THE ACT OF

S.
.

Playtn*
Time.

enough to

a lady seat herself first
there is more than one seat.
let

VAUDEVILLE

LIEUT. M.

Palace Theatre Bid

American

BCNTHAM

Madame Hammers,
New York City.
Dlrsetlea.

Fox

Athletic

I

Boh.—Test

Doctors* inscriptions.

a
in Foxe's
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BERT BYRON

City.

Now

and

NOW

AUBREY

yesterday

I*roflteers.

shoe.

New York

•

"An

Income

There

CHARMER
always

FALLON

BARL

FRED DUPREZ

WORLD'S CHAMPION
Friars' Club will

—

Borrowed a
Overcoat and Hat and
Paraded Up and Down B'way.
He Cornered a lot of Salutes but
Eventually Broke His Arm

PETE MACK

TERRY
PIE

ft

play

ever

will

don't know: I held two "Queens"

night end drew a "Kins."
Chris.—I see the nanaoer will not play a oolorsd
•#•
Bob.—Maybe he has them on the "Black list,"
Chris. You know they had a very cool audlenos

Acknowledging Them.
MORAL: "All le not Geld," etc

Western.

JACK

Boa.—I

Without Permission

Direction t

we

think
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Private

Captain's

Arleys
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HiP

MARK LEVY

Direction.

Circuit.
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COMEDY"

This Week (Feb. 25)—
Nixon, Philadelphia, Pa.
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out of

Murphy and Klein
they sent. It came Just

IN "JUST

ell

Syracuse, N. Y.

to thank

for the silk hat
Paul thinks the
in time to be Juggled.
one Klein is wearing is about due to be
sent also. All silk hats welcome.

LAUBBOlf.
Sounds

Week

This

Lady blindfolded on stage names

different artilike elm™, pro-

rrible

dee h fits
J«St W«#H.
thfre la:
there's nothing more:

NORMAN

*i

Coleys and Fay, last week. The act now
an old crow, • little
blackbird, a peacock and a little yellow
canary.

IN
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11
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friends.
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Direction,
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FOX FILM LEADING MAN
EXPRESS APPRECIATIVE THANKS FOR UNSOLICITED OFFER TO RETURN TO THE
LEGITIMATE STAGE FROM

KLAW & ERLANGER
"SICK-A-BED"

MR. GEORGE TYLER
"COUNTRY COUSIN"
.

and H. B.

A. H.

WARNER

WOODS

"MARY'S ANKLE"—"BUSINESS BEFORE PLEASURE"—"FRIENDLY ENEMIES"

PREFERRING TO

REMAIN WITH

WM. FOX

WHO MADE ME
IN

PICTURES

SAYS:
a
I

Remember Your Appearance

in

'Kitty

Mackay' (Comedy

Theatre) and Was Most Favorably Impressed"
MANAGED BY CHAMBERLAIN BROWN
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THE VERDICT
OF TWO GREAT SHOWMEN
Of Buffalo
MOVED

EDWARD MARSHALL
with his

NEW CHALKTALKOLOGY from NUMBER FOUR to

NEXT TO CLOSING.
Following BARNES and CRAWFORD and EDDIE LEONARD
in succession.

For further particulars

MR. SHEA and the Buffalo Newspapers.

Gentlemen:

Harry Jordan
Of Philadelphia
CHOSE

EDWARD MARSHALL
TENSE WAR SKETCH
wherein MR. HAINES portrays the part of A SPIRIT RETURNED.
ONCE CHALKOLOGY CLOSED AN ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
SHOW in Duluth and it has OPENED some few BIG TIME
SHOWS. Thus it HAS HELD DOWN EVERY SPOT in a
VAUDEVILLE SHOW from NUMBER ONE to NUMBER NINE.
AS JOHNNY COLLINS has said: "A VERY DEPENDABLE ACT."
to follow

ROBERT T. HAINES

and

his

EDWARD MARSHALL
Succeeding, not with CARTOONING, but in
ALF. T. WILTON, still in charge.

SPITE

of

it.

SM

VOL.

NEW YORK
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SHOWS AT THE BOX OFFICES
IN NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
Legitimate Theatres Keep Going at Full Swing. Al Jolson,
Broadway's Biggest Current Hit, Playing to Over $36,000
Weekly at Winter Garden. "Name" as "Draw"
Potent, Via Marjorie Rambeau.

*

K.

No abatement

in the brisk patronage
metropolitan box offices of the
$2 theatres that got a fresh impetus
with the Monday holiday performances
for four weeks. There has been a lull
for a brief spell at odd times during
the past month, like the middle of last
week for instance, but the week-end
usually overcame the slump, bringing
the gross to expectation. With the
spring here the theatres expect as a
matter of course a lightening up of
business. Last Saturday night was one
of the heaviest of the season at the

Broadway

theatres.

Three

now

events
along the

stand

foremost

Broadway

line.

just

That

the tremendous success and business
achieved by Al Jolson in "Sinbad" at
the Winter Garden, the remarkable
staying powers of Fred Stone in "Jack
o' Lantern" at the Globe, who is still
playing to capacity at a $3 scale in his
20th week, and the marked effect the
absence of Marjorie Rambeau from the
is

L

cast last week in "Eyes of Youth" had
on the gross receipts. With an understudy in the star's role the box office
totaled $4,000 less than the average of
that play during its 27 weeks at the
Elliott.

eight "buys" running
brokers, for "Oh Boy"

still

the ticket
(Princess): "A

Tadn r Made Man"

H): "Lombardi.

Ltd." (Moroscn);

(C.

&

"The

Revue"
(Amsterdam):
"Oh
Cohan
Ladv Lady!" (Princess); "The Copperhead" (Shubert) and "Sinbad" (Winter
Garden).
The buy for "The Little
Teacher" (Playhouse) runs out this
week, but will be renewed for two additional weeks.
There is a small buy for the first two
weeks of the new Rock and White
revue "Let's Go" at the Fulton. Among
eight of the agencies 100 seats a night
have been laken at $2 flat with the
house paying the war tax. The Shuberts tried to force the brokers to buy
for tlie "Follow the Girl"' show at the
44th Street Roof by refusing to fill orders for the seats or giving them any
scats on assignment.
'The brokers up

Wednesday, however, saw no

to

son

why

rea-

they should take a chance on

the show.
'J

Public Service Ticket Office, the down
branch of the LeBlang business.
None of the new shows coming in
of late, other than the Jolson prece,
has created any excitement. Variety's
estimate of box office takings for last

stairs

week is
"A Cure

for Curable." (Wm.'Hodge)
(39th St.) (2d week). .Didn't start off
well enough to ensure anything. About

week, its first.
"Business Before Pleasure" (Eltinge)
(29th week). $9,700. First week show
fell
below $10,000 since it started
run. now in the 29th week. Plan to
move original company to Chicago
abandoned through success of new
Woods' play, "Friendly Enemies," now
delegated to open the Woods theatre

$4,000 last

There are
at

two Joe LeBlang cut rate exchanges on
Wednesday. Orchestra seats were obtainable for "Girl o' Mine" (Bijou);
"The Madonna of the Future" (Broadhurst); Washington Sq. Players (Comedy); "Flo Flo" (Cort); "The Love
Mill" (48th St.); "Maytime" (44th St.);
"Follow the Girl" (44th St. Roof); "Success" (Harris); "The Master" (Hudson); "Yes or No" (Longacre); "Lombardi Ltd" (Morosco); "Under Tiessure" (Norworth); "The Gipsy Trail"
(Plymouth); "Her Country" (Punch &
Judy); balcony seats only could be had
for "Oh Boy" (Casino); "Why Marry"
(Astor); "Eyes of Youth" (39th St.);
"The Copperhead" (Shubert); and "A
Cure for Curables" (39th Street. Of
the latter attractions only "The Eyes
of Youth" were offered on sale in the

wenty attractions were

listed in the

the Windy burg.
"Let's Go" (Rock and White) (Fulton) (1st week). Was to have opened
in

night. Small company and light
expense, with
stars
dividing with
house. Hitchcock & Goetz have house,
Rock and White, show.
last

"Cohan Revue" (Amsterdam) (10th
week). Between $13,000 and $14,000.
Has fallen away off. Not up to run of
Cohan revue last season at Astor,
though Amsterdam holds more money.
Reported Cohan & Harris intend sending this year's revue on mad, though
most of the plays travestied by it still
running in New York. Show just now
considered too expensive for profitable
(Continued on Page 15.)
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Wednesday Klaw

&

Erlanger will purchase the theatrical holdsaid

ings of the estate of William Harris,
who died some 18 months ago, if they

have not already done so.
The Shuberts have also been

in act-

negotiation

for these interests,
as they include important interests in a number of legitimate theatres and which, if secured by
the Shuberts, would make them partners with K. & E. in a way that could
have been, to place it mildly, exceedingive

deemed valuable

annoying.

The deal involves a cash consideration of something in the neighborhood
of $1,250,000.
It is understood Jack
McKeon, the theatrical and film broker,
brought about the arrangement. The
Shuberts were under c tood to be dealing
direct.

were settled early this
which time K. & E., who had
call
through the sentiment at-

All the details

week,
first

at

taching to the business relations existing between them and the Harris family for the past generation, were given
the first option and were notified they
had 48 hours in which to buy.
The heirs are anxious to sell and
settle up the estate. They include Mrs.

William Harris, Sr., William Harris,
Mrs. Henry B. Harris, Mrs. Steele,
sister of the deceased, and other
minor relatives, including a number of

Jr.,

a

grandchildren.
The holdings include interests in the
New York, Harris, Hudson and Fulton
theatres, New York, Colonial and Hollis, Boston, Colonial, Blackstonc and Illinois, Chicago, Nixon, Pittsburgh, and
"The Thirteenth Chair."
Mrs. Henry B. Harris' interests in
some of the theatres are not included
in the transaction.

DISCOURAGING PEACE SONGS.
The Government

is

reported

hav-

ing

taken cognizance of the possiin "peace songs," at present of
propaganda work.
Officials
are said to have called upon music
publishers within the week, inquiring
as to the number of "peace songs"
bility

German

them lately for publication,
and asking it the professional manoffered

whom such applications for
publication would be made had any
intimate information concerning the
source of any "peace", numbers.
The official representatives intimated
the Government thought it impolitic
at
tin's
time to publish for popular
sale snugs containing a theme of immediate peace or the prospect of that.
As far a> accounts ha\e gone the publishers oi popular price music have
steadily held away so far from all
number*. <>i this denriptioii submitted

agers to

to

TOO MUCH WAR STUFF.
The New York "World" has decided

BUYING HARRIS HOLDINGS.

was

It

ly

at the

MARCH

CITY, FRIDAY,

them

that the page opposite the editorials
is in the future to be devoted solely to
the amusement field.

The page is to be a daily feature,
with the drama, music and films as the
only topics.
The decision was reached at an editorial conference this week, the statement being made that "too much war
stuff" was using the space.
BILL SUNDAY'S POOREST STAND.
Washington, March 6.
Billy Sunday received for his share
Out
of the campaign here $16,332.32.
of this he must pay one-third of the
salaries of his staff. Sixteen thousand
eight hundred and thirty-eight persons
"Hit the Trail," less than a dollar a
head for Bill.

The campaign here was the smallest
from a financial standpoint as well as
attendance of any other city, this
too, with the town packed to over-

in

flow iiig with people here on war work.
Billy and
Sunday left Monday for
Baltimore, where they will remain a
day and then proceed to their home at

Ma

Winona Lake.
A number of

tentative plans are under consideration to utilize the taberThe government is erecting a
nacle.
large number of temporary buildings
for the various newly created departments as well as to accommodate the
increased size in the personnel of the

War

Department.

With

slight

alterations

the

taber-

would make an ideal building
both for floor space and location, being
directly in front of the Union Station.
nacle

0. U.

I.

CUT SALARIES.

time in many seasons
actors in a Broadway show have received I. O. U.'s in lieu of salary and

For the

salaries

first

had been cut

in

two

at that.

The show is housed on 42nd street.
One of the principals was tendered an
(). U. for the last three weeks with
the paper countersigned by the house

1.

manager.

An extra in the show, appearing in
he last act in a non-speaking part has
been receiving $7 per week— in cashtherefore "having something" on the
others.

BERNHARDTS RETURN.
When

Mine. Bernhardt returns to
States tinin Cuba, she will start
upon a return tour of the Orpheum
(
ircuit. playing b»i about 20 weeks in
the west.
Bernhardt's last western trip on the
H;-pheuni time was when she w a the

brought over her- l>\ Martin Beck and
in nil as a spe
p!aved the Orpin uni
(

cial at tract inn.

On Wiitrh

In

thr MliJrtlo

Wr*»-Chan.
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Following BARNES and CRAWFORD and EDDIE LEONARD
in succession.

For further particulars

MR. SHEA and the Buffalo Newspapers.

Gentlemen

Harry Jordan
Of Philadelphia
CHOSE

EDWARD MARSHALL
to follow

ROBERT T. HAINES

and

his

TENSE

WAR SKETCH

wherein MR. HAINES portrays the part of A SPIRIT RETURNED.

ONCE CHALKOLOGY CLOSED AN ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
SHOW in Duluth and it has OPENED some few BIG TIME
SHOWS. Thus it HAS HELD DOWN EVERY SPOT in a
VAUDEVILLE SHOW from NUMBER ONE to NUMBER NINE.
AS JOHNNY COLLINS has said: "A VERY DEPENDABLE ACT."
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Legitimate Theatres Keep Going at Full Swing. Al Jolson,
Broadway's Biggest Current Hit, Playing to Over $36,000
Weekly at Winter Garden. "Name" as "Draw"
Potent, Via Marjorie Rambeau.

&

K.

in the brisk patronage
at the metropolitan box offices of the

$2 theatres that got a fresh impetus
with the Monday holiday performances
for four weeks. There has been a lull
for a brief spell at odd times during
the past month, like the middle of last
week for instance, but the week-end
usually overcame the slump, bringing
the gross to expectation. With the
spring here the theatres expect as a
matter of course a lightening up of
business. Last Saturday night was one
of the heaviest of the season at the
Broadway theatres.
Three events stand foremost just

now along

the

Broadway

line.

That

is the tremendous success and business
achieved by Al Jolson in "Sinbad" at
the Winter Garden, the remarkable
staying powers of Fred Stone in "Jack
o' Lantern" at the Globe, who is still
playing to capacity at a $3 scale in his
20th week, and the marked effect the
absence of Marjorie Rambeau from the
cast last week in "Eyes of Youth" had
on the gross receipts. With an understudy in the star's role the box office
totaled $4,000 less than the average of
that play during its 27 weeks at the

Public Service Ticket Office, the down
branch of the LeBlang business.
None of the new shows coming in
of late, other than the Jolson prece,
has created any excitement. Variety's
estimate of box office takings for last

stairs

week is
"A Cure
r

for Curables"

(Wm.-Hodge)

(39th St.) (2d week). .Didn't start off
well enough to ensure anything. About

week, its first.
"Business Before Pleasure" (El tinge)
(29th week). $9,700. First week show
fell
below $10,000 since it started
run, now in the 29th week. Plan to
move original company to Chicago
abandoned through success of new
Woods' play, "Friendly Enemies," now
delegated to open the Woods tfieatre

$4,000 last

Elliott.

eight "buys" running
at the ticket brokers, for "Oh Boy"
(Princess): "A Tailor Made Man" (C. &
H); "Lombardi. Ltd." (Morosco); "The

There arc

two Joe LeBlang cut rate exchanges on
Wednesday. Orchestra seats were obtainable for "Girl o' Mine" (Bijou);
"The Madonna of the Future" (Broadhurst); Washington Sq. Players (Comedy); "Flo Flo" (Cort); "The Love
Mill" (48th St.); "Maytime" (44th St.);
"Follow the Girl" (44th St. Roof); "Success" (Harris); "The Master" (Hudson); "Yes or No" (Longacre); "Lombard! Ltd" (Morosco); "Under Pressure" (Norworth); "The Gipsy Trail"
(Plymouth); "Her Country" (Punch &
Judy); balcony seats only could be had
for "Oh Boy" (Casino); "Why Marry"
(Astor); "Eyes of Youth" (39th St.);
"The Copperhead" (Shubert); and "A
Cure for Curables". (39th Street. Of
the latter attractions only "The Eyes
of Youth" were offered on sale in the

still

"Oh
(Amsterdam):
Revue"
Cohan
Ladv Lady!" (Princess); "The Copperhead" (Shubert) and "Sinbad" (Winter
Garden).
The buy for "The Little
Teacher" (Playhouse) runs out this
week, but will be renewed for two additional weeks.
There is a small buy for the first two
weeks of the new Rock and White
revue "Let's Go" at the Fulton. Among
eight of the agencies 100 seats a night
have hem taken at $2 flat with the
house paying the war tax. The Shuberts tried to force the lookers to buy
for the "Follow the Girl" show at the
44tli Street Roof by refusing to fill orders for the seats or giving them any
scats on assignment.
The brokers up
to Wednesday, however, saw no reason why they should take a chance on
tli e show.
Twenty attractions were listed in the

the Windy burg.
"Let's Go" (Rock and White) (Fulton) (1st week). Was to have opened
in

Small company and light
expense, with
stars
dividing with
house. Hitchcock & Goetz have house.
Rock and White, show.
last

night.

"Cohan Revue" (Amsterdam) (10th
week). Between $13,000 and $14,000.
Has fallen away off. Not up to run of
Cohan revue last season at Astor,
though Amsterdam holds more money.
Reported Cohan & Harris intend sending this year's revue on road, though
most of the plays travestied by it still
running in New York. Show just now

considered too expensive for profitable
(Continued on Page 15.)

E.

8,

PRICE TEN CENTS

1918

Wednesday Klaw

&

Erlanger will purchase the theatrical holdsaid

ings of the estate of William Harris,
who died some 18 months ago, if they
have not already done so.
The Shuberts have also been in active
negotiation
for these interests,
deemed valuable as they include important interests in a number of legitimate theatres and which, if secured by
the Shuberts, would make them partners with K. & E. in a way that could
have been, to place it mildly, exceeding-

annoying.

The

deal involves a cash consideration of something in the neighborhood
of $1,250,000.
It is understood Jack
McKeon, the theatrical and film broker,
brought about the arrangement. The
Shuberts were understood to be dealing
direct.

were settled early this
which time K. & E., who had
call
through the sentiment at-

All the details

week,
first

at

taching to the business relations existing between them and the Harris family for the past generation, were given
the first option and were notified they
had 48 hours in which to buy.
The heirs are anxious to sell and
settle up the estate. They include Mrs.
William Harris, Sr., William Harris,
Jr., Mrs. Henry B. Harris, Mrs. Steele,
a sister of the deceased, and other
minor relatives, including a number of
grandchildren.
The holdings include interests in the
New York, Harris, Hudson and Fulton
theatres, New York, Colonial and Hollis, Boston, Colonial, Blackstone and Illinois, Chicago, Nixon, Pittsburgh, and
"The Thirteenth Chair."
Mrs. Henry B. Harris' interests in
some of the theatres are not included
in the transaction.

DISCOURAGING PEACE SONGS.
The Government
ing

is

reported

hav-

taken cognizance of the possiin "peace songs," at present of

bility

German propaganda work.

Officials

are said to have called upon music
publishers within the week, inquiring
as to the number of "peace songs"
offered them lately for publication,
and asking if the professional managers to whom such applications for
publication would be made had any
intimate information concerning the
source of any "peace" numbers.
The official representatives intimated
the Government thought it impolitic
at this time to publish for popular
sale songs containing a theme of immediate peace or the prospect of that.
As far as accounts have gone the publishers of popular price music have
steadily held away so far from all
nunihei'N of thU description submitted
to

TOO MUCH WAR STUFF.
The New York "World" has decided

BUYING HARRIS HOLDINGS.

was

It

ly

No abatement

MARCH

CITY, FRIDAY,

them

that the page opposite the editorials
is in the future to be devoted solely to
the amusement field.
The page is to be a daily feature,
with the drama, music and films as the

only topics.

The

decision was reached at an ediconference this week, the statement being made that "too much war
stuff" was using the space.
torial

BILL SUNDAY'S

POOREST STAND.

Washington, March

6.

Billy Sunday received for his share
Out
of the campaign here $16,332.32.
of this he must pay one-third of the
salaries of his staff. Sixteen thousand
eight hundred and thirtv-eight persons
"Hit the Trail," less than a dollar a
head for Bill.

The campaign here was the smallest
from a financial standpoint as well as
in attendance of any other city, this
too, with the town packed to overflowing with people here on war work.
Billy and Ma Sunday left Monday for
Baltimore, where they will remain a
day and then proceed to their home at

Winona Lake.

A number of tentative plans are under consideration to utilize the taberThe government is erecting a
nacle.
large number of temporary buildings
for the various newly created departments as well as to accommodate the
increased size in the personnel of the
War

Department.

With

slight

alterations

the

taber-

would make an ideal building
both for floor space and location, being
directly in front of the Union Station.
nacle

0. U.

I.

CUT SALARIES.

time in many seasons
actors in a Broadway show have received I. O. U.'s in lieu of salary and

For the

salaries

first

had been cut

in

two

at that.

The show is housed on 42nd street.
One of the principals was tendered an
O. U. for the last three weeks with
the paper countersigned by the house

1.

manager.
extra in the show, appearing in
last act in a non-speaking part has
been receiving $7 per week in cash

An

•

he

—

thirtforc "having something" on

the

others.

bernhardtTreturn.
When Mme.

Bernhardt returns to
Slates horn Cuba, she will start
a return tour of the Orpheum
Circuit, playing for about 20 weeks in
the

upon
the

wcM.

Bernhardt'* last western trip on the
«i;phcnni lime was when she \va»

hromdit owr h<r< )V M.rtiti Beck and
p!aved the ()»-p!ieinn Circuit as a spe|

cial attraction.

On Wntrh

In the

Midrib Wc*t-Cbn». Alth«ff, th* Shnlfl

;

c
BUTT BUYS

ADMIRALTY FILM INTEgESTS.
London, March 6.
A new Admiralty film entitled "The
Way of a Ship on the Sea" was shown
privately at the Scala, March 1.
It providsja a splendid object lesson
on the wonderful work done, showing
Paris, Feb. 25.
The next French budget will probably provide, as a revenue raiser, for
a charge to national museums, such as
the Louvre, in Paris. The fee will be
2 frs. on Fridays and 1 fr. other days
excepting Sundays and public holidays,
when admission will be free as in the
Annual tickets will be sold for
past.
10 frs.
J

There may be some delay in the
arrival of the Hippodrome revue at
the Folies Bergere, which Albert de
Courville intends to bring to Paris in
March, and which will include the
best features of Zig Zag and Box of
With the present regulation
Tricks.
of the authorities in London suspending all passports for British artists

(women under middle age; men under
England it is possible that
the large chorus will not turn up. It
appears that the Tiller girls now at
the- Folies Bergere are instructed to
remain in Paris for the present
(although previously informed that the
Baratta revue was to close Feb. 28),
and may be drafted into the new

Cirque, Medrano, Olympia, Damia, Kursaal, Eldorado, Petit Casino.

merchant marine transporting food
and munitions; also the development
of a standard ship from the laying of

MILLER-HAWTREY'S NEXT.

the keelplate to the final coat of paint.

London, March 6.
Gilbert Miller and Charles Hawtrey,
in conjunction with Frank Curzon and
Gladys Cooper, will produce "The
Naughty Wife" at the Playhouse after
the run of "The Yellow Ticket," with
Mr. Hawtrey and Miss Cooper in the
leading parts.

a

The
Fund,

London, March 6.
Wal Clinton, comedian and dancer,
has recovered from a wound in the
received while with a concert
party in France, and is running a Revue behind the lines, in nine scenes.
foot,

London, March 6.
Variety Artists'
Benevolent
with George Robey president,
placed on a sound financial footRobey, the champion collector,

ing by
already taking steps to secure funds.

CLINTON ACTIVE "OVER THERE."

"ROMANCE" AT

1.000

"Romance"
1000th

March

11,

show.
Matinees were given at

all

amusement in Paris Feb.
Shrove Tuesday holiday.

No

further development

12

is

places of
for the

given out

Cora Laparcerie and Jacques Richepin (husband of the said
relative to

directress of the Renaissance theatre)
taking the Opera des Champs Elyse>s
as a music hall. At present it would
look as if the venture is in abeyance.

Volterra has returned from London.
will not put on a new show at the
Casino de Paris when Gaby Deslys and
Pilcer quit the house in March (having been retained a month) as intended, but will remodel the present
revue for Mistanguett and M. ChevaAn exlier, including four new sets.
position of millinery is to be a feathe
Magnard
and
Amy,
Rose
ture.
chorus will remain.

He

an English actress,
June, gave birth to twin
for
operation
an
following
sons,
appendicitis. One child has since died.

Mabel

married

Russell,

Phyllis Bedells (announced to appear
De Courville revue at the Folies
Bergere, Paris, in March) was married
recently in London to Captain Ian
Gordon MacBean of Singapore.

formerly a French
Abel Deval Boularan,
Theatre de l'Athene'e,

Valdey,

Cecile

commenced

v«hich

a

twice-nightly

tour at Leeds.

Paris Theatres

Elsie

Janis

March

:

"Mon

Jeudi" (Bouf-

.

has

arrived with her
mother and states she intends working
at soldiers' entertainments in France.
No announcement has yet been made
relative to the Folies Bergere revue.

Chair"

Bonheur"

(Rejane)
(Chatelet)

"Course

;

au

"Nouveaux

;

Bernhardt); "Petite
(Edouard VII);
"Gare Regulatrice" (Scala) "Dragees
d'Hercule" (Renaissance) "Baiser dans
"Claula Nuit," etc. (Grand Guignol)
dine a Paris" (Bouffes du Nord) "Dame
de Chambre" (Athenee) "Compartiment
des Dames Seules" (Palais Royal) "Oh,
Cupidon" (Varietes) "Art de Tromper
"Affaire du
les Femmes" (Marigny)
Central Hotel" (Apollo); "Billet de
Logement" (Cluny) "Mon Ami Teddy"
(Arts)
repertoire at Opera, OperaComique, Odeon, Trianon, Gaite revues at Casino de Paris, Mayol, Folies
Bergere, Cigale, Gaite Rochechouart,
Ba-Ta-Clan, Femina, Capucines, varieties at Alhambra, Empire, Nouveau
Riches"

(Sarah

;

;

;

its

6.

200th per-

WARD

MISS

AIDS "SMOKES."

London, March 6.
iir
*uDorothy
Ward^ has collected over
gJW during the pantomime run at the
r*

Palace,

Manchester, for the soldiers*
tobacco fund.
D.

S.

O.

London, March

6.

Corporal Britten, two years ago call
boy at the Adelphi, has won the Distinguished Service medal, also the
Croix de Guerre.

"DOMINO" HAS BIG WEEK.
London, March 6.
_
T
The „
"Lilac Domino" had a
..

t

week

.

big open-

at the Empire.

.

HIP.
London, March

6.

Feb.

"A Box o' Tricks" will be presented
at the Hippodrome tomorrow with
Shirley Kellogg

in

the

leading

Strand

in

Private Peat appeared here before
a fairly large audience

O'Farrell.

The
London, March

FACES AT COLISEUM.

ous National Guard and Army cantonhas been announced by the

ments

War

6.

slowly recovering

illness.

WILSON QUITS ALHAMBRA.

Bad Weather

for French Theatres.

Bad weather

is

Paris, March 6.
affecting theatre re-

Team Shows New

BOLLIGER and REYNOLDS
Act.

"FUN ON A WIRE"

London, March 6.
Music Hall, Islington,
Prummel and Rogers successfully presented a

new

act.

Dearly Revives "Baby Mine."
Paris,

March

6.

Dearly has withdrawn "Oh Cupidon"
from the Varieties and revived "Baby
Mine."

w *

Commission

on

Griffiths, of Akron, O., Camp
Bowie, Fort Worth. Joe Mandot, of
Orleans, has resigned as boxing
instructor at Camp Sheridan, Ala., his
work is now being carried on by an
enlisted man. Other athletic directors
and boxers who have been relieved are
R. R. Templeton, director at Camp
Travis, Fort Sam Houston, Tex., and
Trankie Russell at Camp Pike, Ark.
fcudd Goodwin, of the New York Ath-

Johnny

ceipts, excellent of late.

Collins'

Department

Training Camp Activities through Dr.
Joseph E. Raycroft, Army athletic director; H. Wilfred Maloney, Camp
Fremont, Palo Alto, Cal. Maloney
was formerly director of athletics at
Leland Stanford University. Paul Pilgrim, of New York, Camp Merritt,
Tenafly, N. J. Pilgrim- was formerly
captain of the athletic team of the
New York Athletic Club and at one
time middle distance champion of the
United States. Jack London, of New
York, at Camp Lee, Petersburg, Va.

London, March 6.
Joseph Wilson has resigned the general management of the Alhambra,
Glasgow.

At

night.

had his
hand took the major part

ATHLETIC INSTRUCTORS.

at the

is

Monday

which

An authorized list of athletic directors and boxing instructors at the vari-

London, March 6.
Coliseum are
Florence Smithson, Nixon Grey, RiHayes.
Rich
naldo and

Bessie Slaughter

in

of the proceeds, leaving but $50 to be
given to the Knights of Columbus and
the Red Triangle for war purposes.
The lecture was under the auspices
of these two organizations.

6.

Victoria Palace is this week feaMarie Loftus, Van Hoven
turing
Tucker, Nella Webb.

The

from a serious

management

affairs

VICTORIA PALACE BILL.

NEW

25.

DIVISION OF LECTURE PROCEEDS.
Lowell, Mass., March 6.

role.

"Cheating Cheaters" at the
has been assumed by Mary

Her part

;

;

,

"Christmas" on Screen.
London, March 6.
*. «t.,.
At
Philharmonic Hall a revised film
version of "Christmas" was presented

NEW SHOW AT

;

;

.London, March

The Boy"„ celebrates

The attraction scored a gross of $16,250, and
the
advance sale is said to be large.

;

;

BOY" GETTING OLDER.

tj

.

Laughten.

;

;

™.

formance March 7 at the Adelphi, with
new numbers for W. H. Berry, Maidie
Hope and Nellie Taylor.

m

d'Abraham"

Bonne

THE
« T1l .

ing

Sacks' next producJ.
M/
tion will be "The Decameron Nights,
founded on Boccaccio's stories, music
by Howard Carr, book by Robert Mc-

;

"13th

piece

'

CA£L BOY WINS

L

the Empire.

&500

6.

BESSIE SLAUGHTER IMPROVES.

"Deburau" (Vaudeville); >'Kiki"
"Ecole
des
Cocottes"
(Gymnase)
(Michel); "Grand-Pere" (Porte St."Train
8h.47"
(Ambigu)
Martin);
de
;

Paris,

the

Sail-

Elsie Janis Arrives in Paris.

"LILAC DOMINO" SCORES.
London, March 6.
"The Lilac Domino" has caught on at

London, March
fes)

fl!

London, M4rch 6.
Alfred Butt has engaged Gaire Romaine for the "High Jinks" company

The newcomers

actress, wife of
director of the
recently died.

?-;

,

6.

After resting for three months,, Herman Finck, restored to health, has returned to the conductor's chair at the
Palace, succeeding Jacques Heuvel.

CLAIRE ROMAINE SIGNED.

last

in the

''

raids.

London, March

6.

interested in

ors Fund, when George
Robey sold
the manuscript of a new
poem, spettCn
SiF
Hcnry
y
Newb

CONDUCTOR FINCK RESTORED.

London, March

a

London, March 6.
a* •!.
,
At
the r»
Palace
March 1, the Queen,
Princess Mary and a distinguished
audience was present at a special
matinee
for the benefit of King
.George's

when

60) leaving

All the theatres have resumed evening performances that were temporarily abandoned during the recent air

6.

concluded

J. Wilson, the American
producer and Arthur Voegtlin, of New
York. The production is to be
staffed
here in May.

6.

Miss Keane presents souvenirs to the
audience. It establishes a record run
for a drama.

NIGHT SHOWS RESUMED.

5acl"\ A lso
are William

at the Lyric celebrates its

performance

has just

whereby he obtains a quarter interest in the production of "Going
Up,"
which is to be made .here by
J. L.
deal

lo

MARK.

London, March

IN ON HIT.
London, March

.

ROYALTY VISITS PALACE.

ROBEY STABILIZING FUND.

will be

n
Butt

Air j
Alfred

Exhibiting a routine of hazardous feats on
bounding wire. A genuine novelty interspersed with good comedy. Doing an absolutely different triple balance on the wire.
I^st week (Feb. 25) at the Alhambra, New
York.
VARIETY said, "Bolllger and Reynolds held
them in with their ten minutes or slack and
bounding wire, starting Just four minutes
a

pnst eleven. The man's stuots aloft
unusual routine."

form an

This week (March AY, Keith's, Providence.
Direction,

ALF. WILTON.

New

letic

Gub,

swimming

instructor

at

Camp Travis, has been selected as Mr.
Templeton's successor.

VAUDEVILLE

-

-

THREE BIG SUNDAY BENEFITS
BRING $26,000 FOR CHARITY

'WAR" SONGS ORDERED OFF.

GEST'S INJUNCTION.

Following a series of written comfrom patrons of his chain of
Orpheum theaters, Martin Beck issued

Wednesday the attorneys for Morris
Gest expected to serve notice on Flo
Ziegfeld, Jr., of an application for an

plaints

circular orders to his
veek instructing them
song repertoires offered

managers
to

this

censor

all

by acts playing

the circuit.

Trio of Performances in Aid of Service Branches Attract Unusual Business. Hip's Show Returned $16,000; Manhattan O. H. Gets $5,000; Mt. Vernon Show, Same.

Two

songs

were

specifically

men-

tioned in the order and were banned
as unpatriotic, "1 Don't Want to Get
Well" and "There'll Be a Hot Time for
the Old Men When the Young Men Go
BofH are published by Leo
to War."
Feist.

Last Sunday three big benefits were
held in or around New York. The Hippodrome returned $16,000, the Manhattan opera house, $5,000, and Proctor's, Mt. Vernon, $5,000.
The Hippodrome's show was held
under the auspices of the Real Estate
Boa'rd of New York for the Army and
Navy War Relief. The entertainment
was divided into two parts the first for

the soldiers and the second for the sailShip and camp life scenes were
displayed upon the stage. Sousa and
Mary
his band furnished the music.
Garden and Fred Stone individually apfrom
Girls"
Sunshine
"The
also
peared,
r
'Jack o' Lantern."
The Mt. Vernon benefit was for the

peared were Abs and Wheeler, Florence Timponi, Young and Wheeler,
Toby Claude and Co Elizabeth Mayne,
Burns and Kissen. William Gaehagen,
Arthur Galli and Redmond and Wells.
A benefit was given last week at the
Bensonhurst Naval Reserve base, sanctioned by the U. B. O., and under the
same direction. Acts appearing were
Private Harry Rose, Holmes and Reil.,

ly, Carrie Lilly, Neville Fleeson, Ryan
and Joyce, Elizabeth Mayne, Mack and
Vincent, "Noodles" Fagan.

ors.

Soldiers'

and

Sailors'

Clubhouse

at

New

Rochelle, where the Y. M. C. A. building has been converted into social
quarters for the boys from the camps
nearby when they are in the town. F.
F. Proctor furnished the theatre and
the United Booking offices sent the
show. Jule Delmar made the arrangements and ran the stage. Those appearing were Julia Arthur, Felix Adler,
Brown Brothers, Barban and
Six

Grohs, Leo
Zardo, Mile.

Carrillo

,

Cochran

and

Louise Dresser,
Gus and Leo Edwards, Nat C. Goodwin, Gilbert and Friedland, Carl Jorn,
3 Jahns, Martello, Charles Purcell and
Peggy Woods with Sigmund Romberg
at the piano,

Dazie,

Slayman

Ali's

Gurators,

Herman Timberg, Van and Schenck,
with soldiers and sailors in special numbers.

The Manhattan opera house
was
77th

benefit
for the 302d Sanitary Train of*the

Division

at

Camp Upton.

The

soldiers called upon the U. B. O. late
in the week for assistance in completThis was given
ing their program.

them. George M. Cohan auctioned off
an autographed photo of Col. Roose-

had inscribed upon it,
luck will come to the man who
It brought $150.
photo."
Programs were sold for 25 cents each,
W. B.
soldiers doing the selling.
Sleeper represented the U. B. O at the
which

velt,

"Good
buys

this

opera blouse.
Those appearing were Grace LaRue,
Edith Day and chortrs' (from "Going
Up"), Bessie Wynn, Eva Shirley, Bert
Fitzgibbon,
Ted Snyder and Joe
Young, Gilbert and Friedland, Mullen
and Coogan, American Comedy Four,
besides a skit of "School Days" staged
by the boys from camp led by Lieut. H.
E. Hall, with the soldiers playing the
boy and girl pupils, also a Litter Drill
and another camp scene.

The "Going Up" show furnished its
orchestra, Cohan & Harris receiving
word late Sunday afternoon of the

SAILING TO SOUTH AFRICA.
Sometime early

this

month there

will

sail for South Africa, leaving an Atlantic seaport and going direct (about

days on the water) three acts to
play the halls over there.
The turns are Charlotte Parry, Flying Mayos and Margaret Calvert.
George Stilwell and Ann Rradley
lately returned from that country after
playing there for nearly a year.

the Hippodrome the New York Athletic Club is
holding a benefit to secure funds for
athletic equipment for the soldiers at
camp. Frank Jones is in charge of the
stage and show for the affair. The N.
Y. A. C. has been furnishing equipment
to the soldiers through private subscriptions at the clubhouse, but wish
to extend its operations.
A benefit was given for the 52nd

LAUDER'S FINAL ROUTING.
The Harry Lauder road tour is approaching the end of his most successful season over here.
William Morris
has arranged the final dates, up to the
time of Mr. Lauder's farewell at the
Metropolitan opera house for two
weeks commencing April 22.
April 1 week Lauder will appear at
the Auditorium, Chicago, jumping from
that city to Philadelphia, where he will
open April 8 at the Forrest (a K. & E.
booking).
Commencing April 15 for
the week the Lauder show will play
one-nighters.

IRENE CASTLE TO RETURN.
Irene Castle, at present in Cuba, finishing up some film work, is to shortly
undertake a tour of vaudeville.
On her return to this country Mrs.
Castle will secure a dancing partner
and make a b'd for public favor in the
line that first brought her to notice.

BOEHM

ELSIE

ASHES SCATTERED ON SANDS.

Elsie

BACK.

Beaumont has framed

a single

turn for vaudeville with a
pianist as accompanist. Formerly when

Miss Beaumcnt (who is Mrs. Paul
Durand in private life) was on the
stage, she was known professionally
as Elsie Boehm.

Now

that

is
returning, Miss
selected Alf T. Wilton

she

Beaumont has

Miss Beaumont
upon Paul as a
husband, but having an agent outside
the family keeps the matrimonial matas her agent, which,
says, is no reflection

ters

in

their

Honolulu, T. H., Feb. 19.
of the beach at Waikiki
the resting place of C. H.

The sands
are now
Stover, the

man who made

famous with
at

his song,

the spot

"On the Beach

Waikiki."

Stover, who died recently in Denver,
a last request that his ashes be
scattered along the beach he loved so

made

customary routine.

HOLY WEEK AT

A. C.

Atlantic City, March 6.
Keith's here will open vaudeville for
week March 25 (Holy Week),
with the regular season not beginning until about the end of June.
a single

THEATRES FOR FIGHT CLUBS.
New Jcr>ey legalizing boxijig may
convert several theatres of that state
into fight clubs. Bouts are legally
limited across the river to eight rounds,
vith three commissioners of boxing appointed for each county.
Several theatrical managers interested in Jersey theatres seem to think that
f.ght clubs in their" houses will solve
the present difficulty of persuading
Jerseyites to visit the

show

places.

Francis
Dooley (Dooley and
Sayles) has registered a complaint with
the N. V. A. alleging the use of several
of his "gags" by two other turns.
Dooley avers Morris and Campbell
are using "Can we have a little service, please," which bit he claims as his
own. He also says the Watson •Sisters have lifted two of his lines: "Don't
laugh, don't look at me" and "I'd bite
you but I don't eat pork."

PLAYERS RUN GARAGE.
Frank and Bert Leighton have temretired from theatricals in

porarily

Insular Fair, to be held there shortly

section.

under governmental auspices.
Mr. Bernstein was in Porto Rico
about two years ago and is familiar
with the Antilles.

PAN TOUR FOR DONOVAN.
Donovan and Lee have been contracted for a tour of the Pantages ciropening at the usual starting point

cuit,

Open
There

is

All

Summer?

a possibility that the

Orph-

northwest may
remain open throughout the summer,
in addition to th^ customary Orphcum
remaining open in the Californian
cr.m

cities.

theatres

in

the

•

from

firm.

OLDFIELD AS "HIGHWAYMAN."
Barney Oldfield may replace Paul
Dickey as the autoist of "The Lincoln

Highwayman,"

a playlet resting since

Dickey left vaudeville.
Harry Weber is negotiating with the
famous driver, who will handle his
"Golden Submarine" upon the stage if
arrangements are completed.
It
is
said Oldfield wants $1,800 weekly to
appear.

NESBIT IN A SKETCH.
feels

quite

confident

he can transform Evelyn Nesbit from
a song and dance artiste into a dramatic actress. At least the try will be
made shortly, according to report, with
a sketch playlet already selected.

PACIFIC COAST EXPO.
Oakland. March 6.
The Pacific Coast Land and Industrial Exposition is to be held in this
city between Aug. 15 and Oct. IS of
this year. The event will be staged at
the Civic Auditorium, which has a 30-

acre park surrounding it.
Three acres will be devoted to the
amusement zone, with 40 amusement
features of all descriptions. A roundup will also be staged and several
bands will be imported for the occasion.

"GAGS" COMPLAINTS.

Freeman Bernstein is in Porto Rico,
where he expects to superintend an

BERNSTEIN SOUTH.

Ziegfeld

amount stolen, $4,97071.
Mr. Royce this week signed another
contract for two more years with the

Harry Weber

order to give their attention to the
garage they recently opened in association with George McKay (McKay
and Ardine). The place t* located at
Frecport, Long Island, the trio having
a monopoly on the business in that

Paul seems perfectly satisfied.

restraining

title "Cocoanut Grove" for his
"Midnight Frolic" show on the Amsterdam Roof, as Ziegfield had announced he intended to do. Gest maintains the billing of Cocoanut Grove is
as much a part of the Century theatre as
anything else in and around the house.
Ziegfeld was co-manager with Charles
Dillingham of the theatre before the
Century passed to the direction of Elliott, Comstoc.k & Gest.
For the revue Gest intends producing on the Century roof about April 1
there have been engaged Edwin Royce
to stage it, with Harry Tierney and
Leslie Stuart to write the music for
special numbers. William, Ray and Gordon Dooley are under contract to appear in it.
The robbery lately occuring at the
Century was covered by insurance, $5,000 having been taken out.
Exact

well.

J.

singing

at

Street Naval Reserve in Brooklyn at
Feb. 26, by
the Armory Tuesday,
eourtesy of the United Booking Offices
and under the direction of Jack Dctnpsey and John Lampe. Those who ap-

ing any specific song.

2**

need of musicians.

Next Sunday night

Mr. Beck in his circular letter claimed
the songs tended to discourage men of
military tendencies and served to make
a travesty of a very serious condition.
Ihe instructions issued gave the managers power to summarily order off any
song either risque in lyric or that carried any light reference to the army,
navy or the war. The managers were
also instructed to make weekly reports
of all song routines and where a banned
number is repeated the act will be
promptly taken off the route.
The United Booking Offices have also
instructed managers to be careful of
lyric* and may take action on the same
numbers, although as yet nothing has
been issued from that agency mention-

injunction

using the

during May.
This is the

first

time

in

34 years that

Jim Donovan has worked in vaudeville
any circuit other than those affili-

for

ated with the Keith interests.
Chas. Althoff.

Sheriff

of

Hlckavlllo— Book* Solid

This will be one of the biggest
expositions ever held in the west and
be supervised by George B. Keefe
and Harry Perkins.

will

Houso for Chamborsburf, Pa.
Philadelphia and Chambersburg capare contemplating building a
new theater at Chambersburg. The
Crescent theatre there is a picture
house. Another house is to be built to
rlay smsJl time vaudeville.
Chambersburg is the county seat of
Franklin county. Pa., in the middle of
the rich Cumberland valley farming

italists

district.

A new

Riders Off for Cuba.
equestrienne act called the

Cuorea Company was formed last week
and sails for Cuba Saturday to join the
Santos circus, the turn having a tenweek contract. The troupe was formed
Of detached riders by Frank Wirth.

SUFFRAGETTE COMEDY.
Worcester, Mass., March 6.
"Nowadays" with four women opened
at Poli's Monday.
It's a suffragette
comedy skit, with the women players
doing a policeman, postman, conductor and janitor.
Fairly amusing and held the No. 2
position assigned on the Poli pro-

gram.

VAUDEVILLE
INCOME TAX DETAIL
With the final day for return of income tax statements extended to April
there appears to be considerable confusion among the profession as to how
the forms are to be filled out and just

member
expenses

were:
Railroad fares
Royalty on material

ing, etc.,

I

what items

the tax due.
It

is

Booking commission....
Advertising
Scenery

of expense are permitted to

be deducted from the taxable amount.
All returns must be made by April 1
and all those failing to do so are liable
to a fine of from $20 to $1,000 in addition to an increase of 50 per cent, of

recognized by the internal rev-

enue department that a certain number
of citizens may be delayed on account
of traveling, but all extensions of time
in making the returns must be obtained
from Washington and unless good cause
is shown, the penalties will be strictly
Failure to pay fines in
administered.
v s
of tardy returns may lead to impr sonment. The actual payment of the
x is to be made by June 1.
Actors are permitted deductions for
all expenses entailed in following their
profession and the tax applies to both
The problem as far
nitii and women.
as the legitimate players are concerned
and those in burlesque and pictures and
where he or she is a member of an organization in which the transportation
and the like is paid by the management,
Many of the
is comparatively simple.
items which the vaudevillian is allowed
as expense also applies to the other
The compulfields of the profession.
sory computation of the income and
outlay of the professional really tends
to make a business man of the actor
and since the new tax law has a low
minimum, a great many in theatricals
will for the first time actually figure
their accounts and obtain an accurate
knowledge of their earnings.
The items permitted to be deducted
include railroad fares, commissions to
agents or managers, royalties on or payments for material and songs, advertis-

therefore earning $4,375. Their
in operating their act, travel-

Baggage and extras

$2,525

That expense would be shared by
each member of the act and counted as
necessary expenses against his or her
taxable revenue. But in addition there
is a further exemption, in the event
either or both having expended money
on wardrobe. If, for instance, the woman of the team spent $1,000 for gowns
and the man spent $350 for clothes,
they would add that to the amount of
exemption claim, so that their computation should be on this basis:

Man.

;

/2

•

l

Railroad fares

Y2

Royalty

Yz

Booking commission

/2
Y2
y2

Advertising

y2

Railroad fares

l

in which they reside.
Forms
be secured at any bank, trust company, post office or from the collectors'

may

offices.

Every single individual earning in excess of $1,000 must pay tax over the
sum altove that amount and every married person must pay tax on all over
$2,000 earned per year.
The year in
question is 1917 that is, the income
must be figured from January 1 until

December 31, 1917. Persons whose income is in excess of $3,000 should use
form 1040. Those whose incomes are
sthan $3,000 should use form 1040A.
Rrrause of the rather complex questions of the tax form statements it may
not be clear to many in vaudeville just
how they should figure returns. The
manner in which a two-act composed of
a man and woman who split the salary
and arc not married to each other may
he cited as an example, "the figures set
down having been presented and O. K'd
by Joseph F. Prcndergast, chief deputy
collector to Mark Kisncr of the third
district internal revenue office, which
covers Xew York's theatrical district.
The case presented is where the act
is earning $3^0 weekly, and during the
fiscal year covered by the statements,
the turn worked for 25 weeks.
Jointly
the two persons earned $8,750, each
les

175.00
150.00
100.00
350.00

Scenery

$1,612.50

Woman.
$200.00
,y2 Royalty
200.00
2 Booking commission
437.50

y

Yi

Advertising

y2

Scenery

/2 Baggage and
Wardrobe
l

175.00
150.00
extras 100.00
1,000.00

$2,262.50
If

the

man

is

married and the woman
they would arrive

how

single, this is
at the taxable

amount
Man.

:

Income

$4,375.00

Less:

Expenses
Exemption

$1,612.^0
2,000.00

ing,

district

$200.00
200.00
437.50

Baggage and extras
Wardrobe

.

costumes, scenery, baggage and
hauling trunks and extras which may
include fireproofing of scenery, necessary on entering some cities, the payment of "allowances" to stage hands
and the like (the latter to be listed as
extras and not specified), also inclusive
of expense incurred in employing taxis
where an act "doubles" between two
houses as well as laundry necessary
for stage appearances.
It Is pretty generally known every
individual who earns more than $800 per
year inu.it return a statement to the
collector of internal revenue in the

$400
400
875
350
300
200

3,612.50

Taxable amount

$762.50

Woman.
Income

$4,375.00

Expenses
Exemption

3,262.50

$2,000 exemption.
If separate statements arc made cither man or'wife can
claim $2,000 exemption.
But if separate statements are made it would be
best for man and wife to claim $1,000
each.
All statements will be checked
up through the agencies booking all
acts. ^ Therefore on the line which reads

whom

employed?" the name of the
circuit or booking agency giving the
contracts should be inserted.
An act should also state the professional name and real name, because of
the checking which the government will
It

will
i<

is

a mistake to believe

incomes
That information
kept secret by the tax

become known.

absolutely

thirds;

if

a quartet the split is in fourths,
applies to a single.

It also

etc.

The item of scenery and wardrobe
must be computed with care, as the
ruling on the amounts claimed leaves
up to the honesty of the individual.
For instance, if an act bought a drop

it

for $300 in

the

life

should figure
drop or the time for

1917, the act

of the

which it can be used. If the artist figures the drop may be used for two,
three or more seasons, the amount
stated in the list of expenses should
be set down at one-half, one-third or
whatever the percentage of the total
cost of the drop would be.
So that
instead of charging off $300 for the
drop as in the example, $150 would be
the amount if the drop was useable for
two years and $100 would be the amount
if figured good for three years.
Where scenery had been bought previous to 1917, the act is allowed to
charge off depreciation.
Thus if the
actor figures the drop or set valuables
after this season, he would be allowed
to charge in a percentage of the cost,
figured on the ratio of one year against
the total life of the scenery.
Care should be exercised in such figuring because government inspectors
will investigate costs and next year the
tax returns will be compared with this
year's statements.
The charging off of wardrobe expenses should be figured on the same
basis as scenery.
If it is found that
wardrobe bought during 1917 can be
used during this season, the total
amount so expended must not be included, but only a percentage of it.
The percentage of tax payable to the
internal revenue collector in the example noted is two per cent. The taxable
amount arrived at is the net income.
Net incomes up to $3,000 pay two per
cent. All net incomes over $3,000 must
pay a higher rate the percentage on
the statement forms.

—

Offices instructweek to assist artists applying for aid in making
up tax statements. The U. B. O. also
informed its managers to warn all artists of the serious consequences of neglect in filing the tax report in due time,
as heavy penalties have been provided
and will be enforced.
Actors are not allowed to include hotel or living expenses in deducting from
their
incomes.
Even where actors
maintain homes, they are not allowed to
charge up outlays for living on the road.
The department of internal revenue has
made no positive ruling in such cases,

ed

$2,262.50
1,000.00

Taxable amount
$1,113.50
(The woman would also be allowed to
charge off maid service if any.)
In the case that the man is unmarried
he would naturally pay tax on $1,000
more or $1,762.50. But should he be
married and have dependent children
he is entitled to further exemption of
$200 for each child.
Where both a man and wife are in
the ^ame act and she receives a salary she must make a tax statement or
they can make a joint return. Or where
they are working in different acts they
may make a joint statement or make
separate returns. Only one can claim

do

dependent child).
The example cited of course can be
used for acts where more than two
members are equally concerned; that is
if it is a trio, the expenses are split into

The United Booking

Less:

"by

ures the sum received and deducts the
actual extra necessary expenses that
may not be entailed by the act's management or owner and that added to
the exemption ($1,000 if single and $2,000 if married plus $200 fee. for each

collector.

Where an actor is receiving salary
and not sharing in a partnership arrangement, the statements arc quite
simple, since the individual merely fig-

all

of

its

managers

this

but probably will not permit deductions
of that class.
For this present return,
therefore, in spite of what ruling may
later be made on the subject, the internal revenue collector has ordered no
Mich allowances are permissible.

SATURDAY MORNING SHOWS.
Bob O'Donnell, manager

of the Hargiving special per-

lem opera house, is
formances at his theatre every Saturday morning for the school children
of Harlem.
Pictures only are shown.
The Lincoln Cyle, with Benjamin
Chapin, is the special feature; two
reels weekly.
The remainder of the
^lmw is made up of a Keystone
<"<>medy, Pathe Weekly and a four-reel
feature.
Mr. O'Donnell will continue
'lie Saturday morning affairs for ten
weeks.
La>l Saturday a special show was
civil for school teachers of Harlem.
-1.-')
being in the house.
The top price Saturday mornings
is

if!)

cents.

"SUNDAY" CASE DISMISSED.
of the "Blue Law" cases was
in the Magistrates
Court of the Bronx. The defendant in
the action was B. F. Kahn, of the Follies theatre.
Magistrate Grosman dismissed the case.
The theatre had put on a vaudeville
show, Sunday, Jan. 1, consisting of different trios and two acts and an Hawaiian troupe called Princess Matella
and Co. As the ownership of the theatre had not been established the complaint was dropped and the court ruled:
"A violation of the Penal Law is not
only punishable as a misdemeanor, but
in addition to the punishment therefor
provided by statute a penalty of $500
may be recovered; and besides every exhibition performance or exercise thereby prohibited of itself annuls the license of the theatre. Where such drastic pains and penalties are entailed by
the violation of a statute the defendant
is entitled to have strict proof made
against him of every element constituting his alleged offense. The evidence in
this case falls short of these require-

The

first

Tuesday

decided

ments."

was also ruled that although Kahn's
tickets as
"B. F. Kahn's Follies Theatre," his connection with the theatre as regards ownership could not be assumed and that
names of this kind were frequently
used as trade marks or as the title of a
It

name appeared on admission

theatre.

One

of the

downtown

cases was also
revolving about the
point of what constituted a circus act.
It was adjourned.
tried

last

week,

4 ACTS IN TROUBLE.
Following a special meeting held in
the offices of the Vaudeville Managers'
Protective Association and attended by
officials of that organization and the
executives of the National Vaudeville
Artists, four members of the latter organiaztion were dropped from the
roster.

The move followed a complaint premember of the V. M. P. A.
who claimed the four acts played in a
ferred by a

house not

listed in the V. M. P. membership.
The acts were given an opportunity to explain.
It was learned
they* had been contracted for a series
of weeks, signing a "blanket" form of
contract without stipulating the towns
or theatres. The agency, after the initial week, shifted their route and booked them into a theatre owned by a nonmember of the V. M. P. A. The acts
suspended will probably be reinstated,
but in the future all cases will be
handled without appeals.
There are
several agencies issuing the "blanket"
contract, some even listed in the V. M.
P. A., but their string of theatres include houses not members of that organization and when those houses are
played, regardless of the booker's organiaztion connection, the acts will be
refused future engagements
in
any
house owned or controlled by organ-

ized vaudeville.

MACK PRODUCING.
Wilbur Mack (Mack and Walker)

has started producing vaudeville acts
of his own having taken offices' in the
Strand building. In addition to pro-

ducing

he

is

writing

material

songs.

and

With Nella Walker he has appeared
in

vaudeville

for

the

past

12

years.

They may appear together for a few
weeks in New York in their "A Pair
of Tickets."

Next season, however, Miss Walker
appear in a new turn produced
and presented by Mack. He is being
assisted by Al Hockey.
will

AGENTS POOL INTERESTS.

Sam Fallow and Meyer B. North
have formed a partnership with headquarters
in
the
Putnam Building,
where they will jointly book attractions which in the past they represcntt d individuaUv.

VAUDEVILLE
WITMARKS REGAIN ERNIE BALL;
SONGWRITER QUITS LEO FEIST
Ball Writes to Feist and Returns All
Monies Advanced.

All Suits Discontinued.

After being a

member

most friendly relations that existed
for many years between myself
and the Witmarks. Their dealings
with me have been absolutely
honorable, square and above board

of the profesFeist Music Co.

sional staff of t;he Leo
Ernest Ball returned to M. Witmark
& Sons this week, ratifying his existing contract with that house. At the
same time Mr. Ball, one of the most
popular and successful composers in

Their royalty statements, accountings and payments
have been according to contract.
Under the circumstances I cannot
permit the litigation with the Wit-

from the Feist concern for the sixmonth period, and left that organization without a point left to legally
cbntest his transfer.
When the action was confirmed the
Witmarks instructed Nathan Burkan,
their attorney, to discontinue and withdraw the suit for injunction filed
against Ball and the Feist officials.
The relationship between Ball and
the Witmarks was renewed after a
conference with Julius Witmark, the
Ball
professional head of the firm.
apparently decided his move to the

•

was written

following re-

spects:

Yours

account of such mechanical
reproductions less than the amount
so reserved in the contract.
As a complete vindication to
you I herewith acknowledge and
declare that you have rendered me
proper and true accounts for any
and all royalties accruing from the
publication and sale of my compositions to the first day of January,
1918, and that you have paid me
the royalties due to me under said
contract, and at the times and in

manner therein prescribed.
further acknowledge and delare that your dealings with me
were absolutely straightforward,
correct and honest, and that I have,
the
I

no just reason

to

complain because

thereof.

hereby
approve in
I

ratify,

confirm

all respects
ing contract with you.

Yours very
(Signed)

my

and
exist-

R.

am

satisfied

"IRON HAND" PLAYING.
Cincinnati,

March

6.

"The Iron Hand," played by a company Decwent Hall Caine heads, is at
Keith's this week, its first time on
the regular circuits.
The playlet his father wrote is well
presented by Mr. Caine, and the local
press has been enthusiastic over it.

•

Tully-Muckenfusa Dissolution.
The dissolution of the producing firm
of May Tully and Rosalie Muckenfuss
being reported.
" Miss Tully recently wrote a successful $2 comedy, "Mary's Ankle," and has
been drawing royalty for her work.
is

The two young women were vaudeville
producers when they branched out.
Since, -kliss Muckenfuss has changed
her harn^ to Rosalie Stewart by a court
order.

EOELSTEN, THE SAILOR.
Willie Edelstcn returned from London late last week and expects to go
back there shortly. He came principally
to recruit a company for the J. L. Sachs
production in England of "Going Up,"
which will be presented there about

May

1.

William
piece.

J.

Wilson

Among

those

will stage
will go

who

the

over

with
the
company arc Edelsten's
daughter, Anita Elson, now appearing
at the Palajs

Royal here.

after

the

much

deliberation that I acted rather
hastily in accepting advice to break
the Witmark contract and to make

one with your company.
I had no real grounds justifying
me to sever the contractural and

ELKS'

NEW RULER.

Last Sunday night Frederick E. Goldsmith was elected Exalted Ruler of New
York Lodge No. 1 of the B. P. O. E. by
acclamation. There was no opposition
ticket.
The honor is all the greater in
the case of his election because of the
fact that this year marks the 50th anniversary of the founding of the Elks,
which has grown tremendously since
Feb. 16, 1868, the date of its organiza-

tion.

Prior to becoming the B. P. O. E. the
organization from which the
order came was known as "The Jolly
Corks."
Mr. Goldsmith is the first member of
No. 1 to rise to the position of Exalted
Ruler at the age of 36. He is one of the
partners in the law firm of Henry j. &
Frederick E. Goldsmith and at one time

original

Chicago, March 6.
A run or that there might be an
exodus of agents from the Majestic
Theatre Building to the new Statelake
building when the structure is completed next year is the probable reason
for the receipt by many of the agents
of a letter from the Lehman Estate,
owners of the Majestic building.
The letter advised the agents that
they would have to move out by May
1 unless they signed a new three years'
lease on or before that date.
There was momentary consternation.
It
was sent to the Helen Murphy
Agency, Beehler & Jacobs, Harry
Spingold, Earl & Yates and Edgar
Dudley, on the 9th floor; Lew Goldberg on the 10th floor; Lew Shean on
the 14th floor.
It was said later that the agents will
attempt to live out the balance of the
time prior to the completion of the
Statelake building by taking quarters
with the offices of the Interstate, Allardt, Orpheum and U. B. O. circuits.

FREDERICK

BART McHUGH BACK.
returned to the United
Booking Offices floor this week, recovered from his recent illness.
It was* the regular Tuesday trip to
New York for the Philadelphia booking man.

MANAGERS CHANGE.
The present manager

of Proctor's
125th Street is John Loveridge, from
Hary
K. Bursucceeds
ihe west. He
ton. Mr. Burton was withdrawn by
the United Booking Offices for special

work.
Last week at the Greenpoint, Brooklyn,

Leon

assumed

Kelmer

He formerly managed
lagansett Pier, R.

E.

GOLDSMITH

Kxnltfil Huler of B. P. O. K. No.

McHugh

charge.
the Casino, Nar-

I.

Lynn Houses Closed Sundays.
Lowell, Mass., March 6.
Receiving complaints that shows
verging on the blue were being played,
Joseph H. Plunkett, chief of the State
Police, has ordered the closing of all
theatres Sunday at Lynn, and Mayor
Walter H. Creamer has been requested
to issue no more licenses.
This will leave the picture houses in
full sway Sundays.

Divorced from Tom Sharkey.
Los Angeles, March 6.
Camille
Florence
Sharkey
was
granted a divorce from Tom Sharkey,
the former pugilist, this week.
Sharkey is now in the east. He was
formerly manager of the James J.

was the partner

of "Little
10 years of

Tim"

1.

Sulli-

membership
on the Law,
Relief
and
Christmas Tree Committees, and has
occupied the chairs of Esteemed Lecturing Knight, Esteemed Loyal Knight
and Esteemed LeadingJCnight with disIn his
van.
in the Elks he has served
Entertainment, Visiting,

tinction.

Mr. Goldsmith's law firm is well
to the profession and has legally
represented some of the largest theatrical concerns.
The ticket last Sunday night was:
Exalted Ruler, Frederick E. Goldsmith;
Esteemed
Leading
Knight,
George A. Hopkins; Esteemed Loyal
Knight, Rochus W. Kruger; Esteemed
Lecturing Knight, Frank D. Fallon;
Secretary, James W. Carroll
(10th
term); Treasurer, James P. Walsh;
Tiler, Edward J. Trolan; Trustee, Arfhus V. Dearden; Grand Lodge Representative, J. H. Chris Mitchell; Alternate Grand Lodge Representative, Arthur V. Dearden.
The Elks' Circus held at No. 1 Lodge
last week resulted in obtaining $10,000

known

for the

War Fund

TROY'S
Manager

of the order.

HOME TOWN

BILL.
Troy, March

R.

6.

Kmbe

of Proctor's in
Collins,
who books the bills at the house, to
furnish Troy with a program of all
native talent that has become known
on the vaudeville circuits since leaving
II.

this city lias petitioned

Johnny

home.

BALL.

At the same time Ball mailed
following letter to Leo Feist:
Dear Mr. Feist
I

truly,

(Signed) ERNEST BALL.
action does not affect the

LANDLORD.

VS.

Jeffries cafe here.

truly,

ERNEST

breaking

AGENTS

Bart

That you refused to account for
and pay the royalties prescribed in
such contract at the times and in

me on

in

status of J. Kiern Brennan, who moved
over to the Feist firm with Ball. It
is
probable, however, that Brennan
will eventually return with/^Ball, the
pair having colaborated on several
Irish numbers.

did you a
I stated that
to your conI*

the manner therein prescribed;
that you refused to furnish statements of sales and royalties earned
and to pay the same in the
amounts, at the times and in the
manner therein prescribed.
That you refused to account for
and pay to me and all those jointly
interested with me one-half of all
the moneys received by you from
or on account of the reproduction
of my compositions upon mechanical instruments, and that you paid

succeeding

suit.

Ball's

am

satisfied that
gross injustice when
failed
to live up
you
tract with me in the
I

your
and me was dependent

I
am enclosing you herewith
your company's advances to me,
the
receipt
of
which
kindly
acknowledge.

to

Gentlemen:

continue.
contract between

contract with the Witmarks,
and as I have thus indicated there
are no just grounds for such action,
will you therefore instruct your
attorneys that I ratify, approve
and confirm in all respects the
existing contract between the Witmarks and me and to take no
further proceedings in the pending

made last September, was an
unwise one, he having placed but one
song with the Feist firm, and that
getting little returns in comparison
with the action derived from his publications with the Witmarks.
letter

marks to
As the
company
upon my

my

Feists,

The following
the Witmarks

Lowell, Mass., March 6.
In a decision of a test case between
the union and the Standard theatre,
Haverhill, the Supreme Court decided
against the musicians' union.
The
grganization tried to enforce a rule
requiring the employment of an orchestra of six members, while the management desired only an organist.
The court held such a rule to be an
interference with an employer's right
to the free employment of labor.
This matter has been a bone of contention between managers and musicians for the past few years.
The decision may mean the loss
of employment to many musicians
throughout the state.

at all times.

money drawn

this country, returned all

UNION CAN'T FORCE EMPLOYMENT

Collins has consented to attempt
Mr. l-.inbe submitted to him the
following names, all originally from
i\lr.

Rats' Hearing

Again Adjourned.

The White Rats' investigation has
again been postponed, tin* next hearing
being scheduled to be held on March
15.
A hearing was to have occurred
this week, but the extended absence
from the city of A. T. Sapinsky, attorney for the petitioner, caused a fifth
week's postponement.

it.

Tmy:
and

and Mclntyre, Crcssy
Median's Dogs, Lottie

lly.'inis

hayne,

Maker, Judge and (iale, Ned Corbin,
Kelso and Leii? hlun. haulier and Payton, Ad Hoyt's Minstrels.
Ihe local I'roiti.r's will have an allIrsh bill for the April 1st week, on a
split.
Mr.
tube claims 70 per cent,
of Troy's population is Irish.
!•'.

Look for tho Sheriff;

he'll

mrprlee

you—Chat.

Althoff

:

VAUDEVILLE
Albert Lconi, the 22-ycar-old son of
Mrs. Harry Leoni-Peck, prior to the
adoption of the draft applied for enlistment in the army, but was rejected
because of physical unfitness. Young
Leoni was then operated upon and
upon recovery went to Washington,
was examined for admission to the
aviation corps and upon being accepted
departed for the Kelly aviation held.
Leoni will likely do clerical work in
the divisional headquarters at San
Antonio.
At the headquarters of the InterStage
Theatrical
national Alliance
Employees of the United States and
Canada, Assistant International President Charles C. Crickmore is compiling a complete list of the men in the
organization who have joined the
since

colors

So

April.

last

of

the
10 per

far

shows that fully
the Alliance member-hip

compilation
cent,

enrolled

Uncle

in

*Sam's

is

military

service.

MacDonald and Joe Good-

Ballard

\vin, attached to the professional staff
of the Shapiro-Bernstein Music Co.,
leave for Atlanta this week to collaborate with Jimmie Hanley in the

next contingent. Hanley was promoted
to the rank of sergeant last week.
Sgt. Fred Bostwick, formerly of the
vaudeville team, Bostwick & Randolph,
was found dead at Camp Fremont, Jan.
It was not
30, apparently a suicide.
until last week the news of his death
Mr.
Francisco.
was given out in San
Bostwick, who enlisted at Dayton, O.,
was with Company B of the 12th Infantry.

.

Joe Borrowes, the bantam designer
and writer for B. D. Berg, has left the
girl act producer's office and expects
to enter the service as a field clerk.
Joe was once rejected, but since he did
not claim exemption, the clerical job
was suggested and promised him. He
weighs 90 pounds, gross.
Major passes a private seated on his
haunches whittling; asks for a match.
Without looking up the private replies: "Nawl" Major passes on, giving no heed. Private looks up as
Major is disappearing in the distance,
rushes after his superior officer, sa-

and
and savs

apologizes.

Major

listens

'•

my

"Forget it, my boy, but take
vice—never do that to a second

adlieu-

tenant."

Arthur J. Jackson, formerly of the
305th Machine Gun Battalion at Camp
Upton, L. I., has been returned to
civilian life through a transfer obtained

from Washington. He is to remain in
New York to do special work for the*
Government.
.
Lieut. Get* Rice of the 1st Canadians
has given a one-step and march song
to G. Ricordi

&

Co. for publication.

It

was written by Rice while in the
trenches at Neuve Chappelle, France.
Lowell Moore, brother of Menlo
Moore, has left Chicago for Camp Hancock, Augusta, Ga. He is a member of
the Aviation Corps and expects to be
"over there" by April 1.
Sergt, Ernest Young, who recently
aitd at Camp Upton, L. I., was with the

William Hodge Show, "Fixing

Sister,"

a year ago.

Franklin Pangborn, with the Jessie
Bonstelle stock in Buffalo, is leaving
this week to join the New Jersey Engineers.

Thomas "Happy" Hines, son of
Thomas West (Thatcher, Primrose &
West), Reserve Station, Common.

wealth Pier, Mass.

Tom Shannon
received

(Tate's

word while

in

"Motoring")

The

of England.
Philip Travers,

"Pom Pom/'

English, last * with
has joined the Canadian

Army.
Paul Dempsey has recovered from a
recent attack of pneumonia and is in
New York on sick leave for 30 days.

Le Roy Mondereau ("Mutt and

Jeff")

band, 8th Field Artillery,
Camp Wheeler, Ga.
Ben Burke has reported for duty at
Tacoma, Wash. Burke is a member of
the Engineers' Corps.
Eddie Link (Link Bros., acrobats)
is attached to Casual Co. No. 1, Barracks 206, 342nd Inf., Camp Grant, 111.
Jean Finneran, dancer, has been
transferred from Camp Sherman to
Camp Oglethorpe, Ga.
Leo Lorraine (LaBlanc and Lorraine)
is a first lieutenant in the old First
Ohio, now the 148th U. S. Inf.
is

the

in

SUPERVISING BENEFITS.

18.

firt't

cantonment camps throughout the
country, will start on its tour May 18,
booked by Billy Sullivan ot the United
Booking Offices. The program has not
as yet been arranged.
It was originally intended to start the
s.hows May 11, but word was received
that the houses at Camp Merritt, Tenafly, N. J., and the Camp Upton theatre
were not completed as yet. All the
others have been finished and resident

managers appointed.

The

profits accruing from the theatres will go to the various cantonment
treasuries.
The main expense will be
artists' salaries and overhead necessary for actual operation.

DELINQUENTS ANSWERING.

Up to Wednesday other draft delinquents had forwarded their questionaires to Draft Board 158. Their names
are:
Louis Alberni, Frank J. Bardon,
Charles Oskomon, S. M. de Edwin Perera, Earl G. Sheehan, Stan Stanley, David J. Thursby, Harry D. Wilson.
I

"VARIETY" FREE

Ed. Gravell is a member of the machine gun company of the 109th Inf. at
Camp Hancock, Augusta, Ga.
Ernest Dupille has- enlisted in the
Navy, and assigned to U. S. S. "Okla-

Harkness

(Richard

De

Mar.), Co. L, 310 Inf., Camp Dix, N. J.
A story comes from Camp Upton, as
fellows
Max Singer, minstrel, Reserve Sta-

Commonwealth

Pier,

Mass.

DRAFTED.
Fourteen men of the B. S. Moss ofThey are
fices
have been called.
Charles Jones, Joe Purley, Harry McLaughlin, C. Crotty, B. McGarrety,
Geo. McQuede, Jimmy Mahr, D. Hannaway, Wm. Kelly, J. Priest, J. Haherman, Frank Auer, Vincent Hunt,
Leonard Gcigrich.
Joe Flynn, one time press agent (for
Hammerstein's Victoria), who of late
has been doing a single in vaudeville,

was

through .supplying

benefits in theatres
with entertainment, the United Booking Offices has decided that hereafter
one of its staff will be deputed to personally represent it at all future shows
the U. B. O. may be interested in..

This supervision will, it is said, extend to noting the gross and net receipts of the benefit, and how the difference may have been disbursed.

NEW ENGLAND NORMAL.
Boston, March 6.
Through a ruling by James J. Storrow, New England Fuel Administrator,
the opening and closing restrictions on
the theatres, picture houses and o+her
places of amusement in New England
ceased to be operative this week.
This brings conditions back to

normal.

PELHAM'S WEEKLY SHOWS.
Weekly shows are being staged at
the Pelham Park Naval Training Station now by Lieutenant Jos. F. Montague, attached to the hospital corps
at that stand. Lieut. Montague draws
his talent from any source possible,
being well 'known in the profession.

McGivney Sisters*
The entertaining is done gratis, several residents of Pelham volunteering
their automobiles to transport the
talent from the city. Dinner is served
the' artists in the officers' mess quarters and they are conducted throughout the vast camp by a set of official

the

The mailing address should be kept corrected promptly.

tion,

may arise
that
soldier or sailor

Robert Emmett K'eane, "The Market
Place" (Lamb's Club playlet), Blanche
Seymour, Frank Belcher, Mrs. Grace
Atwell Mordant, Charles Prince and

with address.

J.

overcome questions or complaints

shows ace given indoors and
sketches can be played as well as the
usual acts in "one."
Last Sunday the program included
Arthur Aldridge, Elm City Quartet,

While the war continues "Variety" will be sent free to
any theatrical man in the U. S. service, upon application,

homa."
Richard

To

The

TO THEATRICAL MEN IN THE SERVICE

called for examination.

TAX INFORMATION.

*

For the convenience of those persons
who cannot find time during the day
to consult one of the experts, relative
to the preparation of their income tax
statements, Collector Mark Eisner, of
the Third District of New Yrk, announced that the office at 1150 Broadway will be open until 9.30 p.*m. until
April 1. Taxpayers may call at the office and receive full information as to
the preparation of their returns.
Several other stations will be open
at night, the location of which can be
had upon application at the Broadway
office.
Taxpayers
are
cautioned
against filing returns in districts other
than the one in which they reside, in
view of the fact that to do so will entail considerable inconvenience, to the
taxpayer and to the Government.

guides.

PLAYHOUSE FOR JACKIE S.
Chicago, March 6.
The entire stage equipment of the
theatre at Camp Perry, Great Lakes

Naval Training station, has been donated by the Chicago Managers' As-

Under the direction of
President Harry J. Ridings and Secretary Frank P. Gazzolo, the members of
tne association have either made cash
donations or given whatever scenery
and other stage paraphernalia they
could Spare from their regular equipment.
With the money contributed new
materials were ordered until now the
stage is adequate to take care of the
Tha' stage is
biggest productions.
spacious and has plenty of dressing

sociation.

i/boms.

He was

HELPING W.

appearing in Boston when the draft
board summons was sent out and last
week he reported to the local board in

S. S.

purchasing war savings
be encouraged by the theatres booked through the United BookThrift

stamps

in
will

city.

ing Offices.

Arthur Fields, after being passed by
Draft Board Medical Examiners,
was retired from the army this week
after suffering a nervous breakdown.
He will retire for an extended rest.
Eddie Vogt ("The Bride Shop"), be-

being tried in Yonis admitting at Saturday matinees all children holding a 25-cent saving stamp

An experiment

the

cause of his inability to
essary weight prescribed

kcrs,

is

where the Proctor theatre

free to the theatre.

W. S. S. workers will also be allowed
the* use of the lobby to promote the
saie of stamps.

make the necin army regu-

lations.

Leland Mudge has been ordered to
Taylor, Louisville, Ky.
He was
formerly of the Mudge-Morton Trio.
Eddie Fredriks (Fredriks and Palmer), accepted.
Charles Mosconi, rejected, physical
ailment. Returned to the Bessie Clayton act this week.
Bernard Salomon (Paul Scott offices)
accepted.

•

Camp

The Three Mori

Sisters and Grossto the
at Healy's Golden Glades, 66th

man Twins have been added
show
street.

BENEFIT PREPARATIONS.

The

San Francisco

that his brother, C. A. W. Brown, had
been killed in action in Italy, Dec. 12.
Alfred Van Leer, age 21, was recentHe was
ly killed in action in France.

SHOW MAY

intact vaudeville road show
to be bookod over the circuit of Liberty theatres, located in the several

a brother of Arbold Van Leer, playing
in the "Submarine" act.
Alex. Craig, former vaudevillian, is
with the Canadian Kilties in the south*

composition of several new numbers.
This will be their last opportunity to
work with their associate, since he
expects to leave for France with the

lutes

FIRST CAMP

THE SERVICE

IN

SEKGT. BEN PIERMONT
Co. il, iiOGIh Inf., ('amp Upton, L. I.
Srrnl. I'icrmniit. before enteriiiK tin* Service,

was
wise

ciik;iK<'(1

known

placing vaudeville bills, otheras a "booker."

in

first matter for the second annual benefit for the National Vaudeville Artists was issued this week, letters being sent to the program advertisers of the first benefit and heralds
distributed throughout the country to
theatres listed on the membership roster of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association.
The same process of distributing
tickets will be followed as last year.
Agents will be given a certain, number
of tickets to distribute to their vari-

ous attractions.

'

VAUDEVILLE
now

BYTHUKDtT.
Only a
Colonial

fair-sized audience at the
night. Joyce, West

Monday

and Moran opened, the girl wearing a
blue chiffon skirt and yellow bodice.
She changes to a short cerise costume,
made in two flounces, faced with
yellow. The bodice, although cut low,
had a high collar.
purple fan was
carried. Another frock worn was of
soft white satin, with puffed hips and
draped over lace petticoats. Ninita
Bristow (with Joseph £. Bernard) was
in a pale pink satin, draped over a
chiffon petticoat, having rose ribbon
edging.
Buster Santos and Jacque
Hays, new to New York, brought down
the one solid hit of the evening. Miss
Santos weighs close to 300, and wore
a white satin evening gown with
crystal trimming.
Miss Hays had a
three-flounce crystal gown.
Evelyn
Nesbit, who still insists upon singing,
appeared fir$t in a cloak of cerise
brocade.
Underneath was a chiffon
dress that looked mauve in the spotlight.
There were three rows of the
mauve and three rows of black, all cut
in points, giving an effect in diamoad
shape. The well-known black and gold
evening wrap, trimmed in •black fox,
was worn over a white chiffon frock
having black velvet sides. Fay and

A

Florence
dresses,

Courtney
with

were

cloaks

of

in

white

indifferent

model.

The opening act at the Palace this
week caught more applause than usual.
The Morin Sisters had the position,
and were prettily dressed in short
white satin costumes. The skirts were
faced in red and bands of blue sequins

were

and edged the short
White tammies had red pomThe final number was done in

at the belt

pants.

.

poms.
gold dancing frocks, with pink and blue
facings. Olive Oliver and Sara Biala
(in the sketch. "The Weaker One")
wore the garb of French peasant
women. Grace La Rue, in her second
week, appeared first in a black lace
The skirt .had richly emdress.
the sides.
The
bodice, made perfectly plain, was over
a white lining. A black hat with a cut
diabrim was trimmed with osprey.
mond chain and ruby pendant sparkled
at the throat. The grey chiffon gown
Sadie
of last week was also worn.
Burt (Whiting and Burt) looked quaint
in a coral satin, made with a full skirt
The hem had a
over long pants.

broidered panels at

A

border of silver lace, edged in white
maribeau. A black velvet bodice had a
wide pink collar. A poke bonnet with
high crown had one chiffon streamer.
Another costume was very' short. The
skirt was pale blue with in pink net
flounce.
If the applause for the Bessie Clayton act was legitimate it is wonderful
any act can do so well in its third
week at one. house. Miss Clayton received no less than an ovation Monday afternoon. A Spanish number has
been added, in which Miss Clayton is
draped in a white shawl.
Eve Tanguay, doing as well as she
ever did at the Palace, shows one
costume that is a wonder. Made of
torquoise, with a tight fitting bodice,
the skirt extends in a circle. The first
costume, made of Xmas tree trimming,
has been worn before. Her dollar-bill
costume will have to be placed in a
A black sequin
safe every night.
bodice, after the lines Miss Tanguay
has made famous, wac worn for her
many encores.

My

seats for "Girl o' Mine," at the
Bijou, cost $3.30 each. Not so long ago
any one in the cast could have been
seen for 30 cents, but if Elisabeth Mar-

bury and the Shuberts can get away
with it more power to them. From
the size of the audience the night I
was there not many people are being
fooled, however.

It is

Miss Marbury's

evidently to take unknown
dancers and make stars of them. In
this case Dorothy Hickson is trying to
do a Mrs. Castle, but not successfully.
delight

Miss

Hickson

wears

some

pretty

frocks. She appeared first in a gray
satin skirt with a short blue velvet
jacket, cut in square scallops and
trimmed with silver buttons. Marie

Nordstrom looked a servant

girl

on an

outing in a black skirt, white shirtwaist and black cape. Two other costumes worn by her may have been
meant for comedy. To be sure the
show needed some. Edna Wallace
Hopper must have grown tired of the
struggle, for I hear she has left the
cast.

The other evening

in a theatre over
Jersey town, I am told the husband
ordered his wife, who is assistant player in a sketch, abruptly to get out of
there (meaning the theatre) and go
home. She did what he said, hopped
on the next train, and when time for
the sketch to play arrived the com-

in a

pany was one short.

At one of the big time houses

New York

last

week

I

am

in

told the wife

in a double turn, headlining the bill,
occupied all by herself the star dressing room on the stage, while four other
women of the program dressed in the
DtHer stage floor room. "Prerogative"
minus consideration, ofttimes rudely
referred to as "swelled head."

At the American the first half Walter
Winchell and Rita Green, No. 2, do
act, the like of which many are doing. It is the bench. Miss Green, with
her hair in curls, wears a blue dress
made with a full skirt and trimmed at

an

A

better
the hem with pink ribbon.
looking frock was a coral sheperdess
Bare legs
dress with lace petticoats.
The four
and socks were shown.

Renec Girls dress ordinarily. The singer of the act appeared first as an Italian
Her second
Sirl in native costume.
ress was of yellow satin with a black
bodice and purple mantel. Huge feathers of purple and yellow adorned her
pink satin dress with crystal
heaU
bodice brought the act to a finish. The
three girls danced in costume to match
the singer.
An act called Les Aristocrats consisted of two women and a man. The man

A

looked more the acrobat than dancer.

The

girls also were rather large for
their kind of dancing. One girl wore a
tan cloak faced with red.
toe dance
was done in pale green with lace underneath. Another dress was of blue chiffon cut in points and trimmed with
flowers.
The bodice was crystal.
Spanish costume was in the inevitable
red, gold and black.
The finale num-

A

A

ber bringing the three dancers together
had them all in 'white. Marie Louise
a brunette type of miss with a pleasing
personality appeared first as a grey red
cross nurse.
pretty dress of silver

A

lace followed.

ILL AND INJURED.
While en route to Columbia,
the

West Vaudeville

S.

Co., playing

C,
the

cantonment camp theatres under the
supervision of the Redpath Lyceum Bureau, was caught in a wreck wherein 13
were killed and many injured. None of
the artists were among the dead, however, although Houston (Houston and
Valerie) was badly lacerated about the
head and face.
Mrs. Frank Gregory
suffered a contusion of the skull and C.
Davies, formerly with the Four Bards,
has a compound fracture of the hip.
He is now confined in the Columbia
Hospital and his chances of recovery

seem

favorable.

Andy Byrne, former

Keith's, Bushwick, Brooklyn, and
in vaudeville, was injured last week
at Alberta, Can., while hanging his
drops in the Pantages theatre there.
Byrne fell through a stage trap door,
20 feet into the basement.
Miss Russell, his partner, did a single turn for
the week.

of

AMONG THE WOMEN

musical director

Marjorie Rambeau, who fell at the
Nicholas skating rink last week and
broke her leg, is improving. Jane Grey
was engaged Monday to play her role
for the remainder of the season in
"Eyes of Youth."
Clarence Jones, carpenter with "The
Masquerader," suffered a broken leg
last week when a piano fell on it.
He
is covered by liability insurance and
Richard Walton Tully paid him three
St.

weeks salary. „
Maurice Goodman, counsel for the
United Booking Offices, was expected
to return to his office by yesterday
after being home for a week suffering
from an infection following a nasal
operation.
Harold de Becker, who was rejected
by both the American and British recruiting officials because of inflamma-

tory rheumatism, appeared in 'The
Willow Tree," which suddenly closed

Newark lately. He is again suffering from his old complaint.
Tommy Curran underwent an operation for defective hearing and since
the
operation
has
had
several
hemorrhages, making his condition
at

critical.

Edgar

Allen,

booking manager for

the Fox vaudeville circuit, who has
been confined to his home for some
time through illness, is expected to
return to his office this week.
Charles Baker, who had a hemorrhage
last week, was on Broadway Monday
arranging to go to Adirondacks for a

weeks stay.
Harry Bailey, manager of the Alhambra, was confined to his home the early
part of the week, suffering from tonsilitis.
I. R. Samuels is acting for him.
Thos. Nelson (Nelson Comiques) has

several

confined to the home of his
brother, 1870 Park avenue, with a serious attack of pneumonia.
James Stevens, the baritone, who
was dangerously ill of pneumonia, has
returned to New York from the Berkshires fully recovered.
Max Hirsh, manager of the "Land of
Joy," ill in Baltimore, threatened with
Sneumonia, returned to -New York,
[arch 3, ready to resume his work.

been

Josephine Harmon (Harmon and
O'Connor) ill with threatened pneumonia this week, forcing the act to
cancel at Bayonne, N. J.
Cecelia

Hoffman has replaced Eve

Lynn as prima donna with Arthur
Hammerstein's "Katinka," Miss Lynn
leaving through enforced illness.
James E. (Blutch) Cooper has taken
his wife to Mount Clemens for a
month's stay. Mrs. Cooper has been
ill with rheumatism for several weeks.

IN

When
Fifth

a

AND OUT.

disappointment come* to the

Avenue there are generally

low-ups

fol-

or

a flock of them. Last
Thursday after Gallagher and Martin

Lnd Jed and Ethel Dooley had disappointed, Greene and Parker were
placed in the bill. Miss Parker received a wire after the first performance informing her that her mother
had died in the west, when Gallagher
and Martin, who had arrived from
New Orleans 21 hours late went into
the program. May Naudain and Co.
substituted for the other turn. What
prevented the Dooleys from appearing

was not made

*

public.

Fields and Flatow had to leave the
Colonial bill Tuesday, through illness.
It also keeps them out of the Orpheum,

Brooklyn, bill next week. With Jack
Wilson returning to the Colonial show
Tuesday,* Bert Fitzgibbon was retained
to fill in for -the other vacancy. Next
week with Laura Hope Crews and Co.
out of the Colonial show, Santos and
Hays will be held over there, that act
doubling for its second week in New
York.
Murphy and ^ockman, who arrived
from Australia two weeks ago, and
opened at the Hippodrome, *San Francisco, last week, were forced to cancel
after the second day on account of the
illness of Mr.
Sisters filled in.

Murphy.

The Shea

Moore and Whitehead were out

of
the Temple, Rochester, program after
the Monday night performance on the
request of the house manager, J. H.
Finn. Harry and Anna Seymour substituted.

The Palace, New York, program was
found too long Monday and the opening of the show shifted from 2.15 to 2
o'clock,

whereupon the Morin

Sisters,
re-

who had opened the performance,
tired. No substitute.

Jed and Ethel Dooley and James and
Bonnie Thornton were out of the first
booked bill for the Palace, New York,
this week. Hickey Brothers and Whiting and Burt replaced the acts.
Hedges and Hedges left the Royal
bill after the Monday matinee, Mr.
Hedges saying Mrs. Hedges wasn't
feeling well. Gardner and Hardman
stepped in.
Bert Fitzgibbon, doubling from the
Royal, substituted for Jack Wilson &
Co. at the Riverside this week. Mr.

Wilson had a cold.
Through illness of Corinne Sales,
Dooley and Sales could not open at the
Bushwick Monday, with Bert Hanlon
filing in for the week.
The "Race of Man" canceled at
Keith's, Cincinnati, upon leaving Toledo because of the illness of Benny
One, the Chinaman in the act.

Jeff Davis returned to his routing
hooks this week after fighting pneumonia for 10 days.
Paul Cooke had a week with tonsilitis ending Sunday, when he recovered long enough to lost $1.85 at poker.
Jack Curtis (Rose & Curtis) concluded he was sick enough last week
*

to leave for Hot Springs, Ark.
Bart McHugh is around again.
J.
Mary Cheevers (Eastern Managers'
Association) is ill with appendicitis.
Gertrude Mudge ("Suffrage Revue")
was operated upon last week at the
Wesley Memorial Hospital, Chicago.
Irving Berlin left the hospital last
Saturday, going home and taking his
stomach with him.
Fred McCloy, general press representative for the Columbia, is around
again after a recent illness.
Hclene Hcnnequez was operated upon for appendicitis at the German Hospital, New York, March 1.
Nina Davis is seriously ill in Pittsburgh, suffering with grippe.
Gareth Hughes is recovering from a
nasal operation perfomed last week.

ELFIE FAY and ELEANOR KEN*
At Proctor's 6Hth Street.
Direction,

WM.

New

L

York,

LYKENS.

NOW.

n

BURLESQUE

10

about the same »«
The "Shenendoah" bit
but Just what has been
u> bo

removed,
substituted, n anything, wasn't evident at tbe
Brooklyn. ou 1 uesday night when a
star.
Several of the
w.is iu attendance.
Iiouhc
Kofi
lately,
11. v..
i>oi liar songs liuve been Inserted
Uuv,- v. r, which has no doubt helped to lift the
as a whole the entertainment
i.in.i.-.
lau .jilmI and it's too gabby.
liaiit
Luuk is iiaturod, together with
.^*>ct, there Demg ju»l loiir others In
l;i.ii>
They, added to a chorus of 10,
i. i.,t.
Hi.'
t..::;at ta»iM? Ia-w Talbot much worry about
Lang for a epell thl* aeation was
inr j.iiiiuii.
w it h no liehinan Show, but when Lew Kelly
been

h.r.

l

t

Mnniui

Eugiand

trow

Lang

was

shifted

Lid Llllera," which he adorned
atusumes bis familiar role of
and is practically concerned In all the
dialog which keeps him on the stage with lew

bark
laM
Ts.y

tn the
a.-on.

!-•

lie

interim. Mout>.
Mi.ss
i^wirt in figure and dressing Is a
cla.^> little person and podoeKsing so pleasing
a Minle it in a shame that she hasn't been
She looked nifty
blessed wjth belter teeth.
in tights and a rhlnesloued bodice when she

Willie brown," a naval number mar the close of the first act, and the
chorus too looked nice for the first time since
It
the curtain rose, as "I ucle Sammies."
was the best of Miss Sweet's numbers. The
too
bit of buck dancing by the girls was all

aang

-t.-aiiiMin

-hort.

,„

.

,

.

lirot act, too, held another liked Interwhen liillie Moore delivered two songs In

The
val

they

"one,"

being

"Someone Else May

Be

There When I'm Gone" and "There'll Be a
This latter
Hot Time for the Old Men."
number hasu't been overplayed in burlesque
and hence It Bcored on Its own. Miss Moore
dressed acceptably except for her last costume, which she should give the "gate."
The second act went somewhat better than
There was by tho
the lirst for some reason.
way an Lrbauesque back drop used, but that
was nearest to anything real in scenic inDolly Meaden got something with
vestiture.
"Hlueblid," her singing throughout being of
In the latter number
the fctrenuous order.
she was helped by Lang's whistling exhibition.
Miss Sweet again scored with "Naughty,
Naughty." with the chorus again looking well
silk pajamas.
"Hello, Wilson," a telephone number by
Miss Sweet and Kusaell Hill, with the lyric
lauding the 1'resideut, and set to the air of
Miss
FrUseo," also found favor.
"Hello,
Moore got something, too, with "San L>o-

in

uiingo."

,

,

^

.

,

the "Lifters" would have had
Save for
tough going but for the numbers.
tho tiro exceptions the chorus costuming was
poor
in several instances it was bad, and in
at least two get-ups the girls looked like valTho front line made a fairly good
eut Ints.
showing and iuo&t of the chorus was well
formed, nearly all indulging In the posing
It

seemed ns

if

;

bits.

Lang was in good form
"pick out number" at the

show.
Charlotte Turner offered a toe
dance in the first part, getting away with a
round of applause.
The second part,
showing a western town scene, provided plenty
of contrast, and with Ward at his best the
laughs came thick and fast
This section
contained some new "bit" ideas and a few old
ones revamped, but on the whole the affair
was excellent* for laughing purposes.
The
production end has been well taken care of,
the scenic and wardrobe equipment running
well above the average.
The chorus of 20 are all good singers and
run to a high average lc appearance. They
were given an opportunity to show their Inthe

LID LIFTERS.
The Khow appuurb
years oilerlng.

l;i8L

In the
finish.

chorus or
It uncov-

ered several girls over the average, they bean English girl, and
Violet Pausey,
ing
Marie Gordon, who got something with "A
Baby's Prayer at Twilight."
HuHsell Hill handled a French dialect well
and with Lang worked up a funny bit by
mixing the French and Yiddish lingo. Clayton Frye started out with a Hue of slung
that quickly petered out, yet foiled Lang
well enough.
The "Lifters'" could have been Improved
easily by speeding, but that would necessitate

more and newer material and costumes.

fair

dividual talent in the first part when Ward
staged a chorus number.
It was a big hit
and stood out as one of the few commendable
things In that division. The show will satisfy
those who remain for the finale, but that
opener could have been nourished up a trifle
during the show's whirl around the wheel.

Wynn.

MAURICE JACOBS

DIES.

Maurice Jacobs, the burlesque manager, age 62, died March 6, early in
the morning, at the Jewish Hospital,
Brooklyn, following an operation for
Burial services were
internal trouble.
held yesterday (Thursday) from his
late home at Richmond Hill, L. I.

The deceased had been

burlesque
for many years and at the time of his
death was operating one show on the
American Wheel. In the olden days
of burlesque he was a member of the
firm of Butler, Jacobs & Lowrie, who
had several attractions on the then Empire Circuit or

in

Western Wheel.

BURLESQUE CHANGES.
Emil Agoust and Simone de Beryl
have been added to the stock show at
the 14th Street theatre.
They were
formerly with "Puss Puss."
"Roseland Girls" now has a new
soubret, Hazel Lewis.
Danny Murphy, with "Burlesque Review," forced to quit acting, owing to
ill
health, has been
succeeded by
Manny Koler.
Charles Baker has written a new
burlesque show styled "The Vampire
Girls" for the American Circuit next
season. "The Vampire Girls" will replace either the "Speedway Girls" or

"The Tempters" next

fall.

TONY DUFFY'S BUY.
Tony Duffy, formerly in the U. B. O.
moving picture department, bought out
Fred A. Block's scheme of "making
picture stars from persons in the audiences" of various vaudeville theatres,
the idea being a patronage booster.
Duffy will work his proposition at the
Prospect next week. It is along lines
similar to those employed by Will J.
Cooke.

Ibee.

ROSELAND GIRLS.
This James E. Cooper production, reviewed

columns early in the season, shows
no improvement In general over Its
form
The principal fault lies with
the coii>iru. Hon and material of the opening
in these
little or

e:ir!i'-r

Solly Ward, tho
hi this
essays the role of a Butch
characterization with rolling
the many other marks of the type,
cluding the chin piece.
Ward is miscast in this, for he is
section,
funster,

broad

Hebrew comedian and should

stick

principal
comic, a
R'h and

even

in-

he

1

1

The composition of the Censor Committee was not evidently decided upon,
but report presages new members on it
who will wield an ugly club for careless
and disobedient franchise holders.
The American WJieel may be cut
down to 28 weeks next season, with the
one-nighters out, giving the traveling
managers all the best of the present
route.
If other time is added it will
be full weeks.
Stray rumors here and there vouchsafe information that several of the
current faces in the managerial ranks
of the American will be marked absent
next season, to remain absent. They
have brought about their own abolishment, according to the stories by their
shows this season.
There seems no pretense of the
American managers who appreciate
the
conditions
denying
American
Wheel this season could have been in
better shape. Everything for next season is promised, and those who know
claim it is a promise that will be made
good.
There are American managers who
stand ready now to wager that next
season will not find a "cooch" dancer
or imitation of one in any show or theatre on the American Wheel, without
any exception. According to the statements of the well informed there will
he regular burlesque next season on
the American with the "turkeys" that
have been dishonoring burlesque on
that route this season all thrown out.
One report is to the effect that the
Mutual Association, composed of producing managers on the American Circuit, is fully in accord with the most
drastic reforms contemplated by the
American

circuit.

has been already set the chorus
less than 18 girls.
Mass., is off the American
Wheel for the remainder of the season.
The Park, Manchester, N. H., gets two
days of the open time, and Worcester,
Mass., four days.
This rerouting is
effective immediately.
All of the American Association directors were in New York last week
for the meeting.
Out of towners were
I.
H. Herk, Chicago, Doc Lothrop,
Boston, and H. Muller, Cincinnati.
The regular season on the American
Wheel ends around May 1.
It

must contain no

line

Lynn,

week
Amer-

first

where a Monday date is
From Wrightstown the shows

Bristol,

played.

\:\ .:.

ii

summer.

from

performance.

principal* in addition to Ward include
blonde and decidedly clever.
Mo«t.'l,
She tops her associates In the number leading. v\iih Eva Lewis, the soubret, taking a
less in honors. Miss Lewis, also blonde,
siii'd.
,.cti\c and kept the speed up to a good
is
Ewther Delaucr
average while iu evidence.
al-o among tho feminine contingent, and
i<li'l
h. r share in an unimportant part.
II ii iv
Coleman pulled many a laugh in an
eccentric role, but Coleman, for some reason
nil,, r
was smothered and had far too llt..I
to (Iii.
lli« part, especially in the opener,
tl.
*/icihi l"
greatly Improved, In fact It would
li\e Im.ii wise to team him up with Ward
ami li tli.m compete in the comedy division.
r.
Chick and Hunter, a three-man
M
iiniiu' act. o r r. red a specialty In the second
part ami handled light roles throughout the
Their Mining skit wan one of tho Inhow.
dividual hits, coming down nenr the finale of

Burlesque Wheel next season, if the
meeting of the Association
New York last week may be
accepted as the forerunner.
The aggressiveness will extend particularly to the censorship of the productions, and it is said this censoring
will commence before the attractions
are ready to leave for the road in the

spirit of the
.held in

with "The Tempters," the

I

I

watchword of the American

ican Circuit show in.
While the civilian population was
represented the soldiers were in the
majority.
Until further notice the Wrightstown
house will get the American shows for
five days, the companies going in there

Is
hard to understand why ho
satility
it
do. n't essay the Hebrew rolo throughout tho

nt Ire

will be the

Dix, started out successfully last

r.mgciin nt is Intentional, however, and would
ml an little or nothing were the comedy situations strengthened.
ulcus Ward is doubling to exhibit IiIb ver-

go to Baltimore and thence on through
the circuit route.

PARTNERS FOR
For

Henry

EDDIE VOGT
Whose boyhood ambitions while sitting high
win! dry in the gallery watching Andy Tombes
In "Till: lmiDR SHOP" was to play the part
of "Hilly C.oi>c" in the same piece.
He told his ambitions to George Choos, who
eventually purchased the piece for him, and
hut*
proved himself a
worthy successor to Andy Tombes under the
direction of GEORGE CHOOS.

now EDDIE VOGT

MARRIAGES.

RULES.

Burlesque at Wrightstown, N. J.,
which is in close proximity to Camp

tlmf.

In the aiterpioce he did the Hebrew, and
with his distinctive style, which Includes n
He kept the house in
vernacular of its own.
The first part has a
continual gpod humor.
weak book, although the musical department
The "bibs" are laughlesa
i> nicely arranged.
and the book Is themoless. .The Intter "Br-

.

NEW

CAMP GIVES GOOD S1*RT.

a natural
to

AMERICAN'S

Aggressiveness and progressiveness

ners.

19
C.

19

YEARS.

years John G. Jerman and

Jacobs have been show partThis summer J. & J will cele-

Dolly

Bunch,

Speedway

'The

soubret

with

who

recently

Girls/'

an-

nounced her engagement to Bob
Schoonaker, manager of the Folly,
Chicago, was married March 1 to Lieut.
J. Lewis Mackay, a childhood sweetheart.
The ceremony took place at
Philadelphia.

James Sheedy, son of M. R. Sheedy
and booking manager of the Sheedy
agency, last week to Adele, a vaudeville single turn. James was not called
in the draft last week as reported, although he is listed in the first class.
Harry L. Franklin, Metro director,
to Mrs. Mildred Dean, Feb. 27. Mrs.
Dean was the widow of the lat W. J.
Dean, stage manager for David Belasco for a number of years.
Babian Dolly (Dolly, Bennett and

Young) to Sergt. C. F. Adams, 127th
Machine Gun Bat., Camp Cody, New
Mexico, Feb.

21.

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. De Croteau,
at their home, Meriden, Conn., Feb. 9»
daughter.

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Schulberg,
their home in New York, Feb. 20,
daughter (Sonya Gladys).
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Nelusco, at
their home* in New York, March 2,
at

daughter.

Mr. and Mrs. Jess Hebert, at their
home, 25 Pearl street, Cambridge,
Mass., Feb. 27, son.

Mr. and Mrs.

Emmett MacDonald,

Feb. 21, daughter. The mother professionally known as Florence Mackie.

Mr. and Mrs. L. J. De Lamarter,
Grand Rapids, last week, son.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Watson, March 1,
daughter.

NEW

ACTS.

Walter Percival, who was to have
gone into the skit, "One Saturday Afternoon," written by himself, with
Louise Myers, has arranged to go into
a legitimate production and has been
replaced in the act by a Mr. Linden.
Lily Belle Russell to

Henry Fette-

mer, an engineer, at Detroit March 2.
Miss Russell is of Russell's Dancing
Serenaders.
Herman Timberg has concluded to
take part personally in the new act
produced by him, called "The 10 ViolInn."

Gus Erdman with Billy Lewis (formand Lewis) two-act (Mar-

erly Stewart
vin Welt).

Fletcher Norton, Evelyn Cunningham
piano accompanist (Arthur

and

a
Klein).

Henrietta Crosman in sketch, "For
Boys,"
three
people
(Frank
Fvans).
Ruth Noble (Norton and Noble) and
Mae Rose (Mae Rose and Star
Quartet).
Blanche Alfred and Five Girls, Neil

Our

Abel (new act), Lewis and Leopold
(Pete Mack).
Mike Bernard and Harry Ilines;
Vera Michelerta and Herbert Corthell
(Harry Weber).
The "sister" team of Muller and Potter will disband, Maud Muller returning to a new single monolog.
Mabel Barry (the widow of the late
Frank Barry) has teamed with George
Scott (Scott-and Markee).
Edmund Stanley and Victoria Gauran
(Edw. S. Keller).
Dick Arnold with Nanette Creighton
(Three Cregton Sisters) two-act.
Adelaide and Cunningham and Dorothy Irving, two»act.
Van, Rowman and Co., blackface.
Maurice Abrahams and Eddie Cox,
piano and songs.

brate the anniversary.

The Delphines,

a

wire

act,

sailed

Barney Gerard Legit Producing.
Barney Gerard has formed a producing company with Edward Clark and
will produce plays in the legitimate

from San Francisco for Australia on
Tuesday to join the Wirth Brothers'
circus. About six other turns departed
for the same destination several weeks

theatres.

ago.
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When

the call came for subscriptions
to the Second Liberty Loan, readers
of Variety made a showing of which
wc had reason to be proud. Not only

did they contribute generously of their
substance, but their service for the
cause was rendered with a spontaneity
and whole-heartedness that won admiration on all sides. Within a few
weeks, the Third Liberty Loan will be
floated.
The issue of bonds will be
the largest ever offered. That America
will respond readily there can be no
question, but the demand will be so
substantial that in some cases sacrifice

may be necessary
predecessors,

is

if this issue, like its
to be over-subscribed.

m. p. o., 509, Duluth; mixed local, 506,
Anniston, Ala.; mixed, 502, Dover, Del.;
New Haven clearers' No. 501. Others
are in course of organization.

Pat Casey, general manager of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Assoin the course of his official
duties runs across many queer complaints from members of the profession, but_ this week the most unique
"kick" arrived from a western town
when a woman "single" complained she
had lost a pocketbook in one of the
theatres listed among the V. M. P. A.
roster, and asked that the organization
compensate for the loss and its con-

ciation,

tents.

Charles MacDonald, an

awarded
against

been

artist,

was

judgment last week of $825
Jake Wells. The case had
a

in litigation since 1913,

when both

an oral agreement
whereby MacDonald was engaged to

parties entered into

those who aided in the past, the
opportunity is offered for further service for the United States. The opportunity carries with it a great privilege
for seldom is it given to those who
love their country as members of the
theatrical profession love America, to
be asked again and again to aid her
in the greatest work she has ever undertaken from motives of entire unselfishness and altruism. Those, therefore, who aided the Second Loan may
be expected to seize the chance to

To

participate actively in the work of the
Third. To those who could not, for
one reason or another, do as much as
they could have wished to make the

Second Loan a success, an opportunity
presents itself in this Third Loan which
must not be overlooked.

When

the story of America's part in
War comes to be written, a
chapter will be devoted to the efforts
made by artists to assist their Government. The Stage shall have won new
honors and fuller recognition as a force
for good in the Republic by the record that shall then be set forth. We
urge organization for the sale of Libthe Great

when

city Bonds
pears.

this

new

barber

A

special drive was made
by the agent to let Sully see what
could happen in a busy barber shop.
Sully says if he can get the, agents to
ran the shop for three days steady he
After
will be able to sell for $7,000.
holding the money for a couple of days
during which Sully was trying to figure out how it happened, the profit
of the agents was turned over to the
barber shop proprietor. The agents
may buy up the shop again for a day
as they say there were so many laughs
around it would be a pity not to repeat.

5>10

daily.

was

of the gaming clubs replied he had,
often, because it is a simple game and
he wasn't called upon to think while

floor of the Palace building took up a
collection last week, the proceeds going to buy smokes for Joe Raymond,
who is on Ward's Island.

play in the Wells' houses in the south.
contract was breached. Wells
pleaded that the agreement between
them had been made through agents
and that the agents were not author-

The

ized by him.

it.

The

estate of the late Junie McCree
said to amount to about $20,000 in
New York State. He also owned property in Toledo. The former McCree
offices in the Columbia theatre building have the name of the Continental
Booking Agency on the doors with D.
Eisenstein, A. Francy and H. Machat
listed as composing that concern.
is

Thomas E. Miurrya, Jr., is now giving his main attention to the theatrical matters in the law office of the
attorneys, O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll in the Fitzgerald building. A. G.
Steiner, of that office, has become identified

with Ernest and Cane.

Otto Wells, manager Wells-WilmerVincent interests, will open Ocean
View, a summer park near Norfolk,
Va., early in April, a month in advance
of previous years' openings. The only
new "ride" scheduled is an elaborate
housing of "The Whip.'H

Dan Cotter, treasurer of the Garrick,
Chicago, will be connected with the
Century, New York, for the remainder
of the season, while Charles Thanhouser moves over from the Studebaker, Chicago, to replace him.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Litchfield, of
Dorchester, Mass., have announced the

engagement of their daughter Vera
(Marcus Musical Attractions) to Keith
D. Hodge, Gloversvillc, N. Y. (nonprofessional).

reported contemplated by Blanche Merrill against Fannie Brice as a result of Lillian Shaw
singing "Don't Know Whether to Do
It or Not," written by Miss Merrill for

Legal

action

for several

ill

weeks from measles

camp

theatres.

The Bookers and agents on

the fifth

contracted at one of the

Sam Kenny may
though Sam

have been drama-

says nothing.
Gillingwater sketch

tized,

new Claude

The

for
vaudeville has been titled, "The Return
of Sam Kenny."

An

evening of dancing will be held

by the Friars at the Monastery Saturday night (March 9). The event is
restricted to Friars only and their
ladies.

William Lindsay, passenger agent of
the Lehigh Valley, returned to New
York after a vacation in Florida. His
wife and daughter are to remain south
until next month.

The final Sunday concert for the season at the Columbia, New York, will
probably be May 5. The Bronx opera
house will give its last Sunday show

May

19.

Jack Norworth was "positively announced" in the Shubert press sheet
this week as the headliner at the Winter Gardens' performance Sunday night

(March

10).

William Rock

left

New York Sunday

for Pittsburgh to see his sister, who
was not expected to recover from an
illness.

"Princess Pat," travelling over the
southern cantonments, is now being

managed by Leo Leavitt, replacing
Fred Mayer (Mayer & Seeskin), who
thought a rest might do him good.

is

Miss Brice. The latter is said to have
made Miss Shaw a present of the numIt is claimed on behalf of Miss
Merrill she sold the stage rights to
Miss Brice, which did not permit their
transfer without consent of the author.

ber.

The opening date for the Barnum
and Bailey circus at Madison Square
Garden has been changed to March 25,
the date having been set ahead one
week following Secretary McAdoo's
order permitting circuses practically
the same transportation freedom as
before the traffic congestion arose.
The McAdoo order has led to most of
the other big-top shows setting their
opening dates ahead one week or more.

Felix Adler plans a new social club
to be called "The Mustys," the name
ostensibly derived from musty ale. The
idea is to gather 50 actors, 10 doctors,
10 artists, 10 lawyers, 10 musicians and
10 newspapermen for a beefsteak dinner once a month.

The
opened

J.

H. Tooker Show Print has

offices

the

in

Broadway

sec-

tion. They have taken a suite in the
Knickerbocker Annex on 39th street
and the office staff will be housed there

instead of at the plant as heretofore.

The new "Loyalty" production which
Comstock-Gest had intended for an immediate production has been shelved
The play was not conindefinitely.
sidered in sufficient shape for a Broad-

way premiere.

The Coburn Minstrels are playing
eastern territory, the first time in- several years. The show's nearest point
to New York will be Dover, Del., some
time during April.
Annette Kellermann, with her vaudeproduction, opened at Baltimore
Monday, accepting further engagements for a few weeks.
ville

H. H. Frazee has started to cast
"Four Queens" again and the piece will
be sent out for a tryout some time
next month.

Eddie Cox, formerly of Coogan and
Cox,

is

now

acting as floor manager
McCarthy, the music

&

for Fisher
publishers.

issue ap-

shop in the Palace
theatre building had gross receipts of
$36.25 on the day the agents of the
building bought it out. Sully sold the
day's receipts for $15. The normal
takings in the shop are between $5 and
Sully's

gambling investigation Assistant District Attorney James E. Smith is conducting. The playwright when asked
if he had played chemin dc fer at any

playing
Riley Wilson, ex-legislator
from
West Virginia and acknowledged the
best narrator of coon sf'orie*s in the
country, has just completed a book on
his
experiences during a trip to
Alaska, entitled "From Philadephia to
Charleston, W. Va., Via Nome." The
book is a private volume, and will not
be placed on the market, but will be
distributed in de luxe editions to his
friends. Wilson returned to New York
this week after an extended trip north,
bringing to Broadway two new southern millionaires as companions.
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Since the last executive session of
the officers and directors of the I. A.
T. S. E. in Buffalo there have been
quite a number of new locals added to
the original roster, with President
Shay and his staff of organizers having
every reasoifMo feel proud of the increases. Late locals created are: M.
P. O. 262, Montreal; s. e. and m. p. o.,

Adams Express Co. is holding at the
Claim Bureau, 30-42 Trinity Place, New
York, three trunks with the following
markings No. 10184, Flo Charles, from
New London, Conn., marked "Theatre";
No. 10182. Cummings, from Fitchburg,
:

Mass., marked "Adelaide Cummings'
Theatre"; No. 8491 I. Lancaster, from
Wilkesbarre, marked "Minnie Williams'
Theatre."

now with "The Behman
probably the first burlesque
man to be honored with an invitation
to address the members of the Rotary
"Club, an exclusive commercial organization. Kelly while playing Baltimore
last week gave the Rotary members a

Lew

Show,"

Kelly,
is

brief idea of the war abroad.
cently returned from London.

He

re-

Ernie Erdman's jazz band, well
in Chicago, joined the Hale and
Paterson dancing turn which reopened
at Newark this week. The. act as first
carried the Dixieland jazz band playing at Reisenweber's.

known

While attending a performance

at

theatre Monday night
Margaret Tupper slashed her throat
with a razor. When asked for an explanation she replied that her sweetheart had left for Canada in the army.
the

Riverside

Major Gordon W.

Lillie

(Pawnee

acquired large holdings
Refinery of Yale, Oklahoma. The name of the company has
now been changed to the Pawnee Bill
Bill) recently
in the Petrol

Refinery.

"Fisherman's Luck"

is

to be played

by the stock company at the Academy
of Music, Northampton, Mass., next
week. Tl^»e new play is by Arthur Edwin Krc.j and Norman Lee Swartout.
The former was publicity director for
Winthrop Ames, and the latter is the
author of "The Arrival of Kitty." It
is

a

comedy

Wilson Mizner was called

in

the

attractions principally.

Catherine Haywood, champion lady
opens next week at the PalNew York.

billiardist,

ace,

may be the guest of honor
dinner of the Friars at the Mon-

Al Jolson
at the

astery

March

31.

Ed Rose, of the Forster M. P. Co.,
Chicago, staff, is in New York on a
business trip.
Aubrey and Rich have been booked
and sail from Vancouver

for Australia

Jean Steward, who was "discovered"
David Belasco and then
Wanderer," playing the
Florence Reed role on the road, has
returned to New York. She was replaced by Jean Robinson in the show.
in pictures by
placed in "The

about April

William

1.

Dellman

is

managing the

Crescent for the Lcventhal

Amusement

Co.

Harry Fitzgerald, the agent, has been
Clare Freeman

in three acts.

James W. Greely has been appointed
manager of the opera house at Augusta, Me.
The house plays road

now

alternating in
the prima donna role of "Princess Pat"
on tour with Annette Ford. The latter
is

looking about

in

Chicago.

Lloyd and Britt have separated.

LEGITIMATE.
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WOODS' "FRIENDLY ENEMIES"
CALLED "MILLION DOLLAR SHOW"
Expected to Make That Amount for Producers — Has Six
One Set of Scenery and Salary List of $1,800.
Recommended by President Wilson. Opens New
Woods, Chicago, Next Week.

People,

Washington, March

6.

For the first time in the history of
the local theatres a President made an
address between acts on the merit of
the play he was watching. It occurred
Monday night at the National, when

President Wilson arose from his box
seat, upon invitation of Louis Mann,
and commended "Friendly Enemies,"

National this week.
Mr. Mann is one of the stars of the
play. Between acts he mentioned the
President was present and through a
neatly contrived speech induced the
Chief Executive to express his opinion
of the piece, which has to do with the
German-American element and reat the

cruiting.

reported A. H. Woods, producer
of the play, will use the President's
endorsement in the interest of the
It is

attraction.

Although historic theatri-

President making
address in the theatre was not
given to the Associated Press, through
some fault of the show's staff, and only
a few papers are said to have mentioned it in consequence.
cally, the fact of the

the

consequence, whereas the spirit of the
town toward his new house is of vast
importance.

INTERNATIONAL THROUGH.
There doesn't appear

to be

any doubt

but that this season is the final one for
the International Circuit, and the end
of what was once known as the Stair &
Havlin time, or popular priced houses

"Million-dollar show" is the subtitle already applied to the latest play
produced by A. H. Woods, "Friendly
Enemies," written by Sam Shipman

and Aaron Hoffman, with Louis Mann
and Sam Bernard as the co-stars.
The show opened in Atlantic City
Thursday night of last week, playing
to $5,400 in four performances, turning
people away Saturday night. The piece
opened Thursday night to $1,157;
played Friday night to $1,401 ; Saturday
matinee. $965; Saturday night, $1,861.

New York show

people

who saw

it

the seaside said it would make a
promoters.
its
for
dollars
million
Woods has 50 per cent, of it, Mann and
Bernard 25 per cent. each. The piece
carries six players, uses but one set of
scenery for the three scenes and its
salary list, including the stars, does
not exceed $8,000 weekly (the stars
having sacrificed salary in favor of
their sharing interest).
The four other players are Felix
Krembs, Mmc. Cathrelly, Rich Barbee.
at

Regina Wallace.
It will open the new

Woods

theatre,

Chicago, next Monday (March 11), and
after a run there will show in New
York. The Woods office is reported
having turned down offers of Broadway houses for its premiere, that carried besides the customary sharing
terms for play and theatre, a condition
of 50 per cent, of the house profit for
the show.
Chicago, March 6.
A. H. Woods arrived here, bubbling
with fervor over "Friendly Enemies,"
the Mann-Bernard (also Bernard-Mann,
for the billing is cut up fifty-fifty) play,
which opens his new Woods theater

next Monday. The first thing Woods
did was to cancel a project for auctioning scats to the opening, he being
opposed to any hold-up or apparent
"gy."
He even hopes to hold some of
the main floor seats from the scalpers'
clutches, feeling that a few thousand
dollars any one evening is of small

showing the
show.

fashion parade in the
This film was taken by the Uni-

and distributed as part of their
screen magazine which was released
several weeks ago.
The agent will carry the picture with
him and during the time he is in the
town the film— will be shown. About
three copies will be working in an endless chain with each show, the man
back with the attraction picking them
up and expressing them ahead.
versal

NEW

"UPLIFT" IN CHICAGO.

Chicago, March 6.
Workshop, which recently deserted its old quarters and is

The

Player's

now situated at Fifty-fourth street and
Kenwood avenue, is making an experiment

in

community play productions
hoped to have more success-

for legit traveling attractions.

which

The International has been operated
by George Nicolai and Gus Hill. It

ful results

estimated, to its
promoters of about $100,000 since
opening two seasons ago.

here.
Special scene designers, stage directors, and playwrights are to be utilized in the combat with the commercial
stage.

represents a loss,

The

it

is

shows, however, and Gus
Hill has had several on the International route, made the most money en
Hill

There were as many as eight or
nine Hill shows going around the International houses.
According to report there are about
six theatres over the eastern section
of the country held by the International or Hill and Nicolai on lease or
guarantee of rental. These will play
any policy that may be decided upon
for next season.
Just now there are about 10 shows
playing as the remnants of the International, with about eight International
houses represented on the route sheet.
tour.

LOS ANGELES' DREAM.

A

FILMS IN ADVANCE WORK.
Nellie Revell has worked out a novel
for the advance work of the
touring companies of "Flo Flo." Each
of the agents will carry a special reel

scheme

With

the

Los Angeles, March 6.
completion of arrange-

ments by M. De Pasquali. founder of
the Los Angeles English Opera Company, and Chev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri,

which

is

than the Little Theatre plan,
such clammy results

suffered

PETITION THEATRE OPENING.

Los Angeles, March 6.
Merchants doing business at the
south end of Broadway are bringing
pressure to bear upon certain theatrical managers in an effort to maintain
the Majestic as a legitimate house.
The theatre has been alternating between pictures and road shows, with
several dark weeks injected into the
combination, and this mixture hurts
business, so the merchants aver.

The Shuberts have been asked to
send their road shows to this house,
it is understood.

NAMES IN "YES OR NO."
Anderson & Weber have engaged
Crystal Herns and Janet Beecher for
the leading feminine roles in "Yes or
No" and they will join the cast shortly.

is
It
possible the early announcements of the complete cast of the new

pendence upon European singers and

Weber and

Negotiations with Maestro Guerrieri
have been under way for some time.
Rehearsals will begin immediately.

"LITTLE GIRL" OUT.
Weber & Anderson's "Some

Little
to have opened March 7 at
Buffalo and after playing Toronto will
go into the Olympic, Chicago for a run.
In the cast are Felix Adler, Shep

Girl"

was

Camp, Harold Hendel, Frances Ross,
Pirn Trevor, Florence Morrison, Peggy Lundine, Jimmie Mcllheran.
Under the title of "Six Little Widows" the show played the Astor last

They

have

been guaranteed six
weeks' work with the present play, after which they are to be starred in a
piece by Cosmo Hamilton, a dramatization by the author of his novel, "The
Door Without a Key."

cess
close

and
its

March

failure since opening, will
season at Teller's, Brooklyn,

16.

"Kiss Burglar" Going Out of Town.
"A Kiss Burglar." the Glen MacDonough-Ray Hubbell musical play being

produced under the general direction
of Jack Welch, will open out of town
Faster week.

The

CAST.

Fields sho»v will contain
the names of the Dolly Sisters. The
Dollys are negotiating with the management, but up to the middle of this
week had not signed. They have also
been offered vaudeville and will accept
one or the other.
Some of the recent engagements for
the show are Franklyn Farnum and

Adelc Rowland.
Rehearsals start March 11, and after
three weeks, then out of town, the play
will come to the Astor, New York, for
an indefinite run.
This week the piece was renamed
and called "Back Again."

cast includes Fay Bainter, Artnand Kalisz, Denman Maley, Harry
Clarke and others.

Monday with a big preGeraldine Farrar (Mrs. Tellengen) occupied a box and this circumstance was reflected in the enthusiasm

to the Garrick

miere.

The newspaper

the audience.

of

re-

viewers did not share the audience's
ultra friendly attitude
play.

toward star and

Business has dropped off at the Forrest where "Toot Toot!" is the attraction in its last week. It has done well
for four weeks.

George W. Lederer's

"The Land of Joy" comes into the
house March 11.
"General Post" leaves the Broad this
week

after three weeks of fair business, making way for Mrs. Fiske in
Service.

"Over the Top"
houses

is

drawing crowded

the Chestnut Street opera
Last week's total is reported
to have been $20,000. "Katinka" is unat

house.

derlined.

"Odds and Ends of 1917"

is

doing

fairly at the Lyric, due in large measure
to the popularity of Jack Norworth himself.
Next week the offering will be
replaced by the Faversham-FenwickElliott-Arbuckle revival of "Lord and
Lady Algy."

Who Came

Back"

is in its

third week at the Adelphi with fair returns. In spite of its metropolitan record, the "notices" were not over enthusiastic.

At the Walnut "Fair and Warmer"
begins
prices.
as to

ments.

four-week run at popular
had a promising start both
business and newspaper coma

It

The company

SHOWS

is

excellent.

IN 'FRISCO.

San Francisco, March 6.
Capacity business at three local legitimate houses, Alcazar, with a return of
"It Pays to Advertise"; Cort, "Show of
Wonders," first week, and Savoy, where
the King musical comedv players are
playing stock.
"Johnny Get Your Gun," second week
the Columbia, is holding up well.

at

SHOWS

IN LOS ANGELES.
Los Angeles, March 6.
Local theatres are doing very well
this

week considering the weather.

Mary Robson in "A Little Bit Old
Fashioned" at the Mason is drawing
packed houses, the first capacity busiOther theatres, particularly the picture
houses ,are doing exceptionally big for
current conditions.

MARTIN BROWN'S COMEBACK.
Martin Brown, the dancer, is back
on Broadway after a long absence.
He dropped out of sight about two
years ago. There was much speculation regarding his whereabouts.
Brown has been trying playwriting

and the result is one play entitled
"You Wouldn't Believe It," accepted
by Charles Hopkins and renamed "The
Prodigious Son." Brown has two other
plays.

"BELGIAN" FOR PHILLY.
Oliver Morosco's production "The
Belgian," in rehearsal, is to
have its initial presentation at Stamford, Conn., March 16. The piece is
to go into the Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, the Monday following for four
weeks, after which it will be taken to
Chicago, opening at the Cort there
about April 29.
Little

SUING ANGEL.

"What's Your Husband Doing?" the
Walter Jordan production that has
been hovering on the border of suc-

in

ness in evidence there in some time.

WEBER AND FIELD

summer.

"HUSBAND" FINISHED.

IN PHILLY.
March 6.
"Blind Youth" was
the only opening of the week, coming
Philadelphia,

"The Man
'

noted operatic conductor, for the holding of a season of opera, in English at
Clune's Auditorium, the later part of
April, this city yesterday took an important step toward the realization of
its
dream of becoming the musical
center of Western America.
Incidentally, it makes Los Angeles
the first city in the country to bring
to a practical head the nationally widespread propaganda for an established
school of English opera, free from deforeign musical training.

SHOWS

Lou Tellengen

Boris Said, said to have been the
angel for the "Dew Drop Inn" show,
on tour under the direction of Myron
B. Rice, Jack Hazzard and Percival
Knight, is named as the defendant in a
number of suits pending.
Said is reported very wealthy.
The
Actors' Equity, through its attorney,
arc trying to recover for a number of
members and a printing house is also
suing.

Players Change Name.

The

\fc(iinnis Brothers, now in "Flo
changed their names to
Inncss Brothers, under the instruction
of John Cort.

Flo,"

have

HATTON PLAY FOR LONDON.
Frederick and Fannie Hatton's comedy, "Upstairs and Down,' 'is to be
taken to London and produced there
by Albert De Courville. The show will
go across as soon as possible, probably
following "Cheating Cheaters," now
running over there.
William Morris is acting for the production and expects to send more plays
to England in the near future.

LEGITIMATE.
$1,500

NO BOOKING DATES ARE SET
Announcement Withheld Whether Firm's Fourteen Shows to
Be Produced Will Be Rotated by Klaw ft Erlanger or
Producers "Shopping."

Comstock & Gest will have
shows next season. Up to Wednesday none had been routed for 1918Elliott,

14

1919.

Speculation

is

keen whether these

And a resting
place upon the books of the Shuberts
or Klaw & Erlanger's.
The three-firm has been looked upon
attractions will finally

as a Shubert ally, but there

is nothing
spreading reports just now to tell
where they stand, with the presumption they do not consider themselves

in

alligned to either side of the fight, and
at liberty to place their shows to their
best advantage.

The "Oh, Boy!" headed by Joseph
Santley, playing the mid-west week
stands following the Chicago engagement, is said to be doing well in that
territory. The show gathered $15,200
in Cincinnati; $13,900 in St. Louis the
week following. Indianapolis donated
$11,600, and last week the show drew
$13,300 in Milwaukee,
ing this week also.

Producers

where

of legitimate

it

is

play-

attractions

are now "shopping" for terms between
the factional sides of the legit strife.
Mostly those believing they are capable of framing musical comedies are
approaching either Klaw & Erlanger
or the Shuberts (and ofttimes both) to
learn what may be secured in the way
of inducements for them to stage a
show or so next season, giving the
bookings (and perhaps an interest) of
the prospective production to the parties they may settle with.

The Shubert-K.

&

Carroll sells his interest or

whether Sheer succeeds

in purchasing
Eddinberger's portion is questionable.
Fddinberger seems anxious to" return
to his business and leave show business to showmen.
The organization has been credited
by out-of-town papers with four or
five song hits, one, 'Typical-TopicalTunes" taking 15 encores at every performance during the run through the
music publishers
Several
"sticks."
have made bids for the number, but
McCarthy & Fisher will retain the

Cedars (Mrs. Jack
followed Josephine WhitMiss
tel, successor to Grace La Rue.
Russell has not appeared in musical
comedy since the first Weber-Fields
revival, six years ago. She is a big local
favorite. Hitchcock has set a price of
$2.50 nightly and $3 Saturday nights on
his seats. Walter Duggan is putting
over star publicity.
With the exit of "Cheating Cheaters"
from the Colonial comes an inside
story showing that Al Woods is, himHe had an
self, a "friendly enemy."
option on the Hitchcock show to open
his new house, and Klaw & Erlanger
threatened to enjoin the combination
when Woods switched to Shtfberts.
Woods released Hitchcock without
prejudice. Aaron Jones, of the firm
owning the Colonial, was eager to get
"Hitchy." "Cheaters" was above its
contract minimum week after week;
the Colonial was the only house where
a Hitchcock opening could be arranged.
placing

Pierre),

lookd

in the initial distribution.

The management of the Vanderbilt
and "Oh Look" have been trying to
force the ticket brokers to make an
outright buy for the show.
The management asked $2.25 flat for
week nights and $2.75 for Saturday
evenings. The brokers passed the buck
on the show and stated that they were
unwilling to take a chance in advance
of the opening of the production at this

withdraw
16;

«i

'OH LOOK" TANGLES.
The managerial forces behind "Oh
Look I" due to open at the new Vantheatre Thursday (yesterday)
experiencing considerable
internal trouble which for a while
threatened to cause a change of ownership in the production.
The show was originally financed by
a delicatessen shop owner named Eddinberger, who advanced $5,500 for the
staging of the piece. It is the old
"Ready Money" piece by James Montgomery with music set to the original
book by Harry Carroll and Joe McCarthy of McCarthy & Fisher. Eddmberger was given a 25 per cent, interest in the show with Carroll taking an
e^ual portion and Billy Sheer the
same percentage.
The opening night in Stamford,
Conn., Eddinberger was offered twice
the amount of his investment for his
interest. The offer excited the delicatessen man and he began to realize he
liLd something worth while. He engaged an attorney and decided to sell.
Meanwhile the offer dwindled to $8,000.
Wednesday of this week negotiations
derbilt

been

were still on between Eddinberger and
Sheer for the delicatessen man's 25 per
cent. Should Sheer succeed in purchasing his percentage he will then
own half the production rights or what
might be termed a controlling interest.
Meanwhile Carroll took the directing
wheel and has been acting as general
supervisor of the production. This
eventually riled his associates and
Carroll was instructed to leave the
managerial privileges to Sol Manhei-

Woods and asked him

his piece as a favor,

Woods

to

have opened at the Fulton theatre last
night in "Let's Go," has besides the
Beatrice Herford, Smith and
stars,
Austin and Prof. Jack Magee, as announcer.
An orchestra of 22 colored members
of the Clef Club furnish the music.
The show is playing on equal terms
with the house, at a $2 top, all expenses
of both to be deducted from the gross,
with the net divided between theatre
and production.
The cost of production for the White
and Rock "intimate review" did not exceed $1,000.
Meanwhile the starring couple are
continuing to appear nightly in "The
Midnight Frolic" on the Amsterdam
Roof.

wired back "Sure."

Arthur Hammerstein's next produc"Sometime," a musical play
with the score by Rudolf. Friml and
book and lyrics by Rida Johnson
Young. The piece will come into the
Astor in August, it having an Atlantic
City premiere during the first week of
tion will be

tha#month.
All future musical comedies presented by Mr. Hammerstein will be billed
as "musical plays," he believing that
the former term has been abused
through the flood of plays of the revue type. "Sometime" possesses a real
book, as have also his other musical
offerings.

"SEE YOU LATER" PEOPLE.
"See You Later," the musical version of "The Girl
go into rehearsal
A. H. Woods is

from Rector's," will
Monday.
making the revamped production and has so far engaged
as principals Jack Henderson, Mabel
McCane, Harry Gilfoil, Octavia Arcaro,
Hal Forde, John Dale Murphy.
Robert Milton will stage the piece.
Mr. Gilfoil is at present on the Orpheum Circuit, at the Orpheum, San
Martin Beck
Francisco, this week.

Woods

Ritter Considering Producing Again.
Joseph Ritter for the spring is considering a musical comedy called "The
Heart of Bohemia," music by Bert
Graff.

lyrics

by George

$55,000.

During the past week Enrico Caruso
practically turned down $55,000 for concert engagements.
Kansas City promoter offered the tenor $45,000 for six
performances to be sung west of the
Mississippi after the regular opera season ends, which would be sometime
during April. There was another offer
of $10,000 for a single performance during May in Atlantic City.
Although the general impression is

A

not

broadcast,

given

has

tenor

the

touched the mark in his income that
would mean the playing of these en'gagements would give the U. S. Government 50 per cent, of the amount that
he received. Caruso has already paid
the revenue department $59,000 on his
income of 1917. He was one of the
first registrants and has already sent
the Government his check for that

amount.

THOMASHEFSKY UPTOWN.
Thomas Thomashefsky will come to
Broadway this spring with a month of
Yiddish plays, under the management
of'William Morris for the engagement.

The presentation of Yiddish plays
their present modern development

in
in
theatre dis-

of New York's
has long been talked about ever

th^ heart
trict

Thomashefsky

since

built

his

own

theater on Houston street.
The plan is to bring the Yiddish star
and his company into the Knickerbocker and possibly draw from the
best class of Hebrews.
Two weeks
of the month will probably be devoted
to Shakespeare in Yiddish and the ba4»
ancc of the time drama and a musical
play.

The Thomashefsky theatre downtown is a paying institution, scaled at
$2 top. The gross recently was quoted
at $14,000 weekly.

BRITISH BACKING PLAY?
It

is

indirectly

Government is the
a big melodrama

hinted

the

British

sponsor for
which Holbrook

financial
in

Blinn and Blanche Bates are to jointly
"fhe piece is to open in Albany
11, and at present is called "Getting Together.''
Several scenes show
one of the British Tanks in action and
a scene in No Man's Land, somewhere
in Flanders.
The piece is said to be absolute proBritish propaganda by those who have
had a chance to see some of the rehearsals going on in New York for
several weeks. The theme will pound
home the necessity of everyone getting together in the effort to win the
war.
Clifford F. Pember *is directing the
art of the production, while Mr. Blinn
is handling the stage.

star,

March
ure," which started on the road several
weeks ago, is closing. It was too expensive to operate on the one nighters.
It was first planned to bring the

company into the Eltinge, replacing
the original cast, which was to have
the new Woods theatre- in
Chicago.
opened

CONTINUE OPEN SUNDAYS.
Washington, March

6.

The

theatres continue > remain open
Sunday, regardless of the let-up in
the Tuesday closing order. Open Sundays were originally permitted to compensate the Tuesday darkness, but the
District Commissioners lately ruled a
continuance because of the present
over-populated condition at the capital.

BELASCO'S "ROSALENE."
"Dark Rosalene,"

Grant and book and

March

NO. 2 "B. B. P." CLOSING.
The No. 2 "Business Before Pleas-

ROCK AND WHITE'S CO.

consented to his release for the
show.

to

"SOMETIME" FOR SUMMER.

time.

The Rock and White company,

Mabelle

who

Jones wired

rights.

The entire house for the opening
performance had been sold out by
Monday' and at the last moment, those
interested were scurrying around to
procure seats for the newspaper reviewers who had apparently been over-

CARUSO REFUSES

6.

Lillian Russell has been signed at
$1,500 weekly to appear as a featured
assistant to Raymond Hitchcock in the
"
Chicago engagement of "Hitchy Koo
opening at the Colonial on March 1/.
Miss Russell will join the company in
Detroit and rehearse for a week, re-

E. fight will likely

bring back all the old-time producers
who thought they had retired from the
business of putting on shows.

have

now in charge. Carroll and Joe
McCarthy, the collaborators on the
score, had a disagreement through Carroll attempting to transfer the publishing rights of the music to another publisher. This was straightened out and
up to the arrival of the troupe in New
York everything was ^peaceful.
mer,

Whether

FOR LILLIAN RUSSELL.
Chicago, March

BY ELLIOTT-COMSTOCK-GEST
Shuberts.

13

a

drama

tried out

HITCHCOCK AT THE GLOBE.
way at present
Raymond Hitchcock and

Negotiations under

may

result in

the second of series of "Hitchy Koo"
revues occupying the Globe theatre for
the summer following "Jack o Lantern."

At the Charles Dillingham offices it
is under advisehas not been decided just
ment.
It

was stated the matter

Lynn, Mass., Christmas, by Whitford Kane who is co-author of the
piece, is to see production by David

how

Belasco.
The play will probably not be put
en until next season. The title refers to the name of a horse, but "Dark
Rosalene" is an Irish play. The expression was used in the black pages
of Ireland's history.

the hook ami Silvo Ilein i.1 composing
the score for a musical piece, to be done
next season.

at

ZIEGFELD BEAUTIES FREED.
Chicago, March 6.
Several members of the Ziegfcld Follies appeared last week before Judge
David M. Brothers in the Circuit
Court. Ada Epstein, adopted daughter
of the late "Big Tim" Sullivan of New
York, was granted a divorce from
William Kpstein, former stage electrician.

Madeline Kngal. also a tripper in
Ziegfeld's beauty stock, received a decree as well.

far into the summer the present
attraction will remain.

BROADHURST'S MUSICAL PIECE.
George

Broadhurst

is

working on

Same two collaborated on "Nancy
Brown" in which Marie Cahill starred
number of years ago.

a

FOUR AFTER TRYOUT PLAY.
"Garsidc's Career," by Harold Brighouse, who wrote "Hobson's Choice,"
was presented last Friday at the
Lyceum theatre by the players of the
On Monday four
Serjeant School.
different
for
bids

producing managers made
manuscript.
the
Up to
the rights had not been.

Wednesday
disposed

of.

—

LEGITIMATE,

14

i

proposed to organize clubs In every town to
give exercise for the development of men and
women, as well as boys and girls.

NEWS FROM THE
(Bclew

news matter not

is

form from

collected by

Marie Nordstrom, of "Girl o' Mine," has
been appointed chairman of the Knitting Committee of the Mayor's Committee of women
on National Defense. Any players who with
to help Miss Nordstrom in their spare time by
knitting should communicate with her, care
Women Committee on National Defense. Times
Building, New York.

DAILIES

Variety but rewritten

the items relating to theatricals appearing in the

condensed

in

New

York

daily

newspapers between the dates of Variety's weekly issues.)

Richard Harding Davl»

left

an estate

of

Michael Collins, a bartender of West 50th
and John Gllligan, a former waiter
were fined $25 each, Feb. 28, by
Federal Judge Manton, for selling drinks to
soldiers in uniform.
street,

$50,375.11.

at Healy'e,

Oeraldlne Farrar celebrated the 30th anniversary of her birthday March 1.

Arnold Daly, who was to have closed his
engagement iu "The Master" March 2. has
decided to continue

Indefinitely.

It

of Dramatlo Arts
will give Its sixth matinee of the season March
8 in the Lyceum.

The American Academy

"Cohan
Revue," Feb. 20, engineered by Marlon Tucker, for the benefit of the Free Wool Fund of
the Comforts Committee of the Navy League,

The matinee performance

of

the

realized $2,000 net.

Another company of "The

Home"

at

Man Who

The

rehearsing.

is

Stayed

Includes

cast

Masked burglars got away with $6,000 from
the safe of the Century Feb. 28. As a result
Peter Haggerty, night watchman, was arrested.

Aubrey Bosworth, Belle D'Arcy, George Burnett, Jean Thomas, Ashtou Newtone, Marjorle
Davis and Harry Forbes.

The estimated receipts of the Actors' Fund
benefit performance at the Century. March 1,
were $10,000.

With the engagement of Harry Mestayer,
the cast for "The Wild Duck," the first play
of the season of Ibsen repertoire, In which
Arthur Hopkins will present Mme. Natlmova,
at the Plymouth, Is complete.

Lee and

J.

J.

Bhubert have begun nego-

tiations for the purchase of Lyric Concert
Hall, a theatre and concert hall in Baltimore.

Three companies of "The Little Teacher"
Cohan
will be Bent on tour next season by
and Harris.
Postofflce officials announce, starting March
pack15, the limit of weight for parcel post
ages will be Increased to 70 pounds.

Helen Murphy, known as a dramatic coach,
died in Brooklyn, Jan. 8, left an estate
•f $130.

who

A

branch

Philadelphia

of

the

Stage

Women's War Relief will shortly be opened at
220 Walnut street, with Mrs. James Elverson,
as

Jr..

chairman.

She

is

benefit to be given at the
then!' u on March 15.

also organizing a
South Broad Street

Caesar" will be revived by the
Shakespeare Playhouse under the direction
of Frank McEntee, to be presented at the
Cort, beginning March 15, for a series of
Friday afternoon and Saturday morning per-

The second winter frolic of the Friars,
given in the clubhouse March 3, was unusual
in that for the first time of the club house

York
on or

scored the

Washlngton-Phlladelphla-New

The

about April

15.

Shaw's play, "Mrs. Warren's Profession."
will be produced by the Washington Square
Players at the Comedy, March lrr
Interthe
representing
Mayer,
Gaston
national Productions Co., Ltd., is seeking the
London rights to "Success." Lee Baker is
after the rights for Australia.

The National Catholic War Fund Committee
will hold a maBB meeting under the patronage of Cardinal Farley in the Hippodrome on
March

17.

The home of E. L. Morrison at Lynbrook.
The
L. I., was destroyed by fire March 3.
Mr. Morrison
loss was estimated at S20.0O0.
built the Rockaway Music Hall.
John McCormlck's

first

Cross tour was held

in

concert on his Rod
Cleveland March 3.

Twenty
were $12,000.
The
r
graphed records were sold for $2,. ><)0.
receipts

auto-

Comstock and Gest will open the
Century roof with an after-the-theatre revue,
staged by Edward Royce, with music by Leslie
Elliott,

Stuart.

William O. Smyth turned over to the Stage

Women's War

Relief a check for $5,508.10,
the proceeds of the Lamb's Gambol recently
given In its behalf, at the Hudson.

Blanche Bates and Holbrook Bllnn will
head the company to give entertainments - to
speed up British and Canadian recruiting,
Charles
British

Francis

He

assist.

will

is

in

the

Secretary McAdoo announces that the campaign for the third Liberty Loan will open
April 0, the first anniversary of the declaration of a state of war between the I'nited
States and Germany.

Edith Wynne Mattlson will give a special
Lenten matinee performance of "Everyman"
the Republic,

March

12.

The theatre was

donated by A. H. Woods for tho benefit of
the Stage Women's War Relief.

The name

of

Harcourt'B new

Cyril

comedy

has been changed from "Petticoats" to "A
Pair of Petticoats," reminiscent of the same
playwright's succcbb a few years n«o, "A
Pair of Silk Stockings.
At the request of George M. Cohan, Weher
& Fields have changed the name of their
will
It
coming imiRlcnl play
"Back Again." The original
;

he
title

known a*
was "l p
T

In tho Air."

Mrs. George Eliot Edction, the second wife of
Robert Edeson, wa« granted an Interlocutory
degree of divorce In tho New York Supremo
Unknown corespondents were
Court. Feb. 28.

named.

£

Penitentiary.

Roland B. Mollneux, who dramatized his
experience in the death house in "The Man
Inside," which David Belasco produced, left
an estate of $0,000, In personal property, when
he died as an incompetent at Kings Park
Nov.

2.

R. H. Burnslde, managing director, and
William G. Stewart, stage manager at the
Hippodrome, have volunteered to arrange and
handle the program for the grand military
and naval meet to be held in Madison Square
Garden March 15-17.

Acknowledgment of the settlement of a
Judgment for $22,887 against Mrs. Elizabeth
(Nellie Bly) and the American
C. Seaman
Steel Barrel Co., of Brooklyn, was recorded
March 2 In the Kings County Clerk's Office.
The Judgment was obtained by Louts Van
Doren, a 4awyer, for professional services.

The entertainments to be given every Sunday at the Playhouse by the Stage Women's

War

Relief

for

the

men

in

the service are

now being arranged by Dorothy Donnelly
and a committee which included Arthur Hopkins, Grant Mitchell, Frank Craven, Louise
Dresser and Hilda Spong.
Charged
a

man

with violating the Sullivan law,
describing himself as Louis Anconi,
In the

Italian actor, was held March 3
Jefferson Market Court by Magistrate

han,

McGce-

charged with having a revolver In his
said he used the weapon

possession.
Anconi
on the stngc.

Beatrice Keller, of 245 West 51st
street, New York, formerly the fencing girl In
Anna Held's musical company, known on the
stage as B.eatrlce Brezalne, was awarded $10
a week by* Magistrate Harris, March 1.
She
charged her husband, Harry A. Jeweller, with
non-support.

Mrs.

Henry

Miller's theatre, nearlng completion,
open Easter Monday, with a comedy by
Louis
Evan Shipman, "The Fountain of
Youth." The cast will Include Henry Miller,
Watson, Frank Kemblo
Olive Tell, Lucie
Cooper, Wallace Ersklne, Noel Haddon. Lilwill

lian

comedy made

by

Henry

Blossom

and

Uda

Waldrop.

Kemble Cooper, Frank Sylvester and

C.

Leslie Austen.

There will be a Red Cross garden at the
International Flower Show, which opens in
the Grand Central Palace, March 14. It will
start the inauguration of a new movement to
"sind a sick soldier some flowers."
All the
.-oldlers now In the hospitals In New York
will receive fresh (lowers twice a week If
necessary.

The National Security League announced
week it had formed 2<K) committees in

last

:'.<)
states, In a campaign to glvo physical
exercises, planned by Walter Camp, chairman
of the Committee on Physical Reserve.
It is

duet,

number earlier In the act, "I Wish tho Girls
Could Go to War." Out of five numbers In
the last act a comedy quartet was tho only
thing at all worth while.

There must have been a lot of money spent
on clothes, but they mean nothing in this
show, and the chances are that they win
come In handy for tho redressing of soma of
the road shows next season, for If "Follow
the Girl" lasts more than a fortnight on
Broadway It will be only because the publio
go to sea the one chorus girl and laugh at
the Catlett comedy.
Fred.

friendlyTnemies.
Atlantic City, March 6.
of topical Interest,

With a theme almost

humanistic In treatment, and handled splendidly, "Friendly Enemies" won and stirred a
large audience which packed the Apollo theatre.
Laughter, tears, sympathy, and understanding, came to those who attended this
premiere.
The authors,

Samuel Shipman and Aaron

Toffman, have conceived a play based on a
delicate subject

ENGAGEMENTS.
succeeded Bdna
Wallace Hopper In "Girl o' Mine."
Josephine Whlttell, In "Rock-a-Bye Baby."
Clay Clement ("Here Comes the Bride").

Gertrude

Vanderbllt

has

GIRL.

musical comedy In three acts. Books and
lyrics by Henry Blossom
music by Zoel
Parenteau
at
the Forty-fourth St. Roof,
;

;

March

2.

is not strong on charit is liberally sprinkled with
bright lines, some of which will be fresh to
everybody.
The music was pleasingly varied
and tuneful. Timet.

Mr. Blossom's book

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK.
Toot," Cohan (March 11).
"Mrs. Warren's Profession," Comedy

(March

11).

FOLLOW THE

GIRL.

Did you ever get into a show late, fall to
pick up the thread of the story and wonder
what it was all about? Then, after the first
act meet a friend during the Intermission,
ask him when he got in and have him tell
you that he was there before the curtain rose,
only to wonder what It all meant. That Is
exactly what happened at the 44th Street
Roof on Tuesday night at a performance of
"Follow the Girl."
Raymond Hitchcock and E. Ray Goetz are
programed as the sponsors for the show. One
can hardly blame the Shuberts for not wishing to accept the responsibility.
Sometime
ago Joseph Riter was looked upon as an
angel in the show business. He had this piece
and knew enough to unload it. That removes
him from the angel class.
"Follow the Girl" was written by Henry
Blossom and Zoel Parenteau furnished the
score, according to the program matter. Tuesday night it was stated at the back of the house
that there was mighty little of the Parenteau
score left.
Maybe his music had a hit In It.
It's a pipe that whatever he wrote couldn't
-

have been anything
the music now there.

Huffman

more

colorless

than

credited with the staging
and Walter Brooks is supposed to have directed the dances.
There Is nothing In the
work that either has done that will reflect
any great credit on them. From a production
standpoint the show has three pretty sets
and also an effect, employed for the finale of
the second act.
The costumes are a constant
clash of color and nothing to rave about.
One leaves the theatre with but the remembrance that Walter Catlett is In the show.
As a matter of fact he is the show. It is
Catlett, first, last and all the time during the
three acts. He gets all the laughs and walks
away with all the honors. One other person
stands out, a little girl in tho chorus, for*
merly In the Winter Garden shows. She is a
good dancer. At the Winter Garden she didn't
stand out, for they are all good dancers there.
J.

C.

is

This musical comedy is dubbed a "man"
show.
Tho cast is long on men, with a
sprinkling of proven artists in it in addition
to Catlett, but as to the woman contingent
there is a lack of class and pep.
Jobyna
Howland playing a mother Is the outstanding

female figure, literally and histrionically.
The scene of the story is at a fashionable
resort in Maine with the usual ensemble of

summer

visitors.
Outside of the comedian the Juvenile end
of the cast Is pretty weak.
Eileen Van Biene

plays the Ingenue lead In a listless manner,
and Harry Fender, opposite her, also creates
no impression.
His dancing with Ernestine
Meyers made one wish to see Carl Randall
again.
Miss Van Biene and he were equally
weak In handling numbers. Richard Tabor
as a head bellboy did fairly, also Charles
Clear in an eccentric comedy bit.
William Danforth and George L. Blckle in

the older section both scored.
Blckle played
a German hotelkeeper, and It takes some
nerve these days to pull a Teutonic dialect
on any stage.
He got away with It. Mercedes Lorenze in the soubret role struggled
along, making the best of what she had to
do, which wabn't much excepting for a few
numbers, one of which was put over by the
aforementioned chorus girl, and the latter of
the two being done by Miss Lorenz with
Catlett.

In

tho

first

act

there

humanely.

and worked

Louis

Mann

it out cleverly and
gives the piece an

interpretation, while
Mathilda Cottrelly provide

excellent

and
port.

Sam Bernard
perfect

sup-

^

a type of German citizen confessedly a puzzle to the American born
Karl Pfelfer, trained and educated in the
ways of PruBso-Germanlsm, cannot be con-

The

"play deals with

—

CRITICTSM.

FOLLOW THE

A

Margaret

Upon his plea of guilty to the charge of
abducting a 10-year-old girl Henry W. Petrle,
composer of "Asleep In the Deep," was sentenced in Chicago March 2 to an indeterminate
sentence of from one to 14 years in the Jollet

an

Army.

Charley Banks arrived In New York. March
2 having closed as agent of Jack Reld's "RecHe has been appointed genord Breakers."
eral manager of Finn's Chautauqua, which
will open its season in the east, April 25.

itt

were women.
frollckers
Laurence, retired from the stage,
big hit of the evening.
the

Hospital,

Jackson, and has commissioned Edward Peple
He also purchased "A
to make a play of it.
Dislocated Honeymoon," a play by Charles W.
Bell, and the rights to "The Road to Yesterday," from which he will have a musical

Toot

formances.

Sydney Itoscnfeld, author and manager of
"Under Pressure" has decided to organize a
second company for road engagements.
aerial mail service will be Inaugurated

Edgar MacGregor has bought the dramatlo
rights for "Annle-for-Splte," a novel by Fred

acterization, but

"Julius

of

At the resale by auction of the equipment of
"Miss 1017" and "The Century Girl" held
March 4 at the Columbia Storage Warehouse.
Sam Harrison repeated his previous bid of
$30,000, and the lot was knocked down to
The former sale, which took place Feb.
hftn.
20 and 21, was declared invalid by Judge
Meyer, of the Federal Court, because of
"Jockeying."

little promise.
Tbey were a
"Follow tho Girl," by Tabor and Alloa
Ryan, a trio, "Easy Coma, Easy Oo." Of tho
four numbers In the second not, "Woman,
Wine and Jaxi," by Catlett, Miss Lorenzo
and chorus, was the one wallop. Hero tho
chorus girl again shone, as she did In the

that carried a

were two numbers

Atrocities
that Germany is wrong.
attributed to his people as he knows them assume the color of the blackest lies. His friend,
Henry Block, is of the younger generation in
thought, and is solidly against militarism and
Kalserism. The conflict of opinions furnished
the humor of the piece—humor which has
underneath it a subtle, but nevertheless poignant pathos. Karl, to save Germans in America from supposed persecution as represented
by a secret agent of the Imperial Government,
subscribes $50,000 to a fund represented to
He does this, not to
be for this purpose.
help Germany so much as to prevent sorrow
and suffering to those who bear German names.
Meanwhile, unknown to him, his son has become a lieutenant In the American army.
This angers him. But in his anger there is
more pain than wrath. He recalls his relatives to his son's memory and asks whether
the boy thinks they could do the things reported of them. But the boy is firm, and it is
not until the transport on which his son has
sailed for France Is destroyed by the very
money he has subscribed for another cause
Karl
home to
comes
truth
that
the
Then he becomes irrevocably an
Pfelfer.
American, governed by the principle of liberty and equality for all.
"Friendly Enemies" runs the gamut of emolaughter follows tears, and tears
tions,
iaughter contempt Is routed by pity, and pity

vinced

;

by sympathy. There is no end of logical argument of seemingly logical rebuttal, out of
which comes a conclusion as human as the
There is a pathetic and stirconflict Itself.

ring love story, full of the human things in
to round out a full, brisk action.
Louis Mann's interpretation of the part was
Equally masterful was Sam Bermasterful.
nnrd as Henry Block. And Mathllde Cottrelly,
aa Marie Pflefer, contributed a fine piece of
The rest of the cast supplemented
acting.
the work of these stars in every scene.
lire,

"Friendly Enemies"

is

a moving, thought-

It is
stirring play destined for a long run.
Charlea Scheuer.
well worth seeing.

DALY PAYING UP.
Harry Mestayer has left "The Master" to become a member of Nazi-

mova's company ("Wild Duck"). The
part is now being played by Charles
Halton, the understudy.
"The Master" business is improving
and last week did in the neighborhood
of $5,000, which has encouraged the
management to continue at the Hudson. The star has accepted a salary cut,
as has several other members of the
organization.

Whatever

may

eccentricities

Arnold Daly

be possessed, he has evinced a

disposition to pay his financial obligaHe is sending 60 per cent, of
tions.
his salary every week to the Actors'
Equity Association to apply toward ihe
payment of salaries due artists on a

previous failure.

EDWARDS' REVIEW.
An Intimate Review is proposed by
Gus Edwards, who is of the opinion
now

is the time to give the $2 houses
something under his brand.
Mr. Edwards has been delivering

j:irly

productions to vaudeville regular-

having been uniformly successful.
His venture for the legit will be written by himself and he also expects to
ly,

become a large part
ment upon the stage.
If it

time.

of the entertain-

happens, next season will be the

VARIITY
SHOWS AT THE BOX

OFFICE.

(Continued from page 3.)
road tour. Nora Bayes, principal single
feature of cast, receives $1,500 weekly,
out of which she pays own little company carried into the production with
her. Amsterdam not fulling rear of
orchestra and doing hardly anything
upstairs.

"Chu Chin Chow" (Century)

(21st

Big business at scale holding
week.
"Cheer Up" (Hippodrome)
(29th
week).
Last week nearly $40,000.
Week before (Washington's Birthday),

week).
up.

$18,000 last

Receipts inclusive of the Sunrental, $2,000. This season
substantial profit is anticipated at Hip,
with wagers being made house will

$51,000.

day pight
t

remain open until Decoration Day.
Last season the Hip lost a little money,
the season before it broke even. There

no better managed theatre in the
Country than the New York Hippodrome. Its treatment of patrons seems
to have made that particular item a
matter of good will with the public.
Artists engaged there also speak of the
gentlemanly courtesy always extended
is

to them by the business executives, in
front of the house.

"Eye* of Youth" (Marjorie Rambeau)
(Elliott) (28th week).
$8,100, below
average by $4,000, solely attributed to
absence of Marjorie Rambeau in principal role. Miss Rambeau fell while
ice skating last week at the St. Nicholas Rink, breaking her leg. It will
be several weeks before she can return.
The drop in business was immediate
with the publication of her unfortunate
mishap. Matter of loss in receipts
being cited by managers to denote that
individual "star drawing power" still
remains a factor in legit theatricals.
French Players (Theatre du Vieux
Colombia) (15th week). French plays
only. Last week around $5,000. Busi-

ness

was reinvigorated by the

active

Herndon, who
has assumed charge of company and
theatre. Blocks of balcony seats disposed of to schools and subscription
The French Players
sales worked.
have been running since October. They
are expected now to remain until April
15 and show a profit on the season.
"Follow the Girl" (44th St. Roof) (1st
week). Opened Saturday night. The
former Hitchcock & Goetz revue again
put on by the Shuberts. Not much
looked for from it. Notices indifferent.
Walter Catlett best liked by the redirection of Richard

J.

Catlett centre of lively incident during rehearsal Thursday ni$ht,
preliminary to the Saturday opening.
Comedian stated to J. J. Shubert he
would not open "cold" in NeW York,

viewers.

whereupon Shubert struck him. Several blows were exchanged, but no
Catlett
particular damage followed.
opened the show. Later Shubert is reported to have said that Catlett's stand
against opening in New York, two
nights before the show was billed to
start on the Roof, exasperated him
beyond control, as he and Catlett knew
that Catlett had drawn $1,200 advance

money.
"Flo-Flo" (Cort) (12th week). $9,400
week. Week before $10,400. (Washington's Birthday). Show appears to
be gaining as the run extends.
"Girl O' Mine" (Bijou) (6th week).
Universally conceded to be very
$3,200.
bad show and leaves this Saturday.
"Squab Farm" opens at Bijou next
last

Monday.
(14th
(Plymouth)
Trail"
"Gipsy
week). Has dropped very low in gross.
$3,500 last week. Going out, to
be replaced by Arthur Hopkins' latest
production, "Wild Duck," with Nazi-

Around

mova.
"Going Up" (Liberty) (11th week).
Has caught on very big and about the
biggest money maker for its managers,

Cohan & Harris,

of their five plays

now

on Broadway. $15,000 last week.
"Her Country" (Punch and Judy) (3d
week). No one appears to be paying
any attention to it.
"Happiness" (Laurette Taylor) (Criterion) (10th week). $8,500.
"Jack O' Lantern" (Fred Stone)
(Globe) (21st week). $22,200 last week,

at $3 scale in

house of

1,100 capacity.

Has been playing continuously

to simi-

receipts since opening, with no
extra advertising.
"Lombard!, Ltd" (Morosco)
(23d
week). $7,500. Booked for the subway
time around New York in May, which
indicates management will hold show
in until end of April. "Clothes" appear
to sound the keynote of this play's
profitable engagement in New York.
Fashion scene or parade in piece, with
lar

gowns changed
predominate

"Madonna

Women

frequently.

in attendance.

the Future"
(Broadhurst) (6th

(Emily
Stevens)
week).
$5,000. Leaving March 16. It's the Alan
Dale play, first one written by him,
and has lived up to the predictions
which said eight weeks would be
plenty for this piece or any other der
pending wholly upon raciness in dialog. During run has been mainly supported by cut rates and seemed to
have more appeal to that class of theof

atre-goers.

"Maytime"

(44th

St.)

week).
Shubert and
(28th

Moved over from the
about ready to move again.

$7,700 last

week
" Oh, Lady! Lady!" (Princess) (5th
Ticket agencies ready
$7,200.
to buy for another eight weeks.
"Oh, Boy!" (Casino) (16th week).

week).

have been offered a guarantee of $2,500
a week by J. J. Shujbert. In return
Jolson wrote out his demands on a
sheet of paper, folded it and left the
room. That same night at the Winter
Garden he is reported to have received
his contract reading at his own terms
without further parley. The Jolson
shows are said to play Shubert theatres, 85-15; sometimes 80-20, giving the
production all the best of it.
"Tiger Rose" (Lyceum) (23d week).
Capacity claimed, with $12,500 quoted
as last week's figure. Outside information reports slight drop and $10,000
last

week

"Tailor-Made Man" (Cohan & Harris) (28th week). Having a long run,
but expensive

show

in cast. $10,500 last

week
"The Utile Teacher" (4th week).
(Playhouse). Not the swooping success looked for $6,200 last week $7,700
the holiday week before.
"The Copperhead" (Lionel Barrymore) (Shubert) (3d week). This play
starting off sensationally through notices and star expected to draw back
rapidly commencing with this week,
after the furore has died down. Washington's Birthday week $13,900.
Last

week,

This week may be
Not enough in the play
up as a big hit, according to

$11,000.
$8,500.

around
to hold

it

showmen.
"The Master" (Arnold Daly) (Hudson) (3d week). $3,500 last week. Arnold
Daly is continuing, despite his threat
the

$8,600.

"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" (Republic) (11th week). $10,500.
"Polly With a Past" (Belasco) (27th
week>. A bit off. Two reports on last

week's

15

receipts.

From management's

Outside sources, $9,200.
"Seventeen" (Booth) (7th week).
very
likeable piece. NearPronounced
Show cheap to
ly $6,000 last week.
operate. Matinees drawing.
"Sick A Bed" (Gaiety) (2d week).
$7,700 last week, its first.
"Success" (Harris) (6th week). About
$4,400 last week, helped by a $1,500 Saturday night house. Play said to have
a punch, but poor title against it, now
doing 90% cut rates.
"Seven Days' Leave" (Park). $9,700
last week.
$10,500 week previously.
Showing surprising drawing power.
side, $11,300.

Melodramatic story.
quiet and consistent

Has

received
but persistent
publicity that has greatly helped.
"Sinbad" (Al Jolson) (Winter Garden) (3d week). The best and biggest
drawing attraction the Winter Garden
has ever held. Al Jolson surely evi-

dencing in this production what a
remarkable entertainer he is. Astute
managers classify him with
legit
Lauder as an individual card. Could
have been handled same way. Apparent
realization of that reported as prompting Shuberts to give Jolson contract
for next five years on his own terms.
Jolson under new contract draws $2,500
weekly, receives in addition 15 per cent,
of the net profit of any show he is
with while it is at the Garden, and 25
per cent, of the net when on the road,
also Jolson to receive outside New

to leave the stage flat if the public
kept on walking out on his plays.

"The
King"
(Leo
Ditrichstein)
(Cohan) (16th week). Leaving, to be
followed by Henrv W. Savage s "Toot
Toot." Savage play expected to get
over.

weeks

He

is

renting the Cohan for four

at $3,000 weekly, with

option.

offer and play was given
for remainder. Going out soon. It is

Love Drive," renamed, that
looked very good when opening upstate, playing a return engagement at
Syracuse within 10 days.
"Why Marry?" (Astor) (11th week).
$8,100 last week, good business, and
with Nat Goodwin out of the cast
through illness.
"The

Washington Square Players (ComCan't seem able to

edy) (19th week).

hit it off. Company trying everything,
latest
"Mrs. Warren's Profession*

which seems to express their feeling
of hopelessness.

"Yes or No" (Longacre) (12th week).
Plodding along. $4,500 last week.
"Oh, Look!" (Harry Fox) (Vanderbilt).
Due to have opened Monday,
was postponed for show to play New
Haven, probably for some little fixing,
although glowing reports given the
piece at Wilmington last week.
Is
opening attraction for new Vanderbilt.
Chicago,

March

6.

Unseasonably warm weather dulled
the edge of what had promised to be
a golden week in the theatres. Hits
are numerous, however, and the average receipts no worse than normal.

"The Music Matter" (Warfield)
(Powers') (7th week). Still playing
Sundays, dropped to $14,000, which is
big, but not up to several weeks preceding when $18,000 was reached.
"Leave It to Jane" (LaSalle) (6th
week). $11,000 for house and show
belonging to same management and
each
operated with comparatively
small expense.
"Lilac Time" (Jane Cowl) (Grand)
(11th week). One of the season's phe-

Wanted

nomenal winners. $10,500 last week
and no prospect of going below $9,500

"The King" did $5,800
week. Must do $8,000 for the show
to break even. Cast expensive.
"The Garden of Allah" (Manhattan)
(2d week). Revival and playing to $1

this

the Knickerbocker, but would
not pay the $4,000 a week rent asked

for that house.
last

scale

—

"The Love Mill"

May

week.

"De Luxe Annie"

(Princess) (3d
Holding at $8,000, but moving
out Sunday to make room for the
Drcw-Illington combination. Latter's

week).

booking by Shubert offices.
"Rambler Rose" (Illinois) (1st week).
Got society opening and looks about
first

(48th St.) (3d week).

have gotten $3,500 last week. Piece
never taken seriously. Appears to have
been privately financed and promoted.
Has guaranteed theatre. Next week
"Man Proposes." Owen Davis wrote it.

"The Off Chance" (Ethel Barrymore)
(Empire) (11th week).
"Under Pressure" (Norworth) (3d
week). Doing hardly anything. Up to
Thursday last week less than $500. At
Wednesday matinee last week 27 people
downstairs.
Sydney Rosenfeld,
author, addressed the audience, stating

newspapers made error in matinee day
and offered return tickets with two
extra coupons as bonus to those who
wished to come some other time. Only

$12,000 this weeje. Fair to middling.
"The Follies" caved in a trifle on the
closing week, taking $17,200 as against
the almost unbroken entries of $21,000
for the run.

"Among Those Present"
(4th week).

(Blackstone)
This puzzle started like a

house afire. No one knows why. Panned
by critics and audiences and has
steadily slipped. Last week $6,800. This

week less.
"The Wanderer" (Auditorium) (6th
week). This big one has let its booming die out after a sensational campaign in advance and at the start and
let down to $15,400 last week with
threats of between $10,000 and $12,000
this

week.

"Fancy Free" (Garrick) (3d week).
Not warmly received. Started badly,
picking up with departure of "Follies'*
and Kolb-DiU competition.
Went
briskly early this week and looks like

York City 50 per cent, of the net at .any
Sunday performance he appears in
under the Shubert management. Is
receiving $500 extra weekly under the
contracted salary of his present agreement. No exact line on "Sinbad" re-

Last week $9,300.
"Cheating Cheaters" (Colonial) (6th
week). Fair hit from the first. $8,700
this week.
"The
Naughty
Wife"
(Charles
Cherry) (Cort) (2d week).
Began
nicely and climbing. Last week $8,050.
This week about $8,600.
"Maytime" (Studebaker) (9th week).
Nursed week after week as it rose
steadily and is now doing over $8,000.
"Once Upon a Time" (Chauncey Olcott) (Olympic) (1st week). Opened
very badly, about $500. Looks around
$6,000 on the week.
Kolb and Dill
closed to $9,700. Conceded an error
for house and show to break up profitable run which challenged all prophecy
and argument.
"The Man Who Stayed at Home"
(Playhouse) (11th week). Selling out
Saturdays and Sundays. Was ready to
go weeks ago. Still getting around
$5,000, making money for theatre and
play, both of small proportions. Last
$10,000.

ceipts. Show opened to $12,000 the first
night. Is breaking all the house records,

but through the peculiar manner the
Shuberts are handling the box office
nothing but the statement would give
the exact figures and perhaps that
All sorts of high prices
wouldn't.
secured. House can't be doing less
than $36,000, including Sunday nights,
which now run to $3,500 or over when
Jolson appears. Everything in house
scaled week days and Sundays to meet
the demand. Though Jolson is a highsalaried star he so easily carries a performance that comparatively he may
always be the centre of an inexpensive
salary list considering number of people engaged. Present cast not heavy
Many believe Jolson
in weekly cost.
could have demanded 50 per cent, of
the net in addition to his salary and
secured it. The Shuberts could not
afford to lose him. When entering into
the new agreement Jolson is said to

two accepted

AL. ARTH)TT
"Tin-: villa<;k sonc,stfj\"
I'nitfd Tin ii* with b'm success, Tills
week- March 4th - Maryland Theatre, Italtlmore. Md. Direction, FHANK EVANS.
IMiiyiiig

week

$4,880-
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NEXT WEEK (MARCH

BILLS

wMk

for the

witt Monday

aa "w*phw©jn M
the ho

S^ titt«

mei are noted by sJneia

T A 8 Moore
(Two

of aahi nor their program poaltfona.
tndlaatea act it either new or doing turn
listed fur tha first time.

noma

PALACE

(orph)

Kva Tanguay
Throe Dooleys
"Submarine F7"

Irving
Martini ft Fabrinl
2d half
Martell

A

•Alice Bis

Francis
ft Sadler
Parsons ft Irwin

Wm

Julia Curtis

J

Reiley

•Cath Haywood Co

Tt-

'

(ubo)

Request week
(Time Table Billing)
•Norma Telmn
Skt-lly Ai Suuvaln
Gilbert & Fried land
Ryan & I^ee
)

(

"Rubeville"
Bradley & Ardluo
J A M Thornton
Hunting & Francis
Watson Sisters
.luck & Cora Wins
.las

.1

Morton (special)
Crews Co

I>aura lloue

COLONIAL (Ubo)
Kranklyn Ardell Co
White * Haig
.lack Wilson Co
Santos & Hayes
Josle Heather Co
Utile Hilly

Ford Sisters Co
The Llttlejohna

(One

RIVERSIDE

Co

Hobart Bosworth Co
Dooley & Sales
Jimmy Lucas Co
Kl Clevo

McDevItt Kelly ft L
Australian Crelghtons
Marcella'n Birds
(One to fill)

ROYAL

(ubo)

Mollle King

(ubo)

Dawson Olrls
Cantwell Wright ft M
Mary Los Dresden
Nlta Johnson
Leigh Lacy Co
Carlton ft Montros
Gaylord ft Langton
Burt & Hurry Gordon
Blanch Alfred Olrls
AMERICAN (loew)
Floren* Duo
•Goldie A Mack
Hall ft O'Brien
WeiBer ft Reiser
•Clark's Hawallans
Clinton ft Rooney
•"Officer 444"

•Hoey ft Leo
(One to fill)

•MahM

Elealno
Kitty Francis Co

Shaw Co

•Sammy Duncan
to

fill)

VICTORIA

(loew)

2d half
Flora Starr
•Wm Trainor Co

Housh & LuV.-llo
Hoey * Lee
•Martini & Fabrinl
(On»> to

"Officer 444"

Murray Bennett
(Two to fill)

NATIONAL

ft

Ryan

2d half

Duo

Reddv

Dorothy
Rosamond
Harold Selmnn Co
Bell Boy Trio
ft

Hill's Circus

GREELEY

(loew)
F ft M Brltton
•Jeanette Spellmnn
S Stembler ft nro

Lerner

Ward B

to fill)

2d half

Ryan

Laurie Ordway
Richard the Great
(One to fill)

JEFFERSON

(ubo)

Weber A Rldnor
Howard A Ross

Minnie Harrison
Hubert Dyer Co

F

Purcella

Lee Barth
Chick Family
(One to fill)
2d half
Masuna Japs 8

M

ft

Britton

(Two

to

till)

2d half

A Ramsey

Grace Edmonds

Dudley Douglas

Francis Morey Co

Nettle Carroll

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Duo

Parlse

A

Francis
Trainor Co
Hough ft LaVelle
Murray Bennett
Volant
2d half
Minctta Duo
J

ft

Wm

Conway

Karp
Mora

McCloud
Elliott

Frank

Ward B
McCormack A Irving
Nat Nazarro Co

AVE B

"Women"

Fisher Lucky

O

RAPIDS

fill)

2d half

Hobson A Beatty
Flynn's Minstrels
Willie Smith

Hubert Dyer Co
(One to fill)

Brooklyn

OKI* HE I'M (ubo;
Adele Rowland

on High

Seas'"

Kranklyn Ardell Co
Courtney Sisters
Kiinton

Hayes

K,

DcLeon & Davles
ft Newell
ChalTonte Sisters
Vndle ft Oygi

(One

1

(ubo)

H

IlolsCfl

(On«> to

•Claude Rsnf
Norton ft Norton
C B Lawlor ft D
Grace St Clair CoGlen ft Jenkins
Clark's Hawallans
(loew)

Rowley ft Tolnton
Jack Reddy
Elliott

Sadler

ft

ft

Mora

Julia Curtis

Nat Nnzarro Co
2d half
Parlsn Duo

Walton ft Gllmoro
Henry Horton Co

Tommy Kny
Reel Guys

(ubo)

F

Monkeys

fill)

MARYLAND

Imhof Con A C
Minnie Allan A Sis

The Bimbos

OKPHETM
Athos

Berl Fltzglbbons
Helen Gleason Co
Prosper ft Maret

Gross

ft

Altoona,

I'm.

Holmes

(ubo)

Billy

ft

G Keeley
ft
Hanury & Francis

Jack Rose

(Two to till)
Anaconda. Mont.

BIRD (wva

Belleville.

ah)

(10).

J.tkh

(wva)
Hamilton

ft

Montgomery Co

Ardell

ft

Tracy

ft

MAJESTIC

Stars

Conroy A LeMalre
Toots Paka Co
C A F Usher

A H

Herbert's Dogs

(ubo)

Lunette Sisters

Lamy A Pearson
"Merchant Prince"
Jean Moore
Winter Garden Revue
2d half

Malota Bonconl
Vateska Suratt Co
Whiting A Burt
Gordon A Rica

Scamp

Payton

ft

Tel.

Jells

171

The Ziras
Rives A Arnold
Walter D Nealand Co
Ward A Loralne
Dan 8herman Co

Hume

2d half

Evans A Lloyd

Marcou
Soaman A Solaan
Conway A Fields

Bntte, Mont.

PANTAGE8

Sol Berns

(p)

Winter Garden Revue

(15-10)

Frank Morrell

Mus De Luxe

.

M VICKERS (loew)
Dunham Troupe
Concentrallsm

BAH

Grew Pates Co
Early A Lalght
3

A Bennett

Olympia DesVals
WILSON (wva)

Bro

DeFaye A Henrie
Francis A

Hiekey

Jewelers to the Profession

Christie

Forrest A Church
Duffy A Montague
LYRIC (sun)
Dalebnle A Son

E. HEMMENDINGER a {f1MwVJ5{ ,T

ft

Burke A Broderlck
Rives & Arnold
Harry Gerard Co

(sun)

Glen Echo
"Cabaret De Luxe"

Sram|)

ft

(wva)

Slgbee's Dogs

Warren A Templeton
Beaumont A Arnold

"Girls of Altitude"

Gaynell Everett
"Sea Rovers"

KEDZIB

Y.

If.

Co

"f'ampnH GlrlK"
Packards Trio

Kenny A Hollls
Simmons A Bradley
Betty Bond

Garrison Sisters

(wva-ah)

(orph)

Julian Eltlnge

Tommy Weir

Nelson

Co

MeMahon D A C

Billy Oleason

OLYMPIC

(14)

Kennedy
De Leer

Claire Vincent

3 Stewart Sis

Joe Cook

2d half
Mildred Hayword
Iliekman Bros
General Plsnno Co
millng-M. Mont.

BABCOCK

(l.'h

White

(ubo)

•Tina Lerner

3 Melody Phiends
Bennett Slaters
2d half
Smlletta Sisters

Stamm

Orvllle

Tnkl Murata
ft

111.

WASHINGTON

Monties
Rl. hards ft Ward
Lewis ft Chnplns
American Mlns Maids
Vera Berllna
Morris Animals

Kelso A wnnels
"Sherman Was Right"

SHEA'S

fill)

(orph)

Lady Duff Gordon Co
Lew Dockstader
Joe Jackson

"Vacuum Cleaners"

Willie Solar

(One to

"Ladles Club"
Hamilton A Barnes
A Hart
(One to fill)
Chiraaro

Collins

2d half

(One to fill)
Buffalo*

Skatelle

Mlddleton A Spellmyer
Olrls

REGENT

(miles)

Randoir Trio

Edna Andrews Co

Viola Duval

Misses Parker
Tally A Harty
4 Rosea
ORPHEUM (miles)

Colnmbta, S. Q.
PASTIME (ubo)
(Charleston spllO
1st half
Cantwell A Walker
Johnny Eckert Go
Gertrude Bamea

split)

Kenny A Walch

PALACE

Frazer Buntz

The Oaudsmltbs
Harry Oreen Co
Ralph Hera

Hippodrome 4

Nw Yut Clj

Hanlon A Hanlon
(One to fill)
Colaanoaa

Von Cello

•

Cook A Oatmaa
Leonard A Brown
Dan Casey

A Allen
DeOarmo
(Two to fill)
Daaaoae, In.

Montrose
Alice

MAJESTIC

(wva.)

Marcou

Three ApoUoa

A Clark
Jolly Wild Go
Kingsbury A Munaon

Nells Allen

Christie

KEITH'S (ubo)

RIALTO (ubo)
(Knoxville spiff)
1st half

Olives

(loew)
Belle

DalBy Leon
Weston ft Flint
O Handworth Co

A

Mi My

Peru

ft

HIP

:i

The Rajahs
(Two to till)

BLl'E

Buchanan

ft

Parish

Reed

ft

Bert Earl

Anna Chandler
Kanasawa Japs

MuaimaeTVSSnL

1st half

Jarrow
DeLosao Troupe
Bridgeport* Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)
Cook A Rothert
Mr. Proxey
Lewis A Leopole

Two

ORPHEUM

(Sunday opening-)
Ruth St Denis Co
Tony A Norman
Herbert Clifton Co

*14TS

S. C.
(ubo)

(ubo)

(Roanoke

Cornelia

PLAZA

De Lisle
Dca Moinco

Juggling

A"

Zeda A Hoot
"Janet of France"
Marts Hamilton Co
Fred Allen
Maryland Singers
Chattanoasjn, Tama.

Flanagan A Edwards

Dresser

Ixmlse

Cal Dean Co
2d half

ACADEMY

Conlee Slaters

(ubo)

Duo

Leonard A Haley
Nick Santoro Co
Calvin A Thornton

Pikafax A Paolo

Raymond A Caverly
Llo/d A Whltehouse
Bud A Nellie Helm
Bennington A Scott

A

2d half
Rhode Royal Circus
Charlotte, If. C.

Zermalne A Shelly

Balltsnoro

111.

HIP (wva)

Hallen

Mae LeFevre

(15-16)
Mantelll ft Wilder
3 Millards
Tate'B Motoring

Pletro

Alton,

Waddell

ft

Carson Bros
Marston ft Manley
Kimball ft Kenneth

Harry Bond Co
to

M

(13-14)

2d half

(Two

ft

Geo.

Boganny Troupe
(One to All)

Guilt-til's

(afth)

(10-12)
Cliff Bailey Duo

2d half

•Dudley Douglas
•Mnnjan ft Grey
Bell Boy Trio
Danrlng Kennedys
(One to fill)

DEKALB

HIP

Ernst Dupllle
Hyman Adler Co
Kelly A Pollock

AID

BIJOU (loew)
Rosnmond & Dorothy

Howard

Ebs

(14-16)

Alvarez

Kllduff
Bett's Seals
MILES (miles)

PLAZA (sua)
"Six Little Wives"

Goldie

Hazel Klrke S
2d half
A Adele
Oreen A Pugh
Douglas Family

Co

(One to fill)
Bakersfleld, Cal.

Montambo ft Knapp
Allentown* Pa.

ORPHEUM

Duo
Sherman

Lillian Kingsbury
Great Santell

A

Tblesea's Pets
Rosalie Asher
"Night with Poets"
Kelly A Davis
Shsnghal Trio

split)
1st half

ST JAMBS (loew)
Jesse Edwards Co
Ward A Cullen
Maude Durand Co
O'Connor A Dixon

to fill)

Pescl
Sadie

('arietta

to fill)

IM'SHWICK

Evelyn Nesbit Co
Van n Schenck
.las Hussey Co
Hugh Herbert Co
Adeline Francis
Moon ft Morris
ft

(ubo)

1st half

Wm

PeeJasn

Sen Francis Murphy
EMPRESS (wva-ah)

(Columbia

Orey A Old Rosa
(One to fill)

2d half

Powell Family
Helen Vincent
"I'nder One Roof"

Ring Co

Suzan Tompkins
Norrls A Sherwood
Barry Olrls
Stevens A Hoi lister
Eldora Co
Charleston* W. Va.

(One to fill)
2d half
Idanlas Troupe
Holmes A LaVero
"Easy Money"

MODJESKA

(One

Alexandria. La.
(loew)

Mahoney A Auburn

•

Co

Adair

ACADEMY

(loew)

Kalma Co

(loew)
Kramer A Cross
College Quintet
Laurie Ordway
Richard the Great

Margaret Ford
Schoen ft Walton
Seven White Kuhns

fill)

to

sUNFsUMCPjOp
3

Msy A

Peerless Trio

(Two to fill)
Cmarlcaton,

Hal Langdoo 3
Dunbar A Turner

Padden A White
O'Oorman Olrls

2d half

Froslnl

Lala 8elblnl Co

Mans

Shanley and Furaess ("Flfty-rUtr")

II*arn
Baldwin Blair

Dainty Marie Co
(One to fill)
PRISCILLA (sun)
Harold Trio
Nason A Fairfax
Vivian Reiner Co

Cedar Ranlda* In*
MAJESTIC (wva)
Capea A Snow

Story A Clark
"Lincoln of U 8
Carl McCul lough

All)

ORPHEUM

CONTINENTAL HOTEL
Sam

(ubo)
Ooulot

Seal
2d half

Bert Melrose
Lieut Hllllam
Briscoe A Rauh
Embs A Alton
Black A Whits
Cronln's Novelty

Lohse A Sterling
Doris Dare
McCormack A Wallace

Prafsasioaals' Original Heats

GIUIh Co

Shaw
McKay A Ardlne

Canton* O.

Travillas

Harry Relchman

Lillian

LYCEUM

A Kellermann Co

(ubo)

ft

Durkln Olrls
•Pareonp A Trwln
2d half
Gertrude Cogert

(Two

Ga

split)
1st half

LOS ANGELBn ana

Olives

Julie

(ubo)

Gorgallls Trio

(loew)

David Sapersteln
Hal Calne Co

Alexander A Fields

Clara Morton

(One to

The

Weston A Wheeler
Cameron A Clemoqs

E A E

Up-to-Date"

KEITH'S

(Macon

Co

Stafford

Hugo Lutgens

ft

ft

American Comedy 4
(One to fill)

(One to

GRAND

Bicknell

KEITH'S (ubo)
The Mclntyraa
Dlsmond A Brennaji
Ed Reynard

Fred Berrens

Folly A Massimo
Gilbert
HAM
"Money Or Your Life"

"Miss

Harry L Mason
Edward's Revue
(One to All)
Cleveland

Melville A P
Santley A Blrnes
"Bonfires Old Bmps"

2d half

(p)

(10-18)

Margaret Parrel 1

TOWERS (ubo)
2d half (7-9)
Dlngley A Norton

A

PANTAQES

Primrose Minstrels
Barton A Hill
Marietta's Marionettea
Jan Rublnl

A White

Kajtama Troupe

Totten Co

Wood

nil)

Aufruata,

(ubo)

Jennings A Maok
Frances Kennedy
"Honor Thy Children"
Hallen A Hunter

Fields

ft

(One to

Sealo
Abbott

EHsabeth Cutty
Madiaoa A Winchester
Osngler's Dogs
Camden, N. J.

Prevost

Nowlln Tr

Ellis

Tom A Dolly Ward
Brltt Wood
"Oh Mr Detective"

Tr
(Two to fill)
Albany, N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

Joe Barton
Austin A Bailey
Swede Hall Co
Hallen A Ooss

Denver

ORPHEUM
Alan Brooks Ce
Bernle A Baker
Boothby A Bverdeen
Comfort A King
Selma Brsats
Parker Bros
Sheehaa A Ragay

Tom Kyle Go
KEITH'S (ubo)

Bellclalr Bros

MAJESTIC (wvaj

Auburn, N. Y.

Alma A Company

(p)

Mary Norman

Donovan A Murray,
ft
Little Reubens
Bernard A Meyers
Peggy Bremen A Bros
Bloomamejtoa* III.

College Quintet

Ryan*

ft

•Arthur Turrelll
S Stembler A Bro
Morgan ft Grey
Foley ft O'Neill
Volant

WARWICK (loew)
Austin Stewart 3

2d half
(loew)

Harrv Hock
McNally ft Ashton
Eddie Heron Co
Traeey ft Mc.Brlde
Chns Ahearn Co
Florenz

(loew)

2d half
Kramer A Cross

Norton ft Norton
Gertrude Cogert
Foley ft O'Neill
Harold Selman Co
Welch Mealy*
2d half

fill)

LINCOLN

M

Welch Mealy

Everett
Young ft April

•Conway ft Fields
Sammv Duncan
Kitty Frnncls Co

,Tflck

Clinton ft Rooney
Hall ft O'Brien

S

Claude* Ranf
Mlnetta Duo

ft

(One

Outran

2d half

Nippon Duo
Lamont ft Wright
Chabot ft Dixon

Ryan

2d half

ft

2d halt
Ling Foo

(Two

Eddie

Annette A MoireM
Florence Calvert Co
Manyel A Golden
Dorothy Lamb Co
Blondl Robinson

Looey Haskell

B

(wva-ah)

(12)

Dugan A Raymond

Jos

OaL

Caleo,

MAJESTIC

Perrone A Oliver

PANTAQES

Alf RIpon
"Temptation"
Lee A Cranston
Johnson Howard A L
2d half
Ferguson A Sunderl'd

Donovan A Murry
Little Reubens
Bernard A Meyers
Peggy Bremen A Bros

Burks A Kendall
(One to HI)

"Exemption"

BIJOU (loew)
Loew A Sperling Sis

1)

Conway A O'Donnell
Leo Zarrall 3
Amorans A Jeanette

(13-16)

Delavan Bros

Tasma Trio
Brodean A SUvermoon

Nardlnl
Great Leon

(loew)
Sunderl'd

Ferguson A

Taylor
Dennia
ft

Reel Guys

to fill)

•uerner

Beatrice Curtis

(loew)

Tommy Kay

(Two

GRAND

Duo

American Comedy 4

Ramsey
• Henry Horton Co

Lydla McMillan Co

Leila

FULTON
Steiner

Chadwlck

Purcella

Nippon Duo

Ah

Lamont ft Wright
C B Lawlor ft D

Nippon Duo

"Weaker One"
*DeWiut«rs & Rose
The Chadwicks

STREET

)

Scamp A Scamp

Leona LaMar

split)
1st half

Corcoran A Mack
Olga Mlska Co
Capt Barrett A Son
Musical Highlanders

The Norvellos
Regal A Mack
Sherman Van Hy
(Two to fill)

fill)

Kayte A Koyne
Orey A Byron
"Keep Moving"

The Ferraros

Olea* to

Packard Trio

Calgary

(AtlanU

(ubo)

1st half

HOTBL

A White
A Traoey
"Campus Olrls"
Billy

Ardel

ORPHEUM

Blrunlngdhaaa, Ala.
LYRIC (ubo)

Atlanta, Ga.

LYRIC

to nil)

Flora 8tarr
Francis Morey Co

BOULEVARD

"Camouflage"
Fox & Ward
Santly ft Norton
Jimmy Lucas Co

rVHTH

(loew

(Two to

(Birmingham splU)

2d half

Traeey A McBrida
Dancing Kennedys

(ubo)

Hassle Clayton

Felix

DELANCEY

to fill)

Grace LaRue

(Two

Chan Ahearn Co

«H|

ALHAMUltA

ft

N

(loew)

to All)
2d half

Art Adair
Connolly 81s
Coakley A Dunlevy

not tndiaata

to vaudeville,

Hobson A Beatty
The Mollycoddle"
Willie Smith

Howard

Co
Edward's Revue
J

PALACE

McCormack &

York

new

wva-ah)

Vaa Etta A GTershon
Barry Nelson A B
2 McCarvers
Cecile Trio

Camilla Parson 1 Co

lliwtt W.T.M. .) J Mattn,M Sna
"P BV* Pann\£ss and fr-^**— (rtiiaagi)
ICsV-The manner In which that* hWa ara printed does

N««v

B

t

w ithout any

<

(10-12)

Tokl Murata

Bailey Koenner A Co
Flo Adler
Delton Mareaa A D
Blnajhaantoa, N. T.
STONE O H (ubo)
Morlen

9mnMam dram; "l*ew.-

pa); "»••

In city

11)

VaedtrMe Tnansroa

In

HIPP

(17-18)

The Larneds
Parish LeDuc

Wilfred Clarke Co

Ed Morton
"Jackie" A

"Billle"

"Futuristic Revue"
Duffy A Inglls
Five Nelsons
BROADWAY (sun)

Frank La Dent Co
Tasmanlan Trio
"Oh Doctor"
Tabor A Oreen
Ogdon A Hilton
Dallas

JEFFERSON

(hp)
Martyn A Florence

Chas Bartholenew
"Revue DeVogue"
Nan Orey

Hong Kong Mysteries

MAJESTIC

(inter)

Act Beautiful

Rev F Gorman
Arthur Cavel Co
Frankle Heath
Avellng A Lloyd
"Merry Go Round"
Dayton* O.

KEITHS

(ubo)

Frank Shields
Francis A Ross
Thomas A Hall

Rath Bros
Bang A Layton
Earl Cavanaugh Co
O'Nell A Walmsley
Bostock's School

Story

A Bennett
Alex Bros A Evelyn
2d half
Cspes A Shaw
Jere Sanford
Julie Ring; Co
Sam Liebert Co
Che's Aloott
Aerial Bartlets

Dalata

ORPHEUM
(Sunday opening)
Elizabeth Murray
Bert Swor
4 Haley Sisters

Jack Clifford Co

The LeVolos

Owen Lewis
Constance Crawley Co
ORAND (wva)
Dublin Olrls

Ruth Howel Co
Miniature Revue

(Two

to

fill)

2d half

Frank Colby Co
DePace Opera Co
(Three to

fill)

Eaaton, Pa.

ABLE O H

(ubo)

Norton A Melnotte

Harry Bond Co
Patrlcola A Myers
Galletti's Monkeys
(One to All)
Ernest

2d half
Dupllle

VARIETY

17
ahmmsnmslna

Kelly

Belle Baker
Bell A Eva

Boganny Troupe

(One

Hyman Adler Co
A Pollock
(One to

nil)

to fill)

A Lawrence
Hickman Bros
Hill Trlroll A Hill
Miller

2d balf
Luba MeroS 8

(p)

(ubo)

Art Adair
Connolly Bit

Lew Madden Co

Fisher A Wilson
"Nation'e Peril"

(wva-ah)

Harry Mason Co
2 McCurvera
Cecile Trio
(14)

A Hamilton
Fox A Foxie
Lord Roberts
Doyle A Wright
Argo A Virginia
Gelles Troupe

(One

MAJESTIC ^loew)
2 Waltera

Demareat A Doll
Walter Perclval Co
Billy Elliott

"Around the World"
(One to fill)
Fall River, Maaa.

Greenville.

GRAND

Idanla Troupe

Holmea A LaVere
"Eaay Money"
Pealaon A Goldle
Grey A Old Rose
2d half
Gorgallla Trio
Hal Langdon 3

(One to

fill)

Fort Colli**, Colo.

EMPRESS

(wya-ah)

Holliday A Willette
Helen Ely Co
Mitchell A Mitch

"Smart Shop"

Hamilton. Can.

Juggling De Lisle
(16)

Rice Bell A Baldwin
Valle
Vincent A Kelly
Visions of Art

Ft. William*. Can.
ORPHEUM (wva)
Connora A Edna
Wlllla Hall Co
Case A Carter
Tiny May's Circus
2d half
Dublin Girls
(Three to fill)
Ft. Worth, Tex.

MAJESTIC
Bert Hughes

(inter)

T

Street Urchin

Ned Norworth Co
"Reckless Eve"
Cooper A Rlcardo
Jack LaVler
Fresno, Cal.
HIP (a&h)
Jess A Dell
Willie Karbe

Kimball A Kenneth

A A L

Chas Grapewln Co
Margaret Young
Brendel A Burt
Daring Sisters
,1
(One to fill)

2d half
Irving & Montroae
Llewellyn & Stanley
Stanley & Lee
Nelson Bann A D
B Kelly Forrest
3 Haigs
Galenbura;, 111.
ORPHEUM (wva)
2d half

Max Bloom Co
Galveaton, Tex.
(inter)

(11-12)

(Same

playing
bill
l.'5-H!)

Austin
Skating Bear

Cooney Sisters
Wayne & Candy
Skipper & Knstrup
"Submarine F 7"
Clark & Verdi
Columbia & Victor

Grand Forka,

GRAND

N. D.

(wva)

2d half
4 Seasons

Craig & Meeker
Grant's Roosters

Gd. Rapids. Mich.

EMPRESS

2d half
Stewart A Mercer
Ronair A Ward
"Clubmates"
Burns A Frabito
(One to nil)

Hartford* Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)
Conlee Sisters

C Morton Co
Ed Miller Duo

J

Slg Franz Troupe
2d half
3 Melody Phlends
Billy Gleason

Stephen D O'Rourke
Bennett Sisters
fill)

(ubo)

Smiletta Sisters

Emmett IVvoy Co

Frazer Buntz A H
& P. Bland Co
2d 'half
Coolc & Rothert
Ancle Weimera

W

JAM

Nlobe

(ubo)

Frank Mark ley
Hallen A Fuller
Browning *A Denny
Brlce & Barr Twins

Balzar Sisters
Ilnttleaburg,

Mlea.

CTONMENT

to All)

2d half

Ixddy A Leddy
Alvln A Williams

R

&.
Von Kaufman
Murry Livingston
Kd & Lot Ford

Ifnzelton. Pa.
FEELEVS (ubo)
F'»HifM SIm

(7-0)

& Lt-Roy

"Shrapnel Dodgers"
Rnro & EdKO
Watrrnburg Bros
Hoboken. N. J.

LOEW

(loew)

A Rose

Ferrell

Wm

Plnkham
Matthew Roser Co

Mabel Elaine
Glen A Jenkins
2d half

Wilbur A Lyke
Jeanne
Harry Brooks Co
Cook & Stevens
(One to fill)

Houston

PRINCE
Pedrlnl

PALACE

Oreeno A
Davis A Moore
Eldrldge Barlow A
Bedlnl Horses
(One to nil)
GRAND (wva)
Azelea A DeLorea

Nankickl Troupe
"Hit the Trail"
Harry Cooper Co
Adelaide A Hughes
Lyons A Toaeo

Kenny Mason A S

Leltiel
(One to

"Southern

to

fill)

JopllBt Mo.

CLUB

(hp)

CRESCENT

Bowman

E

ANDERSON

8 Morlarlty Girls

Lee A Bennett

Van A Vernon

GRAND

(ubo)
(New Orleans split)
(Sunday opening)
lat half

Man

Off

Wagon

Ice

A Olp

Oliver

Kennedy A Rooney

fill)

Serenade"

K Watson

Kansas

(hp)

& Monks

City.

ORPHEUM

JAB

sod kindred
theatrical

KEITHS

(p)

"Atlantic Review"

JCnoxvllle, Teaa.
(ubo)
split)

1st half
Elvira Sisters

Chief Caupoliean
Dore'e Calebs

KEITH'S

(ubo)

Frank Dobaon
Macon, Ga.

fill)

GRAND

Colo.
(wva-ah)

(11)

Lake Charles, La.

ARCADE

(Inter)
(12-13)

(Same

playing

bill

Beaumont, Tex.,

14-

17)

Rublo T. >upt;
Kennedy & Burt
Gordon Eldrid Co
Benny & Woods
Mercedes
Lancnnter, Pa.

COLONIAL
2d half

(ubo)

(7-9)

A West
Mr & Mrs Vernon
Elliot

ChRp Senman
7 Gypsy Brigands

Lima, O.

ORPHEUM (sun)
Iloeman A Anderson
Whittle
Daniels A Walter
2d half
Melody Girls
Tain of a Coat"
Walter Weema
Lincoln, Neb.

Rempel Co

3 Rozellas
Frances Rice

H.

(ubo)

Howard Co
Miller & Capman

Jessie

PRINCESS

"Sallie'B Visit"
2d half

Potter Hnrtwell Co

& V White
Kuter Claire & K
Laughlln &. West
Karl Emmy's Pets
MoKee-nport, Pa.
J

(ubo)

The Frletchos
Dogherty & Scalia
Maurice Downey Co
Fields Konne A

W

2d half
Allnnson

Mossman & Vance
Rnjnh Co
(One to fill)

ORPHEUM
Cavnnagh Co

lire*

to

"Melody Land"

A McAvey

Stone

"Count & Maid"
Newark. N. J.

LOEW

(loew)

McGee A Anita
McCloud A Karp
Regal A Mack
George Armstrong
(One to fill)
2d half
Goldle A Mack
Welser A Reiser

A Halliday

Durkln Girls
Bell A Caron
(One to fill)

New Haven.

Conn.

PALACE (ubo)
Carl Roslnl Co

Boat"
Cullen

DR.

Chester Kingston
Nelson A Castle

Fields

Memphis

H

(ubo)

(Louisville split)
1st half

KUNSTLER,

Dentist

announce that he has moved to more modern

quarters.

RITZ CHAMBERS. 24 Eart 4t1H
Murraj

Hill

St..

MM

M«w York CHy

(Ubo)

GRAND

(aho)

Bspe A Dutton
Three Chuma
Chaa Moratl Co
III Cote
Mlmfe World '18

WM

PBNN

(Johnstown

A Sherwood
Senna A Weber

Wllllaon

Tom

Davis Co
Meryl Prlnoe Girls
Claris A At wood
Oklau City, Okla.
(hp)

(ubo)

split)

Oakland

(One

(aho)
(Charlotte split]
let half

to All)

MayheW
to

_

(Ubo)

Imo
aweon A Dawson
Barbler Thatcher Co

"Vanity Fair"

Harry Holman Co

Gahfll A Romame
Lillian Calvert

Allen

Kerr A Weston
H A E Conley

Deodato

Cycling Brunettes
Alfred LaTell Co

The Berajonta

Greater City 4

The Frewcotte
"Bachelor Dinner"

4

A Sedllll
Musical Kuehna
Wllklns A Wllklse
Bobby Henshaw

Halllgan A Sykea
Trovato
Ixjvenberg A Neary
Mullen A Coogaa

Mlnettl

Oa-den,

Utah

Portlaad, Ore.

ORPHEUM

(p)

(14-10)

Nellie Nlchola

V A E Stanton
Phlna A Plcka
Sarah Padden Co
Hanlon A Clifton

Wilson's Llona

Lewis A Lake
A Esther
Arno Anthonto 3
Burke Touley Co
Harry Rose

Orlndell

PANTAGES

(Sunday opening)
Scbeff

I

Mack A Earl
Hudler Stein A P

Use E Ball
The I^eGrohs
Boyarr Troupe
Avon Comedy 4

EMPRESS

(wva)

Swan A Swan
Kenny A LeFrance
Ray A Fay
Managh's Show
2d half

The Lamplnls
Clarence Wilbur
"Dreamland"
(One

to

fill)

TEMPLE

The Bandys
Will

'

'(Ubo)

Ward Co

Una Clayton Oo
Nonette
Mr A Mrs J Barry
Elizabeth Brlce
7 Braoka
to All)

FAMILY (aun)
_
The Parrlnea
Mclntyre A Robblno
Donrtl A Dexter
Ann Hamilton Co

CAM
Rock

Dunbar

Snrlaaa, Wys.
OR AND (wva-ah)

(10)
Rice Bell A Baldwin
Valle
Vincent A Kelly
Vlalona of Art

Sacrameaia. CaL

HIP (sAh)

(Same

Color Gems
Will Oakland Co

Omaha
ORPHEUM

Frltzl

Gypsy Olrla

A O'Donnsll
A Greenlee

Keillors

(One

Portlaad, Me.
KEITH'S (ubo)
Bollinger A ReynoIdH

(p)

The Arleya
Worth Waiting 4
>Naah
Jonea

The

fill)

HARRIS

8sides A

to 111)

Roan ska. Va.

ROANOKE

DA VI 8 (ubo)
Jennie Mlddleton
Aahley A Allman

(Two

ORPHEUM

PANTAGES

(Norfolk split)
lat half

Roy A Poganna
Sandy Shaw
J Lewla Co
Martelle

Bee Ho Gray

A Kelly
Marck'a Llona

(Sunday opening)

WhlU

Holmm A Holllstoa
Variety Trio
Minnie Burke* Boya

Ward Wilson Co

Swift

Siatera

Can(trtd)

Hlekmond, Va.
LYRIC (oho)

Tranafleld

Honey Bees

PANTAOE8

Mr and Mrs a Wilde
William Slsto
"America First"

Moore A

6 American Dancera

A

2d half

Realata

Stella

aih

to

2d half

Mile Thereee Co
Geo Van Hoff
Maurice Samuel Co

Baall

(One

Rasrlaia.

lat half
Clinton Siatera

(One

»

r'letrd

Plrtaharajk

Edwards A Louise

Pa.

(ubo)

RSOINA

Cubo)

8HERIDAN 8Q

(15-16)

(Sunday opening)

Nashville, Tenn.

Lew Hawkins

"NiRht

Hayward Co

Frank Farron
"Oh You Devil"

Bert Wllzcox Co

.Ins

(loew)

Oo

8ully Roajere
4 Ankers

<

A Combs

LIBERTY

-»-.,

Turner A Graoa
Ronair A Ward
"Clubmatea"

2d halt (7-0)
Norton A Mellnott
H Adler Co
Jack Rose Co
"Down Rome 10"

Bonomar Arabs

Lillian

Adama A Mangles

Aeroplane Glrla
Manchester, N.

Lurolle

A

LOEW

Leipzig

WHITE O H

Belle

Anderson A Rean
Manning A Hall
"Fashion Shop"
(One to fill)

1st half

Howard's Revue
King A Harvey

Bt^HRle

La

Barlow A Deerie
Johnny NefT
Norton & Girls

.loo

"Five of Clubs"
Doc O'Nell
Loonore Simpson
Claude Roode Co

2d half

split)

PALACE

(ubo)

De Pinna
Pat A Pegry Houlton
Smith A Hall
"Fashion Shop"
(One to fill)

(ubo)

(Augusta

.{

ORPHEUM

FRANCAIS

Fisher Hawley Co

La Junta.

Lorraine A Mitchell
Knight Benson A H
"Wireless Girl"
George F Hall
Swain's Cockatoos

Moore A Whitehead
Amoroa Siatera
(One to fill)

Fong Gue A Haw
Brown A Jackson
Bert Levy

Sobby Heath Revue
to

Co
A A Seymour

Farrell Taylor

H

"Art Studio"

Marie Stoddard

arle Fltzgibbona

(ubo)

Moon A Gerald

Chas Howard Co
LeVan A Dobbs
Lowell* Maaa.

(wva-ah)

Barnea A Burner
Dorothy Dale
Dancing Demone
Berry A Nlckersen
Halllgan

Rome A Cox
Webb A Romaine

Ann Sutor

ROURKE

PRINCESS

(Nashville split)
lat half

Byal A Early
Donals Sisters
Alice Hamilton
"Well Well Well"

_

C

Montreal

(ubo)

fill)

(10-11)

stores, or direct
I32S Brssdvay. N. V.

CO..

to

Yakima, Wank.

N.

EMPIRE

Boon fat
^
M «
Pswdsr—Class— Hs Dose

disorders.

arttita.

THE K010X

(Sunday opening)
Naynon's Birds

(One

ASTHMA

A* Aatltsetls
$1— 50c- — Mc. at leading dru«

Mack A Williams
Jordan Girls
Frank Crumlt

(Chattanooga

(Two

Relieves

NASAL CATARRH
HAY FEVCR

DeKook Troupe

HIP

ALLEGHENY

Al Abbott
Quickly

HEAD COLDS

Morgan

BIJOU

(ubo)

uhn A Dreis
Juveblle Kings
Bert Draper

"Night With Poets''

Dlgby A Bell*
Arthar Pickens Co
Herman Timbers Go
Corbett Shepherd 4 D
(One to fill)

"Women"

Carbrey A Cavanaugh
Gertrude Van Dyke Co

Mo.

Connelli A Craven
Holt A Rosedale

PANTAGES

.

Steam Fitter*

apllt)

;

§larh Siatera

Shaifnai Trio

Swan A Mack
F A L BrUeh

2d half
Rowley A Tolnton

(Richmond

Dave Thuray
Paekl
bio, Cola,
C<
PRINCES
BflS (w
wva-ah)

Oladyo Hansen

Frank Mullane
Cameron DeWltt Oo

(wva-ah)

KelHrA DavU

A Campbell

Morris

Utah

Rice Bell A Baldwin
VAlle
Vlaoent A Kelly
Visions of Art

(15-16)
Thleseh's Pets
RoaaFle Aaher

fill)

KEItR'A" Tube)

(loew)
Norvelloa

ACADEMY

to

DeHaven A Parker
Maeen-Ksllsr Oe

LOEW

1st half

(Sunday opening)
"Four Husbands"

(One

Lambertl
New Raehelle, N. Y.

The

M rases

Mississippi

to 111)

i^rava,

COLUMBIA

(lfr-11)

2d halt
Mang A Sayder
Gallagher A LeMalre
Oscar Lorraine

Adama A Guhl
•

(wvaj

Max Broom Cd

Norfolk, Va.

Readings

4

ORP$EU%

2d half
Loew A Sperllaa Bis
Curtis A Gilbert
Cardo A Noll

Cornellaa

(ubo)

Welch'a Minstrels

Leddy A Leddy
Alvln A Williams
R A Von Kaufman,

Murry Livingston
Ed A Lot Ford

Montgomery, Ala.

to fill)

Weston A Yoodg

(loew)

DeLesso Troupe
(One u mi)
2d halt
Jesse Edwards CO

DeForests A Falkf
Minerva Cdttftney Co
May A Billy Barle
Millard Bros

2d half
Musical Macks
Melroy Sisters

Kaufman Bros
Keating Kays

(wva)

Piatt

Louisville

split)

A Brotke

ankroff

Aerial Patta

(P)

Barney Williams Co
Barnes A Smythe

International Tourists
Llpton's Monks

2d half

Moore A Rose

Wilbur Held
JAW
Henbinf*
Mystic Hanaoa 3

(ubo)

•

'arrow

la

SOBNIO (ubo)
McCarty A Faye

A Wyde

Srood

I

Blllle

(One

PALACE

(Montgomery
1st half
Reno

"Flirtation"

(ubo)
(Pittsburgh split)
1st balf
Spier
Stagpole A

(loew)

Jimmy Shea
Beaux A Belles
(One

A Noda

MAJESTIC

(One

Winona Winters
Pete A Pala
Prevost A Brown

Joreaette a Adele
treeh
Path
Douglas Family

(One

Trenebee"
PawtsMfeet* R. I.

Bob Matthews Co

Carus A Comer
Stan Stanley Co
Harry Beresford Co

PANTAGES

"Fun

WW,
Haxei Klrke 6

Viola Gillette

Willie Weston

Walter Brower
BHnore A Williams

Ward a Ontlea
Meade Daraad Oe
O'Connor 4 Dixon

Newhoff A Phelps
L MoMilllan Oe
Fraier Bunco A H

Nan Halperju
Sam Mann Co

(p)

Johnstown, Pa.

Joe

Sisters

PALACE

ORPHEUM

Tyler A St Claire
Verci A Verci

"Lots A Lota"
Brooks A Powers
J Stager A Dolls
Beatrice McKenzle
Ti Ling Sing
HIP (a&h)
Frank Rogers

Animals

New Orleans
ORPHEUM

Great Leon
Qulgley A Fitzgerald

(ubo)

Stars

Strassle'a

Minneapolis

Dortby De Shellea Co
Kelly A Vincent
Royal Italian
Hong Kong Troupe

Better Bros

Two

Rexo

PANTAGES

PLAYHOUSE

I.

KEITH'S (Ubo)
Keno A Wagaer
Gould A Lewla
Else Reufger Co
"Mar via Wireless"
Ray Samuels

2d half OS)
The Havelocks
Hawley Mike A Hatty
2d half
M Keogh Oo
Prestlne A Shelly
Miller Paeker A 8
Barton Oliver A Mack 3 Theodoras
Hoyt Hymes 8

Fanohon A Marco
Harriet Rempel Co
Dahl A allien
Edwin George

A Varvara
A Ken 5

Koban Japs
Providence* R.

Monarch Comedy 4
'Vacuum Cleaner*"

Ed Dowllng
Herman A Shirley
Lewla A White

Elida Morris

Lovett A Dale

Hardeen
(One to fill)
Passaic. N. J.

Gates A Kin ley

Foxy"

"Little Miss

2d halt
De Pinna
Pat A Peggy Healtoa
Smith A Hall

Green

Cliff

Arlovas Dancers
Joe Roberts

William Slsto
"America First"

to

Bros
Spencer A Williams
Cook A Lorenz
Richard Wally Co
(One to fill)

A L

MAJESTIC (OTpbJ.
Mclntyre A Heath
Scotch Lads A Las
Llghtons A Alex
Rockwell A Wood

2d half
Herbert Brooks

Lady Sen Mel
Mr A Mrs G Wilde

(One

1st half

High Jenka Mua Co

HarrUbnrv, Pa.
MAJESTIC (ubo)
Francettl

split)

Caltes

(loew)

The Parshleys
Jim Reynolds
The Clevelanda
"Right -Man"
Bobbe A Nelson
Merlan's Dogs

Thomas Eagnn Co
Hawkins

Bell

Tate's Motoring*
Stlne A Snell

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

Mr A Mrs Vernon

Alvarei Duo

Leonard A Ha lex
Nick Santoro Co
Calvin A Thornton

split)

1st half

(13)

Scarpioff
Zlegler's

(ubo)

(Savannah
-

(12
Mclllyar A Hamilton
Fox A Foxie
Lord Roberts

half

BIJOU (ubo)
Stone A Adelaide

Mllwank.ee

Hyams A Mclntyre

"Bungalow Girls"
(Two to fill)
Jacksonville. Fla.

C

S.

M

ORPHEUM

Morten

(Ubo)

"Temptation"
Lee A Cranston
Johnson Howard

fill)

2d half
Fern Blglow A

Loo Angeles

fill)

ARCADE

(Spartanaburg

LOEW

Dunbar A Turner
Kalma Co

STAR (UbO)
3 Jahna
Pisano A Bingham
to

2d half

Argo A Virginia
Gellas Troupe

Ithaca, N. Y.

Manning A Hall
Hardeen
(Two to 111)

M

Martin A Boos
Lewla A Leopole
Benaee A Balrd
J C Morton Co
Miller A Lyes
Evereat Monkeys

Alf Rlpon

Doyle A Wright

to nil)

T A 8 Moore

Koman

LYRIC

(One

2d half

A Baldwin

Vincent A Kelly
Visions of Art

BIJOU .Ooew)

Milt Collins

(Two

(14)

to All)

Mra G Hughea Co
Alexander O'Nell A S
Mario Orcheatra

Coakley A Dunlevy

Duo

Leonard A Haley
Nick Santoro Co
Calvin A Thornton
Juggling De Lisle

Horn A Ferrla
Dickinson A Deagon
John B Hymer Co

(ubo)

Baliar Siatera

(loew)

Lambertl

Jack Marley
Harold Dukane Co
(One to All)
Livingston, Mont.
STRAND (wva-ah)

Wlvea"

Little

(Inter)

Duo
Mrs Whlffen Co

ItMllanapolla

Mclllyar

Rice Bell
Valle

"Six

to

Anderson A Rean

A Gilbert
Cardo A Noll
Adama A Guhl

Imperial

2d half

KEITH'S

Alvarez

Erie* Pa.
COLONIAL (ubo)
Belmont'a Warblers

(aun)

Chlnko A Kaufman
Sylvia Clark

B

Barry Nelson A

(11)

fill)

HIP

(One

Flanagan A Edwarda

LYCEUM

The Coquette

Va.

O'Donnrll a Whir
Florence Tempest Co

A Scott
Heraa A Preston
Curtis

John Clark Co
Rita Boland

Rhoda Royal Circua

Delavan Bros
Van Etta A Gershon

T reflrey A Minor

to

MAJESTIC

M

W.

Huntington,

Clifton

Greeley, Colo.
STERLING (wva-ah)

(One

2d half
"Fireside Revere"
Little Rock* Ark.

Ottawaf Can.
DOMINION (ubo)

Burt Johnson Co
Joe Towle
Biaaett

Klasa

Roland Travera Co

Celine's Circua
(One to nil)
2d half

Camllle Person 1 Co
Piaano A Bingham
Hoyt'a Minstrels

"Dreamland"

(inter)

playing
bill
(Same
H A E Puck
Anaconda 7)
Goelet Harrla A
"Wedding Sheila"
Al Herman
Lew Wilson
Jean Adair C)

(9-10)

LaFrance A Kennedy
Four Meyakoa
Orren A Drew
Elaalra, N. Y.

MAJESTIC

Clarence Wilbur

Llbonatl
Edith Clifford

(6-6)

PALACE

Edmoatoa, Can..
PANTAGES (p)
Chandler A DeRos© 31s
"Heir for Night"

MAJESTIC

PANTAOBS

Degnon A

Fagg A Wblte
Badle A Ramaden
J C Mack Co

Moat.

Falls,

Gt.

E. St. Loats, III.
ERBER8 (wva)
Robbie A Gordon

LYRIC (wva)

Dorla Lester Trio
GUralne'a Dancera
Harry Jolaon
4 Caaters

plays

half
8tockton

let

A Bern Ice

"Girl at Chrer Stand"

Cecil

Francla A Nord

Winston's Sesls

Florence Bell Co
Mac O'Nell
Small Town Opera

Canfleld A Cohen
Kulolia's Hawatlana

Neville A Brock
Seymour Family

Homer A Dubard

HIPP (wva-ah)
(10-13)

King A Brown
Scott A Douglas
Elklns Fay A Elklns
Cecil

Opera Co

Cole A Coleman
Leach La Qulnlan
(14-10)

2d half
Annette & Morrell
Florence Calvert Co
Manly A Oolden
Dorothy Lamb Oo
Blondy Roblnaob

Alma Oo
ft

Zemater A Smith
Cook A Li lard
Howard Martell Co
I

bill

balf)

(p)

St.

Lonls

ORPHEUM
Wilton Lackaye Co
Clark A Hamilton

Cameron

Sinters

(Continued on page 20.)
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

18

"The Weaker One."

Comedy
One.

Wpnn.

Templeton, Gessner and Holt.
Dances and Songs.
13 Min., Full Stage.

Fifth Ave.

The trio is comprised of a man and
two women. Opening in "one" the

"Sister" Act.

Santos

Buster

and Jacques

Hays,

are widely known about the western circuits, but are newcomers to this
territory, drew down the honors of the
evening. Their opening is a sparkling
Straightway they
bit
of repartee.
spring an agreeable surprise in the
"double voice" number of the little
woman, and then go into a screaming
burlesque built upon the contrast between the thin girl and the superdreadnaught partner which keeps the
audience in continuous laughter. Their
finish is the act's weak point. If they
could devise another comedy surprise
to get them away their offering would
One of the
be vastly strengthened.
things that make the act a winner
extremeare
women
that
both
is
Their comedy is aply presentable.
intelliof
audiences
by
preciable
gence and taste. Indeed, their whole
offering has within itself enough of
novelty and surprise to make it an
acceptable offering for the highest
class of audiences.

who

—

—

Race and Edge.
Talk.
14 mins. one (special drop).
Fifth Are.
The drop pictures the Thames river
with the two men supposed to have
met on a bridge which spans that
stream. One is in the character of an
Englishman of the "fop" type and the
other a rather elderly American but
uses a Tad accent, though, not pronounced. This man displays a discolored front tooth, which, if natural,
should be fixed and if "made up" shows

The men won something
early with a duetted rhyme "For You,
Miss Liberty." The talk turns to basetaste.

with the Englishman giving his
game in rhyme, suggesting
something similar done by Tommy

ball

idea of the

They also tell the old
Hayden.
"Knight of the Bath" gag, and finish
with a word picture of a parade of
American troops through the London
streets, pointing out over the audience's head and saying "There goes a
boy from Texas and there is one from
Maine" etc. It won them satisfactory
This team has been working
around town for some weeks and while
there has been improvement since the
initial showing, it's a question whether

applause.

it

11

58th Street.

Colonial.

bad

Serg t. Victor Gordon.
Monolog.
Mins. One.
Fifth Ave.

Miroslava and Serbians (4).
Instrumental and Vocal.
If Mins.} Two (Velvet Drop).

Santos and Hays.

(6).

Dramatic.
28 Mint.; Full Stage (Special Set).
Palace.
Just why the program should declare this sketch a "tribute to the spirit
of the French" is problematical, for
the general theme rather emphasizes
the cowardness of its leading character, a French youth (Hal Crane),
who, when the invading Teutons necessitate armed resistance, refuses to
accompany his associates, declaring the
while that he fears the sight of blood
and has determined to enter the service
of God as a curate. The sketch revolves around an emotional axis and
the principals succeeded in keeping* a
tension, more particularly so at the
close. The scene shows the cottage of
Madame Coudrai (Olive Oliver), and
the program explains the event recorded occurred in her cottage at
Archeux, north of Amiens, France, in
August, 1914. Clotildo Cudrai (Sara
Biala) and Jean Jacques are twins. The
townspeople announce the invasion
and a meeting is called for the town
square. Jean Jacques will not go. His
mother and sister plead with him, but
to no avail. Finally the sister, realizing
her physical and facial likeness to the
twin brother, leaves the room and returns arrayed in a suit of his clothes,
declaring the family must be represented and that she will go in her
brothers' place. The finish brings on
Father Gallard (Alfred Moore) and
when Jean Jacques declares he proposes to serve God, the Father tells
him the way to do it is to join his
He
comrades and defend France.
leaves promptly, marching by the door
small
the
with
later
a few minutes
army of "supers" costumed to represent the villagers. The piece carries a
certain interest, but the playing of the
stood out as the redeeming
cast
At times it threatened to
feature.
reach a draggy station, but the trio
portraying the family roles generally
lifted it up to its normal point again.
It will do for a single whirl around
the circuit. The piece was written by
Ethellyn Brewer de Foe, wife of the
dramatic critic, Louis de Foe. It was
well staged by Edward Renton.

will attain big

time calibre.

Ibee.

Advance indications carry the asis fresh from the
bullet-laden fields of Servia and that
the foreignish-looking band of string
sumption Miroslava

instrumentalists she has with her may
have done things musically in Serbianland, but after all it's Miroslava's
voice that holds the act above the pale
of the smallest small time. The musicians are attired in native costume.
Miroslava (sounds rather walterkingsleyish) appears in an overseas outfit
in keeping with Serbian modiste customs and makes a neat little speech
about America's generosity to her
kinsfolk.
Then she sang what she
termed a Serbian love song, in Serbian
dialect,
explaining what its lyrics
would be in English. Then the minstrels strike up an air of ragtime construction, playing it as Serbians would
play it, rather goulashically, so's to
speak. Effective in the main. Miroslava
changes to conventional American
womanesque attire and proceeds to
warble some selections best known to
the topical song catalogs.
It
was
noticed that she dropped her Slavish
accent and endeavored t put the song
over in a manner typically vaudevillian.
She can sing and her voice made a
splendid impression. Perhaps Miroslava
came from Serbia, but she deserves
credit for putting over numbers unusually well.
Serbia has had trouble
enough and the present war almost
finished her at the beginning of the
gas and hand-grenade pastime across
the briny, but the question will arise
just where Miroslava's stocky-looking,
healthy mandolin-jazzists come in to
be so far away from the land of fighting. Servia could probably use these
musicians, unless they saw service and
were wounded, but mebbe the next U.
S. draft may catch several of them. If
the act continues on its Serbian sympathetic strains in vaudeville, the
voice of Miroslava will merit attention,
while that speech of hers is sure to
Mark.
prove gangway irresistible.

Mann and Mallory.
Talk.
12 Mins.; One.
23rd Street.
Mann and Mallory, man and woman,
are doing a double conversational turn
something along the style of olden
days' two-men-talking acts, the girl
taking the straight. She walks upon
the stage alone at the opening, in a
tailor-made suit, and starts suffrage
talk, followed by a short fellow in

three offer a Chinese song with a bit
followed by another numiliftjjjmjQ
ber byWrt of the girls. The act then
goes to full stage, with the other girl
in a rather effective "airplane dance,"
attachments to the dancer's arms and
skirt making a good flash of planes
through the lobsterscope spot used.
There is a solo dance by the man with
bare legs and he joins for a final
"devil" dance number with one girl,
after the singer of the trio delivers
"Angel Face, Come Kiss Your Devil,"
the latter appearing in the picture at
the curtain, repeating the chorus. The
act can improve on its lighting. The
needs working out which
routine
should add strength— inore than it
Ibce.
showed in the closing spot.

May Naudain.
Songs.
10 mins. one.
Fifth Ave.

I.erner,

Ward and

S»x Virginia Steppers.
Songs and dances.
14 Mins.; Three.

The Berkleys.

Singing

Comedy

Ballroom Dancers.

15 Mins.; Full Stage.
This trio start off with what appears
to be a comedy sketch, then introduce
a couple of popular numbers and finally

of

Miss Naudain was accompanied by
Anatole Friedland the last time in
vaudeville. She has William Walsh at
the piano at present, he "assisting" the
But other than join in
songstress.
the chorus of one number which added
no value, he sticks to the piano. Miss
Naudain offered four numbers, they
being "Somewhere the Songbirds Are
Little
Buttercup,"
Singing," "Sweet
"Mary Wants a Little Sun" and "After
the Battle Is Over," given in the order
named. Only the first song, however,
showed the range of her voice and
logically

it

should have been given

number

3).
girl,

leading.

8 Mins.; Full.

A
the latter doing
The turn is

the
dressed with a black and white back
drop, the sextet opening in costumes
of
is

The opening song
.similar colors.
a sort of lyrical prologue. The five

are rather husky for the work,
dance well in group. A solo by
one scored on merit. It's a good dancing turn and because of the scarcity of
such productions might find it easy to
land. They could open a big time bill
or hold a feature spot on a small cirWynn.
cuit program.

men
but

dancing team, maybe from a cabthey stepped into vaudeville
ready for a stage showing.

aret, but

before

the comedy lines, and several remarks
of the Suff kind, marriage and a

soused husband returning

They

home bring

the sure-fire
class for an audience such as the 23rd
turn
finishes with
The
Street gathers.
a husband and wife comic number. The
woman looks rather well and does a
neat straight talking role, holding up
the turn with it. The act is a bit odd
in its frame up, but hardly above small
Stwe.
time.
laughter.

are

in

last.

Ibee.

Columbia (March
Five men and a

semi-comedy make up who might be
at first glance guessed as a Hebrew
comedian. But he isn't. The man has

They know

the steps but are short on
At the American
stage deportment.
Roof they opened with a waltz and
finished in the center of the stage,
when after bowing walked off. A
one-step that followed was about as
bad.
A solo dance by each of the
principals fell short of registering.
Their final stepping to a patriotic
medley was cut short by the curtain
being lowered in the midst of it.
Fred.

Brisco.
Sketch.

finish with a grand opera travesty that
wins hands down. The act is a corker
for small time. Two men and a girl.
Of the former one works straight, the
ft her doing a Pcrlemuttcr type.
The
K'irl was formerly of the team of Ward
final
number,
The
the
operand West.

very

cleverly

atic

travesty,

The

trio represent a sextette of

is

done.

noted
singers in their dressing, wearing half
and half costumes and sing the sextette

laughs

from "Lucia," getting a lot of
Fred.
yy.ith the number.

Victor Gordon was a member of the
Gordon Highlanders whom the Huns
dubbed the "Ladies from Hell" during
one of the brilliant England advances
Garbed in the kilts of the
last year.
Scotch unit, he announced a few hum-

orous incidents relative to his time at
the front and hoped because of his
dialect that an interpreter wouldn't be
necessary and none was. He said he
had been over the top nine times,
which wasn't his fault, however. Gordon started with a story of his first
session in what he called an international trench. It was half filled with
water.
If you looked over the top
you'd be sniped and if you sat down
you'd be drowned. This led to his re-

—

citing of a rhyme of his own called
Little Wet Home in the Trench,"
which told of the dugout. There followed a number of references to the
pestilence of all the men at the front
vermin, known as "cooties." One of the

"My

has already been printed in a story
It is about the "cooties"
Tommy on the leg and as
he stooped to scratch, a shell shrieked

bits

of the war.
which bit a

where his head would have been.
the Tommy remarked to
the "cootie" he couldn't give him the
Victoria Cross, but he could give him
a home and thrust him down his neck.
Gordon sprung a few new ones on
"cootie," however, one that some men
read newspapers in the trench and
some read their shirts that is, looked
for the "biters." And he told of noticing famous generals being suspicous
past

Whereupon

—

movements. One more famfunism on trench life came with

their

in

iliar

telling of the Tommy who had
the hiccoughs during a drum fire and

his

wanted to be scared. That was first
sprung by the famous British cartoonist, Bainsfather, in one of his early
drawings and has been 'since printed
in story form.
Gordon finished with
another poem preceded by the appeal,
"Britishers Enlist." The rhyme placed
the "German swine" and the conscientious objector in the same class.
It
ended with "Let the Kaiser go to Hell
with the fellow who objects.
Gordon
said he reached "Blighty" because of 16
small shrapnel wounds in his side, but
he is a healthy-looking specimen at
present. His talk is brief and entertaining and should easily fill an early
spot on the bigger bills.
Ibee.

Harold Selman and Co. (2).
"Prove to Ms" (Sketch).
15 Mins.; Full Stage,

Harold Selman

is

presenting another

of his unique playlets which holds sustained interest, sufficient comedy to
make it appeal anywhere and a twist
at the finish that keeps one guessing.
Only in this case there is a double twist
which makes it all the more valuable.
The scene is the back room of a saloon
in the slums. At the opening a girl
and "John" enter. They have been
dining at one of the uptown places
where a discussion as to the heartlessness of women that have fallen from
is the topic.
The girl maintains
that a woman never loses a heart, for
the mother love instinct is with her at
all times.
The man holds otherwise.
hardened character enters and the
Needless to say the man
test begins.
loses.
But the moment he leaves it is
shown that the two women are in partnership and the test is a "frame." The
man has been waiting outside the door
and sees that he was the victim of a
plant. He returns to shame the girls,
but he makes a plea which gets the
two girls to give him the coin and
after that he admits that they were the
winners at any rate, for in handing
him back the coin on his own story
they proved exactly what the girl held
as her side of the original argument.
It is a corking sketch and could be
Fred.
played on any big time bill.

grace
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Sketch.
10 Mins.f

Siotere.

PALACE.
•ae

PuU SUm.

City.

Oscar Siegman

is

the comedian

now

with the Beaumont Sisters. He has
replaced Billy Van in the three-cornered combination. The act that they
are offering is a mixed hodge-podge
much revised. The scene represents the
drawing room of the Baggs home, and
the widowed sister, who has been in
Atlantic City on a visit, returns home,
bringing her second husband with her.
He has saved her life by wading into
the surf and pulling her out. Just for
that she marries him and to hear her
rave regarding her Adonis before his
advent makes the audience expect a*
freak and they are not disappointed.
Seigman is one of those long, gangley
fellows, with a horror of germs and a
ministerial mien. The two sisters take
him in hand and brow beat him until
he takes to drink and then turns the
tables.
There is but one humorous
touch, but it is suggestive and in extremely bad taste at this time. This
is not the day when one may safely
poke fun at the national emblem and
that is about all the final punch of this
act is. There is a picture on the wall
of the first husband and when hubby
No. 2 turns it a soap ad with a girl in a
bathtub is disclosed, at which the
comedian sings the "Star Spangled
Banner," the final .gag being "What
are you singing that for?" and the
reply, "I'm trying to get her to stand
ap," which lets the curtain down on the
laugh.

Fred.

Winchell and Green.

"SpooMyrUlt" (Skit).
12 Mins.s Two.
American Roof.
In forming a likable act for the No.
2 position Walter Winchell and Rita
Green have made a promising start.
Theirs is a sort of bench turn, but it
has dialog, songs and dances. For an
opening the girl is perched on a bit of
brick wall, and there is a duet, the
lyric of which is rather bright. They
wander to a bench for a spooney bit,
followed by another song. But here,
while the lyric includes the names of
famous men, it is not so well written.
While Miss Green is making a costume
change Winchell handles a war song,
and he gives way for the girl's eccentric solo dance. There is another duet
for the close, and some stepping takes

them

off.

The

first

two

numbers

appeared to be written, and were
helped by the naive manner of Miss
Green. The turn isn't one to bring
forth any volume of applause, but it's
pleasant.

Ibee.

Mullar and PotUr.
"Afternoon Tea" (Comedy).
23 Mint.; One.
City.

Maud Muller, assisted by a woman
of the grande dame type, is presenting
a comedy act in "one" that is very
rough at present and virtually a monolog for Miss Muller. The act is entirely too talky at the opening, but is
talky from the point that it is laughless. Then Miss Muller starts a string
of talk alone, interrupting it with a
number that won hearty applause. She
fails to seem at home in handling the
talk end and there were several times
when the City audience grew restless.
A finishing number is a duet, "Things
That a Woman Can Do," with a patriotic touch that got over but fairly. The
act is far from right at present. Fred.
Peppine and Perry.
Jefferson.
Two young men. First play accordions. The slender chap switches to
the violin. Routine runs usual gamut
of classical and topical, with the Jeffersonites most partial, of course, to
of

know

One member
throughout. The

best.

duo very serious
boy loosened up occasionally.
m tke pop theatres. Mmrh.

other

Sure-fire

tion.

Eva Tanguay

the particularly bright
attraction this week, the Bessie Clayton Dance
Revue and Grace La Rue being hold-overs
from the previous week,
Tanguay, looking
quite as well as ever, never accomplished more
In her long theatrical career.
Following the
Is

Clayton turn, which, up to that moment, had
topped everything preceding It, and which to
the casual observer threatened a sure stage

Tanguay preaeedonT
and was promptly stopped with a 50-seoond
reoeptlon.
It was the biggest and kindest
oompllment ever handed the cyolonio and eccentric singer, and before she had warbled
"death'' to its successor.

half

through

her

opening ditty the entire
house had forgotten the Clayton turn, and
Immediately tingled with enthusiasm over
Tanguay.
And the reoeptlon was not only
unanimous, but spontaneous.
It seemed' as
though the packed house understood the peril
and realised that a hearty welcome would
thwart it. It certainly did. Tanguay worked
as she never did before, and at the finale
she had proven her right to the title of
vaudeville's greatest beedTlner. Her repertoire
is almost entirely new. llkewlee her ^^"TMf

The opening number, "Lovlngless Day," is a
lyrical gem. and It softened the way for the
balance of the routine. "If They'd Just Bend

Bva Tanguay Over There" le also sure-fire
for Tanguay.
She Introduced a rather novel
costume In this, the gown being made of
dollar bills, and built In the form of a cannon
and Its base. "If I Were a Boy I'd Belong
to the Navy." with a short hornpipe dance,
followed, and then- "Please Don't Forget Me
When I'm Gone." This has a ring of smeartty
that Tanguay emphasises nicely, and can be
safely stamped as one of the best numbers
she has Introduced since "I Dont Care." which
she encored with.
She also rendered the
"Marsellalse" In French, with a costume made
up of the flags of the allied nations. She
oould wear some headgear of appropriate
make. A oostume of blue' beads corralled a
gasp from the female patrons, but such a congenerally expected of the Tanguay
Progressive and aggressive, Bva
Tanguay Is still the peer of vaudeville headliners, a truly wonderful woman.
She stood
the genuine sold test Monday night, and came
through with a genuine 22-karat report.
The Bessie Clayton production will top anything in the dancing line that vaudeville has
seen in seasons, being particularly strengthened
by the preeenoe of the Marooni Brothers. The
eccentrlo dancer actually made them stand
up. while the duet dance by the brothers wss
a veritable "riot" such as the term le applied
professions! ly.
Mies Clayton's toe work was
thoroughly
appreciated,
and the Gilding
dition

is

wardrobe.

O'Mears earned their just share.
Opening with the usual weekly pictorial, the
show ran along evenly right up to the final
number, which came on after 11 P. M., bringing the exit march around 11:20.
It was
rather late, but the houee remained right up
to the conclusion of Miss Tanguay'a specialty,
when the general exodus practically killed the
closing turn, the Three Kane Brothers (New
Acts).
This was unfortunate, but its an accepted fact that a metropolitan audlenoe will
not stick for the finish.
The Morln Sisters opened with their classy
little dancing routine, and packed away a tidy
hit with little or no trouble.
clrcumstanoes this specialty

spot nearer the center of the

no ordinary

Under ordinary

both in uniform.

flnlah.

Everest's
Monkey Circus opened Intermission, and provided the essential variety
the comedy.
It called for laughs
aplenty, and the closing trick, a bar leap by
one of the simians, rounded the affair Into
a neat hit.
Whiting and Burt have a new routine, Mies
Burt nololng now with "My Little Service
Flag Has Seven Stars," a well written number, with a comedy "kick" that insures its
safe passage anywhere.
The pantomime accompanying the love number Is also well
staged.
"Lump of Sugar In Dixie" makes an
exceptionally good encore song, and the couple
might have still offered another. They were
one of the bright hits of the program.
The Clayton act followed with Tanguay
and the Kane Brothers nsxt in order.
Weft*.

h-tofjem. and

infantry.

1

dcttjTjg

ALHAMBRA.
Practically

before'

four solid hours of entertain-

ment at the Alhambra this week. Tuesday
night the shew opened at 8.10 with the Pathe
Weekly and closed at 11.12 with Barbaran
and Orohs, in a new dancing act for their
reunion.
With the exception of "Camoua dramatic sketch with trick scenery,
every turn of the evening wss highly successand even the puerile, old-fashioned counterfeiting melodramatlo playlet received encouragement
by
moderate
handclapplng.
What an ancient thing the story is, and as
for the trick scenery, which Is ohanged in
something leas than a fraction of a minute,
that's as simple as the striking of any Inflage."

ful

terior set and substituting another.
The
"perlsoope" idea of "Camouflage" is a new
application of the old "diminishing" mirrors,
and that about lets it out. The finish is an
Insult to one's Intelligence.
The dialog distinctly discloses the scene is the fourth floor
of a private house.
Ths counterfeiters have
the federal officers covered with revolvers
and are about to kill them, when one of the
fourth floor windows is smashed in by a ehot
from an officer outside. On what is he supposed to be standing? Only a moment before
the crooks looked out the same window and
remarked there waa nobody around.
Four
Bolses, three men and a woman, have a good
tossing act with pleasing comedy, finishing
with a sensatlnal ''over the bar" stunt.
Alexander
McFayden, the distinguished
Milwaukee pianist, who was a prodigy In his
youth, Is living up to early expectations. HIb
paraphrasing of famous waltzea Is brilliant
and his rendering of the "Lucia" sextet with
his left hand a marvelous bit of execution.
Ed. Lee Wrothe and Co. In a farcical skit.
"Janitor Hlgglns," Is designed solely to exfilolt the personality of the star, the other
our people piling on dialog and situations
for his ludicrous come-backs.
In these days
•f modern playwrlghtlng the producer ahould

™ %*

ig"""*'

ROYAL
K^mJ *****,
4

1

of thoee suspensive Interest "wlrelese" shipboard storiee, with a tremendous patriotic
naval spectacle for the flnlah, which looke
as big as anything of the kind ever tried In
vaudeville.
Jofo.

a^cVc? J*

1

they are

The defection of Jack Wilson moved Ryan
and Lee from fourth to next to dosing with
their comedy skit, "Hats and Shoes," and they
registered a most satisfactory laughing nit.
The couple are constantly changing the act,
adding to It laugh upon laugh. Langdon MoCo nnlck's spectacular melodramatlo production, "On the High Seas," Is a big enough
act to close any show anywhere.
It Is one

to

.
applauded as strongly
as
alwmra T57
no matter who dees" them, they
or hoVgey aw

They

like Mies Roberts In vaudeville every
day.
Therefore the return Is welcome.
It could
stand repeating for years and years.
Incidentally, the story would make a better motion
picture scenario than 60 per cent of those
being ueed in the highest grade film features.
It was announced from the stage that
Jack
Wilson would be unable to appear and that
Bert Fltsglbbon had been substituted.
Wilson was scheduled to olose the show, but Fltsglbbon went on fourth, as he had to double at
the Royal. Hie nonsenslealltles elicited a riot
pf almost continuous laughter.
Adele Rowland and her pianist closed the first half and
011"",?' °*»«es a little chatter in
?* nf
the ..S^?.
"Knitting, Knocking" ditty, from which
she extracted lots of lsughs. One of her other
songs wss also ueed by the Watson Sisters,
separated only by one act and Intermission.'
Psge, Hack and Mack opened the second
part after Julius Lensberg pulled down a
little applause for himself with
"Hungarian
Rag," ons of his own compositions. They are
a corking trio of acrobats, two men and a
woman In olvlllsn attire, the woman doing
contortion work and the men a number' of
original hand-to-hand combinations.
The finish, a dive by one man from a three-high
table to the understander's hands, the latter
having the woman wrapped backwards about
his body, is a nifty.
Watson Sisters hsve a lot of smart chatter,
barring a couple of "released" jokes, but still
finish their songs with right hands extended in
approved old style* fashion.
The "released"
gags are:
"We don't get much money, but
we ave lots of fun" and "If I fell In a coalhole I'd be arrested for stealing coal."
The
"curse" Is taken off the letter one by a reJoinder from the smaller to the larger sister:
"You couldn't fsU into a ooal-hole." Their
ludicrous dance finish earned them eo much
applause they were forced to employ a comedy

wlth*t&

entitled

" •««• «3ueEe sella
vEFLPV*
In3i»!£S *** i0m# tactions, whichever*

benefit of the
offered a number of popular ditties, mostly patriotic, the pianist cutting up capers at the instrument They
were
well received, due to a considerable extent
to
the patriotism of their appearances.
Florence Roberts and Co. are back with a
revival of J. Hartley Manners' brilliant dramatic sketch, "The Woman Intervenes." They
don't write sketohee like that every day—not

71
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T^omas^sVlff

They are members of the

Prop?.™ «*• «tatea
2?:^*^*.
heir •*»rtee for the

ttare

with a bit or sinking and
aee?5
genuine novelty, cleverly eonaol£SS C ..4
TV*-*.
quately put over.
The ac? rankl

A

11
S??*^
?
st

5o

pSeTStae
ZST^JI
S^k.fcwtly.and
Norton. uinltZTTZ ™L2*

Mcintosh and His Musical Maids, Scotch
singers, dancers and Instrumentalists,
three
girls and a man In Highland costumes,
played
drums, the man the pipes, one girl used the
an
n d two Uy
R
,P
«i/ Laurie,"
t
t* all ""' the girls sang
"Annie
and
four finished with
braes. Classy act of Its kind and was
accorded
big applause at its conclusion. It was followed
by another piano act. Corporal Arthur Fields,
vocalist, and Private Leon Flatow at the piano,

ahould hold a
but this Is

centricities.

wh«»

Ut

tt

bill,

Walter Brower was on a trifle early to
gather his customary results with his monolog, but every point found its msrk, and he
can be properly credited with a laughing hit.
The sketoh was "The Weaker One" (New
Acts), coming next In the order, and Intermission was olosed by Grace La Rue (oeoond
week). She has changed her repertoire somewhat, opening with "Last Night." a high
class number that equala anything she sings.
It gave her a corking start.
Toward the
finish. Mlse La Rue'e voice went "blue", a
trifle, but she quickly recovered, and It was
hardly noticeable to many in the house. Two
gowns are worn, one, a stunning black creation, and the other a vari -colored affair that
shows her graceful llnee. Miss La Rue was
well received, taking several bows at the

RIVERSIDE.

VwM
i^

ky
wmy **• •<»«»•»•• received
*v
at tk%
Rlvaraide Monday evening. It
Is
first-rate entertainment
From first to
last every sot was heartily applauded.
Nothing flopped, nor was there, at any
time, any
suggestion of such a condition.
»Ki
•
.

bill,

and any other spot would
cause a oonfllctlon.
Next came the Three
Hlckey Brothers, with their acrobatic danclpg
turn.
It's one of the best acts of Its kind,
wholly good and generally funny. The dancing
duo were well rewarded for their effort, and
the comic pulled many a laugh with his ec-

through

Music.
12 Mint.; One.

the airs they

ef the eest all around programs ef
Us
ason, wsll balanced, top-heavy with talent,
and generally entertaining from every angle.
Ths headlining responsibilities and olsss of
the bill Is shouldered by s trio of women,
three of vaudeville's best Incidentally, and the
returns certainly justified the booker's selec-
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when singing
are at
Miss Briscoe looked exceptionally their hestT
well In her
closing costume. It was an
Item that helped
the turn along to a great extent:
a ka
???*$ he,d *• *•«•• •© much se
~.I H?
'?• J* !,6d fortb » "hand." Mtaottorett
still looks as well as ever.
Her^amatS
•ketch was well received by the
got four or five curtains after ItRoyaffiesi
was ever
Bert Fitsgibons closed the^aow/aad
?• was on pretty late had ae trmbtein
things up. He Is the same "KtfT
always!
and the more "nut" stuff he does ae
ttehassS
they like It The bunch from the Brea*eheefc
to the finish to see Fltxgibbons make
his e3t

*S!2Pmfi
™
*V*«**

»•

2m

COLONIAL
Tble week's bill furnishes satisfactory eatertelnment.
Probably the only compUilnt

too

much

fast

specialty

Is

and comedy enter-

^

tainment packed into the first half, and not
enough In the second.
One thing that may contribute to this Is the
presence In the middle of the second half
ef
the sketch. "Kisses," with William
Oaxton
featured. The playlet Is interesting, but
when
all the action consists of the exchange
of talk
between persons seated In chairs It scarestr
mskee for the enlivening kind of entertainment necessary to keep running a show that
has up to thai moment been made up of the
fastest kind of specialty material.
An Ideal variety bill, of course, should begin In a moderately Interesting way. and
should progress to the aooompanlment of
gradually Increasing speed to a climax. Somehow this week's Colonial bill, excellent as It
Is, misses this crescendo effect.
Joyce, West and Moran open with their
varied routine of song numbers and daaees.
The turn has a wealth of capital material, le
never for an Instant tiresome,* and takes on
an additional value In the really striking
beauty of the woman's frocks.
The small
amount of chatter le amusing, and the dan*.
log at all tlmee interesting. Moon and Morris'
stepping is also flawless in the unison work,
and from first to last they have a etsjen,
straightaway offering.
Joseph B. Bernard's
sketch trifle, "Who Is She?" Is a oaprtalbrt
Its laughs are well placed, delivered Plentifully, and always In good taste.
Mr. Bernard's
comedy method has In Its something of easy
assurance that is highly effective, and his
partner, Ninita Bristow, makea a satisfactory
foil for his calm, smooth method with her
volatile activity.

Evelyn Nesbit, supported by Bobby OTftell,
has a fast arrangement of danoe and song
numbers, backed by highly attractive etage
setting and first rate costuming.
The act
takes

much

of

its

interest

from

Its

etghtll-

neRfi.

Hunting and Francis In "Love Blossoms"
the
opened
Intermission
satisfactorily.
"KlHiKjB" followed. The Courtney 81stere filled
in an agreeable Interval next to closing In
(Continued on Page 21)
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HLLS NEXT WUK.

Walton

Mllo
Bennett

A

Richard*

Nancy Fair

Lydla Barry

Oonne A

CASINO

Alberto

GRAND

Aerial Butters

Mack * MeOree
Bugene La B lane

Allen Carroll
R H Giles

Musical Predrlche

HIP

Aroo Broe

PARK (wn)

The Blmboe
Adolptao

Badle * Rameden
Tyler ft Crollue
M Mlae Up-to-Date"
2d half

H

(wraj

Duval ft Blmone
"Money Or Tour Life"
Tracer ft Dale
Gardner Trio
2d half
Swain's Noveltys
Marshall Montgomery

Roach ft Curdy
(Two to (111)

PROCTOR'S

(

)

Berlow
Van ft Torte
••Mary's Day Out"
ft

Ollbert ft MeKuteh
Danny Simmons
••ProBperlty**

4 Buttercups
R Merry Maids

T.

(ubo)

2d half
John Gelger
Gladys Alexander Co
Pistol A Cushlng
"Too Many Sweethts"

Seranton, Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)

Paul

(Sunday opening)
Trlxle Frtganta
Orace DeMar
Harry Von FoeeenM
"For Pity's 8ake
Helen Savage Oo
Alaska 8
Montgomery ft Perry

1st half

)

n Attklns

Cheyenne Days
Salt

Lake

ORPHBUM

Marx Bros

Valnova'a Gypsies
"Propvllle Recruit"

Ruth Roye
Apdale'a Animals

Rouble 81ms
Moore ft Haaser

PANTAGES

(p)

"Bride 'Shop"
F A O Walters
Jack Kennedy Co
Rrdrlaques

Pnbhy Tremalne

Tom

Kelly

Sub Antonio

ROYAL

Kalmer A Brown

(hp)

Sernaders
Tat Barrett
Hlenlptto Bros

ft

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

JuKellne Nelson

Johnny Johnson Co

PANTAOES

Rosalind

LnnKdnns

Th*»

JarvlH A Harrison

T * O Floren«
D Harris A Variety 4
Cnrtez Trio

HTP (nfth)
Wnlman ft Berry
3 Alox

Dnvls

ft

Walker

T^Roy

ft Paul
Mnscle T.oCla!ro Co
(One to fill")

V

ft

M

2d half

Waddell

ft Lou
Duo
Anna Owen
Manning Rulllvan Co

Burn? Sis

rilff Tlalley

Art

ft

Geo

ft

May

San Francisco

ORPHEUM

(8unday opening)
O Hoffmann Co
J C Nugent Co
McDonald A Rowland
Regal ft Bender
Leo Beers
Kelly A Oalvln

Pltroff

(p)

(Sunday opening)
Animals
Song A Dance Revue
Owen ft Moore

Oruber's

C

(ubo)

(Greenville split)
1st half

Great Jnhnnon
Pon A Hazel Mann
"Colonial Rplles"
Morton A Klare
Osakl ft Tltak

^e

Spokane
(p)

Hnaeer A Goodwin
"Fall of Rhelms"

M

Adlnova Co
HTPP (wva -ah)
(10-12)
3 Flshpra

(13-10)
Moron oa

Rlrhards A Ward
Lrwls & Chapln
Amorlran Mlns Molds
Vera Prrllna
Morrla Animals

Maaa.

Snrfnsrfleld,

(ubo)

Kate A Wllry
Gllmore Corbln
Hoyt Hymes
.'1

Comedy

4

iTranda

Burner
Dorothy Dale
Pnneln* Demons
Perrv ft Nlekrrson

Combs

Pnnomnr Arabs
Toledo
KEITH'S (ubo)

Florence Tv-mpeat Co
ft E Bland Co
B'WAY (loew)

W

Shaw Co

DISSENSION AT NORWORTH.

LVnn, Mass., March 6.
The Auditorium, playing stock season, is now bucking opposition, since
the Central Square, which has been
piving pictures and vaudeville, also
switched to a stock policy last week.
The town is not large enough for two
stock companies.

"Under Pressure," which is holding
forth at the Norworth, is said to have
seen some lively times back stage since
its opening.
The front of the house
has been treated with nightly curtain
speeches from Sydney Rosenfeld, the
author and reproducer of the show.

opened the Central Square theatre in
Lynn, and a newly-organized stock

(wva-ah)

(10-11)

lEdwnrda

ft

T/onls*

A Sherwood
Renna A Weber
Meryl Prince Girls

Wllllson

Tom

Davis Co
Mfi-lfl.

T

Dlebel

(ubo)

Vnn Orden A Fallows

Waalilnarton. D. C.

"Memories"
Florence Tlmpson
Dnrnthv Hfl^ea Qq
Air Grant
Jnnla Hnwallans

KEITH'S

Wm

Jack McGowan Co
Mlllershlp Gerard Co
Lloyd ft Wells

The Arleys
Lndy Snda Noy
T.nne ft Harper
S Miller Kent Co
Chase ft LaTour
Harris ft Manton
JosepTwon Troupe
Trenton, N. J.

Mlgnon
Watts ft Storey
Pa pe Hack ft Mack
(One to fill)
Waterbnry, Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)
Mart In ft Poggs
Mnore ft West

(Ubo)

Pnrton Oliver ft M
Archer ft Belford
Miller ft Lyles

(7-0)

Graham

Toronto. Can.

SHEA'S (ubo)

(ubo)

Ring
Gnxton Co

Tllnnehe

(loew)

Diamond A Daughter
Russell Ward Co

A Ray

Allen A Morton
"NlKht In Eeypt"
Walters & Hastings
Gypsy Dancing 3

Thomas Egan Co
2d half

I

.

Kate

ft

j|

.

«i

Monarch Comedy
Olives

DANDY SUES PRODUCING
Jess

CO.

Dandy has
J.

&

Spread ads in last Sunday's papers
revealed that Helen Moller. who hails
from Bird Island, Minn., will not display her art terpsichore a la Greek on
the stage of the Metropolitan O. H.,
but instead will frisk her form with
great freedom and abandon about the
rostrum at Carnegie Hall March 11.
The reason for Miss Moller not making her next appearance at the Metropolitan is because the Real Estate
Hoard which controls the house took
the same stand in her case as they did
in the "Salome" matter at the Met.
several years ago. The answer is that
Helen displayed entirely too many and
much of Iter physical charms on her
public appearance Feb. 25.
However, to show that she is a
shrewd business woman, and has
understanding of what will attract the

4

New

York, Miss Moller
has boosted her prices for her Carnegie Hall appearance to $5 top. As
a matter of fact the Metropolitan appearance was but an elaborate adver-

small.

On Saturday last Mr. Rosenfeld discharged a stage hand, and when the
stage
manager explained that it
couldn't be done without a two weeks'
notice, be also was "let go." But the
stage hand was kept on.

NEW WAR
"The

started a suit through
Frederick E. Goldsmith
against the "Footprints" Producing
Co. for $1,000.
This company is the
corporation that produced Success" in
which Dandy is now appearing at the
Harris theatre.

Henry

art lovers of

Wiley

Tnck Farley
Gates ft Flnley
TO'Donnell A Blair

The audiences have been

PLAY.

Providence, R.

MET. BARRED BARE DANCER.

Claire A Atwood

Three Fishers

Larry Slmpaon
Dennett ft O'Brien
"MndlRte Revue"
Kola

will play the house.

manage.

Walla. Wan*.

LIBERTY

I
I

SIh

Eddie Carr Co
Medlln Watts A
"Forest Fires"

Josephine Babel

Leila

Walla

Ourcnle Dunedln
Stewnrt ft Donohue
Pudlnoff

2d half
Neater ft Vincent

Archer ft Belford
Green Mohb ft^>ean

STOCKS OPENING.

"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch"
has been obtained by Woods & Aisten,
who are booking a short soring tour,
opening April 1. James Castle will

M4-M)

(14-lfi)

ft

4 Harmony Kings
Fink's Mules

Wilbur Held

Arthur Lloyd

fi

TAYLOR O H

Sampson ft Douglas
"Somewhere In Ft"
Eddie Borden Co
Emily A Welman Oo

SHOWS OPENING.

Harry Thome Co
Kilkenny 4
Tntornatlonal Revue
(One to All)

PltrofT

2d half

(Inter)

Robins
Harold Dnkane Co

Gray A Graham
"Between Us Two"
Tves Lrahy ft Farns

Curry

Q>.

(ubo)

Alice Bentley and Robert Brister
have been engaged to play the leads.

Imperial Duo
\dams Crlffeth
Mrs Whlffon Co

Arthur Davis
Wilson Van

Stampede Riders

KEITH'S
I.

Darrai Bros
Juliets Dlka

company

Fern PI slow A M
McN Dlnus Dewolf

(10-13)

YONOE

Yonnsrotowa,

Musical Macks
Melroy Sisters
Welch's Minstrels
2d half

(10-11>

ft

Newhoff ft .Phelps
Athos ft Reed

Go

Guy Woodward Co

MAJESTIC

HTP (wva-ah)

Til*

fill)

Wllaon Bros
"Fascinating Flirts"

TTyeno Japs

TT.--l.-n

(hp)

Lord A Fuller
Buhla Pearl

Minstrels

HTP

"NIkM 1n Eeyot"
Walters A Hastings
Gypay Dancing 3

ft

ORPHEUM

Hop Co

ft

Mercer
Francis

Lowell, Mass.. March 6.
Manager Harry M. Goodhue has re-

Waco. Tex.

•

Toronto

Plohle A Ray
Allen ft Morton

Kelso

A Duval
The Lelands
Jnn Reed

Tarvey 3

Prime*-

(p)

Silver

(p)

Vernon

Halllean

yeno ^Tapa

Tj-xas

PANTAGES

opsy Equestrians
John A May Burke

Fnt Thompson Co
T

Gray A Graham
"Retwern Fa Two"
Tv<>fl Leahy A Farns

Mary Dorr

Victoria. B. C.

nderson's Revue

White Kuhns

^^mp'n

A

(ubo)
Proster

ft

Kamplln ft Bell
McCarthy A Faye
Mr ft Mrs Melbourne
^Tnrrin & Alien

?

Spartnnhnrpr* S.

Reed A Wrtffht Sis
Lucille A "Cockle"
Anson A Daughters

fill)

Taronta

Arthur Davla
Wilson A Van

Gllroy TTaynea

Blossom 8ee1ey Co
Vardon A Perry
Kltamura 8
"In the Dark"

PANTAGES

Moore A West

The Sharrocks

ft

TTnpo

(14-lrt)

PALACE

Lea
ft Ross
Fatrman

ft

Howard

"Planovllle"

Zpmater A Smith
Cook A Lllllard
Howard MartHl Co
"Little MIrb Foxy"
Lovett A Dale
Koban Japs

T^eFevre

PANTAOES

HTP fwva-*M

PANTAGES

(p)

Burr

ft
ft

ORPHEUM

2d half
Whitney's Dolls

(10-13)

TT

(Two to fill)
Vanronver. D. C.

nil)

2d half

7

Strength Bros

Foy Family

Clam Howard
Hnsel Moran
San T)le«ro

«> Rldnor
Clayton White Co
Sylvester A Porster

(ubo)

Stewart
to

acts were reported having
been dropped from the membership roll
of the National Vaudeville Artists this
week for non-payment of dues.
The list is said to have been given to
the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association, which in turn is reported
having sent a copy of it to the various
circuits affiliated, instructing that two
weeks' notice be given on all outstanding contracts held by any of the expelled N. V. A.Y
At the N. V. A, it was said that
through the expulsions, if any of the
dropped members should apply tor reinstatement they would have to take the
procedure of a new applicant, which includes payment of an initiation fee.

About 150

Hanvey
(Two

Woonsoeket, R.
BIJOU (ubo)

Frank Stafford Co

Seats for the Carnegie appearance
are at a premium! At that Helen may
% fool 'em and dance with a little something more the next time, because the
police are apt to be around.

MANY ACTS DROPPED.

George Yeoman
"Calendar Girl"
(Three to fill)
York, Pa.

2d half
Bert Earl 8

Case ft Carter
Tiny May's Circus

Weber

"Oh Mr Detective'*
Mazuna Japs 8
(One to

Willis Hall

(Ubo)

Jack Rose

Lambert

8easons
Cralge ft Meeker
Grant's Roosters
2d half

Connors A Edna

2d half

(Ubo)

D Ward

ft

Wood

"Jaiy Nightmare"
Hufford A Chain
McRea 3 Clegg

Y.

ft

Y.

If.

OPERA HOUSE

(wva)

4

(ubo)

Hers A Falrman

Minor

ft

Natalie Sisters

Tarsan

over

six inches of flesh-tinted court plaster
which failed to act as a sufficient disguise. The furor that followed reached
all the way to Bird Island.

Blcknell

Harry DeKoe

TnneassA Ryan

Rchoen ft Walton
George Yeoman
Glndvs Alexander Co
PMnl ft Cuahlng

Mack A Velmar
Russell A Byrne

Lillian Fltze*»rald
Frt

T

TEMPLE

PANTAOES (p)
Yucatan
Chung Hwa Four

Retro Blflters

CRESCENT

ORPHEUM

little

The rental at the Met. for the single
performance was $1,000, an orchestra
of 100 men cost another $1,000, a special
stage carpet tacked on $1,500 to the
expense and newspaper advertising
bills totaled a little over $1,000. The
seats for that performance were at
$2.50, with but a feW sold, although the
house was packed from top to bottom.
All went well until in one of the
dances Miss Moller appeared in about
#

2d half
Gllmore Corbln
Texas Comedy 4
Slg Frans Troupe

PROCTOR'S

Bradford
ft
Yates ft Reed
Burley ft Burley

Y.

If.

Duo

Morris ft Allen
The Duttons
(Three to fill)
2d half

Macart

Challls

Utlea.

COLONIAL

Miller

Stampede Riders

The Flemings

Dorothy Granville
(One to fill)

STRAND

Ed

(Two to fill)
Yonkera,

Morgan Dancers

DeWItt A Ounther
"Fun On Beach"

<

If.

Crosman Oo
Fay Coleys ft Fay
Olrl In Moon
Joe DeKos Co
Joyce West ft M

J.

(ubo)

2d half (7-0)
Marlow A Duffy
Lane A Clay
4 Musical Klelsses
O Alexander

iBrltt

Smienae.

(One to

Marlon Harris

HARRIS

LINCOLN

Miniature

fTvlveater

3 Webpr Girls
Allan Shaw

"Fashions DeVogue"

Patton Oo

Wilson

H

Wlnnlne*

Union Hill/ N.

Innes A Ryan
Chirk Family

ORPHEUM

PAT.

Bva Fay

3 Altkens

Herr

Seattle

Fradkln Co

2d half
Willie Mlasen Co
Brnle A Brnle
Waahlngton Five

4

A A D LeRoy
Stone A Boyle
Ethel MrDonough
Roy La Pearl
"Dancing La Carte"

"Corner Store"
Foster Ball Co

Shannons
Chaa Wilson
Cheyenne Days
(One to fill.)

ft

2d half
Trenches"
Jennings ft Mack
Frances Kennedy
"Honor Thy Children"
Hallen ft Hunter
In

2d half

Mr Proxey

Permalne ft Shelley
J ft M HawkinsM ft B Hart

Sunshine

Wilmington, Del.
D'KSTADER'S (ubo)

Eva Fay

Superior, Wis.
PALACB (wva)
Willie Mlssen Oo
Ernie A Ernie
Washington Fire
(Two to SID
2d half
3 Shannons

TrefTrey

(Wilkes Barre Spilt)

(

Baldwin Blair Co
Margaret Ford

(Twin to All)

ft

McWatters ft Tyson
Bob Hall
Haranura Japs

Klein Bros

"Fun

Earl

(ubo)

Zermalne ft Vallal
Bensee ft Balrd
Stephen D O'Rourke
Green Mohr ft D
Strassle's Animals

(ybo)
Nester ft Vlnceajt
Argle Welmers

1st half

(ubo)

Using scheme which cost a
$5,000.

PLAZA

Raymond Wllbert

Co
Sam Hearn

Eddie Hill

ORPHEUM

PALACB

PROCTORS

3 Halgs
Nelson Bann ft D
B Kelly Forrest
Llewellyn ft Stanley

W
B
Cbaa

POLI'S (ubo)
(Seranton Split)

Otlllsj

(afth)
1st half

Kamplln ft Bell
Mr ft Mrs Melbourne
Violet McMillan
"Too Many 8weethts"

Buch Bros
St.

If.

WIlkea-Barre. Pa.

DeKock Troupe
Troy, N. Y.

HIP

Mabel Fonda Co
Lambert A Frederlka
Hal Stephens Co
Olson ft Johnson

Brele

4 Juvenile Kings
Bert Draper

Stockton* OaL

BIJOU (ubo)
rJacksonvllls split)
1st half

The Vivians
Schenectady*

|

2d half
Ballyhoo Four
Whittle

Savannah* On.

(111)

T.uba Meroff 8

Thomas P Dunn
Olathe Miller Oo
Mnrrltt ft Bridewell
Six Proveanles

(12)
Clark Sisters

W

Hennlngs
J ft
Mystic Hanson 8
Woreesnter, Mi

POU'S

2d half

Trinidad. Colo.
(wva-ah)

Zuhn A

Va.

(sun)

The Auers
Clifton A Kramer
"Hello Egypt"
Choy Heng Wa Oo

WEST

Mo.

Weems

Walter

Ohrman

Chllson

W.

VICTORIA

Toonsoonln Arabs
(One to nil)

JEFFERSON (hp)
Herbert Brooks
Joe K Watson
Arlova's Danoers
Joe Roberts
4 Readings
2d half
High Jink Mus Oo

Minnie Burke Boys

Nowlln Tr

COLUMBIA

Sprinsraelft.

Variety Trio

Homer Llnd Oo

Mme

Maria
Anderson ft Burt
Columbia City 4
(One to fill)

Sprfna-flcld, Oi
SUN (sun)
3 Melody Girls
"Tale of a Coat"

Saskatoon, Can.
BMPIRB (wva)
Moore ft White
Holmes A Hollston

Aerial Butterfly*
Olrla
Newklrk ft

Daly

(afth)

(Sunday opening)*
Tiny Trio
Larry Haggerty
McLaln Gates Co
Winchester ft Allre
Homburg A Lee
Tallsei ft Yoshi

Bob Carlln
"Magatlne Olrla"

BMPRB8S

P

ft

Flying Weavers

Krants * Lafialle
Angel a Fuller

(One to

(afth)

(Sunday opening)
The Vernons
Johnny ft Wise
4 American Beauties

Broe
(WTI)

Oarclnettl

Bills

Ward Bell * War
Herman ft Shrlner

Wheeling?,

Whipple Huston Oo
Edward Marshall
Eddie Leonard Co

Gllmors

ft

Nettle Carroll Tr
(One to All)
2d half

(Continued from page 17.)

1

made

Woman

its

I.,

March

6.

on the Index," which

debut here

Monday

night be-

fore a good house at the Shubert Mawith a good cast, promises to be
one of the best productions tried out
in Providence this season.
It is by George Broadhurst and Lillian Trimbley Bradley and an up-tojestic

the-minute war play. With the exception of the prologue timed 1903 it
chronicles a Warhington narrative of
the events in the present year, 1918.
Those responsible for the play must

have had in mind Bolo Pasha, Count
von Bernstorff, Capt. Karl Boy-Ed and
other sharply outlined characters.
Nearly all the scenes are laid in the
Capital.
The woman in the case in
early days of her life had experiences
with the police and in the play is the
wife of an American diplomat. Her
career supplies the theme. After many
adventures she is triumphant. Julia
Dean in the role occupies the stage for
15 minutes in the prologue without
speaking a line. Her work is one of

Eugenie Blair
the brightest spots.
plays a character role for the first
time in her long career.
Others in the cast are Fredeme Burt,

Frank Westerly,
Walter Ringham,
Fairchild, T.

T.

Tamamoto,

Camilla Dalberg,

War

Lester
J.

Lonergan,

Chailee, Roy
Ricard,

Amy

Dagmar Godowsky.

Meller at Manhattan.

The Manhattan is to stage a war
melodrama along heroic lines, there
being three producing firms bidding
for tenancy through Morris Gest.
The show is expected to be put on
this spring, preparations to start as
soon as agreement on possession of the
house is reached.

VARIETY
SHOWS THIS WEEK.
familiar

Maret

closed.

routine

manner,

and

Prosper

and

which contains nothing- startllngl? new, but
executed with gymnastic style, and their
dressing and stage accessories are an Im-

mense

asset.

AMERICAN ROOF.
Business a bit

off

Monday night with Lent

a possible factor as the reason.

But the first
reach the usual American

half show failed to
standard, and besides the bill was not as
well framed.
Four of the five acts before
Intermission worked on top of the footlights,
two turns appearing in "one" and two In
"two." Only the set closing Intermission went
to full stage.
There was a four-minute wait
near the finish of the show that because of
the time necessary to set the rigging of. a

routine acrobatic turn.

There wasn't a solid hit throughout, but
nearest to that score were Rosamond and
Dorothy and the American Comedy Pour, both
coming In the latter part, and both about tied
for honors.
The sinter team opened Intermission to considerable advantage. It's an act
that will nrohably move upwards since the
girls are likable and one Is especially clever.
She Is the one at the piano, and an entertainer of the class to be labeled as "good
company." The part of her playing, Is best
described as sort of Jazs Angering Instead
of rag, the girl moving about freely en the

The auartet turn was next

stool.

ing,

with

their

rather

familiar

to

clos-

mixture

of

there.

Gautler's Toy Shop closed the show.

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.
The show for the first half looked good on
paper, and even better on tho stage. Attendance Monday night fell off considerably, perhaps due to the wet weather.
Richards, the female Impersonator, opened,
and scored with his classical dancing. After
taking two bows he removed his wig, which
sent him over to a big applause finish. Weber,
Beck and Praser passed with their trio
warbling, getting the best returns for the
final bit.
Following the number sung by Sol
Le Voy. accompanied by an Illustrated picture,
Lefflngwell and Myers registered with their
clever little comedy skit entitled "A Night
at the Lodge."
The piece le a dream act,
but written to keep the house In an uproar,
which It does, and is handled In a neat way
by the team. Jack Gardner opened cold, but
with the assistance of his "plant" In the
audience passed. Marvel and St. Claim, preceded by the Hearst-Pathe News and a talk
by J. J. Ooldburg, of Washington, walked
away with the applause hit of the bill. Mr.
Marvel, who Is a deaf mute, does a Russian
and toe dance In mllltnrv attire, which Is
remarkable.
The St. Clalrs, boy and girl,
are also fine dancers.
Accompanied by a
pianist the turn will do an good In any two-aday house. The Bowman Brothers and Eskimo
and Seals rounded out the bill.
A five-reel
Triangle feature brought the show to a close.

comedv and songs. The "nance" Is still an
Important member, but the man doing black-

face seems now.
He stands out strongest of
the four, doing the one solo.
The act could
have taken an encore, but apparently unloaded
Its whole bag of tricks and let It go at that.
between
In
the two there came Henry Horton and Co. In the surprisingly ancient vehicle,
"Uncle Lem's Dilemma." Back In 1WVT the
comedy plavlet ran 22 minutes. At present
It Is five minutes shorter, the cuttlne may be
done to lend speed, which Isn't possible with
that sort of act. Mr. Horton Is a good player,
hut his support Is less than mediocre.
As
the nlavlrt looks now. It doesn't fit.
Hsrry T«uda opened the show with his nervy
equtllbrlstlc stunts atop a white sphere.
His

performnnee
commands
nlwnys
attention.
Wlneholl and Green were second (New Acts),
and the Pour Renee Oirls followed with songs
This was once the
and a hit of dancing.
Rrnee family, but the mother Is now doing the
slnelng. and m«ko« a number of changes, as
do the three daughters, who form a sort of
chorus.
The net Is offered In "one," while
formerly It worked In full, with several scene
ch sores.

Welch. Mealy and Montrose added some
needed comedy on fourth. Lee Aristocrats, a
dancing turn of three persons, closed Intermission.
One girl on her toes, who later
iolned with the man for a Spanish number,
dlsplavs class, and, from the form showed,
the net can he built up considerably. It consumed hut seven minutes, thoiieh It orlglnallv
The Adele Trio, with
ran twice that long.
hsnd-h»lanclne and nerlnl work, closed the
bill.
The act figured as fitted for the opening epot, for Harry Tsuda could have closed
as well as they, nnd the switch would have
eliminated the wait.

Jtee.

FIFTH AVENUE.
Plfth Avenue held Its usual Mondnv
nleht audience, therefore the house was well
The
filled with a few empty seats In the rear.
show overflowed with song, the opening and
cloning acts being the only two not to >ine

The

The honors were dimelodies with lvrlcs.
vided between Embn and Alton. No. 2, and
Burnn and Klssen. next-to-clonlng.
Archie and Oertle Palls started with an exceptlonallv good tumbling turn, the girl doing
nome hard fnlln and working nicely on a rope.
The turn got more than the usual applause
for an openlne number. Emhs and Alton (New
Acts) followed and proved their worth by
scoring one of the hits of the evening, despite
the fact that they were on early.
Charles Mack and Co. amused with an Irish
sketch with two m«»n and a woman, surrounded
by a npeclal net of a cottage. The girl 1n
warbllne two numbers, also dolne an Irish
Jig. which In her contribution during the 18
minutes the act runs. * The skit Is Inclined to
be a bit wenk on the comedy end. but the
plnvlng of the Trlsh pines by Mr. Mack and
the" dnnclng of the girl and the other man
The nudlence received
help thlnrs for them.
In a half-hearted way that put the act
It
across In the nverage manner.
Dingle and Ward did well enough, but would
find It to their advantage If thev adhered more
closely to their dancing and singing, leaving
Mr.
out some of the talking In the act.
D1n*le nmde 'em lauph with his dancing, and
especlnllv with his kicking, and the more
dancing he does the easier the going will be
The boys sang two pongn that got
for him.
them a little. It wan nulte evident the audience preferred to see them dnnee arm" sing
than to nit and listen to the talk which failed
In comparison to the rest of the material

JEFFERSON.
Business falrlv good Monday night at the
The Weiss Troupe opened, worked
eight minutes, with th« wnmsn doing some
"underntnndlng" that held attention.
The
perch work of the men held un the turn,
with the flag flung at the finale good for
the usual returns.
Pepplne and Perrv (New
Acts).
The Hall Players were carded, but
In their place appeared Prank Whlttler and
Jefferson.

Co.

"The

In

woman

Bank

Roll."

Two men and

kept un a farcical dialog that elicwith Whlttler doing some snlendld work as the soused father who liked
his little game awav from home once In a
The mother frowns on eambllng. but
while.
liken a little bridge.
The son dotes on football and known bow to plek a winner.
Hobson and Peattle "sister act." looked
nnd did well.
Thev were followed by the
Pnthe weekly, with Hart and Diamond next.
A special announcement Is made via the screen
that Ethvl Hart and Edward Dymond held
the world's reeard -for endurance dancing. 10
hours at one stretch. One slide also declares
Miss Hnrt In the most perfectly developed
woman In the world. Then Minn Hnrt appenrs In a speclallv draped ntnnd upstage
nnd nhows the development of her arms and
shoulders.
Then comes the dancing seetlon.
Mlsn Hart dlsplayn considerable pep nnd the
act go*»s throueh nlcelv with the pair doing
some fnst nwlngs. Mlsn Hart hanging onto

a

ited laughter,

Dvmond'n neck. The act was well received.
Kay. Moore and Kay were Keno. Melrose
nnd Kevn. who demonstrate what "camouflage" means by using a conversational exchnnee when ell the time tho\r forte Is ground
nerobntlcn.
Thev oMd well. fleorge Rosener
did best with his "done" ehnrneterl^ntlon. although the audience laughed heartllv at the
Enrllsh "bit."
"Mile a Mlnue." with the melodramatic race
between the auto and the engine, got away
slowly. biTt thrilled with the mechnnlcal noveltv at the finish.
The mechanical effects
worked rather sntlsfactorllv In the main, despite lack of experience with the heavy stuff
bv the local crew, and drew attention.
It's
the old-fashioned "mellrr" stuff, but hits 'em
In the pon bouses.
The feature film was "No-

body's

Wife"

(Louise

GRAND

Lovely).

Mark.

0. H.

the second week under Its new policy
thentre's show seems lust n trifle Improved. Judging from the nudlence It doesn't
appear that a real high class show would do
any good. What thev want Is hokum. With
each gag that seemed lust a trifle suggestive
the audience hurst forth with loud and prolonged laughter.
Plrst honors Monday night
In

this

werj»
evenly di*-'tribul"d among Rroomstlck
Elliot and Sharp nnd Olbson.
Trene and
Parker In the opening spot got away fairly.
Parker's violin playing was well received, as
was Irene's dance, especlallv her whirl at the
finish.
Seeley and Creen Indulged In a line

of gagn and songs and were presented with
carfare In the shape of pennies from the gallery.
seemed a sure flnp until the man
It
started nulling the girl's rlr^oq^q nn nt the
finish.
This bit seemed to divert the audience's attention, nnd tV<pv rot a*vav elenn.
"The Mvsterlous Will." a skrtch. Is lust
Junk slapped together.
Broomstlek Elliot
with his gags and broomstlek fiddle pot big
annlause. A Hearst-Pathe News rerl split the
hill here, which wan followed by TTayes nnd
Co., the comnanv being a girl.
The pair Indulge In trick hlrvcle and unlcvcle riding,
nothing extraordinary hut pleaded thin audience.

used.

Mr. Proxy (New

Acts)

OBITUARY

was

The last named pair hare a
hand to hand equlllbrlstlo feats

of

songs and came back for an encore which
all very well, but nevertheless seemed
unnecessary. It's a lengthy act for a double
turn and could stand some cutting here and

five

(Continued from page 19)
their
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did nicely with his
topical nuhleetn. ho

ten-minute monolog on
resembling President Wilson nnd addressing
It was somewhat of a
the audience as nnch.
novelty and well appreciated. Ernest Evnnn nnd
Co. presented a dancing turn that resemhled
his old act as far as the stepping wan conThe turn did well enough at the
cerned.
finish, but It looks as If the time were almost
over for Mg dnnclng nctn of thin sort.
Burns and Klssen registered the second hit
The boys sang
with their songs and talk.

Hrnnkmrin

nnd Steel Pist«r" have n good
foundation for an act, hut th*'lr comedv falls
short.
It Is too talky with no pep.
The act
offers manv an opportunity for a good yarn
and the trick should he rearranged accordingly.
Sharp and fMhson. n hlarkfaee nnd
tan. In next to closing, offered n fairly good
line of talk.
The "Yes We Did" number, although old as Methusela. n1way« will go well.
Another bit. the war In baseball, although
supposedly new. In being used by others. Tn
the closing spot were "The Liberty Olrls."

Thomas A. Carter, one of the best
known of the younger of the men in
show business, died March 3 at Camp

Fred Titus, in theatricals for many
years, and the husband of Lydia Yeamans Titus, died in Los Angeles last

Upton, Yaphank, L. I. He was a member of the 305th Machine Gun Battalion. He had been ill only a few
days, having contracted a cold Feb. 22
while in the parade of the. National
Army in New York, which developed
into double pneumonia. The funeral
took place yesterday morning from St.
Raphael's church with full military

week.

honors, the men of his company acting
as pall bearers and accompanying the
body to the place of interment. "Tommje" Carter was for years connected
with the financial department of the

home

Klaw

&

Erlanger

office,

the assistant to the late

where he was

Meyer LivingsKlaw. He was

and later to Jos.
in charge of the house staff of the
Globe theatre under Harry Klein for a
number of years, assuming those duties
ton,

addition to those at the K. & E.
After leaving K. & E, he was
associated in the agency business with
Dave Gordon in the Fitzgerald Building. His mother and several sisters, as
well as a brother, Benj. Carter, treasurer of the Cohan theatre, survive him.

Albert Q. Scammon, husband of Ida
Bell

Feb.

Scammon, died at Brattleboro, Vt.,
17.
The deceased was 65 years

of age.

Samuel Kohan (Sam Wilson, of Wiland Rich) died Feb. 17 at the

son

street,

his mother, 125 Weirfield
Brooklyn, of pneumonia.

of

Frank Clare, with George Rolland
and Co. in "The Vacuum Cleaners"
(vaudeville), died at Louisville, March
of pneumonia. He was 43 years old.

3,

The

father

(Diamond,

of

was reported

Diamond

Maurice

McMahon and
to have died

Chappellt)

March 4

in

office.

Thomas was

the one unmarried

mem-

ber of the Carter family at the time
of his death.
Daniel E. Madden, father of Edward
Madden, the song writer, and Richard
Madden with the American Play Co.,
died last Sunday at his home in the
Bronx, age 74. Dan Madden was the
house detective at the Marlborough
Hotel for 15 years, and for^ several
years had had the post of assistant to
the manager at the Bronx O. H. since
the opening of that house.

IN
In

of Mrs. William Petril
("Liberty Girls") died at her home in
Cleveland Feb. 26.

The mother of Blanche Andrews
Murphy, died at East Carew, Mass.,
Feb. 15, from heart trouble.
The father of Marion Ford died In
Boston Feb. 23 at the age of 66 from
gas poisoning.
father of Mae Earle (Mae and
died suddenly Feb. 5 in
Los Angeles.

The

Billy Earle)

The mother of Walter Daniels
(Daniels and Walters) died in Philadelphia Feb. 24; age 66.
The father of Emmett
Philadelphia last week.

MEMOBIAM

Lovlss

Mtaerv

(Of Watts and Laeas)
My Dear Husband. My Lovlst Pel
died Is Qoeboe. Canada. Mare* •, ISIS.
Rest In peoee.

LES. H. KING
The wife of Arthur Rockhill (Tate's
"Motoring") died at the Seaton Hospital, New York, Feb. 22.
The funeral
was held in New York the following
Monday. Mr. Rockhill was playing in
San Francisco at the time and could
not attend the funeral.

Thomas Marvin Hunter, often spoken
of as the dean of the American stage,
died at Worcester, Mass., March 3,
from infirmities of old age. He was
80 years old and a native of Granville,
N. Y. His theatrical career covered a
period of 55 years.
Daniel W. Champlin, aged 81, father
of Charles Champlin, the stock manager, and who for six years traveled
with the lattcr's company, acting as
doorman, died Feb. 27 from infirmities
of old age.

Welch

died in

THEATRE HOODLUMS JAILED.

of

JOE WATTS
Who

The mother

Detectives made a raid on rowdies
in Kahn's Folies theatre in the Bronx'
last week and*as a result ten disturbers

were arrested.

Two of the men arrested, Antonio
Ragostino and Michael Camerato, were
given five-day sentences, white the
other eieht were given their choice of a
fine of $5 apiece or three days.

The arrests were made* when the
started throwing spitballs, pebbles and programs into the orchestra.
the missiles landing upon the heads of
those occupying orchestra chairs.
gang

NEIGHBORHOOD PICTURES.
Next week B. S. Moss' Prospect theatre in the Bronx will make a local film
on the stage during the performance,

home talent exclusively.
The nature of the turn will be about
the same as was done at the Harlem
opera house some weeks ago.

using

Denies Police Ban.

Ed. F. Davis died at his home in
Kalamazoo, Mich., Feb. 25, from tuberThe deceased
was a vateran showman and for many

James of the Folly theatre,
Akron, O., denies his house was closed
by order of the local police.
"I closed the theatre myself," he
says, "because business was unsatisfactory. Any manager who has played
Akron since Dec. 15 will tell you this
is true.
My people were all recognized
players, the principals and girls being
recruited from the number one and two

years was contracting agent with the

wheels.

culosis, in his 61st year.

Wallace Circus.

J.

A.

"Perhaps Variwty information conmy house with another theatre
Yotingstown, which I have heard
hns been in difficulties with the
fused

in

Mrs. Jennie Samanni died in the
Hospital,
Baltimore,
from
diabetes, March 3. The deceased was
chief stewardess of the Hotel Kernan,

Hebrew

Baltimore.

authorities."

SHUBERTS BOOKING.
Margaret Anglin, who closed

at the
with "Billeted." is
taking to the road, booked by the Shu0W^
berts.
The forthcoming Weber and Fields
show will also be booked out of the
Shubert office.

Fulton,

Colonel

Johann

W.

Colenbrander,

C. B., explorer and soldier of fortune,
died in Africa, March 2, as the result
of a fall from a horse, while acting in
pictures.

Saturday,

VARIBTY
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CA0ARET NOTES.

Announcement

News
Extraordinary
Soon

Be Released

to

Ed. Rose
and

Loretta

("Pewee")

known

as the only lady "jagg dancer,
has signed a contract for 20 weeks at
Reisenweber's. Miss McDermott hails
from Chicago, where she was teamed
at one time with Frisco, who taught
her the peculiar stunt. Frisco is all
het up about her advent on Broadway,
he saying this is his exclusive field.
Miss McDermott was offered a two
weeks' date at Reisenweber's with an
option of 20 additional weeks, which
would have given her an opportunity
to raise her salary figure, if a success
was scored. She, however, said she
didn't understand what option meant.
Loretta dances while wearing tilted
derby, carrying a cane and smoking a

cigar;

same as

Frisco.

Michigan goes "dry" May 1. Detroit
the state. It has several cabaret
restaurants, including hotels.
The
cover charge in Detroit has never promoted a friendly feeling for the
cabarets. The hotels charged from 25
to 10 cents a plate, and it brought
is in

Abe Olman

Sgt.

got 'em guessing again with

newest

their

and greatest

novelty song

"The Meaning of

Y
C

page next week

worked

Some?*

Restaurant on Rockaway
avenue, Brooklyn, did not discontinue
its
revue Saturday as reported. A.

Heyman, manager of the

for answer.

restaurant,

one of the largest

in Brooklyn (it
4,200 at one time),

By the

"Oh Johnny Oh"
BOYS
" Faugh- A-Ballah"

can accommodate
says he had no idea of closing his present show. Among the principals are
Edward Murray, Edward Jackson,
I eon St. Clair, Tubby Garron, Katherine Afolph, Edythe Gantz, with a
chorus of eight girls. In the 11 years
Somers has been established Mr. Heyman says this is its best season.

Raiding

"dumps"

and

"Pick

ruled that the transfer

her no such injury and expressed the
opinion that employment in a cabaret
could not be presumed to lower the
artistic standards of a player. The
case was decided from the bench and
was not permitted to go to the jury.

A
Watch

patrons. It was a small-time manner
of apeing New York, where they do
the cover thing at wholesale rates on
top of the menu price. At the Columbia, New York, this week one of the
comedians says:
"I read a lovely
breakfast
yesterday
morning, but
couldn't buy it."

Mayer

A Little"

"Four Leaf Qover"
Published by

the

in

fer

Elliott,

Comstock

Greenwich
Village
has been active

New York

of late. These are places downstairs
in that "Bohemian" quarter with funny
names. The same gang frequents the
resorts that made the odd dances at
Wenester Hall require police surveillance. Of late places around and be-

low Washington square have been attracting the curious from uptown,
those who thought they were "seeing
life" to sit at a bar table on a sawdust
floor and watch the antics of eccentric
persons of both sexes.

PUB. CO.
CHICAGO,
Room

42,

ILL.

Cohan's Grand Opera House

EZ KEOUGH, Manager
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
Pantatfe's Theatre Building

JACK LA FOLLETTE, Manager

A new

musical

show

Springtime Revue" had

labeled

"A

performance at the Winter Garden, Chicago, last week. Among the principals
are Simpson and Deane, comedy singers and dancers; Belle Sisters, singers
and dancers; Vera Long, prima donna;
June Roberts, character dancer; Martin Van Bergen, baritone.
Also there
was the Winter Garden chorus, newly
costumed, and cavorting in numbers
never before seen at this cabaret.
first

North is to produce a revua at
Black Cat, San Francisco. Six

Billy

the

its

girls will

be used.

Gtst,

re-

Zeigfeld, Jr.

There are three rooms, two of them
newspapermen.
will have desks and typewriters and in the other is promised
a buffet with "Mose" in attendance.
There will be no checks. Page explains
to be at the service of

One room

will be cheaper to get libation at
the private buffet at the Century than
at a hotel, in spite of the taxi fare.

it

MACGREGOR'S ELEVEN PLAYS.
Edgar MacGregor has

mapped

productions

11

The

pieces will be proa time at the rate of
duced
about one every two months. He is to
start casting on a new production next
week some time.
out.
one at

Davis Keua
Davis Marlon
Eavls Warren
ay Marlon A
Dearie Helen (C)

Dean Mrs

M P

DeBrlon Coiinne
Deely Ben
Deerle Helen
Deglen

GAM

Dell Jack
Dell Maybelle

pelmore A Moore
penham Helen M

Derrick Mr A Mrs
Devers Honors

DeVoy Jeane
Dewltt

A

Gulther

Deyo Jeanne
DeVounge Billy (C)
Dlckerman Daisy
Dixon Jeanne

Dom

Elisabeth

Donegac Jimmy
Don Ion Viva (Reg)
Donovan Fannie
Doris

A Mack

(0)

Doughty Jack
Downing Evelyn (C)
Doyle Jimmy
Doyle John T
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X ac

Bowen Jane

Qeeatloaueel

O
Cbyo George

O
Jos

Griffith

A
Bdw A

Halstenbach

Homberg

Albert

H

Brown A Carsten
Browne Josephine

Paskay Robt

Bruce Ernie (O)
Burke Frankle
Burke Jim
Burrell Chas B

V
Vanfeer Arnold

Abrahams David J
Adams Rex (P)
Alnsworth P (G)
Allard Burt
Allen Miss M
Allen Mrs Bearl
Almond Bdlth
Andrews Mabel

Arvtlle Victoria (C)

Aster Astar
Aster Harry
Atkinson Hal (C)
Aubrey B A (C)

Aubrey Dorothy
Avery Drew

B
Babcock Mrs T
Backus Prank
Backus Georgia
Bailey Pearl (C)
Balrd Alvln A

Baker Leah E
Baker Marlon
Barbeau Beatrice
Barbour B L (C)
Barbour Lynn
Barker Mrs T H
Barnes Carolyn
Barnette Camilla

Barney Violet
Barry
Barry Dixie

CAB
Guy

Becker Luclle
Belgium Trio (C)
elell J (C)
Belmont P (C)
Bennett Miss P
Bender Masle (C)
Bennett Chan (C)
Bennett Wilda
Benson H C (C)
Benson A Bell
Berg Dave
Bergere Valerie
Berlnger

Buem

(C)

Berolvlcl Bros

Berry Frank
Berry Rose
Berry Sally
Bestor Mrs

V B

Bimbo Chas (C)
Blair Geraldlne
Blondell Ed (8P)
Blondell Ed (C)
Blound William

Cafferty

DuLeil A Covey
Dumitrescu Mltter

Dunn Thomas P

Cagwln Jack (C)
Cain Arthur
Calne A Odom
Calvin A Thornton (C)
Calbourne H
Campbell Miss J (C)
Carr Arthur (C)
Carlyle Louise
Carmen Miss B

Madam

Carroll

Carter Joe
Casey Fred
Casey
Jr

Wm

James

Challle

D (C)
Carl

Egawa Jane (C)
Ellers Novelty (C)
Eldrldge Clara
Blray A El ray (C)
Bmmerson Maude (C)
Emmett Hugh J
Epallly Jules
Errlco Joe
Err In gt on Myra
Evans Barbara
Evans Bessie
Evans Harry
Eyre Madge

Fagg A White (C)
Fairfax

Mme M

Falrman George
Fase Blanche (0)
Ferdinand F (C)
Ferdinand Fred
Fern Chas (C)
Fern Alma
Ferry Frank
Fiddler A Cole
Field

Norman

Flint Beatrice

Francis Anna
Francis Lea
Frank Betty
Fredericks Mrs

G

Freeman Lee
Frey Lewis

Gabriel Master (C)

Gershon ft Van Etta
OlbBon Hardy (C)
Glck Albert
Gilbert Al
Gilbert ft LaCrago(C)

Oleason Fred C

Gordon

(P.)

Tommy

Gorman Rev Frank
Gotchall Harold

Goulborn Chas
Gould ft Gold
Gould Venlta

H

Grandy Mrs L (C)

Coughlln Mary
Courtney Alice
Cowles R

Green Billy
Green Grace
Griffith Fred (C)
Grosse Genevieve
Guarella F (C)
Gunn Beugla (C)

D
Dalley Eddie
Dakln Sylvia
Dale Frederick (C)
Dale Miss
(C)
Dale Dolly
Daley Eddie (C)
Darling Miss L (C)

M

Daring Miss L (SF)
Davis Beatrlee
Davis Essie
Davis Hilda

M

(C)

Clifford

M

(P)

Inglls Jack

Jaoquette (C)

Jahnson Harold
Janls

Mrs B (C)

Jean A June
Jones A Jones
Jordon Betty
Jordan Jules

K

Kane A Odom
Kay Arthur
Kearney Jane
Keech Kelvin
Keith Roydon
Keller Marie (C)
Keller Marie
Kellogg Chas
Kelly Nora (C)
Kelly Edwward B(P)
Kelly Walter C
Kemp Aleck
Kennedy A Nelson
Kenny Leola
Kerr Florence
King. Frank G

King Gus
King Maud
Kirby Thomas
Klagea Ray
Klafss Sisters
Klein Emll

Lambert Natalie (C/
Lamplnl Bros (Reg)
Lane Helen
Langton Hal
Larson Antolnette(C)
LaTosca Phil (C)

Laurl Roma
Lauvette Jules
Lavlne A (C)

Cornell Millie

A Wolts

Hunt Opega

Hussey Jimmy
Hutchlns Dick (Reg)

La Belle Rubby
LaCoste Warren
Laker Grace M
LaMar Levins
LaMont Larry 8

Flock John
Flynn Joele
Fonda Trio (C)
Ford Marlon
Ford Ray

Glyndon Telll
Golden Nathan
Gordon Ernie

Curtis

Homan A Helm
Howard A Lliette
Howe Walter 8

A

Coleman Harry

Cross Billy
Curtlss U B (C)

(C)

Jackman Lennle
Jackson Harry J

Germain Jeanette

M

Bmma

Edwells Co (C)

Clare Millie
Clarke Wilfred
Cleve Helen
Clifford Been
Clover Poppy
Coffman Joe
Cohee J H

Cox Mrs Harry
Cralge Blanche
Cramer Frances
Crawford ft Broderlck
Crawford Helen
Cromwell Jack

Hill

Hoffman Francis
Holden Jack
Holmes A Buchanan

I

Genano M (C)
German F (C)

Colman Mack
Colwyn Peggy
Conboy Kelcey
Conner Ellott S
Conway Chas B
Cornelia Harry

Carl

Imhoff Leila

W

Easburn Q
Eaton Louise
Edwards Sarah (C)
Edwards Margaret
Edwards Sarah

Church Alice
Clancy Geo (C)

Collins Goldle
Collins Lillian

Herman Dr

Heyer Grace
Hlckey Martha
Hlgglns Clark
Hlgglns Helen
Hllden S (C)

Hyde

Geo

G

Henderson C (C)
Hendricks Miss

Henning Leo

Earl Zella (C)
Earl Burt
Earl Ralph

Chick Family
Christie
Christie

Harrah Roy (0)
Harrah Roy
Harris Eleanore
Harris Honey
Harris Roy
Harris E (C)
Harrison Alberta
Harrison Claire E
Harrison Chas
Hayes A Neal (C)
Hector
Heeley F (C)
Heider Fred
Helen Miss

Hyams John
Hyde A Hardt

B

Figaro Jack
Fisher Georgia
Fltzelmmons Mrs

Nat

W

Archer ft Ward
Armstrong Florrle
Arnold Lewis (C)
Arsalma Ethel
Arthur Mrs B

Bartfett

Bowers Martin
Boylan Augusta (C)
Boyd Warren A
Boys A Girls 3
Brady Paul
Brennan Billy
Britton Frank
Brooks Celeste (8F)
Browning Tod (SF)
Brown James (C)

Harlan Kenneth (Reg)
garrington Al (C)
arrlngton Fred (C)

Holt Victoria

Drew Beatrice
Duke Irene

Eadle A Ramsden

Beban Mae

FORSTER MUSIC

&

turned from Chicago this week and
immediately started organizing an
elaborate press department at the Century. He is leaving the small quarters
formerly alloted to William Raymond
Sill and has moved upstairs in the
finely furnished suite used by Flo

among

annoyance

general

Judge Mayer In the City Court a few
days ago decided against Lola Wentworth, who sued Reisenweber's in an
effort to recover a salary claim in connection with an engagement at the
Hotel Shelburne. She was transferred
from the leading revue character to a
solo number and contended that this
action injured her chances of securing vaudeville engagements.
Judge

M
this

about

Will A. Page, the publicity directer

McDargaett,

H
Hahn Leon

Lawrence Edna
Lawrence Pam
Lawson Bill (SF)
Leach Hannah
LeFleur (C)
Lelghton Chas (8F)
Lelghtons

Frank (C)
Livingston Robert I
Lloyd A Brltt (C)
Lloyd ft Wells (C)

Llttlejohn

Lockhart Mable

Lockwood Hellen
Loretta Gert (C)
Miss
(C)
Lorraine Miss B
Lovell A Lovell (SF)

Hale Mrs Bert
Haleson Flo
Hall O S (C)

I-iorralne

Hall
J (C)
Hall Howard
Hallo Eunice (C)
Hallo Eunice

Lovell

W

Hamel Edna May
Handman A Cook
Haney Edith (C)
Haney Edith
Hanlon Ben

Wm

F

Lelthold Rialto

Lemke Ann
Lennlce Florence
Leonard Olivette
Leone P M
Leslie Bert
Lester Bert
Lester Richard
Leveque Lucie
Lewis A Abbott (C)
Lewie Eva
Lewis Frank
Lewis Jack
Lewis A White
Lieval Jack
Lin Lun Fong

W

A Lovell
Lynn Roy
Lyons Jack

M
MacArthur Mrs P
Mack Taylor (C)
Mack Wlllard
Mackle Florence (C)
MacKinnon Twins

Hanlon
Hanson Julia (C)
Hardy Frank

Madell A Corbley (C)
Mahlberg Alfred

Hardy Mr (C)

Makla Mrs

H

"SHERMAN WAS RIGHT,

(MISS)

A GREAT SONG"

IT'S

SADIE SHERMAN

WEEK

THIS

AT
BALTIMORE

(SINGING COMEDIENNE)
FEATURING

U

THERE'S A SERVICE FLAG FLYING

AT
OUR
"^
^ HOUSE"
^

Pushed

k-J-l-J

Mantilla Rosaclta

March Verna
Marion Bert (G)
Marion * Deane
Marshall Dorothy

Morrow

Mosart Fred

Martini (0)
Martell Angelina
Martini Bob
Marty n ft Flo (C)
Masquerla Sis (C>
Mathews Mrs D (C)
(C)

Matthews

D D
Mrs D D

Mrs

(Reg)

Mazln

A

Maybelle Snowle (C)

Maynard Dottle
McArty Grace (C)
McGormlck Hugh
McDermott Billy
McBvoy Chas F
McGlnnls Mrs F
McGutre J 8 (C)
Mclnirney Matthews

McKeone Pete
McKlnney Dean
McLaughlin Jennie (C)
McLaughlin Jennie
McLeod Annie B
McMann Harry
H H
McMaster
Meade Miss B

Wm

Mecklenberg Irene
Meeker Matt
Melchert Bernlce
Melville Mae
Merrill Bessie
Frank
Merrill

B

Murray Edward
Muthe Louis

N

W

Nealand
D
Neaynard Geo J
Nelson Walter (C)
Nelson Mae

MUford Florence (C)
Miller Belle (SF)
Miller R (C)
Miller Anna
Miller Arthur
Miller Earl B

Mlnoger Fo
Mints Anna
Moentenlck Elsie
Montague Marcellne

Montambo Pah
(C)

Moore Frank (C)
Moore Ruth
Morris Billy (C)

Quealy
Quealy

ft

Flnloy

Mr

ft

Mrs

H

Ohara Frank (P)
Old Homestead 8 (C)

Oldham Georgia
Olga Miss

Howard

One B (C)
Osborn Lynn (C)
Otta Geo H

Owen Hlla
Owens Jack

Radenbuck B (C)
Rae ft Wynn
Raffln Alf (Reg)

Zella

Rankin Walter (C)
Ray ft Paganna
Reed Daniel
Regnald Nola
Reubens Murray
Reynolds Joyce

Rhoads Mr B
Rhoads Florence C
Rich Helen
Richards Edith
Richards Great
Rifner Carl
Ringllng Adolph
Rivers Miss D (C)
Roberts Mabel (C)
Robertson Bob

Romalne Manual
Roman Hughle H

Mr

Park E in ley (C)
Park Richard L
Parker Bros (C)
Parker MIbb A R (C)
1

(P)

Rose Ivy
Rose Jack
Rose Victor O
Rose Vivian
Ross Fred H
Royal Jack (SF)
Royal Jack
Rudlnofl

Pike
Poctor Bert (C)
Pollock Jean
Pollok Maudle

Sam Llk Yung (Reg)
Sam Long Tack (C)

A F

8
Sabourln Frank

Sampsell ft Leonhard
Samuels Maurice

& Bradford
Shaw Mr (C)

Seldon

Shannon J J
Shattuck Ethel

Shaw Sandy

SCENIC STUDIOS,

Inc.

140 West 39th Street

New York

Stage Decorations
for Productions

and Vaudeville Acts
"THE MODERNISTIC STUDIO"
Phone t

Frank (C)
Arthur
Lillian

Mabel
Shepherd Burt
Shepperd Al
Shepperd Mrs V
Sherwood Harvey (C)
Sherwood Morris V
Shon Madelyn
Sldelll Jack (C)
Sieger Lillian
Sim Jessie

Simmons Gladys

City

Greeley SfOf

Tllden Helen
Tilton Lucille
Tlschlen Kasennys
Titcomb LaBelle

Simpson Larry
Sims Pete
Sipperly Ralph
Skatelle B ft
Skelly J (C)

H

Smith D C
Smith ft King (C)
Smith Lester A
Smith Margaret B
Smith Thomas R
Sollmtnl Marie
Southern Evelyn
Spauldlng Clarice (C)
Spencer Trio (C)
Spencer Chester
Spltzer John 8
Stafford J M (C)
Stark Virginia (C)
Starr Carrie (C)
ft Hyde (C)

Btelnle

Stephen Murray
Stevens Clara

W

Young Myrtle

>

Marrle Harry Newton

Mo

Bell Bill

Browning

Newakos The
Norton Ned
O'Mare Barney
Osterfeld

Wm H

Pistole

D

Thatcher

De Costa Miss Teas
De Witt Wm
De Vlo R B
Dore Walter

Doha Bob
Dove Johnny
Dunbar Archie

Fabrick Mr H
Fleaeon Mr Nevil
Fox Barnett
Frost Mr Russell

Wood Mrs

W

HUdenbrandt Chas J
Kovt Add
Holden ft Harron

Hyde Mr Bert
J
Jameson Mr Davey
Jenkins Howard
Johnson Miss C
Jones Chas
Jones Paul

H

K

Bsq

Laureate Bert
Lawrence Miss Madge
Laiarus Bert
Lewis Dick

Wood

N

Scranton 18-19

Camp

Dlx Wrights-

J.

Lyceum Columbus

o H Terro Haute Ind
().

n
n K ah°w" II Oayety
w
Mo ';o"
18 Gayety St Ixnila.
'

ronto.

Kansas City

Garden Buffalo 18 Star To-

"Lady Buccaneers"

11 Olympic New York 18
Gayety Philadelphia.
"Liberty Olrls" 11 Columbia Chicago 18-20
Berchel Des MoIiioh la.
"Lid Llftera" 11 GityHy Brooklyn 21-23 Hudson Schenectady N Y.
"Maids of America" 11-13 Bastablo Syracuse
14-16 Lumberg Utlca N Y IS Oayety Montreal.

Francis

Y

Yamamoto Tony
Yorke Eva

"Majesties" 11 Columbia N«-w York 18 Casino
Brooklyn.
Marlon Dave 11 Oayety BoHtnn 18 Columbia
Now York.
"Merry Bounders" 11 Kmplre Albany 18 Casino

Yoke Lou O
Young ft April
Young Eddie

Boston.

"MIle-a-Mlnute Girls" 11 Star Toronto 18
Savoy Hamilton.
"Military Maids" 11 Howard
Boston
18 10
Park Manchester 21-23 Worcester Worcester
Mnnfl.

"Mhchlef Makers"

11 MaJeHtle Ft Wnyno 17IH O II Terre HiiiiIm Ind.
"Million-Dollar Dolls" II Umpire Newark 1H
Casino Philadelphia
"Monte Carlo Olrls" 11 Kmplro ChleuK<» 18
Majestic Ft Wayne Tn.l
"Oh Olrls" 11 Paliii-i- Hi.ltlim.ro 18 Cuyely

O

York ft King (0)
York Florence

Majostlo

Bristol Bristol 13-17

"Jolly Girls" 11

Worthlngton Viola

Young Chu Chlh
Young El Ice
Young Margaret

n

"Girls from Happyland" 11 Trocadero Philadelphia 18 Majestic Scranton.
"Girls from Joyland" 11 Erie 12 Oil City 13
Beaver Falls 14-16 Park Youngstown O 18
Victoria Pittsburgh.
"Golden Crook" 11 Hurtlg ft Seamon's New
York 18 L O.
"Grown Up Babies" 13 Amsterdam 14-16 HudJon Schenectady N Y 18-10 Holyoke Holyoke
20-2ft Qllmore Springfield Mass.
Hastings Harry 11-13 Berchel Dcs Moines la
18 Gayety Omaha Neb.
"Hello America" 14-16 Park Bridgeport 18
Colonial Providence.
11
rI "" 11 Oayety Minneapolis 18 Star
"'i*. ^ °!
St Paul.
"Hip Hip Hurray" 11 Peopled Philadelphia
18 Palace Baltimore.
Howe Sam 11 Emplro Toledo 18 Lyric Day-

18

M

Forest

Mo

Oayety Milwaukee 18

ton.

Woodward Harvey J

Wyer

11

Bnaelwood Chicago.

F OTij ThleTea"

Ir

Wlllard Fred

L

Century Kansas City

"Innocent Maids" 10-11

Watson Bobby
Watson Sammy
Warnoek Frank L
Warren ft Frost
Wayne Kathryn
Weber Alfred
Weber Al
Weeks Bert
Welner H M
White B A
White Mrs B
Whltelow Arthur
Wolf Mrs Harvey
Worth Miss Charlotte

ft

A

Mar

Wlchman George

Kahauk Jacob
Kane Joe
Klein

H

Wallace Mrs F
Wallace Franklyn
Walsh Frank Bsq

Hemenquy Helen

Coyne
Kennedy Thos

W

Wadsworth Mrs Charlotte

? Mb " n

Oayety Baltimore Md.

—

Hayes Walter J
Hayes Brent

Kale

James

Vlsocchl A
Victor Tramp Comedian
Vlollnsky Mr
Vivian Miss

B

et

town

V

Hamilton Andree
Hanlon Bert

C a ba

New

Chas

Engelwood Chicago 18

11 Casino Philadelphia 18

"Girls from Follies" 11-12 New Bristol Brls^
tol 13-17 Camp Dlx Wrlghtstown N
J 18

Van Avery
Verge Nick

H

Haeeltlns The
Haseltlne Jack

Wilbur Bunny
Wilbur Mrs
R
Willing Burt (C)
Williams Grace
Williams Mr ft Mrs L
Williams Lottie
Williamson Addle
Wllmont Flo (G)
Winter Theresa
Wilson Irene (C)
Wilson Frankie (Reg)
Wilson Lucille (C)
Wilson ft Mack
Wilson Maud
Wilson Ruth
Wise Ray (C)
Wood Fred (SF)
Woods Helen (C)

Tanfleld

St Louis 18 Columbia

Blnghamton 20 Norwich 21 Oswego 22-23
Inter Niagara Falls N Y.
"Gay Morning Glories" 11 penn Circuit 18-10

Thorndlke ft Barnes
Tooner Henry B
Taylor Triplets

O

Bert

Whlttler Roy
Wilbur Harrington (C)

"

Wm

T

Mr Chas

Halleran Marie
Harris Val

West Leila
Wheeler Bert ft B
Wheeler Mrs C

:

George G

Schooler D
Benna Charles

Spencer Albert
Sylvester ft Johns

Glrard Bddle
Grant Alf

Warner H (C)
Warren Spencer
Warrington Mrs

Wellington Dave
Wells Toby

Rubin Murray
Russ John
8

Summer Fred

Everest Miss O
Everest Robert
Bvans Legale

H

Restlvo Carlo
Rice Hasel
Rlee Bros
Rice ft Thalasso

Sullivan

T

Volt Lawrence F
VonMorten Margaret

Welly Richard

Orpheum

Gayety Minneapolis.
"Darlings of Parla" 11 So Bethlebom 12 Baston 13-16 MajeBtIc Wllkes-Barro Pa 18 Empire Hoboken.
"Follies of Day" 11 Olmyplc Cincinnati
18
Star A Garter Chicago.
"Follies of Pleasure" 11 Lyceum Duluth
18
Century Kansas City Mo.
"French Frolics" 11 Standard St Louis 18

R

Bcoll

11

"Charming Widows"

Sharp Lew
Shy Ous

Venneta Dolly
Vert Hasel
Vincent Ellnore
Vivian Ada

Weber A Wilson (C)
Wei ford Miss D (SF)

18

, u
cT.
18
Standard
St Louis.

Cushion

Wm

Ralman George

Swan

Elliott Willis

Green John
Grtsman Sam

ft

"Bon Tons" 11 Gayety

"

Dean

Weak

L O

ety Buffalo.

P
Ed

Carroll Fred

Gillette

11

Hurtlg ft Seamon's New York.
"Burlesque Revue" 11 Oayety Toronto 18 Gay-

O

Campbell Bob

Valata G Costa
Valdare La Zelle

Wallace Mrs H (C)
Walton ft Brandt (C)

Town"

"Broadway Belles"
Empire Chicago.
"Broadway Frolics"

Wm

Caprice June
Cartyle Jack

B

in

Bins Bang" 11-12 Park Manchester 13-16
Worcester Worcester Mass 18 Olympic New

"Bowerys" 11 Oayety Detroit 18 Gayety Toronto.

Navarre Mattle
Nevins Miss Grace
Newton
8

Bill

Burnett Babe

ft

Show

Peterson.
•Biff

"Bostonlans" 11 Majesty Jersey City 18 Peoples Philadelphia.

N

Bennett Joe
Black ft Tan
Broderick Lillian

Tonner Mrs T
Tower Geo 8
Trontman Mabel
Tucker Cyril (P)
Turner Chas 8

Ward Mrs (Reg)
Ward ft Cullen
Ward Felix
Ward Lillian
Ward Elroy (C)

Cleveland.

"Beet

cnicago.

McKlnney Dean
McKenna Vera
McNutt Alios B

Pollard
Price Dorothy

Wagner

Behtnan Show 11 Gayoty Pittsburgh 18 Star

York.

B

Ballon B A
Barrett Joe
Barry ft Nelson

Chlyo Mrs Gertrude
Church Mr Chas
Claire Miss Nell
Clayton Bddle
Clark Marie
Conrad Con
Cooney Adella
Curtlas Golda

W
Emma

Girls". 11 Cadillac Detroit 18 Gayety
*
Chicago.
"Aviators" 11 Star Brooklyn 18 Empire Hoboken.

Bob

Austin

N Y

y<)rk

"Auto

Young Robert
Zabella Flora
Younger Jack
Taylor Ji
N. V. A. Letter List.
These letters wlU be held at the N. V. A.
for ten days and If not oalled for will be
turned over to the Dead Letter Office:
Lewis Fred I
Ambler Bdward
Lorenie Bert _
Arrens The
Lowe Jimmy

Palfrey

B

gt New

4gth

Chaplow Renee
Chlyo George

Salisbury Endora (C)

K M

|

Thompson Happy

Vaughn J Preston

Schofleld Chas
Scott Miss
Scott Sylvia
Secrest Cecil J

DODD ACKERMAN

8 (SF)
Tanner Lenora
Taree
Taylor Trlpletts (C)
Taylor ft Howard
Taylor Orban B
Tempest Florence
Templetan Lucy
Tendehoe Chief
Tennyson Babe
Texlco
Thomas Helen

Vardon Frank (0)
Vardon Vera

Parker Texas
Parks Emiley
Paulette Louise
Pembertoo
Goldle
(Reg)
Penembere James
Perry H H (C)
Plerson Chas
(P)

Sherlock
Sheldon
Sheldon
Sheldon

B

Vardman (C)

W

Rull ft RuU
Russell Georgia
Russell Miss H

Takaorl

VanHoff Geo
Van Horn 8

8andejet Jow
Soanlon Mathew
Schaefer Sylvester

P.

Swain Hal (SF)
Sydney Eleanor

Valerie Sisters
Van Cello

Rudolph Fritiie

W
Raymond

Stratton Jack
Strength Bros (Reg)
Sullivan James R
Sullivan John

Raby Arthur

Randow Mr

Estelle

Palllene

Q

Rambo

Odonnell John

Oleon

Stevens Leo
Stewart Dick
Stewart Florence
Stewart Jean
Stone Harry
Story B

Wm

Potter
G
Powell Ermlnle
Pratt Herbert
Prltehard G A

Randall Russell

Oakley Florence
Oconnor Lorena

Odom

Poskay Robert
Post ft Gibson

Ralney Maree

Geo

Nevins Josle
Nlelson Anabel
Nitche Geo
Nixon Don

Page Mildred

R

O

ft

Mulhall Bernlce
Mulhall Lucille
Murdoch Miss J
Murray Lola (G)

Neville

(C)

May. Evelyn (C)

Montrose Geo
Moore Tim A

Wm

Moschell Lillian

Marshall Lew
Martin Chas (C)

Matthews

Morley Lillian
Morton Jane (C)

14g

JOE MORRIS MUSIC CO.

by

(March 11 and March 18.)
"Americans" 11 Victoria Pittsburgh 18 Penn
Circuit.

"Army ft Navy Olrls"
Lyceum Duluth.

11

Star

St

Paul

18

Washington.
"OrlenfalH" 11
Philadelphia.

"Pace Mak. ra"
Mllwnukee.

Oav.-ly
II

Baltimore

Oayety Chi.

.i^o

18
18

Oayety
Oayety

VARIETY

24

A

FRIENDLY SUGGESTION
and

to music publishers,

am
am

to

my

fellow workers in the fields of

war songs or so-called patriotic numbers.
a comedienne and a vaudeville entertainer. I feel that the public is
as patriotic as I am with all that 1 have contributed to every fund 1 know
of and personally raised more than $10,000 for the soldiers' smoke drive
and that the good people of the United States do not look to a singer of
ballads and comedy songs to either inspire their patriotism or teach them
to be good Americans.
And I will not take advantage of their natural patriotic fervor to get
applause or attention or seek favor because I toucn on topics that they
must applaud irrespective of my merits.
I believe in acts of serious nature, elocutionists, dramatic stars and the
like using war material if they choose, because it is the big subject of the
day and is the natural one to stir poetry or drama.
I

I

not using any

comedy and song

—from

But I cannot see the art or consistency in comedy performers inserting war
songs just to get into the grace of audiences who pay to be amused, and I
regard them as a type of profiteers who seek to exploit an unusual and
deplorable situation to their own advantage. Least of all do I approve of
the so-called "comedy war songs." I cannot see any comedy in the horrible
war which is sending our boys to battle and which has plunged humanity
into an ocean of blood.

—

THEREFORE,

—

request publishers to cease sending me war songs they are not for my
work, anyway not for my idea of respect for those stricken by this
catastrophe.
If I take any new songs they must be
I

style of

NATURAL

HITS

ON THEIR OWN MERITS

AKRON—THEN

PALACE MUSIC HALL, CHICAGO—NEXT WEEK,
"Parisian Fllrta" 11-12 Binghamton 13 Oneida

Mrs.

14 Oswego 15-10 Inter Niagara Falls N Y
18 Garden Buffalo.
"Puna Pum." 11 Cuaiuu Buotou lo Grand Hartford.

Crossman's 7 Entertainers

Cleveland.

This

Savoy Hamilton 18 Cad-

Week (March

1),

H„ and

Manchester, N.

Haverhill, Mass.

illac Detroit.

Reeves

Al 11 Empire Brooklyn 21-23 Park
Bridgeport.
"Roseland Girls" 11 Casino Brooklyn 18 Em-

PERSONAlTDIRBCTtON OF~

"Sight Seers" 11 Colonial Providence 18 Gay-

Akron

Lyceum Columbus 18-10
Va 20 Canton 21-23 Grand

11

W

Cort Wheeling

ARTHUR ~KLEIN

MAX GORDON

pire Newark.
Sldman Sam 11 Miner's Bronx Now York 18
Empire Brooklyn.

ety Boston.
"Social Follies"

presents Rose and

O.

Moon

Albany.
10

City

Oil

Youngstown

"Some Show"

11

20
O.
11

Next Week (March

Empire Cleveland 18 Erie
Beaver Falls 21-23 Park

"Speedway Girls"

Cleveland 18

Empire

18, Keith's

Philadelphia

11

Empire Hoboken 18 Star

(Comedlaa)

Now

21-23

Luinberg

In

and

PETRIE

588

AVE.-CH ATEAUBRIAND, MONTREAL, CANADA

Y.

Cincinnati.

CHICAGO

"Step Lively Girls" 11 Gaycty Washington 18

Oayety Pittsburgh.
RoHe 11-13 Poll's M'Tiden Conn 14-10
Cohen's Newburgh N Y 18 Miner's Bronx

Sydell

New York.
11 Cay. ty Baltimore 18 Gavety
Philadelphia.
"20th Century Maids" 11 Jacques Waterbury
18 Poll's Meriden Conn 21 23 Cohen's New-

"Tempters"

Billy

11

Orpheum Paterson

18

inore Springfield.
Williams Mollie 11 Gaycty
Gayety Kansas City Mo.

Omaha Neb

18

INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT.
(March

Tuck

L.

is

now an

associate in the

NVImui agency.

Prod Lundy, "The Norwegian Janitor," who
iniiiily quit vaudeville for tho navy, has been
;iN 'Minted a chief petty officer.

formerly manager of the
Chicago this week on a tour

"De Luxe Anno" at the Princess
will be cut short on March 10, when John
Drew and Margaret I Illusion begins an engagement In "The Gay Lord Qucx."
The run

of

Joseph Santley and his wife, Ivy Sawyer,
have left "Oh, Hoy."
Mrs. Santley is expecting a visit from the stork.

Sinner,

Palace, was in
inspection of all

11.)

(if

tho

Orpheum

circuit thu-

Sophie Tucker, headllnging at the Palace
week, featured two new Hosslter Bongs,
Jazz Dance" and "Ev'ry Day."
The
latter wad written by Shelton Brooks.

this

"The

al» iv.

I

Lyceum

i'rr.v,

t

I

Pit

t

sliir.

Lone ome

Pine"

American

St

«''
fi \

'

e

(ier:;on,

I*.

fh"

for

],.

Rice's Circus Imperial ChicaU".
"The Marriage Question" O.iyetv l.<iui';vi]Ie.
"The Smarter Set" lu-13 Maj.-ii< |v..rla.
Thurston 11-12 Clarksburg 13 lo' Wheeling \V

tho

is

known

the theatre

to

and

in

the films as

looks like a large summer.
"Doing Our
will
occupy the
Palace.
Raymond
will
keep "Hltchy Koo" at the
Colonial
the La Salle will have a musical
show, and in all likelihood the Garrlck,
Illinois,
Cohan's Grand, and possibly the

Bit"

Studcbaker, will have

summer shows.

When

the late William Warren, for many
leading comedian of the old Boston
Museum company, celebrated his Jubilee there
In 1882, the ceremony included hia acceptance of
a silver pitcher.
This week that pitcher
changed hands in Chicago.
Mrs. George B.
Dunlap, of Chicago, a niece of the famous old
actor, presented it to Mrs. Channing Pollock,
a grcat-grandnlece of the actor.
Mrs. Pollock
professionally known as Anna Marble, is here
as business manager of "Lilac Time."

years

The following shows are due for Chicago
John Drew and MarIlllugton in
"The Gay Lord Qucx."
March 10, succeeding "Do Luxe Annie" at

in

Samuel

Harry

"After Office Hour-" I'm p. <t U.^Hand.
"Apollo Comic Opera" Lyenim Patcrsop.
"Bringing l'p Father" Pink inlian i| ">lis.
»i-f rm
11111'h Minstrels l.yenim

Va.
"Trail of
Louis.

Last week Edward Ellis, leading man In
"Cheating Cheaters" at the Garrlck, met hia
daughter for the first time.
He welcomed to
Chicago Mrs. Ellis and the Ellss ^heiress, who
began this life four weeks ago.
Mrs. Ellla

tho Princess

Ma-

Pen 11 Grand Hartr<>rd 18 Jacques
Waterbury.
White Pnt 11-12 Holyoko Ilidyoko 13-10 Gil-

.Kit"

ium was won by Anna May Dennehy, one of
the girls in the ballet.
She la only 17 years
of age, and this Is her first appearance on
the stage.

:

garet

City.

Welch

"Mutt &

voting contest for the most beautiful girl
in "The Wanderer" company at the Auditor-

during the next month

burgh N Y.

J*ntlc Jersey

Heien Murphy.

A

(Straight)

(Soubratta)

week at Starland Theatre. Montreal. Canada.
("Rover" Jmt came out of hospital.)

our 14th

ADDRESS:

Utlca

MACK

"Sporting Widows" 11 Star & Garter Chicago
18 Oayety Detroit.
"Star A Garter" 11 Lyric Dayton 18 Olympic

Watson

old

sister of

It

March

??????

11),

TIZOUNE, EFFIE

11 Corinthian RochoBtor 18-20

Syracuse

Bastable

N

the

;

Star

Brooklyn.

Revue

boy

Hitchcock

Toledo.

Spelgel's

a

Josephine Stevens'.

"Social Maids" 11 Gaycty Montreal 13 Empire

"Some Babies"

to

Dillsbury, a partner In the HoJen
a member of
Victoria Four.
Mrs. Blllsbury is a

Murphy agency, was formerly

W

of 1018" 11

Jack DUlsbury gave birth

this week.

"Record Breakers" 11-12 Cort Wheeling
Va
13 Canton 14-10 Grand Akron O 18 Empire

"Review

NEW YORK

RIVERSIDE,

Shuherts.

irmn

k
yi

The

a

visit

general press representative
returned to Chicago this
to New York
tho first In

—

urn.

Hor\i<<> flag at the Grand opern houso
has M slais, the latest being for John J.
advertising agent, who has enlisted at
Ileal Lakes.

The Ringllng circus people hove definitely
aide all rumors to the contrary by announr ing that the big show will come to
Chicago for a run at the Coliseum in April.

set

Charles

n-iw

Kay

.iilsnii,

press

•

office.

as

Porter has succeeded Charles McIndividual who coldly greets the
on Tuesdays at the Examiner

"Friendly

Woods

;

Louis Mann and Sam Bernard
Enemies," dedicating the new

March 11; Raymond Hitchin "Hltchy Koo," succeeding "Cheating
Cheaters" at the Colonial March 11
April 1,
Margaret Anglln in "Billeted," succeeding
"The Man Who Stayed at Home."
theater,

cock

;

The Stage Women's War Relief held a very
successful country fair last week at the Auditorium hotel. .Newspaper men, critics, Judges
and prominent business and social figures of
Chicago helped to make the affair Interesting
and financially fruitful.
Among too atagc
people who took part were Marie Zlegler, Allyn
King. Ethel Intropidi, Jane Thomas, Dorothy
O'Rrien. Mrs. Charles Thomas, Mrs. Oscar
Shaw, Mrs. Charles E. Kohl, Jr., Miss Alice
Gerstenberg. Franklc Raymond.
Mrs. E. It.
Fifleld was chairman and Mrs. Mortimer Singer secretary of the fair.

the

agents

AUDITORIUM
'Tho Wanderer"

(H.

M.

JohnBon,

(Cth week).
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The

greatest rag song

on the song market
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"WHERE DO THEY GET 'EM?
(And How Do They Get 'Em?)"
YELLEN, BRYAN and «""» '»
"BINGJ BANG! BING 'EM ON THE RHINE"
MAHONEY and FLYNN
"SOME SUNDAY MORNING"
EGAN and WHITING

"YOU'RE IN STYLE WHEN
YOU'RE WEARING A SMILE"
BROWN—KAHN—VAN ALSTYNE
"SO LONG, MOTHER"
S
KAHN and VAN ALSTYNE
"DERBY DAY IN DIXIELAND"
By EGAN and WHITING
"BLUE BIRD"
By CLARE KUMMER
"WONDROUS EYES OF ARABY"
By FLETA JAN BROWN and HERBERT SPENCER

"WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO
TO HELP THE BOYS?"

:

all

«

'

"YOU-OO JUST YOU"

By

KAHN

and

«""

VAN ALSTYNE

CEA8AR—GERSHWIN

##-•••
(Cepjrlf hted, 1918, by

SONG HITS

"MY LITTLE SERVICE FLAG HAS SEVEN STABS"
By MURPHY—TIERNBY
"DON'T TRY TO STEAL THE
SWEETHEART OF A SOLDIER"
BRYAN—SCHENCK—VAN
"SWEET LITTLE BUTTERCUP"
BRYAN—PALEY
"LAST NIGHT"
BROWN—SPENCER
"JERRY MON CHERIE"
MURPHY—TIBRNEY
"ON THE WAY TO HOME, SWEET HOME"
KAHN—VAN AL8TYNB
"ROCK-A-BYE LAND"
KAHN and VAN AL8TYNB
"SWEET PETOOTIE"
MUBPHY mad TIRRNBY
•
,„.„*,
"WAY
DOtVN THERE (A Dixie Boy Is Misting)"
MURPHY and TIERNBY
"FOR YOU A ROSE"
COBB and EDWABD8

££!i

•

Profasatenal Dopft.

New York City
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THREE SURE HITS

MIN!"
the SENSATIONAL HIT OF CHICAGO and vicinity, one of those over-night
songs, positively the best novelty song hit of the age. Don't overlook this one.

This number

is

Have A Wonderful Way"
best double number to be had anywhere; if
or call at the office. You will like it

The

you want a number that will go over, send for it

When the Autumn Leaves AreTurning Gold
A wonderful ballad for quartets, and there are

a

lot of

them using

it;

so follow the

sing a hit

Published by

TELL TAYLOR MUSIC PUBLISHER,

NEW YORK

OFFICE: 146 West 45th

Street

BLACKSTONB

Power*, mgr.).—
"Among Those Present," with H. B. Warner
(4th week).
COHAN'S GRAND (Harry J- Ridings, mgr.).
—Jane Cowl In "Lilac Time." Big (Uth
week).
COLONIAL (Norman Field, mgr.).—/1 CheatRaymond
ing Cheaters"; hit (6th week).
Hitchcock In "Hltchy-Koo" March 13.
COLUMBIA (Frank O. Parry, mgr.).—Haxfy
Hastings Big Show.

(Harry

CORT (U. J. Herman, mgr.).—"The
Naughty Wife," with Chaa. Cherry and Lucille Watson (2d week).
UNGLEWOOD (J. D. Whitehead, mgr.J.—
"Monte Carlo Girls."
EMPIRE (Art Moeller, mgr.).— "Mischief Makers."

GARRICK

(Wm.

mgr.).—Clifton
Crawford in "Fancy Free" (2d week). "Over
the Top," with Justine Johnson, coming next
Currle,

WtHJaC.

GAYETY

(Robert

Shoenecker,

mgr.).

"Charming Widows."
ILLINOIS (R. Timponl, mgr.).—Joe Cawthorn and Julia Sanderson In "Rambler Rose"
opened big (1st week).

IMPERIAL

(Will

Spink,

mgr.).— "Natural

Love."
it

LA SALLE (Nat Hoyster, mgr.).— "Leave
hit of the town (6th week).
to Jane"
NATIONAL (Jonn Barrett, mgr.).— "Bring;

ing

Up Father."

OLYMPIC

(Abo

Olcott in "Once

engagement

Jacobs,

mgr. ) .—Chauncey
for three weeks'

Upon a Time"

(1st

week).

•

PRINCESS (Will Sinter, mgr.).— "De Luxe
Anne" (3rd week).
POWERS (Harry J. Powers, mgr.). David
Warfleld in "The Music Master" hit
Immense returns (7th week).
STAR ft GARTER (Wm. Roche, mgr.).—
"Howerv Burlesquers."
STUDEBAKER (Louis Judah, mgr.).—
"Maytlme" (Oth week).
MAJESTIC (Orplieum; William Q. Tlsdale,

—

—

rehearsal, i»:3i)). Mclntyre and Heath,
nmr.
younger thuu ever, played "On Guard" here for
the first time, making the house howl with
;

They talked In
laughter.
their accustomed key, changed from darkey
rags to grotesque military costumes, drilled in
scrt-auilug style, danced like a pair of youngsters, nnished to au arlioiic and hilarious curtain in which they utilized that comedy which
Id aklu to pathos, the humility of the colored
folks in the presence of the lucky and mighty
white.
heart-gladdening

tf

Cleveland, Ohio

Janet Adair, showing two striking gowns,
sailed through a brisk and taking routine,
assisted by Miss Adelphl, a red-head who tries
to make cut of a pianist-assistant's Job a
silent soubret opportunity, as she uses her eyes
and hands Incessantly, and bows off with all
tbe frou frou and fuss of a headllner.
Miss
Adair had a good war song, with a Jumble
of words, and a number about a pair of old
chums which finished with "sad stuff." Her
delivery is exactlngly neat and correct and
devoid of "Jazz," and she is a pleasure to
behold In her restraint, handsome, but unaffected garb and pure enunciation.
LcBter bounced his dummy to a continuous
hit, easily the strongest line of chater he ban spilled in years.
Lew Drice, the
over-tailored youth, and his voluptuous Barr
Twins, slid through the top-rate stuff which
he has been using this season and drew a
hearty hand.
Cunningham, looking
Cecil
forgeous, held the audience and left them
smiling.
Jack Wyatt'a pretentious singing, dancing.

comedy

piping and musical act with his Scotch lada
and lassies, held the house In, almost solid.
The costuming In its myriad variations la
rich, and the condition of the clothes and

—refreshingly

properties la spotless

The whole show ran sweetly and

McVICKER'8
W.

V. M.

(Jack

Burch,

so.

In tune.

mgr.

;

A.).—The Four Roses open a

Lait.
agent,
bright,

Intelligent, earnest effort is
rollicking bill.
represented in this act, which consists solely
The girls synchronise as if they
were mechanical dolls wound up by the same
key.
The rope-skipping number Is delightful.
Lillian Watson followed with Just songs and
A clever, tuneful comeheld up the show.
dienne is Miss Watson. She opened with "I'm
Little, but Oh, My 1" which Is in the nature
of an introductory song, and then put over
her laughlngest number, "Abram, I'm Your
Wife, Not Your Servant Girl," a dialect song.
Miss Watson's next number is "Oh, Harry,
Harry!" This has a touch of "blue" In it
Miss WatIt rings unpleasantly on the ear.
son sang "We're All Comrades Now" for her
finish, and encored with "One Little Girl,"
which is a good bit. William B. Frledlander's
"Suffragette Revue," showing a few gaps here
and there where matter has been deleted' to
save time, nevertheless got many hands because of the brilliant costuming and tuneful
songs.
The best number In the revue is
"Kill Me with Love," sung by Jack Weiner
and Sylvia De Frankie. The effect of this
number would be heightened If the couple
used uniforms Instead of the civilian attjre.
Miss Marian Chase, a nev member of the
revue, has added a charming personality and
Bobby Bernard disnice voice to the act
tinguishes himself in the comedy role.
Llnnett ft Sturm, a couple of artful bounders,
have one cf the best acrobatlo acta on the
time.
Lloyd ft Whitehouse bring titters with
their chatter and screams with their travesties of opera for the tnlsh.

of dancing.

Address
care

VARIETY, New Terk

PALACE

PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Four Casting Campbells opened In their
usual trim fashion. Eddie Dowling followed
a cruel spot for a single In street attire. But
Eddie Is not timid or weak of lungs.
He
swallows all the noise of shuffling feet and
dropping seats and tops it. Eddie would have
a One act If he went a little lighter on the
war stuff. He finishes with a frank bid for
applause in a patriotic speech that shrieks
with Fourth-of-July, and which may belong
somewhere, but certainly not In vaudeville.
His dialect stuff and comedy are splendid.
Harry Hayward and Francis Stafford, with
a snappy set and one-reel comedy props without end, held number 3 with satisfactory
and would get more out of their
results,
material if they didn't go at It so hard. The
"surprise" flnlBh neither helps nor hurts— it
is Inconsequential.
Miss Stafford looks beau-

with knowledss of Spanish and

ANTOINETTE,

Just concluding a successful tour of the Paritages Circuit Week of March 11, Los Angeles.

SHEA & BRANDT,

possible

Dandac

CHINESE VIOLINIST

tiful.

PLAYHOUSE (Guy Hardy, mgr.).—"Man
Who Stayed at Home" still staying (11th
week )

TAI LING SING

J.

III

WANTED
FIRST CLASS HAN DANCER

of ponlai

No
I* kind and good to animal*
Good __
Plaaaant tnatmant.
flood.
Sahepp's Circus, oars Joo Mlahasla least Mitt Pi
BuUduac New York; Pnona, Bryant 448. Flaying Part
Crantona, Now Yodu f-lfl.

Chicago,

(with Pat Howley)

YOUNG HAN WANTED
otn

to take

crowd and

'

(Earl Steward, mgr.; Orpheum).—
Sophie Tucker, on the rebound from a western drive, stops here en passant with an act
almost entirely new since her last appearance, and to be 100 per cent, unseen In the
east when she reaches Broadway again.
She
has always been a favorite here, but this
time outstrips anything of the past. To say
she stopped the show wouldn't begin to describe it—she ruined it.
There wasn't a
laugh left in a man or woman In the capacity
gathering, and all hands were red and burning from applause.
Her Jasx band, working now like a perfect 12-cyllnder engine, in tune and In harmony, effectively and perfectly, outpeps anything else in the whole gamut of vaudeville.
And when it has reached its limit of combined sound, and Frank Westphal haB buUed
in and added his resounding piano touch to
it, then Sophie lets loose her melodious pipes
and raises the limit over all.
And when
that ends the house goes wild.
Miss Tucker is doing now only about 115
minutes, and she crowds Into that time the
cream of her best endeavors.
Her routine
Is
entirely
exclusive,
allowing her three
knockout costume changes and plenty of comedy dialog with Westphal and her syncopating quintet. She looks rosy and in tiptop
fettle,
and she works with that assurance
that comes to the true performer when circumstances are congenial and the audience is
enthusiastic. Chicago Is 1,0-0 miles from New
York, but the same kind of people live in both
towns, so it is safe to predict for Sophie the
biggest triumph of her career when she
reaches the big town again late this month.
WeBtphal, of courso, precedes his bride on
the bill, as the return of the prodigal pianist
a few minutes later in her turn is the apex
of his contribution.
He has polished up his
quaint delivery, and he has added a poem In
the moter of "Gunga Din" about a Ford
car at the front, which ends, "You're better
than a Packard, hunk o' tin," and It is one
of the novelty snappers of the year to a
canny bit of parodying. Westphalt for many
seasons hid his talent as an accompanist.
He is now making up what he let get by,
and is a suro-enough "act" all by himself.
Wilton Lackaye, billed second to Miss
Tucker, left the house cold.
His old act,
"The Ferret," warmed over for ohe of his
periodical flights Into the lucrative fields of
the varieties, has been seen here repeatedly.

Furthermore, it never was liked. Lackaye is
on the stage only a few minutes, and spends
most of that time showing how debonnalr
he can be at lighting a cigarette, and how
little he has to do to take the vaudeville

i
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ROXY
LA ROCCA

JUST SECURED!

Wizard of the Harp

THE HITS OF CHICAGO!
THE HITS OF THE WEST
THE HITS OF THE COUNTRY

ENGLAND
AND WORKING

STILL IN

!

attitude typical of the class of
two-dollar stars who run In and out of the
convenient two-a-day between failures in the
theatres of their choice. Vaudeville has long

an

gold,

It takes more than a highpriced "name" to thrill or satisfy It; in Oils
instance It sat back and waited for Lackaye
to make good, and when he didn't, the house

ago shown that

let him know it by comparative silence, unetartled by two or three quick ups and downs
of the curtain after the abrupt and inartistic
end of the artless sketch by Hall McAllister.

! !

«

Primrose Four uang many old-timo
songs, daring even "Sweet Marie," and doing
nicely.
Bennett and Richards got a gasping

The

DRAFT1N BLUES!

after their dark-stage surprise prelude,
then the comedian knocked everyone a twister
some tantalizing and extraordinary
with
steps.
The act went over rlnglngly. Diamond
and Brennan, the pretty lady revealing a
cloth-of-gold gown and most of her snowy
self protruding therefrom, had no complaint
on departing, for the hand work "out front"
start

(A Real Comedy Blues)

was hearty.
Lillian Gonne. growing in artistry,
but
chubby and as tiny as in the Uusedwards de^ys,
did a school act with Bert Albert, cutting it
up with all manner of foolery and mlBChief,
and finishing with a smart bit of whistling
Garclnettl
comedy and comedy whistling.
Brothers opened, threw hats, bounded on the
rubber mat and got attention by virtue of
a fascinating bulldog that works amusingly.
Robbie Gordone, the fair and Bhapely one,
posed for the close of tbe ahow, drawing her
never-falling favorable impression.
Lait.
HIPPODROME (Andy Talbot, mgr. agent,
W. V. M. A.).— The joy of the dramatic

"KEEP COOL THE COUNTRY'S SAVING FUEL"
(I

Had

to

Come Home

Dark)

in the

HIT JUST PURCHASED FROM CHAS. McCARRON

;

Columbus knows no bounds.
The Monday
audience discovered a new one, and didn't
even know her name. Anyway, she's the girl
who does the whistling in the act known as
Allen,

and

Clifford

The act

Barry.

in

is

a high-grade, artistic offering.
But the
Whistler is a masterpiece. She can do anything
musical,
and does whlBtles, sings,
plays the piano like an inspired child, steps
gracefully and looks good. The act Is musical

These "Ten Strikes" Added to the Following List of Hits
Puts Us at the Top

itself

—

— piano,

trombone, flute, violin, vocal.
The girls take turns playing the Instruments.
Tbey all pluy the piano at once in a patriotic
medley that sizzles.
They all sing simultaneously.
But the Whistler ah
Any time
she wants to do a single, she'll knock 'em.
Wanzer and Palmer have an odd and effective
act (Nw Acts).
They were followed up by
Harry Girard & Co. in their tuneful and
dramatic sketch of the north. This act has
been a hit on the big time.
It played the
Palace here quite recently.
So it registered
doubly well at the Hippodrome.
Carl McCullouKh is offering the same old act. He's
putting it over In the same old way. A slight
cold couldn't mar the splendid timber of Carl's
voice, nor the magnetism of his dandy personality.
He opened with a new song (for
him), entitled "That's the Kind of a Baby
for Me," went to his Impression of a woman
in the telephone booth, and finished with his
bit of how various folk would sing "Just
for Tonight."
Berk and Brodcrlck have a
swift dancing act.
Miss Broderick is charming and curvilinear, which, of course, helps a
great deal.
Herberts Bee son, In her wiredancing act, than which there is no more
sightly or clever, closed.
Swing.

«

slide

—

SEND BACK DEAR DADDY TO ME
HIT WITH

PUNCH LINES— "Stop all this war and bring us victory
and send back dear daddy to me."

!

,

<<

SOMEBODY'S DONE ME WRONG"
THE ALREADY FAMOUS SKIDMORE NO.

a

TISHOMINGO BLUES" A Chicago sensation
"RAMBLING ROSE" SWEETEST WALTZ SONG OF ALL
INDIANOLA" A WONDER FOR DANCING ACTS

ti
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OF THE VALLEY"

"SET ASIDE

YOUR TEARS"

"ORIENTAL NIGHTS"
"IONE BY THE RIVER RHONE"
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Seats C weeks ahead.

YOUTHFUL BEAUTY REGAINED— RETAINED

MME. MAYS

and Robert, novelty, well received.
Armand
Wright and Ruby Earl, classic, not appre-

CORT

;

of

(Homer
Wonders"

AUTHORIZED TRBATMBNT
OlYBN EXCLUSIVELY AT

Addreas)

Telephone: Bryant 9426

Musical Stock (11th week).
(Jos
Bauer,
,w ,l

W 0WAM

\N

Wardrobe Trunks
HALT REGULAR PEJCaV

EDWARD GROPPER
208 West 42nd Street
Phonos Bryant M78
NHW

TORK

Are you looking for
the best

F. Curran,
(1st week).

mgr.).

—"The

COLUMBIA (Oottlob & Marx, mgrs.).—
"Johnny Get Your Gun" (2d week).
CASINO (Lester Fountain, mgr.).— A-H &
W. V. A. vaudeville.
PRINCESS (Bert Levey, lessee and mgr.).—
Bert Levey vaudeville.
SAVOY (Harry Davis, mgr.).— Will King

FACE SPECIALIST

New York (My Only

(Arthur White, mgr. agent, dishow.
Headline niche di-

— Laughing

Show

through her wonderful dlacovery. traareBtees to remove all Lraoee of ace by HBSTORATION of tbe
face to lta youthful contour and maturely eliminate
all line*, rrecklea. acara. bacslneae or dark circles
around the eyee, aaaglng uiuaclee. double onlna. eta
St..

;

vided between Mercedes and Walter C. Kelly.
Both did excellently. The former pulled every
temperamental wire imaginable to achieve
splendid results.
LeMalre and Gallagher and
Williams and Wolfus rocked tho house with
their respective comedy turns.
General Pisano
opened the show with his dandy shooting act.
Kennedy and Burt did well second.
Louis
Hart, closing, held audience.
ALCAZAR (Geo. Davis, mgr.).— Cas. Rugglcs, "It Pays to Advertise" (return).

"wsn^poespee^SBanpawee^wa^

50 West 4«h

HIPPODROME.— Hlgb-class show.
Oliver
Seven Troupe fair in opening spot Hall and
Gibson good. Three Flying Lordons grabbed
comedy honors in closing position.
McWllllams, Baldwin and Stendal, show hit. Robert

rect.).

HIPPODROME

Stated by
&. H. BUBNBIDn

show.
"The Bachelor
Dinner," better than average.
Trescott, fast
worker, appreciated.
Wilklns and Wllklns
landed the show hit.
The Kuehns were put,
owing to Illness.
Magana, operatic tenor,
substituted, fair.
Bobby Henshaw rang up a
hit.
Manettl and Sidelll, opened big.

ORPHEUMit

Manacement

AT
THB

BU CCBBB

BYBB KNOWN*'

OHI

ciated.

"None can
all

Alfred

hit.

PANTAGES.— Good

Grand Street

NEW YORK

Kerr and

Effle Weston, secLatell, opening spot, did
fnlrly.
T^»«n and C.loo Mayfleld (holdover) eclipsed lust week's registration.

Piano Kayo
220

Donald

week.
ond,

Saxophone

R

-

V. A. vaudeville

.

mgr.).— A-H &

.

CASINO.— 24, The show started with
promise, but fell down before the finish
Willie Karbe,
"The Upside-Down Marvel,'"'
opened, and proved the best on the program
with his head-balancing on a trapeze.
Kimball and Kenneth followed with some
fair
banjo playing.
Llewellyn and Stanley did a
character singing turn a little out of the
ordinary.
Billed
as a
"Swedish comedy
masterpiece."
Nelson,
Bann and DeMonde
present about the poorest thing ever done here
in the sketch line.
The act Is called "The
Unlsh.
Belle DeMonde and Harry Bann
could get over nicely If they had material
Arthur and Leah Bell opened weak, but improved, and closed to a fair sized hit with
some very good ventrlloqulal work. Stein apd
Snell, two men, offer a piano and song
act
superior to the usual turn of its kind.
Nlobe
closed the show with diving.
Edna Goodrich
In "Her Second Husband" was the
film
'

new

or other

or

Second Hand
Instrument?

Kalashen
14

Cooper Square
New York

Frint

work

George arrived from the East last
confer with Ackerman & Harris.

to

Pubo has been temporarily dropped fcom

El

Hippodrome

tho

Otis

Skinner

circuit.

in

"Mister

Johnny Oct Your Gun"

ARE YOU READY FOR A

NEW ACT?

I

Joseph Ferner. who recently organized a
company to play "The Gay Widow" in the
tanks, was arrested last week on complaint

have on hand hundreds of new. original and

protected ooniedy and dramatic «keU*heii. comedy
aola In one. inuiioloKU*-*. «t<\ Head before buying
Acta rewritten by competent author*.

ot

New York

M. Madison, the angel of the troupe.
son said he invested $300 in the venture,

J.

Mud

I

and it was misrepresented to him. The company stranded in Tulare, t.'al. The State Labor
Commissioner has been asked to investigate.

HARRY LINTON AUTHORS EXCHANGE
202 Palace Theatre Building
Bryant 1265

Antonio" follows
Columbia.

at the

City

Harry

Z

Company

SAN FRANCISCO

ko

back

Davis, manager of the Will King
at the Savoy, has decided not to
to circuses this season.
This dedue to the business being done by

cision in
the King show.
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A benefit performance was given for the
-oldiers at the Presidio under the auspices of
the Knights of Columbus during tho dedication of the Oregon building Feb. 27.
Twentytwo acts, under tho direction of Rev. J. P.

PANTAGES THEATRE BLDG.
Douglaaa 2213
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through
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tractive program and without a stage wait.
The program follows: Bnnd concert by the
Tort Scott Hand, GMrd Infantry Band, 62nd
Artillery Band and the Naval Training Station Baud. "A Word of Welcome." by Rev.
J
I*.
Cavanaugh, in charge of the Oregon
building; musical specialties by the Knights

solo by Pvt William KJelaccompanied by Loretta Carroll; musical
extravaganza by Belle Miller, Midge Morrison (Ackerman-Harrls Circuit) and Chaa.
Leonard and Mort Harrle, of the Waterson,
Berlin A- Snyder office; Warren Shannon in
Funny-isms; Willie Kidd Nelson, alnger, accompanied by Olymplo Club Orchestra; remarks by Brig. Gen. E. J. McClernand, U.
S. A.; Emelle Jaoobl, of Tait-Zinkland Cafe;
Frank ORourke; Elton Lambert; Brooks A
Powers; "A Night in Bohemia," from Caesars
Grill
Ragtime Smithy and Co., from the Portola- Louvre ; Ethel Davis and company, from
Solarl's Cafe; Vincent Arrlllaga, piano aqlo;
boxing bouts by men of the Presidio Puroejl'a
Colored Troubadours;
Will Creasy, FourMinute-Man, from the Orpheum; (Mian) Bobbio Toft, from the Wltmark office, and Frankie
Jonea and Miss Green in speclaltlea. J. J.
C lux ton, of the Panlagee theatre, though not
programed, was called on during the festivities
and put on two of hla old-time minstrel num-

Columbus Trio

of

WARDROBE

;

TRUNKS,

ty,

HI

PROP.
$5.00

Big Bargains. Have been need. Alee a few
Second Hand Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe
Trunks, fit and $11. A few extra large Property Trnaka. Ala* eld Taylor and Bal Tranbn.
Parlor Floor.
W. list St, New York City

M

;

I

;

Union

Symmetricals

and

Theatrical Supplies
Write for Catalogue No. V-S

bers.

Joe Cohen, leading theatrical manager of
Honolulu, is expected to arrive in San Francisco

Suits,

March

11.

McKenzle, Ray Dawn, Dorothy
Daly and Mabel Denver, all on last week's
Pantages bill, are the charter members of a
Red Cross Club organised on the ahow for
aiding the Red Cross in various cities in which
they are appearing. They are also endeavorBeatrice

ing to enlist the services of sister artlatea in

making bandages,
between shows.

etc.,

during the idle hours

Walter G. Bretzfield Co.
1367 Broadway

MACK, The
1582-1584

H. Beaumont of the Beaumont Velvet
J.
Scenic Studloa, New York, arrived in the
this week to supervise the opening of
his western headquarters in the Pantages
building here.

NEW YORK

(Cor. 37th Street)

Tailor

BROADWAY

(Osasatts

SBV1NTH AVE.

722-724-726

city

(

•esoatts Oetaatta Theatre)

NEW YORK

CITY

A "raw

deal" was given local aong-pluggers
at a contest held at the Columbia, Oakland,
Tho legitimate pluggers entering
Feb. 27.
were Phil Rock (Wltmark), Buster LaMar
(Shapiro-Bernstein), Blllle Williams (Fo raBilly Murray (Flak— local firm), with
the Feist office enlisting the services of Tom
With a flowery
Price, a aallor in uniform.
announcement preceding hla entrance Price waa
an easy winner of the first cup. Miss LaMar,
of the Shapiro- Bernstein office, carried away
the second cup with "Liberty BelL"
ter),

"It Paya to Advertise" Is playing a return
The show
at the Alcazar this week.
was the attraction at the aame house week

WANTED

Feb. 17.
It is advertised aa "return by popular demands." The real reason, however, for
its quick return Is that "Alma," the pleoe
originally scheduled for this week, could not
be gotten ready In time.
Logan Slzemore, formerly a pianist in the
Waterson, Berlin ft Snyder Chicago office,
Henceforth,
arrived in the city last week.
Mr. Slzemore will be connected with the San
Francisco office of the same firm.

A 60-FOOT ROUND TOP

date

or two 40-foot BldcJe sleet
»lth stakes,
asd tenersl esslsaest, eto. Apply st

with
Jaeks,

its

esoe.

JACK ALLEN
Care ef Ceuslhss

&

8hssses. Stress' Theatre Bldg..
City. N. Y.

New York

ATLANTIC CITY.
BY CHARLES SCHEUER.

FOR SALE

The entire managerial talent of Atlantic
City assembled at the monthly banquet of the
Atlantic City Amusement Association in the
Hotel Bothwell Friday night last, The affair
in many ways was a most memorable one.
fine
repaat preceded the business session,
which entailed many questions of vital importance to the economic interests of this
The guest of honor for the evening
resort.
was Lieut. J. W. P. Skidmore, of the British
and Canadian Recruiting Mission, who Is delivering a series of lectures on the war.
Immediately following the repast the association went into executive session, opening the
floor to many Important questions pertinent
to the season of the year, which were discussed freely and at length.
Tbe business
session was opened by Charles Scheuer, who
called attention to the rapid growth of the
association and the need of the continuation
of the co-operative and constructive work
which is the organization's purpose and which
is tending very strongly to place the amusement business of the resort upon a sound economical and social basis. He laid great stress
upon the necessity of keeping the amusements
offered to millions of visitors yearly thoroughly
clean and entertaining, to which the big meeting gave Its hearty endorsement.
Mr. Shackelford, chairman of a special committee consisting of Mr. O'Keefe and Mr.
Scheuer, which was appointed to further the
co-operative work between this association
and that of the Hotel Men's Association, reported favorably upon the matter and concluded with the statement that the committee
hoped to give a more detailed report of its

ONLY THEATRE
with
CITY OF 50,000
stage In

A

people.
Folly equipped; seats 1,200.
Best
opportunity
In
east.
Addreas
Z," VARIETY, New York.

"X Y

CHIROPODISTS

DRS.!i%.V LEVY TREAT

The Profession's
Feet
At
Strand Theatre Bide.
Broadway asd 47th It.

doings at

the next meeting.
More than an
hour was consumed in general discussion as
to the proper care of the national convention
of Elks, to meet at the shore the second week
in July.
The meeting opened promptly at
o'clock and occupied more than three hours
of the evening.
The principal speakers of
the evening were W. E. Shackelford, E. J.
O'Keefe.
Samuel W. Meglll and Charles

Scheuer.
It was a program of surprises at the big
wrestling joust at the Apollo Monday night.

_

\
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Ballad of the Decade
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Strand Theatre Building

MACK STARK,

General Manager
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& ABRAHAMS,

CONSOLIDATED,
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and Broadway,

MAURICE ABRAHAMS,
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Professional
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BEST PLACES TO STOE A?

BEST PLACES TO DINE AT
AT
<

?hc Apache
(ON
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and

Elsie

(of

ICE SHOW

"On the Carper
With

Tfeet

ELRLd BARD2CK
The Wktts

341 te 847 Wort 4ttfc St.

II

I. St

Up

356 to 969 West eiet St.
Phone Oet. 7162
As elevator, nrepreof bntldlnt of the newest typo,
Apartaioata
havlni overy devlo* and eeavealenee,
are baautHully airansed. and eoacJtt of 2, 3 and 4
rooma. with kitchen* and kltehenottea. tiled bath
and 'phono.
$13.00 Up Weekly

Address
i

SOMETHING NEW IN AN OLD SPOT!

FHoae Bryaet 8560

St.

*ew, wroproof kolldino.
of 3 aed 4 room* with
private bath.
'Phone Is each apart-

kitohena and
ment.

$13.00

Up Weekly

THE DUPLEX
325 and 330 West 43d St.
Phone Bryant 4293-6131
Tares and four rooms with bath. farnUhed to a
d««ret of modernneea that enoele anythlnf In thl*
tyee of ouJIdlns.
Theoe apartateota will aeeosi*
mod ate four or mora adult*.
16.00 Up Weakly

communications

te If.

daman

WHfiN IN CLEVELAND--

AM RON

of

take pleasure In offering
a BOTeltj in eur

PHIL

Luncheon Entrees from 30 Cents Upward
Tel.

Table d'Hote Dinner at 95 Cents
CABARET and DANCING
the LOWEST PRICES IN
and make yourself at home.

bill of fare carries

Come

folks stopping at the

Located at Huron, Prospect and 9th Streets, in the very
heart of the amusement district.
Newly furnished throughout; excellent service; in connection with good, popular priced cafe

c
DINNER

Directly uader the N. V. A. Club

DINNER

Show

HOTEL MARTINIQUE

At Broadway and 48th Street

We

HAPPY CROWD

JOIN THE

RESTAURANT

We

all

tad 116 West 41th

As ap-tO'the-nlnnta,
mmmqtd In anartaMnte

Principal Office—Yandis Court, 241 Weet 43d Street, New York
Apartments can he seen evening*. Office In each building

Phs.s MtO CoL

la carte

312, 314

IRVINGTON HALL

V

»Miif>TtMiiHtfW

Our a

HENRI COURT

241-247 West 4M St.
Pteao Bryaat 7912
I.
3 and 4.reea a**rts>en*i vrtb kJMMftotte*.
private ba*h and tale*****.
The srtveey tkoae
apartnente are nosed lor U one of Its attraotlena.

Hunan

c

Phone Bryant 8288

YANDIS COURT

at 7:11

*

munkd folks)

A BeUtlne Do Luxe
JUST COS'LETED: ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARRANGED IN 8UITS OF ONE. TWO AND TUBEE
ROOMS, WITH TILED BATH AND SMOWSR. TILED KITCHENS. KITCHENETTES ANO VACUUM
8YST1M.
THESE APARTMENT* EMBODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE.
flSJkfl Us Weekly; $58.80 Up Meatkly

up.

DINNER SHOW

wtthta riach of

HILDONA COURT

wit*

The Poppy M**3e*l Comedy

Mir dm,

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC UGHTS

WINTER

WmM'i

to

Under the direct Mpcrrlalon of the owner*. Located in tho heart of the eity. Just off
Broadway, close to all booking office*, principal theatre*, department stores, traction
lines. **L" road and anhway.
We are the Urerent maintainors of honaekeeptnp; furnished apartment* specializing
We are on the ground dally. This alone insures prompt service;
to theatrical folk*.
and •l«*uUu«»tf.

NSW

Paulsen
The

500 Housekeeping Apartments

GOLDEN
GLADES

ISAAC, Mutter

B.

THE EDMONDS o
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

Bryant

\B

\

One Block
Times Sq.

t

\

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION
776-78-80

NEW YORK

EIGHTH AVENUE

Between 47th and 46th Street*
Private Bath and
in

Phono

Each Apartment

NEW YORK

Office—
778

EIGHTH AVENUE

Cater Particularly to the Profession

UNDER THE PERSONAL MANAGEMENT 01
MARLBOROUGH MOTEL AND

am
J.

AMRON

Phono— Bryant

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

1144

TAURANT UND1

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

AFE MAXIM
*

<<A

-

Always

-

.

in the

323 West 43rd Street,

NEW YORK CITY

Rooms

Catering to the comfort end convenience of the profession.
- y^mut^,^ «\
Steam Heat and Electric Light*
$8 Up

Prirate Bath, 3-4

MOST SENSATIONAL REVUE

,,,

Lead

Complete for Housekeeping
Clean and Airy

110 West 38th St.
n. y. city 0r Lh;r6511

a

TnE GIRL FR0M paree"
At 7:30 and 11:30

THE BEST ITALIAN DINNER

IN

754-756 EIGHTH AVENUE

THE CITY

Between 48th and 47th Street*
On* Block West of Broadway
Three, Four and FiTo-Room High-Class Furnished Apartment*—$18 Up
Phono*: Bryant 8888-1
Strictly Professional
MRS. GEORGE HIEGEL, Mrr.
|

Dinner 85 Cents

Lunch 55 Gents

GIOLITO

NEW YORK
"THE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST"

108-110W.49thSt.

an
The flrnt came when Will lUnpham of New
York trounced Takanal. a muscular Japanese
lightweight Jiu Jitau champion of tho Pacific
bin <>wn national pastime In two
;it
c<> ,v:t
;

full -, both of which wore developed
in < i^l-t^ii minutes of rouyh and tumble effort.
The Hccoiiil was the defeat of John Kllonls,

Ktrai>ilit

handH of Mike Yojcel,
middleweight champ, who halls
from UrUUiam Young's home town, Salt Lake

the (Week Drmoti, at the

recognized

City.

Mike may know

little

of

Mormonlsm,

CITY

*•*»

Is a bearcat when it comes to the mat
a fact that dawned upon Kllonls when
he lay on his back and "llfltened to the birdies
sing" after the battler from Utah had chucked
him through tho nlr with an overhead heave
from a douhlo arm-lock. This stunt was accompllHhed in 1 hour, l'\ minutes and 10 sec-

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Notice to the Profession
Rooms, 75c •»«! upward
JOHN

game—

—

Apartments
and Rooms

Furnished
2

application.
A. DICKS, Proprietor

He came back

ten minutes
rest.
Ho lasted Just 1 minute and 4 seconds
before he Buecumbed to an Inside arm and
bar bold that froze him fast to the padded

bouquets.

after

circle.

Referee George Bothner at the conclusion
the bout declared it one of the best he
had ever seen Id all his career. For action
and science, the veteran lightweight champion
of

Baths and Continuous Hot Water
Large Rooms, 84 nnd Up
8 Bona* Apartment*. 87 to f8.58

and

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING

Rooms reserved on

but he

onds of continuous effort.
KHoiiIb landed flat on his back and his head
bounced Just oncu from the mat but once
was enough. He was several minutes discovering that he hadn't run Into a ton of Irish

Bryant 1S8T

Telephone:

SEYMORE HOTEL

Bryant 8252

310

W.

48th St,

New York

asserted it outclassed big boutu that have
been attracting thousands to wrestling tournaments in New York. The capacity house
agreed with him and gave the battlers plenty
of encouragement throughout the mill.

The National Educators' convention brought
6,000 school teachers to th* resort from *v*ry
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the

first

to sing this beautiful charming ballad

Will follow any song ever published

MISS

I

DADDYS GOOD NIGHT KISS
Is the

baby ballad you are singing being done to death?

Here

is

a new one to take

its place.

DAILY PAPER SAYS:

"^HE TUSCANIA

lies at the bottom of the ocean, a victim of German ruthlessness. With
some of our boys who have givfen their lives that you and I here at home may be
safe. These hundred odd lives have gone fore ver
nothing that we can give can in any way
atone for what they have given.
"But we can do something. It may not be much, but what we can do we must do. Ger-

* her

are

—

has slapped our face. And now she is wa iting for our answer.
'Those who know America will realize tha t every man, woman and child is going to join
in an answer that can be heard from one end of Germany to the other,
"When e^ch of us goes to bed tonight let's be able to say to ourselves, 'Well, perhaps I have
not done much, but I have at least shown the
others of our boys that I am behind them, and
" Let this be your
I have sent an answer to the Kaiser that will make him stop and think/
answerWE'RE GOING TO

many

m

.

UNDER THE LINDEN TREE"
Telegrams from Ed. Wynn, in Shubert's big success "Over the Top," McWaters & Tyson, Kate Elinore and Sam Williams, Felix Adler,
Fisher, Luckey and Gordon, Jessie Standish, Lew Cooper, Josephine Davis, Frank Farron, Hahn, Weller and Martz, Mai son and Cole,
"Happy" Ben way, George Jessel, Hyams, Hoyt and Ray, Zelda San t ley, Alfretta Symonds, Empire Comedy Four, Calvert and Shane,
Tally and Harty, Emmons and Colvin, Kathryn Murray, 3 Salesmen, Katherine Klare, 3 Rounders, Murphy and Klein, Manion and Harris,
Lou London, and many other patriotic American performers say they are sensational hits with the great patriotic comedy song.

"YOU ARE A

WONDERFUL BABY

1)

Telegram from Bonita and Lew Hearn: "'YOU ARE A WONDERFUL BABY/ the greatest song we ever had. Thank you." Frank
Dobson, Dooley and Sales, Green and Parker, Barnes and Robinson, Armstrong and James, Marcus and West, Bussell and Parker,
Monarch Comedy Four, Irene and Bobby Smith, Patton and White, Davis and Whitehead, Meyers and Mulvey, Cantwell and Walker,
Herman and Hendly, O'Brien and Egomar and others all say the same thing.

KENDIS-BROCKMAN MUSIC PUB.

CO.,

Inc.,

145

W.

45th

St.,

N. Y.

—

;;;

;
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Suite 307, Strand Theatre Bldg.,

Telephone Bryant 4771

New York

AUTHOR AND PRODUCER

PRODUCING and WRITING ACTS
FOR VAUDEVILLE
You An

Will Write

Or Will

Original Act

— Will Write You Exclusive Song

Any Act Already Equipped With Material

Stage

Would

hear from talent in

like to

all lines.

Authors, kindly submit suitable manuscripts for big time placement.
part of the United States and taxed the Million
Dollar Pier and the Garden Pier to their utmost capacity.
The evening that Governor
Whitman of New York and Governor Edge' of
New Jersey and Mayor Bacharaoh of this city
addressed the convention several thousand
people were turned away, notwithstanding the
enormous seating capacity of the Million Dollar

MMMl

tSk

GORDON'S

NEW ENGLAND BOOKING
FRED MARDO

;

(Thomas D. Sorlero, mgr.).— "The
Shell Game"; also "The Song of a Soul,"
w

film*.

G.

program

Larson,
at the

hold.

mgr.; agept.

Monday night

performance was very much juggled, the show
cloning with the pictures for the first time in
Sansone and Delila opened
a long period.
Corbett, Shepard and Dunn went only f%lr
George M. Fisher and Co., in "Business is
Business." dragged quite badly. It is too long
and Is playing against "Potash and Perlmutter
In Society" at the Park Square, much along
Elaa Ruegger and her comthe same linos.
pany, in a high-class musical act, did not get
over as well as average high-class musical acts
do in this city, which Is noted for liking acts
of this kind.
The bill didn't really get under
Georgle
way until Gub Edwards' offering.
Price and Cuddles Edward In "Just for a Kid"
flashed on.
Thin Is a "happy-go-lucky" sort
of act and went over very nicely.
Plenty of
Moss and
pep and fun and was well liked.
Frye, apparently new to Boston, made a big
Bert Levy, supponed to close the show,
hit.

was Jumped Into the bill at this stage. He
went very well. The Three Dooleys followed
and nearly stopped the show. "Submarine F"
The last
closed the show.
It Is a novelty.
half of the show Is one of the best at (his
house for many months.
BOSTON (Charles Harris, mgr. agent, U.
Striking a popular note in use of
B. O.).
"Cheating the Public" as a film feature. ExDig houses.
tensive advertising of this film.
;

*

8HUBERT (B. D. Smith, mgr.).—"The
Very Idea," a farce, doing good business; second week. Came in hero on a shift of attractions at the eleventh hour and has caught

BY LEN LIBBEY.

— The

;

PARK

PUTNAM BUILDING. NEW YORK CITY
BOSTON BRANCH. ISf Tremeat St* SAM PAINS in charge

KEITH'S (Robert

Wanted for the South American Tour, Limited
Casinos of Baoaos Ayres, Montevideo, etc., good Damn Acta, offering contracts for two
months' Irn. Reond trip for all passages, and transportation paid and advance money

upon reqnost.

.

ROGER TOLOMEI,
55 West 28th

ACADEMY
BUFFALO

WRITE OR WIRE
Cycling McNutts Miller and Capman Four Oypsy Songsters Lew Hawkins.
BIJOU (Ralph Oilman, mgr. agent, U. B.
Excellent business.
Pictures.
O.).
BOWDOIN (Al Somerbee, mgr. agent, U.
p <).). Playing to big business with Annette
Kellermann in "A Daughter of the Gods," n.lm.
Vaudeville: Bennett and Lee; The Oeers; 8am
Warren and
Clayton Conrad Co.
Baber
Welton.
:

;

;

;

;

—

ST. JAMBS (Joseph Brennan, mgr. ; agent,
Solar; Leila Shaw and Co.;
Nettle Carroll and Co.
Walton and Ollmore
Ryan and Ryan.
"The Legion of Death,"
;

;

—

;

Loow).

(Frank Meagher, mgr.
agent,
a dark week using "Joan the

—After

Woman,"
stick to
season.

Loow).

;

Evident policy of house Is to
big features for the balance of this
film.

ORPHEUM

Fourth month

city.

WILBUR

D. Smith, mgr.).— William
Gillette In "A Successful Calamity," drawing
excellent houses.
SQUARE
(Fred E. Wright, mgr.).—
PARK

Second

(E.

week

of

"Potash and

Perlmutter

Society;" big business.

(John B. Schoeffel. mgr.). O.nly
new show in town Monday night when Mrs.
Fiske in "Mme. Sand" opened to big house.
Performances well attended by society.
Engagement limited to two weeks.

—O'Connor

Morris, mgr.

J.

;

agent.

HOLLIS

(Charles

J.

Rich,

mgr.).— Seats

two weeks In advance for Arliss In
"Hamilton," which started third week Mon-

and Dixon; Douglass Fam;

film.

8COLLAY OLTMPIA (James J .McGulness,
mgr.). "The Price of a Good Time," film.
Vaudeville Amaros Trio Chuck Hess "Eight
Black Dots ;" Maurice Whitman and (Jo.
Perle Bisters.

—

;

;

day.

MAJESTIC (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— Last week
of "The Brat."
Has been here a month and
did well at popular prices. Next week, "Odds
and Ends."

OPERA HOUSE

this week.

two-week

(E. D. Smith, mgr.).— Dark
Chicago Opera Association closed
engagement Saturday to splendid

business.

KEITHS ALHAMBRA, NEW YORK, THIS WEEK (March

The
Playing U.

Distinguished American Pianist and

B.

O.

Time Exclusively

in

—

TREMONT

selling

(Victor

ily ; Ward and Cullen
Jeanette Bpellman
Cornall and Adele; Four Dellossos.
Feature

:

PLYMOUTH (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "The
Man Who Came Back" switched from the

in

Loow).— Willie

GLOBE

WANTED

—

Indefinite.

Wilbur, keeping up patronage.

film.

BIG FEATURE ACTS
Vaudeville

|,

General Booking Manager
Street, New York City

COLONIAL (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— Has
the only musical attraction In town and doing well "The Rainbow Girl."
Engagement

ALEXANDER MAC FADYEN
At

Hookallo,

Minstrels.

Salts 434,

U. H. O.).

(Frank
;

can be arranged for acts playing that territory or desiring :he time.

Pier.

OLTMPIA

mgr.).—"The Captive God," film. Vaudeville:
"Fashion Plato"; Paull and Boyne
Maurice
Freeman and Co. Brent Hayes Josle Flynn

4)

Composer

Direction,

ARTHUR KLEIN

VARI1TY
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B. F. Keith's
rises

United Booking

General Executive Offices
Putnam Building Times Square

New York

Offices

SCHENCK
JOSEPH M.Manager

(Agency)

PAUL KEITH,

A.
E. F.

ALBEE,

Vice-President and General

^

General

President

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

H.

J.

Manager

LUBIN

Booking Manager
Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and

HODGDON

S. K.

New York

Palace Theatre Building

Feiber

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire this

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

(Putnam Building)

President

City

General Executive Offices:
729

SEVENTH

AVE.,

M. D.

v
OIROUI

The Best Small Time

In the

Far Weat.

Steady, Consecntire

Work

ARTISTS can

HUGH

eglstered Cable Address

D.

Sydney

American RepresentatlYe.NORM

FULLER'S

Australian
BEN

J.

FULLER

BOOKINGS ARRANGED
For

all sailings

from Kan Francisco and Vancouver
*
Agents

Western Vaudeville

Combined

Mg-rs.' Assn.,

Office.

all flrat-

Chicago

Capital, $3,000,000

Director

TIVOLI THEATRE, Sydney,

AN JEFFERIES

and N. Z. Vaudeville
Governing Director,

Head

**•*•

Australia

APPLY

16th St. Theatre
(Pormerly Unlrersal)
Not a tryout. We put you on the regular MIL
Call or 'phone

The Western Vaudeville
Managers' Association
MOOT SINGER,

General

Manager—TOM CARMODY, Booking Manager

CHICAGO,

Majestic Theatre Building

Estate Trust Bldg.. Philadelphia

ACTS DESIRING BREAK-IN

16th St.

secure long engagements by booking direct with us

VAUDEVILLE

Tivoli Theatres, iSnuuA

McINTOSH, Governing

"HUGHMAC."

SIMMONS

for Norelty Feature Acta.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES—ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO
Can arrange from three to Ato weefca between aaLHnra of boata for Aaatralia for
Commnnlcate by wire or letter.

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA and AFRICA

at Forty-ninth St.

General Booking Manager

claaa acta.

Harry Rickard's

MOSS

B. 3.

1493 Broadway

INDEPENDENT

office.

Chicago Office:
North American Building

City

& Shea

New York

1

and Fifth Are.. Brooklyn
evsnl_noj__WjjL^_RJCJi1_8^h_3597_

ACKERMAN & HARRIS,
AND

Hippodrome

ILL.

Circuit

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION
NOW

IN THEIR

NEW

Circuit Bid*?., 281 OTarrell
ELLA HERBERT WESTON, San

OFFICES
St.,

San Francisco

Francisco Hooking- RepreaentatiTe

;
;
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NELL O'CONNELL

Ted and Corinne

the charming singing comedienne, now touring the vaudeville theatres of the
South, writes us that she is having unusual success with our two songs

—

SOMEWHERE

FRANCE

IN

Next Week (March 10)

A

.SW
OF DIXIELAND
BIT

No Matter Where You Go
WALTER DONALDSON'S

WITMARK & SONS,

THOS.

J.

QUIGLEY

Chicago,

ED.

I

III.

Schiller Bldg.

EDWARDS

I

ROSS McCLURE

H.

St.

Mlna.

Paul.

I

509 Paataaat Bldg.

I

HAL

I

M.

Kansas

I

Emporium

AL. BROWNE
8aa FraaclKO. Cal.

I

I

I

Philadelphia. Pa.
35 8. Ninth 81.

I

KINO

Clly.

Mo.

I

GaUty Theatre Bldg.

I

I

Boston. Man.
211 Trsmoat 8t.

I

JACK CROWLIY

I

I

Prevldaa**.

I

II

I

i

New Orlaam. La.
1028 Brtlnrllle 8t.

I

Lot

I

1330

R.

I.

FRED HARRISON
-BaltleNre, Md.

I
tt
few tSSv
JACK NEEOHAM

Belknaa

GABE NATHAN

PETE 8MITH

i

Next to Palace Theatre

JACK LAHEY

i

Oklahoma City and
Make then

I

AfffotM. Cat.
W. lit* St

HdW

Pa.
Ptaaqrlvaala Avee.

Plttsharaa.

I

Isth

4

saallei It's

Worth

Ft.

werta year while.

O ae C aile

Three Bis A«t> la

Plals

Jeeflllas.

JeaeJIna aad Other Joestlat

F0I THIS WUK ONLY I
anyone who can prove this Is not the

TWO M0

Offffllt

Iff.OOO to
best Coated*
$19,000 te

Southern ditty and as good a one as he ever wrote
AL COOK, 1562 Broadway, N. T.

latest

"On the Boardwalk"

THE LILY

IS

JOE HOWARD'S greatest success, with the lyric beautiful by PHILANDER
JOHNSON, the song that is creating a furore from coast to coast, and

SS FIND

BRETON

Juaanat act In th* world.
anyoae who can prove that

it la.

Da Yoa Kntv That—
Thar* are appfcal matrix half a groat of actors
sad
Strop* who at* making a decent
ttvmi hy using my' old stuff f
Fellers, come and get the new stuff as I hare
plenty to go around.
Actors must lire and let life. This also applies
to audiences; so be careful and do not kill U»
audience as the manager no doubt wants them
to com* ia again nest week.

m

WANTSD URGENTLY!

Ten or tftolv* agents to boost this act
capability attributable mainly to modesty
hibit* personal attention to this detail.
114

Linden Ave,

Inpro-

lrvlngton. N. J.

midnight vaudeville show.
This week, the
four harps Conlon, La ug hi in, McNamara and
Sullivan are the song features.
Jack Whit*
and Joe Morris are the added attractions.

——

Pattee, mgr.).— Seventh
and last week of Inwidts the Lines," the war
play, which at on»* time gave Indication of
threatening th« run of "The Man Who Stayed
Patronage gavo signs of easing
at Home."
off and show will be Bern on tour through
New England with a special company. House
will start four wi-iks of repertory offerings.

COPLEY

(H.

CASINO

TEMPLE

\V.

Waldron,

(Charles

iugr.).

jesties," to big business.

QAYETY (Thomas

H.

HOWARD

novelty.

picture.

Staged and]
fey

;

V. Chandler

;

and

Bnsltn.

Opening ear VandertUe
la Aagast.

;

MORETTE SISTERS

It Is years since this company has been here.
Caruso and Geraldlne Farrar arc booked to
Engagement opens April 22.
sing.

reported that William Collier and his

Is

company In "Nothing but the Truth," have
made arrangements to appear In a chain of
theatres owned by Charles Waldron In New
Routing calls for appearance this

England.

week

in

Bail

for

Mr. and

of

The Boomerang,"

Lynn Is about 10 miles
success in Boston
out of Boston.
"Pollyanna" there this week. The house Is
advertising extensively in Boston papers.

Chllson-Ohrman, soprano, liked
Eddie Marshall, chalkologist, made good again
Russell
and Ward, got across Whipple and Huston,
«uiart pair; Col. Diamond and Granddaughter,
novelty presentation of an old Idea;
Nine Toozoonins, bewildering as their title.
;

;

features

—

(Henry
Carr.
Eddie
mgr.).
and Co. and Barnes and Crawford
well

of

accepted

(Dr. Peter C. Cornell,

bill.

Madame

mgr.).—

few appearances.
(John
R.
Olshel,
mgr.).— "The
Thrltecnth Chair"; houses fair; well refrigid

first

TECK

ceived.

LYRIC

and
and

Co.,

Lee,

Revue."

—

'

SHEAS
Leonard

MAJESTIC

Back to "legit" again.
F. Stuart Whyte'a
"Robinson Crusoe," Zara Clinton, starring;
houses jammed and warmed up after rather

GAYETY (Mgr.. Patton).— "Spiegel
OARDEN.— Mile a Minute Qlrls."

BUFFALO.

(Charles Boew, mgr.). Lynn Yoder
Harold Trio, Zeno and Mandel, Burr
Bud and Nellie Helm, Three An-

derson Slaters.

OLYMPIC

(Mgr.,
Slotkin).— "Who's
to
Morallls Trio, Dot Marcelle, Mc-

First

Western Appearances

SIDNEY FAULKE
THE METROPOLITAN TENOR

Bin nit
Intyre and Robblns, Lewis and Harvey.
HI PI' (Harold Franklin, mgr.).— Pictures.
Douglas Fairbanks in "Headln' South," standing 'cm out.

VICTORIA
Pictures.
'em.

In a rouliiu of inclusive
1

songs and

By JACK LAIT
Placed by
II.

B.

().

HARRY W. SPINGOLD
W.

V. M. A.

Permanent addro«§, VARIETY, Chicago

(Edward
Mary Garden

ELMWOOD

ball

some appropriate remarks.

;

;

;

;

The Lynn theatre at Lynn, Mass., has
changed hands and is now called the Park.
During the past lew years this house has been
using a mixed program of legitimate attracIt
tions, pictures, vaudeville and burlesque.
now enters the straight legitimate Held and
will play only attraetlons that have proved a

;

;

will soon

She will Join the company
France.
Mrs. John Craig have organized.

ORPHEUM (Rod Waggoner, mgr.; Loew).—
Ralph Hers
Misses Parker
Lady Sudnby
Lane ft Harper
Lunette & Sturn
James
Leonard, and Rothwell Brown.
GARRICK (Richard H. Lawrence, mgr.).—
"Love o' Mike." Next. "Passing Show."
OPERA HOUSE (Harry Parent, mgr.).—
"Come Out of the Kitchen." Next, "HitchyKoo." Prices, $2.50 top for "Koo."
LYCEUM (Al. Warner, mgr.).— "Mutt and
Jeff Divorced."
Next Guss Hills' Minstrels.
OAYETY (J. M. Ward, mgr.).— "Burlesque
Review."
CADILLAC (Sam Levey, mgr.).— "Pace
"Stella
Marls"
at
Majestic;
"Headln*
"The Woman Between
South," Washington
the
Madison
"The
Keys of
Friends."
Righteous," Broadway-Strand.

a stock ticker has been installed for the
patrons.

Ruth Shepley.

feature.

Makers."

Laconia, N. H.. and Fitchburg, Mass.

Another innovation must be recorded for the
First it
Orpheum, Loews big house here.
was a tea room for the women patrons and

now
men

;

;

At the close of the New York season the
Metropolitan Opera will come here and play
seven performances at the Boston opera house.

It

MILES (Will Greening, mgr.; Nash).—
"Spivens Corners"; Herbert's Seals
Van 4
Pearce
Ballyhoo Trio
Leigh 4 Coulter
Brandt A Aubrey, and "My Wife," Mutual film
;

produced

!

Clifford

;

;

dancing and musical

E.

Most; "Kid" Johnson;
ell and
Traak Walt and Lane.

;

;

In a dainty singing,

Lothrop. mgr.).—
Hang!" with house vaudeville:
Ring
"Biff!
Addison Dolan and Co. Murray K. Hill, New-

(George

;

;

— "Ma-

mgr.).— Ben

Henry,

(C. O. Williams, mgr.; U. B. Q.).
—Elizabeth Brlce; Nonette; Mr. and Mrs.
Jlmmie Barry Una Clayton A Co. Will J.
Ward A Girls- Hawthorne « Anthony; Seven
Bracks; The Bandys.
REGENT (Tom Ealand, mgr.; Loew}.—
"Bon Voyage"
Raymond A Caverly Diana
Bonnar
Leonard Brown 4 Co.
Zeno and
Mandell
La Emmy, and "The Spy," feature
;

show

IrVcslcti

DETROIT.
BY JACOB SMITH.

Young

in

L.
in

Hyman. mgr.).—
"Thais" packing

(Mgr., Weinberg) .—Clara Kim"The Marionettes," big houses.

The Theatrical Managers' Association called
an emergency meeting In Shea's Hippodrome
Thursday morning at which proposed legislation action at Albany to close film houses
8unday, was discussed. It was decided to take
steps to oppose the annual propaganda In
that direction which so far haB met with little

Reported that when the Vaughan Glaser
Stock ends its run at the Adams in May It
wall play a limited engagement at the Empress, Lansing, Mich.

"The Unbeliever" Is at the Majestic next
Manager M. W. McGee Is planning
unique and novel publicity and ad-

week.

some

vertising stunts.

success.

A crusade la being conducted here by the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children and theatres appear to be the objective.
Judge Judge In children's court yesterday
Imposed fines of $50 each upon doormen at the
Plaza and Olympic after finding them guilty
of allowing children under the legal age to
enter the playhouse unaccompanied.
The
Olympic is a downtown vaudeville and picture house while the Plaza In an east side
picture house.
Three other theatres brought
Into court on the same charge had their cases
postponed.

VARIETY'S

LOS ANGELES
OFFICE
Pantages Theatre Building
George Leon Wilson, playing the Orpheum,
gave a chill party after the snow to a group
of newspaper and footllght friends.

Katherlne Cornell, daughter of Dr. Peter C.
manager for many years of the Star
is making good
with the Jessie Bonstelle company playing a
winter engagement at the Star. Miss Cornell
scored especially In "Seven Chances."
Cornell,

and now head of the Majestic,

The Bon s telle play
Al Sherry, who has managed several Buffalo
vaudeville houses, will introduce vaudeville
to the new Arcadia theatre this week.
A community house, It will play vaudeville and pic"%
tures.

"Pluger" Filklns. formerly of Pathe. has
gone with the Paramount office here and is
working under Pan Savage.

Sam Banks
local

office.

is

now

In

charge of the Metro

Susan."
Forest,
critic.

for

for this week, "Erstwhile
is the dramatization of Marlon De
a Buffalo playwright and dramatio
Miss De Forest was also responsible

"Little

Women."

Buffalo theatres Joined in the Thrift Stamp
drive this week hy opening stamp selling
The Academy
agencies at their box offices.
gave admission at half price to those who
bought a Thrift Stamp at the Academy office.

The Victoria Hotel across from the Oayety
theatre, burlesque, Is putting on a regular

Three Dashing Young Malda

and a Real Comedian
Singing, Dancing, Comedy, Cycling
United

Tims

Booked

Solid

Direction

KAUFMAN & HYDE
Broadway Thsatr*

Bldg.,

New York

City

VARIETY

COMEDY TRIO

BIJOU

DORSEY—BRADLEY—SPENCER
Scoring a Terrific Hit With

A

"There's

Service Flag Flying At

"Who

Said Dixie

JOE MORRIS MUSIC
the

HOLfWASSEI

»

Shuberts,

and

Walter

Hearn,

Reilly"

the

Harry Hammond Deal!

is

Mason.

dope for the Little theatre.

Mercedes got a world of publicity in Salt
Lake City by working for the Thrift Stamp
campaign.
Front page stuff, too.

George
doubling

City

»

writing the press

FRED

Clayton, Hippodrome treasurer, is
In brass for awhile.
He is assisting
with the press work.

THE BRADS

MarlesHl AtSftay. 1405 Broadway. N.
Y.

C

Harry Clamant has recovered from

his

cent operation.

THIRD AVENUE
near eo-CTR err

1417-1423

re-

Smith, well known to the
} Nichol
«rll
Profession
here has taken a film quean as
his
bride.
She is Mme. Ue La Tora.

\

FURNITURE

Alfred Bryan, th e song writer,

x

Is

here.

ht betw «en Klaw
Brlangar
KheTh Shuberts
2w
has had a tendency
fl

aad

ft

.?

tS eaoJtn

OR CREDIT
CASH
Open Brcmlafi
till

New York

CO., 145 West 45th Street,

for

99

99

"Go Over the Top with
Published by

Our House

the local rialto.
What Is worrying It
whether the going over to the
ShVbarta
of
ing at the Mason, controlled
br K. i
present the Mason is drawing
all the big at-

A

t o'clock

KAt

<X

"&1

*-

I

i

Y

/

N

I-

*w

S

13»

W-Ml

*

tractions with the Majestlo
pracUoalfi |5ta
xc
to * an occasional
attraction.
Thi!
^V5.
condition
has been In effect
went over to K. & E. as a jointsince Morosoo
le?sef

*-

»

o7u£

cv

MILWAUKEE.
f»*„,. c

BY P G MORGAN.
-

«

N 'Sherman
'n°

Know
U ? a" ,
cannot bring home to you ^. «*A
moat
the
WE
that here you oan
Something You Ought

Miserable Corns

t

of
'period" furniture In the City

££»

^ifZ

»ftFa^iTc

...

credit

•»

tern»i

tnai

watchword of our
Buy
and more.

^

^

NOW

ouy

HBRB—saw MONEY.
80-PAQM CATALOOTJS
wmri FOB NSW
AND11-PAQ1 MABCH BALH OBCtJLAB

Period Faraltare
Value, $500. BOW

$275

$375

Room

Farlod
Apartfaant

Until they once try Bluejay.
Then they are corn-

•

Room

Painful corns are utterly

needless. Science has
brought relief. The medicated spot of wax on a
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discovered Blue -jay. He
studied corns for 25 years.

So with Science's way at
your command, no touchy
corn need ever bother you
Blue-jay Plasters

where

at drug
stores for 25 cents
per package.
Buy a package now.

For Corns
Stops Pain Instantly
Ends Corns Completely
Also Blue-joy Bunion Plasters
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PARST (Ludwig

KrelHs, mgr.).— Pabst GerStock Co., "Was Beschwerdebuch"
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Burton Holmes.
OAYETY (Charles J. Fox. mgr.: agent
America,, >.-"Hello Glrb/10,
"Charming

man
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Widows.
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EMPItKSS (Walter

C.

Scott,

mgr.).— Stock

If the second week of "Oh, Boy,"
held over
the Davidson, duplleatcK the first
week's
huslnoHH. It will set a new record for

nl

musical
comedy. A sell-out at every night and the
two
matinee performances haB ruled.

Uuth ItohlnHon opened I ah new leading
wniiwin of the Shubert stock players,
replacing Blossom Bnlrd.
John O. Fee, In second
business, on the Hame date rejoined the
com-

pany.
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COME
AND

LORETTA McDERMOTT

SEE!!!

WHITE

aNd

New York, Indefinitely (Between
reisenweber's "400" room nightly.

Fulton Theatre,

"LET'S

in

GO"

MARVIN WELT,
CALL

CALL

MADISON SQUABS GABDSN, N1W YORK

People engaged for the season of 1918 will report at
for rehearsals at 9:00 o'clock A. M. of the day designated for their departments:

"FORTY THIEVES"

RlMvlMI

O.).— Week starts Tuesday. Charles Grapewin and Co., headlined Ford Sisters, Brendel
and Burt, Margaret Young, Clubmates, Karl
Emmy's Pets, Archer and Wood, Jean Duval
Co., Dupree and Dupree.
LOEWS (Ben. Mills, mgr.).—Merlan'a
Dogs, headlined; Eddie Foyer, Chase and La
Tour. The Right Man, Columbia City Four,
The Pamhley's, Wm. 8. Hart in "The Dark-

•

•

;

.Thareday,
.Tharaiay,
.Satarday,

All others not mentioned will be notified by

Opening Performance
Musicians answer this

call

by mall to

BARNUM

4v

849 Columbus

somewhere

21st
21st

Canton. Ohio.

mgr.).— 1st half:

All others to

BAILEY, BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

THE THANKS
Are Due
MR. MONTGOMERY MOSES
MR. HARRY JORDAN

;

GAYETY

(Tom

Rounders."

IMPERIAL
FerguBon

"The Song

in

mgr.).— "Merry

Conway,

Next, "Social Maids."
(H. W. Conoyer, mgr.).— Elsie
of Songs" (film),

and

Mme. Maubourg and

Willis Flanagan.
H. Aloz, mgr.).— Theda Bara
Next, Orpheum MusiIn "Cleopatra" (film).
1st week, "The Firecal Comedy Stock Co.

ORPHEUM

(They placed

(J.

STARLAND (Joe Mazoure, mgr.). —Tizoune
Co., 14th week.
EMPIRE (G. Aubry, mgr.).—The Roma

wit and comedy

is better entertainment than the melange of drivel offered
by some of the high-salaried 'singles* who have managed to hypnotize
or the managers In vaudeville.
"There is a reason for Mr. Raymond's laughs and if you see him you will

many

Reade Players.

agree that this
O. M. SAMUEL.
(T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— John E.

TULANE
Kellerd.
PALACE (Rnm

—

;

true."

Philadelphia "Public Ledger," Feb. 26, 1918.

FRANK DONNELLY

NORMAN

JAY RAYMOND
A

;

Representative of the House of Mirth

;

Woods

;

Collins and
Dixie.

Hart

;

Troupe

Rublo

Yankee and

CRESCENT (Walter Kattman, mgr.).— First
Middlehalf: Sully Family; John O'Malley
Amoros and Jeannette
ton and Spellmeyer
"One More American," film.
Stylish Steppers
Last half: "Beaux and Belles;" Six International Tourists; Upton's Monkeys; Jimmy
Shea; Belle Thazer Troupe; "The Wasp,"
;

;

wishers, unaware of conditions, gave them as
a token of esteem and appreciation, a piece of
cut glass.

;

;

film.

DAUPHINE (Lew Rose, mgr.).— Stock burSTRAND (Maurice Barr, mgr. .—Pictures.

"Turn

to

the Tulane

the

Ri^ht"

appears

Initially

at

next week.

The Crescent Is displaying a huge typhoon
fan of tho type Marcus Loew la to install in
the house shortly, to allay the summer heat.

)

Report has It the Diamond will be operated
shortly with a policy of tabloids at a nominal
admission scale.

One of the short-order restaurants flanking
the cabaret section Is announcing that Tuesdays and Fridays will be "Mlnee Meatless
Nights."

The Portola Is the first of
street theatres to succumb to
mand for the presentation
more pretentious placeH. Itn

KEITHS

on the blink, and this week bad one of those
Mondays. It was noisy, inattentive, and failed
to appreciate many of the good things offered.
The result was that a really well balanced
bill, with plenty of variety, a name act, and
a couple of corking good novelty offerings
slipped through solely on Its own keel, defying all the handicaps.
Blanche Ring had the
headline position, and the popular musical
comedy star was warmly received, without
registering a large-sized hit.
Miss Ring is
not particularly well supplied with songs, if
her Monday program Is to be permanent. The
vehicle Miss Ring presented on her last visit
here was much more suitable to her. Despite
this she warmed her audience up after getting
a poor start with a badly arranged medley of
popular numbers, and her Irish number,
Hplendidly done, brought her a big baud. Then
followed a Spanish number of fair calibre to

CORRESPONDENTS WANTED

demise occurred

to New Orleans Saturday,
"Sore,"
playing fifteen "cut" weeks.
mentally and physically, they were furthor
chagrined by their friends who gathered at
the domicile to welcome them, for the well-

PHILADELPHIA.
BY JUVENILE.

(H. T. Jordan, mgr.).—The highest praise that can be given to this week's
show is that it got over despite the audience
Every once In
it
was forced to play to.
awhile the Monday gathering at this theatre
seems to be doing its best to put the show

the small Canal
the present dein
of pictures

Sunday.

An

and MR.

JEFFERIES.

;

:

is

thanks to MR.

Additional

Mv«rn, m«rr). First half:
"The Count and the Maid;" Hamilton and
Louis
Stone
Josephine Lennard
Barnes
Jewel Carmen Paul, Levan and Bobbs. Last
Benny and
Gordon Eldred and Co.
half
;

the ballot)

vote of thanks is due Jay Raymond, who is the biggest hit of the bill
this week, for offering a brand-new monologue which is many miles ahead
of similar acts on either the two or three-a-day circuit. He proves that real

and Mack

BY

my name on

and

"A

;

fly."

VARIETY wants

correspondents, newspaper

men
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act returned

after

Address VARIETY,

KEITH'S ROYAL,

NEW YORK,

OLIVE BRISCOE
NEXT WEEK

(March

11),

KEITH'S,

BOSTON

for

a most

IN

VAUDEVILLE
a ^i«^
City.
HARRY SEDLEyT

New York
and

h*

followed with a war ballad, which was
also a big winner for her.
With a better
opening number, something with plenty of
life and snap to It, Miss Ring will have
a
much better offering. Maude Earl, last seen
here la "The Antique Girl," a Lasky production, and well remembered for her excellent work with Julius Steger, is now principal in her own production called "The Vocal
Verdict."
Miss Earl is credited on the program with the authorship of her new vehicle,
and. If it is her own idea, the girl deserves
a lot of credit for hitting upon something entirely new.
The prologue, nicely handled by
Miss Earl and Harry Keenan, who after
doubles in the role of a judge, holds interest
at the very start.
Then Miss Earl displays
a voice of good quality and an excellent method
in a series of numbers varied in character.
With each number, Miss Earl makes a change
of costume, and she has given the piece pretty
stage mountings.
The offering was very well
liked, each of her numbers winning applause,
and the act closed to liberal applause. Two
big laughing hits in the middle of the bill
gave the show a big boost.
One was Blue
Bert Kenney and his invisible partner, "Nobody."
The cork artist pulled down one of
the biggest applause hits of the show, and deserved it, for his line of comedy talk is entirely out of the beaten path, and handled with
the skill of an artist who knows his points
and how to aim them. After getting a full
share of the laughs, Kenney was called back
for several choruses of "Hesitation Blues."
Next came the Helen Oleason sketch, "The
submarine Attack," another cracking good
idea of a comedy sketch, and very well played.
Miss Gleason and William L. Nolte are a
clever pair of artists who get every ounce of
value out of numerous laugh lines and situations, and the climax is a scream.
Little
Billy was nicely sandwiched in with his songs
and bits of dancing. These, with a cleverly
rendered recitation, carried the diminutive
comedian through in excellent shape.
Leon
Klmberly and Rena Arnold have a new opening for their act, which is now labeled "Anywhere In American." The girl does the comedy
the same as she did in their former offering,
and some of their material, as well as the
finish, is along the same line as their other
act, but it is a dandy little comdey skit, with
a song or two to build it up, and the girl
shows herself to be a decidedly good little
comedienne.
Giuran and Newell did much
better than was expected, placed as they were
in the closing position.
The boys have worked
up a novel way of Introducing a triple bar
act. and could have done much better anywhere else on the bill than where they were.
As It was they held the spot In excellent
shape, and tho late-stayers did not fall to
show their appreciation.
C. Balfour Lloyd
and Gilbert Wells did nicely with their eccentric dance numbers after getting a slow
start with a draggy song, and Ollle Young and
Ap/il won their share of the applause honors
wltn their soap bubbles in the opening spot.
There were some good war pictures In the
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ening Trail" (film).

Hardeen. headllner, full week Horn and Ferris, The Hennlnga, Sam Harris, Chas. Nichols
and Co.; 2d half: Three Daring Bisters, Alf
Grant, Harry Allen and Co., Mr. and Mrs
Veron.
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—Monday Afternoon, March 25

KARL KINO.
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Mason
LEADLNQ
of Bsrtley
Campbell's spectacular production of 1857 "THB
WHITE SLAVE." not forgetting the full envelope
on PuaUees days.
successful
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Aerial Perforates, with Hosing*.
All other Performers
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GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH

JEAN BEDINT8

New York

1493 Broadway,

BARNUM & BAILEY

"The Black Spasm"

FRANCAIS

"JAZZ

DANCER"

PERSONAL DIRECTION,

8 and 11 P. M.)

CALL

BILLY CUMBY
with

and

ONLY LADY

WITH

ROCK
At

The ORIGINAL

scries.

COLONIAL (H. A. Smith, mgr.).— "Hello
Japan," a musical tabloid presented with a
dozen members, heads this week's bill. Other

WEEK

AND

(March 4)

AL RAUH
Direction,

HARRY WEBER

VARIETY
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TWO

"KILLING

nam

39
m
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BIRDS WITH ONE STONE"

BERT FITZGIBBONS
At KEITH'S RIVERSIDE and KEITH'S ROYAL THIS WEEK (March
and Keeping Them In
"KICK

Singing the Song with the

WITH

"WHAT'LL

Show

4), Closing the

BOYS

(The Yanks Made a Monkey Out of You")

JOE MORRIS MUSIC CO,

Published by

Days;"
Marks

;

;

;

COLONIAL (J. F. Farr, mgr).—"Puss
Puss' company with some specialties above
the average and exceptionally classy chorus.

NEXT WEEK

(March 11)
Playing KEITH'S RIVERSIDE

"Madame Jealousy."
GRAND (W. D. Wcgcfarth, mgr.).
— NIXON'S
"An Arabian Night," with a company of
Frederick in

clever principals and pretty girls, tops the bill
this week. Others are Dorothy Brenner; Those
Five Girls, and Innes & Ryan, a fair young
couple full of "ambish." The film feature Is
"The House of Hate." with Pearl White and

:

City

Naiada and Co., dances; "Country
Lew Delmore and Co.
Davis and
Three Lorralnes Ruth Haywood.

vaudeville acts are Townsend, Wilbur & Co.
id "The Smart Aleck"; Andy Kelly; Dick
Knowles & Mae White Epse & Dutton, and
Willie Hale, and the film feature is Pauline

Antonio Moreno.
NIXON (Fred Leopold, mgr.).— Harry
Slatko's "Midnight Rolllckers" has the headline position this week, with the following
Arthur
Katherlne Murray
supporting bill
Gadcn & Co. in "Secret Service" Dooley &.
Tuscano Brothers, and the film feaNelson
ture is Wallace Rcid and Kathlyn Williams in
"The Thins We Love."
ALLEGHENY (Joseph Cohen, mgr.).— "The

New York

145 West 45th Street,

SCENIC
(Pawtucket).— Robblns
Family,
first half
Lovenborg Sisters and
Neary Brothers Guest and Newlyn George
Leonard and Co.
Benjamin Chapln.
Last
half: Five Musical MacLarens
DeWinters
and Rose Davis and Stafford; Gertie Cogert.

headiiner,

;

;

;

;

(4th position)

;

and

KEITH'S

The Emory

ROYAL

this

week put

"war-time"

Into effect a new
prices.
Matinees,

entire balcony, 10 cents; orchestra, 15 cents
evenings, entire balcony, 10 cents; entire orchestra, 2f> cents; Saturdays and holidays,
balcony, 10 and 15 cents; orchestra, 25 cents.

(Next to closing position)

;

termed

scale,

;

;

Mimic World Revue

Morato & Co.

Charles

1M8"

of
;

is

the big fea-

Ward & Van
The Harmony F(?ur.

Others, El Cato

ture this week.

;

;

feature, Mabel Rallaferro in
a thrilling military picture.
"Draft
KEYSTONE (M. W. Taylor, mgr.).— "The
Mid- Winter Review," with a company of
twenty artists, Is offered as the chief feature
Others are Kamamura Japs;
week.
this
Brennan & Davis James R. Waters & Co.

and

the

film

William H. Apelles, leader of Apelles Band
Pawtucket for the past 10 years and director of the old Park theatre In this city
as well as leader of several theatre orchestras
in this city In past years, last week announced
he is to retire and devote his time to composing music. Mr. Apelles was born at West
Point Military Academy, where his father was
teacher of music and bandmaster for many
years.
at

AND

JIMMIE LUCAS

COMPANY

2T)H,"

(Assisted by

JOE HALL)

Through the kindness

The "Crown 1018 Song Revue" at Fred MansCrown Hotel Is enjoying good patronage.
Featured are Cosner and Odette; Shirley Sherman and Evelyn Paull.

of

field's

;

MR. DARLING and MR. SAMUELS
Member

Raymond Bond has been engaged for the
Albee Stock for the coming season. Mr. Bond
alternate In leading roles with Berton

of National Vaudeville Artists

will

Churchill.

Lewis London, and the film feature, "Vengeance and the Woman."
GLOBE (Sabloskey & McGuirk, mgrs.).—

"The New Model," a musical revue, is the
Others, "A Telephone Tangle "The
World in Harmony"
Jack Levy and His
Symphony 'Girls Francis & Demar George
Randall & Co.
Mtzpah Selblnl
motion pic-

headiiner.

;

;

;

;

;

;

tures.

WILLIAM PENN

(G. W. Metzel, mgr.).—
"The Modiste Revue," with Louie
Dacre, Ross Howard, and the Sunshine Girls
Cummings & Mitchell Larry Simpson in "The
Road to Reno"
Adele Dennett A Harry
O'Brien in "Samples," and the film feature,
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne in
"Under Suspicion."
Last half, "The Down
Home Ten" Hyman Adler & Co. in "The
Schemer" three others, and the film feature,

First half,

;

ALBOLENE
Pierret or Fterrette tato
WILL convert
Mister or Master, Mr*, or Miss
plain
-easily, quickly and pleasantly. Albeloae
the perfect make-up remover. Seeps

Is

the

*k*n

im

gowt

;

"Flare-Up Sal."

"BROADWAY

(Chas. Shisler, mgr.).— Fjrst
Cunning and His Magic Features, all
Others in the first half are Billy and
Maud Keller Jay Raymond, monologist Tom
Mix is the film star in "Six-Shooter Andy."

week.

ALBOLSNB U pot *pl
ft* rUM fat U. **»ta

% -4

Buy AIMOlMtiM
dealer la mslw W§

it

u

Last half,

I*

ChemljU

ulton Street

-

bill of

four acts to support Cunning,
in "Stella

and the film feature, Mary Pickford

In

incorporated

lCanefaatertaf

;

:

Marls."

McKesson * ROBBINS

fl

;

half,

condition.

•p box; **>

;

CROSS

__ —
New Yew
-.

iiiKis.).

KEYS

— First

"The New Doctor"

& McGuirk,
Toner & Co. In
Raskin's Review Antrim

(Sabloskey

half,
;

Tommy

;

& Vale; Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Emmett Alice
Last half, "The
Roy
Friend & Downing.
;

;

I

.<&z

Corn Cob Cut-Ups" head a
and pictures.

list

of

five

acts

II

Y

PROVIDENCE
KAHL K. KLAKK.

SHUBERT MAJESTIC
dleschafer, mgr.).—
dex," before large

"The

Felix R. Wenon the In-

(Col.

Woman

houses.

First

showing.

Reviewed elsewhere In this issue.
OPERA HOUSE (William 8. Canning, mgr,).
Opera House Players In "Broadway and Buttermilk" with Elsie Esmond as
now leading lady.
Played before lacger

— Providence

houses than -during the past few weeks. New
is apparently going better than the
it replaced a few weeks ago.
Changes in
cast big improvement.
KEITH'S
(Charles
Lovenberg,
mgr.).—
George Nash in "The Unexpected" liked.
J.
(Sailor) Reilly, U. S. N., who Is "vaudevilling" between enlistments, Is pleasing in
spite of the fact he was obliged to curtail his
offering on opening day because of illness.
Mystic Hanson Trio; DeLeon and Davles; McCarthy and Faye; Bob Hall; The Geralds;
Bellinger and Reynolds.
EMERY (Martin Toohey. niKr.).— The bill
the first of the present week was so much
better than that offered the last half of last

company

one

W

week that it made up entirely for the decidedly weak offering then.
Kitty Francis and
a large company in "Mrs. O'Malley's Reception" stopped Hie show. Glen ami Jenkins;
Tokay Japs; Maria; Hall and O'Brien. Last
half: Willie Solar; Netty Carroll Troupo
Leila Shaw; Walton and Gilmore
Ryan and
:

;

Ryan.

FAY'S

(Edward

M.

Fay,

At the Shubert Majestic on the opening evening of "The Woman on the Index" two seats
for the price of one were offered.
This Is a
into operation on opening nights
several times this winter, both at the Shubert
Majestic and the Opera House.

scheme put

mgr.).— Mme.

RETURNS TO VAUDEVILLE

Never before have there been so maj)y
Sunday evening charity concerts at the various
Providence playhousos as during the past few
months.

SEATTLE.
BY WALTER B. BURTOIf.
METROPOLITAN

(George T. Hood, mgr.).

—28, Maude Powell and Seattle Philharmonic
Orchestra

concert.
WILKES' (Dean B. Worley, mgr.).— With
the full cast of tho Wilkes Players, "Officer
VA'Al," current.
In

GAIETY

(Ed.

Armstrong, mgr.).—28, The

Armstrong Folly Co.

LYRIC.
business.

"Sourdough Nell."
— Vaudeville in and
musical to fair

ORPHEUM (Jay Haas, mgr.).— 27, Mme.
Pozoe and Ernest Light, operatic; Bruce and
eccentric
dancers
R. A.
Miller,
JazzeH
Trlller, makes rag pictures
Eleanors
and Roberto, comedy patter; films complete.
PALACE HIP (Joseph A. Muller, mgr.).—
U7. "Tho Morning After," sketch
Frank and
Lillian Vernon, roller skating; Flying Weavers. Johnny and Wise, please; R. H. Giles,
whistler; Four American Beauties, good quar-

Groves,

;

;

;

;

MAY NAUDAIN
In a Series of Exclusive Songs
Direction,

EDW.

S.

KELLER

!

;

!

;

VARIETY
PUTNAM

SAM
FALLOW

BUILDING

AND

1493

MEYER B.
NORTH

BROADWAY
NEW YORK

are devoting their energies to the personal representation
of standard vaudeville attractions with all V.M. P. A. circuits
•

Quick

*•

For immediate

..

Action

or future

Courteous Treatment!

booking
communicate
with them

Personal Attention

ABE

ELVA GRIEVES

LEAVITT

LEADING

AND

MABEL

Watch

"Topsy-Turvey Equestrians," out of the orAnderson's "Krazy Hats," a girl act,
dinary
paBHea
Johu and May Burke, funmaker*
Walter Benson, liked
the Lelands. splendid
Helen Duval, in "SimJames Silver, good
;

;

for our

new
Fully

mgr.).— 28,

Milne.

G.

ALAN

;

;

Joe Danz is building a picture theatre o»
This is the second house to
First avenue.
be built on First avenue this year. The Flag.
the other, was formally opened March 2, at
lOc.

plicity."

mgr.).— L'7. "Vanity
Harry Coleman and Co. in
Fair of l'.tlH
Harry and Etta Conley.
"Adam Killjoy"
please
Cycling Brunette*, good
Regal and
Bender, won favor; Basil and Allen, good;
McDonald and Rowland.
COLISFCM (E. D. Tate. mgr.). Bill Hart
In "Blue Blazes Rawden." film.
LIBERTY (John Von H.rberg. mgr.).—
"The Price of a Good Time," with Mildred
Better,

(Carl
'

;

;

Haines

the stellar role.

in

STRAND

(Win. II. Smythe, mgr.).— Rex
"Footsteps of Capt. Kldd."
CLEMMEK (James Q. Cleiumer, mgr.).—
"The Tenderfoot." with William Duncan and
Carroll Holloway.
MISSION (Greater Theaters Co., mgr.).—

Beach

Frank Burke, well known here from stock
engagements with the Baker stock organization and at the old Seattle theatre, died In
Los Angeles Monday, aged
."><).

;

;

in

Harry Carey

in

CLASS A

"Wild Women."
Goldsmith,

(Ix>uls

LITTLE THEATRE (Horace Smythe. mgr).

COLONIAL

Danz.
mgr. ).— Mary
Melissa of the Hills."
(John Hamrlck, mgr. .—Annette Kel-

REX

)

in

youngster,

Seattle

a

will

Walker Portmanteau PlayHe was with
this season.
Carnegie Rep show in Pittsburgh last

Pantages new (remodeled) theatre In Spokane Is scheduled to open April 1. The front
of the building was uncovered this week.

W. S. Betts' Liberty, Ellensburg (Wash.)
was opened Saturday with Hippodrome vaude-

the
elements is also the author of sevseason,
eral plays, and three war sketches will be
produced at the cantonment theatres as soon
as performers complete rehearsals.

Dorothy Raymond, prima donna, joined the
Keating and Flood organization at the Lyric,
May Finney and
Portland (Ore.), Monday.
Daisy Dt>nne closed there same date.

"A Daughter

The Strand has

of

the Gods."

Brown,

Earl

new manager. The lea**e
held by William H. Smythe expired ."ith, and
as the owners nre asking an Increase of $."i<M)
per month in rent, he will not renew the
lease but secure another house in the city.
The name of the new tenant could not be
learned from the rental agency.

of

Brown nnd Wheeler,

professional

latest

to
this city.

in

at

shift

Howard taking
and

ifternnon
(V.p.

He

Camp

the
the

now on the tirst
"Dad" (Frank)
In

the

late

the

Grand,

A business block

is

being built on the nite

former Strand, Spokane, gutted by

some time

fire

visit

wife,

his

Watt was

Pan theatre has a new sign this
the national emblem, in colored
lights, at the top of the big illuminated dislocal

with

play.

Eugene Levy, manager

of the Orpheum here,
California points today in the Interest
of the new musical revue wheel.
left for

boy'*,

is

now

In

business at Eugene

Royal,

H. P.
(Geo. B.
mgr.). :i."»th

Splendid

Battle.''

AVENCE

(W.
Leave"

C

rare charm.

George

McKcnzie.

.Veils,

now

here,
in

former manager of the
advance man for Doc.

Is

California.

education

INERS
AKE-UP

patronage.

mgr.).— 25-2,

Scott,

"Seven

Days'
8-!>,
"Allce-Slt-by-the-Flre"
(University of B. C. Players' Club).
ORPHEl'M (Jas. Pilling, mgr.).— 2.'., Nellie V.
Nichols, headline; Sarah Padden and
Co.
Will Oakland Co.
V. and E. Stanton,
well liked
Phinn and Co.. good Hanlon and
Clifton, clever
Colour Gems, good.
Business
;

;

excellent.

PANTAGES

(Geo.

Pantages.

mgr.).— 27t,

.Japs, headline
Roscoe'a Royal Nine
lames (Fat) Thompson Co.; Hope Vernon;
Lee Hop Co.
Harvey Trio, and third episode
"Hidden Hand."
Business good.
COLUMBIA (J. H. Mayrand, mgr.).— Vaudeville and pictures.
REX (W. P. He Wees, mgr. ).— Douglas
Fairbanks in "A Modern Musketeer."
GLOBE (W. P. Nichols, mgr. ).— Charlotte
in "The Frozen Warning."
;

i-

at

present.

CHESTER

T.s\.

A.

Pergonal RtprMentatW*.

A

C.

MlNtH.

KINGSTON

The Chinese Puzzle
JAMES

HF.NKY

DOMINION

E.

PLUNKETT

INI

MAX

E.

Muir, mgr.).— Mae Marsh
in 'The Beloved Traitor."
COLONIAL (H. Quagllottl, mgr. ).— Monroe
Salisbury in "The Savage."

has

left

the

Empress

HAYES PRESENTS

FRANK DOBSON
BOOKED SOLID

A IM

NATIONAL (William Fowler, mgr.).— Sam
Bernard and Louis Mann in "Friendly Jffinemies." Sunday papers carried the two names
in the above order
Monday Mann's nasM was
;

top.

Third
week.

(L.

Stoddard Taylor, mgr.).—
in
"So Long Letty."
Indications pointing to good

Greenwood

visit here.

POLLS (Fred G. Berger. mgr.).— "Let's
it the largest revue
attempted by stock, bringing on large number
of people for the week.
Go" management claiming

GAYETY
COSMOS

(Harry Jarboe, mgr.).— "Behman

Show."

(II.
Brylawski,
-mgr.).— "The
Beauty Fountain;" 4 Musical Avolos Holden
nnd Harron
Allman and Sykes Baker, Trip
and Allen Frank O. King.
LOEWS COLUMBIA (Lawrence Beatus.
mgr.).— Blllle Burke In "Eves Daughter."
first half: Jack Pickford in "Huck and Tom."
;

;

;

;

second

half

"The Land

(films).

of

Joy"

extra performance
National.

remained over for an
evening at the

Sunday

Emma Dunn in "Old Lady 31," also took
advantage of a second Sunday performance at
the Belasco.

(.1.

Rodney Ilildebrand
Stock Company.

Inc.

:

;

i

zation

received
also Rose and Ottille Sutro, duo
pianists
Jack and Cora Williams, sensaopened, only dancing act on the bill
Misses Chalfonte, although not on until after
11. with no intermission, closed strong.
tional,

Charlotte

Howard and Chas. E.
week Empress Stock,

—

The Woman's

B.

NEWBERRY.

BV

EMPRESS

lyena

Metropolitan

;

BELASCO

;

Carter will see to the
and musical training. When
Carter whh a mere youth he was taken under
the wing of a professional singer and started
on a professional career.
George X. White
(then known as George Weffs) started Carter in
theatricals.
Carter is now bending
his own company of musical comedy playerand Weiss is one of his best comedians at
the Oak tin at «-, Tacoma. where the organivoice of

Charles Lowe

KEITH'S (Roland S. Robbins, mgr.).— A bill
with three headllners. "War Ballads," an arinnovation, wonderfully played by Emmett Corrigan
Wellington Cross, big reception, here a short time ago
Louise Dresser
with new material registered real hit laughing hit went to Morris and Campbell, rufc a
close second by Imhof, Conn and Coreene in
"A Pest House;" Fritz and Lucy Bruch. well
tistic

on

VANCOUVU,

:

(Ore.).

WASHINGTON.
BV HARDIK MEAKIN.

;

The

week,

:

for-

a director at I'nlversal City.

ago.

A 1.V year- old newsboy b;is been discovered
in Tacoma by Monte Carter who has a tenor

shortly.

;

anthem wbb being played.

the National

;

of the

Kolb & Dill and Phylls Nielsen-Terry are
two attractions which will play "the Avepue

;

;

Lewis, has been

."<>-day furlough to
at Hollywood, Cal.

ill.

ranks of

the
Is

the pasteboards
evenings.

Allen Watt, at

granted a

*ho is
merly

join

Clemmer. with

the

is

operated

Three young men were arretted in the
Pantages theatre for failure to stand up when

Mabel Estes has Joined the Monte Carter
company.

loormen

a

formerly
(Wash.).

Betts

Sunnysidc

BILLY GRADY

Direction,

After an engagement of several months the
Willis West Musical Comedy closed at the
Empress, Butte. The majority of the cast returned to this city.

(John

Miles Minter In

lermann

copyrighted

ville.

Clements,

Colin

Join the Stuart
ers in New York

mgr.).— 'The

Auction Block."

This Week (March 4)—Temple,
Syracuse, and Proctor's, Schenectady, N. Y.

PSHAW"

"OH!

playlet,

FRIEND MAGGIE"

'HIS

price**.

.

MOOKE

in
«1

Cameron and deVitt

and That"

LEWIS & GORDON

PA NT AGES (Edgar

and

EARL

Direction,

LOCKWOOD
Direction,

CLARKE
LA VERE

WOMAN WITH

BEN WELCH'S BIG SHOW ROEHM & RICHARDS

RUTH

In "Just This

MARIE

U.

RO

B.

O.

George If. Atkinson, company manager of
of Joy," was at the National twice
within six weeks, first with "Toot /Toot" and
then again with the Spanish Dance Revue.

"The Land

TROVELLO
AMERICAN VENTRILOQUIST
Presenting
"THE AVIATING CHAUFFEUR"
and

"OLD ZIP LIZAR COON"

WELL, AINT THAT HOT CORN?

DIRECTION,

NAT SOBEL

MOVING PICTURES
A SOUL

IN TRUST.

Dabney Carter
Courtney Meltland
Barker
4

Nu

Dabney

Carter,

*

Jr.

Senator Franklin
Jaeon Meredith

J.

• .

Mammy

Judy
George Barker
Psrheps tkle

^

P«K

iP"
Belle Bennett
AUUto,| «J ,r t
drover Frank*
Barney Sherry
1

.Ue^HUl

Lissie

Davie

WUllam Dyer

Triangle feature
will appeal to women and perhepe It wont,
but It will never have any men raying oyer
From a man's standpoint the entire affair
It.
The flret
is simply eeven reels of drlyel.
two reels are especially so. They depict the
happenings that occurred 20 yeare prior to
the modern angle of the story- It Is plain to
see that as a sop to the censors the work of
the author was somewhat changed, and this
was done mainly in titles. The entire story
the
was told in the titles rather than
Catherine Carr Is Ike one charged
action.
with the authorship, and seeing that the
story was coaeelyed by the mind of woman
O. P. Hamilton
it may appeal to that sea.
was the director with Tom Buckingham as
the photographer. The direction le extremely
Slow and dreggy without any senoe of tempo.
InciIt Is Just a long drawn out series of
dents that might mean anything providing
the titles stated that anything under the sun
was the case. In this picture there is another Intsance of the Triangle's lack of leading women with looks. There le a momentary
flesh of a pretty girl playing the Ingenue
leed. but she is about the only good looker.
The opening scenes are somewhere In the
Old Dominion, and the wild youth of one of
our "very best southern families" takes a
shooting trip into the hills and ruins the
daughter of an Innkeeper. The original intention was not to have htm marry her, but
in the film version as released he doee that
woman.
little thing end later merries another
He has his neck broken In a fall from a horse
end before dying makes a confession of his
previous marriage, stating "that was annulled by my lawyers," and It is quite the
idea from the picture that the son wae born
This
after the marriage had been annulled.
was
little angle killed all the wallop there
The widow to do the
In the picture later.
baby
and
mother
the
up
hunts
thing"
right
and adopts the boy. The mother immediately
takes the pleee of money she received end
hikes for the "big town." Twenty yeare later
her a vampire, and the boys are
finds
She is the cetssupposed to fall for her.
paw of a group of Wall Street operators and
The boy In the
pulls the strings for them.
meantime has become the secretary to a u. B.
Senator and the Wall Street mob want to
set the inside of certain plans and the wamp
She gets what she is
Is placed on the Job.
her
after, but when she finds out that it is
she decides to lay
ruining,
is
she
boy" that
As a feature
off and return "them poipers."
picture "A Soul In Trust" Is a mighty good
Fred.
sleeping potion.
seven-reel

rected, as well as could be expected from the
story, which doee not measure up to some of
Mies Plokford 's more recent releasee. Care in

the settings has been maintained, while the
lighting and photography are not open to
A rather clever supporting east
criticism.
surrounds the star with the work of William
Soott, as Terry, easily winning second honore.
Ida Waterman makes a splendid Mrs. Stuyvesant.
But Kate Prloe, who once lent
strength to the Vitagraph forces, establishes
a more excellent characterisation as Mrs. JenNorman Kerry has no eaey role as
kins.
Gordon, but he makes himself likeable. What
humor there is mostly lies in the title end
will provide amusement not in the measure
perhaps demonstrated by a group of persons
at a private showing. "Amarilly" Is a typical
Plckford picture minus eny exceptional features and not approaching the par of "Stella
Marls," her last release.
/see.

—

u

AMARILLY OF CLOTHESLINE ALLEY
Amarilly Jenkins
Terry McOowan
Gordon Phillips
Mrs. Stuyvesant Phillips
Mrs. Jenkins
Colette King
Bosco McCarty

Johnnny Walker
Mary Pickford's latest
mount) was made to order

Mary Plckford
-- Win. 8cott
I

rin * n

??
Ida

Kerry

»
Waterman

Kate Price
M gar^l if$5}i
T 5 oi H ^5i1
V,
^!?
Fred Goodwin
•

•

•

•

^

(ParaIt again
for her.
she
finds her In the waif character In which
won early fame and which she has retained
more or less faithfully ever since. No doubt Miss
Plckford. like a goodly number of Picture fans.
loves that class of role, and no doubt Belle n..
Manlates knew that In supplying the story,
Certainly
•Amarilly of Clothesline Alley."
Frances Marlon, who turned out the scenario,
In substance the plot deals
held It In mind.
Artcraft

the futility of trying to "mix Ice cream
the
pickles," and lends to "Amarilly
Some other PicRattribute of consistency.
fords were guilty of thrusting the star from
poverty and Ignorance to riches and culture.
Here, however, she returns to the lower level
Amarilly is the pet
happiness.
for
Clothesline Alley, one being the eldest of Widow
Mrs. Jenkins' brood, and her lover Is Terry
McOowan. who has standing In the community
as bartender of one of the dance halls. Amaras
illy starts working in the establishment
cigarette girl and conies Into contact with
Gordon Phillips who, with other gilded youth*,
have invaded the Bast Side on a spree. A
Gordon being
results In
fight
free-for-all
ejected by a flying wedge of waiters, and

of

and

.of

Amarilly. taking pity, takes him home to be
up by her mother. The result Is that
Mrs. Jenkins gets the Job of doing Gordon's
washing, and Amarilly calls at the letters
This arouses the
studio to get the linens.
Jealousy of Terry and he Is "off" Amarilly.
She one day telle Gordon the alley la
quarantined, and that leads him to ask his
aunt to give the waif a room In her mansion.
And It turns out Gordon becomes so smitten
with Amarilly that he would marry her. Here
the aunt comes to the rescue, figuring humiliation is the only thing to make Gordon take
So Mrs.
the right angle on his affections.
Jenkins and her children are Invited to an
afternoon tea. where are present the aet of
doesn't take long to
It
the Stuyvesants.
"nhow" Gordon, and it sends the Jenkinses,
including Amarilly. back to the Bast Side.

fixed

The finish finds Amarilly married to Terry
who now has a Job In the city hall and they

have well started on their way to cultivate
one of the usual generous families of the
poorer classes. The feature abounds In "long
shots" that probably ordered Marshall Nellan
to give Miss Plckford the preponderance of
Mr. Nellan appears to have diclose-ups.

THE FLOOR BELOW.
Patricia

O'Rourke".

Tom Moore

Louise Vane

Helen Dahl
Wallace MeCutcheon

Monty Latham
Uncle

Amos

Lincoln Plumer
Charlotte Granville
A. Romalne Callender
Louis R. Grisel
Wlllard Dashlell

Mrs. Mason
Zlegler

Stubbs

Managing Editor
Goldwyn made an error of judgment

In

se-

melodramatic scenario for the use
Normand. It Is "The Floor Below,"
written by Blaine Sterne, directed by Clarence
C. Badger, photographed by Oliver T. Marsh.
The story itself, while lacking in originality,
has a leading role anything but soubrettlsh,
snd Miss Normand Invests It with her very
charming "cutey-cutey" personality. Considerable time and expense was expended In the
production, the cost, the photography, and so
on, but It Is asking too much to expect one
to believe that a daily newspaper would employ a fluffy-haired girl as copy boy, stapd
for her shooting craps In the city room, play
a harmonica and perform numerous other
ridiculous stunts during business hours. Having done all this and been fired for It, she is,
at the suggestion of one of the reporters,
detailed to assist in unravelling a series of

lecting a
of Mabel

robberies, runs Into a young and wealthy mission worker, is believed by him to be a burglar, taken to bis mother's home to be reformed, where she again proceeds to cut up
capers, the young man's fiancee lovea another
little cutey Is accused and, beand steals
lieving it will hurt the man *who had been
The
kind to her, stands for the accusation.
visualizing of mission life and the .Interiors
of the man's fashionable home are excellently
depicted, the photography is superfine In the
matter of clarity, numerous types have been
carefully selected
there are well-drawn IllusJolo.
trated titles.
;

;

CARMEN OF THE KLONDIKE.
Harlan

Dorothy

"Silk" McDonald
Cameron Stewart

Williams
Mayall

Clara

Hlrechell

Bdward Coxen

Saloratus Joe
Joseph J Dowllng
This "action" story of the northwest is
being marketed by Selectart, a new company,
end features Clara Wllllsms. It Is a stirring
tale of adventure in the picturesque atmosphere of Alaska and Its Incidents are at all
times compelling. In particular It has a fight
between two men which registers ae a sensational screen combat.
This fight (Herschell Mayall and Bdward
Coxen are the players engaged) provides the
ollmax of the story and gives It Its "punch."
The rest of the tale, which concerns claim
Jumping and similar incidents, Is extremely
well handled. It has the backing of skilfully
built up story background.
All the details
of the narartlve lead up to it logically, and
from the first it has been apparent to the
spectator that such a fight between the two
leading men characters Is Inevitable.
Then when the contest eomes and the hero
makes his victory complete, the audience Is
satisfied.
There is in this detail of construction an excellent principle of story, a
principle that Is too often violated on the
screen.
The climax comes as a culmination
of a series of events snd not as a "surprise,"
and it satisfies in the minds of the spectators
a certain sense of Justice. In other words It
is not a detached incident with violent action,
but rather Is the logical outeome of e chain
of events which from the first forecasts Just
such a denouement.
The scenic background of Alaska has been
satisfactorily reproduced with its virile characters, picked with an eye to picturesque
types, and the direction has been well managed.
There are clever little details of story
presentation and little surprises which arouse
the spectator's admiration.
The story was
written by Monte Katterjohn.
The players
are adequate In their acting and the. photography Is at nil times clear. Paralta Is understood to be Interested in the property.

BEAUTY
Pepe Rey Don Jose

Dona Perfecta

IN CHAINS.
Bmory Johnson
Ruby LaFayette

Rosarlto

Ella Hall

Don Cayetano
Jacinto
Ltcurgo
Caballuco

Juana

Troya

Winter Hall
Maxfleld

Harry

Stanley

Holden
McUanlel
Gretchen Lederer

Geo.

M.

B.

Pinzon
Wm. Hakeem
At the opening of the fifth reel of "Beauty
In Chains" a title reads:
"The Battle Begins."
Up to that time absolutely nothing
has occurred and even the fifth and final
reel Is a feeble attempt to create a little
action.
"Beauty In Chains" Is an Ella HallUniversal production, adapted by B. J. Clawson from a book by B. Perez Galdos, proLieut.

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
Richard Cummlngs' sen
Fairbanks company.

is

with the Douglas

The title of Louise Oleum's first Paralta
Play advertised as "Intelligence," has been
changed to "The Iron Beast."
In "All Stuck Up." Bssanav's new) comedy,
Don Barcley takes the part of a pajrerhanger.
Is

now back

Seles office after a several
few York,

in her Los Anmonths' stay In

duced by Blsle Jsne Wilson. It Is designed
as a visualization of life in a sleepy town In
Spain.
Done Perfecte, the patron saint of
the village, has a granddaughter, Rosarita,
who has been betrothed to Pepe Ray Don
Jose since childhood, though the two have
never met.

The young folks meet, fall In love, and
Dona casually asks
everything Is all right.
the youth how he Ukes the little village and
he gives his honest opinion of Its absence of
This so Incenses the old lady
enterprise.
that she separates the couple and sets out to
ruin the young man even to the extent of
In an
hiring a burly ruffian to knife him.
encounter with the ruffian, who Is twice his
size and armed with a dagger, the youth
Good
bests him and elopes with the girl.
atmosphere and costuming, but the idea of
an otherwise gentle and kindly- old lady
wanting to have a nice young man killed for
expressing his frank opinion of her village,
Jolo.
is rather extreme.

—

THE DESIRED WOMAN.
Richard Moatyn
Irene Mitchell
Dolly Drake
Jarvia Saunders

Harry Morey
Deshon
Jean Paige
Charles Hutchinson
Florence

WUllam Cameron

Jeff Henderson
Marie Wlnshlp
Andy Buekton
Little Dick Mostyn
Mrs. Moore

Hu'nl'e

tensen

Harold Foshay
Aide Horton
Julia Swayne Gordon
Herbert Potter
Delbrldge
The story is by Will N. Harben while the
screen version was directed by Paul Scardon.

In general character It Is a society drama
with a subordinate rural Interest located In
the Tennessee mountains. Release date Is set
as March 11.
It's a Vitagraph feature.
The story Is that of a man who has had
many loves has been stimulated by many 1n<tense experiences and finally finds his consolation In religious devotion as a substi;

tute

for

momentary

Constance Telmadge is in California end
has Just completed there a feature called "Up

Road With

the

Goldwyn pictures will be shown extensively
throughout Sweden, Norway and Denmark.

Mabel Condon

Normand

Mabel

Hunter Mason

41

excitement.

At

Bailie?'

Clara Kimball Is finishing in the New
Rochelle studio, "The Reason Why," after
which ahe goes to the coast to work.
"In the Moonshine Country/' part of the
Paramount Bray Pictograph, depicts the process by which moonshine whiskey is made.

Hamilton Revelle will again play oppoolte

Mary Garden

in

her

new Goldwyn

picture,

"The Splendid Sinner."

The screen rights of Gertrude Atherton's
novel, "Patience Sparhewk," has been secured for Petrova. Ralph I nee will direct.
Frederick H. Elliott, executive manager of
the National Association, was In Albany this
week on legislative business.
Carl Anderson, president of Paralta, is expected to return from his present western
coast trip the latter part of the month.

Kate Price, for years with Vitagraph. will
again appear on the Vita program. She is In
the Earle Williams feature, "Sealed Lips,"
now In course of production at Hollywood.

"An Alien Enemy", has been chosen as the
of Louise Oleum's next feature.
Monte
M. Katterjohn wrote It. The release will be
some time In April.
title

Dell Henderson began on his first World picIn
ture Monday, starring Carlyle Blackwell.
the screening department are Clara Beranger
and George Proctor, new additions.

M. J. Sullivan, formerly manager of production of the Nktlonal Biscuit Co., has been appointed manager of the New York office of the
Mutual.
Alice Brady's latest Select production, which
been going forward under the working

has

"Ruthless Rusala," haa bean changed
"At the Mercy of Men."

title of

to

The market
cials,"

Is overstocked with "film speaccording to e film salesman who says

that there are plenty of pictures to

meet

al-

most any demand.
General Manager Al Llchtman of Famous
Players-Leaky has ordered the withdrawal
from the Burton Holmes travelogues of all the

German

Bcenlcs.

least

that appears to have been the message the
author tried to deliver.
Author and director seemingly have not
been In accord. Instead of making that simple theme plain the film as It comes upon the
screen Is a series of detached episodes. Perhaps each In Itself Is Interesting In an unruly dramatic way, but all do not progress in
an orderly way toward a climax.
Perhaps this statement opens up the con-

Work was started last week on a motion
picture theatre at Richmond, a suburb of
San Francisco. The approximate cost of the
building will be $17.r>,000.

troversial subject of how far the established
principles of the stage screen rule the screen.

George DuBols Proctor has Joined the sceHe was managing
nario stafT or the World.
editor or the "M. P. News," Berved a year
with Lasky and then with Thoe. H. Inoe.

Desired Woman"
would be likely to be converted to the Idea
that the screen can safely borrow from the
stage something of its system of orderly advance of events toward a denouement.
As the screen st^ry Is t'dd It <s enable.
The spectator's attention Is constantly distracted by swift change from scene to scene
and from character to character. There Is
frequent shift from rural to urban netting
and, besides this element of uncertainty of
locale, the spectator's attention Is confused
with a multiplicity of characters.
Ten principal characters are listed In the cast and
there are others of importance.
The story
probably has too much material. Indeed It Is
impossible to call it a Btory.
One may call
it half a dozen stories.
In the literary sense
it Is not a story at all. but confused record.
One story starts with the appearance in
the Tennessee mountains of the xtniii city
business sharper.
He falls In love with a
country girl and apparently wins her heartrThat set of circumstances would make a
complete, unified story.
The city man goes back to the metropolis
where, by considerations of money and social
prestige, he Is forced Into a marriage of
convenience.
There is another story.
The
marriage turns out unhappily for the reason
that the wife's affections turn buck to an
earlier love for a younger man. There is another complete tale.
There are other complete stories in the
film which further confuse It and the audience.
The stage principle of unity Is a
necessity to the expression of a complete
literary work.
Carelessnesa Is to hp nhaerved in thp titling,
although the Illustrations for the titles hnve
Itppn mnde with mor« than ordinary enre. For
example one title makes n well-bred woman
sny, "At what time enn I expect my dinner
guest?"
In another place the t It lo writer
makes a character sny. "She will not die.
but she Is mortally hurt."
These points are made rather to prove Midpoint thnt In the present development of the
screen the real artistic purpose of the picture art should command the services of the
highest intelligence.

Anyone

who views

"The

The First National Exhibitors' Circuit may
shortly announce the date of the pre-releaae
of

its

named

Klwle

Charles

Chaplin

the first subject

Ferguson

has

films.

Chaplin

"A Dog's

Life."

haa

begun the production

or "A Doll's House" at the Fort Lee atudloa,
or the Famous Players-Lasky Corp. for Artcraft release.

Earle Williams has finished "The Green
God," the Frederick Earl Kummer story, and
will start on a screen version of "The Man
from Brodney's," the G. B. MeCutcheon novel.

George I). Baker, some years ago of Baker
& Castle, is directing several films for Metro.
Baker left for the Coast last week as general

managing

director.

Roscoe "Falty" Arbuckle

Is

putting the fin-

"The Bell Boy." his latest
The date of release Is
comedy.
shortly to be announced.
ishing touches on

Paramount

Glblyn.

Charles

Nan."

In

director

of

which Ann Pennington

"Sunshine"
is

featured,

has east himself for a character role

In

tho

production.

Before starting «»««* on her honeymoon a«
the hrMp of Fred Nlblo. Enid Bennett completed her scenes In a big circus picture for
Thomas H. Ince. entitled "The Greatest Show
on Earth."
-

Mutual announces another Margarita FischIt
for the week of March 11.
tilled "Ann's Finish," and produced by the
Amerlean under the direction of Lloyd InKrnham.

er production
is

Kenneth MacGowan Is reported to be leaving Cioldwyn to do special features for the
V..W
Vnrk "Tribune."
MacGowan recently
was shifted from the Coldwyu press department l«> editing Hllh-tllles.
Dor .iMIno. tin- tinnier and film star. Is In
AnneleM.
She was horn In California and
devote moMt of her vacation to spending
ii
with her mother, who resides on a ranch
near Santa Ana.
I.o-

will

M OVING PICTURES
NOBODY'S WIFE.
Carew

Sheriff

nuuclng

Hope

Hoxle

.Hart

Darling

Jack

V;

A

fr

,i
Betty

l'ete

*L
Vl^L
Sncbade

Loulw

lions

-A. C.

Tom Smythe

Lovely

Kenyon

-Grace McLean
founded on the
La Femme,
"Cherchez
motto,
police
French
a crlmlIn other words, If you want to catch
Alec Young was
mil? first find his girl.
for
wanted by the Northwest Mounted PoliceThey
a murder committed six years before.
_that she
knew Dancing Pete was his girl and
had been seen around Nugget. "Handsome
was
Jack Darling, a member of the force, clue
aligned to run down Young. His only
be
was that Dancing Pete waB supposed to and
Nugget,
In a dance hall and saloon at
was somethe Inference being that Young
where In the neighborhood. With these facta
interwoven
as a base and a love story
throughout, a fairly Interesting western picol
ture might have been produced insteadthan
more
what followed, which was nothing created
to
apparently
a series of pictures
opportunigive the star and her leading man
of thrilling
ties of going through a number
Just before arbut Impossible adventures.
Into a
riving in Nugget, Darling blunders
is apcabin where a remarkably pretty girl
make
to
proceeds
He
alone.
living
parently
altogether
violent love to her, and she Is not
averse to the proceedings. Hope Ross Anally
promises to help Darling out by permitting
he goes
him to say he was her husband When milk
for
for
to the saloon In Nugget to ask
but
Hopes baby. It Is her sister's child, loveprevious
the
In
Darlings impetuosity
ft
making scene, had Impelled Hope to claim
Jack then goes to the mining
is her own.
time
same
the
at
and
milk
town, obtains the
makes
locates Dancing Pete, with whom he
Betty Siuy the
This five-reel Universal

•

decide

they

to

the

rob

well.

safe at the saloon.
After securing the

Darling turns around and denounces
about
the sheriff, who escapes Just as he is
indignant
to be bored full of boles by an
booty,

Young Is finally
cow-punchers.
captured outside of Hope's cabin, where he
to
had gone for safety against the posse Ifandthey
use her as a shield, declaring that
first.
her
shoot
to
have
would
they
shot him.
Eventually ho Is forced to surrender and
Darling and Hope are united. The photography Is good, but the picture Is full of imbunch

of

ponslble situations and th* n»«nnr details have
not been carefully worked out.

THE GUILTY MAN.
Claude

William

Lescuycr
'

Garwood

Vivlnn Reed

\f Hr |o

'Lescuvcr.'

J.

Senior

her daughter.

la

He
an engagement for the following day.
supposes
he
appointment as
the
keeps
followsecretly, but there were two persons
One was Hope, from motives of
ing him.
alias
Jealousy, and the other Sheriff Carew.
beAlec Young. Young shoots Darling from
cabin
hind a boulder, while he Is Inside Petes
door ana
the bullet passing through the cabin
wounding Jack In the arm. Falling to make
Dancing Pete confess as to the whereabouts
her trunk
of Young, Darling goes through
and discovers a photograph which convinces
him that the sheriff and Young are the same.
Darling then proceeds to get Into the good
graces of the sheriff and with his connlvant©
The scheme works

was made with those who remodeled the story
and the theme shifted hack to Its original.
The directing of Irwin Willat had momentary
weaknesses, but he has caught the Parisian
atmosphere excellently.
"The Guilty Man"
Is very well played, particularly by Miss Reed
aB the unfortunate Marie and Gloria Hope as

P.

Lockney

Hope

.Gloria
fieorge French
originally adapted by the
Francois
late Charles Klein from a novel by
Coppee for A. H. Woods, has been well adapted
of
number
A
Paramount.
by
screen
to the
changes have apparently been made since the
The
original trade showing for reviewers.
ntory. as it now stands, shows how Marie,
Claude Lcscuyer's mistress. Is discarded at
the demand of the elder Lescuyer, who Insists
his son devote his entire time to the study of
The Lescuycrs intend to care for the
law
girl, but Marie refuses to accept their bounty.
A baby Is born. The story moves ahead a
number of years. Marie, In order to live and

Claudlne

HUCK AND TOM.
Tom Sawyer
Mary
Aunt Polly
Becky Thatcher
Widow Douglas

Huck Finn
Joe Harper
Muff Potter
Mrs. Judge Thatcher
Injun Joe

Fearing her mother is being
<d by her stepfather. Claudlne seizes a
The case comes
,<iver and kills Flambon.
Claude Lescuycr, meanwhile, has
trial.
prosecutor of
of
position
the
to
.-a need
case
It is he who bus charge of the
V.itIs
against Claudlne, little realizing the girl Is
Just before the trial
bis own daughter.
comes, the prosecutor discovers the girl s
In a well worked up situation in
identity.
open court, Claude pleads for mercy for tho
declaring that in reality he is the
girl,
guilty man. as the whole thing Is a result of
ability.

Tho girl is acquitted and
Claude and Mnrle are ngnln reunited. "The
Guilty Man" Is written with nn eye to the
It Is Hkllfully
theatre rather thnn real life.
his

built

own

sins.

melodrama

of

the

"Mndamo X"

school.

Yet in BlmlnR for situations, obvious facts
have been overlooked. Marie, In after years,
must have heard of Claude's advance In the
legal

profctwlon. since she knew his r«>nl
Tbouirh theatrically
his ambitions.

name and

"The Guilty Man" holds the ineffective.
It is said that, nt tlie original showterest.
ing. Marie was made the wife of Lescuyer
and the whole point of th«- story removed.

chirr LeHcuyer Insisted upon a divorce
rather than upon nn end to the affair. Thus,
Marie later marries Flambon to give her
daughter n name, although the child has a
Lescuyer If the two
p. rfc-tly good name In
wee- married. Evidently, wine arrangement

Tl'."

Alice Marvin
Bdythe Chapman
Clara Horton
Helen Glllmore
Robert Gordon

Antrom

Short
Tom Bates
Jane Keckley

Frank Lannlng
John Burton
Judge Thatcher
Director William D. Taylor has added another acceptable Paramount visualisation of
the Immortal Tom Sawyer stories to the
screen.
Jack Plckford and Robert Gordon
are again Tom and Huck respectively and
this particular feature Is built around ths
murder of a doctor by Injun Joe. The kids
are in a graveyard at midnight when it happens and aid in the eventual apprehension
of the culprit. The culmination of the story
comes with the discovery by the boys of hidThe
den treasure which makes them rich.
whole thing Is very human and as It recalls one's early reading, carries with It Just
the proper "romance" for both the present
and last generation of theatre-goers. There
Is no particular point upon which to dwell,
other than to record the comedy registered
strongly in the Paramount projection room,
where It was screened for, a bunch of hardJolo.
ened trade paper reviewers.

THE FAMILY SKELETON.
Bates
Poppy Drayton
Dr. Griggs
"Spider" Doyle
Billy's Valet

Billy

Wheeler

Charles

Ray

Sylvia Bremer
Andrew Arbuckle
Billy Elmer
Otto Hoffman
Jack Dyer
Is
"The Family

A rather morbid story
Skeleton," by Bert Lennon, directed by Victon L. Schertzlnger, photographed by Chester Lyons, an Ince-Paramount feature starIts lengthy "wind-up" Is
ring Charles Ray.
foreseen about the beginning of the fourth
reel, but Is redeemed in part by the humorously sarcastic titles and the excellent Ince
A young man (Ray)
cast and production.
reaches the age of 21. He is a multl -millionaire and his six guardians read him a
lecture on the curse of drink, informing him
his father died of it. The young man gives a
party in honor of his attaining his majority
and promptly proceeds to get well "lit up."
To his surprise on awakening next morning
he finds It's pretty good.
He continues his
indulgence and is saved by a frame-up by
which his sweetheart Is supposed to be kldh&ppvd. which gives him something to think
about and do other than being interested
solely in himself and his "heredity curse."
Hay contributes his usual careful depiction
of a "fearful" youth and receives adequate
support.
There are lots of types of people
In the upper circles and the habitues of a
The Intrinsic worth of
Ninth avenue dive.
the scenario is weak.
Jolo.

of the vllllaness type,

whose caress In that
case would be perfunctary, the flash suffices
It forms a rare occurrence In double exposure. The photography on the whole, however, is not all that the picture calls for, and
unless the print seen In a Times square theatre was defective In printing, there was a
marked absence! clearness. That may partly
be because of poor lighting at times. The
action starts in the Florida home* of Maruja

and

cause of the care Little Red should have.
But the child, hearing the talk, decides that
he "take Duck Sing for a "mama." Little
Barbara Connolly makes Red entirely loreable, but In addition the child enacts her
role astonishingly.
Her work while abed
with pneumonia seems to Indicate that acting "was born right In her," and the future
should loom bright for young Barbara, Next
In line of the clever cast Is the playing of
Goro Kino, who Is a real Chink and a real
actor.
His smile and understanding of his
role fixes him as a screen figure which unFreddoubtedly will be seen more often.
erick Vroom as the reserved, but well-liked
colonel, Jack Curtis as the good-natured Gllroy, Walter Perry as Two Pair Smith, Jean
Hersholt as Sour Milk and eight or ten others
all help to rounod out this exceptional feature.
Perhaps Jack Conway, who placed a
feather in his cap for clever direction, also
dug up the unusual Chink. The titling helps
in getting a number of laughs during the
This plctur was viewed at the
running.
Stanley, one of the smaller houses In Times
square, and It surely speaks well of the Stanley manager's ability at selection.
"Little

Red ecldes" could have shown
with

palaces

picture

large

In

de Costa, a wealthy man, whol Ives with
Isobel, a daughter by his first wife.
Anita,
the half sister and her mother, are In Buenos
Ayres. where the latter conducts a fashionable gambling house. The father dies, begging Isobel to try to vnd Anita and share the
estate. Anita has a passion for Jewels and la

a woman of unruly nature.
She had been
caught making love to Pedro by Umberto,
her supposed lover, and when she "frames"
him as a cheat at cards he carrier her off In
the pampas. But Anita poisons Umberto and
'

escapes.

at

this

point

Ibee.

Anita's marriage

was

illegal,

slnoss he had

him (Umberto) In La Platte fire
years previously.
There are several marine
scenes which are not up to standard. This
defect should not be charged fully to the
direction of Bertram Bracken, since filming
vessels In the harbors these days Is not made
easy by the port authorities. Bven tough the
technical phase of the picture Is not without
fault, the feature commands Interest because
of the tale and the very good acting by Miss
Brockwell, who Is excellently supported by
Roslta Marstlnl as her mother and Joseph
Singleton as Umberto.
/hew.
married

Gladys Brockwell
Gladys Brockwell

Maruja
Umberto

Roslta Marstlnl
Joseph Singleton
B. Lloyd Sheldon has supplied an Interesting story set In North and South America,
and one that calls for a dual role which Is
rather cleverly portrayed by the slender Fox
There Is con"vamp," Gladys Brockwell.
siderable double exposure, In which Isobel de
Costa and Anita, her half sister, appear, they
being the two roles by Miss Brockwell. These
scenes furnish an interesting experiment at

JULIAN ELTINGE
THE FAMOUS IMPERSONATOR
To

the screen what he

was

to the atafe

r*f*

= TX

E A DV SO O/S
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Frank A Keeney
WILL 4H0DTLY

PQESKHT TMi

BIG BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
t Ths Lady Beautiful of* tht Screen

LITTLE RED DECIDES.
Red
Duck Sing

Little
Col.

Tom
Two

Alison
Gllroy
Pair Smith

ailievitiG

Barbara Connolly
Goro Kino
Frederick

Vroom

Jack Curtis
Walter Perry
Jean Hersholt
Alice Davenport
Maud Handforth
George Pearce
"Little Red Decides" classes as one of the
most llgable features Triangle has turned out
in a year and its general all-around excellence places It far above Triangle program
standard In fact, distances the field. There
Is no one starred which is easily understood
after seeing the picture, for there are a
number of splendid characterizations with almost every member of the Triangle players
seemingly at their best.
"Little Red Decides" Is a comedy-drama and, though essentially a "western," there isn't any gun play,
nor fucd, nor any strain of plot usually associated with pictures of that class. William
McCoy has written a story In which the playrrs no doubt easily fell into the spirit of it
and liked the revelation of it, and Jack Cun-

AND AN ALL STAR CAST INCLUDING
EUGENE O'BRIEN DAVID POWELL

Sour

Milk
Widow Uolton
Eliza Squires
Dr. Kirk

—

.

EDWIN FORSBEIJG and

PAUL

SYBIL

CARMEN

ARMSTRONG'S

G WEAT XNSATONAl PIJAMA Of

NEW

A UNDEftWODLD
Romance
VOTIW LIFE

F

r°H E

IN

SIX
LIFE

IN

CHINATOWN

TMf BRIDGI OF SIGHS
THE EAST SIDE DANCE HALL
THEBK.mURDERTfflALlN

ningham delivered an expert scenario. Little
Red Is a kid who is so loveable he creeps

THfCDlMlNAlCOUBTSBUIlMIC

Into the hearts of the Allso ranch outfit from
the veriest bunk hand to the colonel himself,

M>»CTMfR BIG

Including especially the Chinese, Duck
Sing.
The youngstei is found one night by
Tom Gllroy and Two Pair Smith, who are out
riding the lines and whon they follow the.
child they find that her father Is dead In his
shack, the mother avlng passed away Just a
few weeks previously.
So te two men bring
the kid to the colonel's house.
From then
on his name is "Little Red."
Duck Sing Is
Hlven csptclal charge of Red and from then
on he's the main thing on the ranch.
One
day Little Red falls in the horse trough and
the Immersion Is responsible for an attack of
pneumonia.
boys, or "cow-kids,"
The.
as
Duck Sing calls them, send to 'Frisco for the
famous Dr. Kirk, who tarries until the child
I*
convelnscent and then orderH that Red
have tho care of a woman. So he Is taken
to tho parsonage In the nearby town.
The
doctor had said that If any of the boys married, it would provide a "mama" for Red and
from the turn of card Gllroy Is "elected" to
secure a bride from the only three available

and

him, it Is Isbel wh Is taken to
jail.
Anita leaves Argentine and, with Pedro,
turns up at the home of Isobel, whom she Impersonates, and in her scheme to grasp all
the de Costa wealth, she marries Robert
Grant, Isobel's fiance.
In the meantime
Pedro, in a Jealous fit, had cabled to the police of Buenos Ayres that they had the wrong
girl in Jail and so It happens that Isobel arrives Just after the ceremony Is performed.
Umberto, too, turns up, and It develops that

THE MORAL LAW.
Isobel de Costa
Anita de Costa

arrives

wh have saved

Broadway's

success.

Isobel

when Umberto turns up with the gendarmes

—

—

Flambon
"The Guilty Man,"

give hrr baby a name, haB married FlamHer daughter.
bon, a brutal cafe proprietor.
Claudlne. has grown to young womanhood
and is in love with a young artist. Flambon
Insists she marry the former owner of his
cafe to whom he stills owes a large sum of
money. When the girl refuses, a struggle remits and the man chokes his wife into In-

Jack Plckford
George Hackathorne

Sid

one point when the two characters are called
upon to oiss. The meeting of the lips Is
naturally momentary, hut sines one girl Is

women In tho district, Ufcer being two old
maids and a sour widow. But they all turn
Gllroy down, much to his secret elation, and
and then Duck Blng kndnaps the kid from
the parsonage yard.
The colonel offers to
double the salary of any man who married
and to build a home on the ranch, all be-

THE

BOWERY AFTER DARK
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and
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THE SHELL GAME.
It wu the fault of the

picture
iteeir or the speed of Its projection at the
New York theatre on the flrat show laet Sunday afternoon, le not known, hut a so-called
flve-reeler ran over 80 minutes and at times
was quite tiresome.
Shell
It was "The
Game," a clever, story by Kenneth L. Roberts that appeared In the "Saturday Evening
Post," and which was adapted and directed
for Metro by George D. Baker, Eugene
Gaudlo, photographer, Bmmy Wehlen, star.
The original title In the "Post" was "Good
Will and Almond Shells." Its chief Talue as
a picture Is the surprise finish, as the plot Is,
otherwise, derold of originality or suspense.
A country girl goes to New York with her
entire Inheritance of $1,600 in the belief she

K

has a wonderful voice. She spends her money
baring It cultivated b:fore she realizes she
has been "milked."
Becomes a $0 a week

then that the villain is going to foist the poor
upon the rich men as his long-lost
girl
daughter, and rather expect that it will turn
out in reality to be his child. This, after 20
Meantime the girl
minutes of screening.
turns on the gas and attempts suicide.
The
bunco man, it so happens, lives in the same

floorwalker makes a play, she is
landlady demands her rent, and all the

salesgirl,
fired,

43

rest of the conventional stuff.
Meanwhile a
slick bunco man is framing to land a wealthy
real estate man.
He has a theory all people
are more susceptible at Christmas time.
Bunco man follows rich man In to dinner at

house, and you grow more
weary of the palpable denouement. The villain revives the girl and persuades her to
pose as the long-lost child. He has her write
down the name and address of the lost child

cheap

swell hotel, claims acquaintance (having met
at a bantfuet, etc.), dines at same table, pulls
a lot of sob stuff about yuletlde, says he has
Real estate man then tells "his
suffered, etc.
life tragedy"— that his wife and child were
swept away in a flood (carefully but not
elaborately visualized in a cut-back), that
wife was dead and no trace of the child all
of which occurred 16 years before. You know

rooming

It In an almond shell, and the following evening, while again dining with the
rich man, drops the doctored almond shell
Into the bowl so real estate man, opening it
with his nut-cracker, at last finds the whereabouts of his child. Bunco man writes out a
telegram sending for the girl, accompanying

and insert

—
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A

stage hit last season
a screen sensation this!

It with
t/10 idea

$500.

man

wealth

of

will

If

flash

you are at all analytical
across your brain that a
Intelligence would have

and

had tho police investigate, or have
Jumped upon a train and g-me to nee for

either

himself.
Ho doesn't even go to the train to
meet the girl, but sho in permitted to come
to the hotel alone.
He gives tho young girl
royal time, showers her with clothes and
gifts and on Christmas day the villain
comes
to shake down the girl.
She pleads with
to wait till after yuletlde, not wishing to hurt
the man who had been so kind to her.
man overhears, appears upon tho scene Rich
and
gives bunco man tho laugh says the frameup was bo raw he entered into the spirit of it
and manufactured the wife and daughter
tragedy— that as a fact hw had never had
either a wife or a daughter.
That he
followed the bunco man to his home that
night, seen the suicide rescue, etc.. and knew
the girl was merely a victim.
But. It being
Christmas, and as he had enjoyed the whole
thing, he felt, inasmuch as the girl would be
his future wife, he thought he ought to stake
the bunco man to—say $1,000.
Bunco man
At that my dope was right. Christmas makea
em all soft." Clinch for rich man and
girl.
Very clever surprise denouement, but
altogether too long In getting to It.
Joseph
Kllgour Is the bunco man and Henry Kolker
the real estate millionaire both of whom
glvo oxcollent characterizations.
The star,
Miss Whelen, has comparatively HtUe to do,
being merely a feeder for the two men. Production, on the. whole, rather carefully worked
out, with one glaring error of direction.
girl rescued from death and revived after
swallowing a quantity of Illuminating gas,
would be unable, Immediately on being revived, to sit up and eat ravenously.
Judicious, drastic cutting might make "The Shell
Game" a good program feature.
Jolo.

a

J
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Eugene Walter's wonderful play

A

"THE KNIFE"
in

A

wkick Select Pictures presents

THE SPURS~0F SYBIL
Directed by Travers Vale, written by Lou:
Winter, "The Spurs of Sybil" (World) as
starring feature for Alice Brady le a very

L

light proposition.

BRADY
directed

by Robert C. Vignola
by Charles Msigne

scenario

Tke

picture,

"Tke

Knife,"

is

one of the most

remarkable dramas ever shcrtfn through the me-

dium of the screen

—

direct

like

"Alice Bred]? does h$
Her screen career."

far

the best work of

Morning Telegraph.

"Alice Brady does tke best work of her long
career in this role."

The Dramatic Mirror.

—

its

action

rtfift,

straight,

the stab of a blade through the dark.

"The Knife"

is

The story doesn't go very
never exciting and hardly ever Interesting, calls forth no special effort by anyone, from director to star and consequently
leaves no impression, although Mr. Vales direction at least has held up what otherwise
might have been equivalent to a blank. Whoever selected the scenario is the only one at
fault
A young orphan, ward of a wealthy
maiden aunt and presumably her sole heiress,
Is Informed by the sunt unless she
(ward)
maintains herself for a year by employment,
the aunt will cut her off. And the ward goes
to New York with $100, stops at the Hotel
riaxa for a few days, Is unable to secure
pleasant employment and becomes companion
for an elderly and maiden aunt of Paul Berwick, who becomes the villain through makTaln effort to lure to * *lrl * w*7 from
*S g 5
the path. Curiously enough, the ward's plaos
of employment was in the apartment above
that of a young doctor she had flirted with
when registering at the Plasa, while another
woman met by the girl on an ocean voyage)
ward was hit by a taxi the hospital nurse
found the gambling house women's card on
her, they sent for the woman, she had the
girl removed to her home and Herwlc again
appears, as a biddor for the maiden, but the
far,

a photoplay? triumph

It's

girl rinds means to phone to the doctor, he
phones the police and they raid the
establishment while it is filled with male female poker players, rescuing the girl, who.
thereupon, for no reason at all, goes out
her head, saying, when regaining her reason
five weeks later In the doctor's office. "Why
am I here?" As the ward was played by Miss
lirady, the question could have meant the doctor's office or the picture.
It didn't seem
like five weeks for the picture to run through,
not over three, although it is but the regular
five reeler (about four rools too many).

Sim*.

"Alice Brady in 'The Knife* has added another superb characterization to her collection of

THE HARD ROCK BREED.
Donald
Shlela

triumphs."— Exhibitors Herald.

llunny

"Alice Brady, in the heroine

marked

role,

must be

as turfing scored the greatest hit of her

career."— Exhibitors

Trade Review.

m

"Alice Brady does the best work of her screen
experience."

Moving Picture World.
Distributed by

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue,

New

Naughton

Jack

Dolan

York Cit^

Lee Phelps
George Chase

Cam

Mike Carney
Creek Loui:;
Shea

Louis

Durham

Edwards
Edwards
This Triangle feature Is a melodrama of
fights and booze without much else.
The
theme that too much dough will spoil the
Thornton
Aarond

bent of uh, unless the curb bit is applied and
the man made to flud his own level.
There
Isn't much action different from that seen In
features of this type tlmo and again.
The
story
Is
by Frederic Uechdolt and scenarlolzed by O. E. Jenkr.
Raymond Wells
directed with Pliny Homo at the camera.
The principal scenes aro at a contract Job
Dill Norton Is handling.
Trouble with the
men, ho sends his son on the Job. The old
Idea of the conflict between the rough neck
and the "dude " and tho final victory of the
latter who turns out to be "a regular guy"
despite his clothes because ho sprung from
stock of "tho hard ro< k breed.''
There Is a
love Interest, but love Interest as far as
Triangle pictures nr<> concerned will be at a
low ebb until Hint
y acquires a few
leading women who look uifnclently well and
pretty for a r.illoiiiil m-iu to full In love with.
Margery Wll v nn H Mm young iHrl.
Jack
LivliiKtMuie ;is the young hero proved likable.
The tailaiien m the ea t w;ts fair. The direction drags and while tlm camera work Is
fairly pond there In nothing especially worthy
1

^PICTURES

Livingston

Margery Wilson
Jack Curtis
J. Barney Sherry
Marlon Hklnner

Lynch Dolan
Hill Naughton
Mother Kelly
Jim Smith

of

comment.

•

> 1 1

1 j

;

>

1

1

Fred.

A
-

1
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N. Y.

CONVENTION.

HUNGRY

Three things predominated at the
stage meeting of the New York Exhibitors' League at the Hotel Astor the
forepart of the week more than anything else. They were patriotism, a
determination to

fight "vicious legisla-

and the desire of the Executives
of the National E. L. to set before the
meeting the proposed activities of the
United Theatres distributing plan.
The sessions were pretty well attended, although there appeared a
waste of talk Tuesday and Wednesday.
The league was strong for the support
of the President and his war policies.
Discussion of laws that are working
hardships on the exhibitors throughout
the State were taken up at length and
the league is out to raise a fund for
immediate lobbying necessary to help
the exhibitors.
Subscriptions were
taken up for this legislative fund
Wednesday just prior to a buffet
luncheon served at 1 :30 in the Belvidere annex. While the average donation was $10, there was one party that
staggered the meeting with a $100 subtion,"

John Silver
Dale Revenal
Mary Jane Applet on
Dudley Appleton
Jack Nelda

EYES.
Rupert Julian

Monroe Salisbury
Ruth Clifford

W. H. Balnbridge

A. H. Barroa
Arthur Tava**ea
Gretcben Lederer
Qeo. McDanlel
Rita Pickering
"Hungry Eyes" la a Universal western film.
In five reels, by B. J. Clawson and produced
by Rupert Julian, who also takes the role of
John Silver. The story Is of a reclaimed horse
thief, Dale Revenal, who leaves his home and
goes to another state after having served a
term In prison, and tries to live straight.
Mary Jane Appleton, the daughter of his
Scotty
Bessie
Pinto
Nellie

Dupont

father's friend, who gives him a chance and
employs him as a cowboy, Immediately falls
In love with him. but he tells her Is Is a "bad
man" and also has a wife and two children
in Arizona, hoping to kill off her love.
Jack
Nelda, owner of the adjoining ranch, has living with him Bessie DuPont. She Is a pathetic figure, afraid of Nelda, but' with something of doglike devotion about her.
He Is
also In love with Mary Jane and asks her
father for her In marriage, promising to discard his mistress.
Appleton Is In favor of
the marriage, but tells Mary Jane she must
decide for herself.
John Silver has called on

she have framed-up RevenaL

He finds out Mary
going to marry Nelda, but the girl
that she Is In lovo with Revenal,
but that he has a wife In Arizona.
Bessie
DuPont arrives at the ranch and Informs
Scotty, a friend of Revenal's, that Nelda and
a visit to his old friends.

Jane
tciib

Scotty

imme-

warns him and tries to dissuade him
from going into town to a saloon where Nelda
has hired Pinto DuPont, brother to Bessie, to
shoot him. Revenal declarea he Is going anyway, and Immediately he enters the barroom
where the other two men are, trouble starts.
After a heated argument with Pinto. Revenal
excuses himself, telling Pinto he will be back

Is

him

diately

his conversation.
He starts out of
the saloon, but at a sign from Nelda, Pinto
Bhoots him and he falls through the door, Just
as the' stage coach drives up with his "wife,"
who after all the explanations are made turns
out to be his sister. The story Is not very
convincing and while the filming Is good there
are altogether too many close-ups.*- Rucn
Clifford as Mary Jane does well with a part
which gives her plenty of scope and the other
members of the oast work hard.
to finish

scription.
Officials of the national league made
talks, as well as heads of the State

organization.
Exhibitors are awaiting the outcome
of cases now in Albany which pertain
to

They want

"Sunday" exhibiting.

to

urge every effort toward the throttling
of a State measure that will prevent
film performances in the State on Sundays. There has been an adjournment
granted by the Court of .Appeals at
Albany for argument on one of the

"Sunday" cases until March 20. An
impression seems to be about there has
been too much parading of the "Sunday" matter of late, for unexplained
reasons, and more effective results
might be accomplished quietly.

.

Blackton
Stuart
Master
<

The

From the novel of SIR GILBERT PARKER
Pictured and produced under the personal direction of J STUART HACKTON
•

EXHIBITOR KILLED BY ROBBERS.

^CjkuamountQ>ictur&

Cincinnati, March 6.
Andrew Nordmeyer, aged €3, proprietor of the Hippodrome picture theatre,
was shot and killed by robbers, who

"Big Names" Bring

held up the directors at a meeting of
the Ninth Ward Building Association
in Covington, Ky., last night
Nordmeyer was president of the asso-

Big Business!

ciation.

of Police Klumper, of Covington, also a director, killed one of the

Chief

robbers.

The remainder

of the

i

t

i

'j

i

MERGER PROPHECY.
The latest merger prophecy this
week is that before many weeks Pathe,
Metro, World and Goldwyn will be in
one distributing

The Screen Club gave a spaghetti
dinner last Saturday night, resuming
a weekly feature of the club that had
been much missed.
About 125 members attended and toward the close of the affair special
were exhibited.

Nora Bay.* Nearly All Set.
Nora Bayes has indicated a willingness to go into pictures. She would
like to have a whirl at it next summer,
at the close of the "Cohan Review."
She has taken a test and is satisfied
she will screen well.
Edward Rosenbaum, Jr., is acting
as her representative for the films and
the first story is ready. All that remains is to arrange with some producing concern.

Berat Report Around Again.
The report was again revived this
week that ]f A. Berst was about to
retire as general manager of Pathe,

o IG names"
D
go

whom
Two

are the public's guarantee. They
to see the work of men and women in
they have confidence.

big names are enough to assure the success

of any motion picture.

fold.

SCREEN CLUB DINNER.

pictures

ii

band got away

with $1,100.

J.

Stuart Blackton's "Wild Youth" gives you

FOUR:
J.

STUART BLACKTON
SIR GILBERT

PARKER

THEODORE ROBERTS

LOUISE HUFF

Photoplays like this prove that Mr. Blackton is
living up to his promise to produce better pictures
with better stories by better authors witK the best
all-round casts.
all, Mr. Blackton's Productions are available at a price that is made to order for you
individualized so that a handsome profit is certain, no matter how small your town.

Best of

—

.*•».

and again, upon investigation, nothing
tangible in the way of a foundation for
the report could be secured, other than
the fact that Mr. Berst's two-year contract with the concern would expire
the latter part of this month.

of Screencraft presents

:

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
<-NEW YORIO

•

J
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INCORPORATIONS.
Ke«ed» Thettiw, Manhattan,
000; A. M. Kennedy, T. Healy, C.
2631 Broadway, New York.
A

Kereao Tbcatre

000:

P.

Koran,

Get-** Manhattan, |$,R. and M. A. Aclerno,

Los Angeles, March 6.
Marshall Stedman, formerly casting
director with Universal, is now produc-

1862 Eighty-Fifth street. Brooklyn.

ing one-act plays for the Little theatre

hattan. $50,000; 8. M. Yield, J. R.?reu!er,
Turnbull, 70S Ocean avenue, Brook-

here.

New York Mataal Ilia

C*r»- Man-

J. G.

lyn.

DELAWARE CHARTERS.
Snceeaa-Boaad FUb Corp. $100,000;

Frank B. Colgne, Herman Ko««, A. MHalloran, Wilmington, Del.

FOREIGN MARKET GOOD.

BUSH OUT OF REVIEW.

STEDHAN WITH STAGE.
$100.Cgle,

Stedman says he is- not through with
pictures and will resume in that line as
soon as his wife, Myrtle Stedman, returns from her touring jaunt of the

Following the withdrawal of Merritt Crawford from the staff of the
"Exhibitors' Trade Review/* comes a
report W. Stephen Bush has also retired, despite a five-year contract at
$6,500 a year and expenses, which still
has about four years to run.

Bush,
contract

is

understood, alleges his

was broken and has con-

sulted his lawyer with a view to enter-

ing

country.

it

>-

suit.
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There has been a decided turn for
the better in the film export game as
far as Great Britain is concerned, according to the report of one of the
brokers dealing extensively in the foreign rights game. The queries from
London seek information on big features and comedies to a great extent.
This broker disposed of the English
rights to "The Barrier" during the
past week. The price paid for the pic-

ture

said to have been $25,000.

is

The Scandinavian embargo was

lift-

a single shipment of film
through a special permit being granted to Chester Beecroft by the Wash-

ed

<ft

ULfyt feep to

success is cooperation

for

This shipment
authorities.
seems to have encouraged inquiry from

ington

£

the territory as far as features are
concerned, a number of cabled questions having come from both Norway
and Sweden within the last fortnight.
A French buyer arrived in town a
little over a week ago and has been
busy inspecting all available independent features daily since his arrival.
As yet there are no purchases re-

United Picture
Theatres of America, Inc.

ported.

.

BRENON HAS SAILED.

Herbert Brenon sailed last week to
undertake duty as official picture
maker for the English armies at the

No

front.

Motion Picture Proprietors of the
Nation,
*

Now

Assert

is

Your

the

o

Time

to

The

Floor Back."

WAR

exhibitor-activity and exhibitororganization are concerted in this plan. Co-operation cannot
proceed from the producers or distributors that has been
tried and failed. The only true and economical co-operation
is among: yourselves
in the exercise of your united buying

The most trusted leaders of

—

Years in Germany," by former Ambassador James W. Gerard, would be
shown at the Knickerbocker starting

power.
Expenses must be cut middlemen eliminated exhibitors'
rentals reduced cash paid producers so they will dare make
bigger and better pictures all this can be accomplished but
only by exhibitor co-operative buying.

—

March 10.
The Universal will beat the Gerard
story of Germany to the street by one

—

—

day, having arranged for a seven-reel
feature, "The Kaiser or the Beast of
Berlin," made by the
on the Coast
under Rupert Julian's direction, to open
at
the Broadway theatre Saturday

U

(March

out and mail the blank to-day, and we will explain in
detail how you can enroll in this great, nation-wide movement

A

Fill

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES OF AMERICA,
United Picture Theatres of America, Inc.
Dept. V., 1600 Broadway,

Mark

K

INC.

','
.

New York

Please advise me of the detailed plans of your organization, methods
of enrollment, and participation by individual exhibitors in its savings
benefits.

JEAN STUART FOR SCREEN.

Name

Chicago, March 6.
are about to take Jean
Stuart, who does the "vamping" in
"The Wanderer," which has been playing at the Auditorium. In the biblical
spectacle she acts the role of Tisha, of
the night life of ancient Jerusalem.
Miss Stuart will not proceed westward
with the company, but will return east
for studio work. Her successor is another Jean Robertson, an Australian
actress newly arrived in this coantry.

The

Theatre
A
City and State

formed company with

Fittenfass «s one of its main facmade the Gerard picture. They
deny having disposed of the rights to
the Gerard film to
& E., as reported.
The Universal picture deals with the
world war and has Julian playing the
Kaiser and directing the film in such a
manner as to screen all the reported
cruelties of the German camps, raids
and captures. The Gerard subject also
has the Kaiser played by a film actor.
Warner Bros, have not decided upon
the method of distributing their teatut e, withholding their decision in the
matter until a few days after the New
York premiere, when they will have a
pretty definite line on the value of their
product.

Gentlemen:

and

9).

specially

tors

New York
J*

FILMS TO COMPETE.

Picture house competition will be
given a thorough .Broadway test when
two feature films bearing on German
intrique will be bucking each other
next week.
Announcements were made recently
that the screened version of "My Four

—

1600 Broadway,

ac-

staff

is expected the director will send
for such people as may be required
after he has surveyed his field of operations.
The Brenon studio at Hudson
Heights, N. J., which he occupied since
it was erected, is being rented to Fox.
The Brenon pictures made there were
"War Brides," "The Lone Wolf,"
Fall of the Romanoffs," "Empty Pockets" and 'The Passing of the Third

Buying Power

—

making

It

Collective

—

picture

companied Mr. Brenon, who assumes
the rank of Major in the British Army.

films

:
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From

the gross amount collected by
Pathe through bookings the latter was
to deduct 30 per cent, of the gross receipts for handling and distribution
and the cost of the positive print at
the rate of $40 per reel. After deduc-

INTERNATIONAL SUES PATHE.
\\

!

li.it

effect

the litigation that has

licin started in the

Hearst-Pathe com-

bine will have remains to be seen after
the trial of the action just started by
the International Film Service against
the Pathe Exchange. When the combine was 'irst started in December,
1 >1'\
'a (he agreed to furnish not less
than four and not more than eight
serials a year, while the International
agreed to run the stories in all the
Hearst papers in the United States.

tions International
half the balance.

to receive one-

During the year of 1917 Pathe produced "The Fatal Ring" for which it
received money from the exhibitors
and had statements submitted to International showing receipts and expenditures. From the complaint in the

1

I

Hf^^'

was

action it appears that during October
the "Fatal Ring" brought in $84,279.02,
from which, according to contract,
Pathe deducted its 30 per cent., and
also $31,400 for the cost of 785 prints.
Tht one-half of the balance remaining amounted to $13,797.65, which is
due the International. In November
the picture drew $81,815.14, from which,
after deductions, there remained $21,655.30 for International. In December
it collected $67,635.49.
International's
rakeoff amounted to $23,592.42.
The
Hearst-Pathe News reel during the

*3¥*g

months drew $83,584.20, $84,258.37
$85,475.55 respectively.
Of the total sums, Pathe had paid International all but $9,976.71, the sum
which International has started suit to
three

and

recover.
In the complaint it is also
alleged that Pathe had deducted various
sums for "War Taxes" which should
not have been deducted under the terms
of the contract.

COAST PICTURE NEWS.
BY GUY PIUCB.
Los Angeles, March

2.

Eugene Pallette baa alf ned with Uncle Sam'a
fighting fliers.
He Is working at present In
a Metro picture but expects to be called to
the colore any day.
Crane Wilbur was asked by a clergyman If
he knew the Lord's prayer. "Of course," he
replied, "we actors have to pray to keep
working."

PAR/ALT A PLAYS
men
Ttt

W. A. 8. Douglas, president of Diando, has
returned from New York, bringing back with
him a new Baby Marie Osborne contract and
a serial release.

fiff

Dana and husband, John
a home in the Hollywood

Viola
leased

Harrey Thew

Is

Is

of

hare

foothills.

on the Fox scenario

Henry Lehnnan, head
dies.

Collins,

stair.

Sunshine come-

supervising the work

of

two com-

panies.
:

•

ALAN DALE

Mr.

is

>:

America's

R. B. Kldd. until the other day publicity
for Paralta, is writing scenarios (or that
He oollaboratee with Jane Holly.

man

firm.

profoundest

He
all

sees

critic.

And still they are doing It Louise Glaum
has taken steps to become Godmother to a
regiment stationed near here.

and reviews

kinds and

Leon

makes of pictures.
•$P

Writing

Mr.

in Picture

Play Magazine of April,

don't

is

know

explicit

it

—that seems to bring the

The

attention to detail, the

photography, and careful selection of casts

pictures, to

my

Osborne

entitled

and

Norman Manning

make

these

mind exceedingly valuable."

--i-X

"Hooked by an Elk" and had

actors and Elks in the cast.
the

down

—and I

that I can exactly analyze

was

of

a certain quality about the Paralta pictures

screen close to the spoken drama.

It

Grace

ALAN DALE says
»

There

T.

staged a film for the Glendale Elks last week.

Marbury Sanderson, granddaughter
former San Francisco mayor, came

to witness the projection of her first
film story. "The Finger of Justice." She made
a speech at Qulnn's Rlalto theatre.

Spike Robinson has added several squabs
ranch In* Hollywood. Where Spike gets
'em nobody seems to know, and he wont tell.

to his

Henry Walthall has returned from Arlsona
whither he went to look up a ranch in which
he is interested.
Robert Brunton, production director for
Paralta and high chief mogul of construction,
announces that the new plant will be completed by the middle of the summer, provided
nothing goes wrong.
Brunton always plays
safe.

George Stout has opened offices
George Beban Photo- Feature Co.

The

Public reads Picture Play.

The

Public has unbounded confidence

There
colony.

in

Mr.

ALAN DALE'S

for

the

Charlie Parrott, the director, la taking
vacation, his first in a couple of weeks.

formed?

opinion.

a

a dearth of scandal In the film
Can ft be that everybody haa re-

Is

Reggie Barker has begun a new production

He knows what
Now,

for Paralta,

the Public wants.

his first In several weeks.

Production Manager Brunton of Paralta announces the laying off of two Pathe companies, Bryant Washburn and Bessis Love.
The rainy weather is given as the cause.

YOU satisfy the Public

John Emerson and Anita Loos will come
here to make their own pictures (for Parais operated
upon.
mount) as soon as Mr. Emerson

Louis J. Gasnler, president of Astra, and at
one time in charge of Patbe Interests In this
country, is in Southern California on a business trip.

PARALTA PLAYS,
Six

West Forty -eighth

New

Street

York City
I

There is talk of reviving the Screamers,
•oclety of film pros* agents.

Inc.

a

Tsd LeBerthon, press agent for the Klnema,
is a father.
Helene LeBerthon arrived last
week.
Charlie Ray and company are back from
Truckee, Cal.
*

Dick Stanton, the Fox director, says, "I
think I will go over to the garage and get
the old bus and drive down to Venice-by-theSea for a swim." Better wske up, Dick;
you're in New York, not Hollywood.

Monte Katterjohn, the author, has been
classed A-l by the draft board.
He says he
wants to go quick If he has to go at all.

Rhea Mitchell has been loaned to Pathe by
Paralta for a picture.

Warren Kerrigan la building a bungalow
Hollywood.
No, girls his sweetheart Is
who Is devoted to him.

J.

si

DISTRIBUTED BY

M.H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
"*****&*&&.,

In

hi* mother,

Hundreds of film stars were hit herd by
the Income tax that is, they had to dig down
for a goodly sum.
But all seemingly were

—

willing.

'
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ABRAMS TELLS WHY.
The following statement, made this
week by Hiram Abrams of the Paraprobably
be
mount-Artcraft,
will
accepted as an answer by Mr. Abrams

announcement recently
issued by Pathe, which complained
against the first-run exhibitors preferring apparently the P-A program,
although there is nothing directly mentioned in the Abrams interview to
to the circular

indicate as much.
Making the interview

touch

on

general conditions, Mr. Abrams said:
"This business of ours has got to
the point where the producer can no
longer look upon the exhibitor as a
victim of circumstances, compelled to
buy pictures whether they are good,
bad or indifferent. The enlightened
producer realizes the picture is not
sold to the exhibitor, even after it is
sold to him, but rather to the public,
and that if the subject doesn't satisfy
that ultimate buyer the chances of
that exhibitor buying again from that
particular source are equal in value to

the chance of the Kaiser winning the
war.
of the Famous Players-

We

Lasky say we have more than

6,000

accounts only because, for reasons of
simplicity, we think in terms of condensed units, in reality, and in the
broader sense, we consider that we
have forty million accounts, for that
approaches the number of people that
visit the picture theatres with varying
frequency.
And after all they are
our customers, and that is where the
average producer misses fire.
We
don't

try

to

make

pictures

that

we

47

like, or that our directors like, or that
our exhibitors like, for we know they
don't want us to; they want us to
make pictures that their patrons like.
"The pictures that appear at the
Strand or Rialto arc not r.old to
Messrs. Edel or Rothapfel; they are
sold to Mr. and Mrs. Public and their
rather large family.
"The Strand and the Rialto arc only
the show-cases; and because they
are beautiful show-cases, excellently
tastefully
arranged,
trimmed
and

things of charm and harmony, the
jewel in the case is enhanced in beauty
and value. That is the important thing
to remember the theatre, the music,
the colors, the lights can make the
greatest photoplay greater and more

—

pleasing.

"The

exhibitor

intelligent

fully

understands the intelligent producer.
The Administrative Bureau of the
Famous Players - Lasky Corporation
was organized to broaden that understanding and to deepen the confidence
of one factor in the other."

WORLD -PICTURES'

BIBLICAL SPECTACLE READY.
Chicago. March

roson t

Strategy."
It pictures the conflict between God
and the Devil from the creation to the
resurrection. The film is said to have
u»^l $100,000 to produce. It is slated
tor production at the Auditorium at a
high scale of prices, following the engagement of Marry Lauder.

DRADY

ALICE

6.

Robert Hollister, manager of the
Mena Film Company of Dayton, ()., has
arrived in Chicago and established an
office.
The firm has produced a 10-reel
biblical spectacle entitled "By Super
R.

STRAND EMPLOYEES DINE.
A

beefsteak dinner was tendered to
the employees of the Strand theatre at
"Beefsteak Charley's" Saturday night,
with J. Victor Wilson acting as toastmaster in place of Harold Edel.
Doc Wilson was announced as having
prepared "Gunga Din" in Swedish, but
instead he delivered "The Miracle,"
while a pianist played. The affair was
the first of a series of "get-together"
monthly gatherings of the Strand
forces.

urs o/Sybil

<8k
Story by

Louisr

Directed by

W

i

T«. a v e «.$

r*

xe

Va

l.

TALKS TO STAFF.
Los Angeles, March 6.
There was considerable gathering of
the Paralta clan here the past week,
when President Carl Anderson called
the following into conference:
John
K. DeWolf, chairman of the board of
directors; Herman
Katz, treasurer;
Nat. 1. Brown, secretary, and Frank
Kane, representing his brother, RobRobert
ert T. Kane, vice-president.
Brunton, director of productions, also
was present. The reason f<>r the conferences, which began Yarly and lasted
late, was given out as being for the
purpose of acquainting the entire list
of officials with the future plans of the
organization.

CL P"

BOUGHT AND PAID FOR

MATERNITY

HUNGRY HEART
TANGLED FATES

THE

THE DANCERS PERIL

MISS PETTICOATS

THE DIVORCE GAME

THE GILDED CAGE
LA VIE DE BOHEME
DARKEST RUSSIA

BETSY ROSS

A SELF MADE WIDOW

A WOMAN ALONE

TOTO POPULAR.
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appearance on a western stage
week. He performed his famous
at the Kineina in conjunction with
i>
first comedy, "The
Movng Diim
my." His popularity \v;h so great the
Lirhleins managers of the theatre.
»rsuade him to make an appearance
s week.

i

nw

.<

pictures (Pathe),

in

his first
l.r
;(

*

THE MAID OF BELGIUM

Angele^. Mai ill
former Hippodrome clown

loto, the

who

1

:

1
1

1

.it;

ra-

a r io

the
.ns"
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AMONG THE WOMEN

ture

BY "TATSY" SMITH
Los Angeles, March

1.

Graumans' Million Dollar theatre in
Los Angeles really looks it and compares favorably with the better picture houses of New York. The bare
lobby and plain ivory walls force a
cold premature judgment of the artistic value of the pale moorish decorations.
Sitting awhile, however, the
simplicity grows. Attractive girl ushers are in West Point uniforms. It
is the show place of the city.
I have
often heard a dozen men get more
music out of their instruments than
the 35 do at Grauman's. The feature,
"Headin' South," with Douglas Fairbanks, opens up fike "Ramona" with
a stage set and living characters in
the costomes of the story. Katherine
McDonald, who plays the Senorita, of
the Hacienda, raided by the bandits,
an<J of course rescued by "Headin'
South," is an exceptionally pretty
^
*

different turns which have never been
cast of the Mississippi, they are "getting over" with the big audiences.

Only two women on the bill last week,
Elvia Rand, coloratura soprano, a large
"lady like" nicely

gowned blonde (with

Nat Walsh) (evidently local favorites),
and Adele Carter in "Hogan's Chance."
Pictures at Lawrence, Mass., O. H.
Lowell, Mass., March 6.
The Lawrence O. H., which has been
playing stock and leading road attractions all season, has the past week been
changed over for the installation of
pictures.

Manager
the
will

CRANDALL IN U. P. T.
Harry Crandall, the Washington

Crilly is to have charge of
house and only feature pictures
be shown.

manager,

operating

seven

'

BOSTON BARS "NATION."
Boston, March

pic-

film

houses at the Capital, is said to have
signed contracts this week for the
Crandall Circuit to take bookings from
the United Picture Theatres of America, which is getting everything shaped
so that the co-operative booking plan
will be working by September I.
Crandall controls the franchise for
seven states on the First National Ex-

when the management was informed by Mayor Peters, who recently
took office, that he was very much opposed to the display of this film.

celled

Several protests from colored citizens
had been lodged with the mayor when
it was announced the film was on the

Henry MacMahon, general press
representative, has engaged Wallace
M. Powers as assistant publicity man.
I1i
handling the press matter Mr.
MacMahon is deviating from the usual
routine.
He proposes to save waste
in stationery and effort by writing
terse copy, such as the papers can

program.
This film was here some time ago at
the Tremont. A storm of protest at
that time arose against the film and
several arrests were made as a result
of disorders which occurred in and
near the playhouse. Mayor Curley
was severely criticized at the time by
the colored leaders and it was charged
he allowed the film to be produced here
because of alleged connections with

use.

the pictures.

hibitors' Circuit.

/

woman.

Soft, wavy, beautiful tresses
frame a most appealing yet dignified
face, well set off by a simple dark
dress and handsome lace collar and
cuffs. A Spanish lace mantilla is an

alluring feminine accessory.

Wilson (Wilson's Lions) at pantages
here abused the poor beasts shamefully in order to work up their "reputed
ferocity." One lion was
completely
exhausted at the finish of the act. It's
not what the public want, either, judging by the remarks of the hysterical
women and even men during the performance.
According to authority the picture
business here is to be revolutionized
during the next six months. Many
agree at last it will be a survival of
the fittest.
Quinn's Rialto had the "Finger of
by the Rev. Paul
Smith. It's an expose of the lives of
the former professional Magdalenes of
the Barbary Coast, and the downfall
of the "system." Three thin love stories run through it, one ending disastrously. The picture is very tame,
but furnishes an opportunity for flashing closeups of numerous pretty girls.
Beulah Booker, who plays Betty Randall, is about the most natural type of
lomantic young girl I have ever seen
in the pictures.
She is lovable in every
scene. Lelota
Lorraine is another
pretty girl who has the oppportunity
to wear pretty frocks. Jane O'Roark,
the vampire mistress of the "Boss," indulges her fancy in bizarre evening
towns and negliges and awful "street"

Justice," a production

clothes.

The producer took liberties with the
familiar story of Du Barry. I's a frivolous version of a big historical fact.

Theda Bara makes Jean Vaubenier
kittenish

artful

hussey

instead

of

a
a

witty intriguing woman. As
the Duchess Du Barry she is gorgeously overdressed.
An attempt to make
the costumes more than elaborate ended in making them "junky." One dress
had its extra long train almost covered with ermine tails and the skirt
and bodice a jumbled mass of lace roses
and pearls. The taking oft of her
white wig displaying abundant dark
locks to receive de Brissac, her lover,
may have been excusable in the woman
but not in the artist. Neither could
one excuse the wiggle she did down
the aisle when received at the Court
of the pleasure-loving Louis XV. Anyciever,

one who aims

to improve a Belasco
production is aiming high and so is
Miss Bara, when believing she can portray famous women of History with a
lfJth

—

Century wiggle.

A Second

Sensational
Garden Production

Mary
~Bigger Than"Thaisr

AMAGNIFICENT

a theater, Hippodrome, plays seven acts (Ackerman
Harris time), and while they may be in-

&

emotional drama of today;

in the spirit of today; in the

A

star
canic.

who

is

gowns of today.

daring, thrilling, stormy

and

vol-

A

beautiful, wonderful woman driven to the
Sacrificing her honor.
limit of desperation.
Stripping herself of her wealth for the man she
loves. Placing herself in the grip of an enemy

of

all

And
final

humanity.

—

a heart-stirring redemption with the
reward of martyrdom.

then

Only when your audiences have seen this overwhelming drama will they realize the marvel of

MARY GARDEN
7/ie Splendid

Sinner

By Kate Jordan,
Directed by Edwin Carewe

—

Released everywhere on March 24 to bring
the public flocking into your theatres.
lavish
special production released to all Goldwyn contract customers at their regular rental prices.

A

GOLDWYN POIRES COPPOMHON
Samuel Goldfish.

Prwnettnt

16 East 4-2 m/ Street
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-
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That big barn of

6.

"The Birth of a Nation," supposed to
show at the Globe this week, was can-

r

,

'
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,

,
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Edqar Selwym.
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Pwkhni

New York

City

MOVING PICTURES
HOUSE
PLAYING TO GREAT BUSINESS

BIG PARIS PICTURE

War Conditions Theatre Seating 5,000 Standing Them
Up. Scarcity of American Features. Novelty in Projection. Better War Film Over There.

Despite

Chicago,

March

6.

A graphic description of moving pictures and theatrical conditions overseas, in the war zones in Europt, is
contained in a letter written by £. Q.
Cordner to Kitty Kelly, pktfcre editor
of the Chicago "Examiner.". Cordner
was manager of the Strand theatre in
1915.
He is now with the ambulance
service on the Italian front. Cordner
writes
"Let me tell you of the thing which
I
believe will most interest vou
Gaumont Palace in Paris. I fear I
shall be unable to impress you fully
as to its singular personality; there
is so much of it.
But those things
which stand out I shall try to tell you
of as they struck me.
"The capacity is 5,000, and on one
occasion, when I arrived late, there
was not a single seat to be had, and
so I stood it out for more than two
hours. There were many others, too,
but we were glad to be able to get
admission. Perhaps five-eighths of the
seats are on the main floor, the remainder in two balconies, which do
not overhang the lower portion. In
the rear of the floor are tables, where
Smoking is perdrinks are served.
mitted over the entire house, built
perfor
originally
Hippodrome
formances.

—

generally six given
"The picture
during a performance, and consisting
two pictures of three or four reels,

of

and weeklies,
which they call 'actualities.' During
my six visits I saw only one American film Trilby,' with Clara Kimball
Young. •
"The audience enjoyed it very thoroughly, and it was by all odds the best
scenic, special subjects

—

feature

I

saw.

You can judge

that

Lasky, Famous Players, etc., are much
in advance of these foreign producThere is only one thing in
tions.
which they excel the exteriors-^which
are beyond comparison and which are
well photographed.
"The war subjects, given regularly,
are very much more interesting than
I don't
I have seen in the States.
understand this great difference, for
not only was it true of Gaumont, but
of Pathe. They gave me an entirely

—

different idea of the front.

"The projection is from the rear of
the screen, and not mote than a 25I like the idea of not
throw.
having the light over the audience and'
also the advantage of noiseless operation. The feature is the same size as
we had at Orchestra Hall, but the light
for soms reason is not so good. 1 was
unable to determine whether or not
the idea of the rear throw was reIt was not much shorter.
sponsible.

foot

At the same time

it

gave the same

size of picture.

"The music—I never heard

better.

Forty-five in the orchestra and always
the standard literature. The selections are very carefully chosen to fit
each situation. Just as Dunham used
Really the music is the
to do it.
stellar attraction of the place. There
always one vaudeville act and
is
generally a singer and a chorus, which
sometimes sings between pictures and
sometimes during the short pictures.
The thing is very well done.
'The three-hour performance is a
trifle tiresome. It wouldn't do in America, in my opinion, but it was all interesting and good. The admission is
from three francs down, with men in
uniform getting 50 per cent, reduction."

MARIE WAINWRIGHrS DEBUT.
will make her debut in pictures as a member of the
cast of "Social Hypocrites," to be May
Allison's initial production as an in-

Marie Wainwright

dividual

Metro

star.

FILM "VAMP" DIVORCED.

tered the decree.

PRIVATE PEAT DOES

IT.

going into the films.
Private Peat
Last week he signed up with George H.
Jordan for himself and wife to appear
in a military celluloid spectacle to be
entitled "Two Years in Hell and Back
is

With

a Smile."

the second of the returning
Allied soldiers from trench land to become interested in films, Sergt. Guy

Peat

is

Empey now

finishing a special feature,
styled "Over the Top."

LAUDER SERIAL!
Arrangements were made
with the International

last

News

suit of

Nat

C.

Goodwin against

Mirror Film Corporation
the
shortly come up for trial
James W. Osborne represents the
Mirror, and the outcome of the trial
is
expected to once more bring up
the matter of the right of a producer
to the amount of time a film star is
expected to devote daily to the work
of filming.
Goodwin was engaged at a salary
of $1,250 weekly, and the company's
total payroll for the picture on which
they were working at the time was approximately $4,500. Goodwin's contract
called for his approval of all pictures
in which he appeared.
The feature
being taken at the time of the termination of operations was a version of
one of the star's former stage sucwill

.

cesses,

"Turned Up," and he approved

the scenario submitted to him. Later
he rejected a number of the scenes
and refused to appear in them.

The defense

will

contend his approv-

of the scenario was acceptance of
the picture and that he had no jurisdiction over the taking of the respective scenes.
It will further contend
the star failed to abide by the hours
set for work—9 A. M. to 5.30 P. M.;
that reported for work at 11 A. M.,
and that the delays thus created should
be charged to his account.
The Mirror is understood to be settling all suits against it and to contemplate resuming operations.
It is
said a number of the stockholders were
given lots in return for the money
they invested in the film stock, the
land being given gratis by Clifford B.
Harmon, the president of the Mirror
Co., though he was not legally obligated to make good the losses.
al

.

Los Angeles, March 6.
A divorce has been granted the film
player of vampire characters, Louise
Glaum from Harry Edwards.
They were married in 1915 and lived
together one year.
Judge York in the local courts en-

week

CRYSTAL CLEARED.
The Crystal Film Co., and J. A.
Golden, its president, have been released by Justice Hand as defendants
in the action brought by Cardinal. Decision was reserved in the case last
week against Messrs. Beck, Weiss and
Singer, the three men who are said to
have obtained the negative of "Joan
the Woman" and duped it and had it
released under the title of "The

Woman."
The reason Crystal was implicated in
was because the three men

Scotch star's son was graphically related.
It is said that the money consideration for the syndicating of the stories
will net Lauder $25,000, a big percentage of which he will give to the Allied
war charities.

With the idea of obtaining the best
pictures at the lowest cost, to provide
entertainment for the soldiers and tailors in the various army cantonments
and naval stations,, the Commissions
on Training Camp Activities of the
War and Navy Depts. have enlisted the
aid of the foremost film producers and
distributors in the country, it wis announced today, by Lee F. Hanmer,
general supervisor of camp motion
pictures.
These motion picture men have
formed the Producers' and Distributors'

War Camp Motion

Picture

Com-

which will work with the Commissions on a co-operative basis in extending the film exhibitions which the
Y. M. C. A. has been giving in conjunction with the Commissions since
the camps were opened.
The chief object of the Motion Picture Committee will be to arrange the
local exchanges for the use of films In
mittee,

camps

at a charge sufficient to cover
the expense of transportation and production only. In case of feature photoplays or where films have been recently
released for distribution, a graded scale
of rentals has been established in accordance with the length of time they
have been on the market. A charge of
5 and 10 cents, or its equivalent in
"Smilage" tickets, has been fixed by the
Commissions for admission to the
cantonment picture houses.
The producers and distributors on
the committee are: W. A. Powers,
President of Universal, Chairman; W.
D. McGuire, Jr., Executive Secretary of
the National Board of Review, is Secretary; William Fox, D. W. Griffith.
Adolnh Zukor. George Kleine, Samuel
Goldfish, J. A. Berst, O. G. Cocks, J. R.
Freuler. Ricord Gradwell, S. A. Lynch,
Richard Roland and A. E. Smith,

CHILD STAR QUITS

S. ft A.

March
The Essanay company announce
Chicago,

6.

that

one of its two remaining stars has
been let out. Of the long and noted
pralaxy of celebrities affiliated with the
Essanay productions, the list dwindled
until
there were left only Taylor
Holmes and Mary McAllister, the child

the affair

star.

had taken the negative to Crystal to
have a positive print made of it.
Nathan Burkan, attorney for Cardinal, asked for the discontinuance of

Mary is now at liberty. The reason
riven by officials of the company is
that, although the public supported the
McAllister pictures, exhibitors refused
to pay as much for child films as they
did for adult productions, regardless of
relative merits. It is said that Holmes
will also be released, and that the Essanay company will hire special actors
for pictures they film. No new releases are announced.

the suit against Crystal, convinced
Crystal had no connection with the
other defendants and that it had no
knowledge of the nature of the work
performed by the defendants.

Service

whereby a serial story of Harry Lauder's trip to the trenches and his observations will be syndicated.
Recently a story of Lauder's visit
was published in one of the Hearst
magazines, in which the death of the

IN CAMP FILMS.
Washington, March 6.

COOPERATE

GOODWIN'S LATE HOURS.
The

SHERILL PRESIDENT.
L. Sherrill was this week
elected president of the Producers and
Exhibitors, Affiliated, by the eight independent producers who plan to market their pictures from manufacturer
to exhibitor direct.
The full list of officers are Mr. Sherrill,
president
L. Lawrence Weber,
vice-president; Joseph A. Golden, sectetary and treasurer; I. E. Chadwick,

William

;

I.cster Park, L. Lawrence Weber and
C. C. Pettijohn, executive committee.

SMOKERS CAUGHT.
Inspectors of the Fire Department
are making a rigid investigation among
the film buildings for violators of the
"No Smoking" law. The first place
pounced upon was the Mecca Building.
In one office 21 men were nabbed by
the detectives while another inspector
rode up and down in the elevator cars
where eight were taken in custody.

EXHIBITION OF BELGIAN ACTING

JULES RAUCOURT
IN

"PRUNELLA"

AND

"LA TOSCA"

STRAND THEATRE, MARCH,

1918

-

.
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"CLEO'S" CENSORING NOTORIETY

HURTS REGULAR PATRONAGE
~>

Circle, Indianapolis, Feels Effect of Undesirable Publicity at

Business Good While Picture Showed But
Regulars Stayed Away Afterward.

Box

Office.

Indianapolis, March 6.
not officially admitted, it
understood the recen* notoriety
i^
aihuvrd by the Circle, the leading local picture house, apropos of the ccnvniinK hv Mayor Jewett of the Fox
proved detrifilm. "Cleopatra," had
incntal. The box office receipts during
the week of the showing of the film
\\ bile

is

it

showed no

But it is readmit privately,

financial loss.

the niaiianiMiiciit
the ^lo^an of the house, "The Best the
S'.T'-rn
lias" was battered by the
in totkty.
The regular clientele, it
v.,in noticed during the week of "Cleopatra," became conspicuously absent.
The complaint was brought against
tinin
by Morton Pearson, secretary
and Caleb Denny, both representing the Indianapolis Church Fedi-r.itM.n.
They are unofifjial, as far as
<!r;.-tic power is concerned, but influential.
Mayor Charles Jewett, in
to the complaint they filed,
ri >;nm>c
amended the screening of the film the
new night, and the censoring was the

P .it

1

1 1

MacCormack cut all the
the film he was asked to.
the
scenes between
and IMiaron, and some bc-

Manager
itu;i.iira

w

t

n

i

and Anthony.

.jiatra

'N'<

(

SENSITIVE CENSORING.
March 6.
now censoring

Chicago,

Major Funkhouser
I),

l»a
I).

is

uiglas
airhanks. It is not the Fairnks grin, nor yet the acrobatics of
ug, !>ut the accompanying thunder
i'ic many ^hots lired in the first reel
"1 leadin' Soul h."
much sluioting" is the major's
U
and out went the fusilades.

is

*

BROADWAY'S WEEKLY RECEIPTS.
The gross receipts reported for last
week at New York's three principal
film theatres were Rivoli, $13,000, with
"The Sign Invisible" (Mitchell Lewis);
Rialto, $15,900, with "Eve's Dapghter"
Burke); Strand, $10,000, with
'The Beloved Traitor" (Mae Marsh).
The gross at the Rivoli was a falling
off.
Rialto held about to its average.
The Strand was slightly under normal.
(Billie

New Orleans, March 6.
Last week the Strand did about $4,100
with William S. Hart in "Blue Blazes
Rawden"

the first half, and "The Guilty
the second half.
At the Tudor last week "Birth of a
Nation" is said to have gotten $2,800.
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Paralta playing forces, died here last
week.
He had the distinction of having appeared in the part of a butler scores
of times.
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going back to Denver,
Woodward took an

T).

first

Woodward subject.
women of

principal

the

Mc-

Cutcheon film will be Neil Craig and
Lillian Concord, with a leading man
yet to be engaged.
Richard (ioodall has been engaged
for six months to handle the scenario
department and has gone to Denver
to take up the wovk at the new Woodward studio.

(.m-Un'
!.i-t

o

expires

t

he
in

nations were reported ordered

Marion in Madrid, George Mooser,
Mexico City; Mrs. Norman Whitehouse, Switzerland.
^ Edgar Sisson is looking after the U.
S. film distribution in Russia, while
Herman Bernstein is also rendering
assistance there.

Mrs.

a

motor

the

license in New York by wiring
authorities he was never
enough to drive a car

New York

sober

long

safely.

CORY FINED

$1,000.
Chicago, March 6.
conviction under the "blue
sky" law, imposing a penalty for the
sale of a stock without Government
license, was recorded here this week
when Giles P. Cory, head of the

The

first

brokerage firm bearing his name, was
fined $1,000 in the Municipal Court for
having sold stock in the Birth of a
Race Photoplay Corporation without
the license.

FEATURE MADE IN 22 DAYS.
Twenty-two actual working days saw
the completion of the first Frank A.
Keeney feature film, starring Catherine
Calvert And directed by James Kirkwood. The pictures is A Romance of
the Underworld."
The Calvert film vs being cut and
edited this week and will be ready for
a private showing next Monday when
the Keeney staff will decide upon the
method of its distribution.

The next Keeney-Calvert picture,
Mr. Kirkwood also directing, will be an
adaptation of the Guy Bolton piece,
"Marriage."
It is reported that next week is the
time Mr. Keeney receives outright onethird of his interest in the estate of bis
late father, Seth A. Keeney, of Brooklyn.
Mr. Keeney's total share is said
to be $6,000,000.

MUTUAL'S ACQUISITIONS.
The

Chicago, March
has reorganized

Mutual

6.

its

Among

the monied acquisiWalter Field McLellan, of
the Federal reserve officials; William

finances.
tions are

Tabor Abbott, attorney aitd banker,
also vice-president of
the Central
Trust Co., Chicago; Charles H. Bosworth, former president of the People's Trust and Savings Co., Chicago;
James M. Sheldon, president Empire
All-Star Corporation; Isaac Compton
Elston, Jr., and Warren Gorrell, both
local investment brokers.

The Mutual

this

week

filed

articles

of incorporation reorganizing its film
exchange status in this section. Capitalization $50,000, with the incorporators John R. Freuler, John G. Turn-

and Samuel M.

Field.

The Goldwyn Distributing Corp. has
arranged to take over for distribution

reported there may be a chopping of a number of departmental
heads now that the financial end has
undergone a noticeable change.

in America three Paralta features made
by a subsidiary Paralta company under
the name of the Selex Art Corp.
This does not affect the arrangement with W. W. Hodkinson for the

Mr. and Mrs. Toe Schenck returned
from Palm Beach late last week. Mrs.
Schenck is Norma Talmadge on the

It is

GOLDWYN-PARALTA RELEASES.

handling of the regular Paralta releases.
The names of the features will be
changed and placed among the regular
fortnightly

Goldwyn

releases.

NEGATIVES SEIZED.
The negatives owned by David
Horsley, stored at the Erbograph
studios in New York, were seized last
week by the sheriff to satisfy a judgment of $3,000 obtained by the Chelsea
Lithograph Co. Henry J. & Frederick
E. Goldsmith acting for the plaintiff
directed the seizure.

Bernard Thornton, the film leading
nmn. lately appearing in Fox films, has
placed himself under contract with
Chamberlain Brown, the latter to act
as Thornton's business representative
ior the next five years.

sumes.

Brown Managing Thornton.

50

bull

Broncho Billy's Show Comet In.
The Gilbert M. (Broncho Billy) Anderson road show, which had his "film
return" in "The Naked Hand," and
the scenic spectacle. "Submarine F-7,"
has returned to New York for re-organization. A quartet and two vaudeville acts will be added when it re-

vet

Meet ed tor her.

;
•

!

the

of

FOR SUBJECTS.

option on $35,000 worth of prospective
film subjects from Sanger & Jordan.
He already had the screen rights to the
(ieorge Barr McCutcheon novel, "The
Hollow of Her Hand," which will be

The
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McNEIL DIES.
Los Angeles, March 6.
McNeil, connected with the

F. A.

;

•

are reported at the
New York office of the American Cinema Commission, which has the distribution of films for foreign countries
for war propagandists purposes, sanctioned by the Government, of Frank J.
arrivals

Los Angeles, March 6.
Olive
Stokes-Mix has announced she will defend the suit for
slander brought against her by her
former husband, Tom Mix. The couple
parted some time ago.
Mix alleges his ex-wife caused reports to be spread among the studios
that he was "only a common cowboy
and could not act," and that his former wife prevented him from obtaining

<>f

C

Safe

DEFENDING MIX'S SLANDER SUIT.

included

h'-v

COMMISSIONERS ON THE GROUND.

thirty features

because the Universal

result.

piTMcus

TO

ahead of schedule to date, which on the
basis of two releases each week, practically gives them an advance schedule of four months.

.

'!
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SCHENCKS ARE BACK..

screen.

Upon

his return Mr. Schenck was inhis business associate, Julius
Steger, that the picture rights to "The
Ashes of
Heart," by Edith Blinn,

formed by

My

had been secured for Miss Talmadge.
Another of the S. & S. stars, Anna
Case, upon finishing her concert tour,
be directed in a special feature
bv Mr. Steger. "The Golden Hope" is
the title of the Case picture. That feature will likely be .started early next
month.
will

"Moral* Suicide" Ready for Release.
Chicago, March 6.

The Graphic's
Suicide,"

is

first feature, "Moral
be ready for release
Ivan Abramson, president

to

next week.
and director general,

supervised

the

picture.

"Moral Suicide" has John Mason in
the leadin* role. Claire Whitney and
Leah Balri have the leading feminine
roles.

—

—
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VARIETY
My

accident'
ally
touched
the
manicurist's
under
the table. She said,
foot

TALK ABOl'T MAKING JIMI'S HOW'S THIS

"MY DREAM"
T

Syracuse. N. Y.. to rape Town. South Africa.
That's Juitt what the KI.YINC MAYON are doing
and wlitli them a pleaitant and aa/e passage acroM
Certainly art* lovely people.
the iMtnd.

you want

II

lo

liu-

Bear.

FKANKUN

tbo South**

HOTKL.

They cerMarian

HiioriiiK

like

JIM

troopcri*

This

11)

— Poll's.

niKht

Week (March 4)— Proctor*!

58th Street, and

Yonkers. N. Y.
Maryland. Belt I store, Md.

Nsxt Week (March

ID—

"The Pint Size Pair"
JOE

LAURIE
and

PAUL and MAE

WHO

NOLAN

WHO

Moe Schenck — Ask him.

WHO

Believes in Non-Cut WarNo
Salaries?
wick
Answer Will Daylight

In "Just

Is

Comedy"

Direction,

Loew

If

I

a

(iet

MARK LEVY

FULL WEEK,

SPLIT

I'll

Eastern,

PETE MACK

You can never
make a girl bee v e that a
1

i

heavy suit of unwill
derwear
keep her a s

warm

as a set of

furs.

mm

MAE

AUBREY
and

E8TELLB

RICHE
WESTWARD
HO
March 10-16—
Brandeis,
Omaha, Neb.

It.

<'..

Both

A MA* -

!

ne* *

last night T
Yes,
Bot>.

JaCMW-.

and

saw you with

l

Khe asms

rb».

laat half.

lUmum

and

li alley

open la

Do you
bet they have s clrcua.
acrobats should never ride In aeroplanes T

for Instance,
and He Boys

FAYNE

know

Chris.— Why not?
Bob.— Because they might tumble out

AT LIBERTY
Wire walker and Juggler, sn srtlat well op la
Shakespearian rules.
Exempt even from draft.
Ticket, if you will pay war tai.
Address. Martin
Toohey. Emery Theatre, Provldeaoa, R. I.

BOB

CHRIS.

KNAPP

«d

CORNALLA

Brvant 8IM

Playing

Fox Time.

ten

is

Boa.— I

"The Endurance Boys"

Now

and she

hair of Chicago.

Bob.— The

MARK LEVY

Direction.

SAXON
SAY8

NOTES
A well known agent la the U. B. O. offle* advised ub not to sell our rat as the supply la very
low. caused by the demand of fur( T) -collared
appreciate the advice.
coats this past season.
esiiecially after taking notice that some of the
collars were afflicted with the mange.
Ah the next
$ti. ooii. inn),

noil.

will be limited to
decide to fill the
the salaries of two or

A picture whs seen recently with a villain that
not smoke cigarettes and a comedian who
Tlie hero In the picture
wore no imiRtirlic
Tlie chest motion was
breathed very hea\lly.
lie had black, wavy hair, someseen dixlinctlv
thing entirely new to heroes.

d

I'm slwsyt wearlsf
thlsf wrens:
Bsfore I sot sjcite fixed, yea

Aaother

may

dlil

like to be well
for oaoe—

I'd

Loan

LIlM'rty

Congress

entire amount by drafting
three picture stars.

Representstl

~SAMIAERWITZ

FENTON
New York

(You can't

and

GREEN

fool a horsefly.)

WM.

Smile a while, for while you Smile
another Smiles and soon there's
miles and miles of Smiles and life's
worth while because you Smile.

NEWELL
AND

ELSA

DOLLY GREY

MOST

AND

'TWO

BRIGHT
SPOTS"

Orpheum,
Sailing from

CVeHTUAlLY CsO TO
or thc HosPtT*L/-

Chris.— I see where
In March.

1K-20

Synic.
Lincoln, .Neb.
March 2F-2.1—

H7tli.

Will

Jail

slonfl.

BLACKFACE

EDDIE ROSS
Featarea*

The Human Tomato

i'iiii\i'i'.

Le55 COWARD THAT
HE %VRIT€S fltiOHXMOUS
LETTERS FOR WHICH HB

We

Says:

LOBDOCK

Sioux City,

who

PAULINE

TERRY
March

ffjEMOER OF A TRlft
is 3UCH A 5PIHE-

r-"n

W»

1

"JACK"
rmk

Pests

ib.

New York

AGENT Two Weeks

FALLON

EARL

ft

FRED DUPREZ

Club will always

OSWALD
rJo

Chris.— Which halfT

A NEW HAT
YATES

la.

Van
Alurcli

mi S.S. Niagara

for Australia.

Direct lea.

BERT BYRON

FRANK

MESSRS.

Neil O'Brien Minstrels

BLANCHE
ALFRED
SYMPHONY CTRL*
and kar

"GERANT*

o-dn

Poatariac tko RAINBOW QIBL
la NoreJty Daaeoa
Directions Eastern, Peter Macks
C.

W.

W

Neiaea.

U.

EL

FLO

BRENDEL

- BERT

"Waiting "for Her"

DOSSIL*

Direction. H.

LY aid NORMAN
JEFFERIES.

BART McHXJOH

PLAYING RICHARD CIRCUIT
A NEWCOMER IN TAUDBV1LLB

THE FEMININE HALF OF THE ACT OF

VINCENT
Joseph Byron Totten
Supported by

Miss Leslie Bingham

A THIEF"

Direction.

Duo"

MORRIS & FKIL
aaSJVHHRM

PLAYING FOR
It

Iwla

Hfff

Saw

Vs-BJsWlfTY

CARTER
It/ •

Written by Mr. Tettea

and FIELDS

and

M«

la

"JUST

ALEXANDER

Original "Box -Car

and Booked Solid

AND COMPANY

to

I

>ou.

With You

MARVIN WELT

Only An

Direction

Western,

to

know NOW
Just what I want
Without advice from

CANT COME BACK?
Take

Arleys

a!l

want NO boss
hang around
tell
MK what

Kor

or

WHO 8AY THEY

Help each otber
E-auaro. Harebell
Keitb'9 lfela!o^il<f Fgb2^

Friara*

Circuit.

IT

Original

In

lurk

.

tto.

Chris.— Was thst your fiancee

(%g}> divided Han
into Hen
that tbey might

by Major

—

Direction,

flJjOD

Assisted

Ice-Skater?

<-.i'i

I

WILLIE SOLAR

NORMAN JEFFERIES

The

I

Great

a

Ever Come?

ALEEN

BRONSON

Hooks a Circuit in the
South? Moe Schenck
Ask Anybody.

<w

i

To

Worcester,

NORMAN

;

uin

:i

-urap

:\

tn..

Where

HARKINS

!•.

I

wan
it.

I

.:<

Il^l:t

iiii-l

MARIAN

i

within

.'in

.

b<

\\ li-Tf

1

and Poll's. Sprlnrfield. Mass.
Direction,
JEFFERIES

.

-.,.-.

)

and

Next Week (March

chicken

fried

l

i>ou't they.

(Marian never heard me. She laid down with the
baby for a minute to put her asleep and they're
Ixrth

"The Party from

bac* of
home,

in

L'i¥»d

i

while pla>lun Nchenec-

riidit

lad>. live at the
taluly make a nuau apple pie.

Billy

-

'

.v

of soles/'

of soup:

;int.

I

n,

of

hones.
lake that's

<>lt|

a

made
.

house

a

v<mh|

Near

was communion

"It

want

I

From

DIRECTION,

CONEY
HOLMES

Moaa Eaaplree.
England

A DELE

•JASON

PEPPLE Js GREENWALD1
-ALL GIRL RKVUbT

Featarod in

Psrsewal.PJreetleo,,

M.

t.

ORtlRWALP

VARIETY

HAVE YOU HEARD THE LATEST

ABOUT

FOX FILM LEADING MAN
I HAVE BACK OF ME

MR.

J.

M.

BAXTER

it

Quiet Corner"
Dublin Road
Greenwich, Conn
Phone, Greenwich 1227 (Original Clyde Fitch residence)

WITH

If

you hear any other scandal about

me

please don't deny

it

as

I

Management, CHAMBERLAIN

find

it

the best form of advertising
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QMLATEST INSURANCE AGAINST FAILURE
your act

of

THESE
ARE THE

RIAL. so.

I

GREATEST
n b K l

Si

It's

iff

a singing

IN

is

MIX
AT THE

PUBLISHED

OF THEIR
KIND

A

PRESENT TIME

International war time ballad
the whole English-speaking
world Is singing it. By Zo Elliott
and Stoddard King.

LONG LONG TRAIL
SOMEWHERE

what you need

act,

March song hit Joe Howard has
ever written—with the lyric

FRANCE

beautiful by Philander Johnson.

IS ;T H-ii,";^t^YTHE DAUGHTER OF
•

Uttle waltz song hit of Its kind
since "Anni£ Rooney." By Walter

ROSIE O'GRADY
GOING TO
FOLLOW THE BOYS

Donaldson and Monty C. Brico.
MMN

,

i'

ME AGAIN
ADDY MINE

KSSS
HE'S GOT

THOSE

BIG BLUE EYES LIKE

melody. Words by Howard
Rogers.

f A 11

YOU

m ml

rlli

l

Irish ballad, both words and
music we've published In years
—that's going some. By Dan.
J. Sullivan and Phil Armstrong.

^

Liberty Loan song ever published

I

______^b

RO
,,,,,

L "

'

if)'.

s;

-

.

A \
,

F
c.

("(:••

Rooms, AL. COOK, Manager

Prof.

NEXT TO PALACE THEATRE

1562 Broadway,

.

.*.

—a sure-fire hit, and now'* the
By Clarence
time to sing it.
a GaskeH, Mayo and Tally.

i

Uptown

)JA

c k

b^NNaai

Ballad of its kind since "Sweet
Adeline." A wonderful number
for quartettes on account of the
responses in chorus. By Ernest
R. Ball, and J. Kelrn Brennan.

U

SHANNON SHAMROCK Y00
A
n AT'S
MOTHER'S LIREBTY LOAN
WITMARK & SONS

"*

J^^^^^^^^^^ala^^^^^^^^^^^^Ml^MMMMl^l^HIIINH

SUNSHINE JANE
TIM J| SMI

^^

%wtjS song, and^^mtfaiipeaBnH
ballad the war ha^fcroduced, JP1
By Lew J
real heart throb.
*J
Wilson and At Dubin.

MY

«

Hit of the present time for
girls- also excellent for double*.
A typical James V. Monaco
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CIRCUS TRANSPORTATION
STILL
No

Decision Arrived at by Director General McAdoo. Travelling Open Air Shows Not Certain of Being Moved by
Rail.
Freight Congestion Still on. Wallace
*

Washington, D. C, March 13.
About the only hope held out for the
circus people is that the weather will
permit of the removal on the freight
embargo and a general order issued
for

free

merly.

freight movements as
is possible, but far

This

for-

from

positive.

The

circuses are in a transportation
dilemma, with the season for tent and

shows approaching. Circus
managers have been here trying to se-

open-air

cure a movement order for their shows,
but up to yesterday had been unable to
persuade Director General McAdoo
that the railroads should give preference to the circus trains over freight.
The continuance of freight congestion is the reason for the tie-up in ordering circus movements, circuses coming under the classification non-essentials.
That some of the circuses travel
their own cars, making up full
trains in this way, does not appear to
give them any advantage toward securing a movement order, as the railroad carrying the circus trains must
furnish the engines. A circus movement often employs as many as six
engines in the full travel of the
in

and these would necessarily
have to be diverted from freight trains.
trains might also replace
circus
The

for Permission.
circus trains is secured, the Ringlings
may have to bring the circus into New

York on the highway.
It was also reported in New York
this week that Wallace's Circus, winter quartering in St. Louis, has been
ready to start out on its season for a
week past, but cannot move because
of the transportation problem.

The big top showmen are facing
another problem, quite as serious as
that of the transportation tangle. This
concerns labor. Time was when canvasmen could be had in any number
for $40 a month. Now, it is said, an
adequate crew is hard to get at any
price, with the demand for able-bodied

men

in industrial
the supply.

works

beyond

far

Last summer the men received
higher pay than ever before and a new
advance is in prospect for the coming
tour. The old timers will go out with
the tops, but the circusmen are having
difficulties recruiting the usual collection of green hands.
In spite of all difficulties, however,
a well-informed circusman said this
week that the big shows will start out
with adequate crews. Problems may
develop later.

any equipment for travelling until an
official order has been issued.
The circuse believed some weeks
ago the matter of their movements for
this summer had been favorably passed
upon, but if that was O. K.'d in the
past it has since been changed. Even
the argument that the Government will
lose the revenue from the war tax of
10 per cent, admission sales
seem to have any weight

does not
with the

transportation authorities.
the
representing
Ringling,
John
Ringling Brothers' circuses, has been
here, but with what result is not

known.

The Barnum-Bailcy Circus is due to
open at Madison Square Garden, New
York, March 25. Its winter quarters
are in Bridgeport, Conn., 60 miles away.
Unless a movement order for the B.-B.

PRICE TEN CENTS
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SELWYNS UNATTACHED.

ATLANTIC CITY.
March

13.

Over the week-end Lee Shubert and
L. Erlanger were here. Shubert
came down to see "The Squab Farm."
Both managers watched that show
from opposite boxes one evening.
A.

Their presence, together with nothing playing in the city to attract
Erlanger to the seaside, gave circulation to

some reports of more or

less

moment

to legitimate*, theatricals, but
it is not certain the two managers whp
are fighting each other met while in

the city, though that could have occurred without any of the show people
about being aware of it.

Reports

have

been

spreading

on

since Monday concerning
the coincident visit last week at
Atlantic City of A. L. Erlanger and
Lee Shubert.

Broadway

HARRIS PURCHASE MADE.
The purchase of the theatrical holdings of the William Harris, Sr., estate
by Klaw & Erlanger has been consummated.
It

of

gives K- & E. control of a number
theatres in New York and else-

where.

TABS

IN LOUISVILLE.

Louisville, March 13.
a Keith theatre
a big time vaudeville, will remain

The Mary Anderson,

now

open during the summer, playing musical tabloids.

The tab shows will be booked from
Chicago.
Billy

Ernie

Sunday

Young

Officially Noticed.
Chicago, March 13.
has posted a notice in

his ticket-scalping

"We buy and

sell

window announcing
seats for

Sunday shows, matinees and
during the run."

Billy
nights,

all

Contrary to published and other reports it is claimed Selwyn & Co. have
not as yet definitely signed a booking
agreement with the Shuberts, nor
placed themselves finally on the Shubert side.

There is a hitch, said to be a matter
of selecting a builder for the proposed
Selwyn theatres on 42nd street which
the Shuberts are to finance, if the Selwyn-Shubert deal is concluded.
The Selwyns are reported naming
Fleischman as the builder, while the
Shuberts are holding out for Margolies.

While the matter is being settled
there does not appear to be any other
bid for the Selwyns to consider. They
have one possible piece for a road attraction next season. That is "Why
Marry?" now at the Astor.

MORNING VAUDEVILLE.

Mr. Erlanger had his attorney with
him, according to the story. Following his return to New York Monday,
several of the Klaw & Erlanger producers are rumored to have had a
proposition submitted to them, which,
if carried through by K. & E., would
bring the legitimate factional battle
to an immediate end, placing the complete control of that field with one of
the factions.

ZIEGFELD
Florenz

Ziegfeld,

IS

BACK.

Jr.,

returned

to

New York from Palm Beach last SatHe has, engaged Dore and
urday.
for the "Midnight Frolic"
and the "Follies" later on. From the
present indications there will be almost a brand new set of faces in the
Bert Wilcoming season's show.
liams, Eddie Cantor and Eileen King

Cavanaugh

be the only hold-overs from the
present show.
Fannie Brice is under contract to
A. H. Woods for next season for a
dramatic production.

may

"jump,"

other trains for their travel.
Nor will the roads furnish circuses

15,

Atlantic City,

UNDER ADVISEMENT

Show Waiting

MARCH

COMPLAINT AGREEMENT.
Pat Casey and Henry Chesterfield,
meeting Monday in the matter of complaints made to either the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association or
National Vaudeville Artists, which they
respectively represent, reached an understanding that neither organization
is to entertain a complaint from any
member of the N. V. A. in connection
with a theatre not a member of the
managers' association.
The cause of the understanding is
said to have been the complaints received by the N. V. A. from its members, who had appeared in theatres not
aliened with the V. M. P. A., and over
which that body has no control.
Ch*a. Althoff, the

Bub©— A

Biff

Hit

Indianapolis, March 13.
An innovation which gives promise
of being successful has been tried here.
It is morning vaudeville, attempted for
the first time at the Rialto.
The performance starts at 10 a. m.,
following the feature film, giving a
complete bill before noon. Three extra acts have been included, giving bill
of seven acts and a picture.
It means addled expense to the management, as it demands two complete
shifts of acts. The Rialto is now open

continuously from 10 a. m. until midnight, the only house in the city having this privilege.

GALLI-CURCFS OPERA HOUSE.
of Mme. Galli-Curci,

The husband

the operatic singer who set the metropolis wild recently, has been visiting real estate operators in New York,
seeking a site for the erection of an
opera house in the heart of the city
that will seat from 2,500 to 2,800 people,
to be utilized as a permanent edifice
for Mme. Galli-Curci's vocal pyrotechnics.

At one office he was told such a plot
could be had, provided at least a portion of the amount necessary for its
purchase or lease was forthcoming. It
then developed that the prima donna's
husband had failed to provide himself
with the necessary finances, and there
the matter rests at present.

LIBERTY LOAN SONG.
The Liberty Loan Committee at
Washington has officially adopted
"What Are You Going to Do to Help
the Boys?" as the song to help along
the Third Liberty Loan.
is published by Remick
Gus Kahn and Egbert Van

The number

&

Co.

Alstyne wrote

it.

CABLES
IN BOND DRIVE.
London, March 13.
"Tank Week" proved a huge success.
Many artists contributed. Marie Lohr
sold 12,000 war bonds at the Globe;
Charles Gulliver bought 25,000, Wilkie
Bard, Shaun Glenville and Lionel

THEATRES

IN PARIS
Paris, Feb. 20.
troupe of 20 artistes of the Comedie Francaise will give a scries of four

A

performances

in

Madrid, March

2-10.

Apropos of the tour of the Ballets
in Spain, it would appear that
business has been bad. and it is reRusses

ported that de Diaghilew has been constrained to dispose of some of the
scenery to pay the current expenses
of the troupe. Even the music of
Rimsky Korsakow has not brought
business.

A new

adaptation

of

"Romeo and

by Andre Rivoire. has been
received by th» reading committee of
the Comedie Francaise. Mme. Piemt
and Albert Labbert are listed for the
two title roles.
Juliette,"

Jane Marnac, having left the revue
"Chut* at the Theatre Femina, to play
in the new farce at the Michel theatre,
Mme. Rasimi has introduced Regina
Badet as a comedienne in her show.

She plays in a sketch of the revolutionary days, with Pierre Pradier,
is sandwiched in the revue.
Regina can dance.

Trap," presented by Herbert Waring
and Miriam Lewis; Clarice Mayne and
"That"; Van Hoven.
The Coliseum has again declared an
annual dividend of 25 per cent.
hasn't fallen below this mark since the
war started, besides keeping on hand
a formidable reserve fund.

W

WAR

ing in war charities and entertaining
the wounded, at the Criterion restaurant.

Earl Derby will preside.

"GEH. POST"

de Paris), Two Tomboys. Mikado
Troupe, Azella Wilson, Florimond,

difficulties will be overcome and the
property reorganized.

The Omnia society has taken over
rhe Max Under hall, which wn^ being
reconstructed, and
salle will

be opered

it

in

expected the
three months.

way for a new war play with Madge
Titheradge and Arthur Wontner in the

Feb. 22. but the outcome
reported.

NEW REVUE AT
"A Box

o'

is

not

London. March 13.
Tricks'* was produced at

13.

At the Comedy theatre yesterday at
"Romanticismo" was performed by the Italian members of the
a matinee,

—

London, March 13.
"Chu Chin Chow" at His Majesty's
celebrated
its
performance
400th

March
it is

The demand

11.

Irving in Solid.

London, March 13.
H. B. Irving is going strongly in the
varieties with "Waterloo" and will continue his tour indefinitely.

Akeroyd Leaves Army.
London, March
Norman Akeroyd has been
charged honorably from the army

13.

disafter

months' service abroad.

MADGE TITHERADGE'S DEBUT.
London, March

blers.

Madge Titheradge makes her variety
debut there next Monday.
"Prime Minister" Mar. 30.
London. March 13.
At the Rovalty, Hall Caine's drama,
"The Prime Minister," will be produced
March 30. with Ethel Irving, C. M. Hallard leading man.

London, March

stitute."

"Yes, Uncle" Doing Well.

London, March

factory.

Shoebridge Leaves Hospital.
London, March

London. March 13.
George Robev wns feted at the CriRestaurant March 5 by a distinguished
companv. The
ex-Lord
Mayor was in the chair and prr<;ented
the guest of honor with a hnndsome
silver tea and coffee set and also
handed him the hnlnnce of the subscriptions. $1,250, which Rohey nmmnt-

New
At

npuiiltrd.
hi-:

1.1

features this week inSutro's
playlet,
"The

Court,

London. March 13.
Elsie Fogcrty and
a short dra-

March

11.

Kate Carney Recovered.

the Variety Artiestes

COLISEUM PAYS23 PER CENT.

the

matic and musical season

Benevolent Fund.

Alfred

13.

Attraction at Court.

Ruby Ginner commenced

London, March 13.
Kate Carney, who has been seriously
has just reopened her L. V. T. tour.

Tlie Original

iff nnos.

ill,

llirlr lniti:il "showing" Monday Ht ProcL\'»<l
Strut, New Y(*k, nn«l, nf'trr n few
minor dinners, put over wlmt promises to
rstnbllsh than as <in* of the standard comedy
dancing nets of "hi* time" vaudrville.

mmliter's

Direction,

MORRIS

ft

FEU*

George Fairburn Diet.
London, March
Fairburn,
comedian

George

mimic, died in Brinsworth,

$100.

with it a "fine," it is said, of $100 imposed as a reduction to that amount
of Mr. Fay's regular salary.
When Jack Wilson and Co. left the
Palace program Monday, Edw. S. Keller, vaudeville representative for Fay,

Fay and his pianist to substiThe booking managers agreed
permit Fay to enter the Palace pro-

offered
tute.

to

gram, but upon hearing the salary
asked, which was the amount Fay had
previously received in the twice daily,
set the figure exactly $100 less, without
leaving any opening for debate on the
subject.
It was understood around the Palthis
course had been
taken
through Fay. having left vaudeville to

ace

a production

enter

(Shuberts* "Girl o'

Mine") which closed Saturday.
The vaudeville booking men some
time ago announced an intention of
reducing salaries of artists stepping
out of vaudeville into productions and
attempting to return to vaudeville,
again. The rule has been invoked in
several instances.
Whether the Fay reduction is for
this week only or the future no one
appeared to know, but it was said the
Orpheum Circuit had offered Fay its
route at the reduced amount, stating
that was the only figure it would pay

him through having appeared

show.

in

a

Marie Nordstrom, from the same
production, reopens in vaudeville next
will start the Orpheum Circuit April 15.
She is not. however,
looked upon as a vaudevillian. having
entered the varieties from the legitimate.
Mr. Keller also placed Miss
Nordstrom for the vaudeville time.

week and

ALIGNING RUSSIA.
Reports have reached this country
in a round-about way that with the
advance of the Germans into Russia
there will be organized a'new booking
system under which German acts will
be furnished contracts for 20-week
"^t
tour.
Since the beginning of the Russian
political disturbances, it has been difficult to secure stage material.
Artists
declined to go to Petroerad from Paris
or other centers unless they were

guaranteed at least six weeks.

Now

the proiect is to line up a tour including Warsaw. Riga. Petroerad. Kieff,
Odessa and other cities, arranging the
tour much as it is done in this countrv.

American

showmen

see*

in

this

scheme a duplication of the booking
practice here. Russian managers have
been dealing as individuals with the
players and in consequence the business has lacked system. It is even
forecast that a tour will be arranged
thnt will extend into Siberia.
Russia has transportation problems
akin to those of the United States and
agents believe they can be solved only
bv some such co-operative booking
plan as that in vogue here.

HAD TO CHANGE NAME.
The National Vaudeville Artists has
ordered Swan and Mack to change its

Joe Shoebridge has left the hospital,
nftcr 16 weeks with a broken leg.

terion

clude

13.

"Yes, Uncle" at Prince's theatre^ is
doing well. Norman Griffen is plaving
Leslie Henson's role and while lacking
the finesse of Henson, is doing satis-

GEORGE ROBEY HONORED.

London, March

13.

Sid Cottrell left the hospital March
discharged from the army. He shortly produces a new version of 'The Sub7,

Riggs and Witchie are the special
dancing feature.

The Coliseum

13.

Cottrell to Return.

registered hits.

to

13.

At the Victoria Palace, Ella Retford
reappears; also the Gresham Singers,
Waters and Morris, and The Grum-

400th performance.

shows: music by Dave Stamper and
Frederick Chappell is not distinctive.
The honors eo to the dr^mnfrs. rostumers and producer. Ned Wavburn.
Daphne Pollard's strong personality
and vitalitv v.*n* an out standing sucShirley Kclloeg scored, though
cess.
her voice seemed "tired." Harrv Tate.
Tom MeNnuehton and Fred Allandale

allocated

so great

In addition to appearing at the Hippodrome every afternoon and evening,
Harry Tate is playing twice nightly at
the Metropolitan in his skit "Selling a
Car."

staffs of the large hotels, for the beneof the Italian Hospital Fund.
"Bubbly," at the Comedy, has passed

the Hippodrome March 7. Tt is a
revue made up of many sun^rbly
beautiful scenes; the book by Albort
deCourville and Wal Pink contains
more comedv than is usual in such

Iv

is still

being played twice daily.

TATE'S BUSY WEEK.

fit

14

IN VOGUE.

London, March

Amateurs In Charity Play.
London, March

yet

HIP.

PUTS

London, March 13.
Eight American plays are running
successfully here and one musical
piece, "The Lilac Domino," although
there are 17 musical plays and revues
at present a record tor London.

leading parts.

its

13.

"CHU CHIN CHOWS" 400TH.

London, March 13.
"Carminetta" is attracting good patronage at its new home, the Garrick,
but must shortly find another, to make

is

The Cie. Lux is in liquidation. A
meeting of stockholders was called for

MUSICAL
13.

"CARMINETTA" A DRAW.

fill.

Tivoli music hall, Rouen, is in
liquidation, but it is anticipated the

London, March

Hast & Zeitlin will transfer their
production, The Little Brother," from
the Ambassadors March 25 to the
Olympia, Liverpool, for one week, returning April 1. During their absence
the stage will be occupied twice daily
by the Anzac Pierrot troupe from the

YEAR OLD.

"General Post" celebrates its first
aniversary at the Haymarket tomorrow with a matinee, the proceeds to be
presented to the Hut Fund. Queen
Alexandria and a distinguished audience will be present.

Harry Marvello, Mayne Steppers.
Tsom-Abbins (cvclists), and four to

The

ANZACS AT OLTMPIA.

front.

London, March

which

The new program at the Alhambra
Feb. 23 will include Maurice Chevalier
for 15 days (prior to his appearance
with Mile. Mistinguett at the Casino

13.

Club gives a recognition
dinner April 7 to theatrical and variety
artists who were prominent in assistP.

$5,000.

Adelphi, Empire, Victoria Palace, etc.,
every penny taken in during the week
would go straight toward the purchase
of war bonds.

SERVICE RECOGNIZED.
London, March

The O.

Monckton each invested

It was announced that at all the^ Alfred Butt theatres, the Palace, Gaiety,

"PRODUCTION" FINE OP

The rebooking of this week for Frank
Fay at the Palace, New York, carried

March

13.

and
3.

name, if the turn wishes to continue in
regular vaudeville.
The artists' society decided the adoption of Swan
and Mack was an attempt to trade
upon the team title of Swor and Avey,
also a vaudeville act of similar composition and material, the latter team
having been the first to appear on the
variety stage following the dissolution
of Swor and Mack, which was made
up of the partners of that name in the
respective ntvr combinations.
Bert Swor entered the complaint. Mr.
Swor after leaving Swor and Mack
secured Mr. Avey and they have since
Keen partners
Charles Mack and Swan but lately
entered vaudeville as a team. They
will take the name of Moran and

Mack.

VAUDEVILLE
NOW

FACE BAN
UNITED'S RESTRICTIVE PLAN

"PEACE SONGS"
IN

Government Put Quietus to Any
Number That Might Have German Propaganda UnderLyrical Motive. Feist Song Seized. U. B.

Booking

Offices Helping

Chicago,

March

•THE BOYS'" CLUB.

13.

It may surprise Billy Sunday to learn
that on his big opening day last Sunday, when more than 50,000 persons

heard him and many were turned away,
show business flourished; every theatre that had a matinee sold out in the
afternoon and the night shows, with
exception of one or two lame ducks,
disposed of

all seats.

Sunday is in for a ten-week run.
The newspapers have played him up as
never before.

O. Boosting Third Liberty Loan.

if

SUNDAY AVOIDS THEATRE.

Many

printed five pages

Monday, giving the sermons in full as
as layouts of Sunday and Ma
Sunday in all manner of theatrical and

well

The United Booking

Offices this

week

instructed all resident managers of
theatres booked by it to report to the

New York

headquarters immediately

any

artist or act appearing in their
theatres with a "peace song," meaning
a lyrical number with peace as its

theme.
In the same letter the U. B. O. informed the managers \p permit and encourage the use of ad lib remarks or
dialog furthering the Third Liberty
Loan, recruiting or any movement
urged by the Government.
The restriction made against "peace
songs" by the big booking agency is in
line with a governmental thought that
such songs if issued may be the result

German propaganda in this country.
The seizure last week in Chicago by
Federal officers of the Leo Feist published song. "It'll Be a Hot Time for
the Old Boys When the Young Men
Go to War" and the confiscation of
copies found of the number in several

time managed Paul Conchas. He became ill again and went to a hospital,
coming out "broke."
Since then he has been peddling
newspapers, cand^ and other things in
dressing rooms and theatrical offices
and acting as a porter. Nights he
hustles orders for a local photographer.
In addition he runs errands and has
two boys helping him, getting transportation for artists, delivered to their
rooms or dressing rooms, and doing
other services.

And Tony is th most cheerful spirit
seen around the rendezvous of the pro-

sensational acrobatics.
Sunday is centering his attacks on
booze, the Devil and the Kaiser, and
has so far not molested dancing or
theatres. Raymond Hitchcock recently announced, though he did not say
just
when the arrangement was
reached, that he and Sunday had settled on a system of neutrality each to
let the other alone, each to let the
other's industry unpanned as long as
each refrained from "starting something." This was taken as a press
agent wild on*, but Sunday entirely
left out theatres in his five opening

fession.

talks.

—

He

ELTINCE'S PLANS.

of

Chicago, March

working in a tabernacle seating
erected on the lake front at an
expense of about $75,000. He is giving
the daily gross to the Pacific Garden
Mission, where he was converted, and
will take the gate and hand-out at his
final session as a benefit for himself.
is

16,000,

13.

Julian Eltinge is announcing from
the Majestic stage in curtain speeches
that he intends to "retire from the
stage" after his vaudeville dates, which
have two more weeks to go. When
asked to be specific, he said that he
would do pictures for one season,

CIRCUS ADMISSION INCREASE.

opening next Tune in California, then
would probably undertake a starring
road tour, a-la Lauder, through the
west under the management of William
Morris. After that Eltinge insisted he
would never again be seen before an
audience or a camera, as he will have

stores.

amplified a fortune already consider-

some instances, it is said, like general
admission going up 100 per cent.
The raise will include the 10 per cent,

able.

war

Last week the Orpheum Circuit instructed all of it house managers to
forbid the use on an Orpheum stage of
the "Hot Time for the Old Bovs" number; also "I Don't Want to Get Well,"
likewise published by Feist.

B«ss?« McCoy It Boolrod.
Bessie McCoy and a company of six
young people will open at the Palace,
New York, April 1 or the week follow-

Accounts around, not definite, say
the circuses an J out-door amuseme.its
are contemplating an increase of scale
for the coming summer. The increase
will be a large one in percentage, in

tax, which the circus will pay to
the Government, and the inclusion on
the ticket purchased will do away with
any confusion of separate sale or
change for the war tax additional fee.

BANKROLL FOR SHOW.

ing.

NEW CHICAGO

RECORDS.

Tn the act will be

Chicago, March 13.
Last week at the Palace, with Sophie
Tucker headlining, took the season's
high record, heretofore held bv Elsie
Janis. T,his week at the Majestic,
where Julian Eltinge is topping, promises to break the house mark for the
year, also held by Miss Janis.

FARBER GIRLS WAITING.
The Farber Sisters
the Winter Garden

"Sinbad" at
are said to be
in

waiting

for the expiration of their
contract, to leave the Al Jolson production, if they don't go before that time
arrives.
An irritating

effort to get as many of the Ziegfeld
girls as possible for the show. Peggy

May

Hopkins,

Leslie,

Grace Jones and

Alice Wagner are among those listed.
Carl Randall and Vivienne Siegal are
also to be in the Century roof show.
"Doc" Wells, stage manager of the
"Midnight Frolic," has resigned and
may be at the Century.

Brian will appear at the Palace,
York, in a singing and dancing
Two girls will appear with him.
That week, "Her Regiment," in which
Mr. Brian is starred, is laying off.

old

New

incident

daily

at

the

grievance, involving a matter of their
contract which reads they shall not
appear until 31 minutes after the show,
commences. Through eliminations in
the running order, the Farbers are now
going on 24 minutes after the start,
which is affecting their applause, they
claim.

Other than Mr. Jolson the Farbers
receive the highest salary of any of
the "Sinbad" principals.

CHEERFUL TONY.
Antonio Perry, acrobat and weight
Hfter, was a big-time performer up to

He

played the Majestic
two seasons. Then he

eight times in
got sick and couldn't work, and for a

Shaw

Returns.
Chicago, March 13.^
Lillian Shaw has been booked solid
for the season following her showing
here at the Majestic after a two-year
retirement. She is at Keith's Hippodrome, Geveland, this week, playing
Lillian

east.

Beck Leaves for the Coast.
Martin Beck left for the Pacific
Coast and a tour of the Orpheum Cirgoing out via Canada.
Mr. Beck is accompanied by Louis
Sonnenberg, his attorney, and Mort
Singer, of Chicago, also a golf bag and

Three Dooleys on Roof.

The Three Dooleys have entered

into

a contract with Morris Gest to appear
in the new revue proposed for the
jCentury R oof aro und April 1.

According to Grady, Jack Lewis
president of

is

Patrick's latest association, Gradv himself vice-president,
William S. Hennessy, secretary and
treasurer, and Tim O'Donnell. angel.
O'Donnell is "angel" or what that
stands for Grady kept to himself.
St.

Why

W.

C.

WITH

FIELDS

When W.

GIRLS.

The Polabout April 29. at Washington, he
expects to return to vaudeville with
several girls and a comedy assistant
in either the golfing or tennis hits he
has done since joining the Flo Ziegfeld
C. Fields leaves

lies."

show.

The Morris-Casev Agency is looking
prospective act and is reported asking $000 weekly for it.

Mrs. Mijares came to Chicago

McCULLOUGH MARRIED.
Tt fs

have been husband and
wife for the past four months, having
quietly married without an announcement.
Mrs. McCullough was formerlv the
principal woman of "You're in Love,"
the Arthur Hammerstein production.
Mr. McCullough

that the
surance.

is

an important detail

in

is evidenced bv the fact
show carries $400,000 of inThe show will carry 18 acts.

This

LUNA CONCESSIONAIRES BALK.
Present plans

the elimination
of all vaudeville and circus attractions
at Luna Park this season. The reason
is the presence of a number of large
concessions and the strenuous objection of the concessionaires especially
against circus turns. This cropped up
last season and the concession people
call for

apnear to have won out.
Transportation facilities at • Coney
Island this season will he greatly improved through the reconstruction of
the car terminals. This will eliminate
all blind entrances and do awav with
the confusion of arriving and departing crowds in the same station.

Joe Schenck Travelling Again.
Last Saturda / Joe Schenck. with his
wife. Norma Talmadpe. left New York
for the Coast. They will he gone about
12 davs in all. Tt's a business trip for

Mr. Schenck.
The Schencks

from

hut lately
a vacation in Florida.

is

a "single act" In

vaudeville.

MAYHEW

STELLA

IN MINSTRELS.

postponed his onening.
announced female minstrel show
Hill has

of his

until the spring, owing to his inability
to secure the right cast. He is negotiating with Stella Mayhew as one
of the principals.

last

a $50,000 bankroll to add
acts and enlarge the show.
Tt will be shown as The Grand Cirrus
Mijares, and will carry a personnel of
400 people, they say. The matter of

canvasmen

reported Carl McCullough and

Mav Thompson

week with

cuit,

pinochle deck.

Hotel Wallick daily. When the evening affair was proposed, those subscribing invited friends until it commenced
to look like a crowd.
The Breslin dinner will start around
9 p. m.

Gus

Chicago, March 13.
Mijares, noted wirewalker, has become a tent show magnate in Mexico.
For the past year he has been touring
Mexico with a circus.

Mexico.

Donald Brian in for a Week.
During Holy Week (March 25) Donturn.

Garden and one which mav indicate
a strained feeling between the sisters
and the managers is an understudv always standing in the wings while Constance Farber is upon the stage.
The girls are said to have another

six years ago.

Thomas Conkey,

Wilmuth Myrkl and L. W. Ting.
The management is making a strong

Offices are often referred to, have inadvertently formed themselves into
a club, called "Th? Friendly Grandsons
of St. Patrick," if Billy Grady's word
may be accepted in a matter of this
kind.
Mr. Grady says it's not a joke. The
fact does remain that tomorrow (Saturday) night at the Hotel Breslin, on
the eve of St. Patrick's Day, there
will be a little dinner of all "the boys."
It is the outcome of a daily luncheon
of a dozen or so of the group at the

after the

stores sharply brought out the
question of discretion by music publishers in accepting war ditties. Mark
Morris, assistant manager of Feist's
Chicago office, was taken into custody
at the time. Seizure of sheet music
of the Feist song were made at Woolworth's, Hillman's, Kresge and other
retail

"The boys," as the bunch that book
and meet around the United Booking

returned

Cltver peoplt writ* for comedy numtwr. "I'm 8« AmbU
tltm." Mtr«a|t Ellis. Ill Mftjettlo Bldt .. L<* Angelii, C*l.

ATLANTIC CITTS

BILL.

Atlantic Citv. March 1.1.
Keith's, here, reooenine for a week
March 25 under the management of
Jules F. Aronson. will have for its program Blanche Ring. Franklin Ardell

and

Co.,

John

J.

McGowan

Moran and Mack. Raskin's
Amnda Grav find flovs. Four

and

Co.,

Russians.
Poises.

John T. Collins in the IT. B. O. New
York, will also hook the hills for the
regular season, which will start In
June, likewise under Mr. Aronson's

management.

YEGGS BLOW THEATRF. SAFE.
Lowell, March

1.1.

Nearlv $1,000 was stolen ^rhen bur-

Mew

Fox

flars
the safe in the
Springfield, last week.

theatre,

The safe, which weighed 1.500 pounds,
was moved from the office, drilled and
the charge set ofF. draperies
use! to mufTle the explosion.

being

SILVER COUPON PRIZES.
Arthur Horwitz is the chief haeker
of a theatre premium scheme conceived
to attract business bv giving away silverware on the coupon plan. The
proposition calls for everv patron entering a house to receive a coupon
and the prizes are all of silverware.

Horwitz arranges with the theatre
proposition
his
irkets. artyerf j^ inf maHer

'"huving"
Chan.

Althoff

— The

Sheriff

to

supply

and

prizes.

«f HlektrllU

VAUDEVILLE
U. S.

MAY TURN CONEY ISLAND
INTO HUGE SHIPPING CENTER

New York

State and Federal Authorities Have Waterway
Would Eliminate Summer Playground.
That
Plan
Scheme Grows Out of World War.

The present world's war may be the
cause of Coney Island becoming a line
of water facilities to accommodate the
increased shipping demands.
Before the star* legislature is a plan
which provides for the development of
Coney Island creek and the construction of a canal to connect Sheepshead
Bay and Graveserid Bay.
As proposed the line of commerce
would soon work into the amusement
confines of the celebrated Coney and
eventually to the ocewifrojrt and eliminating completely the famous summer
playground.
Statistics from past surveys of Coney
show that it is nothing more than a
sand bar, with its widest point threefourths of a mile across. In some sections Coney Island creek and the ocean
are only a few blocks apart.
The building of the canal will be
done, according to the plans, by the
Federal, State and municipal governments. The only immediate drawback
now to definite action is the final action of the Federal government on the
proposed waterway construction which
expense would have to be borne by
the National and State treasuries. The
State has the right to make an appropriation of $1,000,000 under the proposed enactment.
Meanwhile Coney is getting its fronts
repainted and its megaphones cleaned
up preparatory to its annual season.

TIME-CLOCK TANGLE.
The time-clock in the United Booking Offices, used to denote the exact
minute "slips" are entered for the
booking of acts, caused a tangle Tuesday morning, through its accuracy.
The clock only stamps in minutes.
When two slips came through the
clock, both stamped as of the same
minute and each calling for Stella
Mayhew at different points, the matwas looked

ter

into.

Mayhew

Miss

Harry Weber

is

office.

booked by the
Mr. Weber ar-

ranged with Eddie Darling to place
Miss Mayhew at the Riverside, New
Yofk, March 25. At the same time in
another part of the sixth floor Herman
(Jack) Weber agreed with Johnny
Collins that Miss Mayhew should play
Louisville,

Keiths,

March

25.

had

Up

to

priority.

Wednesday

the matter of Miss
25 had not

Mayhew's booking March

been settled, but as she plays Keith's
Cincinnati next week, Louisville may
secure her through the easier jump.

MOSS' 181ST

ST.

building department has approved the theater building B. S. Moss

The

proposes
cavating

at 181st
will be

and Broadway.

Ex-

way

at

owing

to

gotten under

cnce.
their specifications
the new "Building

up,

being covered by

Zone" law.

Anniston's New Houit Opening.
Anniston, Ala., March 13.
A new theatre opens here April

under the management of
will

Jule Delmar, of the United Booking
Offices, will place split week bills of
five acts.

With

New

FIGHT HIP IN JERSEY.
prize fighting now legalized

in

Jersey, arrangements were consummated this week by Counihan &
Shannon for the construction of a hip*
podrome seating 3.000, about four miles
out of Perth Amboy, where C. & S., in

addition to conducting a series of boxing bouts, propose to operate stock
burlesque.
It will be a typical outdoor amusement place, with a big 40-foot round
top and a 40-foot middle pole installed.
The point where the Hip will be located is at Morgan, between Baumantown and Perth Amboy and close to
the spot where 4.000 men are employed
by the Government.

PAPERS FOR SOLDIERS.
The American

Paris. Feb. 20.
soldiers in France

are having quite a stock of newspapers
published in English for their information.

Their

own

official

newspaper

is

now

published weekly. The Chicago "Tribune" gets out a dailv edition in Paris
for
the
troops. The
Paris
daily.
Matin, is printing a weekly edition in
English, called "The Morning." besides
which are the Paris edition of the
New York Herald and the London
Daily Mail.

Rosenthal Charge Dismissed.
Another of the "Blue Law" violation
cases has been dismissed. Jake Rosen-

Bronx O. H. On Tan. 13
the theatre had its usual Sunday
vaudeville show consisting of an acrothal of the

LARGEST LIBERTY HUT."
Washington, March

13.

largest Liberty Hut in the world
to be made out of the Billy Sunday

The
is

Government
this city.
partially decided to take
over the building for war work, but
realized the necessity of such a "Hut"
here because of the hundreds of soldiers passing through daily.
One-half of the building is to be re-

tabernacle in
officials

had

tained as an auditorium with a comCletely outfitted stage, and efforts are
eing put forth to have some of the
cantonment attractions play there.
The remaining half will be subdivided
into four parts consisting of showers,
dormitory, with 200 cots for which a
nominal fee will be charged, reading
room and a gymnasium.
Three of the Sunday staff are remaining over. Fred Buse, who has
been his postmaster for many years,
will have general charge of the building, while Mr. and Mrs. Asher will
look after the recreation work.

WORKING FOR LOAN.
Chicago, March 13.
Sam P. Gerson, western representative of the Shuberts, has taken over the
direction of all the features for the
Third Liberty Loan here. He will have
the assistance of Mary Pickford, Lillian
Russell, a British tank, two carloads of
allied war trophies, John Philip Sousa's
Great Lakes Naval Band and the newspapers.

act.

J.

1

L. Ernest.

seat 1,400, cost $80,000

and was

third

district

of

the'

This ruling is that if a man who is
married did not attain a net income
of $2,000 he does not have to file a
return.
That is, say his gross earnings amounted last year to $2,800 and
his expenses for railroad, commissions,
etc. (expenses entailed in carrying on
his business or profession) amounted
to $800 or more, his net income would
be $2,000 or under and as that is the
exemption figure allowed, he does not

have to

file a statement*
Similarly where a single person earns
a net of $1,000 or less he or she would
not have to file a return.
But for those whose net incomes
amount to $5,000, the unmarried individual must pay two taxes of 2 per cent,
under the present war income act of
Oct. 3, 1917, and 2 per cent, under first
income tax law of Sept. 8, 1916.
f
Single mei^ with incomes of $3,000 or
more are required to pay an e^tra 2
per cent, under the Income Tax law of

Sept.

8,

1916.

The same

applies

to

married persons with incomes of more
than $4,000.
There have been a number of rulings
which are not clear to the average
laymen and the safest method for all
individuals who must make returns
is to consult the income tax man, who
is stationed in every bank.
Should there be any rulings after
April 1 which is the "dead line" for thefiling of statements whereby further
deductions are permissible than at this
time, persons can upon receipt of their
tax bill file a new statement (same
form as now) and append a claim for
abatement of tax together with form

number 47.
The date now
income tax

is

payment of the

set for

June

15.

The claim

a professional can include
his hotel and living expenses
while on

tour

if he maintains a fixed
home has
been made, but the present ruling is
that no such deductions will be
nermitted and that ruling will very likely
not be changed, the collector" taking
the stand that such expenses are protected under the personal exemption

EXPELLED MEMBERS FINED.
Following a committee meeting last
Fridav it was reported the National
Vaudeville Artists had decided if reinstatement should he favorably acted
upon for anv of the 20 or more members dropped for non-pavment of ^Mes.
there would be a fine of from $*0 to
$100 .tarked onto the member before
again granted full privileges in the or-

Blanchard Still Being Obsarrad.
the charge against Charles M.
Blanchard. a former vaudeville agent,

ganization, in addition to the initiation
fee of $10.
The present initiation fee will he increased to $25. it is expected, when the
N. V. A. moves into its new clubhouse
on West 46th street.

When

for forgery was called Monday, the
defendant was remanded back to
Bellevue Hospital, for further observation to determine his state of mind.
Blanchard forged the name of Wal-

Plimmer to several small checks.

UNDERSTUDY
Al Jolson has

March a

QUITS.
his

understudy,

Jolson's place on the stage, waiting
patiently, season after season, at $60
weekly, but Jolson disappointed him at

every performance.
Wardell has done other things.

was

DONALD MACDONALD
Haatless Days Off.
Montreal, March 13.
The government order closing all
theatres on Mondays in order to conserve fuel has been suspended.
The
playhouses were doing business last
Monday, the new rule having gone into

lost

Harry Wardell. For several seasons
Mr. Wardell has been ready to take

Bids for Keith's, Fordham.
Bids are being sought for the erection of the new Keith theatre in Fordham, at Fordham Road, near the Concourse, Bronx, on a plot 100x225 feet,
plans by Architect McElfatrick.
The house is to seat 2,300, with one

effect

office

Revenue collector for New
York a somewhat different ruling than
at first generally understood was made
regarding the decision as to who must
make an income tax return.
Internal

a

Countv. Rosenthal testified he was employed by Cohan & Harris and that
although they booked the house for
the six davs in the week. Cohan &
Harris and* himself had nothing to do
with presenting Sunday shows.

ter

At the

allowed.

sketch. Gordon
Bros..
Wheeler Trio and others. At the trial,
at the Magistrate's Court of Bronx
batic

MORE TAX DETAIL

IS.

balcony.

The plans were held

It

New

York.

LOOSE AFTER MAT

The

slips reached the
time clock together, and with the minreckoning in the clock, both
ute
stamped their slips within the same
minute, leaving it undecided which

boys carrying the

slip

promoted through Ed Renton of

LEX.

After May 15 the Lexington opera
House, now under lease to Gersten &
Shea, reverts to its former holder, the
Manhattan Life Insurance Co. There
is little chance the Gersten-Shea tenancy will be renewed.
The Shuberts will not get the Lexington. To obtain possession $615,000
must be paid before the transfer could
take place.
The Grundy sub-lease for the operation of a stock proposition at the Lexington so far has been a dismal failure and Grundy, who also operates the
Grand Palace ballroom, is out considerable money. Grundy is expected to
close before the expiration of his expected tenancy.
Harry Shea plans to continue the
Sabbath vaudeville concerts until the
middle of May anyway.

Who scored
"TOOT TOOT"

a hit
at the

In Henry W. Savage's
Cohan theatre and man-

aged exclusively by CHAMBERLAIN BROWN
who has Laura Hope Crews, Emily Ann Wellman, Tyler Brooke, Josephine Victor, Conrad
Nagel, Martha Mayo, Ada Meade, Helen Lowell,
Norval Keedwell, Richard Sterling, Charles
Lane, Marie Carrol, Robert Hyman, Mabel
Wlthee, George C. Forth, Earle Foxe, Alice
Fleming, Aubrey Boswortb and others under
sole

management.

at the

season.

New York Hippodrome

Then, again, he

He
last

out a
single act in vaudeville, but always returned to understudy Jolson.

Mr. Wardell has

trhed

finally given it up
hopeless. He says understudying
Jolson is interfering with his pleasure,
so he quit the job. Next week his address will be Hot Springs, where the
ponies are chasing each other around
a circular track.

as

—

VAUDEVILLE
Bessie Clayton says the applause received by her in her fourth and last
week ending Sunday at the Palace was
genuine. I accept the correction. It
was brought on through an observation here last week that if the ovation
given Miss Clayton at the Palace was
legitimate it was wonderful. Now the
Clayton act is at the Riverside, playing its fourth return engagement there.
I should say that Miss Clayton's vaudevill record speaks for itself, regardless
of observations or contradictions.

AMONG THE WOMEN
IYTHESURT.
Eva Tanguay, holding over at the
Palace for the second week, is doing
even better than last week. Her repertoire of songs remained the same
afc also did her costumes, excepting the
skirt of the torquoise costume has
been altered. It now turns up in scallops.
I liked the straight effect betGus Edwards' "Bandbox Revue"
outgrowing itself. Cuddles is quite
a grown-up girl now and the name
Cuddles doesn't fit. She did a vamp
ter.
is

A

number

in a purple princess dress.
short dancing frock was yellow satin
with a green chiffon mantel draped
over one arm. A crystal tunic was
miliover a two-flounce lace skirt.
tary finale found Cuddles in a white
satin suit, while the other girls wore
blue pants, red, white and blue skirts
with gold vests.
The three Dooleys (Ray, Gordon and
William) are developing into the funniest act in vaudeville. Gladys Moffett
(with Jack Wilson) is a larger type of
girl than usually seen with Mr. Wilson,
but from the showing Monday afternoon it doesn't seem to matter what
girl joins the act. Tom Mitchell in the
same act, gotten up in white for a
soldier, looked a chauffeur. Alice Eis
(dancing with Joe Niemeyer) drears a
white net with blue bodice and red

A

The trimmings were
Chinese number was elaborately
staged and Miss Eis' gold and green
mandarin suit was exquisite. A long
silver stars.

hat.

A

gold and blac!: train hung from the
shoulders. A silver mantle was draped
around the figure for one dance.
Throwing it aside a short costume consisting of four rows of fringe over
white tights was revealed.
Percy Elkeles has given a cabaret
show to Maxim's with expert knowledge. Pretty girls, good looking cosThe printumes and bare legs.
cipals arc wearing some very good
does a toe
Veronica
looking clothes.
dance in a black net ballet dress havAnother
ing a bodice of brilliants.
dress was of orchid and green satin
layers.
two
skirt
in
short
made with
butterfly of crystal lace shimmered
Manette's first costume
the back.
was of black net and jet bodice with a
Another change was
sash.
velvet
red
bloomers of green satin with a short
skirt of burnt orange cut in petals.
The bodice was black. A white net
over pink draped at the sides and a
lace dress with pink satin panels and

A

at

blue sash completed Manette's wardOlive (Olive and Stuart) did a
robe.
dance in a rose net, the skirt being
wired. She also wore a blue and red
costume. A mauve and green dress
was trimmed with tiny buds. The six
girls for the opening number were
in short pink satin skirts with a loop
of.ribbon at the back forming a bustle.
There were rows of roses used as trim-

ming.

The costumes were opened in
show much lingerie. A novel

front to

number found each

girl

representing a

different object, such as a powder puff,
tambourine, knitting bag, hat, boa, and
muff. Another number had each girl
carrying a toy piano, while their cosmilitumes were black and white.
tary number was done in blue satin
baggy pants with red satin coats.

A

Request week at the Alhambra found
Ryan and Lee and Bradley and Ardine
the prime favorites.
Miss Lee was
in her same blue taffeta dress and Miss
Ardine made several changes. A chiffon and lace dress was worn for the
opening with a larj?e hat and feather
There was a Chinese costume in
fan.
gray with trimmings of blue and green
chiffon. A short dancing frock of pink
satin was cut in scallops while another
was in yellow and orange and trimmed
with brilliants. Eunice Sauvair (with

is still wearing the red
coat and net dress, also the
black net. Bonnie Thornton was in
her favorite net creation. Fanny and
Kitty Watson are showing their usual
good looking wardrobe.

Hal Skelley)
velvet

If

booking

in

depended

vaudeville

only upon "wardrobe," Minnie Allen
and Sister would be kept busy for some
time to come. Minnie Allen with her
lovely grey hair carefully marcelled,
was dressed in dark blue at the 5th
Avenue last half last week. The underskirt showed a band of sequin trimming. The overskirt of chiffon had
tiny ruffles at the hem.
The bodice

was also of the sequins. A vampire
number was done in an elaborate fish

dress in black with a green
feather boa across the shoulders. The
younger of the sisters looked charming in a silver lace made in two bands
and flounces. The upper part was of
creation
mauve and green ribbon.
was a deep pink satin skirt wired at
the hem with a coat like waist of black
having wreaths of tiny flowers. She
also wore a huge poke bonnet. The
two sisters for the finish were dressed
alike in black velvet trouser costume
They were faced in
cut real short.
red and trimmed with cherries. The
Warren Girls (with Billy Wayne)
dressed neatly in full skirts of green
chiffon with three rows of flowers and
Silver lace dresses
a silver bodice.
were made in two flounces with f rcen
side pockets.
The girl of Kitner,
scale

A

Hawksley and McClay was

attired in

white cloth dress piped in green.
Her white chamois gloves and high
boots were the acme of cleanliness.
In a banjo and violin act, La Belle
and Lillian were dressed in blue and
silver and lac
ruffles over pink.

a

•

Arthur Hopkins

mova

in

presenting Nazi-

a series of Ibsen plays is
deserving the support of the public
which he is bound to get. The first
in

play chosen is "The Wild Duck," opening Monday night at the Plymouth.
The fat part fell to Lionel At well, who
is becoming a preat favorite with New
Yorkers.
Nazimova as a 14-year-old
girl was content to remain in the back

ground, knowing she will have her
innings with the other Ibsen productions.

When
hear,
swer.

a show girl?
Broadway seems
is

From what

I

to be the an-

And this is why. One young
woman who has hung onto the stage
admittedly through her looks suddenly
became possessed of $5,000. She had a
friend, another show girl. Likewise,
a looker. Both are good dressers on
and off. The girls communed. All of
the "season" seemed centred at Palm
Beach. They read over a list of some
of the people there. They seemed to

know them all, mostly men, wealthy
men they had met on Broadway. Investing the $5,000 at a modiste's, the
show girls and their trunks departed
for Florida. Arrived at Palm Beach.
The men wen still there, but they
seemed shy, much shier than when the
girls

last

saw

them

Somehow whenever

on
the

Broadway.
were

men

passing the girls, the men of wealth
(and of course wealth is necessary for
Palm Beachites) appeared quite preoccupied. They didn't recognize the
girls.
And those two girls in their
showy and dressy clothes, a couple of
the best lookers in their set. had to
pay their own restaurant checks during the four days they languished in
vain at Palm Beach. Then they made
a discovery, quite important to them
that the men had their wives along.
So the voung women with their trunks
and $5,000 investment returned to

Broadway.

FOR CHURCH WAR FUND.

manager
a Cuban

men will be active in the
Knights of Columbus drive for the
Catholic War Fund, the first affair being announced for Manhattan Casino
the night of April 17.
George P. Murphy, Charles Ferns
and Robert Alexander constitute a
committee formed to handle the event
which will include an entertainment
and dance. A show of 50 acts will be
staged with admission prices running
from 50 cents to $10. The Pelham
Park Naval Band will be present and
on either side of the mezzanine floor
will be boxes draped in appropriate
banners to seat representatives of the
army and navy.

ture.

The show will be conducted solely
by theatrical men and the proceeds
will be given to the fund through
Father Murphy's Church of the Resurrection. Edward Waldron has donated
Manhattan Casino for the night. Mr.
Waldron has also donated the services

$100,000 CIRCUS PROFIT.
E. Sasse, the amusement
of the Santos-Artigas Circus,
outfit, was here to engage
several acts to finish out the season
which closes in May. He says the
show made $100,000 last year and will
do as well this season. There arc about
Hannaford
15 tent shows in Cuba.
Family, riding act, is the show's fea-

Charles

This is the Hannafords' second season with the Cuban show and they
have been engaged for next year. It
is the' same troupe that aroused attention with the Barnura and Bailey
Circus last season and the troupe joins
that organization again this year..
The Fijiyama troupe and the Herman Germaine troupe sailed to join the
Cuban show this week.

Theatrical

of his entire staff for the occasion.

CANADIAN REQUIREMENTS STRICT
Notwithstanding the many warnings
issued by the Canadian authorities and
published concerning eligibility for admission into the Dominion of Americans of German descent or German

sounding names, there
artists

THEATRE PLEA FOR W.

S. S.

The Nationrl War Savings CommitGreater New York Division, has

who

still
remains
apparently believe they are

immune.
Two were turned back from the bor-

addressed a request to 600 theatres in
this territory, asking that a house attache be assigned to read to the audience a short statement, which is pro-

last week through not properly
having prepared themselves. One of
the requirements is that birth certificate, vised by an English Consul in
the States, must be produced.

on war savings.
The statement takes one minute to
and makes a plea for personal
economies on the part of every Amer-

IN AND OUT.
Jack Wilson- and Co. left the Palace

tee,

der

vided,
recite

ican in order that each may contribute
to the financing of the war. It also
requests each hearer to become himself a "one minute man" and pass the
plea along so that the propaganda may
become an endless chain of argument.
A. E. Smith, of the Jefferson, says
he is the first New York manager to

organize a W. S. S. club. Every at-'
tache of the Jefferson, from manager
to scrubwoman, has gone in for the
plan. Each ha; agreed to take at least
one quarter stamp a week.

NURSE3 NEEDED.
Surgeon General Gorgas, of the
United States Army, has called upon
the#American Red Cross to supply to
the Army Nurse Corps 5,000 nurses
between now and June 1. The Red
Cross has already supplied nearly 7,000
nurses as a reserve tor the Army and
Navy Nurse Corps since the beginning
of the war. According to a statement
made by Surgeon General Gorgas, it
is estimated that there are between
80.000 and 90.000 registered nurses in
the United States, and that approximately 30,000 will be needed for service in army hospitals during the present year. The immediate need for 5,000
of these is emphasized.

orogram

after

the

Monday

substituted at the Palace.
Helen Goff, owing to illness, is out
of the Jack Wilson act and Gladys
Moffatt has replaced her.
The Four Keltons did not open at
the Hamilton, Monday, the act refusing either to open the show or appear in the closing spot. Hart and
Diamond replaced them.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter O. Hill (Hill
and Donaldson) obliged to cancel
Pittsburgh last week, owing to Miss

Donaldson becoming

ill.

tertainments for the enlisted men of
the Pelham Park Naval Training Station.

Others on the program were Hazel
Kirk, Hy Mayer, the cartoonist, Constance Binnie. William Lewis, Julian
Browne and the PelRose, Harry

C

ham Park Band.

MARRIAGES.
The marriage

of

Phil

Rose Sherry (non-pro.)
occur

in

Julia
is

Morris and
scheduled to

June.

Ueber

H. Young,
bride

is

(Julia Taylor) to Charles

in Philadelphia. Feb. 9.

a sister of

Mae Page

The

Taylor.

They can-

celed Toronto, Syracuse and Auburn.
The brother of C. H. ODonnell dying
in New Hampshire Sunday, caused the
N
M
O'Donnell- Julia Nash sketch, 3 G. M.,
to cancel this week in the south. The
Rambler Sisters were dispatched by
Jule Delmar to Roanoke to fill the
vacancy.
The Kuehns were out of the* show
at the Pantages, San Francisco, for
several performances last week, illness of Curtis Kuehn. Magana, operatic tenor, filled. Lai Ting Sing, Chinese violinist, was out of the show for
three performances.

Bell

and Ward,

Pantages, San

Francisco,

John Ward, of Ward,
Houdint In Camp Show.
Houdini was the chief attraction at
Pelham Park last Sunday where Lieut.
Jos Montague stages the weekly en-

matinee.

Mr. Wilson's voice was not in a conto warrant appearing at two
theatres twice daily. The Wilson turn
continued at the Colonial. Frank Fay
dition

acrobat, at
fell

Sunday

night

and dislocated

his

owgraphists, were substituted,
shoulder blade. The Stanleys, shad-

The Ford

Sisters at the Princess,
bill upon receiving
of their father's death in New

Montreal, quit the

word
York.

Gus Erdman substituted

for Willie

Smith at the Palace, Brooklyn, first
half, because of Mr. Smith's illness.
Lew Dockstader missed his opening
matinee at the Palace, Chicago, an act
from the Majestic filling in; his train

was late.
Owing

to sickness the American
Comedy Four were replaced by Andy
Lewis and Co. at the Delancy the first
half.

Aa A*

with a

P«a««—ChM.

Alth**, tto SMrlff

°

i
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VAUDEVILLE
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The Theatre Assembly, under the
the
•

direction

Mrs.

of

Christopher

Marks, gave a reception to 600 soldiers
at the Y.

M.

Monday

night.

C. A.,

Governor's Island,
William LeBaron,

author of "The Very Idea," spoke, giving a number of humorous incidents
of the trials of a playwright. The
entertainment also included Hilda Hoi-

Tins and Mae Sutton in songs; Mr.
aiui Mrs. Henry Mallon Price, pianolog; Sadie Jansen, monolog; Mrs. L.
Steinmetz, soprano; Florence Lillian
and Edna Grell, songs. A lucky number price was one by Paul Simon,
formerly at the Winter Garden, who
stationed at the post.
Joe Borrowes won't get the clerkship in the service after all. When he
applied to the examining board on
West 46th street a second time, the
officials were amazed that he had been
notified to appear. The board said it
is

all wrong to have promised him
entrance into the service. The exemption board discovered that he wasn't
even a flyweight, since he tipped the
beam at exactly 8IM1 pounds. Now Joe
proposes to open an otlice and supply
material for acts.
Georges Volterra died from wounds
received in action. Funeral services
were held in Paris Dec. 1°. He was a
brother of Leon Volterra, manager of
the Casino de Paris. Eric Boulby and
H. Davies, English artists, were wounded in France and returned home for
is
professionally
treatment. Davies
known as Davo, the conjuror. Francis Franks is reported to have been
wounded in France. He is the son of
Tom Franks, English ventriloquist.
(Reported to Vakikty from Paris.)

was

John Openshaw was

slightly

wound-

His parents at Pawtucket, R. 1., were so informed by the War Department. Pried

in

action

in

France.

vate Openshaw enlisted when war was
declared with the 15th Co., Coast Artillery, in his native city. He is president of the Rhode Island Society of
Magicians and had appeared upon the
stage.

Edmund De Barri, of the De Barri
Scenic Studios, recently left Chicago
New York. He is now Lieut. De
Barri of the Camouflage Corps, and expects to go to France soon. In the
meantime Mrs. Adele De Barri is running the studio. She works before the
canvas in. overalls, and is said to be the
only woman scene painter in the counfor

try.

Mort Harris, manager of the San
Francisco office of Waterson, Berlin &
Snyder, and Jack LaFollette, manager

Foster Huffman followed and last week
Alvin A : Baird was called in Chicago.
Ed. Convey, business secretary of
the T. P. U. No. 1, has a letter from

Bobbie Props Anstett, now in France
Props wrote that he
New York with the Roosevelt ambulance corps, but is now head chaufwith the army.
left

feur for the unit.

Anstett was at the

New York.
Tommy Overholt

Booth,

(Overholt
and
Young) ordered to report immediately
at the American Base Hospital, Fort
McHenry, Md. George Reuter, brother of Dorothy Reuter, Joseph M.
Schenck's private secretary,

same

is

with the

unit.

Jack Pickford joined the army last
week, leaving from Los Angeles. Although Canadian by birth he goes with
the American troops. His mother collapsed when her son boarded the train
and has since been under the care of
physicians.

Sam Lowenwirth, Billy Morrell and
Ben Kramer are requested by Sergt.
Al Grossman to write to him. He is
with Co. D, Motor Supply Train, Camp
McClellan, Ala.

Tom
now

Waters ("Father and Son") who

England, recently received a
his nephew, Sergt. Walters,
in France. Tom, Jr., is
also a sergeant in the American Army.
"Toots" Brady, of William Fox Corp.,
has joined the Royal Flying Corps,
is

letter

in

from

Somewhere

lie was rejected for the
service.

American

Niggenmeyer

to

the

337th

Artillery.

"Buzz" Bainbridge

is a second lieutenant with that division at Camp Dodge.
He was formerly manager of the Minneapolis Shubert.
A number of professionals located at
Camp Logan, Tex., are staging shows
there weekly, Roy E. Armstrong super-

vising the events. At Camp Logan
there are sufficient artists to stage a
complete bill with several changes and
no conflicts. Because of the location
of the Camp it is difficult to procure
outside talent.
Jet Hahlo, a partner of Elizabeth
Marbury in her theatrical enterprises,
enlisted this week in the U. S. Signal
Corps. Miss Hahlo speaks several languages. She will probably be assigned
to a French phone. The first female
unit of the Signal Corps, composed of
29 girls, lejt for abro;t<l Inst week.
Jack Co\\'ell & Co. have a sketch
called "The Slacker," a plea for patriotism and in the nature of recruiting propaganda. Since August 1° three
men in the sk.'tch have been drafted.
first

man

t >

go was Carleton West.

of

Melzer, formerly of the
Loew olhces, is with the U. S. Engineering Department, Q. M., at Norfolk, Va.
Abe Olman, song writer, author of
"Oh, Johnny, Oh," at Camp Johnson,
Jacksonville, Fla., was recently proto sergeant.

Ralph B. Creeden is signal sergeant
with Bat. A, 301st Field Artillery, Camp
Devens, Mass.
James E. Pennyfeather, formerly
chief electriciai. at the Century, is now
a lieutenant.

Charles Prenderville (Strickland Sexis

same

the

in

city,

Gates Austin, who was featured last
season as comedian in Tom Lindsay's
"Lady Bugs," left this week for an
aviation training camp south.
Verne Brown (Six Brown Bros.) is
in Class
and subject to call in the
last quota.
Daniel Kussell, writer of vaudeville
material, accepted.
William Jacobs, of the Chicago
agency of Beehler & Jacobs, accepted.
Rube Goldie, examined in» Newark,
rejected, physical condition.
Fred J. Kelly and Bob Talbert, accepted, waiting call.
Charles Clover (Musical Clovers) accepted, waiting call.
Frank Britton (3 Brittons) accepted,
waiting call.

A

Jack Hayden (Maurice

J.

Hayden)

waiting to be called.
Carl Haslem, artist, accepted.

Harry Webber (Webber and Wilson)
attached to the 152nd depot brigade
Camp Upton, L. I.
Dan Caslar, formerly musical director, is noiv a sergeant with the
152nd depot brigade at Camp Upton.
Jack Wadroii (Lockhart and Waldron) is a bugler with Battery D, 305th
Field Artillery, Camp Upton.
W. L. Morgan, who is on a U. S. receiving ship (N R.) omitted to say
where he was stationed.
Robert Schocnecker, formerly manager of the Gaiety, Chicago, is now an
accountant in the army at Milwaukee.
William C. Kohler (Cort, San Francisco), Co. 28. 166 Depot Brigade, Camp
Lewis, Washington.
Jack Atkins has enlisted in the navy
and has been stationed at Philadelphia.
is

William J. Sommer, Co. 7, 2nd Bait.,
154 Depot Brigade, Camp Meade, Md.

Ruth Law's Flight.
The New York branch of the Showman's League of America, which was
lately formed, will hold a benefit performance at the Hippodrome on April
21.
The plans for boosting the affair
call for Ruth Law making a flight from
Chicago to New York and landing on
the Hip roof on a specially constructed
runway, it being figured that after
alighting she would have 100 feet
within which to stop.

San Jose,

at

their

Feb. 23, son
(Bernard Fox, Jr.). The parents were
formerly of the Woods Trio, but retired from the stage two years ago,
going to the Coast, where they are
raising prunes
The couple have been
married 10 y^ars. The present is their
only child.
in

their second child.

Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Horan (Dave
Marion Show), March 12, son.

TREASURER'S AGENCY.
Clarence Grey, former treasurer of
the Shubert theatre and one of the
best liked of Broadway's box office
men, is starting a theatre ticket
agency, having taken a lease on the

formerly

occupied

by

Davey

Mandel on 42d

street west of 7th avenue. The site is at present occupied
by a cash register concern.

Grey will start operating about May
and Mandel, who gave up his agency
to become a broker in the curb mar1

ket,

may

be associated with him.

BARNES*

SHOW

CAST.

"Yours Truly," the musical comedy
'-by Tommy Gray and Herbert Stothart
in which T. Roy Barnes is to star, has
In it are Gertrude
its cast complete.
Vanderbilt, Letty Yorke, Alfred Gerard, Alice Fleming, Bradford R. Kirkbridge,

Mabel Leggett, Carlton King,

Helen Gunther, Mignon McGibney,
Leonora Hughes, Robert Lee Allen,
Hazel Shelly, Philip Leigh, and a
chorus of

run in Chicago.

Frank C. Zehrung, for twenty-four
years manager of the Oliver theatre,
Lincoln, Neb., will retire from that post
at the end of the current season, and
will devote himself to the supervision
of the local bill posting plant.
Zehrung is well known to everybody in the legitimate and a bunch
of advance men are planning to invite
to

New York

dinner.

Mayne

Elisabeth

will substitute until

Miss Boland recovers.
Because of the serious

illness of Al-

bert B. Leffer, the partnership between
him and Ernest Grainger has been dissolved. The latter will carry on the

scenic studio offices
tablished.

he originally es-

Edwin Moscary, treasurer of the
Rialto and Rivoli, was operated on last
week for a nasal obstruction' and his
idenoids were removed at the Polyclinic Hospital. Another operation it
.

necessary.

John Drury, formerly with "Arizona,"
has recovered from a long illness and
has returned to his duties as head of
the Dramatic Art Department of the
Cincinnati College of Music.
Paul Nevins (Nevins and Erwood) is
ill at his home, Chester, Pa., with malarial fever and grippe. The team was
forced to cancel its Southern engagement. •

to cancel for the first half at the Lincoln Square, New York, this week.

Ernest London (Four Londons) has
left

the

hospital,

recovered,

nervous breakdown.

new

a

He

is

from a

arranging

casting act, selecting his com-

pany

at Reading, Pa.
Patsy Doyle, the well known "sad"
comedian, was confined to his home
for a few days this week, suffering
from an attack of rheumatism.
George Totten Smith, author, is in
Poughkeepsie in the hope of benefiting
his health, severely impaired in a re-

cent collapse.

Helen Hart (Hart Sisters) fell from
the rigging while at Keeney's, Newark,
last week, and sustained a sprained
arm and back.
Billy Mahan, who was treasurer of
the Fulton, came back from Arizona to
bury his mother, recently deceased.
He will seek health in the Adirondacks.
Barney Fagan, ill for a time in the
Knickerbocker Hospital, New York,
continues to improve since leaving the
institution.

Mrs. Eddie Foy is still at El Paso,
slowly recovering from her recent
operation. She will be confined there
for about six weeks longer.
Irene Huych (Connors and Huych)
has had a nervous breakdown and will
go to Chicago to recuperate.

G. P. Lloyd, of Uoyd & Churchill,
has been successfully operated on at
the American Theatrical Hospital.
Kate Pullman (London Belles) fell
and sprained her ankle while on the
stage, at Wat rbury, last week.
=

Danny Murphy, former burlesque
comedian, has gone to San Antonio to
spend the remiinder of the winter.
George Ade Davis, now located in
York, is recovering from a minor

New

operation.

Eddie Corelli (Corelli and Gillette)
was confined to his apartment early in

week with an attack of grippe.
Lawrence D'Orsay returned to "Sinbad" at the Winter Garden Monday
after an illness of a few days.
Rowie Ilaney (Romm and Haney)
the

ZEHRUNG WILL BE DINED.

him

Owing to the loss of her voice,
Myrtle Boland was unable to open with
Jean Havez's new act, "Dixie Girl Revue" at the Fifth Avenue Monday.

24.

Arthur Pearson who is producing
the show, has it routed over the K. &
£. time for an opening out of town
during April with a view to a summer

ial

grippe.

Cal.,

Mr. and Mrs. Budd Robb, last week,
daughter.
Mr. Robb is manager of
the Cohan and Harris theatre. It is

office

ILL AND INJURED.
Bruce Duffus was confined to his
home early in the week with grippe,
Jack Boyle attending to his office.
Louise Davies, the stenographer in the
Duffus office, who was married several
months ago, was also laid up with

The woman of Ryan and Ryan fell
and sprained her ankle while at Providence last week. The act was forced

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Woods,

home

now

a bandsman on U. S. S.
Pennsylvania, off Fortress Monroe, Va.
Albert B. Plough (Slatho's "Midnight Rollickers"), Co. 26, 154 Depot
Brigade, Camp Meade, Md.
A. E. Jones, formerly a carpenter at
the Goldwyn studios, is at Camp Dix,
Wrightstown, N. J.
HaFry (King) Bulger, Paul R. Burtuatt and Alfred Menrose (Anna Held
Co.) accepted.
tet)

office,

cisco for failure to report to the local
draft board officials. He had been notified to appear.
He was taken to the
Presidio.
Francis Renault, the female impersonator, now with the Harry Ladder
show, exempt, physical impairments.
Renault served a four-year term in the
armytprior to his entry into theatricals.

Richard

moted

Forster's

both passed the physical examination
week and are now subject to call.
Paul Kelki, piano accordionist, at the
Hippodrome, was arrested in San Franlast

air

at

One night's proceeds last week of the
Florence Stone Players at the Shubert,
Minneapolis, playing "The House of
Glass," were donated by Manager C. A.

The

DRAFTED.

THE SERVICE

for a

huge testimon-'

convalescent.

New Show

in Syracuse.
Syracuse, N. Y., March 13.
Anderson & Weber production

The
"Some

Little Girl" is to open here,
the Empire tomorrow night, for
three days.
It has Felix Adler in the leading role.

of
at

VAUDEVILLE
York, has an ice skating scene with
Fred Stone as the skater. He expects
to continue it, notwithstanding the
Government's order to cease using
ammonia, through using a substitute.

CABARETS
"Tha Cocoanut Grova"

title

was

stiU

being argued over up to Wednesday
without any legal action atarted by
Morris Gest, who claims Flo Ziegfeld
had not the right to remove the name
from the Century to the Amsterdam
Roof.
The name was advertised in
the Sunday papers as part of "The
Midnight Frolic," with an accompanying illustration.
The Ziegfeld
version is that he and Charles Dillingham created the name, which was apart
from the Century Roof in every other
way; that they spent $38,000 in providing the Century aerial resort with
a new entrance and when leaving the
Roof, they removed the title along
with other properties owned by them
up there. From accounts it appears
that although Ziegfeld and Dillingham
provided a public entrance to the Century Roof, by means of which a liquor
license was secured, that license was
surrendered when the Roof closed and
another application is necessary if Mr.
Gest reopens with his revue as planned,
along with restaurant refreshment

Myer

says he intended to

make grape

juice, but discovered the price of

sugar
was too high so he kept on alone in
bookings. Carl Bcntzen is assisting
him.

Many
who

waiters are said to be working
middle of the city restaurants

no salary at

receive

wholly upon

tips.

One

all,

relying

more inhave become
or

stances are claimed to
known where the waiters paid for the
privilege of working. It is also said
that in some of the resorts where
waiters are not paid, the management
has even gone beyond that, offering
waiters five per cent, of each check on
all amounts over $25 after midnight.
Restaurant men say this is "bad stuff,"
and gives waiters a house license to
pillage. Some of them don't need a
license,

however.

yet been reported in

New

York.

Tho Pelham Heath Inn on the
Pelham road has Billy Kurtn again in
general
will be

charge.

made

Several

for the

alterations

summer season

and most of the changes out of doors
be designed to attract the attention of the transient traveller, as Pelham Heath is located at the edge of
the road.
will

current revue at Maxim's. Miss Clare
appeared for the first performance
only, when she was replaced. The
Maxim people say no contract was issued to the artiste and she was engaged at a salary of $35 weekly if renaming. Trial will be held in a mu-

C

action George
Reynard
against Lee
Shubert for
alleged breach of contract was settled
Monday. Reynard had entered into a
contract with Shubert whereby he was
to act as manager of a cabaret in the
44th Street Theatre Building for a
period of four weeks at a salary of
$100 per week. Only $100 of his salary

brought

was

settled,

ceived of late applications from several more or less well known musical

comedy principal women who were
quite willing to entertain a proposal
to appear on the restaurant floors. For
the purpose of the restaurants, however, "number leaders" at a considerable lesser salary are easily securable.
Cafes in San Francisco allowing
dancing from 12 to 1 Monday morning
have been instructed by Chief of Police
discontinue the practice. Sunday
dancing is not permited and music is
not allowed after 1 a. m. In the past
this house has been the one bright spot

to

orchestra formerly worked at the Bismark and College Inn.

Tha Follies, San Francisco, is now
putting on a revue in addition to the
regular form of entertainment. Twelve
girls, headed by Shirley Douglas, are
used. Miss Douglas is also putting on
the show.
George McKinney, a cabaret singer,
popular in Louisville, who was convicted of stabbing his wife about a
year ago, has been pardoned by Governor Stanley.

The Justine Johnstone Club in the
44th Street theatre building announces
Armand Kalisz and A. Baldwin Sloane
as directors, commencing next week,
with Dorothy Klewer of California,
hostess.

Ritz.

It is

a cabaret
chorus for

Carson and Young, Lemming and
Gray, Morius and Clements have been
added to the revue at the Greeley
Hotel, Newark.

and Ball have Mr.
bass, with them, and are
in Rector's revue.

Gordon,

Ross

Lemming, the

now

Lizette, late of the Congress
Cafe, Chicago, opens at Techau Tavern,
San Francisco, shortly.

principals.

show.
said Fink

He
may

produce the next revue for Churchill's,
also one or more other Broadway

and Reynard brought

suit

against Shubert for the balance.

four people, scenic novelty.
After a short fling at Ralph Kettering's sketch "He Never Knew," William ^chilling has a new sketch from

Howard

the date set for the abolition of ice rink skating, the Government taking over the surplus ammonia
held by the ic plants. The order affects two Healy places in New York,
at 66th and 95th streets. The latter
place, recently opened by Thomas
Healy, will probably install pictures as
an entertainment on the ice rink floor
over the restaurant.
25

is

of the Internal

Bernhardt show from Cuba and will
leave it upon arriving in New York,
returning to vaudeville (Paul Durand).
"The Reclamation" is to be offered
in vaudeville shortly by Laura Burt
under the management of Joseph Hart.
It is a semi-war playlet with a new
turn to the

James Horan
will be

Jo* Spagat, the manager of the Bismarck Gardens, Chicago, and former
American Music Hall,
has been engaged by Tom Chamales to run the Green Mill Gardens
during the coming season. Spagat is
seeking a star attraction for the Summer, having made a bid for Sophie
Tucker and her jazz boys without succaterer to the

cess.

Jack M. Lewis has a new act* Tha
Trip," with six girls and
principals opening in Newark
this week.
Sid Gold, from the Ben Welch show,
&nd Babe LaTour, who has been a principal with the act, "Miss New York."
Ben Beyer and Augusta (debut in
America), open at
Bushwick
the
three

Al Myer is now in the cabaret booking business for himself, after having
dissolved partnership with William
Sheridan. Reports ot a disagreement
between the partners are denied.

night, pulling the applause hit of the
night.

"Jack

o'

Lantern" at the Globe,

New

Hart).

The Lyric here

Dayton. March 13.
will play stock at-

summer

season, ac-

(Hurtig &
Seamon), who was here last week.
The company will be headed by
Mabel Browncll and Clifford Stork. It

the Kaiser Hof Gardens, Newark, by
Fred S. Fenn, and staged by Victor
Hyde. The production has a large
cast, with Herman Landau featured.
Other principals are Dolly Morrison,
Grace Lane and Ted Lorraine.

Isabel Jason opened at the Moulin
Rouge Monday night. The imitation
was one of a series of numbers that
she is doing and was on at about mid-

which

Wedding

tractions for the
cording to Jules

at

rheumatism.

act

STOCK OPENINGS.

it

sciatic

new

Westony and Helen Ferropimi,
musical novelty (Chas. Bornhgupt).
Kirt Vance and Josephine Taylor,
new singing and dancing turn.
Nixon and Sans (Mark Levy).

and two cottages upon the
grounds. Brock Muller formerly ran

Arthur MacLean, of Hunter Island
Inn, saw the restaurant floor of his
place for the first time last week, since
Christmas, having been confined to his
rooms upstairs with a troublesome illness that developed into a form of

to write a

brought out late this season or

early next.

Sig.

Canoa Inn at Good Ground, L. I.,
about 90 miles from New York, has
been leased by Jules Keller (Maxim's)
and will shortly reopen under his management. The place has 60 acres, with

naw revue has been put on

German spy theme.

dancing act. (Miss La Rue was formerly in a restaurant revue.) Her name
is the same as the well-known Grace
La Rue (Ptul Durand).
Lee Kohl mar has commissioned

(Max

per cent, in addition to the
of the tax. The majority
pleaded ignorance of the law.
200

amount

A

Drudge."

ness Before Pleasure" companies about
August.
Albertina Rasch and Ballet. Mile.
Rasch is returning with the Mme.

hotel

March

McKent

Barnes
entitled
Schilling plays five
separate characters.
Harry First will revive his former
sketch, "The Marriage Fee," for eight
weeks in the middle west, marking time
until he reopens in one of the Busi-

"The

Al. Harriman.
"Dancing a la Carte," five people,
headed by Ethel Wilson (formerly
Webber and Wilson).
Harry Mayo and Basil Lynn, talking

Revenue Dept
rounded up a number of
cabaret proprietors who failed to pay
their Government War Tax. These
men have now been assessed a penalty
of

and
Beatrice
Noyes, now in "The Country Cousin,
have been signed by Lewis & Gordon
for Aaron Hoffman's comedy "The
Honeymoon," in which they will open
as soon as the present season of the
play ends. This will mark Donald Gallagher's first appearance in vaudeville
after having been featured in Hroadway productions for four years.
George Kosener and Harry A. Shea
have formed a new vaudeville producing company «.nd the hrst act, with
tour people (written by Kosener) will
be "Putting It Over." The second will
be entitled "The Birth of a World," also

March 25.
Dorothy Clark and Hazel Crosby in
a new act written by Lew Cooper and

restaurants.

AgenU

ACTS.

Gallagher

Adolph Blome and Grace La Rue,

Vera

The Rita, Brooklyn, has
with 22 people, including the
the revue, which has 22
Henry Fink put on the
manages the

Paul Biese, artist with the saxophone
and director of a syncopated orchestra,
began an engagement this week at the
Planters, Chicago.
Biese and his

in Cincinnati

nicipal court.

Tha

which moves from the
Roof to the Broadhurst

Girl,"

Street

re-

on Sundays.

An action for $860 has been commenced against Percy Elkeles by Ida
Clare, alleging salary due on a breach
of contract. Mr. Elkeles produced the

low the
44th

next week.

Los Angolos became "dry" March 1,
excepting in clubs, where liquor is permitted to be sold. Baron Long, well
known to all show people who have
visited the Coast for any length of
time, hai four clubs around Los Angeles, Baron Long's, Vernon Country
Club, Watt's and The Ship. What has
happened to the cafes in the city hasn't

Cabaret revue producers have,
in the

Jack Mason is to stage a new Golden
Glades show fur Tom Healy. He restaged the ensemble numbers for "Fol-

NEW
Donald

will

Hurtig

begin directly after the burlesque

season.

ADELINE FRANCIS
Th© "Says

A

I

to

Myself, Says I" Girl

und her talkhiff machine.
most attractive and original Idea and a

splendid novelty, cjuitc stimulating, to Bay
the least. In listening to Miss r rands' wonderful record voici- whereby she chats and
{ting* with hersClf. it's hard to deride which
voice pleases most, for up to date no such
enunciation or resonance has yet been hcurd

from

a

"canned"

voice.

Mr. Edison himself complimented Miss Francis by accepting her voice for record work
us well us otlnr well-known talking machine
companies. Altogether, her act is one so different and so reln-shing that one can readily
undi rstitml why she is in u No. 7 s|x>t at the
liushwlck, lirooklyn, this week (March 11)

and going over with a bang.
Next week (March IK) Miss Francis
play 11. F. Keith's Dry he urn, Brooklyn.

will

Matt Grau is to place musical stock
companies for a spring and summer
season in Richmond, Columbia. N. C,
and St. Louis. He will visit all three
towns on his return trip from Pinehurst, where he beat the Governor of
Pennsylvania at golf last week.

Newport News, March 1.3.
musical stock company opened at
Academy Monday. The organization is under the management of Marty
Brooks. The initial bill was "The Three

A

the

I

wins.

In the cast arc Eleanor Young, Bert
Young, Frank Bertram, J. Duffy, Emma
Seixel. Eugene Speycr is musical director. There is a chorus of 22 girls.

'-.

R.
THE AVIATORS.

BURLESQUE CLUB BENEFITS.

Is s tjrploal burlesque show.
without dlstlnetiTe feature of any sort,
but has the Important rlrtue of morlnc
quickly. The comedy bits are all framed from
material as old as burlesque, but they are
made short and brisk so that the numbers
are frequent.
At the Star, Brooklyn, the audience had the
Monday night
usual percentage of Jackles.
a capacity audience gave the entertainment
only mild approval, the bulk of applause
going to the numbers led by the women principals, and the comedy section winning but
casual laughs. Tbe chorus and women principals carry the show while the comedians

nighters in

New York

and nearby

territory, the receipts

contribute

engaged.

'The Arlatora"

It

is

little.

Sammy Evans plays Hebrew to Charles
They have not a single
Nell's Irishman.
novelty, but work hard and manage to get a
lot of the old stuff over In reasonably effective form, resorting sometimes to the extreme of noise and slapstick whan all else
An example of this desperate expedifalls.
ent was In the first scene of the afterpiece; a
Their opening got them
military travesty.
nothing, so they went Into an orgy of rough-

house, both men beating up another comedy
character with the good old slapstick and then
using a series of revolver shots which had no
rhyme nor reason. It was lust the noise and
violence

take

to

the

place

of

making.

Ray Montgomery was straight

clever

He

did

fun-

lit-

tle In the first part, but later had several good
bits as an American army aviator and In a
song number with Gladys Sears, done In "one"
to give opportunity for a change of setting,
brought down one of the hits of the evening.
Montgomery has something In his appearance

and manner to suggest thsl he has had experience In some politer form of show. A fairly
good voice aids him.
The women principals are much better.
Gladys Sears, always a good leading woman,
puts over number after number In effective
manner. She has a certain jaunty, friendly
attitude toward her audience that probably
comes from long acquaintance with theatree
She always looks well with
of the Wheels.
In particuseveral really noticeable gowns.
lar an affair of cerise and purple waa a strikIn this
ing model, worn for her specialty.
Interlude she does extremely well with her
songs, hut parts of her monologue fell a little

Millie Loverldge Is the statuesque member
of the feminine contingent with an ample
figure that waa modeled for display In tights.

The Brooklyn boys fell for Millie with enthusiasm when she led a patriotic finale attired In white tights and dose fitting tunic
She also looked well In a aamllar arrangement

With this
black.
with silver tops.

of

went black

silk

Miss LoTerid|e
boots,
changed her costume three times In succeeding bits and numbers, but the boots remained. If aha finds it Impossible to change
her boots, It would be a better plan to use
ehoes not quite so conspicuous.

Rose Clifton leads several numbers .satisfactorily and Babe Naxworthy contributed
a solo dance notable more for Its pretty costume than for the dance itself. Miss Nasworthy was one of a wire act, trimly done
but without any special novelty. The girl's
trim little figure and snappy style added

much

to the specialty.

The show Is cut up Into six short scenes,
the settings at all times bright and colorwithout being elaborate or expensive.
ful
The costuming of the 16 girls seemed to be
made up of part new material, pieced out
with an occasional dress held over from an
older stock. It ran consistently to tights. The
opening scene after intermission waa the Interior of a military hangar with the girls
prettily costumed In aviation costume of dove
Unfortunately the gray tights were
gray.
used for the rest of the show and the bodices
that went with them clashed.

OH, THOSE GIRLS!
Lowell, Mass., March 13.
Florence McLoud and Eva Miller,
members of the "Lady Buccaneers,"

RUSH'S BANKRUPTCY PETITION.

What promises
show

lesque

to be the biggest burever under roof for one

admission is beinp/ planned by the Burlesque Club to play a week of one

and Brooklyn
to

be turned over to the building fund
for a club house.
Principals from different companies
take part in the performance, with
a selected chorus from the shows also
will

worked out
the tour will not be made until the end of the current
burlesque
season.
The second picnic by the club this
year will be held a month earlier as
last July's affair made it too close to
the preliminary arrangements for the
opening of the new season. Instead of
Wetzel's Point, the outing will likely
be held at Donnelly's, College Point,
which is considered a more advantageous spot for the excursion.
Full particulars are to be

later, as

]

LESSER MAY GO BLIND.
_
Louts Lesser, the former burlesque
manager, is now in the Johns Hopkins
hospital, Baltimore, where is he under
treatment in the hope of saving his

(

sight.

Lieut. Charlci Barton, managing the
theatre, Camp Meade, near
visited Lesser last week and

Liberty
there,

found him in bad shape.
Barton wrot to New York burlesque

men telling them that Lesser's finances
are running low and a collection will
likely be taken to help Lesser stay in
the hospital indefinitely. Lesser was
with several burlesque road shows and
at one time worked for Weber and
Fields.

Other burlesque men who have lately
visited
Baltimore describe Lesser's
condition as pitiable. While he is being treated at the hospital he is living
at Lowry's Hotel, 11 High street, where
he asks that his oldtime friends write
to him.
Mr. Lesser left "Hello Girls" about

two months ago after having been laid
up once in Detroit and again while in
Canada.

LAUNCHING COAST WHEEL SHOWS
Los Angeles, March 13.
With the arrival here of S. Morton
Cohn, of Portland, and Eugene Levy,
of Seattle, the Burbank started production of tabloids for the
Coast Review Wheel.

new

Pacific

The Conn-Levy
out a

new

interests plan to put
musical show weekly. Cohn

will have charge at this
in the north.

end and Levy

DISCORD STOPS "GIRL

O* MINE."

said to be the

It was because of internal dissension
in the cast of "Girl o' Mine" that the
show came to an abrupt close Saturday. The piece was in process of rewriting, but that was a delicate task.
Almost every principal objected when
a line in his or her part was cut.
The kicking became so general that
Elizabeth Marbury gave up. The show
was to have been switched into the
Broadhurst, but "Follow the Girl" was
moved over from the 44th Street Roof

FUNNY POLICY.

to

playing here last week, indulged in a
two-round bout back stage during the
night performance March 10. The matter was ended in- court the following
morning, Judge Lummus fining Forence
McLoud $10, as it was proved she was
the aggressor.

Richard Leisler

show and
Miss McLoud.

is

the

manager of the
husband of

Syracuse, March 13.
stock once more holds
the Bastable, Syracuse, where

Burlesque

sway in
a company, under Stephen Bastable's
own direction, will play a "split week"
with the Academy, Rome, N. Y.
The show opened Monday, with
George Slocum producing the numbers,
cipal

-

^

10

and Emil Caspar engaged as prin-

comedian.
The Syracuse stock project will interfere in no way with the regular
Columbia wheel bookings for the re-

mainder of the season, the Columbia
shows playing at the Bastable the first
half of each week.

instead.

Poor business prompted the attempt
re-write and recast the Marbury

Three creditors with claims amounting to around $1,500 filed a petition in
the federal courts last week to have
Edward F. Rush declared a bankrupt.
The matter will be argued some time
next week.

Rush of late has been interested in
theatre building. He was connected
with Jack Norworth and Sam Shannon
.in the promotion of the Norworth
theatre and was also reported interested in the Vanderbilt theatre when
that new house lately opening was
spoken

first

of.

Some

years ago Rush was of Weber
& Rush, producers of burlesque shows.
Before forming the partnership with
L.

Lawrence Weber, Rush was an

in-

dividual producer of burlesque attractions. His shows often prayed the
London theatre on the Bowery, it being then said a Rush show could get
into the London when it couldn't get

anywhere else.
About six years ago Weber & Rush
dissolved. Shortly after Rush went to
Vienna, Austria, for which city he had
a fondness. Returning to New York,
Rush some months later and shortly
before the war went to Vienna once
again. At that time it was said along
Broadway Rush had taken along with
him $100,000 in cash he had kept intact
in

New

York

in

a

safe

deposit

any contingency arising
through which ready money would hop
in handily. When Rush next reached

vault, against

New York

a report followed that after
declared, Rush's money
along with that of all foreigners then
in Austria had been confiscated or held
by the Austrian Government, although
no confirmation of this story that became public was made by Rush. He
was still thought to have resources
over here, and since returning has
been concerned in two or three theatrical productions of -small account.

war had been

BURLESQUE CHANCES.
Ben Bard has closed with

Billy

Wat-

son's "Orientals."

Henry Nelson has

Kahn

left

one of the Ben

stock companies.

Agoust and Simon e Beryl did not
stay long at the 14th street stock as an
"added attraction." They sailed last
Thursday for Buenos Aires to play
dates.

Matt Kennedy has withdrawn from
the 14th Street stock company.
Easter Higbee replaced Fay Shirley
is prima donna at the Union Square
stock last week.
Harry Steppe, at the Folly, Bronx,
severs connections with the company
March 16 and will join the 14th Street
stock next Monday.
Lucille Ames will make her debut
one of Max Spiegel's Columbia circuit shows next season. Other burlesque engagements reported via Will
Roehm are Nat Farnham to follow
in

Harry Steppe with the Kahn Folly
theatre stock; Fay Shirley, prima
donna, replacing Haflie Randolph, with
'The Girls of the Follies" 0'oining in
Pittsburgh Monday): Arthur Stern,
juvenile, replacing Ed. Lewis, with
Al. Watson, replacing
Walter Brown, with the Pat White
Belmont, replacing
Murray
company;
Ben Bard, with 'The Orientals";

CHAUTAUQUA SHOW.
The Chautauqua Association

of Boston has several shows planned for the
presentation of standard light operas
over its circuit this spring and summer.
The first of the companies is now
being formed in the Matt Grau office
in New York. It will have a repertoire
of three productions, "Robin Hood,"

"Pinafore" and "The Mascot."
In the company will be Oliver De
Grant, Wynn Gallie, Dorothy Cowan,
Clarence Love, Stephanie Love, John
R. Phillips.

The Mutual Association
producers

among

its

that*

has the

American Wheel
membership are reported to
of

the

have been agitating of

late the matter
of the ticket speculating "velvet" at
the Olympic, New York, managed by
the Krauss'.
It has grown to be ^notorious fact
the Olympic has a house speculator in
the lobby who even stands abutting the
box office to inform those refused good
seats at the printed scale that he holds
the choice seats in the orchestra at a
25-cent advance. The traveling shows
playing the Olympic at a week stand
have never shared in this extra money,
said to be between $600 and
$700

weekly.

The agitation according to report is
to have fhe Olympic establish a
price
list that will be figured in
the box office
statements, with the attraction sharing
pn the usual terms for the full gross,
instead of losing their portion of the
extra amount by the way of a house
speculator they believe to be engaged
on a salary or commission.

SHANNON HAS
Sam Shannon
Nacs of Now" on

"NIC-NACS."
to

produce "Nichis own. This is the
written by Jack Norworth,
which was to have succeeded "Odds
and Ends of. 1917" at the Norworth
theatre. Instead it will be offered to
Broadway in another house in May.
The report that Norworth & Shannon separated because of a disagreement appears to have been erroneous,
the split having occurred for business
reasons. Shannon
received
written
consent from Norworth to produce
"Nic-Nacs" last week. Several weeks
ago Shannon sold Norworth his share
in "Odds and Ends.". Recently he put
over the sale of the Norworth theatre,
Joseph F. Moran buying the house for
a consideration set at $98,000. Shannon's profit in the deal is said to have
is

revue

been $20,000.
Mr. Moran is a shipbuilder and he
put up a certain amount of backing for
Edward F. Rush. He later withdrew
from the theatre but finally bought the
house.

Shannon has incorporated and taken
offices in the Regan building, where
Allan K. Foster is associated with him
as stage director. His brother, Irving
Shannon, is attending to several
vaudeville productions.

TO REVIVE "SALOME."
"Salome," the Oscar Wilde play, will
be revived at the Comedy theatre with
Mme. Yorska starred, the presentation
to follow the present revival of "Mrs.
Warren's profession" now running at
the house. The latter piece was arranged for a two-week engagement
which will send "Salome" in on March
25.

If business warrants, however, "Mrs.
Warren's Profession" may stay three
weeks, in which case Mme. Yorska's
appearance will start April 1. She will
be supported by a special cast which

some

Washington

"Some Show";

will include

Jackie Nelson, replacing Dollie Fields,
and Sam Collins, with the Ben Kahn

Square Plapers.
It is understood that the backing for
the revivals, which are under the direction of the "Square" management,
comes from outside sources, not from

stock.

piece.

AGITATING OLYMPICS "VELVET."

JACOBS'

SHOW CONTINUES.

last week of Maurice W.
will not affect the route of the

The death

Jacobs
Jacobs American Wheel show, "The
Jolly Girls." While the Jacobs will is
yet to be probated, it is known the deceased willed everything to his widow.
The estate is estimated at $30,000.
What disposition will be made of the
Jacobs franchise has not been determined. It has several seasons to run.
At present Mrs. Jacobs' interest in
"The Jolly Girls" is looked after by
Jack Perry.

of the

the subscriptions. Subscribers' season
tickets do not entitle the holder to seats
for the revival. Cut prices have been
eliminated at the Comedy, which has
returned to the $2 top scale.

NORWICH HOUSE BURNS.
Norwich, N. Y., March 13.
The Colonial, operated by the TenAmusement Co., had its lobby destroyed by fire Sunday night. The
damage was about $50,000. An effort
will be made to reopen the theatre in
about three weeks. The attractions
booked meantime will have to be cannis

celed.

VARIETY
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The Publicity Department of the LibLoan Committee is devoting espe-

erty

attention to theatricals, for the
further aid of the Third Loan. The
publicity managers in the enormous
task assigned them, acquainting the
countryside of the Third Loan and
arousing enthusiasm for it that will
bring returns in subscriptions which
speak so eloquently of the American
participation have not neglected to acknowledge the valuable and admirable
aid the theatrical profession gave to
the previous Liberty Loans.
cial

With that in mind the Publicity Committee is preparing its own editorials
on the subject for our use and we are
publishing them verbatim, for in itself
that is acknowledgment of the Government to the show business. The editorial we printed on this page last
week came direct from the Publicity
Bureau of the Liberty Loan Committee and the one below was also written
there.
think these editorials from
the Bureau have more force than we
could express, for they contain the
thoughts of the hard workers behind
The
the guns in this great service.
editorials tell what the Government
would like to have professionals do
and what is expected from them. For
that reason alone if for none other
every reader should take the commitsuggestions and requests
to
tee's
heart, and try to fullfil in every way the
desires of the Government in this mat-

We

ter.

Last week we called attention to the
importance of the Third Liberty Loan.
The Secretary of the Treasury has set
a date for the issue of the new Government securities. On April 6, the an-

niversary of America's entry into the
war, the new Loan will be launched.

Let ovary actor and actress

remember that
made the occasion
ica

in

Amer-

It is to be
date.
Of patriotic exer-

cises in all parts of the country. Let
it furnish opportunity for every actor
called before the footlights and every
vaudeville artist elaborating his or her
turn to inspire enthusiasm for the new
campaign that will begin on that date.

Many

players have exceptional facilsupplementing the work of
the Liberty Loan committees of the
Reserve
districts.
Federal
several
These opportunities should be seized
and utilized to the utmost. No more
patriotic work can be done by members
of the profession, and no more popular
appeal can be made.
ities

for

To be

successful on the variety stage

A

Liberty Loan twist
to be timely.
to your work at this time will bring
it right up to date.
is

That members of the profession will
take the bonds to the limit of their
capabilities goes without saying. What
they have done for past loans is indication of what may be expected from
them when the new issue is placed on

the market.

let

every actor and

Martin Sampler believes he's in the
"wise" class. However, while returning
east from San Francisco, Marty lost
$183 playing five-cent rummy on the
played with strangers. When
describing them at ttye Friars the other
night, Steve Riordan, standing near,
told him who they were. (If you want
to know anything ask Steve.) Marty
explained it thusly: He was sleeping
in the car when he felt a light touch
train.

But they must not stop

at what they can do themselves diThey must be
rectly by subscribing.
prepared to act as missionaries and

He

and a nice man
asked him if he wouldn't care eto make
the fourth hand at rum. Mr. Sampter
knows two games, pinochle and rum,
or thinks he does, and he eventually
When
will if, the bank roll holds out.
they mentioned rummy, Marty was
there. Although half asleep, the young
and ambitious associate of Gus Hill
and Frank Tannehill knew that if
rummy were the game he didn't need
to be fully awake, not he, Marty
Sampter, with more addresses between *
43rd and 68th street than any three
men in New York. To lose 183 at fivecent rum it is necessary to run behind
3,660 points. Ordinarily that would be
impossible, for a rum player, but
nothing is impossible to Marty. Then
Marty went asleep again, satisfied in
the consciousness that even if he had
again at least he let those
lost
strangers know that at rummy he's a
crack. To Steve Riordan it was funny,
almost as funny as when Mose Gumble
won at poker the other night. Mose
Gumble can win at poker, a game Mose
cheerfully admits he never could like.
Steve thinks Marty should commence
playing cribbage. After Steve finished
telling Marty what he had been up
against the youthful-looking and busy
little Mr. Sampter almost was convinced he had been framed, although
he still claims the other three fellows
in the game with him were but ama-

upon

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual

calls j

actress respond.

Tradt Mark B«fta«r«d

shoulder,

his

Marty, though
teur rum players.
philosophically, says he actually made
$183 on the trip, for they might have
made it 10-cent rum.

Harry

Fitzgerald,

vaudeville

who

represents

when on duty and himself

when off, thinks he has run across the
prize "tight-wad" of the world. The
other night Mr. Fitzgerald, Al Sanders
and the unknown started homeward,
walking to Broadway and 48th street
for a taxi.. The line-up was Fitzy first,
then Al, and the. unknown to settle, he
living farthest uptown. As they were
about to get in the cab the unknown
asked where Al lived and was told,
then where Fitzy resided. Fitz lived
but three blocks away. "You don't want
to

get

in,

Fitzy,"

said

the

unknown;

"walk it. Only three blocks.
charge extra for you."

John

J.

Reisler,

.

better

They'll

known

as

"John, the Barber"-to Times square inhabitants, secured a federal injunction
restraining Jack Dempsey, a
heavy weight boxer, from appearing
either in the roped arena or in theatsave under his management.
ricals
Reisler holds a three-year contract
with Dempsey which holds for two
years more, the boxer to get 70 per
cent, of all earnings. and guaranteed a
minimum of $2,500 per year. It seems
John "dug" up Dempsey from the
bushes about 18 months ago. Last season when the boxer came to New
York Reisler staked him to a new
"front" at an expense of some $600,
whereupon the "comer" decamped beyond Reisler's horizon.
last

A

week

memorial notice published in the
obituary column of last week's Vaiurtv
was signed "Lcs. H. King." It referred
to the death of Joe Watts (Watts and
Lucas) March 9. 1916. Mr. King sent
the memorial to Vaiuktv at the request
of Mrs. Kate Watts (Madge Lucas).
It was unsigned, with no mention of
the widow's name, nor were the in-
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structions written on Mr. King's letterhead as the notice of correction
was. That "Les" is a masculine name
appears to be solely Mr. King's impression, for it escaped the notice of our
copy and proof readers. Mrs. Watts
sent the notice to Mr. King to arrange
as Mr. King is an advertising agent.

Ben Beyer lately returned from
abroad; while in South Africa met a
sister whom he hadn't seen for 29
years. Beyer is one of a large family
and was born abroad. He came to this
country when a baby in arms, while his.
sister went to South Africa, where
she married and has reared ten chilHer husband is the owner of
mine in Bulawayo, 2,500 miles
from Cape Town. She made the journey to see Ben on the day of his landing. Beyer played Bulawayo before he
The town's theatre is opleft Africa.
erated by a Californian named Pat-

dren.
a gold

terson,
years.

who

has

been

there

for

35

time

spare

the

to

The Savannah

(Ga.)

theatre

will

change hands March 27, Abe Guckenheimer retiring. Clarence Bennett, of
Lo§ Angeles, has leased the property.
Mr. Bennett will renovate the house
and make several changes in the staff.
Road shows at popular prices will be
the policy. Clarence Bennette is an
auto racing man and promoted a large
number of the events in which Barney
Qldfield competed. He also plans to
stage a number of automobile races
here during the coming spring and
summer months.

Johnny

Collins, in

the U. B. O.,

is

names for the Proctor houses
at Yonkers, Albany and 1 roy, to play
them for a full week in each house.
The remainder of the bill will split the
week. Eva Tanguiy and Evelyn Nesafter big

bit are a couple of headliners Mr. Collins is negotiating for. The last half

of March 25 at Proctor's,
play a feature film
will
("Birth of a Nation") with vaudeville

week

Yonkers,

omitted during the four days.

Jay Brennan (Savoy and Brcnnan)
hunting for the man who has been
posing as his brother and making financial touches of acquaintances of
Brennan's. Brennan has two brothers.
One, E. J. Brennan, is general passenger agent for the B. & O. at Pittsburgh, while the other, Joseph, is in
the tailoring business in Baltimore.
Late activities of the pscudo Brennan
have been around the Vancourtland
is

Hotel.

Pitman, the Denver booking
agent, with Sullivan & Considine for
years, in association with V. S. Stanley, an oil magnate of Casper, Wyo.,
will build a new theatre in Casper with

Bert

capaeity of 1.500. Work will begin
immediately with a November opening
The house will play road atin view.
tractions, vaudeville and pictures at
popular prices.
a

the

A

judgment of
favor

in

of

$5,135.65

was rendered

H. Eilerman

this

week.

The defendant was Willard Mack.
Some time ago Mack's car struck
Eilander, who was riding on a motorEilander brought suit for

cycle.
000.

At the

trial

dered him for
the judgment.
If

new

the

$10,-

a verdict was renbut the court cut

6,500,

Liberty theatre at

Camp

Upton isn't in readiness for its opening March 18 with "Turn to the Right,"
it

will be

postponed

until the following

Manager George Miller

is

hopeful that the scheduled opening will
take place. The second show will be
vaudeville,
furnished
through
the

United Booking

Offices.

The Lyceum, Amsterdam. N. Y., has
changed tenant four times this season. The latest is F. G. Terwilliger
of Albany, acting for a film exchange
concern there. Geo. F. Silvia is resident manager, succeeding Geo. Kolz.
Three acts will be used from the United Booking Offices.

Mme. Bernhardt

ticles.

of

interests

branch office there of the Actors'
Equity Association. L. Andrew Castle,
who formerly was in permanentj:harge,
still
in camp at Camp Rockford,
is
whither he was called by draft.

Monday.

Notwithstanding the notices that
have been issued from time to time
by the Post Office officials, warning the
public against sending unmailable articles in packages to members of the
American Expeditionary Forces in
France, a systematic examination at
New York and Chicago discloses that
unmailable articles, such as matches,
alcohol, explosives and inflammables,
continue to be found in packages even
though the packages themselves are
marked as containing no prohibited ar-

of the

When "The Rape of Belgium," since
renamed, goes into Chicago shortly for
an anticipated run, Charles Stevenson,
of- the cast, will devote much of his

expected to reach

is

Memphis Sunday, from Cuba, opening
Monday at the Orpheum there, then
playing the Orpheum, New Orleans, for
two weeks, afterward going to Chicago. Milwaukee and St. Louis, starting the remainder of the Orpheum Circuit following at Kansas City.

Laura Guerite left March 11 from an
Atlantic port for another tour of the
world, sailing direct to South Africa
«ind the Antipodes. The itinerary includes
Straits
Settlements,' China,
Tapan and Manilla. In South Africa
Miss Guerita will be surrounded by a
cast of American artists.
David

Lustig (La Vellma), writer
material, has recently
been appointed dramatic and motion
picture
editor
of
the
Bridgeport
(Conn.) Post, Telegram and Sunday
Post. He will also handle the publicity of the Empire, Strand and Hipof

J.

vaudeville

podrome

in that city.

Eddie (Doc) Bowers has taken personal charge of the directing of the
numbers for the new "Yours Truly^
(Harry Pearson) show. Pearson has
engaged Gertie Vanderbilt, Carlton
King, and B. R. Herkbride to support
Barnes.

March

26 the Stage Children's League

will iourney to the Actor'* Fund Home,
at West Bavside. Staten Island, to give

entertainment.
Twenty children
make the trip. Alice Davis will
be in charge of the performance.

an

will

William Oviatt

is

to return to

New

York to take over the management of
the new Weber-Fields Company, while
Fd. MiDowell will succeed him in
handling the affairs of "Her Regiment"
for the

Weber

office

on tour.

Frank Naldy, formerly of Naldy and
Naldy, and also an automobile race
driver,

has

returned

to

vaudeville,

teaming with Arthur Thornton, who
Lew Cooper (Jo Paige

did straight with

Smith).

Richard Dore and Evelyn Cavanaugh
open at "The Midnight Frolic" Monday.
They are the dancing team who originated the number "Tickle Toe" in "Going Up" when that show opened at
Miss Cavanaugh was
Atlantie City.
taken ill and the team withdrew withCohan & Harris
here.
out opening
have permitted the team to use the
music of "Tickle Toe" in the "Frolic."

George Gottlieb and Harry Singer
returned to New York last Friday after
a 10-day trip away during which they
vNited Chicago, Milwaukee, Memphis,
\< w Orleans, Kansas City and St.
Louis.

Duke Cross
Circuit

stnrts on

next week.

the

Orpheum

—

,
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WOODS' NEW CHICAGO HOUSE
CALLED MARVEL OF LUXURY

CAMP THEATRE SITUATION.

MISKINOFF CASE UP AGAIN.

The

factional fight in theatricals
may have reached out and included
the Military Entertainment Service of
the War Department's Commission on

March 13.'
An echo of a famous New York divorce case was heard here last week in
Chicago,

the difficulties of the Prince Alexander
Miskinoff and Yvonne Gouraud, a show
with "Fancy Free," playing at the
Garrick. The wedding of Miskinoff,
who was in the rug-cleaning business
in New York, detpite his blue blood,
to Aimee Crocker, caused the Rialtos

Training Camp Activities. Malcolm L.
McBride, one of the executives of the

girl

Theatre Has Brilliant Opening with Local Premiere of
"Friendly Enemies" Which Windy City Accepts as "Play
9
of the Year." Woods Investment $500,000.
Chicago, March 13.
playhouse on
earth opened with the biggest play of
the season on Monday night, when
the new Woods theatre was. inaugurated as the curtain went up on
"Friendly Enemies," with Sam Ber-

The most

beautiful;

nard and Louis Mann.
No grand opera premiere here has
drawn an audience more comprehensive of the, social, commercial and proIf
fessional aristocracy of Chicago.
A. H. Woods wasn't the happiest man

in

town

reported
present.

was because Mrs. Woods;
in New York, was not
The inner foyer was a riot

it

ill

—

A bushelof flowers tons of them.
basket full of telegrams accumulated
during the day.
There was no ceremony of christening or dedication save a simple one
in tune with the times, when the first
notes ever sounded under the new
roof swelled into the melody of "The
Star Spangled Banner" and the audience stood silently as its national hymn
was stirringly played by Walter Blaufuss' sextette, the resident orchestra
of the house. The steel curtain was
then let down and over its full ajea
appeared Old Glory, painted in wavy
action, and over its lower stripes
fade-in of "The Spirit of 76."

No

speeches

or

fluff

initial night.

'

a

marked any
Almost be-

part of the
fore the audiences realized it, Felix
Krembs had entered, the first principal playef to step in makeup on the
new stage, and the play was on.
Lou Houseman acted in the capacity
of house manager, though Joseph Snydacker. Woods' junior partner in the
theatre building, was programmed as
the manager. Snydacker is a local millionaire of banking fame, and a popuRay West was in
lar loop figure.
charge of the box office. The A. H.
Woods Theatre Co. owns the theatre
and the office building above it, and
Woods, alone, is the lessee.
The Woods holds 1,314, with about
It is a model
900 main floor seats.
of the up-to-date theatre construction
and appointment, fore and aft, and its
beauty is indescribable. Its lights are
low-toned, its walls dull oak with the
chairs matching it. The ushers alone
are an attraction, a chorus of picked
beauties uniformed by Lucille in incredible khakis and aviators' bonnets.
There are lobbies and entrances on

both Dearborn and Randolph streets,
on the northwest corner of which the
monument to Woods' courage and sagacity was erected. That it rose at all
in these days of shortage in material
and labor, added to the peculiar local
conditions in the building trades unions,
almost a miracle. Yet
is a romance
Woods put about $500,000 of his own
money into it, about 75 per cent, of
the total outlay, and then didn't even
want to name it after himself, yielding only because Mrs. Woods stood
pat on her request for the title "Woods
Theatre."
Samuel Shipman and Aaron Hoffman have written the great American
war play have written it with temerity, with brilliant strokes, with
soul and with perfect "theatre." And
this timely masterpiece fell into prime
hands when its principal personalities
were entrusted to Louis Mann and
Sam Bernard, polished and practised
veterans of the twin arts of comedy
and tragedy in dialect and character.
The story of "Friendly Enemies" is

—

—

so

simple that a paragraph will tell
yet it is so sure and rich
that it could be told through weeks
of acting like that seen here and never
grow stale. It has to do with two old
cronies who emigrated together from
Germany. They prosper. Louis Block
(Bernard) becomes a banker and has
a daughter (Regina Wallace), and Carl
Pfeiffer (Mann) is now a retired shoe
manufacturer and has a son (Richard
Barbee). The old boys remain pals;
the youngsters fall into mutual love.
Block grows with America and when
the war breaks out is fervently proU. S.; Pfeiffer clings to "Deutschland
ueber alles" and cannot see anything
against German kultur. policies and
it

easily,

The divorce proceedings in New
York ^in 1916 were so colorful that it
became necessary to adjust the difficulties out of court. Yvonne Gouraud,

enlists.

whom the elder Pfeiffer lias,
contributed money in his zeal.
All
think the boy is drowned, as he is
among the missing, and Pfeiffer in
one moment of tragic realization turns

"BIT" SHOW DRAWING.
"Doing Our Bit" is doing on the road
what it failed to produce at the Winter Garden for the Shuberts, big takings. The show had an $18,500 week in

America~and is
Block trap the head spy
(Krembs) when the boy returns in
safety, having been rescued.
"Friendlv Enemies" has all the tears
of 'The Music Master" and all the

Cleveland, with the advance sale for
the Washington . engagement which
started^ at the Belasco there Monday
indicating another crusher.
This show is slated for a Chicago
run at the Palace, Chicago, opening

spies, to

hectically natriotic for

helping

laughs of "Business Before Pleasure."
It is stamped with the inimitable philosophical wit of Hoffman and with the
wallop and canny exposition in fluent
colloquy of Shipman. It is as homely
as Shipman and as big as Hoffman's
reputation and as "fat" as Houseman's
equator. Its lines don't get over; they
hang over. They are the lines of the

home

and
the
street,
amusingly
straightforward, cruelly true, expertly
manipulated.
The technique of the
piece is boldly iconoclastic, but as sure
as shooting, with 'the comedy bounding right through the web of drama
drama that dares show pro-Germanism today, here, and not rave.
Bernard and Mann are so utterly
"fitted" that the looked-for battle between them will never happen while
they are playing these roles.
Sam
has the well-dressed, suave, jesting,
flippant, foot-sure, cagey character;
Mann has the fussy, stubborn, temperamental, stentorian, expletive one.
They take it out on each other so
hard and so realistically in their stage
lines that they have neither breath
nor inclination left to scrap out of
hours. And they play excellently and
with a thousand shadings and flashes.

Mme. Mathilde Cottrelly, as Mrs.
Pfeiffer, has a part so mellow and
lovable, and adorns it with such motherly artistries. that she rises to principal proportions in- what was written
at best to be a fifth in the scale. Barbee

is

lace

manly and
is

Krembs

legitimate, Miss

and finesse as the German

The

villain.

action is in four scenes, all in,
one marvelotisly practical set portraying Pfeiffer's living room, with a vestibule upstage with two sets of doors,
which is an innovation in realism.
The stage is propertied with precise
values for the atmosphere of just what
is intended to portray.
it
The whole enterprise theatre, play
and cast combines into one of the
memorable hits of histrionic records,
and stands as a credit to Chicago to
Woods, to Shipman and Hoffman, to
Bernard and Mann, and to the American stage as an institution.
Lait.

—

—

May

when Orpheum

15,

ville will

Circuit vaudebe discontinued for the sum-

mer.

NEW PLAYS BY NEW AUTHORS.
is the author of "A
tried out successfully in
Louis, and slated for a Broadway
production next season. Ely is a prominent newspaperman of St. Louis.
W. O. McWatters, operating the 5th
Avenue stock, Brooklyn, has written a
four-act military play which he will
produce at the Brooklyn house March

Lewis B. Ely

Dry Town,"
St.

25.

Oliver Morosco has accepted a
play by Arthur Larchmont.

A

new

LESLIE CARTgR THEATRE.
Dayton, March 13.

There is proposed for this city a
theatre to be named after Mrs. Leslie
Carter, who makes Dayton her home.
If it goes through, the Leslie Carter
theatre proposition will involve a large
sum.

Mark
ested

Gates, of Jndianapolis, interseveral
picture
theatres

in

throughout the middle western territory, is promoting a new house for this
town, to seat 2,500.
The new Dayton Gates is interested
in will be completed within 60 days,
then opening for a policy of films.

The Norworth will be closed for several weeks, during which ttme the interior of the auditorium will be remodeled and the seating arrangements
changed. When the house reopens it
is
to house a new intimate musical
entertainment which Harry Carroll is
to write.

"Under Pressure" closed there Satalthough Sydney Rosenfeld

the offices
.

made an attempt

to get into the theanight with his company to
On that aftera performance.
noon a representative of the firm laid
out a route for the show at the K. & E.
tre

Monday

offices.

When the Norworth is reopened it
probably will be called "The Bryant."

acting chairman
in

town Wednes-

now

located

the

in

New

York theatre building may be moved
elsewhere.
Last week' Marc Klaw resigned as
director of the Military Entertainment
Service Branch. The Shubert interests
insisted it was due to the activity in
Washington on the part of William A.
Brady that the senior partner of Klaw
& Erlanger was forced to resign. This
was denied by the Klaw side. Telegrams and letters from Raymond B.
Fosdick to Klaw were given out for
publication showing that the resignation was regretfully accepted.
Out of a -score of bookings made
for the Liberty theatres it is said there
was but one Shubert-booked attraction in the list and that was W. A.
Brady's "The Man Who Came Back."
The other attractions were for the
most part K. & E. booked shows or
the productions of managers affiliated
in one way or another with the K. &
E.

management.

Mr. McBride is a member of the
committee of which Mr. Fosdick is
chairman.
Wednesday morning he
went into session with Hollis E. Cooley
at the booking offices of the Entertertainment branch. He remained there
for about an hour and then left. At
the Hotel Astor, where he was registered, it was later said he was not in
and that he was expected to leave

Washington Wednesday
At the offices of the Entertainment branch nothing could be secured

town

for

night.

regarding the present status of things
there.

From outside sources it was learned
the department had sent an inquiry to
an actors' society in New York asking
that they suggest some one who might
be able to take over the business
affairs of the booking end of the camp
theatres. It did not want to get advice
from either of the managerial angles.
The actors' society officials went out
and sounded several men in the field
and the name of one of the bookers
for a prominent producer associated

with the Shuberts was taken under
consideration and forwarded to Washington.
Late Wednesday afternoon
this booker stated he had received no
intimation his name had been proposed for the berth and he did not
know whether he wanted the job or
not.

Mr. McBride is from Cleveland,
where he is said to have a grocery
business. His connection with the Military Entertainment Committee comin an executive capacity, according to report, when it became
fairly certain Mr. Fosdick would have
to leave sooner or later to assume the
duties of assistant to Secretary of War
Baker, a position reported offeredto

menced

Fosdick

without

it

becoming

public.

One of the stories concerning Klaw's
resignation said McBride called upon
Klaw, asking several questions regarding cantonment booking of theatrical
attractions. Mr. McBride's questions,
mostly asked through his lack of
knowledge of theatricals, annoyed
Klaw, according to the story, and
brought about his immediate resignation.

urday,

give

is

was

day and went over the route books of
the Entertainment Service branch. It
is stated there will be a general housecleaning in the near future *Td that

Mr.

RENAMING NORWORTH.

Wal-

melting though unaffected,
magnificent in his dignity

is

for the present,

and Gold Coasts in New York, Chicago
and San Francisco to buzz with g*ossip.

then 16 years of age, figured in the divorce case. Miskinoff saved her life
by giving her his love, he admitted on
the witness stand. Since the divorce
he has been traveling with Miss Gouraud. who was an adopted daughter of
the Princess Miskinoff.
Their affair got into the daily papers here last week after they had been
asked to leave the Sherman Hotel, and
after Miskinoff had been requested to
vacate his rooms in the Alexandria,
into which he moved following the
trouble at the Sherman. Miss Gouraud
denied that she was married to the
Prince. "He is simply my godfather,"
she is quoted as saying.

propaganda. Young Pfeiffer secretly
His hyphenated father curses
him.
He marries the girl and sails.
The transport is blown up by German

commission who

TWO "TOOT

TOOT."

A second company of "Toot Toot"
was ordered cast this week, it being
Henry W. Savage's plan to send a speproduction of the new play into
Chicago next month.
The piece opened at the Cohan Mon-

cial

day.
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STANDARD'S RECORD GOES.

HAMMERSTEIN OPERA.

OWNERSHIP OF THE EMPIRE
MAY CHANGE THIS SEASON

Hammerstein

Oscar

who,

though

seriously ill, is able to be at his
may return to New York's opernext season with the reported backing of Otto Kahn. Despite

still

office,
atic field

Hammerstein's agreement with the
Metropolitan not to offer opera here

Now Held by Widow of Late Al Hayman and Leased
by Frohman Estate. Mrs. Hayman Anxious to Dispose

has two. more years, the Met figures
that with Hammerstein in the field the

Property

edge

be taken off the Chicago
Association's second invasion

will

Opera

of All Theatrical Holdings.

next year.

Mr. Kahn

is one of the Met's chief
Through Kahn
supporters.
backing Hammerstein, the Met would
have its "own opposition," which it
prefers to the Chicago organization.
The plan is to offer the Hammerstein
opera at the Manhattan with a $2 top,
with the performances of the same
standard as that where $5 and $6 is
charged. It is figured that a number
from
of song stars are available
Europe and because of the war their
salaries will not be prohibitive,

financial

Insiders predict the passing of the

Empire theatre at the end of this season or the end of the Frohman tenancy? This because of the report that
the widow of Al Hayman is desirous
of terminating: her interests in thr
theatrical properties willed her.
Alf Hayman is the executor of his
brother's estate, Al Hayman being the
real owner of the Empire property,
which was leased to Charles Frohman.
When the latter was lost on the Lusitania the Frohman interests were carried on as an estate with Al Hayman
at its head. Upon the latter's death
Alf Hayman assumed control.
It is understood that last year Maude
Adams demanded $2,500 weekly and 50
per cent, of the profits in "A Kiss For
Cinderella," and that arrangement is
effective

this

season

also.

During

life, Miss Adams is
drawn but $250 weekly.
The Empire was once the leading
Broadway theatre for New York's

Charles Frohman's
said to have

fashionables and in a certain measure
still draws from that class.
With the
completion of the subway systems, the
house is regarded as more valuable
than in the fast five years and it may
be purchased from the estate of Al
Hayman and continued under other
auspices.

WOODS AGREEMENT

*

KEPT.

Reports have been circulated the
past week to the effect that there has
arisen a difference between the Shuberts and A. H. Woods through Woods
not having received the cash payments
agreed upon for his transfer of the
Woods shows to the routing books of
the Shuberts.
The reports carried some data detail,
but as far as could be learned this
week there was no truth in them and
their sources appeared to have been
inspired. It was stated by a well informed person on this particular matter that Woods is perfectly satisfied
with the Shubert arrangement.
Gossip sought to connect the Goldsoil arrest and the Shuberts with the
intimation Goldsoll had financed several of the Shubert ventures and was
behind the Shuberts on the Woods
deal. Goldsoll some years ago induced
Woods to invest in Berlin theatres and

when Woods withdrew he
of his money beiiind.

left $160,000

Goldsoll operated the theatres in
Berlin first with pictures, then pictures
and vaudeville until the beginning of
the war. when the Gorman authorities
seized the houses. Goldsoll is now accused of grafting on the French Government to the extent of many millions through the purchase of American motors for French use.

advance of $1,000 they had reThis is exceptional for playwrights, it being an occurrence of note
where the author receives cash for his
royalty on the first week's gross.
the

ceived.

PLAN REVIEW AS DAILY.
The New York "Review" is to become
publication within a few weeks
according to present plans. The "Review is the weekly which hasi>een issued each Saturday under the domination of the Shuberts.
It was originally conceived to combat 'The Morning Telegraph," the aca daily

knowledged Klaw
at

&

Erlanger organ

the time the Shuberts engaged in

In her first venture and season as
an authoress for the legitimate May

Tully has thus far drawn down $10,000
in royalty for her play, "Mary's Ankle,"
which has been reproduced bv other
companies. The original is still playing.

reported to have 25
per cent, interest in the profits of the

Miss Tully

original

is

company

as well.

Another fat royalty payment last
week was that turned over to Sam
Shipman and Aaron Hoffman for the
full

weeks' gross of "Friendly Enemies."
to the authors was $1,453,

The amount

liquidating ip the

first

royalty payment

"OH LOOK'S" FIRST WEEK.

their first fight with the "syndicate."
Up until "peace" was declared between

the two major producing and booking
firms, the "Review" was given to a
policy of violent partisanship.
The decision to make the "Review"
a daily probably ca'me because of the
renewed battle between the factions.

''RAINBOW GIRL" AFTER
It has been set by Klaw & Erlanger
FILM.

that their musical production of "The
Rainbow Girl" will follow into the
Knickerbocker at the end of the run of
the Gerard film, now there, which is
to remain four weeks, according to
present plans.
"The Rainbow Girl" has undergone
much revision since its initial presentation.

"FOLLIES" GROSS IN ST. LOUIS.
St. Louis, March 13.
Ziegfeld's "Follies" played to $31,700
American last week, at $2.50

at the
scale.

This is the Klaw & Erlanger new
house for legitimate bookings here.

Mr. Ziegfeld

week disputed

this

the

statement contained in Variety last
a Chicago date line that

week under

"The Follies"
(here in

'

"Oh, Look" for its first three days is
reported to have taken in little short
of $5,200. If maintained it will give the
new Vanderbilt around $11,000 on the
first week.
Tuesday buys were made by Tyson
(eight weeks), McBride (eight weeks)
and Louis Conn (ten weeks.)
Herman Moss has assumed the personal management of the Vanderbilt
for the Joseph Moran offices.

ADELE RITCHIE IN DRAMA.
Providence,

its

fell

last

off

week.

at

the Illinois
did

The show

$2,560, full capacity, at every performance, to the last one, Mr. Ziegfeld de-

13.

Lady 31," which was $11,500. Both
shows played an extra matinee. Cyril
Maude in "Grumpy" is third in gross,
with $11200.

"The Masquerader" stops on Saturday in Providence because of its Australian booking. Guy Bates Post, with
several others, will leave New York on

Sunday

for the Antipodes. The show
Subway Circuit in the

will repeat the
fall.

MELLER AT MANHATTAN.
It

is

almost a certainty that "An

American Ace" will locate at the Manhattan opera house for its New York
run commencing March

25.

It is a Lincoln J. Carter melodrama,
of a flier, and the production requires
plenty of aerial space in a theatre, also
stage room.
The 44th Street and
Broadway theatres were considered by
A. H. Woods, the producer of the piece,
but Wednesday it seemed as iff the
Manhattan would get the show.
In production scope of the Meller
sort, "An American Ace" is said to

make "The Whip" look

like

a small

timer.

"The Garden of Allah" is expected to
wind up its stay at the Manhattan next
week. The show will not be taken out
again this season.

DR. LEISER'S WILL FILED.
Buffalo, March 13.
The Actor's Fund Js made a beneficiary to the extent of $5,000 in the
"Penciled Notes" will of Dr. Oscar M.
Leisler filed for probate here.
Dr.
Leisler left an estate of $80,000, making disposition of it through a memorandum written in pencil on pink note
paper. Jewelry is left to Ray Cornstock and Walter Bernard.
A hearing will be held on the will,
one of the most unusual offered for
probate in Buffalo in years. Surrogate
Hart has appointed Charles A. White
public administrator.

NEW COPYRIGHT RULING.

sail for Australia.

VEHICLE FOR MARIE CAHILL
George V. Hobart

is
finishing "a
songs," to be employed
as a starring vehicle for Marie CanilL
It is the joint work of Hobart and

comedy with

Herbert Hall Winslow and will be put
almost immediately,
into rehearsal
opening some time next month.

DISPUTE OVER SALARY.

"The Follies" closes its season April
Washington. Rehearsals for this
season's "Follies," to open as usual at
the Amsterdam. New York, will commence around May 6.

MRS. HARRIS'

NEW

PLAY.

Charlotte Walker in the stellar
and is scheduled to open out of town
in about three weeks.

"LET'S GO" CUT.
"Let's Go," the Rock and White revue at the Fulton, is undergoing a
number of changes and eliminations.
Monday about 40 minutes was cut

over the

initial

The

salary tangle caused by the sudden stopping of "Some Daddy" a few
weeks ago is being adjusted by the
Actors'
Equity Association, which
hopes to reach a settlement within a
few days with Felix Isman, the show's

backer.

Eugene Walters' new play, which
Mrs. Henry B. Harris is producing, is
called "A Small Town Girl."
It is rehearsing at the Hudson, with

performance of Satur-

last.

Business Tuesday picked up over the
Monday's small gross and since the

operating expense of the show is exceptionally light (explained on the program as "costless"), the attraction can
run at a profit without being a heavy
draw.

of Charles Eichel and Eugene Colligan against Max Marcin and
A. H. Woods for an alleged infringement on their play "Wedding Presents"
was settled by Justice Hand in the
United States District Court.
The
judge ruled that "Cheating Cheaters"
showed no infringement on "Wedding
Presents."
The decision handed

down was

the

one rendered under the new copyright law which provides higher fees in

first

clares.

29 at

day

March

Mrs. Guy Post appeared with her
husband in 'The Masquerader" at the
Majestic this week, preparatory to the
departure of play and company for
Miss Ritchie assumed the
Australia.
role of Lady Alstrupp, supplanting
Florence Malone in the part.
At the end of this week the "Masquerader" company somewhat reorganized will leave for San Francisco to

capacity at $1 top.
The former record was held by "Old

The case

role

FAT ROYALTY.

Mr. Hammerstein some weeks ago
a statement during an interview
to the above effect and since then it is
reported his plans for opera next season have crystalized.

made

'The Masquerader" broke the box
office record at the Standard last week
with $11,55525 grots, which is $600 ever

The piece opened at Atlantic City
and closed after three days, the apparent reason being that Mr. Isman
wished to re-write tile play.

When

came to settling salaries,
however, Isman refused to pay the
usual two weeks, it being said that he
did not understand that was necessary.
The dispute over salaries has tied the
show up, but it may be sent out again

when

it

tne matter

is

settled.

STODDARD COMES BACK.
George E. Stoddard is writing the
book and score of a new musical show
now called "All for You," which John
Cort will produce in September. Mr.
Stoddard wrote "The Isle of Spice,"
"The Elopers" and "The Royal Chef."
His "comeback" into the field was preluded by four numbers which are used
in

Cort's "Flo Flo."

copyright infringement suits. Bv the
decision the plaintiffs were taxed with
the costs of the action together with
$500 and counsel fees for the defendants.

This decision, it is believed, will
probably discourage the bringing of
suits for alleged plagiarism.

"OH, BOY*

TO COAST.

Chicago, March 11
The pan is off. Santley will carry
"Oh, Boy" to the Pacific Coast this
season, instead of playing in a new
show, and in late summer or early autumn will go into a musical comedy
version of "Saturday to Monday."
The new show will probably be produced at the La Salle, unless "Oh, Lady,
Ladyl" is used to open the next season.

THEATRICAL MAN A CANDIDATE.
Indianapolis,

March

13.

Henry K. Barton,
firm of Barton

&

of the theatrical
Olson, this city, is a

candidate for the Republican nomination for representative in the next
Indiana Legislature.
w

m am

LEGITIMATE,

14

CRITICISM.

LETS

NEWS FROM THE
(Below

news matter not

is

collected by

condensed form from the items relating

New

York

daily

DAILIES
Variety but rewritten

to theatricals

in

appearing in the

newspapers between the dates of Variety's weekly

A revue at the Fulton March by Rock and
White.
As a whole tbe show lay somewhere between
tank-town vaudeville and a gambol at tho
Lambs on an off night. Timet.
Perhaps It Is not yet too late for a knowing director to save "Let's Go," but it was
going In the wrong direction last night.
Herald.

issues.)

A

THE BOOK OF

Mrs. Flake will be seen In New York daring
the spring In Henri Laved an 's drama, "Ser-

latitude allowed cabarets and all-night amusement resorts under bis administration Is contained In the annual report of the Committee
of Fourteen, which was made public a few
days ago.

vice."

Marc Klaw ha* resigned the chairmanship
the

of

Training

War Department's Commission
Camp Activities.

on

Hempel announces her engageWilliam B. Kahn, president of the

Mrae. Frieda

ment

to

Albert B. Kiralfy will produce at tbe New
will be
beld In the Bronx during May, a big outdoor
spectacle of the Russian Revolution, entitled
"Tbe Fall of the Romanoffs." Tbe plans call
for five acres of ground and 3,000 persons.

JOB.

dramatic presentation at the Booth March

7.

"Follow the Girl" will be transferred to the
Broadhurst March 18.

GO.

-

In some ways It is tho most novel producseen In recent years In a playhouse in
Broadway. It Is In no sense a "play," being
merely the reading of the chief lines of tho
Book of Job. with the art of the theatre Intion

•

troduced creditably In several of the phases
to Intensify tbe dramatic effect of the readTribune.
ing.
As a fragment was prolific of poetic Inter-

York International Inhibition, which

pretation

March 24 two performances will be given
by members of the 367th Inf. (colored). Camp
Upton, at tbe Manhattan O. H. Tbe bill will
Include the Jais Orchestra. Harmonica Band,
the regimental band, singers, dancers and

every essential.

was
religious
feeling.
It
In one Incident that lifted the
pictured parable from the tedium of monotone
momentarily to the heights. As a Lenten performance It has a specific and compelling
appeal as a theatrical entertainment It lacks
and
dramatic only

;

Silk Co.

International

offering next season,
under the management of Charles Frohman,
will be Haddon Chambers' play, "The Saving

Maude's

Cyril

Initial

Grace."

vaudeville acts.

World.

OH, LOOK.

A musical comedy In two acts. Book by
James Montgomery, lyrics by Joseph McCarthy, music by Harry Carroll
at tho
Vanderbllt March 7.
There are plentiful neat verbal twists,
happy little tricks In stage business, tuneful
tunes, and lilting lyrics.
Timet.
There have been some theatres built this
year, tbe locations of which are not yet even
known to the taxi drivers. With "Ob. Look !"
on Its stage the Vanderbllt will not be tost
All the town will
In the Broadway shuffle.
want to see Its first show. World.
;

James W. Gerard and Cleveland Moffett
have accepted the Invitation of Charles Dillingham to act as judges of the essay contest
baaed on the "Land of Liberty."

The American Academy

Dramatic Arts
will give Its seventh performance this afternoon (Friday). "The Likeness of the Night,"
by Mrs. W. K. Clifford, will be the program.

there

return

"Cheer Up" March
In
Violet Zell,
applied to Lloyds'

"Jack O* Lantern." has
for a policy Insuring her

nation games will be played both In America
and in France, and there will be a world's
series, which will carry the championship of
the American army.

In

as
18.

against taking on weight.
pounds.

Her

limit

Ten thousand machinists, mechanics, chauffeurs and other skilled workers are needed at
by the aviation section of the Signal
Corps.
*

Anna Cleveland has purchased the -Eastern
Star Home, a country seat near Watervllle,
The property originally belonged to
N. Y.
Colonel William Osborne.
Charles Henry Caffln, art

Devens. Ayer, Mass., has Its own
newspaper, called Trench and Camp.
It Is
printed weekly for the Y. M. C. A. by the
The editing and reporting Is
Boston Qlobe.
week's
Issue
had
done by the soldiers. Last
a story about Private "Jack" Welsh, who *ias
proved himself one of the best all-round

Camp

once

critic,

actor and
the
not

who died after a T>rlef illness at
New York Hospital Jan. 14, left an estate

author,

over $1,000 In personal property,
went to his widow.

all of

which

The two "Joyous Hours," which Janet JackCramer were to have given on

son and Ruth

and 23 at the Princess, have been
postponed to a holiday matinee. April 4, folwed by another matinee May 2.

March

Mme. Frieda Hempel. prima donna.

Is

to
the

marry William B. Kahn, president of
International Silk Co., Los Angeles. It was
announced when Mme. Hempel arrived on the
roast on a concert tour.

Beginning this week 40 widely known
under the auspices of the Treasury
Department, will make Liberty Loan addresses
In the United
In api>roxlmatc!y 3IH) cities
speakers,

States.

Increase of 74 over 1017 of

war

charities,
relief or war

or a total of 12*J different war
service agencies, appear In the New York
Charities Directory for 1018, which has Just

been issued.

entertainers In tbe camp.

"An American Ace." a war melodrama by
Lincoln jr Carter, and an unnamed war drama
by Max Marcln and T^ouls K. Anspaeher. hnve
been placed In rehearsals by A. H. Woods.
In the cast of the latter are John M«s"»n,
OHvp Wyndhsm. Conway Tearle and Malcolm
musical
Later."
a
"See You
Williams.
comedy, under the same management, Is alsobeing rehearsed.
of the Drama league of America
shortly start a nation-wide campaign
will
aenlnst any wartime eloom that may arise.
The drive will take the form of a series of
meetlnea, held by the members of the leaeue
in all the loree cities of the countrv. at whteh
spenkers will uree unon the nuMIc the Importance of supporting the theatre at the
present time.

Members

Many men and women prominent

In

society

attended the performance Mareh 14 of "Veronica's Veil." the Pnsslon plav. which 1" being
given during lent by the Posslonlst Fathers
Amine those who wero present
In HoboVen.

were: Mrs. August Belmont. Mm. Henrv W.
Taft and Miss Anna Learv. Arthur Williams,
Fond Administrator for Greater New York,
and Mrs. F. Orav Orlswold. chairman of New
York's Honor System .for Food Saving by
Voluntary Rationing.
addition to "The Arabian Nlehts." by
Owen Davis, which he recently produced In
Roston. Arthur Hopkins announces that he will
"The Hanny
produce the following piny*
Journey," bv Hubert Osborne; "The Prodig"Maeaire." by
ious Son," by Martin Brown
In

:

:

Kuhnnle Tomllnson, an actress well known
South Africa, who has been In New York,
has been called back to Johannesburg on
business.
She will return to this city next
In

autumn.
Sergeant David Hochstein, concertmaster of

Camp Upton, owner nf a $10,000 "Strad."
mourns the loos of his Instrument, which was
smashed in an accident to a party of soldiers
goint; to a concert at Rockvllle Centre, L.

The

T.

Theatrical (!n.. Inc.. and E.
Weil ended their connection with the
A.
Arnold Daly production of "The Master"
after the performance on March 0.
The play
being continued under Daly's Individual
Is
.ToKi-phlne

management.

Robert Ixuils Stevenson "Smokes." by George
"Over There." by Hubert
C. Haxelton. .Ir
Osborne; "The Kite." by Meade Mlnnlgcmde,
and "In Glass Houses," by Robert Housum,
and "The Great Hour." by the same author,
lie himself has finished a play called "How
Much Is a Million?" One of these plays he
will produce. Immediately after the Lenten
;

:

season, at the

.Tim Coffey,

contender for heavyweight puginew force created

honors, has joined the

for
antl-;-py
duty.
enlisted for thi.i work,

duty along
York.

the

Over 1.IMH) men have
which consists of patrol

waterfronts

of

Greater

New

Captnln W. M. Ilalsted, president of the
I'nrkway Driving Club, Brooklyn, announced
that the proreedn of the organization's meeting next summer will he devoted
to the needs of families of Brooklyn's enlisted
nun.
recently

Criticism

of

former Muyor Mltchel for tho

A mus'eal comedy
"Excuse
lvrlca

based on Runert Hughes'
Me." .Book by Edgar Allan
bv Berton Bralev. music by
tbe George M. Cohan, March

farce.

Woolf.

Jerome Kern

;

Punch and Judy.

Is usually
heard in
the liveliest of danccontinuous gayety. girls
again, pretty costumes and scenery, were the
ingredients which went to make one of the
most en livable musical comedies of the seaWorld.
son.
"Toot-Toot" Is an entertainment which Is
quite certain to be popular.
The musical
numbers are lively and well staged, the girls
are as pretty as could be expeeted, and,
finally, the patriotic motif has been deftly
worked through tbe piece. Time*.

Better

singing

musical comedies;
ing,

more

thsn

girls,

girls,

wild

im ck.
t

A comedy by Henrik
mouth. March

Ibsen,

at

the

Ply-

12.

Tt Is a nlav th«»t Hves scope to the hlvhest
art In casting and production, and In the ins In
Arthur Hopkins has come well through the
•
Ti**ev.
l
test.
"The Wild Duck" Is so characteristic of the
later Thoeri that It likely will have a long
flight.— Herald.

T00T-T00T.
Broadway's West mus'cal comedy at the
Cohan has manv Interesting angles to ths^nrofess'on »nd out.
Tts c«*st was recru'ted from
vaudeville, from the lciMmr^e. and even the
concert platform.
Tt Is the first mn-lcal nlav
with a mllltarv sir s' n ce we lolned the Allied

And Henrv W. Ssvsre. who loomed

forces.

un as

a master producer of tt»e
p«»"or*i vp»m «f>. eome«> forth
a bit d'fferent from the others.

musical nlay
with a style

"Toot-Toot" looks as If it Is In for a run.
There are son->e corking numbers, with at le^st
two o"tstandln* hits there I-* gom© snlend'd
dancing, a crack singing male chorus, good
looks amone the women, and there Isn't a
dmeey moment throughout. But where there
mleht be hearty lausrhs there are smiles instead.
It Is evident that Mr. Savage has re•

the nropens'Mes of the vaudeville
to hu'ld up the comedy to the'lanehWhen the show was in Philadeline point.
phia, where It snent the ln c t five weeks,
iPiivbs of the healthy Vlnd we*e present. Perhans Mr. Sova^e la rleht In his order of suppression, but other shows of reoi merit have
dr'^oed bee r«u c e of t*>e s»»tt»*» '(Jp«
strained

members

Woolf adapted "Toot-Toot"
Hughes' farce. "Excuse *'e."
Little of the original play has been taken.
wh'en *unni|eq nne
The r^r'^r e*»r 'nterl
scene of the new play and the delayed marriage
are about the only two recnenlrable bits from
Tluehes' work. But Mr. Woolf caught the rleht
idea by Injecting a strong military background

Edgar Allan

fr«m

Rnpert

**

The Frlors' first dance In Its ballroom at
the monastery, held last Saturday night, was
considered a huge success.
Though weather
was again t attendance around 200 people were
there (about 100 couples), and the ballroom
did not close until nearly 4 a. m.
It may be
tried again, and If the repetition Is as successful ladles' night at the club Is likely to
be

listic

TOOT-TOOT.

11.

100

Is

Following the eatabllshed custom at the
Playhouse, no performance of "The Little
Teacher" will be given Good Friday. A special
matinee April 1.

An

request.

Plans for the largest baseball league* ever
known are now under way under the auspices
of Dr. Joseph A. Raycroft. general director of
athletics in the camps.
By a process of elimi-

drome two seasons ago
will

United States Department of Agriculture
has made ready for free distribution Farmers'
Bulletin 036, "The City and Suburban Vegetable Garden."
The bulletin Is sent free on
the

at the Hippo"Hip. Hip Hooray,"
the prima donna of

who appeared

Storey,

Belle

of

To guide and Instruct tbe city dweller In
making bfs backyard produce vegetable food,

a

permanency.

Following

an

argument

Sunday night In the billiard room of the club,
in which the affair of the evening before was
the subject. Jess Dandy told Felix Adler that
he (Dandy) was as good a spender as Adler,
and to prove It ,le«s offered to spend $2 in the
club for every dollar spent by Felix.
The
latter thereupon ordered $2."i worth of wine,
with Dandy following with a $."•<) order. Felix
Intended to keep his spending going to $*J."»0
to make It cost Dandy $."W>0, but there were
not enoinii
present
to
consume the wine,
whereupon the thing was called off when
Felix ordered five ham sandwiches,
eating
them, obliging Jena to eat ten ham sandwiches to make good.

This lyrical worth was noticeable from tha
opening ensemble and stood the teat through
an unusual number of ensembles. Since tho
chorus Is used more than in most musical
plays, some of tho success of the ensemble
work should go to Robert Marks, who. no
doubt, employed English methods, and who
also arranged tho dances.
Throughout the
chorus was expertly handled and, save in ono

movements looked original.
Tho singing male chorus with a nucleus-

instance, tho

of J 2, but si complement of 22. first displayed
their voices with "Kan the Kaiser," and then
followed with -ono of the two Interpolated
numbers, "The Last Long Mile." That Is tho
song which was the pet of the last officers'
training camp at Pittsburgh, it being composed' and written by fcrall Breitenfeld.
It
made a ripping finish, for the first act and
was led by Greek Evans a concert Baritone.
Strangely enough, his excellent voice was not
heard but one other time, that being near tho
finish.
The chorus warblers delivered on two
other occasions with "Smoke," an enspnble
number, and "Cute Little 8oldler Boy." led by
Flora Zabelle. The latter song was also Interpolated, the tune being by Anatole Friedland
and the lyric by Mr. Woolf.
Whoever worked out the musical numbers
for cast hit on a pleasingly new manner of
rendition.
8everal numbers were thus oddly
done.
With "When You Wake Up 8mlllng. r>
which Is a typical Kern melody, two groups of
four principals rave a verse apiece and the
ensemble followed piecemeal. This eliminated
the necessity of encores and was fully satisfactory.

Tbe same
double duo

Idea worked out with a sort of
the singing of "If." the show's

In

number without question.
Donald
MacDonald and Louise Allen had the first

prettiest,

verse and Billy Kent snd Louise Oroody did
the second, they then combining as s quartette.
They made of It the hit number of
"Toot-Toot." and that largely through the
dancing bits which won repeated encores.
Kent here flared forth as the winner of tho
comedy honors.
"I>efs Oo." done by Miss
Allen and MacDonald. too. figured strongly in
Kern's score and mleht have been worked up
almost as well as "If."
Billy Kent, nut of stock a short time ago
B"d Into "Ht«vp n Hesrt" last season, nlavs
"Hyperion Buncombe," the brother of Pandora,
who Is the leader of the "Greek" dancers.
Thr~uvh«ut he wears a costume supposed to
be Gr?ek, but Its more Greco- Roman.
Ho
doesn't exactly play a "nance," but perhaps
a modification, but so much so that he develops s legitimate comedy role.
Eddie Garvio
handled another comedy character well, and
In his case the "suppression" order of Mr.
Savage could be detected. Harry Pern, as the
blacWace norter. delivered a goodly number of
laughs, although not allotted much to do. An
Idea of how the original book has been cut
was evident In that r*le which In "Excuse
Me" was played by Willis P. Sweatmsn. The
latter bad some fifty-odd "sides." while Fern
could not have bad over one-fourth as many.
Louise Oroody. a newcomer, supplied the
surprise of the show by heavily scorlnte with
extremely graceful dancing.
Miss Oroody
was In vaudeville for a time and then, under
Ous Edwards, blossom out ss a feature In one
of bis hotel revues.
With Earl Benham
she won the first encore, her stepping especially standing out In a clever number down
She corralled the dancing
a flight of steps.

honors all to herself after that.
"Toot-Toot" had four weeks on tbe road,
then stopped for reorganization before starting the Philadelphia run.
There were a
number of cast chanres. and at least one
snot was weakened rather than strengthened.
One or two substitutions might now be made
for the better, and an outstanding feminine
More should be obvoice would be welcome.
tained from the role of Pandora than Florence
John succeeds In getting.
It Is a comedy
character, or bhould be.
Mr. Savaae has gone to some length In
cuallfvtnr the presence of the unusual else
of the male chorus, and tbe program goes
Into Interesting detail regarding the military
standing of tbe men thus:
Male Passenrers (and their status In re8tatlon Atgard to National Army Service)
taches—Albert Racklln. Federal Registry No.
Cer23*. Precinct 13-R. 12th Dl-trlct. N. J.
tificate of discharge, No. 2073: John Wlllard,
exempt; John Yorke, exempt (over age): Lew
Renard. age 21. not registered yet. not of age
Edmund Fltzpatrlck, Fedat first registration
eral Registration Card No. 127. Precinct 157,
:

:

Ralph Lafree. certificate of
N. Y.
Frederic Bond,
discharge. Serial No. 070;
Federal Registry No. 13. Precinct 37, Kings
Arthur Merry. Federal Registry
Co., N. Y.
No. f>27, 4th Precinct. New London. Conn.

Kings

Co.,

;

:

10. born June 22, 1800,
Charles Chstterton, over
Princess Bay. S. I.
ace; John Dillon, over age: Mllla OrengradJames P. Clay, over,
sky, age 20, under age

Hobson Young, age

:

;

age.

—

with a patriotic lift.
The openlnsr net scene is a railway terminal
Here, to board the
that really looks like one.
Overland express for the east, gather a bride
nnd groom, a couple who wsnted to be married, but couldn't because the ministers bad
gone to see picture shows a couple on their
way to Reno to get unmarried, a groun of
Oreclnn dancers nnd a company of soldiers
off for tho war.
The parlor car scene opens
the second act. and there Is a hold-up. the
train pulllne out and lenvlna the travelers at
nut
on Indian encampment In the Rockies.
the redskins ore only there for moving pictures, so everything fits In and the train is
br^ucht back to take them on their way.
Tor as bright a set of lyrics as heard along

Mallory's Friends Samuel Pollard, Federal
Registry No. 04, 4th Precinct, Cumberland
Jerome Klrkland, age 20. under
Co., N. J.
age Marlu? Rogatl, over age W. N. Epperly,
over aee
Harold Jenkins, Federal Registry
Certificate No. 00, Precinct 283, Queens Co.,
N. Y.
Wellington's Friends Joseph Toner, Jr., age
23, born Auvust 10, 1R04, Brooklyn. N. Y.. Federal Registry No. 70, 7th Precinct, 11th AsNorman
sembly District, Kings Co., N. Y.
over
George Ross,
exempt,
age
Bryan,
Paul Anderson, Federal
exempt, over age
Registry Certificate No. 113, Precinct 42, New
York. N. Y.. awaiting call.
The program also quotes the names of the
male members of the cast, giving the factf
All are exempt of
regarding their liability.
over age but two, and they await the draft

llrnadway for many moons Berton Praley Is
be credited, for his Jingles go a good way
making Jerome Kern's score so pleasant.

but

:

to
in

:

:

;

;

—

;

;

;

call.

The production does not
it is

adequate

call

^or a splurge,
ioef.

-

'

•

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
-

"Submarine F7."
Dramatic Novelty.
22 Mint.) Full Stag*
Palaca.

This

Henri de Vries' production,
which" left "The Show of Wonders'*
last. summer at the end of its Chicago run to go over the Orpheum
Circuit.
The act is taken from A.
Moreux and J. Perard's "L'HironMacilellc" and adapted by James
Queen. The' setting is supposed to disclose the interior of a submarine wjiich
the program states is "correct in every
is

detail."

The production

adequate.

is

Mr. de Vries invented the

set

which

holds a device also used in his "camouflage/* It is the periscope and in "Submarine F7" a picture of the sea and
horizon is supposed to be projected
on a large circular mirror or "table."
It is from the image of 'enemy dreadnaughts on the "table" that a torpedo
is discharged and the reflected picture
shows the warship sinking.
Then
comes the dramatics. Either a piece of
the wreckage or something else breaks
the shell of the sub at this point, the
boat dropping to a depth of 100
feet and it looks like curtain for the
crew. Just when the commander has
admitted to the men that there is no
hope of rescue, the rattle of chains
is heard and a diver is dimly visible
working on the conning tower. There
had been a dredger in the offing and
as the sub had settled on a shelf of
rock, it was possible to raise her.
This the commander learns from a telephone buoy which he had released
from the sub's deck and which had been
picked up by the dredger. After another scare the crane aboard the
dre'dger starts working and the submarine is lifted to the surface more
quickly than it went down. That is
only one of th; many improbable bits
of the turn. Also dredgers don't linger around the ocean waiting to save
submarines nor would a battle fleet depart and let the dredger get in its rescue.
That the enemy torpedo boats
would seek out the attacking U boat
and drop a depth charge is the more
likely. However, Mr. de Vries' act was
conceived before the American torpedo
fleet pulled the depth charge idea. The
act is a novelty, probably never being
intended to be taken seriously. It's
all very improbable and apparently
unauthentic in detail, yet made interesting at this time, through it being a

U

"U"

boat.
It is handicapped by bad
dramatics and poor acting.
Ibee.

Da Winter and Rosa.
Dancers.
14 Mint.;

One

(5); Full

Stage

Royal.

(9).

are in a dance

divertissement somewhat different from
the usual run of this kind.
At the
Royal Tuesday night, they had been
moved from the opening to the closing
spot in a nine-act show and held the

house in fairly well. The team open
in "one" before a velvet drop with a
Pierot and Pierette number.was rather
pretty, followed by a solo dance by the
man which wins some applause. The
girl meantime has changed to a Russian costume and presented some fairly
in

good

floor stuff.

stage is an
the man arriving
canoe. This" alone
dance routine here
full

The

final

number

Indian dance, with

on the scene

in

got applause.
interested.

The

a

The

Full Stage; 25 Mint.

16 Mins.) Full Stage (Special Settings).

Academy, Chicago.
Of the multiplicity

Palace.

of war sketches
offered in vaudeville in this town, this
is probably the most pretentious and
the most jneritorious. The act is built

Bert French is now acting in the
managerial role for Alice Eis and is
credited witfi producing the present
turn. Qutside on the bills Miss Eis'

on Robert Service's wonderful poem,
Mate." The setting is an "exact"
reproduction of a British trench on the
West front. No details were spared

name was featured, but on the program Nicmcycr was accorded equal

Alice

"My

make

as
All
the actors are attired in regulation
British uniforms, with helmets, bayonets, etc. Dave Manley, one of the
producers, and actor of the principal
role, makes a brief speech outlining
the purpose of the sketch. He is followed by Sergt. C. Joyner, survivor of
the immortal Princess Pat Regiment,
and later discharged from service in
to

the

setting

as

life-like

props can simulate the real thing.

the Canadian Black Watch regiment
after being wounded in action. Sergt.

Joyner tells of the fighting on the
west front. His delivery is excellent,
and he draws a word picture of the
doings over there which prepares the
audience for the sketch proper, which
opens with a bang shortly after. The
bang is not figurative. A bomb is
dropped into the trench. It is -so realistic the first time the act played, the
police came running over, thinking the
Woods theater bombers were on the
job again. The plot follows the service
poem with artistry and appreciation.
The bomb has shot away a part of the
trench. Through the hole a German
sniper blazes from time to time.
letter is given the sergeant to read.
It is from his little baby at home.
As
he lights a match to read the letter,
a bullet from the sniper gets him.
Over the dead body of his mate, Manley, in the character of the dead man's
"bunkie," recites the wonderful lines
of Service. For a finish that is not in
the poem, he takes a pot-shot at the

A

sniper and gets him. It is a' splendid
act, worthy of the best time.
Swing.

Catherine Haywood and Billiard Stars.
Exhibition Billiards.
14 Mint.; Full Stage.

Palace.

The
raise

act

was framed primarily

funds for the

Billiard

to
Players'

Ambulance Fund, following the
of the billiardists of England

effort

who

raised $500,000 for ambulance work. It
is a novelty and because of that it held
the house in the closing spot. Four
players are concerned, there being
present Welker Cochran, the youngest
professional who is being groomed
to meet Willie Hoppe; Maurice Daly,

several times champion; Albert Cutler
Miss Haywood, a Philadelphia
and said to be the world's greatest woman player. Cutler did the best
of the trick work, as was to be expected because of his stage experience
and he did the talking. His explanations and remarks made the exhibition
an interesting number. The regulation table was used with mirrors in
back so the shots were visible to the
orchestra. Miss Haywood is a pippin
with the cue, in spite of the fact that
she missed her last try after several
attempts. The fact that the cause is
worthy, and that the names of the
players' are noted, in addition to Miss
Haywood's presence should make the
act go for a novelty once around.
girl,

act

good enough for the closing spot on
most any big time show.
Fred.

Ibee.

is

Lewis and Hurst.
Songs and Talk.
10 Mint.; One.
Jefferson.

Two men. One works straight while
other handles familiar type of Italian.
Turn opens with collision between the
men and subsequent dialect chatter. In
the song section the straight handles
himself well, using his voice to advantage.
Act best suited for the pop
houses.
Mark.

and Joe Niemeyer.

Dances.

and

De Winter and Rose

EU

-Over There" (7).
Dramatic War Sketch.

Frankie Fay and Jazz Band.

Songs and Instrumental.
15 Mins.; Three (Interior).

There also were a man and
woman on the stage for a few mobilling.

'

ments, but they figured only for "atmosphere." That Miss Eis is capable
of classier work than "classic" dancing
which she has until now favored, was
shown at the opening in "one" with

Niemeyer in "The American Girl" song
and dance. She surely looked peachy
and the number was all too short. In
stage with Oriental settings the
next number offered a "Chinese Princess" with Miss Eis entering on stilts
as royalty is supposed to do in China
and attired in a wonderful golden robe.
full

The

third number found Niemeyer as
a sort of animated doll, he doing an
eccentric dance which was featured by
his high kicking. Although programed
as two numbers the last pair of dances
molded into each other, this in full
stage again with a woodland setting.
Miss Eis had a solo "dance of the
crystal," in which she is supposed to
be
pursued by conscience, whose

shadow

forever haunt her.

will

The

section finds Niemeyer in dull
black as the "shadow" following her
every movement. It's a novelty number, yet holds most attention mostly
because of the generous showing of
Miss Eis' beautiful form. In tights her
figure is lovely. Perhaps the present
act is an improvement over the classical efforts.
It certainly is newer and
Miss Eis never showed to better adfinal

vantage.

Ibee.

George Lovett

eV

Co.

(5).

"Concentration."
Full Stage; 1J Mins.
McVicker's, Chicago.
Lovett has taken all the mind-reading acts which have played all circuits
since vaudeville, and has gone them
one or two better. He not only has a
woman who reads messages written
on slips passed to Lovett in the audience, but who answers the questions
as well. The rest of the company consists of three boys and a girl. The
girl flays a piano. The men play violin,
*

saxophone and drum.
All those on the stage are blindfolded. The slips which Lovett passes
out contain a space on which the people are requested to write the names
of songs they wished played.
Mr.
Lovett has built a striking and
effective

with a

act.
spirit

The songs are played
which would make the

good without

its puzzling features.
Lovett tips off his workers is a
matter of no consequence. He does it
in such a manner as not to interfere
with the effect. The musicians are all
artists. The act runs with a facility
which stands as a monument to

act

How

A

Lovett's showmanship.
few comedy
lines are intemosed to take the edge
off the otherwise straight character of
the offering. In all selections, only a
few bars are played, but for the finish
the orchestra plays the entire selection

asked

Swing.

for.

15

Fay, Two Coleys and Fay.
Musical Comedy.
17 Mint.) Full Stage (Special Set).
Fay, Two Coleys and Fay have a new
act, altogether away from their previous paths of entertainment. Its a
bright little conceit written by Blanche
Merrill, book, words and music. Two
of the quartet are in blackface, the

man

crow and a

as a

girl as a black-

The other man is a peacock with
remaining young woman a canary,

bird.

the
the peacock and canary playing in
whiteface, all costumed according to
their bird characters, with a special
woodland setting. Light effects are
also important to the turn, which consists of comedy by the crow in numbers and talk, while the others have
songs and dialog,* each of the four
people having an entrance song, with
an ensemble number for the finale,
which happens after a bit of laughable
comedy. The girl of this act with the
funny voice does the blackbird, jealous of the old black crow. She believes
he is in love with the canary, although
the crow rescues the canary as a favor
for the peacock.
While doing it the
crow is shot and limps back on the
stage to secure his reward, one of
handsome feathers,
peacock's
the
which the crow thereupon sticks in
the tail of the blackbird, when peace
reigns again.
The Fays and Coleys
handle the turn exceptionally well.
They are strong enough vocally to do
it and there is comedy assistance from
the two fun makers. Some of the dialog needs to go out and it can stand
a few more crisp lines, the net result
of which might be to reduce the running time about three minutes. It's
a sight turn as well through its attractiveness in costuming and setting
and decidedly pleased the house where
caught while breaking in. The four
people should go right along with this
act.
They have something entertaining and so far removed from their
usual line it will be an added attraction to those who recognize the act's
Bkne.
name.

Hall and OUrlen.
"The Actress and the Janitor" (Skit).
Full Stage (Parlor) and One.
American Roof.
Hall and O'Brien (formerly did a
piano-act, the young woman playing
the instrument, which she does yet,
now in a parlor set and under a skit's

man taking a janitor,
to help heat up the apartment, but who starts singing and keeps
singing with his hat on. There is some
talk in between until the couple go
into "one" for the finish, a long medley
that would tire any but a small time
audience. The Roof crowd liked the
turn all the
y. The man has a pleasing voice with a song to fit it. He
likes to tenorize like McCormack and
title,

with the

called in

w

while it isn't like McCormick it's liked.
Yes, there is a plot. When the lady
of the house hears the janitor can
sing, she tells him if he sings well
enough he may become her partner in
a vaudeville act she is preparing, as
she needs a partner who can sing.
Why she needs a partner who can sing
is discovered after she sings with her
Sime.
partner.

Margie Smith.
Songs; IS Mins.j in "One."

Academy, Chicago.

Regan and Renard.
Singing and Talking.
14 Mins.; One.
Z3rd Street.
Just suitable for an early spot

small

time

bill.

Miss Smith has an abundance of
blonde hair and an abundance of perThese, plus good looks,
sonality.

on a

They work before

handsome gowns and

a nifty rendition of four nifty songs, are her introThe opening
to vaudeville.

one representing lobby of a

duction

hotel, the straight as a traveling salesman and the cjmedian as a bell hop.

number

Jefferson.

Frankie Fay and the Jazzists, five
white boys, hammer over typical crash
numbers, work in splendid harmony
and gives Miss Fay the speed that
should carry her along.
While the
rag numbers appear to be her forte,
Miss Fay got the audience with a ballad.
Miss Fay and her Jazz band have
a bully act of its kind.
Mark.

has a good voice displayed to advantage in a couple of ballads. A play
on "grippe" and "grip" gets a few
laughs while a gag about being in company "H," to bo here when the boys
go and to be here when they come
back got a laugh. It is a fair two-

drop

in

Comedy

man

act.

is

weak, but

the

straight

Fred.

explanatory, and therefore
is sung sweetly and
it
She springs a
without affectation.
surprise by singing her next number
This was followed
in a double voice.
with a poem set to music, entitled "The
She recited it with
Prodigal Girl."
dramatic values preserved and not
overdone.
She changes her costume
to a gingham dress for her finishing
Swing.
bit— a comedy number.
useless.

is

But

:

Burnham and Allan.
SUtar Act.
IS Mine.j Qna.
Eunice Burnham, the plump pianist,
and "Tommy" Allen, who has been doing character work in girl acts. Miss
Burnham was lately teamed with Lee~
Buchanan, but the present duo have
been out for some weeks. Miss Allen
is suggestive of Charlotte Greenwood,
her one-time partner, for she uses her
legs in a similar fashion and flashes her
bare and rather muscular arms with
equal abandon yet she doesn't impress as having copied Miss Greenwood's style, for she is funny on her

—

own. She affects a neat costume which
gives one the suggestion that she is
dressed up like a Japanese screen.
Miss Burnham, plumper than ever, and
admitting that
a ton." tells of
log-like

she., is
it

number

"falling

away to
mono-

in a pleasant

of her

own, and

is

seated at the piano throughout, but
most of the numbers are duets and the
work well together in them. The
main idea is comedy and 'there is real

girls

humor even if it failed to tickle some
of the 14th street crowd. When Miss
Allen said she was a "coal scuttle
hound," it didn't get the laughs it
would uptown, for no doubt to many
in the City audience such a thing is a
fact and not a joke. All of the numbers are especially written. With "My
Husband Was a Juggler," in which
Miss Allen especially figures, there was
a funny lyric related. She tells of having her fingers crossed at the time of
the wedding and she wished she had
kept them crossed so the minister
couldn't have put the ring on her finShe explained that "loving was
ger.
the hardest work her husband ever
"Delicatessen

did."

comical

lyric,

was

Love,"

Holmes and Walls.
Songs.
14 Mint.; Ona.
Holmes and Wells
the

fore the summer is over. This number
is close to a "peace song." Their finish
is a rube wedding number with a waltz
finale.
The couple with this act will
do easily in an early spot on a big
time bill. They were No. 2 at the
Fifth Avenue Monday night, but on
the strength of their turn as compared
with some others on that bill, they

could have been placed
the program.

Monologisi.
15 Mint.; One.
23rd Straat.
Pretty safe bet Sam K. Otto won't
go very far with his present line of
talk before the Federal authorities apply the curb. In his costuming, talk
and equipment he is holding up the
army to ridicule. His entire talk is on
His
the army and army conditions.
rifle is one of those break away affairs
used for comedy. Even without government interference an act of this
is

in

bad taste just now.

Fred.

John Gardner and Maria Hartman.
Comedy and Songs.
13 Mint.; One.
23rd Street.

A man

and

woman

team, strong
enough in comedy for next to closing
on small time. The woman, a rather
heavy blonde, carries the comedy for
the greater part, the man doing the
feeding. A before and after marriage
number late in the act is sure fire, alFred.
though a trifle aged.

away down on

—

Sime.

Norman Talmo.
Contortionist.
8 Mins.; Full Staga.

Alhambra.

Talmo was programed
but instead

He works

his

over

as a juggler,
specialty is bending.

miniature

a

billiard
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MARCUS LOEW CIRCUIT
(Jos. M. Schenck)
FOX CIRCUIT

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
(Bert Levey)
SHEA CIRCUIT

(Edgar Allen)

(Harry A. Shea)

MILES CIRCUIT

FEIBER-SHEA CIRCUIT

(Walter F. Keefe)

(Richard Keanuev)

FINN-HEIMAN CIRCUIT
(Sara Kahl)

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
(Walter F. Keefe)
B. S. MOSS CIRCUIT
(B. S.

(J.

(W.

H. Aloz)

and opens with a routine of twists
during a "prop" game of billiards. He
mounts the table and goes through a
smart string of hooks. It's a good
opening act, away from the conventional specialty of its specie and should
find no trouble in making proper conWynnnection.

table

and a bunch
her

class

after

Moss)

GUS SUN CIRCUIT
(Gus Sun)
MICHIGAN VAUD. CIRCUIT

ALOZ CIRCUIT

of bows.

even

following

more
a

S.

BQtter field)

Miss Tanguay showed
the matinee when

at

dumb

act

she,

"de-

too,

livered.'

I

*

There were but two comedy acts on the
bill,
Frank Pay and the Dooleys.
Both
smashed out hits, with the latter turn having
a slender edge, and both were needed, for

without the presence of 4wo novelty acts—
"Submarine F7" (New Acts) and Cutlers billiard players featuring Catherine Haywood
(New Acts) the bill would have languished

—

for laughs.

Charles Gibbs.
Musical Mimic.
11 Mins.;

Ray,

and

William

Dooley

have

quickly established themselves as a standard
trio, as was expected.
The turn has
been speeded since it combined some weeks
ago, and that has added to Its value.
Also
both boys have Injected more of their own
brand of comedy falls, and since none of them
ever seem to fail of laugh making they cannot do too much of those stunts. Just as soon
as William and Oordon did tbe "dame" and
"gent" bit it was easy pickings for the turn,
and after Willie had slid about on his ear
they had a hit locked up.
"Popcornte" Frank Fay, assisted by a
pianist, whom he calls "Helmer," did well
enough to make a little speech. There is
something about Fay's work that gets over
easily and makes blm a favorite.
He left the
legitimate stage flat when "Girl o' Mine" ceased
to be Saturday. Fay didn't mention the show,
but did say that be bad Just left a production
"not so good," which won a laugh In Itself.
Considering that he was rushed into the Palace show he offered a smooth routine.
He
gave an Impression of how Frisco, the Jazs"
dancer, would do the chorus of one of his
songs, "I Never Knew I Loved You," and that,
too, plea Bed the wise ones.
An encore bit
with "Helmer" on two actors meeting couldn't
miss at the Pulace.
Gus Edwards' "Bandbox Revue" occupied
No. 3 for a little over 30 minutes. There are
several new bits and numbers that have
lately been Inserted, Including a gag or two
which didn't get over the way they should.

comedy

One.

Jaffarson.

Gibbs has been out especially in and
around Chicago for a long time. He's
a musical mimic with his voice and he
does them well. Gibbs has a catch-line,

"Dead" that at the Jefferson the last
half was a laugh producer. He should
get all the pop house time he desires
Mark.

in the East.

Tbe Rajaba (3).
Mind Reading.
24 Mins.; Full (19);

Gordon

Ona

(5).

City.

A

lamentable lack of showmanship,
otherwise one of the best acts of its
kind. It is a mind reading turn, but
at present worked entirely too fast for
an audience to get the full value. One
distinctive feature is the subject on the
stage answers the questions of both of
the men who work the audience, one
on the lower floor and the other in the
balcony. The questions are shot so
quickly the possibility of code work
seems remote, but the answers are likewise speedy and slips might be overlooked. The woman seems best on numbers and descriptions. This portion runs
19 minutes. Then there is a singing bit
in "one." The latter is unnecessary,
Fred.
spoiling the illusion.

'

"Olga Bara" Is called a
replies that she
MUlcr'B best vamps," but nobody
Cuddles' opening number Is now
noticed It.
"Fashion, That's My Passion," while "Mingle
With the Jingle of the Jungle Wedding Bells"
Is new
by Marie Hall, as Is "Mr. McAdoo,"
by Vincent O'Donnell." The turn went over

Cuddles

doing

"vamp" by Georgle, and she
Is

one of

ough to well earn an encore, Tbe Oladlatcrs to
the opening position didn't have much chants.
but theirs is a surefire opsalng acrotette torn
and they were accorded excellent returns.
Though not capacity, ths usual big Palace
~~
house was in.

RIVERSIDE.
It was 11 o'clock and a minute or two after
when the curtain rang down on the last act
of the Riverside bill Tuesday night The show

seemed to run Interminably, due to tha length
of "The Sea Wolf" by Hobart Boaworth ACo.
The bill, however, gave a generous portion of
variety entertainment.

The uptown crowd had Bessie. Clayton, Grace
LaRue, Hobart Bosworth, Dooley and Balsa,
and Jlmmle Lucas, who furnished tha sunrise
of the night Lucas has the beat act of his
vaudeville career and he stopped tha show.
Jlmmle had a lot of competition In funmaking, too.

Lucas has not gone back In the past few
years. In fact hs has an act that demonstrates he has versatility galore.
Jlmmle
established himself as one corking good funster
and his business with the ''transformation
rose" had them howling.
Bessie Clayton Is entitled to all her popularity and the "Riverside folks showed that
they appreciate her stepping art And slippery, sliding, eel-footed, rubber-Jointed Louis
Mosconl held the audience with his spectacular
foot work.
Grace LaRue did exceptionally wsll, considering that she relied mainly on a unlet sort
of "evening at home" song repertoire. She
did not appear In the best of voice, a oondlUon
which she acknowledged when encored at the
close, nevertheless her Impression was marked
throughout When doing a waits movement
she struck an obstruction of some sort and
came within an ace of falling headlong. Miss
LaRue went about her vocal knitting quietly
and without ostentation. She looked fetching
In her new frocks.
The Bosworth set Is a vaudeville puzxle. It
gets a start through the opening with the
photoplay section, the main purpose of this
picture Introduction serving to show at close
range both Bosworth- before the camera as
well as a llfe-llkeneee of tbe late Jack London.
Bosworth has tried his best and puts every
ounce of himself into the Wolf role. The act
at times Is nugatory, but ths melodramatic
tensity at the finish held through tbe individual work of Bosworth, who has a real Job
In keeping It away from mawkish sentimenHowever, It is worth seeing once, and
as It tells nothing that cannot be imagined
as such It proves a novelty. Bosworth's name.
the popularity of the book and the fame of
London are all worth something.
J. Francis Dooley and Corinne Bales ware
sure-fire.
They still lay a lot of emphaals
en the statement that they are "Just back
from London, where they were for a year,
dodging Zeps." The rotund Francis and the
cute little Corinne whaled over an 18-carat hit
The show opened with the Australian
Crelghtons, who received attention In tbe early
spot, while Bl Cleve (with Elmer as tha other
hslf of his stage nom de plume) sprang a little
surprise of his own In <rNo. 2," making them
like his xylophone.
Bl Cleve was entitled to'
a later spot McDevitt Kelly and Lueey, with
the first comedy number of the night landed
solidly all the way. In succession followed
Lucas and Co., Bosworth. intermission, Lensberg's orchestra, Bessie Clayton, Grace LaRue,
Dooley and Sales, with Marzella's birds closing
and holding nearly everybody In spite of the
late hour.
Jfork.
tality.

The following circuits, managements and agencies have signified a willingness to
adopt such means as may be within their power to eliminate "lifted material" from
their theatres, when informed of the result of an Investigation conducted by VARIETY

One white

K. Otto.

following the

by a vaudeville audience. The man
also does a single number, about a
dream of the war ending, which received strong applause on its finish,
suggesting the war will be ended be-

en. •

one applause line about the Kaiser,
both handled by a colored woman who
Another colored
is a contralto singer.
woman toys with a violin. The two
remaining colored women fill in. It
hasn't even a chance of the strength
of holding a colored female quartet.
Sime.
It's 19 minutes of nothing.

man

with a bunch of flowers, which
he gives her, but she returns saying
he should exchange them for sugar or
coaj. The girl next does a single number, especially written, something along
topical lines, about a modern prayer
of what one wants on the stage. Neatly worded lyrically and easily gotten

(S).

The colored women wear
ing less.
gingham and cotton. The white girl
figures only as a number leader, singing silly songs. There is one laugh and

is

girl

It Mins.j Fall Staga (Special Drop).
Fifth Avanaa.

?;iven a date at the Fifth Avenue on
aith. The. setting cost little, the dress-

act with

arrangements of songs.

The opening

num-

girl and four colored womAct reported "produced" by Joe
Excepting the title and drop,
Hart.
there is not an item worth mentioning. The drop is of a cotton field, well
ainted, but not brightly enough, but
C righter at that than the act. Where
the turn appeared before reaching the
Fifth Avenue is problematical. Probably at some real hideaway and was

new

in a

special songs or

H>«>

"Tha Dixie Ravna"

PALACE.
That expert manager, Elmer Rodfers, has
been having bis own troubles of lets because
of overtime bills, and no matter bow he has
tried It has been past 11 at the final eurtaln.
Monday night the news weekly was eliminated and the orchestra was cut off to the
overture a few minutes past 8.
Tst It was
11.12 when Albert Cutler bowed his champion bllllardlsts off.
There Just, wasn't *&T
place where cutting could be done.
The night show was changed a bit after
the matinee, caused by the withdrawal of
Jack Wilson. Wilson was doubling with the
Colonial and found that opening intermission
was too early for him st the Palace to get
satisfactory results, since there was little
material ahead that he could apply to his
Eurposes. In the evening Frank Fay replaced
lm. going on fourth, which sent the Three
Dooleys from that spot to seventh and moved
Alice Bis back from the later position to
opening intermission.
The switching may
have been the reason for a wait before the
Bis turn was ready (New Acts).
Eva Tsnguay, holding over for the second
week, again turned the trick of emphasising
the fact that she still Is the peeress of singles.
Prancing on next to dosing with a gorgeous
array of new costumes the "cyclone" one
easily romped off with the show's honors.
The house liked her "Don't Forget Me When
I'm Gone" best of all, and the tulip head ornament with the torquolse bodice was perhsps
Almost as effective was
her prettiest rig.
her final decoration, a close fitting affair of
black Jet of swimming suit length.
It won
applause, as did the number for It—the
"Marseillaise" In French. Then followed encores and the house Insisted on having them.
One was the number which the Chicago federal authorities are said to have banned
"There'll De a Hot Time for the Old Men."
If the Chicago crowd could have heard Miss
Tsngusy do ths number they never would
have acted as they did, but very probably
would have found the song a really humorous
bit.
That's the way the vaudeville star made
it
sound, and the Palace crowd was really
tickled, for it never heard the number rightly
done before. Then there were "I Don't Care' 1

Fifth Avenue.

another

their closing

ber.

sort

-
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Sam

—

"I.

big.

W. J. (Sailor) Rellly was on too early for
the best results, being placed second, yet
be started something with "Liberty Bell''—en-

ROYAL
Seven sure-enough bull's-eye center hits out
show Is a mighty good average,
and that Is what the bill at the Royal this
week did Tuesday night. The two other acts
on the bill were the openers and the closers,
and they extracted enough applause to place
of a nine-act

them
It

In the near-hit class.

was Jlmmle Lucas and
who walked away with

Co., next to clos-

the hit honors of
the evening.
That box plant of Jlmmle's Is
There
one of the best In a great while.
Isn't an audience In the country able to resist
the grey-bearded vet when he pulls the paing,

triotic stuff.
of an act.

It

is

a corking finish to a whale

Three of the turns were featured In the
They were Mollle King, headlined,
lights.
and Incidentally, opened the second half of
the show, and two sketches, "Camouflage" and
"The Weaker One." Of the two the lsiter
carried the biggest appeal. It going over w*th
"Camouflage"
a wallop In the second half.
closed the first half, holding the interest nut
not pulling any great applause.

Miss King was a solid hit with her numbers,
It seems ehe is going a little too far when
Insisting no one be permitted to take their
Of
seats during the time that her act Is on.
course hers 1s a rather quiet opening, and in
opening the second half of the show she would
be at a disadvantage had the house been coming in on her, but there was a long Intermission and there were but or three stragglers
who arrived after she had started. They were
forced to remain Btandlng at the back of tbe
house during the entire act.
but

•

Jack and Forts opened the show, having
They
boon switched from the closing spot
hnve a cleverly worked out routine of acrobatics that abounds In quiet comedy which wins
laughs. Closing in "one" they deliver a punch.
Fox and Ward held the second spot and were
forced to a speech after running through their
(oik and songs.
Ma May Chadwlck and "Dad" scored solidly
Here another
with the comedy and dancing.
speech of thanks was In order. Then Santley
and Norton followed with another sure-fire
Their Egyptian Jazz Band song held
hit.
enough comedy to get the house screaming.
Closing the show De Winter and Rose (New
Acts).

Fred.

.

.
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FIFTH AVENUE.

There doesn't teem to be any partloular
attention paid In booking circles about baring
{ilano acts following one another on programs
hese days. And It doesn't appear to matter.
At the Colonial this week Joale Heather has
a piano accompanist who plays solos beImmediately following,
tween her changes.
the' accompanist for the Ford Sisters did the
same.
The audience Monday night liked
both and applauded them.

The LHUejohns, man and woman, with blue
plush eye and bejeweled props which make

A

helped to vary an ordinprogram at the Fifth Avenue Monday
night.
The first was one of tho seals In the
opening turn (Eskimo and Seals) leaving the
stage to investigate the right hand aide of
the orchestra, ualng the steps to make the
descent and bringing screams from the women
that section.
Tho trainer quickly rescued
the animal, carrying him back to the stage.
The next was when hisses, repeated, mixed
with the applause .that followed the singing
of "Hot Time for the Old Men When tbe

m

a very effective and flashy setting, open the
Young Men Go Away," sung by Sammy Weaton
show with a good routine of Juggling, slack * of Weston and Wheeler, and as tho remainder
wire and balancing on revolving globes. Sherof their turn fared nicely, the hisses ware
man and Uttry, a well groomed and pleasing
meant for the song alone. Mr. Weston also
mixed couple, sing and recite to good effect
put over the third incident, the reading of a
and fare nicely.
message from the Naval Department asking
Franklyn Ardell and Co. in the comedy
for volunteers between 18 and 25 to act aa
playlet. "The Wife Saver," excited the risibiliPort Guard for the- Port of New York. One
ties ox the audience with ridiculous dialog,
thousand men are needed, and the message
aided by the original personality of the star.
said to apply at Building 15, Navy Yard,
Little Billy earned for himself a series of
Brooklyn, N. Y.
favorable encomiums on his "cuteness." Qeorge
One of the big hits was Dorothy Brenner
part
first
closed
the
White and Bmma Halg
with special songs, excepting "Cleopatra and
with their dances. MIbb Halg is prettily gownMiss
Her Jasz Band" that is published.
ed excepting for the extremely unattractive net
Brenner changed costume for each number,
tights for her Bpanieh number.
something she mentioned in the opening sons
Joele Heather, with William Casey. Jr., at
It's a nicely turned
called "Atmosphere."
the piano, and "Bobby" Heather assisting her
number. A couple of the songs are a bit
in a couple of her numbers, hasn't a very
"fly" lyrically, but get over, and Miss BrenHer character
felicitous selection of ditties.
ner closed very big with a kid song, probably
delineations border too closely upon one anFor an encore
called "Spilling the Beans."
other. The revealment of little "Bobby" aa a
she used a third verse, telling the audlenoe
girl at the finish comes as a surprise.
they
couldn't guess where she waa going,
The Ford Slaters, Mabel and Dora, are suradding It waa a place her father often had
rounded by a gorgeous red plush eye with
been told to go, and after some cutey business
front curtain to match, also a naval drop to
while worsting toward the entrance, added for
back up their West Point military march
an exit, In rhyme, "I'm going to Hell." It's
number. Barring the sleeveless overalls for
the cutey matter that saves it, and It's the
are superbly
their Billposter dance they
high contrast Miss Brennen secures in this
For some reason or other the
caparisoned.
song and childish dress from her opening
overalls make them look scrawny, which Is
number in evening gown that Is also a big
far from a fact. They chalked up a great big
help to her. It looks as though she's all set
hit and deservedly so, for they are dancers of
tor the big time with the present turn, writgenuine merit.
ten, excepting the published number, by HerSantos and Hays, retained for a second
bert
Moore. There Is a special drop for no
week.
success
last
of
their
week, repeated
reason as "Atmosphere" tells, excepting for
They are two women of contrasting types who
She's nether a
the singer to walk through.
get a lot of humor out of poking fun at each
good looking blonde and that doesn't hold her
One la huge and the other
other's physique.
back any.
small and skinny. The little one Is a doublevoiced vocalist of merit and the other Is
Just before her were the Weston- Wheeler
ponderously nonsensical. Just to gase at them
couple with Betty Wheeler doing changes
also, they ualng one "gown" song for Miss
will generate laughter. Jack Wilson, assisted
Wheeler's dresses.
They have a dance to
by Tom Mitchell and Gladys Moffett, closed
"Cotton Picking Time" or something like that,
the show. Business was a bit off Monday even•
Jolo.
after Mr. Weston returned with a frock ooat
ing.
and a high hat that he doesn't need. They
use the "red roses all around" song and did
14 minutes, doing fairly, considering they
This is "patron's request" week at the uphad to follow Holmes and Wells (New Acts),
Includtown house, wife a 12- act program,
No. 2, a pretty strong turn for that spot and
ing the ever entertaining James J. Morton
one of the best hita in the early position at
The bill is said to
as special announcer.
the Fifth Avenue this season.
carry those acta who received the largest
After "The Dlxey Revue" (New Acts),
number of votes during a popularity contest.
about the poorest staged ensemble turn the
If that be true Harlem didn't evidence its apFifth Avenue has seen in months, with nothpreciation, for the tfbnday night was far
ing at all to the act, Burns and Frabito apfrom capacity, notwithstanding the abundpeared next to closing, with the Casting
ance of talent offered. The bill was cumberLamys closing.
some, running almost until midnight, but
Eskimo and the Seals, opened, showed a
those present didn't seem to mind the late
conventional seal turn with two animals that
hour, consequently the Individual numbers
just about held the position. No. 8 was Robdidn't suffer to any noticeable extent.
his
with
proceedings
ert Henry Hodge, with his rural village lawJim Morton started
yer skit that he secures laughs with by his
usual introductory remark, relieving the card
From his opening enown characterization aud work. His comboya for the week.
pany of two Is acceptable, but It's all Hodge,
trance he was good for a solid laugh with
and he knows where the laughs are.
every return. The big fellow Is highly popuThe house wasn't heavy Monday night. It
lar in the uptown section and his presence on
would be called a good one In another theatre,
this particular bill was a decided asset.
but the Fifth Avenue has grown so accusThere were three or four hits on the bill,
tomed to standing 'em up that if they are not
those standing out prominent In the applause
standing, there are mournful looks around.
column including Gilbert and Friedland,
Sime. .
James and Bonnie Thornton, Ryan and Lee

ALHAMBRA.

OBITUARY

L

trio of Incidents

ary

Grower C. Harris (Harris and Sievers) died lately in Chicago. A'n invesfollowed by the Coroner,
deceased's partner, George
had gone to the
office of. Dr. Max Thorex, but as he
was leaving the taxi fell against the
curb, became delirious and died shortly
afterward. A post-mortem disclosed a
fracture of the skull, believed to have
been sustained from the fall.

with

the

Sievers, stating Harris

position,

next

to

closing.

his

home

Up to their appearIt needed, a start.
ance the affair was running along in listless
fashion without any particular turn getting
anything noticeable in the way of applause.
Norman Talmo (New Acta) opened tbe show
w'th his contortion specialty. A weekly news
Skelly and Salvaln
pictorial preceded him.
were next with a special drop and a rather
entertaining little line of crossfire patter aud
song, but the house seemed chilled and tho

couple couldn't register.
Gilbert and Friedland came next In order
and with "Are You from Heaven?" and a
string of their other compositions they literThe medley of choruses
ally forced a hit.
utilized for a closer pulled plenty of applause, and they retired with a goodly porFritzi Leighton accomtion of the honors.
panied the pair, singing from a balcony box.
"Rubeville" closed the first part, with
Bradley and Ardlne opening intermission.
Their speed dazzled the gathering and with
their fast dancing at the finish they made
'an impression sufficiently strong to credit
them with a hit. The Thorntons followed,
with Hunting and Francis and the Watson
The girls never looked
Sisters next In line.
better and had the house from tbe opening
Jack and Cora Williams, dancers,
song.
closed, working to a rapidly moving audience.
Wjftm.

The sketch Just lacks the proper punch for
tho big time houses, but it will fit in nicely
Tudor Cameron Trio
in the smaller time.
lol lowed the film comedy which split the bill
The act opened
in two and held up the speed.
a bit slowly, due to tbe audience not getting
tho drift of Mr. Cameron's work, but once
under way, they had no trouble. Nat Carr
did his four numbers and scored the same old
Mr.
hit. stopping the show then and there.
Carr could easily have done four more numHale
bers but left when they wanted more.
und Putteraon, with their Southern Jazz band,
not only kept things going at the pace set by
the preceding act, but scored an even more
decided hit, stopping proceedings again. The
Monday Night dancing contest and feature
closed a little after eleven.

what

57.

Charles Loral, age 30. died recently
France. He was of the HonorsLeprince act, and the son of a circus

in

in

Somerville, Mass., Marcji 10. He was
66 years of age. The deceased was a
prominent producer and director of
musical comedy of two decades ago
and the, originarDick Deadeye in the
first American production of "Pina-

The fatker of Clayton Mac Idem died
Toledo, Feb. 9, of cancer of the
stomach. He was 64 years of age.

in

Tke motker of Bonita and Artie Hall
March 7 at St. Joseph Hospital,

died

Memphis.

fore."

Frank Clare (family name Buckingham), of "The Vacuum Cleaners," died
of pneumonia in Louisville last week.
The N. V. A. wired a request to Johnny Nestor to attend to the funeral arrangements and the player was buried
in Louisville
Clare was a native of

Numas

Blee, a

French chansonnier,

lately died at Marseilles, France, after

a long illness.

George Hayee (Hayes and Rives),

31

years of age, died suddenly of heart
disease in Chicago, Feb. 26.

England.
IN
Is

Tancieff, the Russian composer,
reported from Paris to have died.

MEMOSIAM
Ueaienr

Levies

ef

is

Tke motker of Ruby Lusby died sudhome in Chicago March 1.

FRANK BOHM

denly at her

Was

died twe years ass.
ssrs de siIm yeu^tld sal.

1

GEORGE LEMAIRE

AMUSEMENT PROJECT REVIEW.
The amusement

enterprise original-

died
Mexico of tubercu-

promoted by Fred McClellan, to be
on the west side of Eighth
avenue, from 49th to 50th streets and

His widow was Florence Kinkin an act with her
husband. The deceased was the son of
the noted blackface monologist.

extending back 650 feet, has again
been revived by other interests, with
considerable likelihood of the deal going through in the near future.

Walter D. Yager died March 8 from
a tumor on the brain at the French
Hospital, New York. The deceased
was 46 years of age and had been an
advance agent for many years. When
taken ill he was ahead of "Fair and
Warmer," touring the camps.*

nanced by the men who promoted tke
Panama Canal concession at the Pana-

ly

Earn Keadall,
recently

Jr.,

New

in

age about

25,

losis.

ley,

who appeared

located

The proposition was

.

Emile Rockard, age
net, France.

He was

died at Conone time man-

67,

at

ager of the Porte St. Martin, Ambigu
and Chatelet theatres, Paris, and produced "Two Little Vagabonds" at Ambigu in 1895.

originally

fi-

ma-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco.
set of plans have been drawn,
which call for the biggest ballroom in
New York, the largest ground floor
theatre in the country, seating 5,000,
and the biggest arena, capable of seat"
ing 19,000 people.
The plans calr for the ballroom to
be located on the 49th street corner,
the theatre on the 50th street corner
and the arena entrance between the
two, but actually located in the rear.

A new

It is understood an arrangement has
been made for a 21-year lease at |60,a year for the first five years.
$62,500 for the second five years, 965,000

AUDUBON.
S. R. O. sign was again hanging In
regular evening place a few minutes
after 8 Monday night. The Audubon has been
giving shows of late similar to those found
in two-a-day houses which accounts for the
Nat Carr and
big business they are doing.
Hale and Patterson were the headllners and
showed it by stopping proceedings In the
last two spots respectively.
After the news weekly, the Audubon orchestra started things off with a bright
snappy overture. The operatic selections formerly played have been eliminated and. their
new popular numbers were appreciated.
Schepp's Comedy Circus opened and satisfied.
The turn workB a bit slowly, but the
comedy makes up for the drag. Mr. Schepp
must have spied some agents in the house
Monday night, for the majority of his talk to
tho ponies, dogs and monks was about "fiftyRose and
two weeks' work next season."
Moon's singing and dancing were greatly
liked.
The house sent them over to a big applause finish.
The turn as it stands is a
corking good act, neatly dressed and would
fit in nicely in an early spot in the two-a-day.

remarks were a sure hit.
Ryan and Lee were up in the first part
They would have gone far betof the show.
ter down where Hunting and Francis were
For some reason the latter team
listed.
couldn't get started, the Harlemltes letting
But
their routine of patter go away high.
the Ryan and Lee specialty banged up a
mark that equaled any the combination ever
And they gave this program Just
scored.

was

000

The Thorntons,

side

Harry A. Dorsey, promoter of Dominion Park, Montreal, died in that
city of pneumonia a few days ago. He

rider.

Jamee Gilbert died at

and the Watson Sisters, who incidentally
were severely handicapped through the late

returning after a long absence, were especially
This pair of old-timers have a
well liked.
specialty that is entirely without the familiar sentimentalities, offer a neat routine
and have it constructed to bring out tbe very
monolog earned
Thornton's
value.
best
laugh after laugh, and Bonnie's song and

operas, died at his home in Brooklyn
March 7, as the result of heart trouble.

tigation

for the third five years and $70,000 for
the final six years, with a renewal op-

The

its

Maurice Whitman and Co., In a dramatic
comedy playlet, "The Mirror," were rewarded
for their

good

efforts.

tion.

Jokn Francis Boyle, of "Chu Chin
Chow," died at his home, Hotel St.

New

York, March 8. The deceased was 45 years of age and had
been for many years in various opera
companies.
Paul,

Fred Wills, about 46 years old, for
]iears a flyman, died Feb. 21 of tuberculosis, after an illness of several years.

A widow

survives. Wills was a memI. T. P. U., New York.

ber of Loedl

Elsie Poloff* Poloff Sisters, in vaudeand two years at the Hippodrome,
died in Bellevue Hospital, March 5, of

ville

pleuro-pncumonia.

Louise Auber (Mrs. John Kavanagh)
in Los Angeles, March 7, from
pneumonia. Her remains were brought

died
to

New York

for interment.

Vrain died in the German Hospital, New York, March 10,
ifter an illness of two weeks. Death
was due to pneumonia.

Richard

St.

Prof. Charles Strohmeyer, lecturer
on music and authority on Wagnerian

Back of the scheme are various interests, which include the large ice
roller skating manufacturers, in

and

conjunction with the hockey clubs of
the United States and Canada.
In the summer time tables are to be
placed in the arena and pictures shown
gratis, while soft drinks, beer and light
wines will be served at popular prices.

PROPAGANDA PLAY NEXT WEEIL
"Getting Together," the propaganda
play sponsored by the British Recruiting Mission, which' opened out of town
this
week with a cast headed by
Blanche Bates and Holbrook Blinn, will
break the continuous run of pictures
at the Lyric, New York, opening there
on March 18. It will remain for one
week only, however, the play touring
to the coast and back.
The booking at- the Lyric was probably made because of the British Mission's
headquarters
being
directly
across on 42 d street, which will allow
of special publicity being given the

show.

The war play is the colaborrated effort of Major Ian Hay Beith, J. Hartley Maners, Percival Knight and Harrison Brockbank.
and seven scenes.

It

is

in

three acts
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(Two

8)

(Atlanta split)

Circuit
Agencies booking the houses are noted by single name or Initials, such as M Orph.M Orpheum
Circuit; M U B O " United Booking Offices; "W V 11 A," Western VaudevlRe sfanagers r Assoetetlen (Chicago); "P." Pantages Circuit; "Loew," Marcus Loew Circuit; "inter," Interstate
Circuit (booking through W. V. M. A.) : "Sun," Sun Circuit: MA H," Ackerman A Harris
(San Pranclscojl M P fL" Pantages and Bodkins (Chicago).
SPECIAL NOTICE— The manner In which these bills are printed does not Indicate the rela-

importance of acts nor their program positions.
before name indicates act is either new or doing turn

where

New York
(orph)
Nesbltt Co

Evelyn
•1-Jidy

McCloud

Kouns Sisters
Littlu Billy

(One

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

Bert Kltzglbbon
Dainty Marie
Misses Cbalfonte
Jan Lucas Co
Totter ft Hartwell

McCormack

BOULEVARD

Chadwlck Duo

RIVERSIDE

Irving

ft

•Bernham ft Allen
The Cromweiis

(ubo)

A Kellermann Co

Sophie Tucker Co
Courtney Sisters
ft Morris

(Loew)
•Reed St John 3
Brown ft Barrows
•Francis Morey Co
Murray Bennett
ft Fabrlnl
2d half
Binns ft Bert
Eleanor Sherman

Martini

Mack

Bradley ft Ardlno
Frank Westphal
ROYAL (ubo)

O'Connor ft Dixon
Los Aristocrats
AVE B (Loew)

Sherman Van - Hyman
Dancing Kennedys

Fonzello Slaters
Eddie Miller Co

(Three to fill)
2d hair

•"Weekly

(Loew)

•Chaa Glbbs
The Cromwells
•Austin Stewart

Marie Nash
"Regular Bus. Man"

Gorman Bros
DeLesso Troupe
3

&

Norton
Morsan * Grey

Soldsmith ft Lewis
Kremka Bros.

(One to

All)

2d half

Duo

Parlse

& Foran
•Brown & Barrows
Walton & Gllmore
•Burns

Hazel Kirk© ti
Arthur Turrelll

•"When We Grow"
Alvln & Williams
(One to fill)

(Loew)

VICTORIA

Btnna & Bert
Jim A Anna Francis
Lei hi Shaw
Julia Curtis

AuHtln Stewart 3
Pnr>ons ft Irwin
to fill)

LINCOLN

Cornelia

WeHler

ft
ft

(Loew)

Adele
Reiser

Henry Horton Co
Smith
"Dairy Maids"
(One to fill)
2d half
Kremka Bros
Paul ft Hull

Willie

Howard
Morgan

ft

Sadler

ft Grey
American Comedy 4

Martini

At

Fabrlnl

OHEELEY (Loew)
Maria
Burns ft Foran
McNally ft Ashton
Harry Brooks Co
•Tommy Hay
Nat Nazarro Co
2d half
Mlnetta Duo
Goldsmith & Lewis
•Ilmish & LaVelle

Dudley Dou-.;las
Nat Nn'^rr'i Co
(One to fill)

DELAN(M-:Y (I^oew)

F

Ai

M

Minolta

Hrltton

Duo

lOrdnian
Tr.icrv A. MeBrlde
fins

Hnrnld F!cl:::nn Co
0(''):i!M)r A. Dixon
(One to fill)
2d
Hosairii.rifl

J Rellly
•Juliette

Laura Bart Co
Mqbs A Frye
Richards A Kyle

half)

Dorothy
Ashton

Al

MeNally ft
"Mlas Hamlet"

Hall

(One

F

to

M

(One

2d hnlf

to

fill)

(Loew)

•The Boldens
Flora Starr

McCormack

ft

Co

Hoey

ft Lee
Lcs Aristocrats
2d half

Nettle

Carroll

"Dairy Maids"
PALACE (Loew)

Mary Louise
Mealy-M
fill)

2d half
Dnrielng Kennedys

Tmcey
Bell
Bell

ft
MeBrlde
Boy Trio
Caron

ft

(One

to

fill)

FULTON

(Loew)

Duo

P;irlse

Orben

ft

ll.ush

Ai

Hnllhlny

Dixie

La Velio
ft

Fields

Kuma

4

Jim

2d hnlf
Anna Francis

ft

KHman Co
Murray Pennett
McCloud & Knrp

Harold

(One

to

fill)

Home

Gorgallls Trio

2d half

A

Snell
(22-23)

ft

BIJOU

2d half

Raymond
Mich.

MAJESTIC

(Ubo)
"Tlk Tok Girl"

Anhland, Wis.

TEMPLE

(wva)

Apollo Trio
Belleville.

WASHINGTON

Darrel
2d half
Swain's Novelty
Cnrson ft Willard
"After the Ball"

1st hnlf

.

The Vivians

GUAN1J (Loew)
Pcsei
Smile

Duo
Sherman

Lillian

W.st
Gp-at

E.

A>.

ft

White

Variety Trio

split)

Howard Co

(ah-wva)

(21)

Moore

Aeroplane Girls
Olsen ft Johnson
Marta Humillon Co
Chiis

Mont.

BABCOCK

(ubo)

(Birmingham

t

ft

llilllnitn,

Geo Heradas
ft Barron
Atlanta, (>a.

III.

Simmons

ft

Minnie Burke Boys
3 Atkins
(24-25)
Artols Bros

Shannons
Holmes ft Holliston
ItlnKhnmton, N. Y.
(ubo)

Bilmonts
ft
Hotnalne
(Three to (111)
2d half

Cuhill

Burr

Snntfll

ft

HEMMENDINGER

Lea
45

R J[

Jewelers to the Profession
Tel.

Johs

»7I

OLYMPIC

(sun)

Brooks A Lorella
Johnson ft Crnno
Merrltt

Rnymond
Tabor

BrldVwell

ft

ft

ft
Wella
Green

LYRIC

(sun)

Claude Austin

Howard

Conncll

ft

Dale ft Weber
"Mile a Minute"
Busse's Terriers

2d half

Fred Rogers
Black A O'Donnels
J ergo A Hamilton

A Eddy
Cedar Raalda,

Buster

The Ziras

Dohertys
"Unexpected"
Lorraine
Gardner Trio
2d half
Roberts A Roden
Joe Barton

Ward A

PANTAGES

Chnmpalffn.

ORPHEUM

Ill*

(wva)

"20th Century Whirl"
2d half
Black A O'Donnell
"Merchant Prince"
Kranz A LaSalle
Pauline

(One to fill)
Charleston, 8.

C.
(ubo)

ACADEMY

(Columbia

Lew Wilson
Fisher

Wilson

ft

"iNnt ion's Peril"

Deenon

ft

PEOPLE

Clifton

(ah&wva)

(17-1!))

(Same

playing
Anaconda. Mont. 2(1;
Grand, Wallace, Ida.,
bill

Mclllyar ft Hamilton
Fox ft Foxle
Lord Roberts
Doyle & Wright
Argo & Virginia
Guile's

Troupe

Maurice Samuels Co
Trsneflelds Sisters

"Honey Bees"

MAJESTIC

(inter)

B

•Harry Gerard Co
2d half

Co

Lalla Selblnl

'

Ned Norwortb Co
"Reckless Eve"
Cooper A Rlcardo

Jean Moore
Carl McCullough
Melvln Bros
(One to fill)
(loew)

Tbazer Bros
McKinley
Dan Casey
"Over There"
Viola Duval
Rawls ft VonKauf
Ed A Lottie Ford
Rucker A Winfred
J ft J Gibson
(One to fill)
Bell

PALACE

m.

(ubo)

La France Bros
Lee A Lawrence
Morrow Co
Three Vagrants
Four Mortons

Wm

2d half
Aerial Eddys
Sllber A North
Eldrldge Barlow Co

Eddie Dowllng
"Miniature Revue"

Davenport,

Neil

COLUMBIA
Lalla Seblna

la.

(wva)

Co

Arnold A Taylor
Willy Zimmerman
Julie Ring
Dance Girls of
2d hslf

World

Johnsons A Johnson

A

ROOM 'V&7S8
$14
$1 6^?? SUITES ?££»
5 Mlautes from All Theatres
Overlooklaf Ceatral Psrk

Costlitlsi sf Parlor. BeSrsssi sad Bath
Light Airy, with All Insrsventsts

REISENWEBER'S HOTEL
Stmt mi Crtnfcis
New York City

tttfc

split)

CWo

Rambler S latere

BAH

Mann

(One to fill)
Charlotte, N. C.
(ubo)

Suzan Tompkins
Sandy Show
J C Lewis Co
Marlette

Norton A Girls
Chattanooga, Tenn.
(ubo)

(Knoxvllle split)
1st half
ft

Knap

Doris Dare
Hul Stephens Co
Kaufman Bros
Reynolds ft Donegan

Cheyenne, Wyo.

ATLAS

(ahftwva)

(10-20)

LeRoy A Paul
Nelly Kelgarden
Maggie LeClair Co
Stanley ft Gold
Dcdic Velde Co
(2M-24)
Clif Bailey Duo

Frank Rogers
Dorothy DeShelle A Co
Vincent ft Kelley

Hong Kong Troupe
CblcnKO.

PALACE

(orph)

Frkanza
Cameron Sisters
Hiirrlet Rempel Co
Trixle

Lydla Barry
Louis

(p)

Msck A Lsne

Max Bloom

Swift

nntte. Mont.

Dallas, Tex*

JEFFERSON (hp)
Mile Therese Co
Geo Van Hoff

Bert Hughes Tr

McVICKERS
lav

MAJESTIC (wva)

ft

Kelly

The

White
Gaudschmldts
ft

MAJESTIC

(orph)

Bell* Baker

Clarke ft Hamilton
Wellington Cross

Fanchon

ft

Marco

Lightners ft Alex
Tennessee Ten

Klmberly

ft

Arnold

Ray E Ball
Hermnn ft Shirley

AMERICAN

(wva)

Aerial Butters
Frlsh Howard ft
Jlu Jltsu Troupe
to

fill)

2d half

Luba Meroff Co
• Morgan Martin A 8

Ray A Emma Dean
Harry GIrard Co

Ward A

Doherty A Sea Ha
"Tale of a Coat"
Rural Eight
2d half
Floyd ft Guilbert
"Oh Doctor"
Cloverleaf 3

Nankickl Troupe
Raympnd A O'Connot
Bennett A Richards

Cincinnati.

KEITHS

(ubo)

Wilson Aubrey Co
Jennie Mlddleton
"Motor Boating"
Jane Caurthrope Co
G American Dancers

Mayhew

Stella

Milt Collins

Dupree

Dupree

ft

EMPRESS

(abc)

Anna Eva Fay
Davis A Fltzglbbons
Splvens A Corner
Bally Hoo 3
Herbert's Seals

(One to

Loralne
Gardner Trio

Dayton, O.
KEITH'S (ubo)

Rudinoff

Eddie Carr Co
Duffy ft Inglls
"Forest Fires"

Deeatnr, I1L
EMPRESS (wva)
Geo Primrose Jr Co
DeVoy ft Dayton
Dean ft Fey
Wanzer A Palmer
Electrical Venus
2d half

The

Melvllles
HAM
Gilbert
"Money or Your

Cleveland

KEITHS

Life"

Mariam Glbney
Hoosier Girl

fill)

Denver.

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

Rath Bros

4

Marx Bros

McMahon Diamond A

Valnova's Gypsies

C
Mrs G Hughes Co
Harry Cooper Co

"Propvllle Recruit"

Nonette
Jon Browning

Rouble Sims
Moore ft Haager

Cummlngs A

MILES

(miles)

Panlo
Ralph Herz
Pipifax
Lillian

ft

ft

Belles

Watson

Conruy ft O'Donnell
4 Roses

PRISCILLA

(sun)

The Nagyfys
Shapiro ft Lomonlere
Russell

ft

Bell

Lynn Yoder Co
Shamrock Four
Columbia, 9. C.

PASTIME

(Charleston

(ubo)
split)

1st half
Bentrlee Lambert

DR.
Begs to
quarter*.

Ruth Roye
Apdale's Animals

PANTAGES

Mitchell

Edward's Revue

T

Vine 4 Temple

(Two

Chlllleothe, O.
(sun;

MAJESTIC
The Auers

Beaux

The La Grohs

22)

H N 8 T R CT

i°E w Y

Mr ft Mrs J Barry
Bowers Walters A C
Walter Browers
Kirksmlth Sisters

(1.V20)

The

Klnnsbury Co
Hale

(ubo)
Delilah

"Wedding Shells"

II

STONE

ft

Y.

Ti.

Santley ft Norton
Helen Gleason Co
Francis Kennedy

(wva)
Eadie A Ramsdeu

Duval
Tower

llfl-17)

LYRIC

Sansone

Wm De
Co
Henry ft Moore
Nancy Boyer Co
Kate Watson

Amen, la.
PRINCESS (wva)

Hurst

SHEA'S

split)

half
Hollls

3alletti's Monks
to fill)

Walton

Lottie
ft

Buffalo,

(ubo)

1st

Ward

A

Bert

fowls

Cullen

Circus

PRINCESS (wva)

Mantambo

2d half

Williams ft Mitchell
Long Tack Sam Co
Slg Franz Troupe
Battle Creek. Mich.

(Kalamazoo

Frablto

ft

"New Doctor"

"Five Fifteen"
• Sosmsn A Sloan

"Magazine Girls"
LINCOLN (wra)
•Luba Meroff Co
Morgan Martin A 8
"Red Fox Trot"
•Circus Days
(One to nil)

Eldrldge Barlow A
Christie A Bennett

RIALTO

Monarch Comedy 4

Anita

ft

"The Right Man"

2d half
ft
ft

to fill)

HIP (Loew)

Ward

The Rajahs
(Two to fill)
rtonalr

(Two

J

Jack Lavler
Danville,

111*

(ubo)

split)
1st half

Balzcr Sisters
PLAZA (ubo)

A Walmsley
McMahon A Chappslle
K Emmett Co
Walter Weems
Adelaide A Hughs*
Rockwell A Wood
Athos A Reed
O'Nell

Leroy Lytton Co
"Garden Bellas'
Diamond A Brennan

Canton,

LYCEUM

(Roanoke

Arthur Madden
S ft H Everett

Colnmhna
KEITH'S (ubo)
Dsrras Bros

Dee Dato

ACADEMY

Kramer ft Kent
Ryan A Joyce

Chllson Ohrman
Lee Kohliuar Co
Gilbert A Frlodlander

Jimmy Shea

(ubo)
Stagepool ft Spier
N'ewhofT ft Phelps

Hums

F ft L Bush
Fox ft Ward
John McGowan Co

Leach Wallen 8

Maldle DeLong
•Link A Robinson
(One to fill)
WILSON (wra)
Burke A Broderick

"Colonial Belles"

Maximilian Dogs

Mitchell

Street Urchin

Bridgeport, Conn.
POLl'S (ubo)
Military Four
Guest A Newlln
Green A Parker

Carroll A Flynn
McCormack A Wallaot
A Mitch

Royal Gascolgneo
(One to fill)
KEDZIE (wva)
Rose A Ellis
Franz A LaSalle
Oscar Lorraine
Royal Gs8Colgn«s
(One to Oil)
2d half
Adolpho

2d half
Aerial Butters
Swede Hall Co

Gordon A Lamalre
L Simpson Co
Noodles Fagan Co
"Hilda's Ankle"

1st half
Albert Donnelly

2d half

(ubo)

J.

(ubo)
2d half (14-10)
Fantino Troupe

"Pretty Soft"
Peal son A Goldle
Orey A Old Rose

Hanamura Japs

Baltimore, Md.

MARYLAND

Hal Langdon 3
Sampsel ft Leonhard
Dunbar ft Turner
Kalma Co
Idanlas Troupe
Holmes A La Vers

)

(20-21)

Bates

"Women"
Gorman Bros

fill)

Fifty-Fifty

(

Magee

Altoona, Pa.

Ann Arbor,
Tr

Fields & Ilnlllday

to

McCurdy

ORPHEUM

Lewis

Gertrude Covert
Hnll ft O'Brien

Welch
(One

ft

(Two
Irving

Phyllis Gllmore

Niobe
(One to

Mme

111.

Four Buttercups
(One to fill)
4

(afth)

(17-19)
Bell

L

ft

Camden, N.

TOWER'S

Ray A Emma Dean

Foley A O'Neill
"Midnight Rolllckers"
(One to fill)
2d half
Irma A O'Connor
Columbia City 4
Clark ft Francis
Durkln Girls
"8mart Shop"
(One to fill)
ST. JAMES (Loew)

Llewellyn A Stanley
Nelaon Bann A DeM
B Kelly Forrest

2d half

DEKALB

HIPP
A

Aus Wood choppers

Roach

Britton
•Flora Starr
Suxton ft Farrell
Kitty Francis Co
ft

ft Snce
S Miller Kent Co
Willie Solar
Musical MacLarens
Bakerafleld, Cal.

Stluo

(wva)
Swain's Novelty

fill)

Fayne

ft

Largay

Stanley A Lea
3 Halgs

HIPPODROME

Wright

O Handworth Co
American Comedy

Fallon

Louise Dresser
Emmy's Pets
ORPHEUM -(Loew)

Harry Tsuda
Mason A Cole
•Elliot A Mora

2d half

Pa.

Gordon

Josie Heather A Sis
Lydell A Hlgglns
Franklyn Ardell Co

'

Orren A Drew

Celina's

A Lock wood
Hennlngs
JAW
"Weaker One"

Leavltt

Minnie Harrison
"Fascinating Flirts"

Frank Wilson
(One to fill)

ORPHEUM (ubo)
Francettl Sisters
ft

Salmo

Ryan

ft

Co

Botson
KEITH'S (ubo)

Great Johnson
Marie Fitzglbbon
Spencer & Williams
Cook ft Lorenz
Mabel Fonda 3
MODJESKA (Loew)

McGowan

Alton,

O'Brien

ft

split)

1st half

Shsnley and Farness

Fenwlck Girls
Mr A Mrs G \Vilde
Jack Rose
(One to fill)

BIJOU (Loew)

Sebastian Merrill

(ubo)

LOS ANGELES and SAN
FRANCISCO
M
M

2d half

(ubo)

fill)

ft

(Macon

Professionals' Original

"America First"
(One to fill)

Adeline Francis

(One to

GRAND

CONTINENTAL HOTEL

A C Williams

ORPHEUM

Fountain"

to fill)

Auaruata, Gsu

Milliam Slsto

Blanche Blng
Rooney A Bent
Jack Wilson Co
Ford Sisters Co
•Larry Rellly Co
Prosper A Maret

La Mont

2d half

(Two

W

Florenz Duo

Orben & Dixie
Hnndworth Co

The

A Hen town.

JAB

Co

"Bon Voyage"

2d half
Kennedy ft Burt
Imperial Duo
Stone ft McAvoy
Claremont Bros
"Southern Serenade"

(ubo)

"Bandbox Rerue"
White A Haig
Thornton

J

(ubo)

Kennedy ft Rooney
Willie Weston
Benny A Woods

Brooklyn

BU8HW1CK

McKay's Rerue

Norton

Gladys Alexander Co
Watson Sisters
Nina Payne Co
Alexandria, La.

Ramsey

A

Purcella

Install't"

Moon

Girl In

(Two

Ryan

ft
Olp
Rublo Troupe

"Submarine F7"
ft Lee
Santos ft Hayes
MUlershlp ft Gerard

AMERICAN

Ben Linn
Pistol ft Cushing

Oliver

Maud Durand Co

Ryan

Briscoe ft Rauh
"Planovllle"
2d half
Whitney's Dolls

RAPIDS

Keough Co
A Ryan

"Beauty

in

John
McCarthy ft Faye
Mr ft Mrs Melbourne

444"

"Officer

Trenches"
Gelger

JAG

of the Theatrical Profession

Mack A Lane

(p)

Chandler A DeRose Sis
"Heir for Night"
La France A Kennedy

Four Meyakos

IHoomlnsrton, I1L
MAJESTIC (wva) #
Wilson A Larsen
O'Meara
"Cranberries"
Hlatt ft Greer
Ashal Troupe
2d half
Frank Hartley
Three Vagrants
"To Save One Girl"
Hickman Bros

(ubo)

2d half

(ubo)

PARAGES

Great Santell

Walsh A Ingraham
"Bungalow Girls"
Margaret Young
(Two to fill*
Mllloy
Inness

Howe

ft

"Fun

•Gus Erdman
McKay's Revue

"Camouflage"

Kelly

PROCTORS

Kitty Francis Co
2d half
Cornelia ft Adele

Mollle King

D.

Harry DeKos
Tarzan

Kingsbury Co

Lillian

to fill)

JEFFERSON

(abc)

Natalie Sisters

West A Hale

Aubnrn, N. Y.

Meade Sis A Pahl
Albany, N. Y.

Arthur Turrelll
Saxton ft Farrell
Green ft Pugh

Jae J Morton

ft

(Loew)

Rooney

ft

S.

RIALTO

Lee

ft

.

Pate Trio
Ketch A Wilms

Curtis

Claude Ranf

Bessie Clifford

Moon
Swan

Rooney
ft
Harry Brooks Co

Clinton

"Villase Tinker"

COLONIAL

(Two to fill)
Aberdeen,

Clinton

Hoey

Wells

ft

2d half

to fill)

Julia

(Two

fill)

Hobson ft Beatty
"Our Boys"
Huber Dyer Co

2d half

(ubo)

to

Bradford
Yates A Reed
Burley A Burley

Duo
Sadie Sherman

Minnie Harrison
"Fascinating Flirts"

Caron

ORPHEUM
Ma cart A

Pescl

Ryan

ft

The New Home

•Red Fox Trio
Warren A Con ley

Calvary.

Laurie Ordway
Richard the Great
2d half

2d half

Ryan

Mack

ft

ft

(Two

Claude Ranf

"On High Sean"
Mack & Walker
Santos A Hays
Kenny ft Nobody
D A II Gordon

Kcgal

Karp

ft

(Loew)

Nttah

it)

Bell

Carroll

Nettle

Marie Nordstrom
The Duttons

Lloyd
Ferry

(Loew)

.Jeanne
"Oltlcor 444"

I)on|<>yn

ALHAMBRA

WARWICK

Mm

fill)

NATIONAL

Schenck
Aberdeen Co

ft

Three

Cinree to

Co

Morgan Dancers

Phllbrlck A DeVoe
College Quintet

to vaudeville, or Is appearing

SAN FRANCISCO
(Next te Alcasar Theatre)

DeLeir

Imperial Russian Tr

-

Willie Smith

PALACE
Van

new

listed for the first time.

Falls,

Kennedy A Nelson

Payton A Hlckey
Dunedin Duo

BIJOU (Loew)
Kramer A Cross

HOTEL APPLETON

playing

bill

Palace,
Gt,
Mont:. 10-17)

Gaynell Everett
"Sea Rovers"

1st half

The Rials
Webb A Romalne
Louis Simon' Co
Morton A Klare

Orpheum

*

to All)

Birmingham, Ala.
LYRIC (ubo)

.

in city

(30-23)

(Ssme

Chick Family

1

In Vaudeville Theatres
(All bouses open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise Indicated.)
Theatre* listed as "Orpheum" without any further distlnfulshinf description are on the

tive

Wood

Brltt

NEXT WEEK (MARCH

BILLS

Burke Touhey Co
Harry Rose
Lewis ft Lake
Grlndell A Esther
Arno Antonio 3
EMPRESS (ah&wva)
17-20)

Rice Bell A Bald
Valle

A Wicks
Murphy A Lachmar
Follett

Vision of Art
(21-23)

DeForrests A Falk
Minerva Courtney Co
May ft Blllie Earl
Millard Bros

Dave Thursby

KUNSTLER,

Dentist

announce that ho has moved

RITZ CHAMBERS. 24 Eatt 4ttn
Murray

(p).

Wilson's Lions

Hill

St..

MM

to

more modern

New York

City

3

•

'

•

.

ORPHBUM

ORAND (wra)'
(Terra Haute split)
1st half

A Roeedale

Dogs

Slgsbee's

A Werner
Mack A Earl
King A Harvey

Angel

Boyarr Co
Frank Crumlt

('To Soto One Olrl*

(abc)

Herbert's Revue

Three Types

Laypo A Benjamin

ORPHBUM

(miles)
"An Arabian Night''
Flelde A Welle

A Whltehonse
Roth A Roberta
Amoroe A Jeanette

Lloyd

fill)

(miles)

Dance Olrl of Delhi
Cbae Altnoff
MlddletonASpellmeyer

The Skatellea
Billy Blllott

Burkes A Kendall

Dabnsjne, lew

MAJESTIC (wra)
Joe Barton
Lew Huff
Roberts A Roden

D

Nealand Co

Warren A Conley
Myrl A Delmar
2d half

Hervey DeVora 8
Taylor A Arnold
Kingsbury A Munaon
Oscar Lorraine
Swiss Song Birds

Dulnth

(8undsy opening)
"For Pity's Sake"
Dahl A Olllen
Harry Von Fossen
Edwin George
Margaret Edwards

A St Clair
DeMar

GRAND

(wra)

Earl Glrdleer

Lawrence A Edwards

DeLuze

Sextet

(Two

to

Mtrk£^
M Mm m
7rSKl"ftf ,0Bli,y

Greeno A
Darts A Moore
(Three to fill)
Bart St. Lcmla, 111.
ERBER'8 (wra)
Mildred Hayward
Hallen A Goss
"After the Psrty"

PALACE

(Two

HIPP (aAh)
Jack A Pearl Hall
Wright A Earl
Warren A Wade
Marcelle

2d half
Oliver Severn 8

McOowan A Gordon
William Slflto
"America First"
(One to fill)

Edmonton.

Can,.
(p)
Athletes

PANTAOES

P A Harmon

(ubo)

Burr A Lea
Coakley A Dunlevy

A Ryan

Busse's Dogs

Jack George Duo
McWatters A Tyson
to 811)

Erie, Pa.
(uboj

Queenle Dunedln
Anderson A Golnes

Sam Hearn
Nightmare"

A B Smith

Better Bros

MAJESTIC

(loew)

Misses Parker

Tom Mahoney
Merian's Dogs
(Three to fill)

Eaihervllle, In.

GRAND

Cole

(abc)

A Denahy

(One

to

fill)

2d half
"Insplrutlon Girls"

(One

to 811)

Hall

"Mayor A Manicure"
8 Lordone

(Two to 811)
Galveston, Tax.

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

(Same

2d half

Marseille Birds
2d half

Green A Parker
Clown Seal
Hasttan*. Wen.
PLAZA (wra)

Wilbur Har A Chubby
2d half
Mattus A Young
Hattfeebwrer. Mian.

CANTONMENT (loew)

Lowe A Sterling
Curtis A Gilbert
Cardo A Noll
Adams A Ouhl

81s

Lambertl
2d half
FergueonASaunderland
Alf Rlpon
"Temptation"
Lee A Cranston
Johnson Howard A L

FEELEY'S

(ubo)
2d half (14-18)
Marvel
1

LOEW

(loew)
Tolnton

Herman

(wva)

Dublin Girls
Collins A Wllmont
Ruth Howell Co
Gd. Inland, Neb.

MAJESTIC (wva)
A Raney

Miller

Broad
Douglas Family
2d half
Farrell A Roae
Jeanne
Billy

Wm

Lytell

Co

Jarrow

Flynn'e Minstrels
2d half
Wilbur Har A Chubby
Honaton, Ton,
Grand Ranlde, Mich.
PRINCESS fhp)
EMPRESS (ubo)
Martyn A Florenus
Ed Marshal
Nsn Gray
Henshaw A Avery
"Revue DeVogus"
Juliette Dike
*Cbss Bartholomew
Mclntyre A Heath
Hong Kang Mysterlee
Stewart A Donobue
MAJESTIC (Inter)
Lelttel

Act Beautiful

(One to

Rev F Oorman

811)

Granite City,

WASHINGTON

111.

(wva)

Montabo A Nap
Black

O'Donnell
2d half

ft

Tyler ft Crollus
Arable Nicholson

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

A Tyson
Honey Boy Minstrels
Gardner A Revere
Fennell

Arthur Havel Co
Frankle Heath
Avellng ft Lloyd
"Merry Go Round"
ladlananolla.

KEITH'8
T>- Qeralde

Wagon

Off Ice

"Southern Serenade"
Winona Winters
Kenny Mason A 8
I*su

A

81a

Oolle

Rich A Lenore
"Shrapnel Dodgers'*
lajb Htei

Rekoma

A Troon

Fennell

Honey Boy Minstrels
LeaJnaton,

Madge

ADAMBAD

Flake A Fallon
Alexander Klde
Bleon City Four
Princess Raima Co

Stevena

(sun)

Frank LaDent Co
Ogden A Hilton

A

Danlela

Wm

(ubo)
split)

Hanlon Co
Four Swore
o.

Gene Greene Co
JaaearfUa, Win.
APOLLO Jabc)
Washington Trio
Burns A Burke
(Two to 8U)

Gertrude Barnee
Lambert A Frederika
Richard Welly Co

Madlnon. Win.

ORPHEUM
Walker
Morley

Ssm

Llebert

Co

Jsck Desdner
Thaleros Circus
2d half

Smith

In.

CA8INO (abc)
"What Women Do"
"Beach Combers"
Lewis A Stack

Co

Dolly Joe

A Midge
City, In.
(wva)'

Wm O'Clare
A Johnson

Lewie

A Baker
Boothby A Everd
Comfort A King

"What Women Do"

Btllv Morse
Flllberto Co

Stack
2d half

"Beach Combers"
(One to 811)
MeK eco nart, Pa.
(ubo)

(ubo)

Barney Williams Co
Bee Ho Gray
Moore A Whitehead
(One to 811)
2d half
The Newmans
Btagpole

Roy La

A

Spier
Pearl

Bernlvld Broe

MAJE8TIC

(ubo)

(Battle Creek split)
1st half
"A World of Girls"

Knaaaa

City,

ORPHBUM

Me.

(Sunday opening)

Co
Bailey A Cowan
Cole Ruse A Davis
Ssllls Fisher

Robins
"Flvs of Clubs"
Clsude Roods Co
Avon Comedy 4

PANTAOES

(p)

(Bundsy opening)
Hill

A Acksrman

Bill Prultt

Burns A Lynn
Chauneey Monroe Co
Jackson

A Wsbl

"Courtroom Girls"

Kenoaaa, Win.
VIRGINIAN (wva)
Rogers A Gregory
Frank .Colby Co
Sol Burns

A Lawrence

Dele A Wlleon
Creole

Band

Knoxvllle, Tenn.

BIJOU

(ubo)

(Chattanooga

(inter)

International Revue
(One to 811)
2d half
Fltsgerald A Senna

Johnny Johnson Co
Bob Mathews Co
Juggling Nelson

(One to

811)

Loswnwport, In*.

COLONIAL (ubo)
A North
Five Merry Malda
2d half
Allen A Francle
Daly A Beslew

Silber

Lon Ansrelee

ORPHBUM

Creeey

A Dsyne

Morton A Olam
Harry Oil foil
Al Shayne

(p)

The Freecotts

"Bachelor Dinner"
Mlnettl

A

BedlUI

Musical Keuhne
Wllklne A Wllklne

split)

HIPP

(aAh)

Burns 81s

A Lou

8 Alex

Del Vecehlo Co
Dsvls A Wslker

F A
G A

Padden A White
Elsie Williams Co

Wood A Wyde
Paul LeVaa A Dobb
Lafayette, IndU

FAMILY (ubo)
Tennessee Trio
Viola Lewie Co

Wsddell
Le Fevre

Kartelll

1st hslf

Pollard

M
M

Loalevflle

ANDERSON

(ubo)

Sealo
Abbott A Wblte
Alex O'Nell ft 8

Wilfred Clarke Co
Sylvia Clark
Cecil

Cunningham

Casting

Lanys

(Ons to

811)

(ubo)

LYCEUM

M

(loew)

(ph)
Herbert Brooke
Joseph K Watson
Arlovas Danosre
Joe Roberta

P saplings
Oaeahn.

ORPHBUM
m

Doc O'NsU
Jordan Glrla

Ruth Osborne
Montgomery A

Alice Teddy

Nashville, Tenn.

PRINCESS

(ubo)

)

Peerless Trio
Zubn A Drele
"Follies Do Vogue-

Bert Draper

Howard Moore A
Lewie A Raymond
"Flreeide Reverter

McShayne A Hath
Manneln Slaters
EMPRESS (wra)
Mattus A Young

Psul A Hsll
Carl Fried

Maud Durand Co
Walton A Gllmore

Kingsbury

Laurie Ordwav
Richard the Great

Tommy Ray

A

Mm

Msrkee A Mow
Swiss Song Bli

Persona A Irwin
(One to 811)
2d half
Florens Duo

The Zlras
DeMont

FAG

Romano

Leeter A Herbert
Francle Morey Co

_

"Night with

Oahkeah, Win.

Welch Mealy Mon
New Haven, Conn.

PALACE

BRANDIES b

2 Blondya

2d half
Eire's Leopards

J.
(loew)

LOEW

(Sunday opening)

Howards Bevne
Beeele Rcmpel Co
Kanasswa Jape

Cummin A Seabam
Foster A Foster
Moran A Wiser
Long A Ward

Lamont A Wright

Mt fwn nkeo).
MAJESTIC forph)

LIBERTY

Joe

Equlllo Broe
2d half

I

Kelly

Okln. City, Okln»

i

Medio Do Long

2d half
Pbffbrick A DeVoe
College Quintet

Ledy Duff Gordon

Bobby Tremalne

Tom

Rector Weber A T
Herbert Lloyd Co

A Hart
Newark, N.

Great Leeter
Yvetto A Saranhoff
Forne Blglew A

(ubo)

GRAND (wm)
2d half

Fslchtel'e

8 Falcone

Joe Jackson
Tina Lerner
Csmobell Sisters
LeMatre A Gallagher
Connelly A Craven
Stanlev A Blraee
PALACE (wva)
Aerial Bart let ts

Maximilian Doge
Kramer A Kent
Thomas Began Co
Mayo A Lynn

A Lawrence
Jack Gardner Co
Smith A Kaufman
Sun Pone Lin Tr
Ray Conlln

Estelle Lovenberg
Olives

2d half
Story ft CI irk

La Viva
Arcber A Be

(aba)
Jeesy Bell Glrla

Nestor A Vincent

(Three to 811)
Pneenie, N. J.

Millar

Llebert

(Two

PANTAGE8

(loew)

Lelpslg

to 811)

Mlnt»»*molfa.

ORPHEUM

(Sunday opening)*
Frits! Srbeff

Toney

ft

Norman

Alaska Trio
Anna Chandler
Hudler Stein A P
Capes A Snow
Hsrry Green Co

PANTAOE'S

(p)

"Pescock Alley"
Diana Bonnar
MeConnell ft Simpson
Ford ft Goodrich
Gaston Palmer
GRAND (wva)
Willie Mlssen Co
4 Seasons
Craig A Meeker
Cheyenne Days
PALACE (wva)
'Grant's Roosters
Cahllls

A Lambert

Lee A Bennett
Luts Bros
(Ons to 811)

Ottawa.

DOMINION

Sterlings
GAL
Oardsa
Morris

Bert Earl Trio
81g Frank Troupe
2d half

Guest

A Allen

(Two
Co

Crawford A Broderick
Hanamura Japs

(One

H

Cavanaugb Co

Scott

(ubo)
split)

1st balf

Kayle A Kayne
Nardlnl

Gray A Pyron
Billy McDermott
Great Leon Co

CRRSCENT

(loew)
FcrKtisnn&Saundftrland
Alf Rlpon

"Temptation"
Lee A Cranston

Cbsmp Co

(ubo)

Ward A

Leeter
Armstrong A Btrousa
H Plngree Co
Wllllsm Dick

Lamb's Msnlktns
Peterson, N. J.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

2d hslf (H-18)
Zens roe
2 Wblte Steppers
"Melody Garden"

Harrington A Mills

Herns % Preston

(Montgomery

Wm

2d half (14-18)

"Night Boat"
Jas II Cullen
Burt Johnson Co
Joe Towle

PALACE

to All)

Ottawa, I1L

PLAYH0U8B

New Orleana.
ORPHEUM

A

E A E Elliott
Evs Fsy

GATETT

"New Doctor"

Blssett

DeOnsos
Art Adslr

(ubo)

Steam Flttere
8 A H Everett
Fraxer Bunts A

Lucille

to 811)

2d half

A Nswlln

BIJOU

(ubo)

The

I ford
8 Melody Phlenda
"Isle of Innocence"
2d half

Co

Tbalero's Circus

Hysms A Mclntyre

to 811)

LOEW

Chadwlok A Taylor
Jim Reynolds
Ths Clevelands
Shannon A Annls
Harris A Msnlon
No Questions Asked"
Mnakesroa, Mich.

Collins

Jack Desdner

Santl Co
Stuart Barnes

(Two

(p)

"Bride Shop"
Waltera
Jack Kennedy On
Rodrlques

F A O

"Under One Roof"

"Oypey Feetlvsl"

Sam

Bobby Henshaw

2d hslf
Miller

MAJESTIC

Arthur Lloyd
A Jess Band
Kilkenny Four

PANTAOES

811)

The Sterlings
GAL
Garden
Morris A Allen

Ann Sutor

"Follies

Lovstts

Ooldle A Ayree
Owen A Moore
Ward Boll A Ward
Ogden, Utah.

Elliott

(Louisville split)
let half
Lohae A Sterling

(One to 811)
Jonlln, Ma.
(ph)

Nancy Fair

(ubo>

Fays A Jack Smith

Donovan A Murray
8 Little Rubens
Bernard A Meyere
Peggy Bremen A Bro

CLUB

Oalvln

PANTAOES (p)
G ruber's Animate
A Danes Revue

BAB
Eva Fay

REGENT

A

Irving Oosler

High Jenks Co
2d half
Nayon'o Birds
Alice Hamilton
"Ocean Bound"
Byal A Early
Donate Sisters
Kalasanaao, Mich.

A

Kelly

Girls

DeOnsos
Art Adslr
(Ons to

Pilltberto

Johnstons

Ward A

FRANCAI8

Morahalltown,

Alan Brooks Co

Do Vogue"
Little Rank, Arks.

(Sunday opening)
O Hoffmann Co
Will Oakland Go

8ong

5 Nelsons

Sisters
Billot

Oakland.

OBPHBUM

(ubo)

Diamond A

Breen Family
(One to 811)

ORPHEUM

A

"Honor Thy GhUdran"
Norton A Melnotte
Jack Alfred Co

Ray 8amuele

Sarah Bernhardt
Mtlo

(Pittsburgh split)
1st half

epllt)

let half

(One to 811)
2d half
Weston Trio
(One to 811)

Selma Braats
Parker Bros
Sbehan A
LYRIC (wva)
Aubrey A Rich
Benny Harrison Co
2d half

AUanson

(ubo)

(Richmond

Joyoe West A M
Goldsmith A Lewis

Leo Been
Regal A Bender

BTeniahta.

(Ubo)

ACADEMY

Meson A Keeler Co

Resists

MAJESTIC

split)

Ths Ferraros
Corcoran A Maok
Olga Mleka Co
Capt Barrett A Son

Will

LYRIC (abc)
Herman

Jolly A Wild
Willie Zimmerman
CBCIL (abc)

2

(loew)

Fells

2d half

Aa_A

LOEW

1st half

Daughter
Oould A Lewie
Bert Melrose

811)

8*

Hubert Dyer Co
Hobson A Beatty
"Regular Bua Man"
2d half
Grace Edmonds
Browning A Dawson
Regal A Mack
Norfolk. Va.

Montreal, Can.

Floyd A Oullbert
"Oh Doctor"
Clover I<eef 8
Lincoln, Neb.

H&tZ

TITT-

(ubo)

PRINCESS

RBOBNT

ORPHBUM

GRAND

A

Kramer A Croea
Donovaa A Murray
tt
LUtls Rubene
Bernard A Meyers
Peggy Bremen A Bro
New Roehello, M. T.

(Sunday opening)

Col

Mnrton, lad.

Moaaa

Berate

Montgomery, A In.
(New Orleans

Muelcal Highlanders

A Kaufman

(One to

HL

Mollne,

PALACE (wva)
"Bunnyside of B'way"
2d half
Lew Huff
Lamey A Pearson
Willy Zimmermen
"Miss Up to Date"
(One to 811)

Aerial Bartlettes
Millar A Lawrence

Mr A Mre

(sun)

A Raney
F A O Demont
Miller

(wva")

A Texas
A McCarthys

1st half.

.

A Romer
A Holllster

Waltera

ORPHBUM

Norman A Sherwood

"On the Atlantic"

Flake A Fallon
Alexander Kids
Bison City Four
Prlncesa Kalama Co
2d half

Oerdner A Revere
KluUng'e BnterUlners Klutlng's Entertainers
24 half
Ky.

Weber A

MscDonald Co

Down Home 10
Harry A Eva Puck
A Morey "Llna'e Surprlee
Hoboken, W. J,
Co

Al

Jaekaoa, Mlehy

Small

Houlton

H Inkle A Mae

Goelet Harris
Jean Adalr A

PhU

(ubo)

Steam Fitters
Bob Tenney
Estelle Lorenberg Co
Crawford A Broderick

Hnnletaa, Pa.
playing

bill

Austin 20-21)
Llbonatl
Edith Clifford

GRAND

2d half

I

A

Gibson

Wd

split)

WHITB O H

Ollvee

PALACE

Man

BIJOU (ubo)
Madga

Cablll
Melville A
(Two to til)

(ubo)

Clinton 8l«tera

Rowley A
Roland Travere A Co
Grand Forks. N. D. "Our Boye"

to 811)

"Jazz

.

(18-10)

Musical Nosses

Wright A Davis
Merceresu Co
Gordon A Gordon
Elsalrn. N. T.

COLONIAL

A Robert

Robert

McWms Baldwin A 8

811)

24 half
The Betmonta

Hartford, Casus.
Nestor A Vincent
Margaret Ford
J A J Loughlla
Ryan A Joyce

Christie

Frenae. CaL

(ubo)

(ubo)

to 811)

PAP

Williams A Wolfus
Robbie Oordone
%

2d half
Francettl Sisters

(Two

(Inter)

Pelrera Sextet
H A O Ellsworth
Bert Baker Co

Aue Woodcboppers
Fenwlck Girls
Mr A Mrs O TSJlde
Jack Rose
(One to fill)

MAJESTIC

811)

Three Bobs
Helen Vincent

8Umm

ABLB O H

DeLuze

MAJE8TIC

A Arnold
Tower A Darrell
Wm Morrow Co
Bueton. Pn.

Co

Lawrence A Edwards
(One to

(Two to

Carlisle

Peass A Kuee
Evelyn May Co
Mayo A Linn
"Isle of Innocence"

to 811)

Sextet

Camilla Peraoni Co

Eldora Co
Barry Glrla

2d half
Dlngley A Norton
Lady Sen Mel
"Childhood Days"
Newhoff A Phelps
(One to BIT)

(wra)

2d half
Earl Glrdeller

Wood

Mneon* Ga.

ORAND

Jshnsea Howard
2d half

Mlaeonri Valley, Ii
MAJESTIC (wva)
Geo Hall

'

Bancroft A Brooke
Kaetlng Kays

Caltee Broe

Clalrmont Bros

Clam

1st half

"Too Many Sweethte"

Brady A Mahoney
Victor Moore
"Zlg Zag Revue"
Ft. Wllllnaaa, Can.

ORPHBUM

Chick Family
Brltt

(InUr)

(18-20)

2d half (14-18)
Jack O'Brien

(ubo)

Kenny A Walsh
"Keep Moving"

1st half

ARCADB

COLONIAL '(ubo)

Itkaen, N. Y.

KEITHS (ubo)
(Nashville split)
1st half
Taakae A Dixie

(Augusta

Lnmltr

Lew Huff

(Savannah

(Two

Shanghai Trio

'Quaker to B'way"
Iowa City. In,
BNOLERT (wva)
Lewie A Raymond
Allen A Allen

8 Rozellae

MAJESTIC

Co

Rosalie Asher
"Night with Poets"
KelTey A Davie

Hugo Ludgene
La Sova A Ollmore
AueUn A Bailey

STAR

Cola.

(ahAwva)

(18)
Thleeeen'e Pets

Edwards

Julia

ARCADB

Harrlennrsj* Pn.

(ubo)

Tiller Sisters

RItcs

(Two

ladU

Paul Petcblng

2d half

I nn ess

Warsa

Ft.

(loew)

Demarost A Doll
"Bohemian Life"

Fort Worth, Tex.

BUIa Nowlln Tr

M

.

La Jnntn,

ROURKB

"Hit the Trail"
Lyons A Yoeoo
Three Jabne
LYRIC (Ubo)

The Arleye

Ry»n * RlchBeld

(Others to 811)

Kenny A Hollls
"Mr faqulstttve"

Bba Co
Kajlyama Troupe
Harry Maaoa

Lane A Harper

Steve Stephens 8

Piatt

Fsntori's

LOEW

Frank Colby Co

fill)

2d half

Orvllle

Raymond

Williams A Held
Hoosler Olrl
Jean Moore
Three Melvtns
2d half
La France Broe
Lee A Lawrence
Luckle A Toet

ORPHBUM

Tyler
Grace

a

(Others to 811)
2d half

Wa

Lenard
2d half
Roberts A Rodens

Flo Adler
Blllott A Mora
Deltoa Mareeno A D
Foley A O'Neill
"Midnight Rolllokers"
Gr*5JLj8a7» Win.
ORPHBUM (wra)
(One to 811)
Chaa Young
Pnrsra* W. Dw
Morley A McCarthys
ORAND (abc)
Henry A Adelaide
Wllbert Troupe
Jack Gardner Co
Marker A Bcheaefc
GreenrlUe, 8.
Bowateon A Swaybelle
ORAND (ubo)
Lindsay Lady Bugs
(Spartanburg spilt)
2d half
1st half
"Woman Proposes"
Nlblo's Birds
(Three to 811)
Fred
Allen
Flint, Mlef*.
Gertrude Van Dyke Co
PALACE (ubo)
Hamilton A Barnee
(Saginaw epllt)
Osakl A TiUke
1st half
Hamilton, Can.
Evelyn A Dolly
DOMINION (Ubo)
Mack A Maybelle
Dancing Le Vara
"Tengo Shoes"*
Moore A Oerald
Beeele LaCount
Chief Caupollcan
Burdella Patterson
Farrell Taylor Co
Ft. TtaAsra, la.
Hardeen
PRINCESS (wra)
(One to 811)
Lewie A

Romano

Freemont Benton Co

Margaret Farrell

DAI

A Robinson
Wright A Walker
Bailey Keener Co

i»

A Hart

Hicks

(ahAwva)

(21)
playing
bill
Strand, Llrtngston.
Mont. 18)

Clay

Harry Tsuda

George Clancy Co
Royal Scotch Bnter

Walter

PALACE

(Same

The Larneds

Durkln Girls
"Smart Shop"
2d half

Frank Houghton Co

Bros

Joa B Totten Co
Elisabeth Cutty
Madison A Winchester
Ganfler*s Dogs

Clark A Franote

Primrose 4
Fern A Davis
8 Apollo*
Bertie Ford

RBOBNT

(Same bill playing
Anaconda 14)

Fnlle RJewr, Mans.
BIJOU (Loew)
Inna A O'Connor
Columbia City 4

(ubo)

(p)

(12-18)

Mary Norman

plays Evensvtlls 1st
half only)

8haw

(One to

PANTAOB8

Belleclslre

Fuller

Danny Simmons

Clayton Wblte Co
DaTld Sapersteln
Brendel A Bart

MILES

A

Cronln's Novelty

Detroit.

TEMPLE
Lillian

Great Valla, Mont.

^

(Suite j opening)
"Naughty Princess"
Holt
ltlM

VARIETY

Dogs
Marley A Morello
Pawtnrket. R,

Perell's

SCENIC

L

(ubo)

Toung A April
Jewutt A Pendleton
Marie Stoddard
"Inspiration"
2d hair

Keno A Wagner
Lawton

C L Fletcher
Whipple Huston Oe

VARIETY

20

WUX

ULLSMIXT
Peoria, I1L
(wva)

"Miss Up-to-Date"
2d naif
Wilson ft Laraen
Ulatt ft Oeer

(Two

Connors

White

Slater*

Monroe

(ubo)

Race
(One

Wm

Sam K Nalnoa

Holmes ft Buchanan
Margan ft Parker
"The Viol-Inn"
Lou Holts

Gazton Co
ft Edge
to

Francois
PENN (ubo)

Brown

Dudley Trio

A Palmer
KEYSTONE (ubo)
ft

M

DePace Opera Co
Annie Kent

TEMPLE

(ubo)

Robinson's Elephants

Theo Kosloff Co
Swor ft Avery

(One to

ft

ORPHEUM

Cams

DeWolf Girls
"Bonfires of Empires
Lambert ft Ball
Fink's Mules

Ann Hamilton Co
Skipper Kennedy
Harold Trio

Rockford,

8Q. (ubo)

(Johnstown

C

Wilfred Du Bols
"Jackie" ft "Billle"
LuulB Brocades .
Norwood ft Hall
R DeMont Trio
(ubo)

R

ft

ft Harrison
O Florens
Harris ft Variety 4
Cortes Trio

Jarvls

111.

T
D

Harvey DeVora 8
"Lincoln of U 8 A"
Chas Young

ROYAL

G limine Dancers
Harry Jolson

ORPHEUM
(Same

KEITH'S

Co

Fradkln
8 Weber Girls
Allan

Uyeno Japs
Providence, R.

I.

(ubo)

•The Sea Wolf"
[fallen ft Hunter
Black & White
(loew)

Adanlas Troupe
Holmes ft LaVere

"When We Grow Up"
Ooldle

Grey & Old Rose
(One to fill)
2d half
(Jorgallls Trio
Mason ft Cole

Downs

Mr

"Little
lA>vett

A Dale

Martell

Hal Langdon 3
Sampscl & Leonhard
Dunbar & Turner

Kalma Co
Prnvo, Utah.
COLUMBIA (ah&wva)

A 6 L Bell
C L Goodhue

(16)

Welsh's Minstrels

Julian Eltlnge

Hanlon

(Sunday opening)

Conroy A LeMalre
C A F Usher
Harold DuKane 3
Cartmell A Harris
Eddie Bond
Herbert's Dogs

(wva)

A Orovini

Dan Ahern
Stetson A Huber
Booth A Leander
Cecil & Mack
Granville A Mack
Tyler & Crolius
Kapt Kidder Co
Four Bards

(wva)

Fagg A White
Bruce Duffet Co

Maggie LcClalre

Sol

Kahler Children
Stenx Ctty, In.
ORPHBUM (wva)
Fern ft Rlchlleu ft F

F

2d half
Taketo Bros
\ubrey ft Riche
"The Fixer"

Colour
.

Clifton

Gems

Jolly Wild Co
Julie Ring
Travlllas ft Seal
Slonx Falls, 8.

ORPHBUM

PANTAGES

Steiner Trio
Countess Verona
Mile Fleury
Lawrence Johnston Co

Hilton

ft

D.

Ketch ft Wilms
Walter Baker Co
2d half
Cole ft Denahy
Elisabeth Ott

Leonard ft Ward
Four Holloways

Sonth Bend, InsL

ORPHBUM

Ogden

(wva)
Benson

ft

Cumin

ft

Seaham

Swede Hall Co
Bertie Fowler
Zls Zag Revue
2d half

Circus Days
Roth ft Roberts
Chas MeOood
Spnrtnnabnrg* N. C.

HARRIS (ubo)
(Greenville split)
1st half
The Keillors
Worth Waytln 4

Lazar

Billy King Co
Kulolla's Hawallans
HIPP (afth)

(Sunday opening)
A Bern ice

(orph)

opening Thurs-

day night)
Leona LaMar
Perrone

ft

Oliver

Dugan ft Raymond
Tasma 8

PANTAGES

(p)

Glen Echo
"Cabaret DeLuxe"

Frank Morrell
Grew Pates Co
Early
3

ft

Laight

Mus DeLuze Girls
HIPP (ahftwva)
(17-10)

Mo*
(ph)

Nay on 's Birds
Byal ft Early
Donals Sisters
2d half
High Jsnks Co
StennenTllle. O.
(sun)

1st half
"Six Little Wives"
2d half

Ernfb Potts Co
Dot Marcelle
"Tale of a Coat"
Doherty ft Scalla

HIPP

to

fill)

ft

Vernon

8 Cornelias
(One to fill)

Syrnenne*

TEMPLE

BJ.

Y.

(Ubo)

Jack ft Forls
Julian Hall

Jennings* sT
Patricola ft Meyers
Arthur Pickens Co
Gillls

ft

Lee

Co

CRESCENT

(ubo)

1st hslf

MUloy Keough Co
Gardner ft Bartol
"Beauty Fountain"

Wd

Melville ft Phil
Busse's Dogs

Taeoi

PANTAGES

(p)

Anderson's Revue
Topsy Equestrians
ft

Terre Hante, Ind.

HIPP (wva)

(Evansvllle split)
1st half

let half only)

Toledo
KEITH'S (ubo)
Frank Markley
Harmony Kings
Milton ft DeLong Sis
Brlce A Barr Twins
Hallen A Fuller

(p)

Chung Hwa Four
Mack A Velmar
Russell A Byrne
Georgia Chartrea
Strength Bros
Victoria, B. C,
(p)

Zsra Cannon 8
June Mills Co
Sinclair A Tyler
Bob Albright
Klnkald Kilties
6 Metzettls

Waco, Tex.

ORPHEUM

(ph)

"Fashion DeVogue"

Rego Sisters
6 Serenaders
Pat Barrett
Riggeletto Bros

MAJESTIC

Juggling Nelson
Johnny Johnson Co
Fitzgerald

A Senna

Ed Foy Family
Clara Howard
Hazel Moran
Washburn, Win.
Geo Heradas
Bates A Barron
Wnahlnn-ten, D. C.

KEITH'S

(ubo)

Grace La Rue
Mazle King Co
"Rubevllle 3
Pooley A Sales
Else Reugger Co
DeLeon A Davles
Lieut HI 11 lam
Gladys Hanson Co
(One to fill)

Wnterbury, Conn*
POLI'S (ubo)
Krayona Co
Marlon A Elliott

Lunette Sisters

Tom A

Stalsa Moore

Amoros

Sisters

Tracey

Florence Bell Co
Mac O'Nell
Small Town Opera

"Campus

ft

Girls"

Packard Trio

Scamp

ft

Scamp

(20-23)

In

Ft"

•Wanzer A Palmer
Song A Dance Revue

Dorothy Lamb
Blondi Robinson

(One

Alma Co

Ceclel

(Same

bill

playing

Connolly Sisters

PANTAGES

(p)

Great Leon
Qulgley ft Fitzgerald

Wooneoeket,

Law ton
Jewett

ft

Young

ft

Pendleton
April

Marie Stoddard

Worcester, Mass).
POLI'S (ubo)

Houlton
PAP
Embs A Eleton

Mr A Mrs

Connelley
Jack Marley
Balsar Sisters
2d half

Bob Tenney

C Morton Co
Hickey Bros
Marzella's Birds

J

PLAZA

2d half
Arthur Madden
Marlon A Elliott

Thomas Eagan Co
3 Melody Phiends

(One to

fill)

Yonkem,

PROCTORS
Chilson
Hufford

Hugh Herbert Co
"Race of Man"
White A Halg
(Others to

Ronair

2d half

Frank Colby Co
Steve Stephen 3

(Two

to

fill)

(ubo)

Ward

ft

Pletro

(Three to fill)
2d half
(Three to All)

Yownnwtown, O.
KEITH'S (ubo)

(wva)

ft Wilmont
Ruth Howell Co

fill)

York, Pn.

OPERA HOUSE

Pietro

Dublin Girls
Francis Owens Co

(ubo)

(One to fill)
2d half
Lander Bros

Aerial Patts

STAND

N. Y.

Norman
A Chain

Al Noda

Rose

(ubo)

Caron A Farnum
Pease A Kuee
Evelyn May Co
Frazer Buntz A H
Ben Beyer Co

"Cunning"

ft

I.

Whipple Huston Co
2d half

"Flirtation"

Moore

11.

BIJOU (ubo)
Keno ft Wagner

Plplfax

ft

Panlo

Ed Morton
Kay ft Bell
Helen Trlx

ft

Sis

Rome

ft Cox
Mrs Thos Whiffen Co

Medlln Watts ft
March's Lions

T

"YES OR NO" STRUGGLE.
For some weeks Anderson & Weber
have been following a line of retrenchment with "Yes Or No" at the Longacre, the policy having been instituted
with the management hopeful business
would restore things to their general
basis.

After the opening the salaries of the
principals were cut, with the word
passed that they would be restored
within the near future. The "future"
arrived and the restoration was not
forthcoming. Some of the leads then
went into conference with the heads
and effected a compromise.
The show has been fluctuating
around a certain mark, with the attendance in the gallery unusually
large for an upper section gathering.
It is this topheavy returns that have
enabled the show to stick as long as
it
has, although Anderson is understood to have gamely stood for weekly
losses on the road for at least a month
in order to bring the show into New

York.

(Inter)

"Somewhere

A White

Dorothy DeSchelle Co
Vincent ft Kelley
Hong Kong Troupe

fill)

LaZier Worth Co
Oaks A DeLour
"In the Zone"

(wva)
2d halt

Manly A Golden

to

(Two to fill)
Vaneonver, B. C.

PANTAGES

Lewis'

Jack Clifford Co

"What Really Hap"
ft Dunlevv
Mine Doree's Celeb
Wilson ft Castle

McKay A Ardlne
Bell A Eva
Toronto
SHEA'S (ubo)

ft

Bronson ft Baldwin
Helen Savage Co

Coakley

TEMPLE

Ioleen Sisters
Skelly ft Helt

Bob Carlln
Makers of History
(Cbss Grapewln Co.
play Terre Haute

Florence Calvert Co

2d half

Tyson
Myers

ft

PANTAGES

Murray
Co

Billy Reeves

4 Haley Sisters

Collins

B

Ardel

Alexander ft Fields
Mystlo Hanson 8

LEBLANG'S SOFT MONEY.

(17-18)

Hallen A Gross

(20)
Cliff

(ubo)

Brown

Baldwin Blair Co

Duval

The Lelands
Joe Reed
John ft Mae Burke

Hayatake Bros

Dedlc Velde Co

Robblns Family
Josephine Sabel
Regan ft Lorrain Sis
WlTlard ft Wilson
Haley Mike ft Haley
Flying Russells
Utlcn, N . Y

Yucatan

John B Hymer Co
Ethel Hopkins
Lucy Gillette
2d half
"Fun In Trenches"

Norton

(ubo)
2d half (14-18)

Geo Demerol Co
Wheeler ft Moran
Cooper ft Robinson
Haruko Onuki

Asalea ft Dolores
3 Morlarty Girls

Van

J.

LINCOLN

ORPHEUM

2d half

Shannon Co

Gwen

(One to fill)
2d half

Annie Kent

(Two

Union H1U, N.

ft

(ubo)

Golando
Virginia Barle Co
Mcintosh ft Maids
Chas Moratl Co
Jean Sothern

Elizabeth

Briscoe ft Rauh
Jonla ft Hawallans

Patricola

ft

ORPHEUM

McCarthy ft Faye
Mr ft Mrs Melbourne

ft

Barron
2d half

Bates

Winnipeg.

Gillette

McWatters

Manicure"

Wanenn,
BIJOU (wva)

2d half

Lucy

Glocker

Dance Girls of World

Effle

Rutan's Birds

(afth)
1st half
ft

Walton
Cushlng

ft

Watson Sisters
Nina Payne Co

Kerns

Stockton, Cnl.

"Mayor

Troy, N. Y.

COLONIAL

3 Melody Girls

A

ft

D'KSTADER'S

Julia Hall

Alice Hamilton
"Ocean Bound"

VICTORIA

ft

Gladys Alexander Co

JEFFERSON

Jolly Wild Co
Travlllas ft Seal
2d half

The Casslus
WUsnlnnton, DeL

Dally
Nick Santoro
Calvin ft Thornton
Juggling DeLlsle

ft

ft Pearson
Mattle Cboate Co

"Unexpected"
The Dohertys

(10)

Pistol

Lamey

Benny Harrison Co

Duo

Alvers

Leonard

Moore ft west
Seymour Brown Co
(One to fill)
Waterloo, In.
MAJESTIC (wva)
Taketo Bros

C

Higglns

ft

Schosn

Duo

& Gold

Irene La Tour
Jay Raymond
Brennan ft Davis
Susanna Crelghton

(ubo)
Whitney's Dolls

Frank Rogers

Stanley

(ubo)

2d half (14-18)

PROCTOR'S

Warren A Templeton
Bluebird, Anaconda, Beaumont A Arnold
Mallta Bon con i
Mont., 17)
Whiting A Burt
Dclavan Bros
Valeska Suratt Co
VanEtta ft Gersbon
Joe Cook
Barry Nelson ft B
HIP (ubo)
Harry Mason Co
Daldas ft Imo
2 McCarvers

Uerns
Louis Hardt Co
(One to fill)

TAYLOR'S

Tokl Murata

Cecil

Neville A Brock
Seymour's Family
CASINO (aAh)
(Sunday opening)
Annette A Morel

B'WAY (loew)
"Pretty Soft*'

Jsrrow
Hasel Klrke 5
(One to fill)
2d half
Frances Rice
8 Black Dots
(Three to fill)

Silver

(1JM8)
(Same Dili playing
Tacoma, Tacoma, 21;

Sisters

Bid

Paul Patching Co
Shaw ft Campbell

(p)

(Sunday opening)

Amoros

Superior, Whs,
(wra)

(abo)

ft Herron
Frank Farron
Walter Perclval Co
Bobbe ft Nelson
"Oh You Devil"
in, M. J.

Holden

Lydell

PALACE

Ines
Pate Trio

(loew)

ft

Kawanas
De Pace Opera Co

ft

Bender ft Heer
Paul Brady

fill)

YONGB

The Parshleys
Robinson ft Dewey

Edwards 7 Gypsy Brigands
Bennett Sisters
Trinidad, Colo,
2d half
WEST (ahftwva)
Krayona Co
Flanagan

3

Brodean ft Sllvermoon
"Exemption"

Nellie Nichols
J C Nugent Co

Mr Proxey

Oliver Severn 8
(Four to fill)

Loney Haskell

Stanton
ft

G Demont

ft

Irving Oosler
"Fireside Reverie"
Clsra Morton
Robinson's Elephsnts

24

A Allen

H A E

(p)

Haager ft Goodwin
"Fall** Rhelma"
Gilroy Haynes ft M
Mary Dorr

"Vanity Fair"

Sarah Padden Co
Phina Co

ORPHEUM

"Cockle"
Daughters

ft

ft

PANTAGES

AUDITORIUM

ORPHEUM

Basil

Blossom Sseley Co
Vsrdon ft Perry
Kltamura Japs
"In the Dark"
Reed ft Wright Sis
Lucille

(ubo)

Mack ft Lee
J C Morton Co

SnrlnjgftelsL

8noknne.

San Fmnelnco.

PALACE

Zanaros

ORPHBUM

ft O'Donnell
Jones ft Greenlee
"Janet of France"

Nlobe

Saxon A Clinton
Wilton Sisters
^relgbtons A Crelgh
"Fountain of Love"
St. Lonla, No.

EMPRESS

Cliff

Nash

Tate's Motoring
Jess ft Dell

(ubo)

Billy Kllgrade

LeRoy A Paul

Mrs 8 Payne

ft

2d half
Mantellu ft Warden

(Flint split)
1st half
Billy Klnkald

COLUMBIA

Gomes

ft

Carson Bros
Marston ft Manly
Kimball ft Kenneth
3 Mlllards

Co
Miss Foxy"

Selblnl

(p)
Girls

HIPP (afth)
Billle Bowman

Lllllard

JEF-STRAND

rtarry Ellis

ft

Douglas

Koban Japs
Saginaw, Mich.

The Flemings
"Dining Car Mine"
James Watts Co

Pealson

Brown

ft

Howard

Roscoe's Minstrels

EMERY

ft

Scott

Cook A

(p)

Hope Vernon
Fat Thompson Co
Lee Hope Co
Harvey 3

KEITHS

2d

2d half
Zematl A Smith

8haw

Marlon Harris

PANTAGES

bill

Cole ft Coleman
Celll Opera Co
Elklns Day ft B
Leach LaQulnlan Tr

"Corner Store"
Foster Ball

King

Mayer

"Lots ft Lots"
Brooks ft Powers
J Singer ft Dolls
Beatrice McKensle
Tl Ling Sing

half)

Brown

ft

half

Stockton

plays

ft Boggs
Green
Ward Wilson Co
Walters ft Walters

Martin

DteaTO.

PANTAGES
Lottie

(afth)

1st

ft

San

Weston

ft

(Same

ORPHEUM

Kalmer

B

HIPP

Hawkins
Fisher Hawley Co
Frank Dobson
Portland* Ore.

ft

Kastrup
"Submarine FT"
Clark ft Verde
Columbia ft Victor
Skipper

Conley
Cycling Brunettes
Alfred LaTell Co
ft

Kerr

M

ft

Cooney Sisters

Wayne Mars

Fresno 15-18)

H

(Inter)

Lolette

bill

Lean ft Mayfleld
Harry Holman Co
McDonald ft Rowland

Wellington ft
Willing ft Jordan
Bert Levy
j

MAJESTIC

playing
Stockton 18-14;

(ubo)
Sylvia

1st half

Carl

4 Casters

(11-12)

(One to nil)
Portlaad, Me.

(ph)

Pedrlnl ft Monks
Doris Lester 8

"Mimic World"

"A Close Share"
ft Francis
Hoyt's Minstrels
Preyost ft Goulet

ft

San Antonio* Tex.

the Atlantic"
2d half

Uwrence Brook Co
Harvey

(p)

Rosalind

Florence Tlmponl

Morlln

Varvara
White

The Langdons

ft

"On

ft

PANTAGE8

PALACE (wva)
A Glocker

split)

1st half

Comer
ft Ken 5

Reynolds ft
Altruism
btan Stanley Co
Bernard ft Janis

Tllton

Bowman Bros

ft

Zlegler's
Scarploff

Bcofleld

FAMILY (sun)
Robinson Duo
Francis ft Hume

Pederson Bros
Dorotby Brenner

fill)

Salt Lake.

Loyal's Dogs
Plerlot

(ubo)

POU'S (ubo)
Wilkes- Barre split)

Anson

Feye

ft

Sol Bems
Electrical Venus
(Two to fill)
SneingcftelsL Mnns.

Bert Earl Trio

fill)

ft

(Three to fill)
2d half
3 Kawanas

Adair ft Adelphl
Havlland ft Thornton
Chas Irwin

Pittsburgh

HARRIS

(wva)

Rochester, N. Y.

(ubo)

Swaybelle

ft

(

Dean

POLI'8 (oho)
(Scran ton split)
*
1st hair

Boas

ft

Barbler Thatcher Co

(One to

Gilbert

Monarch Comedy 4

Scmnton, Paw

Proposes"

(wva)
Vernon
Barrett ft Murray

Willis

ft

(abo)

M

ft

"Five Fifteen"
Carson ft Wfllard
Dale ft Burch
Pauline
2d half
Geo Primrose Jr Co

Jack Marley
Mr A Mrs Connellei

B Hymsr Co

PALACE

EMPRESS

Willis

Kltner Hawksley ft
Steve O'Rourke Co
Hunting ft Francis
Chas Ahearn Co

SHERIDAN

(One to

Van

2d half

Willies

DAVIS

Sisters

The Larneds

"New Doctor"

2d half
John

Loos Bros
Llndsey ft Lady Bugs

Rochester, Minn.

2d half (14-16)
Curry * Graham
Francis Dyer

Arthur Pickens Oo
Norton ft Lee
"Race of Man"

Schosn ft Walton
"PlanovBle"

fiowatson

Carbrey A Cavanaugh
Gordon Eldrld Co

Emmett De Voy Co

PROCTOR'S (ubo)
Co
Jennings A Mack

Gillls

Constance Crawley Co

"Woman

The Grays

"Hello Japan"

Co
geheneetady, N. Y.

Jack ft Forts
Ethel Hopkins

Washington Trio
(Two to fill)
2d half
The Hardee

(Charlotte spit)
1st half

Pond

Al Abbott

The Yaqula
(ubo)

ft

Laura Hoffman
The LeVoloe
Verd ft Veroi

HIPPODROMB

fill)

Roanoke, Vn.

ft

ALLEGHENY

Billy Clifford

Ruth St Denis Co
Bert Swor
Herbert Clifton

Grant

ft

ROANOKE

2d half (14-16)
Louis London

Two

Hichman Bros

ORPHEUM

(Norfolk split)
1st half

Olga

WM

Hanlon
Cantwell ft Walker
"Ladles' Club"

PnnL

(wva)

[0

H

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

Hanlon

Howard

.

The MelvUles

PARK (wva)
Buster ft Bddy
Rives ft Arnold
"Cloaks ft Suite"

St.

Richmond, Vav
LYRIC (ubo)

Maria Lo Oo
Joe DeKoe Troupe

Margaret

Edna
Co

ft

u

tee*,

EMPIRE? wva)
Connors ft Bdna
WUUs Hall Co
Case ft Carter
May's Circus

Savannah, On.
BIJOU (ubo)

"Magaslne Girls"
2d half
"20th Century Whirl"

Willis Hall

Moon

GRAND

(wva)

ft

Case ft Carter
May's Circus

Dorothy Oranville
Bert Hanlon
ft

fill)

2d half

Philadelphia.

Howard
Romano

to

Took
Briers ft King
James Llohter
• Homer Llnd Co
"Mies America"
Nip

Resjtnaw Oi

KEITH'S (ubo)
Eva Tanguay
Imhoff C ft Cor
ft

Buhla Pearl

ft

REGINA

(wva)

Aerial Butterflies

Norton
Lady Sen Mel
"Childhood Days"
Frabito
Durns ft
(One to fill)
2d half
"Too Many Bweethta"
Dlngley

"Lincoln U 8 A"
Dale ft Burch
Ashal Troupe

Rose

j, Pa.
(ubo)

HIP

ORPHEUlf

Pebastlan Merrill Co
Allen 4 Frauds
"Money or Your Life"
Carl McCuUough

GRAND

Joe Garcia
Burt ft Peggy Dale

Lewis A Hurst

2d half
Zanaros

Mack A Lee
Margaret Ford
Flanagan A Edwards
Mr Proxey
Bennett 8lsters
Wllkes-Barre Pa

Monday

night Joe LeBlang saw a
chance to pick up some soft money
and went to it. Along about 6.30 some
of the agencies which are carrying an
outright buy for the Cohan Revue
dumped to Joe a number of seats for
the performance that night.
Joe held on to them and through

some outsidechannel got a

Monday
to

be

the

off,

men

tip that the
night performance was going
and kept right on buying from
at the premium offices as fast

as they wanted to dump. The result
was that he gathered quite a few
seats for the show, paying on the
average of $1 to $1.25 for them and
cashed back at the theatre the next day

box office price.
Tuesday night it was believed that
Miss Bayes would b eablc to go on,
but she had not sufficiently recovered
from her accident to put in an appearance.
Hilda Smith carried the
Bayes scenes and Dorothy Jardon filled

at full

in

with the specialty.

Ruth Thompson
Kirk

in

is replacing Hazel
"Flo Flo" opening next week.
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Genana M (0)
Germaine Jeanette(O)
Gershon ft Van Etta
Gibson Hardy (C)
Glbbs Miss H
Gilbert ft LaCrmgo(G)
Gillar A R (C)
Gladioli Florei

23 -y

3C

Claire Nell (C)

Clalrmont Joseph
Clancy Geo (0)

Bdw A

Halsteubaeu

H

Homberg Albeit

Mr

Clouds

-

Mrs (G)

ft

Coffman Joe

Faskay Robt

LaMaliee Arthur

Hills

Lamplnl Bras (Rag)
Larson Antotnette(C)

Lambert Natalie (0)

Mrs M
Hoey Mrs
Holden ft Ha iron

LaRue Ruth

A

Holden Jack
Holmes ft Buchanan
Houston Jas P
Howard Jane
Howard Mrs H B

Howard

Cole Bert (C)

ft

Pans

iss

IcNi
MoNamar

.

Ann

Leslie Bert

Richard
Ibhott (0)

Gold

Oraady Mrs L (0)
Grant Virginia
Grey Clarice

Lewis Jack
Lewie Percy
Lin Lun Fong

W

Irving RienaJi

J

Llppman

Jacquette (C)

Men

(P)

Lillian

Frank (C)

Littlejohn

Colman Mack

Abrahams David

J

Arline

Jessie

Mllford Florence (0)
Miller Belle (8F)
Miller Anna
Miller Arthur
MUllker R H (C)

2nd N.

Cross Billy
Curtis U 8 (C)

Curry Marion
Curtis ft Wolts

(C)
Atkinson Hal (C)

Arvllle Victoria

V. A.

B

Baker Marlon

Bambon Mrs (C)

W

Baxter ft Virginia
Barbour E L (C)

Lynn

Barbour ft
Barker Mrs T H
Barlow Hattle
Barlowe Mae
Barnes Carolyn
Barnes ft Robinson

Bassitte

Bailey

Debrow
flv

Ollle

Deerie Helen

DeGlen

G

M

ft

DeLlte Eddie
Dell Maybeile

F

Delmar Harry
DeMar Rose
DeMuth Harry
DeVoy June
Deyo Jeanne
Dickerman Daisey

Bennett Daisle E
Benson H C (C)
Beranger Betty (C)
Beringer Suem (C)

Donegan Jimmy
Don Ion Viva (Reg)

Dom

Bessent Lillian
Bimbo Chaa (C)

Elisabeth

Doris

ft

H

(0)

H

Bowles Peter
Boylan Augusta (C)
Boyd Mrs

DuLeil ft Covey
Dunjevy Joe

Braase Stella
Brady Paul
Brehn Kathryn
Brennan Jack
Brooks Celesta (8F)
Browning Tod (8F)

Dunn A Adams

W

Brown James (C)
Brown Geo N
Brown Irving J
Browning Bill
mwx
Bruce Earnest (SF)
Bruce Ernie (C)
Buckleys

Buhler BUI
Bunnln Evelyn

Julia (C)

Sarah

(C)

Julia

Sarah
Edwells Co (C)
Ellers Novelty (0)
Eldrldge Clara

Mrs F
Emmerson Maude(C)
Emmett Hugh J
Elliott

Stewart(C)

B

Burton Dorothy (P)

Epallly J
Errington

Myra

Evans Barbara
Evans Bessie
Evans Harry
Cafferty

Mr

ft

Mrs

N

T

Everette J

(0)

Cain Arthur
Calne ft Orom
Calbourne H
Call

W
Raymond

Falrman George
Mrs 9

Campbell Miss J (C)

Farrell

Cameron Graos

Fass Blanche (G)
Fenner Geo H
Ferdinand F (0)
Fern Chas (O)
Fiddler ft Cole

Campbell Ethel (P)
Caplane A Wells
Cardon Frank (C)
Carbrey Mrs J
Carlisle

ft

Romer

Carlyle Louise
Caroll ft Lee
Carr Arthur (C)
Carroll Madam

Casey Fred

James
Chaplin Leah
Christie Geo D (C)

Challis

Christie

G

Carl

Field

Norman

B

Figaro Jack
Fisher ft Gilmore
Fitzgerald

ft

Carroll

Fitzgerald Dick
Fltzslmmons Mrs
Flint Prof (C)
Flint Beatrice
Flock John

Flynn Josle

Wm

Griffith
Griffith

Fred (C)
Evelyn

Guarella F (C)
Guest Alfred
Gunn Beugla (0)

H

Hahn Leon
Hall Howard
Hall
8 (C)
Hall
J (C)
Hallo Eunice (0)

W

Handman A Cook
Hanlon Ben
Hanson Julia (0)
Hanlon
Hardy Mr (C)
Hardy Frank
Harlan Kenneth (Reg)

Wm

Harris Bleanore
Harris A Hillard
Harris Honey
Harris Roy
Harris B (C)
Hsrrah Roy (C)
Harrington Fred (C)
Harrington Al (C)
Harrison Alberta
Harrison Miss C L
Hatcher Archie (P)
Hayes A Neal (C)
Hedder Mr A Mrs J
Heeley F (C)
Helder Fred

Jackmaa Lennle
Jahnson Harold

Janie Mrs B (C)
Jenkins Chic
Jerome Daisey

Jordan Leslie

Lloyd
Lloyd
Locke

A
A

k> R

I

Britt (C)

(8F)
(P)

Kane A Odom
Kaufman Gerry
Keatl

Lovell

Kalf Chas

A

H B

(C)
Keech Kelvin K
Keller Marie (C)
Kelly Edw Emery (P)
Kelly Ed (0)
Kelly Nora (C)
Kelly Mabel
Kelly M A Bddle
Kemp Aleck
Kennedy A Nelson
Kennedy Taos J

Kennedy Mrs P J
Kenny Leola
Kerr Florence
Ketler Joe

King Mrs Gus
King Jane
King Maud
Klvltschoff Lacy
Klages Ray
Klein Emll

Kramer Maeb (0)
Kulsle Lewis

Laos

A

W

A

Lovell

Luts Howard
Luxeanc Mile
Lyons Jack
Lyons John

MacArthur Mrs P
MaeFa/den Mre H

Mask Mae
Meek Teyor (0)

Mackle Florence (0)
Madell

Miller

A Corbley (0)

Mahoney Tom
Haitian* Reth
Makla Mre H

Malvern Jake
Marion Bert (0)
Marmora Ruth (0)
March Verna
Martini (C)
Martin Chaa (C)
Marshall Dorothy
Marshall Lew

Dolly

Minton Ruth

Montambo Pah
Moore Tim A O (C)
Morris Billy (C)
Morley Lillian
Morton Jane (C)

Morton Lillian K
Mosart Fred A Bra
Muller A Coogan (C)
Mulhall Bernlce
Mulhall Lucille
Murdoch Miss J
Murray Lois (C)

W

Newman N H

(0)

J

Wells Harry
Wells Mrs T

V

(C)

Nouvelle Louie

O'Conere Mary
(P)
O'Donnell John

O'Oorman

ft

Simmons

Simpson Nancy
81ms Pete
Sims! Norbcrt
Slater Mr ft Mrs
Smith ft King (C)
Smith Lester A
Smith Msrgaret B
Smyth Arthur F

Snow Nelson

Girls

A

81s

West Leila
Westcott Geo
Wheeler
Wheeler Frank (C)
Whitelaw Mrs A

BAB

Wilbur Harrington
(C)

Williams Lola
Williams Lottie
Williams Rlsca
Williamson Addle B
Wilson Irene (C)
Wilson Maud
Wilson Ruth
Windon Mae (C)
Winter Theresa
Wolffhelm Bugene(C)
Woods Helen (C)

Wood Nellie I
Wood Ollle
Wood Mrs Paul
Woodward Harvey J
Woodward Fred (8F)
Worthlngton Viola
Wyor Forest J

T

York ft King (C)
Young ChifChtn
Young Robert
Younger Jack

Z
Zedeler Mrs

N F

N. V. A. Letter List.
These letters will bo held at the N. V. A.
for ten days and If not called for
will be
turned over to the Dead Letter Office.

Ambler Edward
Archie Will

Amovlu L

Arrens The

B
Ballou A E
Barrett Joe
Barry ft Nelson

Nlelson Anabel
Nltche Geo
Norman Don (P)
Norwood A Hall

Ciolette

Wilbur Mrs C R
Wllmont Flo (C)
Wllllns Burt (C)

Allen Miss Nella

Nealand
D
Neaynard Geo J
Nelson Lewis
Nelson Walter (0)
Nevlns Josle

Wilson (C)

ft

Welford Harry (8F)

Secrest Cecil J
Sedblnl Mizpah

Adams Frank

N

Con ley

Wellington Dave

H

A

Murray Edward
Myers Babe

ft

Whiteside Fib
Whittler Roy

Simmons

JL(C)

Mlllei^BsrlB

MUlman

Welle

Bmma
Longshore D
Loekett Lou

Lonos Hawaltans
Loretta Oert (0)
Lorimor Mies M
Lorraine Miss
(0)
Lorraine Miss B

K

Helm Bud
Henderjon C (C)
Handler Hlrschel

Livingston

Ward Felix
Ware Jane
Weber
Weber

Shon Madelyn
Sldelll Jack (C)
Simmons Gladys

Cecil

Elroy (0)
H (C)

Warner

Weak Bert
Webb Teddy

Sheehan May
Sheldon Arthur
Sheldon Mabel
Shepherd Burt
Sheppard Al
Sheppard Vingor
Sherwood Harvey (O)
Sherwood Morria

Earle Ralph

Ward

Warren

Seldon A Bradford
Sexton ft Farrell
0Ur * Wllll »nis
(C)
Shaw Mr (C)
Sherlock Frank (C)

cants.

Walker Eunice
Eunlc* M
Walker Herble (0)
Wallace Mrs
Mr* H
H (0)
Walt A Rentley
lent ley (Q)
Walsh Grace
Walsh Marie (P)
Ward Mre (Reg)

Sandberg Bob (8F)
Schaefer Sylvester
Schaffer Ethel

Shelly

Edwards
Edwards
Edwards
Edwards
Edwards

*

8am Llk Yung (Reg)

Advertising rates for the special number will not be changed, and favored
reservations will be given early appli-

Doyle Jimmy
Drew Beatrice
Dries
(C)
Duclos D B
Duke Irene

Sam

Vincent Bllaore
Volt Lawrence F

8
gabel Marlon (0)

organized.

Mack (0)

Downing

Bonne Ann
Bowers Martin

Burns

Randow Mr

Russell Georgia
Russell Mrs R

Doughty Jack

Blair Joseph
Blett Billy
tnwm
Blondell Ed (8F)
Blondell Ed (C)

Burrell Chas

Yardman (C)
Vaughn J Preston

Romain Manuel
Rose Victor O
Ross Fred H
Rost Charley
Royal Jack (8F)
Royal Jack
Rudolph Frltsie
Rull Alex

detail concerning the National Vaudeville Artists, the largest and most irifluential society of professionals ever

Costa

Rankin Walter (C)

Roberts Mabel (0)
Robertson Bob
Rogers Wilson (C)

first

V

O

Valerie SlsUre

Rlvoll

10th

The Second Anniversary Number
will be replete with information and

Dixon Jeanne
Dobbins Mrs A
Donaldson Chip
Donaldson ft Geraldlne

Berg Dave
Bernardl Trio
Berry Frank

ft

H

Mire

Riley J ft A
Ringllng Adolph
Rivers Miss D (C)
*

N. V. A. Anniversary Number, published by "Variety" last spring,
was an innovation in trade journalism.

The

DeBrion Corinne

Beban Mae
Beck Mildred
Becker Luelle
Bell J (C)
Bender Masie (0)
Bennett Chas (C)

Burnett

be issued

May

M P

Dean Mrs

iE (C)

ft

will

Theriault Eugene
Thorpe Chas H (P)

Thursby Dave

Rawely Bddle
Rave Helen
Relohardt Rene
Reubens Murray
Rhoads Florence
Riley Mrs Happy

W

Barnette Camilla

Barney Violet
Barry Claire

Zella

Takaorl B 8 (SF)
Taree
Tate ft Tate (C)
Taylor James
Taylor Margaret

Tltcomb LaBelle
Tobias Sophie
Tracey P (C)
Tunis Miss Fay
Turner Chas 8
Tyler Adele

Flnlay
ft

Stephen Murray
Stevens Clara
Stevens Leo
Stewart Jean
Stlrk Clifford (P)
Stone Geo
Stone Nana
Story R
Stratton Jack
Strength Bros (Beg)
Strong Nellie
Stuart Austin
Stuart Herbert
Sullivan James R
Sullivan John

Tilden Helen
Tischler

Randall Russell

Dacre Louise
Dale Dolly
Dale Frederick (C)
Dale Miss M (0)
Daley Eddie (C)
Darling Lee (8P)
Daroey Joe
D'Arey Gloria
Dana Joe
Darto ft Sylva
Darling Miss L (C)
Davis Ben H
Davis Keila
Davis Mrs
C
Dearie Helen (C)

Baird Alvin A
Bailey Pearl (C)
Baker Lotta

O

W

Rambo

M

Valata

Avery Drew

Bandy

Pierce Irene
Pierson Chas
(P)
Pisano General
Poctor Bert (C)
Pollock Jean

Mr

Spitzer John 8
Stafford J
(C)
Stark Virginia (C)
Starup Harry (C)
Steinle ft Hyde (C)

Sully Estelle

Perry H H (C)
Perry Martha

ft

Spauldlng Clarice (C)
Spencer Trio (C)
Sparks Mabel

Swan Edith

Phillips Guff
Phillips Maybeile

Qaealy
Quelay

Marie

Sollmlnl

Swain Hall (8F)

Post
H
Potter
O
Powell Ermlnie
Pratt Herbert A
Price Irving

"Variety's"

Cromwell Jack
Cronln Morris

Anna

Mr

Palliene

Palmer Gaston
Parks Emlley
Park Em ley (C)
Parker Bros (C)
Parker Miss A R (C)
Patsky Leahr (C)

Wm
Wm

Cornelia Harry
Coughlln Mary
Courtney Alice
Craig Jean

Arnold Lewis (C)
Arselma Ethel

Padwell Mrs Geo

Pope Harry

Conway Anna

Bill

Moore

ft

(Reg)

B

ft

H

Owen Jack
Owens

Penambere James

Conner Elliott 8
Conroy John F

Adler Chaa J
Adler Emma 8
Adams Rex (C)
Adell Ruth (C)
(0)
Ainsworth
Albert Mrs N
Allard Burt
Alvin Carl

Aman

Mae

Connelly

Wm

Osterfelt
Otts Geo

Patterson Julia
Paulette Louise
Peirce Geo
Pemberton Goldle

Collins ft Kobel
Collins Lillian

Abbott Billy

Old Homestead 8 (0)
Oldham Georgia
Olds Florence
O'Lougblin Henry
Omar M (C)
One B (C)
Osborne Lynn (C)

i

Mealey 81g
Mecklenberg Irene
Meeker Matt
Melchert Mis B
Melba Paula
Melvern Babe
Merian Madam (P)

LaNore Jack
Leon Sisters
Leonard Olivette
iter

N

Mead Mary (P)
Meade Miss B

Rlalto

Hardt (Of

(0)

Millie

McNeese Miss

Mrs i

-

Maxln A (C)
May Evelyn (0)
McArty Grace (C)
McCann Mrs H
McCarthy Mary
McGulre J 8 (C)
McGlnnls Mrs F
Moinlrney Matthew"
Mclntyre Mrs L D
McLaughlin Jennie
(C)

tons

Hutchlns Dick (Rag)
ft

V>

Least I
Hannah
LeFlenr (0)

Josle

Howe Walter S

Hyde

(<

iSSS, B m

Masquer la (C)
Matthew* Mrs D (C)
Matthews Mrs D D
(Reg)

ksspsssv

LaMoat Lloyd L

Nat (P)
Gordon Mr
Gordon Clair
Gordon John &
Gordon Roy
Gould

Clifford Bailie

l^ksrO

Hlgglns Clark
Hlgglns Helen
Hllden 8 (C)
gill Anna (0)
Ul Emma (C)

Goldstein

Clare Millie
Clsrke Wilfred
Cleve Helen
Cleveland Babe
Clifford Bessie

A

Jos

Griffith

Martelle

Hickman Bros

Hoyt Hilda B
Hunt Onega M
Hurwlch ft Cherry
Huster Winnie

Olyn Harry
Glyndon Telll
Golden Mabel
Golden Morris
Goldene Dorothy

Church Alios
Chaflln Harold

Chyo Oaorgo

(0)

21

Bsrry Msbel
Barry William
Barker Ambrose
Barth Lee
Bates Evelyn

Bernette

Wm

Wallace
Berens Harold
Bergen Miss Ruby
Bevlns Clem
Blsck A Tsa
Bland Enid A Will
Boyle Raymond H
Brad Fred Esq
Brennan A Carr
Broderlck Lillian

Browning

Dill

Burnett Babe

Belmont Ralf

Campbell Bob
Cnprlre June
Cardinal Arthur
Carlyle Jack
Carroll Fred
Cathrart William

Bell Bill

Chadwick Duo

FJeatty Eileen
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"THE PARSNIP OF
Eva Tanguay, who has received the biggest paid salary to a single
been in demand twenty years packing theatres

—

B. F. Keith never permitted vulgar acts in his theatre—
so hence the proof my act is not vulgar.

Eva Tanguay was born of French parents—father born
in France. French was the language in the home and
THERE did Eva Tanguay learn her own FRENCH
NATIONAL HYMN (anthem). So why should she not
sing it now? Had it been GERMAN-YES! "CAN" IT.

And now

that Mr. Broon has criticized me,

why not

I

CRITICIZE HIM?
First, I

and,

suggest an Eat-and-G row-Thin book for

may I

a great

him—

add, as a vaudeville critic he might have been

WAR CORRESPONDENT.

N. Y. Tribune"

Something About Which Eva
Tanguay Should Be Made
to Care
By Heywood Broon
Ours

a democracy, so probably nothing
the singing of Eva
But, even In a free country, there
should be some moral force, or physical If need
be, to keep her away from the "Marseillaise.**
She should nut be allowed to sing It even on
her knees, and it is monstrous that the great
hymn of human liberty should be shrilled as a
climnx to a vulgar act by a bouncing singer in
a grotesque costume begirt with little flags.
Miss Tanguay sings in French, and I have no
idea whether she is trying to be funny. I never
know what she is trying to be except noisy. I
think she is the parsnip of performers. The
only cheerful song in her repertory yesterday
was one In which she hinted that some day she
would retire. Miss Tanguay Is billed as a
"bombshell.** Would be to Heaven she were,
for a bomb is something which is carried to a
great height and then dropped.
Is

much can be done about
Tanguay.

Chicago "News"

Miss Leslie knows this never happened, but
doubtless

own

amused

her, as she

made

Amy

it

it

up

all

out of her

head.

In return to

—you

her—her

brain

is

worthy of better thoughts

cannot harm me.

Miss Leslie-It has been tried before without success,
but

if it's

necessary for you to traduce me in this manner to

hold your position or amuse the public you write for,
agreeable.

Leslie

EVA TANGUAV8 TENDER HEART

Fm

Eva Tonguny is another of the charitable
brigade of volunteers on the stage. She always
has a legion of pensioners. Once Eva in one of
her ecstasies of "don't care" picked up a chair
and threw it at an offending stage hand and,
missing her aim, struck an innocent electrician
on the neck, howling him over like a tenpin.
Her heart was broken. She had him taken to
her room and she worked over him while two
acts were substituted for her delayed presence.
Then she gave the perfectly revived oppressor of
the button a new $20 bill. He went about his
work, and every time Eva saw her thumped up
victim she wept and handed him a $10 bill, the
whole week through. When last observed the
electrician was going to the train to see his chair
pitching benefactress off, while her mingled
tears and currency made him hope she would
fly off the handle again and give him another
wallop at half the price.

+
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PERFORMERS"
hundred a week), and whose services have
wherever she appears is now a "PARSNIP"
artiste (thirty- five

(I

would like to call the attention of ether
mentioned herein to this review In

critic*

"Variety."

"Variety"

is

the profession,
TaadeTllle.)

Have you ever noticed when a woman succeeds how they attack
her until her CHARACTER bleeds? They snap at her heels like
mongrels unfed, just because she has escaped being dropped into

FAILURE'S

big web.

They don't give her credit for talent or art.

They don't discount a very hard start They don't give her
for heartaches or pains;

how

credit

she grimly held tight to the reins

"Variety" March 8

PALACE
of the best all around programs of the
season, well balanced, top-heavy with talent*
and generally entertaining from every angle.
The headlining responsibilities and class of
the bill is shouldered by a trio of women,
three of vaudeville's best incidentally, and the
returns certainly Justified the booker's selection.
Eva Tanguay is the particularly bright
attraction this week, the Bessie Clayton Dance

One

Revue and Grace La Rue being hold-overs
from the previous week. Tanguay. looking
quite as wejl as ever, never accomplished more
her long theatrical career. Following the
Clayton turn, which, up to that moment, had
topped everything preceding It. and which to
the casual observer threatened a sure stage
"death" to Its successor, Tanguay pranced on.
and was promptly stopped with a 60-seoona
in

reception.

when the road ahead was rocky and drear—how

smiling she

every discouraging sneer-

AND
now to you who have

slandered

met

a theatrical paper, printed for
and its reviewers understand

It

was the biggest and kindest

compliment ever handed the cyclonic and eccentric singer, and before she had warbled
half through her opening ditty the entire bouse
had forgotten the Clayton turn, and Immediately
tingled with enthusiasm over Tanguay.
And
the reception was not only unanimous, but
spontaneous. It seemed as though the packed
house understood the peril and realised that a
hearty welcome would thwart It. It certainly
did. Tanguay worked aa she never did before,
and at the finale she had proven her right to tha
title of vaudeville's greatest headllner.
Her repertoire Is almost entirely new, likewise her
costumes. The opening number, "Lovlngless
Day," is a lyrical gem, and it softened the way
for the balance of the routine. M If They'd Just
Send Eva Tanguay Over There" la also sure-fire
for Tanguay.
She Introduced a rather novel
costume in this, the gown being made of
bills,
and built in the form of
cannon and Its base.
"If I Were a
Boy I'd Belong to the Navy," with a short hornpipe dance, followed, and then "Please Dont

dollar

YOU are dirt 'neath my feet, for
have beaten YOUR game and
I

it's

a hard game to beat

A word for HELEN PRICE, who made my dollar bill costume.

a

Forget

Me When

sincerity that
can be safely

I'm Gone."

This has a ring of

Tanguay emphasizes nicely, and
stamped as one of the best num-

bers she has Introduced since "I Dont Care,**
which she encored with. She also rendered the
"Marseillaise" In French, with a costume made
up of the flags of the allied nations. She could
wear some headgear of appropriate make. A
costume of blue beads corralled a gasp from the
female patrons, but such a condition Is generally expected of the Tanguay wardrobe.
Progressive and aggressive, Eva Tanguay is still
the peer of vaudeville headliners, a truly
wonderful woman. She stood the genuine add
test Monday night, and came through. with a
genuine 22-karaf report.

Here is a thorough costumer.

When you get your clothes from her, they do not have to be made over before the wearing.
I highly recommend her. But for this woman I could not have appeared the Monday of my
Palace engagement. All my costumes had to be made over. Go to her, she will never
disappoint you—and never overcharge—and is most gracious and willing. Helen Price,
41

West 46th

Street.
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PREMIER DANCERS

American debut of AUSTRALIA'S

DE WINTERS and ROSE
An

Innovation in Dancing
FEATURING

Original—"THE

INDIAN IDYL"—Novel
NEXT WEEK

THIS WEEK (March 11)
KEITH'S ROYAL, NEW YORK

Booked
Chyo Oeone
Chlyo Mrs Gertrude
Church Chaa
Chaplow Miss Renee
Clare Mlaa Nell
Clare P Esq
Clayton Eddie
Cooney Adella

Curtis

Hoyt Add
Hughes

Wm

Mr

Joseph M
Dean 4 Thatcher
Demartlni Boubeln
DeCosta Miss Tese
Daniels

Daley Thomas
Demetrto Ortls
Davis Herbert
Dill

Jameson Davey

Wm

Dore Walter
Douglas Maxlne
Douglas Walter
Dove Johnny
Duggan Thos
Dunbar Archie

Kartelli

Keeley Francis
Keith Francis

Kale

R
Russell Peggy

W

ft

Coyne

Kane Joe

Kennedy Thomas C

T

Everest Robert
Everett MIhs O

L

F

H

Falrman
Flanagan

Patrick

ft

Edwards

ft

Fleason Nevll
Fox Barnett
Froslni

P

Garrison Eva
Galvin Joe
Gillespie Miss Neilam
Geer Edward
Gillette

Kimball Anna Mae
Klein 8

Chaa

Glrard Eddie

Gordon Lady Duff
Goetz George
Grant Alt
Green John

Lowe Jimmy
McCullough Oscar
McCleery John

Haas Alfred
Haas Chuck

Wagner

D

Walsh Frank
Walton Fred
Walton Fred

Shapiro Ted

Ward Tom

Sbenkman S H
Sherman Capt

Warren Fred

Ward George
Ward H
Ward J I

Shepherd Burt
8hy Qua
Sinclair Dot
Sidney Jack

Mr

Rehn Marva
Raiman George

Stokes Rita

RestiTO Carlo
Rice Haiel
Rice Bros
Rice ft Thalaaao
Rita ft Paul
Rodger* David O
Rosenthal Grover
Rothert Howard

Bulley Freak
Sullivan Jam©*

Stowe Henry

Billy

Shannon Mrs Ray
Shannon Frank
Sharp Lew

SUberman

T

Watson a*mw|y

PETRI K
(ttraleM)

follow.

"Bewerys" 18 Oayety Toronto 25 Oayety Buf-

Weston Verna
Wheeler ft Toung
White
Whiting Marion

"Broadway

Wm

Whitman Mlaa J

W

Williams
B
Willlsms Mre
Willard Joe F
Wilahin Chaa
Wiley Nan

Weed

Brltt

Woods Charley
Woodslde Mae
Woodall Billy
WoodaJl Elbert

BURLESQUE ROUTES

Spink George

Sumner Fred
Swan William
8ylTetter ft J oh nee
"Sylvester"

C

Tanfleld

F

Stewart ft Downing
Swan Edith
Stark Frank ft Tool*
Slauaon Will T

(March 18 and March 25.)
"Americana" 18 Pena Circuit 26-28 New Bristol Bristol 27-81 Camp Din Wrightstown N J.
"Army ft Navy Girls" 18 Lyceum Duluth 26

L

Themae HU4a
ft

Barnes

Chaa

W

Taylor Triplets

W

Wade Adele
Window Muriel

Detroit.
" Boston lans" 18 Peoples Philadelphia 25 Palace Baltimore.
falo.

Belles" 18 Empire
Majestic Ft Wayne Ind.

B

Hamilton Andree
Hanlen Blllle
Hanlon Bert
Harrington Jack
Harcouit Mathew
Harris Val

Lumberg Utlca
"Cabaret

Girls"

18 Corinthian
Syracuse 28-30

Y.

18

Standard

St

Louis

25

Bnglewood Chicago.
"Charming Widows" 18 Oayety Milwaukee 25

Star St Paul.
"Darlings of Paris" 18 Empire Hoboken 26 Star
Brooklyn.
"Follies of Day" 18 Star ft Garter Chicago
25-27 Berchel Des Moines la.
"Follies of Pleasure" 18
O 25 Standard St

O.

"Auto Girls" 18 Oayety Chicago 26 Gaiety
Milwaukee.
"Aviators" 18 Oayety Brooklyn 27 Amsterdam
28-30 Hudson Schenectady N T.
Behman Show 18 8tar Cleveland 28 Empire
Toledo.

"Best Show in Town" 18 Orpheum Peterson
25 Majestic Jersey City.

Louis.

"French Frolics" 18 Englewood Chicago 25
Empire Chicago.
"Forty Thieves" 18-19 Blnghamton 20 Norwich
21 Oswego 22-23 Inter Niagara Falls N Y
25 Garden Buffalo.
"Gay Morning Glories" 18-10 New Bristol
Bristol 20-24 Camp Dix Wrightstown N J 25
Gayety Baltimore.
"Girls from Follies" 18 Oayety Baltimore 25
Gayety Philadelphia.
"Girls from Happyland" 18 Majestio Scranton
25-26 Blnghamton 27 Oneida 28 Oswego 20-30
Inter Niagara Falls N Y.
"Girls from Joyland" 18 Victoria Pittsburgh
25 Penn Circuit
"Golden Crook" 18 L O 25 Orpheum Peterson.
"Grownup Babies" 18-19 Holyoke Holyoke
20-23 Gilmore Springfield 25 Howard Boston.
Heatings Harry 18 Gayety Omaha Neb 25
Gayety Kansas City Mo.
"Hello America" 18 Colonial Providence 25
Casino Boston.
"Hello Girls" 18 Star St Paul 25 Lyceum Du-

"Hip Hip Hurrah" 18 Palace Baltimore 25
Gayety Washington D C.
Howe Sam 18 Lyric Dayton 25 Olympic Cincinnati.

"Innocent Maids" 18 Lyceum Columbus 25-26
Co'rt Wheeling
Va 27 Canton 27-30 Grand

W

W

REASON WHY

Meredith Adoh
Mack Joe

THE

Meyakos The ,
Miller Mr & Mrs Lew

Wm

A

fred
IlaytB Walter J

Nllsson Adele

Sherwood

ft

N

WANTED

GOLDING
SCENIC
INC.

506

PUTNAM BUILDING
NEW YORK
6483 Bryant

MIDGETS

Should Make

Your Next Set

Who Can Speak Lines
*

IS

or Act

Send Photos and Particulars
Marinelli,' Ltd., Inc.

BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
1465

N

THE

Morse John P
Marston Anna
S
Mack
Mack Bob
Makla Henry

Morris
Morris

H. B.

25

inthian Rochester.

"Burlesque Wonder Show"
Rochester 25-27 Beatable

A O

Ilnyen

& Latham
Hayncs Mr & Mrs Al-

Chicago

"Broadway Frolics" 18 Hurtig ft Beamon's
New York 25 Empire Brooklyn.
"Burlesque Revue" 18 Gayety Buffalo 25 Cor-

I

w

Thorndlke

York 25

Webb Hhrry

Max

Smith HarryF
Smith Oeo

New

"Bon Tons" 18 Columbia Chicago 25 Oayety

M

L

Halleran Marie

H

McAvoy Charles F
McCurdy J A
McKenna Miss Vera
McNutt Alice B

GrUman Sam H

H

Schooler

to

Blng Bang" 18 Olympic
Trocadero Philadelphia.

"Biff

sad

(teeftrerts)

luth.

Mo

McNeil

Seymour Harry
Seymour Lew

Singriat

8

Laurenae Bert
Lawrence Mads*
Lasarus Bert
Lanore Ted
La Mour Helen
La Relne Fred Mrs
Long Nick
Lorenxe Bert

Wheeler Henrietta
Wellington Arthur

Wise MlcaelA
Wise Tony
Wright Louise
Worth Charlotte

Roberts Donald
Rosen bach A J
Ronsetta Arthur
Rusaell Paul R

Rubin Murray
Rubin Oeo

Lamont Bert
La Clare Marty
La Mar Dorothy

Francis Kitty
Fabrics:

Wm H

Rajah Prince

H

Kahawk Jacob

Evans Miss Leggle

Slgworth Dan A
Sanberg Harry
Senna Charles

Mre J

Potter ft Hamilton
Price Dorothy

Jack

Jenkins Howard
Johnson C
Jonea Chaa

Edith

ft

O'Connor Johanna
O'Mara Barney

Wm

Mr

Inglls

sUll taeakutc records.
Three weelu
CHaftsaeerlaad Ave.. Montreal, Caaada

fttt

Sherman Hal

Olma Mr

P

Dohn Bob

Elliott Willis

Address

Phelps J B
Pierce Oeo
Pistole ft Cushion
Pollard

Holland Joe

Tiioum, MAOK
(Ccsjsits*)

Our ISth week at Starlaad. and

Osterfeld

Huasman Verne
Hyde Bert
Hamlin Louise
Howe Eunice

R

DeVio K

DeWltt

Herbert Mrs H
Hewitt Mise Mildred
Hlldenbrandt Chaa J
Hlnkle Velma
Hlmen Bros
Holly brook Mr

NEW YORK

LEW GOLDER

by

m j± a
.—-A^^**»»

W

(March 18)

KEITH'S ALHAMBRA,

solid U. B. 0.

Hedder Jack
L
Henly
Hennequy Mies Helen

M

Cooney Sisters
Coote Henry
Curtiss K Elmer
Curtis* Oolda

'

Because

rood acts are finicky about
their scenery, which can MAKE or RUIN
your act.
all

ORDERS THIS WEEK FROM
Bee*!* MoCoy
Straus* end Franklins (New Show)
Claras' Royal Hawaiian!
Alios and Her Pets (Rlvsrsldo. March 18)

VARIETY
AFTER TWO WEEKS, AGAIN APPEARING!!

RETURN ENGAGEMENT EXTRAORDINARY!

NOW

At Proctor's Fifth Avenue

blue—

(March 14-17)

BERT KENNEY—

nobody

r-

i-

A TRUE DELINEATION OF THE SOUTHERN NEGRO
February 20-24

February 25

Proctor's

Davis,
Pittsburgh

Fifth

Avenue

"Tee

bit ef

Mm

Mil,

March 14-17

Keith's,

Procter's

Philadelphia
'tort

Keen* lakM

fifth

aeaers west Heaailser.'
"Lester."

—PMIaeelelila

ii

Avenue

March 4

NEXT WEEK (March 18)
ALHAMBRA, NEW YORK

BLUES THAT ARE BLUES

BERT r
KENNEY

BERT

Original, novel, clean blues. First
*° sm* hlueB on any stage and still
singing blues as they sing it in the

KENNEY

Southland.

THOS. FITZPATRICK

Direction,

Permanent Address, VARIETY,

New York

?— SOME BROADWAY PRODUCTION NEEDS ME—?
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
At KEITH'S RIVERSIDE THIS

WANTED
RAG TIME TRAP DRUMMER

City.

Irwin's "Big Show" 18 Qayety St Louis 25
Star 4 Garter Chicago.
"Jolly Girls" 18 Star Toronto 25 Savoy Hamilton.

Newark.
Marion Dave 18 Columbia

New York

25 Ca-

sino Brooklyn.

"Merry Rounders" 18 Casino Boston 25 Columbia New York.
"Mile a 'Minute Girls" 18 Savoy Hamilton 25
Cadillac Detroit.
"Military Maids" 18-10 Park Manchester 2123 Worcester Worcester Mass 25 Olympic
New York.
Terre Haute
"Mischief Makers" 17-18 O
Ind 25 Lyceum Columbus.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 18 Empire Newark 25
Casino Philadelphia.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 18 Majestic Ft Wayne
24-25 O
Terre Haute Ind.
"Oh Girls" 18 Gayety Washington 25 Gayety
Pittsburgh.
"Orientals" 18 Trocadero Philadelphia 25 So
Bethlehem 26 Easton 27-30 Majestic WllkesBarre Pa.
"Pace Makers" 18 Gayety Milwaukee 25
Gayety Minneapolis.
"Parisian Flirts" 18 Garden Buffalo 25 Star
Toronto.
"Puss Puss" 18 Grand Hartford 25 Jacques

H

U. B. O.

Direction,
"Some Babies"
Falls 21-23
Pittsburgh.

"Some Show" 18 Empire Toledo 25 Lyceum
Dayton.

"Speedway Girls" 18 Star Brooklyn 25 Gayety
Brooklyn.
Spelgel's

Revue 18-20 Bastable Syracuse 21-23

Lumberg Utlca 25 Gayety Montreal.
"Sporting Widows" 18 Gayety Detroit

Providence.

25

Gayety Toronto.
Garter" 18 Olympic Cincinnati 25
ft

"Star

Columbia Chicago.
"Step Lively Girls" 18 Gayety Pittsburgh 25
Star Cleveland.

Sidney Faulke announces that he will
henceforth be known professionally as Sidney
Forbes.

at

in

poDUlai'this

McVloker'a

urday.

Hugh

Retlcker, stage

manager of "Leave

to Jane," has gone to Cleveland, O.,
will act as director of a stock company

when

Ray Comstock.

A hundred and fifty members of the Drama
League attended the opening of the DrewIll ington show, "The Qay Lord
Quex " at the
Princess Monday.
Bronx

New York

"Tempters" 18 So Bethlehem 10 Easton 2Q-28
Majestic
Wilkes-Barre
Pa 25 Empire
Hoboken.
"20th Century Maids" 18-20 Poll's Merlden
21-28 Cohen's Newburg 25 Hurtlg ft Seamon's New York.

Watson

Billy 18 Majestic Jersey City 25
Peoples Philadelphia.
Ben 18 Jacques Waterbury 28-30
Cohen's Newburg*
White Pat Howard Boston 25-26 Park Manchester 27-30 Worcester Worcester Mass.
Williams Mollis 18 Gayety Kansas City Mo
25 Gayety St Louis.

Welch

Following Julia Sanderson and Joseph Caworn
n .".IUmD,er 10-6 '" * l «»• Illinois,
w *2M n
w *.An DUt
"Ta« Riviera
No date has been set yet

v, a
,
£/
.
Girl."

'>«•'

«

When David

Warfleld completes his ran In
'The Music Master" at Power's, he win be
succeeded by Thomas A. Wise and William
Courtenay in "General Post," opening April 6.

David Bennett, stage manager for Billot,
Comstock ft Gest. was in Chicago last week.
He took a look at "Leave It to Jane," then ran
to M! lwauk e« *nd gave the twloo-oh to
»
?.?L
un, Boy
,

Neal Murphy purchased for his sister. Helen
Murphy, the popular little lady agent, an
Overland racer. Helen is driving It and has
been arrested twice already for exceeding the
speed limit.

It Is reported that when Georgia O'Ramey
terminates her engagement with T'Leave It to
Jane," at the La Salle here, she will forsake
the legit for films for a year, working in the

Ethel Sykes, married last

November to an
"Fancy Free" to

army lieutenant, has left
Join her husband in the east.

Blanche Yurka replaced Lucille Watson In
the principal feminine role of "The Naughty

Anne Sutherland of "Cheating Cheaters,"
Carolyn Thomson of "Maytlme," James Ooddard of the Chicago Opera and others were
guests at a reception given by Letltla Kempeter Barnum, In the Fine Arts Building, Chicago, last week.

Wife" Sunday.
Trlxle Friganza, appearing at the Orpheum
has been booked for the Palaos. New
York, week of April 22, at the finish of her

CORRESPONDENCE

Orpheum
ng
i

It

2K

MmiMMtt

When "The Man Who

Stayed at Home"
run of fourteen weeks at the

completes Its
Playhouse March 31,

MOT HER

it

will

takes this

Any infringement

movo

to St. Louis.

tour,

B8t

<

*?,?

i

be

will

much

^^

Shipman and Hoffman came on to see the
metropolitan opening of their "Friendly Enemies.

which she resumed on leav-

i "Canary Cottage"
3
her first vaudeville

in

new

With Louis Mann and Sam Bernard as

stars In
the new

"Friendly

the

new

Inc.

ballad

ff

LEO WOOD

of the song either in words or music will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law
It was not our intention to release this song until a later date, but the fact that it had been heard by well known
singers and a biff demand has
arisen, is responsible for its immediate release. Professional copies now ready!
ready.

ADOLPH ROSENFELD,

IVIKVHR OOMKIM

Attorney

MUSIC

F>UB. OO.

Astor Theatre Building, Broadway and 45th
Watch

for Fntare

Announcements

St.,

New York

v

co-

Enemies." which opened
It was Found

Woods theatre Monday,

MUSIC PUB. OO.,
OF" F R A N C I BY

IM

means of announcing that

In the east.

showing on
two seasons, and she will bring
material.
She Is assisted by
Wylie and Ten Eyck, dancers..

Broadway

Unlaee othofWia* noted, tho follow*** report* off fOK thft current «**k

W

is

It

he

owned

here,

Philadelphia.

now

here

"Lilac Time," Jane Cowl's play at Cohan's
Grand, played its 100th performance last Sat-

by

Miner's

Hers made his debut
vaudeville

eaHt.

Julian Eltinge and Billy Sunday are good
friends, and luncbed together Tuesday.

Sidman Sam 18 Empire Brooklyn 28-30 Park

ic

Ralph
prlced
week.

CHICAGO

"Review of 1018" 18 Cadillac Detroit 25
Gayety Chicago.
"Roseland Girls" 18 Empire Newark 25 Casino
Bridgeport.
"Sight Seers" 18 Gayety Boston 25 Grand
Hartford.
Va
"Social Follies" 18-10 Cort Wheeling
20 Canton 21-23 Grand Akron O 25 Empire
Cleveland.
"Social Maids" 18 Empire Albany 25 C.ayoty
Boston.

18

life.

salary wae attached at the
Monday, by Leon Beresnlak, who
has claims for some alleged old debts.

Exclusively

Sydell Ruse
25 L O.

to

Bond's

Majestic,

JENIE JACOBS

18 Brie 10 Oil City 20 Beaver
Park Youngstown 25 Victoria

H

Waterbury.
"Record Breakers" 18 Empire Cleveland 25
Erie 20 Oil City 27 beaver Fulls 28-.M)
Park Youngstown O.
Reeves Al 21-23 Park Bridgeport 25 Colonial

Time

come

Betty

AUSTRALIAN
CREIGHTONS

Nathalie Lambert, violinist, write or
wire me at onjce. CHAfl. lAHEARN,
Princeton Hotel, 116 W. 45th St., New

all.

"Lady Buccaneers" 18 Gayety Philadelphia 25
Majestic Scranton.
"Liberty Girls" 18-20 Berchel Des Moines la
25 Gayety Omaha Neb.
"Lid Lifters" 20 Amsterdam 21-23 Hudson
Schnectady N Y 25-26 Holyoke Holyoke 2730 Gllmore Springfield.
"Maids of America" 18 Gayety Montreal 25
Empire Albany.
"Majesties" 18 Casino Brooklyn 25 Empire

WEEK

(March 11)

To play on stage in act. Must be exempt
from draft. Not over 130 pounds. State

York

William Elliott arrived to look onr "Leave
Jane" and to see the new Woods the-

It to

atre

Inc.

MEYER cohen,

President
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Why

not

"sin^ a ;sv>n# <>f nierif'*.' Here are a eoMeetio?! of son« ffcmN.
to-tfoodncss SONG'S. r.\{T> number lias been tried and i,

and we want

;•:

By JOE

GOODWIN

As predicted by us a few weeks
applause hit of the day.

on the

bill

with you

your orchestration

is

It

HALSKY

ago, this

number

simply cant

getting.

NOW

and

They have

and be a bigger

VIIIvmviU

Siild Opera House Bldg.

fail.

K.

MOHR

is

rapidly

becoming the big

Just listen to the ovation that act

just finished singing "liberty Bell."
hit.

Sing

it,

play

it,

recite

it.

Get

*<>

VARIETY
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MUSIC P

J

GHBOR
meaningless slew of iyrit: and melody, but a siz/lin^ iiuiuHi of
\IJ, THERE, (rei on the wa#i>n. This, is our lu< k> year
-ihare

it

with

h<i.u

j

s(

us.

H>

MACnONAl.l),

GOODWIN ^ HANI.KY

No? \V"U you will it is "one of those tiling-" A wonderful inelodv with a universal
lust a .simple, up-to-the-minute appeal for the hoys "over there." Not a flag song, hut a sensi
Orchestrations in all keys ready. Also ail Kinds of double
i>le. pleasing, patriotic concoction of word* and music.
versions.
"For a Friendly >^ort of letter
Makes a Fellow Keel Much Better

Hase >ou heard
appeal

it

ve(V

in the lyric,

It's

Uv
If

you need

a fast

of catch lines and

alf

-i

Kittle

Bit of

NAT VINCENT

V

HENRY FINK

comedy song

tion:^

and lOl

1

Home"

FOU,OCK

and furious rollicking comedy number send for this one. You wont
kinds ot double versions.- Orchestrations in all keys read)

i

Words by

Sunshine from

\h

disappointed

Plenty

i

i

Music h>

(That Makes the Girlies Fall)

that does not offend. A humorous appeal lhat will aid rccruitiu;
at your service.

IMcnt)

AHNER

of laughs.

SII.VKK

Orchestra

-

and double versions

CHIN CHINAMAN
fjy

GOODWIN, MACOONAU) & HANLEY

A corking good novelty number

to fit any spot in your
act.
also have double versions to fit any situation.
Orchestrations ready in all keys.

We

"ONE DAY
Hy

IN

JUNE

GOOOWIN, COOGAN & HANLEY

A great ballad and a wonderful double number.
want a beautiful obbligato we have it.

If

you
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PALACE, NEW YORK

This

A

Song Explosion

that will be heard

A REAL OVER-NIGHT SONG HIT
Over

Try

It

Over

Then Put

It

Over

Here are the words:
1ST VERSE
"

Oh, boys," the Sargeant said to us,
tt
Oh, boys, there's joy ahead of us,
Heppety hep and watch your step,"
And then he read to us,
We* sail away for France tomorrow morning.*»
We said that we would give the Kaiser "his,
We waited for the chance and here it is.
;
and owners of this feat
which we have heen doing for 10 years.
Admittedly one of the most remarkably
spectacular stunts ever accomplished by
two men without apparatus. For big
Originators

time

Care M.

8.

BKNTHAM

L
to pick two
Bach has exeotly
ectly alike for their use.
the same number of lines to speak and precisely the same number of minutes oa ths
stag*.
One side of the sign over the lobby

neeeeeery

reads "Sam Bernard and Louis Mann," and
tbe lneandescents on the other aid* flaafc
Outside of
"ouia Mann and Sam Bernard."
that, Lou Houseman has nothing to worry
about.

And

at him and laugh,
say, "The Yanks
99
of you.'

mgr.).—Jane- Cowl

In

Ridings,
Time." Big.

(12th week.)

COLONIAL (Norman

Field, mgr.).— "Cheating Cheaters," playing to fair business, withdraws to make room for Raymond Hitch"Cheaters" ran
cock's Revue, "Hltchy-Koo."

Where the

7 weeks.

COLUMBIA
erty

(Frank O. Parry, mgr.).—"Lib-

CORT (U. J. Herrmsnn, mgr.).—^"The
Naughty Wife," with Charles Cherry and
Lucille Watson (3d week).
ENGLEWOOD (J. D. Whitehead, mgr.).—
"Broadway Belles."
EMPIRE (Art Moeller, mgr.).— "Monte Carlo
Currte,

When

mgr.).—Clifton

(Robert Shoenecker, mgr.).—'Tece-

(R. Timponl, mgr.).—Joe Cawthorn and Julia Sanderson In "Rambler Ross"
(2d week).

ILLINOIS

FIRST

you

COME

IN

Hand Balancing

Successful Years on

Direction,

shout,

99

145

MITCHELL
2

will

on sauerkraut,

AND HEAR THE MELODY

Joe Morris Music

and

to

all

HALF THIS WEEK

LOUISE
Hand

"Rang Outangs"

Because the Yanks made a monkey out of

makers."

At Proctor's 23rd Street

the

"They'll feed us

1.

OAYETY

'nut,'

you."

Crawford In "Fancy Free" (3d week). "Over
the Top," with Justine Johnson, coming before April

"You

But now the Yanks made a monkey out of

Girls."

(Wm.

say,

Squirrel in his hut can yell, "I

heard you were a

Girls."

GARRICK

monkey out

thought you were a Fox,
But now the Yanks made a monkey out of
you."

J.

"Lilac

a

Where the Elephant and Ox can

week.

(Harry

made

CATCH LINES

AUDITORIUM (H. M. Johnson, mgr.).—
following run of "The Wanderer."
Harry Lauder coming the first weak hi April.
BLACK8TONB (Harry J. Powers, mgr.).—
"Among Those Present," with H. B. Werner.
Will dose Chicago run not
(5th week.)

Dark,

COHANS GRAND

CHORUS

What'U we do with him, boys, what'll we do;
What'll we doodle oodle Yankee doodle do;
WiU we get old Kaiser BUI; you just bet your life
we wiU
It's up to me and you.
What'U we do with him, boys, what'U we do;
We'll cage him up and send him to the Zoo,
Where the Lion and Giraffe can take a look

(AIm Permanent Addreaa)

ALF. T.

Broadway

WILTON

Tremont Street

Comp

WEST 45TH STREET
NEW YORK CITY

PHILADELPHIA
lit

West

tth Street

ST.

STAR A GARTER (Wm. Roche, mgr.).—
"Sporting Widows."
STUDEBAKER (Louis Judgh. mgr.).—
"May time" (10th week).
MAJESTIC (William G. Tladale, mgr.; Orpheum, rehearsal, 0:30). The Incomparable
Eltlnge, In his first vaudeville appearance here
since the days of William Morris' outlaw
reign, faced a house that couldn't have held
one more person.
Monday afternoon la one
matinee time when a large sprinkling of men
may be seen,' but at this one the males were
like raisins In a ten-cent pudding
few and
scattered.
The women, knitting and bored
through the preliminary turns, evidently not
regular attendants of this branch of entertainment straightened up with anticipatory
sighs of ecstatic emotion when Julian's overture began, and sat open-mouthed to receive

—

—

the best-dressed and daintiest of either aex.
Eltlnge, with no trace of double chin or
wrinkle, swept In through parted velvet, clad
In a rich end dazzling black gown, beefing
en opere stick, to sing his big "Fascinating
Widow" solo. He was next seen In a stunning evening dress of light color, to alng
"Mammy Jinny's Hall o/ Fame," with light
comedy touches and delightfully restrained
delivery.
For his wedding-gown number, always Identified with his programs, he came on
in a bewitching bridal outfit and did "In the
Land of Wedding Bells." finishing with a little
dance.
Then came the piece de resistance,
his bathing-suit number, for which he sang his
old song, but which he dressed In a marvelous
beach creation of autumn brown fading Into
tan, his shapely limbs encased in the sheerest
of hose.
He wore no hat in any of his songs.
Record business proves, better than any
comment, the popular verdict on this unique
artist's registry with the public.
The hearty
greeting, the dignified yet enthusiastic applause wherever applause was fitting, further
demonstrated that the superlati\w always asserts itself, whether it be in comedy, drama,
song, manual exhibits, or even that generally
abused style of entertainment classed as "Impersonations."
Eltinge
cannot redeem the
Incompetents and the misfits who vainly,
many times offensively, attempt to portray the
feminine. He la alone, for he has charm end
discretion, personality and exquisite teste in
what he does, what he wears, how he looks,
stands, welks, gestures, smiles, removes hla
wig and takes his eu revoirs.
Herbert's Dogs opened the show and ran
smoothly until the finale, when the greyhound
thrice refused to make the leap, and Herbert
Impetuously signaled, without attempt to conceal his frame of mind or his mechanics, to
ring down. Then the audience forced him to
a bow, and the naughty hound, too, got e
hand. Betty Bond followed. Here Is a little
girl with a splendid chance to make herself,
having rare good looks and pleasant individual
radiance, but her material Is way below par,
five dreary songs which not only got nowhere, but dared such rhymes as Germana"

and "Star Spangled Banner" (whatever Germane might mean!) and "thrill me" and "arOn in a bitterly hard spot the young
woman barely waded through the mess of
crippled lines and meaningless choruses, drawing applause on her cute military appearance
for the finish and on efforts which the audience
somehow seemed to appreciate in spite of the
barrage fire of unfunny lyrics that kept her
from coming through.
Claude end Fannie Usher scored with healthy
effect through their "Fagan's Decision," a perfect vehicle for the famous brat character In
which Miss Usher can give Maude Fulton or
anybody a run from the post to the tape.
Kenney end Mollis nutted end pulled on the
applause, getting no small measure of the latter, and leaving after e number of bows.
Toots Pake did very little In person in her
act, appearing twice to sing with her grouped
Hawallans, holding then only the upper part
of the stage, and finishing with a restrained
and brief hula. A long ballad done by one
of the stage, and inlshlng with e restrained
ensemble slowed up the turn, and the man
who plays the guitar on his knees no longer
does "Aloha," which was his big smash of
yore.
Mayhap the glut of Hawaiian stuff has
set back Toots, who does it legitimately as It
Is done In the land that it's all about, and

tillery.

who

did

(.

ACADEMY

M.

rind Opera House Build ing

PITTSBURGH
Apollo Building

213

it

before the white-faced

Imitators

and wlgglers started improvising from their
imaginations and observations, but Toots no
longer "goes" as she used to. Conroy and Le
Malre had their usual returns on "The New
Physician," mopping up e big come-on hand
and taking the full category of laughs. Simmons and Bradley, fine skaters, closed, having
difficulty to hold them in, as so large e percentage of the audience had >bvlously come to
see Eltlnge and nothing else.
On earlier the
team would have taken en appreciative

acknowledgment

CHICAGO

LOUIS

823 Holland Building

"Once Upon a Time"; dreggy (24

rRtNCESS (Will Singer, mgr.).—John
Drew and Margaret Illlngton In 'The Gey
Lord Quex," opened big.
POWERS (Harry J. Powers, mgr).— David
Warfleld In "The Muslo Master." Immense
(8th week).
Thomae A. Wise end William
Courtenay In "General Post," April 6.

DETROIT
Woodward Ave.

Lait.

(Joe Pilgrim, mgr.

A.).—The opening act

Is

:

W. V.
"Dixie."
the lights
the mule's

agent.

billed

an educated mule. When
e man comes out He Is
chambre.
"Dixie" Is undoubtedly
but the education has tired It
Tt
Is the most fatigued animal actor In the world.
Possibly It Is melancholy rather than fatigue
that gives "Dixie" such e woe-begone demeanor. Maybe the ooor animal realizes that
Dixie

BOSTON
230

mgr.).— "Sweetest

PLAYHOUSE (Guy Hardy, mgr.).—"Hen
Who Stayed at Home," hanging on (12th

from Maine to California

(THE YANKS MADE A MONKEY OUT OF YOU)

It

(Will Spink,
Dixie."

)

Olcott In

"WHAT'U. WE DO WITH
HIM, BOYS"

Look

In

LA SALLE (Nat Royster, mgr.).— "Leave It
to lano," tremendous (7th weak).
NATIONAL (John Barrett, mgr.).— "Fringe
of Society."
OLYMPIC (Abe Jacobs, mgr. .—"Chenncey

Is

flash on,

valet de
educated,

—

—
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Direction,
Linden Are.

114

O. K.
A

«at In

girl

8

Irvington, N. J.

* show shop

ML S.

NEW YORK

BENTHAM

GERTRUDE COGERT

Mrenty-flre-oent tent.
She placed her two hands on her lap.
On the floor she placed her feet
On her right hand seat she placed her hat.
On ner left she placed her ooat.
Then took a cough drop from Its place
And placed It In her throat.
O. K. Sato came on the stage
(The lights were bright and dim).
She read her program carefully.
Then placed her eyes on him.
At first she laughed a little bit,
Then she laughed out loud;
Next she giggled several times
And started off the crowd.
Louder still her laughter grew
She'd the time of her young lifeThen a youngster In the gallery yelled,
"S' * must be Sato's wife."

i-^avviy

-r-

A BIG HIT WITH

On a

TALPARES flffi
Three Dashing Young Maids
and a Real Comedian
Singing, Dancing, Comedy.
Unites

CycHng

Thse
Direction

KAUFMAN & HYDE
Broadway Theatre Bids..

New York

Ofty

on their skates.
Ameres and
Jeannctte had the laughing bit of the show
she in the character of a tall English lady
aud he as a little Frenchman. Ameres has a
Chapllnesque touch which draws laughs automatically.
There's a lot of verbal and physical hokum in this act. but it's all good hokum
and registers. Ameres also plays a tiny concertina very glibly. Lovett closed.
Swing.
PALACE (Earl Steward, mgr.; Orpheum).
A great bill, balanced with consummate
skill to appeal to the best Instincts of every
grade of vaudeville patron. The show was off
to a favorable visual appeal when the three
Misses Stewart opened It.
These girls bill
themselves as "winsome, sweet and lovable."
While this Is a rather ambitious description
of their charms, it holds true to an extent.
The girls work together In three numbers;
two pair for one dance and one works In a
beautifully

pride of ancestry nor hope of
At any rate the mule does more
than the man does. "Dixie" was followed by
Billy Lacelles and Co., a man and woman,
with a flock of gags touching on and apper-

he

has

no

I

posterity.

The girl
taining to nothing in particular.
sings a ballad for no reason in particular,
following which there came a marriage cycle
song, which helped the act considerably apd
got quite a hand. Manning and Lee leaped in
with a hybrid offering entitled "After the
Matinee."
The plot of the chatter revolves
around a nickel vaudeville house named the
"Dizzy." The man in the act kids this flvea-day house a great deal, and his kidding
fails to register with the ten-cent patrons of
the three-a-day Academy. Johnson, Dean apd
Co., a colored troupe, have a series of slamEverybody
bang, typical Darktown numbers.
They got a
in the act shakes a Jassy leg.
great deal of applause for a great deal of
honest if not artistic effort. Romano, a wop
with a wop makeup and a wop dialect, talks
a wop monolog and sings a few wop songs.
He registers a wopping hit. The closing act
was Harrison-Manley's "Over There." (New
Swiruj.
Acts).
RIALTO (Harry Earle, mgr. agent, LocwMathews). A well-balanced bill. Show opened
with Wray's Mannlklns. The act is baaed on
"A Night In an English Music Hall." It la
far better than the average puppet act, apd
carries elaborate scenic and lighting; effects.
Harry Dixon's first song was a plaint about
Mabel, punctuated with hiccoughs, the intention being to give the impression that the
Dixon finished with
singer was intoxicated.
his female Impersonation, using three resentIt fell
ful and helpless stagehands to assist
Orth and Lillian came next
with a thud.
Orth slopped his
with a comedy offering.
German dialect with dainty gestures, utterly
without reason in the character and addipg
Miss Lillian, whose
nothing to the part.
voice is most agreeable In the doubles, was
If she sang a
not permitted to do a single.
couple of numbers alone the act would be
improved. J. Edward Lessing and Co. have, a
sketch entitled "We, Us & Co." The plot concerns a grouchy old gentleman who refuses to
let his granddaughter marry the man of her
The acting Is a bit exaggerated, hut
choice.
and in good taste
the offering is funny
Kelly and Fern,
throughout, and registers.
man and woman, with pleasing personalities
and clever songs and dances, hit on all cylinTheir
ders from the moment they got on.
numbers are of the style used by Brlce and
Miss Fern, a winsome girl, Is restful
King.

—

THE DADDY SONG

JOS.

War and

W. STERN &

CO., 1556 Broadway,

to the eye, and backs up her cute personality
with lota of real ability. The publlo never
seems to tire of the Old Soldier Fiddlers.
Playing here after dosens of previous appearances, they get the same rousing reception.

Roth

Roberta, almost as well known as the
did splendidly with their time-tried
act.
The girl act closing Is
one of the best shown here for months. It Is
called "Betting Battles," and Is full of pulchritude, melody and fun. Johnny Parks has
Joined his old partner, Eddie Morris, In this
act (they used to work as "Big and Little
Casino"), and they demonstrate with their
work that they would make a team good
enough for any musical comedy producer to
consider.
8wing.
McVICKBRS' (Jack Burch, mgr. ; agent, W.
V. M. A.). George Lovett ran away with the
bill with his exposition of what he calls "Concentration" (New Acts).
The show opened
with Burke Bros. A Kendall, two boys and a
girl,
who camouflaged a very good clubthrowing act with a poor line of talk. Hume
«\

Fiddlers,

"Wop and Cop"

—

A

IDA

without

handicap.

Conway 4

O'Donell,

—

good.

skate— roller

Skatelle

They

Jig

like

skates.

Is

of

special number.
The best of their
in the last number, which conrope-skipping.
McMahon, Diamond

shown

and Chaplow swung to an easy start, gradually
drew up to a series of dances which had the
audience gripping their seats and finished
with a whirlwind of steps which brought the
complete and unconditional surrender of the
house.
Never a better looking trio beat a

satisfied with

mall-carriers, one in blackface,
purvey a deal of bright comedy, all hinging
on questions on a lodge application blank.
It's a clean, fine little act, and It went doubly
well after the half hour of acrobatics apd
Juggling.
They were followed by some more
acrobatics, which would have been fatal If
the team hadn't been of the best Leo Zarrell duo— a big fellow and a little one.
They
work with style and clean up.
Bert apd

Hazelle

work

Very

whirlwinds and dance

throwing her all over the stage
proper, Diamond flings her Into the pit of the
orchestra, add the "plant," Imitating his complete carelessness, flings her right back. Not
since the days of Montgomery and Stone has
there been such a clever bit.
Diamond confines his efforts largely to Russian "floorwalking" steps. He Is said to have originated
this species of terpslchorean effort for vaudeville use; and there is nobody on this circuit
who can teach him anything along these lines.
Miss Chaplow contributes to the act a very delightful voice, a sweet and wholesome pernonality and the most beautiful spun-gold
hair in the show, not excepting even the wonderful tresses of one of the models In the
Lady Duff Gordon set, which closes the show.
Claire Vincent, supported by Frank H. Gardner and Walter H. Boss, presented Richard
Warner's neat little sketch, "The Recoil."
The men In this act did very well, but It was
up to Miss Vincent to put the act over, and
she put it over wonderfully. Miss Vincent Is
an actress. The act is one In which the leading figure is a type of "weeping" woman.
Every time MIhh Vincent turned on the tears
the audience howled with mirth she did It
so heartily and naturally.
Miss Vincent Is

—

GREAT COMEBACK

MAY CHADWICK and DAD
Direction

WEEK

the

made up as

pot on a

sists

tattoo with their heels. Miss McMahon In the
rag doll number, in which Diamond slings her
all over the stage, Is a martyr to effect.
Not

New York

and Thomas followed—a couple of pleasing
"nuts," one of them wearing horn-rimmed noseglasses, and singing like a regular.
The nuttier of these two nuts does well with "Wild
Women." The grand opera travesty flnjsh
goes big.
The Dumbrlscu Dunham Troupe
(two men and two women) pulled some bar
and ring stunts such as never have been seen
before In this house. They are peers In their
line.
One works blindfolded In a series of
tricks which would be extremely difficult even

in "Wiggin's Post Office"

THIS

BIG CLIMAX

Give Us Victory
Daddy
to Me"
and Send Back Dear

"Stop All This
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B. F. Keith's
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United Booking

General Executive Offices
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LUBIN
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Vice-President and General

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and
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Feiber

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire this
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VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
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General Executive Offices:
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The Beet Small Time
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Director
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and N. Z. Vaudeville
Governing Director.

Combined

McINTOSH, Governing

"HrGIIMAC," Sydney

from San Franriwio snd Vancouver

Agents

Western Vaudeville Mgrs.' Assn.. Chicago

ARTISTS

can secure long engagements by booking direct with us

The Western Vaudeville
Managers' Association
MOOT

SINGER, General Manager—TOM CARMODY, Booking Manager

Majestic Theatre Building

Estate Trust Blag.. Phllaeslphla

ACADEMY
BUFFALO

BIG

SIMMONS

General Booking Manager

for Novelty Feature Act*.
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Harry Rickard's

at Forty-ninth St.
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LOOK!

LOOK!

ANOTHER OVERNIGHT SENSATIONAL SONG

HIT!

HAS ANYBODY SEEN
MY CORINNE?
Lyric by

ROGER GRAHAM

Mu8ic by LUKIE JOHNSON
"BLUES"
song
caused
a
professional
riot
the
first
day off the press. Without a doubt, it's the BIGS.crP ^S m [ c
y- An absolutely SURE-FIRE applause winner, for any kind of an act, or show: a great single,
SSJ *°' ™1 410Untr
or any combination you may use. Orchestrations now ready in the following keys:
G, B flat C
j pVi
V}*?* **'.
8e

ti

S

1

and

t, flat.

on

.

l

!

1

Write, wire or

call.

POSITIVELY THE GREATEST "BLUES" EVER WRITTEN
THE JAZZ ORCHESTRAS ARE WILD OVER IT IT'S A DANCE NUMBER

—

UNSURPASSED
HERE'S THE SONG
HAS ANYBODY SEEN MY CORINNE?

Worda by
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HARRISON—DAVE MANLEY

H. R.

PRESENT

OV

i i

J

f

A HOT

THE WESTERN FRONT

BIT OF

PEOPLE

SPECIAL

FBATUBING

SCENERY

SGT. C. JOYNER, Original Princess Pat

Week March 25—Detroit
Week March 31—Traveling

APRIL 7TH

week (March 11), Miller, Milwaukee
Next week (March 18), McVicker's, Chicago

This

f

PANTAGES TOUR

CORRESPONDENTS WANTED
VARIETY wants correspondent*, newspaper men
Address

P.

SCENIC STUDIOS,

ALCAZAR (Geo. Davis, mgr.).—Chas. Buggies in ''Tonight's the Night/'
CORT (Homer F. Curran, mgr.).— "The
Show of Wonders" (2d week).
COLUMBIA (Oottlob 4 Marx, mgrs.).—Otis
Skinner in "Mister Antonio" (1st week).

LOS ANGELES
OFFICE

City

Stage Decorations
for Productions

and Vaudeville Acts

(As an accommodation to players on
the road, VARIETY has installed In Its
Los Angeles (Pacific Coast) office a let-

forwarding system whereby it will
be possible for players to have their mall
forwarded and received upon their arrival on the coast.
The Los Angeles
office is opened practically all day from
9 A. M. until 9 P. M.)
ter

PImm

(AateaistM)

IUU

BY GUY PRICK.

of "Variety's" New York
this city ''looking 'em over," as
she carelessly puts It.

"Patsy"

staff,

Is

Smith,

In

Since Pantages adopted Its policy of not
charging war tax to Its patrons, the theater
assuming the obligation, the audiences
have shown a noticeable Increase.
Itself

it

raiOMRMBTIC
PktMi

Greeley

STUDIO'
Oliver Morosco will return to Los Angeles
In May— that Is, he writes that he will, if
he can make the grade— for a season of producing.
He has taken over the Cort, San

Mii

Francisco, for the summer and
urate a Morosco season.

probaly vaudeville's most accomplished weeper.
The act kept the friendly house rocking
with the kind of laughter that registers best
Tlma Lerner, the brilliant
In the box office.
ussian planlste, made her first appearance
here, and with two wonderful numbers and a
superb bit for an encore completely captured
her audience. Before a plain velvet drop, in
a plain black gown, on a plain, huge piano,
with no tricks or affections. Mies Lerner did
her act and won.
She came out unostentatiously and went out unostentatiously, but her
playing was so great that the house called until she was forced to come back and do a little more.
She came out with rather reluctant
BtepB, in great contrast to the average, and
was given an ovation In gratitude. She didn't
smile once during her act
Bhe didn't say a

XJR

;

word

there were no announcements made,
nor placard* to tell what she was playing;
nine-tenths of the house, didn't know what she
was playing the pieces were not typical concert or vaudeville numbers.
But they knew
how she was playing. And they demonstrated
that In the best language of an audience
with continued and most enthusiastic applause.
Following this sublime few minutes
of real music Joe Jackson threw the audience
into hysterical fits of mirth with his utterly
meaningless but blissfully ludicrous mannerIsms. Jackson is the despair of the highbrow.
"I don't see a thing funny about him," said
;

—

a haughty young Woman watching him coldly,
and Joe curved his lips In that ingratiating
smile,

and the haunhty young

woman

tittered

shamelessly, and then composed her features
again to repose.
That's Joe.
If you don't
laugh at him, you're wrong. Lew Dockstader
followed In his political bona characterization.
H* has new material written around the war,
and It's a Kroat Improvement over the stuff
he was delivering when he appeared here last
st the Mhj«' c iIc.
Dock«tsdT §fvp« a funny
Imitation of Von Hertlin* delivering an address to the RelchRtag. which registers very
well.
Lady Duff Gordon held them to the
last open-mouthed second with her wonderful
style fantasy, "Kleurette's Dream at I'eronne."
I'erhaps the man In the seat behind gave the
tn -t
crlthlsm of this delightfully camouflaged style show.
(lee," he remarked, with
fervor and frHinir.
"A million dollars worth
of fi'wn-'"
Ff the K f >wiis ure a million dollars worth, tin re's a billion dollars worth of
models.
As th<- K'Titlemtn in the seat behind
said with fervor and feeling, when the negli'

gee was being displayed, "Yea, Bo!" Swing.

CASINO

PanUfes Theatre Building

kc.

140 West 39th Street

New York

VARIETY, New York

VARIETY'S

DODD ACKERMAN

preferred.

will

inaug-

W.V. A.

(Lester Fountain, mgr.).—A-H.

A

ft

mgr.).—

Matlldlta, the dancer, gave a children's carnival at the Majestic last week.
Bessie Crouch was the chief attraction.

The Winter Garden ball at the Alexandria,
given by the "Show of Wonders" company In
conjunction with the Red Cross netted a big
sum.
4

,

(Harry Davis, mgr.).—Will King
and Hearn (12th week).
WIOWAM (Jos. F. Bauer, mgr.).—A-H. A

W.

V. A. vaudeville.

CASINO.—8, The

bill this week is a diversiand although It contains no really
remarkable features, it pleased. Billy Hlbbltt
and Eddie Malle are headlined in "Marcel le,"
a tab. The book has gags of all ages, no continuity and reveals no semblance of a plot
Besides the two principals there are six
chorus girls, two of whom play parts. Jack
and Pearl Hall In a better than the average
sharp-shooting turn open the show and received recognition.
Warren and Wade were
"No. 2," and received a few laughs. The trombone work of the man got them away to a fair
finish.
Paul Kelkl, piano accordionist, programed, did not appear. Charlie Leonard followed with a straight song-plugging turn, singing "Mason Dixon Line" and "Joan of Arc"
with animated pictures. "The Mayor and the
Manicure," played b* Chas. J. Harris. Edith
Montrose, William Edwards and Frances Men-

fied affair,

was well received, securing laughs
throughout. The individual work of the playIs very good.
Hodge and Lowell, man and
woman, doing Rube characters, won the palm
for comedy, garnering most of the laughs
during the afternoon and finishing strong.
Some very good Rube dancing is done by the
male member of the team. Madge Evans and
George MacQuarrle In "The Gates of Gladness" contributed the picture attraction.

VARIETY'S

ORPHEUM

(Fred

—

Henderson,

(Swain), musical comedy player

of San Francisco, announced her engagement
this week to Douglas Duke, an attorney of

that city.

H. Beaumont, of the Beaumont Velvet
Scenery Studios, New York, returned this
week after opening an office here.
J.

SAN /RANCISCO OFFICE
PANTAGB THEATBB BLOC.
DoaatasB mi
gen.

mgr.

agent, direct).
Show out of the ordinary.
The noted deviation In the general makeup
compared with previous shows ran to a pe-

culiar but excellent arrangement.
All tho
new acts were placed In the first half of the
show, with the last half devoted to the holdovers entirely. Gertrude Hoffmann, from last
week's bill, held closing position and repeated
successfully.
J. C. Nugent and Co. In "The
Squarer," hit, getting laughs throughout. Mc-

Donald and Rowland In "My Good Friend,"
well received.
Regal and Bender, unqualified
riot in opening spot.
Leo Beers (holdover)
duplicated last week's Impression.
Kelly and
Galvin (holdover) eclipsed last week's hit.
Harry and Emma Sharrock, very big.
PANTAGES. Average bill. G ruber's anlmaln. closed show
big.
"Song and Dance
Revue of 1M8." with Leroy and Cahlll. novel
and entertaining.
Herman and Shrlner,
.scored.
Nancy Fair, hit. Garry Owen and
Hetty Moore, comedy applause honors. Ward,
Bell and Ward, out of show owing to accident
to one of the trio, replaced by the Stanleys In
shadowgraphlc work. Goldle and Ayres, fair.
HIPPODROME.— Frank and Lillian Vernon,
closed successfully Larry Haggerty. hit. Four
American Beauties, did well. McLaln, Gates
and Co., good sketch, but a trifle too long.
Bob Homburg and Babe Lee. big. Talsel and
Talsel, opened fairly, with flag rendering assistance.
There were two added turns, Dorlon

—

:

Day, Scotch sinner, scoring with routine*,
while Baby Joffe. child vocalist and dancer,
garnered show hit.

wK

Work was started last week on the Hippodrome, San Jose, which will be built on the
Auditorium. Seating capacity,

site of the old
2,000.

dell,

Ann Tasker

SAN FRANCISCO

POISONING

SAVOY

Co. with Bonlta

ers

Madame

ALBOLENE
OF

vaudeville.

PRINCESS (Bert Levey, lessee
Bert Levey vaudeville.

Frescott, mind reading turn, playing Pantages time, held a private hearing for ladles
only on the stage of the local house after
the matinee last Friday.

With this week's attraction, "Tonight's the
Night," the Alcazar Stock Is Inaugurating a
limited season of musical comedy to give the
patrons a treat In the form of Charlie Ruggles and Dorothy Webb in their regular line
of work.
Mrs.

Bailey of this city was last
permission by Judge Thomas
adopt Rosana Lewis, aged 10,
Ada Lewis.

Ellen

week granted
F.

Graham

a niece of

The
York

to

"Alma," en route from New
San Francisco, were lost somewhere

scripts for
to

on the road, necessitating the cancellation of
that attraction at the Alcazar.
be given later on.

The piece may

Henceforth, every third road Hhow coming
over the Hippodrome time will be headed by
This arrangement wbh started with
"tab."
a
"Marcelle" at the Casino last week. The next
will be "The Small Town Opera."

A

N

ERS

AKE-UP

agreeable

arrangement

was

idea gave the house, play and merchants considerable publicity.

Harry Sweeney arrived from Australia last
week to join Cyril Maude on his American
tour.

Business at the Savoy, where Bonlta and
Lew Hearn are being featured with the Will
King Company, continues big, several turnaway nights a week being In evidence.

With the opening of the Hippodrome, Oakland, acts playing the Ackerman A Harris
time will have practically two weeks In San
Francisco, showing at the Hippodrome or
Casino for a week, and following this with a
week at the Wigwam and Oakland Hippodrome.

Commencing March 18 Max Flgman comes

to

the Cort for a return engagement with "Nothing but the Truth," following which he will
tour Australia with It.

An important change was made In the
of the F. J. A. Forster Music Co. during Mr. Foratcr's vlalt hero last week, Jack
LaFolletto, local manager, was put In charge
of the entire coast, with Eddie Maglll, foroffice

merly manager, taking charge locally.
Mr. LaFollette will spend a good deal of his
time on the road on the selling end.

ATUrtflF CITY.

BY CHARLES 9CHBUER.

That a good play

la actor proof waB evidenced by the third return engagement of
"Fair and Warmer," which pleased a comfortably filled house at the Apollo Monday

night

I

mutually

fixed up between the Alcazar and local advertisers during the run of "It Pays to Advertise."
Coupons given away at the door on
entrance were drawn between acts, the lucky
holders receiving gifja from merchants.
The

despite

rather

Indifferent

acting.

In-

humor and brlllance of wit cannot bo
submerged even in careless playing. It has
the nssertlveness of a diamond, gleaming and
sparkling under any condition and cannot bo
dulled by any amount of handling.
trinsic

Manager W. E. Shackelford has offered
Caruso $10.(100 to appear at a special concert
contemplated for the Million Dollar Pier for
March
the undemanding being that Caruso
;'»(),
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THE ANSWER TO
Ed Rose and Abe Olman's

THE
MEANING OF

Triangle of Hits

THE IRISH BATTLE CRY

ALL KEYS

ome

"PICK A LITTLE 4LEAF CLOVER AND
SEND IT OVER TO ME"
Beautiful
Story

Haunting
Melody

ALL KEYS
Wire

Phone

cross

Write

Watch this bird,

it will

be released soon.

FORSTER MUSIC PUB.,
Room
Frisco Office,

Inc.,

Chicago
By the "Oh, Johnnie

Cohan's Grand Opera House
EZ KEOUGH, Manager
Pantages Bldg., JACK LA FOLLETTE, Mgr.

42,

Oh" Boys, Ed Rose and
Sgt.

Abe Olman.

e
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lerman carrying oft tha stellar honors with
sn offering about aa pretentious as has bean
Played to eapaeJty
seen here this season.
houaaa and there Is n possibility aha will aa
held over for another week. If so, aha will
be the first holdover of the present season.
Large advance sale for this weak. Kellermann
Is a Boston favorite.
Her act waa responsible for tha show opening an hour lata at

Monday matinee, delayed

the

In transportareel at tha
First time aa far as Is known that
comedy film was used at thla house for many
seasons.
Annette cleaned up with her act.
Went over In splendid shape and deserved reception. Show la opened by corking acrobatlo
novelty. Black and White.
Billed In thla
fashion although one girl wears blue and
other old rose gown. Caught on with a bang.
8plendld costume and scenery.
Bmbs and
Alton quite good In ordinary song and dance
Bert Melrose, the clown, riot as asual.
act.
Olive Briscoe In a new act owes a lot to her
male partner.
He Is not billed, however.
Lieutenant B. C. Hllllarn In songs and storlea
He waa In very
labored under a handicap.
bad voice, and had to stall through. Ha went
big at closing. Fern and Davis, In "A Nightmare Revue," started off poorly, but worked
up quite a bit and finished atrong. Mme. M.
Cronln'a electrical novelty act had quits a
big walkout, owing to interest In electrical
novelties dying quickly. Mile. Juliette's dancing In thla act pleased.
BOSTON (Charles Harris, mgr. ; agent. U.
Forget." war dim. heads.
B O.).— "Lest
Vaudeville, topped by Masla King, Hlekey
Brothers, John R. Gordon and Co.. Gruet.
Kramer and Gruet.
BIJOU (Ralph Gllman, mgr. ; agent, U. B.
Big business.
O.). Pictures.
BOWDOTN (Al Somerbee, mgr. ; agent, TJ.
B. O.).— "Tha Modern Musketeer." film, headVaudeville, Pauline's Leopards, Mosher
line.

House showed a comedy

tion.

matinee.

MORETTE SISTERS
Two Yeeng, Good Looking
Girls (We Admit It)

"Oi^

If Mlnntae la
Italian Charactera

AcnrdMRi

Playing

WiUk this ipit* while we
if*U ear aew act and Ull
yea wee ear agents are

Something B«W «T«T

WMk

READ AND BB CONVINCED

We

—

snd Mosher, Rock and Lapan, Balcomb and
Sherman, Mclntyre and Ward, Harry Bouto

la

contribute

half

of

this

amount

to the

Red Cross.

The death of Stanley V. Maatbaum was
much deplored throughout Atlantic City, aa
he wee a frequent Ylsltor and a liberal patron
In addition to
"America's Playground."
the Stanley Co., of which ha waa tha

of

owns the Colonial, one of Atlantic City's
foremost dim hooses. David 8. Fuhrman. tha
manager, states Mr. Maatbaum'e death will In
no way affect tha policy of this house. It Is
alleged this corporation also owns a half Interest In tha Virginia, a largo Boardwalk establishment under tha management of Joaeph
H. 8nellenberg.
head,

this,

Longport, a residential suburb of Atlantlo
City, situated at tha extreme and of this
island, and hitherto noted only as the summer abode ©» several thousand of Philadelphia's wealthier class desirous of enjoying tha
cool brasses of the shore without the turmoil
of the heart of the Boardwalk, has suddenly
come forth Into the limelight through n
serlee of unusual events.
Towards the close
of last year this community was astonished by
the Longport Commission voting an appropriation of five hundred thousand dollars for

FURNITURE
OR CREDIT
CASH
Open

This

Week (March

the building of a

new sea-wall

the bonds for
this mammoth undertaking being subscribed
for by property owners of the place.
Immediately thereafter Wm. A. Brady selected thla
spot for the production of his super-film,
"8ealed Orders," and for many weeks thla
quiet resort was the center of much hustling
and bustling daring rescues and thrills of
all aorta being dally occurrences.
The deliberate wrecking of a huge balloon used in
the final scene brought many spectators from
all sections of southern New Jersey, and now
to cap the climax, Ralph Harcourt, the mayor
of Longport, who Is serving his third term In
the mayoralty chair, haa Joined his country's
colors and Is already In service at the League
Inland Navy Yard.
Mayor Harcourt enjoya
the particular distinction of being the first
mayor in the State of New Jersey to go into
;

;

Home

future*
the
^ Bdswt^
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chief
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The radical low
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Importhroughout the atore Is another feature of
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tance.

WBTI FOB

Hlff aa-FAoa

cataussub

active service.
He Is billeted for a lieutenant's commission and expects to be ordered
abroad next July.

AND 11-FAOB
Accessible from
gain or am> gt

illy

Was! «4e hy

AnaMnese* will
Period Fernttare
Velse. Nte, new

$275

$375

Grand Rapids

Fans are to be given quick opportunity to
up the respective merits of Mike Yokel,
defeated John Kllonls In such a decisive
fashion here a week ago, and Pinky Gardner.
Promoter Fred Moore yetserday secured their
signatures to articles which will bring them
together in a finish bout at the New Nixon
theatre next Monday night, March 18.
. -e
size

who

Fnrnltare

a-Boosi

Jtrellmlnary will also be exceedingly Interest-

George Bothner, who has never been
put on bis back In the lightweight class and
has been the recognized champion of that
division for more than a score of years, will
defend his title against Frank Rice. Bothner
will referee the main bout and Gardner will
ng.
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New

probably look after the

first fracas.

BOSTON.
BY LEW LIBBFY.

Prafaanlans l

Dlseeeetef

—

agent,

;

Loew). Haiel Klrke, tops. Maude Durand
and Co.. O'Connor and Dixon, Ward and Culand Jacqueline.
Film, "Tha
len, Harran
Family Skeleton."
GLOBE (Frank Meagher, mar. ; agent,
Loew). Film, "The Fall of the Romanoffs."
ORPHBUM (Victor J. Morris, mgr.; agent.
Loew).— BUI headed by "When We Grow
Dunbar and
Up," Hal Langdon Singers,
Turner, Marie. Dalma and Co.
Georgallla

—

;

Trio.

Film, "The House of Glass."

8COLLAT —OLYMPIA

"The
ness, mgr.).
sia," film feature.

(James

McGulRus-

In

Vaudeville,

OLYMPIA

(Frank Hook alio, mgr.).—"Tha
Vaudeville, "Little
Warning." film.

KEITH'S (Robert
r. B.

O.

Larsen. mgr.; agent,

O.).— Very good show with Annette Kel-

vnmcnmf or

ARTHUR KLEIN

Cruper, Goldwln-Patton Co.,
Sheehan and Chester, Nlada and €o.
PARK (Thomas D. Sorlero. mgr.) "Brass
Check." for film.
8HUBERT (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— Third week
of "The Very Idea" seems to have caught.
COLONIAL (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— Splitting the musical patronage but playing to big
business with "Tha Rainbow Girl."
PLYMOUTH (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "The
Man Who Came Back" remains at this house,
where it was shifted after a long run at tha
Wilbur.
Business warrants it staying a
while longer.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr.).—William
Gillette in "A Successful Calamity," very
good.
Evidently here for aa long as booking

HIp,"

Lottie

arrangements allow.
PARK 8QUARE (Fred E. Wright, mgr.).—
Final week of "Potash and Perlmutter in
"Cheating Cheaters" next week.
Society."
TRENTON (John B. Schoffel, mgr.).— For
second week, also billed as her last week, Mrs.
Flske is using two plays, "Service," presented for the first time in America Monday evening, and Lord Dunsany's "A Night at an
Capacity house and great Interest in
Inn."
"Service" ran In Paris. "Miss
both pieces.
Springtime" next week.
HOLLIS (Charles J. Rich, mgr. ) .—Fourth
week of "Hamilton." Seat sale two weeks In
advance.

MAJESTIC

(E. D. Smith, mgr.).— Big house
at opening of "Odds and Ends of 11)17."
Show received good notices and will probably
Town likes
continue to do good business.
revues of any sort and Jack Norworth well
known here.
OPERA HOUSE (E. D. Smith, mgr.).—
House dark. As far as is known no attempt
to book anything balance of season.

ALAN

CAMERON and DEVITT
PSHAW
Watch

for our

new

playlet, "OH!
Fully copyrighted

run

long;

at

^

Si«NO

war

(CaarlsePj. Weldroa, mgr.).—
"Parlalan Novelty Show."
OAYETY (Thomas H. Hsnry. mgrj.—Dave
Marlon.
HOWARD (George B. Lathrop. mgr.).—
"Military Maids." House vauvedUle. Termini

and Saul, Tha Halktnga, ChappaUa and Trlbble, Leveau, Tha Temples, Violet Vance.

With tha exception of Thursday and Bonday nights theatrical conditions have returned
to normal In thla city.
Tha fuel administrator has removed all tha restrictions on other
evenings, and tha houaaa have gona back to
tha same conditions which wart in vogua before tha fuel shortage.
There are no sat
times for the opening and closing of shows,
si though 8 o'clock haa bean announced aa
tha opening time of tha evening performi
at all tha legitimate houaaa.

BUFFALO.
BY RAY MEYER.
TECK

(John

R. Olshel, mgr.).—Donald
Brian in "Her Regiment"; Victor Herbert
conducted first night performance ; a mualcal
comedy of wartime Normandy; music almost
Jazsy with snap.
MAJESTIC (Dr. Pater C. Cornell, mgr.).—
Maude Adams in "A Kiss for Cinderella."
SHEA'S (Henry Carr, mgr.).— Valeaka
Suratt, headline, brought many out from
curiosity, having ssan her in films herb
lately.
"Tha Purple Poppy" waa her offering,
and aha went by wall. Whiting and Burt, enlivened things; Maleta BoncaaL violin virtuoso, sore did virtuoso some and the applause
waa hers, considerable; Joe Cook, made 'am
laugh ; Beaumont and Arnold, did well Warren and Templeton, new to Shea's, chattered
entertainingly; Lunette Sisters, attrractlve
;

aerial novelty.

SHEA'S HIPPODROME (Harold
Mary Pickford

Franklin,
in

rilly of Clothesline Alley."

STRAND

"Ami-

Standing 'em out.
(Earle Crabbe) .—Theda Bare In

"Du Barry." Crowds good.
STAR (Dr. Peter C. Cornell, mgr.) —Jessie
Bonstella players In "The Lasso."
Crowded
houses.
OAYETY (Patton, mgr.).— 811ding Billy
Watson in burlesque. Big houses.
GARDEN.— "The Jolly Olrla."
ACADEMY (Jules Michaels, mgr.). Vaudeville, films, the Jazs Boya and Girls.
LYRIC (Charles Bowe, mgr.).—Vaudeville,

—

The Olympic Theatre Operating Corporation
of Buffalo, capitalized at $75,000, has been
chartered to operate picture houses. Ths Incorporators are Morris Slotkln, Robert L.
Hlmes and Mathew W. Weimar,

Manager Jules Michaels

all of Buffalo.

the Academy,
vaudeville, and Regent, pictures, la giving half
price admission to those who buy a Government Thrift Stamp at the stamp agencies In
the theatre box offices.
of

The Hymen Arcade Company, to conduct
amusement enterprises, has incorporated here.
The directors are Merrltt N. Baker, Henry B.
Hyman and Frances E. Towns.
"The Birth of a Nation" Is coming to
Shea's 'Hippodrome for showing next week.
"The Brat" and "Passing Show of 1917" will
play the Teck during the next two weeks. Ths
Winter Garden show will play here tha Week
of March 25 to break the Jump between New
York and Chicago. "Mother Carey's Chickens" and the Ziegfeld "Follies will be at the
Majestic the week after.
*

W. D. Fox Is now msnsglng the Frontier, a
west elde film house. He was formerly at the
Arcadia.
Harry Mason

Is

singing at the Allendale

Saturday and Sunday performances. He formerly was the extra attraction at tha Victoria.

Manager Al. Sherry of the Arcadia, vaudeville and films, gave away last night what ha
calls Military Honorary Certificates. They are
records of a military man, or a card which
If the Information Is written In will ksep a
complete history of a man In service.
The

Original Comedienne

MARGIE SMITH
DIRECTION

C.

W. NELSON, W.

V. M. A.

—

COPLEY (H. W. Pattee, mgr.). Opening
of the regular reportory season Monday with

MABBL

Hones has bald patron-

through

films.

J.

German Curse

Swain's Animals, Holmes and Rellly, Hans Robert and
Co., Six Mualcal Splllera, University Four,
Fred La Relne and Co.

Froaen

established

mgr.).—Pictures.
(Joseph Brennan, mgr.

11), Temple. Syracuse, and Proctor's, Albany, N. Y.

ial

the

JAMES

Crossnan's 7 Entertainers

JaVeniasj. tin t e'eleet

The Furniture of

dreau.
ST.

'Tha Philanderer."
age
P

n

™ED THE BRADS
•
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VARIETY

THE HARMONY MAN
WITH

Co

Shapiro, Bernstein
Hello friends,
My new

let's

get together

Shapiro, Bernstein Music Co., 224 West 47th Street,
New York City, where I will be glad to see you.
have some dandy
harmony numbers and you will always find me at your service.

address

is

We

Very sincerely yours

"RUBE W BENNETT
Late of Chicago
—^—-""
We

Ted and Corinne

woultl like to attract the attention of the

Public

Public and the Profusion

SIDNEY FAULKE

TO THK THKKK FOLLOWING numbers, all hits

BRETON

Will hereafter be

The Beautiful Waltz Song

The
Next Week (March 18), Majestic
San Antonio, Tex.

prettiest

12-fl

soldier.

Last, but not the leant

Certificates were filed yesterday in
the
county clerk's office showing that the Shea
Amusement Co., organised September, 1006,
has taken over the Shea Theatre Co., organized
August, 1018, and the Shea Hippodrome Co.,
organized August, 1015.
The certificates of

merger are signed by Pliny B. McNaughton,
Sresident of the Shea Amusement Co. The

rtlfloates state that all the stock of the
Shea Theatre Co. and the Shea Hippodrome
Co. Is owned by the Shea Amusement Co. that
the purpose for which the corporations were
formed is identical, and that the merger of the
concerns was determined upon by the stockholders of the first named concern and the
merger Is to become effective Immediately.
The merged companies exert control over the
Shea Court street vaudeville house property,
the Hippodrome, films, property and the Majestic theatre properties.
;

THE (.BEAT PATRIOTIC SONG

"Oh Noble France

We

Addreat care VARIETY, Chicago

De Oarmo, Montrose and Allen.
REGENT (Tom Ealand, mgr.; Loew).
Ralph Hers, Misses Parker, Lillian Watson,
Four Rosea, Tally and Harty and Piplfax and
Panlo.
Film, "Treasure Island."

Casey, Alice

Heard Your Call"

THE COOKE & MALOOL MUSIC PUB. CO

MILES

DETROIT.
BY JACOB SMITH.
TEMPLE

(C. G. Williams, mgr. ; U. B. 0.)
Theodore Kosiof and Ballet, Swor 6 Avey,

Newark, N.
Ha v Hand and

Thornton, Charlea Irwin, Janet

Adair, Loyal'a Dogs, Pierlert

ORPHEUM

—Hippodrome
well,
Co.,

J4

A

Scofleld.

(Rod Waggoner, mgr.; Loew).
Four,

James Leonard, RothEdna Earl Andrews and

Brown and Co.,
Cook and Oatman, Three Bartos, Dan

(Will Greening, mgr.).

—Astor Four,

Rodney and Edwards, Weston Trio, Brothers
Film
Picard, Brown and Gates, Vesta Duo.
attraction, "A Daughter of the Gods."
No
advance in prices.
OPERA HOUSE (Harry Parent, mgr.).—
"Kitchy

244 Market St.

as

FORBES

Ballad ever written

LONG TO SEE YOU ONCE AGAIN

card had an Insert for the photograph of a

known

SIDNEY

THAT WONDERFUL FEELING OF LOVE"

"On the Boardwalk"

Announcement

Koo,"

—

with

Raymond

Hitchcock.

Next, "Among Those
Warner.
GARRICK (Richard H. Lawrence) .-'Tailing Show of 1917 "
Capacity.
Extra mati-

$2.50 top capacity.
Present," with H. B.

nee Friday. Will stay a second week.
ADAMS (Russell G. Pearce, mgr.). Glaser
Stock in "Potash and Perlmutter in Society."
Next, "St. Elmo/'
LYCEUM (Al Warner, mgr.).—Gus Hill's
MinstrelB.
Next, Al Wilnon.

—

Arthur-WANZER and PALMER-Maybelle
"She's
An

Absolutely Original
Talking Act in One.

W.

V. M. A. Tuesday,

March

5th,

Hard to Get Along With"

Opened Great Northern Hippodrome, Chicago,
Monday, March 4—BOOKED 15 WEEKS
Direction

BEEHLER A JACOBS

White Face

Aet fully copyrighted and entered in "Variety's" Protected Material Dept.

)

VARIETY

BUT

BEST PLACES TO DINE AT
AT THE

SEE

500 Housekeeping Apartments

"The Apache"

(of tbt sitter dm, witlii rah of tcoooaU fate
Under the direct supervision of tfce iwnm. Located In the heart af the ally, just off
Broadway, claaa to all Banking effiecs. prlneipoi theatre*, department stereo, traction
Unas, I" raad and subway.
Wa are tha largest maintainors af housekeeping furnished apartments apeciallsing
to theatrical folks.
Wa are an the around dally. This alone lnearee prompt seWlea
and cleanliness.
ALL BUILDINGS JftiUiPFfiD WITH 3TXA2I ZXSAT AKB ELBCTBH? UCBTS

(ON SKATBS)
vifidiy ssmeataa:

Elsie

PLACSS TO STOP AT

tor

and

Paulsen
Also

The Ma/Id's

HILDONA COURT

Interspersed with

The Peppy Musical Ceased?

341 to 347

Wort 46th

ftt.

»aeae Brysat 0000

A B el Id as Da Lu»o
IU8T COMPLETED: ELEVATOR APARTMENTS
INT8 ARRANGRfc
i

"On the Carpet"
with

Up Weekly;

111.00

HELEN HARDICK

241-247 West 43d

The White Hussars

St

aad 316 West 40th St.
Phoos Bryant 0000
Aa ep-te-the.nteute. sow. traarasf Isjttaly.
sjransed In aaaiOaissti of 8 sad 4 reoeti wfth
sitchesi aad private beta.
'Pheae la sash apart-

312, 314

i

WJf Up

IRVTNGTON HALL

Wast fist St
f Haas Coi. 7102
Aa elevator, fireproof beHdlss of the newest type,
Aaartaieats
baviny every devise aad oeevenlsnee.
are esaeflfolly afranaod. aad ceasJst of 2. 9 aed4
rooms, wttfc kl tenant and Rlteneaettes. tiled oath

Up Weekly
all

Weekly

THB DUPLEX

WtoUS

Addrsaa

320 and 800 Watt 43d St.
Phone Bryant 4203-0101
Three aad four reeeu with hath. fursJehed to •
degree ef medernnss* ttiat sxedh saythnn In this
tyse of Mldlni.
These sssrt meats wNl
nod ate fear or mors adults.
00 .00 Op Weekly

communications la M. Claman

Principal Office— Yandis Court, 241 Was* atd Street. New York
Apartments can he seen evenina-s. Office la each building-

Phone 9900 CoL

SOMETHING

NEW

IN

WHEN

AN OLD SPOT!

AMRON
RESTAURANT
At Broadway and 48*
Diractlp ond.r tha

Wa

Jf.

T.

of

CLEVELAND--

Show

folks stopping at the

HOTEL MARTINIQUE
Located at Huron, Prospect and 9th Streets, in the very
heart of the amusement district.
Newly furnished throughout; excellent services in connection with good, popular priced caf#~

Street

c

A OU*

taka ptaaaBra 1b •ffcrlaf
a norelty 1b oar

IN

THE HAPPY CROWD

JOIN

PHIL

DINNEB

Luncheon Entrees from 30 Cents Upward

& ISAAC,

Mousaftr

# THE EDMONDS svssi*
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

«..*-.

I

I

Table d'Hote Dinner at 95 Cents
CABARET and DANCING
Our • la carta bill of fara aarrlaa tha LOWMT PMCM Bf MIW TOM.
Cana aad maka
.

We

TWO AND THREE

HENRI COURT

f»heae Bryant 7912

i aad aetata aa aytssssj l s wHh Mtaasistt ss,
prtvats oath aad to! Satis n o.
The erivasy thssa
ftf It aat af Its aitrestleas.
$11.00 Up Wsskly
I.

113.00

N 8U1T8 OF QUE.

Us Meathly

050.00

YANDIS COURT

and

c
DINNER

,

i

yourself at heme.

IXCLGSrVBLY TO TIB PBO!

77S-7S-8§

1

ION

EIGHTH ATBNUE

Between 4Tth and 40kh

mm

Private Bath
la

Baah

ant

Cater Particularly to the PrefemioR

yoek

Office—
T70

SBGBTB

1044

MAwinimT or abw
vmm tb> PEBSoiriL
ak»
ADBAMT URMI
MABieoaouos
J.

iotbl

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
HBW TOM C1TT
West

Complete far

^emejejsmniBe^psamsaBaBJsPBmmBama

MAXIM'S
"Always in the Lead"

110 West 88th St
N. Y. City Qr^wr Mir

H

sM

111

40th
rhree.

'THE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST"
SATURDAY'S
and
Lonch 55 Cents

SUNDAYS

Dinner 85 Cents
10S-110W.49thSt

$1.00

GIOLITO

THE BEST ITALIAN DINNER

IN

Bryant

MM

NEW YORK

New York

14

So.

Clark

Apartments
1
and Rooms

Furnished

ROCHESTER, N. T.
Notice to the Profession
ROOIII8, 75C and apward
90 ajtalkml
jo:
DICatKPro
(J.

CADILLAC

THE ORIGINAL ESHMAN
8U,

afar.

M.

Ward,

—d
b^v
Xavm

oiis»»im Bitjr**m
Oj

SaM* N im

COMPLBTB OtmrnVsmVOiB

310

mgr.).— "Bowery

—

(Sam Lorey, mar.)- "Aato
Bert Whitney, leaaaa of the opara
playing
atKlaw sY
Erlanger
tractions, has everybody guessing as to wham
he will be next season.
It Is definite tha
leanes on the present opara bouse building
expire Sept. 1.
All toaaats must yacate, aa
the building is to he raxed for a new mercantile structure.
Mr. Whitney haa aa>
Bounoed no site and that even if a building
were atartad la tha spriag It oould Dot ba

W.

48th St,

NeV York 1

easmmseammmejemmmaaamaaaajsaBaa^

Special Service Bureau

Girls."

Try us once and convince yourself

45th

GBOBGB

SEYMORE HOTEL

OH

VERY REASONABLE PRICES
Prom

af Breadi
IS Op

sp

Burlesque rs."

RESTAURANT

Oaa Blaak

Streets

ToJap

THE CITY

HOME COOKING

aad 47th

Pour and PlTe-Boom Blah-Class Famished

MR*.

OAYBTY

NEW YORK

pa

r
754-756 EIGHTH AVENUE

MOST MATIONAL
'THE GIRL FROM PAREE"
At fttS

«jk«ataa

S20
4Ird Street,
Clean
Private Bath. t-4 Banana
Catarlna to the comfort aad) eenvenience 01 tan prroe
~
Steam Boat and Stootrta Lights
Pp

84..

Chicago

house,

170

4

AtfaatJe CMy. M. J.

100 to. Vlralala Ave.

1%ls bureau will furnish upon appllnatlen

CHARGE
hotels,

full

rates,

and

lnfonnaUon reoulred by prospsotlva
plioUly probahle laasth of stay

datloa vsatad.

PRfB OF

Information ntaidjag
saommmfkllsaf sr asp atasr

impsrUal

loostloos.

aad

vlat taea.

olssa af

CHARLES 0CHIUII,

Oaasral

.

Seats aa>

aaawasMisaow

J

Another Big Hit by the writers of "Lorraine,

My

Beautiful

Alsace-Lorraine"

COME ACROSS

Words by ALFRED

BRYAN

MCCARTHY & FISHER,

148 West 45th
MILLS, Prof. Manager
Inc.,

JACK

FRED FISHER

Music by

PUBLISHED BY

St.,

New York

City

concluded in time for the fall opening, lends
one to believe that be will lease one of the

downtown theatres now in operation. It la
being rumored he plans to take the Lyceum,
The Lyceum has the
on Randolph atreet.
largest seating capacity of any downtown
main

WARNING!

the bulk of the seats being on the

theatre,

The Lyceum has

floor.

an act on the bill with you
is using an idea or material that
belongs to some other act, keep
your trunk locked and do not
leave any valuables in your dressing room.
If

A KNOCKOUT WITH

for years played

the Stair A Havlland attractions and la now
playing the second-class traveling shows. B.
D. Stair operates both the Lyceum and the
Garrick. the latter playing the Sbubert atWith the Lyceum playing the K.
tractions.
A E. shows it would give SUlr a "finger" In
every legitimate show coming to Detroit. The
fact that tbe International Circuit ia to be
discontinued strengthens the report that the
Lyceum deal will be a reality.

A

FRANK DONNELLY

NORMAN

JEFFERIES, Agency

wou

additional honors with an encore bit
splendidly rendered. Kussell Mack and Blanche
Vincent were the hrst to liven things up, their
aoug numbers rousing those in front so that
the young couple were forced to respond with
a couple oi extra numbers. Mack uses several snort song numbers, which landed solidly,
but should never again use the parody on

MILWAUKEE.
BY

P.

G.

MORGAN.
Brown, mgr.).

—"The

Wanderer."

MAJESTIC (James

A. Hlgler, mgr.; agent.
Orph.).— Mclntyre and Healb, Jack Wyatt and
Lads and Lassies, Miss Llghtner and Newton
Alexander, Rockwell and Wood, Eddie Dowllng, George Herman and Marion Shirley, Virginia Lewis and May White, Rex.
PALACE (Harry E. Billings, mgr.; agent,
W. V. M. A.).— "The Naughty Prlncesa." Lew
Last half, "On the
Huff. Walker and Texas.
Atlantic," Dan Sherman and Mabel De Forrest. Arthur Higby, Skeliey and Hell. Ogden
and Benson, Charles and Anna G locker.
MILLER (Jack Yeo, mgr.; agent. Loew).—
•The Betting Bettys." Mme. Berzac's Circus,
Empire Comedy Four, Rose and Rosana, Eastman and Moore. Odonne. Luckle and Yoaet,

"They Go Wild Over Me."
They have a
dandy singing turn, and it went Over great,

leuving the house in a receptive mood for the
Mason and Keeler sketch. This ia a real
gem of a one act play, and ia made doubly
entertaining through the manner in which it
is played by two capable artists.
The third
member of the company deserves his bit for
what be does in pantomime and the sketch
was a tremendous applause and laughing hit,
which it haa^proved before, it is one sketch in
v'auucviile

THE DADDY SONG V BIG CLIMAX

Seabury and Price. Lunette and Sturm.
BHTBERT (C. A. Niggemeyer, mgr.). Sbubert Theatre Stock Co., "The House of Glass."

—

18,

"A

Full House.

PABST (Ludwlg
man

Stock Co..

Holmes;

Krelss.

mgr.).— Pabst Ger-

"Seine Gelibte"

15, 16, 17,

;

14.

(Charles

J.

mgr.;

Fox,

American).— "Charming Widows";

17,

Fes-

agent,

Give

"Pace-

makers."

EMPRESS

War and

Us Victory
and Send Back Dear Daddy to Me"

Stop All This

Burton

Lyman Howel Travel

tival.

GATETY

W. STERN &

JOS.

(Walter C. Scott, mgr.).— Stock

CO., 1556 Broadway,

New York

burlesque.

NEW ORLEANS

BY O. M. SAMUEL.
ORPHEIM (Arthur White, mgr.).—Willie

Weston stopped thow Monday evening. Wfnona Winter, appearing early, easily earned
Miss Winter's turn surpasses
second honors.
two-thirds of the Orpbeum Circuit's next-toNun Halperin started well, then
closing actB.
plowed perceptibly, but finished favorably.
Bob Matthew* Co. and Sam Mann, both well
Pete and Pals and Prevost and
received.
Brown, opening and closing respectively, moderately successfuL

TL'LANE

<T,

C.

Campbell,

mgr.).

— 'Turn

to the Right."

CRESCENT

(Walter Kattman, mgT.).—
Murray Livingston. Rawls and
Von Kaufman. Alvin and Williams. Ed and
Lottie Ford. Leddy and Leddy. "Huck and
Tom," film. Last half, Lambertl, Cardo and
Noll. Curtis and Gilbert, Adams and Gubl.
Lowe and Sterling, "Wanted a Mother,"
First

half,

film

PALACE (Ptim Myers, mgr.).— First half,
Bancroft and Bro^cke. Kaufman Bro"., Wood
and Wyde, Ranting Kays. Reno,, "The Debt
Last balf, Oliver and Olp,
of Honor,'' fiim.
Kmnedy and Rooney, "The Man Off tbe Ice
Wagon," Kenny. Mason and Scboll. "A Southern Serrnade." "Ann's Finish," film.
DAL RHINE (Lew Ro*e, mgr.).— Stock bur-

Despree, and a company which Includes Lugne
Poe, Henry Bruguet and Ninon Giles. Single
seats for tbe engagement, situated In tbe
baignoires, are priced as Itigh as $10.
Leopold never was a piker.

One

the

of

has

street
stage.

elght-a-day houses In Canal
an eight-day clock next to the

Lew Rose

is ill for the first time In his Ufa,
sble to he shout snd doing.
His wife
(Elaine von Thlele) has returned from a vlalt

but

is

New

to relatives in

York.

Two New

Orleans priests. Father Pa roll, of
be Benedictine order, and Father Ethler, have
written a modern version of the Passion
Play, to be presented at the French Opera

Hou«e

shortly.

flopping comedian walked off the stage at
Loew's Crescent recently and ssld to Manager
KHitman. who warn Handing In (he wings: "Has

anybody been using
'his

beason,"

Many

my

Kattman

gags here?"

"Not

replied.

are going from this
Hot Springs, Id order to take the
baths, and incidentally gaze upon the ponies.
Walter C. Kelly snd Mercedes were imoof
those leaving for "The Spa" this week.
city

theatrical

FRENCH O H. (Arthur B. Leopold, mgr.).
Deppres and Co.
STRAND (1). L. Cornelius, mgr.).— Pic-

— Suzanne
tures.

of

Paradlae" comes to the Tulane

folk

to

As a woman with a babe In her arms approached tbe box office of the Globe Sunday,
the cashier asked. "How many?"
"Nine,
tbank you," returned the woman, qulcklv,
"and I wouldn't take a million for either of
tbsm."

Sunday.
local th^atrlral attorney. Just can't make his managerial proLeopold is offering at the
clivities l.thave.
r'nr.ch Opera Hou«e, in a serlet* of French

PHILADELPHIA.
DY JVVEMLE.

Arthur B. Leopold, tte

dramas, tbe celebrated French actress Susanna

KEITHS
away

to

(H.

noon performance, the show did not strike
an even pace at any time and did not play
The comedy skit of
at all to its advantage.
Joe Morris and Flossie Campbell failed to
hold the spot assigned to It and this let the
show down after it finally got started and
left nothing
for the Four Ankers, who closed
the bill.
Carter DeHaven and Flora Parker
bad tbe headline position, and the young
couple acquitted themselves favorably despite
that DeHaven suffered from a heavy cold.
There was no mistaking the truth of the
apology be made before attempting the first
number, but he managed to get through
nicely although not without quite an effort
which was a severe handicap. As a matter of
fact, DeHaven has never created much of a
furore in Philadelphia, yet his work Is always stamped with class and this time all
Miss Parker la quite
hib numbers are new.
a cute little miss, with a voice of light texture and depends considerably upon her chicFor tbe
ness and the costumes she wears.
present offering she has a showy array of
short-skirted affairs and looks well In each.
The two have Edwin Weber at tbe piano and
he Is given the opportunity of Introducing a
short number. Tbe act closed nicely, but not
big.
Preceding tbe headliner were three of
tbe big hits of the bill, which made It rather
tough sledding for Morris and Campbell. Gladys
Hanson. In the magnificent patriotic spectacle, "Liberty Aflame," was placed In the
Miss
center of tbe bill and scored solidly.
Hanson, who succeeded Julia Arthur In the
role of Liberty, suffers nothing by comparison
to the great dramatic artiste who first Introduced the production here last summer. Her
voice is strong snd her delivery emphatic, so
that she held her audience firmly until the
finish, when tbe mammoth emblem of Old Glory
brought the audience to its feet with a great
outburst of applause. Just ahead of this offering, Frits and Lucy Bruch presented their
classy musical offering to warm recognition.
Their program la nicely arranged and they
'

A

lp^jue.

"The Bird

Representative of the House of Mirth

Direction

Lester Lorraine, a dancer, was given a Jail
sentence before a Detroit Judge last week for
having passed a number of worthless checks
and otherwise defrauded.

DAVIDSON (Sherman

JAY RAYMOND

T.

Jordan.

mgT.).—Getting

a late start for the Monday after-

winch

always repeat, swan and

wiii

Mack were

also winners, keeping the laugh- going steadily until near the bnish, when they
slowed up and then hit their act a slap by
pulling an ancient gag, with a tag line for a
finish.
Bully, Kogers and Sully opened the

show with their trampoline and bar act. Too
is wasted with comedy which la
dragged out without result.
There is some

much time

good bar work, without disclosing anything
original or unusual and the act did only
fair in the position.
The Pathe Weekly
showed more pictures of life with the American boys in the trenches.
COLONIAL (H. A. Smith, mgr. T.— "Secret
Service," presented by Alexander Gaden a Co.
Burton's Song Revue
Lowney's Hawaiiaus;
Race & Edge; Blanche Sloan. Film, "The
Warrior."
NIXON'S GRAND (W. D. Wegcfarth, mgr.).
—"The Music World of 1W18." Moratl A Lynton
El Cola; Three Chips; Bspo A Dutton.
Film. "The House of Hate."
;

KEYSTONE

New

W.
"When

(M.

Doctor."

mgT.).— "The
Man's Married,"

Taylor,

a

"Radium Models," Harvey A Clegg Curry A
Graham
Frances Dyer.
Film, "Vengeance
;

;

and the Woman."

NIXON

(Fred. Leopold,

mgr.).— "Doing Her

Bit," with Adra Ainslee A
A Brown; Will A Mary

Co.

;

Palfrey, Hall

Andrew

Rogers;

Kelly; June Alemo. Film, "The Planter."
ALLEGHENY (Joseph Cohen, mgr.).— "The
Viol Inn." Corbett, Shepard A Dunn ; Martha
Pickering A Co. ; Glngley A Norton ; Morgan
A Parker. Film, "Madame Jealousy."
GLOBE (Sabloskey A McOulrk, mgrs.).—
Long Tack Sam A Co. "Tbe Corn Cob CutL'ps"; "Golden Bird"; Florence Henry A Co.;
Four Renees Amanda Gray A Boys; Alice
Roye; Charlie Reilly; Elliott A West; The
Wileys.
;

;

WILLIAM PENN

First
A Co.

(Q.

W.

Metzel,

half— Lydell A Hlgglns
Brennan A Davis. Film
;

;

Mlserablea "

mgT.).—

Jack

Alford

feature. "Lea

BROADWAY (Chaa. Shlsler. mgr.).—First
half— "Beautiful Fountain"; J. C. Mack A
Co.;
Welling-Leverlng Trio; Frank 811k.
Film, "Let Misers Dies."
Last half— "The
Dairy Maids," Jack Levy's Symphony Girls;
Farnum picture continued.
CROSS KEYS (Sabloskey A McGuirk,
mgrs.).— First half "The Country Cousin,"
Arthur Llpson Allman A Sykea; Georaw Ran-

—

;

dall

A

Co.

;

Clark

A Fagan

;

Chung A Moy.

PROVIDENCE
BY KARL K. KLARK.
HUBERT MAJESTIC (Col. Felix

R. Wen-

VARIETY

I.MILLER
7WaT LAR6BST

JAMES MADISON
PttiQMta
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Broadway, mm
Prank Ttnney. Nora Bayaa. Al Jeleae,
Howard ted Bowerd.
Carue. Barney Bernard.
tVclcau Dlaaaand sad Brenaaa. Doe O'Neill. C
aad Harrta. Stuart Barnes. Kaao and Green,
and Bent, Nat Uarr aad atari* otheie.
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Can anew you bow

to park.

Complete Dye Seta welching leaa than Fifty Pounds.
and Cretonne Drops artistically made.

baggauo tranaportatlon.

42nd Street

Bryant 4744

\

ga^lt

S4S Canal Street
N. Y. City

Hasm'saV

to heat the high mat of
Futuristic,
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An

TeL Vraaklhi 414

Valour. Velvet. Pluah. SUk. Satin

AUGUSTOS
IORO A SON

Grand

Naw Yark

CITY

Would

City

-

WALKER

GIRL WIRE

8tr««t

wanted.

conalder teaching one who baa had _
Muat not weigh ovtr 118 pounda.
IS74 Broadway. Naw Yark City

naatlc experience.

Addreaa

GuerriniCo.
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SCENERY STUDIOS
Velvet, Plnab

and Silk Drap Cartalng

Elaborate Stage Settings

NEW YORK

OFFICE:

Miniirmfnt

••GREATEST

AT
THE

PUCCE88

TEE KNOWN"
Staaad by
B. H. BUBNSIDB

dleschafer,

CHAHI.KN
DLLLI.MU1AM
Matinee gravy Day

Seeta 4 wacka ahead.

MME. MAYS
FACE SPECIALIST

through bar wonderful dlacorerr. marantees to re«f the
ail tre«o »f age by REHTOItATION
faee to Its youthful contour and poaltlvel? eliminate
etrrlea
all Unas, frecaJee. era're. baavtrma or dark
around the we. Muring muariea. dnuhie china, etc

BmT

AUTHORIZED THKATMJ5VT

OIATN EXCLUSIVELY AT
»
44* West 49th St.. Hew Vert (My Only Addreaa)
Telephone: Bryant 4424

:

HALP REGULAR PRICES

EDWARD CROPPER
Pkanai

Street

NEW YORK

Bryant M7S

Are you looking for
the best Saxophone

new

or other

or

Second Hand
Instrument?

Kalashen
14 Cooper Square

New York
ARE YOU READY FOR A

NEW

The annual "Colonial Party" of Brown Uniwas held at the Colonial Tuesday afternoon when several hundred Drown students
attended the performance and headed by a
band went through their usual stunts.

versity

HARRY LINTON AUTHORS EXCHANGE
202 Paiaoa Thaatra Buildlni
Bryant 1268

Naw York

City

The Palestine Dand. composed entirely of
Shrlners. will give a benrflt concert for the
A morion n Red Cross at the Strand next Sunday evening.

Yaa Perget
Bay

It

Gertrude McCoy In person has been appearing at each performance this week at the
Modern, picture house, and has been responsible for good houses there. The film star haa
been making neat curtain speches describing
some of her experiences, and has been given a
hrnrty reception. She Is also featured In "The
Silent Witness" (film).
Miss McCoy has al*o
brm aiding Uncle Sam here, and as a "press
agent" stunt has been selling thrift stamps
each day at one of the large department stores

ACT?

have on hand hundreda of new. original and
proterted comedy and dramatic eketrhea. mme<ty
acta In one. mnnolomira. etc.
Head hpfnre buying.
Acta rewritten by competent author*

Wa

—

here.

I

Leat

turned this
proval of fair houses.
OPERA HOUSE (William 8. Canning, mgr.).
Providence Opera House Players in "The
Story of the Rosary," first time in Providence,
well received by fairly good houses.
KEITH'S (Charles Lovenberg. mgr.).— The
bill this week, which is one of the best in
many weeks, has several acts of such a high
class nature It is difficult to hand the "headline honors."
As far as scenic effects go tha
condensed musical comedy, "Married by Wireless," stands out prominently and met with
the approval of first day audiences at least.
Elsa Reugger. Belgian cellist, came in for her
share of the honors, and other numbers include
Ray Samuels, the Verdi Family. Walter
Drower, Kate Ellnore and Sam Williams, Jay
Gould and Flo Lewis and Keno and Wagner.
EMERY (Martin Toohey, mejr.). The Douglas Family heads.
Others first half Include
Jarrow. European conjurer, Green and Pugh.
the Four Delcsses, Jeanne and Cornelia and
Adele.
Second half
Hazel Kirk Quintet,
with John Yule and Carrol Trio. Maude Durond and Co., O'Connor and Dixon and others.
FAY'S (Edward M. Fay. nagr.).— "Xamlnation Days," musical comedy, together with
Mabel Normand in "The Floor Below" (film)
were the headllners on bill that went well.
Other vaudeville acts Include "First Line Hospital," Lee Foo Troupe, Peterson. Kennedy
and Murray, Jones and Brown ana La Belle
Marie.
COLONIAL (J. F. Farr, mgr.). About a
couple of months ago Ihis burlesque house put
on several shows that were bo bad that even
the all season followers of burlesque quit tha
house.
In recent weeks the management has
attempted to come back and with eeveral good
bills Is evidently accomplishing this stunt. This
weeks' offering. "The Sightseers," drew well
and In an Improvement over those which went
so badly not long ago.

—

Wardrobe Trunks
West 42nd

Yat

LETER HEADS
En Tele pea, Pree 8am plea,
STAGE MONEY, 14c. Book ef Herald CaU. Itc.
Centraeta. Tick eta.

PRINTING COMPANY TUir A Cf\
rPflQQ
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ZAUOEw^make™
P^Let Ua Prove ^^^P»lt

la

Union

Beat

Bend far Price Lilt and Caler Card
111 Waat 44th Street
New Yark City

|

May Burkley, appearing this season In the
leading role of Eugene Walter's "The Knife."
has been engaged as leading lady for the Alhe*
Stock Company this season. It is planned to
have the stock company open Its season at the
new million dollar Keith theatre now In process of ennstruetlon here. Mi's Buckley comes
to lend the Alhee players highly recommended
and much Is expected of her.
A concert to sld the Knights of Columbus
building fund will be held at Fay's theatre
next Sunday evening.
Every seat at Infantry Hall for tha

flalll-

Write for Catalogue No. V-S

Walter G. Bretzfield Co.
1367 Broadway

%L
SEATTLE.
E. BURTON.

— Vaudeville

Symmetricals

Suits,

Theatrical Supplies

NEW YORK

(Cor. 37th Street)

BY WALTER
LYRIC.

Yark City

and

Cure! concert to be given this (Friday) evening was sold as late as last Sunday. It la expected the appearance of Galll-Curcl will be
the biggest musical event of the season here.

—

HIPPODROME

YOUTHFUL BEAUTY REQAINCO— RETAINED

208

— "The

Masquerader" reweek and again met with tha apmgr.).

8U New

4 let

I

Telephone? Bryaat 4414

Paataeea Theatre Bldg.

$5.00

specialize in

BAN FRANCI8C0 OFFICE:

it

W.

NEW YORK

244 Weat 4Ctb St.

••CHEER UP •r

Parlor Floor. 14

Vaudeville Productions
SCENERY, PROPERTIES, STAGE FURNISHINGS POR ALL OCCASIONS
226 WEST 41 at STREET

Easy Terms and Rentala

Diego.

TRUNKS,

Big Bargains. Hav bees «aed. Ala* a law
Second Hand Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe)
Tranks, 114 and 414. A few extra large Property Tranka. Alaa eld Taylar aad BaJ TrvaJta.

PRODUCTIONS OF
EVERY DESCRIPTION

A.

BEAUMONT VELVET

High Gnat Accaraiot
177-279 CeHontboa Ave.
Ban Pranciace
Awarded Oold Medals—
Or nor*. Italy; P. -P. L B..
Fan Praadeoo.

**None can afford to miss
all can afford to go.**

JOHN BRUNTON
STUDIOS

feet

Plana Keye
224

NEW YORK

WARDROBE PROP.

WANTED TO BUY, large SNAKE, abent It
long.. Will alee bay large kangaroe.
PROP. TOM COLLINS, 274 Waat Ittk 8U

Manufacturers af
tha Beat Accord eeae
In the World
Special far

and musical comedy

to

fair business.

L

I

METROPOLITAN

(George T. Hood, mgr.).—
"Seven Days' Leave," 3-10, to good patronage.
Underlined, return engagement of Kolb
A Dill in "The H'gh Cost of Loving."
WILKES (Dean B. Worley. mgr.).— 100th
week of the Wilkes Players in stock produc•

"When We Were Twenty-one"

tions here.

MACK, The
(Oppoilta

Tailor

BROADWAY

15821584

Strand

Is

Theatre)

SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY

the week's bill, with Grace Huff and Ivan
Miller In the leada.
Capacity business.
GAIETY (Ed. Armstrong, mgr.). Armstrong Folly company In burlesque
Will H.
Armstrong In the principal comedy role. Good

722-724-726

(Oppotlta Columbia Theatre)

—

:

business.

HIPPODROME

(Caspar Fisher, mgr.).—9,
Mme. Melba.
(Joseph A. Muller, mgr.)
"Nero's Holiday," a spectacular novelty,
3,
headlines; Dorothy Lamb A Co., good comManly
edy sketch
Blonie Robinson, good
and Golden Calv«»r« and Glbeau offer highclass singing
Anette and Morell pleaae.
3 :30

p.

m., concert of

;

:

;

(Edgar G. Milne, mgr.).— Bob
Albright returns for the 'steenth time: Five
Metzettls, remarkable acrobats: Klnkald Kilties, popular
Tyler and Sinclair pleaae June
Mills and Co.
Zara Carman Trio held In:

;

;

:

film

AND CONSIDER

:

PANTAGES

terest

STOP

—

PALACE HIP

serial.

ORPHEUM (Jay Haas. mgr.).— WestO'Brien Co.. with Willis West. Eddie O'Brien.
Joe Bonner, Hazel Boyd, and a chorus of
eight girls, bead Sunday show ss the musical
comedy organization that Is to fill the Seattle
spoke of the new Pacific Coast Musical Revue
Wheel.
The Initial offering Is quite meritorious.
Barney First is good comedian. The
Vannersons do well with triple bar act. Bob
Brown, good dancer.
Roy and
Confettle,
Geordl, comedy act of merit.
Joe and Agnes
Riley nleaae.
MOORE (Csrl Reiter, mgr.). 3, Orpheum
vaudeville bill, double besdllner. Nellie V.
Nichols and Sara Padden and Co.
Both here
Will Oakland and Co*, did very
last season
big
Val and Ernie Stanton
Phlna and Co.

—

:

;

;

trunk wholesaled at 444.44 la reat from 4M.0O to 47400.
Save the difference by ordering direst

that a
tailed

fmni the factory.
A postal will bring you tha

H&M

March 5 marked the second snnlversary of
the Wilkes Players engagement In this city.
During the two years run here the stock
has nlaycd at the Metropolitan,
(formerly Alhambrn).
100-week actual
run
Norman
Hflckett. George Hand. Alex Ltiee and Ivnn
Miller have played the male lends; Phoebe
Hunt. Inez TTagan and Crnre Huff have essayed the leading feminine rolra.

orranlzatlon

Orpheum and Wilkes
During

the

The Dave Williams' "Olc. the Swede" company Is playing Montana dnlm at thl^ writing
and report good business In the copper country.

A Seattle woman. Mrs. Chester Orth. of
1201 17th bvpti'J". North, whn«e film, "The
Price of a Oi^d Time." in at the Liberty here
this week, claims thnt the lure of home and
family Is greater than film fame.
She hna
Just

turned

eomnany

to

rt

r

>wn nn offer from Lois Weber's
the wtnfT of scenario writers

Jnin

employed by that organization.
Maurlre (V-rnhMm. Snoknne theatrlrnl and
mining marnate. has Joined the boys In khaki
at

Camp

I^ewls.

Jlmaey Mullally Joln*»d thn Lyric
comedy show in Portland Monday.

musical

&

Herkert

TRUNKS
4

Yoara

Meisel Trunk Co.

414 Washington St.

ST. LOUIS

CHARLES HORWITZ
Author of hundrrda of the moat suooeaaful
eAclualve aonsa. monologuea. etc

ORDER YOUR NEW MATERIAL NOW
record

on

a'Tlpta

Charles Bates ha" joined the "Wolfe" company, now In British Columbia, under the
direction of the United Producing Co.

PROFESSIONAL

Gaaraatee

Mr

good.

latest cata-

log of

Room

arx-akj

47th

for

ltaelf.

8oin»

great

mann-

hand.

806.
St.

Columbia Theatre Bldg.,
and Broadway, New York

GRAINGER
SCENIC STUDIO
TRUNK SCENERY
VAUDEVILLE ACTS
PRODUCTIONS
Velvet Drops Made to Order
Rentals
303 Putnam Bnlldlng. New York
Bryant 7970

SPANISH DANCING

ACADEMY
PRIVATE AND CLASS LFRS0N8
SPECIAL CLASSES FOK CHILOKEN
CASTANET LESSONS
All kinds of dancing acts arranged
l'»n Weal 74th Street
Tfkphone. CHumbut 568)

:;

:

VARIETY
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BETTER THAN EVER!!

BETTER THAN EVER!!

CY.CL0.N [C

EVA TANGUAY'S
TERRIFIC SONC1

WHEN
Sensation

Palace

at

SI

KTISS

COMES TO

IT

Week of March 4th
45TH ST.)
M VCIUK (US W.
((JLOBE THEATRE
riiil VDELPHl
Ml SIC CO. i-SW

Now

Theatre,

i

York,

v\

nit

(

\<;<>

diKwii

cKlNLEY

imrsi: kum;.^

oi'i-:k\

BEN WELCH'S BIG SHOW ROKHM
MAX

R.

ft

RICHARDS

HAYES PRESENTS

FRANK DOBSON
Next Week (March 18)—Keith's. Portland. Me.
U. B. O.

BOOKED SOLID
iery and full equipment of the old
Pentagon, Tacoma, la being placed on sale
by Alexander Pentagon.

A screen club has been organised In Spokane, with J. Don Alexander, of the TttJen
Feature Photoplay Company, at the head.

Monte Carter preeented the loeal lodge of
Elks this week with a picture or the Qrst
grand lodge of Bike (originally known aa

The 8trand theatre, which was taken over
March 1 by The Greater Theatres Corporation,

the Jolly Corka).
The present order of the
Blka being founded In New York In 1868
with the following members: Charles Vivian
(founder). H. Boaworth. B. M. Piatt. Win.
Carlton. H. Vandermark. R. R. Btlrley. Jphn
T. Kent, F. Langhora, William Shepherd, M.
O. Aahe.

few days

Vernon, Wash., has been
Manager Charlea Dunham of

and photoplays.

John Von Herbert will have personal supervision over the new acquisition
the string of theatres controlled by this
corporation. The Strand waa originally known
aa the Alaska, built by a Klondyke miner.
William H. Smythe secured the lease a year
repairs.

H. HANSOM.*

TIVOU

Capetown, Jan. 5.
(Manager, Moss Alexander). Fair

—

THE COOKE & MALOOL MUSIC PUB. CO.
Ihi*

opportunity to announce the fact that there are

West company opened at the
Orpheum Sunday In musical comedy

Willis

is

tending door at the Colin the orchestra

The

manager of the Missoula
owning and operating all
the theatrical enterprises in the Montana city,
has let the contract for a film theatre. In tjbat
Gilbert Heyfron,

After 80 yean active service, William H.
Owens, bandmaster, baa retired, hla retirement papers being the first to be granted under the new army regulations. He was married a few weeks ago to a Seattle woman and
they are now living at the Owen home at
Pleasant Beaoh, a Sound port near here.

According to C. B. Stlllwell, president of the
Stlllwell Theatre Co., which operates houses
In 8pokane, Vitagraph and other big producing companies have their eyes on the
northwest aa future fields of endeavor. Light
conditions in the Spokane section of the northwest are more favorable than elsewhere In the
United States outside of lower California.
Three companies are now operating or preparing to do so in Spokane at the present time:
Washington
Motion
Pioture
Corporation,
Titian Feature Film Company and the Allied
Film Corporation.
California producers are
awaiting the first release of pictures made in

Or

Market

INI

AT ALL MUSIC STORES

In "Just Thia

LEWIS & GORDON

ALHAMBRA

(Manager,

During

Owing to the Inability of one of the big
California picture concerns to secure a square-

holidays
standing
Dec. 27, following program
Sigconcert party, poor show
the

Week
room.
Musical Stiffs,
nor Alberto Terraci, Italian baritone, excellent
Bryant and Bryant, Australian novelty
act, good.
Week Jan. 14 bill comprises Jean
Valller, French dramatic bass; Katherine Al;

;

verna, vocalist
Jan Laerte, violinist, oboist
and pianist Trlxle, Lorna and Bob Glffanl
Bryant and Bryant.
OPERA HOUSE. American Dramatlo Co.,
including Louise Holden ir "The Dummy."
Week Jan. 7 "The Misleading Lady" will be

AIM

WEEK

(March

experiencing
for the

and also for their various halls through-

In

who some time ago came

Shaw,

;

Ernest Palmer, cameraman

;

Edna Flu-

Fisher's Bioscope will tour
garth, leading.
Seapolnt,
the films throughout 8outh Africa.
a suburb of Capetown, has been decided on
Hopes
as the place for production purposes.
are entertained of having a picture ready In
a month or two. Mr. Shaw staged the splendid production of "The Voortrekkers," a South

African historical film.

;

—

Htaged.

presents Rose and

THIS

Is

artists

difficulty

;

Fair business.

MAX GORDON
NEXT WEEK

securing

great
Tlvoll,

prises Harold Shaw, director; Ralph Klmpton, assistant director; Henry Howse. camera-

:

John Cook, flctloneer for the Wilkes' Players here, has recovered from a recent operation of a nasal nature and Is back at his
desk again.

Kats).—This

M.

Half
picture hall Is doing excellent.
week, Jan. 8-5. "The Social Leper," a WorldBrady, with Carlyle Blackwell and June Elvidge.
Jan. 7-9, "The False Friend," with
Robert Warwick add Oall Kaln.
WOLFRAM (Manager, O. Phillips).— Little,
Three shows dally. Half
but popular hall.
week, Jan. 3-8, 'The House of Fortescue,"
Hepworth film productions with Violet Hopson.
Jan. 7-9, Worlddrawing good audiences.
Brady film, "Darkest Russia" with Alice
Brady.
GRAND (Manager, A Potts).— Excellent
business reported at this picture theatre. The
Grand Is flourishing. Jan. 3-5, Bluebird film,
"Behind the Lines," with Harry Carey and
For Jan.
Edith Johnston, crowded the hall.
7-9, "The Sins To Do."
MAJESTIC—Jan. 3-5, Basanay film, "The
Prince of Graustark."
CITY HALL.— Fisher's Bioscope doing big
"Rasputin,"
catching the holiday crowds.
film, has been the drawing card.
fine

Harold

Newark, N.
business.

Thai"

Direction,

man
the name to the Strand.
of management, the real
estate firm boosted rental prloe from $1,800
per month to 92,300. Admission prices will be
20 cents for adults and 10 cents for children.

ud

out as producer for the African Films Trust,
has severed his connection and has formed
a company under the title of the Harold
Shaw Films ProducUon, Ltd., with beadThe company comquarters In Capetown.

from publishers

St.

ago and changed
With the change

Spokane.

A

and only Blue Song

direct postage prepaid

LOCKWOOD

Artists will not undertake
out South Africa.
the risk of crossing the seas from England,
and, consequently, whatever Is in the country,
supplemented by a few stray tarns coming
from Australia, Is divided up.
ArUsts are
now doing two weeks at the principal halls.

PRICE 15 CENTS

city with a aeatlng capacity of 1,885.

company, Portland, for several seasons.

real

NOW ON SALE

Co.,

RUTH

The African Theatres Trust

iTHE DEEP SEA BLUES

Tacoma, after 1ft years
trombone player.

Oladya Morgan was granted a divorce from
Will Lloyd, etock atar. In Portland, last week.
Her maiden name waa restored and ahe was
allowed $80 monthly alimony.
She claimed
non-support and mistreatment, dating two
weeks after the marriage. Lloyd le now In
stock In Oakland, but was with Baker Stock

mam

kinds of Blues, hut none like

.

Robert Landers

Amusement

SOUTH AFRICA.

to

Take

tabe, with three principals and a chorua of
The West organisation closed a suceight.
cessful four months' engagement at the Empress, Butte, last week.

onial,
pit as

re-opened Thursday, after being closed for a
to make necessary alterations and

rigger teat In the San Diego harbor for use
In making a certain film, the Ben]. F. Packard vessel (new moored In Puget Sound
waters) will be used by the picture, people,
bringing the oast to this city as the boat Is
preparing for the Alaska cannery season and
cannot leave this port.

ML

purchased by
the Rex, that elty. and will operate both
boueea, one aa a straight picture theatre and
the other as a combination of Hip vaudeville

Seattle

AND

Direction.

THE SENSATION
OP EUROPE

The

LEAVITT

WOMAN WITH

LEADING

Wizard of the Harp

The Pastime,

ABB

ELVA GRIEVES

ROXY
LA ROCCA

BLDG.)

\

Moon

(March 11), ??????
KEITH'S, PHILADELPHIA

18),

RO

Jokannewbwrsj*

HIS MAJESTY'S.— Pantomime, "Dlok WhltCat" Big business.
EMPIRE. The premier hall In South

tlngton and His

—

Dampler-Blshop
Co.,
In
"All
Africa.
Trumpe," a revue that Is not a revue, written
and produced by Claude Dampler. Principals
Dampler,
Irene Vere, Humphrey BishClaude
op, George Ross.
STANDARD (Leonard Rayne, mgr.). LeonStock
In "London Pride."
Rayne
ard
ORPHEUM. Pictures and acts. Monsieur
Troba, French athletic Juggler; Ned Leon,
female Impersonator; Triangle film, "The
Thoroughbred."
CARLTON— Bluebird feature, "The Girl In
the Checkered Coat."

—

—

DIRECTION,

NAT SOBEL

i

VARIETY
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BILLY CUMBY

Claire

"The Black Spasm"
with

IRAN BBDOira

-FORTY THIEVES"

Gowns

Royal, mgrs.).
for So

Hats

Suits

"The

of "So Much
houses.
Next,

Married."

AVENUE (W. Scott, mgr.).—-8-9, "AliceSlt-by-the-Flre," staged by Players Club of
University of B. C.
IMPERIAL.—0, Patriotic Ballet (local).

DANCING FROCKS AND

ORPHBUM

(Jas.

and Brown top good

GOWNS

•STAGE

production
—Oood
Drawing big

Much."

Woman He

Pilling,
bill in

mgr.).— Kalmar
"Nurserylaud."

Two

featured acta are Pradkln, violinist, with
Miss Joan Tell, soprano, and Marlon Harris.
"Corner Store," good Foeter Ball, good ; Allan
Shaw, clever; Three Weber Girls, well liked.
Business excellent.
PANTAQES (Geo. Pantggee, mgr.). The
Lowandes, with novelty equestrian act headline current bill.
John and Mae Burke are
Anderfeatured in "The Ragtime Soldier."
son's Kraxy Kat Revue also featured.
Other
sots are James Silver and Helen Duval, Joe
Reed and Janet and Warren Lei and ; also 4th
Attendance
"Hidden
Hand."
good.
Chapter
COLUMBIA (J. H. Maryand, mgr.).—Vau-

•

;

Models

Fascinating

—

of the Latest Paris
Creations, represent-

Beat

the

ing

the

Country Can Offer.

deville

Original Idea, haying

been

carefully

'

se-

meet with

lected to

Tho management of tho Empress Stock have

York's

last of June, on

elite.

May
boo

EXCLUSIVENESS

IS

New York CKy
"Tae Light of Hafipl-

aess."

The Empire

hi

booked to appear at tho Ai

experleDelBg trouble la
securing artists, bat owing Co tho fast H la
the largest ball In tooth Africa, and tho
money-spending population larger than elsowhere In the country, tho management to able
to put on a big show with artists la tho
country and run for six to sight
is also

CLARKE
LA VERE
"The Girl Prom Home"
hy
Allca Spenear Tennj
BOOED SOLID
Dtrtctlva.

Reports from Durban, Port Elisabeth, Bast
London, Klmberly and Pretoria, etc, stats
It Is a fact the
all the halls are doing wslL
country Is practically "starring" for sows
thing new and novel.
Tho pleasuro-i
population to bored by tho same
show dished up to thorn week after weak.
Strong competition to needed so that tho public can have an opportunity of saelng something good.
There to plenty of money In
South Africa for tho right class of show.

vAJCovvn,
BY

EMPRESS

i.

c

H. P. HaTWBBRRT.
B. Howard a Chas.

EUROPE
PUyere

Europe desiring to advet
to take advan-

VARIETY, and wishing

tage of tho Prepaid tUteo allowed, may
secure the eame. If at the time of mailing
advertising copy direct to VARIETY, New
York, the amount In payment for It Is
placed In VARIETY'S credit at tho

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FOR-

WARDING

CO.

Carlton St., Regent St* S,

W^

For uniformity la exchange,
Mall Co. wlU accept deposits for
et four shillings, two peace,

Through
all

manner

London
the

Pall

VARIETY

on the

dollar.

transmission,
danger of loss to tho player Is everted;
this

VARIETY aesumee

will so the third aa
Players Clnb of tho University
raJveri
Columbia.

BROTHERS

HARMONY

of tho
British

of

WORDS AND MUSIC BY

WASmNGTOH.

BY HARDIB MSA KIM.

KEITH'S

Rohhrna, mgr.).—
Blaacho Rtng entered to a big roosptlon, and

(Bofsad

i.

an emphatic hit r Wm. Caxton and Co.,
more than pleased; Mfllerehlp and Oorrard.
liked: John MeOowan, Adelaide Mason and
Leeta Corder, possess two good voices, end ths
little girl can surely dance
James Watts, assisted by Rex 8tory. In funny travesty, closing show; X.loyd and Walls, went big; the

closed

FRED AHLERT and HOWARD JOHNSON

Grays, substituted for Mlgaon, out of the bill
through Illness, and held second spot acceptably ; while Page, Hack and Mack thrilled
with their acrobatic work in tbe opening spot.
NATIONAL (William Powler, mgr.). "Miss
Springtime," headed by George MacFarlane
and Elsie Adler. opened Sunday evening.
BELA8CO (L. Stoddard Taylor, mgr.).—
"Doing Our Bit," with Imposing list of names,
opened 8unday nlgat for a two weeks' stay, to
Include three Sundaya.
POLI'S (Prod O. Berger. mgr.). Musical
stock In "Tho Mayor of Toklo," with Flgiyama
Four as sn added attraction.
GATETY (Harry Jarboo, mgr.).— "Step
Lively Olrls."/
COSMOS (B. Brylawskl, mgr.).— "Oh. that
Melody." Hugh Emmett and Co.. Prince La
Mon Kin, Jack and Marie Gray, Three Shelvey Bros.
LOEW'S COLUMBIA (Lawrence Beatus,
mgr.). Douglas
Fairbanks,
film,
"Hesdln*
South."

BOOKED SOLID

—

NOTICE FOR
In

BILLY GBADT

EDDIE MILLER --AL RAYMOND

;

(Geo,

sa

MILLER and VINCENT and ED and LOU MILLER

future.

la tho

"Allos-Stt-hy-tae-llro," Sir James
Is to ho staged at tho Ai

130 West 45th Street

film.

FORMERLY OF

eomedy, which

OUR FORTE

BIJOU.— Metro

leave tho Dm u ocs tho
account of difficulties with

wtll

tho owners of that house. The company will
try to got another location here, as they
have been receiving excellent patronage.

New

of

pictures.

announced they

the enthusiastic ap-

probation

and

RBX (W. P. DeWees, mgr.) .—Msrgmortto
Clark in "Seven Swans."
COLONIAL (H. Qusgliotti, mgr.).—Second
.Russian art film, "Tho Painted Doll."
*
OLOBM (W. P. Nichols, mgr.).—Anita Stewart ta "The Message of the Mouse."
DOMINION (J. Muir, mgr.).—'Tho fry."
with Dustln Farnum.

E v e r y Model an

of

full risk and acknowledges the Pall Mall Co.'e receipts as Its
own receipts for all money placed with
the Pall Mall to VARIETY'S credit.

—

—

BY

HARRY FITZGERALD
and A. BURMAN

Elizabeth Murray, now headlining over the
Orpheum circuit, has a son. George, In the
army for the past nine months. He le now
stationed temporarily at

Camp Meigs

In this

city.

TROVELLO

AMERICAN VEN T RILOQUIST
Prceeatlng

"THE AVIATING* CHAUFFEUR"
sad

"OLD ZIP UZAB COON**

WELL.

AMTTHAT HOT

CORN?

NEXT WEEK
KEITH'S ROYAL,

(March 18)

NEW YORK

'

ww- ww!
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BRACE UP.
Herbert llawllnson

Henry Court

caught by- her husband looking over
some old love letters. Ho snatches one from
her, In which Robert tells her of his undying

abroad by ber mother and meets the Count
Louis de Joulvtlle, who, the screen Informs
Alfred Allen

Colonel Court

SaIQ PeQraRae
"National" Jl«4,
In bluebirds feature, "Ilrace Up," atory
and direction of Kim. r Cliiton, scenario by
Waldemar Yountf. H.jirriiiB Herbert Rawllnaon,
Just one iimri' ul tempt at 'psychology" or
Home :;uch thins tins been essayed for screen
Tnerc must be a peculiar fasclnadepiction.
tlon for cvp.-riiiieniinK with psychology, allegory and the like; possibly for the very reason
that fbe percentage in favor of putting It over

—

is

i

InnnitcMimnlly nmnll.

In "Hrnce Up" a title describes the subject
In
of the picture as "Mental Inspiration."
brief the pic endeavors to describe the mental
workings of a young American with a father

you,
able,

is

the real thing In counts.

He

Is

Alice

agree-

young and handsome, and eventually

Is

affection.

Alice Is Induced by her mother to marry him.
Several months apparently have elapsed and

This puts a crimp In their happiness and
the count decides to Join his regiment. Barr*

JULIAN ELTINGE
THE FAMOUS IMPERSONATOR
To

the screen

what he was

to the stage

In France, joins the American Ambulance,
Joulvllle Is wounded and Barr, In na
attempt to bring him back from "No Man's
Land/* Is also bit with a shell and the
stretcher hearers take them both to Joulvllle's chauteau, which had been turned Into
an emergency hospital, back of the Unas.
The count dies of his wounds and Robert
and Alice are united. However, before the
demise of Joulvllle, lfarccllo's Identity la ex-

plained snd Robert tells the count that they
were both duped by Alice's designing mother.
June Elvldge takes Alice and nlayr It affectively.
She makes a fine screen appearance. The other roles are carefully handled.
story Is by Jack O'Mara, under the direction of George Kelson and the eamera

The

work

mother, respectively the strong and
He's a husky
the weak elements in his life.
football player, but Hives evidences of being
The youth goes to an employment
"yellow."
agency and hires a number of men to con"communicate"
midnight and
nt
centrate
power to him.
The men are shown "communicating" at
the Htated moment, with one very funny flash
allowing a couple of them standing up at a bar
clinking glasses ami saying. 'More power to
him." The youth rises to the big emergency,
Very praiseworthy attempt at
and so on.
visualizing in the matter of cast, production
and direction, but there is small likelihood of
the average picture patron •getting" exactly
Jvlo.
what is imaut to be conveyed.

and

aftsssa

now

Is

by Jacques Manteran.

a

Francis X. Bushman
Heverly Bayne

Kdith Kverett
Wellington I»lx

i

'

7

Augustus Phillip*
Frank Currier
Frank Joy.ner

Trevor

Silas

•

ti>

THE BRASS CHECK.
Kit-hard Trevor

»

Henry Kverett

,,u K h

Make

Jeffrey

Metro's feature team- Itushmnn and Bayne
'depended on to light up "The Bras*
Cheek," but the picture as a whole isn't quite
up to standard, though it doe-; perhnps suffice
for program purposes, principally because of
lleorge Allan England
the feature's "names.''
wrote the story, which was published In a
it
may have
printed form
In
magazine.
supplied good rending, with the flnlsh masked
In
from the reader until the last minute.
nlm shape, however. "The Brass Check" Is
quite obvious in solution before it Is half way

- were

Henry
tells of
It
through its live reels.
Kverett having been committed to nn insane
uHvlum by the directors of an artificial rubber
company, the nun taking that means to bring
the young man to their terms.
Henry has devised a new method of making
rubber, and the "rubber robbers"
artificial

Their leader Is Silas
•cure" him.
Trevor, whoHc son Richard lives "the life of
But pater Trevor nenda Richard
*Rellly."
forth to earn a living on his own, and he
stumbles upon the plan of a private detective
agency to kidnap young Everett, Richard, as
'dtcide

to

IBS*

•

a detective, arrives at a farm close to the
asylum and there meets Edith Everett.

Together with another detective, planted In
the Institution, they rescue the Inventor, and
they also lock the directors In a padded cell
with the asylum's pet "nut," who thlnkB ho H
"padded little cell"
their
In
the Kaiser.
Richard makes them all sign an agreement
Kverett $RH>,<M)0 and 20 per
to give young
Of
the profit* of his invention.
of
cent,
In
curse Edith and Richard are to wed.
Richard

fact,

chum Welllnetnn

his

tells

Blx

that she was on the other end of the brass
K<>r Kfiry purpose* "Thv Brass Check"'
cluck.
goes, but not for the Crand Central Station,
which for several years has Issued cardboard
The check
checks for parcels and suitcases.
In question called for the bag containing the
disguises which Richard uses in his excursion
William S. Davis
to
a Connecticut farm.
might have done better in selecting the office
Interiors occupied by the trust directors. For
what wa< supposed to be so wealthy a corporation more modern and elegant quarters would
That lack of fin shed detail took
be expected.
away from the Illusion that the men were of
The photography
the predatory rich class.
lacked sharpness throughout save In one or
I

two

Bushman and Miss Bayne

Mr.

flashes.

Put the
weren't taxed to extend themselves.
former, in keeping hi* hat off while standing
the snow (In which many scenes were
In
taken) talking to Miss Bayne, risked a nasty
Ibee.
cold to be polite.

THE WAY OUT.
Tune Elvldge
Kate Lester
Carlyle Blnckwell
lohn Bowers
Muriel Ostrlche

Thornton

Alice

Mrs. Thornton
Robert Marr

Count

l.oul-

ilr

.1

on v 11 1»>
1

Mnreelle 1'iiiit.
La Roche.

What

WORLD -PICTURES
l|f*r*/s?n et

Kit if

GORDON

Marl»-

Cir.utlinc
]:u

It

atoned

tially
this

Drumler
Pagnno
theme Is par-

Tack

,

ks

stnm'th

In

for

by

of

the line photography

In

There are nn
World five-reel picture.
abundance of handsome interiors and the picturesque
the

one

exterior-

bench
France.

bathin--.'

fields

of
atnl

tin re

h

at

Include tropical
scenes,
Trouville and the battle-

The story

Is

novelty

little

a
In

hackneyed
the

way

In

have been worked out.
Robert Barr, n sucCarlvle l'.ia<lu>H
cessful young imir na!
n love with Alice
Mrs. Thornton opThornton, a soej.iv Mrl
poses the matrh. Sin- wile; to si e her daughter
married to a fop-UTer with a title She goes

which

tlic

ileialls

.

|

i

t

,

|

nbout tlie affair >-kil!fullv. manoeuvring ro
that Alice latches Barr with a yonm» woman
in his :,| m' tie nt, who had lm-ii ill Ken there
After a quarrel the rneageby a rain tor m.
Alice is unaware the girl Is
broki n.
mn.t
\

•

Man He, In r llleeit imnfe half slater, whom
die has n. \<r nut.
To forget Robert and
incidentally to catch a title, Alice la taken
'•

Story by
Directed

WillardMac^

byLioHEL Delmore

BB^BBBH

MBSJ

MOVING PICTURES
WOMAN AND THE

LAW.

Taking advantage of the publicity generated
by the trial for murder of Mra. Jaok DeSaullea, Fox haa utiliied It for what la designed
aa a "sensational" film feature, and aa a subtitle to the name, carries the line: "Baaed on
the sensational Jack DeSaullea case." While
such a thing is probably perfectly legal, the
whole thing la utterly morbid and mercenary,
and degenerates Into a cheap, mawkish "tentwenty-thirty" melodramatic tale, despite an
exceedingly high class production. The story
of the DeSauHes case a young wife, divorced
from her husband, with their little boy allotted
to each parent for certain portions of each

—

The child goes to visit his father and
year.
the mother is taunted with the declaration he
She goes to the
won't be returned to her.
father and shoots him, the Jury acquitting her.
R. A. Walsh has written and directed a Fox
feature around this and had it carefully
photographed by Roy Overbaugh, recruiting a
competent cast of actors. The bid for publicity for the picture Is unduly apparent In the
literature and programing asking "Are these
provocations which Justify a woman to klUT"
Again an attempt is made to create the Impression the central charatcer is played by the
unfortunate woman who was the principal In
This Is done by Inuendo
the genuine affair.
through leaving blank on the program the
apace opposite the name of the character in

the cast of characters. In the second half of
the picture, from the time the girl becomes a
wife, the role Is undoubtedly played by Miriam
Cooper, who contributes an excellent piece of
emotional acting, worthy of a better scenario.
The role in the first half appears to be played
by another actress. Ramsay Wallace aa the
despicable husband who treats his wife in a
manner to create sympathy for the wife for
having killed him, waa also excellent in* his

Peggy Hopkins as the adventuress who weaned him away from his
family, cleverly simulated a young lady of
loose morals who divided her affections be-

characterisation.

tween society men and chauffeurs. The entire
cast, and the direction, was all sufficient. But
the scenario is cheap and the situations obvl-

Cooperation Has
N
a Practical Success
Ask any person who belongs to
a cooperative movement whether
it
has benefited him or not

The
United Picture Theatres*
of America, Inc.
Does not

an untried plan, but applies to films nationally
the methods of cooperative societies.

offer

over the United States are demonIn Great Britain the circuit is
the standard, and the lone, unattached house the exception.
Local exhibitor circuits

all

strating that cooperation works.

ous
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and

easily

anticipated.

For

instance,

when the husband calls on his lady friend and
she t prays him with perfume, you know that
a few hundred feet later on in the picture,
on his return home, his wife will detect the
odor and suspect him. The musical accompaniment is very similar to all the orchestrations prepared for all the other Fox features.
Thoy do not vary much— if at all. Despite
the "paper" and "stripping" the Lyrlo Tuesday night was woefully lacking in attendance.
Jokk

AN AMERICAN LIVE WIRE.
Earle Williams and Grace Darmond are the
featured players in this Vltagraph Blue Ribbon feature, based on an O. Henry story and
directed by Tom Mills.
The story Is rather
jumpy and mora or 1am dlH<v)nn«et*d as far
as the principal theme Is concerned, two
minor threads of plot stepping in and cornering all of the interest, causing the lore Interest to become almost entirely submerged.
There is a mystery twist to the tale along the
lines that one usually finds in an O. Henry
writing, but this is not as well worked oat ao
It might be.
The live wire American la played
by Earle Williams, who decldea to take a
consular post in Central America after ha believes that the girl of his heart Is about to
marry for money. All of this Is very wall
plaited In the first reel, the other four being
devoted principally to the adventures of tho
American after he reaches the Government
post.
Then In the final reel the girl and ho
are brought t together again for the oonvenftI endln
tne n»»"er of direction Tom
^
w?»
w
Mills haa fallen short of achieving, for there
were great possibilities to the story and ho
failed to grasp them.
Earle Williams manages very well Indeed In the role that Is assigned to him, and Miss Darmond was charming, although having very little to do.
Orral
Humphries as a detective lent a comedy touch
that waa effective. The scenes for the greater
part were exteriors In the tropical country
with an occasional good atmoonherle tooah
here and there.
As a program picture this
feature will fit nicely on a "double feature
day" program.
aye*.

"

THE THINGWE LOVE.
Lou-Tellegen makes his debut as a director
with this feature, which haa Wallace Reld and
Kathlyn Will lama aa the stars. The produo*
tlon Is a Lasky-Paramount release and about
aa botched up an affair as has been planed on
the market In a long, long time.
There
is an effort to put the picture
over through
the medium of an allegorical patriotic touch
as the beginning and finish. But It Is hardly
probable this will have the desired effeet Tho
story was taken from the original by H.
B.
and M. O. Daniel and adapted for the screen
by Harvey Thew. It deals with the Oerman
plotter in this country prior to our declaration of war and the efforts of a pair
of tho
Teutonic men who try to corner the output
of an American munitions plant. Reed Is
the
f
P Blde
the °o m P* n y »n« In love
Iwt" Miss
oi
SS..?.
with
Williams, who is one of the big/
stockholders in the concern.
The president!
played by Tully Marshall, Is In league with
the German plotters, but Is exposed by Reed
In time to save the plant from being
blown up.
There to so much unnecessary and meaningless action a lot of footage Is eaten
up with
the story not getting very far.
It Is hardly
probable Lou-Tellegen will direct any further
features for the Leaky firm unless he develops
a greater Insight In the art of staging a film
production than the knowledge that ho exposes in this feature. The feature while carrying a war story haa but one brief shot showing a battle scene. The title, "The Thing
Wo
Love,
Is also rather vague aa far aa
suggesting what the picture Is about or aDolrlnc
to the story Itself.
It la a very ordinary
feature and It Is rather surprising the Paramount didn't shelve the production rather
then let it go on the market In tho shape that
" ls ,n
Fred.
-

drama and burlesque long ago learned the lesson
that in concerted action there is strength. The U. B. O. house,
the Klaw & Erlanger house, the "burlesque wheel" theatre derive advantages from union that they could never attain sepa-

RUGGLES OF RED GAP.

Vaudeville,

rately.

Just as they have eliminated waste, obtained uniform excellence of production and the utmost price-economies, so can you.

EXHIBITORS OF AMERICA, SAVE YOUR BUSINESS FROM
DISASTER AND PLACE IT PERMANENTLY ON A PROFITMAKING BASIS BY UNITING IN A NATIONAL COOPERATIVE ORGANIZATION WHICH YOU YOURSELVES WILL
CONTROL. Write today.

In this latest of the Taylor Holmes comemade by Bssanay, and distributed through
the George Klelne system, It becomes manifest
that the comedian who made "Bunker
Bean"
the talk of the town Is Georke K, Spoor's principal asset, If, indeed, he Is not his laat grip
on consideration In the picture Industry.
Mr. Holmes knows audlonces. He was for
some time a single entertainer In vaudeville.
From that he went into the legitimate, In
which field he has made a conspicuous suc-

dies,

cess.

One Is moved to wonder how far Mr.
own advice in the making of the
picture has contributed to Its excellence.
It
would be Interesting to know tho details of
its making in this respect
how often director
and star have had a conflict of opinion and
how It waa compromised. These considerations,
however, are aside from the issue.
As the pictures comes upon the screen,
"Ruggles" Is one of the few films that reproduce in spirit the delicate color of humor
which novelists are able, by their own medium
of expression, to deliver.
Harry Leon WIIhod'b story must have presented a good deal of a p rob loin to a acenarlo writer and a problem qulto as complex
to the maker of what thry call tho "continuity" maker. The fact that In combination
thoy have manufactured something that reproducer In atmosphere and spirit a film that
represents on the screen a picture that reflects much of the point of the Wilson story
reflects much credit upon them.
The Rlalto program gives credit for an
artlfitlc achievement only to Wilson, author of
the story, and the Klelne System, which Is
Holmes'

—

:

United Picture Theatres of America, Inc.
1600 Broadway
New York City

IMiillM^

engaged

In

Its

commercial release.

One who

known the picture studio HUHpccts that other
pnoplo have dorm much to make It a first-rate
film.

MOVING
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SIX-SHOOTER ANDY.

A
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"The Nsulshka"

as Kate, while Mr. Moreno Is naturally manly
as Tarvin. The girdle (Naulahka) eeeme all
wrong. Maybe gems of their size represented
really exist In one ornament, but it's very,
very Improbable tbat they do.
/bee.

p

C££-

m*

^il

ui aiiuoi
'

piJSS

cweiuouy no disappears.
Farreii
aign burueuo inuuige in a card and JuS
game, u!
wbicb iiurdette goes broke.
Hardetie s laat
iiaud im lot iiia eaiuio ia
Woodburot, L. i. Hq
loaea it aud liic caiato *u*u to
Jiuiuiy.
Uurdttte, boiiioauiug uia ioaa«a.
wauuora tbrouab
tbo wooaa. acciueuiaiiy alipa
aud injuioa ni»
naud. curio, mo nail-wit, diacovara
aud
luaaoa
a pnaouer in bia aiiaca, alter
wnicn be ayreaua tue now. Iiurd«i5
cominiued auiciue. barrel! r«c«ivea
an option on
Uia proporty Horn iNuw loik aud
leavea ior

Bessie Barriscale
Directed by

RAYMOND R WEST

mm

mm

ae mafcea bis boauquarters at llaracltoa eaute iu i-ou* laiaud.
Wniio mere
iiurduitoa
aau^uter arnvea irom Franco,
wnero auu baa becu actiu* a» a nuiao.
bUo
tue city,

Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for
ye make clean the outside of the cup and of the platter,

uiiataaoa Jiiiiiuy ior tue cuauueur
auu treats
aa aueu.
Jimmy wiuiuaiy piaya ibe
UiauUtur,. uol wiabius to teil Uer tuat
ber
latuer Uad Commilteu sUiciuc.
Lovo lollowa.
1 Ueipa
uieeia j. uriell.
iu
tbe preaeuce or
lluraeite a daugbler be acteuaea Jimmy
ot
being tuo cauac ol ber latiier a deatn.
Xbe

mm

girl

but within they are

full

of extortion and excess.
St.

ucuuautoo Jimmy.

Tb« «md comoa about
appeara upou tbe scene
alter
mucu eumity between Farreii aud
Fbeipe.
Farreii
aud iiurdette a daughter
many, and ior a wedding present be
gives
b«r tbe eaute.
Tbe direction is by Oscar
Apiel.
Tbe tinted parts ol tbe niui sbowaig
nigut aceues are attractive.
Tbe snooting vi
tbo guaner aud tue burning oil weiia are
mtereauug. lue story is just a westerner and

wueu tue

Matthew, 24, 25.

girl a latnor

ordinary.

POWERS THAT PREY.
M

|H

THE NAULAHKA.
Nicholas Tarvin
bitahbai

Antonio Moreuo
Doraluina

Warner uiand
Mury Alden
Helen Chad wick
J.

her, the sham, the brassy glitter

of the artist's so-called "freedom**

b no

She does not know there

who

reality

think themselves superior to the

whose

real.

among

that small

common

run of

band

of artiste

men

temperament" makes them despise

"artistic

anyone not agreeing with

who

seem

their peculiar "code** of morals;

take serious the fur collars on their coats,

but never

mend

who judge

life

the threadbare linings;

by

the "futurist** pictures they paint.

Therefore, Thisbe Lorraine suffers the pangs of a cruel awakening,

Maharajah
Priuce'a Mother
Kate bherrif
Mutrie

Thisbe Lorraine hears, but does not understand.

To

A diguibed, bigb-aouuding title for a trivial,
frlvoloua aud silly aioiy.
Made by American,
directed by Henry King, witn Mary Miles
inter starred,
it telle ol a young daughter
(Mias Miuterj of a uewapaper editor assuming charge ol tbe pluut ounug bis abaeyce,
aud iu ridiculous ways making tbe daily, a
schoolgirls prank.
A laugh or so, some
dramatics, ana a couple ol nicely ih
scuuea, but there la naught to offset tbe
irruableness thia feature inuBt bring.
It Is
eUort aud celluloid entirely gone to waste. The
story prevents any one concerned in it making
a deceut showing, it was oue-half of a double
feature bill at the Xs'ew York theatre last
Friday.
If acenarloa of tbis description are often
b« lee ted, and beveral aa badly designed have
been seen of late, then the great crying need
at preheat lu pictures is intelligence.
Oftme.

and she seeks atonement

And

then

for having torn a

human

heart into bleeding shreds

the great arbiter, Love, gently leads her

H. Ullmore

A

couaiderable eUort is represented In \hla
Aatra teature, releabud through* Fathe. Originally It was done in eight reels, probably with
the idea that it would provide a stale right
product, iiut it failed of tnoae proportions in
the extra reel length, and release was held up
wbile eliminations were made.
It is now of
live or poaaibly six reel leugtb, lu which form
it furuiabea an absorbing picture story, quite
belter than the average program release.
It
may be that because Doraluina was coupled
wiLb Antouio Mureuo to feature "The Isauluhka" that the picture would supply a slate
right asael, but it Uevelops that the dancer
doeau't hgure au strongly ua brat suppoaed,
ullUougb ber work ia buiabed and clever.
Tbure i» really au ouutuuUing cburucl*r of
equal. If uol bigbcr, worth man that portrayed by ^lurouo, u being tbe Mahaiajab, as
enacted by Warner Olauu. before cutting tbe
feature there w*a conaidorable of western
Tbey were rigntly dibposed of, aud
sccues.
tbe major portiuu now coucema aud is acened
tbe mystical Euat tbat Kudyard
In tbe East
Tbo alory
Kipling bus wrilteu oo freely of.
by Kipling and Walcott liuleatler, wbo
ia
plant two youlbful lovers in tbe beart of

to understand

the

wisdom

of

HIS word,

HIM who

sees the infinite alike

—

'Ibe uirl hail juat graduuled Irom a
India.
medical acbool, and bavlug board an Indian
woman tell of tbe crying need of modern

medicine among tbe native* ouaeeives

it

fcer

an open book
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la to

be regsrded as quite an aehlevement for
George Fltsmaurlce, the director, who surely
was assisted by sn eioeptlonal property man.
Warner Olsnd bss done a fine bit of acting
Doraldlna soreens well
as tbe Indian ruler.
and acts cleverly In a role not of sympstbetlo
nature, and Mary Alden Is also good as the
Helene Chadwick Is rather sweet
first wife.

Warren

Urtll%e oI
mcouio «x
tt

As me su£y ilea.
a new guauer. " Lig ££*
1* 1
u W U uel Lim * i«nuu«. borne
iui^uT*"
spleuum
scenes ol oil Lenin are aUowu.
Williaiu i^neipM. a HUu-cai
pioneer? umbj V4 w
town. geu acquainted wua
Jiuany. wno discovers no is u wooa turuugii a
lo^up ior u?e
drums anu *iu. Cuflu jJuu^Lou.
a nau-wti!
iuaaca u appear oil baa beeu
discovered upiu
tno laud 01 Millio Jttrvia
aau Her laiier
Paelps Hearing ol it, uw. to get
iK
lie ia

child piinoe from the death plans laid by
Bitahbai.
So does Tarvin, who really suooeeds In securing the Naulshka, but returns It
to save the life of Sltabbal, wbo decides she
will be good thereafter.
During the story
there Is shown the three-day marriage rites
of an eight-year-old prince to a girl of three,
and there are a number of curious angles,
perhaps typical of Kipling's land of superstition.
Of course, Kate and Tarvin go back to
"God's country" after she discovers that overthrowing India's customs Is a Job not for her.
The picture was filmed in New York and New
Jersey, and in light of the splendid settings

i«ii-

*££

Cara " »^i«"-«Uio

l

*

mission to go forth and minister to them. So
she goes, much against tbe wishes of Tarvin,
ber afflsneed.
But Tarvin beats her to the
scene, he being In quest of tbe Naulahka, a
famous girdle of wonderful gems, which Is
possessed by the Maharajah. This Individual is
under tbe spell of Sltabbal, a gypsy dancer
(Doraldlna), who has borne him a son and
who Is tlger-llke In her desire to win the
crown for her boy. But there Is another offspring, from the potentste's first wife, and
that youngster Is the real prince.
Kste Sherrif, tbe young
lady physician, becomes enmeshed in the life of the court and saves the

i

A CARD.

f UKiTof

K.'rrJi",'
lluuaiiy guou work,
lioioa
is living upou

lu

biri^iui umiiiSJ

U a bli^iiliouaiu piayiug
Way.
Wl-Uleii

aiiU

Tbe cuweraiiiau appwTrs

\
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MOVING PICTURES
MY FOUR YEARS
Aabuudor
British
» l*» r

K

Gerard

Ambassador

Crown Prloce
von Hlndenburg
Prlnoe .Henry of Prussia

Bethmann-Hollweg

Von Jagow
Zimmerman
Von Tlrplti
Von Falkenbayn
Almee Delaporte

"My

IN

GERMANY.
Halbert Brown
Willard Dashlell
Loula Dean
Earl Bchenck
George Rlddell
Frank Stone
Karl Dane
Fred Hern
Percy Standing

William Blttner
Arthur C. Duvel
Ann Dearlng
Four Years In Germany" Is a screen

version of Aiiibabsauor Janica W. Gerard's
book of the same name, directed by William
Nigh and photographed by Rial B. Bcbellinger.
It purports to depict the events In
Berlin, continuing up to the time the United
States declared war upon Germany prlnclEally the events in which the American amaasador participated, such as his Interviews
with the Kaiser and other German officials,
showing how they systematically "doublecrossed" the United 8tates and other nations
with whom they were supposed to be on
terms of amity.
Some beautifully drawn titles were employed, being made up mainly of pages photo-

—

graphed from the book. To visualise all this
the military scenes and views of
important military personages numerous cutins were utilised, culled from such features
as "Fighting In France," the various news
weeklies, end so on.
80 Ingeniously were
these employed thst It would not occur to
other than one familiar with the game that
they were not made as part of production.
In fact, William Nlgh's work, both as director and assembler, will stamp him as a
producer of the highest rank.
To Charles A. Logue, who adapted the book
for the screen, there should also be given
praise for making of the ten reels a narration
of continuously absorbing Interest.
The point
upon which the producers of the picture have
dwelt with emphasis Is that everything depicted is founded on fact, without resorting to

—especially

—

fiction.

The feature will probably prove one
biggest moneymakers ever turned out.

of the
It

la

propaganda material, carrying with It the
stamp of authenticity through having been
Sroduced with the aid and approval of Mr.
erard, and reproducing Important historical
scenes In which he participated, all of which
are vouched for over his signature.
Halbert Brown impersonates Mr. Gerard and

rical

man

Louis Dean, as the Gerartificiality.
emperor, contributes a remarkable char-

acterization, altering his makeup as the war
progressed to show the lines of worry as they
furrowed the face of the vainglorious ruler.
All told, a most artistic presentation that will
be a sensstlonal box-office attraction. It would
not be surprising if the Government offlclslly
endorsed It to aid recruiting and the coming
the Government wishes the
war loan.
If
people to have the right angle on the Kaiser
As Mr. Gerard said la
here's the medium.
his brief remarks at the conclusion of the
picture Sunday evening at the Knickerbocker,
there Is nothing that could more graphically
set forth the German in Germany than this
screen adaptation uf the Wnuftled** gained by
* the Ambassador during his four yeare In that
country.
The only regret In connection with
this feature film Is that the Kaiser can't see
it himself, for In It he would see himself as
he has been seen.
JoUf.

fine

faithfully reproduces the ambassador's personality in a dignified manner, without theat-

the~kaTser.

General von Kluek

Harry Carter

Colonel Bcbmledeke

W. H. Balnlrldge

Captain von Haacke
Harry von Meter
Admiral von Pllseott
Walter Belasoo
General Erich von Falkenbayn
Ed Clark
General von Baeselsr
K. Painter
General von der OolU
W. Coburn
General von Weddlngen
F. Beauregard
General von Hoetaendorf
Corcoran
General von Rueeselhelm. .Wadsworth Harris
Captain Kovlseh
Captain Anderson
Dr. von Oreasler
Winter "t'l
Marcaa, the Blacksmith
Blmo Lincoln
Louis Laments
Robert Oordon

.

The President
Ambassador Gerard
General Pershing
General Ualg
General Joffre
General Dla*
Klag Albeit
Little

Orlo "Oilman
Joseph Gerard
Alfred Alien
h. Barrows

Harry Holden
Pedro Bono
Jack MaoDonald
Master Georgle Hupp
Master Frankle Lee

Jean

anm,l„
£
Gabrlelle

B.uth

The New-Made Bride
Rupert Julian

The Kaiser

45

Allan Bears
Captain von Wohlbold
N. de Brulller
Captain von Nelgel
Lon Chancy
von Bethmann Hollweg
Admiral von Tirpftx
Mark Feuton
Field Marshal von Hlndenburg
Jay Smith

Clifford

Betty Carpenter
Ruby Lafayette

Grandmother Marcaa
Bsrtha von Nelgel

Oretohea Lederer

'retel

Mistress Eon

Ran

In

certain Institutions there are mortals
who derive a pleasurable exlstenoe from
delusions as to their Individual Importance,
which are very real to themselves. Boms' oi
them, with wisps of straw encircling their
brows, believe they wear majesUo crowns.
Others draw checks for millions against
Imaginary balances la nameless hooka, and
all happy la their unoonsclous eelf-deoeptioa.
This
what Rupert Jullaa has triad to
depict la his screen production of
"The
Kaiser." or "The Beast of Berlla" (there are
two tltlee to the feature) that the Oermaa
emperor has taken himself seriously for no
long that he had growa to believe he was more
than human. The picture la being presented
by ths Rsnowned Pictures Corporation, written

U

—

HMMMMSMlMMNIMMi

by Mr. Julian and Ulllott J. Clawson, photography and lighting effects by Bdward Kuil,
with an enormous oast, headed by Jullaa in
the role of the Kaiser.
The whole affair la

designed to arouse In the public a Just
Indignation against the German emperor.
It
purports to show the private life of Wilhelm.
ahowlng his Inordinate personal vanity sad
desire for oonquest.
A book called "Wilhelm
II and His Consort" Is referred to as authority

for several of the scenes, In addition to which
an Introductory title states thst ths ploture
le founded on "facts treated with dramatlo
license."

^^

It Is In

PICTURE a

beautiful, daring

and

woman

defending a
helpless husband as a tigress defends
her cub.

courageous

Depict her facing poverty for the
man she loves and spurning jewels,
untold luxuries and power in the
world's capitals from the hands of a
man she despises.

When you

have conceived

in

your

own mind a thrillingemotional drama
that sends a woman to her death for
the protection of her honor, you still
will not have guessed half of the
second remarkable story that Gold*
wyn again offers you with

fKary Garden

^

seven

reels,

and opens with eeeneo

inside and outside the Imperial palace ia
Berlin, which are claimed to be exaot reproductions of the royal establishment. The producer at this point overlooked a "touch" that
would have contributed valuable atmosphere
by visualising the famous "goose step" of
ths Imperial guard. This la done every day
at noon, at which time the Kaiser, If at homo,
makea it a point to stand upon the balcony
of the palace.
The first half of the feature
le especially Interesting,
it opeaa with the
now warring countries llvlug in peace and
amity, some magalnoent photography reveallag the peasant* living In harmony. Taw In
done to contrast the havoc created by the war
upon the Innocent and to ahow that the
Kaleer'e sole object la starting the war wan
hie desire for conquest. Ho is shown in conference with the war lords of Germany, aad
hie Invitation to them to dine with him la
Parla on August 28, 1914, is referred to. The
invasion of Belgium le stirringly depleted.
Further passage shows that despite the famous
interview with Ambassador Gerard, ia which
the Kaiser expressed regret over the sinking
of the Lualtanla, hs In fact eountenaaoad tho
outrage.
Later It shows von Nelgel, tho Ubost captain, a madman as a reeult of having
carried out eo brutal a command—about as
fins a piece of character portrayal as has been
•sen In pictures for many a day.
Dwelling
upon the Individual work of the large oast la
detail
would occupy pages of space ia
Varibtt, which would require no small
amount of Ingenuity to Invent laudatory
phrases.
The star, Rupert Julian, admirably portrayed the Kaiser, with his shriveled left
hand, his Inordinate personal vanity and hie
fanatical obsession to go down Into history as
ths greatest human being that ever lived.
There
waa a careful and praiseworthy—e>nd suppose
ful—depletion of tho historical and Imagined
events that should make the feature, with
proper booming, a sensational box offlos attraetloa.
It baa the advantage of two lurlag theatrical tltlee, "The Kaiser" and "The Beast

—

Berlin."
One would be sufficient "The
Beast of Berlin." Mr. Julian drew upon his
lmsglnatlon for consldsrabls of the eubjeot
matter toward the close, particularly as to
how ths wsr ended, with the allied armies la
Berlla end ths Kaiser consigned to the keeping of King Albert of Belgium, but above
of

Sinner
Splendid
Edwin
Jordan

Kate

Carewe.

Directed hi/

As we have told you: It is greater than "Thais" which broke boxoffice records all over the nation. It is heroic, wonderful, thrilling
with few parallels for production beauties. It goes to all Goldwyn
contract customers at their regular rental—a remarkable special
production at no advance in prices. Released everywhere March 24.
.

else la this picture, end there Is enough
for a great deal of directorial credit to go
to Mr. Julian, It le Julian's own Impersonation of the Kaisor that la the moat Impressive,
also the best card of the feature.
"The
all

Kaiser end his

'strut'."
Mr. Julian as the
hie fast, sturdy walk are worth
Mr. Julian
watching all by themselves.
If
could have held up the seoond portion of the
feature to the standard of the Brat half, "The
Beast of Berlin" would have been a big spe-

mperor and

olal.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
3AMUIL

GOLDFISH, Pnridtni

16 East 4-2**/ Street

EDSAR SKLWYK

Now

Vicv

Prettlmt

York. City

As

It Is a picture that
toward awakening America
Prusslsnlsm and acquaint
tho people with Inside knowledge of the devilish war spirit of this great unchained single
menace to the peace of the world. If It does
that It is doing a fine service, aad Its commercialism may be overlooked in the results

It

stsnds, however.

will go a long way
to ths danger of

obtained.

/olo.
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"TRADE REVIEW" SOLD?
From

the

financial

district

of the
a report

Metropolis Wednesday came
the "Exhibitors' Trade Review" had
been taken over by the Sweatlands,
who, with the McGraw-Hill interests,
control a series of trade publications
in various commercial fields, as for
instance the "Dry Goods Economist,"
and a chain of papers in the dry goods
field.
There are a series of corporalions pi esiJed over by A. D. Swcatland
as general manager, who is closely
allied with his brother, one of the vicepresidents of the Commercial Trust Co.
Barring the months of August, September and October of last year, when
the stateright market was at fever
heat and film advertising was plentiful,
the "Trade Review" has not been a
paying proposition. After these few
halcyon days the stateright market
went to smash and the volume of display advertising went with it.
The publication was started with
$20,000 procured
from the Central
Trust Co. on notes endorsed by Ochs,
Blumenthal and Merritt Crawford. The
bank loan has been reduced to about
$13,000 or $14,000; the printer of the
publication has about $10,000 worth of
their notes; the paper people about
$7,000; miscellaneous obligations, about
In addition there is an indebt$5,000.

ing of Ochs, Blumenthal and Crawford
was organized, with power to vote the
1,500 shares alloted to the working
staff and the 1,500 shares of the League
for a period of five years, so they
would control the situation.
On
Blumenthal putting up his $10,000,
Crawford withdrew from the voting
trust and Charles Harron, Blumenthal's brother-in-law and partner, was

plan of the United Picture Theatres of
She is now playing with William
America, Inc.
^Faversham in a revival of "Lord and
If the report be true that the SweatLady Algy" and the film people have
lands have taken over the paper it is
been waiting impatiently for her to
not unlikely that Merritt Crawford,
return to the studio.
recently "frozen out," will again be

substituted.
It is believed in inside circles that

Ne*d Mist Elliott (or R«t*k«t.
All efforts thus far to secure the
services of Maxine Elliott to remake
four of the reels of her latest Goldwyn
picture have been in vain.

without the "Trade Review's" aid, it
will be difficult to put over Och's
scheme of completing the 4,000 days'

placed in editorial control. Such being the case the Ochs scheme could
hardly expect aid from Crawford.

-WITHIN THE CUP"

O. K.

Philadelphia, March 13.
The latest Paralta-Barriscale release,
"Within the Cup," held up by the Pennsylvania censors, was passed last week.
On the passing of the picture by this
hoard the Ohio and Illinois boards also
decided it was O. K.

edness to Blumenthal of some $5,000.
The heads of various local bodies of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of America promised to take some
$20,000 worth of stock in the enterprise, but failed to "come through."
The corporation formed for conducting the paper issued $150,000 of preferred, non-cumulative seven per cent,
stock and 4,500 shares of common stock
of no par value, issued as follows:
1,500 shares divided among the working staff, 1,500 shares to the League,
a non-profit holding corporation orfanized under the laws of Ohio, and
,500 shares remaining in the treasury.
When the paper started a few exhibitors were induced to invest in it,
among them Frank Peters of New
York, who took $2,500 of the preferred
stock, which carried with it 25 shares
of the common as a bonus. Frank
Eagers of Nebraska subscribed for
$500 worth and is being "groomed" by
Ochs to run for the presidency of the
League at the next election; Clark of
Iowa, $1,000; Ernest Horstman of
Massachusetts, $500; Isaac Hartsell of
the Bunny, Brooklyn, $100; and a few
others. Very little further support was

THOMAS

$10,000

like $12.00,

advance on purchase

price,

with

the understanding that if he decide,
at the conclusion of the aforesaid 30
days, not to buy, the $10,000 advanced
was to be made a loan.
At that point Bkimenthal took
$10,000 worth of preferred stock and
"hogged"
all
the
common stock
available as a further consideration.
When the "Trade Review" corporation
was organized a voting trust consist-

HART

S.

"BLUE BLAZES BAWDEN"

W. Stephen Bush

costing
which includes
the latter's traveling expenses. At the
present time the "Trade Review" is
printing about 9,000 copies weekly.
•Last February the condition of the
paper was rather serious and an endeavor was made to dispose of it.
Negotiations were entered into with
the Sweatlands, which revealed that
these business men were in possession
of data concerning the two other firm
trade papers, the "News" and "World,"
to the extent of information regarding
the personnel of the various staffs. It
developed the Sweatlands had been
studying the picture trade paper field
for two years.
At that time the "Trade Review"
could have been bought for its indebtedness, which the Sweatlands felt
loath to assume. Papers were drawn
for the turning over of the publication
to another prospective purchaser, who
agreed to take a 30-day option and pay

presents

in

at $1.00 a year. Each subscription costs
the paper less than $3.00 a year, those

something

INCE

WILLIAM

forthcoming from exhibitors.
The paper has 7,000 paid subscribers
secured by

H.

By J.

G. Hawks, Directed by William S. Hart

Photographed by Joe August, Supervision of

THOMAS

H. INCE

An ADTCRAFT Picture
William S. Hart is a boss-lumberjack
"Blue Blazes Rawden"—a tough
customer who kills bears with his

in

hands.

This

William
ing.

S.

You ought

Thomas

II.

Ince star

box-office attraction.

is

a 100%

Hart pictures are

They make
to

show William S. Hart
The price is right

at your theatre.

Your

profits are assured.
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inspir-

folks breathe deeper.
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MOVING PICTURES
her solo over to the accompaniment
of Arthur Marx's comedy. Gene Maddox is a 'live little dancer.
Ruth Rove worked hard, but did not
put over the hit she does in the East.

AMONG THE WOMEN
BY "PATSY" SMITH
Los Angeles, March 9.
The feminine eyes in town were focused on the Spring Fashion Show,
quite pretentious.
fine

tions

A great many

really

shops here. The extreme creawill not be purchased by the

Iowan-Angelon resident who crowds
the city streets, but the tourist theatrical people will fall for the high prices
even though they know in a few weeks
they will be back to Chicago or New
York where they can get the same
thing much cheaper. The exhibit with
one exception was confined to window
display. Boy scouts held signs at the
corners of the sidewalks directing the
throng to the left or right. One of the
stores had liv? models but it was risking one's angelic temperament to try
and get in and see them. The exhibition lasted four days.

A

gigantic bit of scene construction
the new Griffith war picture
"Hearts of the World." It was staged
at the Hollywood studio. I found much
in the studio to interest and enlighten
me. David Wark Griffith's frank, unpretentious, interested manner would
stamp him for all time in an observer's
mind as a "Big Man" even were his
is

in

name unknown. That sweet young
woman, Lillian Grsh, was there. Not
saddened by her experiences in warwrecked France (for it takes much to
depress youth) but fortified with a sure
knowledge of suffering learned by appalling spectacles
and associations.
Speaking of the terrific cannonading in
France during the time they were

working on the picture (constantly
within range of the big guns), I was
surprised to hear it could not be compared with the unspeakable fear that
grips you during an air raid in London.
Miss Gish is a French peasant girl
in the film. A blue-gray home-spun
dress (made by Nathan, London) is authentic in every detail. I had a fleeting glance at some French imports
specially designed for the Gish girls to
be worn in a new picture now in preparation. A Jeanne Lanvin is of the
most wonderful orchid velvet, with a
It had a huge
soft, melting touch.
sash of sapphire silk, quite large enough
to envelop the whole figure of its slender own.er. A deep, circular silver lace
collar was incrusted with sapphire-colored stones in graduating sizes. A
creation of sand, French jersey cloth
had rose woo! embroidery and tiny
beaver banding on a unique cape-scarf
arrangement and a royal-blue velvet
teau

new full-shirred WatAnd boots The Misses

the

illustrated

back.

1

Gish dislike our ugly pointed shoes.

They invested a small fortune in odd
comfy well-made, round-toed French
footwear.

New

iJllian Gish, a smartlyrtailored
York girl type, is as frankly concerned
in people she meets as a school girl; a
skilled listener and a clever raconteur.
Her mother and sister are indelibly

woven

in the fabric of her life's work.
in and through the

They, too, lived

grewsome scenes "over there." Dorothy Gish. a more vivacious type, should
prove a great foil for her sister in the
coming production which has its premier at Clune's Auditorium here March
Mr. Griffiths made the statement
12.
Lillian never acted until this picture,
which sounds alluring in view of the
clever work her admirers feel she has
thousand
done. Eighty-five
already
feet of film were taken abroad for this
picture and many more thousands over
here. Twelve thousand feet will be
used in the completed spectable.

The Pickfords
in

town.

Jack

in

are well represented

"The Fighting Kid"

Royal. Olive Thomas (Mrs.
Jack) in "An Heiress for a Day" may
be seen at the Riviera, formerly Sen*
is

at the

nett,

which opened under the Caulfield
last Sunday. Mary Pick-

management

ford as "Amarilly of Qothes Line Alley" is at the Kinema and Stella Maris
double feature program (with Wm.
S. Hart) is at the Palace.

in a

The "Flash

of Fate" or "TJie Crookthe World," featuring
Herbert Rawlinson, was at the Superba, a picture house about the type
as the Stanley (New York). The story
is by Sally Starr, who is cast for Mary,
a rural telegraph operator. The ac-

edest

Man

tion has

in

some rough-house gang com-

bats and gives Miss Starr an opportunity to put up a couple of good
fights herself. She screens very well
and is capable of better work.

The Kinema is another new theatre
(about a month old) and has the most
attractive entrance and foyer of any
picture house here. The walls are
tinted in soft pastel shades and decorated with attractive borders of fruit
and flowers in rose, olive, green and
blue*.
Mauve velvet carpets the wide
stairs that lead to the balcony, where
a spacious tea room (run for the Red
Cross) separates a leather upholstered
gentlemen's rest room and an olive
and slate stripped silk upholstered and
decorated ladies' rest room. An enameled slate-colored dressing table of a
French period design six feet long
is a special attraction.
Large artistically decorated lamp posts illuminate
the foyer and balcony. The ceiling is
beamed and tinted in sunlight colorings and four great panels relieve the
plain walls of the theatre prooer.
Seats were evidently built for comfort
all over the house, but the upholstered
chairs in the balcony boxes stand out
as the most comfortable resting places
ever put in a theatre. You just sink
back in them and know you are going
to enjoy* the show.
The feature oicture was Mary Pickford in "Amarilly of Clothes Line Alley," and shows a real quality of humor
in Miss Pickford that is most pleasing. She is getting away from the
inane little types with which she has
been so closely associated. With dancing mischief in her eyes, she is a far
•prettier Mary than when she is beautifully sad and demure. As the belle of
the alley and as "Exhibit A" for the
society philanthropists she exhibits a
versatility of -motion and looks quite
humane in most of the scenes by reason of her famous locks being pulled
back and minus her perfect (trade
marks) curls. A boy (about 9 years of
age) is not only a fine little acfor. but
promises to make Douglas Fairbanks
look to his laurels in the way of pugilistic accomplishments.
He can whip

—

—

whole gang when he gets started and
if his fists fail him he uses his hea.d,
butting them like a goat.

a

The Orpheum

bill

this

week

offers

quantity if not quality, with 40 reputed entertainers on the program the
result was anything but satisfactory.
Apdale's scrappy Ammon family put
the audience in a splendid humor and
Bernard and Janis held up the bueaboo spot No. 2, nicely. "Love Thy
Neighbor," formerly produced by the
Washington Square Players, was so
bad it deserves not a passing thought.
The«dystery is how the cast ever got
on the Orpheum Circuit. The players
rant so loudly and so long they give
you a headache and the few laughs
are all in the wrong places. Frances
Shannon, who played "the girl," is
rather a pretty blonde and looked
well in old rose silk with which she
wore a large black hat trimmed with
the same. The Four Marx Brothers,
another full stage act. followed. Of
the women, Audrey Pherigo deserves
much credit for the manner she puts

—

wore one costume throughout
which would have been far more effective were it cleaned, though wiping
up the stage as she does in one number
would hardly improve the appearance
An opal bodice and
of any gown.
flounce showed the lower half of shirt
trimmed with narrow ribbons, put on
in scallops.
Miss Roye is economizing evidently in makeup, as she only
her
had
face, throat and chest made
Larry
up the effect was grotesque.
Comer, who has been suffering with
chicken pox, was back in the act with
Emma Carus, showing no marks of
the
discomforting affliction.
Miss
Carus put over her songs in her usual
splendid style, but has not the attracShe

wardrobe she showed in the east.
Frank Terramorse, U. S. N. R. F., a
Jack Tar tenor, sang classical numbers
pleasingly and the Valanova Troupe
of Gypsies gave color and pep to the
end of the program.
Mrs. Stan Stanley, in between Ruth
Roye and Emma Carus, stood out on
the entire program in the matter of
tive

fresh novel costuming. A smart little
short skirt of alternate ruffles of black
and white silk huge black bustle that
reached almost to the front of the
small white straight bodice bloomers
of the same combination as skirt just
peeping out below, white boots with

—

—

black bands at top looking like socks
and a smart little black and white
hat, made her an added attraction to
the Stan Stanley act, instead of just a
part of it.
Black and white striped
denim covers made their set look attractive.

The

serial,

turing

Doris

"The Hidden Hand," feaKenyon. seems to be

drawing as many people to the local
Pantages as the vaudeville. The Cortez Trio is made up of a man who
plays the harp and a hoy and girl, evidently his children: The boy is a good
violinist and has a lively attractive
style.

The

girl

is.

pretty, but not up-

to-date

in her dressing.
Jarvis and
Harrison were probably hooked on the

strength

of

Frederic Harrison's big
wholesome prettiness— that is all there
is to the act.
She wears a smart white
cloth riding habit, black patent boots
and silk hat. Rose Langdon wore an
oyster white kakhi kooli sport suit and
a most unbecoming white sailor shaped
hat. Dixie Harris, just a bit •Id-fashicned at times, has cute mannerisms

and lots of pep. Her "Incomparable
Variety Four" were not of much as-
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the dance hall character, without resorting to extreme dressing, appeared
in person on the stage Friday evening.
She charmed with a pretty speech.
Miss Dalton is prettier on the stage
than on the screen. With an ashes
of roses taffeta frock made with bustle back, showing a deep flounce of
silver lace, falling just below it. she
wore a 16-inch ermine scarf which fell
to the bottom of her costume on either
side in front. She made a futile effort
to carry off the flowers presented.

'The Family Skeleton," the newest
Chas. Ray picture here, suffers from
lack of continuity Of the story, in spots.
But Ray's adoring public here will accept it without a criticism no doubt.
How oroud Mr. Ray's tailor must be.
This boy sure knows how to wear them
and on the other hand Mr. Ray must
consider himself lucky to have found
such a tailor.

—

It's interesting to find most everywhere you go here (specially if k happens to be the opening dav of tne
picture) that one or more of the cast
is out front.
Watching little Sylvia
Bremer in the audience, demurely
shrinking from recognition behind a
long veil, and watching her emotional
attractive face on the screen, one could

easily recognize the resemblance in
the features, but not in the character.
Miss Bremer's hats are a marked feature of her dressing in the picture.
They are not only smart, but becoming.
A pretty velvet suit is first favorite.
It has a plaited skirt and a
jacket cut eton in front and slightly
below the waist line in back. A band
of fur fastens at the neck and pompoms of the fur trim the smart velvet
turban.

The featured woman at Levy's cabLa Valera, is a man, and he fools
many. An announcement is made asking everyone to be quiet during La

aret,

Valera's exotic dances, in which he
has the assistance of eight. girls. He
spoils the artistic finish, after taking
off his wig and finding them speechless,
by pulling the old female impersonator stunt deep voice and "I want to
get in something comfortable and get
a drink; I'm thirsty."
Dot De Vor,
billed as a Miniature Edition of Sophie
Tucker (?) (who, by the bye, is a
sort of idol here, I believe), is the
other feature.
Ned Nestor, "Billy"
Riddle and Lillian Lewis and Jess Pane

—

work

in singles,

the revue,

all

duos and trios during

getting over in a fair

*

manner.

sistance.

BERT BRACKEN

Rosa Rosalind, billed as the "Topmost
Star of the Equestrian Arena." is not
going to let those singing "give me
your kind applause acts" get ahead of
her.
She appears in a short skirted
equestrian costume of red, white and
blue, and not satisfied has an announcement made by her ringmaster in the
middle of her act that she is not only
the greatest in the world, but comes
from the greatest country in the world,
the U. S. A.
She does a very nice
act if it were not for the camouflage
trick also
specially
anfeatured
nounced "the only woman turning
somersaults from one horse to an-

Motion Picture Director

—

other."
It was a flip flap instead of
a back somersault.

A

sneciat feature of the presentation
"Flare Up Sal" at the Grauman
was the prolog. A set represented the
Loo Loo Bird Saloon, where most of
the action of the story takes place.
Characters, who actually appear on the
screen, moved or danced about the
stage, making a picture full of color
and life. Another feature of the Grauman is the playing of popular melodies
by the organist. Jesse Crawford. Dorothy Dalton. who is excellent throughout the picture, as Sally Jo. a girl who
"just growed up," getting much out of

of

Who

litis

Just severed nfTilinfions with

Fox Film Dirporntlon. He Is now
with Metro mid (loldwyn.
Mr. Hrnrketi lins directed some of the
screen's greyest stum, Including Theda
Horn, Glndys Hrockwell, Henry Wolthall
nnd others. He Is regarded as one of
the

ncgotiiititig

the
to

big directors In fllmdom.

him.

Success

'

:
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PRIVATE SHOWING OVERFLOW.

"KiftSER" PICTURES HITS.

COAST PICTURE NEWS
By GUY PRICE
Loa Angaloa, March 10.
Earl Williams made bit flrat pnbllo appaaran«e on a local itace whan ha talked at
Qulnn'B Rlalto.

Harold Lockwood, but young West
upon toting a gun a la BUI Hart.

lnalsta

Anyone wearing khaki or drab clothing bethad give the Paralta studio a wide berth
Brunton,
or Robert Brunt on will get >m.
general director of productions, has enlisted
as an aide of Uncle Sam and Is commandeering all the clothing suitable for the army ho

ter

Max Llnder

coming baek to Loa Angaloa
In May, acoordlng to a cable from tha Franoh
comedian to frlenda here.
1i

Marshall Netlan, who baa directed Mary
Pick ford for some time and who la considered
me of the best In the buslneaa. Is going to
New York probably to direct George M.
Cohan. William D. Taylor, a director with an
enviable reputation with the Famous Players,
will assume the direction of Plckford produo-

—

tlone.

Lewis, who has dona many good
things on the screen, la figuring on a company
of his own.
He Is reported to hare a bunch
of dollars to start the company, but la waiting for an assured release.

Ralph

Texas Oulnan has

left the

Triangle and

Is

en route to New York to get a footllght engagement.
Texas has gained the sobriquet
of "the world's beat little railroad dlTldend
payer." because she baa made more transthe
continental trips than any other player
past year.

m

M. Q. Jonas, who did the publicity for Universal for several years, la now helping Seasue Hayakawa, the Jap star, to launch hla own

Hayakawa haa opened downtown
company.
offices and appears to be going at the promoting end of the business In regular business
fashion.

from

Writing

the

stage, Guy
anxious to return

vaudeville

Woodward states he isn't
to the flicker drama so long aa the three-aday holds out Inducements such as he la now
participating In.
Harry Williams, the song writer-director. Is
with Fox, but scribbles off an occasional lyric
Doraldlna, who has been visiting her mother
near Panta Ana, has decided to remain and
do a picture for Pathe.

Norman Manning,
1*
now personal

studio manager of Dlando,
representative for Louis

Gasnler.

Sessue nayawaka gave a "Cherry Bloepom
party" for a few selected friends In the Oriental section of the city. These were present
Mr. and Mrs. Ceelle B. De Mllle. Stuart Blsckton. Mr. and Mrs. Oporge Beban. Georr* Melford. William Desmond. Mr. and Mrs. William
B. T>e Mllle, Theodore Roberta and ©there.
Hayakawa's wife. Tsuri Aofka, arranged a
Japanese entertainment for the guests.

William Conklln hss been signed to play
big parts opposite Dorothy Dal ton and Charles
Ray.

can.

BERST QUITS PATHS.
A. Berst, vice president and general manager of Pathe Exchanges, resigned last week and at a meeting of
the board of directors, Paul Brunet,
comptroller of the company, was elected to succeed him.
No reason was given for the resignation of Mr. Berst, though it was
rumored he contemplated such action
for some time past.
Rumor has it that he has associated
himself with the United Picture Theatres of America, Inc., the association
formed for the purpose of tieing up
(lie exhibitors of the country for a
J.

4,000-day booking amalgamation.

SELEXART WITH GOLD WYN.
The Selexart company has made an
arrangement with Goldwyn ho release
three of its pictures. "Honor's Cross,"
"Blue Blood" and "The Ladder." This
is the same production company which
turned out "Alimony," which the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit purchased
and "Carmen of the Klondike." now
being handled by the State Rights Distributors, Inc.

CHASING LOCATIONS.
The

of winter sports that the picture calls
for, as well as other outdoor takes the
immediate country may provide.
Last week the company of 11 went
to White Sulphur Springs, Va. found
it was raining, looked around and saw
nothing desirable in the way of locations, returning to New York the next
day.
t

Thomas Dixon has held up production of the
Famsworth company because he

th* script prepared hv Rlchsrd
Bchsv^r and Director Reginald Bsrker. The
scensrlo Is now being revised by Dixon.
like

Meanwhile salaries are going on here and no
work being done.
Bert Bracken hss been enraaed to direct
He letelv resigned as Gladys
director at Fox.

Hrnrv Wnlthnll.
Brockwell's

Mont*

Kstterlobn and other write.-s at
Paralta pdxed for the still camera the other
The casualties have not been officially
dayreported.

Wnldemsr Totinr. former San Francisco
drsmft critic, has *one hack to his old Iotc—
new«pnn<»r wrltlna until the scenario buslAt any rate, that's his extipb" nicks up.

CHANDLEE GOES TO COAST.
Harry Chandlee is leaving for the
coast to assume the direction of the
Paralta scenario department. He will
be accompanied by his assistant. Miss
-Williams.
Helen Hoerle will become
chief of the scenario department of the

company

Th*»

Frank TCcenan company

borrowed
production,

N!<*noln««

"The

Copley

for

(Pathe> has
current
its

Bells."

T.orlmer Johnson came down to th» Reel
Rlalto the other day for the first time In
works.
His leva are now stronv enough to
walk on since the Injuries, received In an auto
crash, have healed.

Frank Whltson haa signed with the American In

Santa Barbara.

home
and

fllye help life preaervers
at all coats,
pet full aupply of cork If neceaaary."

Now

that Georce Rehan has made an actor
out of Oeorire Rehan. Jr.. It necessarily follows that other proud fathers In the film
Raymond
huslnofia will fro and do likewise.
Wc-t la potting the pace by announcing that
RaTinond West. Jr.. Is about to launch himWest wants his heir to
self In the celluloid.
elghan or
be a lea ding ma n li k e Thomas

M

New

York.

zine.

SHERRY MOVES OVER.
William L. Sherry has been appointed purchasing manager for Paramount and has moved his offices to the
Fifth avenue headquarters of that company.
Arthur White suceeds Mr. Sherrv as
general manager of the New York
State distributing organization for

Paramount and Harry Berm«n, late
of the Universal, where he has handled
the Jewel productions, becomes New
York sales manager.

SHOWMEN WANT

A friend wired Julian Fltlnae his beautiful
home newly built, atop Silver Lake. here,
wan threatened with a quick and unscheduled
trip down the hillside if the recent rains
Bltlnee wired back:
"Rave
didn't abate.

in

Gerald C. Duffey is also to go to the
coast to take over the direction of the
publicity department. He was formerly
the editor of the Picture Play Maga-

—

planation.

Keeney

A.
company,
which will start up'on "Married," the
second feature Keeney film, was to
have gone to Lake Placid, N. Y., this
week, to locate there for several scenes

William
didn't

Frank

The concerted

SUNDAYS.

of the picture
people throughout the state to have
an amendment to a state law whereby
the exhibition of films will be permitted
in New York on Sundavs. starting at
effort

p. m.. may be followed bv a movement
on the part of the theatrical producers
to have Sunday shows legalized.
Legitimate managers are watching
the work of the allied film committee

2

to,

make Sunday

exhibition a state law.

Early this week it was the general
opinion in film circles that "The Beast
or Berlin" and "My Four Years in Germany " the former feature film opening
at the Broadway Saturday night, and
the latter at the Knickerbocker Sunday evening, had scored emphatic financial successes.

The "wise" prognostlcators seem

Years

Germany" would

in

play to "dollar" prices and would yield

The Warner
its promoters a fortune.
Bros., who put it over, have arranged
to make a sort of sequel to it, founded
on Ambassador Gerard's second book,
entitled "Face to Face With Kaiserism."

An alleged recital of how the Warners came to make the picture is floating about these days the kind of yarn
that usually follows in the wake of a
hit in any branch of the amusement

—

field.

According to the story, the Warners
decided to take a chance with a postage
stamp and write Mr. Gerard, suggest-

extent.

Ivan Abrahamson, who wrote, produced and directed the film, caused 1,500 invitations to be issued to witness,

Whether

the
attracted the
mob, it seemed as if all of the Invitations sent out were used for admis-

"Moral Suicide."

or the free

title

sion and as

The rush

show

manv more.
Roof was so heavy

to the

manv walked

that

upstairs with

the

New York

congested from
two until three o'clock, at about which
although anstarted,
film
time the

lobbv of the

nounced to commence at 2.15.
While Mr. Abrahamson said the
showing had been designed principally
for the newspaper reviewers, no provision in seating accommodations had
been made for the press men. Those
arriving late could secure no seats.
When it was suecested to Abrahamson
that the best thing to do under the
circumstances was to shut off the overflow and start the picture, he replied
that some of the newspaper critics

might be kept out.

ing the screening of his book. Back
came a brief note saying: "Submit your

BUFFALO'S "MINOR" CRUSADE.

Am

proposition.
interested."
A large and patriotically inclined
audience of deadheads was present at
the Broadway Saturday night to see
"The Kaiser" or 'The Beast of Berlin."
Evidently the management wanted to
be sure of a full attendance and gave
the tickets away with that idea in
view.
It wasn't necessary, however, for the
advertising given to the picture was
of such a nature that they could have
sold out twice over.
In some mysterious way a quantity
of seats got into the hands of the
speculators, who were on hand and
did a thriving night's business. The
indications were that somebody connected with the presentation profited
bv the arrangement.

show-

ing on the New York Roof Tuesday
afternoon, jamming that upstairs theatre of 1,600 capacity to an overflowing

free,

to

think 'The Beast of Berlin" has just
the requisite "punch" for popular priced
picture exhibitions and would enjoy
more general bookings than its opposition almost directly opposite, while

"My Four

The Graphic Film Corporation ran
off its first feature at a private

The crusade

Buffalo. March 13.
local picture

against

admitting children under If
not accompanied continues here. Judge
George F. Tudor has* fined TTarrv Hoch
of the Rialto $50 for admitting two
children in thi- way. William Schleuse
and William Fitzpatrick of the Plaza
and Olvmpic were each fined $50 for
theatres

similar offense.

a

Mat Whitman, manager

of the Al-

lendale, has formed a Parent-Guardian
Club to overcome the crusade. Under
his plan guardians of children, if having two under their care, are admitted
free to the Saturdav matinee, charge
being made for the children. Mr. Whit-

man

savs this obviates the children
asking grown-nos entering the theatre
to buy tickets for them.

in Germany"
at the Knickerevening, had a bumper

The "Mv Four Years
picture,

which opened

bocker Sundav
premiere, with

seats raid for with
the excention of those allotted to the
The managers of^ the attracpress.
tion were desirous of inviting a number
of film men to the opening, but Klaw &
Erlanger were willing to guarantee a
sell-out and felt that all tickets should
be placed on sale. As a consequence
the tickets for all guests were charged
up.
all

RED CROSS EMPLOYS SCREEN.
Chicago, March 13.
The local Red Cross chapter has added a moving picture department to its

machinery of propaganda. An exchange has been established for the
entire central division. Each of the
570 branches will be supplied with films
and slides.
Pouting wil! be so planned as to form
It will be optional with each
a circuit.
chanter whether an admission fee will
be charged for entertainments. Among
the films ready for distribution are the
following from the French govern-

ment

:

Service
on the Western
"Field
Front." "Ruins of Rheims." 'Trance in
Arms," "French Sailors in Action"

"Humanity's Appeal."

KEENEY WITH UNITED?
A. Keeney is reported to have
up with the United Picture
Theatres of America, Inc., to release
all of his productions through that outlet.
This could not be verified at either
the Keeney or United offices. At the
former it was intimated that the deal
was a possibility, but nothing further
would be 8t!<L

ADV. GUARANTEE WANTED.
members of the business
"Motogranhv" have been in

Several
of

staff

New

York

recentlv trving to interest producers and manufacturers in a new
plan for the paper. S. R. Tupper. the
general manager of the paper, stated
last week the publication would be unable to continue on the quantitv of
advertising it is carrving at present.
The plan placed before the producers
is that five firms each guarantee the
paper five pages of advertising at $50
a page, and with this income assured.
the publication will be distributed to
14.000 exhibitors in the country free of
charce. After having secured the circulation on the free has?* the plan includes eoing after the other producers
for business.
The original quintet of advertisers
are to be relieved of their contract a*
the additional business comes in until
r-uch time where thev will have to carry
but one page each in the paper. The
price for space to th*m is to remain
at $50 a page for the life of their
business and that of the paper, but
the new advertisers will have to stand
for an advanced rate.
The original
quintet are to have all the free space
wanted for press matter, etc.
After one week of solicitation no one
of the firms approached appeared to
fall in for the proposition.

Frank

linked

Hart Talking for Liberty Loan.
Los Angeles. March 1.1.
Tn about a week William S. Hart,
acting upon a request from Secretary

McAdoo,

will start a tour of the Pacific
Coast, speaking in aid of the Third
I iberty Loan at all towns of 1,500 population or more.

MOVING PICTURES
GREAT FEATURE
SENSATION AT I TS PREMIERE

GRIFFITH'S

Audience in Los Angeles Makes Impressive DemonProducer Almost Breaks Down in Responding. Griffith's Newest Work Declared Triumph
for Photodrama.

Brilliant

stration.

Los Angeles, March 13.
David Wark Griffith's new cinema
production, "Hearts of the World," created a sensation at its premiere before 3.000 people in Clune's Auditorium

Monday night.
The film has been more than a year
in the making and has occupied the
screen's master producer in the war

here

zone, in England and in this country constantly. It deals with the large
humanitarian subjects involved in the
European struggle in a powerful dramatic way and involves scenes in the
trenches which are of undoubted authenticity.

No more

representative audience of

filmdom ever before attended a screen
"first night" than that which gathered
In it were noted camera
in Clune's.
stars without number, as well as leading directors and men prominent on
the financial side of the industry.
At the end of the picture the audience spontaneously rose to its feet
and cheered. Mr. Griffith came upon
the stage to address the crowd, but
was so affected by their enthusiastic
approval of his work that he became

dumb after a few formal words and
bowed himself away, overcome and
almost in tears. The demonstration
was overpowering.
All the producer was able to say before he broke down was. "If you mean
this and the picture makes so honest
an appeal for ou. fighting boys, I am
well repaid for all the hard work I
have put into it."

Gish has an appealing role
as the heroine, while Dorothy Gish
in an exquisite characheavilv
scored
terization which has touches of comLillian

edv.

Robert Herron

is

a manly hero.

The audience agreed that "Hearts of
the World" is a new triumph for GrifThe opinion went beyopd that to
fith.
the belief that the work is a triumph
for the photodrama. While its patriotic appeal alone would establish it
with Americans and their allies against
the Kaiser, its worth as a dramatic
and creative achievement will make it
an enduring art work.

There were many

the
premiere who expressed the conviction
that the production would surpass in
popularity "The "Birth of a Nation"
(also produced by Griffith and recognized as filmdom's ranking feature picture).
Griffith spent

film'

folk at

human romance which

in

of the British and French governments and high military command
of the entente armies gave him the
utmost of liberty and cooperation, according to reports which reached this
side from time to time.
The film opens with a prolog, showing impressive scenes in Europe in
the pre-war days. This occupies but a
few minutes. Then the main story

tion

becn'ns.

and daughter of two American painters who have
gone to France. The young people
meet and after a brief courtship are
plot concerns the son

about to be married when the war
breaks out. The boy is inflamed with
patriotic fervor and enlists. From this
point is developed an exquisite romance.
Of ne cessity the atory Involves many

runs through

the narrative.
the work of Gaston de
Toltgnac, translated by Capt. Victor
Mercer. The continuity is flawless.
There is action every minute, all leading up to a powerful climax.
One
spectator said:
"It opens with a 42-centimetre bang
and ends with a barrage so terrific
that it brings you to your feet in spite
of yourself."
Among the principal characters involved in the action are George Seigman as the German giant, who made
a strong impression, and little Ben

The

script

is

Alexander, aeed

way

nine,

who wins

his

irresistibly.

FILMING "DE LUXE ANNIE.*
Norma Talmadsre has secured the
screen rights to "De Luxe Annie," presented by Arthur Hammerstein as a
musical comedy this season. The part
of Annie will go to Miss Talmadge,
and in support will be Eugene O'Brien.
Tony Kelly is writing the scenario.
Her sister, Constance, is also at work
filming a Broadway show, "Good Night
Paul."

ROTHAPFEL LEAVES

F.

M.

E.

Samuel Rothapfe! has resigned from
First National Exhibitors' Association, of which he was president. He
may withdraw entirely by disposing of

the

stork

the company.

in

The given reason was

that he could
not devote time to the F. N. E. A. In
addition to handling the Rialto and
Rivoli and that he had been appointed
chairman of the committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industrv on the third Liberty Loan
drive. Mr. Rothapfel is also concerned
with work for the U. S. Marine Corps.
He states that his relations with the
exhibitors' company are friendly.

"SONIA"
Official

many months

England and northern France under what
amounted to an official United States
commission. His work had the sanc-

The

These are of a realscenes.
ism and vividness so intense that they
at times become almost painfully movMany, of course, were taken in
ing.
the war arena by cameramen actually
under fire and they bear the stamp of
actuality which increases their effectiveness. The horrors' of war are pictured with the utmost realism, which
takes added power from the pretty,

battle

DIDNT

DO.
announcement is made from

Fox office of the retirement of
"Mme. Sonia Markova" as a Fox film
the

star.

Under the stellar nom de cinema of
"Markova." the Fox people endeavored
to foist Gretchen Hartman as a newcomer from abroad, but evidently without success, for she
tures. "The Painted
Heart's Desire."

made but two feaMadonna" and "A

PRODUCERS AGAINST BUYERS.

FILM RECEIPTS.
The three

houses, Rialto,
Rivoli and Strand ran a rather even
race last week, each getting about $15,000.
The Rialto had George Beban in
"One More American," while the Rivoli
played Jack Pickford in "Huck and
Tom. "Carmen of the Klondike," a
Selexart-State Rights Distributors release, was the Strand attraction.
The Rialto switched its opening date
picture

to Sunday this week with Douglas
Fairbanks in "Headin' South," and
broke the single day house record by
capturing $4,250. The Strand is playing Mary Pickford. Business was off

Monday night. A report showed that
between 8 and 9 p. m. on that night
there were six of the Strand's 16 rows
of 50-cent seats empty, the balcony
was well filled, but the eight loges
held only 64 people and the boxes were
empty. This week's bill at the Rialto
is Taylor Holmes in "Ruggles of Red
Gap," attracting a fair business.
The Ambassador Gerard feature, "My

Four Years in Germany" drew $1,800
Monday, its second day at the Knicker-

New

Orleans,

March

this

New

Chaplin Showing April

1.

The new

Chaplin, which will be en"A Dog's Life." will have its first
metropolitan showing April 1 at either
titled

the Rivoli or Rialto. and will be generally released in Manhattan April 7,
with Brook ly n and the Bronx April IS.

anti-bid

association

from seeing their product. There was
a meeting held in the Hotel Astor last
week at which the matter was discussed in private by the producers.
Several of the independent producers
are already laying plans for a regular
distribution outlet and one has linked
up with a program by this time.
That the state right men formed the
combination will have the effect of
practically killing the independent market for the time being. The producers
figure they have as much right to take
steps to protect their interests as the
buyers have to line up in a proposition
to hammer down the prices of pictures.
The buyers have not been informed
they have been placed on the undesirable list by the producers nor will

thev be. Their names will simply be
dropped from those Invited to witness
private projections at which the pictures will be shown for bids.
Tf the 11 producers associate themv*'

program

selves *with
'

distribution it
market at this

week.
Douglass Fairbanks
(most popular of the male screen
stars locally, with the exception of
Frank Keenan, who holds all attendance records here) ran the gross very
high with his newest picture, "Headin*
South," the fifst half. Then Petrova

time of available productions. Those
who cannot join advantageously say
thev will shelve their pictures before
letting them go at the prices the antibid association has placed on them.

happened the latter part of the week
in a padded treatise called 'The Light
Within," which only served to deflect

CULVER CITY ADDITIONS.

000

last

patronage.

The Trianon brought back

for its
steenth showing that filthiest of all
films. "The Little Girl Next Door,"
with little success, proving that dirt and
vulgarity are no longer a material boxoffice adjunct.

GOLDSTEIN'S TROUBLES.
Los Angeles, March

13.

Trouble continually has kept up with
Robert Goldstein since he produced the
feature film "Spirit of 76," for which
he is now awaiting trial on a federal
charge of espionage.
Goldstein's late*st worry is an action
for divorce. His wife says her husband formed the habit of taking clandestine trips with other women. Goldstein denies it and in return charges
his wife with cruelty.
Goldstein's trial in connection with
the film started Tuesday.
Attorneys
for the defense asked for a change of
venue, alleging Federal Judge Bledsoe,

who

was prejudiced. Goldstein
asserted he had overheard the jurist
presided,

make

will practicallv clear the

Los Angeles. March 13.
Culver City rapidly is gaining a repuas a rival of Hollywood as a
center of cinema activities. Tom Ince
put this new half-way-between-the-city
and-the-sea citv on the map two years
aero when he built the magnificent New
York Motion Picture Co.'s plant (now
Triangle). He is negotiating for a new
big studio near the original location
and one or two other smaller firms
have erected film properties there.
Now comes the George Beban Feature Companv with the announcement
it will construct a studio, also in C. C
The Culver City Realty Co. is working
out the details.
Beban's business manaerer, George
Stout, has engaged the following people durincr the past few day* Del Clawson, cameraman; Arthur Ford, assistant director (he has been with Lois

tation

:

Weber and

Phillip*

months), and

eral

Smallev for sevH. Carr, master

W.

of properties.

Actual "^hooting" will be begun
•hortlv bv Beban. Paralta studio will
be used until the new institution can
be constructed.

a statement concerning his case.

VERDICT FAVORS CARRIER.

HARRY LEVEY MANAGING B'WAY.
Harry Levey, whose chain of cleansing establishments and the lavish advertising of them gained him considerable attention several years ago, is
now manager of the Broadway theatre
for Universal. He has been with the
U. for some time in charge of the in-

Justice Charles Hiscock. of the Court
of A n r*'*^1 c ha* handed d^wn an iTnnnrtant derision to the picture industry.
Tn an appeal from a iudgment of the
Fourth Appellate Division affirming a
nidpnient of the Trial Term he rules
that an unreasonable delav on the part
of an express company to deliver a
.

filming manufacturing plants for the
private use of the owners.
He will
handle the "industrial" office in addition to his duties at the Broadwav.

packare which it knew contained films
ard was told to "rush" because thev
were to he exhibited, is held insufficient
to charge the companv with loss of
profits throueh small attendance at the

ADOPTED BY MILLIONAIRE.

consigner's theater where the films
were advertised to be shown.
The aetion was brought to recover

J. M. Baxter, the millionaire, is reported to have adopted as his protege
Bernard Thornton, the leading man in

damace'; for "unreasonable delav" in
transportation of films which were delivered to the American Fxpress Co. in

Fox

Trov

dustrial department,

which specializes

in

Drews.
week, Vitagraph

will release regularly a series of reissues of the Sidney Drew one-reel comedies, which will continue for an indefinite period.

members of the

13.

did slightly less than $4,-

Vita's Reissues of

Commencing

Following the story printed in a recent issue of Variety of the anti-bid
association existing among a half dozen
of the buyers of feature pictures for the
state right market, 11 independent producers of features have banned the

bocker, at $1.50 top.

The Strand

49

films.

lives at Greennoted as a philan-

Mr. Baxter

wich, Conn., and

is

thropist.

Mr. Thornton is taking a brief vacation at the Baxter home, after finishing the Fox film, with June Caprice.
The Camouflaged Kiss," which will be
released April 7.

for shipment to TTtica.

There wn«

evidence from whfeh the inrv found
unrrrtsnnahle delav in the deliverv rind
the plaintifT was allowed to rerover
as damncrcs the profits it was" claimed
he could have renlired from the exhibition of the films if they had been delivered with reasonable pro mptn ess.

:
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MASTBAUM ASSUMES
CHARGE OF STANLEY INTERESTS

JULES

E.

Brother of Late Stanley V. Mastbaum Takes His Place in
Direction of Large Film Properties. Mastbaum and Earle
Theatres Continue Co-booking. Death of Enterprising Film Man Greatly Regretted in Picture
Circles
Philadelphia,
It

is

and

March 13.
Mastbaum

accepted that Jules

assume the active direction of the
Stanley Booking Corporation and the

will

in the many picture theatres and booking of films that
the late Stanley V. Mastbaum had in
hand prior to his death March 7.
These interests are considerable and
are linked in booking with those of the

Stanley Co. interests

Geo. H. Earle coterie, comprising about
78 film theatres in this city and 80 houses
outside, in Pennsylvania, reaching as
far west in this state as Reading. Of
78 local theaters, Mastbaum BrothFletcher, the realty operating
ers

he

&

company

controlling them, o"wn all
outright, including land, almost without
exception. They are also said to own
«n like manner a large number of the
theatres booked by the Stanley Circuit
outside Philadelphia. Their holdings in
real estate are* placed at between $20,000.000

and

$25,000,000.

The

Stanley

held 260 days of booking for
any kind of a picture it placed.
The Earle people have the remainder of theatres. The Earle and Mastbaum properties were under one operative direction until about four years
ago, when they were separated by
friendly agreement, but continued to
be bonked under the direction of StanCircuit

Mastbaum.
was at first reported L. D. Beggs,
Earl's son-in-law. would take tempor-

lev

It

ary charge, but Jules Mastbaum immediately assumed executive direction
after the burial of his brother.
Stanley V. Mastbaum died at the age
38, after a meteoric career in pictures of seven years, from the time he
left
a position as buyer of Oriental
rug 5 with Ciimbel Brothers, to embark
in
the film business with his older
brother. Jules Mastbaum and Maurice
Eleieher. the latter two then composing a real estate firm. The deceased
w.i> a quick and successful operator.
He had the complete confidence of
(ieorge II. Earle. one of Philadelphia's
biggest capitalists, and the interests
of the Mastbaums' with Earlcs' were
held together for three years, but were
practically worked lo-iointly up to the
time of Stanley's (hath.
Stanley V. Ma-tliauin's estate can
not at present be estimated. It is expected to reach into the miiiion>. Hi*
annual income from the film properties he was interested in is said to
have been no lc.-s than $150,000 as hi*
chare of the net profit of those enterof

,

Home

City.

prises.
Besides he had the booking
corporation which handled all pictures
for the "Stanley houses," as his bookings were known, and he wielded an

immense power in this section among
picture people.
According to authentic information
the deceased was on the verge of uniting New York's film bookings in a similar manner to the system organized
by him in Philadelphia. He had an office in the Broadway theatre building,
New York, where the preliminaries
were being worked out, and Stanley's
natural ability as an organizer was expected by those informed of his plan
to bring it to a successful culmination.
It is said that through Stanley's advices the Earle group became heavy
stockholders in the Paramount-Artcraft corporations

and Stanley Mast-

baum had

the most intimate business
relations with the executives of the
P-A concern.

The manner of Mastbaum's death indicated his indomitable spirit. Although
suffering from pneumonia, pleurisy, and
blood poisoning resulting from tonsihe would not remain at home, insisting upon going to his office against
remonstrances of his wife and physicians, and his death occurred while
visiting his mother's home, where he
called the night before.
While with
his mother, Mastbaum, saying he felt
fine, told her he would sleep a bit before going home.
Soothed by his
mother, he fell asleep on the bed and
passed away.
He was a brilliant unique figure in
the picture world, beloved by the
people he did business with, and was
noted for his fairness in all his dealings, while his loyalty to his friends
or an agreement had never been even
His early promise was
questioned.
presaged through being appointed a
buyer by the Gimbels when but 19
years old, at that time making trips
to the Orient to purchase rugs.
He married about eight years ago.
The funeral was held here Sunday.
It was as impressive as any ever seen
litis,

.

for a Philadelphian. Crowds lined the
More
street as the cortege passed.
than 400 automobiles followed the re-

mains.
Services were held from his residence. 417 South Broad street,
The
Rev. L. H. Elmalch, rabbi, of Mikveh

Synagogue,
in

officiated.
Interment was
Mount Sinai Cemetery.
The active pallbearers were Morris

Beney, Jerome

H
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BANKS CALLING LOANS.

Louchheim, Alfred

W.

Fleisher, Harry W. Schwalbe, Alexander R. Boyd, Morris Wolf and

Charles Baruch. The honorary pallbearers
included
Samuel Goldfish,
Lewis J. Selznick, Joseph M. Schenk,
Hiram Abrams, Adolph Zukor, Walter
E. Greene, Richard A. Rowland, George
H Earle, Jr., Lawrence D. Beggs,
Colonel Samuel D. Lit, Marcus D.
Loew, Judge Joseph P. Rogers, Milton
Herold, Horace Stern, Clarence Wolf,
Abe Sablosky, John McGuirk, Lew
Sablosky, Felix Isman, William E.
Smith, Albert M. Greenfield, Oscar

Meyers, Roy Heymann, Dr. Joseph B.
Friend,
Harry
Potsdamer,
Arthur
Fisher and Frank Welner.

That banks are calling

in

demand

creating considerable havoc
picture firms. There has been
a great scurrying about by a number
of the producing companies during the
last week in an effort to straighten
out their financial affairs.
The reason the banks are giving is
that they will have to be prepared to
meet the Government's next Liberty
Bond issue and will need as much of
their available reserve funds as posloans

is

among

sible.

FILMING DESPITE WEATHER.
Los Angeles, March

13.

In spite of the fact that the rains

80 "TARZAN" PRINTS.
stated that with the general release in America via the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit of "Tarzan of the
Apes," some 80 prints will be working.
The foreign sales are being concluded rapidly. D. P. Howells has purchased the rights for India, Burmah,
China, Japan, Straits Settlements and
Dutch East Indies. A. Uno has secured
the Japanese rights. Joseph R. Miles
aryi Emil R. Manheimer, acting as a
corporation, have secured from 'the
First National the entire South AmerIt is

ican,

West Indian and Central Amer-

ican

territory,

taking in the British,

Danish and Dutch West Indies, the
three Guinas and Cuba. They will send
J. Parker Reid through much of that
territory to exploit the picture. Australian Films Corp., through its local
representative, Millard Johnson, has
the Australian and New Zealand rights.
Unless the right amount is forthcoming for Great Britain, Harry Reichenbach may be dispatched there and exploit the feature for First National.

MRS. CASTLE PREFERS FILM.
Mrs. Vernon Castle's secretary denies Mrs. Castle will return to vaudeville in an act with Frank Hale.
The secretary states that after the
death of Mr. Castle, her employer left
for Cuba accompanied by her mother,
where she is resting; that Mrs. Castle
does not contemplate any vaudeville
or legitimate engagements, but on her
return will resume her film activities.

Decree for Duping Suit.
Judge Hand in the United States District

Court signed a decree

Cardinal Film Co.,
suit against th* Singer,
the
for

an

alleged

in

favor of

who brought
Weiss

&

duping of "Joan

Beck
tne

Woman."

slu*np in film productions.
Those companies with the proper wet

weather equipment have gone ahead
with more than usual activity and in
that way have more than offset tbe
decrease occasioned by firms closing

down

entirely.

COURT RAPS FUNKHOUSER.
Chicago, March 13.
censor Funkhouser and
Chief of Police Schuettlcr clearly exceeded their power in forbidding the
showing of the film "The Spy," was the
declaration in a United States Court
of Appeals ruling here last week. The
upper court sustains Judge Samuel Alschuler,
trial
judge.
In
deciding

The

film

against the city on appeal, the ruling
states

"Since Euripides' time, it has been
in the dramatic and other arts
how far the depiction of terror and
anguish may properly be employed for
the purification of the passions of the
observer. If this film was too horrifying for children, it was not for the administrators of these ordinances to say
so; it must be declared by the lawmaking body, if constitutional restrictions permit."

mooted

WOULD POOL
The

financial

BIG THREE.

interests controlling
Rivoli are endeavoring

the Rialto and
to take over the Strand, thereby securing domination of the trio of first run

houses

in the metropolis.

understood two separate propositions are being considered by the
Strand people either to pool all three
picture palaces or to purchase the 71
per cent, holdings in the hands of the
It is

—

Mitchell

L.

Mark

interests

for

$1,-

250,000.

Mrs. Kaplan Returns.
Mrs. N. S. Kaplan, who has a chain
of picture theatre^ in Russia,

have retarded production in some quarters,
there has been no noticeable

is

return-

ing to New York, the recent change of
affairs in Russia being responsible for
her change of residence.
Upon reaching Yokohama, Mrs. Kaplan received word that some of her
theatres were being used by the soldiers for barracks.

STATES RIGHT MAN DIES.
Melville Simmons, the New York
representative of the State Rights Distributors,
Inc.,
died of pneumonia
Tuesday after a short illness.
He was just starting a campaign in
behalf of "Carmen of the Klondike,"

which his organization
from Sclexart.

had

bought
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if
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Another Berlin Riot!!!
BERLIN HAS GIVEN US ANOTHER OF THOSE INVINCIBLE
MELODIES AND WE ARE RELEASING IT FOR GENERAL DISTRIBU-

IR VING

A COMEDY IRISH NUMBER, BUT THE
LYRIC CAN BE HANDLED IN ANY DIALECT WHATEVER. THIS IS
POSITIVELY SURE TO REACH THE TOP FOR IT HAS NEVER
FAILED TO EARN ENCORE AFTER ENCORE FOR THOSE USING IT.

TION THIS WEEK.

IT'S

DON'T WAIT

GET

IT

NOW!

PLENTY OF CATCH LINES AND A CHORUS KICK THAT WILL
EXIT YOU WITH A SOLID LAUGH.
WRITE, WIRE

OR CALL AT ANY OF OUR

BUT DON'T FAIL TO HEAR

IT

OFFICES,

PLAYED.

WATERSON, BERLIN & SNYDER,
Strand Theatre Building,

MAX WLNSLOW.
CHICAGO
FRANK CLARK
•1 W. Randolph St

BOSTON
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St.
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FREE SERVICE SHOW.
Sunday night

at the Playhouse, on
West 48th street, New York, a performance was given free for soldiers

House

in Its Interior Open Area*
Thirty-Minute Patrons Expected* First House of
Its Kind and Profitable Business Expected.

in Prospect for Picture
1

A proposition has been made to F.
V^golworth, president of the corporation controlling the chain of 5-10cent stores, and sole owner of the
55-story office building at Broadway
and Park place, for the erection of a
picture theatre in the courtyard of the
Woolworth Building.
The promoter of the

enterprise has
tendered an offer of $60,000 a year if
Mr. Woolworth will erect a 900-seat
house, with an entrance through the

main lobby and another on Park place.
call for enough alley space
around the little playhouse to meet all

The plans

•

the
requirements of the building
department.
At first glance the location seems a
poor one, but the promoter, who knows
about such things, states that there
are more people in that vicinity with
nothing to do for an hour at a time
than in any other spot in the metropolis, hence there would be a steady
flow of short-time patrons throughout
the day to make the venture a profitx

•
able one.
It is said the picture House almost
directly opposite, on Park row, has

averaged from $19,000 to $21,000 annual
net profit for the past' five years.

DRESSLER'S LIBERTY LOAN ACT.
Marie Dressier

a duly delegated
speaker for the third Liberty Loan.
She has offered herself for a vaudeis

the usual way, in conjunction with her work in behalf of the
Liberty Loan, to do a comedy turn on
the big-time bills and before or after
that on the same program speak for
the Loan.
The proposal is reported being con-

ville act, in

sidered.

AFTER RATS' BOOKS.
refusal last month of James
William Fitzpatrick to deliver to
Referee Louis Schuldenfrei the White
Rats' records which he has in his possession at Waterbury, Conn., led to
the introduction this week of contempt
proceedings by Alvin T. Sapin'sky,
counsel to the petition in the investigation of the finances of the Rats.
Mr. Sapinsky in the special term of
the Supreme Court asked for an order
to show cause why the White Rats'

.The

Union should not produce the missing
books, and, if not, why the White Rats
through their officials should not be
punished for contempt. The order is
returnable late this

week or

early next

week.

INCREASED CANADIAN FARES.
Considerable discussion was manifest the past few days over the an-

nouncement that commencing Thursday railroad fares in Canada would be
increased 15 per cent.
It was the prevailing opinion that
this, together with the heavy duty on
paper and the big jumps, would deter
a number of attractions from invading that country.

CHORUS GIRLS QUOTATIONS.
With the current musical plays having absorbed what excess in show girls
there might have been when the Century closed, producers of new musical
pieces claim a dearth of "talent."
Weber and Fields are offering from
$40 to $60 per week for choristers of
the "show" class for "Back Again,"
while Arthur Pearson for "Yours
Truly" is quoted as offering from $30
to $50 a week for the gals. The latter
piece opens in Chicago, however, and
that makes it second choice as far as
the show girls are concerned.

Thomas and

Elsie Gordon, who
stepped out of the chorus of "Oh Look"
at the Vanderbilt on the opening night
and fairly "stopped the show," have
received
offers
from Savage and
Zeigfeld.

Elsie

MUSICIANS

WONT

TOUR.

Managers and producers who are getting attractions ready to tour arc experiencing difficulty in getting musicians and chorus girls to leave town.
Both Cohan and Harris, who arc sending the revue out, and Comstock and
Gest, whose "Oh Boy" production is
leaving for the road shortly are finding this difficulty.
The musicians claim that they cannot live on the present road salary
and say that in New York they man-

age to get phonograph work which
adds to their income. The girls arc
also holding out because of the high
cost of living on tour.

Law

going into

uniform acted as ticket of admisThe house was crowded with
the boys from both branches of the
service.

concerned.

sailors.

effect

A

A

was provided
Booking Offices,
with William A. Brady donating the
bill
vaudeville
through the United

One manager stated this week that
where the daylight extension had been

Jack

tried and the theatre time adjusted to
the revision of the clock, the returns

of the U. B. O. attended to
the running of the show.
The Stage Women's War Relief suggested the series of free Sunday night

were not agreeable. He said that probably a test would first be made before
any definite move is taken.
Other managers thought the theatre

Walter

theatre.

Vincent

and

Dempsey

W.

through the Daylight

March 31 is troubling theatrical
managers. None fn New York seems
to know just how it will work out or be
worked out as far as the theatres are

and
sion.

Woolworth's 55-Story Structure at Broadway and Barclay

THE "DAYLIGHT" EXTENSION.
The extension of daylight over the
summer for one hour on the clock

performances, which will be continued
fct the Playhouse indefinitely each Sunday evening, with the U. B. O. contributing the weekly bills. This coming Sunday Frank Craven will be master of ceremonies.
The War Relief has posted an an-

time under the new way of calculating
the hours would adjust itself as the
public might take the matter, with the
dinner hour the theatrical time medium.
The matinees are expected to be governed by the night time.
It looked this week as though the

nouncement in all camps around New
York, giving notice of the Sunday en-

baseball

tertainment.

vised time.

LENT HfcD NO EFFECT.
For the

first

time

in

games

New

York at least
at 4 or even 4.30, re-

in

might be started

"BULLED" BILLT ROCK.

years the Lenten

season has failed to show any effect
on theatrical business throughout the
country. This is because the executives of the Catholic church have
dropped many of the usual restrictions

because of the war.
In former years Catholics denied
themselves amusement of any kind during the 40-day period, and theatricals
were accordingly crimped to high degree, but with the war abroad causing
restrictions of its own, the Papal executives limited the Lenten restrictions
this year to only a few points that
were deemed absolutely necessary to
conform with the rules of the church.

Business early this week flopped at
the Fulton, and it wasn't altogether
certain whether "Let's Go" would continue through its original four weeks'
booking.
William Rock complained
that he had been "bulled" out of his
original idea of an entertainment and
switched into trying to put on a revue
in eight days.

The Sunday vaudeville at the Fulton
drew nothing. Plans for a road tour
were indefinite, with Rock inclined to
shelve the "revue" and head a .road
show. If this is done there will be
three or four acts carried, with Rock
and Frances White finishing the show
with an hour and a halt of their
specialties.

Frank Doane and Yvonne Ganlck
were added to the "Let's Go" this

FEISTS SONG LOSS.
The music publishing

firm of

Leo

reported having lost around
$40,000 through the confiscation by the
Government of its song, 'There Will
Feist

is

week.

The show
last

is

said to

have done $4,500

week.

Wednesday there was
"Let's Go" would close

a report that

for the Old Boys When
the Young Men Go to War." That
amount is said to have been represented by the number of copies printed,
also the expense of publication and
booming up to the time the Government took official notice of the number.
Between 125,000 and 150,000 copies
of the number were seized or ordered
destroyed, it is said, with the song

Fulton
on Saturday night and that "Success"
would move in from the Harris theatre.
This was denied at the Fulton, although
it was intimated no move that was made
would be totally unexpected. Last Sunday night the show at the house drew

withdrawn from

Orleans, March 20.
"Item's" dramatic
editor, singled out one of the artists
with a sketch at the Orpheum for individual praise last week.
The fellow called over to the newspaper office to thank Stith personally,
but it finally developed that he really
came to sell a set of books.

Be

a

Hot Time

sale.

less than $300.

ANY EXCUSE.
New

Cal

""WRITING BELASCO'S HISTORY.
Percy Winters is writing the history
David Belasco's life.
The hook will be embellished with
playbills and old photos.
of

Chat. Althoff— Booked Solid

at the

Stith,

the

CABLES
THREE NEW WAR DRAMAS WILL
SOON BE SEEN ON BROADWAY
9

First of Trio of "Mellers," Comes to
44th Street Easter Week, Followed by "Rape of
Belgium/' and "The Little Belgian."

'The American Ace/

Of the three new war pieces, the
first due for Broadway is Lincoln J.
Carter's melodrama, "The American
Ace," produced by A. H. Woods, now
scheduled to go into the 44th Street
Easter week, succeeding "Maytime."
Lawrence Marsden is directing the
"meller."

Rape

"The

Woods

Belgium"

of

production,

opened Thursday

is

at

also a
a drama, which

New Haven, and

due to follow into Boston.

In the cast
are John Mason, Malcolm Williams,
Conway Tearle, Olive Wyndham, J.
Malcolm Dunne, Carl Sauerman and
The play, by Louis K. Ansothers.
pacher and Max Marcin, bluntly depicts the Prussian attitude towards inhabitants in the territory captured.
William C. Gilmore staged the show.
Oliver Morosco's "The Little Belgian" is a drama of lighter vein, dealing with the reception of Belgian
refugees into English homes when the
Huns invaded. It opened in Stamford
last Saturday, and is now in PhilaIn the cast are Ethel Standelphia.
Malcolm
Stevenson,
Charles
nard,
Faucett, Henry Sherwood, Frederick

Edward

Mrs.

Esmelton,

Graney,
Travers,

Emmett Shackelford, Janet
Estelle Townsend, June Hawthorne
and others.

because of the death of her brother in
France. Dainty Doris is- under contract for the Sunshine role.

London, Mar. 20.
Lena Guilbert Ford, an American
journalist, author of "Keep the Home
Fires Burning" and "When God Gave
You to Me," was recently killed by a

bomb — also
air

20.

students of the Academy of
Dramatic Art give a public matinee at
Wyndham's March 26, consisting of a
program. The judges
miscellaneous
appointed are Sir J. M. Barrie, Gerald DuMaurier, Lady Tree and the
prizes, a gold medal presented by Sir
Squire and Lady Bancroft, a silver and
bronze medal by Messrs. Vedrenne &
Eadie. The latter award carries with
it a year's engagement at the Royalty

a crippled son

— during

an

raid.

London, March

London, Mar.

The

Grossmith & Laurillard are preparing farcical comedy, "Be Careful Baby,"
for production at Plymouth at Easter,
prior to its West End appearance.
The piece was formerly titled "Twin
Beds," which name was barred by the

Lord Chamberlain.

Owing

20.

profits of the Coliseum
as $247,000; those of the

year's

are anounced
Pavilion $15,000.
$17,000

Women

20.

the air raids Charles

B.

Cochran proposes trying the. experiment of morning performances commencing at 11.30.
Invalided Soldier Appointed Manager.

AT MATINEE.

London, Mar. 20.
At the Palladium March 11 a special
matinee for the benefit of the Chelsea
Hospital for

to

realized $17,000.

The Queen and Princess Mary were

'

London, March

20.

Taylor, formerly with
Moss Empires, and recently invalided
out of the army, has been appointed
manager of the Glasgow Alhambra.
E.

Clossley

present.

RICHARD WAKE

Reviving "Quaker Girl" in Paris.
Paris, Mar. 20.

DIES.

London, March

Montcharmont has leased Theatre

20.

Richard Wake, for a long time manager of the Standard, Pimlico, died
March 14. It was his proud boast that
he was descended from Hereward the
the famous Saxon warrior.-

"KNIFE" REHEARSING.
London, March

des Varieties for three months, and
reviving "The Quaker Girl."

Eugene Walter's play "The Knife"

Irish Players'

is

Benefit for BeneToJent Fund.
London, March 30.
At a special all-star matinee performance for the benefit of the Variety
Artists Benevolent Fund, the organization realized $2,000.

*..

George Kobey is presenting the Fund
with $50 weekly during his presidency.

Mayne donates

Clarice

$25 weekly.

Arthur

20.

Sinclair's Irish Players start
season at the Court

repertoire
April 1.
a

"Fair and

Warmer"

at St. James.
London, March 20.
Alfred Butt has arranged to produce
the American play "Fair and Warmer"
jit
the St. James's, after the run of
"Valentine," now at that playhouse.

Year for "General Post."
London, March 20.
At the Haymarket, March 14. "GenFirst

eral Post" celebrated its first anniversary with a matinee. The receipts
were presented to the Hut Fund.

"FLORA" HAS A CHANCE.
20.

Business continues good.

12 at

the Prince of Wales', a comedy with
music, entitled "Flora." book by Harry

Revue

at

Mar.

produce a revue.

Red Cross.

London, March

CASTING "GOING UP" ABROAD.

Red Cross.
The piece was repealed March 19 by

London. March
filially

be* n

manticismo." a patriotic Italian play,
for the benefit of the Italian

English artists under the direction of
Kdith Craig.

20.

decided that the

from the London production of
L. Sachs. William
doin' Up," which
Wilson. Arthur Voegtlin and Alfred
''>utt art- to produce is to be selected
broad. There was praefically a com-

ca>t

.1.

^7

;

.

(

v

.

Apollo Changes After Current Run.
London, March 20.
"Inside the Lines." Karl Derr log-

-

s

MADGE MAITLAND

;.

plete >dio\\ selected in New York, but
the dilticulty in obtaining permission
tOr the artists t.> eonie into Knglaud
is responsible for the ch;mgc.
Violet Haves, who returned to Knglaud recently after having rehearsed
the prima donna role lure in "The
has been signed for
lit 1"
Rainbow
the F.dith Dav part She returned home

appearance.

Miiitlmul returns to New York City
lonn siiul successful tour of Australia
;mil New /esilsiiid, under the direction of Hen

Miss

sifter

si

l-uller.

I'lMctiT's IMrd

sent
r

li<

iiMtsielrr Sarins and Patter, concluding
prrfiii'insince with the Megaphone
(

Num-

ber thai
the

in

Hose
J»o

will lie Monday (March 2.">)
Street, where she will pre-

ger's spy play, celebrated

formance March

2.?.

liist

hrotiKht her

lame

siud

hooking*

rsist.
iV

kings.

uirtis are looking after the future

explanation

was

Lady Aberdeen had been advised by
both the English and French Ambassadors, who are interested in her war
services, that she should not consent
to appear as secondary in the entertainment.
The Palace thereupon posted a notice
in the lobby and dismissed the act.
Reports around the theatre did not

make it exactly clear whether Lord and
Lady Aberdeen objected to another
occupying the headline position, or to
Miss Nesbit more particularly as that
person. Through Miss Nesbit having*
the stellar position she was accorded
the star dressing room,
m
The Palace was Lady Aberdeen's
theatrical debut.
Her act had been
appearing at a number of "break in"
weeks. Lady Agnese is a show woman
of experience. She came over here some
years ago with "The Irish Colleens."

HATS A FEATURE.
Paris, Mar. 20.
With the departure of Gaby Deslys
and Harry Pilcer several changes have
been necessary in the Casino de Paris
.

.

,

revue, "Laisse-les-Tomber";
but in
view of the splendid business Leon
Volterra decided to retain the show
presenting a sort of second edition
March 11, which is going very well.
Mishnguett
and
her
cavalier,
Maurice Chevalier, top the bill, but,
following Gaby and Pilcer, did not
make a big impression. Rose Amy
stands out as the best woman in the
revue, Pretty Myrtil and Magnard also
remaining.
Mislinguett's hats are a
feature, the divette appearing with
about 60 girls with the latest efforts
of the Parisian millinery art, exhibiting abgut 400 specimens.
The second edition of Volterra's
revue will continue to attract.

EARLY PERFORMANCES.
London, March

its

20.

future the evening performances
of "When Knights Were Bold," at the
•In

will

commence

o'clock and be over bv

at

seven

9.30.

"ARLETTE" RE-SET.
London, March

N'ovello.

Business

Mortier Leases Comedie.
Paris. Mar. 20.
the
is
leasing
Mortier
Michel
Champs Klysces Comedie. presenting
a revue there about April 1.

is

excellent.

ROSS SERIOUSLY
J. Ross (Ross &

400th per

Laurillard & (irossmith have secured
the theatre after the run of the piece.

20.

"Arlette," at the Shaftesbury, has
its 200th performance.
There is a new duct for Winifred
Barnes and Joseph Coyne and the piece
has a new musical setting by Ivor

passed

Charle

at the Apollo.

opening date

Iter

;d

No

offered until after the turn closed, when
it is said Lady Aberdeen's
representative told Manager E. F. Rogers that

20.

At the Comedy March 12, Italian
waiters proved good actors in "Ro-

has

an

Kingsway,
Italian Play for the

Nightingale.
Tomlin.
Joe
Blanche
Ralph Lynn. Waller Williams. All
told, it is a probable success.

Ii

many war charities Lord and Lady
Aberdeen have devoted themselves to.
At the Monday matinee at the Palace
the act appeared and Lady Agnese was
in it, but Lady Aberdeen did not put in

20.

Clara Flaurens has taken the Caumarten Cabaret for three months to

chief scorers are Grrtie Millar.

newspaper advertise-

Lady Aberdeen's act is called "The
Ward Garden Party."* It's the usual
"girl act."
During it Lady Aberdeen

Caumarten Cabaret.
Paris,

music by Herman Rarewski,
Melville Gideon and Fre<*crick Norton.
It is a straight story and lacks comedy, but the music is tuneful and the
piece is well staged, dressed and acted.
(irattan.

also in the

bills,

ments.

....

Rep Season.

London, March

rehearsal at the Strand, scheduled

to succeed "Cheating Cheaters" there,
under Bernard Hishin's management.

is

Herbert Tree's Mother Dies.
London, March 20.
The late Sir Herbert Tree's mother,
Mrs. Beerbohm, died March 13.

20.

Royalty bowed out of the Palace,
York, when Lady Aberdeen and
her act left the bill. Lady Aberdeen,
reported represented by Lady Agnese,
informed the management she could not
find it consistent to appear on the
Palace stage unless she was the starred
personage of the billing.
Evelyn Nesbit' is the Palace headline
this week.
Lady Aberdeen was given
second billing or the bottom line, on the

New

appears to explain the object of the
theatrical venture.
It is for one of the

20.

London, March

theatre.

The

bers.

$247,000.

The

London, March
Andre Chariot produced March

20.

MORNING SHOWS.
COLISEUM'S PROFITS,

in

London, March

London, March

Her aged mother was uninjured.

Paris, Mar. 20.
E. H. Sothern is returning to New
York shortly.

YEAR'S JOB AS PRIZE.

ROYALTY BOWS OUT.

IRVING ELECTED PRESIDENT.
H. B. Irving has been elected President of the Actors' Association.
Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson, the
association's ex-president, petitioned
to have a special clause inserted in the
new Fisher Education Bill, which as it
stands, prevents children from appearing upon the stage. Fisher was sympathetic, receiving a deputation to discuss the question.
The Association is doing excellent
work, but only represents a minority
of the profession. It is gaining mem-

"TWIN BEDS" TITLE—OUT!

BOMB KILLS SONG AUTHORESS.

Wake,

SOTHERN RETURNING.

«-

ILL.

Kenton)

is

seriously ill and little hope held out
for his recovery.
Dr. II. R. Constable,
72 West 48th street, was called in on
Tuesday night to attend him About

year ago Ross was operated on for
trouble and his spleen reLate Wednesday it was reported that he might die at any minute.
a

'rternal

moved.

'

VAUDEVILLE

K

MORE VAUDEVILLE THAN EVER
TO BE OPERATED THIS SUMMER
Indications Big Time Houses Heretofore Closed Over Hot
Spell May Try Indefinite Running. Camps One of the
Causes. Small Time to Continue as Usual.
The
ville

first

summer

contained in

is

Keith's,

the

sign of

Columbus,

for vaudethe report that

O.,

will

be about

of the big-time vaudeville
houses to declare the regular bills off
for the hot spell.
stock policy will
follow the the vaudeville after the
close of the regular season, April 27.
The big-time houses that last season
changed their policy from big to small
time will repeat the plan, according to
report.
first

A

Booking men and agents apparently
somewhat active summer.
The many camps close to cities will
anticipate a

many

vaudeville houses open, they
say; while early indications are that
•several of the theatres accustomed in
the past early to announce the date
of closing are withholding any such
statement at this time. Several intend
trying to run as far as profitably may
be done right into the hot weather.
The small-time circuits expect to
right through,
operate as formerly
without cessation, merely framing the
bills to meet the exigencies.

liold

—

time, several boxing promoters, prominent in that field for several years back,
have turned their attention to theat-

the current

announcements

week bringing two

wherein

former

orders, upon being assured the
circuses not only had sufficient rolling
stock, but could supply almost enough
engines of their own to make the move-

ments.

The Barnum & Bailey billing force
New York this week for the
March 25 engagement at the Garden.
They began in northern Bronx March
IS and worked down through Mancovered

di-

rectors of the prize ring have invested
in vaudeville producing firms.

Producing

Co.,

and Benny Murphy, who

staged all the bouts held at Manhattan
Casino for the past three years, has
engaged in the producing field with Gil
Brown, formerly prominent in the production of cabaret revues.
Little hope is held out for the restoration of boxing as a New York state
pastime, despite the earnest efforts of
Assemblyman Marty McCue and the
promoter of the squared-circle contests
look toward theatricals for their future financial gain.

NORTHWESTERN AFFILIATION.
Seattle,

Mar.

13.

The Kellie-Burns Vaudeville Association, Seattle, has

formed a ten-year

Christie
Bert
the
with
Ackerman &
Agency, Salt Lake.
agreement
signed
an
also
have
Harris
with Christie, and Hippodrome acts
affiliation

the Grand theatre in Salt
Lake each week on a "split" policy.

will

It

play

CIRCUS TRANSPORTATION.
was reported in New York

this

1

The nrotrram rns been
coninVted and
fu'l

for

practically

he announced in
advertis'ner mirnnses within

the n*»vt week
Th*» V^'irWiHe Managers' Protective Association has assumed charce of this hnn-h of the affair. Kating their selections- for the
entertainment on th» hooV«? r.f the week

during which

it

will

be held.

HILL JU^TI^IFD.
Tudge Morris in the Bronx Municipal
Court last welc threw out a suit
against Cns Hill brought by Tames
F^n-*, musical director for one of
fp't's "Hans and Fri*z" shows.
The nlainti* nnit in Newcastle, Pa.,
wheretmon Hill withheld from his
salarv the cost of sending on another

man to renlare the director, in accordance w'th the Musical Union agreement. D^na sued* for $14. hut the court
held Hill was within his rights.
"It wasn't so much the money, as
the principal involved," said Hill.

ST. PATRICK DINNER.
The hoys of the United Booking
Offices floor, with their friends, had a
dinner at the Hotel BresUn Saturdav
nieht. It started at 10. with some of
the diners still wearing their evening
dress Sunday morning.
About 140 sat down at the bannnet,
arranged as an informal affair, under
the title of "The Friendly Grandsons
of St. Patrick!" Not all present were
lineal
descendants
of
that
saint.
Around 40 of them kept the party goinrr

after the dinner.

The feature of the evening was Tim
O'Donnell singing French songs.

his control of the Wallace show,
prepared to start on tour, but held up
in Peru, Ind., because it had not yet
movement order from
secured
a
Director General of Railroads McAdoo.
The Wallace show is in the position
of several of the minor circuses.
It has
not a full equpment of its own and is
accustomed to hire a certain amount of
rolling stock from the railroads. The
Government is said to frown on this

INDIANAPOLIS!

Philadelphia. March 20.
The sudden disappearance of "Dad"

Frazer, proprietor of "Dad's," one of
the best known theatrical hotels in the
country, was explained today when a
letter was received from Springfield,
Mass., where he is now living, saying
the place was for sale. "Dad" also
wrote, "I will pay no bills except those
contracted by myself."
"Dad" left the city suddenly last
week after nailing a sign on the entrance to the hotel announcing the
place was closed. It was supposed
there was trouble over the license, owincr to the crusade against cabarets
here, but this has been proven not to
be the case.

"Dad"

is

known

to

almost

every

vaudeville and burlesque artist in the
profession.

ELTINGE'S HIGH RECORD.
Chicago. March 20.
Julian Eltingc not only broke all
previous records for the Majestic, but
hung up a mark that no one will ever
break while present prices remain.
Fourteen
capacity
performances,
without a single vacant seat even in
a box or loge, was the tribute paid
the de luxe impersonator.

SCOFF AT WILLARD DEAL.
Circus men scoffed this week when
the story was revived that Joe Miller
(formerly of "101 Ranch") and Jess

Willard

contemplated a partnership
operation of Willard's Wild
West Show for the 1918 tour.
The Miller Bros, are busy with
Government contracts in the sale of
horses for the army. They are making
more money than they ever got out of
circus business and have no time to
spare for show tours.
The revival of the tale was put
down as a publicity dodge on the part
of Willard.
Showmen agree that
Willard must take on a bout if he
in

the

hopes to get anything this summer,
and it is probably for this reason the
announcement has been made of his
engagement to meet Fred Fulton, the
Minnesota heavyweight, July 4.

REHEARSING "DRUMS."
The United Booking

Offices

is

inter-

A report current is that the B. F.
Keith interests are to have another
theatre in this city. The present house
is the Grand, which is to remain the
home of big time. The new house to
have a capacity of about 3,000 and play
pop vaudeville shows.
It is also possible the Loew interests
are to he represented here. The Loew
people have two locations under con-

May Irwin May Play Again.
May Irwin may return for a spring

Indianapolis,

March

20.

sideration, according to report.
The Rialto, one of the big picture
houses, is to increase its seating capaeitv

over

Accounts later said Mr. Sullivan had
become confused in his line with the
young woman unable to pick up her
cue.

The act is reported to have been
fined $25 by the management, which

claimed the occurrence ruined the remainder of the show.
Arthur Sullivan and Mercedes Clark
were out of the Royal bill this week
because of the illness of. Sullivan.

Oeorge Felix
replaced.

3,000.

and the Dawson Sisters

BECK ENGAGES LEDERER.

ested in the forthcoming vaudeville
presentation of George V. Ifobart's
latest sketch "The Drums." which is
now in rehearsal.
"Drums" is symbolic with the present world's wars and was produced for
the first time in stage form at the
La nib Club.
Eleven characters appear. Arthur
Hurley and the author are directing
the production.

of

In the case of the two Ringfltfci.
shows, Barnum & Bailey and Ringing
Bros., Director General McAdoo is
understood to have issued the move-

A Loraine theatre has been billing
.and programming Sunday shows as
"Keith vaudeville," but never had any
booking arrangement with the U. B. O.
or any of the Keith affiliations. Elyria,
O., has a theatre playing Sunday programs booked through an arrangement
with the Keith, Cleveland stand, but no
other theatre in the immediate vicinity
has contracted for U. B. O. acts.
It Is understood some action will be
taken against the Loraine theatre for
using the Keith pame without authority.

will

week the circus transportation problem
has become so acute that Ed Ballard
of French Licks was ready to dispose

practice.

Association.

SKETCH STOPPED SHORT.
t)uring the playing of the Arthur Sullivan sketch at the Columbia, New
York, Sunday evening, the young wornin in the playlet abruptly left the
stage in the centre of the turn, and
the curtain was rung down.

DAD'S CLOSED.

N. V. A. BENEFIT MOVING.
Returns for the second annual benefit for the National Vaudeville Artists,
scheduled to be staged at the Hippodrome d'irine Mav, are beginning to
assume the exoected proportions, the
ticket «?ale running well up in the thousand fiVure. while the oronram space
sa * looks decidedly promising.
Those in charge of the affair are
withholding *heir best efforts until
•»fter the riirr en t war drive
for the
Catholic War Fund has been completed,
ficnrine the two charitable moves will
conflict to the detriment of the theat-

Jim Buckley, who conducted bouts
at the Claremont Rink in Brooklyn for
several years, has taken over the entire
interest of the Wm. Friedlander, Inc.,

this week, following a report
from one of 4he office "scouts." They
had played a theatre in Loraine, O.,
not listed on the membership roll of
the Vaudeville Managers' Protective

celed

hattan.

rtVol collection.

TURN TO PRODUCING.
With the apparent abolition of boxing in New York State for an indefinite

ricals,

ment

12 ACTS CANCELED.
Twelve acts had their routes with the
United Booking Offices summarily can-

tour of the variety houses. Last week
lames K. IMunkctt offered on her heJialf to arrange with
the vaudeville
managers for the dates.

Chicago, March

20.

Sam Lcderer, former manager of the
Olympic and the Studebaker,
and
newspaper man of local recognitiona
was personally engaged by
Martin
Heck as his general western press
reDresen tatlve he will also
have charge
of the press work for the
Majestic and
t h ea tres
a "d will add
?hl**i
.
VC,,ic
the
.

1
Statelake

when

l

A new

system

is

get

W.

that is finished
to be instituted to

timely tales and news from
the
on the Orphcum circuit by
correspondence from Ledercr's
Chicago
B
headquarters.
artists

HEADLINING ON ORPHEUM.
Some

of the headline attractions
to headline over the
Orpl eum
Circuit with* their dates
of open inn
are: Ruth St. Denis
(return)
nnfpeg. April 1 ; De Haven
and Parker
Duluth, April 7; Lucille
Cavanagh an
Co. Kansas City, March
31; Wilton

hooked

W

a C ka3

k
Sally

nd

Co "

Su
Fisher

| |

and

Moines, March

DuIut ".
Co..

ApVi

Kansak

1

•

City

24.

BOARD MEETING.

N. V. A.

The Board

of Directors of the
National Vaudeville Artists
held a mce in* in New York Sunday.

Members
came in to attend it who were
as far
away as Buffalo.
The board ratifie'd all actions of
the
vnous committees and also
approved
the action of the committee
which recently dropped a number of
N. V A 's
through non-payment of dues.
It was also resolved
by the board

that hereafter the initiation
fee of $10
for membership will be enforced.
Up
to the board's meeting Sunday
the initiation

ship

had been waived on member-

applications

MISSED MARRIAGE.
New Orleans, March
Edna
thews'

May

Sperl,

"The

act.

Boh

with

Rounder

Broadway."

20.

Mat-

OM

„f

just missed being a bride
Saturday.
She is engaged to
William Caldwell Cottingham, of Cleveland, attached to the Intelligence Corp.*

here

of the 47th Division, who came to New
Orleans to marry her.
Cottingham forgot to tell his superiors of his departure, and he was apprehended by United States authorities just before the ceremony.
Tie is

being returned 1o Fort Sheridan.
Cottingham is s,-,id to be the w>n of
a wealth v Clevelander, who objected
to the marriage of his son.

Mabel McCane, Single Act.
Mabel McCane plans returning
vaudeville as

a

to
single act wilh a special

and song number-,
Center Spink.
Mi-s McCane is !ivin«.r

supplied

*-et

Chn».

AlthofT

— Tlila

Wr«k (M.irth

ChiVago.

in
l!J

bv

,

Kwjrnt.

Detroit

:

:

V A U D E, V ILLE
New York American, 09th St. and Col. Circle.
Chatham and Phenix Bank, 143rd St. and

TAX DETAILS
Mark

Eisner, collector for the Third
New York (1150 Broadway),

District of

has received an O. K. from Washington whereby he may grant an extension of time to those who are ill or
Permission for such extraveling.
tension must be obtained from the
collector. Failure to do so will make
delinquents liable to fine and ^additional percentage of tax (SO per cent.).
Thirty days is the maximum of any
such extensions.
Through a typographical error in last
-week's Variety, just where the normal tax of 2 per cent, applies in addition to the war income tax of 2 per
cent, was not clearly stated and is
now repeated: All single persons
whose net income is in excess of $3,000
must pay the additional 2 per cent, on
Married perall over that amount.
sons whose net income is in excess of
$4,000 must pay the additional 2 per
Howcent, on all over that amount.
ever, the normal income tax will be assessed against the aggregate amount
reported by a husband and wife
whether joint or separate returns are
rendered, but the additional^ income
taxes are only assessed against the
separate income of each.
Surtaxes apply to net incomes in
excess of $5,000. This tax is graduated,
and may be computed from the table
which is printed and explained on form
1040.

Excess profits taxes apply to all net
incomes of over $6,000. This is a flat
tax of 8 per cent. Where a net income
is over $6,000 it would be taxed 2 per
cent, on all above $2.(XXVif married (all
above $1,000 if single), plus 2 per cent,
on all above $4,000 if married (all above
$3,000 if single), plus the surtax on
all above $5,000. plus the excess profits
tax on all above $6,000.
The problem of arriving at the net
income of professionals appears to
have caused a wide sphere of opinion,
and the example as printed in Variety,
March 8, covers the point, but did not
include road living expenses because
of no official ruling having been made.
contended the Departstill
is
It
ment of Internal Revenue will permit
the deduction of lodging (hotel) for
tour where they
professionals on
maintain a fixed home, i. e., where a
house is owned or an apartment maintained while the actor is on the road.
C. W. Demerest, a professional, who
gone into the tax problem,
has
obtained a ruling from one Washington official that such a deduction is
Several income tax men
permissible.
have even gone further and stated
that where a fixed home is maintained
a percentage of the expenditure of
meals while on tour can be deducted.
Mr. Eisner has not succeeded so far
in obtaining a positive ruling on the

matter from Commissioner Roper at
His advice is that no
Washington.
taxes be paid until the bills are sent
out, by which time a ruling may have
been obtained. It was learned that
statements had been filed at the third
district office in which the hotel expenses had been deducted (the persons
filing are maintaining fixed homes)
and that the statements had not been
rejected. That does not mean that
the deduction will be allowed. If the
department rules against such deductions, new statements must be filed.
That statements holding the deductions were accepted changes the
In
regulations already understood.
any event, if a definite ruling is made,
corrected statements with claim for
abatement of tax on form 47 will be
allowed.

Mr. Eisner takes the stand that the
ruling, if made at all, should be quite
definite, otherwise the avenue of fraud
would be wide open. For instance, if
maintained a fixed
a professional
home (house or apartment) and rented
same to others while on tour, he could

claim no deduction ev*n if the ruling
in favor of that item will be given.
Because of the failure of Washington to rule on this important matter
to professionals Varibtt secured permission from Mr. Charles, the expert
in the third district office, to advise
actors to deduct hotel (lodging) expenditures when on tour, if a fixed
home is maintained. It is inferred too
that if the cost of meals is considered
greater on tour than at home, the extra amount is also deductable. If adverse rulings are made later the
collector will call for a new return,
but
with no penalty. Any who have already made returns and consider the
above items should be allowed them,
should wait until the tax bill is
received and then file a claim.
It would be no offense
to make
claims for deductions for living
expenses on the road (when fixed
home
is maintained), but
if they are
not
allowed professionals would be
forced
to file again. Should such
deductions
be claimed particular care
should be
made in regards the maintaining of
such fixed home. Were it to be
proven
otherwise, fraud would attain
Returns can be made to the
collector in the district where
one maintains a business or office
or from the
a

district in which
latter is preferable.

one resides. The
As the third dispractically covers New York's
theatrical district the boundaries
trict

are

printed herewith:
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Line In the
Hudson River thence northerly alone; the aald
United Statea Pierhead Line to the Harlem
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of the Harl*»m River to the point formed
hy
the Intersection of the Harlem River and the
bed of the old Snuvten Duyvll Creek thence
following the bed of the old Snuvten Duwll
Creek northerly, then eaaterly. then aoutherly,
nraln to the Hnrle?n River thence southerly
along the wont Pierhead Line of the Harlem
River end East River to the point or place
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Also those three certain lalanda altuated In
the East Rlv^r known as Randall's Island,
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Ward's Inland, and Rockwell's Island.
List of tax stations where information can he obtained follow:
Vnrletv. 1K30 Broadway.
Drue Store Catherine and Cherry Sts.
Public Rank. Delaneey nnd Suffolk Sta.
T'nlversltv Settlement. 1S4 Eldrldge St.

Roumanian Hebrew Aid Assn.. E. 7th St.
FHurnttonAl Alliance. Jefferaon and E. Bway.
Mnrrl* Plan. 1 Union Souare.
Hreenhut Stores. 1Rth St. and 6th Ave.
Metropolitan Life Rulldlng.
Onrfield Rank. Rth Ave. and 23rd St.
McAlpIn Hotel.
Maey'* Department Store.
R. Altman's.

Waldorf Astoria,
lord A Taylor.
Stern Brothers.
Henly's. 30 E. 42d St.
American Radiator. 42d St. and flth Ave.
Ootham Rank. KOth St. and Circle.
Rloomlnedale Rrothera.
Fifth Ave. Rank, Lexington Ave. and 23d St.
Lincoln Trust Co., 71st St. and Broadway.
Yorkvllle Rank.
Luriwlg Rauman. 35th St. and 8th Ave.
Rnnb's Drug Store. 40th St. nnd Rth Ave.
Colonial Rank. 81 Bt St. and Columbua Ave.
Chatham & Phonlx Rank, 110th St. and Lenox
Ave.
Nrmeth Rnnk. 83 2d Ave.
Rwny Central Rnnk. 07th St. and Rway.
Victor Store. 100th St. and Bwfly.
Rikor Hegomnn Drug Store, 125 Lenox Ave.
Chelsea Bank. 137th St. and 7th Ave.
Columbia University.
United Electric. 14flth St. and Rway.
Colonial Rnnk, 1l«th St. and St. Nicholas Ave.

Corn Exchange Rank, lflflth St. and Bway.
St. Nicholas Ave. and 181 Bt St.. Room 20.
Lincoln Bank, 42d St. and Park Ave.

Mountford's earlier Imputation that
wrongfully withdraw money when ha

ager?

Ave.

A. It was a position of advisory capacity
and pertained to buslnasa matters.
3. Did you look after the investments of the

Madison Ave.
ft Trust Co., 73rd 8t and Bway.
Greenwich Bank, Bway and 18th St.
Greenwich Bank, 6th Ave. and 85th St
Produce Exchange Bank, 103rd St and 1st Aye.
Second National Bank, 28th St and 6th Are.
Metropolis Bank, 81 Union Bq.
Lederer'n Bank, Ave. B and 4th St.
Corn Exchange Bank, 143rd St. and Amster-

on?

U. 8. Mortgage

dam

ha
left

the Rata, Ha aald ha occupied the office of
business manager from Oct. 1§11, until Oct,
1915.
Mr. Saplnaky questioning:
Q. Statu the functions of business man-

U. 8. Mortgage ft Trust Co., 277 W. 126th St
U. 8. Mortgage ft Trust Co., 76th St and

A. Yes.
Q. What waa your salary T
A. $100 par week.
Q. Did /ou get It every weak?
A. I did for a time.
The next few questions brought out that
the witness did not get all of his salary for
quite a time.
Q. What waa the-*eaaou you didn't gat your

Ave.

Corn Exchange Bank, 125th St. and Park Are.
Corn Exchange Bank, 207th 8t and Post Are.
Union Trust Co., 60th St and 6th Are.
Colonial Bank, 68th St. and Bway.
Colonial Bank, 70th St. and Bway.
Colonial Bank. .116th St and 7th Ave.
Bowery Barings Bank. Bowery and Grand St.
Bowery Bank, Bowery and Grand St
Hudson Trust Co.. Bway. and 89th St
Corn Exchange Bank, 72d St and Lexington

whole salary?
A. Because the Rats dldn^t have money to
pay me.
.
Q. Did you have any arrangement whereby
you were to gat the balance due you?
A. Yes, whan I resigned I was given demand
notes signed by Mr. Fogarty.
Q. What waa the amount of those notes?
A. $4,000.82.
Q. It was testified here that when you left
the Rats you took something over $4,000?
A. f simply paid myself money due me,
Q. The money was In payment of the notes?
A. Yes.
Q. State the circumstances of the trans-

Ave.

Harrlman Nat Bank, 44th St and Fifth Are.

RATS9 INVESTIGATION HEARING.

actions.

After a lapse of five weeks (previous hearing Feb. 8) the Investigation Into the financial
affairs of the White Rata, ordered by the
Supreme Court, was resumed March 15. The
delay was Incident to Lincoln a* and Washington's birthdays and an enforced trip out of
town by Alvln T. Saplnaky. attorney for the
petitioner (Goldle Pemberton, whose application and other affidavits was responsible
for the present Inquisitorial proceeding).
Will J. Cook, former business manager of
the White Rats, was the only witness examIt was the shortest session
ined last Friday.
since the Investigation started, an adjournment until next Friday being taken after one
Cook cleared up a
hour and 50 mlnutea.
number of points concerning the publication
of the "Player," and also the manipulation
of securities of the Associated Actors' Co. in
the matter of the Elmlra and Lancaster theatre propositions, and also the Independent

Q. Mr. Cook, what method was employed
whereby you withdrew money to pay your-

Booking

self?

Q.

Were

any

"Player" on

Its

dividends
stock?

by

declared

the

...-,.

A. (After long pause) Perhaps In the first
year of Its existence, but the records will show
that it never made money then.
Q. Was there any agreement whereby Mountford was to receive a bonus If the "Player"

made money?

Here Joseph J. Meyers, attorney for Mountwanted to know If such an agreement,

ford.

any. was verbal or In writing.
A. I don't know poaltlvely. but I do know
there was an agreement to deposit to Mountford's credit the sum of $20 per week. I don't
know the total amount he waa to receive, but
$20 waa placed In bla account. That made
$1,040 at the end of the year. I know Mountford drew $500 of that money and paid the
balance back to the "Player." By bookkeeping
It was shown that the "Player" made $500—
the amount Mountford got, but I knew that
$10,000 had been sunk in It."
Q. When waa that?
A. The first year of the "Player's" existIf

^

ence.

Referee Louis Schuldenfrel appeared at first
not to understand that attorney Meyers was
not representing Cook, but that was quickly
demonstrated by the frequent objections on
the part of Meyers. At one point Mr. Saptnsky Introduced the witness to Mr. Meyers,
Cook saying he had heard about the Rats'
attorney being known as "the great objector."
The questions leading up to the testimony
Mountford had profited through the "Player"
concerned the Inception and regulation of the
Cool testified that about $15,000
publication.
had been Invested In the White Rats' Publishing Co. during the time he knew about. This
waa Interapersed with questions regarding
Mountford's time "In and out" of office:
Q. Who was business manager before you?
I succeeded him.
A. Mountford
Q. Who followed you as business manager?
A. Mountford.
Q. You were there between the two periods
:

Mountford was

In office?
A. Yes. the four lean years.
condition
the financial
Q. State

of

the

of

the

"Player" when you took office.
A. It waa losing money.

Q. Who made up the deficiency?
A. The Union.
Q. Did the Rats' Union own all

stock?
A. Yes.

A. At

the time

resigned

I

was given notes.
until December

my

*

. ,

.*

Early In the hearing Cook cleared himself

I

the

ter.

The referee asked the witness:

A. I drew checks and gave receipts.
Q. Were you designated to sign checks?
A. Yes.
Q. Alone?
A. Yes.
Q. And you did that without prior knowledge of the board of directors?
A. I don't know.
Q. Did you tell them?
A. No.
Mr. Saplnaky continued
Q. Who was the first person you talked to
about the money withdrawn?
A. Mr. O'Brien.
Q. What happened then?

A. I received a summons to appear In court,
and did appear before Magistrate Ten Byok.

Q. Who was present In court?
A. Mountford, McCree, end others, including an attorney named TImoney.
Q. What was the outcome of the case.
A. It was dismissed.
The latter portion of the hearing was devoted to throwing light on the manipulation of
the Associated Actors' stock.
It was shown
that the Lancaster (Pa.) venture which was
supposed to be so promising was really badly
bungled. Mr. Saplnsky questioning
Q. Now, Mr. Cook, did you examine the
Investments of the Associated Actors' Co.?
A. Yes; the Investments were In theaters In
Elmlra and Lancaster.
Q. How much was Invested?
A. $30,000 to $40,000.
Q. How were the Investments made?
A. The Associated Actors' Co. found iteeii
In a peculiar position as regards the securities put up by the Elmlra and Lancaster comMountford said they were first mortpany.
gage bonds, but It turned out they were second
mortgage bonds, there being prior Hens on
the properties. Mr. Mozart was having family
difficulties, and a Mr. Alexander, the attorney
for his wife, tried to get possession of Mosart's
foldings. We went to Lancaster, and the result was that we bought out all the Mosart
holdings and then destroyed the second mortgage bonds.
Q. How much did you expend?
A. I don't know.

The
Q.

referee Interposed:

How came

second and not

about that the bonds wore
mortgages?

It

first

A. Mountford stated they were first mortgags bonds to the Rats.
Q. How was It found out?
A. Mr. O'Brien brought the matter to my
attention.

Then

I

Informed Mountford

and

the others.

Q. What did the Union do when it learped
the bonds were not what they were supposed
to

be?
A. I don't know.
Q.

How much

loss

was Incurred that the

Union would not have otherwise sustained?
A. The exact sum I don't recall, but one
$21,000 mortgage had to be sold for $17,000.
(While the witness did not know the cost
of the Lancaster flssle, It has been understood
right along the bond mistake coat the Rats
around $2n\000.) The rqferee continued:
Q. Was an explanation given the board of
directors by Mountford of the second mortgage
tangle?
A.

Any

explanation

made by Mountford
The members were

Beemed to be acceptable.
.

position

During October, 1016. and

14, I paid myself and Inboard of directors.
Then the
board, through Mountford; wanted (attorney)
O'Brien to prosecute me on a grand laroepy
charge. O'Brien asked me to come down apt
see him, which I did, explaining the whole
matter.
I told him that If anything I had
dona waa Illegal or morally wrong to tell
me.
O'Brien advised me that I had done
nothing wrong, and he further said, "I know
conditions and the type of man (Mountford)
yon have to deal with over there." Mountford had said that I should have received
only $50 per week, and I offered O'Brien to
place any sum In escrow to decide the mat-

formed

Office.

Cook delivered a general laugh when he
explained his term In office was "Hie four
•lean years," that being the interval between
the times when Harry Mountford waa business manager previous to and after his
(Cook's) Incumbency.
The witness brought out the hitherto unknown fact that Mountford received money
from the "Player." Cook did not know positively whether Mountford had a written or
verbal agreement to receive a bonus If the
"Player" made money, but was quite positive
Mountford did obtain $500 from the "Player"
This came out
at the end of the first year.
after a series of questions regarding the
publication and details of Its inception and
maintenance. Mr. Saplnaky:
Q. How much money was Invested when the
"Player" was started?
A. I am not positive, but I believe about

:

:

of

Bway.
Koch's Department Store. W. 126th St
Colonial Bank, 921 Colambua Ave.
Metropolitan Tnut Company, 66th St and 6th

(Continued on pagcJ5.)
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VAUDEVILLE
MARDO'S PATRIOTIC AD.

ARTISTS'

Variety's first paid-for patriotic
advertisement is published in this issue.
It is the "W. S. S." thrift advertise-

FORUM

ment

Editor Variety I

We

have always been very sensitive
over the slighting remarks people in
our business make about acrobats now
and then. It is a fact that any time an
artist wishes to tell a story about another who is supposed to be a fool, he
uses for his principal character an

ing been out for some time, have lost
track of those to whom I could have
sent
H. A. Gird.
1st Lt. 137 F. A., Camp Shelby 4 Miss.
Tulsa, Okla., Mar.

seems to be the opinion of the
majority of the people connected with
stage life that acrobats have been too
busy developing their muscles to have
It

paid any. attention to their brains. Is
any wonder that they are called
it
"the acrobats" instead of Mr. or Mrs.?
And yet there are a few who have
college educations, and a few more
who are possessed with the equivalent
and there are a few who have "lived
down the reputation of 'An Acrobat.'
Now, Mr. Manager, put acrobatic
acts on in a decent spot in your bills
now and then and they will prove to
be one of the big accessories of variety
'

via vaudeville.
They will show you
ihat they can be progressive as well
as aggressive. They will produce as
many novelties as any other style of
act. They will have an incentive. You
will then discover that members of your
audience walk out on the last act just
because it is the last, and not because
they dislike acrobats.
Joe. E. Brown,

Prevost and Brown.

Camp McClellan, Ala., Mar. 12.
Editor Varibtt:
Just to let you know that shpw folks
in the army are coming into their
own, at least in the 29th Division.
As' assistant director of the 29th
Divisional Vaudeville Troupe I hope
you will give this publicity so that
we can get new music and orchestrations.
We would like to get novelty
songs, character songs and ballads.
Soldiers don't seem to be partial to
patriotic stuff.

Among

our members are Sergtant
Alex Porter ("The Jolly Scott"), Ray
Sporting
Leavitt
(late
of
"The
Widows"), Dick Born (formerly with
Anna Held's "Parisian Model" show),
Billy Kane, Momo Bonhomo (last with
Slayman AH Arabs), and about 30
others.

of lifting.

draftees.
If

Pender and Wright, Gardner and

Bailey or any other of my friends see
this I wish they'd write.
Corp. D\Qk Kirschbaum,
(Dick Kirke),

Hdq.

Co., 112th

Camp

H. F.

A.,

McClellan, Ala.

Editor Variety:
Camp Shelby, Miss., March 16.
Would it be possible for some one
to send me some material such as parodies, small comedy sketches, monologs, in fact everything.
put on shows once a week in the
regiment, using what talent we have,
but cannot get the material.
This would be doing the men a great
•favor as they enjoy these shows immensely and you would be surprised
it the amount of really good talent one
can find in these outfits. I formerly
owned the "Boys in Blue" act, but hav-

We

George,

a

musical

act,

has

deliberately chosen the "bit" of our
act where the Gold Dust Twins and
Dutch Cleanser figures come into
action and dance to our music.
Ted and Corinne Breton.

LOOKING OVER "THE BAD BOYS."
Pat Casey, general manager of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, has decided upon a trip through
New York state, to look over certain
territory in that direction from which
numerous complaints have been received from artists.

Several theatres, located in various
small towns in the northern section of
the state, none of which is listed in the
V. M. P. A. membership, have been
taking advantage of contracts. The result has been a series of complaints directed to the National Vaudeville Artists.
Since the managers are not represented in the V. M. P. A. the artists'
organization ignored all complaints.
Mr. Casey has determined to either
bring the independents into the organization or take some measures that will
eliminate the continual abuses.
The
houses are mostly booked from New
York through obscure agencies with
little or no responsibility behind them
to turn to in the event of any actual

damages.

TALK OF NEW ORPHEUM.
Los Angeles, March' 20.
arrival here of Martin
Beck, accompanied by Mort Singer and

With the

the

Orpheum

attorney, a report gained

Orpheum circuit proposed
to build a new $1,000,000 theatre.
Mr. Beck discussed the plan. He
said the new house will have enormous

capacity and will not conflict with the
existing Orpheum establishment.
Mr. Beck is said to have three sites
under consideration.

ACTION ON "PROF. COPIES."
of late from
professional ranks for professional copies of popular sheet music
have been noticed by the managers of
the several publishing firms that handle

The numerous requests

outside

this line.

They are reported having adopted an
understanding that hereafter the practice of giving copies to non-professionals must be stopped, without any
request honored until after the name of
the applicant has been submitted to
those concerned and the application
passed upon.

WILSON AVE. STOCK.
Chicago, March 20.
The Wilson Avenue theater will close
vaudeville season April 15 and go
into dramatic stock for the summer,
its

with an organization

now

being en-

gaged in New York, to be known as the
Wilson Avenue Players.
Mitch Licalzi, proprietor of the theawill
tre, announces Arthur Holman
direct, and that Olive Templeton and
Douglas Dumbrille have been signed
to play leads.

—

only appear in the advertisement as
the donator.
Varibtt has published a large number of announcements in the form of
advertisements on patriotic subjects
since the war started, but allhave
been printed either voluntarily or
upon request of a patriotically formed
society.
The daily papers and magazines have
received. considerable paid-for patriotic
business, usually mentioning in full'the
name of the person or firm contribut-

ing the ad. Mr. Mardo, when forwarding the advertisement for this week's
Variety, gave instructions his full
name was not to be published in connection with it, and also stated he
wanted no publicity through it.

SHRINE BILL DREW $4,800.
Ft. Wayne, Ind., March 20.
The annual performance, vaudeville,
for the Mystic Shrine drew $4,800 in
three days (six performances) at the
Palace. Manager Sudier made a trip
to Chicago to secure a bill.

Those appearing were Edwin Arden
?nd Co., Four Mortons, Yvette and Saranoff, Seven Variety Dancers, Primrose Four, Arthur Deagon, Equillo
Brothers.

BRONX EXPOSITION MAY
The

Bronx

street,

that

Exposition,

borough,

is

at

177th

developing

Palisades Park, near Fort Lee, N.

J.

It will offer as its principal attractions a swimming pool, 300 by 350 feet;
a novel aerial ride, and an elaborate
presentation of "creation."
Possible concessionaires, who have
talked terms with the sponsors of the
Bronx place, declare the management
is demanding high prices for space, one
owner of a show device reporting he
had been invited to finance his own
$5,000 venture, as well as post $1,000
cash to secure the performance of his

agreement.
Elsewhere it is reported the gate will
be fixed at 25 cents and the park
carried on along high-class lines.

BUY OUT FRIEDLANDER.
Jim Buckley, the eastern boxing promoter, in association with Joe Sullivan, has purchased the entire interest
in
the producing firm of William
Friedlander, Inc. Buckley by the purchase takes over two companies of the

"Naughty Princess," one company of
"The Four Husbands," one company of
"Reckless Eve" and the company of
"The Suffragette Revue."
Friedlander was formerly interested
with a Cleveland man, L. M. Mandel-

who

kern,

also sold his interest to the

Buckley company, which comprises
James and Dominick Buckley and Sullivan.

Friedlander will continue contributing material to the new concern, they
having taken an option on anything
he may write for the next several
years.

STAGING CARNIVAL.
Ben Murphy and Gil Brown, two
newcomers in the vaudeville producing
field,

does not forecast any return to the idea
moving shows by highway, but is a
development of an old plan that has
been in the minds of the showmen for
of

several seasons.
The hauling of a show from trainyard
to lot frequently makes necessary two
trips by the teams. This interferes with
the feeding and resting of the draught
stock in time for the parade, particularly when the haul to the lot is a long
one.
Here's where the motor truck scheme
comes in. It would be easy to hook up
a train of cages and wagons and have
them whisked to the lot by motor, saving time and horseflesh.
Up to date there has been no word
that the Richards motor show is going
out.
This has a fairly complete motor
equipment and it is not improbable that
the Ringlings will take it over. Last
year seems to have demonstrated that
the movement by gasoline is impracticable.
As long as the cars are on the
highway they get along well enough,
but a soft lot brings up innumerable
difficulties with the motor-driven eauio-

ment.

No further word has come from the
rank Spellman outfit j?p the enterprise
which sold much stock on the motor
I*

show

proposition.

CAMP ON ORPHEUM ROUTE.

S ea ttle M a«". 20.
ti.
r>
u
.Vie
Orpheum
Circuit will include
the Liberty theatre (Government)
at
Lamp Lewis (Wash.) as a part of its
.

30.

rapidly, and the opening is promised
for May 30. The enterprise is in the
nature of a summer park, and comes
into more or less opposition with

currency the

We played the Jefferson, Birmingham, two shows to capacity, and got

over strong in spite of our being in
the service, not because of it.
Hope all the other professionals in
the service are as lucky as we are.
The boys here are all enlisted, not

12.

Editor Variety:
Allow us to complain of a bad case
P.

acrobat.

—

one page inserted by Fred
Mardo, the vaudeville agent in the Putnam Building. Mr. Mardo's initials

Oonflns letters to 160 words and write on one side of paper only.
Anonymous communications will not be printed. Name of writer must be signed
and will bo held Id strict confidence, If desired.
Letters to be published In this column must be written exclusively to VARIETY.
Duplicated letters will not be printed.
The writer who dupllcatee a letter to the
Forum, either before or after It appears here, will not be as/a*n permitted the privileges of it.

MOTORS FOR HAULING.
The Ringlings were reported in the
market this week for motor trucks. The
understanding of showmen is that this

have completed arrangements to

stage a carnival for the Harlem section during the week of July 22, the
spot selected being Manhattan Casino
and its adjoining gardens.
The carnival will carry the usual
concessions, with special shows including boxing bouts, wrestling and basket
The Casino has a caball games.
pacity of 7,000 and the admission will
be free, the proceeds being partly donated to charitable funds.

»

route beginning March 31. playing the
Government theatre Wednesdays and
Thursdays each week.
This will complete the time now lost
between the Spokane and Tacoma
dates, the new arrangement giving
Saturday, Sunday and Monday in

Spokane, Wednesday and Thursday at
the camp theatre, Friday, Saturday

and Sunday at the Tacoma theatre,
Tacoma, then to Vancouver for Monday opening.

NON-PAYING MANAGER RESIGNS.
The Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association, at a special meeting held
this week, accepted the resignation o;
J. M. Neil, manager of the Empress,
Lansing, Mich.
Mr. Neil was one of the few managers in the organization who deducted
pro-rata salaries for the weeks during
which the fuelless Tuesdays were in
vogue. The V. M. P. A. had notified
Fuel Administrator Garfield all acts
would be paid full salaries, notwithstanding the loss of the entire day's receipts of the theatre. When Neil, with
two other managers in the organization, refused to comply with the ruling
of the V. M. P. A. it was decided to
request his resignation.
The two other members will be given
an additional week to settle the
amounts withheld during the period and
unless done by that time they, too, will
be requested to resign.

COMPLAIN OF CONDITIONS.

A number of the managers whose
attractions have been playing the
camps are complaining of their inability to "get out" under existing
conditions.
At one camp where an
attraction played recently a parking
fee was charged for the baggage car;
the company had to live in a neighboring town and the management had to
pay a daily railroad fare to and from
the camp.
The gross on the week found the
company with a loss.
Upton's Liberty Theatre Opens.

The Liberty theatre at Camp Upton,
L. I., -opened Tuesday with "Turn to
the Right."
Dan Caslar

is

leading the orchestra

at the house.
Chat. Althoff— Tht Sheriff— IS Ml**. Is

"Oss"

'

VAUDEVILLE

8

The

Post Office Department has
decided Vakikty must stamp all complimentary copies of the paper sent

men

the service at the transient
second-class rate one cent for each
four ounces or fraction thereof. The
M'r«ind-rlas* mailing rate for periodicals is one cent for 16 ounces by bulk
Vakikty has been the only
weight.
paper thus far to send current copies
to

in

—

weekly free, Vauikty mailing them to
former members of the theatrical profession now
or Hhr«»ml.

the

in

service,

at

home

The department decided
these papers come under the heading
sample copies, and as such may not
be mailed to the same person for over
three successive weeks at the usual
Variety
second-class postage rate.
of

between

weekly

weighs

ounces, according to

its

5j4
size.

and

8

Some

correspondence was exchanged in the
the department finally conthe sample copy regulation

matter,
cluding

must apply. It was pointed out that
the paper was sent free to men in the
service only, without hope of gain;
that no subscriptions were solicited,
v and that Variety has no paid subscriber in the service, nor docs it contain any advertising especially designed and appealing to the service.
Men in the service receiving Variety
weekly are requested to keep this
office as promptly informed of change
of station as they may to permit of
correct mailing address being at hand.
Vakikty will continue to be sent free
to al! theatrical men in the service
who now receive it or who may apply
for it.

The Quartermaster company, containing about 05 men, including Mark
and Joe Levy. George Sofranski and
Jack Crisp, has been mustered out,
with the men informed to hold themselves in readiness within 30 days for
another assignment, although that is
not positive. They may be sent to
Florida and again inducted into service
there, or enter some other service
branch. The company had no further
duty to perform hereabouts, it is said.
It
had not been federalized, but its
members had taken the New York
State oath.
Arrangements were made by the
Lel'fier-1'.ratton

Monday

firm

for their

(.iood, Fddic" company, George
Hopper managing, to start a tour of
army cantonments next week, with
the first stop at Liberty, Camp Meade,
Maryland. This company has been out
for 35 weeks and the camp bookings

'Aery
flie

will

give

il

<piitc

a

lengthy

season.

"Here Comes the Bride" was routed
up this week by the Hollis K. Cooley
ofliees for a tour of the cantonments.
A wire from the Adjutant General's
office in Washington was received by
John McXamanee, manager of the
Ty.-nn
Co. branch in the Longacre
building, confirming the death of Frank
A. Magher, a former Tyson treasurer,
in France March 7.
Magher was with
the Xew York Seventh Regiment on
the
border,
and upon his return
became a member of Xew York's
"Fighting o'Jth."
He went overseas
iS:

with the Rainbow Division.
Carl Abraham, brother of Saul and
assistant treasurer at the Longacre
has entered the navy as a third class
yeoman. Sidney Harris, who was at
the Longacre and who was to have

gone

to Chicago as manager for "Some
Little Girl," resigned to enter the Ser-

vice, also the
n

>\v

assistant

navy. Kmmctt Bailey is
treasurer at the Long-

acre.

John

I.

McDonald,

assistant

sales

manager at General Film's Xew York
exchange, has resigned to accept a position as a war secretary and physical
eitct tor lor overseas service in the
Y. M. C A.
He will have the rank of
Civilian Captain.
1- rain is
WiNon.
ing

some time

in

THE

THE SERVICE

IN

has been spendBclleair Heights, Fla.,

OF

C.

Arthur Sydney Cook (Ernie Gordon),
after being rejected three times, was
last week accepted, and will be attached to the Canadian Engineers'
Corps. He has been ordered to re-

met with quick appreciation in New
York this week. K. of C. advocates
were in theatres and restaurants securing contributions and the order appeared to stand in high favor wherever
an appeal was made.
It seems to be generally understood
the excellent work the Knights of Columbus has accomplished in its war

port April

work.

turned over $600, the proceeds of a lecture he offered there in behalf of the
Stage Women's War Relief to go to-

wards the installation of an

officer's

bed for actors

France.

in a hospital in

14.

Tom

Powers, formerly of "Oh, Boy,"
first lieutenant in the Royal
Flying Corps, has graduated from the
aviation school in Quebec, and after a
few days in New York will sail for

now

a

France.
Charles

Triangle

Schick,

J.

force, enlisted in the

office

Ordnance Depart-

ment, and has been assigned to the
University of California for a special
course.

Loew

Alec Hanlon, of the
a

show

Camp

at

Sammy

Smith,

Dix, N.

Largo,

offices,

J.,

Con

had

Tuesday.
Conrod,

Huddy Doyle were among the entertainers.

Two

of the box office boys from the
are to go this week. Frank
Frayer has entered as a 2nd class seaman in the navy and Charles Murphy
is to join the army.
Bernard Salomon, right hand bower
to Raul Scott, enlisted at Fort Slocum,
N. Y., this week. Laura Tintle has assumed Bennic's work in the Scott of-

Amsterdam

fices.

John Barton Browrie, assistant direcLasky studio, is waiting to be
He will be attached to Base

tor at

called.

Hospital No. 35.
The acrobatic

as

joined the Naval Aviation Corps. He
was granted a four weeks' furlough to
finish vaudeville time.
George P. Weaver, assistant manager of the Family, Shamokin, Pa.,
now with 310 F. A. Supply Co., Camp

Meade.
Jack McElwee, formerly electrician
at the Washington, Chester, Pa., 1st
O. S., 111th Infantry,
Ga.
Harry Meyers, assistant treasurer of
Fort Slocum in the
is
at
Liberty,
the
S.

Camp Hancock,

ordnance department. Julius Schleifhim at the theater.
"Chub" Minister has been made a

cr has replaced

with Battery B, 304th Field

Artillery.
J. W. F. Hobbs, owner of the Somerville. X. J., theatre, has enlisted in the
army. He reported at Fort Slocum.
Bobbie Elliott (Elliott and KoslofT),
Barracks No. 313, League Island Navy
Yard, Philadelphia.
William J. Harris, formerly in the
box office at Wallack's, has joined the
navy as a yeoman.
Sol. J. Wolens is now a sergeant

Co.

B,

10th

Field Battalion,

Camp

Alfred Vail. Little Silver, N. J.
Lieut. William Randall, with "Just a
Woman" last season, has been ordered
to Camp Upton, Yaphank, L. I.
Paul R. Thompson, 364th Field Hospital Co., Barracks No. 22, Camp Lewis,
American Lake, Wash.
C. S. Peterson (Novelty Clintons),
Spanish war veteran, enlisted in the
Anti-Aircraft Machine Gun Battalion.
Sydney Daish, returned from France
wounded, is in Ward No. 95, Base Hospital, Toronto, Canada.
Tom Clyde Overholtz has been transferred to Base Hospital No. 48, Fort
M( Henry. Md.
Kddie Seaman (Jennings and Sea-

man)

the

in

navy;

now on

special

detail.

Lionel
sergeant.

Dwycr has been promoted

Richard
Billre

J.

F.

MacKay

is

at the

St.. Brooklyn.
Morrissey, Naval

Fairhavcn, Mass.

mittee in New York from all parts of
the country show that the theatrical
profession is preparing for a concerted
effort to aid the

Third Liberty Loan.

The sub-committee

of the Loan organization for the Second Reserve District which is co-operating with leaders in all branches of theatrical endeavor announces that great resourcefulness has been shown and that plans
suggested are marked by exceptional
originality.

The enthusiasm maintained throughout the whole of the campaign for the
Second Loan has not been allowed to
cool; consequently, the opening of the
new drive found players and managers
ready, not only to do their full part,
but with definite ideas of how to work
to the best advantage.
Methods to be employed will be disclosed in the near future, and the committee is confident they will receive
the support of all stage people.
These campaigns for loans to the
Government afford exceptional opportunity to show love of country, but this

not the only opportunity which they
hold for members of the profession.
display of unselfish patriotism given by players of all raaks, the readiness with which they have supplemented* generous loans of money often made at considerable sacrifice
with equally generous expenditure of
time and talent, will have done much
for the Third Liberty Loan in making
every class of Americans know and
understand all others with increasing
is

The

—

more genuine

DRAFTED.
Carl Abrahams, assistant treasurer
the Longacre, has gone to Camp
Harry Meyers, of the Liberty,
left for Yaphank last Monday.
Jesse
Wanck, assistant at the Knickerbocker,
is already at the Long Island camp,
while Messrs. Freyer and Murphy,
assistants
at
the Amsterdam, are
awaiting the draft call. William Sullivan, a brother of John Sullivan, president of Tyson & Company's Longacre
branch, is expecting to report soon.
Joseph Swerling (Variety, Chicago)
accepted by his local board in New
York, where he was examined.
Received permission to join the navy and
returned to Chicago to enlist in the
Radio Signal Service.
Morris Grcenwald of Peple & Greenwald, vaudeville producers in Chicago,
accepted and ordered to Camp Grant,
though Grcenwald has his right leg
off to the hip.
Robert Buchanan ("Flora Bella" Co.,
playing the Camps) accepted. Larry
Clark, same company, rejected defec-

to

Naval

Station,

Upton.

—

tive

it

offering

satisfaction for

any sac-

is

may cause than

to members of the theatrical profession.
rifices that

at

Lon Smith (Smith and Farmer) has

in

Men's Hebrew Association was working with the Knights for the raising
amount, the applause stopped the
speaker.
Many young women have been in the
theatres taking up the collections and
in some cases the amounts in this way
have reacned a considerable sum.
Pat Casey, general manager of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, working in cooperation with
the committee appointed by Cardinal
Farley to collect money for the K. of C.
War Fund, sent out telegrams this week
to one act on every New York program, appointing the addressed individual as a local captain to make a collection from artists on the bill.
The wires called for a return Thursday. While not possible to make any
definite statement it is understood several thousand dollars were procured for
the fund in this manner.
of the

the

the navy.

sergeant

Often during the addresses
for funds when it was mentioned
there was no sectarian aspect to the
appeal this remark evoked hearty applause. In a restaurant the other evening when the speaker stated the Young

made

Reports to the Liberty Loan Com-

sympathy, and to none

known

trio

Three Tumbling Toms and also as
Moore, Less and Moore have joined

Battalion,

LIBERTY LOAN WORK.

DRIVE.

drive to secure $2,500,000 by the
Knights of Columbus for its war work

Armory, 52nd

who

K.

The

it

A

new feature will be introduced
into the Third Liberty Loan campaign. Every city and town subscribing over its quota of Liberty bonds
will be awarded by the Treasury Department an Honor Flag, 36 by 54.
They will be distributed by the Liberty
Loan Committee of the different districts.

VAUDEVILLE ASSISTANCE.
Last week

when

the

Navy

issued

its

men, the executives of the
Brooklyn Navy Yard called upon the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association to aid in procuring that number.
Word was issued to the New York
members of the managerial organization and announcement made from
call for 1,000

every New York vaudeville stage. In
three days the Navy officials announced
they had gathered the desired quota
and the recruiting in theatres was discontinued.

eyesight.

Tom Ward (Tom

and Dolly Ward)
Mr. Ward is married and

accepted.
He was placed in
has a youngster.
Class A-l, and expects to be in camp

by April.

Frank Wolf, Jr., son of Frank Wolf,
general manager for Nixon-Nirdlinger,
Philadelphia, accepted and stationed at

Camp Meade, Md.
Art Penney and Recce Gardner, of
the Jim Post Company, Columbia, Oakiand. Cal.. accepted.
Harry Lenetska (U. B. O.) accepted.

ADDRESSING MAIL.
Officials of

ADMITTING SOLDIERS FREE.
Baltimore, Mar.

20.

local theatre managers have
concluded to permit a certain number
from the camp near by to
soldiers
of
enter their respective nouses daily
without charge. It is said five theatres
have agreed to pass 100 men a day
in this way.

The

The managers say they found that
of the soldiers coming into the

many

were without funds for theatre
admission, as the "Smileage" tickets
are only acceptable at Liberty (camp)
city

theatres.

the Post Office Depart-

ment have sent out notices to all postmasters—also to the public, requesting that more rare be taken in addressing mail to the troops in France. On
occasions when possible given
all
names should be spelled out in preference to initials only. In addition to
the full name and title, the full name
of the unit to which the addressee is
attached should be given, and Ameri-

should
Forces
Expeditionary
can
always be added. Lead pencil should
not be used.

MUSICAL DIRECTOR INTERNED.
Cincinnati, March 20.
KiTiil Heerman, Concert Master of the
Symphony Orchestra, a
Cincinnati
native of Germany with his first American naturalization papers, has been senf
to the Dayton jail for failure to observe
the law relative to enemy aliens.
_
The charge against Heerman is that
he filled engagements with his orchestra*
in other towns without securing permission to leave this city.

VAUDEVILLE
ILL AND INJURED.
While on his way to supper after

AMONG THE WOMEN
Harry Fox in "Oh Look" at the
Vanderbilt has everything his own
way. The comedy and the best numbers are in Mr. Fox's hands and although a short show it is a nice enterLouise Cox (playing optainment.
posite Mr. Fox) has but a fair voice
and her one solo passed for naught.
Miss Cox was prettily frocked in a
white mulle over deep pink with blue
ribbons. A blue dress was made over
a white foundation. The two flounces
were piped in mauve. A yellow chiffon
dress was made quite plain. Genevieve
Tobin wore a blue dress with coral
bands. A coral dress was made in
several ruffles and a white kerchief,
in the second act. Miss Tobin's gown
was of white ruffles with two rows of
pink roses hanging from the waist.
Amelia Gardner was in grey (first act)
made in long waisted lines. A white
dress made along the same lines was
worn by her in the second act. The
chorus in the opening number were
in sport clothes of every description.
The second act had them in pretty
evening frocks with many odd models.
One dress stood prominently forth. It
was of blue chiffon over pink with
bands of gold and flowers made of
beads. Another good-looking model
was of gray chiffon and flame-colored
mantel. The girl of Grant and Wing
wore a short dancing frock of different
shades of chiffon. Silver knickers made
very full were worn under a gray

blue
chiffon skirt. One tall girl in pale
high
startled the audience with her
kicking.
Colonial
It seemed every act on the
the other
bill this week tried to outdo
with war songs. Potter and Hartwell,
opening the show, have chintz hangings
Line
that fairly hit one in the eye.
Hartwell wears three changes of costumes. White ruffled bloomers had a
short
huge pink bow at the back.
.

A

green lace flounce was worn over pink.
Black and blue was the color scheme
Her baby talk went
in a beaded dress.
with the chintz. Dainty Marie, before
figure, wore
magnificent
her
disclosing
a chiffon dress in layers of blue, gray
and green. The bodice was of bronze
with an orchid
Ida

belt.

brought down a
She appeared first in a
of peacock green

May Chadwick

smashing

hit.

good-looking

coat

trimmed with white fur. Her
small white hat was feather trimmed.
Kate Elinorc is wearing a black velvet
jacket over her white skirt. The hat
was a tammie in bright red, as also was
Mollie King looked real
the tie.
cloth

sumptuous in a sable cloak. It may have
been kolinsky, but Miss King handled
Underneath
it as though it was sable.
was a white and green chiffon dress
waist was
The
sash.
hip
wide
with a
silver trimmed and there was a huge
white hat having a high crown. Another
At five in
hit was Bert Fitzgibbons.
the afternoon the Colonial audience
refused to allow him to leave the stage.
The girl with Mr. Fitzgibbons was in
The Misses Chalfonte
apricot net.
suffered, on so late, closing the show.
Their opening Colonial dance was
dressed for that period.
It is inconceivable that any one could
take that amusing farce, "Excuse Me,"
and make such trash as "Toot Toot" at
the Cohan theatre has proven to be.
There isn't a legitimate laugh in the
show. The cast struggle valiantly, with
no results. It is indeed a sad affair, just
another had musical show added to the
many that have gone before this season.
Flora Zabcllc seems utterly out of place
and wanders about with little to do, in
fact she resorts to knitting, as also docs
that talented little j^irl, Louise Allen.
Miss Zabelle appeared first in a blue
taffeta cloak trimmed with a brown fur.
Underneath was a pink satin dress made

with a crystal bodice and net hem. In
the second act her dress was of gray
satin made in one piece with narrow
bandings of Persian trimming. Pockets
were edged with blue. Miss Allen was
in a blue cloak over a short white wedding gown. The second act had Miss
Allen in a pink taffeta cut in square
Louise Groody was in name
scallops.

made

chiffon

in

many

The

layers.

large

chorus were dressed nicely if not elabThe street and evening gowns
orately.
were up to date. The only interesting
event is when a squad of regulars sing
that stirring Plattsburg song, "The Last

Long

Monday matinee

the

IT TBI SIttT.

the Bedford,

at

Brooklyn, Billy Clapp, stage manager
of that house, was struck by a Bergen
street car and suffered injuries that
necessitated his being removed to the

Swedish Hospital.
Henry Walden, pictures, while riding
a horse at the Aviation Field at Minewas thrown when the animal
ola, L.
became frightened and sustained a
broken hip. He was taken to Nassau
County Hospital.
Clay M. Greene, a former shepherd
of the Lambs Club, and the author
and librettist of over 50 plays, has
become blind at his home in Los
I

IN AND OUT.
Helen Gleason and her company of
two men did not open at Shea's,
Buffalo, Monday.
One of the men
became ill while en route and had to
leave the train, with the other male
player continuing to Buffalo.
Miss
Gleason left by another train from

New

York, not knowing of the circumstances until arriving at the theatre.
Alton and Allen were sub-

,

stituted.

"The Race of Man" missed the Monday matinee at Shea's, Buffalo, through
a miscarriage of a telegraphed

telegraph company for the lost performance, also the expense of long distance phoning the error caused.

Angeles.

Coleman Goetz, song

writer, has suf-

a total nervous breakdown in
Chicago and was taken to Lake Geneva, where he will be in a sanitarium
ior three months.
Ben F. Thompson (Webb and Thompson) is slowly recovering from an at-

fered

Mile."

Dave Marion is giving at the Columbia this week his best show. There is
more of Marion this year. A rousing

Murry Bennett and Brown and Barrows were out of the Boulevard prothe first half. Bush and Shapiro
and Tommy Haydn subsituted. At the
Bijou, Brooklyn, Fred Weber substituted for Hall and O'Brien. Illness

gram

war finale of the first act brought cheers
from the audience. Agnes Behler, re-?,-, tack of meningitis at the City Hospital,
Geneva, N. Y. He has been confined to
splendent in many diamonds, wore one
that institution for the past five weeks.
dress that was simply gorgeous. The
William Pruette is at Liberty, N. Y.,
material was of coral and blue beads.
for his health, having a throat affilioThe dress fitted the figure closely with

A

pale blue
the sides draped to points.
sequin dress was trimmed with silver.
Inez de Verdier appeared first in a pink
brocade over lace. The lace was made
of white beaded fringe.
light blue
cloak had seal trimming.
black net

A
A

embroidered

in silver

was trimmed with

plain silver. Nellie Watson, who dances
on her heels, was the soubret, in a pink
and crystal costume. Another dress was
purple velvet spangled in stones of the
same shade with under dressing of pale
blue.
With white tights Miss Watson
had a silver tunic. Emilia Bartholetti,
who must weigh nigh on to enough, did
a toe dance in a short salmon pink
chiffon frock.
The chorus appeared
first in white satin dresses trimmed in
black.
Black velvet costumes were

trimmed with gold with red and green
embroidery. Pink dresses of satin were
made with short skirts with gold
trimmings.

NEW
Bunny

ACTS.

Willing

Willing,

Linder).
cence," a girl

Miss Innoact with nine people (M.
"Little

in

Thor).
Agnes Cappelen, sketch by Lawrence
Gratton, "Taking a Chance" (Joseph
Hart).
a

Agnes Cappelan in sketch, "Taking
Chance" (Joseph Hart).

Charlotte Dale
Beauties (Coast).

and

Five

Bathing

RUTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Cal

home

in

at their
Mr.
10, son.

Griffis,

Chicago, March

charge of the Orpheum
Circuit's Chicago office.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve White (Oliver
and White), at their home at Revere,
Griffis

Mass.,

is

in

March

5,

son.

Mr.

and Mrs. Sol Berns, at their
New York, March 16, son.
Mr. and Mrs. George Rockwell, at
Rloomington, 111., March 9, son.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy K. Wells, a

home

threatens

in

'

daughter.

Owing
manager

VS. THRIFT.
Youngstown, Mar.

his

Monday.
David Bispham

Hobart Bosworth, in "The Sea Wolf,"
the Riverside bill last Friday to
conserve his voice for his Keith's,
Providence, engagement this week.
Glenn and Jenkins refused to open
at the City Monday, being dissatisfied with the No. 3 spot. "After Three
Weeks" replaced them.
Failure of baggage to arrive caused

.left

Darda and Rialto to withdraw from
the Riviera Monday, the Harringtons

Detroit,

suffering from a
painful accident. Something blew into
his eye Monday and he may have to
undergo an operation.
is

replacing them.

New York

Mabelle Courtney

tional

time.

Hyman were out
the first half, replaced
by Dura and Feely.
The Kouns Sisters left the Palace
Sherman, Van and

bill

the

illness.

They

substituted.

Jesson and Jesson left the Palace,
Brooklyn, the first half. Marshall and

.

for

Wednesday through

Walton substituted.
Hobson and Bcatty did not open

Cincinnati, Mar. 20.

summer

B

returned on Thursday.
Upon the Lady Aberdeen act leaving
the Palace Monday the Ford Sisters

STOCK OPENING.
will be a
this city

the first half because of
replaced
by "Krazy Kat

of the Ave.

nervous breakdown.

There
pany in

accept

Kapers."

private sanitorium, New York, last
after undergoing an operation.
Jessica Brown has been out of the
cast of the "Cohan Revue" since Tuesday because of illness.
Schwartz and Clifford were forced
to leave the bill at Keeney's, Newark,
Tuesday, because of illness.
Sam Watson, formerly of Barnyard
Circus fame, in vaudeville, is suffering
a

would

5 spot at the Riviera

bill

illness;

week

from

Dutton

Monday.
They were replaced by
Frank and Toby.
Betty Carroll was out of the Na-

Dr. Stearns'

left

and

Espe

nothing but No.

Paul Decker, presentng "The Ruby
Ray" in vaudeville, has recovered from
blood poisoning, which forced the act

stock comfirst time

in many seasons.
Manager C. Hubert
Hcuck, of the Lyric, has completed a
deal with Stuart Walker, former Cincinnatian, by which Walker will occupy

Loew's,

New

Rochelle, N. Y. t the

at

first

Kimey and Fongie replaced them.
Because of grippe Elfie Fay and

half.

Annie Kent did not open at the City
Monday; replaced by Eddie Foyer.

ROCK GOING OUT.

players.

White arc planning to
take their revue, "Let's Go," on a
cross-country tour after leaving the
The weekly
Fulton, about April 15.
outlay for house and show stands the
management only about $4,500 weekly.
Last week the gross was $4,500. The
Rock and White salary is not included.

William Fitzgerald, manager of the
Lyric, Allentown, Pa., may instal dramatic stock for the summer.
Clifford Stork, late lead of 'The

will include Rock and
White, four vaudeville acts and the
New York Clef Club orchestra.

the Lyric with his stock players for a
large part of the summer.
Keith's,

Columbus,

O.,

is

to

have a

company

the coming summer.
manager of the house
there, has been in New York within
the past week arranging for the

stock

W. W.

Prosser,

Knife," and Mabel Browncll will head
the Brownell Players, opening a season of summer stock at the Lyric,

20.

There will be few, if any, carnivals
here this summer. The Safety Director has stated that he would not issue
any licenses, and, further, did not
believe such shows are desirable during t he t hrift campa ign.

for the absentees.
Olivotto, Moffatt and Clare were out
of Keeney's, Brooklyn, Monday, because of illness. Replaced by Folk and
Stevens. Rosie Berry was out of the
same bill. Harvey and Rich substituted.
Pallenberg's Bears did not appear at
the Harlem opera house for the Monday night show, due to the illness of
one of the animals. The show ran one
act short.

to the illness of Will Vidocq,
of "Biff, Bing, Bang," Edward

Nudo is now handling the Cooper
burlesque show.
Fritzie Brunette ("Hello, Japan") was
severely injured in a motor accident in
Chester, Pa., March 13. She was taken
to the local hospital.
Hale Hamilton has gone away for
a brief rest preparatory to undergoing an operation for gall stones. His
condition is not regarded as serious.
Corse Payton, who was taking the
baths at Mount Clemens, Mich., resumed his vaudeville route at the Miles,

Dayton,

CARNIVALS

destroy

to

was the reason

speaking voice.

to cancel all its

(formerly

Elaine and Willing), and Leo Gaut
(formerly of the Billy Bouncer act),
double blackface turn.
•
Charles B. Maddock is to produce a
big girl act next season, in which
Frank Dobson will be featured. Sadie
Richards will be the prinicipal woman.
Stevenson and Nugent are reunited
after being separated four years (Jack

Jack Cagwin

that

tion

money

transfer sent by Bert Lamont to allow the turn to jump into Buffalo from
Lima. La Mont says he will sue the

May

16.

Montgomery'* New
J.

N.

Montgomery

will

and

They are in on
The company

the profits.

Willie Jacob, Lightweight Champ.
Willie Jacob, treasurer of the Montauk. Brooklyn, is now the lightweight

boxing champion at Camp Wpton,
where Kenny Leonard is the instructor.
One.

manage

Lately
the

spring tour of "My Irish Cinderella."
which opens Faster Sunday in Pennsylvania under Harvey Shutter's direction.

Rock

Willie

practically

clinched

championship claim by putting the
on Sam Pine, who was a professional boxer before being drafted.
Willie h;i ^ gained 12 pounds since going to 1'ptnn, and boxes at 130.

his
K.

(').

BURLESQUE,

10

MARION'S

HYDE & BEHMAN MUST ANSWER.

OWN SHOW.

Dave Marlon alwayi has a distinctive show.
TtaU year'* offering Is no exception. Marlon
seems to be the only producer who does not
follow the accepted formula of succeeding
bit and number and more than that the o.nly
producer for the Wheel who has worked out
a satisfactory substitute.
As his show played at the Columbia this
week, between 8.45 and the final curtain there
were not more than four numbers Involving
All of them were good and
the chorus.
snappy, but the point to be made here Is
that they were Introduced legitimately^ and
not forced on the audience because the comedians had run out of material and the audience needed relief.
Indeed Marlon and his aids are never at
They make a contingent unique In
fault
burlesque In that they are never wearlsomo.
Marlon uses his old comedy creation "Snuffy,"
the hair-Up cabby, during the first part, having built some new material for the part,
but during the second part he appears in
two other characters, one a foolish sort of
street loafer and the other a bossy Janitor.
It Is hard to tell which Is the funnier.
The tough Is called Monk, and in a scene
with a policeman Involving H. 8. Dudley he
has some of the funniest stuff Marlon has
ever done. This has to do with a policeman
and a crowd of crapshooters. The Columbia
audience Tuesdsy night roared at it.
Dudley has more than usual to do. Marlon
gives his .capital blackface comedy every opGirtunlty and Dudley uses It to the utmost,
e has a first rate style of quiet humor and
the pair work Hlngly and together most efIn the second half of the show, a
fectively.
comedy called "Bum Court Apartments," they
have a quantity of laughable material as the
Janitor and porter, Marion's catch line being
"What does it say on that hat?" and then
asserting his authority as Janitor. This year's
show, as to scenic equipment, costuming and
other details of production, Is up to the Marion
standard, that Is to say It Is probably the most
elaborate on the wheel. It Is cut up Into nine
scenes, and all of them as to scenic setting
exceedingly bright and colorful.
As much may be said for the costuming.
Both women principals and chorus always
look

One

well.

particularly

attractive

The Columbia Amusement

opposition

theatres in
their receipts had fallen

damages

Oh" closed near Pittsweek because the musical
after a row with the manage-

last

director,

ment, decamped with the orchestrations, and persuaded several of the
chorus members to accompany him.
Several of the musicians who were
with the company and who lost their
positions through the action of the
director have taken the matter up
with the union.

"The Love Mill" closed at the 48th
Saturday, going to the place
where all bad shows land. When closing time arrived there was some exStreet

citement among the people
company through the failure

of the
of the
salary envelopes to appear. Since then
that matter is reported to have been
satisfactorily arranged.

entered

CONTINUE MANCHESTER.
two days' stand, by the American Circuit were favorable last week, and the
circuit

has voted to continue.

Laymond and Caverly open for the
Circuit, for a full week, commencing Monday, at Bijou, Brooklyn.

Loew

F. Jamas Carroll, managing director
of the Strand, at Lowell, Mass., has accepted a position as a Poli manager.

Schenectady, N. Y., will
have an anniversary week April 8, full
week, with usual split bills.
Proctor's,

weekly

agreement

Laski's object irt having the interrogatories answered was to show that

Hyde & Behman have
damages, and

if

sustained no
they have any action

at all it is for the $100 a week liquidation clause. The question is whether
Hyde and Behman are entitled to an
injunction or to damages.

Hyde & Behman allege the Columbia,
with intention of violating the agreement, acquired the Victoria, Pittsburgh, and the Empire, Chicago (in
the same neighborhood as the H. &
B. houses), and produced American
Wheel shows at the opposition houses.

SUMMER STOCKS.

OFFERS FOR FRED FULTON.

May 13 has been set as the opening
date of the summer stock company
Charles
Baker will have at the
right stown, N. J., theatre.
The Olympic, New York, will again
play summer stock.
Strouse & Franklyn will again
operate a summer burlesque policy at
the Howard, Boston.
The Cadillac, at Detroit, will play
summer stock; also the Star, Cleveland.
Arrangements are also being made
for summer burlesque at the Gayety,
Minneapolis, and the Star, St. Paul.

W

Joseph Howard
policy

while

at

will

have a similar

Gayety,

Philadelphia;

Morrow

will have a
Trocadero, in

the

Robert

summer stock

at

the

Quakertown.
Chicago, March 20.
•
According to Art Moeller, now managing the Empire, this city will get
its usual summer burlesque stock season the coming summer.
Moeller states he will again take
charge of the old stamping grounds,
Haymarket. The Kessler Yiddish Players,

now

at the

Haymarket,

will

move

Empire for the summer months.
Morris Wainstock has formulated a
plan whereby a circuit of New England

to the

will play burlesque musical
this summer, the first company
starting
13 at the Gilmore, Spring-

theatres

comedy

May

Mass., with three other locations
yet to be announced.
field,

"VARIETY" FREE

Minneapolis,

March

20.

Billy Koenig, of the Gayety, has of-

fered Fred Fulton, the Minnesota
heavyweight scheduled to meet Jess
Willard July 4, burlesque bookings this
spring, at an amount, unnamed, but believed to be about $750 weekly.
Mike Collins, Fulton's manager, has
left this proffer hanging, together with
several others, believing he can take
his man over the one-nighters with his
own specialty company, and do better.
Al W. Gillis, manager of Pantages,
has made a bid of $750 for the big
scrapper, promising 10 weeks and a percentage on gross over the average
"business in houses played. Fulton is
understood to be holding out for $1,Fulton has an act in which he
000.
reproduces famous prize ring contests.
He has Jack Johnson's former sparring partner and two assistants.

SEATTLE SHIFT OF COS.
Seattle, March 20.
The Armstrong Folly Co. closed its
run at the Gaiety Saturday. It may go

to Camp Lewis for an engagement.
The Gaiety will be dark for two
weeks when" another musical comedy

organization will follow in. Monte Carter is dickering for the house with that
purpose in view.

IMPROVING "AMERICA."
Hurtig & Seamon are figuring on
for its
improving "Hello, America
summer run at the Columbia, New
York, opening early in May.
The chorus of girls will be increased
to 28, and the male choristers will
number 10. New costuming will be provided, with the additional expense
figured for the summer run amounting to between $6,000 and $7,000.

TO THEATRICAL MEN IN THE SERVICE
While the war continue* "Variety' 9 will be sent free to
any theatrical man in the U. S. service, upon application*
with address.

The mailing address should be kept corrected promptly.

An

extra attraction may t>e secured
week or longer.

for the first

BURLESQUE CHANGES.
who was

to have gone
into the 14th Street theatre for the
Rosenberg Brothers as soubret this
week, but who walked out of one of

Dolly Fields,

the rehearsals last week, was signed
as soubret for "The Darlings of Paris"
(American) show through the Roehm
& Richards office, Monday, to open
with that attractions in Hoboken next
week. Blutch Cooper has Miss Fields
signed to a three-year contract, starting next season.
Harry Steppe, signed for Harry
Hastings' show next season, began a
four weeks' engagement in stock at
the 14th Street this week, with other
changes in the cast bringing in Lou

"BARON" GOLDEN DIVORCED.
"Baron" Nat Golden, agent for the
Dave Marion show, granted an absolute divorce from his wife, Mildred
Gilmore, Monday, by Judge Bartow" S.
Weeks, in Part 3, Supreme Court.
Stock at Liberty, East New York.
Liberty, East New York (Brook-

The

lyn), is to play stock burlesque next
season, according to the plans mapped
out for the house by the Minsky
Brothers.

LESSER'S FUND.
Through the

individual and office efmanagers and
burlesque
Lesser fund is growLouis
the
agents
ing, with fully $500 pledged up to Wednesday.
All the road companies are taking up collections while the Burlesque
Club also has raised a substantial sum.
Lesser is still in Baltimore, where he
is reported on the verge of becoming
of

forts

blind.

PRINTERS CHANGED.
It developed this week that the burlesque circuits have decided upon a
switch in the printing for next season and that the United States Co.,
which has been doing all the litho
work, has lost its contract, the National having been delegated to handle
it in the future.
The circuit heads decided that a
change of billing connection was good
for the producing companies.

Lederer and Ollie Odom.
Daisy Mayfair, for the stock at the
Bastable,' Syracuse.

Jack Dempsey, for a part of this season with "The Record Breakers," has
recovered from pneumonia and is in
New York. He was signed to a Max
Spiegel contract for next season.
Ben Bernard, producer, and his wife,
Ida, have been booked to produce and
play soubret with the stock burlesque
the Gotham, Brooklyn, opening
at

March
Reports from the inaugural of burlesque at the Park, Manchester, for a

cities

off.

in
an
into in Jan., 1915.

en-

"Oh, Johnny,

burgh

those

The matter came up before Justice
Mayer in the United States District
Court Monday. A point made by Leon
Laski, attorney for the Columbia, was
If Hyde & Behman had sustained any
damage it was set at $100 liquidated

semble brought the girls out In an Irish cos-

SHOWS CLOSING.

de-

in the action

tume which was particularly sightly. Agnes
Behler had half a dosen stunning frocks.
Ines de Vervler, Nellie Watson and Bmelle
Bartholettl at all times contributed to the stage
ploture, while the last named did an Interesting dance In the spectacular ballet number, "Dance of the Roses," an Item In Scene
5 laid In a cabaret. This wsb notable for the
handling of the lights, a detail handled much
better than Is common In a burlesque house
ordinarily.
The singing throughout Is excellent, probably due In part to the presence of the Alpine
Quartet, who do an occasional number besides
their specialty, which is programmed as Scene
4 with a special set.
Tho finale of the show la a well worked up
patriotic number called "Congress of the Nations." In which representatives of the various
Allied nations come upon the stage one by
one, and when all are assembled the audience
stands while the orchestra plays the national
anthem and President Wilson In replica bows
from a dais upstage.
Altogether the Marlon show Is a bully burlesque entertainment, with high-class producing ability, novelty and top grade entertainers.

Co.,

brought by Hyde
& Behman, obtained an order, directed
to the latter, requiring them to answer
some 20 interrogatories concerning
the rentals and receipts of the Gayety,
Pittsburgh, and the Star and Garter,
Chicago, during the past year, particularly with reference to the receipts
of the houses this year as compared
with those of last year. Hyde & Behman claimed that by reason of the
fendant

GOODWINS RECONCILED.
In the suit brought by Nat Goodwin
against the Mirror Film Co., which was

25.

When the new season opens Jack
Singer will drop the title "Broadway
Frolics" that he is now using and use
the billing "The Lew Kelly Show" inLon Hascall of the present
stead.
"Frolics" will be switched to "The Behman Show. Kelly and Will J. Kennedy
will be the principals with the Kelly
show, it is said.

week, Mrs. Goodwin testiher husband, indicating the
couple had patched up the differences
they were reported to have had.
tried
fied

this

for

"Name."

in

"Man Show."
Man Who Stayed

In the cast of "The

Home," which comes to the 48th
Street April 1 are Amelia Bingham,
Charlotte Ives, Kathryn Kaelred, Rex

at

Another American House in New York.
There is likelir.ood before the opening of the new season of burlesque
that another local house will be added
At present
to the American Circuit.
the only house in New York proper
housing American shows is the Olympic.

An

under way to add
the Bronx.

effort

a theatre in

is

EARL BENHAM
In
the

Honry W.

Snvuflc's

"TOOT-TOOT"

MacDougall.
at

COHAN theatre hihI signed with CHAMHERLAIN HROWN exclusively who mnnnge*
EMILY ANN WELLMAN, CHRISTINE NORMAN. TYLER RROOKE, CONRAD NAGEL,
MARTHA MAYO, ADA MEADE, SYDNEY
SHIELDS, MARIE CARROLL, FLORENCE
EARLE, und

others.

German Play Banned.
Pittsburgh,

Mar.

20.

Mayor E. V. Babcock has refused a
permit to C. M. Haagen to produce "I
Love You," a German play, in German.

»

.

VARIETY
after the

rooms and

KIETY
New Yerk

Advertising eeny far earrent leeue will be
aeeeptod etthe Hew York oaTlee op to Wednesbe- ae-

walk to the
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Entered at necond-class mutter December 22,
IMS, at the Post Offlee at New York, New
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Annual.
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H

Foreign....
Single eenles. It eents

were the result of the accident.
The Supreme Court has refused to
grant the hotelkeeper's motion to have
the case transferred from New York to
Cortland for trial. An appeal has been
taken by Mr. Riley to the Appellate
Division, Fourth Department.
Mrs.
Cooke claims that she was rendered
unconscious by the fall. Hotel attaches
declare Mrs. Cooke was able to later
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The) Liberty Loan Committee that
is lending its efforts to putting over
the Third Loan is directing a great
many of its plans toward the giving of
outdoor entertainments as an attraction to the people to interest them in
the purchase of bonds. On Tuesday
of this week the Committee on City
Plan'' of the Board of Estimate approved the application of the New
York Liberty Loan Committee for
permission to reproduce a sector of
trenches in Central Park. Although it
is not announced at present, the scene
of the reproduction may be the North
Meadow of the Park, somewhere in
the 90's. The militia of the State will
be used for the purpose of inhabiting
the trenches and the actual routine of
the life on the fighting front under
military discipline will be* followed.
Approximately 1,000 men will, be employed for the project. There will be
a first and second line of trenches and
four performances of going over the
top will be staged daily; two in the
afternoon and two at night. For the
night performances the actual illumination of the skies and the use of
star shells, etc., will be employed to
make the scenes visible to the spectators. There will be an encampment
back of the fighting lines for the men.
No admission charged to the show, the
idea being to attract the public for the
sale of bonds. Under the plan that is
outlined at present the indications are
that Arthur Voegtlin will be the master showman of spectacle. Mr. Voegtlin
is a member of the Loan Committee.
It is also planned that there will be a
number of smaller encampments with
a touch of camp and trench life staged
in the smaller parks about the city,
such as Bryant Park, Madison Square,
also stimulate subscriptions for the
Loan. Several cities about the country
are considering shows of a similar
nature since hearing of the New York

train.

Juetiee Finch in the Supreme Court,
upon Leon Laski's application made an

order directing Julian M. Gerard, treasurer of the Star Co., to be examined
before trial in the litigation between
Eugenie Blair and the Star Co. The
defendant made a motion to vacate
the order and it was argued before
Judge Donnelly, who denied the motion, directing that Gerard appear for

name

various

in

away.

While Baldwin Cooke and Mrs. Alice
Cooke, vaudevillians, were entertaining
three other members of the profession in their apartment in the Crown
City Hotel at Cortland, N. Y., last year

does.

F. D. "Doc* Welle, stage manager of
Zeigfeld's "Midnight Frolic," resigned
Saturday and has gone to a large farm
at Vineland, N. J., which his wife recently inherited, to engage in tending
real chickens.
Mrs. Wells, who was
known in vaudeville as Katheryn Robertson, has been off the stage for several seasons. Recently her grandfather

Iain Ton Claneen has asked that ber
present action against Cohan & Harris

Tho

Philadelphia

papers.

George Wakefield Raid, who was sent
Longview insane asylum in Cincinsome five years ago for "imagining he was once a great vocalist and
sang with Lillian Russell," has been
to

1

and Harry T. Smith be discontinued.
She charged an infringement of ber
book in their play, "A Tailor-Made
Man." She says she will start a new
action.

Irene. Bordoni's divorce suit, which
hat been on the Supreme Court
calendar for some time, bat been pottConed for two weekt. The action wat
rought by her againtt her husband*
Egard Beeckman. Gilda Daxtby It
named at co-respondent.

New York by Charles Coburn and
players relative to opening an engagement in Chicago at the Illinois. Among
late acquisition! to the Coburn Players
The Coburn Playis Albert Bruning.
ers will also fill a number of summer
university engagements.

Jamee Harrigan, best remembered in
vaudeville as tramp juggler." who retired from the stage about four years
ago, it now secretary and treasurer
of the Harrigan Lumber Co., Inc., with
main offices at 1079 Clinton street,
Buffalo.

Florence Holeomb, daughter of WilHoleomb, has her first Broadway
engagement with Toot, Toot/' at the
Cohan. She is not programmed, and

Lou Tellegen hat obtained bit final
naturalization papers. When asked by
Justice Hand why he wanted to become
a citizen he replied : "I want to terra
my country to the bett of my ability,

nati,

released,

the

victim

of

lard

mistake.

a

Common Pleas' Judge Nippert publicly
admitted the error and said he had

Willard's friends

may

identify her only

and

need be I will take a job in the
Department."

if

War
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ALOZ CIRCUIT
(J.

had delusions as to his stage career.
Lately the truth became known, that
his statements were correct.

An

interacting feature of the nonsectarian drive for the Catholic war
fund week is the benefit show held
Friday night at the Star Casino under
the auspices of a Jewish committee of
residents in the district, headed by
Nathan Burkan as chairman. Listed
to appear are Victor Herbert and his
orchestra, Marguerita Sylva, Morgan
Kingston, Lew Fields, Frank Pollock,

Kiernan Brennan, Hal Forde, Hy
Mayer, Rube Goldberg, Tom Powers,
Richard Outcault, Cyril Kcightley and

J.

vaudeville
from various houses.

acts

loaned

Nathan

Burkan.
the ^ theatrical
arranging an entertainthe Catholic War Fund,
under the auspices of the Parish of
(FriSt. Francis dc Sales, for this
day) evening at the Star Casino, 107th
street.
The following artists will appear: Victor Herbert and his orchestra, Margaret Sylva, Morgan Kingston,
Lew Fields, Frank Pollock, J. K. BrenHy Mayer,
nan,
Tyrone
Power,
Richard Outcault, Tom Powers, Rube
Goldberg, the Original Dixieland Jazz

ment

Band,
forde,

is

for

Robert Emmett Keane, Hal
Thomas Hackett, Etta Harrigan.

(W.

S. Buttcrfleld)

by the

fact she wears the only frock
show of creme de menthe tone.
Miss Holeomb has several small bits,
and is understudying one of the prin-

in the

cipals.

delphia.

Harry A. Shoe it again booking the
Sunday vaudeville at the 14th Street
theatre. A law tuit pending between
Mr. Shea and Jerome Rotenberg, the
manager of the theatre, hat been diecontinued.

Nod Wayborn, in London, ttaging
Alfred de Courville't "A Box o' Tricks1
at the Hippodrome, tailed almott Immediately after that revue opened latt
week and it due in New York early
next week.
Joeeph W. Stern aV Cn. recently
a contract with the French
owners of the Paritian tong, "Love's
Lullaby." It hat been popular in Parit
closed

From London comes a story of a
burly acrobat with a cauliflower ear,
talking with what
sounded like a strong Teutonic accent.
Interrogated bv a Scotland Yard official as to his nationality he replied he

who was overheard

was an American citizen.
"What part of America do you come
from?"
"Orpheum Circuit," was the reply.

as a waltz song.

Bart Cortelyou, of the Simon agency
in Chicago, is coming to New York to
look the town over.

TAX INFORMATION
By order

Will M. Hough will not
book of the new musical
Boyle Woolfolk will bring
summer run in Chicago, a

write the

show

that

out for a
difference

New York

arising.
He came to
week to obtain a new book.

last

Woolfolk

has an option on the Olympic, Chicago, from Klaw & Erlanger, but they
want to limit his stay there to the
first

attorney,

Moee)

GU8 SUN CIRCUIT
(Gua Sun)
MICHIGAN VAUD. CIRCUIT

hTaIob)

been able to verify the man's statements. While singing with Miss Russell in Cincinnati, years ago, Reid ruptured a blood vessel in his throat. His
voice gone, he accepted a position as
floorwalker in a Fourth street department store there. It was believed he

bf

(B. S.

OBCCST

(Rlahard Kearney)

P. Keefe)
rAJI CIRCUIT

number

MOSS CIRCUIT

B. S.

(Harry A. Shea)

AOeu)

a

Herbert Lloyd hat issued a "Split
Calendar" for 1918. The last half
of each week is indicated in red Ink,
the first half in blue. Mr. Lloyd's address is 3640 North 21st street, Phila-

Week

4. lttt.

have atgniled a wtrhngnca s to
eircuBs, ejanagemense
The
f leAowtae;
-w— ~_.and agencies
to cmnlnate "lifted material " from
mean* as may -be wTtbin their now
adopt »»<*
ircetlgBtton conducted by VARUsTY
their theajtDeBj when Informed of the reenlt of an
PANTAGES CIRCUIT
MARCUS %JQ&W CIBCUIT
»T LEVEY CIRCUIT

project.

A motion has been made to restore
the case of Muriel Ridley against Lady
Duff Gordon to the calendar to open
a default granted a few weeks ago.
The action was started by Miss Ridley when, after entering injo an agreement with her ladyship to dance in
her act, "Fleurette's Dream," for a
period of 30 weeks at a salary of $50
per week, Lady Gordon breached the
contract.
Miss Ridley has rehearsed
a series of elevating dances, mostly at
the home of the defendant, for several
weeks. Two days before the opening
of the act at the Palace theatre she
was discharged, although her name
appeared upon the program of the theatre for the week.
The action was
started for $1,500. and a verdict was
awarded Miss Ridley by default. According to attorneys Boochever & Mayper it was granted because Lady Duff
thought she could avoid litigation by
throwing the summons and complaint

borhood.

Imaginary Invnlid" ("Malade
Imiginaire"), adapted for the stage
from the works of Moliere, the French
dramatist, is now being rehearsed in

March 25, as directed by the origorder. The suit was started by
Miss Blair against the Star Co. for
damages of $25,000. It is alleged that
vhe Star Co. published stories purporting to have been written by and und^r
trial

Eddie." At the close of the present
legitimate season Home plans to pat
in a permanent stock company.
Shirll Matthew*, at one time of
Matthews and Bulger (Harry), hat
been given the guest room by Nora
Bayes in her home. Mr. Matthews bat
been an invalid for many years, during
most of which time George M. Cohan
contributed to his support, and still

alleging

died and the Vineland farm is but part
of the large estate bequeathed her.

inal

her

colored,

discrimination
through her color. She claims that
on Feb. 28, when attempting to secure
a seat in the orchestra of that house,
one was refused her, with the explanation there was no vacant seat left.
This will be the defense of the management.
The Alhambra skirts the
colored colony of the Harlem neightiff,

000 each

Publlsbed Weekly by
Slme Silverman, President

day night
dvertieemente teat by mall sheuld

Keith's Alhambra, Harlem, has been
sued by Ida Saxton for $500, the plain-

suits against

Treeollark

Tlm«i Severe

show, Mrs. Cooke left the
fell on the stairway.
Two
William R. Riley for $10,-

IT

week

in

August.

George Spink
Wilbur Mack

now

associated with
the producing of
vaudeville acts and supplying material
for them. Messrs. Mack and Spink
will combine in the writing of song
numbers and the latter will also be in
charge of the office while Mack is
playing.
is

in

The new Liberty theatre, Stapleton,
S. I., estimated cost, $200,000, management, John Home, who for years operated the 5th Avenue stock, Brooklyn,
opened March 18 with "Very Good,

of

Mark

Eisner, col-

lector of internal revenue for the

Third District of

income tax station
lished

in

New
will

Varibtt's

Broadway and 45th

York, an
be estaboffice,

at

street.

From Friday (today) and until
Saturday of next week (March
30) an income tax man will answer questions for professionals
and others daily, between the
hours of 10 a. m. and 5 p. m.
He will be acquainted with any
new ruiings from Washington.
The time limit for the filing of
statements is April 1.
The Internal Revenue Department has stationed numerous income tax men

in the various dis-

Other Income Tax information will be found on page 6.
tricts.

*
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BILLY SUNDAY'S CHICAGO FLOP;
ATTENDANCE AND RECEIPTS LIGHT
Draws Big Opening Crowd but Interest Fades. Got Only
$3,000 Out of 50,000. Second Day Money One-Half.
Expected $150,000 on Campaign for Mission.
Chicago, March 20.
Early indications arc that the Billy
will be a financial
here
campaign
Sunday
failure.

The campaign opened with a terrific
turn-out March 10. On that day 50,000
people heard Sunday preach. Yet the
intake by the stew-pan brigade was less
than $3,000.
The following day Sunday didn't
preach at the tabernacle. Tuesday the
evangelist played to an afternoon attendance of 4,000, and a night crowd of
The collection dropped 50 per
16,000.
cent, less than $1,500 being chipped in.
Wednesday less than 10,000 people attended, and there was a still further
fall in receipts.

It became rumored about the following day that unless there was a big improvement in the amounts collected
daily the cajnpaign would be cut short
before the expiration of the ten-week

period. It was said that Sunday might
take his troupe to Duluth in three weeks
if the people didn't open up their purses
as well as their hearts.
"Doc" Walker, Sunday's press agent,
announced before the evangelist started
his campaign that Sundav expected to
turn over $150,000 to the Pacific Garden
Mission.
In order to do that, and
finance the campaign, cost of building
the huge tabernacle, salaries of Sunday's
staff, etc., it would be necessary for
Sunday to preach for ten months, instead of ten weeks, at the present
receipts.

The evangelist has gone out of his.
way in each one of his sermons to conciliate the theatres and moving pictures,
institutions which formerly came within
the scope of the things he vilified.
Incidentally, it developed that one of
the best song "pluggers" in the country
is a member of the Sunday organization.
He is Homer Rodeheaver. choir leader,
known as "Sunday's Sousa." Rodeheaver
is head of the Rodeheaver Publishing
Co. of Chicago, which publishes all the
Sunday hymns and songs.
At each meeting "Rody" delivers a
spiel about his songs, mentions his firm
in the most eulogistic manner, calls
upon the audience to join in the
choruses, much in the same manner
utilized by his brethren in the vaudevilles, and has men on hand to sell
copies of flic books to all who wish to
invest.

CLARKE FAMILY MELLER.
Boston. Mar. 20.
That well planted melodrama, "The
Man Who Came Back," with which
Henry Hull continues to "turn 'em
away" at the Plymouth, unexpectedly
sprouted a melodrama of its own last
week, with the domestic infelicities of
Richard Clarke and his wife, Sophia
Allen, as the basis for the thriller.
The curtain was rung up on the
troubles of the Clarke family when
the Boston police were asked to send

men

to the
to

Back Bay and the South

Stations

guard Mrs. Clarke, who
to Boston with her two
little girls.
Tt is claimed thev had
been spirited as far as Albany on their
way to Canada by the husband.
Mrs. Clarke claims she and her
detectives found the little ones in a
hotel in Albany. Her lawyer. Robert
Gallagher, alleged he feared for Mrs.

was returning

Hence the police call.
The following day, while Mrs. Clarke
was securing from Judge Burr an order
Clarke's safely.

her custody of the children,
Clarke was hastily leaving town,
threatening vengeance.
Shortly after giving Mrs. Clarke her
children Judge Burr dropped dead in
the lobby of his court.
Mrs. Clarke
hid away the children and returned to

giving

the cast of "The Man Who Came
Back."
The wife stated she is starting
divorce proceedings against her husband, who is said to have joined
another company of the same play.

END OF REVUE RUN.
"The Cohan Revue" closes tomorrow
night (March 23) at the Amsterdam.
The show will lay off for a week and
open at the Colonial, Boston, Easter
Monday. After the Boston engagement it is possible that Philadelphia,
Washington, Baltimore and Pittsburgh
will be played by the show on its way

summer

run. The
latter is not definite at present.
The Amsterdam will be dark next

into Chicago for a

week, and reopen April 1 with 'The
Rainbow Girl," which is to remain
there until the "Follies" come along
in June. The present plan is then to
move the "Rainbow" show to another
house, possibly the Cohan & Harris or
the Liberty; while "Going Up" switches
to the C. & H.

George M. Cohan is reported writing a new revue and it is his intention to employ practically the same
cast as the present one, rehearsing the
next show during the six weeks' Chicago engagement, preparatory to coming into New York for the summer.

Nora Bayes will be featured with
the show on the road. In New York
the "Revue" starred and featured no
one. Next week Miss Bayes fills in
at the Riverside, New York, as headline of the vaudeville bill.

DREWS COMEDY

Haven, Conn., March 20.
A timid, brow-beaten cashier, slaving his life away with a firm which
cares nothing for him, is the part taken
by Sidney Drew, and his wife, a charming woman with social ambitions, plunging into one extravagance after another, is the character assumed by Mrs.

Drew in "Keep Her Smiling,"
new comedy drama, which had

Sidney
their
its

premiere performance at the Shu-

Monday.
The high note

bert

is struck through the
creation of circumstances which lead
to his employers and big business men
of a summer colony to recognize him
as a financial genius, and compete for
his services. The play ends with the
once timid cashier in a $15,000 job and

everybody happy.
Local critics stated they liked "Keep

Her Smiling." With the improvement
to come after a few performances, it
ought to have a Gotham run. John
Hunter Booth is the author and Richard Walton Tully the producer. The
latter's work has been done with a
finish too, the scene showing a seaside
villa by moonlight being exceptionally

accomplished.
Sidney Drew and "the Mrs." certainly are not worse off for their film
work. Drew, however, may achieve
his greatest fame in Booth's play. DeWitt C. Jennings is fine as the overbearing boss, and John H. Dilson does
well

good work as the fresh office assistant.
Tuesday night's takings jumped $500
over the premiere and Wednesday's
matinee and night were practically sold
out in advance.
first planned to lay the
next week (Holy Week), but
the business warranted the hasty booking of Detroit for the date, which will
be followed by Buffalo, and the show
then goes into Boston for a run. It

It

had been

show

will

off

open Aug. 19

in

New York

at the

Astor.

Musicians' Contemplated Request.
of Musicians is in meeting at present to consider several changes in its by-laws.
Incidentally, it is unofficially stated
that the Musicians' Union will make
additional demands on the managers
for an increase. It is believed that the
fact that there is a fight on the legitimate field, with the factions separated,
will be responsible for the action.

The American Federation

CHORUSMEN HELD

UP.
March 20.
"Oh Boy" at the Metropolitan last week were among the
victims of a hold-up staged by three
bandits, who made an early morning
call on a down-town building.
Card
players on the second floor were reMinneapolis,

Chorusmen

of

"LITTLE WIDOWS.99

Syracuse, N. Y., March 20.
Born under the title, 'The Little
Widows," at the Astor, New York, last
summer, the musical comedy, "Some
Little Girl" had its second premiere under the new name at the Empire Thursday.

While the

plot has not been changed
an appreciable extent, radical
changes have been made in the dialog
and songs. Evidently, the re-writing
has not been finished, for unprogramed
songs were introduced throughout the
three acts and others scheduled on the
program were dropped.
Rida Johnson Young and William
Dury Duncan wrote the book, and
William Schroeder the score.
The
present production is staged by Frank
Stammers.
G. M. Anderson and L.
to

Lawrence Weber now own the show
and will take it to Chicago for a sum-

mer run.
The leading comedy roles are in the
hands of Felix Adler, Shep Camp, Harold Hendee and James McEohern. The
feminine contingent includes Frances
Ross, Pan Traver and Florence Morrison. The play now has 20 songs.
It scored a hit with the local audiences, although the first night the
house was liberally papered.

KANSAS CITTS PLAINT.
Managers

Kansas City, Mar. 20.
in this city are of opinion

that the theatre-going population is
not supporting the theatres. According to one manager: 'Their attitude
seems listless, and, although there
seems a preference for light shows,
many of the best comedies we have
had this winter have been poorly
attended."
According to another manager the
booking has a lot to do with it. The
shows have "flocked" too much; in
other words, too many of one class
of entertainment have come along in
succession, and the public has been
surfeited.

Klaw & Erlanger are expected to
begin work of remodeling the Garden
theatre in a few weeks.
The final
engagement there before closing will
be Harry Lauder, who comes in for
eight
performances,
starting
tomorrow.

EDITH HALLOR OUT.
Chicago, March 20.
Edith Hallor has vacated the lead
in "Leave It to Jane" at the La Salle
by mutual consent, after she had remained out of the performance, alleging illness.

The management claimed Miss Halillness period was taken up in
having an enjoyable vacation and she
was fined a two weeks' lay off but relor's

fused to accept the penalty.
Roma June has been given the part.

which, together with cash secured from the occupants of the third
floor (principally chorus men preparing to retire), totaled over $200, not including several watches, rings, and
lieved

KOLB A DILL REPEAT.
Seattle.

Kolb

March

20.

&

Hjll are holding over for
second, week at the Metropolitan, the first musical comedy to
extend its run here into the second
week since the engagement of 'The

No

arrests yet.
The robbery took place across the
street from the Cosmopolitan Club,
where only a few weeks ago 40 men, including several connected with the theatrical profession, were held up and
robbed of over $7,000 in money and
jewelry.
stick pins.

NEW

LIKED.

New

this, their

Merry Widow."
The achievement is particularly noteworthy because the Kolb & Dill outplaying a return, having appeared
here in October.

fit is

PHELPS GENERAL MANAGER.
L. P. Phelps, for 18 years associated
with Charles E. Hoyt and with Frank
McKee and Augustus Thomas, is now
general manager for Arthur Hopkins.
Mr. Phelps joined the Hopkins office

several

months ago.

Author*** Placed on Probation.
Los Angeles, March 20.
Mrs. Alice S. Lowery, former San
Francisco authoress, was placed on
probation for three years by Superior
Judge McCormick. She has been arrested several times on charges of
drunkenness and burglary.

WINIFRED BYRD
Unheralded, out of the wild* of Oregon
came a tllp of an American pirl as a eoncert ptanlste at Aeolian Hall, New York,
Feb. 47.
Winifred Byrd Is the girl who won the
enthusiastic praise of the hardhearted music
reviewers of the New York papers.
It Is exceptional for a debutante to receive
the criticisms given her. One of the leading
writers said, "Surely the mantle of Carreno
has fallen upon his pupil, Winifred Byrd."
Miss Byrd's next recital will be In October.
She has been booked to appear In many of
the larger eltles early next season.

Samual F. Nixon Vory III.
Philadelphia, Mar. 20.
Samuel F. Nixon is confined to his
home in North Broad street, suffering
from a nervous breakdown.
He is reported so ill, that no one
is

permitted to

visit

him.

Miss Marbury Giving Up Producing.
It was said about town this week
that Elisabeth Marbury had about decided to retire from the producing field
and confine her theatrical activities
to her extensive play brokerage business.

LEGITIMATE.
A. E. A.

Yiddish

Much enthusiasm was

displayed at
Council session

Equity

Actors'

have been turned over to the
department for adjustment.
A. E. A. members
have been
cautioned to be very careful about
signing new contracts, and that every
safety plan should be taken to sidestep
associating with
a
company
organized with limited capital.
Each week brings forth a more determined effort to prevent Equity members from signing worthless contracts,
and which, according to officers of the
Equity, are only formalities towards
making the proposed theatrical venture
assume a camouflaged aspect.
that

legal

The Equity's

legal

representative,

Paul Turner, has sent out a warning
to members signing minimum standard
contracts

alterations and
Equity has ascer-

containing

specifications.

The

tained some of the changes were inserted at the request of the managers
and some at the request of members.
Discontinuance of this practice is
urged by the Association, and that
under no consideration should the
members permit or agree to any
alterations. The Equity heads maintain that a long fight and repeated
effort to maintain organization has
resulted in the standard contract, and
that the contract should stand as it

has been agreed upon by both managers and the association.
Mr. Turner has notified the association that alterations may render the
entire instrument useless.
It has been announced by the A.
E. A. that the "subway circuit," which
embraces certain houses in New York
and Brooklyn, is classified by the association as coming under the provisions
of the contract applying to the road,

whether the

New York engagement

is

played before or after.

"HITCHY-KOO" AND LILLIAN.
Chicago, March

20.

Lillian Russell received a huge ovation lasting about two minutes when
she made her entrance in the Raymond
Hitchcock show. Hitchy, too, was royally received. Lene Bordoni scored

the performing hit of the event, and
Sylvia-Jason,
playing the one-time
Francis White bits, was strongly en-

couraged. Leon Erroll's comedy made
powerfully good.
The Colonial will house an enormous
hit in "Hitchy Koo." A four-week buy

amounting to more
was consummated by Wal-

of 500 seats nightly,

than
ter

$40,000,

Duggan with the

local brokers.
verdict after the open-

The unanimous
ing was that the show was a ringing
success. The notices were 100 per cent,
enthusiastic.
Hitchy did not stand by the alleged
neutrality armistice with Billy Sunday.

He

snuffed the screaming evangelist
out with a few crisp, almost kindly
lines, then went on to the war and
other things. His curtain speech was
unusually brief and unusually effective.
Surprising plans on the part of Raymond Hitchcock came to light with the
discovery that he had given four weeks'
notice to the Colonial the day after he
Hitchy proopened "Hitchy Koo."
poses to leave here at the height of
undoubtedly
be
tremendous
will
what
business to play a week of one-night-

G. Brown, then Governor of West
Virginia, who died about a year apo.
She was leading woman for Otis Skin-

week.
quoted at

when last seen in New York. Also
the cast will be Charles Milward
and Byron Beasley.
The second new play to be presented
by Mr. Kugel is a comedy by William
Rathbun. The piece is as yet unnamed,
but will be tried out in June and is
due in New* York in, August.
"Old Lady 31" witli Rachel Crothers
will end its season on Saturday. It
will reopen on Labor Day at the
Adelphi, Philadelphia.

reported
thus far.

in

in

Business

Monday

enterprise
night was

Chicago, Mar. 20.
during the
Hitchcock,
eight-week run of "Hitchy Koo,"
which started at the Colonial Sunday,
will prepare his new revue for New
York, the basis for which is "Words
and Music."
The latter stopped at the Fulton,
New York, some weeks ago. New
scenes will be added.

Raymond

musical show being produced under
Jack Welch's direction. Julian Mitchell
will stage the numbers.
The show goes into rehearsal Saturday.
Grace Ellsworth aqd Cyril Chadwick
have been engaged, also Janet Velie.
Miss Velie is also to appear on the
Amsterdam Roof ("Midnight Frolic")
commencing April 1.

GALLI-CURCI'S SHARE.
Providence, R. 1., March

La," an intimate musical comedy with Mitzi Hajos in Boston during the summer. It was tried out at
Hartford in stock last summer. Edgar Allen Woolf wrote the book. The

"Hoop

and two elsewhere, before her phenomenal success, and that the stipulated
contract price was $1,000 per.

v

March

20.

season here culminated

in Philadelphia,

Saturday when Carlita Knight,
known on the stage as Rita Knight, became the bride of George Nellis
Crouse, president of the Syracuse Common Council, the Crouse Grocery Co.,
Lnd the State Association of Elks.
Mr. Crouse made the acquaintance
of Miss Knight last summer when she
Pa.,

was leading woman for the Lew Wood
Stock Company. Mr. Crouse, a millionaire, was considered a confirmed
Never known as a patron
bachelor.
theater, he scarcely missed a
performance while Miss Knight was
here, and it was reported at the time

called the millionaire
the grandest man ever."

"just

Knight

.

The ceremony was performed in the
First Universalist Church at Phila-

Miss Knight has been playing
"The Slave" at the Quaker City. Her
Knightsville, Me. She will
in
home is
retire from the stage, it is expected,
and the newly weds, following their
return from an extended honeymoon,
mansion of
will reside in the palatial
Mr. Crouse here. The Crouse family
upsocially
is one of the best known
delphia.
in

State.

'LOVE MILL" SHORTAGE.
The sudden closing of "The Ixnrs
SatMill" at the 48th Street theatre on

urday uncovered a general claim by
were
those in the piece that salaries
unpaid and it is reported that members
themselves
of the company "protected"
by taking away costumes secreted under
U
production
The
their street clothes.
dark) bestill in the house (which is
cause it is understood that Andrew
Dippel did not fulfill the conditions of
the rental guarantee. It is also understood that the house held out Saturday
night's receipts for the same reason,
Several weeks ago Col. Nutting withdrew his backing of the show and after
paying liabilities turned the piece over
to Dippel, he to assume all responsiThe loss up to Col. Nutting's
bilities.
#

withdrawal was set at $37,000, and
added to the loss since then a tidy
fortune

is

However,

represented.

after

Nutting got from under it is believed
that a new "angel" was secured in a
Mr. Presby, who it is now claimed will
pay up all indebtedness, including the
back salaries.

"TOOT-TOOrS" NEW PEOPLE.
Donald MacDonald is leaving "TootToot" Saturday and enters the Marine
Corps next week. He will be replaced
Last week Rose
by Paul Frawley.
Kessner replaced Florence Johns in
the same show.
Jeannette Lowrie, who recently returned to Broadway with "The Love
Mill," remaining with that production
until

it

closed, will

open Monday

in

"Toot-Toot," replacing Flora Zabelle.

MOFFATTS OWN FARCE.
Clinton Moffatt
Pairs" on his own.

is

producing 'Two
a farce-comedy

It is

by Donald McLaren, who died some
20.

Galli-Curci appeared here Friday
evening in a concert at Infantry Hall
and sang before a house estimated at
$5,000. Every seat was sold two weeks
in advance at $2.50 per and standing
room was at a premium.
Albert M. Steincrt, president of M.
Steinert & Sons Co., under whose auspices Galli-Curci appeared here, cleaned
up about $4,000 ° ut of thc $5,000, it is
said. This would leave the singer $1,000. It is reported Mr. Steinert booked
Galli-Curci for three concerts, one here

SAVAGE'S "HOOP LA."
Henry W. Savage will produce

by Jerome Kern.

the

profiting

"WORDS AND MUSIC REMADE.

STARTING M KISS BURGLAR."

is

$2,50(1.

off.

Edgar MacGregor is to stage the
book of "The Kiss Burglar," the new

music

His original investment is
He is the only one

this

ner

Y.,

summer's stock

last

that the pair were secretly married.
This brought a denial that even an
engagement existed, although Miss

w*eek ticket brokers received
regular seats for "Oh Look" on consignment after they refused to buy
The Vanderbilt manfor the show.
agement tried to force the buy and
work with a certain broker who is reported as "hooked in" on the show.
The broker has been a shrewd "buyer"
and always insisted on a 25 to 35 per
cent, return on his buys if he felt
the least shaky about the shows. Incidentally it has been seldom that he
ever paid over the box office face
value on seats.
Before the show opened at the Vanderbilt, when the outside brokers shied
on the terms offered by the management, the report was sent out this
broker had bought the entire lower
A few minutes later the mesfloor.
sage was supplemented by another saying he had only taken the first eight
rows and if the outsiders would hurry
they might be able to get a few of the
seats left. But the messages were too
close together for the boys. The demand for the "Oh Look" seats were
such during the last week that the
"wise buyer" is reported to have
"dumped back" and a general distribution followed Monday.
The Sixth avenue delicatessen merchant said to have obtained a "piece"
of "Oh Look" is reported to have sold
out his interest in the show for $6,500

PLAYS.

of

attraction in a repertoire of the
pieces the Yiddish player has appeared in downtown. Morris is said
to have been willing to invest $10,000
or upwards if necessary to test the
innovation, but wanted a free hand.
Upon finding the Hebrew unions might
seriously impede him in that direction,
he concluded to abandon the project.

"OH LOOK" "BUY" LIGHT.

producing two new
to be put on being "The

romance

of the

This

is

Syracuse, N.

A

production.
Mr. Morris' intention

way

lays, the first
et," a drama by Maravene Thompson,
a novelist whose best known works
are "Persuasive Peggy" and "The
Woman's Law," and who is a contributor to McClure's and the American Magazine. "The Net" will have a
try May 13 out of town, moving into
the Belasco, Washington, May 20. It
will then probably be taken off until
the falL
The cast will be headed by Izetta
Jewel, who retired from the stage
about three years, ago to wed William

£

unions,

was to experiment with Thomashefsky as a Broad-

ception is significant.
He plans to play, en route to New
York just six cities, tentatively Indianapolis, Columbus, Cincinnati, Syracuse,
Rochester and Albany, one night
apiece, charging $5 admission in each.
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday nights
and Wednesday matinee in the Colonial
were unbroken capacity, with the
cheerful promise of not less than $75,000 gross on the four weeks here, especially if the limited run is made public
Extra matinees will probably be
inserted toward the getaway.

TWO

Hebrew

The unions declared that if Thomashefsky played in a Broadway theatre
the unions would have to install their
own ushers amonf other things, and
also made a provision (the one that
caved in the camel's back) that the
unions would also furnish any chorus
girls required for a Thomashefsky

he says he would rather keep that
humming than take half a million on
the road, which magnificent sum is not
beyond possibilities if the Chicago re-

LEE KUGEL'S

the

which virtually direct the operation ox
East Side theatres, proved too severe
for Mr. Morris.

ers into New York and open there at
his Fulton late in April with a new
revue, "Hitchy Koo Number Two."
He is engaging principals by wire,
and proposes to stage the new frolic
here while playing the present piece.
Hitchcock's lease on the Fulton is
for a solid year. Just why he should
drop everything to keep that little
house alive is not understood, since
he has in his present winning show
such single items as Lillian Russell's
salary of $2,000 weekly and $2,500 for
the week of one-nighters. But the New
York playhouses is his obsession and

Lee Kugel

star,

Thomashefsky. the
has been declared off.
of

The demands of

Legal Department of Council Doing Everything to Safeguard
Interests of Actors. Twenty-three New Members
Join at Weekly Meeting.
the

New York

in

WORTHLESS CONTRACTS

Tuesday afternoon, at which time reports were made on the progress of
the organization and the acceptance
of 23 new members. The Equity members discussed a number of matters

SYRACUSE MARRIAGE.

UNIONS' DEMANDS TOO SEVERE.
The proposed engagement "uptown"

WARNS MEMBERS AGAINST

SIGNING

13

months ago.
has Lionel GlenLawrence, Erdcomb
Clive, Beatrice Terry, Roland Hogue,
George Sydenham, Leonard Booker.
It will be tried out on Monday at
New Haven.

The shows

ister,

cast

Georgie

Coast for "Ovor tho Top."

The Shuberts have routed "Over
Top,"

in

which

Justine

starred, to the coast.

Johnson

the
is

Dorothy Klewer has succeeded her
not only as thc hostess at thc Little
Club, but also in the enshrined place
that the beauteous Justine held in the
estimate of her managers.

•

— —

— ——

—

LEGITIMATE.
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SHOWS

"WHITE FEATHER" BACK.

NEWS FROM THE

The coming of 'The White Feather"
to the 48th Street April 1, recalls that
it
was originally produced in New

DAILIES

York by William A. Brady, when

it

to
attract
any appreciable
patronage.
Later William Moore Patch took it
to Pittsburg for a record run and then
to Boston with equal success. It now
comes back to the metropolis at another Brady house.
failed

(Bolow

ntwt tMMir

it

form from tko itmt rwhtm*
uowtpoOers

Wfiiw

fifth

annual

f

the dotes

The Wlater Garoea oelebreted
aulTereaxy 7««ter<U7 dfareb 21).
The

Vaiutt bmt rtwritUm im cmdtuMd
mootn^oU oopsorimg m th* New York doily
of Vauity's weekly ioemos.)

not coUoctoi by

meeting

of

eighth

Its

Drama

tfce

K—aath Hill, who was drirlng an ambulate*
In Franca, haa returned to New York to regain hie health.
BlUle Berne will return to the etage next
aeaeon In a three-act oomedj by Avery Hopwood—"The Little Clown."

"Fancy Free." with Clifton Crawford,
far

the

Aator

Aprtl

8.

la

an-

replaolng

"Why Marry T"
The Frohman Amuoament Co. hae aoM the
rlghte to lte featarea for Sweden. Denmark
and Holland to Oleca 4 Co.
Sergeant George
flret
la the

lfullln.

born In the United

American to win the
He hae been attached
to the O. B. F. for the lent three yean.
Stataa.

fames* BngUah V. O.

Flying alone at San Diego. Cal.. Major John
Pnrroy Mltchel. former Mayor of New York.

Marah

18, eat

a new record for flying cadets

oter 80

down an elevator

result of a fall

abaft.

The Registration Committee

of the Metropolitan Association haa lasusd sanction to the
Friars Club to held an amateur boxing tournament In Its club house. April 8 and 6.
The classes will be 108. 115, 128, 135 and ldi

Rehearsals started thle week for "Keep
Smiling." the piece In which Cyril Chadwlck
and Muriel Window will be starred. Others
include Madeline Nash, Mary Jane Woody att,
Hervey Hume, Johnnie Dyer. The play Fill
have Its premiere at Stamford, Conn., Apr, 6.

Mortimer MacRea, vaudeville, playing Syracuse last week, was arrested there for failure
The warrant came
to pay $776 back alimony.
from Kings County Court, Brooklyn. MacRea
was allowed to go, leaving a ring as security
for the payment of the amount due under the

commitment.
William L. Wllken. who has been handling
the advance for "Follow the Girl." has Joined
the Barnum A Bailey forces at Madison Square
Garden as "special story man," working In
harmony with tbe general press staff headed

by Dexter W. Fellowes and Jay Rial.

Under the management of
ton Yiddish eompaatoa will
«* or ttout AprU 10. They will tour
cities as far west as Kansas City.

all

the

The Sheepshead Bay Speedway may be the

New York

the proposed aerial
York. Philadelphia
and Washington by the Post Office Dept. If
the service Is successful an aerial route between
this city and Boston will be Immediately
longer
Aeroplanes that are no
started.
serviceable as fighting machines will be used
by the P. O. Dept.

mail

Otiose Playere la the name of an organlsatton hi Greenwich Village which Is producing
melo poems at the theatre of the ProTtnoeacdongn l street. New York.
town Flayers. In

M

terminal
route between

received from the Internal
Revenue Department at Washington, at the
headquarters of the U. M. F. A-. the theatre
ticket tax tor January waa $4^61^24.

for

New

Word has bean

plea for "comforts" for the Belgian soldlers fn the trenches on the western front Is
being made aw fianator La Fontaine of BelprenMaat of the American Committee.

A

Grace Harrtgen, danghtor of the late Ed-

ward Harrignn, haa been engaged as general
ly for the feminine roles In "The
at the Hudson.

waa announced la the prase sheet this
week of the Hotel BUtmore that Julia Arthur.
It

Bdlth

Wynne

Matthlsoa

Is

to

appear

In

next month.

Selwyn A Co. have purchased through Brant
Klrknatrtek all dramatic rights to "Mrs.
Larraby ," new comedy by Cosmo Hamilton.
It will be seen In New York early next sea-

A

The dramatic rights to "Twin Bode," the
farce by Salisbury Field and Margaret Mayo.
have been aold for Japan and Denmark. The
production In Bngland Is announced for Ma_reh

The next series of performances by the
Bast-West Players will be given at the Lenox
Little theatre, Bast 78th btreet, April 4, 5
A program of four one-act plays
and 6.
is scheduled.

Mrs. Bugenle Alger Richards, cousin of the
Rneeell A. Alger, one-time Secretary of
la her dlvoroe suit

late

War, received a decree

"A dancer prominent along' Broadway" waa
named ae the other woman.
The Bankere' Association nave a benefit
performance at the Metropolitan, March 10,
tor Which the Stage Women's War Relief furThe proceeds went to
nished the program.
the Red Cross.
colors presented recently to the 60th Reft, of the New
York Guard by Col. Louis D. Conley, who
was formerly In command, were blessed
March 18 In St Patrick's Cathedral, New York.

The National and Regimental

The Arts et Metiers Francalse, a society
formed by Mme. Polncalre, wife of the President of France, will bold a benefit performance at the Century before the end of the
month.

The 120 vessels to be launched by the American International Shipbuilding Corp. from
the Hog Island ways hare been named by the
wife of the Preeldeat All the namee are of
pure Indian origin.
The Appellate Division has affirmed a Judg-

is

Ragland

the managerial sponsor.

is

Modern Changes Owners.
Providence, March

20.

According to a report current here
this week the lease of the Modern, one
of the largest and newest picture
houses in this city, and a house recently sought by Klaw .& Erlanger for
legitimate, will be transferred to Max
Nathanson, long identified with the
show business. K.
E. may be interested in the transaction. The house is
large
a
one and has a monster stage,
suitable for big or little productions.

&

•

Ellis

ReTires

Play.
to send "Love
Under the title

Sidney R. Ellis is
Forbidden" on tour.

of 'The Destroyer," and with Robert
Edeson as the star, it had a brief
career on the road earlier in the
season.
First "Eddie" in Stock.
Lowell, Mass., Mar. 20.
first
presentation of "Very

The
Good Eddie" in stock was made
week at the Auditorium.

last

CRITICISMS.

GETTING TOGETHER.

JUDGMENTS.

A patriotic production by Ian Hay, J.
Hartley Manners and Percival Knight, eooge by

Judgments Sled In the County Clerk's office.
The Irat name Is that of the judgment debtor,
the eeoond the judgment creditor, end the
amount of judgment.
Herbert Brenon Film Corp. Ooldwyn Plc-

Lieut. Gltx Rice, at the Lyric, March 18.
The result Is by far the most moving and
the most thrilling war melodrama that haa
There was no poee. no
yet been eeen here.
straining for cheap tbeatrlo effect; but the
thing Itself waa there, and if anyone in the
audlenos failed to be thrilled to the marrow
Timet.
It was because his bones were hollow.
It Is the most thrilling thing to be found in

any New

who Is stopping there, will not return to the
stage, but Intends going Into pictures.
"The Army with Banners." a comedy by
Charms Raan Kennedy, under the management
of George H. Brennan, In New York early

EUGENIC PLAY.
No Man Should Marry"

Girl

to make its bow in Pennsylvania
shortly after Easter.
It carries a eugenic theme, and Oscar

pounds.

Mdwtn A. Relkln
leave New York

,"

The

Inc. growing ont of personal Injuries aa the

Leasee will ba tel4 In tna Theatre da Vlau
OotomMer. Mare* M.

pewaeed

ment of $20,000 awarded to Lain Uraprang,
a chorus girl, against the Winter Garden Co.,

theatre.

— World.

l

Harry Carroll
Mathleu

ft

—

&210M.
and Wm.

H
5.£>rp "
$1,000.00.

Co.,

Inc.,

$2,371.61,

A.

$8,802.69,

Sheer—Hllalre

$1,370.10.

—Schuyler

Conway Tearls

Osrage

ft

Supply

Co., $87.22.

Wlllard Mack— H. SUermann, $5,136.65.
Belig Polyscope Co., Ine. Mutual Film Corp.

—

(costs), $102.82.

PAIR OF PETTICOATS.
A comedy In three acts by Cyril Harcourt
at the 44th St. Roof, March 18
Whatever merits this new English comedy
by Cyril Harcourt may claim He on the surface, and Include an unusually good performance by a v«ry creditable company. World.
Of plot there la enough to carry a line of
oonveraatldn so unique add unserlous. though
by no means entirely flippant thst actual
gasps were registered frequently among the
first night audience, which awarded the play
and players repeated curtain calls at the close
of the second act. Herald.

—
—
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Frederic and Fannie Hat ton,
presented by the Shuberts, at the Bijou, March

/t.JkWKe

13.

A

Timet.

ENGAGEMENTS.
George Olddlnge for "A Pair of Psttlooats."
Charlotte De Long replaces Blanche Bellalre la "Flo Flo."
Adele Rowland for

"Rock-a-Bye Baby."
Eugene Cowles ("Chu Chin Chow.')
Ruth Thompson (Flo-Flo).
Dolly Sisters (Weber A Fields).

a

The Olympic announces for March 25
new musical show, "Some Little Girl,"

produced by Anderson and Weber,
book and lyrics by Rida Johnson Young
and William Cary Duncan, music by
William Schroeder, staged by Frank

Stammers. In the cast are Felix Adler,
Peggy Lundeen, Harold Hendee, Shep
Camp, Florence Morrison and a large
chorus. The show follows Chauncey
Olcott.

SHOWS

IN PHILLY.

Philadelphia, March 20.
Oliver Morosco presented "The Little
Belgian" for the first time on any stage,
except a try-out, at the Garrick Monday
evening to a well-filled house. The
show made an impression, but the work
of the company deserves more praise
than the play. A personal triumph
was registered by Ethel Stannard.
Mrs. Fiske opened to a very good
house at the Broad, in "Service." preceded by "A Night in an Inn, both
well received.
"Lord and Lady Algy," with its allstar cast, fair business, in its last
at the Lyric.

"The Man
doing

fairly

Who Came
in

its

fifth

Adelphi.

Back"

week

week

also
at the
is

/

"Katinka" doing very light at the
Chestnut Street opera house.
"The Land of Joy" is playing to big

Reagan" and a revival of "Caste." The
advance sale indicates a bigger week
than the opening week.
Business in other houses is excellent.
"Good Gracious Annabelle" is holding
up in its third week at the Morosco.

SHOWS

THE SQUAB FARM.

drama.

parent failure.

considering the fact that the Englishplayed here less than a year ago.
Two shows new to this city are scheduled for the second week of the engagement. They are "General John

.

A comedy by

Into

in "Rambler Rose" and "The Naughty
Wife" are doing only fair business.
"May time" keeps just above the closing deadline and Clifton Crawford in
"Fancy Free" is starving.,
A huge advance sale is 'on for Harry
Lauder, opening April 1 at the Auditorium, where he will do about $30,000
in the six days from indications.
H. B. Wagner in "Among Those
Present" closes here this week, an ap-

man

Timet.
The many outdoor scenes and the classic
dancing of a sextette of bare footed, short
chiffon skirted young women In the first act
wave to It the aspect of a spring play of
As such It was wsll received
artistic quality.
by the subscribers and their guests. Herald.

World.
point of becoming almost grotesque.
The success of the piece will depend upon
whether the public is more cheered by Its
character comedy or depressed by its ispses

ones.
Warfield's business is letting down
after a strong run, and such excellent
attractions as the Drew-Illington team
in "Gay Lord Quex," Julia Sanderson

IN LOS ANGELES.
Los Angeles, March 20.
Cyril Maude's return with "Grumpy"
at the Mason was an astonishing draw,

in

humor.

much more legitimate ground for objection to the play Is its constant effort at nasty
suggestlvenese for the mere sake of nastlneee.
In every particular lte plot and the repellent
situations to which it leads are false to the

during the initial week. "Hitchy Koo"
opened tremendously Sunday night and
week. "Leave It
to Jane" is standing up mightily and
"Lilac Time" is doing around $10,000 in
the fourth month. These are the big
will get $20,000 this

SHOWS

'
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Ibbb

PAN AND THE YOUNG SHEPHERD.

—

new

business at the Forrest, where it remains for one more week.
"Fair and Warmer" only fair business at popular prices at the Walnut

—

A comedy by Maurice Howlett, acting version by Granville Barker, Incidental music by
W. Franks Harllng, at the Greenwich Village
theatre, March 18.
For those who like the kind of play "Pan
and the Young Shepherd" obviously Is and
there were many of such In the house last
night the play has charm and poetry ajso

IN CHICAGO.
Chicago, March 20.
Woods, with "Friendly
Enemies/' did slightly beyond $14,000

The

LAURA fiOPE CREWS
Placed by

CHAMBERLAIN BROWN

Norman Trevor and

Cyril

with
Harcourt In the

Shuberts* production of "A PAIR OF PETTICOATS" et the 44th Street Roof.
Miss Crews Is under exclusive contract to
Mr. Brown, as are* Richard Sterling, Charles
Lane, Earle Foxe. Oscar Shaw, Sue MacManamy, Byron Beesley, John Dilson, Josrplilne
Victor, Alfred Gerrard, Mabel Withee, Lynn

Overman, Donald MacDonald, Jack Cagwln,
Florence Edney, Bernard Thornton, George
Walter Regan, Eileen Wilson, Alice
Fleming, Mabel
William H.
Carruthers.
Powell, Clare Joel, Marion Coakley, Arthur
C.
Howard, Gertrude Vanderbilt, Harry
Forth,

Tlghe,

and

others.

IN FRISCO.
San Francisco, March 20.
Both the Otis Skinner and Charles
Ruggles shows at the Columbia and
Alcazar respectively holding up.
"Nothing But the Truth" (Max Figman), playing return engagement,
opened big at the Cort.
The Will King Co. continues to big
returns at the Savoy.
**i

'OH,

LOOK" SALARY CUT.

All of the members of "Oh, Look,"
at the Vanderbilt, were asked to take
a cut in salary last week.
Immediately afterward a number
started to look for other engagements.
Even the chorus members were
asked to accept a reduction.

?

:

:

VARIETY
GETTING TOGETHER.

UPUFTERS DAT OFF.

The "propaganda play," put out bj and
with the sanction of the English Recruiting
Mission In New York.
The first night at
the Lyrlo Monday was held at S5 top In the
orchestra, with the Mission practically buying up the house for that evening. The remainder of the engagement Is at the usual
$2 scale. The show will not linger on Broadway. It Intends to travel quickly, to cover
all territory possible,
since Its purpose Is
"propaganda," a word not familiar over here
before the war, but long of common usage
In England when any promotion work was
referred to.

and Holbrook Bllnn are
starred.
There Is a large company, nearly
all of whom are understood to have accepted
the engagement at a greatly reduced salary
through the character of the piece.
The
{lay was written by Major Ian Hay, J. Hartey Manners and Perclval Knight, with songs
by Lieut. Gits Rice and Harrison Brookbank,
the latter authoring but one of the six special
numbers.
Blanche

Cincinnati,

and Americans.
There is some very plain

language em-

ployed for descriptions. In "A Trench Fantasy," written by Mr. Knight and first produced at a Lamb's Gambol, Mr. Knight in
his English Tommie role, to rhyme "Rhine,"
called the Germans "lousy bloody swine." A
large percentage of the audience was English, and that expression must have given
them an added thrill even if It but Inadequately described the Hun, although for public speaking upon the stage, It did quite well.
The final scene of the first act was a Recruiting Station In New York City, with a
crowd of supers.
Entertainment was provided here by Lieut. Rice acting as accompanist and Mr. Brockbank singing songs. Recruiting speeches were made, during which
occurred the Introduction of a Canadian in
uniform wearing the Victoria Cross, the
English premier token for bravery. The recruiting scene is inspiring, and a speech made
on the platform by Miss Bates in her stage
role had its effect so strongly that when a
"plant" clambered over the stage' from the
orchestra, to Join, it was accepted in good
Miss Bates later before the curtain
faith.
made another speech, calling upon the women
of America to take the war to their hearts
and do their bit all the time.
Miss Bates
has lost none of her effectiveness, and there
has been no better gowned nor smarter looking woman on the stage this season than
that actress in her street dress during the
recruiting scene.

The third scene has a stretch of No Man's
Land with some "business" working out the
thread of a story, and the finale is a French

Cincinnati's house
of
dramatic uplift, will close until next

autumn.
Harold Heaton's "Alan Intrudes,"
with the author in the principal role,
and "Passers-By," by C Haddon
Chambers, will each have one performance, on March 19 and 20, rebefore the closing.

spectively,

OBITUARY

20.

management,

where there are convalescent soldiers,
American boys trying to order from a Frenchwaitress, some comedy by Mr. Knight (who
also sang the song hit In this scene), and the
reconciliation of the two principal players,
Miss Bates as Mrs. Orrln Palmer and Mr.
Bllnn as Capt. Palmer.
The husband secured a commission without informing his
wife, who at that time was oddling along
with an admirer Just over the draft age, Edward Wadsworth (William Roselle).
Outside of 'A Trench Fantasy" there was
little
for "acting," excepting by Mr.
call
Knight, who made his comedy moments all
the time. The players for the most part had
but to walk through, for "propaganda" is
more forceful when natural.
For a propaganda play seeking recruits
principally It «eem*»d somewhat odd that the
song hit was "I Want to Go Home," telling
of an English Tommie wounded four times
who wants to leave the front, although this Is

SHOWS
"A Cure

turned off by an encore verse of the soldier
(Mr. Knight) singing If his wife is at
Blighty he wants to remain where he is.
Lieut. Rice sang the straight song hit,
written by him also, In the first act.
It
was "You've Got to Go in or Go Under," with
a couple of punch lines for each chorus. One

was

pond
Then you must buy a Liberty Bond."

"If you can't go across the

Lieut. Rice, who Is in active service and
the Canadian contingent, hits off Just
right songs for soldiers. He gives a swing to
his music and can write the ballady kind as
well, evidenced in "Old Pal of Mine," with a
pretty melody, sung by John Thome, who did
a nice little bit in the recruiting scene as a
of

drunk who preferred the bar room to the
Lieut. Rice also helped his songs
uniform.
with accompaniments, much more so than the
badly playing orchestra led by Manuel Klein.
The musicians played an though they had not
rehearsed, and they were about the only mar
Mr. Brockbank wrote "Come
of the evening.
My Lad and Be a Soldier," also singing it as
well as two Pice numbers.
Together"

Those who
purpose.
should be Interned.

will
accomplish its
don't thrill with it

Bime.

for

IN

NEW YORK.

Curable*,"

89th

'

(4th

St.

week).
"Boalaeaa Before Pleasure," Bltlnge
(30th week).
"Cokan Revue," New Amsterdam (12th
week).
"Can Cfctn Ofcow," Century (23rd week).
"Cheer IT*" Hippodrome (Slat week).
"Eree of YemtaV Elliott (10th week).
French Players, Theatre de Vieu Colo nobler (17th week).
"Flo-Flo," Cort (14th week).
"Follow the Girt," Broadhurat (4th

week)
"Goto* Up,** Liberty (13th week).
Greeawteh Village Players (19th week).
"Her Coastry,** Punch and Judy (6th
week).
"Haaptaeaa," Criterion (12th week).
"Jack 0*Lan4era," Globe (23rd week).'
"Lombard!, Ltd.,** Morosco (25th week).
"Let*s Go,** Fulton (2d week).
"Mayttase," 44th St. (80th week).
"Oh, Lady, Lady,** Princess (7th week).
«Oh, Boy/* Casino (18th week).
"Oh. Look,** Vanderbllt (3rd week).
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath,** Republic
(13th week).
"Polly With a Past,** Belaaco (29th
week).
"Pair of Pettasosta,** 44th St. Roof (1st
week).
"§a«ab Faras,** Bijou (2d week).
"arrestees,** Booth (9th week).
"Stek-a-Bed,** Gaiety ((4th week).
"Soeceea,** Harris (8th week).
"Silent Aeeertlos,** Bramhall Playhouse
14th week).
"Seres Days* Leave," Park (10th week).
"StsbaeV Winter Garden (5th week).
"Tlsrer Rose,** Lyceum (25th week).
"Tailor-Made Mas,** Cohan and Harris
(30th week).
"The Wild Dsek,** Plymouth (2d week).
"The Little Teacher,** Playhouse (7th

week).

"The Oooperhead.** Shtfbert (6th week).
"Toot, Toot,** George M. Cohan (2d
week).
(6th week).
(6th week).
Marry?** Astor (13th week).

"The Off Chaaee,** Empire
"The Love Mill,** 48th St.

"Why

Square Players, Comedy
(21st week).
"Yes or No,** Longacre (8th week).

Waealavtoa

William Courtleigh,
delphia

Jr., died in Philahospital March 14 of pneuafter an illness of four days.

monia
He was appearing in "Blind Youth."
For some years he had been in the
legitimate and picture field. He lately
appeared with Norma Talmadge in "By
Right of Purchase," shortly to be released. He is survived by his widow,
Ethel Flemming— in pictures whom he
married two and a half years ago.

(Continued from page
tbe

advised
Co.

stock

of

tbe

was safe and that

It

6.)

Associated

Actors'

was guaranteed to

pay 6 per cent., tbe Union standing bebipd
the stock and willing to buy it back at par.
Q.

Were members ever

bonds were second and not
A. Not that I know of.

notified
first

tbo

tbat

mortgages

Q. Well, the officials went down to Lancaster to correct the mistake, and by payipg
out further money protected the holdings?
A. Yes.

Saplnsky continued

Mr.

pay any
dends while you were business manager?
Q. Did the Associated Actors

divi-

paid once six per cent., even
though it didn't earn anything. It was paid
because of the guarantee made by Mountford
I objected to the continuance «f
to members.
dividend-paying, but was overruled on the
ground that a promise made to members should
not * be abrogated.
Q. There was Just one six per cent, dividend
in your time?
A. Yes (previous to Cook's incumbency there
wan a 21 per cent, dividend one year).
Q. Was there any agreement between Mozart and the Independent Booking Office?
A. In declaring the first dividend Mountford
said the booking fee ordinarily would be
But
"kicked back" to the Associated Actors.
was paid to Mountford, who manipulated
it
back to the Association.
it
Q. Who was Interested In the Independent
A.

I

think

it

Booking Office?
A. Mr. Mozart, Felbcr

& Shea, Mike Sheedy.

and others.

Was

Independent Booking Office
the
owned by the Associated Actors' Co.?
A. Not that I know of.
Though the witness could not Ktate If the
booking offlco was a subsidiary company to the
Associated Actors, he explained the booking
office received five per cent, and two and a
half per cent, was "kicked back" to the Associated company.
Q.

Tha mothor of Harry Fox died about
three weeks ago in Baltimore following a long and painful illness.
Mr.
Fox brought his mother from the
Pacific Coast to the Johns Hopkins
Hospital, Baltimore, in the hope she
would be

relieved.

Some

beneficial re-

was early noted, but her death
occurred at that institution. Mr. Fox
was an only son and his mother, a
sult

widow.

for one week
request of Mr. Meyers, who
cross-examine Cook, first desiring to

at the
to

examine the witness' testimony.

The) mothar pf Ben Kutler, scenario
editor of Frank KeeneVs Pictures,
died March 17 from old age and a
complication of diseases.

Sir George) Alexander, manager of
James theatre, London, died March
15.
He made his debut in 1879 at
Nottingham, and in 1881 joined Sir

Sophia Erlangar, a sister of Justice
Erlanger and A. L. Erlanger, died at
her home, 204 West 70th street, New
York, March 15.

Tha wifa of Fred Schanberger, the
Baltimore theatre owner and manager,
died March 19. She had been an in-

valid

for

several years.

Joanna CaroUym Shaohaa, youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sneohan (Flossie Boner), died of bronchial
pneumonia March 17 in l^cw York.

St.

Henry Irving. He opened under his
own management at the Avenue theatre, London, in 1890, and since has
borne the dual role of actor and manager. He was knighted by King George
June 19, 1911.

Tha

father of Bobbie Toft (pianist

&

in Witmark
Son's, San Francisco,
effice) died very suddenly last week.

Billy

Jackson,

theatrical

producer
in a

and veteran actor, died March 10
hospital at Little Rock, Ark.

A

dispatch from Morgantown, W. Va.,
records the death of Lena Palmer,
formerly with Caruso. She met
her death by the falling of an avalanche
of boulders which buried a railroad
train near Harrisblirg, Pa.
Miss Palmer formerly appeared in joint concerts with Caruso and Zimbalist.
pianist,

Harry Jamas Smith was killed in an
auto accident March 16 near his farm
at New Westminster, British Columbia, where he had gone in the interests of the Red Cross. He was the
author of 'The Tailor Made Man" and
"The Little Teacher," now playing in
New York.
Lea Williams, former business manager for the Hagenback shows and Al.
Fields Minstrels, died at Alameda, Cal.,
March 14. He began his show career
as manager of the Cincinnati Zoo. In
1914 he went to California to develop
his father's mines.

Mrs. B. Dowitski, who has handled
several trained monkeys on the stage,
died in New York March 14 of heart
disease and complications, which the
doctors believe were the result of
several frights she experienced in
handling big apes.
William E. MacClymont, organist at
the Strand, San Francisco, died at the
Hahnemann Hospital, that city, March
12, after an illness of but a few days.
MacClymont was formerly organist in
Trinity Church, New York. He is survived by a wife and two daughters.
Victor Vogel died suddenly March
16.

He
Norma Talmadge

Heart disease was the cause.

was auditor
Film

Co.,

for the

and was

The

afternoon.

desk the same
was a
deceased

at his

David R. Young died at New London,
March 12 from pneumonia. He
was for many years with Robert Mantell and later with "Polly of the CirYoung leaves a wife and two
cus."
sons, both in the United States Navy.

Conn.,

George Denton, a picture player, was
accidentally asphyxiated last week in
a furnished room he occupied in West
He was 53
46th street, New York.
years of age.
Lillian

NOTES.
Prasideat Wilson's speech commending "Friendly Enemies" when that
piece appeared at the National, Washington, was led up to by Louis Mann,
one of the stars in the play, who made
a speech at the end of the second act
in response to calls. Mr. Mann spoke
in appreciation of the management (A.
H. Woods) and the authors, Samnel

Shipman and Aaron Hoffman. Upon
repeated clamor Mr. Mann again addressed the house, stating the playwrights had merely dramatized the
various proclamations issued by the
President in relation to the pro-German situation over here. The speaker
said he trusted the authors had done
justice to the President's ideas and if
there were anything the President desired to add to the philosophy of the
play he (Mr. Mann) felt quite certain
the audience would be delighted to
hear it. Mr. Wilson was in a stage
box. When the audience rose and
cheered for him, the President stood
up and .stated there was nothing he
cared to' add to Mr. Mann's remarks,
that the authors had expressed his
feelings most admirably, and he closed
stating: "I hope the spirit and sentiments of this beautiful play will soon
grip the world." A report spread about
Washington after the extraordinary
fact of the President recommending a
play in the theatre, the first event of
its kind, that Mr. Mann had adroitly
and verbally fenced Mr. Wilson into
the speech, but Mr. Shipman said regarding this: "To imagine an actor,
great though he may be (and many
say Mr. Mann is America's greatest;,
could do that with an iron man like
President Wilson is to attribute to

Mr.

Mann

stars."

the power to bring down the
Mr. Shipman wrote the Presi-

dent a grateful letter of appreciation
personally replied

and Mr. Wilson
most graciously.

foreigner.

The hearing was adjourned
(today)

wished

Remington, New York, March 14. The
deceased was 19 yean of age. The
body was shipped to Cincinnati.

—
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village

"Getting

Mar.

After what they consider a successwhich means virtually keeping the doors open, the Little theatre

ful season,

Bates

An Incidental love thread of the triangle
carries the piece through three acts, with the
first two acts divided Into two scenes each,
the second scene finale of the second act carrying the big punch.
It is called "A First
Line Trench." American troops are about to
go over the top for the first time. The English captain consults with the American captain. The commands are In adjoining trenches.
The tension is worked up through a time
limit to "go over." There Is two minutes,
then one, then half a mmute and with time
up, following a couple of deafening explosions a "tank" (practical) leads the why
firing Its machine guns as the forces clamber
over the top to follow in Its wake.
It's a thrill, and this piece Is a thrill, a
wave of realism and common sense argu-i
ment to do your bit at home or abroad and
to cement a better feeling between the civilians of the Allies, particularly the English

couplet

13

Cook,

World Film

Co.,

formerly
died

at

with the
Hotel

the

Mm*. Fransaeka received a check for
$20 in settlement of a claim against the
Pennsylvania Railroad for being left at
a station in Dayton, O., Nov. 9, 1917.
Mme. Franzeska presents the cockatoos "Jackie" and "Billie" in vaudeville.
says a recent stateshe was married
might tend to frighten away admirers,
since Miss Gillette is neither married
nor contemplating matrimony at pres-

Viola Gillette

ment

ent.

in

Varibtt

'

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

16

Louise Meyers and Co.
M

A

Mona Hungerford and Co. (S).
Polishing of Met" (Comedy).

(1).

The

Saturday Afternoon" (Comedy).

14 Mins.; Three (Office).
5th Avenue.
A very nice young couple in. a neat
little turn which wholly depends upon
the players. That the playlet is "little"
is the only black mark against the act,
but that may be enough to lose the
bigger houses for it. Nor does the
skit by far measure up to Miss Meyers,
who has not been on the stage since
marrying and retiring from it some
seasons ago. Her support in the sketch
is
a likable juvenile. To those who
remember Louise Meyers this playlet
would do, for she enjoyed quite some
popularity before leaving the stage
and is as engaging as ever upon her
return. But the hard vaudeville audiences of nowadays will look for more
than this piece affords, which might
push it into an early position the
players do not deserve. If that should
prove to be the case, Miss Meyers
might secure an act of more weight
and go after it again. In an office in
the Times building, ninth floor, on a
Saturday afternoon when the building
is deserted a young woman in Red
Cross uniform walks into an office of
a young man just about to leave. She
wants money for charity, but he turns

her down. He was phoning when she
entered to a friend, Jim, about engaging a principal woman for a musical
comedy production. Jim says there is
a young woman from the Coast who
would just fit the role and the young
man advises the girl call when arriving. The Red Cross nurse after finding
her mission fruitless (she wanted $75),
says there may be other ways, thereupon throwing the key to the office
out oi the window and trying blackmail, stating she has a partner in the
street below and will inform the police
1
the man in the office "detained her
if he does not come across. The young
man cuts the phone wires and after
some conversation tells the girl her
blackmailing scheme is a failure, thereupon attempting to kiss her, when she
The office
yells she is Jim's friend.
man engages her for the position, admitting the acting does it, and insists
upon advancing her $100 in cash on
She exits and he
the engagement.
phones Jim to apprise him about it,
but Jim says the girl he has in mind
*

Curtain. What
still in California.
there is to it is extremely well played
and the double twist would give it a
corking finish ordinarily, but the
author apnears to have missed. There
is a bright line here and there, Miss
Meyers as the Red Cross Nurse does
a song and dance to display her ability
(even on the 9th floor, with the orchestra accompanying), but there is little
strength to the turn other than the
Sime.
agreeableness of its players.
is

*

Babe LaTour and Sid Gold.
Songs and Talk.
13 Mint.; One.
Jefferson.

Sid Gold were
Miss Lavaudeville partners before.
Tour is best known as a burlesque
havshows
certain
through
comedienne,
ing featured her on the circuits. She
has been referred to as the "Eva Tanpuay of burlesque," due to her dynamic,
peppery way on the stage and the

Babe

LaTour and

present vaudeville turn Miss
LaTour is not so fiery and tempestuous, but inserts gestures, expressions
>and "bits" of stage business, enjoyed
In

the

That fidgety comedy
handshake and the "I know you, etc."
tag were surefire as she worked them
up with (iold. Miss LaTour has apparently taken on avoirdupois in the
past few years, hut handles herself
well notwithstanding, wearing tights
for one of her numbers.
Sid Gold
works "straight," using his voice as
perhaps the best reason why he is
there. The act should do very nicely
Mark.
in the pop houses.
at the Jefferson.

IS Mins.; Interior.

81st Street.

A

crude, old-fashioned story, with
the finish so obvious it fairly shrieks
at you from the moment the curtain
rises.
A well to do lawyer, bachelor,
occupies an apartment with his sister
and is waited on by an Irish butler,
who is designed for comedy, but isn't.
It develops the lawyer has taken an
interest in the little sister of a burglar whom he defended and who was
sent to jail. The girl lives in a tenement and comes to see the lawyer by
way of the window. Enter the girl by
the window, the butler tells her it is
leap year and suggests if she propose
to him her application might be favorably considered. This gives girl opportunity for fly come-backs. Meanwhile sister of lawyer has in mind his
taking a wife and selects one of her
friends.
She prevails upon lawyer to
say to her: "I give you my word I'll
accept the first woman who proposes
to me." So, while his sister is planning
to have her friend to dinner and to
propose to her brother, why you see,
the little tenement girl, whose brother
is a burglar, bluntly proposes to the
lawyer and, what do you think, he accepts her. It would be manifestly unfair to discuss the individual players
for the. reason that they had nothing
to do. The sketch might travel about
the small time and the "fat" comebacks for the star would elicit laghter.
Jolo.

Lois Josephine and Co. (1).
Songs and Dances.
IS Mins.; Full Stag* (Parlor).
Fifth Avenue.
Lois Josephine, with a male pianist.
Formerly of Cross (Wellington) and
Josephine, Miss Josephine comes back
to vaudeville "alone (as it might be

with the advantage of being
known at least. She has arranged a
pretty turn with herself the centre of
that, but it's going to be hard work
for Miss Josephine in her present layout to hold up an important big time
position. She has three numbers, the
Miss
finish carrying a waltz with it.
Josephine stands picturesquely on a
pedestal at the rear of the set before
entering and returning to the pedestal
for the finale. A "Doll" song is used
called)

for this finish.

Co.

18 Mins.; Full Stager

(Special Act).

new

Homer

Miles has
selected a rather amusing theme, constructed his material in farce style
and barring some talkative moments,
his effort pleased in a general way.
this

skit

women and an additional man
the cast. The man has sold
himself for $500 for a Red Cross Benefit and the three girls have all purchased him. He wishes to leave the
town and procure his chum (Mr. Miles)
to substitute. An old maidish looking
woman, a vampire type and a petite
little miss are the three purchasers.
In farcical style the action revolves
around their entrances and exits. Finally the affair is adjusted. The skit needs
playing. While it runs smoothly, Mr.
Miles can find several spots where the
cutting process can be applied. The
quartet in support, particularly the
character woman, did good work
Wynn.
throughout.
Three

make up

Mohr and

Fields.

Singing, Piano.
13 Mins.; One (Special Drop).

Harlem Opera House.
Halsey Mohr, of the Shapiro-Bernstein staff of composers, and Miss
Fields,

a

plump,

youthful

-

looking

blonde, with a pleasing personality. It
opens with a bit of a plot, unfolded in
lyrical form. Scene is supposed to be
the office of a music publisher, the
composer phoning for the star of a
musical show to come down and rehearse. They go through the various
numbers she is to do in the show, and
while she changes he pianologs. Very
acceptable pair, with a good act. Mr.
Mohr has appeared in the same turn
Jolo.
before with another partner.

Davenport and Malmrose.
Songs and Talk.
14 Mins.; One and Four.

of costume by her. But
Lois Josephine looks safe for a try

many changes

Dorothy Brenner.
Songs.

One

(Special Drop).

step, through her special
drop, announcing her turn with a good
lyric, the gist of which is that such an
act is dependent upon "Atmosphere."
She talks
It is very cleverly rhymed.
her songs with excellent diction, is a
pretty blonde, and has an attractive
Her second song, "A
personality.
Widow's Mind," on the subject of a
sophisticated young widow who is
kissed by a man and tells him to go
out and practice, is not quite as good.
The third is something about Cleopatra having a jazz band, a published
ditty; vulgar in its idea and execution, and should be promptly omitted
from the routine. Her fourth is a kid
number in rompers, '1 Spilled the
Beans," with a kid recitation for an
encore, very cute and most artistic of
With a good substitute for the
all.
third song Miss Brenner will be ready
Jolo.
for the big time.

down one

Vernon and Barlow.
Songs and Piano.
IS Mins.; One.
Jefferson.
"Sister act." Taller woman the singer and her voice is relied upon to
carry the turn. Smaller "sister" at the
piano, for the accompaniment as well
as for a comedy number which the pianist steered into the wrong avenue
through dwelling on lyrical suggestiveness and an added break of the song
construction by the woman telling the
orchestra leader to ask her what "he
did then." The woman did well with
a straight instrumental number and
the other woman's singing kept the
turn from falling from par. As constituted the act should be satisfied with
Mark.
the sir.allcr houses.

Opening has this "team" as bride
and groom, with subsequent patter
bordering on the comedy twist. Act
deviates noticeably, with the closing
developing strength through the vocal

Seems acceptable
present shape for the smaller
houses, where they are not so exact-

efforts of the turn.
in

Mark.

One; Full Stage; One.

Harlem Opera House.
Man and woman, singing and
Open in "one" with song
dancing.
and dance, then "full stage" for more
or less acrobatic ballroom stepping.
She changes dress while he recites
Woman
one of Kipling's "pomes."
then does a very good toe dance. The
announcdances,
pair do old-fashioned

ing them in lyrical form, rhyming
"parlor" with "holler." Good three-a-

day turn.

13 Mins.; One.
5th Are.
*

Another "tramp" couple. When any
particular type on the vaudeville stage
appears to strike an audience's fancy
or seems more easily put across than
some other character, there appears
to be a rush for it, and the rush in-

down its life accordingly.
at present with male impersonators of the character are the thing.
It's a role that tires more quickly
perhaps than any other. If all the
singers of parodies or medleys insist

variably cuts

Tramps"

upon doing
after, that

it in tramp character hereshould wind up the furore

Whether the bushy and heavy
make up of a tramp with untidy

quickly.
facial

clothes helps to cover up personality
or the lack of it or manufactures a
degree of magnetism is a question. It
*eems to do something for a performer of the part in his relation to the
audience that he himself in straight or
other attire could not secure. Baker
and Rogers are two ordinary tramps,
more on the burlesque idea of that
character and some of their work suggests a burlesque training, although
not possibly tramps. One of the men,
the taller, after observation might be
guessed to have been a straight man
in burlesque or semi-straight, although
now he is the principal of the two-act.
They have a couple of "bluish" gags that
get laughter and they tell their gags in
the Frank Tinney style, though doing
it
between themselves instead of
one using the orchestra leader as
Tinney does or did. In the act is a
neatly written medley commencing

with

"Me and My

down

Gal" and continuing

of pop numbers, rags and
a continued story.
One of the lines is 'There's a broken
heart for every leg on Broadway." At
the Fifth Avenue the last half last
week the two men, No. 4 came pretty
near catching the hit of the show, returning for two encores, and they look
fit for the No. 2 or No. 4 spot on the
majority of big time bills.
There's
nothing startling about the men, their
work or material, but they seemed possessed of the faculty of getting over
before a vaudeville audience,
aim*.

the

ballads.

list

It

tells

and Capman.
Songs and Dances.
9 Mins.; One.
Griffin

~

5th Are.

Boy and girl, latter a red head and
apparently quite young. The couple
open with "Sweet Tooth" as song and
dance, the girl returning alone, seated
upon the stage, singing "Story Book
Ball," with th; boy next doing a single dance.
Both are in a Hula eccentric dance (announced as their own)
for the finish. Capman is in Eton evening dress. He has a cold personality
with no attempt to soften it through a
smile, but there is hardly anything in
the turn to warrant it a position beyond an early spot on small time. If
they do better than that in position
they will have to do better in action.
The little girl ts minus a voice, to be
expected, but she looks cute enough
and can dance, although they should
not claim the "Hula" bit— it's not worth
claiming.

tilme.

Hart and Dymond.

Jewett and Pendleton.
Singing, Dancing.
15 Mins.;

23d Street.

ing.

Debut" num-

Harlem Opera House.
Miss Brenner makes her entrance

(S).

Harlem O. H.
For

"Flora's

on the name as well as material. Her
name is a trademark and that is always
Sime.
something to bank upon.

IS Mins.;

Homer B. Miles and
Comedy Sketch.

A

ber opens with a wedding bell song in
the centre. Between changes the pianist pianologs a couple of stories
without creating much of an impression
Miss Josephine has apin any way.
pearance, undeniably, which carries
class with it and a certain daintiness
that valuably assists, but she needs
stronger timbre than now employed,
with perhaps less pianist and more
Josephine, even if there are not so

Baker and Rogers.
Songs and Talk.

Jolo.

Dancing and Physical Culture.
9 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).
81st Street.

Opens with woman showing wondermuscular development. A program
notation makes the claim that Ethel
Hart is the only woman on the American stage with muscular development.
After a bit of the posing, she goes
through several semi-ballroom dances,
augmented by acrobatic "lifts." The
woman handles her hands gracefully.
A rather novel opening turn for a big
Jolo.
time bill.
ful

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
Bob Murphy.

Stanley and Frweman.
Talk and Song*.
12 Mins.i Ona.

HarUm
Two

Bob Murphy

0. H.
entertainers,

clever

Johnny

Stanley and Jack Freeman (formerly
Freeman and Dunham), but their present arrangement will never earn them
s:ny laurels. The talk needs strengthening, this being the principal weakness. There is no "punch" to the material, the vocal work alone pulling
what returns they earned. The finish,
a French number in which Freeman
wears a skirt, is exceptionally good and

held them up practically, but it should
be preceded by some up-to-the-minute
chatter. Both boys
are thoroughly
capable, good "feeders" and quick to
register a point, but with pointless
Wynn.
material they cannot.

Hart and Clark.
Songs and Talk.
12 Mint.; Ona.

in a "souse" role, the

a
policeman. They
proceed
through talk and close with songs.
singing held up the act. Both
have good voices, but the patter is of
an ordinary brand and failed to earn
any visible returns. They need aid

other
't.The

from a capable

vaudeville writer. The
couple closed the Harlem bill, the program running one-act short. The position was a handicap, but even in an
earlier spot this combination would
Wynn.
not have fared any better.

Embs and

Alton.

Songs.
10 Mine.;

Ona.

A boy and girl, with voices, and presenting one of the nicest piano acts seen
in some time. The routine consists of
four songs and the playing of a violin
by the boy, accompanied by the girl at
the piano. For a finish the couple are
singing under an umbrella that lights
up from the inside. The effect is pretty
and gives the couple something besides
the ordinary exit. They look well, their
clothes are sightly and the stage is
well dressed, to some extent, by a large
basket of flowers alongside the piano.
It's a corking singing act, with the
girl's voice of extremely high range.
"Uppers and Lowers."
Talk.
13 Mins.;

Two

and

(Special).

23d Street.
The act opens with the drop failing
to go up and one of the boys coming
out and having an argument with a
stage hand over it. The "drop" is supposedly stuck up about three feet. They
give the act with the audience just
seeing the feet and the orchestra playing incidental music. What you sec is
one side of a Pullman car with all the
berths made up but one, with the bride
and groom making their entrance into
the vacant lower and going through
the usual routine, with the finish the
old gag of the bride forgetting which
berth she's in and calling out, the whole
car answering. The act is out of the
ordinary and should prove acceptable
for the smaller houses, but it hardly, is
a "big time" skit.

Lady Aberdeen snd her company were out

is

actions,

doing a semi-nut in
with some songs.

Mr. Murphy has some personality, but
no material, particularly his talk. Much
of his nutty talk and business is rem-

He

straining his voice at
present.
The loud effect he obtains
which could be called just noise would
aid him if subdued, both for his voice
and work. At the finish he uses a
stagehand for a comedy bit. but secures little from anything he does, even
an "Ireland" song, which may be wholly
attributed to the manner in which Murphy has framed his turn. With right
stuff he could advance. At the American Monday night Mr. Murphy was
No. 2 and didn't deserve a better spot,
nor is he likely to obtain a better position on small time bills with this act.
Bime.
iniscent.

is

Adolph and Co.

O H.
men, one

Harlam

Two

talk

(4).

Dancing.
8 Mins.; Full Stage (Cyclorama).
23d Street.
One thing in favor of Adolph and
his dancing co-workers is that they
don't stall. Looks like a troupe from
the Slavish interior, with the Kussian
form of legmania the piece de resistance.
Adolph does most of the
solo work, and gracefully and well
does he execute a whirling, spinning
heel and toe routine. The company
f

includes two men and two women.
of the feminine steppers does
some splendid toe work and also works
nicely in a double number with Adolph.
Sprightly, graceful and a dandy looker,
she is an asset worth while.
Act
snappily handled. Has merit.

One

Mark.

Bennett and Gladys.
Songs.
12 Mins.;

One.

Harlem O. H.

Two

girls,

possibly

sisters.

They

open with a double number, one following with a solo. This crimped the
turn's possibilities from thereon, for
the girl has little or n/> idea of the
proper style of song delivery. The
effort failed. A solo dance came next
in order with a double number in red,
white and blue costumes used for a
closer. The girls will have to improve
generally to even connect with the
Wynn.
small time.

Columbia (March

Two men

in

17).

routine of song and dance, the latter
holding up the turn. There is a good
opening song. It provides good tempo
for the double dance. The solo dancing
follows, with Kraft gathering a nice

hand for his loose stepping. He should
discontinue the use of the spotlight,
for his shadow on the back drop is too
conspicuous and detracts from his
movements. The double song, utilized
to finish, should be replaced with
something else. It's draggy. The Jazz
encore cinched a hit for the pair. With
some work they should qualify.
wynn.

It?

Little Billy scored nicely, but If he didn't
open In his dress clothes as a man, would

create the absolute Illusion of childhood. The
opening destroys the Idea of being a kid and
Marie Nordstrom
discounts what follows.
returned to the varieties with material unworthy of her and failed to score strongly.
Nellie and 8ara Kouns, twin-voiced soprani,
were the artlstlo hit of the bill. They open
with a duet, a blend of "Humoresque" and
"Suwanee River." These young women are
having absolute control of
real
vocalists,
their voices, which are about as nearly alike
as any two voices can be. The second number was "Be Baran Rose" ("Walt and Time
will Bring Tou Roses"), an Ardltl vocal
waits, sung In Italian, done as a solo, the

a B flat perfectly. Their third,
"Swiss Echo 8ong," duet, with one of the
off stage doing the echo responses,
the one on striking B flat a rare treat
For encore, "Long, Long Trail," as a duet,
one messo voice, the other doing counter
melody.
They scored a big hit, and for a
second encore, "Maid of France," with "responding" obllgatos and harmonising.
The Three Dooleys (Ray, Gordon and William), second week, open with their "misfit
army" bit, in which they perpetrate a few
"released" gags, as for Instance, "Advance
and give the countersign Motser Pass"Message from the front—couldn't
over"
This trio would undoubtget In the back."
They sugedly score a big hit In London.
gest the Bngllsh low comedian In their style
They scored their usual
of travesty work.
artiste taking
sisters

—

—

—

;

riot.

Evelyn Nesbit, assisted by Bobby O'Neill,
She rendered "Baby's
sang and danced.
Prayer at Twilight" In a low messo voles,
with plenty of "repose."
Her terpslchoresn
Van and
efforts were brief, out acceptable.
Schenck, next to closing, opened with a
travesty on "Give Me the Right to Love
You," then "Tou Can't Go Wrong with an
Irish Song." "I'm In Love" (Yiddish), "Don't
Try to Steal the Sweetheart of a Soldier,"
"My Marie" (this should be Maria, as It's
"wop," but the rhyming demanded pronouncing It "Marie"). "I Miss the Olden Days,"
and for encore T Got the Blues."
It's a
curious thing that this popular pair of vocalists
enunciate very distinctly when doing
solo work, but when they attempt to har-

monise become quite unintelligible.
Laveen and Cross, with their burlesque on

Roman

Sports and Pastimes, closed the

bill.

Solo.

RIVERSIDE.
The Riverside has a

Abrahams and Cox.
Songs.
12 Mins.; One.
Columbia (March 17).
Maurice Abrahams and Eddie Cox

make a very likeable combination.
Abrahams accompanies at the piano,
Cox singing four numbers and encoring with a medley of their song hits.
"Oh, California" is used first, with

"Hunting the Hun," "When the Flowers
Bloom on No Man's Land" and a
Spanish song following. Mr. Cox can
put over a song in style, has a good
voice and makes a neat appearance.
Wynn.

Manetta Dao.
Classical Singers.

and woman duo who probably
have been an attraction at one of the
They open with
table d'hote places.
a Spanish number, which is followed
by a couple of solo numbers. A double

number
The act

suffices for the finishing touch.
is a classical singing turn with

the members showing good
winning applause on their indiFred.
vidual numbers.

both

of

voices,

Frank and Milt Britton.
Music.
10 Mins.; One.

Young

Routine
Musicians.
runs largely to duos on the xylophones,
which they handle rather effectively.
Brass instrumental finale, with jazz effect.
Numbers receive pop house apMark,
probation,

men.

first rate vaudeville
Kellermann as
although In the applause returns
probably Sophie Tucker divides honors with
her.
The Kellermann offering runs a little
overtime, and It Is not until the tank finish
that the act really scores.
It Is all very well for her to present a
diversified musical comedy tabloid, but the
fact remains that the audience associates In
its mind Miss Annette and union suits, and
until the slim, graceful diver came to her
feats In tbe tank the Riverside crowd was
restless.
Miss Kellermann's dance numbers
were Interesting and picturesque, and her
patriotic number was well devised, but It
was only when she appeared In an orange
union suit and went Into her old specialty
that they displayed real Interest and enthusiasm.
It Is the finish which really puts the
tuito, over, the rest of It, much of It clever
Rtage manipulation, being merely a time
filler,
working
up to the Kellermann

this week, with Annette

the draw,

A man

evening clothes, with a

of the bill at tbe Pslsce Monday. It is understood the objected to Bvelyn Nesbit being headlined oyer her, Indicating that the titled personage Is already familiar with the first
requisite to importance In vaudeville.
The Duttons opened. They were followed
by Lloyd and Wells, eccentric dancers, with
some singing 'and a special drop, to Indicate
they are beating their way In a sldedoor
Pullman. The men have the nucleus of an
Idea but fall to carry It out to a logical conWith a slight alteration In their
clusion.
conversational song, or the Incorporation of
a bit of dialog, they should Indicate they are
a pair of stranded performers. Having annexed part of the plot of lfclntyre and
Heath's "Georgia Minstrels" In their song,
why not take ft all and make a good job of

nhow

• Mins.; One.

Kraft and Adams.
Songs aud Dances.
12 Mins.; One.

never a moment In which she and her five
young men co-workers are Idle. They fill the
stage with noise and contortions from start
to finish.
Not that they neglect real music,
for the violinist's rendition of the Caprice
Venolse Is a capital bit of high class ma-

PALACE.

Songs and Talk.
11 Mins. | One.

specialty.
The rest of the bill Is good entertainment
of orthodox vaudeville, made up of standard
turns.
One advantage It has Is that It Is

without the customary dramatic playlet.
The Three Kanes open. They have a smart
gymnastic turn of the equlllbrlstlc sort.
The routine Is smooth snd well done and
works up to a capital cl'max In a head-tohead balance on the perch, which gets them
away to an effective finish.
Bradley and Ardlne, singers and dancers,
have a particularly sightly offering.
The
pair have a sort of versatility which keeps
the stage busy every minute during the time
they occupy It.
Moon and Morris followed
and kept the bill running with their Interesting dancing and singing novelty, although
perhaps there was an excess of song and
dance In this portion of the bill.
Frank Westphal brought a comedy Interval Just
log a la

where It was needed, with his monoJim Morton, together with his piano

playing,

has

an

offered

Wost'jhal

His talk

brilliant

since

has
Is

an

full

of

as

anything vaudeville

the later Melville Fills.
effective comedy method.

curious twists and

sur-

prises.

Miss Tucked followed, finding the house In
Just tbe right mood for her swiftly moving
eong offering. Miss Tucker bss, as it were,
vaudevlUlied tbe Jass band Idea.
There is
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The sazaphonlst's comedy is In Its
own was quite as good, and MIhs Tucker's
terial.

handling or ber characteristic numbers

is

top

notch entertaining.

Courtney
.

mission

Sisters
acceptably,

opened

after

the

Inter-

Introducing a new patriotic number.
This did not go very well, but
tbe ragtime songs and tbe harmony of a kind
this pair alone seem to command went with
a bang.
The second half was chort in numbers, but
long In time, due to the presence of the Kellermann act. It had only three turns, the

Courtney Sisters, Kellermann and Moran and
Mack, blackface comedians, who closed the
show.
Tbe cork pair billed as tbe Two
Black Crows, have a first rate exchange of
talk at the opening and an Interesting routine.
The show had been short on comedy,
and probably this helped tbe pair, but closing
Is a
rather dangerous place for blackface
comedians ordinarily.

ALHAMBRA.
Business at the uptown Keith stand has
dropped to a decidedly noticeable point of
late, the Tuesday night attendance running to
less than half capacity with no apparent
reason unless It be a combination of weather,
Lenten season and poor shows. The latter
cause can hardly be advanced, however, for
the bills of late have been somewhat above
the average.
This week's layout, though, while playing
smoothly enough, carried several acts that
have appeared previously In Harlem at an
adjacent theatre. This might have passed unnoticed were It not for the remark of an
adjoining auditor who avowed she had seen
the same show at Proctor's Harlem house on
tbe same street. Quick repeaters from a small
time theatre does not show good Judgment for
a house of the Alhambra calibre and If this
circumstance Is affecting attendance^ should
be watched. This particular Incident may. of
course, be singular.
James J. Morton Is held over for the second
week, announcing the specialties In his usual
droll manner.
Morton was quickly recognised
and aside from drawing a laugh on each
entrance was occasionally rewarded with a
spasm of applause. The pictures opened, with
Ferry in his frog characterization running
through his routine of "bends" and twists on
the pedestal and trapeze. Ferry gave tbe bill
a fast start, but from then on It dropped for
several specialties.

Sherman and Uttry have a combination of
song and recitation, the latter being offered
rather early In tbe routine. It's a good singing turn, but the early spot and tbe light
attendance failed to aid It. and while their
cloning number eked out a rather strong hand
they could hardly be credited with a hit.
"The Village Tinker," a Fred Ardath production, came next and bored the audlenoe
for a 20-minute term. It's talky. uninteresting, unfunny, and beyond the accompanying
scenic production It carries nothing that can
recommend It for big time vaudeville. The
theme Is listless, running along a rube story,
and tbe players showed little capability to
project It. Tbe combination resorted to all
tbe slapstick mannerisms of ancient theatricals
to win laughs, but had little or no success.
skit does not belong In the Alhambra
brand of theatre and could hardly held a spot
In a house of lessor qualification.
Bert and Harry Gordon followed and gave
the show a sadly needed lift. Tbe couple have
Improved In every way since their original
New York debut, the "straight" doing far
better than when last reviewed. He stands
erect now, as be should, and his voice has a
sounder ring. The closing number has been
changed for no apparent reason, although the
present ditty Is more consistent, yet lacks tbe
laugh "kick" of Its predecessor. The boys can
be safely credited with one of the show's
genuine big hits.
"On the High Seas," a melodramatic affair
with a spectacular finish, closed the first part,
the scenic management earning the greater
bulk of return*. Tbe "dreadnought" came
apart at the conclusion of the turn, suggesting
faulty stage management, but few realized
what was happening and the small audience
greeted the final curtain with hearty applause.
Bert Kenney opened Intermission with his
delineation of the negro character, a fine bit
of artistic work In every way.
Kenney's rendition of "Hesitation Blues" Is a treat In Itself.
He does not linger over the title lines for esch
vorse, but gives several catcb phrases to each
chorus. It's a good method of delivery and
Is apparently original with Kenney. He cleaned
up a hit In easy fashion.
Mack and Walker followed and were the
Their "Pair of
distinct hit of the bill.
Tickets" is unquestionably the best of their
many offerings and the detail romedy landed
home In every Instance. Santos and Hays
followed with a strong comedy specialty, the
couple gathering their bulk of laughs from the
respective sires. The lighter girl has a welltrained soprano voice, whfch r.he drops with
case to a low octave, snd with this she earned
a vocal hit. The turn In next to Hosing spot
came fully up to expectations nnd they walked
off with a tidy hit.
lassie Cliffords nrt Impressions shows aji
Improvement over the stereotyped projected
scenes, the gtrl having mii attractive figure
and the accompanying views being especially
well arranged. The lens Riven a sort of embosHcd effect on Mie pIctureH and with the
clever color devices utilized the turn Is highly

The

pleasing.

Wynn.
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wards the end, when Morgan and Gray Injected some much needed n pep."
They were
followed by Andy Lewis and Co., next to closing, and they ran comedy wild In the spot
There had been nothing before them except
Morgan and Gray, and the Lewis turn left
the house wanting more.
The Dancing Cronlns opened, and after four
numbers passed on. The lad In the act Is
doing a whistling specialty, perhaps the most

COLONIAL
Tbe advent

of spring

was duly proclaimed

at the Colonial by the blossoming of daffydllls, the touch of a circusy act and the registration of the hottest March day in a score
The attendance Tuesday night,
years.
of
however, was good, notwithstanding that the
weather was unfavorable to theatregolng In

the sense that It was the first Indication that
summer was In the offing after the worst old
winter Father Knickerbocker has experienced
forty years.
The "daffydllls" were Jlmmle Lucaa and
Bert Fltzglbbon, and both chalked up Individual hlU. Th«lr familiar style of funmaklnr
Each used
did not. conflict In the least
"plants," Jlmmle having the old Civil War
vet touching off the finish with a grand
hurrah, while Bert's wife, all togged up In
new summery finery, proved more of an asset to the turn than In previous weeks. Bert
was next to closing, while Lucas was on "No.
2."
Lucas could nave been moved down on
the J>1U, but that would have placed the
"nuts" too close together.
And while on the subject of "daffydllls," the
Colonial's category this week Includes some
of the feminine species, namely the "bee
haw' 'danclngdlll. Ida May Chadwlck. and the
kiddingdill. Kate Ellnore. These women more
than held their own In the laugh producing
contest.
._
,
The Colonial bill this week comes close to
being the eame that cavorted about the Royal
stage. Including Lucas and Co., Mollle King,
In

«.

"Camouflage." and Miss Chadwlck and Dad.
Potter and Hartwell started, with the woman
doing a lot or talking, unnecessary and unfunny. Lucas and Co. were next, with Dainty
Marie third. She has changed her act somewhat and gives the folks more time to study
her symmetrical outlines. And while compiling
"figures," as it were. Miss Marie has Marand Miss
Cirette Meeker as her assistant,
Mker Is there, too. on the shapely proporMiss Chadwlck and her dad were next
tions.
They had apparent rough sledding at the getaway, but once the clever Ida swung Into her
and began
characterization
boobish yokel
dancing the result was certain. Considerable
reliance Is placed on the talk by Ida and dad,
but It Is really of secondary Importance.
"Camouflage" brought novelty to the bill,
more perhaps through the perlscoped Idea being worked by the band or counterfeiters than
anything else, as the quick transformation or
the stage setting bad been done In the neighborhood before.
«„.«.•-.
After Ellnore and Williams was Mollle King.
Allowing that Miss King takes much ror
audience warnit;ranted, she did well, with the
ng up to her more appreciably when she told
King (Brlce and
It her brother was Charles
King), and that she was proud that he was
Miss King looka
fighting for his country.
sweetly sweet In her stage attire, works hard
and got along nicely despite the yoke that some
of her Imitations placed about her girlish
After Bert Fltzglbbon had his Inning
neck.
the Misses Chalfonte closed the show. These
show
sirle ksbored lo hold up the pace of the
running largely to comedy, but they would
have undoubtedly fared a whole lot better in
The ilrli
a more advantageous position.

have terplscborean talent, show spirit and
work rest, but the spot was mitigating, neverMark.
theless.

ROYAL
purely singing Bbow from stsrt to finish
at the Royal thU week and a show that the
audience fell ror, greeting almost everything
on the bill with Impartial applause. There was
but one act that was not purely singing and
dancing, and even that had a snatch or song.
It waB "Submarine F 7," which was headlinFrom an aping and closing the first hair.
plause standpoint it was the hit or the proIntense and gripping throughout the
gram.
final red fire with the rescue of the men
brought practically a cheer from the audience.
A switch In the bill substituted George
Felix and Dawson Sisters (New Acts) for
Arthur Sullivan snd Mercedes Clarke In "A
Drawing rrom Life." The newcomers to the
the
how held down the third spot, following hit.
Eddie Miller Duo, which wss a distinct
The first two acts were run In 22 minutes
with "The Girl in the Moon" opening and
doing three songs, followed by the Miller
boys with more singing, the Felix and Dawson act also having a ralr share or song.
Buster Santos and Jacque Hayes as "The
Health Hunters" also contributed their share
or song, but their comedy was the long suit
In this act, and the audience fairly howled at

A

them.

The

last

hair

was singing almost

In

its

Carmela and Rosa Ponzlllo, who
entirety.
opened this section, were ravorltes. each number getting over, despite the kidding of three
youths In a stage box.
The laugh bit went to Ryan and Lee In

a corking vaudeville offering, and little Miss Lee, despite a
severe cold, managed to keep the audience
howling, while Ryan's dancing at the finish
was sure fire.
Closing the show Florrle Mlllershlp and Al.
Gerrard, In "The Girl on the Magazine." held
the audience to the very last, but two people
walking out before the final number or the

"Hats and Old Shoes."

It's

act.

The Hoarst-Pathe Weekly, booked originally to clOBe, was the opening offering.
Fred.

AMERICAN ROOF.
It looked like business over at the American Monday night, down In the lobby, but the
Roof was fairly light when things started.
Tbe bill was a reminder of shows that have
gone before up there.
There wasn't a laugh In the bill until to-

unnecessary "bit" ever in a routine. Charles
Qlbbs followed with Imitations of different Instruments and animals, also doing a little
whistling.
Mr. Glbbs got away fairly well at

McKay's Scotch Revue closed Intermission
and did fairly well. The act is nothing but
one song after another, seven numbers In 16
minutes.
Five girls and two boys make up
the cast, working in "three" with a special
drop.

Norton and Norton opened the second half
and It's doubtful If there were more than a
handful In the house who knew they were on.
The girl worked very much as If she hadn't
been oehind the lights for any great length of
time, and a ghost song didn't help the turn
any.

The Kremka Brothers

FIFTH

closed.

AVENUE

It was a rather "hard" audience that filled
about two-thirds or the capacity or the Firth
Avenue Monday night. All or the acts In the
early section or the bill had a more or less
difficult task in trying to Interest, and they
were conservative In their demonstration of
approval for any one or the first four turns.
•

The fifth act was Mack and Vincent, who
became the applause hit of the show.
The Hear«t-Pathe Weekly started the show,
followed by Maestro and Co. The company Is

buxom lady who

a rather

acta as the assist-

ant.
Maestro does balancing and Juggling
feats
that
should
finally
him on
place
the big time. It Is an opening turn that holds

and brought a

applause from
even the Monday night audience.
The Gallarinl Sisters with a musical offering opened
rather slowly and closed about the same. It
Is a fair little musical turn ror an early spot
ror the smaller shows.
»
The new act that Fay, 2 Coleys and Fay
are presenting Is a corking novelty, and with
just a little speeding will be sure fire for this
quartet. There Is a lack of punch to the comedy lines at present, but the idea is "there,"
and It will work out Into a screamingly funny
turn. The Firth Avenue audience did not get
the early part,, but the quiet finish went over
with them In good shape, all things conInterest

little

sidered.

Mack and Vincent opened with "A Lump of
In Dixie," not getting much or a reA rather suggestive number was "Grab-

Sugar
turn.

AH or the Time." which followed, and
died a natural death.
"That's the
Kind of a Baby ror Me" was the first return
winner, and arter that the act had smooth
sailing. Two parodies at the finish made them
practically stop the show.
Laurence Grant and Co. In "Efficiency"
started rather slowly, and It was not until
the remade poldler pulled his speeches at the
Kaiser the house rose to the red Are bait
handed them. But the playlet went over wltu
a bang at the finish. Then the audience was
introduced to the novelty of having one clad
In the Labilaments of the Emperor or Germany
appear before them and make an appeal for
the Knights of Columbus War Fund.
Parish and Peru following the sketch were
unable to get very much applause as their
act went along, their reword coming at the
end In one bundle, they pulling down the second biggest bit of the bill up to this point.
Arthur Whltelaw was next to closing, and
scored with a number of topical verses to his
bin' 'em

also

It

two standby numbers, "Come Over" and "You
Can't Get Away from It."
Everest's
section with
().

Henry

Monkeys

finished the vaudeville
the hou^e walking out, and an

"A Madison Square Arabian

film,

Knight," closed the show.

Fred.

HAMILTON.
The patrons arrived slowly Tuesday. Nearly
three acts were over before the house was
seated.
The bill held six sets, a semi -weekly
news picture, and feature, but In all only drew
about enough to fill three-quarters of the
theatre.
Instead of the customary overture
to stnrt the show It was dropped down to the
middle of the bill, preceding the news picture,

when the Hamilton Orchestra rendered a
descriptive overture, entitled "The Allies on
the Bottle-Front." The piece was arranged by
Stanley W. Lawton, general musical director.
The work of the orchestra In this particular
piece was exceptionally good and received
round arter round or applause. During other
Intervals or tbe evening the boys In the pit
played so loudly the singing or some or the
turns remedied unheard.
Rowley and Talntaln opened and did little.
Couple look and dress neat, but tbe dancing
is nothing extra and the song by the flrl poor.
It's n regular early spot turn ror the three-aday bills. Jack George Duo, the man doing
blackface, started as if something was going
to happen, but fell off then and there and
dragged through the rest of their time. Frank
Mullnne bad things his own way. He told bis
old Joke*, gnttlng the biggest laughs ror the
Hebrew "gags." His popular song In Hebrew
settled things, sending him over to tbe biggest
hit

of

the

bill.

following the news
weekly, in "The Broken Mirror," drew laughs

The

Schwartz

Bros.,

CITY.
Taking the City's bill the last half of last
week as an Indication the Fox bookers must be
shy on new material, for In the entire eight
acts there was not a single turn that has not
been going the rounds of the other houses.
This is rather unusual, as the Fox bouses are
looked upon as pretty fair places to try out
an act. Without new material that Is breaking In for the big time those Fox bills will
slip.
With regulation small tlms material
the Fox shows do not stand up with those that
the other bookers frame.
Thursday night the ehow was draggy and
but one real hit developed.
That waa the
20th Century Revue, which wao two removed
from closing. Up to that time the ehow ran
along without any pep or snap.
The overture took up seven minutes, start-

CITY,
the

attendance at

the

fans

Electric

City.

were running during the picture periods, but
that might nave been to refreshen the air
and keep the patrons conscious. After the
overture, "William Tell." by the City orchestra, ten minutes, drawn out to sound like
the who|s opera, the Lyons Trio opened, snd
passed with a slow routine of acrobatic stunts.
The Four Chicks, four young girls In harmony quartet singing, would hsve wandered
by unnoticed If It bad not been for their
"barber shop" chords.
The sketch on the bill. "After Three Weeks."
.passed with the 14th etreet sudlence on the
"raw" talk used by the woman doctor. When
this piece la censored It will be ready for the

ing at 8.01, and that was too long. Darto and
Rlalto, with their combination comedy Juggling, bike and muBic, managed to hold early
Interest, but slipped as they went along. Jlmmle Casson and the Sherlock Sisters were on
second to send the show slong, but they had
to work hard to do It. There are several new
numbers that get over fairly.
James Orady and Co. In "At the Toll Gate"
Is an old-time standard offering, but It has
worn Its novelty off s round New York. In
In third spot, preceding the Universal Current
Events, the laughs did not register as they

shelf.

Emms Stevens, following the weekly picture,
first to do anything worth while. Miss
Stevens handled Ave numbers pleasingly. De
Haven and Nice started nicely, but the speed
fell off atrer their first song and dance.
The
middle portion could stand strengthening. It
now slows up the turn. The boye. however,
finished well with s good Jaxs dance.
"The
was the

New Producer" has a

little

trouble at

would have had the act been new to the audi-

first.,

ence.

when the Ides was explslned the patrons
showed appreciation for the good singing.
but

Kerr and Ensign, a boy and girl violin
offering, started very slowly after the picture,
but managed to speed up before the finish, and
their violin courtship scored strongly for them.
Kramer and Kent, blackface, went along at
their usual pace.
"Every Little Girlie Loves
a Soldier" starts the act fairly well as worked
up with the drill gag between the two. The
gags between that point and "My Sweetie"
are mostly "old boys," though. Next to closing Linton and Lawrence have a new opening bit to their act which Is well worked out
In a comedy way.
The balance of the offering remains the same.
Leonard and Louie
with their acrobatics and gags closed.
The
gags were ordinary, but the acrobatics good.
Robert Warwick in the Pathe feature, 'The
Mad Lover," closed the show.
Fred.

Eddie Foyer, s strong fsvorlte with the City
crowd, went over easily. Mr. Foyer Is using
one of his own poems, "Comrads." Lady Alice
with her rats, cats and pigeons closed, holding
'em In for the flve-reeler.

JEFFERSON.
The show did not speed along the channels
necessary to stimulate the human palms to
unwonted activity, and there were sections
that went along like a alow freight through
Arkansas.
Even thouglf a rearrangement
might have smoothed matters somewhat the

.

show did not furnish the entertainment the Jeffersonltes have been getting

calibre of the

this winter.
The bill started slowly with a combined exhibition of sand-drawings and shadowgraphy,
Mr. and Mrs. 8tuart Darrow pleasing, however, in a neat act which had Its humorous
minutes with the eilhouetted figures on the
screen.
Leighton snd Kennedy floundered
along at the sart with an exchange of patter
that almost submarined them, but with their
dancing routine pulled up strongly.
These
blackfaced chaps should borrow a few of Al.
O. Fields' old almanacs snd build up s new
line of patter.
Their dancing takes care of

AMERICAN ROOF.
The show for the second half at the American Roof was short and snappy, nine acts
taking only two hours.
The regular news
pictorials of comedy pictures at the end have
been dropped, and the feature, shown downstairs, nut In its place. Attendance waa rather
small Thursday night, but the bad weather
could be accounted tor that. The bill waa ex-

itself.

William Trainor and Co., with their comJail act in "one," did well, some of the
salient shirts of stumor anent custody behind
the bare drawing large grlne, cackles and

cellent.

Morton Brothers opened, getting by easily.
Their final paper tearing tricks earned them
a good finish.
Jesson and Jesson, man and
woman, singing and dancing, which Just
pulled over.
La Toy Brothers, one doing a
"souse" and playing a solo on a French
horn, following with some acrobatics, were
liked,
but
the
"souse" bit Is overdone.
Chabot and Dixon opened slowly, but once
Chabot got at tbe piano the turn wss surefire.
Miss Dixon's final song did not go very
well.
Kitty Francis and Co., In their comedy
musical satire. "Mrs. O'Malley's Reception,

edy

guffaws from that downtown bunch. A tenor
voice bphbed up at Intervals, tackling the
class of selections eschewed by the average

vaudeville warbler, and with each number
registered most effectively.
Clark's Hawallans waa about the best enjoyed turn of the evening. Vernon and Barlow (New Acts) were followed by Lillian
Mortimer and Co. The latter started out at
snailllke pace, but once the free-for-all rough
house was started by the four participants the
house seemingly drew a lot of fun from It.
Babe LaTour and Sid Gold (New Acts)
were followed by tbe Ishakawa Japs, who
went through a neat routine rather slowly.

Mark.

23D STREET.
Harry and Anna Seymour did the honors
down to the 23d Street for tbe first half of
the week. It was easy picking for the couple,
as tbey were on next to closing, and there
hadn't been aythlng ahead to make It difficult.
The house was well filled by 8.30, and
the spectators were willing enough to laugh,
but when It was time to applaud they weren't
so willing.
The 23d Street is fast acquiring
a reputation ror Itself as being one of the
toughest houses in the city to get a real
"band" out or, and an act has got to be
pretty ralr down there before the house will
give It a tumble.
Bombay Dcerfoot opened In a special Indian set and did 13 minutes, getting a little
at the finish. He was followed by Joe Daniels,
who with his imitations did fairly well.
Brown, Harris and Brown did the old act,
and got over on the strength of the comedian.
Tbe audience laughed their heads off at him,
but when it came down to the finish they
weren't as liberal with their applause.
"Uppers and Lowers" (New Acts) held up
the interest for a while, but finished the same
Regay and Lorraine Sisas the rest light.
ters presented a nice little dancing act, that
with some rearranging should be all right.
Tbe boy might help this dancing along by

—

inserting
is

some new

steps In his routine.

doing only one at the present time that

He
is

noticeable.

The Seymours followed and provided the
real treat of the evening, as far as the audience was concerned. Miss Seymour never falls
to register with her clowning, and there are
two or three other girls playing around that
try to copy her style of work with but
mediocre success. Her brother does a corking
good "straight" for her, making what truthfully may be called an "act."
Odlva and Seal closed the show, and held
the majority of the house.

HALF.

(March 14-17.)

The spring Monday night played havoc with

the finish.

The Cromwell! pleased with Juggling, though
boy made up as a girl Is working too
hard to make It get over that way.
Austen Stewart, assisted by a girl and boy,
passed nicely.
Mr. Stewart as a stupid Englishman made 'em laugh here and. there, and
as it was V.U5 when he cams on and the first
laugh of the evening, he was welcome.

the

SHOW REVIEWS LAST

aplenty, sending them over to a good applause
finish. Smith and Troy, the colored composers,
went over with a bang. The talk employed by
the boys la bright, their appearance neat and
both have nice singing voices. They were
brought back for an encore following the playing and singing of their musical compositions.
Hill's Comedy Circus closed. The set Is a slowworking affair and gets little until the unrldable mule la introduced.
The live-reel
feature, "Shame," cloasd at 11. -•

*

suited the American patrons, and was sent
over to a big applause finish.
Following Intermission Florence Rayfleld put
over four numbers in neat style. Mies Rayfleld Is a pleasant looking little entertainer,
has selected good numbers, and knows how
She was brought back for an
to use them.
encore, responding with a war time song.
Leila Shaw and Co.. in "The Truthful Liar?'
pleased.
It Is a clever little playlet, nicely
played by three In cast. Davis and Stafford,
The boys were forced to
colored, were a hit.
sing tbe chorus of their closing number four
times. Burns and Jose closed and held 'em In.

HAMILTON.
The hou»e was packed Thursday night of
week. Every act was batting 1,000, with
Knapp and Cornelia and Conrad and Jean
last

scoring the home runs.
Monroe Bros., opening, did a lot of stalling
with their comedy, but their work on the
Earie and Sunshine with
trempolln is good.
their gags, songs and dances got away to a
slow start, but finished with everyone apBurton
and Co., presentDorothy
plauding.
ing a sketch, "The Real Thing," did well
with a melk-r, and when Miss Burton made
her grandstand speech that buffaloed the detective the audience ame through Just as
tbey used to at tbe Star and Metropolis.
A Hearst-Pathe News reel was followed by
Conrad and Jean In a classy musical offerThe turn got a hand on its Chinese
ing.
Conrad's two classic selecgarden setting.
tions on the violin were well presented, as
was tbe girl's "Brlla of Moscow" on the
Finishing with "Baby's Prayer" and
piano.
"Strutters' Ball" the turn got away to a great
Knapp and Cornelia do a little of
band.
everything, all well done with the exception
of their gags at the opening.
Perkinoff and Rose with a company of six
girls presented a series of high class dances.
The audience laughed at their opening, but
applauded their efforts at the finish. The best
part of the net is the last half.
Only a few
of the audience left when "The Marionettes,"
starring Clara Kimball Young,
tbe screen.

was thrown on

VARIETY

NEXT WEEK (MARCH

BILLS

19
Helen Savage Co
Gwen Lewis
Clifford A Cox

Birmingham, Ala.
LYRIC (ubo)

25)

(Atlanta npllt)

PANTAGES

1st half

In Vaudeville Theatres
Stevens A Hollister
open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise Indicated.)
"Night Boat"
Agencies Invoking the bouses are noted by single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum Lillian Fitzgerald
Circuit; M U B O." United Booking Offices; M
V MM A," Western Vaudeville Managers' Asso- Chlnko A Kaufman
ciation (Chicago); "P," Pantages Circuit; **Loew,
BIJOU (loew)
Marcus Loew Circuit; "Inter," Interstate
Circuit (booking through W. V. M. A.); "Sun," Sun Circuit; "A H," Ackerman 4 Harris Bob Tip Co
Nixon A Sans
(San Francisco); **P H," Pantages and Hodklns (Chicago).
Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on the "Fascinating Flirts"

M P

Nosses
Wright A Davis
Mercereau Co
Gordon A Oordon

W

New

York.

Reckless Trio

(ubo)

2d hslf
•Bee McCoy Davis Co LeMont A Wright
•Victor Moore Co
Holmes A LaVera
Van 4 Schenck
Nat Nazarro Co
Ryan A Lee
Tommy Ray

Kouns

8 Steppers

Sisters

(Two

"Rubevllle"

NATIONAL

Odlva
Australian Crelghtops

(One to

fill)

A LH AM BRA

(ubo)

Co

Bessie Clayton

"Submarine F7"
Olrl in

to fill)

(loew)

Duo
"What Man Needs"
Parlse

Allman A Sykes
DeLesso Troupe
(One to fill)
2d half

Moon

The Yaltos

Moss A Frye

Wood
Morris A Campbell
Oliver A Olp

Winchell A Green
Chas Olbbs
Clayton Maclyn Co

Eddie Dowllng

ORPHEUM (loew)
•Watson's Dogs
Flora 8tarr

Brltt

COLONIAL

(ubo)

Hobart Bosworth Co
DeHaven ft Parker
Bert Levy
Gardner A Hartman
McD Kelly A Lucy

Bob Hall

(ubo)

Nora Bayea
Three Dooleys
Santos A Hays

Cliff

Sis

Josephine Babel
Musical Freelanders

Keane A Williams

A Webb

Frank Mulane

Harwo Trio
2d half
A Stevers
Bllnore A Claire
Lochlan
J A J

Lovejoy

Barren A Bennett
Mllard A Marlln

Chaa Fletcher
Brown's Revue

AMERICAN

•8 Black Dots

•Burnham A Allen
•Great Howard
Jerome A Carson
Harry Brooks Co
Bush A Shapiro
Idanfaa Troupe
(One to fill)
2d half
M»rla

m

A Wins

•Greenley

Laypo A Benjamin
•Lee A Cranston
J

Flynn's

Minstrels

•Ous Erdman
"Easy Money"
•Hal Langdon 8
(One to fill)

VICTORIA l\oem)
•McCon'U A Simpson

•Fabian Olrls
Leonard A Wlllard
Adams A Ouhl
"Dairy Maids"
2d half

Duo
•McKlmos A LaCosta
Burnham A Allen
"What Man Needs"

Florens

Adele Oswald
Harris A Manlon

LINCOLN

floew)
Brltton

F A> M
Tommy Ray

McCormack A Irving

Clayton Maclyn Co
O'Connor A Dixon
Carroll Troupe
2d half
Clinton A Rooney
Fabian Olrls
Lillian Mortimer Co
Adams A Ouhl
Les Aristocrats
(One to fill)

OREELEY

(loew)

•Krszy Kat Kapers
Gertrude Cogert
Hall A O'Brien
Francis Morey Co
Hal Langdon 8
Burns A Jose
2d half
Parlse Duo
Orben A Dixie

Morgsn A Orey
Jim Reynolds
"Dairy Maids"
(One to

fill)

DELANCEY

(loew)

Magee A Anita
Wlnctiell A Green

(ubo)
2d half (21-23)

Aabsra,

fill)

Sherman Van Hymaa
(Two to fill)

2d half
Harrah A Josephine

Duo

Gorman Bros
(Two to fill)
Albany, M. Y.

PROCTOR'S (ubo)
Jack A Forts
Michel A King
Holmes A Wells

The De Onsos

BOULEVARD

(loew)

3 Steppers

Harold Salman Co
2d half

AVE B
A

Martini

(loew)
Fabrlnl

Rosamond A Dorothy
Regal A Mack
Davis

A

(One

to

Stafford
fill)

2d half
Zelays

McKay's Revue
(Three to

fill)

Brooklyn.

ORPHEUM (ubo)
Annette Kellermann Co
Fox A Ward
Hunting A Francis.
Moon A Morris
Dolly Connelly Co
Elinore A Williams
J as Watts Co
Three Kanes
Art Impressions
BUSHWICK (ubo)
(Request week)

(Running order)
Prosper A Ma ret
Joyce West A M
Ben Beyer
Frank Carter
Win Gaxton Co

Watson

Sisters
Little Billy

Rooney A Bent
Jack Wilson Co

BIJOU

(loew)

Arthur Turelll

•Brown A Barrows
Raymond A Caverly
•Pisano A Bingham
Les Aristocrats
(One to All)
2d hslf

Knowles A White
Willie Smith
Housh A LaVelle

Raymond A Caverly
Jerome A Carson
(One to fill)

DEKALB

2d half
Brltton

Brown A Barrows
Green A Pugh
Great Howard
Pisano A Bingham
Burns A Jose

PALACE
Puroplla &

(loew)

Ramsey

Harry Hoch
"Pretty Soft"
Flynn's Minstrels

(One

to

(111)

Julia Curtis

(One

to

fill)

(ubo)

Burt Johnson
International Revue
2d half
Llchter

Mus Highlanders
Corcoran A Mack

Wayn

split)
1st half

ORPHEUM

(One to

fill)

A Ilea town. Pa.

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

Ah Ling Foo
Bert Earl 8

Adlow CO
Ronalr A Ward
Robt H Hodge Co
Corb Shop A Don
(One to fill)

Altoona* Pa.

ORPHEUM
Provost

A

(ubo)
Golet

Fred Rose
Cellna's Circus

(One

(loew)
Pesrl

(One to fill)
2d half
"Too Many Sweethts"

(Two

to fill)

Anaconda, Moat.
B'BIRD (ah -wva)
(26)

(Same

playing

bill

Hip. Spokane, 27-30)

LYRIC

(Blnnlnghsm

split)

1st half
Caltes Bros

Elsie Williams

Co

A Greenlee

4 Ankers

GRAND

(loew)

Fallon A Fayne
Largay A 8nee
8 Miller Kent Co
Willie Solar
Musical McLarens
2d hslf

A Pesrl
Kaufman A Lllllsn
Mack A Arnold
Pernlkoff A Ballet
Alfred

(One to

E.

fill)

Fred Allen
"Janet of France"

Irma A O'Connor
Columbia City 4
Clark A Francis
Durkln Girls

Worth Waytln 4
Yankee A Dixie
Charleston, W. Ya.

"Midnight Rollickers"

Forrest A Church
Barney Williams Co
Walter Weems

(29-30)
Oliver Severn 8
Olbson A Hall

Paul A Azella
Pease A Kues
Genero A Gold
Chief Bear Co
2d half

MARYLAND (ubo)
Mystic Hanson 3
Lou Holts
Bradley A Ardlae
Jas Lucas Co
Gladys Hanson
Mack A Vincent

PLAZA

Arthur Lloyd
Nevlns A Erwood
"Ladles' Club"
Goldsmith A Lewis
Jsck Alfred Co

Chattanooga, Tensu

RIALTO (ubo)
(Knoxvllle split)
1st hslf

(ubo)

April

Eddie Borden
Farrell Taylor 8

Oallettla

Knapp A Cornelia

Chau Taung Mysteries

Bert Fltzglbbons

Monkeys

OLYMPIC

(sun)

Addis K Stewart
(One to fill)
Lytelle Co
Battle Creek Mich. Gllmour A Latour

Wm

BIJOU

LYRIC (Sun)
Jack Benn
Shapiro A Leroolner
Ann Hamilton Co
Robinson Duo
Skipper Kennedy A
Butte, Mont.

half

1st

Jimmy Dunn
Pauline
Belleville. HI.
WASHINGTON (wva)

A Heit
Buttercups
Rawson A Clare
2d half
Story A Clark
Christie A Bennett
Homer Llnd Co
4

,T

Jewelers to the Profession

"Somewhere
Kajlyama

Fr"

In

Campbell Sisters
Donohue A Stewart
Harold Duquesne 3
Tyler & 8t Claire
Lohse A Sterling
(orph)

Lady Duff Oordon
Whiting A Burt
Cameron Sisters
Winona Winter
LeMalre A Gallagher
Bob Matthews Co
Collins A Hart
Stanley A Blrnee

AMERICAN

(wva)

DeVoy A Dayton

Mary Norman
Job B Totten Co

Scott A Christie
"Fountain of Love"
Hopklnr A Axtell

Elizabeth Cutty

laypo A Benjamin

(Same

(nh-wva)

bill

(One

Rlueblrd.
Anaconda,
Grand. Wallace,
27
*»)
The Larnodfl
;

Clay & Robinson
WrlRht & Walker
B Kocrner Co
Flo Adlor

•Jack A Jill
A Rnmadon

(ubo)

A Massimo

Folly

Tennessee Trio
Luckle A Tost
Maidle DeLong

"Magatlne Girls"

Zlg Zag Rev
2d naif

2d half
Veronica A Hurlfalls
Brierre A King

Marcou
Krans A LaSalle
Mattle Choate Co
Ray Conlln

•Mrs A McGuIre Co
Carton A Wlllard

Aaahl Jape

Thalero's Circus
McVlCKER'8 (loew)

Davenport,

(wva)
(Sunday opening)

C A A Olocker
Harvey DeVora 8
5 8ullys
Doc O rNlel
"Mlss-up-to-Date"
2d half
Fern Rich Hen A F

Juggling DeLtsTe

(Two

to

In.

COLUMBIA

Johnston Howard A L
Ward * Pryor
Leonsrd Brown Co
Ferguson A Saund'd

flll)

Marlon Olbney
Maryland 8lngera

Cincinnati.
KLii'H'8 (ubo)
The Mclntyree

Oscar Lorelne

Alex O'Nell

Electrical

A 8

Venus

AMOtATM

PER

$14

• Mlaaiea frea All
OverleeUsf Cestrat

$16 U&S?SIITES•"loft
Ceeslttlsf et Psrler. 8*Sr
lliSt Airy, with All fjruiniiH

REISENWEBER'S HOTEL
Wk StrnK Ml Ci
Clrdt
Y«fc City

Dickinson A Deagon
Ashley A Allman

Y\rn* leopards
nel A

CrHphton
(Ono

D

Cecil

Cunningham
Lamya

Casting

(One

to

ORPHEL'M

Rodwsy A Edwards
to

Haley Sis
Bronson A Baldwin

Hallen A Cons
E A E Adair

Smith A Knnfman
•'Tango Shoes"

flll)

Milt Collins

to

Austin

A

Bailey

Danny Simmons

A H
Denver

Hill Tlvoll

ORPHEUM

%

(Sunday opening)
Altruism

fill)

(miles)

Scaruloff
Zleglers

Fields A Wells
MlHseo Parker

Mlddleton-Spellmyer
Dan Casey
Hendricks A Russell
(One to nil)

PRISCILLA

(sun)

Carus A Comer
Reynolds A Whits

PANTAGES

(p)

"Bride Shop"

Jack Kennedy Co
Redrlques

Emerson A Bannon

Bobby Tremalne

Tom

3 Melody Girls

Columbia,

A Varvara
A Bsnd

Stan Stanley Co
Bernard A Janls

F A O Walters

Lonzo Cox
Francis a Hume
Williams A Davis

PASTIME

2d half

Nip A Tuck

"Dreamland"

Ed Reynsrd Co
Abbott A White
"Hit the Trsll"
Maleta Bonconl
Job Jackson
Merck's Lions

MILES

Edwards
Krans A LaSalle
Bldrldge Barlow A
Dale A Burch
Frank Gardner Co

Julia

M Francois A Partner
Hallen A Fuller
Tennessee Ten

(One

The Geralds
Joe Browning
Wm Bba Co
LeRoy Lytton Go
Dorothy Granville Op
Robert Edson Co
Medlln Wstta A T
Three Jahns
Decatur, IIL
EMPRESS (WTA)

(abc)

Plcard Broe
Van A Pearce
Weston Trio
Astor 4

ORPHEUM

(ubo)
split)

Kelly

Dea Molnea

8. C.

(Sunday opening)
Edwin Arden Co
Robins

Roma

Bailey A Cowan
Avon Comedy 4
Laura Hoffman
Selma Braats
Hbeehan A Regsy

Co

Snndy Shaw

C

KRPZIE (wva)

L'd half
Arrlnl Bnrtletts

flll)

EMPRESS

Pollard

to flll)

Cnrson A Wlllard
Vera Sablnl Co

Dartem, o.
KEITH'S (Ubo)

"Bonfires of Empires"

Carlisle A
J C Lewis

Tom Faxon

Conwny A FIHds

E Murray
D Rceve« Co
4

PALACE

flll)

IhI half

Veronica A Hurlsfalls
Austin A Bnllev

Cnlirnry

fT

to

(Charleston

to nil)

FT.iflle

playln*

Dclton Maroono A

Williams A Wolfus
Robbie Gordons
Danville, I1L

WILSON (wva)
•Walker A Texas

2d hair

(24-20)

(Three to All)
2d half
Walsh A Ingraham
Fred Webber
(Three to fill)
,

(p)

•

(22-27)
Bellclalr Bros

PEOPLFS

(ubo)

ft w Y o :{

R

Madison A Winchester

Gardner A Bartell
Hees A Falrman

4,

(orph)
Julian Eltlnge

Ganeler's Dors

Blagshamton. N. Y.

STONE

PANTAOKS

PALACE

MAJESTIC

7 Venetian Gypsies

(ubo)

(Kalamatoo split)
(Sunday opening)

Perlera Sextet
Ellsworth
Bert Baker Co

Cleveland.
Kh.lTH'8 (ubo)
(Festival week)

Kenny Mason A 8
Chicago

Brlce

Hobaon A Beatty
Tracey A McBrlde
Cardo A Noll
Merlan's Dogs

HAG

Concert Qusrtet
Archie Nicholson 8

(One

Nsrons
Beatrice Lambert
"Art Studio"
Gonne A Albert

Flanagan A Edwards
Nina Payne Co

(loew)

(ubo)

split)
1st hslf

Marlon A Elliott
Four Sultanas
Buffalo, N. Y.

Elisabeth

fill)

(Inter)

Parker Bros
Sol Berns

Nsw

(Roanoke

Sylvester

Young A

(sun)

ACADEMY

(ubo)

8HEA8

PLAZA

Charlotte, N. O.

Christie MacDonald
Stasia Moore
Marzella's Birds

Tom A

MAJESTIC

Three Bobs
Helen Vincent

"To Save One Girl"

Bctts' Seals

Priuceee Zulelka
2d half
Raymond Wllbert

"Mayor A Manicure"
Wright A Earl

Watson

Japanese Prince
Joe Roberta
Four Readings

Tom Mahoney

2d half
Pauline Fielding
Duffy A Montague
Helen Trlx 81s

Travato

McLaln Gates Co
Baltimore.

(ubo)

The Kellors

POLI'S 4 ubo)
A Vincent

(27-28)

8. C.

K

4 Hansleys

(Two

(hp.)

Herbert Brooks Go
J

split)
1st hslf

Steam Fitters
Bffelyn May Co

Wsrren A Wade
Jaok A Pearl Hall

•"Fountain of Love"
(One to Oil)
NO HIPP (wva)
Slgsbee's Dogs
Rector Weber A T
Lasova A Gllmore

(Columbia

Nestor

3 Lordons

HEMMENDINGER
Tel.

ACADEMY

D

A Mora
Foley A O'Neill
Elliott

Bridgeport, Conn.

HIP(aAh)

Demoat

Hanlon Co
Dalian. Tex.

JEFFERSON

Billy Elliott
Lowe A Sterling 81s

2d half

Charleston,

(loew)

Harry Tauda
Chas B Lawlor A

Cullen

BalcersAeld, Cal.

H

Hooeler Olrl

2d half

Skelly

Kaufman Bros

•FAQ

A

Adolpho
Frank Gardner Co
Dale A Burch

"Smart Shop"

•Lusby A Hlggl
Ogden A Benson
Leila Shaw Co

(ubo)

Hill Tlvoll

McCIoud A Ksrp
"Ob You Devil"
(One to fill)

Hubert Dyer Co

HIP

Bob Carlln Co

Frances Rice

ST JAMES

Fuller

Cronlns Novelty

fill)

Frank Carmen
A Parker

fill)

to

Angel A

Buzzell

2d half
Cooper A Lacey
Jack Reddy
"Right Man"

Kennedy A Nelson
DeLeer
Gaynell Everett Co
"Sea Rovers"
Pay ton A Hlckey
Dunedln Duo
Atlanta.

to

III.

(wva)
(Sunday opening)
Nip A Tuck

2d hslf

A
Kaufman A Lillian
Mack A Arnold
Pernlkoff A Ballet

(Two

Chanspalgm,

OKPHUoM

Murray Bennett
Dancing Kennedys

Mollle King
Fink's Mules

Harry Bond

"Mlss-up-to-Date"

Ssmpsel Leon hard

McWros Baldwin A 8

Lew Madden Co
Jennings A Mack
Mario Lo Co
2d half

Sully Family

(loew)

Wm

Wanzer A Palmer

Fields

Wanser A Palrfer

A A Francis
Sazton A Farrell

'Tale of a Coat"

Conway A Day
J C Mack Co
Warren A Conley

Story A Clark
"Five Fifteen"

Claude Rood Co
Taylor A Arnold

J

(24-26)

A

Marshall

2d half

"Dream Fantasies"

(Macon

Eldora Co
Al Abbott
Great Leon
Gertrude Van Dyke
The Dreyers

Ward A

Dora Dare

2d half

Nat Nasarro Co

(ubo)

tAJt FRANCISCO
Bhanley and Fameas (-Fifty- Fifty")

RAPIDS

H

M

Hahn Weller A

Conway A

Milton A DeLongs
Sylvia Clark
"Forest Fires"
BROADWAY (sun)
The Parrlnes
Floyd A Gullbert

•"Meadow Br Lane"
Eadle A Ramsden
Smith A Kaufman
Maximes A Bobble

Bebsstion Merrill Co

Marker A Montgomery
Fern Richlleu A F

Thompson Co

RudlnoS

•

Harry First Co

"Fireside Reverie"

Frank Westphsl
Sophie Tucker Co
Mullen A Coogan

LOS ANGELB1 and

Jones

Kalma Co

Wm

(Two to fill)
Annwatn, On.

,

Alexandria. La*

Lew Huff
Lamey A Pearson

fill)

Mlgnon

Frafeaaloaala* Original Berne

Moran

to

la.

MAJESTIC (wva)

Boston.

Carrie Llllle

(One to

Cedar Rapids,

KEITH'S (ubo)
Bennett Sisters
Lloyd A Wells
Halllgan A 8ykes

CONTINENTAL HOTEL

(loew)

Claude Ranf
Mlnetta Duo
"Officer 444"
•Austin Stewart 8
Parson* A Irwin

F A M

The

(Two

Cahlll A Romaine
Win Cahlll Co

Alfred

Wilson A Aubrey

Ergottl Llll'ptlana

(One to fill)
2d half

GRAND

Mack A Kessler
Bernlvlcl Bros
Tom Swift Co
Oummings A Mitchell

Morrow Co
Tower A Darrell

JEFFERSON (ubo)
Irene Myers
Olathe Miller Co
Wd Melville A Phil
Miss Glllis Co

(ubo)

Klnzo

111.

2d half

Wm

Y.

!**.

LYCEUM

.MAJESTIC (wva)
E A E Adair
Ray Snow
Song A Dance Rev
(Two to fill)

MODJE8KA

El Cleve
Coakley A Dunlevr
Whipple Huston Co
Norton A Lea
Wheeler Trio

Lony Nsse
Green A Pugh
Housh A LaVelle
Welch Mealy Mon
2d half
Arthur Turelll
Leonard A Wlllard
Harry Brooke Co
Dunbar A Turner
DeLesso Troupe

Bloonelacton,

Raskin's Russians

WARWICK (loew)
Adelaide Trio
Gleasons A O'Houll'n

Mlnetta

Four Bolses
A Gray A Boys
Franklyn Ardell Co

Canton, O.

McLarens

Musical

(Ubo)

Moran A Mack

"Our Boys"
Hoey A Lee
(One to

KEITH'S

A LeRoy
"Mid-winter Revue"
Follle Sis

Willie Solar

AtlnwtJe City, H. J.

(wva)

Jill

2d half

Josephine Sabel
Byron Lloyd Co

Largay A 8nee
8 Miller Kent Co

Blanche RIM
John McOowan Co

4 Renee Girls
2d half
Flora Starr
Weston A Flint

Welch Mealy Mon
Francis Morey Co

Rosamond A Dorothy
Gleasons & O'Houll'n
Davis A Stafford
Kitty Francis Co

•Al Rlcardo
•Orben A Dixie

Maude Durand. Co
Gus Erdman

Ben Welch
Lucy Gillette

(loew)

•Knowlea A White

FULTON (loew)
•Felix A Fisher
Clinton A Rooney

J.

Page Hack A Mack,

2d hslf
Fallon A Fayne

to vaudeville, or appearing in city

Bailey
2d half
Felix A Fisher
Hall A O'Brien
Julia Curtis

Chalfonte Slaters
(Three to fill)
BOTH ST. (ubo)

Connelly

A

Grey A Old Rosa
(One to fill)

"Camouflage"

Walters A

Holmes A LaVere
Chas Olbbs
Lillian Mortimer Co
Hoey A Lee
Bissert

Richards A Kyle
Lady Sen Mel
The Duttons

RIVBR8IDB

American Comedy 4

new

LINCOLN
•Jsck A

Tom Sszon

TOWER'S

Minnie Harrison

acts nor their program positions.
* before name indicates act is new, doing turn
where listed for the first time.

PALACE

Camden, N.

Frank Wilson

these bills are printed does not indicate the relative importance of

SAN FRANCISCO
(Neat to Alceeer Theatre)
The New Home of the Theatrical Profeaelon

A Harmon

Musical

(All houses

Orpheum Circuit.
The manner in which

HOTEL APPLJETON

(p)

Fanton's Athletes

Leach Wallen 3

Ofiake A Tltake

Columbna.

KEITH'S (ubo)
Nnnklchl Troupe
Romo A Cox
Dorothy Hayes Co

DR.

Detroit.
(ubo)

TEMPLE

Dupree A Dupree
Holme* A Buchanan

KUNSTLER.

B*gi to annooaoe

tfcet

Dentist

Se See

qoaripre

RITZ CHAMBERS.

24

felt «St*

Hmrrmi RUI

L. Mew

Vert Ctty

VARIETY

20

^B
Rath Bros
Margaret Young
Mclntyre A Heath
Clark & Hamilton
(Two to All)

ORPHEUM

(miles)

Thazer Bros

Bell

Chas Altboff
"Over There"
Viola Duval
Ed A Lottie Ford

(One

to nil)

REORNT

(miles)

"An Arabian Night"
McKlnley

Neil
"All

Wrong"

Von Cello Co
(abc)

Joe Remington Co
Killarney Girls
Cleveland A Downey

Dnlath

ORPHEUM

Musical

Two Stars
"New Doctor"
2d half
More Less A More
Hoyt Hymes Trio
Williams A Mitchell
Genero A Gold
Princess Zuleika
PALACE (ubo)
Gladstone A Leonardo
Jane Connelly Co
Eddie Olrsrd Co

savtat
Barter, sarsse

Vercl

A Vercl

•Williams A Culver
(Four to fill)
2d half
Gabbys A Clark
The Dohertys
Arthur DeVol Co

Knowlln Tr

Ellis

Fort Worth*

Kathryn Powell
Barlowe A Deerls
George Lovett Co
Willie Weston

JAB

Fresno, Oal.

HIP (aAh)
Tiny Trio
Larry Haggerty
McLaln Gates Co
Winchester A Claire
Homburg A Lee
Talsie A Yoshl
2d half
The Vernons

Johnny A Wise
4 American Beauties
Allen Carroll A P
R II Giles

Galveston* Tex.

MAJESTIC

(Inter)
(20-26)

(Same

playing

bill

24 half
Paul A Asella
Guest A Newlln

Hatrleebnrar. Miss.
(loew)

2d half
Persl Duo
Philbrlck A DeVoe
College Quintet

LOEW

Floreni

Duo

Finn A Finn
"Regular Bus Man"
Thos P Dunne
The Rsndalls
2d half
Msry Louise
8 Black Dots
Ellsle Labegere Co
(One to fill)

Houston. Tex.

Austin 27-28)
Act Beautiful

Mile Therese Co
Geo Vsn Hoff

"Betting Bettys"
2d half

Rev Frank Gorman
Arthur Havel Co
Frankle Heath
Avellng A Lloyd
"Merry Go Round"

Transfleld Bisters

Ah

Kasbner Sisters

PRINCE

Graad Forks,

Mario Lo Co
B. St. Loals, I1L
ERBER'S (wva)
Hayatake Bros

2d half
•Earl Gederller Co
•Arnold Trio

HAM
Hlatt A

Gilbert

(p)

Oreat Leon
Quigley A Fitzgerald
"Flirtation"
Al Nnda

Elmlra. N. Y.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

Dancing La Vara
Cahlll A Romalne
Radium Models
(One to fill)
2d half

Miss Glllls Co

Dawson A Dawson
"Beauty Fountain"
to nil)

Fvle Pa
COLON! A* L (ubo)
Harold Trio
Howard Marshall

Revue"

Five Nelsons
to nil)

Kyansvfllle, lad.

ORAND

(wva)
(Terre Haute split)

Band

Emily Dnrrell Co
Buch Bros
Fall River. Mass.
HI.IOU

(loew)

Frank Carmen
Buz/ell & Parker
Frances Rice

McCloud A Karp
"Oh You Devil"
2d half
Pnnrlnpj Kennodya
Saxton A Farrell

Murray Bennett
Sampr-cl A Leonhard
FnrKO, N. D.
C.HANI) (abc)
John Morton
I'nte Trio
Curl & Inez

Ketch A Wilms
4 Hollnways
2d half

Leonard A Ward
Dawson A Dennett
Knos A Fnos
Walter Haker Co
Flint. Mich.

MAJESTIC
(Saplnnw
1st

Co

Great Falls* Most.

PANTAOES

(p)

Chandler A Bn R Sis
LaFrance A Kennedy
Four Meyakos
Orren A Drew
"Heir for a Night"
PALACE (ah-wva)
(23-24)

(Same

(uho)
split)

half

Rekmo
•Fcnnell A Tyson
7 M'incy Floy Minstrels

C.srdner A Revere
Kluting's Entertainers

playing

bill

Butte,
Peoples-Hipp,
27-29)
Santry A Norton

Hickey A Cooper

A White
Minnie Burke Boys
Vioore

Vsriety Trio
3 Altkens

Maurice Samuels Co

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

Hughes Troupe

ORPHEUM

(wva)

2d half
•Evelyn A Dolly
Johnson Bros A J

Ray A

Emma

Will Stanton

Dean
Co

Greenville,

GRAND

S.

C.

(ubo)

The Grays
Cook A Lorent
Gordon Eldred Co
Spencer Williams

Hanlon A Hanlon
2d half
Carbrey A Cavanaugh
Cantwell A Walker

Man

Off Ice

Wagon

(Two to nil)
Hamilton. Can.

DOMINION

(ubo)

Diamond A Daughter
Gould A Lewis
Bert Melrose

Ward A

Girls

Swor A Avey
Gordon A Rica

LOEW

(loew)

Reabury A Price
Robinson A Dewey
Holden A Herron
Shannon A Annls
Betts A Chidlow
"No Questions Asked"
Haniahura;, Pa.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)
Norton A Melnotte

Cooper A Rleardo
Jack Lavler
Iadlaaaselle.

KEITH'S

(ubo)
Jennie Middleton

"Motor Boating"
6 American Dancers

LYRIC
Aerial

Chas Toung

PANTAOES

HIP (aAh)

split)

Bancroft A Breaks
Kastlng Kayee

Lafayette, Ind.

FAMILY (nbo)
A Orovinl
Foster A Foster
"Cloaks A Suits"

ANDERSON

Selblnl

Collins

Ruth Howoll Co
(One to

Annie Kent
DePage Opera Co
Lawrence A Edwards

(ubo)

Mayhew

(One to mi)

KEITHS

(ubo)

(Nsehvllle split)
1st half

Down Home Ten

Patton A White
Nardlnl

Lou Welch Co
Ray Royce

H

Templeton Oessnsr

Co

Mseen, Gsw

ORAND

Henry A Moore
• Nancy Boyer Co
Kate Watson

KS>.5>2£

(ubo)

Circus Days

Ithaca,

STAR

If.

HEAD COLDS

As*"Asttststle Pswd se—Ciess—He Dees

(ubo)

(Two to fill)
Jackson, Mien.

ORPHEUM
(Lansing

(ubo)
split)

ARCADE

(ubo)
split)

McCormsck 1 Wallace
Kennedy A Rooney
"Colonial Belles"
Janesrrllle, "Wis.
APOLLO (sbc)
2d half

Wllhat Troupe

Sam A Francis
Lou Eastman Co
Washington Trio
Joplln, Mo.
CLUB (hp)
(Sprlngneld split)
1st half

High Jinks Mus Co
Johnstown* Pn.
(ubo)

(Pittsburgh split)
1st

half

Chester Kingston
"Jazz Nightmare"
Saxon A Clinton
Darras Bros
nil)

Kalamaaoo, Mick.
MAJESTIC (ubo>
(Sunday opening)
(Battle Creek split)
1st hslf

Pauline Fielding Co
Clover Leaf 8
2d hslf
Forrest A Church

Wslter Weems

ORPHEUM

"Pretty Bsby"
2d half

Frank LsDent Co
Edward Lessig Co
4

Harmony Kings
Lincoln, Neb.

ORPHEUM

4

Marks Bros

Valnova's Oypsles
Recruit"

"Propville

Ruth Roye
Apdale's Animals
Rouble Sims
Moore A Haager

M Montgomery Co
Wood's Animals
City,

ORPHEUM

Mo.

(Sunday opening)
Jos Howards Revue

B Remple Co

Roek, Ark.

MAJESTIC
O'Gorman

(Inter)
Slstsrs

Louis Simon Co
Clsra Howard

(Two

to nil)

2d hslf
Skstlng Bear

Cooney Sisters

A Verdle
Columbia A Victor
Clark

"Submsrlns F 7"
Livingston, Mont.
STRAND (ah-wva)
(26)

(Same

stsrsa,

er Street free)

Biesewsy. H. Y. C.

Msy Morning
McNally Dlnnes A
Barry Girls
Royal Hswstlsns

playing
Oreat Falls,
Mont, 28)
Artols Bros
bill

Palace.

3 Shannons

Kabln A Eugene
Holmes A Holllston
Bert Sheperd

ORPHEUM

Leon A Maytteld
Harry Colman Co
The Sharrocks
Alfred Latell Co
Morton A Glass
Harry A Etta Conley

D

(loew)

Sadie 8herman
Lillian Kingsbury

Co

Oreat Santell
2d hslf

Nixon

A

Ssns

"Fascinating Flirts"
Minnie Harrison

Frank Wilson
Madison, wis.

ORPHEUM

(wra)

"Mimic World"
2d half

Lsypo A Benjamin
Jean Moore
Morsn A Wiser
Roach A McCurdy
Osrdner Trio

Marahalltown,

Is.
(abc)
2d hslf
"Among the Ladles"

CASINO

The Hsrdys
Loos Bros
Llnsdsy Lady Bugs
3 Rlsnos

Mason

City, Is.

CECIL

(sbc)

The Hardys

Frank A Mae
Kelly A Howe
(One to 811)

Memphis

ORPHEUM
Conroy A LeMalre
Lew Dockstader

Mme Chtlson Ohrman
C A F Usber
Toots Paka Co
Betty Bond
Herbert's Dogs

Milwaukee.
(orph)

Eddie Foy Co
Nonetts
Bert Swor
Cartmell A Harris

Kenny A

Chlsholm A Breen
Hawthorne A Anthony
Gladys Taylor Co

(Montgomery

is* 11L

ORPHEUM
BUM

split)

The Rials

Webb A Remain

2d half

"Naughty Princess"
Philadelphia

(loew)

KEITH'S

Pescl Duo
Philbrlck A DeVoe
College Quintet

Laurie Ordway
Richard the Oreat
2d half
Bob Tip Co
Ssdle Sherman

LUlsn Kingsbury Co
West A Hale
Great Santell

Hwa Tr

Choy Hong

Kennedy A Burt
The Volunteers
Imperial Troupe

CRESCENT

(wra)

Joe Barton
3 Vagrants
Msrylsnd Singers
Hickman Bros

(ubo)

DeWlnters A Rose
Haory Ellis
Page Hack A Mack

A

Alton

Allen

"The Weaker One"
DeLeon A Daries
Joe Cook
Vallecita's

Leopards

ALLEGHENY (nbo)
Trennell Trio
Leonard A Wlllsrd

New Roehelle, If. T. Mr A Mrs Wilde
Warren A Templeton
LOEW (loew)
Belle A Caron
"Isle of Innocence"
GRAND (ubo)
Adele Oswald
McKay's Revue

A Ramsey

Storm A Marsden
Sherman Van Hyman
Norfolk, Vs.

Slnclslr

A Oasper

Ned Norton
Dooley

A

Stsgpole

Tsmaene

2d hslf
Purcella

Olrls
Sales

A

Spier

Slstsrs

Lee DeLacey Co
Joe Daniels
*On High Seas"
PENN (ubo)
2d hslf (21-28)

WM

Curry A Graham
O'Donnell A Blair
Eddie Gerard Co

"Rocky Pass"

Pittsbnrsk.

SHERIDAN SQ

Baraban A Groh
N. YaklsaL Wash*
EMPIRE (ah-wva)

(Johnstown

(nbo)

split)

1st half

A Mann
Ray La Pearl
Pallsnt

(24-25)
"Our Boys"
(Same bill
playing (Two to fill)
Hip. Taooma, 28-80)
MontresL
HARRIS (ubo)
FRANCAI8 (Ubo)
Tokl Murata
Harrington A Mills
The Belmonts
White
Mercedes Bock Co
Wslmsley A Layton,
Ardcll A Tracey
Hilda Leroy
Howard A Ross
"Campna Olrls"
Brennan A Davis
BUlsbury A Robinson Psckard Trio
"Hello Egypt"
Hippodrome 4
Scamp A 8camp
Lee Berth
2d half
(One to fill)
Okls. City, Okls.
O'Nell Twins
LIBERTY (hp)
DAVIS (ubo)
Young A Wheeler
Naynon's Birds
Ragtime Rellly
Bsrbler Thatcher Co
Alice Hamilton
Brlce A Barr Twins
Kemp A Brown
"Ocean Bound"
Chas Irwin
Fred Larlne Co
Bysl A Early
Trlxle Frlgansa

PRINCES8

(ubo)

John B Hymer Co
Three Chums
Briscoe A Rauh
Porter J White
Lunette Sisters

(Two

to nil)

LOEW

Psul

Co

(loew)

A Paulina

Lane A Harper
Castellno A Zardl
Wslter Percival Co
Al Fields Co
"Bohemian Llfs"

Muskegon, Mien.

PALACE

(ubo)

Paul Petchlng Co

Fagg A White
"Tango Shoes"
Brady A Mahoney
Royal Gascolgnes
2d hslf
Folly A Massimo
O'Meara
"Magazine Girls"
Hugo Lutgeha

JAG

Burdella Patterson

Nashville, Tenn.

PRINCE8S

(ubo)

(Louisville split)
1st hslf

Richard Wslly Co
Hal Stephens Co

Maude Earl Co

Loos Bros
Llnsday Lady Bugs
2d hslf

MAJESTIC

Mllo

1st half

Adair A Adslphl

Memphis.

LYCEUM

West A Hale
(sun)

Los Aaseles

"Cranberries"

Kansas

(sun)

A Dog
Reams A Area

Little

Filllberto

(One to

Lexlnarton, Ky.

ADA MEAD

Lisas, O.

1st half
Albert Donnelly
Marie Fltsgibbons

MAJESTIC

CO..

Adonis

half

"Whirl of Girls"
Jacksonville, FIs.

(Bsvannah

leaSlM dres

at

THE KOLOX

fill)

2d half
Gardner A Bartell
Herr A Feinnan
"Garden Belles"

ASTHMA

FIVIft
Boon for

theatrical artists,

"Beauty Fountain"
to

HAY

Geo Coleman
Nevlns A Louise
Petticoat Minstrels
2d half
McMahon Sisters

BAA

1

MASAL CATARRH

and kindred dleordem

T.

Walsh A Ingraham
Fred Webber

(Two

Qdafldy

Pswtneket, R. I.
SCENIC (nbo)
A White

"Oypsy Festival"

LeVsn A Dobbs

1st half

Walton Co

'Black

Great Lester
Yvette A Ssranhoff
Ferns Blglew A M
PALACE (nbo)

Monts-esnery.

Asroplsne Olrls
Olsen A Johnson
Marta Hamilton Co
Ths Vivians
(One to fill)

H

New Orleans
ORPHEUM

C A A Olocker

split)

J.

If.

(uho)
2d half ((21-28)

Old Time Darkies
Baker A Rogers
Vlollnsky
O K Sato

8arah Bernhardt

(ubo)

(ubo)

Pstevssn*

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

split)

1st half

Tanean Bros

BIJOU

(Richmond

(New Orleans

split)

Walters A Cliff 81s
Rutan's Birds

Raymond Wllbert
Marlon A Elliott
6 Virginia Steppers
Lswls A Hunt
Manella's Birds
2d half
Bollinger A Reynolds
McLoughlln A Evans
Eddie Glrard Go
Chief Bear Co

ACADEMY

ORAND

(nbo)

(Augusta

Equlllo Bros

Eddys

(wra)

Mellne, m.
PALACE (wra)
(Sunday opening)
2 Blondys
Msrlon Olbney
Bruce Duffett Co
Oscar Lorraine
Zlra's Leopardi
2d half
•Wslker A Texas
Hahn Weller A Mails
Hopkins A Axtell
Jolly Wild Co

Stella

split)

fill)

PALACE

8 Kswanas

Bostoek's School

1st half

A Wllmot

Margaret Farrell
Claire Vincent Co
Moore A Whitehead
Oygi A Vadle

COLONIAL (ubo)
2d half (21-28)
Charles Bradley
McRae A Clegg

DeHollls

Dublin Olrls
Francis Owen Co

Robinson's Elephants

Zlg Zag Rot

BlJOlf (ubo)

Woodward Co

Frank Shields

Arthur Deagon

(Jackson

HO

KEITH'S (ubo)
Wellington A Sylvia
Newell A Most
Emmy's Pets
Deiro
Arthur Pickens Co
3 Hlcksy Bros

Chas Bradley
Oray A Byron
Gertrude Barnes

Rajah Co

Ruth Osborne
8 Daring Slstsrs
"For Pity's Sake"

Donovan A Lee

Arthur A Leah Bell
Nlobe
Lowell, Mass.

(nbo)

Rosedale

Zeno A Mandel
Alex Bros A Evelyn
ORAND (wva)

Tates Motoring

1st half

A

Holt

(p)
"Atlantic Review*'

A Warden

Mantelll

Ruth St Denis Co
Garry Von Fosseu

PANTAOES

Mr A Mrs Payne
Carson Bros
Marston A Manley

Knexvllle, Tei

Wm

ORPHEUM

Nancy Fair

Jan Rublnl
Harry Reichman
Tom Kyle Co
8en Francis Murphy

BIJOU

MlnnennoUs.
(p)

Song A Dance Revue
Owen A Moore
Ward Bell A Ward
Ooldle A Ayree

(p)

Marionettes

(Chattanooga

Mazlmes A Bobby

Oruber's Animals

(8unday opening)
Primrose Minstrels
Barton A Hill
Marlette's

Cronln's Novslty

Al Shsyne
Creasy A Dayne

Link A Robinson

Cummin A Seshum

MeWatters A Tyson
Wood A Wyde
DeWitt Burns A T
(One to nil)

PANTAOES

Lambert A Ball
Msng A Snyder
(One to fill)

4 Swore

(One to nil)
2d hair)
Jack Rose

8 Vagrants
Kingsbury A Munson

at lefts Street

Boothby A Bverdeep
John Clark Co
Montgomery A Perry

Boganny Troupe

(One to fill)
2d half

O'REILLY

J.

Dean
Will Stanton Co
Roach A McCurdy
Warren A Conley

A A O Terry

Duffy A Inglls
Wilfred Clarke Co

Howard A Sadler
Musical Girls

$15,000.

ISM

Ned Norworth Co
"Reckless Ere"

'Women"
r>

Broadway

Lima's Surprise

Street Urchin

lit

Green Bay. Wis.

half

Primrose Jr A Malloy
•Shaw A Campbell
Creole

Krake

Whipple Huston Co
Leightners A Alex
Gen Plsano Co
(One to fill)

Hall

••Futurlrtlc

1st

Ellis

Alf Grant
Florence Tempest
Pietro

THOMAS

Lsncsster, Pn.

playing Silber A North
6111
(Same
LaFrance Bros
Anaconda 28)

Pstts

Chick Fsmlly

(One

(ubo)

(26-27)

Moore A Ross

Thomas A

DeLuxe

Sextet

Grand Basils, Mich

Mme

Leo Cooper Co
Jim Cullen
•Burke A Broderlck
KdnontoD, Can.

(Two

D.

Queenle Dunedln

4 Buttercups

Aerial

If.

(wra)

EMPRESS

Geer
Homer Lind Co
2d half

PANTAOES

GRAND

(p)

"Honeybees"

Lew Madden Co
Jennings A Mack

PRICE

150.

Paul Brady
Green A Parker
Lydell A Hlgglns

Emma

Howard A Hurst

24 half

PALACE (wra)
(Sunday opening)
Evelyn A Dolly

Ray A

Asfly

J.

(loew)

Adion Co
Ronair A Ward
Robt H Hodge Co
Corb 8hep A Don
Ling Foo

Plot 75 z

Laurie Ordway
Richard the Oreat

Hobeken, N.

3

leans sad tse seta*, sss
with ssssfssrs sasrtsrs; sees

Mack A Earl

Redmond Co

Julia

fell

efsltt

Comfort A King

e Little Reubens
Bernard A Meyers
P Bremen A Bros

Pals

seeta,

Hanamura Japs

Kramer A Cross
Donovan A Murray

Morgan

A

Pete

Hens

CANTONMENT

Sam Mann Co

Kaston, Pa.
(ubo.)

T<
(inter)

MAJESTIC

Romano

ABLE O H

Kelt

•Johnson Dean Rev
2d half
Williams A Culver
(Three to 01')

(Sunday opening)

Toney A Norman
GRAND (wva)

Fredericks

A Helt

Skelly

.Mack A Maybelle
Herbert Lloyd Co
Maldle DeLong
Diana's Models
Ft. Wllllssss,
ORPHEUM (wva)
•Grceno A Piatt
Davis A Moors
•

Fritzl Scbeff

Eddie Carr Co
Zlska A King
Herbert Clifton Co

FREEPORT

(ubo)

ef Belle AsMys. srealseat
fsrslssetf. Isslsdlss erasd sti

Anna Eva Kay
Davis A Pltzglbbons
Arthur La Vine Co

POLLS

Martin Bros
Four Sultanas

Kenny A Nobody
Gladys Taylor Co

The Le Orsha
Frank Crumit
Ths Le Volos

Hartford* Conn.

"Tik-Tok OlrP
2d half

Work A

Norah Kelly
Roth A Roberts

MILES

Wayne, 1*4.
PALACE (ubo)

Ft.

Hollls

Kilkenny Four
Powell Fsmlly
Newark, N. J.

LOEW

(loew)

A Adele
McKimoe A LsCosta
Cornelia

Willie Smith

Morgan A Grey
American Comedy 4
Red A Blondy
2d hslf
CIsude Ranf

McCormsck A Irving
"Officer 444"
O'Connor A Dixon
(One to nil)

New Haves, Com
PALACE

(ubo)

Cornell Three
Three Kelos
Ryan A Joyce
Christie

MacDonald

Donals Sisters

Osklsad

Rockwell A Wood
(Four to nil)

ORPHEUM
(Sundsy opening)
"Corner Store"
Sarah Psdden Co
Will Oakland Co
Phlns Co
V A B Stanton
Regsl A Bender

Portland, Me.

KEITH'S

(ubo)

Clown Seal

Loughlln A West
Outran A Newell
Alex McFayden
"Mar Via Wireless"
Hallen A Hunter
McDonsld A Rowlsnd
Portland, Ore.
PANTAOES (p)
ORPHEUM
(Sunday opening;
(Sunday opening)
Stelner Trio
Blossom
Seeley Co
Countess Verona
Vsrdon A Perry
Mile Fleury
Lawrence Johnston Co Kltamura 3
"In the Dark"
Hilton A Lazar
Reed A Wright Sis
Billy King Co
Kulollan's Hawallans Lucille A "Cockle"
Anson A Daughters
Osiden, Utah
PANTAOES (p)
PANTAOES (p)
Anderson's Revue
(28-30)
Topsy Equestrians
Rosalind
John A May Burke

The Langdons

A Harrison
TAG
Florens
D
Jarvla

Harris

A Vsriety 4

Sliver A Duval
The Lelands
Joe Reed

HIP (ah-wva)

Cortes Trio

(24-27)

Omaha
ORPHEUM
(Sunday opening)
Sallle Fisher

Co

Alan Brooks Co
Bernie A Baker
Cole Russell

A D

King A Harvey
"Five of Clubs"
Claude M Roode Co
Ottawa, Ci
DOMINION (ubo)
O'Nell Twins

Young A Wheeler
Barbler Thatcher Co
Fred Laurlne Co
2d half
The Belmonts
Wslmsley A Layton
Hoyard A Ross
BUlsbury A Robinson

Hippodrome 4
Passaic, N. J.

PLAYHOU8E

(ubo)

2d hslf (21-23)
Helen Jackley
Fargo A Richards

Edwards A Louise
Wllllson A Sherwood
Senna A Weber
Meryl Prince Girls
Davies Co
A At wood

Tom

Claire

Providence, R.

I.

KEITH'S (ubo)
Lamb A Morton
Sam Hearn
Josle Heather
Lovenberg Sis

Co

Co
Imhof Cohn A C
Harklns
Eleanor Cochran
The Stampede
(One to nil)

JAM
w

EMERY

(losw)

Inns A O'Connor
Columbia City 4
Clark

A Francis

Durkln Girls
"Midnight Rolllckers"
(One to nil)
2d half

Harry Tsuda
Chas B Lawlor A

D

VARIETY
Hon

Ulott 4

A

Foley

O'Neill

HIP

(ubo)

(Sunday opening)
"Naughty Princess"
Bdwln George
Hudler Stein A P
Ann Chandler
Boyarr Troupe

T

2d half
Norton A Melnotte

"Women"

Taylor Trio
Harry Green Co

Howard A Badler
5 Mualoal OlrU
(One

to

HIPP (abet)
WUhat Troupe
Enos A Enos

fill)

RBOTNA* (wra)
rrank Colby Co

Washington Trio
2d half
John Morton
Meades A Dahl
Ketch A Welma

Earl A Curtlss
•Store Stereos 8

(One to

fill)

LYRIC (ubo)
(Norfolk split)
1st naif

A Howland

Carlita

Lewie A Leopold
"Count A Maids"

(Two

to

ROANOKE

(ubo)

Monroe A Grant
Olia

"Honor Thy Children"
Race A Edge
Reynolds A Donegan

Ellda Morris

Electrical

Ti Ling Sing
Beatrice McKensle

Sam Aatoalcs Tex.

MAJESTIC

DeVogue"

OaL

Harry A Bra Puck

M

(18-19)

ploying
(Same bill
Stockton 20-21, Fresno
22-23)

Gertrude Hoffmann Co
Kelly A OalTln
Leo Beers

Hanlon A Clifton
1st

Stockton

half

bill

2d

half)

Arthur Lairds
Wilson A Van

A F
"Between Us Two"
Gray A Orayham
2d half

Barnes A Brlmer
Dorothy Dale
Berry A Nlokerson
4 Dancing Demons

A Stanley

Kalama Co

ORPHBUM
Valeska Suratt Co
Wellington Cross

Fanchon A Marco
Diamond A Brennan.
Rice A Werner

ORPHBUM

f Sunday
opening)
Kalmer A Brown

Marlon Harris
Franklin Co
Foster Bell Co
3 Weber Girls
Basil A Allen
Nellie Nichols

A White
Herman ft Sherwood
Louis

EMPRESS

(wra)

Broderlck

PANTAGB8

(Sunday opening)
"Girl at Cigar Stand"

A Nord
Homer A Dubard
Winston's Seals

A Cohen

"CASINO (aAh)
(Sunday opening)
Zemater A Smith
Cook A Lllllard
Howard Martell Co
"Little Miss Foxy"

Ioleen Sisters

Lovett

"Makers of History"
GRAND (wra)
Fred Rogers
•Rlres A Arnold

Bruce Morgan A B
Orrllle

Stamm

"20th Century Whirl"

PARK

(wra)

Tossing Austins
Buhla Pearl

Wm

Morrow Co
Brlerre A King
"Miss America"

A Dale
Koban Japs
HIP (aAh)
(Sunday opening)
King A Brown
8cott A Douglas
Cole

A Coleman

Celll

Opera Co.

Elklns

Fay A

B

Leach LaQulnlan 8

Baakateoiu Can.

EMPIRE

(wva)

•Frenk Colby Co
•Earl A Curtlss
•Steve Stevens 8
(One to

fill)

1st half

Hodge A Howell
Flying Weavers

•3 Jordon GirU
Bertie Ford

"The Un-Bxpected"
The Dohertye
Dance Girls of World
Gordon A Delmar
2d half
Myrl A Delmar

"Oh Doctor"
The DeGroffa
2d half
C amines
Duffy A Montague

Lamey A Person
Harry Girard Co

Lorraine

Baaevtor, Wle.
PALACE (wva)

Sisters

D.

I.

ORPHBUM

Peerless Potters
•Miller Pecker A S

(etc)

Leo Darrell 8

•Here A There
•Jene Kane
Cheyenne Days

Curtis' Cannlnee

Empire Comedy 4
(One to All)
2d half

Beach Combers

ORPHBUM

A McCarthys

Challis

A Lambert

Syraonaa. N. T.
(ubo)

(Sunday opening)
Billy Klnkald
O'Meara

Dawson A Dewson

•Mr Fisher

Victor's Melange
(One to All)
2d half

JAG

of

N O

Crelghton Bel A
Ergottl's Midgets

C

2d half

Co
Fagg A White
Dean A For
Brady A Maboney
Sherman A DeForrest
Saokaa<

Dancing LaVers

Taooma

;

Weber A

28-

opening Thursday

Morgan Danosre
Yates A Reed
Burley A Burley
8 Natalie 81s
Terse
Macart A Bradford
Harry De Coe

PANTAOB8

"Weddln

(p)
SheTTs"

Lew Wilson
Fisher A Wilson
"Nation's Peril"

Dagnon A

HIP

Clifton

(ah -wva)
(24-26)

Mclllyar A Hamilton
Fox A Foxie
Lord Roberts
Goyle A Wrjght
Argo A Virginia
Gelles Troupe

Sprlasrfield, IU.

•

Waeo, Tea.
(hp)

Teechow's Cets
2d helf

Pedrlnl A Monks
Doris Lester 8

Eskimo A Seals
Ben Linn
Bowers Welters A C

Gilralne's Dancers

Briscoe A Rauh
Jonla Hewallans

*

Taeoasa

PANTAOBS

(p)

4 Casters

MAJESTIC

(Inter)
(24-26)

Walla Walla, Week.
(Same

bill

(ah- wva)

playing
Yakimi,

playing Empire, No
(Same
bill
20-80)
Palace-Hip.
,
c - Seattle 28- ^
Delavan Broe
80)
Vsn Etta A Gershon
The Morenos

Rlchsrds A Ward
Lewis A Chapin
Amer Mlns'trl Maids
Vera Berliner'
Norris' Animals

Torre Haate,

Iavd.

HIPP (wra)

(Erensrllle split)
1st belf

Chas McOoods Co
Peerless Trio

Cspes A Snow

Atkinson

Hal

Harry Mason Co

2 McCarrers
Ceclle Trio
Barry Nelson 4

B
Wasklnsjtoa
KEITH'S (Ubo)
Palfrey Hall a B

Susan Tompkins
Chas Howard Co
Bert Hanlon
Derwent H Calne Co
Mehllnger A Myers

Bowers Martin
Boy Ian Augusta (C)

Boyd Warren A

Bradford Carl
Brady Peul
Breery Mr
Brehn Kathryne
Brennan A Davis
Brooks Celeste (8F)
Brower Robert
Browning Tod (8F)

(O)

Arrllle Victoria (C)

Brown Jemes (C)
Brown Geo N

J.

(ubo)

Keshner Sisters
Doherty A Seal la
"Fashion ShoeAlexander A Fields
(One to fill)
2d half

B

Beker Marlon
Bald Mrs M

O

W

W
B L

(C)

(C)
Barbour
Barker Mrs T H
Barlowe Mee
Barnes Corolyn F
Barnes A Robinson

Bush Gusste
Bush Lillian

Bernett Cemllle
Barrett Joseph

Buseh> Clarence

Berry Mrs F
Bernss Nene (C)
Bessltte

The Llttlejohns
DeWltt A Ounther
"The Miracle"
(Two to fill)
Y oaken. If. Y.

Browning BUI
Bruce Ernest (8F)
Bruce Ernie (0)
Brunette Fritsle
Buckleys
Burnett A Stewert (0)
Bufnedette M
Burns Sam
Burton Jack
Burton Nell (P)
Burton Sydney

Bailey Pearl (C)
Bailey A Cowan

Bendy

A

Ed (C)

Bowen Don

Amoroo Charlotte
Anderson Babe
Armstrong BUly

Bamboo Mrs

If.

Blondell

Baudler Paulette

Alnsworth O (C)
Allen Mickey
Alrin CarL

2d half
Martin Bros
Gladstone A Leonardo
8 A H Brerett
Wllllngs A Jordon
"New Doctor"

Bailey (C)

Beck Mildred
Becker Luclle

Cain A Orom
Calbourn

W

Call

Raymond

Campbell Miss J (C)
Cameron Grace
Cameron Tudor
Campbell Leowes

Bell Bessie (C)
Bell Bl|l
Bell May L

(ubo)

1st half

Ferry

Edmunds A Leedhum
Bowman A Wolf

NOTICE

Ford Bisters

Brown Harris A B
(One to

fill)

Owing

York, Pa.

"Too Msny
(Two to All)

(ubo)
Sweethts"

2d helf

Harry Bond Co
Bell Earl 8

"Submarine F V'
Clark A Verde
Columbia A Victor

LIBERTY

Abrahams Derld J
Adama-Rex (C)
Adell Ruth (C)
Adler Chae J
Adler Emma 8

Backus Frank (P)
Backus George (P)

Cooney Sisters

Wayne Marshall A C
A Kastrup

Bessent Lillian

Black A White
Blair Joseph J
Blstt BUly

Avery Drew
Ayero Ada B

(ubo)

PROCTOR'S

Bernard Burt
Bernard Lester
Bernerd Trio
Bernardl Trio

Bimbo Chas (C)

A Reynolds
A Mitchell
Julia Redmond Co
Mayo A Lynn
W A B Bland Co

Prevost

Fire Metsettls
Sinclair A Tyler
Bob Albright
HIP (ah-wva)
(24-27)

BIJOU (ubo)
McMehon Sisters

Skating Bear

Bklpper

H

F

OPERA HOU8B

Harry Jolson

Zara Carmen 8
June Mills Co
Klnkald Kilties

(Sunday opening)
Wilson A Larson
Black A O'DonneU
Hooaler Girl
Christie A Bennett
Asahl Japs

(p)

Strength Bros

ORPHBUM

I.

Chlsholm A Breen
-Hawthorne A Anthony
2d half
Nevlns A Louies
Black A White
(One to fill)

ARMY

Yucantan

Elliott

'Johnson Dean Rot
Wooan oc ket, R.

Wrlajhtstowaw
(p)

Chung Hwa Four
Mack A Velmar
Russell A Byrne

(ubo)

MAJESTIC (wva)
•"Money or Life"

Loney Haskell
"Exemption"

Tasma Trio

Georgia Chartree

fill)

TBMPLB

Dugan A Raymond

PANTAGES

Olathe Miller Co
Radium Models

(Ons to

C.

Leona Lsmar
Count Perrone A 6
Brodean A Silvermoon

Kahler Children
Victoria* B. G.

Irene Myers

•Work A Kelt

Williams

fill)

Suem (0)
Berman B (P)

Berlnger

Bdw A

Homberg Albert

Bollinger

Miller A Lyle
Victor's Melange

Haager A Goodwin
Ollroy Hayneo A M
"Fall of Rhslms"
Mary Dorr

Co

H
Hslstenbech

B

Benson H
(C)
Beranger Betty (C)

A

A

Greeno A Paltt
Deris A Moore

PLAZA

MoCarthy A Faye

PANTAGB8

Carrie Llllle

Wm Cahlll

Shrapnel Dodgers
(Three to fill)
2d half
Toohow's Cats

B.

Morley

CRBSCBNT

(wva)

"The Masher"
Leonard A Whitney
"Now-a-Days"
"The Masquerader"
Utlca, W. T.

ORPHBUM

2d half
Grant's Roosters
Craig A Meeker
4 Seasons

A Kllfton
Billy Morse
"What Women Do"
Karlton

J.

(ubo)
2d half (21-28)
Stewart A Mercer
Louis Grant

(One to

Jos

Abbott BUly
Abbott Mies B

2d half

COLONIAL (ubo)
"Village Tinker"

Mllloy Keough Co
Proslnl
Daniels A Walters

Benny Harrison Co

Ward A

LINCOLN

Griffith

Paskay Root

DeLuxe
•DeLea A Orma

"Village Tinker"

Unlaw H11L W.

Belmar Ruth
Bender Mesle (0)
Benedict Helen
Bennett Chee (C)

Sextet

Kenny A Nobody

VICTORIA (sun)
Hert A Luck
Hilton A Odgers
Duffy A Montague

QUBSTlonalree.

Chyo George

Bennett Desle

•Barl Glrdeller Co
•Arnold Trio

Harold Selman Co

follows name, letter Is in
Variety's Chicago Office.
Where S F follows name, letter is
In Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed.
P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.
Reg following name Indicates registered mall.

(p)

"Peacock Alley"
Diana Bonner
McConnell A Simpson
Ford A Goodrich
Oeston A Palmer
STRAND (wre)

A King
Holmee A Wells

A P

Deri A allien
Oreos DeMer
Margaret Bdwarde
Dingle A Ward
Beemaa A Andereon

PANTAOBS

A Dunlevy

Michel

(One to fill)
Steahemville. O.

Sioorx City. la.

night)
(p)

J K Emmett Co
Arthur Deagon
Gaudschmldts
(One to fill)
2d half

Mack A Lane
Rawson A Clare
Hlatt A Geer

HIP (aAh)

(wva)
(Sunday opening)

(ubo)

Norton A Lee
Wheeler Trio
2d half
Jack A Forts

Steektea, CaL

Allen Carroll

Word A Van

Wartenberg Bros
Trey. If . Y.

Coakley

The Vernons
Johnny A Wise

Hastings

ORPHBUM
Four Mortons
Constanos Crawley Co

Anderson A Roan
Rich A Lenord

PROCTOR'S

ORPHBUM

31

C Nugent Co

Canfleld

A

Welters

Gypsy Dancing 8

"Oh Doctor"
Aerial DeGroffa

(Ubo)
2d half (21-28)
Fairfax A Stafford

"Planoville"

(24-27)
playing
(Same bill
Hip. Portland. 28-30)
3 Fishers
DIebel A Ray
Allen A Morton
"Nlte in Egypt"

Hart A Luck

V Bowers Co
Treatea. H. J.

TAYLOR'S

sendias for saellte VARIETY,
address Mail Clsrk

Where C

2d half

Fred

The De Oqsos
Ben Linn

Taooma,

"Vanity Fair"

Richfield
Demarest A Doll

Six Proveanlee
(Two to fill)

Belle

A Maids"
Daniels A Walters
Barber A Jackson

Ryan A

2d half
Lillian 8teeie 8
"Memorise"

Whea

"Count

Burkhardt A Gross

Kay A

Stewart A Merosr
AUDITORIUM (orph) Bl Clere
Sidney A Townley
(28-25)
playing Dorse s Celebrities
(Same bill

Francis

Ball

(sun)

LETTERS

Vs.

Frosinl

Chadwlok A Taylor

Grew Pates Co
Early A Lalght
8 Mus Do Luxe Oirls
PAL-HIP (ah- wva)

(p)

Leila Selbibt

9aa Fi

J

BUN

W.

Frsd

8 Rosalias

Frank Morrell

,

•

(ubo)

St. Loots.

ft

Snell

Robert A Robert

(Flint split)
1st half

Burke

A

Willie Karbe
3 Lordons

Nadji
Fiske A Fallon
Alexander Kids
Bison City 4

Ray E

Bobby Henshaw
HIP (aAh)

Llewellyn

Halllgan A Cook
7 Monoman Arabs

Sajrlaaw. Mick.

Musical Kuehns
Wllklns A Wllklns

Stlne

Room Girls"
SotiasrfleleL O.

"Court

(loew)
Norvellos

Frank LaDent Co
J Edward Lesslg Co
4 Harmony Kings

Marmlen

Sedllli

A Ackerman

Burns A Lynn
Chauncey Monroe Co
B1H Prultt

Worth Co

(P)

Nelson B A DeMonde.
B Kelly Forrest
2d half
Marcelle

Pltroff

Princess

PANT AGES
A

(hp)
(Joplln split)
1st half

Louisa Myers has been added to "Oh
Look."

VICTORIA (sun)
A Albert

TONGB

Glen Echo
"Cabaret Do Luxe"

The Frescotte

Kartells
Irving A Montrose
Stanley A Lea
8 Haigs

Ives Leahy

STRAND

Saa Diego*

Mlnettl

HIP (aAh)
(8ame

Goelet Harris A
Jeen Adair Co
Al Herman
Roland Travers Co

"Bachelor Dinner"

Shaw

plays

(Inter)

Libonatl
Edith Clifford

ORPHBUM

Allan

(bp)

Martyn A Florence
Nan* Gray
Review DeVogue
Chae Bartholomew
Hong-Hong Mye

Kawama

Jape
Saeraeaeate*

Mayer Girls

J Singer Dolls

"Flye-Flfteen"
Judson Cole
"Follies

(p)

"LoU A Lote"
Brooks A Powers

A O'DonneU

Zler

PANTAGB8

Co

ROTAL

JEFFERSON

Hill

Wheeling,

Deodato

The

Clifton Moffett has a new play en"Two Pair" in rehearsal.

"Fireside Reverie"
Jack Dresdnsr
Herr Jensen Co

A Ryan

Inness

Henry Frey
(One to fill)
8»rlaa*eleL Ma.

A Dolour
"In the Zone"

Cycling Brunettes

Venus

A A Francis
Persons A Irwin

Jay Dillon and Betty Parker joined
"Odds and Ends" last week in Boston.

titled

•Lew Huff
Harvey DeVora 8

"Bungalow Girls"

J

Oaks

Gllfoll

Lottie

Morion

2d half

(Sunday opening)
George Dameral Co
Wheeler A Moran
Cooper A Robinson
Haruko Onukl

La

Santl Co

2d half
Black

Sels

PANTAGE8

Dunbar A Turner
A Old Rose

ORPHBUM

A Weston

Kerr

Bender

MAJESTIC (wva)
(Sunday opening)
"Sunnyslde of Bway"
2d half

HIP (ubo)
A Hear
Hanvey A Francis

Gladys Correlll

manager of

Marcus Loew and Aaron Jones are
French Lick on another vacation.

A Serbians
Crawford A Broderlck
Hanamura Jape
Waterloo* la.
•

stage

is

at

Klraslave

A Norton
Klrksmlth Sisters
Mr A Mrs J Barry
Francis Kennedy
Hslen Qleeeon Oe
Walter Brewer
(One to All)

Grey

split)

(ubo)

Santley

BIJOU (loew)
Gorgalls Trio

Billy Torpoy
"Oh Look."

Steam Fitters
Jane Connelley Co

Tereate.

Samson A Delilah

Balsar 81sters

Seattle

ORPHBUM

Fern A Deris
Sapersteln

Elliott
Gillette

Semon
Down Home Ten

Salt

Beresford

Olives

1st half

•Here A There
*Jane Kane
(One to fill)

Harry

Primrose 4 *
Clayton White Co
Brendel A Bert
(One to fill)
lev*, I1L
PALACE (wra)
(Sunday opening)
Gardner Trio
Johnsons A J
Moran A Wiser
Arnold A Taylor

Mayo A Lynn

A Lambert

Bertie Ford

D

Doree's CelebrtUes

Lucy

Seven Bracks
(One to fill)

SHBA'S

2d half
Maximilians' Dogs
Flsk Scott A H
Trovato
6 Virginia Steppers

Charlie

Mack A

(ubo)

.POLI'S (ubo)
Maximilian's Dogs
Ouest A Newlln
Flsk Scott A If
"Vacuum Cleaners"
Lydell A Hlggins
Balsar Sisters
2d half
Nestor A Vlnosnt

Barl Caveneugh Co
O'Neil A Walmaley
Beaumont A Arnold
Belle Baker

Chicago

will leave for

Monday, to be away two weeks.

Waterewitr. Oeaa.

McLoughlln A Evans
J A J Loughlln
Willing A Jordon
University Four

McCarthy A Faye
Bowers Walters A C
Jonla Hewellaae
2d half
Stewart A Mercer
Sidney A Towaley

Rome A Wager
Archer A Belford

H

(ubo)

(ubo)
Whitney's Dolls
Charles I Fletcher

(Wllkesbarre

Hyams A Molntyre

TEMPLE

PROCTOR'S

PALACE (wra)
Gabbys A Clark

Miller

T.

Kate A Wiley

LaVlne Trio

(Cbarlotte split)
1st hall

PALACE
If.

POLI'S (ubo)

Arthur DeVoy Co
• Lutes Bros
(One to fill)
2d half

fill)

KEITH'S (ubo)
Ed Morton
Henshaw A Avery

to

Sylvester

ScaemectaAy.

Carl A Ines
4 Hollaways
Challis

Bob Carlln
Geo A Paul Hickman
"Miss America"

Weber A

Walter Baker Co
Dawson A Bemmett

3d naif

Adams A Thomas

Rublo Troupe

Sam Baerwits

Merle Nordstrom
Mcintosh A Maids

2d halt
Arthur Swain's Pets
Bldrldge Barlow A B

Vartelle

Pawl

St.

DeWltt Burnt A
(One to nil)

Mitchell

ORPHBUM

A Tyson

Wood A Wyoe

A Bearwood
A Mitch
Nash A O'DonneU

Norris

Geo McFadden
4 Bards

Rom

IfoWetters

1st half

Gilbert
HAM
"The Slacker"

"Smart Shop"
(One to fill)

Jack

BIJOU (ubo)
(Jacksonvllle split)

3d half
Julia Edwards

21

A

Golet

Celine's Circus

(One

to fill)

ROYAL

(ubo)

( Request
week
(Running order)
Parish A Peru

Russell

Morris

JAB

Gilbert

Ward Co
A Campbell
Thornton

the increased cost
labor and material

PRICES

H&M

ON ALL

Professional

0^L£!
will be

of

to

trunks

ADVANCED ON APRIL

HERKERT & MEISELT
•10 Washington Are.

8T.

1st

CO.
LOUIS

A Frledland

B * H Gordon

Eddie Leonard Co
Courtney Sisters
J A C Williams
Yoaajretowa, O.

KEITH'S (ubo)
A Scofleld
A Bestry
Howard A White
McMshon A Chappelle

Photographs Which Advertise
and make you known

Plerlot
Blssett

to all you meet.
100 2x3" photos for business cards, $1.75.
Send only two photos to copy. 50 photo
roRtals from any negative or photograph,

Edward's Revue
Lyons A Yoseo
Peterson Bros

first

1.50.

N.

THEATRICAL STUDIO, OSWEGO,

Y.
Sample
order.

luntcrn

slide

with your

o

"

.

22

77

ROSARY

SOLDIER'S
An

Overnight Sensation
Be one

Lyric which is set to a haunting melody.

Read the wonderful

A

feature this tremendous hit Another "Baby's Prayer at Twilight"
tion wherever sung.

of the

first

to

Positive Sensa-

WILL HOLD ANY AUDIENCE SPELLBOUND
J& THE MOST TALKED-OF SONG OF THE DAY

A Soldier's Rosary

CHQftUS

ttprtuiio

.Music by

Lyric by

JOSEPH A.BURKE

J.E.DEMPSEY

For his

thoughtskeep tarn -rug home-ward and their

|>r.«yrs

oome drift -

ing

back

that's

hi*

Andante Mode rat

But

chap- let and his guide to\ic_to. ry,

A moth-eHs
Whenbells arc

last
tol

-

words—

To ev

line

Oar hearts con -sol

-

'ry

dirr
jug

sol -

"kneel down .it night and
me seek the chap- el

aay

your

o'er

the

onewillhelptoendthemis-er.

prayerVL—
w.iy

HHUKWwear-

caret

Don't

pray,

needs,
shine..

But he*, so

y,

•

Thro* days so drejj.y,

.

Would we

tttun.Amr

The

uor-rv moth «r, ___
foe be. fore him,_

No matter where each
Maker knows as

His

won-der,

I

Be.ervctlus

Mak-er

No

o'er

sliel - ter

i

t

W

his

take the

when he serves his
ov. er head the

sJ=si4'

r

r

1

W
r

r

Copyright MC3I XVIII by A.j.Slasn, Music Co., 66 W. 4ftth 8l ..N. Y
l*ttrnaliei*l Ctpyrtftt
USrcirrd
Alf Rtgkn R*t$ri*rt
.

We

aprayV he

knees he pleads that each

fights un-till

he falls, Lost

and
time to

coun
cold

ac-tion comes the mes-sageoVr the
-

sea.

id

while the

old

.tar.

moth -sb bears the cross

that's

a sold-ier's ros. a

rt\

^^piip

m

.f

For his

ry

f\

3T3E

/

na-tion mourns his loss his dr.tr

try*

mm

l^iYiTJSMSl
MwtUw rUy«r
\

Ev'.ry shot n pearl, eachpcarl

y,

his

trials

net is .1 prayV and they form the links up_on asold-iert beads.
on-wardlie goes that his prayV is bet .terfarthanyoursor mine..

&t=
>

him

all

ter

Ev.er

buHcts are his beads and on

m yt?

ry.r.

y

[Ljg:

A 8«ldi«i\ Rmn| -•

rV»»V|

also publish the following Big

Numbers:

"WHEN YANKEE DOODLE LEARNS TO PARLES VOUS FRANCAIS"
"WHEN THE MOON BEGINS TO SHINE THROUGH THE PINES OF CAROLIN'
"DANCING 'NEATH THE DIXIE MOON"
"JUST YOU"
"SHE'LL MISS ME MOST OP ALL"

"MINNEHAHA (She Gave Them All the Ha! Ha!)"
"YOU'LL FIND A SHAMROCK DOWN IN THE GARDEN OF EVERY HUSH HEART"
PUBLISHED BY
Professional Dept.

Strand Theatre Bldg.
47th St and Broadway

A. J. STASNY MUSIC COMPANY
56

WEST

45th

STREET,

NEW YORK

Also Branches in All Large Cities in the United States

Chicago Office
Suite 40

143 N. Dearborn
Chicago, HI.

St.

in

VARIETY

IN

ART IMPRESSIONS
NEW

At KEITH'S ALHAMBRA,

NEXT WEEK

YORK, THIS

(March 25),

Carlisle

4k

Romer

Carlyle Louise
Carr Arthur (C)
Carr Trio

Clalrmont Joeeph
Claire Nell (C)
Clare Millie
Clancy Qeom (C)
Clarke Wilfred
Clayton 4 Ruesell
Claywood Miss M
Cleveland Babe

Goldman

F

Julia
Julia

Grandy Mrs L (C)

Ignatieff Jo*

Granstoff Earl
Grant Virginia

Ihrmark Tina
Inoway Jack

Grael

(0)

8arah

Eron Alice C
Biters Novelty (C)

Cornell France*
Courtney Alice

Eliasou 8

Courtney H Talbot
Courtney
Cromwell Billy (C)
Cromwell Billy
Cromwell Jack
Cronln Morris
Cunningham Jean
Curtis U 8 (C)
Curry Marlon

Wm

4 WolU

Elwyn

Lome

Emmereon Maude (C)
Epailly J

Dale Dolly
Dale Miss M <C)
Daley Eddie (C)
Dana Joe
Darcey Joe
Darling Miss L (BF)
Darling M!e« L (C)
Darling Dixie
Darto 4 Sylvia
Davis Gladys (C)
Davis Ben H
Davis Keila
Davis Warren
Dearie Helen (G)

Dean Mrs M P
Deane Homer
Debrow Ollle

Ford

Hanson Julia »0)

Handman 4 Cook
Harcourt Daisy (C)

Hardy Mr (C)
Harlan Kenneth (Reg)
Harrah Roy (C)
Harris E (C)
Harris David O.(P)
Harris Eleanor*
Harris Roy
Harris Virginia
Harrison Mlse C L
Harrison Rose
,

4 U no

Fox fllllle
Fox Eva (C)
Francis Milton
Frankens H (C)
Fredericks Mrs
Fried Sam K
Fuller Joy

•

W

Dellvan Bros (C)

Demlar Harry
Deyo Jeanne

Gabriel Master (G)
Gallagher A R (C)

TWO

Lloyd Byron
Locke Emma (8F)
Lonos Hawallans
Lorimer Miss M
Lorraine Miss
(C)

Hart Diamond
Hayes 4 Neal (C)
Hayes Mr* Edw

(C)

Helm Bud

A

Keati

(C)

H E

Nase Lony
Nelson Walter (C)

Lyons

Norwood 4 Hall

Tom

Madell 4 Corbley (C)
Maltland Ruth

Malvern Jake
Marlon Bert (C)

Marmor* Ruth

Kelly Ed (C)
Kelly Mabel (C)
Kelly M 4 Eddie
Kemp Aleck

Kemp 4 Brown
Kennedy Dorothy (0)
Kennedy Tbos J
Kenton Dorothy
Ketler Joe

King Frank
King Jane
Kingston Marjorte
Kl*ges Ray
Klein Sydney
Kulsle Lewis

L

•

Marshall Lcrothy
Marshall Lew
Martelle
Martini (C)
Martin Chas (C)
Msrtyn 4 Flo (G)
Masquerla (C)
Masculln Prlnc*

Newman N H

(C)

Riley Joe
Rlvdll

4 A

Roberts Blanche (0)
Roberts Mabel (C)
Robertson Bob
Rogers Wilson (C)

(C)

Romaln Manuel

Norman Florence
Norman Freddie (P)
Norton Ruby

Rosenthal Maurloe
(SF)
Reet Chubby
Royal Jack (8F)
Russell Clifford
Russell Mr* Rob

O'Brien Ethel
O'Brien Mrs
O'Donnell 4 Blair
Olds Florence
Old Homestead 8 (0)
Omar M (C)
On* B (C)
O'Nell Dan

Wm

Sabel Marlon (C)

Sam Long Tack (C)
Sam Llk Yung (Reg)
Schaefer Sylvester
Schaffer Ethel

K

Scott Marl*
Selblnl Mixpah

Ev*
4 Meek
Osborn Lynn (C)
O'Netl
O'Nell

Osterfelt

Bpauldlng Clarlco (C)
Spencer Trio (C)
Sprlngford Hal
Stafford Mre J M
Stafford J

M

Standing Mlsa
8tanley

(C)

May

Stamp Harry

(C)
Stephen Murray
8tern* H T
Stone George
Stone Nana
Story Mr R
Strength Bro* (Reg)
Strong Nellie
Stuart Austin

(C)

4

MoCor-

nreck (C)

Shaw Mr (C)
Shea Jlmmle

Matthews Mrs D D(C)
Matthews Mrs D D
(Reg)
Maxln A (C)
May Evelyn (C)
McArty Grace (C)

Packer Ernie
Padwell Mrs Geo
Pall Zachary

McCann H
McCann Madge

Palmer Gaston
Park Emlley (C)
Parker Broe (O
Parker Miss A R (C)

McCormick A
McGuIre J 8 (C)
McGlynn Alice
McKnlght J H
McLaughlin Jennie (C)

Parquette Delores (P)
Patterson Jull*
Patsky Leahy (C)
Pemberton Goldle
(Reg)

8w*n Edith

r

Taksorl B 8 (8F)
Taree
Tate 4 Tate (0)
Taylor James
Templeton Lacy

Tenny Harry
Tberlault Eugene
Thorp* Chas H (p>
Tllden Helen
Tilison

Ben

A

Tltcomb LaBelle
Tobla* 8 op hie

Toomer Henry B

Tr»c*y P (0)
Trsvers Richard (C)
Travers Belle
Treynor Blair
Tyler H
Valata

O

Goat*

VanCamp Jack
Vardman (C)
Vasaar Miss B R

Vaughan J Prestos
Venner Mildred (O)
Veaneta Dolly

Vincent Elinors
Sheehan Jack
Sheldon Arthur
J
Sheldon Mabel
Walker Herbie (0)
Walker Mrs E H
Shepherd Burt
Sherwood Harvey (0) Walker Esther

W

Mr

This

Swain Hal (SF)

Valli Muriel

Seymour 4 Williams
Shannon

Sullivan John

Valerie 8lst*r*

4 Bradford

Beldon

Wm

Owen Jack

Palllene

Smith Ed
Smith Margaret B
Smith Tbos R
Smyth Arthur F
Spaeth Viola
Sparks Mabel

^'

Randall Rueeell

Nlns 4 Schuster
Nltche George
Nolan Louis*

PALACE THEATRE, CHICAGO,

Virginia-LEWIS

razy

Rankin Walter (C)
Rawley Eddie
Reed Ruth V
Rellley Larry
Rice Mrs Chas O
Richards Mrs R B

Myers Babe

Lorraine Miss B
Lovett Bessie
Loyal Alfred
Luby Edna (C)
Luckle 4 Yost (C)
Lunette Masie (C)
Luxanne Mile
Lyd«ton Clarence
Lyle Mrs J C

Mack Taylor (C)
Mackle Florence (C)
MacArthur Mrs P

Lace A
Laker Grace
Lambert Maud (C)

Helnson Cha*
Heisen Carl
Henderson C (C)

at

Kalb Chas

Quilts

W

Knox Wm C
Kramer Maeb (C)

F (C)
Hedder Mr 4 Mr* J

Heeley

HITS

(P)

Keane * Williams
Keech Kelvin K
Keller Marie (C)

Hamilton Madge

Fiddler 4 Cole
Fleda 8teve
Filller Lee (C)
Flncher Otlt C
Flnjay 4 Dorothy
Fisher 4 Ollmore
Flsk Mae
Flint Beatrice (C)
Flint Prof (C)
Flock John
Ford Pearl B

Llttlejohn Frank (C)
Lloyd 4 Brltt (C)

Wm

Moachell Lillian

Mouasette Ms*
Mulhall Lucille
Mullcr 4 Coogan
Murry Paul J
Murray Lola (C)

K

Hall Howard
Hall Ray
Hallo Eunice (C)

(P)

Mosby Curtis (C)

Johnson Roy

W

H

.

Moore Tom
Moore Tim 4 G (0)
Morton Jan* (C)
Morton Lillian K

Lippman

Lillian

Wm
Wm

Poat
H
Potter 4 Hartwell
Potter
O
Powell Brmlnle
Pratt Herbert A
Price Irving
Proctor
L

Mlnton Ruth
Mitchell Samuel A
Montague Marceline
Monottl Helen (C)

Lin Lun Fong

Jenkins Chic
Jerome Daisy
Johnson 4 Cross

H

Ferdinand F (C)
Fern Chas (C)

Ltfwia Percy

Jaekman Lennle
Jackson Harry J
Janls Mrs E (C)

Hackett Dolly
Hall Gladys (0)
Hall O 8 (C)
Hall
J (C)
Hall Dixie Don

Fay Mrs Dva

D

W

(8F)

Plough Albert /C)
Poctor Bert (C)
Pol look Jean
Pope H A

Millman Dolly
Milford Florence (C)
Milliker R H (C)

(C)
Hutchlns Dick (Reg)
Hyde 4 Hardy (Cj
Hymea Beverly

Jacquette

(C>
Beugla (C)

W

Hutchinson Wlllard

Irving Richard

F

Mere Jessie
Miller Anna
Miller Belle (8F)
Miller R (C)

LeFleur (C>
Leigh ton Chas
Leon Sisters
Lester Harry
Lester Richard
Lewis Jack M

Wm

Guarella

Larson Antoinette (C)

Phillips Goff
Phillips Maybelle
Pillion Carrie (P)

LaVlne 4 Inman
Lawrence J C
Lawson BUI (SF)
Leach Hannah

(P)

Green Arthur N
Green 4 Parker
Greno Jack
Griffith Fred (C)
Griffith Evelyn

Gunn

Estelie Maybelle

Evans Barbara
Evans Bessie
Evans 4 Newton
Everette J T (C)
Fass Blanche (C)

Deere Louise
Dakln Sylvia
Dalberg Martha
Dale Frederick (C)

Wm

Penanbere James
Perry H H (C)

Melchert Bernlce
Melvern Babe

Lauter Philip
Lavender Mist*
Lavina A (C)

4 Ma*

FITZPATRICK

J.

McLallen 4 Carson
McNamara Millie (C)

W

Hoey Mrs
Hooper Mlea B
Hooper Emily T
Houston J as P
Howard Georgia
Howard Joeie
Hoyt Hilda E
Hunter Lulu
Hurwlch 4 Cherry
Huston Mr 4 Mrs

Sarah (C)

Dusenberry Loulse(C)
Duval Viola

Edwells Co (C)

Conway Anna

Hinkel

Gordon Clair
Gordon Eli*
Gordon Mrs D
Gordon 4 Day
Gordon G (P)
Gordon John R
Grace Billy

Dunbar Roee

Hugh
Mae 4 B

GIbbe Mlse H
Gibson Hard/ (C)
Gibson Hardy

THOS.

Lambert Natalie (0)
La Malice Arthur
LaMont Lloyd L
Lane George

LaRue Ruth

Germalne Jeanette (CI Hill Emm* (C)
Hills Mrs M
Germaine Florrie

Glyndoo Telll
Golden Mabel
Goldene Dorothy
Gojdlng Claude

Dries H (C)
Duclos D 11
Duke Irene
Dunn Helen (C)

Edwards
Edwards
Edwards
Edwards

Hlgglns Clark
Harris 4 Hlllard
Hlcka Otto (C)
Hill Anna (C)

Gilbert 4 LaCrago (C)
Glllar A R (C)
Gladlola Florence

(C)

Doyle Cathryne (P)

Collins Lillian
Collins Tom

Curtis

4 Mack

Dorr A Monroe
Downing H (C)

Clouds Mr 4 Mrs (C)
Coffman Joe
Cole Bert (C)

Conroy John

Donegan Jimmy
Donlon Viva (Reg)
Donovan Fannie
Dooley Mr* J
Dorie

Clifford Billy
Clifford Jack (C)

M

Gaylord Bonnie
Genana M (C)

Dom

Chllds Jeanette
Christie Geo D (0)
Church Alice

Connelly
Connelly
Connelly

Gay Sallna

Dolly Babe
Elizabeth

Galllnl

Gardiner
Garvin Clara

Donaldson Chip
Donaldson 4 Geraldlne

Casey Fred
Chick Frank

Herman Anna
Heymer G B

8

Dlckerman Daley
Dixon Jeanne
Dobbins Andy
Doering Ruble

(March 18)

ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN
Direction,

Caplane 4 Weill
Cardon Frank (C)
Carbrey Mrs J

WEEK

Shi miser

Tom

Jack (C)

Sldelll

Rimmona a Simmons
Blval Norbert
Slater Mr 4 Mr*
Slviner Joe

4 King

Smith

(C)

Walt 4 Bentley
Wallace Mrs H
Wallace Hope
Welsh Frank
Walsh Grace
Walsh Marie
Walsh May

Week

and WHITE-Mary
and

i

By ED ROSE
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THE
Wishes to correct the article written in the New York "Tribune"
from her act. The French hymn, "MARSEILLAISE" and "OLD
PERFORMANCE and are at present being presented as usual,
self authentic with your readers?
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
"EVENING STAR"

PHILADELPHIA
•TELEGRAPH"

ff

"JOURNAL'

Vaudeville Charts by Zit
Eva Tanguay ran away ahead of herself this week, although this Is her second week
If you ever played Auction Pinochle with spades double, then that's what
think of Eva Tanguay.

EVA TANGUAY

EVA TANGUAY AGAIN
DELIGHTS AT KEITH'S

AMAZING COSTUMES

Cyclonic Comedienne Scores Big Hit

"Bombshell of Joy" Explodes With
as Big a Noise as Eyer

at the Palace.
I

EVA TANGUAY—PAL ACE TRACK

2857
A
it

is

critic calls

Eva Tanguay a Parsnip^

If

you can make the following out of Parsnip,

worth while being called one:
Pretty

American
Blch
Succcjisful

Neat

A
A
A
A
A

Inimitable

A

Patriotic

A

many

Artistic

of

Rare

She has a number

reasona for her snooaas

new

songs, written especially for

her— they could

how and why ahe gets
away with her material and la a favorite with both
audience and theatre manager.
Mlaa Tanguay Is unions. Both la her personal manner and In the outlandlahneaa of her coatumes ahe la
original
Ton may call her crasy and without art.
If you will; yon may say she cannot sing nor can
ahe act. but yon cannot say aha is not aucceaaful.
"I get the money." ahe frankly tells yon. She almost
laugha at yon for paying admlaaton to sss and hear
her, but you do not mind and you think it la all
not be used by another—telling

Sincere

Noble (Thanks,
Independent
Powerful

Zit,

PHILADELPHIA "RECORD"

for this one word.)

PHILADELPHIA
"AMERICAN"

glorious

entertalnment^-end

personal hlatory, the

THE KEITH FEATURE
IS

There la not a dark spot on the bill at Keith's
Theatre this weak, and the offering of the cyclonic
Eva Tanguay achieves a starry triumph over them alL
There Is no comedienne In vaudeville last like Eva
Tanguay. 8he Is first and last and all the time Eva.
the clever one. and. lest yon loss sight of this fact,
her act la overflowing with pertinent references to the

Popular

war

so

It

la.

Besides

her

figures In the subject-matter

songs It may be sdded that the captivating
performer has lost nothing of the beauty of form for
which ahe la Justly famous
She Is the same
of her

EVA TANGUAY FLASHES

EVA TANGUAY

vivacious, sparkling,

original

and

delightful.

ACROSS KEITH'S STAGE
Era Tanguay— B.

P. Keith's

Era Tanguay has 'a sentimental
Ksilh's Theatre, yesterday, ahe

let

aecret In the course or a tons that

At B. F.

strain.

audiences into her

had aa

Its

plea

a

Clever and
Delights

message to everybody not to forget her when ahe should

become

tired.

She

Isn't

tired

yet

At one Ume ahe

seemed to be a maaa of gilded Christmaa

tree.

Then

ahe appeared In a costume of peculiar out. with a hat
provided with something not unlike the protuberance
of a ucir«:r!:.

and with everything ooDipueed

of

what

•earned from a dis t ance to be real pep*r money,

She

cavorted in bar characterlstle way. sang about baraalf

and about how ahe didn't ears and. aa an lnno?etlon.
tried out her

l^a

la

French

la the singing of "afarsslllelss.

aa ebullient aa

Original

PHILADELPHIA
BULLETIN
4t

Comedienne

Her Audience
Per Always

to tread.

offering Is alsssst entirely new, all the
eossra having keen written for her.
In fact. It la Questionable If any one elae could lit Into tha lines she

chc~

'

ment. and the grace and charm of her vibrant and
scintillant currea and shapeliness are more appealing
than ever.
In the dress which she wears last, a
shimmering blue-black cuirass following her figure, and
flesh- colored tights,
the other costumes
suggesting the war
la astounding, that
far 'he beat.
One
of one- dollar bills

at Keith's
Era Tanguay'a new song revue la the outstanding
an exceptionally good program at Kslth'a
Wl$ a gorgeous wardrobe and seven timely
aonra. apropos of the war. Idea Tanguay proved at
feature of
thla week.

performance that her popularity Is still
"ascending."
She retains one of her favorite comand for good measure sings the "Mar*
seUlaiae" In French, making nine numbers la her
repertoire.
To satisfy an appreciative house, ahe
repasts her '1 Don't Care"
yesterday'a

positions,

ahe la very at uniting, and. while
are more outre snd one of them
Idea, with s great gun for a bat.
first referred to stands out as by
of these dresses is made entirely

Mlaa Tanguay. sings a number of new songs In her
Jerky, effervescent and "don't care" way and
to the delight of the audience.
She sings the "Marseillaise" in French and with fervor and dignity,
dropping for the moment her exaggerated action
Among others, ahe repeats her great aucoeae. "I Don't

own

Care." and ahe also sings the song about the hot
time the old men will have while the young men are
away.
She is as big s bit aa ever, which la saying
something.

PHILADELPHIA "PRESS"
KEITH FOLK LAUGH

•t

Eva Tanguay Makes Reappearance

Era Tanjruay la at Keith's thla week with ail the
oyclonlo, eooaatrle energy that dnglea her out ae
different from every one else.
There hare been many
Imitator* of Tanguay. but they hate never rleen above

Her present

Eva Tanguay. the "bombabell of Joy." the "cyclonle
comedienne." or whatever one chooses to call her.
which relatea to action and pleasure giving, heads
the bill at B. F. Keith's Theatre this week and. as
always, bounds Into the gracee and the lntemat of
her audience with a big bang.
She has a number of entirely new. and. It need not
be aald. entirely original, costume* which she wears
with all the daring of one who "don't care." and
moat of them reveal the exceptional figure which la
one of the principal assets of Miss Teniniay.
She baa grown a trifle Summer, which Is an improve

WITH EVA TANGUAY

aa

being mere lmltaUone
She la not only unlQue. but
•he eomblnea great olevemeae with originality.
From the moment ahe prances before the footllghta
in the atartllng. inimitable costumes, of which there
aaema to be no limit, ahe owns the house There la
never a minute ahe does not act ae if ahe knew thla.
and it la probably thla very self- assurance that leads
her into paths that others leas assertive would fear

IN

"Never Still" Comedienne Explodes
Laughing Gas Bomb and
Audiences Roar
Eva Tanguay'a hers again snd the result la s Joy
B. F. Keith's
She's got more pep than ever.
Her crazy costumes are crailer than ever. They're s
little mors elaborate, but cover a little leas territory.
Her aonga are new and brittle. They fairly snap
bill at

In fact, to ut a long story short: tma, "never still"
co med enn e explodes s laughing- *ae Hurnb upon her
flrat crasy entrance and the audiences roar with her.
not at hsr. for nearly half an hour.
She's a varl
table oydons of Joy.
She alnga about herself in hsr
old "I Don't Care" fashion snd loses none of the
edventaass of unique gowns to display her ahesely
shape.
She's a wonder.
i

—
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*

i

PARSNIP
week which

last

J

stated the

"OLD MAN" song had been

removed

MAN" song have NEVER been omitted from the act at ANY
NOW, Mr. Broun, why not correct your statement to make your-

Government chemical

analysis proves that
Parsnip contains calories. Calories make red
till
bl w«*«
red bl •:• makes soldiers, soldiers
•

fight

men, not women.

the gentleman who referred to me as a
parsnip had blood instead of vitriol in his veins
he might have stayed in France and defended
it over there—it needs no defence over here—
we're their friend.
If

NEW YORK
Revue

"TRIBUNE"

at the Palace

Hey wood Broun
Era Tanguay Is till assuring the public at the
Palace that everything la a matter of complete Indifference to her In short, that she doesn't rare
Thla Isn't all that she does, either. She dreasea up
in blue seaaheUs and tings a song about
"don't
target me when I'm gone" and rhymes stalling with
'1 hear my master calling." We for one could bear
U with equanimity If Bra should obey her master's

—

feloa.

A word
Do you

to Mr.

Hevwood Broun who wrote

the Tribune masterpiece

me off the earth a Vaude ville criticism?
"A Vaudeville Critic is one who reviews an ac t to tell the public the style of work the player
call

wishing

Am

is giving."
sorry, however, that I cann ot oblige you by removing myself from the
earth immediately. There are many others y ou would put off the earth from any criticisers, as you seem to only love yourself, and from your size it's doubtless a fact.
Change
your name again it will do no harm. The
for
means YOU, DOES IT? It's

—

really clever.

Costume:

WE

ONE

VARIETY
At KEITH'S PALACE,

-

NEW YORK, NEXT WEEK

•

•

•

(March 25)

AUSTRALIAN CREIGHTONS
NOVEL ECCENTRICITIES

IN
Willing Mrs P R
Wllllns Burt (C)
Wllmot Flo (C)

Wsrd Mrs (Reg)
Ward Elroy (C)
Ward Miss
Ward Felix

Wilson Ruth
Wilson Irene (C)
WIndon Mae (C

Warner H (C)

Ware Jaoe
Wasmuth Dolly

Webb George

Wolffheln Eugene (C)
Wood Mr* Paul
Woods Helen (C)

Weber A Wilson (C)
Weber Vlolette

Worth Peggy

Watson Joe

Woodward Fred (SF)

Wyer

Welford Parry (SF)
Wells Harry
Wells Toby
Weston Verna (C)

Forrest

O

Oneida 28 Oswego 29-30 Inter Niagara Falls
Garden Buffalo.
from Joyland" 25 Penn Circuit 1-2
New Bristol Bristol 8-7 Camp Dlx Wrightstown N J.
"Golden Crook" 25 Orpheum Paterson 1 Ma-

NYl

Jersey City.

jestic

"Grown Up Babies" 25 Howard Boston 1-2
Park Manchester 3-6 Worcester Worcester
Mass.
Hastings Harry 25 Gayety Kansas City

Mo

1

Gayety St Louis.
(C)

Young Robert
Younge Doreen
Younger Jack

1

Gayety Detroit.

Detroit

"Lady Buccaneers" 25 Majestic Scranton Pa
1-2 Binghamton 3 Watertown 4 Oswego 5-6
(March 25 and April 1.)
"Americans" 2."»-2fi New Bristol Bristol 27-31
Camp Dix Wrightstown N J 1 Oayety
Baltimore.

•Army & Navy Girls" 25 Century Kansas City
Minneapolis.
27
"Aviators"

Gayety

1

Amsterdam

Hudson

28-30

ton.

Town" 25 Majestic Jersey City
People's Philadelphia.
"Biff Bing Bang" 25 4*rocadero Philadelphia
1 Majestic 8cranton.
"Bon Tons" 25 Oayety Detroit 1 Gayety
Toronto.
"Bostonlans" 25 Palace Baltimore 1 Gayety

"Best Show In
1

Washington.
25

Gayety

Buffalo

Corinthian

1

Rochester.

"Broadway

Belles"

25

Majestic

Wayne

Ft

31-1 O H Terre Haute Ind.
"Broadway Frolics" 25 Empire Brooklyn 4-6
Park Bridgeport.
"Burlesque Revue" 25 Corinthian Rochester
1-3 Bastable Syracuse 4-6 Lumberg Utlca

N

Toronto

Y.

"Burlesque Wonder Show" 25-27
Syracuse 28-30 Lumberg Utlca

Bastable

NYl

Gayety

Montreal.
1
Girls" 25 Engelwood Chicago
Majestic Ft Wavne Ind.
"Charming Widows" 25 8tar St Paul 1 L O.
"Darlings of Paris" 25 Star Brooklyn 1 Gayety
Brooklyn.
"Follies of Day" 25-27 Berchel Des Molnea la
1 Gayety Omaha Neb.
"Follies of Pleasure" 25 Standard St Louis
Engelwood Chicago.
1
"French Frolics" 25 Empire Chicago 1 Majestic Ft Wayne Ind.
"Forty Thieves" 25 Garden Buffalo 1 Star
Toronto.
"Gay Morning Glories" 25 Gayety Baltimore
Gayety Philadelphia.
1
"Girls fmm Follies" 2T> Gayety Philadelphia
So Bethleham 2 Easton 3-6 Majestic
1

"Cabaret

Wilkes-Barre Pa.
'Girls from Happyland"

25-L'C

"Tempters"

20 Empire Hoboken l
Star
Brooklyn.
"20th Century Maids" 26 Hurtlg ft Seamen's

New York

Watson

1-3

1

L

O.

Billy 25 Peoples Philadelphia 1 Palaoe

Baltimore.

1

Welch Ben 28-30 Cohen's Newburgh N T*l
Miner's Bronx New York.
Pat 25-26 Park Manchester 28-80

White

Em-

Worcester Worcester Mais.
Williams Mollis 20 Gayety St Louis

Colum-

1

bia Chicago.

CHICAGO

Inter Niagara Falls.
Girls" 25 Oayety Omaha Neb 1
Gayety Kansas City Mo.
"Ltd Lifters" 25-26 Holyoke Holyoke 27-30
Gllmore Springfield Mass 1 Howard Boston.
"Maids of America" 25 Empire Albany 1
Casino Boston.
"Majesties" 25 Empire Newark 1 Casino

"Liberty

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE,
Jeff Livingston, the millionaire sportsman,
has named a race horse after Lillian Shaw.

Is

I

Phillips, wife of Nat Phillips (with
Reckless Eve"), was taken ill at Hot
Springs, Ark., and left there In a hospital.

Dot

"A

Majestic Theatre Bldg.

Helman, Aaron J. Jones, U. J. Herrmann.
George W. Sello.
The sixth annual benefit

Barbara Alnsworth, wife of Phil Alnsworth,
film actor, was granted a divorce Friday.

being planned.

The Triangle Music Co. has sold "I'm Sorry
Made You Cry" to Leo Feist, and disbanded

partnership, reorganized as the Well Music
Co., with Milton Weil and Ed Rosenbaum In
the new firm has main offices at 148
Dearborn street, Chicago.

control

;

Dan
went

New

Cotter, treasurer of the Oarrlck, who
to take the box office of the Century,
York, was given a banquet by 50 friends.

Philadelphia.

Schenectady N Y 1-2 Holyoke Holyoke 8-6
Gllmore Springfield Mass.
Behman Show 25 Empire Toledo 1 Lyric Day-

"Bowerys"

Oayety

Oayety Buffalo.

Cincinnati 1 Columbia
Chicago.
"Innocent Maids" 25-26 Cort Wheeling
Va
27 Canton 28-30 Grand Akron O 1 Empire
Cleveland.
Irwin's "Big Show" 25 Star * Oarter Chicago
"Jolly Girls" 25 Savoy Hamilton Ont 1 Cadillac

Mo 1 Standard St Louis.
"Auto Girls" 25 Gayety Milwaukee

25

Gayety Pittsburgh.

N F

Mrs

Widows"

Star A Oarter 25 Columbia Chicago
Berchel Des Moines la.
"Step Lively Glrla" 25 Star Cleveland 1
pire Toledo.
Sydell Rose 25 h O 1 Orpheum Paterson.

W

Zan Frettos
Zedeler

Albany.
"Sporting

Howe -Sam 25 Olympic

(C)

Williams Bllen (P)
Williams Lola

"Hello America" 25 Casino Boston 1 Grand
Hartford.
"Hello Girls" 25 L O 1 Century Kansas City
Mo.
"Hip Hip Hurrah" 25 Oayety Washington 1

1 Olymplo Cin-

cinnati.

"Speedway Girls" 25 Oayety Brooklyn 8
Amsterdam 4-6 Hudson 8chenectady N T.
Speigel's Revue 25 Oayety Montreal 1 Empire

V

Tamada Matt
York * King
Young P H

West Irene
Wheeler Frank (C)
Wheeler Betty
Wilbur Bunny (C)
Wilbur Mrs B
Wilbur Harrington

"Some Show" 25 Lyrlo Dayton

.

"Girls

Edith Hallor, playing the lead in "Leave
It to Jane," was taken HI last week, replaced
by Lillian Cullen
Mignon Reed substituted
for Arline Chase one performance. Lady DuffGordon became HI on the Palaoe stage, but
prompt medical assistance ensbled her to finish.
Dr. Harry W. Martin treated the three
;

Marlon Dave 25 Caain Brooklyn 1 Empire
Newark.
"Merry Rounders" 25 Columbia New York 1
Csslno Brooklyn.
"Mile a Minute Olrls" 25 Cadillac Detroit 1
Gayety Chicago.
"Military Maids" 20 Olymplo New York 1
Oayety Philadelphia.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 25 Miner's Bronx New
York 1 Empire Brooklyn.
"Mischief Makers" 25 Lyceum Columbus 1-2
Va 3 Canton 4-6 Grand
Cort Wheeling
Akron.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 24-25 O H Terre Hants
1 Lyceum Columbus.
"Oh Olrls" 25 Oayety Pittsburgh 1 Star

F.

A.

J.

Take Care

Forster has bought "Uncle Sam,
My Girl," said to be a Pacific

of

Coast song sensation.
Flo Jacobson won her divorce from Frank
manager of the local Watterson, BerSnyder offices, and was allowed $30
ft
weekly alimony.

cases.

Clarke,
lin

The Avenue
14

will relinquish vaudeville April

and open with the all-colored stock from

Louis Ooldson ft Sons, owners of the Rex,
Plata, Harrison, and other local vaudeville
houses, which they book on a peculiar fivesplit system of their own, have bought the
Imperial, until now an International Circuit

W

CORRESPONDENCE

Cleveland.
"Orientals" 25 So Bethlehem 26 Easton 27-30
Empire
Wilkes-Barre
Pa
1
Majestic

Hoboken.
"Pace Makers" 25 Oayety Minneapolis 1 Star
St Paul.
"Parisian Flirts"

25

8tar

Savoy

Toronto 1

Hamilton Ont.
"Puss Puss" 25 Jacques Waterbury 4-6 Cohen's
Newburgh.
"Record Breakers" 25 Erie 26 Oil City 27
Beaver Falls Pa 28-30 Park Youngstown O
1

Victoria Pittsburgh.

Reeves Al 25 Colonial Providence

1

Oayety

Boston.

"Review
lwf

of 1918" 25

Oayety Chicago

1

Oayety

ll^FA Usl&G

Sldman Sam 28-30 Park Bridgeport Conn
Colonial Providence R I.
"Sight Seers" 25 Grand Hartford

Waterbury.
"Social Follies" 25 Empire Cleveland 1 Erie
2 Oil City 3 Beaver Falls Pa 4-6 Park
Youngstown O.
"Social Maids" 25 Gayety Boston 1 Columbia

New
"Some

Binghamton 27

York.
Babies" 25 Victoria Pittsburgh

Circuit.

the Lafayette,

New

York, the

first

the)

bill

following reports «ro for the current
being

"Madams X."

Rex,

H. Roth, part owner of the Wlntergarden
Cafe, a theatrical rendeivoui and scene of
one of the most pretentious local cafe revues,
has sold his Interest to A. Weiss, his partner,
who will have sole management hereafter.*
Sllber, of Sllber ft North, won the
doll at the Stage Women's
The gross receipts were $6,Relief benefit.
000. of which $1,000 came through raffling
dolls given by prominent showfolks.

Arthur

War

Nan Halperin

Emery

Ettelson, for 10 years a house manft Scbaefer, and more
recently local representative of a theatrical
trade paper, has become an "outside" agent,
booking a number of acts that he secured.
He haa his office with Jake 8 tern ad.

ager for Jones, Llnick

Penn

AUDITORIUM (H. M. Johnson, mgr.).—
Harry Lauder April 1.
BLACKSTONE (Harry J. Powers, mgr.).—

Dark.

"Among Those Present, with H. B. Warner
(6th and last week).
Coming, "The Riviera
Girl."

directorate of the American Theatrical Hospital Includes William Curry, Earl
Steward. E. M. Borre, Dave Howard, Mark

ORAND

COHAN'S
mgr.).— Jane
week,

Cowl

(Harry

In

"Lilac

J.

Ridings,
(13th

Time"

going strong).

still

—

COLONIAL (Norman Field, mgr.). Raymond Hitchcock In "Hitchy-Koo," Lillian Ru*sell

added

feature,

opened

to

enthusiastic

audience.

COLUMBIA

(Frank O. Parry, mgr.).— "The

Bon-Tons."

CORT
Naughty

The new

1

and will Institute *belr type of vaudethere In direct opposition to their own
across the street, which will turn to
pictures with occasional tabs.
stand,
ville

1

Jacques

1

Unless otherwise) notod,

(U.

J.

Wife,"

Herrmann,
with

Charles

mgr.).

—"The

Cherry

ENOLEWOOD

VICTOR

PHYLLIS

GILMORE and BROWNE
FERDINAND TIDMARSH

Supported by

Presenting Their

New

Playlet

"EXTRAVAGANCE"
By ROT BRIANT

Opened

at

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE

Playing U. B. O.

Time Exclusive

and PROSPECT,

BROOKLYN, THIS

WEEK

and

Lucille Watson, not very forte (4th week).
(J. D. Whitehead, mgr.).—
"The French Frolics."

(March 18), and met with huge success.

Direction,

HUGHES & SMITH

VARIETY

®
kulwmos stamps
UIQDIfTn

UNITED STATES

GOVERNMENT

HUSH, LITTLE THRIFT STAMP,

DONT YOU CRY;
YOU'LL BE A WAR BOND
BY AND BY.

,

Loyalty to our Country and quick response to its call, whether
for actual service or finances, is the proud record of our Profession.

The

great

measure

and continued patronage by the Public
our loyalty and service.

is

in a great

their response to

No degree of perfection in our art speaks more forcibly or
with more eloquence than the service we render when called
upon.
This combination of the good will of the Public and the high
our profession make for our success.

ideals of

Our men at the front and in the various training camps, our
women lending their aid both here and abroad, make us a part of
this great Nation, for we have put our wide shoulders to the big
wheel.

Another opportunity

is

now

given us to keep in practice our

occasional habit of Thrift.

Our Government has placed on sale a most welcome series of
Thrift stamps, sold for twenty-five cents each, and as an investment there is none better in the world than these Baby War
Bonds.

No
in,

cancellations;

for Uncle

Sam

no setting back of dates and no pencilling
your Agent.

is

BE LOYAL

BE THRIFTY
SAVE AND SERVE

Our Profession
enjoyed by us.

is

alive

and responsive

to the

many blessings

BUY THRIFT STAMPS AND CARRY
A THRIFT STAMP CARD
Our money helps our Country, brings aid and comfort to our
boys on land and sea, gives courage to our fighters and more
than compensates for the little sacrifices we make that we may
buy Thrift stamps.

The Public applaud War songs and cry Bravo when we recite
lines, but the hit of hits will be when our entire Profession becomes an army of rooters for Thrift stamps.
Heroic

T STAMPS,

HORATIO
THRIFT STAMPS

®

®ws.s.
KULMflKM STAMPS
MigP iTTn

HULSfflNGS STAMPS
IftUSD BY THE
UNITED STATES

UNITED STATES

GOVERNMENT

This advertisement donated by F. M.

GOVERNMENT
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VARIETY
the women artists of Vaudeville, who have always generously
responded to every worthy cause:
Our boys at the front need socks, sweaters and all knitted

To

KNIT

at

articles

once.

The women of the

legitimate stage are doing their share.
us adopt their slogan:

"NOT A MOMENT WASTED UNTIL THE
Send

articles to

EMPIRE (Art. Moeller, mgr.).— "Broadway
QARRICK (Wm. Currle, mgr.).—Clifton

Crawford In "Fancy Free" (4th week). Justine Johnson In "Over the Top," opening the
24th.

was considerable walking out

(Al Q. Kells, mgr.).— "The Auto

Girls."

ILLINOIS (R. Tlmponl, mgr.).— Joe Cawthorn and Julia Sanderson In "Rambler Rose"
(8d week).
IMPERIAL (Will J. Spink, mgr.).— "Fringe
of Society" (one day only, Sunday, March 24;
house dark for two wee* a ; will open with W.
V. A. vaudeville).
LA SALLE (Nat Royaler, mgr.).— "Leave It
to Jane," breaking records (8ih week).
NATIONAL (John Barrett, mgr.).— "The
Sweetest Girl in Dixie."

OLYMPIC

(Abe Jacobs, mgr.).— "Once Upon
a Time" (4th and last week). "Some Little
Girl" coming.

Hardy,

mgr.).— "Man

(13th and next to last

No show billed.
PRINCESS (Will Singer, mgr.).— John Drew

week).

POWERS

(Harry

J.

In
big.

"The Gay Lord

Powers, mgr.).— David

Warfleld In "The Muclc Master," drawing very
big (ttth week). Thomas A. Weiss and William Courtney In "General Post," April 6.

8TAR 4 GARTER (Wm.

Roche,

mgr.).—

"Follies of the Day."

8TUDEBAKER

(Louis
Judah,
mgr.).—
"Maytime" (11th week). Hanging on.

MAJESTIC (Orpheum; William G. Tlsdale,
mgr.; rehearsal, W.30i. A show that lagged,
sagged and dragged bored an audience stiff and
demonstrated how badly a plauuible bill of high
{trade vaudeville can turn out In actual worki-

—

ng.

Hermann and Shirley opened with an act
too light for that brutal "location," and for
all that the Incoming audience knew about It
they might Just as well never have happened.
Then came Rae Eleanor Ball, a tall violinists
with braids over her shoulders, dressed in a
nondescript costume that might have been Intended for Oriental. She played several numbers handily, but her face was numb and exHer finale, a surprising life
Sresslonless.
nitatlon on a violin string, got her a neat
hand for her exit. The girl lacks magnetism,
but Is a masterly mecbanic on the fiddle.
Kimberly and Arnold, with a light, neat
comedy Interspersed with ballads, never got a

As incredible as it may sound,
hearing.
people arose and began walking out on the
show when the number three act was on, and
this continued throughout the performance.
One prominent critic conspicuously left his
chair and vamoosed on the Llghtner Sisters
and Alexander, who followed, and another as
rudely departed In the midst of the offering
by the Tennessee Ten.
The comedienne of the Lelghtner girls took
This number
the hit of the show, however.
gave the running order its first Impetus and
helped slightly to wake up the apathetic bunch
which seemed to suffer a reaction after last
week's record attendance and enthusiasm. The
colored ten got Btarted Blowly, the ballad in
"one" getting plenty of yarns, but collared
the house by sheer animation and noise in the

jazx ensemble finale.

Then came Wellington Crone. Cross has
been a dancer, and Is so remembered here. He
gagged politely and Hang tepid songs as well
as they deserved, but tripped never a single
step.
He worked on a platform over the footlights a la Al Jolson, and had he had a partner or other relief besides a male pianist he
would have fared more happily.

He drew

considerable applause as It was, getting about
But,
In the same measure as he was giving.
considering what an act Duke Cross could do,
he was cheating. If he has a broken leg or
something, history has failed to' record the InA corking dance would have lifted
cident.
him into the big hit division.
The
Clark and Hamilton arrived next.
Eetlte blonde was the fourth Hamilton seen
ere.

WON"
New

Mayor's Knitting Committee, Times Building,

fagged out audience, and whan, at 428, this
came on from the- aide entrance before the homely house olio, clad In a simple
white frock, those who did not know her failed
to foresee that an artist was with them. There

and Margaret Illington
Quex" (2d week). Very

IS

MARIE NORDSTROM, Chairman
Palace, New York, This Week (March

Belles."

PLAYHOUSE (Guy
Who Stayed at Home"

WAR

Let

York.

KNIT
OAYETY

KNIT

Hamilton may come and Hamilton may
forever.
And he went

go, but Clark goes on

on almost forever Monday afternoon, doing
more than half an hour, padding and Ftretcblng and exchanging inaudible aBldes with hj,s
The act went strongly In spots
assistants.
and bent badly in others, where warmed-over
jests were teased and tantalized until they

The snowballing finish got
shrieked, almost.
a big laugh, and the pair took one bow.
This left for Belle Baker the remnants of a

little girl

all through her
numbers, though the applause was hearty
from the regular patrons, who would have eat
through an hour of Belle had she given It.
Instead she rested on her fourth song, took a
couple of bows and handkissed herself out.
Fanchon and Marco, with a riotous Jaxx hand
neatly clad and well routined, worked to a
house that was filtering through the front

doors In droves.

At

the

It

was not the boy's fault.
LaU.

evening show things were quite
Bert Clark speeded his diversion

different.
with electric results for his own act,
Bcored rattllngly, and had the goodly
In warm humor for the entrance of
Baker.
This little artist, without any

which
house
Miss

more

behind her than a house drop, wearing a sima wonderful diamond at
her breast as its only ornament, acknowledged
a rare reception, and then paid for It. She
had changed her routine, now Inserting her
Inimitable "Put It On, Take It Off" to liven
the turn where she had done her ballad In
the earlier show, and the effect was snappy.
She then followed with the tear-dltty and
came back with "Sweetie," an Ideal song for
her and the spot.
Her "Solomon" number
was in response to a demand for an encore
after alx legitimate bows. Monday night Miss
Baker was tremendous.
The whole show ran on greased wheals as
compared with the first, a matinee that will
be long remembered by attaches and the faithple white dress with

ful.

GREAT NORTHERN HIPPODROME

(Andy
A.).—With the weather
like a June day people couldn't be tempted
The first show opened to
Into the theatre.
about 100 people. The Gallons, two boys In
street clothes, amused.
The act Is fast, and
with a little attention to their wardrobe. Is
due for the big time. The comedian Is funny
and the Juggling good. The Hoosier Trio, three
boys in full dress, need a rearrangement of
their songs, and should discard their closing
number. Edythe and Eddie Adair have a little sketch showing the Interior of a shoe store
with some good talk and a well dressed girl
They seem to have quite a supin the act.
ply of real shoes on hand of all descriptions, and the showing of the various styles
Peggy Brooks
caused quite some laughter.
Is good enough for a show and has her own
style of delivery. She Just makes one change
from a coat to a gold lace gown and sings
four numbers. The third number. "Sunshine
of Your Smile," shows the quality of her
Talbot, mgr.

;

W.

V. M.

prefix,
the
Jensen
has dropped
"Herr," and now uses a plant from the audi-

voice.

ence. He failed to uncover anything new outside of the last trick, which failed to come
through.
It was called "The End of War,"
but It refused to materialise, spoiling the

otherwise pleasing Impression. Arthur Rlgby
in his well known blackface monolog failed
to do his usual with the audience, whether it
was the fact that be has played here so often
or owing to the fact that the house wasn't
there, he couldn't get them.
He has added
several new gags to his act that are up to
Hill, Tlvoll Girls and Hill have a real
date.
English Music Hall turn. The act opens In
"one," with one of the boys doing a dog,
which has several laughs in It, then goes to
full in a blue cyclorama, the rest of the turn
consisting of trick unlcycle riding and various
dancing by the two girls. One of the girls
Is extremely clever and does a corking acrobatic contortion dance; she Is a little bit of
Hal.
a mite and has a great personality.

PALACE

(Earl Steward, mgr.; Orpheum).
A piping dish of vaudeville served here this
week, powerfully headlined by Trlxie Frlganza. Trlx Is heavy any way you take her.
Her grotesquerles, quips and burlesquing have
always an overtone of the artistic* Her assistants, Ten Eyck and Welly, are daintiness
personified, and It is against such a backan exqulsltely-bullt,
studded
Into
ground,
that she
painted and lighted garden set.
plumps her rounded funning, flopping all over
poor >lax Welly and doing a parody of fragile
Her work in "one" Is fast,
Miss Ten Eyck.

humor, mostly
turned against her own proportions and peace
She has a trick knitting bag that
of mind.
gets a roar, and she uses bits of clever verse
throughout, at intervals, to punctuate the
a

monoIoKue

of

wholesome

diversified turn.
It Is honest comedy and it
gets laughter on the level, leaving a sense
of having seen a whole lot and heard much
in a short time—a very short time, for Mies
Friganxa's material Is down to the bone, even
if

her physique

Isn't.

The Oaudsmldt Brothers open. They wear
faces and bill themselves as Hollanders.
But anything Dutch these days is
whited

confused by hasty folks with the Teutoplc,
and it might be better during the troublous
period If the Gaudamidts used less or no
talk.
Their poodles are a sensation apd
Virginia
their work Is neat and clean-cut.
Lewis and May White are two neat girlies
who do a routine of reposeful songs, taking
their best returns on "Four-Leafed Clover,"
which Is the goods as a vaudeville number.
Harriet Rempel repeats in "Just Around the
Corner," a sweetly conceived little morality
with a touching and absorbing thought; Miss
Rempel melts in the eye and sugar will never
run out as long as the quaver lives in her
throat.

Lydia Barry, one of the best of the eccentric
feminine singles, who curiously seems to play
Chicago rather seldom, repeated her annual
tour of the Palace to a smash. Accompanied
by an unprogramed pianist she tore through
a set of character ditties and some gags, of
which she could easily spare one about twin
beds—one of them almost new. She sang
"Just Break the News to Mother," stating
that she was the first performer to ever
wsrble this hairy-aged old-style ballad on any
stage In her late father's act (Barry and
Fay). The sentiment got her a hand on the

KNIT

18)

Frank Egan

is

planning activity

Little theatre during the

ths

for

summer.

Maltre D'Hotel Nagel has been asked to resign from the Alexandria because of slleged
unpatriotic utterances at a Red Gross entertainment given recently by the New York

Winter Garden company.
H. H. Beall
Universal City.

Sam Rork
Hart

S.

Is

Is

doing special publicity for

now

associated with the

Wm.

studios.

Clarence Drown

is

recovering from his

re-

cent Illness.

The Majestic
time,

A

Is

dark, and will be for some

according to Rial to report

very delightful birthday dinner was given

In honor of Apdale at Levy's Cafe, March
7,
by fellow-members of the Orpheum circuit.
The lights were turned off and an Immense big
birthday cake was placed In front of him with
41 candles.
Among those present were 8tan
Stanley. Mrs. 8tanley, Milton Marx, Felix
Bernard, Eddy Janls and others.

Maud Beaang Fischer was forced to postpone her appearance at a Hollywood musicals
because of

111

health.

fossil.

The Cameron

Sisters,

with tho gifted

Lew

"So
Pollack at the keys, danced to glory.
Long Letty" established the blonde beauts here
Their gowns are a knockout and
for life.
their production came from the master hand
of someone who should have public thanks
and credit. As a pair of ground and lofty
golden-heads can lift a
foot with anybody, and they have a big comedy
scream spot where they flop as though it
were an accident in making a rapid run
Their Egyptlenne waltz, a
across the stage.
dream and a rave, and a fox-trot on their
toes, hit the populace mightily.
Thomas H. Swift, an old local stock fave,
with a cute little one named Mary Kejly.
romped off with a goodly hit, opening in the
Cameron Sisters' set with business In- which
the house crew was drafted, then going into
the futurist scenery with purple railroad ties
and such ldiosyncracles that Just matched his
kickers these hefty

saffron cravat. The finish of the plot is tried
old stuff in which he is touched for his everything by the girl he has buncoed, but it
was as good as new for all that the audience
had to say with both hands. The Le Grbhs,
absent for quite a spell from these timbers,
came back a trio, a girl and two boys. The
contortions given by these benders is about
as palatable as human snaking can ever be.
The chief boy twister keeps a-smlling all the
while, and somehow that takes off the curse
which so frequently comes when one fancies
The stouter
that such labors must hurt.
boy gets comedy out of his gyrations, and has
a dandy bit where "he snaps off a button at
the height of an effort and catapaulta it into
The girl looks smart and does
the audience.

—

some

thrilling "tlnskcr" wheels

on one palm.
Lait.

The Woman's 8ymphony Orchestra, under
the direction of Henry Schoenfeld, will give Its
second concert March 22.
Chris Gllmm has been assigned to the manCaulfleld's Revlerl theatre, this In
addition to his duties as manager of "the Gar-

agement of
rick.

Joseph Greenwald, playing Pantages' Urns,
is in the draft and has been ordered to report
for examination here.

George Clayton, a theatre treasurer on the
coast for many years, has been msde assistant manager of the Hippodrome.

"The Whip" played Its ninth week st
Qulnn's RIslto.
This was not consecutive,
but shows that the melodramatic film had
considerable drawing power in Los Angeles.
Harry Langdon and Co., of the Orpheum,
motored from here to San Diego through the
courtesy of a local automobile agency. They
were accompanied by Jarvis and Harris.

Mme. Marguerita Namara, prima donna,
who has been the guest of her parents In Los
Angeles during the past three weeks, has

left

this city for the east, where she will resume
her concert tour. Her next appearance will

be

In

Denver.

W.

Anderson, formerly manager of
Clune's Broadway, Is now travelling representative for George Klelne films in Southern
California.
J.

VARIETY'S

LOS ANGELES
OFFICE
Pantagee Theatre Building
(As an accommodation to players on
the road, VARIETY has installed In Its
Los Angeles (Pacific Coast) office a letter forwarding system whereby It will
be possible for players to have their mall
forwarded and received upon their arrival on the coast.
The Los Angeles
office Is

opened practically

9 A. M. until 9 P. M.)
Pboes (Aetssistls)

L. E. Behmyer
last meeting and

all

day from

Dr. Lloyd Mace, brother of the late Fred
Mace, has reported at Fort Cody, Demlng, N.
M.
He is a first lieutenant in the medical
corps.

A dramatic sketch, "The Rose of Sun
Toon," was produced here last week. It was
written by Wilbur Hall, short story writer,
and Is being considered for vaudeville.

1SS52

was

principal speaker at the
banquet of the Gamut club.

Affluence Note
Will Wyatt, manager of the
Mason, owns a flivver and a real chauffeur.
:

The English Opera Company did a surprising business at the Mason, the receipts far exceeding expectations.

One of the Zlegler Sisters (Orpheum)
suffering with a badly sprained ankle.

is

Scarploff, the Russian boy tenor, booked by
the Orpheum, is quitting that circuit to
port for service in the army.

VARIETY
ii

We can handle anything from a single to a circus

ft

GIL

BEN

AND
Ready

to accept scripts, books, scores of every description.

Call, write or wire,

but don't

fail to register

Suite 402, Gaiety Theatre Building,
Helene Sullivan, wife of Dr. Tom Treen, of
surprised at her opening at the
to find half of fUmdom occupying loges and boxes.
They turned out In a
body to greet the local actress, who la making
her debut In vaudeville.

this city, was
Orpheum here

John McCormack arrived In the city last
week for a brief engagement, coming on *
special car, "Anaconda."
Charlie Pike, Los
Angeles official glad-hander, met him en route
with two dozen green carnations.

—
—

ALCAZAR

(Geo. Davis, mgr.). Chas. Rug"Tonight's the Night" (2d week).
F. Curran, mgr.). Max Figman in "Nothing but the Truth (1st week).
COLUMBIA (Gottlob A Marx, mgrs.).—O.
Skinner in "Mister Antonio" (2d week).
CASINO (Lester Fountain, mgr.).— A-H A
W. V. A. vaudeville.
PRINCESS (Bert Levey, lessee and mgr.).—
Bert Levey vaudeville.
SAVOT (Harry Davis, mgr.).—Will King
Co., with Bonlta and Hearn (13th week).
(Jos. F. Bauer, mgr.).—A-Il *
W. V. A. vaudeville.
CASINO.—10, the bill long on quantity if a
little shy on quality, but rounded out pretty
well and pleased.
The Tiny Trio, midgets,
started. Two of the members danced and the
third did cartooning. Johnny and Wise, fair
applause with comedy, singing and music The
man's piano playing Is excellent.
"Enticement," a local sketch, was added to the regular show, but failed to arouse any enthusiasm. The act may be a little too high for
the Casino patrons. Outside of Paul Gerson,
it has very
little to recommend it.
R. II.
Giles came next and here the show started.
Giles got away to a good finish after offering a
series of bird and other Imitations that were
well put over and appreciated, giving him the
applause honors.
The comedy portion was
supplied principally by Allen, Carroll and
Plerlot in "The Morning After." a comedy
sketch, with good situations and well played.
Running a close second for comedy honors
were Winchester and Claire, a nice looking
team, who offer some patter, both new and old,
and finish with a xylophone.
The Flying
Weavers close the show with an aerial novelty.
William S. Hart In "The Bandit and the
Preacher" was the film offering.

gles in

CORT (Homer

WIGWAM

SAN FRANCISCO
VARIETY'S

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICB
THXATEK BLDG.

P ANT AGE*

DOOClMi ttlt

ORPHEUM
agent,

direct).

(Fred

—Show

Henderson,
classified

gen. mgr.
"fair bill.

"Vanity Fair of 1918," featuring Jack Traipor
and Olga de Baugh, had the tag spot. Sarah
Padden and Co., successful. Basil and Allen,
programmed sixth, were switched to fourth, and
got the show's hit.
Phina and Co. opening
big.
Will Oakland and Co. scored. The Stantons, hit.
Harry and Emma Sharrock (holdover) repeated successfully. Nellie V. Nichols
received applause throughout.
PANTAGES (Burton Myer, mgr.; agent, direct).
Good bill.
The Tommy Burns, Al.
Kaufman and Miss Van Dusen turn was missing, and appearing Instead were the Denishawn Dancers, eight girls, who filled artistically.
Billy King and Zulu Girls, novelty,
closed big.
Countess Verona scored.
Lawrence Johnson did well.
Hilton and Lazar
landed comedy honors.
Eileen Fleury, fair.
Steiner Trio opened successfully.
HIPPODROME (Edward Morris, mgr.
agent, Ackerman-Harrls). Fair show.
Cecil
and Bernice did fairly.
Mack O'Nell, out
substituting were Scott and Douglass (two
men), offering nut comedy, receiving laugh
Annette and Morrell, in opening
honors.

—

—

Dorothy Lamb and
spot, proved classical.
Co., corralling a few laughs, finished cold.
The Creole
Alma and Co., closing, novelty
Fashion Plate, show

hit.

SAVOY.— 10,

In "Wine,

Women

and Song"

the Will King company did themselves proud.
The comedy was, of course, handled by King
and Lew Hearn as "Ikey Leshlnskl" and "Lem

played
"Lillian
surprise was given by
Lottie Fletcher, of the chorus, who cleverly
handled a comedy role. The big number was
"Hush-a-Bye, My Baby," sung by Bonita with
a male quartet and the chorus. Jack La Follette, added attraction, did three numbers and
tied things up completely with "Uncle Sammy,
Take Care of My Girl." Credit is due Bobby
Ryles for the very excellent chorus numbers,
With the
the opening number particularly.
class of attraction now offered, little diffi-

Tucker,"
sports.
Rocks," a widow.

"Grant and Wing stopped the show."—N. Y.
dancing stopped the show."—N. Y. American.

Wnming

Bonlta

A

Journal.

"Srenlns's

hit"—_we-l_i Past

"Dancers snooted to exhaustion.

Stopped

with us.

New York City

culty should be encountered
the present business record.

In

maintaining

Bthlyn Vaughan returns to the Alcasar,
March 81, opening with the Charles Ruffles
company in "De Luxe Annie."

Members

of

'The Show

of

past week, with a decided Increase In business being in evidence. His performance consists of a lecture on the war Illustrated by
Private Colllnge
pictures taken at the front.
lost his right arm In the battle of Messtens
and has since been aiding in recruiting.
|

Wonders" while

the Oort Journeyed to the Presidio one
last week and gave a show especially
prepared for the soldiers.

at

The Oalll-Curcl concert

at the Exposition Auditorium

Orders Issuing from Chicago were sent out
week by the Ackerman-Harrls offices to
houses on their circuit prohibiting the use
of the two Feist songs, "I Don't Want to Oat
Well" and "Hot Time for the Old Man," by
acts in any of the Hippodrome houi

last

Harold Phillips, manager of the Broadway
Music Corporation's local office, left Saturday
for Los Angeles, where he will put in two
weeks for his firm's catalogue.

all

"The Creole Fashion Plate," a colored female impersonator, returned from Australia
last week and was added to this week's regular bill at the Hippodrome.

Harry Ettling, property man at the Hippodrome and member of the Naval Reserve, was
banqueted Thursday evening last week by the
employees of the Orpheum and Hippodrome,
prior to his departure for the San Pedro

Bert Levey spent a few days in Los Angeles
weak looking over his interests there.

training station.

——^—

last

Mrs. Tessle LaG range Bartlett filed suit for
divorce last week from William Earl Bartlett.
an actor, charging cruelty, She also claimed
that Bartlett had kidnapped their two chil-

Livingston G. Irving, an aviator, lost in his
suit for a divorce from Mrs. Betty G«rk«
Irving (formerly in vaudeville) by a decision
handed down by Superior Judge Brown.

Members

of

dren.

"Johnny Get Your Gun" were

Jimmy Rose arrived in town lasf week from
Los Angeles, where he has been appearing

given a week's furlough after their local engagement, following which they entered into
a series of one-nlghters headed north.

almost continuously for the past,

Fred Weiss, of "Johnny Get Your Gun,"
name changed to Fred Evans while in the

his

While playing in Oakland last week, Shelton
Brooks was host at a "Darktown Strutter's

the west, when in reality
the play was shown at the Alcasar, here, two
months before the Los Angeles presentation.
The popular idea of a good time down south
seems to be by putting San Francisco on
the "pan," as, witness the writer's further remarks: "Up in San Francisco they are still
regaling theatregoers with 'The Christian,'
'Way Down East' and 'Damaged Goods.' which
are probably abreast with the state of theatBut Los
rical education and demand there.
Angeles likes and gets Its buns hot."

Ball" at the Majestic hall in that city. Charlie
Wilkins. from the local Pantages' bill, was
guest of honor.

Pvte. V. E. Colllnge, one of the 00 survivors of the Canadian-Scots, has been the
added attraction at the Alhambra theater the

of the

was the

first

In

_____
The Forster Music Publishing

from

its old offices in the
to the seventh floor of the

"Grant and Wins stopped the
Stops the show."

specialty.

building.

Mme. Jenna Jennings, of the La Bcala Sexwho has been very HI for the past few
weeks, is now convalescing and expects to be
out shortly. In private life Mme. Jennings
is Mrs. Robert Drady, wife of the manager
tet,

Alhambra.

San Francisco Lodge No. 20

"Marr-lous dancers. "— N. Y. Times.

"Hit of the evsnlns."—-weaL-c Tel

Co. has moved
Pantages Building

same

of the L. O. O.

"Bensstlessl

show."— Detroit News.

WING

and
They "Stop" 'Em

ANTON

All

minutes."—N. Y. Herald.
-Tamlnar.

OH LOOK"

of

F. SCIBIL1A, Knickerbocker Theatre Building,

for several

ii

"MISS SPRINGTIME"
Under the exclusive direction

Francisco

years

city.

Most Unique and Sensational Dancers of the Time

FLORA BELLA"

five

at the Century. He expects to go back into
vaudeville shortly.

Local dramatic critics are taking exception
to the remarks of a Los Angeles reviewer
anent the production of "Good Gracious, Annabelle," at the Morosco, in that city, and are
devoting columns of space deriding his theIn writing the show the
atrical Intelligence.
Los Angeles critic said the performance there

TED

GRANT

given

day

FRANCES

ii

will be
May 12.

will

"Stopped action of the play."—Journal of

New York

"Best dancers

City

Now York has

"—Qloba.

"A

raUllas
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JEROME
"Sweet

By ALFRED
The

BRYAN—HERMAN PALEY
A world-wide Song

greatest Ballad ever written.

*

»»*^«

»'-.'

•«.

>

-US»»'

— x.

REM ICK

H.

Buttercup"

Little

V C* ***

"ON THE

HOME

SWi

"~mm By GUS
A iwMt, simple

Hit

KAHN—]
Ballad—a

chi

BAN
ON TH

"BING
*

By JACK MAH4
One

a

A GREAT
DOUBLE SONG

beet

"PARTY**

NEWYORKPRO

When

Wearing
AL W.

the

THERE'S A LUMP OF S

yle

Tt # DM t March song

of

*

BROWN—GUS KAHN— EGBERT VAN ALSTYNE
since **Bo Long, Mother**—one of tho beet

war tongs oyer

written.

219 WES

MY LITTLE SERVICE FLAG HA;
a
I

CAN'T GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU"
By GUS
A

KAHN—EGBERT VAN ALSTYNE

corking single or doable song

nnmber

easy to

handle.

"LASTBROWN—
NIGHT"
By FLETA JAN

By the writers

of "Underneath the Store'*

i

HERBERT SPENCER

—s

wonder

fol

high-class song.

JEROME H. REMICK & CO
o

137

L

Weat Fort

St.,

Detroit, Mich.

Majestic Theatre Bldg., Chicago,

By WILL COBB-

111.

228 Tremont

"FOR YOl

St.,

Boaton,

Mut.

The most melodious Bl
has ever written.

Itl

*1

VARIETY

1918 SONG HITS!'
DAD TO
ET HOME"
IT

"Don't Try to Steal the
Sweetheart of a Soldier"

with •

BRYAN—VAN

By ALFRED

VAN ALSTYNEf

is Lyric

At the

beautiful melody.

PALACE

this

week—can* by

and

SCHENCK
•me Seaoation.

the writer*—

BING 'EM
RHINE"
r—ALLAN FLYNN
that everybody

can

alnjr.

GAR DOWN IN DIXIE
a

ESSMHMttTKE

46

99

By ALFRED BRYAN—JACK

TELLEN—

ALBERT GUMBLE
Here's the tone; everybody ia talking
Hare you hoard it?
about.

BLUEBIRD

>f

By

th

CLARE KUMMER

ST.

A

SEVEN STARS

yy

classy, exquisite, delightful

By STANLEY

MURPHY

HARRY TIERNEY

A

song in waltz tempo

cute and cunning: comedy

song for anybody to

sing,

DAYEGAN—IN DIXIE"
"DERBYRAYMOND—
WHITING

By

We're right on the Job with another feat ion*—a

real

Dick Whiting- melody.

"WONDROUS EYES
OF ARABY"
BROWN—
By FLETA JAN

By the

f

A ROSE"

-GUS EDWARDS
(lad that

Gus Edwards

*a great big

hit

wrltera of "Egypt in

HERBERT SPENCER

Your Dreamy Eyee**—a daisy catchy eon*.

JEROME H. REMICK & CO.
31 South 9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

906 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

522 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

now
).D

VARIETY

REAL BALLAD HITS FROM MEYER COHEN MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.

"When the War is Over I'll Return To You"
Lyrics by BIDE DUDLEY
A great marching song with an inspiring melody that is one of the catchiest songs ever written,
camps. A sure-fire hit with great quartette arrangement by Frederic Watson.

Is

Music by FREDERIC WATSON
being introduced and sung at all training

What God Made Mothers

"That's
Author of "You Broke

now

My

Heart to

Paw

the

Time Away." "Are You Half the Man Your Mother Thought You'd Be?"

"I

•

Tonight."

A

By LEO WOOD
Wonder Where My Old Girl

beautiful, sentimental ballad telling a true story of

doubt the greatest ballad of

its

mother love blended with a beautiful melody that continually haunts you.

Without a

kind ever written.

"There's a Vacant Chair In Every

Home

To-night"

Words by ALFRED BRYAN

Music by ERNEST BREUER
A song already popular by the writer of "Joan of Arc" and hundreds of other hits. Alfred Bryan pronounces this song the best he has ever
written; while Ernest Breuer, the composer, now serving his country "over there," has written a melody once heard will live in your memory forever. Can be heard on Victor Talking Machine Record No. 18428.

— — —^
IN HERO
^^ LAND"
"OVER
^^
"MOTHERS OF FRANCE"
—•

ARTHUR FREED

Words by

A

sweetheart's jprayer for her loved one across the seas.
marvelous vocalist in vaudeville. Suitable for any voice.

A

beautiful song both in

• ^
Muile by LOUIS SILVERS
words and music now being sung by Lola Wenrworth, the

Words and Music by LEO

A

march ballad

stirring, original

WOOD

that grips the singer and hearer; a masterpiece both in words and music; a worthy tribute to those braye
given their fighting sons for a noble cause. Get this number at once and beware of imitations.

who have

mothers of France and America

COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL COPIES AND ORCHESTRATIONS NOW READY
Address

all

communications

to

MEYER COHEN MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY
MEYER COHEN,

Moose sent a vaudeville bill to Camp Fremont
In the comThursday evening last week.
pany were Mort Harris and Logan Slzexnorc
Buster
(Waterson, Berlin & Snyder office)
La Mar (Shapiro- Bernstein office) Jack Wolff,
Miller & Morrison, and the chorus from the
;

;

Black Cat Cafe.

ATUtxnc air.

BY CHARLES SCHKIER.
into the arena at the Nixon
night during the championship wrestGeorge Bothner, super-mat man,
at. 61,
still agile and a whirlwind grappler,
defending the lightweight crown he has worn
for 80 years, sustained a compound fracture Just above the ankle as he pinned Frank
Rice, of BoHton, challenger for the title, to
Ah
the floor in a whirling body scissors.
the pair struck the floor there was a crack
like the report of a pistol and the vast audience, which had been thrilled for over a half
hour by his masterful tactics, leaned forward,
tense shocked Into awed silence as the veteran wrestler, game to the core, suddenly
dropped back un Lis hands with the remark
"The bout'H ended. My left leg Is broken."
A little over nn hour later, when the crowd
had not yet recovered from the dramntic
Interruption to tho wonderful exhibition Bothner was giving, they received a second shock.
Pinky Gardner, clean-cut, dashing Pinky, a
cyclone of action, went sailing over the ropes

Tragedy stalked

Monday
ling

bouts.

—

:

Tel.

New York

Astor Theatre Building, 1531 Broadway,

President

the boards of the stage in front of the
ring from the arms of Yokel, the middleweight champion. He landed on tho back of
his head and lay stunned for an Instant. Then,
still dazed, but game, he staggered to his feet
and was assisted through tho ropes.
Down
he went like a flash an InBtant later from a
overhand heave from a waist lock. There was
a spasmodic quiver of his limbs for a few
seconds, then he lapsed Into unconsciousness.
He was ruBhed to tho City Hospital. After
working over him for an hour they got him
out of danger and announced that the wrestler
would survive the shock. Police Chief Robert
Miller, who had witnessed both accidents, took
to

both Yokel, who halls from Salt Lake City,
and Referee George Fisher, of New York, Into
custody and held them to await the outcome
of Gardner's injuries.
Thtrre

was considerable

Fishers action

in

criticism of Referee
bringing Gardner back Into

In a speech after the stricken man
had been carried to a dressing room, he
claimed that the rules called for padding
outside of the arena as well as inside and
that he could do nothing else other than keep
the bout goinK to a finish.
Fans had seen
Henry Irsllngcr similarly Injured during a
bout hero a year ago, when he was thrown
over tho ropes.
George Bothner, considered
tho country's greatest wrestling authority, refrrrelnK the contest, gave him full opportunity
lo recuperate before permitting the bout to
continue, stating that this was the rule.
the ring.

Bryant 4778

George Bothner, the lightweight king, after
the men of his division for almost
three decades, undoubtedly ended his career
as a wrestler last night, as the double fracture that he sustained will preclude the possibility of his ever again appearing actively
on the mat
baffling

rental of the theatre, will bo devoted to
It Is probable that th«
proceeds here will be donated to the Liberty
Fund, established soon after the entry ol
the United States Into the war by Mayor Harry

some war charity.

Bacharacb.
Included among the war-time views to b«
will be the operation of munition

shown

A mild pleasantry rippling gently along,
frankly a musical comedy and making no pretense to anything else, "Love o' Mike" tinkled
its way through three hours three consecutive
nights at the Apollo last week.
A remarkable showing

of

pictures,

under

auspices of the Federal Government, is
scheduled for the Apollo Thursday, Friday
and Saturday of this week. The pictures will
display every branch of the nation's war
service and are designed to inform. Instruct
and enthuse the American people in the war
on which the nation has been launched. The
Apollo performance will mark the first showthe

ing of the pictures at any theater, and 1b in
the nature of a "workout" for the New York
premiere at the Metropolitan Opera House on
March 2Cth.
They will be shown in the Metropolis under
the auspices of a committee consisting of
Mrs. Clarence Mackny, Mrs. Philip Lydig,

Mrs. Robert Bacon, Newbold Edgar and Otto
Here as well as in New York the
Kahn.
proceeds of the box office, aside from the

City

.

shipbuilding, the manufacture of torpedoes, the making of email and large guns,
submarines, Infantry and cavalry at work,
the navy In action, the work of the Red Cross
and the ambulance and nursing service.
plants,

The members of the Press Olub of Atlantic
City honored Sergeant Major Roy B. Shlpn
of the United States Coast Artillery with a
banquet last Saturday night. Sergeant Shlpn
is
the first member of the newspaper club
of the resort to win his spurs In the army.
He has Just completed a three-months' Intensive training course at Fortress Monroe,
Virginia, where he was sent as a private from
the Second Artillery, stationed at Fort Du
He is home on a five-day
Pont, Delaware.
furlough before going to one of the forts
near Boston, from where he soon expects to
he sent overseas.
In anticipation of the largest convention that
that has ever been held In this city the local
committee of arrangements for the 1918 reunion of the B. P. O. Elks organised at a
meeting held yesterday afternoon at the Elks'

Suite 307 Strand Theatre Bldg.,

New York

WRITING AND PRODUCING

ACTS FOR VAUDEVILLE
GEORGE SPINK
Would
from

like to hear
talent in all lines.

is

associated with this office
Authors, kindly submit manuscripts for Big Time placement
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I.MILLER

JAMES MADISON

VAUDIVILL* A

OIHQNl

TO.
THE LARGEST THEATRICAL
\

BfOS MANUFACTUtULRS IN THK. WORLD,

ENTIRE COMPANIES OF ANX SI2T
AND INDIVIDUAL ORDERS FITTED

By US AT 24 HOURS NOTICE.

fc FILL EVER* STACt AND STREET SHOt
REQUIREMENT OF THE WELL DRESULX

CtMfkl

«>SorM

<

1554 BROADWAY NFAR 46 $?., NY.
MONf<OFCA/c*4q Sraro STATE ST

<Z$SfdffiEf(& ll7N

\*i\

W^Mh

Av

E.Galizi4Br<

FREDERICKS SCENIC STUDIO
OFFICE— 1147 Broadway,
Psoas:

STUDIO—141

409

l

NEW TOEE OTT

aUI

Bryaat

Phoatt

day

Bj

Dye Iota

a.

-awl

N. T.

ANILTNa TaUNK BCHNnTBY.
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OSt 42 a 4

taen Fifty

taas

BUM.
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Muifutii
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Invile ill Sinking

Members

ol

Profession

the Theatrical

to

Examine an Assorlmen!

WARDROBE PROP.

ol

GREAT NEW UNPUBLISHED SONG NUMBERS

poolal Nr

rlim «f (i

»

U»

I

Graad Streat

lit

I

«)H

A

KNICKERBOCKER HARMONYSTUDIOS

GuerriniCo.
Nifti

Quit aseardlssi
Coiaaaku At*.

S77-27S

S*a Pr*a«i*o*
warded Odd »»>§*
luty;

P.-PVLSs.

THE NAVY"
You bet

get the Kaiser's goat
When I knock the eye out of his perlscope.

can afford to go."

all

"CHEER UP"

And

I'll

clap hands

invest your

till

money

come home

I

in the Liberty

Loan
While I'm a Yankee Gunner in the Navy.

HURLEY,

133

J.
Christopher

Straat

Pabllshar
Now York

City

AT

YOUTHFUL StAUTY RE9AIMI0-HETAIIIIB

MME. MAYS

patriotic

KxcLuanraLT at
Now Y«rt (lfy Only
tiM

BtPOOt

Are you looking for
the best Saxophone

new

and the

street

parade,

in

Is

ohalrman of the

executive committee.

BEGULAB

or other

tone

Mayor Harry Baeharach

GROPPER
EDWARD 42nd
W cat

In

reunions.

Wardrobe Trunks
20S

friends gather from all points in the United
States, the work of preparation will be in
progr ssa,
Because of the war the convention will be

view of the recent expression of approval of
such a demonstration, given both orally and
hy letter by President Woodrow Wilson to
Grand Exalted Ruler Fred B. Harper, and
repeated by him on a visit here a few days
ago, will be on a scale surpassing all previous

FACE tPtCIALItT

ALP

Home, Atlantic and Maryland avenues, and
from now on until the second week In July,
when the thousands of delegates and their

or

Second Hand
Instrument?

Kalashen
14 C«*M' Square

N«w T«rk

"Here Gomes the Bride." which opened at
the Apollo Monday, haa a Cohan style
chase-about farce with an action fast enough,
but with the humor painted into it with a
very thick brush and heavy strokes. What
fun there waa, and there waa a goodly portion of It, found Its source more in the stage
business than In the lines, the situations, of
course, leading to pasaagea that otherwise
could not have stood alone.

—

BOSTON.
By LBN LIBBEY.

Lydell and Hlggins are also using their old
act.
Franklyn Ardell, In the same sketch,
went over big. Karl Emmy with his pets
made the mistake, serious for closing act, of
staging an anti-climax.
It gave the act an
appearance of having closed when a tableau
waa presented and, aa a result, the last two
stunts were given while the greater part of
the audience was on the way out.
BOSTON (Charles Harris, mgr.; agent, U.
B. O.).
Feature positions divided between
Thedg Bars in "The Forbidden Path," and the
United States Navy Jazz Band. Other vaudeville, James Kelso, Mae Francis, John Eckert

and company and Paul Le Favre and com-

BIJOU (Ralph Oilman, mgr.

agent, U. B.
Pictures to excellent business.
O.).
BOWDOIN (Al Somerbee, mgr. agent, U.
B. O.). "Blue Blazes Rawden," feature film.

—

;

—

Suite,

.Symmetrical*

aad

Theatrical Supplies
Writ* for Catalogao No, V-3

Walter G. Bretzfield Co.
1367 Broadway
NEW TOEE

(Cor. a7ta Street)

as

MACK, The

Vaudeville topped by Owen McGiveney and
balance of bill Includes several good acts.
ST. JAMBS (Joseph Brennan, mgr.
agent,
Loew). Snappy bill, with Samsel and Leonhard headliners.
Others are Dunbar and
Turner, Kalma and company, Hal Langoon
Oeorgallls trio and "Headin' South,"
trio,
being used as a feature film.
GLOBE (Frank Meagher, mgr.
agent,
Loew). Drawing to about the blggeet business In town with 'The Kaiser, Beast of Berlin." Film, well advertised and running four
performances dally.
ORPHEUM (Victor J. Morris, mgr. agent,
Loew).— "Slatko's Midnight Rolllckers" lead
with more of the jazz band stuff. Foley and
O'Neill in "A Couple of Nifties," a close sec-

—

722-724-72*

;

Tailor

BROADWAY

1582-1584

SEVENTH AVE.

NEW YORK

CITY
aa

;

—

;

Surrounding bill includes Elliott and
Mora, Charles B. Lawler and daughters. Ma-

ond.

and Cole, Harry Tsuda and photoplay,
"Wild Youth" for the feature film.
SCOLLAY OLYMPIA (James J. McGuiness,
mgr.). "Denny From Ireland," an official
son

picture, dividing interest. Vaudeville Includes Maurice Freeman and company and
the Novelty Minstrels.
GORDON'S OLYMPIA "(Frank Hookailo,
mgr.). Using "The City of Purple Dreams"
Also war pictures.
as the film feature.
Vaudeville topped by Caesar Rivoll, Peterson,

—

PLAY SAFE!
READ BEFORE BUYING!
I have hundreds of new, original and protected
vaudeville acta, aketohea. monologue*, apodal sons*.
etc, by beat of author*, to rale*** on small weakly
royalty baala.

Harry Linton, Author's Exchange
202

PsJass

Theatre Building.
Bryaat 1268

Now York

Ctty

Kennedy and Murray, Rhen and
Bland and Australian
the vaudeville.

Fitch, Enid
Illusionists complete

—

PARK

(Thomas D. Soriero, mgr.). "LoadAlso using "The Claim."
Dice," film.
Playing to splendid business.
SHUBERT (E. D. Smith, mgr.). Last week
of "The Very Idea," the farce which has done
good business at this house. For a coming
attraction a new play, "The Rape of Belgium," is billed. John Mason and a notable
company will be seen In it. A. H. Woods
presenting.
ed

—

WANTED
Reined, Attractive Toang Lady Partner
to team with Broadway experienced artlat
for big time vaudeville act; must do clas-

sic, modern and stage dances; not over
110 pounds, age 18-22, height 6 feet 4 inches.
Send photo, if you have. William Dress-

ier,

National Vaudeville Artists,

New

York.

WANTED
Two

BEAUMONT VELVET
SCENERY STUDIOS
Plash and

Silk Drop Cartaine
Elaborate St**;* Botttnca
Kaay Term a and Rentals
NEW YORK OFFICE:

WANTED— A

Send address and phone number and will make an appointment.

LAMAR & GABRIEL

241 Watt 4tth at.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:

3428 Olinville Ave.. Williamsbridge, Bronx, N. Y.

Pasta*** Theatre Bis*.

Uaed Chorns C*stames; must be suitable for
Burlesque or Musical Comedy. Advise fully.
ELLEN REILLY, Cedar Grove, N. J.

Beautify Your Face
Yoa

aiart look toai to aiaka aosd. Maay
the "Prefee*l*a" hava •MaTeed sal
rotalasd battar earta by aavles at* ear*
raat thalr faataral laaerfafltleai aad ra>
wove Maalihat. Coaealtattoa free. Fom

of

SMITH, M.D.
At*. N. T.

<0m. Waldorf)

Tht

Profession's

Feet
At
Broadway aad 47th

Wanted for the South American Tour, Limited
Casinos of Baeaes Ayros, Montevideo, etc* good Dumb Acts, offering contracts for two
Baeataa' Arm. Bound trip for aH pasaagea, and transportation paid aad advance money

*

upon roaaost

F. E.

CHIROPODISTS

Da&Sraai. LEVY TREAT

8tra*S Theatre BIS*.

WILL BUY SEVERAL SETS

147 Fifth

GOOD PIANIST

Drop, Olio and Street Scenes, 15x2
Must be in good condition. State prie
Box 41, VARIETY, New York.

for stage, to play for Vaudeville act

Velvet,

C.

ROGER TOLOMEI,
55 West 18th

TENNEY

f

I

Union

;

war

and Lockwood went fairly well, although
Lockwood would go better if he dropped the
crude poem based on the man In the trenches
and hla wife and children at home. It haa

Ala* a

pany.

—

KEITH'S (Robert O. Larson, mgr. ; agent,
U. B. O.).—The bill this week Is not up to the
standard of the past two or three weeks. This
is
perhaps due to the fact that the acts
which occupy the best positions are ones that
have been seen here in the past and their
Louise
offerings are the same on this trip.
Dresser, who heads the bill, did not get over
as well as. it was expected she would, and
while. the houae greeted her warmly, the reception did not compare at all favorably with
that accorded the star acta at this house
lately. Juno Salmo opens the show and this
act, a contortionist variety. Is saved by being
Leavltt
strikingly staged and neatly put on.

$5.00

bossi aaed.

John and Winnie Hen-

way

—

HllWoROME
lUf w

Bt W<

flavor.

Hla personality
ideal two-act.
in carrying it through. "The
Weaker One" is one of the best dramatic
sketches seen here in seasons.
It does not
slop in the slightest.
Josie Heather's act la
practically unchanged and went over well.
goes a long

"A YANKEE GUNNER IN

Now you

"None can afford to mias it-

an unpleasant
nings have an

CATCH LINES OP

Save

Trnnka. II* aad $1*. A few *itr* largo Proa
erty Traaaa, Al** old Taylor aad Bal Traak
Parlor Fl**r. If W. II* 8U, Now Took City

Pt*«* Eeye

NEW YOB* OTT

TRUNKS,
Big Bargain*.

econd Band Innovation aad Flare Wardria

General Booking Manager
Street, New York City

The "Parcel Post" of Vaudeville. He "Delivers the Goods."
Don't wish for a good aetf Have Tenney write yoa one.
Write, Call or Phono
Allen Spencer Tenney, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. C.

it.

GRAINGER
SCENIC STUDIO
TRUNK SCENERY
VAUDEVILLE ACTS
PRODUCTIONS
Velvet Drops Made to Order
Rentals
103 Putnam Buildin*/. New York
Bryant 7»7<

VARIETY
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;

—
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;
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Confidential!

"Variety's"

2nd N. V. A.

got on to something today and I'll let you
on it: Harry Tenney (Stern's Professional
Manager) had all sorts of requests to jump
on to Chicago and fix up the boys with new
material. He was so busy, he simply couldn't,
but marching orders came from headquarters, so he left on Monday.
I

in

He

will

Anniversary

with the best bunch of applause-getters
Stern ever let loose, including "DRAFTING

N. V. A. Anniversary Numby "Variety" last spring,
an innovation in trade journalism.

The

was
The Second Anniversary Number
will be replete with information and

"SOMEBODY'S DONE ME WRONG," "MY
MOTHER'S LULLABY," "WHAT MORE
CAN A WOMAN GIVE," "OH YOU WON-

detail concerning the National Vaudeville Artists, the largest and most influential society of professionals ever

!

GIRLS," and two new "babies"

organized.

of Skidmore's.

Another thing: Did you ever meet Henry
Fink, who wrote "Curse of an Aching
Heart"? He made enough on that one to buy
the "Ritz." So he's trying it again with a better ballad of the same type, "I Wasted My
Love on You," one of those plain-talk songs
with a catchy tune that grips you and raises
a lump in your throat.
you get Tenney right, he'll loosen up and let you
it, and take it from me, he has a few more brand
new ones in his "kit." The minute you see this ad,
send your permanent address to Tenney, care of Chicago Office or the Sherman House, and when he arrives he'll drop you a line and give you action (if
you're a performer) as he plays no favorites.

If

hear

Advertising rates for the special number will not be changed, and favored
reservations will be given early applicants.

—

COLONIAL (Charles J. Rich, mgr.). On Its
fourth week at this houBe, "The Rainbow
Girl" continues to draw large houses and
there is nothing In sight for entrance to this
house

applies to the following points which Tenney will also hit on this trip: Atlantic City, care of
Schlitz Hotel; Pittsburgh, care of Colonial Annex;
Detroit, care of Statler's ; Cleveland, care of Statler's
Buffalo, care of Statler's; Rochester, care of Statler's
so be sure and write him immediately so he can let
you know the date he arrives.

—

Meanwhile,
and Abner
tickle your
stead, 1556

Irving Maslof, Bob Miller, May Pound
Silver (the Broadway Paderewski) will
musical fancies at "Stern's" old homeBroadway, New York City (next door to
the Palace Theatre).

BILLY CUMBY

now.

PLYMOUTH

(Ed.

D.

Smith,

Man Who Came Back," now on

mgr.).— "The
13th week

Tnt

its
is

in this city.
Despite long run
playing to
excellent business and Indications are that It
will stay there for several Weeks more.
(E. D. Smith, mgr.).— Still housing William Gillette In "A Successful Calam-

extremely popular.
PARK SQUARE (Fred E. Wright, mgr.).—
Capacity at the opening of "Cheating Cheaters," with indications the show will prove one
of the biggest successes of season at this

sle

house.

Review.)

STAR

MOLLIS

(Charles J. Rich, mgr.).—Geo.
"Hamilton" continues successful enBooked here for two more weeks
at the least, and "The Country Cousin" schedArllss In

gagement.

house then.
MAJESTIC (E. D. Smith. msr.).— "Odds
and Ends of 1!)17" proving attractive and
drawing good business. On the last two weeks.
When this show departs It Is reported the
house will be taken over by a play staged by
the Hrltlsh Recruiting Mission.
COPLEY (H. W. Pattee, mgr.).— "Eccentric
Lord Comberdene," Is offerjng of the
Henry Jewett Players.
CASINO (Charles Waldron, mgr.). Spiegel's "Merry Rounders."
GAYETY (Thomas H. Henry, mgr.).—

uled

to open

at this

—

Cooper's "Sightseers."

White

and

—

(George E. Lothrop, mgr.). Pat
"Gaiety Girls."
Vaudeville
Jack McAullffe and balance of
Includes Gregolre and Elmlna,
his

topped by
vaudeville
Huella de Busse. Coyne and Harris,
ris and Bub Campbell.

Lew Har-

Arthur Manlcy, one of the box office, men
at the- Wilbur, was tendered a reception by
tho other Shubert attaches In this city when
he left to Join the navy.
He is but 10 and
his home Is In Everett.

(Dr. Peter C. Cornell, mgr.).
Bonstelle and players In "Daybreak."

First time here.

GAYETY
GARDEN

TREMONT

visit.

8pam"

JEAN

"FORTY

WILBUR

(John B. Schoeffel, mgr.).—
"Miss Springtime" playing a return engagement at this house.
Opened to capacity
house. Original company now playing musical
offering which cleaned up here on previous

Black

wtt*

ity.'*

HOWARD

The same

first

ber, published

BLUES," "INDIANOLA," "TISHOMINGO
BLUES," "SEND BACK DEAR DADDY TO
ME," "MY LITTLE RAMBLING ROSE,"

Say, that boy "Skid" has a clever writing
partner named Marshall Walker. I'd 'ave
tipped you off about this before, but I didn't
know it myself. By the way, I got $1,000 in
my "kick" that says that "Indianola" song is
the best war-whoop lyric written since "Hiawatha" and it has that one "skun" forty ways.
It is also the best music ever turned out by
the composer of "By Heck."

issued

May 10th

be at Stern's Chicago office, 119
Street, beginning March 29th,

North Clark

DERFUL

be

will

ian

(Manager

Patton).— "Burlesque

(Manager Graham). —"The Paris-

Flirts."

OLYMPIC (Manager

Slotklu).— Tab musiccomedy.
"Impressarlo"
Merritt A Bridewell
Brooks & Lore] la Raymond A Wells.
Miles Goldberg, dramatic critic of the Buffalo "Commercial," has resigned to become
secretary to the Wholesalers' and Manufacal

;

;

;

turers'

Association here.

The forthcoming marriage of Edward L.
Hyman, manager of the Victoria, has been
announced.
Mr. Hyman's bride will be Mies
Kedanz, local booker for Goldwyn plays.

DETROIT.
BY JACOB SMITH.
TEMPLE (C. O. Williams, mgr.; U. B. O.).
—Lillian Shaw; Clayton White and Co.;
David Saplrsteln
Brendel and Bert
Primrose Four
Fern and Davis
Apollo Trio
;

;

;

;

Bertie Ford.
MILES (Will

Greening, mgr.: Nash).—
Corse Payton In sketch
Ave other acts.
ORPHEUM (Rod Waggoner, mgr.; Loew).
"Arabian Night"; Lloyd and WhltehoUM
Roth and Roberts Fields and Wells Amoros
and Jeanette Valentine Fox.
REGENT (Tob Faland. mgr.; Loew).
Dancing Girl of Delhi; Charles Althuff; Billy
Elliott; Mlddleton and Spellmeyer
Bert and
Hazel 8kat«lle Burke Bros, and Kenda.
OPERA HOUSE (Harry Parent, mgr.).—
;

;

;

;

;

;

Present."
"Among Those
GARRICK. — "Passing Show,"

second

week.

Next, "Peter Ibbetaon."

By

BUFFALO.
C. MEYER.

RAYMOND

SHEA'S

ADAMS. — St.

(Henry

LYCEUM

—

mgr.). Frances
Kennedy, liked. Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Barry.
Six Klrksmlth Sisters,
popularity honors.
prettily

Carr,

framed and gowned. Walter Brower,
Bowers, Walters and Crocker,
Santly and Norton, kept up
Sansone and Dellla, cycllsti, closed.

put It across.
usual comedy.
interest.

MAJESTIC

(Dr. Peter C. Cornell, mgr.).
Dark this week. "Follies" April 1.
TECH (John R. Olshel, mga.). Maud*
Fulton In "The Brat." Next week, 'Teasing

—

Show."

Wilson.

Elmo.

(A.

R%

Vaughan G laser Stock.
Warner, mgr.).— Al H.

Next, Rice Brothers' Show.

TROVELLO
AMERICAN VENTRILOQUIST
Presenting

"THE AVIATING CHAUFFEUR"
•nd

-OLD ZIP LIZAS COON"

WELL. ADTT THAT HOT CORN?

VARIETY
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THE BOSTON FAVORITE

CHARLES

& COMPANY'S

REMICK

H.

JL

now connected with

is

JEROME

I\jrrL

PROFESSIONAL BOSTON OFFICE

228

TREMONT STREET

where he
CADILLAC (Sam

Levey,

mgr.).— "Big Re-

Ward,

mgr.).— "Sporting

be pleased to see

will

all his friends.

view."

OAYETY

M.

(J.

asked a blacksmith to make three Iron

I

eggs
a

Widows."

For

Adams

The

He

facing Grand Circus
been playing Vaughan

theater,

park, and which has

IN

stock since It opened last fall, will
film attractions Easter Sunday, at
which time the Olaser Players will end the
engagement. The first attraction will be Universal^ "Beast of Berlin." The Adams gives

Qlaaer
go to

the
for'

Kunsky Enterprises three full-week stapds
pictures within the Grand Circus park

zone.

"The Passing Show of 1917" received panning notices from all the newspapers, as void
comedy lines and with no tuneful songs.
The critics granted there were enough good
people, but there was nothing for them to do.
of

'The Unbeliever" did such a big business
nt

the Majestic

has been held over a second

it

week.

W.

P.

KANSAS air.
A.
B.

LO€KVART.
Fltzpatiick,

The Comedy

ft

Er-

Players, the group displacing

of

PABST (Ludwlg Krelss, mgr.).— Pabst German Stock Co.. "Der Herrgottsfchnlker von
Ammergau" 20, "Der Hochtourlst."
;

GAYETY

(Charles

Fox, mgr.
and Kyrs

J.

— Pacemakers

;

EMPRESS

24,

(Walter C. 8cott, mgr).

burlesque.

(Lawrenco Lehman, mgr.).
Worthy of
Fisher and excellent cast.
Avon Comedy Four, A. Robins,
heading.
Hailey and Cowan, Cole, Russell and Davis,
"Five Clubs," Claude M. Hoode and Estelle
France.
v
_, A

—Stock

John O. Fee

Is

the

new

director.

mgr.).— First
second half, Harry Lauder.
half, "Cleopatra"
EMPRESS (J. C. Donley, mgr.).— "Court
Room Girls," "A Business Proposal." Burns
and Lynn. Jackson and Wahl, Marie La Varre,
Hill and Ackerman.
GLOBE (Cyrus Jacobs, mur.). Western
Girls. Payne Duo, Benny Harrison and Co.,
Novelty Pierrots. Maboney and Rogers, ImQulgley,

;

—

lets,
Ray Conlin. Last half: Sam Liebert,
Thalero's Circus, Rector, Weber and Talbcrt,
Jack Dresdner, Story and Clark, Rose and

perial Four.

Ellis.

cess.

Ten Dark Knights. Old Soldier Flddlera,
Wray's Manikins. Orth and Lillian. J. Edward Lesslng and Co.. George Evers, Kelly

GRAND (J. Kent Sherlock, mgr.).— "The
Ensign," by Grand Players, tremendous sucEva Craig, Lloyd Gould. L. Rufus Hill,
Barrow Le Paige and Gladys Bush leading

CENTURY (Tom Taaffe, mgr.). — "Follies
of Pleasure."
GAYETY (George W. Gallagher, mgr.).

MILLER

(Jack Yeo, mgr.: agent.

Loew).—

ORPHEUM (J. H. AIos, mgr.).—"Orpheum
Musical Comedy Co., big hit last week Id "The
Next week, "Sweethearts."
This
"Rose Maid."

las

HIS MAJESTY'S (Edwards and Drlscoll.
next,
"Oh Boy!" opened Tuesdsy
"Pom-Pom."
PRINCESS (E. LA PIER, mgr.; agent, U.
Mason and Keeler
Raj 8amuels;
B. 0).

—

;

—

Wm.

;

film.

IMPERIAL

BY ARTHUR SCHALBK.
mgrs.).

Irrlngton, N. J.

Asked" headlined Harris and Manlon Shannon and Annls; The Clevlands; Jim Reynolds;
Chadwlck and Taylor; "Alimony,"

Firefly."
week (18).

MONTREAL

Wanderer." held over for second week: 24,
"The Bird of Paradise."
MAJESTIC
(James
A.
Hlgler,
mgr.
agent, Orph.).— Lady Duff-Gordon and Style
Revue, Joe Jackson, Tina Lerner, Misses
Campbell. Lemalr and Gallagher, Reginl Connelll and Ruby Craven, Stanley and Blrnes.
PALACE (Harry E, Billings, mgr.; agent.
W. V. M. A.).— Happy Jack Gardner and Co.,
Sun Fong Lin Troupe, Smith and Kaufman,
Arthur Millar and Pam Lawrence. The Bart-

It.

114

;

manager.

Is

to notice

Address
Linden Arenas

Auto

C. A. Nlggemeyer has disposed of the lease
of the Shubert, playing stock, to Milwaukee
people, and Harry L. Mlnturn, the leading

man,

young

agent,

;

Girls.

MILWAUKEE.
By P. G. MORGAN.
DAVIDSON (Sherman Brown, mgr.).— "The

The Panned-Amertcan Jagglert
The man Is undoubtedly great In a
very small way, while some of his stun*
antedates the prehistoric period; but
the audience for the most part are too

"Playthings."

American).

get

O. K.

and Fern, Munford and Thompson, DnmitreKCU-Dunham Co.
SHUBERT (Harry L. Mlnturn. mgr.).—
Shubert Theatre Stock Co., "A Full House";
24,

the rasing of the Willis Wood
theatre started this week. The former K. ft E.
house will make way for a 20-story Kansas
City Athletic building.

ORPHEUM

A.

THE

mgr.).—

Sallle

(W.

Klaw

for

W. A. Qulgley, until recently manager of
the Garden, has gone back to his old vocation of printing theatre tickets.

•The Gypsy Trail," with Chicago cast. Including Elsie Mackay, Ott Kurger, Allan Dinehart,
Zettlo Tilbury, William Riley Hatch. Warmly
Patronage excellent.
Received.

GARDEN

manager

the Harlequin Players at the Little theatre,
at a recent meeting announced work was In
preparation for a series of eight performances
of three one-act plays to be presented soon.

Work

DY HAROLD
SHUBERT (John

Cullen,

wouldn't

they

no time to make them.
Why don't yon use some hard boiled?"
So I went to New York to get some
And I drifted all over Broadway.
Well, I didn't bring any home,
But I met more than three that day!

"ROSE AND THE BUTTERFLY"
langer at the Garden for the coming season,
has invited suggestions as to the scenes to be
painted on the new decorations.

so

trick,

spoiled.
said. "I've

;

Bert Melrose Breen
J. Ward and Girls
Family Gould and Lewis Col. Diamond and
Granddaughter Morris and Allen.
LOEW'S (Ben Mills, mgr.).— "No Questions
;

;

Models,"

The

W. Conover, mgr. ) .—Doug"Headln' South."

(H.

Fairbanks

in

FRANCAI8

Oodel, mgT.).— "Radium
week; De Onsos Art. Adair;
The Sterlings; The Gardens.
(Tom Conway, mgr.).—"Maids of
(Phil

full

;

Elliotts;

OAYETY
America."
EMPIRE

(Paul

Cazeneuve,

mgr.).— "Her

Unborn Child."

;

;

;

NEW ORLEANS

BY

M
i

vi

nr nh

N

I

O. M. SAMt/BL.
(Arthur White, mgr.).— Lucille
Cayanagbis splendid dancing Interlude atones
In part for curent program's shortcomings.
Bissel and Scott, opening, did fairly.
Burt
and Johnston found scant appreciation for
inferior turn.
Night Boat gave satisfaction.

ORPHEUM

ERS

AKE-UP

James H.
received.

t

TULANE

i

Cullen, pleased.
Joel Towle, well
Ileras and Preston, closed.
(T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— "The

Bird of Paradise."

roles.

Mollte Williams show.

SHl^BERT.— "Oh. Boy,"

next week, headed

by Joseph Santley.

The Comedy Club

Kansas

City, recently
reorganized to broaden Its scope of activity,
has offered a prize of $100 for the beet
original play, which shall be worthy of production by the club.
of

MABEL

ALAN

DONT

Cameron and deVitt
Watch

for our

new playlet, "OH!
Fully copyrighted

YOU FORGET

PSHAW"

that all

members

of the

Managers, Attention!

GOLDING

Mabel Perry

SCENIC
STUDIOS

and CO.

INC.

"The Calendar Girl"

506

Putnam Building

1493

Posing novelty

BROADWAY
Bryant €483

at

AMERICAN born and they
employ nothing in the building
of
your scenery but
AMERICAN CITIZENS.
are

81st

Street

Theatre

March 21-24
Direction,

ROSE & CURTIS

MABEL PERRY
The

California

Venus"
P. P.

I.

THINK

E.

1

IT

OVER

VARIETY
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t=

AND
announce that

WILLIAM
same

B. FRIEDLANDER, Inc., will continue offering the
style of attractions it has heretofore been identified with in
big time vaudeville.

NOW

BOOKING:

Two companies

of

"THE NAUGHTY PRINCESS"
"THE SUFFRAGETTE REVUE"
a
THE RECKLESS EVE
One company of

One company of

f>

a

One company of

THE FOUR HUSBANDS

»

TWO NEW GIRL ACTS in preparation to appear
in the

WILLIAM
JAMES BUCKLEY,

EAST IN APRIL AND MAY.
B.

FRIEDLANDER,

President and Treasurer

JOE SULLIVAN,

INC.
General Manager

Phone: Bryant 6141

1568 Broadway,

New York

City.

1

—

VAEIITY
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BEST PLACES TO DINE AT
ATTHB

SEE
(ON SKATES)
VMaly Snouted by

and

^TflflO 9

(rf tfet

WINTER
1CESH0W

BflsrT

with

The Peppy Musical Comedy

"On the Carpet"

Mtir dos/vKUi

ran

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

HILDONA COURT
Wert 48th St

841 te 947

A

Plicae Bryast 0288

Bslldlss De Luxs

JUST COMPLETED; ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARRANGED IN SUITS OF ONE, TWO ANO THREE
ROOMS. WITH TILED BATH AND SHOWER. TILED KITCHENS. KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
SYSTEM.
THESE APARTMENTS EMBODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE.
$13.00 Up Wesfcly; $80.00 Us Mesthly

With

HELEN HARDICK

YANDIS COURT

and

HENRI COURT

241-247 West 434 St.
Phone Bryant 7*12
I.
3 aad 4- room asartmeats with v/lteheatttes,
private bath and teJepheae.
The privaey thees
aeartneats are noted for Is one of Its attraction*.
111.10 Up Weekly

The White Hussars

aad 310 West 40th St.
Mp-te-tbe>mlnatc sew.
arraaeed la apartments of S

4

kltohens asd private bath,

la

312. 314

As

Reserve Tables

Bryast 4203-4131
32S aad 330 West 43d St.
Three and four reams wtth bath*
decree of mederaaess that saeels asythlne la this
type of bulldlnp.
These spartaeats will assess*
modate four or mere ads Its.
$0.00 Up Weekly

I

aad 'phoae.

Up Weekly

$13.00

Addreas

SOMETHING

NEW

IN

AN OLD SPOT!

in

CABARET

and

a la carte bill of fare carries the

Come and make

We

Private Bath, 8-4

Lead"

One Block West of Broadway
Between 44th and 47th Street*
Throe, Four and Fire-Room Hlnii-Clasa Furnished Apartments—$10 Up
Phonos t Bryant 8080-1
MRS. GEORGE HIEGEL, MfT.
Strictly Professional

NEW YORK

Phono: Greeley 8873-0374
1
2
8 and 4 Rooms, from

AMRON

J.

110 West 38th St
N, Y. City Greeley 5518

156

MBS. REILLY,
Week Upwards—Housekeeping; Privil

West 35th

Special Service Bureau
4

Street, off

Broadway,

OHAROE

fall

and

Telephone:

Bryant 2387

impartial

and

SUNDAYS
$1.00

Dinner 85 Cents!

QOLITO
1V

St\JIV/Iil

itsd.

NEW

mi

ray,

CITY

HOME COOKING
VERY REASONABLE PRICES
THB ORIGINAL SSHMAN
From

41th

St.,

New York

14 Bo.

CUrk

Two

ChicaftW

Kellos,

PALACE (Sam
Leon

and

Co.,

"The

Way

Out," film.

mgr.).— First half,
Royce, Grey and
Nardlnl, Kale and Koyne,
Myers,

Ray

L.

Countess
"The Devil's Wheel," film. Last half, Tom
and
Highlanders,
Olga
Musical
Brown's
Mlsbka, Captain Jack Barnctt and Son, Corcoran and Mack, The Ferraros, "The Girl and
the Jury," film.
STRAND (Maurice Barr, mgr.).— Pictures.
Byron,

Try as once end convince yourself

BESTAUBANT

CRESCENT (Walter Kattman, mgr.).
half, "Temptation," Alf Klpon, Three
DuBty Rhodes, Lee and Cranston, Ferguson
and Sunderland, "Sunshine Nan," film. Last
Nine Little Rubens, Peggy Bremen and
half
Bro., Bernard and Meyers. Donovan and MurFirst

2

Baths and Continnons Hot Water
Large Rooms, 84 and Up
snd 3-Room Apartments, $7 to 80.80

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING

310

W.

48th St,

New York

SEYMORE HOTEL
If.

T.

:

THB BEST ITALIAN DINNER IN THB CITY
NEW YORK

dam of
CHARLES SCHEUER. fseneral

plkuly probabU leatth of stay and

SATURDAY'S

108.110W.49A

by

New York

Apartments
and Rooms

FREE fF
'

lafotmatloB reaotreO

"TOE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S

Prop.

Furnished

AtJaafJs City. N. J.

100 So. Vlrslsls Ave.

Tale bureau will faraish npon applleatlea

At 7:30 and 11:80

Per

Newly ReneTStod

170

"THE GIRL FROM PAREE"

$3.50

MARION HOTEL
Private Baths

Lunck 55 Cents

NEW YORK CITY

754-756

IN

MOST SENSATIONAL BEVUE

in the

323 West 43rd str *«t»

Catering to the comfort and convenience of the profession.
88 Up
Electric light
_.

ADELAID
EIGHTH A VENUS

MARLBOROUGH HOTEL AND RESTAURANT UNDER THE SAME MANAGEMENT

"Always

Rooms

Cento

Cater Particularly to the Profession

MAXIM'S

EIGHTH AVENUE

Geo, P. Schneider, Prop.

Steam Heat and

yourself at home.

UNDER THE PERSONAL MANAGEMENT OP

778

1044

"^"aiJrJdl^*^"*

DANCING

LOWEST PRICES

Office—

xiis'W vadit
XUKa
n**™

Each Apartment

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

DINNER
Luncheon Entrees from 30 Cents Upward

%

So..

C

Club

take pleasure in offering
a novelty in our

Table dtlote Dinner at

Times

776-78-80 EIGHTH AVENUE
Between 47th and 48th Streets

Phono—Bryant

A

to

[

Private Bath and Phono

At Broadway and 48th Street

We

One Block

{£

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

RESTAURANT

Directly under the N. V.

THE EDMONDS
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

Bryant

Tel.

AMRON
DINNER

communications to M. Claman

all

Principal Office—Yandls oCurt, 241 West 43d Street. Now York
Apartments can be seen evenings. Office in each balldlnjr

Phone 9900 CoL

c

Up Weekly

$13.00

THE DUPLEX

SOS to 380 West 51st 8t.
Phone Col. 7IS2
An slevater. fireproof bold Ins of the newest type,
havlat every devko and eonvsnlonee.
Apartments
are bcavttfuriy amaaflod. and oonslst of 2. 3 and 4
rooms, wtth kltoheas aad kltoheasttss. tiled bath

Now

s&

ment.

IRVINGTON HALL

i>

Our

******Jib)

Under the direct supervision of the owners. Located in the heart of the city, Just off
Broadway, close to all hooklnjr offices, principal theatres, department stores, traction
lines, "L" road and sab way.
Wo are the largest maintainors of honsekeeplnjr famished apartments spedalislns;
to theatrical folks.
Wo are on the around daily. This alone Ineurea prompt service
and cleanliness.

NSW

Paulsen
lot

500 Housekeeping Apartments

GOLDEN
GLADES

"The Apache"
Elsie

BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

The Tulane closes Saturday, "The Bird of
Paradise" being the last attraction booked
The season has not been
at the playhouse.
auspicious due to the scarcity of worth-while
Plays of merit were given
productions.
bounteous support, but they were all too few.

tice to

the frttasion

RsH>Hl&, 75C and npward
Rooms

JOHN

A. Dfi

*w

Lost week "Turn to the Right" established
a box office record for the theatrical term.

The People's and Ideal, two of the less pretentious suburban picture theatres, succumbed
recently.
Their effects are being sold at
auction this week.
The Palace
system, which
ated over the

Is

installing

a large typhoon
will be oper-

means the house
summer.

VARIETY

AL.

41

PIANTADOSI

ANNOUNCES A CATALOGUE OF NATURAL HITS
SING THE PRAISES OF THE

BOYS "OVER THERE" CHEER THE MOTHERS "OVER HERE"

THE POSITIVE SUCCESSOR TO "SEND ME AWAY WITH A SMILE"

HOME

HOME

NOT A PEACE SONG BUT AN INSPIRING MARCH SONG GREAT FOR HARMONY

THE GREATEST NOVELTY SONG
WRITTEN IN YEARS

YOU MAY BE A
DOGGONE
DANGEROUS GIRL
BUT I'M A
DESPERATE GUY
Wonderful Female Version; also Doable
Version and Two Man Version. Full of
Screams.

DO YOU REMEMBER

"WAKE

DO YOU LIKE A
CLEAN COMEDY SONG?

UP, AMERICA"

Well, Here Is a

EDDIE CANTOR'S

New One

BIG SONG HIT
in the

Ziegfeld's Follies

HERE COMES
AMERICA NOW

Entitled

I'm Making A Study
—OF THE—

A REAL AMERICAN SONG FOR
REAL AMERICANS
Will Stop Any Show. The Best Song of
Its Kind.
Will Rouse Your Patriotism.

Beautiful Girls
AND

We

I'M

STILL IN

MY

A-B-C'S

Have a Great Female Version. Don't

Forget

It's

a Clean Song.

THE BIG SONG HIT OF THE WEST—A REAL CLEAN SWEEP

BRING BACK

IVIY

SOLDIER BOY TO ME
By

WALTER HIRSCH

DON'T FORGET THAT

WILD WOMEN
NEW YORK
1531

OFFICE

Bway.—Astor
Cor. 45th

St

Bldg.

and

FRANK MAGINE

WE ARE THE

PUBLISHERS OF

are making a

AL. PIANTADOSI
HERBERT

&

WILD MAN
CHICAGO OFFICE

CO.,

I. AVERY, Gen'l Mgr.
JACK GLOGAU, Prof. Mgr.

Inc.

143 N. Dearborn

St.

Opp. Cort Theatre

GEO. PIANTADOSI
Western Manager

MR. PIANTADOSI JUST BACK FROM CHICAGO WILL BE PLEASED TO GIVE THE PROFESSION HIS PERSONAL ATTENTION.

-

VARIETY

YOUR VOICE SOPRANO, MEZZO, CONTRALTO,
TENOR, BASS OR BARITONE?

IS

If you are a professional Vocalist and will send us along professional cards and some recent programs, we shall be pleased to send
you three songs which we believe to be the greatest artistic sentimental ballads ever written. Of course, if you have been accustomed to
using "Ragtime" and "Jazz" songs these songs would really not interest you, but if you have been using such songs as "Little Gray
Home in the West," "Sunshine of Your Smile, " "Keep the Home Fires Burning (Till the Boys Come Home)/9 "There's a Long,
Long Trail" and "A Little Love, a Little Kiss," these numbers will be exactly what you are looking for.

CHAPPELL
41

W.

&

CO., LTD.

34th Street

NEW YORK

PUBLISHERS

DAWN IS SHINING"—"KNITTING"
"KEEP THE HOME FIRES BURNING"—'TACK UP YOUR TROUBLES"

"LADDIE IN KHAKI"—"WHEN THE GREAT RED
"Intolerance"
anon.

her fitted te Just rigs*, Tka Jeaeeh Da Kos
oompany of eerobats, withI HeirSleety-staged
turn and a corking good routipe ei tricks
well dona, gave the
g very

being shown at the Tri-

Is

McConnick and Wlnehill returned to the
Alamo Sunday.

Lew Rose

number.

ALLEGHENY (Joeeph Cohen, mgr.).D. O'Rourke, Philadelphia tenor, featured; Abeam Troupe; Hunting aad Praaooe;
Kltaer, Hawley aad McClay; Willie Brothers;

phen

bring the Nat Fields
burlesque company from Hattlesburg to open
at the Dauphlne, owing to hie having bean
offered, at the eleventh hour, a handsome
proposition to Install the company ha has
been playing here all season, st Hsttlesburg.
He has closed the Dauphlne, and will rsmsia
with his company at the cantonment basa
not

did

MORBTTE SI8T1R8

Indefinitely.

PHILADELPHIA.
BY JUVENILE.
B.

KEITHS

F.

(H.

Two Tans** «eed Lookta*
Otrts (Wi Admit H)

Jordan,

T.

"Bine Joane.'
GRAND (W. D. Wegeferth. mgr.).—Morris
Golden aad Co., ia -The Viol-Ina." headlines
this week's bill.
Others are Mergee aid
Parker ; Lew Holts ; Holmes aad Buohaaon la
"Days of *61"; Market. Francois aad Partner;
the Sim feature. Pearl White and Aatoaie
Moreno la "The House of Hate."
COLONIAL (H. A. Smith, iter.).—Ocerge
Chooe'e "Oh, Ton Melody," la the headllner
this week. Others: J. Dingle and Co, la "Aa
Irlah Halloweea"; HaiTyBpepalar ; Do Yea
Meralte. aad the film feature, William fc
irtla "Blue Biases Rawdaa.
KEYSTONE (ht W. Tsylor, mgr.).—Harry
Seuben aad Musical
W«
U Review with Al Weber
and Bmmy Barbter aa artaclpals Is featured.
Others: "Dancing a la Carte"; George apd
Marie Brawn In "That's One of Them"; Al
Tucker; La Prance Roes Troupe, and the film

film

mgr.).—

It Mlaates la

"OaeT

Sd

Flaytap

Wstck

this spacs while

eafeld oar aew i
tan
yaa who bar agnate are

7

"Vengeance and the Woman."
NIXON (Fred Leopold, mgr.)w—Six Imps aad
a Girl la "Aa AraUan Night" lane tie hill
thie week.
Others: T«wa*eudL WUear aad

feature,

I4CM423 TtfRDJWftJC
sssss>rcMt-ao*emcEr

READ AND BB CONVINCED

Co., la "The Smart Aleck"; Three Lyras;
Jenks aad Allan, and the Sim feature Is Viv-

FURNITURE

ian

Mania

OR CREDIT
CASH
Brwlnw HH • •*«*•*
Ova*

With Eva Taafaay as the beadllaor baslnsss
took snotber leap, a capacity audlsaoe greeting the greatest of all eccentric corned lennea
There Is ons thing certain wben things gst
a bit slack, play Tangaay It's lika oountlng
up before tba box-office opens. Tbls bumsn
electric spark Is still stopping 60 miles aa
hour and going strong.
Monday afternoon
she sang a helf-dosen numbers, including tba
old standby, "I Doa't Gars," and made everyons soars a bull's-eye. She la just energy
plus, and It makes no dlfferenoe what she doss
she gets sway with It and keeps drswlng them
In.
Maybe some of those who helpad fill the
house didn't like her ap wsll as soma of the
others, bnt It was little Eva who brought
them there, and that'a answer enough. She
has a bunch of new songs, and two or three
of them are as good aa any she baa avsr used.
It was very noticeable paw well tba little
sentimental number about "Whoa I'm Gone"
seemed to land.
And her costumes—well,
they're Just freakish, but what a wonderful
flash.
It must keep somebody awaks nights
thinking out such designs.
They applauded
Miss Tangnay plentifully, as well as that
Monday audience ever spplauds anything or
anybody, and the slsa of the house refuted
any chsrge that she Is "going back" as a
drawing card. The big laughing hit of the
show went to Roger Imhof'e new sketch, ''A
Pest House." As a character comedy this Is
a real gem and as all of Imhof'e eketchee
nave oeen tt la epiendidiy played, imnot la
still
one of the very best Irish character
actors oa the stage, and hs has able support from Hugh L. Conn snd Marcelle Coreene.
Old-timers will recognise in this sketch a resemblance of some of the old afterplecee they
presented when vaudeville was variety, but
there hasn't been a low-oomedy eketch asea
In years thst has as many laughs In It ss
tbls one.
It was Just one eteady laugh from
start to finish, and Imhof's chsracter Is so

—
—

for the Price

TUB House
with

of Holiwsaser does not content Itoffering the usual staple deafens of

self

furniture, but seeks through the markets or
as
for those patterns that are recognised
seen
of exceptional worth and artlstlo merit,
article of furniture here, whether
.£
en suite, must possess its own sir of Individuality
and distinction. That is whj for a quaner century we hare furnished some of the most heautlful homes In New York— that and the fact that.
being out of the high rrat district, our prices are
Tastly lower than anywhere else.

America

WR£g*

WHITE FOR NEW 80 -PAGE CATALOGUE
AND 12- PAGE SPRING SALE CIRCULAR
from Wast tide by
Accessible rrom
Baslly
illy Aosessinie
Mth or fifth St Croostown Cars
Apartment with
Ported raraltars
•rand Rapids
Value* *•». now
Fnmltnre

ww «*

$375

$275
S-Rewsa

Apart aa est
|7se) Vaiwe

Apartment

$585

$750

OUR LIBERAL TERMS
[
1

1

1
1

Valne|Depaalt|Weehiy
<

1M

$ie.ea

tl.N

UN put
UN
MM M».*C

MJI

$ift.tt

1

$4M

I

$•*•

9I.M
$*.**

Met*

•4.H

I4S.SC

•t.st

Prefcasloaal
Dtecaeatotf

15% Off
for Cash

Larger Ameaats ap to lament
also to New Tsrk
Jersey and CoaneeMc

Terms apply
State,

We

New

eey tretsai aeC reJIreeS tares.

"A

Petticoat Pilot."

Bmersen A Baldwia; Arthur Tippaa; Clark
Four Musical Avoloe Chung A Hay.
WILLIAM PBNN (O. W. Metsel, mgr.)!—
First half, Frank Manning aad Leon Baddy
Clark are featured la "The Mimio World." a
musical Ublold which heads the bllL Others,

A Wood

The Best of Furniture

In

GLOBE (Babloekey A McOurk, mgr*.).—
Raekla's Review, a big Raeslsn dancing act
featuring Mykoff aad vanity, la the chief attraction, with the following furrouadlag bill:
"Bveryman'e Slater" an allegorical sketch;
Dunham-Edwards Trio; Clark A Fagaa:

—

—

drawn that he's good for a scream to
look at him. Dorothy Granville, in her "Types
of Women," proved herself a distinctly pleasing entertainer.
Miss Granville has a voice
thst is a near imitation of Irene Fraaklla
without any attempt to make it so, and the
girl possesses a most agreeable personality
thst helps a lot In getting her stuff over.
8he is assisted at the piano by Jim Rule, who
Howard and
also joins in on one number.
White have a very good vehicle in Herbert
"The Gadabouts."
Hall Wlnslow'o sketch,
Ths title does not fit it very well snd It calls
for a very wide strstch of Imagination to
overlook some of the situations, but aa a
faroe it fills tba bill, and it will be even
better when the principals do not attempt too
much of a dramatic touch to reading their
Unas In the early minutes. Mario Lo's group
of highly-colored postage proved very laterfinely

The designer has worked out some
very pretty effects and gotten away from the
ideas of others who have dona the posing
thing.
Bert Hanlon dragged out his monolog
so long snd then threw la about a dosen
verses of that terrible "Olive" recitation, so
that he grew very tlreeome before he waa
through. Oettlng away to a nloe start, he did
well until attempting to take the audience
Into hie confidence, then ha went the other
way and kept right on going until the olive
He's
speech dropped him with a dull thud.
a clever fellow and did very well the last time
Two dancing acta (o21uw«U each other
eeen.
at the opening of the bill, but there waa no
conflict.
First came the Three Romance, and
the trio of good looking girls danced themselves Into warm favor.
Their dancing waa
so well liked thst ths war song should be
dropped. These war ballads are getting pretty
thick, and using them In an act of this kind
Is all wrong.
Rose snd Moon came right after
the three girls snd Isnded a- good-slsed applause hit, and In this act the boy's song num-

;

Bert Lewie
film

;

A Walter Leopold;

feature,

Treasell Trie;

"The Keys of the Righteous."

Last hslf. "Ths Rocky Pass,"

Mdle

Gtrard Co.

and others. The film feature Is Oeorgs Walsh
la "Jack Sperloek, Prodigal."
BROADWAY (Chae, Shlslsr, mgr.).—First
half, Beatrice Morrell and Hsr Sextet; Jones
A Sylvester; Chess A La Tour; Tueeaae
Brothere;
Florence
Henry;
film
feature,
Jewel Carmen in "The Girl With the Champagne Eyes." Lest hslf, 'Ths Mimic Revue"
heads the vaudeville bill, and Maoists In "Tie
Warrior" is the film feature.

eating.

ELVA GRIEVES

ALBOLEN
The curtain

ALBOLBNB.

fall
Is the eve for
the perfect make-up re-

mover, thai really makes Richard
himself again.
Richard in a few/
minutes with a smooth, clean, els
skin, emerges from the etagedoor
aibossas Is pat la 1 and l
to fit the sassa-ap seat alee la
Met to sad of saws

ia eese.

aad dealers la aatha-ap.
request.

Write for

McKBSSON
•1 Faltoa Street

tt.

ft

BOBBINS
NewTeek

VARIETY

B. F. Keith's

1

1

43

Marcus Loew's
Enterprises

Circuit

United Booking

General Executive Offices
Putnam Building Times Square

New York

SCHENCK
JOSEPH M. Manager

(Agency)

PAUL KEITH,

A.

ALBEE,

E. F.

General

President

Vice-President and General

J.

Manager

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

LUBIN

H.

Booking Manager
Mr. Lnbin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and

HODGDON

S. K.

Feiber

1

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire this

New York

Palace Theatre Building

•

office.

Chicago Office:
North American Building

City

AMALGAMATED

& Shea

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

1493 Broadway
(Putnam Building)

New York

President

City

General Executive Offices:

i

729

SEVENTH

AVE.,

M. D.

INDEPENDENT
Tfco Beat Small

Time

v
CI ROUI

la

ill*

Far West.

Steady, ConsecuUr.

Work

ARTISTS
VAUDEVILLE

sailings of boats for Australia for all flrat-

Tivoli Theatres, SShuu*

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA and AFRICA

HUGH

agtstared Cable Address

D.

American RepresenUtlT*.NORM

Australian
and N. Z. Vaudeville
SEN

J.

FULLER

all sailing!

from Ban Fraaclsoo and Vancouver

Agents
Weatern Vaudeville Mgrs.' Assn., Chicago

Director

BUFFALO

BIG

The Western Vaudeville
Managers' Association
MOOT

SINGER, General Manager—TOM CARMODY, Booking Manager

Majestic Theatre Building

CHICAGO,

ILL.

*••' Estate Trust Bldg.. Philadelphia

ACADEMY

BOOKINGS ARRANGED
For

$3,000,000

Head 0«ce. TIVOLI THEATRE. Sydaay. Aastralla

AN JEFFERIES

FULLER'S

fievtrnlas Director.

Combined CapiUl.

McINTOSH, Governing

"HTJOHMAC," Sydney

can secure long engagements by booking direct with ut

for Norolty Feature Acta.

oiaaa acta.

Harry Rickard's

SIMMONS

Conoral Booking Manager

EXECUTIVE OFFICES—ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO
Can arrange from three to Its weeks between
Communicate by wire or letter.

at Forty-ninth St.

FEATURE ACTS WANTED

WRITE OR WIRE

NEW ENGLAND BOOKING

VAUDEVILLE ACTS
for
THEATRES and PARKS

FRED MARDO

Putnam

Building,

Times Square, New York

City

VARIETY

"BACK

— BIGGER

AND BETTER THAN EVER"—VARIETY.

SHAW

LILLIAN
(Direction,
FOR THE

BOOKED

KEYS

(Habloskey

&

;

Thirteenth

WEEK

(William 8. Canning,
mgr.). Providence Opera House Players in
Production of this pjay
"Five After One."
August
In New York has been promised.
MacHugh has been directing the plays since
Miss Clemence Randolph assumed charge of
the players.

KEITHS

(March

18),

Lovenberg.
mgr.).
Hobart Bosworth and Co. heada the bill In
"The Sea Wolf." Others Howard and Fields,
(Charles

:

and Hunter, Harry Ellis, Dark and
Light, James Watta and the Flemings.
EMERY (Martin R. Toohey, mgr.).—The
Emery, with its new schedule of prices, has
been playing to bigger business in the past few
weeks than ever before. Eddie Tanner and Co.
headed the bill.
Pealson and Ooldie, "Gray
and Old Roee," the Dumas Troupe, Harry
Holmes and Florrle LeVere, Georgalls Trio.
Second half
Guy J. Sampsel and Lilly
Leonard, Kalma and Co., John J. Shannon
with the Langton Trio, Dunbar and Turner,
Qene Mason and Fay Cole, Four Musical Bailee.
FAY'S (Edward M. Fay, mgr.).— lea belle
Miller and Co. headlined. Others: "The MusiHallen

Chair."

HOUSE

—

NAT SOBEL

*

:

cal Girls," Gardner's Maniacs,

Ted and Corinne

Rice Brothers,

Nat Burns, Pauline Troupe.

STRAND

H. Williams, mgr.).—
Mary Pick ford in "Amarllly of Clothes Line
(Charlea

Alley."

COLONIAL

BRETON
"On the Boardwalk"

Farr,
America," to good houses.

Week (March

(J.

F.

mgr.).— "Hello

George O. Moody has been appointed amusein the town of Warren, R. I. He
will censor all movleB and theatrical per-

ment censor

formances.

The new million dollar Keith theatre on
Westmlster
present

This

pletion

street, just

Keith
now.

house,

a few blocks above the
Is
fast nearlng com-

Yakima theatre property In that city, of the
city's Intention to condemn the property unless repairs are made at once.
Fred Mercy,
lessee of the house and manager of every theatre In the city, Is not obligated to keep It in
repairs, and has Informed the city commissioners that so far as he is concerned they
can condemn It and place locks on the doors

Moon

KEITHS, PHILADELPHIA

Walter Regan, playing in New York at the
present time with "Yes and No," has been
engaged for the 1018 season of the Albee
Stock Company for Keith's. The company la
about completed now, and Manager Loverberg this week announced the list of plays to
be seen here durlug the season. Included are
"Pels First." "Nothing But the Truth." "Just
a Woman," "The Song of Songs," "Here
Comes the Bride," "Broken Threads." "The
Silent Witness. " "Erstwhile Susan," "Daybreak." "Captain Klda, Jr.," and "The Eternal Magdalene." These have never been seen
here before. The date for the opening has not
yet been announced.

DODD ACKERMAN

SCENIC STUDIOS,

Inc.

140 West 39th Street

New York

City

Stage Decorations
for Productions

—10-17, return of Kolb and Dill In "The High
Cost of Loving," capacity business
next,
"The Show of Wonders," "Johnny, Get Your
Gun."
WILKES (Dean B. Worley, mgr.). 101st
week of the Wilkes' Players here. "Deep Purple," current
GAIETY (Ed. Armstrong, mgr.). ArmHtrong Folly Company in "The Cafe de Jasi."
;

—

—

Good business.

—Vaudeville and
patronage.

LYRIC.
fair

Three Sunday concerts were given last Sunday, the largest number in a single Sunday
for many months.
All were for war benefits.
At the Shubort Majestic, Fay's and the Strand
these were giveu.
The greatest part of the
talent at each was local. One was for a local
hospjtal. another for the American Red Cross
and the third for the Knights of Columbus.
Crescent Park and Rocky Point, R. I., two big
resorts down the bay. aro
anticipating a big Reason this summer because
of the added patronage expected from soldiers
at the Narragansctt Bay fortifications and
Naval Reservists at the Naval Training StaConcesslonists are already
tion at Newport.
making their planB for the season.

summer amusement

SEATTLE.
RY WALTER F. BURTON.
METROPOLITAN

(Gcorgo T. Hood, mgr.).

musical comedy to

thing different.

Koban

ft

please.

Co.,

Cook

and Llllard, splendid.
ORPHEUM (Jay Haas, mgr.).— 10, The Hollowell Concert Company, nine instrumentalists
and a vocalist, pretentious turn.
Bob and
Peggy Valentine, new fun patter.
James
B'vno, found favor. Waldo and Delroy, good.
Ffik Miller Trio, pleased. Bob and Gertrude Petticord, liked.
Film, "Last Card."
PANTAGES (Edgar G. Milne, mgr.).— 11.
"Yucatan," a musical tab.
Martha Russell
and Andy Byrne.
Chung Hwa Four, Mack
and Velmar, Strength Brothers, Eldle Warren.

MOORE

(Carl

Relter,

mgr.).

—

10,

Kalmar

Marlon Harris, good. Foster
Ball, good.
"Corner Store," hilarious. Fradkln, treat for music lovers. Allan Shaw, pleasing.

liked.

Weber

Girls

Phonat

Greeley *••#

Empire and Majestic both have stage facilities ample for most road shows he Is Independent In the matter of the closing of the
Cort showshop.

Manager Dean

Worley

B.

Is

San Fran-

In

cisco conferring with Tom Wilkes relative to
next season's shows at the two houses over
which be holds a guiding hand.

HONK HONK
!

have the right of way
I am speeding toward
Broadway
with a 12-cy Under monologue. I have a
few stops to make at way stations, but
Clear the track

;

I

and

am due soon. Please note mv poem,
"The Old Car," and all my material Is

I

registered with N. V. A. and VARIETY.
Copyrights, Class C.XXc, No. 1094 and

No. 1216.

JAY RAYMOND
A

Representative of the House of Mirth
Chanffenr, FRANK DONNELLY
(More power to him.)

NORMAN JEFFERIE8

(3), good.

Agency

A

two-reel dramatic film, with professional
players In the leading parts, is being shown
at the government military and naval camps.
It is a part of the government's war Insurance campaign. The production Is called "His
Best Gift." and was produced by the photographic division of the Signal Corps, under
the direction of Edwin R. Hesser, a wellknown motion picture director, and former
head of the photoplay propaganda for the Canadian government.
The Liberty theatre,
Camp Lewis, and the Armory at the Bremerton Navy Yard near here, showed the pictures

?AIDARES

^

Three Dashing Yoang Maids
and a Real Comedian .

this section.

in

Singing, Dancing. Comedy, Cycling

Edwin N. Hurley, chairman
Shipping Btrnrd

In Seattle,

made

of the U. 8.
a flying trip

New York last week to confer with the
heads of the Universal Film Corporation relative to the part that company la to play in
to

helping the government obtain volunteers for
shipbuilding In the Northwest.
Hurley's request for moving picture assistance came as
the result of the discovery of the assistance
which the Universal is now rendering the
Fuel Service Commission, the Red Cross, Bureau of Public Information and other governmental departments.

Eugene Laurant, mystlo and
Illusionist, accompanied by high class artists
now touring the Lyceum and Chautauqua cirSeventeenth,

will give a specially arranged entertainment at the Hippodrome for the benefit of
Its members in service in France.
cuits,

Crossman's 7 Entertainers
Personal Direction of

Uattai

Tine

naataS

Sal IS

Direction

KAUFMAN & HYDE
Broadway Theatre Bide..

New York

City

Public Announcement
SIDNEY FAULKE
Will hereafter be

known

as

SIDNEY

and Vaudeville Acts
"THE MODERNISTIC STUDIO"

The Yakima has housed

like.

all the traveling shows there for a number of
years.
Mercy has a new house about completed, called the Liberty theatre, and as the

PALACE HIP (Joseph A. Muller, mgr.).—
A miniature musical comedy, "Little Miss
Foxy," topped.
Lovett and Dale, unusually
bright skit.
Zemater and 8mlth, good. Howard Martelle, assisted by Pearl Fowler, some-

& Brown,

18), Majestic

San Antonio, Tex.

P.

City Attorney Grady of Yakima has served
notice on John Cort. owner of the

formal

whenever tb*y

Wend-

(Col. Felix R.

mgr.).— "The
leschafer,
to large houses.
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rngrs.).— Firm half, Walter Law, supported by
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Stlrk Marks & Carmentell
Last half, Beatrice Morrell and Her Sextet
Jones & Sylvester and others.
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THOMAS KINETOSCENE
NOW SHOWING
In Walter

TWO BIGGEST

IN THE

In Cohan

C. Jordan's Sensational Patriotic

HITS IN
& Harris' Sky

"GOING UP

Melodramatic Success

"Seven Days' Leave"
Realistic Scenes

AT THE LIBERTY THEATRE

Showing the Destruction of a

German Submarine by a U.

The Triumphant Airplane Flight

S. Cruiser

Enthusiastically Indorsed by
Daniels, Secretary of the

Comedy Hit
39

By JAMES MONTGOMERY and OTTO H. AUERBACH
Music by LOUIS A. HIRSCH

AT THE PARK THEATRE

The

NEW YORK
Scraping Musical

of Robert Street
These Effects Patented Everywhere
WtC; V^UlilVlliCMtAUll
^bVAlliO VSUT^Alllg
Covering the
Combination of Motion Pictur es With Painted Scenery and Living Actors.
AJOD1V Patents
Basic
The Hen. Josephus

NaYy

a.
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THE END OF THE WORLD'S WAR

.

THE BATTLE
PREPARATION
FRANK
THOMAS

IN

IN

THE SKY!

D.

SCENIC FEATURES FOR MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC ATTRACTIONS, REVUES AND VAUDEVILLE

THE FAYNES
A CONUBfATOBT**

VARIETY wants correspondents, newspaper men

The Mike Hogan Broadway Players are
touring Montana. A number of Seattle actors
are with the organization this season.
Frank Rich is now
producing tab shows.

located

in

Address

MAX

this season.

Bess Moore (formerly with Lawrence Orth
in vaudeville) Is organizing a female quartet.
Miss Moore has been in Calgary for the past
two months filling a cabaret engagement

Ryan, of the Sound Amusement Co., this
has filed his application with the Aviation Department of the Signal Corps for an

J.
city,

officer's

Job.

Joe Bonner has sold his cigar stand at
First avenue and Stuart street, Seattle, and
after alz years absence from the.footllghts has
again donned his war paint and Joined the
O'Brien-West Musical Comedy Show, now
playing Northwestern cities.

The Judith Lewistown (Mont.) has been
added to the Tour B Hippodrome circuit, according to the Kellle-Burns Agency.
Bob and Dorothy Flnley and The Willis
West Trio have combined.
Sarah de Bussey and 15 uniformed girl
ushers are now on duty at the Moore theatre,
this city, where Orpneum, vaudeville Is on tap
each week.

NOTICE FOR

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FORSt.,

Regent

St-, S.

W., London
the

Pall

VARIETY

at four shillings, two pence, on the dollar.

all

manner

transmission,
danger of loss to the player is averted;
this

VARIETY assumes

full

of

risk and acknowl-

edges tho Pall Mall Co.'s receipts as its
«wn receipts for all money placed with
the

Pall

Mall

to

HATES PRESENTS

U. B. O.

VARIETY'S

credit.

n. y. o.

.

spot.

NATIONAL (William Fowler, mgr.).— Lou
Tellegen In "Blind Youth" opened Sunday
night to large audience.
IJELASCO (L. Stottard Taylor, mgr.).—Tha
second week of "Doing Our Bit." Local papers Htamp It as the best musical piece sent
here by the Shuberts.
POLI'S (Fred G. Berger, mgr.). —"A Modern Eve," by musical stock. Each week special vaudevlllo features as extra added attractions.

OAYETY

(Harry

mgr.).—"Obi

.larhoo,

Girl."

Dick

Armstrong Folly
Gaiety theatre, Seattle, has reexamination, and expects to be
with

Frazicr,

Company,
ported

the

for
called to Camp Lewis soon.

The Majestic, Ballard, has installed a photoplayer.
This theatre utilizes vaudeville
Sundays. The balance of the time a straight
picture policy Is in vogue.

After a try at a combination of vaudeville
and pictures, the American, Walla Walla, has

gone back to pictures.

The Great Wortham Shows will leave Winter
quarters at Kent (Wash.) April 1. and the
route will Include some of the northwestern
cities that have not had a big carnival In
years.

VANCODVnt, B. C
BY H. P. NEWBERRY.

Tho Sound Amusement Co., this city, announce that their carnival company which Is

now
is

in winter quarters at Caldwell (Idaho),
being gotten ready for the opening of the

new

season.

Soldiers stationed at Ft. Wright (Spokane)
have objected to the Pantages orchestra playing the "Star Spangled Banner" as an opening number at the Pan theatre In the Eastern
They claim the national
Washington city.

anthem should be played only on the occasion
of large mass meetings, and not in vaudeville.
The Pan orchestra has been using a
short version of the number as an opener
The Seattle Pan orat each performance.
chestra plays the number at the opening of the
performance, and It is understood that orchestras in other northwestern cities have
Clarke
done or are now doing likewise.
Walker, manager for Pantages In Spokane, has

officials

at Fort Wright.

William Hartung, treasurer at the Moore,
thin city, has purchased the newest typo oi
enclosed gasoline chariot put out by^he ChevBill paid about $1,900 for the
rolet company.
car and spends all of his available time tour-

COSMOS

Brylawskl, mgr.).— "A Telephone Tangle" Stone and Boyle "Th« Golden Bird," with Hattle Kltrhner; Green and
Frances and
Miller; Willie Hale ajul Bro.
(B.

;

;

;

EMPRESS (Geo. B. Howard and Chas. E.
Royal, mgr.). 37th week of Empress Stock.
Current, "The Woman He Married."
Drawing well,

—

AVENUE
week

(W.

this

Phyllis Nellson-Terry.

next,

;

mgr.).— Dark

Scott,

IMPERIAL.— Dark.

LOEW'S

—

COLUMBIA

(Lawrence

Beatus,

latest
Plokford'a
ploKure,
mgr.). Mary
"Amarilly of Clothesline Alley," for the entire week.

Harry M. Crandnll has taken over the Caand opened it -Sunday afternoon with
"The Birth of a Nation," at 25 cents. This
house has had a checkered career and has
never been successful, although in the heart
of

the film

district.

The Howard

(colored

theatre)

Is

offering

"The Inner Man," while the Lyceum

Is

(Jas. Pilling, mgr.).— 11,
Seeley Co., headline
Capt. A. C.

Blos-

"Pop"
and Daughters, featured
"In the
Kitamura Trio, excellent Vardon and
Perry, good
Lew Reed and Wright Girls,
well liked
Lucille and Cockle, popular.
At;

ABB

;

;

;

;

;

tendance good.

PANTAGES

Pantages,
(Geo.
mgr.).— 11,
Kinkaid Kilties, headline; Bob Albright and
Five Metzettis, both featured
Sinclair and
Tyler Zara Carmen Three June Mills Co.

LEAVITT
AND

;

;

is

;

This week the old Majestic, picture house,
being demolished. One of the oldest houses
the city.

In

The Empress Stock

will

try

to

RUTH

LOCKWOOD

obtain an-

other location.

In "Just This

WASHINGTON, D. C.
By HARDIE MBAKIN.

ing the scenic points along the Sound.

Direction,

and That"

LEWIS & GORDON

KEITH'S

Eugene Oswald and John Rants opened the
Labor
Rlalto theatre, Bremerton, last week.
shortage delayed building. The house has been
under construction for the past year. It has
a seating capacity of a little over 1,000.

(Roland 8. Robblns, mgr.).—
Grace La Rue, emphatic hit Gladys Hanson,
;

a beautiful reader In "Liberty Aflame." Impressive
De Leon and Davles, original
"Rubevllle" went big; Dooley and Sales, unLieutenant B. C. Hllllam, well
usual hit
;

;

STOP!!GEORGE

that his choosing and use of our
We hereby notify P.
Gold Dust Twins Dutch Cleanser Animated Sign is unprofessional,
unjust and illegal. STOP1

—

TED and CORINNE BRETON
Managers Take Notice
mmmm

still

offering stock burlesque.

ORPHEUM
som
Anson
Dark"

Kennedy.

nlno

CO.

For uniformity in exchange,
Mall Co. will aacept deposits for

Through

opening

BOOKED SOLID

with the

Players in Europe desiring to advertise
In VARIETY, and wishing to take advantage of the Prepaid Rates allowed, may
secure the same, if at the time of mailing
advertising copy direct to VARIETY, New
York, the amount in payment for it is
placed in VARIETY'S credit at the

Carlton

E.

A#M*y. I4«

liked; Elsa Ruoggcr
and Co., musicians;
dainty and clever, Mazle King's value lost In

VARIETY, New York

referred the matter to the Chamber of Commerce there and they will have the Committee on Military Affairs take the subject up

EUROPE

WARDING

Marlsetll

FRANK DOBSON

"High Cost of
Jumped
Kolb a
Loving" show direct from Chicago to this
Dana Hayes is their business manager
city.

N,T *

THE BRADS

^^"*^™«sss"n*»««ssiBS»«"""""»«"""n*"^™»

preferred.

Chicago,

their

Dill

FRED

CORRESPONDENTS WANTED

Presemttaf

-IN

NEW YORK

GAIETY THEATRE BUILDING,

506

311
HP

W.

24th St,

New York

ROXY
LA ROCCA
Wizard of the Harp

HAS PERFORMED
BEFORE ROYALTY

MOVING PICTURES
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Rapf

In the early part of April.
The latter
last production prior

wee Robert Warwlck'e

Dobbs Is
Lee, N. J.
printings, double tints

an expert on multifile
and double tones.

to his enlistment.

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
Kalem has stopped producing for the present and has subleased its studio.
Harold B. Franklin
Hippodrome, Buffalo.

managing

la

Shea'a

present on the screen "Salome."
with Theda Bara.
will

Easter

is

Week Famous Playero-Laaky

will

"The Blue Bird."

release

Hart

8.

has

completed

"Selfish

Yates," whleh Is to be his offering through
Artcraft. following "The Tiger Man? his next
relc

Evelyn Qreeley has renewed her oontraet
with the World.

Fox

William

World announces a change In the title of
the film to be released on April 28, In which
Kitty Gordon Is the star. The original name
wes "Devil's Dice." It le to be known ae
"The Purple Lily."

The title of George Walsh's next feature
"The Kid is Clever."

Edward 8. Abelee has been engaged by
Metro to play the part of Roeedale, the Wall
Street broker, In "The House of Mirth." He
will be directed by Albert Capellani.
"Friend Husband"

is the title of an April
Paramount-Mack Bennett comedy In which Charles Murray, Wayland Track
and Mary Thurmaa are featured.

Johnny Hines will appear with
in her next World feature.

Madge Evans

Norma Talmadge has started work upon her
coming Belsnlck feature, "De Lose Annie."
under the direction of Charles Miller.
Bhulberg left Sunday for Texas and
surrounding territory, where he will exploit
B.

P.

Paramount and Artcraft

Officials of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
New York recently passed a resolution offering the use of the picture theatree
of the State for a special Liberty Loan Day.

League' of

Baby Marie Osborne has started on n
new picture, "The foul of a Child." the scenario le by Clara 8. Berenger, suggested from
a etory by Burton George,

pictures.

Marguerite Sylva Is to be head of a picMany of the scenes will be
ture enterprise.
filmed at her home at Lake Mahopac

George Loane Tucker has chosen Elisabeth
Risdon for the star part In "The Hypocrites)."
acquired by the Sterling Pictures.

Pat Kearney is now associate editor of the
"Progress-Advance." the Paramount-Artcraft
house organ. B. F. Flneman Is editor.

Easanay Is making reissues of its former
Snakevllle subjects, ten subjects being elated
for re-release, starting March 28, at the rate
of

one a week.

Eight five-reel features are announced by
Triangle for release In April. Magaslne and
novel material has been utilised for the program to a marked degree.
8. L. Rothapfel has been made Chairman
the Motion Picture and Film Industry
Division of the Liberty Loan Publicity Cam-

of

New

Larry Trimble Is in Washington, where he
Is reported to have a company of his own

paign In

making several

Clara Berenger has signed a contract
with World Film.
Kitty Gordon's present
subject, "Her Great Moment," Is by Miss
Berenger.

features.

studio, Glendale. Long Island.
being used by the Empire Mutual for some

The Mirror
Is

of its

interior scenes.

Marshal Nellan started the directing of the
"Hit the Trail Holllday" feature, In which
George M. Cohan is being starred, last week.

Irma Von Nagy
join

the

Pathe

Is

leaving for the Coast to

forces.

She was formerly

with the World.
Charlotte Burton has been selected as leading woman for William Russell In "Hearts or

Eugene Roth of the Market St Theatre Co..
San Francisco, has been appointed the W. W.
Hodklnson Corp- representative on the Coast.
Contracts were signed last week whereby the
all rights to the
entire Select pictures for foreign countries.

W. H. Productions acquired

"Shame." the Jack Noble feature, with
Zena Keefe and Nlles Welch, has been acquired by the General Film.
Helen Holmes is not returning to the Signal Co., having decided to make her own
pictures.

Plans at the VltagTaph provide for at least
six or more O. Henry subjects yet to make
their film appearance.

Karl Crusader, of the Paralta art department, Is getting out special colored posters
for the new Louise Glaum war picture.
Virginia Pearson's next picture will be. "A
The cast Includes
Daughter of France."
Herbert Evans and Ethel Kauffman.

•The Cross Bearer," a World feature, starrelease
for
set
ring Montague Love, Is
April 1.
Monte Katterjohn and Paul Dow ling, both
have been accepted

of the Paralta coast staff,

the "1

If the First 8ergt Arthur Guy Bmpey picture comes up to expeotatlone hie second book.
now on the stands, win form the theme of a

second film feature.

Lynch, president of the Triangle Distributing Corp., lesvee for California about
April 1, with his fsmlly.
He expects to remain about elz weeks.
8. A.

branch manager of Jewel
Productions In Pittsburgh, has rejoined General Film and la In charge of the Albany
F.

Diamonds."

In

York.

A"

classification for the next draft.

Flnlta De Sorla, appearing as Carmen In
"Flo-Flo," la shortly to enter pictures under
the management of B. A. Rolfe.

Flarlty,

late

offlcee.

Maravene Thompson has been engaged by
World to write an original etory for a forthcoming picture which will star Madge Evans
and Johnny Hlnes.
Taylor Holmee
corralled
S. a- A.

Is reported ae having been
further film activity after his
contract rune out by the Famous

for

Players-Leaky company.

The releasing of the "Cleopatra," Helen
Gardner film, has been held up for the presMeanwhile Frank Winch Is doing some
ent.
special road work for the feature.
O. R. Oeyer, a former New York newspaperman and magaslne writer. Is now first eld
to Fred Schseffer In the publicity department
of the General Film.
Elliott, before going abroad, will
the Goldwyn studio to perform In several retakes essential for the release of her
second picture.

Msxlne

visit

The 8trand. at Fall River, Mass., wss opened
a new house built by the
owners of the Plssa in that city, and will
last

week.

It

is

title.

baa

left

erry Franklin.

Sam Spedon hands

out as his card a colored
likeness of himself ae 8. 8. sees himself. Bam
gets a laugh every time one of the oarlcaturee
3 passed out.

is

"One of the Multitude" Is the original etory
by Monte Katterjohn in which Louies Glaum
makes her first appearance as a Paralta star.

Charles Gunn has been engaged as a member
the Paralta Co. to appoar regularly in
His first
Paralta plays as a leading man.
picture, "Patriotism," has Just been started.

Wallace Worsley

Is

Taylor Holmee' next ploture, "A Pelr of
Sixes," will be Alice Mann's Initial appearance
Mlee
ae leading women for Mr. Holmee.

Mann wee

"The Struggle Everlasting" and "The AociHoneymoon" will be released by Harry

dental

Although four of Robert W. Servlce'e poems.
"The Spell of the Yukon," "The Shooting of
of the

Wage Slave"

and "My Madonna." have been utilised as
film subjects, at least 80 more Serrloe poems
are now headed for the screen.

formerly Rosooe Arbuckle's leading

woman.

Arthur M. Werner, president of. Pyramid
has announced the entire
Inc.,
rights for these comediee have been
purchased by the Anglo Film Agencies, Ltd.,
The contract extende for five
of London.
years and covers the output of 24 pictures %.
Comedies,

No

Christ in Germany," which
was written by Carl Krueada of Paralta and
published In the Forum, Is to be elaborated
by the author to 20,000 words and Issued In
book form.

"There le

Mrs. Katev Corbaley, author of the $1,000
Triangle prise story, "Real Folks," has written a two-reel comedy for that company, entitled "Mr. Brlggs Clones the House," which
is now in course of production.
Y. M. C. A. film propaganda In behalf of the
United States' war actlvltlee hae been stopped
on the Russian front, owing to the advance of
the German army, which has destroyed all the
Association's huts snd picture halls.

Joeeph Van Meter hae been appointed manager of the Dlando Film Corp. plant at Glendale, Cal., succeeding Norman Manning, who
has been made one of the Coast representa-

world's

year.

The Detroit "Free Press" has made arrangements with the Metropolitan Co. of Detroit to present regularly, commencing next
week, a film celled "Detroit Free Press Current Events," depleting local and national
happenings, following the plsn of the various "weeklies" now in clrculstlon.

"The Chinese Musketeer." "Feet and De"Cheerful Liars." "Fate and Fortune."
"Parson Pepp" and "The Ring and the Ringer' are the six one-reel comedies produced
by the Scrantonia Photoplay Corp. In which
Charles Fang, the Chinese comedian, is feafeat."

tured.

The

tives.

titled

Paramount-Artcraft hss leased for 80 years
an eight-story building at Wabash and Ninth
streets, Chicago, at an annual rental of $7,000.
It Is a fireproof structure snd will be used ae
the corporation's Chicago home.

A new

office for

the handling of Paramount

and Artcraft pictures
arranged for by
reeentatlve
Corp.

In

Chicago has been

Msx

Goldstlne, the local rep-

the

Famous Players-Lasky

of

Sundsy pictures will be permitted In ell
and villages In the State, where there
no ordinance against such exhibitions. If
a bill to be Introduced In the Legislature during the week becomes a law.

cities
Is

George T. Ames has been appointed to the
Pathe Philadelphia branch, taking the place
of H. M. Osborn, who will have charge of
the Washington office.
Ames comes from

Goldwyn to Pathe.
Metro will release five All-Star 8erles pictures In April, with Harold Lock wood, May
Allison, Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne, Edith Storey and Bert Lytell as the
stellar players, In the order named.
Cecil

B. DeMille,
will become

Leaky,
Engineer

Famous Playersa member of the U. S.
of

the

Corpe and will aid In recruiting
technical experts and scenic artists for camouflage work In France.

The Blue Ridge Dramas, produced by Ned
Flnley for General Film, will start releasing
April 18, the first being "The Return of
O'Osrry," snd other subjects will follow every
second week.

Park Read,

Br.,

may

sail

next week for

and 'The Whip," which he has secured the
8.

latest Constance Talmadge picture, en"Good Night Paul." has Just been com-

at the coast Famous Playere-Laeky
It was written by Roland Oliver
and Charles Dickson, with scenario by Julia
Crawford Ivers. Walter Edwards directed the
production and James C. Van Trees was the
camera man.
pleted

studios.

A decision was expected to be handed down
this week by Justice Cobalan In the Anita
Stewart case wherein the former Vita star
has been enjoined from working for sny concern until her contract controversy with
that firm Is settled one way or ths other.
The case hss been dragging through the
courts for some time, with Miss Stewart remaining idle meanwhile.
The Ford brothers are now *Mlrecting opposition" In films.
For years Francis Ford
was with the Universal directing numerous
features, with his younger brother,
Jack
Ford, acting as a sort of supernumerary
around the coast studios. Now Francis Is at
the head of his own company, styled the
Fordart, while Jack Is now a full-fledged
director with his brother's former bosses.

The j>lsns of the War Camp Motion Picture
Committee appointed to co-operate with the

Army and Navy commtsleons on

training camp
for the'WJistrlbutlon of pictures by
the industry to the welfare agencies In the
training camps sre neerly completed. All of
the companies have responded to the request,
for minimum rates on pictures ssleoted by the
National Board of Review for use In the
activities

camps.
Constance Talmadge has secured the film
rights to Augustus Thomas' "Mrs. Lefflngwell's Boots," In which Fay Davis, Margaret
Illlngton and William Courtenay were featured when originally produced at the Lyceum. Thle production will succeed ths filming of "A Pair of Silk Stockings."
One
might be pardoned for saying that Constance
Talmadge, after donning a pair of silk stockings, will put on Mrs. Lefflngwell's boots.

A. rights for.

After an absence of several months Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran return to the Universal
program commencing April 8 They will appear under the title of Lyons-Moran Star

Comedies.

New York

film distributors declare the de-

mand for comedies is as great if not greater
than ever before, and that as a result the
reissuing of old subjects by different firms has
found a ready market for the films of yesteryear.

directing.

of

Ad. Kessel Is devoting himself to his big
chicken farm at Douglas, N. Y., from which
Kessel knows
he ships 3,700 eggs a day.
considerable about the value of egge through
-being interested for yeara in the production
of Keystone comedies.

Dan McGrew," "The Song

for St.

1

The next Paramount-Mack Scnnctt comedy
entitled "Those Athletic Girls." which will
he released March 23.

Tully has sold to Metro a scenario

by hereelf which will be ueed for
Only a tentative title hen been
Allison.
Sven the eeript. It le to be directed by

Harold Lloyd, Pathe comedian, making his

first trip to New York since he was 14 yeara
of age, wae the guest of the offlclels of ths
New York office at a luncheon March 15. He
returned to Los Angeles last Sunday (March
17).

Mey

Although Kalem has stopped all present film
manufacturing Its local quarters on West 23d
street are being transformed into laboratory
purposes, with work being turned out there
for different producing concerns.

Madge Evans snd her mother

the

May
written

formerly a director with
been engaged In a similar

Parrott,

Augustine. Fla., Monday to Join Dell Henderson
and Carlyle Blackwell. where tbey are making scenes of "Swami."

la

forthcoming feature.

J.

"The Hlllcrest Mystery" is the title of the
five-part Pathe picture in which Ralph Kellard will make his reappearance.

She Goes"'

Mary Murillo. free lance scenario writer, le
engaged In making an adaptation of "Patience
Bparhawk and Her Times," the Gertrude Atherton story, which will be used by Petrova lp a

South America, where he will remain Indefinitely exploiting in that country "Tarzan"

capacity by the King-Bee Company, replacing
Arvld E. Gilatrom.

Rhodes' next Strand comedy release
through Mutual, scheduled for March 20. "Up

Welch and Jullene Scott
Paramount-Artcraft pictures
have been
signed for the 08th, 23d. 125th street theatree
ae well ae Mt Vernon. Yonkors, Albany, Troy,
Schenectady, Elisabeth and Plalnfleld by the
Keith interests.

Walter Hoffman baa been appointed president and William Hays, vlce-prealdent, of the
Moving Picture Operators Union, of Quebec,
Can.

Metro's production of "The Landloper," an
adaptation of Hohuan Day's novel by Fred J.
Baluhofer, will be ready for release April 1.

Billle

dependent producer.

ster Productions, Inc., hes rented the Standard studio, Yonkere, and le making a 7-reeler
The leads ars NUee
called "Reclaimed."

present vaudeville and pictures.

Charles
Keystone,

Henry McRae Webster haa become an InThe Henry McRae Web-

Cave,

pictures

Return of O'Oary," through the General Film.

Eleven children were crushed to death and
21 Injured. March 9. when the roof of the
Pastime motion picture theatre at Winchester,
Ky., was blown In during a wind atom.

release of the

"The Girl Who Wouldn't Quit" is the title
of the Universal release March 28.

Ned Flndlay came Into New York from Bat
Kentucky, where he hae been taking
with his own company, and made
arrangements for the release of his first, "The

"The Wolf-faced Man." the Pathe aerial
written by W. A. 8. Douglas and Luclen Hubbard, will include In the oast George Larkln,
Horace Carpenter, True Boardman and FredIt will be produced by
erick Lamataata.
Dlando.

After eight years' service with the Triangle,
Dobbs will sever his connection ae
superintendent of the T's laboratory at Fort

George

Lucky Is the picture producer on
a glass-enclosed stage. For
have set In In Southern California
those companies modernly equipped

the coast
the rains
and only
sre able
to continue productions. Several players havs
been laid off temporarily as a result, while
whole companies at several studios are Incapacitated for work.
The Paralta wae fortunate In that its new stage wss completed
the day before the clouds opened up with their

who has

liquid torrents.

A report in circulation says the "manufacturer to exhibitor direct" plan is ebbing.
Investigation disclosed the rumor originated through some of the producers disposing of one or two of their pictures elsewhere.
William L. Sherrlll, president of the
new distributing organization, explained that
it would
take some time to perfect the organization, and meantime the interested producers were at liberty to sell suoh pictures
as they had on hand. It being understood they
could not be expected to hold them Indefinitely.

:

.

MOVING PICTURES
MAGISTRATE GROSSMAN FAVORS
GREATER LIBERALITY.ON SUNDAY

THE WINE GIRL

COAST PICTURE NEWS.
Bona
Andrea

Harry McCoy has beam engaged by
to play juvenile leads.

A

report has beam received mere that
recently with paralysis.

Fox was stricken
Al

who

Cohu,

writes

publicity

for

Mary

a brand new 181S gasoline eoaeuming touring ear.

Id dismissing a complaint recently
charging Sunday violation of "blue
laws" against B. J. Kahn of the Follies theatre, Bronx, Magistrate Grossman handed down an exhaustive opinion which contains a brilliant legal
defense of Sunday liberality.
After treating the whole subject of
"blue laws" in historical and moral
detail, Magistrate Grossman crystallises his views in these terms:
"Does not the large attendance of our
good and law-abiding citizens at our
'leading theatres, assemble^ in orderly
and intelligent audience to witness the
acts there performed, eloquently attest
the necessity for the comfort of the
community? Innocent entertainment
given under circumstances free from
offense to religion and its due observance is always desirable and commendable.
The melancholy
experience
through which the world is now unhappily passing accentuates the need of
preserving rather than destroying all
that may properly promote the joy of a
community, lighten its burdens and relieve its sadness. This is especially
emphasized when we are reminded that
'the Sabbath is made for Man, and not

man

for the Sabbath (Mark ii, 27)' and
that even in still older days the Sabbath was regarded 'as a human institution, a holiday for the laboring
"
classes/
The alleged violation occurred in Janary and the case for the People was
presented by District Attorney Fran-

Martin. Maurice Goodman and
Philip M. Stern represented the defendant Kahn. When the prosecution
had presented its case, attorneys for
the defense moved for the dismissal of
the complaint and the motion was
granted in the opinion quoted above.
The Grossman opinion is a fine bit
of judicial reasoning. In part it sets

cis

forth
The
Sunday

offenN oharged la that oa
night, January 13, 1W18, there were
performed upon the stage of the defendant's

theatre,

and

speciflo

the

Melrose

Follies

at 150th street
of Jive
nr«t was that of
The next
played.

theatre,

avenue,

certain theatrical act*.

performances

The

two negroes and a piano
was a female singer. Then came two men
and a woman Is what la commonly called a
Then followed an exhibition of one
sketch.
releasing hlmaelf from a straltjaeket and also
from handcuffs. Lastly came an act entitled
"Princess Matella and Company," the oompaay
The
conaiatlng of three mem and a woman.
With
princeaa appeared to be a Hawaiian.
the aselatanoe of the "company," she gave
what purported to be a Hawaiian danoe, more
or less In rhythm with the muale.
While there Is evidence that the defendant
the owner of the theatre, It Is quite
is
meagre, and rests principally upon an alleged
admission on his part. At the olose ef the
People's case a motion was made to dismiss
the complaint.
It will be observed, however, that section
2152 does not make the naked fact of ownership of the theatre sufficient to predicate
thereon the commission of the offense charged.
Only suoh owner is thereby made liable "who
leases or lets the same for the purpose of
any such (prohibited) exhibition, performance or exerolse, or who assents to the use
of the same for any such purpose if It be
so used."
The "playlet" or "sketch" and a variety
of other performances, such as singing, playing
of musical Instruments, mimicry, monologues,
duologues. Illusionists, ventriloquists and Innumerable other acts fall outside of any
classlicatlom oostslned In tbe statute.
There san be no question as to any of the
acts here complained of, with the posalbls
exception of Princess Matella and Company,
for none of the other aota are specifically
The performance
mentioned In the statute.
•f Princess Matella and Company Is the only
set as to which any contention might arise.
Section 2162, It wlU be observed. In relation

to dancing, prohibits only '.'ballet." "negro or
other dancing," and "rops" dancers.
Were it the legislative latent to prohibit
all forms, styles and classes of daneing upon
the stage on Sunday, it would have beam easy
to have enacted It In the statute la so many
words.
The statute, la express terms, either
could have prohibited "dancing" or (besides
ballet) "negro and all other dancing."
Failing this, it is clear that the prohibition of all
dancing was not intended. Indeed, it would
be difficult to credit the Legislature with so

extreme an Intention.
In modern times, however, the theatre, pat*
ronlsed and supported by our beat cltisenry.
controlled by mem ef excellent aaeral and
financial
inspiring

permanent

standing operated la a civilising,
and enlightened spirit, housed in

and

costly

structures,

lioemsad,

regulated and built according to statute, Is
conducted with a design to insure quiet amd
good order and to prevent interference by noise
or impropriety with the well-being, repose amd
religious liberty of the oommunity. A charge
involving the forfeiture of the theatre's license
neither to be lightly regarded nor casually
disposed *>f
These fundamental and Important principles
are undoubted. Orave question, however, jma
arisen upon the practical construction to be
placed upoa the statutes under examination.
Whether the language of section 2140, making
reference to "serious interruptions of the repose and religious liberty of the community"
is definitive *of the acts enumerated im the subsequent sections ef article lltit as prohibited
acts, and declares them per *e acta of Sabbath breaking or whether the Legislature,
mindful of the rights amd privileges ef the entire oommunity, by use of these words places
a limitation upon the criminal character of
such acts and declares them only then to be
violative of the statute when they are established as being in foot "serious Interruptions
of the repoeo and religious liberty of the
oommunity," has never been authoritatively
decided by our court of last resort.
The early Puritan Idea of Sunday observamoe
la Ameiioa may be summed up im the enactment of June 10, 1660, passed by the Plymouth
General Court:
"Further be it enacted that
whosoever shall profane the Lord's Day by
doing any servile work or aay such like
abuses shall forfslt for every suoh default 10
shillings or be whipped." The bare recital of
such austere and coercive measures shows
how great has been the tendency to mitigate
their severity.
Made today they would be
regarded not only as fanatical interference
with religious freedom, but as intolerable Invasloas of personal liberty. It Is easily comprehensible how they could have been made
la an age when an antagonism long since departed existed on the pert of the church
against the stage. It la a far cry back to the
days of William Pyrnne, who, in 1S40, In his
"Actor's Tregoedlc." for his milder term of
deunuclatlon calls theatres "devil's chapels."
and asserts that the drama "had Its origin
with the father of all evil"; or slaos old
Jeremy Collier, in 1609, In his "Short View
of the Immorality and Profaneness of the
English Stage," finds such utter depravity
even In music ae to say "Muslek Is almost as
dangerous as gun-powder, and, It may be. requires looking after no less than the Press
or the Mint/'
Their reprehension, eterm
though It was, was In large measure due to
the licentiousness and depravity and utter
disregard for morality to which It Is said the
stage had then descended.
Happily for ma
those extreme attitudes have paeeed away.
and instead church and stage, conscious of
each other's uplifting Influence, have long
been correspondingly helpful of each other.
The stage and Its exponents are well accustomed to that high esteem and wellmerited consideration to which their civilising, ennobling and Inspiring force, exhibited
alike in the spoken as In the silent drama, by
the living characters and upon the motionpicture screen, Justly entitles them.
Is

PARAMOUNT SERVICE PLAN.
General Manager Al Lichtman, after
returning to New York for a brief
has resumed his tour of the Paramount exchanges.
Paramount has
commenced work on plans for estabvisit,

warehouses in central disso that exhibitors will always
be able to obtain prints on short notices, as well as paper and accessories
of exploitation. This overcomes shiplishing
tricts,

troubles, Mr. Lichtman said:
"I expect to complete my present
trip in a few weeks when we will begin to put into operation the various
distribution ideas now being mapped
out and explained to our branches."

ping

Carmel Myers
Rea Do RoeeUl
k. A. Warren
Frank HarrU
Kenneth Harlan
Mrs. Harris
Katherlne Kirkwood
"It's a Bluebird" starring Carmel Myers,
and its name is "The Wine Girl." There Is
Chlco

Plokford, has

In Dismissing Recent Complaint Against B. J. Kahn of Follies,
9
Bronx, Charging Violation of "Blue Laws/ Jurist
Hands Down Brilliant Legal Defense of
More Rational Sabbath.

47

Sugene PalletU mas been trying to get tm
the avlatlom corps for 11 weeks, but has met
with so success. Hs Is anxious to get a wallop at the Qermaas.
actor to

Al Ooldle has
director at the

BoUm

Studio.

Pat Dowling, Paralta's Western publicity
mam, has donned a uniform amd mow Is "
where in America."
Considerable money has been collected at
the various studios for the war stamp saving
fund.

Among the celebrities who wttmessed the
premiere production of D. W. Griffith's wnr film,
"Hearts of the World," at Clunc's auditorium,
March 12, were a number of notable French
and American officers and diplomats, also
msssgers and
of the leading picture maaag
~
P Lasky,
ia F.
William Do Mills, Jeeae
stars, vis.
RobSwe
Rob Wagner, Theda Barn, Blanche Sweet,
Jlsh, Charlie
~w.™., Olsm,
*——«, *™«.
Lilliam «««
amd Dorothy
ert Harrom.
«.*
Chaplin, Max Sennet, Duetln Faraum, Winifred Kingston. Jnmee Young, Edna Purvienos,
Hampton Del Ruth, J. Gordon Rdwsrds,
Douglas Fairbanks, Frank Woods. 0. Osrd-

many

:

Sullivan, J. Stewart Blacktom, Fannie
Ward, Jack Deaa, May Murray, Mary Miles
Mister, Dorothy Daltom, Louise Oleum, Reglnsld Barker. Bessie BartseaJe, Ray West,
George Selgmamm, Roecoe Arbuckle, Olive
Thomas, Lottie Pickford and many others.

ner

Farnum has

started work oa his flrst
Hsrry Shermaa, who is
managing, Farnum, announced this week that
he had purchased the picture fights to the
"Wolf Breed," by Jackson Gregory, sad "The
Men In the Open," by Roger Pooook. Theme
will be dome by Farnum.

Duetln

Zane Grey

story.

who has beem lm pictures
time, will resume her vaudeville work
She opene In Mlnneapolle (Orphehortly.
eum) and Is booked to play the circuit.
Kathleen Clifford,

Luclllo

Kramer, formerly of Kramer amd

mow doing n turn with

the Chorion
Do Vechieo Company, billed at the Hippodrome week March 18, wae taken 111 very
suddenly and had to be removed to the Clara
Clifton,

Barton Hospital.

nothing In the story to lift it out of the conventions!, barring a bit of a surprise 8mlsh
which might havs been developed into something very ludicrous and saved the picture
from mediocrity. The cast Is good, the direction, locations and Interiors adequate and the
photography exceptionally dear, with sees*
line lighting effects.

.

A. Warren as Chlco Plave. a "wop"
heavy, contributes am unusually 8me irhixaeter portrayal.
Miss Myers and Kenneth Harlan In the leading parts extract the full possibilities of their roles.
Ia the flrst reel yom
know the hero Is going to have a physical encounter with the heavy along about the third
reel, and are disappointed until It oomes on*
In the fifth.
You know the pretty Italian girl,
who Is a kitchen drudge for her rich uncle,
is going to inherit his wealth.
"The Wins
Olrl" makes a good program feature.
Solo.

SOCIETY

MmcFADDEN PROTESTS.
The Pennsylvania 8tate Board of Censors
hsa ordered s number of changes In ths MaeFadden pbyiical culture film, "Zongar," and
MacFadden has filed protest. The nine changes
are not serious cuts, hut Maafaddan nisi—
the National Board of Review of New York
passed the production without criticism. He
Is ssklng s re- review.
The Pennsylvania oats
ordered concern a struggle, a slose-up of a
gsg is ths mouth of ths heroine, another of
a maa being mauled, and two sub-titles.

Harry

NOTES.

the patriotic societies.

Stern ok Co.

Bort La

Mont

has organized his old
will appear
personally, to play only benefits and
act,

in

which he

Red

men and

Cross. The act carries six
a special set.

Gaorgo Rosonor has been engaged
by Arthur Hammerstein to appear in

comedy production next seaRida Johnson Young is writing

a musical
son.

the piece.

Hugh Herbert is to succeed Sam
Mann in the Lewis & Gordon produc"The Question," by Aaron HoffHe will open in the act early in

on the daily papers.

tion,

Kitty Francis on Sermon.
Kitty Francis, the Irish comedienne,
is going into pictures with Pathe for
20 two-reel comedies, starting production next week.

August.

INCORPORATIONS.

publishing the music

William Schroeder.

for the

Meiers Yiddish Theatre Co., ManhatI.
M.SOO;
Dearman, A. it M.

is

"Some Little Girl," produced last
week by Anderson & Weber, with book
by Rida Johnson Young and music by
of

GAUMONT IrToPEN MARKET.

tan,

future

first

cowboy

will release

maks

annual Patriotic Sportsman's Show of eastern Canada will be
held in the Montreal Auditorium May
4-11.
The proceeds will be given to

;

through independent exchanges, selling its output in the open market.
Beginning March 26, the Gaumont
news service will be released twice a
week, the Gaumont News every Tuesday, and the Gaumont Graphic every
Friday. The news reels will be edited
by Pell Mitchell, former newspaper
man, who has surrounded himself with
a staff of cameramen who also served

Gareon has goes to California la

I.

search of s studio In which to
Clara Kimball Young plctui

Los Angeles
8.
R. Donaldson, trombone,
Morocco theatre, Los Aagelee, and J. 8.
Bchoonmaker, piano, Loo Amgeles.

The Gaumont Company

PICTURES.

Miller.

Tho

The efforts and artistry of Los Angeles and
California theatrical aad musical men drafted
Into army service helped to make the opening
of the regular weekly vaudeville program la
the Liberty theatre at Camp Lewis, American
Lake, Wash., s rousing good time, Los Angeles etnrred on the etsge end In the orchestra
pit.
Oa the stage Privets W. R. Phllllpe. recently of Universal City, was la the II lee.
Privets Frank Baraett. who helped to build
"Intolerance," wns In charge of propertleo.Prtvate Rimer Hsnscom, oarpenter, and Private Edwin Kleley. electrician, naslsted by Bd
Long of Universal City, were on the stage.
Among the musldaae ware L. Kraft, vlolla,

GIRJU IN

Florenoe Beresford, a member of the "smart
set" x>f Providence, has been appearing lm
pictures.
She Is ths wlfs of the Hon. William de Ia Poor Beresford, a brother of Lord
Deoles, aad shs Is a slsUr-lm-lsw to Kitty Gordon, whose husband Is Sir Charjes Beresford.
Lady Beresford's husband Is at ths front In
tbe British army. Through Miss Gordon she
wss cast in "His Royal Highness," released
come weeks ago, using the name of Florenoe
Beresford.
Her maiden name waa Fl<

man.

Tho

managers giving
concerts in and
are continuing to
"straighten up" their bills each Sabbath to conform with the Sunday law.
Sunday

Tauoowillo
vaudeville

around

New York

Cmangte of Masse.
Mutual Filaa Corp., of Ills., to Mutual
Film Corp., and Increasing capital stock

Post cards are being sent to vaudepeople, reading "Who is the
Jewish Julian Eltinge?" The card does
not indicate in any manner who it may

from $200,000

be.

Schwarta, 1001 Lincoln place Brooklyn.

ville

to $1,000,000.

Capital Redaction.
Hits Im Photoplay* Manahttan,

Sons;
$10,000 to $1,000.

Hew Jersey Chart*
«
Reel rilns Delivery* Newark, $1,000:
Morris Lefkowlts, Brooklyn;
Samuel
Van Posnak, Frank V. Wilkinson,
Nswark, N. J.
Seaside Ammsoaaeat Co„ Atlantic City,
Joseph C. Qrannan, Charles
(0,000;
iVerier, Msnsour gamma, Samuel Gordon,
Atlmntlo City. N. J.

one of the best horses used
the Wirth Family act playing the
Hippodrome, died of pneumonia Sunday. The horse was valued at $3,500.
"Billy/*

in

Tarkington Baker, managing and
dramatic editor of the Indianapolis
"Star," spent the

overlooking

week

new shows.

in

New York

«

VARIETY

1

To

Stars wishing contra

of their own productions

THE

great Studios of Triangle at Culver City and elsewhere
have ample capacity for more than fifty companies, so that

in addition to Triangle Programme, and special productions
constantly in work, they are in position to undertake the making of
moving pictures of the highest quality to individual order.

The organization has been so perfected that you may have at your
command as much or as little as you need.
You will find continuity and scenario departments, photographic
and manufacturing departments, wardrobe and property departments, developed to the last degree of completeness, under the most
capable department heads and assistants.
Everyone in the Motion Picture industry recognizes the leading
position of the studios themselves, their splendid equipment and the
magnificent properties in which they are situated.

Each "Order Picture"

will

be produced precisely as desired by the

owner.
It

may be

at his will.

own

simple and inexpensive, or most elaborate and costly

He may

director, if

Stars

select his

own company,

his

own

author, his

he wishes.

who wish to control their own productions—from scenario
may do it easily, and without any investment beyond cost

to theatre,

of production plus a reasonable fee, under this arrangement.

This means that Triangle does not wish to share in the profits
of the picture after its completion.

Our relationship with distributors in this country and Europe
enables us to undertake marketing, if desired, on a percentage basis.
Publicity

and paper

—

//

desired

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
1457

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

—

MOVING PICTURES
The

WITHIN THE CUP.
Thisbe Lorraine
Saint

L«s

Hammond

"Tea-Cup Ann"

Aggie Herring

Ernest Paber

Edward Coxen

Monte If. Katterjohn has In this Paralta
feature not supplied a story with a new topic
touohes on that age-old problem the
equally moral . standard.
"Within the Cup"
doesn't pretend to tell why nor to Justify what
may be regarded the unfairness of one sex to
the other.
It dashes for a short spell olose
to the sermonletlo near the end of Its seven
reels, but the finish finds the problem of this
especial man and woman given human and

—

He

treatment
It may be charged that Mr. Katterjohn has
selected a hackneyed topic, but It's a fact
that It la one forever of Interest
And since
Raymond B. West has given "Within the Cup"
really brilliant direction and the other technical angles fully match the high Paralta standard, the feature should enjoy a wide vogue,
for in addition Bessie Barrlscale again shows
her mimic worth, as do others in the cast
Miss Barrlscale plays Thisbe Lorraine, who
fails In her art efforts In the Paris Latin
quarter and "falls" for a scion of royalty as
the easiest way out.
He tells her he cannot
marry because of his name and family, and
she Is content until she discovers her lover
logical

.

switching his affections.
Thisbe returns to New York and wins fame
novelist, her stories dealing
with the sex problem. One night at a grotto
cafe In Greenwich Village she has her fortune
told by "Tea-Cup Ann," supposedly a noted
old Oreeriwich character, and the leaves of the
tea cup tell that Thisbe will seek for true
love, but never attain It.
She becomes Incensed, and old Ann Is driven from the resort.
Later at a masked affair she meets Le Saint
Hammond, a serious artist who seeks an Inspirational model for his painting of Psyche.
Hammond and Thisbe become lovers, but the
bar to their marriage comes when he discovers Thlsbe's theory and, Indeed, her pant.
Hammond slips Into the depths of despair and
Is

and wealth as a

and Thlsbe's being, too, Is wrung
anguish.
But because they are true
there is a reunion.
Thus after all

dissipation,

with
lovers

"Tea-Cup Ann's" prediction falls.
Whether Mr. Katterjohn's story originally
terminated as shown in the picture Is a ques•

tion,
final

but there

Is

no question but that the

decision as to the finish was the best
to life.
Miss Barrlscale has ample
opportunity to display her histrionic ability,
and she makes her Thisbe a strong, dominant
character without overshadowing tho story.
Aggie Herring accomplishes a cameo char-

and truest

acterisation of the old lady— "Tea-Cup Ann"
with the two male characters being well done

by Oeorge Fisher and Edward Coxen.
Robert Brunton Is to be credited with
obtaining something quite exceptional In the
way of production. The grotto scene Is one
of

the

big

efforts.

It

was

there,

too,

that

Clyde De Vlnna secured a "long shot" of rare
excellence, and his general photography Is
expert.
In a like measure Roy 8. Sanford
supplied the titles, and credit, too, should go
to
Thomas K. Little for the properties.
"Within the Cup" is a feature with which
Paralta can go the limit.
Tt may have first
been planned for state rlrhtlng. At a private
showing that looked possible.
Thee.

BY RIGHT OF PURCHASE.
Margot Hughes
Chadwlck Hlmes
Mrs. Hughes
Dick Derwent
Dons Id Nugent

Norma Talmadge
Eugenie O'Brien
Ida Darling
William Courtletgh. Jr.
Charles Well si ey

Madge Sears
Florence B. Billings
Norma Talmadge has been supplied with an
Interesting picture storv by Margery Laird
Mason for her latest Select release and the
scenario has been given a touch of reality
by having the opening scenes set In "Heroland," the big bazaar held at Grand Central
Palsce esrly in the winter.
It Is here that
Margot Hughes is helping the Allied charity
cause by posing as a fashionable fortune
teller.
And here, too, she meets Chadwlck
Hlmes, a successful young man of wealth
whose position In society hasn't impaired his
being a regular business men. Margot Is Infatuated with Dick Derwent. also In society,
but basically "all wrong." and he extracts a
living from precarious bucket shop manipula-

Chad Hlmes

tions.

falls deeply

In

love with

Margot. Since she doesn't reciprocate be offers
her the odd contract of marrying her and if
within two years he doesn't win her love she
Is not only to become free, but to be given a
substantial fortune.

mother

When Margot
"on

finds

from

the rocks"
financially,
The bridal pair
start off on a honeymoon aboard Chad's yacht,
and, though It Isn't specifically stated, the
marriage Is never actually consummated,
though, of course, the ceremony had been perWhenever Chad would caress his
formed.
bride she would remind him of his "promise."
A storm arises, and with Margot quite miserable the yacht puts back to New York.
Himes as times goes on loses faith that he
will ever win his bride's regard, yet before his
unseeing eyes she has really learned to love
him. Derwent renews his friendship with
Margot. who lends him money for his schemes.
They being together sets the gossips' tongues
wagging and Hlmes finally demands that she
Yet he discease being seen with Derwent.
covers her coming from the man's apartment.
She had gone there to demand the return of
might
explain
all to her
the money that she
husband. But Chad leaves her in a rase, inBefore he
tent on sailing off on his yacht.
departs he learns of the real purpose of Margo t's visit to Derwent and his heart's desire Is
obtained when he finds her waiting for him
aboard the boat to really start off on their

her

that, they are
Margot accepts.

—

second

picture Is rather eleverly directed by
Miller.
Just as a touch of reality
scenario, touches of realism
were lent the action aboard the yacht. Motion
Inside the cabin to denote the pitching of the
boat In the storm is an excellent Illusion. Yet
it was so strenuously done that the sides' of
the set wobbled with the movements.
"By Right of Purchase" is somewhat longer
than the average feature length and might
have been held down to the customary five
There are portions which could have
reels.
been eliminated to accomplish that, but It

Charles

Bessie Barrlscale
George Fisher

was given the

makes a first-class program release.
Talmadge hasn't opportunity for much

Miss
in

an

emotional way, but Is characteristically good.
Eugene O'Brien makes a splendid showing as
Hlmes, and William Courtletgh, Jr. (who died
on the day the picture was given a private
showing) played equally well as Derwent. May
Hopkins has a small but well-played' bit as
his mistress.

loss.

THE ANSWER.
Warfleld
Joe King
Robert Warfleld
Charles Dorian
Francis McDonald
Guldl Garcia
Shepard
Dean Hersholt
Claire Anderson
Goldle Shepard
Lorraine Van Allen
Alma Rubens
This Is one of the Triangle seven-reel specials that are released once a month.
It is
presented by the Triangle Players with no
The
one especially featured In the story.
theme Is that of putting a beggar on horseback, but the plot la a long, long time revealing Itself.
R. Magnus Ingleton Is the

John

author.
E. Mason Hopper directed the proThe
duction, with A. Nagy at the camera.
constant clash between wealth and poverty
and booze forms the basis of the story*
John Warfleld, reared according to the
tenets of socialism by his father, who was one
of the wandering disciples of the cause, finally
settles In San Francisco, and with Guldo
Garcia opens a refuge for working men.
Warfleld and Garcia are heart and soul In
the
movement, and Goldle Shepard, the
daughter of one of the working men, offers
her aid In conducting the business affairs of
the club. She and Warfleld fall In love, and
after her father Is killed by an automobile
while In his cups they become engaged. The
young society girl who owned the car becomes Interested In the club and wishes to
aid In the work and as well aid the girl
orphan. This Is refused with 111 grace by the
With the turn of events Warfleld Is
latter.
Informed that his mother has died In England, and he goes abroad to claim the estate.
The solicitor tells him the story of
his early life and the reason for his father's
bitterness against the people of wealth. This
Is
shown In a series of cut-backs.
Warfield's mother was the daughter of a nobleman; she eloped with the socialist, who
later deserted her and took his son with him.
But the call of socialism Is too strong despite this explanation, and Warfleld decides
to sell the English estate and devote his
wealth to the cause of the brotherhood of
man In the United States. But first he sends
for his fiance and they are married In the
chapel of the estate.
The daughter of the
laboring classes becomes a lady and forgets
all her past surroundings, belittlng her hushis
band for
devotion to the cause. Finally
when he decides to return to America It Is
Just at the time when Garcia arrives on the
scene to ascertain the reason for his long
absence.
Garcia grasps the situation and
after starting Warfleld on the return trip
.

he remains behind and shoots^he wife, committing suicide afterward.
Then on Warreturn to his club, where the society
has been continuing the work he had
a new' romance develops which ends

field's

girl

started,

hepplly.
The real punch and action are practically
held down to the last two reels of the picture, and consequently the first five are slow
True, there are several clever
at times.
atmospheric touches In the early section. Joe

King as

Warfleld was altogether pleasing,
while Claire Anderson as Goldle carried a
very difficult role In a convincing manner.
Alma Rubens as the society girl was the conventional Ingenue and walked off with the
beauty honors of the picture. Francis MacDonald as Garcia gave a corking character
performance. The settings early In the picture are simple, but those showing the baronial
balls In England are elaborate.
Fred.

CURSE OF IKU.
Frank Borzage
Tsuru Aokl
a seven-reeler marketed by the
George Klelno system and set for release In
latter April, although It has been shown In
the Pacific Coast.
It had a trade showing
at the Stanley, New York, with musical accompaniment.
The story takes place In America and Japan,
and Is a sort of combination of melodrama and
travel subject. The dramatic passages are full
of action, while the views of intimate native
life In Japan are convincing In realism.
It
was reported they were taken In California,
but tho spectator gets the strong impression
that they are bona fide scenes In Japan.
A prolog shows Japan of 100 years ago,
when all foreigners were killed If they ventured Into the Mikado's domains.
An American sailor Is shipwrecked and Is saved from
death by a kindly nstlve prince.
The story
then shifts to the present. Iku III, descendnnt of the ancient tyrant, comes to America,
to become a servant In the home of a California merchant, where Carroll, descendant of

Allen Carrol III

Oml San
This

Is

the *a11or,

a guest.
The two clash and the Jap kidnaps Carroll's
flnnce. takes her to Japan, pursued by the
American. He has her confined in a vicious
resort, threatening to turn her over to the
Is

The

visitors of the place If she refutes to marry
follows, trscks Ika
In s capital melo-

him. The American lover
down snd rescues the girl

la

used with telling

effect,

bnt

the locations represent benv;
landscapes, and the real atmosphere of
farm life is preserved with finest judgment.
The familiar animals are employed to advanThere Is one scene In which the hero,
tage.
the lonely farm hand, has to say good-bye to
his dog, which reaches the height of moving
pathos.
One hit of background deserves particular
mention. The hero, under a false charge, is
driven from the farm. He packs his carpet
hag and departs at dawn. At the turn of the
road he looks back for a last sight of the
Elace that has been his home for years. Here
a fine sentimental situation, and Its setting
tlful

dramatic climax which Involves a gorgeous,
wholesale fight between Japanese thugs and *
band of American sailors.
One consideration that must have weight
just at this time Is that Japanese-American
sentiment Is a rather delicate subject to
handle. In the film the Japanese villain pi sees
the yellow man In a highly disagreeable light,
particularly in his amorous attacks upon the

American

close-up

never overdone

girl.

Considered merely as a film It has excellent
dramatic values Its action Is strong and full
of tense Incidents, although there are occasional Inconsistencies.
The photography Is
of the highest order and there are details of
directorship which are really Impressive.
An interesting device Is thst used when the
Jap spies on the American girl. He watches
her at her dressing table through a keyhole.
The screen Is shaped Into a keyhole through
which Is seen an eye. The pupil of the eye
fades out and In the space appears the scene
at the dressing table which the eye actually Is
:

exquisite.

is

The film has that odd mistiness that goes
with the dawn. Ray appears over a rise of
land, while between two groups of slender,
graceful treee there Is a perspective of quiet
country, the pale sky appearing in patches
through the foliage and gaps In the woodland.
The composition Is almost worthy of a Blakelock.

girl.

The picture from beginning to end Is n
example of the Ince Ideals.
The
story Is full of smsll touches of finesse. Its
narrative Is direct and easily understood ; lta
progress Is smooth and orderly In a dramatlo
sense, and several moments of compelling
action.
One of these is the fight between the
farm hand and the pompous city clerk. The
fight as a detached Incident Is worth while,
and In addition It comes In a logical place
and has the backing of situation and character

The data furnished by the Klelne office was
altogether Inadequate. The Klelne office Itself
gave out a synopsis which did not cover the
story and the cast had only two characters.
The Jap actor who played the principal was
not even named.

Another passage of good action came In the
burning of the farmhouse, with the neighbors rushing In from all aides In their nightclothes and working a bucket line, together
with the rescue of the farmer'a son by the

worthy

watching.
Locations have been selected with an artlstto
eye to composition snd effectiveness.
The
handling of the Japanese tea garden bits are
especially good.
The atmosphere Is perfectly
built up and preserved, and the dramatic
progress to the climax Is strong. The picture's
principal defect Is Its disagreeable angle in
the brutal lovemaklng of a Japanese to a white

relation.

hero.

Charles K. French as the Puritanical old
Is an excellent type, while Gilbert
In the unsympathetio rple of his son
Doris Lee, the heroine,
filays convincingly.
s rather a aaccharine young person, but the
pert called for something of her obvious
"sweetness."

FAST COMPANY.

farmer
Gordon

Laurence Perclval
Franklyn Farnnm
Fred Montague
Peper Van Huyler
Mrs. Van Huyler
Katherlne Griffith
Juanlta Hansen
Allda
Dan McCarty, Jr
Lon Chaney
Dan McCarty, Sr
> ...
Richard Barnaby
Edw. Cecil
"Fast Company," Bluebird flve-reeler, shown
In the Universal projecting room March 10, Is
a fairly Interesting comedy drama featuring
Franklyn Farnum and Juanlta Hsnsen. The
story Is by John McDermott, scenario by
Eugene B. Lewis and Waldemar Young and the
data furnished by the producing company
credits the direction to N. O. Reynolds. Photography Is by Edward Ullman.
The picture Is probsbly designed to please
Irishmen.
If thst Is the purpose, everybody
concerned in Its making has a surprise coming, for Irishmen won't like the Imputation It
contains that every man of Celtic ancestry
must confess humble birth. Irish pride Is no
easy subject to deal with, as was witnessed
by all who had a hand In "The Playboy of the
Western World" and several of the green
whiskered comedies of native manufacture.
The tale has several good comedy angles,
but the scenario has been crudely done.
It
Is scarcely reasonable to suppose thst a scion
of a wealthy family, cast off by his father,
would don overalls snd go to work as a common laborer with pick and shovel, while his
classmate, son of a building contractor, would
become a newspaper reporter. In like manner Alicia, high born and aristocratic, would
not be likely to drive her car to the job where.
"Larry" le working In order to see him.
Ir
the Incidents named are Implausible, nevertheless they are. In a theatrical sense, effective.
That Is what the picture amounts to,
an entirely theatrical story, put on In a rather
Interesting way.
The socialistic trend of the
tale gives It a certain topical value and sdds
something of sympathetic appeal to the character of the hero.
It has to do with the adventures of Laurence Perclval Van Huyler. brought up In the
belief that he Is a blue blood, descended from
the Knickerbocker stock of New York, and
oppressed by the necessity of living up to the
family's aristocratic traditions. When the old
dwelling Is torn down he finds In the wall the
oonfeslon of the family's founder that he was
In reality an Irishman who traded on the

LOVEME.
Malda Madison
Gordon Appleby

Dorothy Dal ton
Jack Holt
Rupert Fenton
Wm. ConkJIn
Dorcas Mathews
Eunice
Melbourne MacDowell
Grant Appleby
Mrs. Appleby
Elinor Hancock
Robert McKlm
Martlmer Appleby
"Love Me" Is a Paramount with Dorothy
Dalton featured. It was produced by Thomas
H. Ince, with William Nelll as director. O.
Gardner Sullivan wrote It and John Stumer
photographed It. The picture should give general satisfaction In any class of house. Mies
Dalton has Improved In many ways. She certainly knows how to wear clothes and In "Love

.

Dutch name for commercial and social reasons.

This discovery

satisfies his

democratic am-

bitions and he organises his social and heart
affslrs on the new basis of democratic birth.
From this point on there Is romance In
plenty and the film has Interest. The earlier
passages are dull. It would be well to make
It clearer In the titles that the hero's strivings
are In the direction of democracy rather than
Insistence upon this point
just humble birth.
of Irish genealogical Inferiority will he sure
to offend Irishmen.

THE HIRED MAN.
Hollfns
Charles Ray
Caleb Endlcott
Charles K. French
Walter Endlcott
Gilbert Gordon
Mrs. Endlcott
Lydla Knott
Ruth Endlcott
Doris Lee
Carl Ullman
Stuart Morley
Charles Ray never did anything better than
this rural play of consplcuouslv happy human
Interest.
It Is the work of Thomas H. Ince
Productions. In five parts, relessed late In
January through Paramount, and had prerelease booking at the new Rlvoll, New York.
When It was seen at the Stanley a few days
sro It scored strongly. When the simple lit-

Bzry

tle

homefy romance came to

Its

most

senti-

mental passage, where the humble farm hand
and his sweethenrt are united, from all over
the theatre there was the sound of clearing
sure sign that the pMhos of
of throat",
situation and acting was scoring a bull's eye.

Besides Its simple story and human appeals,
feature has a number of excellent points.

tfce

•

Me"

she displays a number of fetching outThe other women In the company also
100 per cent. In display of frocks.
Mlsa Matthews Is always a delight to the eye,
while Miss Hancock makes a charming figure.
Of the men Melbourne MacDowell stands
out. In the dignified role of the father of the
young msn who married against the wishes
of the family, he was fine. MscDowell knows
every trick of the screen and this, coupled
with his associations with the spoken drama,
enables htm to make the most of his parte. His
work stamps htm ss an artist. The story may
be old In theme, but It tells a human story
convincingly.
The work Is splendidly oameraed.
The direction is of the best and le
supported by capital acting.
Robert McKlm
as Mortimer Appleby, a caddish role, and Jack
Holt as his manly brother, capably Interpret
difficult parts, while William Conklln doee
well with the role of the man who wonld
carry off the wife of another. The sub-cllmaxes are well staged.
The Interiors are
elaborate.
"Love Me" will hold Its own with
fits.

register

•

he

Mark.

fans.

ArWSFINISH.
Poor story, reslly very bed snd even worse
than that

Is the American feature of "Ann's
Finish," starring Margarita Fisher.
The
story Isn't logical at any time. Once It comes
to a dead stop and a caption asks the audience to guess what Ann (Miss Fisher) will do
next. As sny audience will begin to ask itself
questions anyway shortly after this picture
starts, It wasn't any more necessary for the
caption to remind them than there Is necessity for about three out of these five reels.
As a two-reeler the picture would have been a
rapid succession of Incoherent evsnts. In five
rrels It's about the most dreggy thing of Its
kind seen hers In a long while, without the
principals or director assisting the unplauslble and badly constructed scenario.
Ann. the daughter of a "lumber king," "goes
to s boarding school.
While- there the son
Jack Mower) of a wealthy neighbor enters
her room st midnight to burglarise it. She
saves the unknown thief from arrest by stating he Is her husbsnd and thst she Is a "war
bride."
Some of the complications are built
upon this,. Some ere Intended for comedy but
are not. Later the young man when he becomes known to Ann by his proper name, explained he was writing a book on robbers
and went out for "atmosphere" that night.
Then there Is an abduction of Ann by real
rohbers. bsdly directed by Lloyd Ingraham,
who attended to the direction of tho remainder of the picture as well.
The film goes to a long drawn out finale,
with nothing to redeem It from story to production, to scenery, directing or playing. Rome
dny maybe tho American will tr^ a. day at
the New York for a Fl«her feature by Itnelf.
Last week this one arnln split the bill on a
double feature day. When the American gets

—

—

a full 'Ingle

day

there, that will be

—for the American!

some day
Bimt.
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THE SEA PANTHER.

THIEVES GOLD.

Triangle feature, with William Desmond
It's called "The flea Panther." and
starred.
Ja of a courtier pirate ciptaln of the "old
school" (in books), a debonair Frenchman,
natty and nifty, who controls his robber
band with an Iron band that holds a sword.

Featuring Harry Carey, 'Thieves Oold" Is
a westerner, with the usual hard riding, sho oting and the Ilka. The story opens in Mexico,
where frequent shipments of money, smuggled
morose the border to revolutionists, ore preyed
noon by highwaymen. Cart Simons, one of
the highwaymen, has been eavght and sentenoed to die. Ho aaoapos.
The scene shifts to Arizona, whore "Cheyenne" Harry la In charge of the Savage
Ranch with Uncle Larkln his only companion. Tired hf tho lonesomeness of tho Ufa,
he sends his resignation to Savage by Unolo
Larkln.
When Larkla arrives ho is seat to
Agua Prleta to meet Alios Norms, who, not

A

falls lu love and 1h as gentle to his
beloved aa though she were not part of a prise
capture, and that he could not slay with one
hand whilst soothing with the other. It's
really tur-rl-bul that such a nice man should
have been such a bad man. And he seemed
to be a pirate chief without a boat.
The picture 6howe water, It showed beach,
coast lines and decks, but nary a boat Is there,
and the decks as far as any audience could
distinguish might be those of a canal boat.
Even when the pirate crew of "The Cygnet"

Bnt he

boarded "The Lady of Devon," overpowered
the crew of the latter, taking possession of
the capturod boat, and sailing both vessels
back to the piratical eeacoast town, the screen
never showed either of the boats, excepting
the deck, and the nearest to a genuine ship
on the screen was the pirate captain making
his escape at the finale In a rowboat.
It's a costume production, In the days when

some

pirate captains

were gallant and their

wanting to marry tho man of hsr father's
eames to tho Savage Ranch to spend
tho summer.
Cart, after ho eeeapea, moots Harry.
Ho
neede a partner in his escapades and norsuadee Harry to Join him. He doss, ana on
tho way they most Alios coming from tho
train.
At Prleta, Cart moots Bstoshl. his old
pal. who tolls Cart of a largo shipment of
Cld that Is on Its way. Cart knows that if
wero to hold ap tho ooaeh and got tho
money, ho would have to divide a largo portion of It with Betoski.
Cheyenne and Betoakl got Into a card game.
Betoski Insults
Cheyenne and Cheyenne shoots him. They
hold up tho aato containing tho money.
A
posse starts In pursuit Uncle Larkln. who Is
all Jassed up, drives his horse and buggy
wild.
Harry, realising tho daager tho girlTs
In, disregards tho warning of Curt that tho
choice,

posse It eomlag and rashes to
after which ho starts for tho ajlla, where tho
posse catch him, and ho la seat to JalL Sawage's Influence with tho Governor gats hum
out.

|
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crews wero rough.
This privateer chieftain
was a bear on manners. Every time the lady
he held prisoner passed him Capt. swayed to
the ground, waving his plumed fedora In a
tell from that Mr.
at all bending over
to touch his toes. If he does that for exercise.
About the best scene Is <a fiery duel between
crescent.
Anyone could
Desmond has no trouble

zm/a

two pirate caps, one our bad man hero, and
our bad man won.
He killed his man and
kissed the girl all in the same scene, but he
kissed her hand, of course.
Pirate captain*
In pictures can't kiss girls' lips before the
finish
then they must kiss 'em. Them Is the
rules.
Still
this feature turns out to be
fairly Interesting.
The scenario writer made
it bo. and the director, Thomas N. Heffron,
despite the fact that the expense account held
out a real ship on him, and that the title of

—

"The Sea Panther" Immediately recalls "The
Sea Wolf" (and sll of the gorgeous salt air
equipment given that London film) worked
hard and 4u last secured a heart Interest that
greatly builds up this feature towards Its
finish.
The pirate chief held the girl captive
for some time at the piratical city, until his
crew rebelled, when he ventured to sail "The
Lady Devon" back from the Bahamas to the
coaot of the Carol Inas, avowing htn love to the
girl before doing fo. being repulned. but promising her her freedom upon their arrival.- Some
An before mentioned, Cap was
gal-lant. eh?
a bear for It. Just before reaching the Carolina Coast, Cap gave his crew their choice, to
beat It by swimming for land, going with him
to shore and being hanged, also with him, or
fighting him for the possession of the boat
(again On a deck).
Tbey preferred to fight
him. about 14 to 1. but he did a Hackett. although before finishing the Job of whipping

the mob Cap was overpowered by the Imprisoned crew below who had released themThe pirate Cap was placed In irons
selves.
and the "Lady" boat proceeded toward land
with her first man power sailing her. "THAT
NIGHT" the girl came out of her cabin,
sneaked Into the cabin of the ship's original
boss, who slept rleht on, took the key, released her pirate admirer, allowed him to kiss
her on the mouth, and he rowed away that
very same day. Tough you will say, but he
had to get away. What became of her or him
after that, deponent knoweth not, for the film
told no more. It ended then, somewhat vague
perhaps, but they ere not allowing pirate capg
to marry good girls this sea Hon. and the girl
was good, you could tell that from the picture.
The pirate Cap even killed the other
guy for Insinuating to the contrary. It's not
a bad costume picture, and the players all did
well, Mr. Desmond leading, with his lieutenant or first mate a close second, while the
woman (perhaps Lillian Langdon) who played
the elderly companion to girl (Mary Warren),
did an admirable bit. They had to be eood to
get a picture out of this, for although you
couldn't see any boat you couldn't see either
any deck rocking as though on the waves, although there was plenty of sea. For a split
a double feature day as this Triangle did. It
satisfied, by Itself, but couldn't atone for the
other half of the day's bargain In feature
film8ime.
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The House

everj) respect.

upon

the

of Glass*

screen.

Young's triumph

is

a rare picture in

keeps the e$es ever riveted

It
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is

Clara

Kimball

"—Motion Picture News

BLUE JEANS.
"niue Jenns," the old-time melodrama, makes
an Interesting screen contribution, bnt It bss
some#of the faults of the film dramas of Its
period.
Its good characters are so good and
Its
bad ones io unutterablv bad that the
a. -•
,_
_
»
,.

uutU

.

out*

is

tbeless,

It

ui

will

•

U|i|ilNsni*«)

ni«Kiiifnn,

itrVei-

plesse a considerable element

of fans.
It Is offered by Metro under the
B. A. Rolfe banner, and Its director was John
E. Collins.
The star Is Viola Dana, who Is
unreasonably given to closeups.
Tho closcup Is all very well In Its place
and Is n valuable device In the development
of the storv, but It can be abused.
This Is
tru.> whon It I- u««*d rather for the deliberate
exploitation of a Aim plav^r rather than for
the necosaltles of fbo production.
Miss Dana Is a charnilnc netress, and In
the role of June has n onrenlnl part, but

these considerations dn ?r>t excuse the constant forcing of near views of her upon the

"THE HOUSE
Max

aro exqulstely pretty bits of landscape.

GLASS"
stage

success

turned into a screen triumph b$

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
AND HER OWN COMPANY

Scenario by Ckarles E. Wkittaker

spectator.

The players are nil excellent type* nnd. of
course, the bit: saw mill scene Is effective as
n shocker.
The photography Is one of the picture's best points.
Rome of the rural scenes

Marcin*s

Distributed

b$

*4

At the fall celebration Uncle's toagao ho>
eomee loosened by whiskey sad ho blurts oat
that Cheyenne had shot a man. Aooaosd by
Alios, Cheyenne confesses and leaves her. Ho
meets Curt and they gamble. Cheyeaae foveas
him to let him win sad leaves with Cart's
Curt, in revenge, follows hum sad
money.
shoots him In the arm, but not before Harry
plugs Curt. Alice, who eent for her Saaos In
tho oast, happens to bo passing that way with
him when they discover Harry wouaded. She
res Uses that she loves Harry mora than sho
thought' and dismisses hsr laaoa. Tho pasture contains lots of good scenery ami tho
photography le well done.

Directed

try
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MOVING PICTURES
THE CLAIM.
"The Claim"

Hght

its
into action
Hardly 10 mluutes have ^passed Beoutset.
fore the villain la disposed of through bemg
backed over a cliff at the point of a revolver.
That first 10 minutes would have
made a corking one-reeler by Itself in the eld
days of single-reel dramas. After the tragi*
This given the
death, another story starts.
B. A. Rolfe (Metro) feature a ehance to emtend to the customary length. The filst pssJT
Ptaak
is from the novel of similar name.
Relcher directed it for the camera, with W.
C. Thompson attending to the photography.
The adapter and Mr. Relcher seem to have
followed the book story quite literally. There
is not the usual flush of explanatory scenes
nor captions so often found In adapted novels,
leaving the auditor of this feature an oppor-

goefl

tunity of filling in now and then with an
imagination. Irs not a bad plan at all. Too
detail often becomes tedious and quite
Edith Storey, the
as often holds up action.
star, is the supporting wife of a gambling
loafer in a western camp town.
To support
him his wife takes in washing. The picture
opens with the wife washing at the tub, a
baby in the crib and the father at a saloon
where he agrees to a proposal he proceed to
El Dorado, another town, and gamble on a
60-60 basis with the man who staked him. In
Bl Dorado are the MacDonalds, brother and

much

'

brother. In search of his sister, overheard
him.
Sending the girl home, the brother
not swayed by the offender's confidence the
fear of scandal would have him, backed his
sister's husband over the cliff. The tub washing wife found out where her gambling husband had gone, and went to El Dorado with
her baby, reaching there lust in time to see
her husband brought in dead. Leaving her

baby on the bar, the mother vamped, to do
something for herself besides washing.
She
became a concert hall singer, and If anyone
ever looked like Ethel Levey In Spanish
costume, other than Miss Levey herself, Miss
Storey does.
While singing In one of the

effectively played by Wheeler Oakman
(Mr. Oakman Is but a
behind the star for a good performance.)

sister,

and Mlgnon Anderson.
bit

The gambling man makes

concert halls, her voice attracted the attention of John MacDonald, also a member of the
orchestra.
The latter told her If she would
go in for vocal cultivation sho might make
grand opera.
The singer was pretty well
hardened to a tough section of the world by

love to the sister,

marries her, and almost Immediately Informs
her he has another wife. That was the reason
he admits why he wished the marriage to remain secret. As the betrayer confessed, the
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She carried a gun (or protection.
but the suggestion made her think. Then aha
heard of the MacDonalds hating taken the
child, heard they were wealthy, and sho wont
to El Dorado, made a demand (or $20,000
or
the child, met MacDonald himself, who hitherto had been unknown to her by name, and waa
about to decamp with a check (or 120.000
when she saw her child, (or the first time
since abandoning It.
The mother Instinct le
well developed at this Juncture, (rom two
angles, with the finale the mother returning
the child to Its foster parents and MacDonald
avowing his love for her. Any quantity of
heart Interest, some excellent restrained playing by Miss Storey, a generally good company
and an adequate production such aa the story
this time.

called (or.
"The Claim" is a flrst-claaa feature release, one that will serve the Metro

vwj

program

well.
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MORAL

PARALTA PLAYS
BESSIE.
Ol

BARRISCALF

AUM

SUICIDE.

"Moral Suicide" is a vamp feature, announced as In seven reels, running through In
one hour, 35 minutes. It's merely another expose and object lesson of the wrecking havoo
that may follow Into a well regulated family
after the father of that family marries a
vamp.
Ivan Abrahamson wrote and directed tas
story.
He made the wreck quite complete*
placed in a deal of ramifications and took a
daring chance In having the vamp'e young
lover hovering around the household as Use
private secretary to her husband.
Bran
the circles where vamps are familiar this
would be termed "raw stuff." That it was
raw was self attested when the Insane son
of the deluded old man shot his step-mother
in mistake (or her "brother," who was the
secretary, the crasy boy having heard of the
illicit relationship between bis father's
wife

m

HUtJI

J.

Warren

Directed by

OSCAR APFEL

an

"The Turn
ROBERT BRUNTON,

of

m

a Card" FREDERIC CHAPIN

Manager

Written by

of Productions

He

also

is

Farrell

is

born lucky.

playing sending the

women

players far to the

front- plus Jack McLean, who gives aa admirable show as the demented youth. Lean
Balrd is the adventuress, Ann Luther, the
old mans daughter and Claire Whitney becomes prominent as the Jealous wife of a

neighborly physician.

John Mason is the old man, Richard Covington, wealthy, aged and forceful, before
marriage— broke, bent and ragged afterward.
His daughter earned that marriage at hta age
to the young woman wae "moral suicide.**
That made the title, and the title is too only
drawing card, unless the names of the featured players. Mason, Balrd and Luther, are

-

Jimmy Montgomery

and the secretary.
Mr. Abrahamson has written a holding story
and produced It with detail, the direction and

-

born honest.

sufficient to attract.

That's

why

He plays and wins, because he is lucky.
And he wins when he doesn't play, because

he's honest.

With that system Jimmy comes out ahead every

At

cards,

"Moral Suicide" In front of a theatre sad
on the billboards should excite curiosity.
which mesne business. There le enough la the
picture to uphold the asms and the twist
given, where a vamp and her lover from
the
east may go west (prinolpal sosaes la California) and there enmesh a wealthy old man.
break up his family and destroy his wealth!
without that couple becoming separated during

luck sticks to him.

money comes

If it is

bad money,

If it is

good money,

rolling

he's lucky

enough to spot

he's lucky

Yet he never gambles.

time.

the process, brings out a mora modem vamp
than the screen has hitherto displayed. Tnle
vamp Is one with nerve. That her nerve remained with her le also made apparent later.
when, while she ss the wife and after the
daughter has been forced to leave her home
upon the wife's demand the husband choose between them, the vamp merely smiles as tas
sweetheart of the daughter returns from tas
east, recognising the wife ss a
fonnerilame
of
wn **•»*• was 20 and In New York.
x?Jfu?
Nothing
(eased, the vamp until the mmlalntended bullet got her the first time. Tas
son wss sent to an Insane asylum after bis
trial for the murder, while the daunhter
obtained work as best she could la New
York
during the year these events consumed.
The father, without funds, old sad la deg
•• Haw York, somehow,
tt
fS&ifft
looked like a long jump for him In his finan-

Jimmy's way.

enough not

to

it.

keep

it.

(Only a loser gambles.)

But there are other things Jimmy wins,

He

wins respect,

He

wins a friend, an

oil well,

an

estate,

a lawsuit, a villian's curses, a widow's blessings.

And

at last,

Jimmy wins

the biggest stake in the

?

whole world;

and physical condition.
As he stood
a railing down near Was hington
"i?*^*
* soow torm, it wss even manor
whether he would last until the enow atopned.
her ',\um
~
w»tt Light
i
Ta,ked and "ndwiehlnf^S
White
Cabaret,"
got the father a
companion job. It was still snowing whea the
old man from the west closed his day's
work
at the cabaret entrance. Looking Into
the
taurant he saw his daughter seated upon resknee of hie second wlfe'e "brother." The the
man, in his ragged clothes, rushed Into old
room, just as the daughter blew a whistle the
eallg .^ ec 0t 8 «r*lce officers to arrest the
.t
cial

alongside

the true love of a real girl!

I

You

•

^

(He's that lucky.

Thus proving, one may be lucky

at

cards and lucky in love I

don't have to be born lucky
you book this picture

if

PARALTA PLAYS,

WEST

Inc.

J EW

I

.1

«"* " -Pi". bVhavS;
?
SSfilhi
ru rnl shed f
information
to the Secret "•r™^
Service?

•

48th

^

a

hlB

working up the case for them.
It
didn't
need
another
half
reel
to
straighten out the affair, for
the boy back
daughter and eon were reunited
and the
daughter married her steadfast sweetheart!
There are three or four ensemble
soenee.
court, ballroom and cabaret, but
it's the general outline of working that
does the most.
Miss Balrd made a great looking vamp
and
played the role as devilishly as
any vamp

STREET

YORK CITY

Foreign Distributor: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.

wKi?
W

wect draw ln « eympathy easily, while Miss
_
ey aB the
wife, who told
J ealou «
'

r

the
,
^i ilooking
L,
good
female patients her husband was
not at home and allowed the homely
patients
to see him, got In some neat
little comedy
through this. Mr. Mauon has a self-playlng
role.
It needs nothing but the plsyer.
Allen
Hale le the "brother" of the vamp, and made
it stand up.
There aro several small parts.

Canadian Distributor: Globe Films, Ltd.

all

*f

hehry a.
WA1THAU

H0QKINS0N
SERVICE
AT ALL QCNgRAL.
EXCHANGES
FILM

well

enough

cant.

"Moral Suicide" semis to drop In Just about
right at thin time, in tho mld»t of the
war and
straight features, after It has been concluded
the vamping thing In yrtnros Is through.

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH

production

J.

WAHPIH

KfRRIIAN

picture

Ih

end wann't made expensive.
almost entirely of interiors.

The
The

Sfeis.
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Louise Huff
Theodore Roberts
lack Mulhall

Louise Mazarine
.loci
Mazarine.
Oriundo (iui-e.
.

.

LI

James Cruze

t'hoo

This i.i (he third of .'. Stuart piackton's
the novils of Sir Gilbert
(.I
screen version
1'nrkiT, and ny ion'.; onus ni.i muni nUOccssful.
George II. M. iioul diroded tiu- work under
the su|iiv; win of Mr. Ulackton, and the feature nines upon tlie market as an Item In the
Piir.iniuiini program.
Not only is it the best of !><» l'arker novel
but it is a really notable achievement
independently. Inasmuch as it is an exceptionOrally happy attempt to screen a uovel.
dinarily a no\el oilers many diilW-ultie.n to the
It ha« too much material,
Hceuario writer.
and lor film purpose the story Is frequently
In this ease, hfrwevor, the narratlvo
dlifuse.
has been brought into orderly, direct form, so
that the progress of events la simple and
direct to the smashing climax.
It has strong dramatic values, picturesque
types, an inierestiiiK romance and gorgeous
The
settings in the California mountains.
two ihings thai stand out are the beauty of
the nettings and the compelling acting of two
members of the cast, Theodore Roberts, as the
miserly old husband, and James Cruze, as
the Chinese servant. Roberts' name on a program is a sulllcient guarantee of a capable
character creation at all times, but In this case
he has been provided with a part out of the
ordinary, with possibilities for character Interpretation, and he handles It in masterly
fashion.
The wtory has to do with miserly old Joel
Mazarine, rancher in the Canadian northwest
(Roberts), and his young wife (Louise Huff),
who falls in love with a handsome young
rancher of the neighborhood (Jack Mulhall).
The tale develops the jealousy and fury of the
ancient husband almost as vividly as did the
novel.
The climax comes when the husband, driven
half mad bv suspicion of the wife, strikes at
her with a whip and is strangled by the
Chinese servant, whose affection the wife has
won by In r kindness. Here is shown a series
of closeiips of Cruze aud long shots of the
husband and wife which reach a maximum of

spending four months In New York, and shocking the community by appearing at a charity
It la mildly
affair, doing a classical dance.
humorous—but so Is a kitten with a ball of
yarn, for a brief spell. C. Gardner Sullivan
wrote it, Jerome Storm directed, Thomas H.

to audience. With the aid of a pair of scissors the victim Is transformed Into Oeneral
Grant, followed by Lincoln, the Kaiser, etc.,
The
each time whirling the chair around.
rapid, acrobatic comedy of these three slapstick comedians had the audience In hysterics
at the Rlalto Sunday afternoon.

THE BELL BOY.

WILD YOUTH.

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle's latest screen,
comedy, released this week, "The Bell Boy,"
Is excruciatingly funny.
He Is a bellhop In a
rural caravansary, the elevator of which Is
hoisted by a decrepit horse outside the building
In addition to answering the call ot
"front," Arbuckle is the barber and man of
all work, with "Buster" Keaton as his sidekick, and Al St. John as the clerk.
In this
picture is shown a new way for presenting

nee presents and Paramount distributes this
admirably produced
trifle,
inconsequential
with Enid Bennett in tho stellar role, supported by a clever oast of people In various
It Is asking a great deal of
bucolic types.
the spectator to believe that a simple, youthful country miss could be so thoroughly transformed Into a finished cosmopolite In four
I

naughtyTnaughty.
"Naughty, Naughty," while not exactly
Is about as trivial a story as has been
utilized for the making of what Is designed to
be a first rate feature In somo time. Spending money on a production to visualize a tale
about a young girl from a rural town, whose
-

silly,

"imitations" of famous celebrities that might
be annexed by some enterprising Tauderllllan.
Enter a long-haired, bewhlskered Individual
whom they dub "Jassrutln the Mad Monkey."
Arbuckle seats him In the barber chair, back

father

the

is

local

banker,

returning

The

monthB.

title

couple of years.

should be changed to a
It's the story that falls.
Jolo.

after

Heries,

dramatic power.
If there is a flaw

£

-

£

cooperation

Questions and Answers
Taking up and answering one by one The Moving Picture
World's objections to co-operative plans and its doubt as to the
organization and personnel of
i~Ji

United Picture Theatres

in

—

—

*

of America, Inc.

to say, although it Is rather unis
to the main story, It carrlc3 Itself
Interest as a detached incident.
The capacity audience at the Rlvoll where
the picture was viewed received it with mani-

Is the United Picture Theatres of
unselfishly for the exhibitors* interest?

That

Question.

necessary
In

approval.

is

>

the feature It Is that
the materhtl after the death ot the old man
and the u niiiug of the lovers a tcene which
Is In the nature of an
Is splendidly managed
The story is complete at this
anticlimax.
This fault
point and the rest Is superfluous.
is inherent In the novel and ia not to be laid
at the door of the scenario writer.
Resides the added matter has good picture
value*, due to the mystic atmosphere of the
Chinaman's worship at his religious shrine.

fest

©ije fee? to success

The feature

is

for the Paramount program,
worth special exploitation.

it

a strong one
would be well

Answer.

FAITH~ENDURIN\

signed to reduce film rentals to its
per cent., and to improve quality.

Roy Stewart
Flagg
W. A. Jeffries
Lee
Frltzlo Rldgway
Helen Dryer
Joe Dennett
Vic Dryer
Edward Brady
Edward Crane
Walter Perkins
Sol Durkee
Graham Pette
Old Jerry
Walter Perry
King
A Roy Stewart western released by Triangle.
Stewart Is rapidly developing in his cowboy
character. In this picture he 19 sure to please
the following that be haa built up ao far. As a
western this picture carries a story that has a
greater sustained Interest than the majority
There is action
of the features or the type.
rlnht from the start and as the story develops
there is something doing all the while with
love Interest, melodrama and comedy about
Stewart and W. A. Jeffries
equally divided.
both play a couple of cowboy characters.
Their meeting comes about through the latter saving the former from hold-up men.
After a couple of years they are conducting
a humble ram-h which lies In the way of a
copper mine development. The advent of the
mining company brings n handsome girl
steno and her brother to the town, as well
The
as the general manager of the mine.
Stewart falls In love
latter is the heavy.
The
with the girl and a courtship lollows.
secure
the
general matiauer In his effort- to
land which the two partners hold frames a
lie fore
deal with the *dn riff to oust them.
he can put his scheme into action hn Is Bhot
and killed by the brother of the girl when he
Stewart takes the blame
tries to assault her.
for the shooting and has the sheriff on his
Finally he rides Into a strange town
trail.
onlv to me> t his former pard as the sheriff
The idea of "Fnith Endurln' " Ih thnt
there.
in the case the sheriff
ile-pit'' the evidence
stand- by his pard. They return to the scene
of the crime ;iml by that time it has been
discover'') who actually did the killing and
The lati.r brings about the exthe cau-e.
With that there is
oneration of the brother.
the conventional happy eliding for the cowboy and the girl, and In. Mentally the president oT the mining company, who has arrived
on the scene, maki s a legitimate offer for tho
the boys with
\ \s
roper!.v, which
ranch
Sl.i.imo ach and an interet in the prollts. It
moving western feature that will
is
fa>;
Roy Sti wart will be
plea -e pr.tty cen. rally.
liked, and .Jeffrie- creates a distinct ImpresFritzie Ridgway as the
sion by his work.
Fred.
heroine was altogether pleasing.

because it is a mutual co-operative organization,
under the control of its exhibitor membership, de-

It is,

legally

Jeff
J (in

Question.

America working

members from 30

Will United Picture Theatres engage in the making

^

and marketing of films?
Answer.

to 50

It

Question.

The plan

will not.

ture or peddle
Is

is

to

buy

not to manufac-

film,

it.

our plan a reversion from open bookings

to pro-

gramme?
Answer. Emphatically NO! We shall book by the "star series"
system and such acceptable productions as the market

*

.

1

;

<

;

i

affords.

Question.

How do we expect to get the exhibitors to stick?

By making every member an actual benefiting
Twenty-two thousand druggists slick together.
not a few thousand exhibitors?

Answer.

part-

ner.

Why

(To be continued)
Write today to Dept. V.
~<* p

:

United Picture Theatres of America, Inc.
1600 Broadway, New York
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AMONG THE WOMEN

COAST PICTURE NEWS

BY TATSY" SMITH

_

'The
poem)

is

Los Angeles, March 15.
Naulakha" (from Kipling's
a work of art from a photo-

graphic standpoint, directorship, continuity of scenes and events. A dramatic and simple love story holds and
interests to the end. The Indian types
are fine, and Eastern customs and detail work creditably done.
Doraldina
is a wild Gypsy dancer.
The screen
hardly does her justice from a personal
viewpoint.
The Nautch or
Bayadeses dancing costumes were
authentic in every detail.

—

By GUY PRIOB.
Haper's good points, as did her white
bride's dress.
May
Earle (Mae and Billy Earle) looked
her best in light blue taffeta brocaded

satin

Dorothy Dalton and
Enid Markey share honors in "A
Captive God." Hart was a surprise
in the role of an almost nude Indian
and must have felt lost without his
"chaps" and guns.
He fought his
S.

Hart,

battles in the prehistoric style, with

bludgeons.
Washed up
from the sea when a mere child, he
still
retains a memory of Christian
faith, although brought up by the

and

stones

Teheanan
flirtatious

finally

becoming

As Chiapa he

covets the

Indians,

their chief.

beauty of his

tribe,

Teco-

played by Dorothy Dalton. Some
tempting wild beauty she is, tool If
there is a more vital screen beauty
than is Miss Dalton I have failed to
see her.
Eventually Chiapa. whose
tribe is at war with the powerful Aztec
tribe, falls in love with the daughter
of their king.
To punish the presumptuous warrior King Montezuma
makes him "A Captive God." This
gives him a year of life and four
maiden wives to attend him before he
is to be sacrificed on the altar.
The
trincess, played prettily by Enid Marey, saves him and he in turn her.
Miss Markey in a clinging type has
ample opportunity to register with
her
soulful
eyes this
me is
to
always the extent of Miss Markey's
acting. The "costumes" consist mostly
of skins, feathers and beads in various
combinations. Many of the scenes
were taken in the Indian village of the
San Dieso fair built to represent the
homes of the cliff 'dwellers of Arizona.
lote,

—

—

"In the Balance" features Earle
Williams and Grace Darmond. Miss
Darmond, despite she has been suffering from contusions and bruises,
caused from an auto accident in the
studio early in the week, appeared
Friday night in person and in a
nervous little speech acknowledged she

was "scared

to death." She said she
had ambitions to be a great star, but

she failed, her next ambition
was to settle down and become the
mother of a big family. An exceedingly earnest bit of femininity is Miss
Darmond, with a wholesome attraction.
Cast for Louise Maurel, an
actress, she has abundant opportunities for displaying frocks and frills in
the picture, but does not overdress
that

if

A

draped panne
long lace scarf
trimmed with opalesques and beads
falling down the back that seemed to
be part of the long clinging sleeves. A
white Spanish shawl costume, a couple
of smart one-piece frocks and a seal
and ermine cape were worn. Fay
Marbe was an attractive, even if an
unsuccessful vampire, and the one who
plays "Sophy Gerard," Louise's friend,
A oneis a capable young woman.
piece dress worn by her, braided in
soutache, put on in a Roman border

any time.

softly

gown had

velvet

design,

was good

a

tulle

mauve, draped over mauve
woman of Waiman and
Berry looked trim and neat in rose
velvet, made with a peg top and slight
bustle drapery.
Minera Courtney in
a rose and gray plaid tailored suit,
smart little toque and gray boots was
an attractive little comedienne. Her
skit has gained much in the playing
and it is a laugh getter from beginning
Last but not least the fast

end.

working young woman athlete in the
Dedic Velde and Co. act (De Velde
and Co.) deserves special mention.
Three changes were all fresh «nd
?rctty as one would expect from a
eatured single turn. A rose with blue
and silver bandings on skirt and a
loose tunic embroidered in beads and
sequins in same colorings, a white and
pink pompadour silk, showing pink
lingerie now and anon, and a becoming
pink satin bloomer costume for her

more

difficult

work were ay

effective.

new
"No

apartments in Hollywood
Dogs, Children or Movie People Alread)

(Possibly

lowed."
latter

referring

in

the

mention to the taking of scenes.)

Audiences

who always

love an un-

programmed event were treated to
some extra laughs at the Orpheum
during the week. In the Stan Stanley
Mrs. "Stan" sells kisses to her
husband and the drummer supposedly
for sweet charity. Following Emma
Carus he gets a laugh later on by saying, "Gee, I'd like to see Emma Carus
bounce on this table." The other night
Emma was game and walking out on
the stage said, "Here I am." After
some amusing stalling she said, "Mr.
Stanley, I'm selling kisses for charity,
too," and finding he had no money he
went over to his partner, told a funny
story, got a dollar and came back and
act,

performed the feat. With a sigh, Emma
handed him back the dollar, saying she
enjoyed it so much she hadn't the
nerve to take the money from him.
Miss Carus, who is a big favorite here,

at the Kinema Tea Room
Friday. Some film star entertains there
each day, but as yet Miss Carus is the
first vaudevillian to be asked to serve.

was hostess

account of the unique unfolding
of the dramatic climax of "The Whispering Chorus" (premiere at the
Kinema March 17), patrons will not be
ushered to seats during the final half-

hour of presentation. Babes in arms
will not be permitted in the theater
and persons of exceedingly sensitive
temperament will be asked via a notice
flashed on the screen to refrain from
exclaiming aloud. The lighting effects
of the theatre are to be changed for
this production, which Mr. De Mille
regards as his best achievement.

MIX ESCAPES QUICKSAND.
Los Angeles, March 20.
had a narrow escape from

Tom Mix

death when the horse he was riding
floundered and fell in the quicksand
of the Mojave river, near Victorville,

The horse
on Mix, who

with its full weight
was but slightly injured.
fell

PETROVA'S FOURTH.
title

Hinckle.

show

at

the

Hippodrome

last

week. The women of the bill rivaled
each other in costume display. A pink
lace
the skirt covered with
silk,

and blue poke hat trimmed
pink showed off blonde Etta

Harold Lockwood
picture for Metro.

way matinee

girls

room devotees.

coming back to do a
Good news for the BroadIs

—

or,

But each time
He lassoes a

When he
Or

boldly stages a hold-up
rathsr, holds up a stage,

He persists In ignoring the women,
Much to their chagrin and rage.
He is liks a snow-capped volcano.
And beneath his mask of los
fires surely must be smouldering.
For you know he fakes love "orful" nice.

Latent

According to George Stout, business manager for George Beban, the letter's film company Is progressing rapidly with their first
production at Universal City.

should say, the tea-

I

Bill throws the lariat
lassie's heart.

David Wark

Griffith

treated hlmsslf to a

hair cut this week.

Norman Manning, now with

Astra, Is hustling to get things In shape for the opening
of production offices at Universal City.
The
Astra's first picture will have Fannie Ward
as Its star.

here.

Dsvld Horsley was reported this week to
have leased his studio property to the Paths,
but the Pathe people entered a denial.
The
money asked was too high. It Is said.

News of the death In the east of William
Hinckley was received here with regret
Hinckley wss a well-known film player and
left here only a tew weeks ago.

E. V. Durllng, our corpulent contemporary,
has been taking frequent motor trips to Santa
Barbara. Must be a studio attraction! What

tion.

it.

Ed?

Ralph

Julian Eltlngs's new home atop Silver Lake
being rushsd to completion and will be
ready for occupancy when the star arrives
is

Frank Beal, the

director. Is taking

a vaca-

Willie Archie, Camp jester at Camp KearSan Diego, writes that he likes the work
made a decided hit with

ney,

Lewis Is resting between pictures
again.
But he says he will havs some startling news within a few days.
We'll wait

very much and has
the boys.

and

Vivian Plank is the newest leading woman
She is
to make a hit at the local studios.
but three years eld.

Edna Earle, Pathe actress, Is hsrs to appear
In several pictures.
Ths local Metro has a nsw
Clifford P. Butler, lats of ths

He

manager.

New Tork

He

is

office.

succeeds Clark Thomas.

Sid

him.

Grauman has had a drink named

A

soft drink, too.

Think of

after

It

would have received had he been on the screen
continuously.

man

with

Foster Curry, of Tosemlte, delivered a lecaccompanied by photographic slides, at
the Kinema.
ture,

The great telescope in the ML Wilson laboratory has been filmed.
They were shown
here last week.
Catherine Carr, the Triangle seenaiiolst, has
moved Into her Santa Monica home, which has
been newly furnished.

Welcome Leighton Osmun
authors' club.
with Metro.

Hs has

Everybody's doing

to ths local film
recently taken a desk

Jacques Jaceard, the
now wearing ths uniform of
It!

Uncle Sam.

teetotaler.

Monte Katterjohn has added several volumes
to his already voluminous library.
local

producer

is

now wants human
"And players, too."

"The publlo
Let us amend,

advertising,

stories."

Joseph Van Meter is the new
the Dlando plant in Glendale.

manager

of

Meatless days are no bugbear to a lot of
extras around the studios.

Hart is the target for more mash notes
than most of his fellow stars on the screen.
Here is an example written by a fanette,
Bill

Jessie N. Way
The real Bill is much like the reel man,
Fearless, though bashful, clear through

When

And

with girls he is strong on a "fade-out"
shrinks from a "close-up" view.
in his

Fatty Arbuckle has the distinction of being
the first godfather to Western troops. He hss
adopted Company C, 159th Infantry, at Camp

Malmnte,
Alaskan
Fairbanks'
Douglas
"Rex," won first prise In the second annual
Los Angeles dog show.
Carol Hallowsy Is no longer to be co-starred
with William Duncan, but Is to be featured
in a production of her own.

Frank Lannlng is such a fiend for fresh air
he has lived sll winter In a tent at the foot
of one of the mountains near Universal City.
George Larkln has arrived In the west to
do a serial for Pathe.

Thomas Rhodee, son of a Pittsburgh millionaire, has offered Douglas Fairbanks, or rather
his father has, a million dollars In cold cash,
provided Fairbanks teaches him to do his
At least Doug's press
stunts on the screen.
sgent says

so.

Who

wouldn't?

Mary Pickford claims

to hsve discovered a
cure for"klelg-eye," a disease of the ocular
nerves common among photoplayers.

Fred Balshofer, president of the Torke Film
and his star, Harold Lockwood, have
work in Hollywood.

Co.,

Charlie Ray won't be inconvenienced when
the saloons do a fadeout on May 1. He's a

A

has

director,

Kearney.

Warren Kerrigan figures that breaking
his leg cost him thousands of dollars and
thousands of nice mash letters, which he
J.

Ashton Deerholt Is now leading
the Carmel Myers company.

George Fltsmaurlce, the Pathe
begun work at Universal City.

name

stands for Silent,

So the very wise guys say,
But safety first seems to me better,
For Bill won't give his heart away.
At gunplay he's so swift, none can get him,
Even Cupid's out of luck with his dart

started

Mabel Condon has returned from

Mew

Tork.

Harry Burns, champion bag puncher of the
world, has been made manager of the Rolln
Studio.

Reglnold Barker will start a company of
it Is rumored.

his own,

Dogs are Viola Dana's hobby.
Sergeant Frank Shroeder, recently discharged
from the army, Is back assisting Al Christy.

The Pickford family are said to be suffering from acute golntts, all, even Mommer
Pickford, have purchased a complete set o*
sticks.

"Amarllly, of Clothes Line Alley," broke
attendance records at the Kinema theatre.

Walter Edwards

will

The

star

has not been selected.

Robert A. Brunt on, production manager for
Paralta, has a new hobby and an expensive
It Is buying automobiles and redecoratone.
ing them with the nltra-modern-est trim-

—

mings.

JULIAN ELTINGE
THE FAMOUS IMPERSONATOR
To

all

have a new star to

direct at Lasky's after this month.

of the fourth production in

with

lent

Grace Darmond hobbled down to Qulnn's
week and made a personal appearwaa advertised to appear earlier,
but owing to an accident a later debut was
arranged. She Is now muoh Improved, but It
will be several days before she will be herself
on the
Rlalto last
anoe.
She

The 9

Cal.

flouncing,

•

under way.

serial director, is

On

which Mme. Olga Petrova will appear
has been made known to the trade as
This has been
"The Great Star."
changed to "Tempered Steel."
The picture has been directed by
Ralph Ince. Prominent in the cast are
Thomas Holding, J. Herbert Frank, E.
J. Radcliffe, Matilda Brundagc, Edith

Too many patriotic songs had a
tendency to mar the otherwise excel-

bos Angslss, March 16.
William Farnum onos mors is on the Job In
Oallfllmland.
Prank Lloyd had everything
ready for the star and work on the preliminaries for the new Farnum-Pox feature la now

is

•

Signs displayed on sbme of the

The

looking.

and

in gold and
net.
The

to

W.

at

——

!

the screen whet he

wee

to the stage

:
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INCORPORATIONS.

Marks, A. Yarmls, F. Freeman, 816
I.
Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Trtu-Butlai PUa Con^ Yonkers,

Saaaklme Theatre Corm* Manhattan,
$24,000; J. Schwartz, B. Meyer, H. We.lsner, 286 East 14th St., New York.
Display Stag* L.t*htln* Co., Manhattan. $10,000; W. B. Price. M. B. Kelly, J.
H. Ogham, 170 W. 44th St., New York.
Jamee J. Corbett* Inst., Manhattan,
physical culture works, $10,000; J. J.
Corbett, H. A. Rosenberg, H. Taller, 19
Cedar St. Manhattan.
Olraaple Tkee.tr* Operating Corp. Buffalo; $75,000; M. Slotkln, H. L. Hinges,

Q.

M.

York.

W. Welmer,

8.

R.

9.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Exhibitors, Manhattan.

$6,00.0;

H. O. Kosch and B. K re 1 berg,
1482 Broadway, New York.
Peraomal Motloa Picture Core*, Manhattan, $10,000; Lb Vrooxn, W. H7 Adams,
Q. J. Veetner, 489 Fifth Ave.. New York.
UaexeeUe* File* Laboratories aad ftadloa Co*. Yonkers, $60,000; J. E. Cavanaugh, J. B. Brown, C. J. Volpe, $46
Broadway, New York.
Simple Simon Pboto Play Co., Man$10,000;

hattan. $6,000; R. E. Chaudon. B. F. Hunt,
A. DeKamp, 25 Beaver street, New

Far East FUai

R. Schulklnd. M. R. Lubln, H. Q. Kooch,
1476 Broadway, New York.

Joha Fraaklla Maele Co., Manhattan,
$6,000; F. J. Lawson. J. W. Standlsh, J.
F. Sheridan, 1631 Broadway, New York.
Chromosjrraph Corp., Manhattan,
and projection machines, $20,000;
M. Schuler, R. Lynch, G. Norrls, 115
Broadway, New York.
Ess-Tee Amusement Corp., Brooklyn,
$5,000; F. Slafkes. J. Kessler. S. Sherman, 946 East 181st street, New York.

The

films

C.

Marlon Davlea Film

Corp., Nyack,

$20,000;

Co.,

Manhattan,

$10,000; C. J. W. Melsel. J. B. Hopkins,
T. Sturdevent, 637 W. 142d street.

J.

New

York.
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THORNTON TELLS OF HYPOCRITES
9

"Myself and Other Hypocrites' is
the title of a book Bernard Thornton
says he is writing, having gathered the
material for it with the aid of a detective agency. Mr. Thornton in a statement issued concerning the forthcoming book says there are libel laws for
all, for those who do not write as well.
Mr. Thornton's authorship, from the
statement, appears to have been suggested through, as he says, "»ome of
my best little knockers" having placed
their own construction upon an advertisement he lately inserted in Varidtt
mentioning he had been backed in his
career by J. M. Baxter, the Greenwich,
Conn., millionaire. Mr. Thornton stys
the misconstruction of the advertisement and his friendship with Mr. Baxter was intentionally made. He adds,
"The few envious, malicious rauckrackers and gutter gossips who belong
to the cast-off dregs of humanity and
whose private lives would crack a magnifying glass of inspection" had better
step softly where Bernard Thornton
is concerned, for he comes from fighting stock.
The announcements relate: "I -was
born, accidentally in a deserted moonshine still in the mountains of Kentucky on a trip across country.
mother comes from the famous Howard family of England, that has a family tree dating back to Catherine Howard, one of the unfortunate wives of
Henry VIII.
father's great grandfather signed the Declaration of Inde-

My

My

His name was Mathew
My great-uncle, Prof. John
was the Dean of Oxford College."
Mr. Thornton adds to the statement
"I am a success.
I am on the top.
I
am going higher. Try and stop me. A
pendence.
Thornton.
Hall,

'war' is on. They say I'm crazy to advertise in Varibtt.
Just like a Fox

man).
His friendship with Mr. Baxter, says
Mr. Thornton, dates back to 15 years
ago when Thornton was manager of
the Gaiety, New York, for J. E. Dodson. "The House* Next Door" was then
playing there. Mr. Baxter was in financial straits at that time and had no
way to turn. Mr. Thornton befriended
him. This may be testified to, says Mr.
Thornton, by Mrs. Van Horn, pro(film leading

of the St. Margaret Hotel.
Therefore is it so sensational," continues the statement, "that Mr. Baxter,
whp has since inherited vast wealth,
should out of appreciation offer to back
prietress

my

career?"

GRIFFITH FILM ON

WAY.

Arrangements are under way for
the latest of the David Wark Griffith
spectacles

film

WORLD - PICTURES
present

MADGE EVANS
GEORGE MAC0UARRIE
IN

'WantedAMothef
Directed

by HarleyKnoles

to

play an indefinite

engagement on Broadway, with the
rumor afloat that it will .follow the
"Four Years in Germany" picture at
the Knickerbocker.
If the Knick isn't available "Hearts
of the World" will in all probability

open

another local Klaw

at

When

house.

it

&

Erlanger

starts east J. J.

Mc-

Carthy will act as general manager,
through representing the Griffith interests here, with Theodore Mitchell
handling the general publicity.

CARDINAL SUIT DECIDED.
The

brought by the Cardinal
Fred Beck, Louis
Weiss and Leo Singer for an alleged
infringement on their picture, "Joan
the Woman," has been settled through
the efforts of Nathan Burkan.
Film

suit

against

Co.

Justice

Hand

ruled the picture

was

undoubtedly an infringement on the
"Joan" film and on their coypright. He
also ruled they he enjoined from exhibiting the picture and to deliver the
prints to the matshal to be destroyed.
In addition the defendants will have
to pay Cardinal $250 damages and
$750 as attorney's fees.
publicity director for the Pealno hnnrillnff »H the preea
Tobacco Fund that the MoCluren, Inc., ii sponsoring.
TU

rt

rova

work

Enn1n,

fllmn,

for

In

the
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GLADYS BROCKWELL FREED.
Los Angeles, March 20.
Gladys Brockwell was granted a decree of divorce here a few days ago.
She alleged desertion and in her testimony told the court her husband
habitually neglected her, forced family quarrels upon her and declined
to
lake her out.

SHELVED ONE-REELERS.

U's

The Universal

is said to be about on
the point of campaigning for the return of one-reel pictures for the exhibitors.
According to accounts Carl
Laemmle is prepared to furnish information gathered by a member of his
staff who traveled over the country, securing the opinion of exhibitors regarding the return of the one-reel film.
While the scheme of the
is to have
it accepted the exhibitors are
inclined
to the policy of the early ages in pictures.
Laemmle is reported actuated
in his endeavor to bring about a revival through mournfully seeing ever
before him between 75,000 and 100,000
feet of one-reelers shelved away in the
offices with no place to go.

STEGER WITH HEARST.

A

contract

between

W.

be Marian Davies in "Cecilia of
Pink Roses," with the scenario
adapted from the novel of that title.
In June, after her concert season has
closed, Mr. Steger will direct Anna
likely

has been entered into
R. Hearst and Julius

Steger whereby the latter becomes
director-general for the International,
the Hearst picture concern. C. F. Zittel, general manager of the International, brought the contracting parties
together.
Mr. Steger's agreement is said to call
for the production by him of at least
six features yearly.
It is for a term
of years. The first picture to be made
under the Steger supervision will

the

Case, the

operatic

star,

in

her

first

Miss Case's feature film
an International product.
The story has been scenarioized from
the book "The Golden Hope."
Mr.
Steger had Miss Case under contract
for her film appearances, and the International assumes that agreement.
The International connection does
film venture.
will also be

not limit Mr. Steger's activities to it.
He continues in association with

Joseph M. Schenck

in the S.

the proposal, mostly through

HAYAKAWA'S OPEN OFFER.

name

Hayakawa,

own

his

figures.

FIRST CHAPLIN

MARCH

31.

Charles Chaplin's "A Dog's Life"
goes into either the Rialto or Rivoli
for prerelease showing March 31, while
the general distribution starts April 8.

The

Monday

(8th) will be made
houses north of 41st street,
New York, with the exception of
Loew's Orpheum, Proctor's 58th Street
and Loew's West 42d Street house,
which take the picture the following
Thursday.
AH Manhattan south of 41st street
first

in all the

and the Bronx

100% BUSINESS MAN is one who gets every
ounce of money power out of the best machin-

ery at his disposal.

The most
dustry

is

efficient force in the motion picture inthe force back of

^aramount^(Jjicra£i
'"

get

the picture
April 11, there being two exceptions
in the Bronx
namely, Loew's National,
which gets the first Monday run for
a half week's showing; while Keith's
Royal takes it for a full week. The
following Monday all of Brooklyn
starts the Chaplin exhibition.
This is Chaplin's first release under
the auspices of the First National Exwill

A

(pictures

—

hibitors' Circuit.

Chicago, Mar. 20.
McVicker's and Rialto, both Jones*,
Linck & Schaeffer's vaudeville theatres,
will have the new Chaplin comedy film
for a prerelease week. It is said each
house is paying $800 for the film.

"FATTY" TOO FAT.
Los Angeles, Mar. 20.
Fatty Arbuckle was to have appeared
before the draft board for examination last week.
Several hours after the time set for
his appearance the comedian sent a
long-distance message, saying he was

marooned in the mountains by floods.
The chairman of the board remarked,
"Fatty

is

a

over weight to do

little

private duty."

Arbuckle

will

be rejected.

"REVELATION" BARRED OUT.
Montreal, Mar. 20.
of Censors has

The Quebec Board

upon "Revelation," the
in which Nazimova is starred.
It was to have been shown at Loew's
this week, and had been extensively
put its
picture

(Nationally Advertised)

The prosperous exhibitor, the one who is building
a permanent patronage, is the one who has the surefire money-getting slogan: "There's nothing too good
for

MY

people."

"I know," he says, "that Paramount and Artcraft
Pictures are the best pictures made. So, believe me!,
I'm going to take all I can get!"

He

Exhibitor. He shows ALL the Paramount and Artcraft Pictures, and he's the fellow who
does the big business in his community.

IS a

advertised.

Late Saturday afternoon the board
film and refused to
in the Province of
Quebec.

condemned the
allow it shown

"BOOTS"
("(instance

AND

"STOCKINGS."

Talmadge, after acquiring

the rights to "A Pair of Silk Stockings," has also secured "Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots," by Augustus Thomas.

100%

Be a 100% Exhibitor. Start now! Add more Paramount and Artcraft days to your schedule.
***?.

veto

f:
<j

Film

Steger

demanding his World contract give
him supreme control.

U

Los Angeles, March 20.
the
Japanese
actor, is considering an offer to appear
in th.c leading theatres of Japan in
Shakespearean and Ibsenian roles. A
proposition has been made to him for
a three months' tour. He was told to

S.

was reported some time ago Mr.
Steger would succeed William A.
Brady as the director-general of the
World, but it has been since rumored
that while Lee Shubert was insistent
upon Steger being installed the "downtown" interests in- the World out-voted
It

U

Sessue

&

Co.

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

ADOLPH ZUKOR Prws. JESSE LLASKY Vkv Pm CECIL B.DE MILLE DintorQenend
Wj.
TMFAV YORIC

—

—
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NEW ENGLAND MAN SLATED AS
NEXT PRESIDENT OF LEAGUE
Present Activities Within Ranks of Film Men Throughout
Country Assures Spirited Fight for Office at Boston Convention.' Ochs Said Not to Be a Candidate.
Present activities within the ranks
the
film
men throughout the
country indicate that the fight for the
presidency of the National Exhibitors'
League at the convention in Boston
next July will be a most spirited one,
with several well-known exhibitors
slated as sure of being named successor to the present incumbent, Lee
Ochs of New York.
It is very likely that New York will
have to pass the palm on to another
city, inasmuch as Ochs has had the
office for two consecutive terms. When
Ochs was named at the Chicago meeting last summer he went on record
as saying that he would not be a canof

didate for a third term.

New England film men are nearly
certain to have Ed. Horstman named,
notwithstanding that Horstman declares that he is not seeking the honor.
Horstman

If

isn't

New

England's
Black, Maine.

choice, then Alfred S.

For the first time Boston will have
the convention, and with New England
unusually active of late in the picture
end the N. E. exhibitors are anxious
to have the next president as hailing
from that section.

FILM RECEIPTS.
Has Mary Pickford lost her draw
box office? Does Douglas Fairbanks outdraw her? Those are the
two questions uppermost in the mind
of the film trade. That has been unat the

ever since last week
der
when Pickford in "Amarilly of Clothesline Alley" was the attraction at the
Strand with Fairbanks in "Headin'
South" at the Rivoli, New York.
The trade in general believed the
Strand business was decidedly off.
while the Rivoli broke its house record
on the first day of the Fairbanks picEverywhere, except at the
ture.
Strand itself, it was conceded Fairbanks was too strong an opposition
Some people claim that
for Mary.
it was the show that surrounded the
Pickford feature and not Fairbanks in
opposition that cause the falling off
in business at the Strand last week.

played to almost $19,000 last week,
while business at the Strand is said

have been around

to

states that, with the regular two-hour
show policy, the bill offered was as
strong as any that was built around
any of the shows that were at the

Broadway houses

week.
The Strand program, which Harold

three

last

Edel, managing director of the house,
place around the Pickford picture, comprised the overture "Peer Gynt Suite
No. 1." the Topical Review of the news
weeklies which held the cullings of
four weekly releases and ran 19 minutes, a piccolo duet, the feature, a soprano solo, the first of the Ditmars
series of four pictures showing "The
Depths of the Sea," the Mutt and Jeff

comedy cartoon and an organ solo.
It made a total of eight program numThe Rivoli and Rialto shows
bers.
held nine numbers in the program.
Mr. Edel and Moe Mark both mainMiss Pickford in the feature did

bigger house.

excellent

business

at

the

Los Angeles, March

The former house

is

said

to

have

"VAMP" CALLED AS EXPERT.
Los Angeles, March 20.
The defense in a murder case, where
a woman was accused of having killed
her sweetheart, called Theda Bara to
testify as to the
jilted vampire.

mental attitude of a

The defense

attempting to estab-

is

lish a plea of insanity.

real intent.

As an example One

five

daws (without Sundav).

The house

held Griffith's "Hearts of the World."

The amount quoted

is

$1,000

more

at

the $1.50 top scale than Griffith's "Birth
of a Nation" did at the same theatre
for a full week.
The other theatre. Grauman's, with
Enid Bennett in "Keys of the Righteous" at 35 cents top, in seven days

drew

$10,500.
•

New Orleans, March 20.
Burke, who is not popular here
as a screen attraction, sent the receipts
at the Strand skidding cellarward the
first of last week, with her newest release, "Eve's Daughter."
Ray,
in
conventional
Charles
a
picture, "The Family Skeleton," was not
Billie

sufficient to retrieve the low level from
the early part of the week, the business
for the seven days amounting to only

$3,465.
r

METRO. EXCHANGES.
is

at present negotiating

to take over all exchanges that have
been conducted by independent distributors.
It is circulating approximately
40 prints of each regular program release.

The taking over of the exchanges
has been in progress for about a year,
and at the last directors' meeting in
Januarv a report was made which
showed the company would have complete control of its own distributing
organization by the first of May.

DUPONTS INTERESTED.
Earlv this week there were signs
Duponts, the wealthy powder
manufacturers, might purchase outright the Warner Bros.' film production of "My Four Years in Germany,"
from purely patriotic motives, with the
idea of having a large number of prints
struck off and exhibiting them broadcast throughout the country for propathe

ganda purposes.

NEED TECHNICAL MEN.
The National
the
tion
in

Council of
Christian Associa-

Young Men's
last week issued

the picture industry

a

call

who

to men
desire to

their

from which the Government is
selecting the draft armies.
There is a special need for operators,
film cutters and repair men.

limits

While Mr. Berst's
a surprise to the trade

firm.

was

hind

it,

it

is

said

Berst severed re-

upon coming into conflict with
Mr. Pathe as to the absolute direction
of Pathe over here, something Berst
has always had within his power while
in command and which he would not
relinquish.

Whether Mr. Berst was opposed to
Mr. Pathe's secret plan and that
brought about the separation is unknown.
Los Angeles, March 20.
Pathe has cancelled its production
contract with Paralta, to take effect in
30 days. This is said to be due to the
retirement of J. A. Berst from Pathe.
It is quite probable Pathe will discontinue producing, as Charles Pathe
is known to be admittedly aganst film
producing by his firm.
It is expected Pathe will turn over
the contracts it holds with film stars
such as Gasnier, who
then only release through Pathe as

individuals,

to
will

the distributor.
Carl Anderson of Paralta, who was
here, left hurriedly for New York, it
is reported, in an effort to prevent the
deal between Pathe and Paralta being
called off.

BEN WILSON DIRECTING.
Ben Wilson

is slated to direct his
alone. Wilson heretofore
of
two serials and aswas the star
sisted in some of the directing.
He is to direct the "Pleasure Island,"
18 episodes, with Jack Mulhall and
Frank
Juanita Hanson co-starred.
Adams wrote the story. Another title
will be given the picture before it
starts releasing.

first

serial

War Work

share toward winning the
war. but who arc not within the age

do

ican Pathe
resignation

which seemed to scent a motive belations

"****

The Metro

Charles Pathe is said to have a plan
in connection with the distribution of
pictures that vitally concerns the film
business, but no inkling of it has been
allowed to escape.
The report of the Pathe plan came
out in connection with the recent resignation of J. A. Berst from the Amer-

Electing Rothapfel'* Successor.
1st of April the board of
directors of the First National Ex-

About the

hibitors'

Circuit

will

meet

in

New

York, and among the main items of
business disposed of will be the selection of a successor to S. L. Rothapfel
Rothapfel resigned last
as president.
week.

of the

:

new

titles

speaks of the conferring of the iron
cross ^as a "double cross," and then
the picture Is flashed which shows the
decoration of soldiers with all the
pomp and circumstance that goes with
that ceremony a display that would
without question make a direct appeal
to a German-American. In like manner a title points out that Germany's
oppressed people are forced, with or
without their consent to serve in the

—

army. The

PATHE HAS PLAN.

20.

Estimates of the receipts at the two
largest film houses here for last week
give Clune's Auditorium, $1?300 for

Strand,

gross than did the Rivoli with Fairbanks as the attraction. However outside reports give the Rivoli approximately $2,000 more on the week than
they credit to the Strand.

FRANZ JENSEN FOUND DEAD.
Los Angeles, March 20.
Franz Jensen, one of the best known
cameramen in pictures, was found dead
in his room at Hollywood.
He lately arrived here from New
York.

Six reels of scenes behind the German lines seized by the New York
Attorney General as German propaganda, and in the promotion of which
Frank J. Godsoll, under arrest in
Washington for alleged enemy operations, was concerned, were given a
private showing in New York late last
week by Godsoll's brother.
The pictures are unquestionably proGerman and an attempt to make them
appear otherwise by a change of titles
fails.
The old titles have been thrown
out and new ones substituted. The
new titles may be as anti-German as
possible, but the views themselves
present German militarism as an exalted institution and no amount of
printed camouflage can conceal the

title is

anti-German enough,

when

the picture comes on it discloses a marching column of jauntylooking, efficient troops.
Godsoll presided over the private
showing. He made a short speech to
the trade reviewers before the picture
was shown, stating that the titles had
been changed and the picture had been
shown at the Washington National
Press Club before 300 members, who
had expressed the opinion that in its
new form the picture was not German
propaganda.
A newspaper clipping
substantiated this statement.

but

tain

and assert they are more than pleased
with the showing she made. They arc
also both willing to wager that the
Strand, day for day, showed a larger

—

$17,000.

attraction.
The latter house has a
seating capacity of 1,963 seats, with 948
on the lower floor, 879 in the balcony
and 136 loge seats. The Rivoli seating
capacity is 1,240 on the orchestra
floor,
in
the balcony and 84
1,008
loge seats. The Strand holds 2,875 (inclusive of 250 box seats). The Strand
management maintaining that neither
the Rivoli or the Rialto can hold money
in excess of what the Strand returns
are on capacity. The Rivoli management holds that with a certain number
of seats at $1 top they can outdraw the

discussion

The Strand management, however,
places its program in evidence and

JUGGLING PROPAGANDA.

Philadelphia, March 20.
Friends of the late Stanley V. Mastbaum exhibitors and exchange men
at a meeting held here this week, decided to raise a fund by subscription,
for a fitting memorial to the memory
of the deceased.
The memorial may take the form of
the erection of one of the small buildings on the grounds, of the Eaglesville Sanitorium, devoted to the care
of consumptives.
The committee intends to start work
on the "Stanley V. Mastbaum Memorial" in the immediate future.

The

Rialto is said to have run third
in the point of receipts last week having secured about $16,000 with Taylor
Holmes in "Ruggles of Red Gap" as the
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The

films

under

were made

in

Germany

auspices in October of
1916. While the United States was still
neutral they were purchased in Scandanavia by Ben Blumenthal, president
of the Export & Import Film Co. of
official

New York and imported into this
country. No explanation of how Godsoll

tion

became involved
wa% made.

their

in

promo-

Godsoll is a citizen of France. He
is charged with using his position with,
the French War Commission to secure
for himself commissions on war purchases and with several other offenses,

among them

that of participating in

the dissemination of German propaganda.
•
The film has been banned and cannot, of course, be disposed of. The
suspicion occurs to one who saw the
private showing that its purpose was
to collect views supporting the contention that it was not pro-German
thereby in some measure justifying
with
its
exGodsoll's
connection
ploitation.

QUESTION OF BROKER.
Decision was reserved this week in
the case of \Viiii;uii Leahy agaiiist the
Epoch Producing Co.
Some time ago Leahy went into the
defendant's office and asked if the
New England rights for "The Birth

Nation" film were for sale. He
was given an answer in the affirmative
and the price quoted was $60,000.
Leahy obtained a purchaser and a sale
was nut through, but for a less amount
of a

thnu

t

lie

price quoted.

Leahy wanted commission, but the
poch (*n. would not recognize him
as a broker. OT.rien. Malevinsky &
;

"

I

Priscoll 1,..".M
of Leah v.

the

:

<

M

'

•

n

oil

behalf

Abingdon, Film Chief of Police.
\V. L. Abingdon h^ hem cngiged
for the part of ( .< -net-:, /mi kern-, chief
of the Petrograd n ••'•<'•. in the Pauhne
of
j.rodm turn
Frederick -Paramount
I

Sanlou's

"P'edora."
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BRADSTREET REPORTS WOULD
HELP FILM MANUFACTURERS
Business Man Proposes Applying Commercial
Methods to Picture Industry. Scheme Would Be Death
Blow to Undesirables in tfre Business.

Downtown

A downtown
lifetime's

business man, with a

commercial

who
sum

training,

recently invested a considerable
of money in film producing, thinks he
sees the need of organizing a sort of
¥ film Bradstreet" for the manufacturers and distributors.
He is around visiting the various
distributing concerns, endeavoring to
persuade them to establish an office in
New York and another in Chicago,
each with a single executive and a
stenographer, where a number of improvements may be made upon the
present system, at comparatively little
expense.
His idea is to do away entirely with
advance deposits, to furnish confidential reports upon bad accounts, those
who neglect to pay the 15-cent reel
tax, exhibitors who mishandle films,
those who are remiss in returning
promptly all pictures and accessories,
run a picture in two houses when they
pay for one, give the pedigree on -care-

operators amd in other ways
standardize the distribution^branch of
the industry.
The promoter of the scheme seeks
no individual profits, but suggests that
these offices be maintained - by the
subscribers thereto, for the general
benefit of all, any distributor of standing to be eligible to participate, the
only condition being that the members' branch exchanges shall furnish
data to the offices.
A large insurance company doing
business with film concerns has recently called upon the commercial
agencies to supply it with reports on
the financial condition of the various
picture concerns. The reports will have
considerable bearing upon the amount
of risk, if any, the insurance company
cares to assume in the future, with a
possibility of cancellation of some of
the risks now in force.

less

STRAND SALE LIKELY.
There seems to be every likelihood
that the deal for the purchase of a
controlling interest in the Strand theatre by the owners of the Rialto and
Rivoli,

mentioned

in

last

week's

Variety, will be consummated in the
near future. In that event Samuel L.
Rothapfel will have charge of the

booking of the attractions for

all

three

houses.
price mentioned— $1,250,000 for
71 per cent, of the stock in the Strand
is said to be a bit high, though the
deal, if carried through, involves about

The

—

sum, as it carries with it the
purchase of the land on which the
Mitchell L. Mark interests propose to
build a theatre in Brooklyn. In that
event the Rialto-Rivoli people would
carry out the construction of the
Brooklyn edifice as planned as soon as
building operations will be permitted.
that

FINAL DECISION FOR ARTCRAFT.
The

final

appeal in the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals of Triangle
against Artcraft, in the suit brought
to restrain William S. Hart from working for any other picture concern
than Triangle, was handed down this
week, and again is in favor of Artcraft.

The

was given by
United States
August, when the

original decision

Judge "Manton
District Court

in
last

the

application for a preliminary injunction restraining defendant from making or distributing pictures featuring
Hart was refused.

Last December Supreme Court Judge
Goff handed down a decision denying
the application of the New York
Motion Picture Co. for an injunction
pendente lite, restraining the defendant from distributing the first William
Hart production, "The Narrow
S.
Trail."

The

final

appeal was brought before

and Hough and
There is no
further recourse from the decision
handed down by the Court of Appeals,
which holds, briefly, as follows:
By this contract the plaintiff engaged
Hart as an actor to perform in picture productions, to be manufactured
by the employer under the supervision

Thomas H.

Ince.

A

clause in the

agreement reads
"This contract is
made upon the condition and with the
understanding that the employee will
be supervised in his acting and work
hereunder by Thomas H. Ince."
:

JUDGE AGREED.
Los Angeles, March
Mrs. Bertha

F.

20.

Parsons' divorce ap-

plication from William Parsons, president of the National Film Corporation,

was temporarily halted when the wife
claimed in court her husband had called
her a "d d fool," in the presence of
several of her friends.
Mrs. Parsons made this allegation
in the hope of hurrying the proceedings. Judge Wood said he agreed with
Parsons and postponed the hearing.

—

TO

FILMS SETTLED FOR CAMPS.
United States are to play picture pro-

grams

in addition to the stage attrac-

Pat Powers, head of
the committee handling the film selections for the soldier camps, has already
arranged for different film subjects to
play the Liberty theatres this summer.
Where the camps cannot afford to
pay for films the Powers committee
will supply subjects free of charge.
It's known that many of the soldiers
after paying for insurance, Liberty
Loan bonds, etc., have little left for
any kind of amusement.
tions provided.

ESSANAY QUITS.
Chicago, March 20.
"The Evening Post" last night
printed the following story on Essanay
quitting, with its big stars gone:
"The Chicago studios of the
Essanay Motion Picture Co. at 1333
Argyle street closed down today,
unable to compete with film corporations which have 'hogged' the market with mammoth cinema plays.

Other companies

in

Los Angeles

may

follow suit, it has been indicated, unless the film heads descend
to earth in the matter of salaries
paid stars and cash expended on
productions.

"According to George K. Spoor,
veteran president of Essanay, his
company and others long in the film
business have been obliged to compete with mushrooms investors and
promoters with seven figure checks
as baits to stars. The pace has been
telling, Spoor declares, and several
companies may quite the game.
" "The movie market has been
shot to pieces,' said Mr. Spoor, in

whose plant such stars as Francis
X. Bushman, Beverly Bayne and
Bryant Washburn became famous."

OUT OF "BIRTH OF RACE."
Chicago, March 20.
reported the Frohman Amusement Co. has cancelled its agreement
to make the film production of "The
Birth of a Race."
It

is

William

L. Shcrrill, president of the
Co., when asked about it,
said:
have turned over our staff
and organization now in Tampa, in-

Frohman

"We

cluding John

W.

Noble, our director-inchief, to produce 'The Birth of a Race,'
so the owners of the picture may complete it under their own and Noble's
supervision."
He added that by the
terms of the cancellation of the agreement there will result a large saving
to the stockholders of the "Birth of a
Race" corporation.

Film

Man

Charges Desertion.

Cincinnati, March 20.
Calvin W. Spence, traveling agent for
the Mutual, has filed suit for divorce
against Rosa Spence. He charges she
left him immediately after their marriage at Kenton, O., in 1906. ^
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UNITED APPOINTING MANAGERS.
The

The Liberty theatres throughout the

Circuit Judges Rogers
District Judge Hand.

of

4$

United

Picture

America have opened
managers at

pointed

Theatres

offices

the

of
and apfollowing

points:

N. I. Filkins, Buffalo, N. Y.; Joseph
E. Schwartzbine, Minneapolis; Stanley
Hand, Boston; C. W. Bunn, Chicago;
D. F. O'Donnell, Washington, D. C;
C S. Edwards, Kansas City; G. J. Heyfron, Missoula, Mont.

Other branches will be organized in
west and southwest until the

the

country is completely covered.
Messrs. Ochs and Seelye, president

and vice-president of the United, are
continuing their countrywide tour «nd
addressing exhibitors concerning the
United plan for co-operative wholesale

buying of films.
The United this week asked it be
denied it had any direct connection with
the "Exhibitors' Trade Review," nor
was it dependent upon that paper to

The spokesman for
the United said the fact his company
using all trade papers to advertise
should confirm the statement in itself.
The United, according to report, is
now after 2,500 days for film. The first
report said it intended to group 4,000
days.
reach exhibitors.

is

BIG FOREIGN SHIPMENT.
Within the next fortnight 750,000 feet
of feature film subjects will be shipped
from this country to Scandinavia.
The deal was closed by Chester Bee-

who

croft,

obtained permission from
to make the ship-

Washington Monday
ment.
This

is the second permit the Government has issued within the last
year permitting shipments of film to
either Norway, Sweden or Denmark.

EXHIBITORS AID LOAN.
The Liberty Loan Committee

for
the Second Federal Reserve District is
special
appeal
to
the
pica
ture theatre managers for co-operation
in
the third loan drive, beginning
April 6.
The managements of the
Strand, Rialto and Rivoli are already

making

running

specially

prepared

editorial

readers in the program.
These are
furntshed by the Publicity Department
of the Committee.
S. L. Rothapfel has been appointed
to a committee of exhibitors in this
district.

WAR FILMS' BUSINESS.
The "My Four Years in Germany"
feature at the Knickerbocker, is
doing business, and will continue there
for an indefinite period, the managefilm

ment advertising

seats eight

weeks

in

advance.
Universal's feature, "The Kaiser," at
the Broadway, which has been getting
the overflow from the Knickerbocker,
will terminate its run in another fortnight.

Al Nathan on Monday assumed the
management of the Broadway, replacing Harry Levey. Nathan arrived from

San Francisco Friday.
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SAYS
"There

is

only one thing worse than being talked about and that's

NOT

being talked about/'

SAYS
"Bernard Thornton as the young reporter was excellent"

BUT

READ WHAT

IT

SAYS IN THE

STAR BULLETIN
"Bernard Thornton, a newcomer, who plays opposite the dainty and

irresistible

June

Caprice, rises to great heights in the character of the struggling author who wins
PREDICT
BIG FUTURE FOR THIS
love and fortune on his colossal nerve.
YOUNGSTER.
IS IN A CLASS ALL BY HIMSELF."

WE

A

HE

(Signed)

George Gordon Wade

SAYS
"You don't know the half of it, dearie, you don't know the half of it"
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NINETEEN MORE SHOWS ADDED
TO SHUBERTS' BOO KING STRING
New Agreement

Reached Whereby Long Array of Plays Produced by Elliott, Comstock & Geit Will Be Routed Next
Fall by the Shuberts. E., C. & G. Refuted Flat
Bonus of $100 000 Preferring "Percentage
9
Plan/
Others Likely to Be Added
by Same Firm.
9

9

Early this week a deal was concluded
whereby the Elliott. Comstock & Gest
attractions will be booked in the Shubert houses next season, although there
are no restrictions preventing the producing managers from playing their
attractions elsewhere from time to
time, should the exigencies of booking
manifest themselves in the way of attractive "open time" from other sources.
In other words, the 19 shows to be
put out by Elliott, Comstock & Gest
next season will be booked through
the Shubert offices, but in the event of
the firm being able to secure what they
consider an alluring run for one or

more

of their attractions at the Chi-

cago
Auditorium
or
Metropolitan
opera house, Philadelphia, they could
not be restrained from taking advantage of the opportunity. It is agreed

productions

next
season.
Included
among them will be several duplicated
companies of Woods' current successes.
Advances to the Woods playing
forces over the summer, before the
regular season opens, will probably

amount

refused, Elliott, Comstock
sition
& Gest preferring to arrange to book
through the Shuberts at increased percentage terms, which will mean an
average of approximately $500 a week
on each of their 19 companies.
The 19 shows already arranged for
are likely to be increased by other productions that may manifest themselves
from time to time, but at present the
line-up is as follows:
Two "Leave It to Jane/' two "Wanderer," three "Oh Boy," two "Chu Chin
Chow," two "Experience," George V.
Hobart's new play "Loyalty," "The
Maid of the Mountains," a George Edv-ardes production now running at
Daly's. London; "Heaven and Earth,"

Rock and White in a musical play, a
big religious piece by Bolton and Middleton, not yet named.

300 PLAYERS

UNDER CONTRACT.

A. H. Woods is said to have at present 300 players under contract for his

$75,000

and

$100,000.

Chicago. March 27.
Advance sales indications are that
Harry Lauder will draw between $35,000
and $40,000 in nine performances at the
Auditorium next week.
This without any aid from scalpers,
whom William Morris has barred from
official relations with the engagement.
On Lauder's arrival Sunday morning
he will be met by the entire Canadian
Recruiting Mission and given formal
military escort of the British Govern-

ment, 300 strong.

GARDEN'S $32,000 WEEK.
The Winter Garden, with Al Jolson

down

was

between

LAUDER'S $40,000 STAND.

that many of their' productions are
so stupendous that they cannot be tied
to any circumscribed booking arrangements.
The Shuberts, it is understood, offered the producing managers a bonus
cf $100,000 to agree to book exclusively through their offices, but the propo-

to

"Sinbad" did $32,100 last week, according to the official statement.
The last Sunday night concert, within

out Jolson, drew a capacity house,
probably $3,200 more, and was pronounced the worst Sunday show the
Garden has ever held, which is some
record to those who have witnessed
many of the Garden's Sunday shows.

"OVER THERE" DRAMATIZED.
Chicago, March 27.
finally been dramasupplying the book for the popular title.
It has been accepted in play form by
Rowland, Clifford & Gazzolo, the Chicago producers, who propose to stage
it at an early date.

"Over There" has

tized,

J.

The

"EYES OF YOUTH" DROP.

PLAYED DETROIT ON SUNDAY.

A. H. Woods' production of "The
Eyes of Youth," written by Max Marcin (who is said to also have an interest in the production besides his royalty return), has dropped away down
since Marjorie Rambeau was obliged
to remain out of the cast through the
ice-skating accident that cost her a
broken ankle.

Detroit, March 27.
"The Passing Show of 1917," a Shubert production, closed its stay here of
two weeks March 24 (Sunday), male.
ing the third Sunday for the show in
this city and the first time in the history of the Garrick a legitimate attraction had given a performance on
the Sabbath.

week Miss Rambeau was
show played to $4,000 under

"The Passing Show" opened at the
Garrick on a Sunday and played the
middle Sunday of the engagement.
Richard Lawrence, manager of the
Garrick, says the Sunday show playing
will be tried whenever it is convenient

The

The
away

or three weeks, but it is unlikely she
reappear on the stage this season.
Jane Gray is continuing in the role.

ARMSTRONG

Elks,

BENEFIT.

New York

Lodge, in coPaul Keith and E. F.

company and

for the

train connections.

will

MAGICAL SHOW AT BELMONT.
magician, has arranged

Carter, the

to open at the former Norworth theatre (renamed Belmont) April 6 for an
indefinite engagement, giving an entire evening's engagement of magic at
$2 top.

This

is

the

first

time

in

many

years

magic show has played on, or near,
Broadway. The last magic show on
Broadway where legitimate prices were
charged was at Wallick's, at which time
a

$1.50 top prevailed.

Keller
sionally

and Thurston appeared occasome years ago, in the com-

bination houses in
popular prices.

New

York, but at

V. A. R. DISBANDS.
After six months of complete inactivity the Vaudeville Artists' Representatives,
an organization of agents
formed about a year ago and composed
of those placing acts on the pop time,
disbanded last Saturday.
The agents interested said that inasmuch as the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association is virtually arbitrating all the matters which ordinarily would come before the V. A. R.,
there was no further reason for the
continuance of the society.
The members upon the disorganization received back $20 of the original
$25 initiation fee.

Howard McKent Barnes

J.

first

the

normal gross of

$11,000 at the Elliott.
Since then the receipts have fallen to
around $4,000 a week.
Miss Rambeau may be out in two

its

"QUACK, QUACK" COMEDY.
The Shuberts called the principals
Wednesday for rehearsal of "Quack,
Quack," a small musical
they will shortly put on.

man

staging it.
Among the principals

production
C. Huff-

J.

is

are

operation with
Albee. will stage a benefit April 14 at
the Harris theatre for the widow of

Hammerttein Threatens Three.
Arthur Hammerstein says he will
produce three new musical shows next

the late James J. Armstrong.
The theatre has been donated by the
Harris Estate and the vaudeville people will supply the show.

season,

is

rot

yet

ready to an-

nounce their names.
A

Rub*

rmlii

wlltf—CUM.

carried two numbers that were moving along pretty well at the time of
the dissolution, "Hunting the Hun"
and "When the Flowers Grow on NoIt

Man's Land."
Maurice Abrahams, the professional
head of the organization, will join the
piofessional staff of the Waterson,
Berlin & Snyder firm and, commencing
rext week, will assume direct charge
of that department, Max Winslow haying arranged for an extensive trip

through the country during which time
he will visit the several offices of the
firm and open ethers where the de-

mand makes

it

necessary.

Winslow

Boston Wednesday for a brief

left for

stay in the Hub city.
On his return he will start west, accompanied by Cliff Hess.

LA SALLE HAS

$362,000 GROSS.

Chicago, March 27.
An audit just completed of the books
for its 30 weeks
theatre
Salle
La
of the
ending March 16, shows that the reamounted to $362,408, with
ceipts
248,316 paid admissions. Twenty-three
ot these weeks go to the credit of "Oh,
Boyl" which opened the theatre under
the present management— Elliott, Comstock & Gest. Seven weeks of the
audited total were played by the present occupant of the playhouse, "Leave
.
It to Jane."
Nat Royster has been manager ot
the La Salle since its redemption from
pictures seven months ago.

Victor

Morley and Marie Nordstrom.

but

MUSIC CO. DISSOLVES.
The Kalmar-Puck-Abrahams 'Consolidated Music Co., a subsidiary corporation to Waterson, Berlin & Snyder,
dissolved this week and the catalogue
was taken over by the parent firm.

Altfc«t-lH 8hwl«,
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Wednesday

mad

night.
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AMERICAN ACTS PROSPERING
IN ENGLAND DURING THE WAR

DENNIS EADIE STARRING.
London, March

Dennis Eadie will star at the Haymarket under the management of J. E.
Vedrenne and Frederick Harrison for

London, March 16.
Of the Americans from vaudeville
now playing on this side perhaps Lee
White leads them all in high salary.

with a

She, with

Clay Smith,

now

receives

March 30.
was withdrawn from the
Royalty March 23 and Hall Caine's
'The Prime Minister" is scheduled for
production there March 30.

weekly in a revue. Miss White
came over here some seasons ago

$1,250
first

with George Perry, who later returned
to America. Miss White then appeared alone for some time, tried the
halls, but could not succeed there, although she is greatly liked in revue
work. After joining with Mr. Smith,
the act continued in revues altogether
and are in one now at the salary quoted. It is said that only the contract
now held by Miss White prevented her
receiving $1,500 a week in another revue production.
A shining example of the demand
here for American material is Bob Anderson and his trained horse "Bonita."
It is said Anderson could not secure
time in the States, but since arriving
on this side has been given contracts
for two years at $250 a week. Another
act, Manny and Roberts, who found
little

demand

for

their
for

services

PAVILION BACK TO BILLS.
London, March

MOSS' PROFITS,
The Moss Empire's

in their

native land to Manny and Roberts, are
now getting $400 a week, and have contracts ahead for nearly two years.

Lew* Edwards, who came over here
with George Jessel as a two-act (Jessel shortly after returning home) is
now appearing alone and receiving $175
week.
Riggs and Witchie, the dancers in "A
Box of Tricks" at the Hippodrome, are
receiving $500 a week.
Tom McNaughton, who opened as
principal comedian at the Gaiety in
"The Beauty Shop" and withdrew from
that production through faulty material being allotted to him, has scored
a

a decided hit at the Hip in the "tricks"
revue, working with Harry Tate. McNaughton's engagement was noteworthy through he Staving left England some years ago as one of the Mc-

Naughton Brothers, then music
topliners, returning to the stage
side as a production comedian.

on

hall
this

London. March 27
Walter Hackett has signed a contract with Seymour Hicks to write a
play for production at the St. Martin's

the

in

Autumn.

It will

be entitled "The Freedom of

27.

for the

past year were $220,000, the stockholdan eight per cent, dividend.
"->«»m
The Alhambra lost $34,000 last year,
but paid a five per cent, dividend out
of its reserve fund.

the Royalty will
continue in the hands of Vedrenne and
Eadie, who have made a three years'
contract to star Fay Compton, commencing with a new play by Somerset

Maugham.

London, March

27.

The order has gone

forth for all
theatres, clubs and restaurants to close
at 10.30 p. m. throughout the summer,
commencing April 1.

FRENCH PLAYERS.

of the recent air raids, though

some

houses are only playing matinees.
Police regulations require the managers to announce when raids are signalled, requesting audiences to take
shelter.

March

24.

Robert Evett's

first

year's

27.

engage-

ment of Daly's theatre shows a profit
of $350,000. The three years' pre-war
average at that house averagea

$75,000.

GRAND OPERA SUCCESSFUL
London, March

27.

Thomas BeechanVs

season of
Grand Opera in English at the Drury
St.

is

written by

Max Pemberton and George

R. Sims.

A

London March 27.
"Hindle Wakes" is being

filming of
made and sold by a British syndicate.
Collette O'Neill, who is Lady Constance Malleson, wife of the author of
"Youth," plays Fanny.

SHOWS WITHDRAWN.
London, March 27.
"Carminetta" was withdrawn from
the Garrick March 23 and a new war
play, "By Pigeon Post," by Austen

MASONRY
A new

Paris,

March

patronage.

in "Fair

and Warmer" at the St. James Fay
will be the star.

AT THE COL.

SERVICE FOR SIR GEORGE.

and literature.

At the conclusion Mme. Kirkby
Lunn sang "God Shall Wipe Away All

"FREAKS" FAILED.
Sir
bia."

CLOSED THIS WEEK.

A strong touring company is presenting the piece at the Kennington

Branon with Hall Caine on War Film.
London, March 27.
Herbert Brenon has arrived and is
working with Hall Caine in the production of a big war film.

Trying "Be Careful Baby."
London, March 27.
Grossmith & Laurillard will produce
"Be Careful Eaby" for a trial at Plymouth March 30, with Helen Raymond
the leading role.
piece opens at the Apollo April

The

JAMES WATTS AND CO.
"A TREAT IN TRAVESTY*

Hippodrome, Boscomb, a musical farce,
"The Girl in the Bath," by Frank Dix,
music by Hubert Bath.

George and the Dragon" Going On.
London, March 27.
Eden Philpott's three-act play, "St.
George and the Dragon," will be presented at the Birmingham Repertory
13.

CO.
London, March 27.
comedy, "Too Much

Morand.

week, headed by Madge Mcintosh.

the

30.

Money," will be presented at the Ambassadors April 9 with a company including Lilian McCarthy. Hilda Bruce
Potter, Lettice Fairfax, Mary Brough,
Ernest Hendrie, Marsh Allen, M.

York's, with Mrs. Patrick Campbell,
celebrated its 200th performance Mch.

27.

March

TOO MUCH MONEY"

21.

theatre April

theatre

Israel Zangwill's

London, March 27.
"The 13th Chair" at the Duke of

"St.

New

It failed to attract.

200 Performances.

Musical Farce Produced.
London, March
Richard Maynard produced at

London, March 27,
Arthur Pinero's "Idyll of Subur"The Freaks." will be withdrawn

from the
27.

Half the theatres are closing Holy
Week, re-opening March 30.

in

27.

impressive memorial service for
George Alexander was held at
Holy Trinity Church March 22, conducted by Bishop Boyd Carpenter.
The place was packed with distinguished representatives of the drama

lie Elliott.

this

London, March

An

Sir

Tears."

London, March 27.
The newcomers at the Coliseum this
week include Chirgwin, Litle Tich, Les-

London. March

IS.

of the new lodge, while E. G. Kendrew
(Paris representative of Variety) is
secretary, and will furnish all information to American and English Masons
visiting France at 66 bis Rue St. Didier, Paris.

27.

and Wimir."
London, March 27.
Alfred Butt produces "Fair

Fay Compton

When

off of

IN FRANCE.
Paris, March

Masonic lodge, known as the
Britannic, working under the Grande
Loge National- (the only French order
recognised by the Grand Lodge of England) was consecrated in Paris at the
end of February. The ceremony took
place Saturday afternoon on the stage
of the Alhambra.
E. H. Neighbor, the first Worshipful
Master of the BritarrViic, is the manager
of the Paris Alhambra; Joe Brooke,
stage manager, is one of the stewards

"ANTHONY" WITHDRAWN.
"Anthony and Cleopatra" has been
withdrawn from the Theatre Antoine,

Comoton

16.

FILMING "HINDLE WAKES."

'

presentation.

Theatrical receipts are low since the
raid, averaging about half the
previous takings.
The authorities propose closing all
places of entertainment, including restaurants and clubs, from April 1, at 9.30
throughout the summer, to conserve
coal for lights and freight traffic. This
has caused consternation among the
managers, but they are willing to accept without protest to aid win the
war.

the Seas."

DALY'S BIG PROFITS.
London, March

London, March 27.
Baroness Orczy, author of "The
Scarlet Pimpernel ," has written a new
drama entitled "The Legion of Honf U d d
her novc1 "A Sheaf
°?n^
u n « °?
of
Bluebells,
to be produced on tour by
Edward Lytton prior to a West End

last

due to falling

London, March 27.
At the Queen's, the French players
presented Moliere's "L'Amour Medecin" and De Musset's "Le Chandelier"

Miss Debenham was fined $25 and
Mile. Flory's case was adjoined until
after the new production. She claimed
a special permit, alleging she had been
playing a charity matinee before the

BARONESS ORCZTS DRAMA.
15.

Theatres here are not closing because

a pronounced success.
It will be succeeded by a melodrama

LONDON'S NIGHT CLOSING.

•

Queen.

PARIS EARLY CLOSING.
Paris, March

Lane

Runs Over

HACKETT WRITING FOR HICKS.

profits

FjNED FOR MOTOR USE.
London, March 27.
™
,
D
Regjne Flory, of the Gaiety, and Cicely Debenham, of the Hippodrome,
were
summoned to the Bow Street Police
Court March 18, charged with using
motors to convey them to their respective theatres.

The management of

ers receiving

home, are also booked

this side, at
Morris, in a similar position

$220,000.

London, March

at

two years on
$300 weekly. Walters and

27.

The Pavilion, which has been playing
revues, reverts to its former variety
policy Easter Monday.
The bill includes Marie Lloyd, Violet
Lorraine, Harry Tate, Bransby Williams.

new

Sutro.

Page, will be presented there
"Billeted"

The contract
play by Alfred

a period of three years.

begins

Lee White Now Leading in Top Salary with $1,250 Weekly.
Other American Turns Finding No Demand Over Here
Securing Long-Time Engagements and Good
Money Over There.

27.

The noted Australian entertainer has

Just
finished a particularly successful tour of all
the Eastern U. B. O. houses.
That he was
next to closing on most bills Is a tribute to
his effective comedy.
At Keith's, Washington (March 11), he
scored the hit of his career with an audience
composed of the President, Cabinet members,
and legislators; It was most gratifying to
Mr. Watts that his funmaking gave them at
least a few minutes' respite from war-time
worries, evidenced by the President's hearty
laughter.
This week (March 25), Orpheum, Brooklyn.
Next week (April 1), Colonial, New York.
Direction,
B. HAYES.

MAX

LIEUT. A SHOWMAN.
Lieutenant Joseph Montague of the
Pelham Park Naval Training Camp at
Pelham Park, N. Y., staged a show in
the camp theatre Sunday.
Among those who appeared was Leo
Carillo, Irene and Constance Farber,
Marion Weeks, Forrest Huff, Mabelle
White. Kitty Doner, Grace and Berks,
Abrahams and Cox and Ida Mae Weeks.
Lieut. Montague has been supervising

the entertainments at the camp since
opening, unassisted by anyone diconnected with theatricals and
because of his popularity in the profession he has succeeded admirably.
May Woods and her brother, Pat, attended the Sunday show. Pat Woods
joias the Pelham camp next week.
its

rectly

VAUDEVILLE
REBUKES YOUNG AGENT
FOR VIOLATING BOOKING RULES

U. B. 0.

Investigation of Agency Methods Employed by Billy Grady
Results in U. B. O. Cutting Off All His Franchise Privi-

Barred from Booking Department. Complaint Make Grady Overstepped Rights
in Exacting Excess Commissions.
Sounds Warning to Others.

'

leges.

Billy Grady, the artists' representative, was called before the executives
of the United Booking Offices late last
week and notified all privileges allowed
under his booking franchise had been,
revoked and the entry right to the

booKtng department lifted.
Gradv's punishment was the result
of a short investigation after a complaint had been received from an act
that he had taken over the recognized
fee for booking services. While it was
not proven Grady demanded the extra
monies (but on the contrary that the
act had voluntarily presented him with
it), the
booking executives however
decided to temporarily revoke his franchise to set an example to others.
It was decided at the same time that
in all cases where an act voluntarily
pays a Surplus over the regular 5 per
cent, the act will also be selected to
suffer while the agent who asks for
or accepts more than the fee will have
his booking franchise taken up with no
recourse for reinstatement.

more times than any other man

Joe*

timers are gone
Benedict and myself,
and he is as much out of the game as
There were but few women in
I am.
variety in my time, but the few were
famous the Worrell Sisters and the
Le Clair Sisters. They're all gone all
the rest of them. And I'm ready to

now

the

All

living.

except

old

Lew

—

—

go, too."

COOPER-WILSON SUIT.
An

action to recover booking fees
amounting to $300 has been started by
Irving Cooper against Jack Wilson.
The claim arises from the engagement
secured by Cooper for Wilson sometime ago on the Marcus Loew Circuit
for 10 weeks at $600 weekly. Wilson
played eight weeks.
Cooper is suing for the full amount
alleged to be due through having received no payment at all from the act.
The case is due for trial during April.
August Dreyer appears for the
*

plaintiff;

Burkan represents

Nathan

Wilson.

ALL COLORED ROAD SHOW.
Chicago,

March

27.

Lcw^ Cantor, independent booker
and manager of the Grand theatre, is
the leading mover in a project to put
out a big all-colored road show along
the lines of the early Williams and

Walker shows.
Associated with him are King Lee

Kraus and Sam Kramer.

The show, to be called "The Whirl of
Dixie," will have 40 in the cast, and
feature John Rucker, the "Alabama
Blossom, and Harry Fiddler (Fiddler
and Sheldon). The book and lyrics
were written by Rucker. Rehearsals
start in August.
About $15,000 will be expended on
the production, it was said by Cantor.

LUCY WESTON HAS AN ACT.
It is some years since Lucy Weston,
English, appeared upon the stage over
Miss Weston has prepared a
here.
vaudeville act for her return and the
Pat Casey office represents her in the
bookings.
Miss Weston may take a trip to Cuba
and play there before reappearing

around

New

York.

N. V. A. LOAN DAY.
A Liberty Loan Day has been selected
for the National Vaudeville Artists for
a drive to sell $100,000 worth of the

bonds.

The
paign

Liberty Loan cambeing conducted under the

theatrical
is

direction of E. F. Albee.

GOING ACROSS.

An

Of the sparse foreign engagements
made and fulfilled, Willie Edel-

lately

about the only foreign agent
has had any success
at delivering American acts across the
water of late.
Mr. Edelsten lately returned from a
swift visit to England. Among booksten

in

entertainment will be held in the
club rooms, with officials supervising
the selling end.

is

New York who

ings of native turns by him recently
that will appear in England are Jerome
and Carson, who open April 1 on the
Moss time in England, an+ G. W.
Moore and Assistant, to open April 8
on the same circuit.
Holden and Graham, also booked by
Mr. Edelsten, started March 18 on the

Moss

halls.

Syracuse, N.

Y.,

March

ROSS HOLDING HIS OWN.
said
Constable
Wednesday that while there was no
marked improvement in the condition
of Charles J. Ross, the patient was
holding his own and that was encouraging under existing conditions. The

Dr.

Herbert

man

is

at

L.

his

home

in

Asbury

Tark.
27.

and alone in the
world, Joe Leonard, famous as a
variety actor in years gone by, has
found a haven in the Onondaga County
Home. Mr. Leonard went into the
profession in 1868 and did his first
out,

turn at the old Howard Athenaeum in
From variety Mr. Leonard
Boston.
turned to minstrelsy and went first
Bryant. After that he toured
Neil
with
England and Australia with the Christy
Minstrels. Then he was *vith Barlow,

Primrose

a vaudeville act, which will include an
impersonation of her late husband in
his "hobo" specialty.

sick

JOE LEONARD IN HOME.

Down and

MRS. NAT WILLS' TURN.
The widow of Nat Wills, professionally known as May Day, is preparing

and West, and then with

Happy Cal Wagner.
"I was end man with every show
that I was ever in," said Mr. Leonard
to Variety's correspondent. "And I
suppose that I have sung 'Old Black

PAULINE CANCELLED.
Chicago, March 27.
Pauline, the hypnotist, was given his
notice at Springfield, 111., last week.
According to the theatre management
he failed to appear the last two days
of his stay there."
Pauline recently started a tour on
Association time, following a swing
or. the Pan circuit.

A. PAUL KEITH IS HOME.
A. Paul Keith returned last Friday
from the other side. He went across,
accordiiiR to report, on a military mission connected with theatricals for the
American troops abroad.

WALLACE COMING EAST.

MAGICIAN KILLED DURING ACT.

The Wallace show

(Cable to Variety.)

London, March

Chung Ling

custom
27.

east after

Soo, Chinese magician,

was accidentally shot at Wood Green
Empire, March 23, during his performance and died March 24.

Two trick muzzle-loading rifles with
secret chambers were used in the act
of the magician. Loaded by members
of the audience they were fired by attendants, Chung Ling Soo apparently
catching the bullets on a plate held in
front of him. By sleight of hand he
showed flattened bullets after the flash
and report from blank cartridges.
Faulty mechanism is believed to have
been the cause, with the real charge
exploding instead of the prepared one.
Chung Ling Soo was reported in the
Monday dailies as having been killed
Saturday night in London while doing
the
Hermann bullet-catching trick.
The papers reported his name as
Chung Lung Soo, stating he was a

Chinese magician.
Chung Ling Soo was an American,
William E. Robinson, 59 years of age
and the first to do "black art" over
here. He was an assistant to Hermann, the Great and Keller. In *99
tvhen Ching Ling Foo, the Chinese
conjuror, appeared at the Union Square
theatre, an offer was made of $l,00(Mo

anyone who could duplicate his tricks.
Robinson offered to accept the challenge, but the opportunity
cured.

was not

se-

where

its

season,

is

changing

its

moving straight

opening in West Baden,
owner, Ed. BallardHives.
its

Edward Arlington is routing the
show, and the half-dozen stands between Indiana and the Atlantic seaboard have not been announced. The
only date so far made public is New
Haven, May 13, the probability being
that the outfit will move east in an
effort to make Boston ahead of the

Barnum &

Bailey date.
Director General of Railroads 11cAdoo is understood to have intimated
to the circus men that the Government
will frown upon opposition fights, inasmuch as they duplicate transportation and bring excess of entertainment
into the same territory. Uncle Sam is
not averse to having the people provided with entertainment, but the administration is unwilling *~fo tax the
railroads with any more circus movements than necessary.

ARRESTED AND ACCEPTED.
New Orleans, March 27.
Andrew Williams (Alvin and Williams) was taken into custody here by
the United States Marshal, charged
with evading military duty. After sevdays he was completely exonerated
and accepted, taking up his duties in
the Quartermaster's Department at

eral

Camp Shelby.
Upon investigation

it appeared a noexamination for the
army had not been received by Wil-

tice to report for

In 1900 Ike Rose, then in Paris, heard
Robinson assuming Chinese dress
and name. Rose booked him at the
Folies Bergere, Paris, where he opened
under a contract for two weeks at
$800 gross. The opening performance
while doing Ching Ling Foo's bowl
trick, the bowl slipped to stage from
under Robinson's flowing robe, breaking up the act that evening, although
Robinson continued throughout the engagement.
He received in England, at his death,
$1,500 weekly in the halls besides a
percentage of the gross in the provof

inces.

liams.

New

Archie Lloyd, formerly with a

York music publishing company,

re-

placed Williams in the act.

SUMMER VAUDEVILLE DATES.
The summer

vaudeville or pop polinto some of the
western Keith big-time thea-

to be

icy

middle

installed

booked by Arthur Blonon the fifth floor of the U. B. O.
Houses already listed are the Hippodrome, Cleveland, opening June 4;
ami Dayton (split
Keith's, Toledo
week), May 21 Keith's, Cincinnati, and
Keith's, Indianapolis, May 20 (Sunday
tres will be

dell

;

The bullet-catching trick, first done
by Hermann, the Great, is the holding
of a plate, by the hands, extended before the breast while permitting anyone in the audience to shoot from a
rifle at the magician on the stage.
As
the shot sounds, a bullet appears upon
the plate. The rifle in the audience of
course holds blank cartridges, palmed,
after the loaded ones are shown the
audience, and the bullets dropped into
the plate arrive there in the same way.
Just <how the accident occurred to
Robinson during his magical act is
problematical without further information. An investigation by the London authorities may develop some insight into it.

The mapricians of New York have
their surmises, hut are without authorany belief they may hold.

ity for

Robinson is reported to be survived
by a widow and three children.
Mrs. Adelaide Hermann, widow of
Hermann, the Great, said this week
the trick as first done by her husband
was always considered a dangerous
on«».

this

Robinson had been doing

it

a

Hermann

added, and
of no probable explanation

long time, Mrs.
she knew
of the accident.

(The cabled information received by
Variety from London appears at variance in the manner of performing the
trick as understood by magicians over
here.)

Mme. Adelaide Hermann

said

the

was always considered dangerRobinson had been doing it a
long time, she added, and she could
offer no probable explanation of the
trick
ous.

accident.

B'o««h,

MB*

bit.

ChM.

Althoff.

Watch him.

opening).
Cleveland will use eight acts weekly,
ihe other houses five.

ACTRESS CASUAL EMPLOYEE.
Chicago, March 27.
of the vaudeville
act known as the Dancing Duvays,
has been awarded a $2,700 judgment
from Jones, Linick & Schaeffer in a
case which has been in litigation for
over five years.
Miss Gallagher played at the Premier theatre at the time J., L. & S.
operated it. While making an exit
she fell through an open trap door, injuring a limb. The court sustained the
point an actress is a casual employee,
and thus does not come under the employers* liability law which makes the
manager responsible for all accidents.

Agnes Gallagher,

SPELLMAN OPENING MAY

i.

of the big tops in New York
have been speculating about the plans
of the interests behind the Spellman
motor show. As far as the men who
do most of the circus bookings know,
there have been no engagements of
act s.
Nevertheless, a report was current
this week the outfit was scheduled to

Men

begin its season at Toledo May 6. The
matter of booking might be explained
bv the fact that Spellman last season
contrncted with a number of acts for
the 1917 tour, which was abandoned.
up these
It is said Spellman will take
commitments and play the contracts
of the
rumor
The
season.
nut this
opening date was indefinite. Nothing
Spellman
official has been heard from
or the Donaldsons, of Cincinnati, who
are associated in the enterprise.

VAUDEVILLE
EARLY BOOKING MEETING
FOR NEXT SEASON'S BILLS
Big Time Managers Make Record Start This Week.
Agents in United Booking Offices Called Upon to
Submit List of Acts. Booking Meeting
Held Thursday.

All

GUNNING FOR "OUTSIDER."

MUSICIANS' DEMANDS REFUSED.

Papers are being prepared in a suit
against T. A. Boyle of Rutland, Vt.,
for alleged breach of contract, which
is said to be the beginning of a drive

At a special meeting of the Unitea
Managers' Protective Asociation in the
managers' headquarters in the New
York Theatre building Tuesday after-

in

noon at 2 o'clock to consider the demands of the New York local of musi-

The action grows out of the engagement by Boyle of C. D. Willard's Temple of Music.
The plaintiff will seek
to establish in court the act was

cians for an increase in the scale for
next season the managers decided the
time was not right for the managers
to grant the increase asked by the
union.

against alleged "unfair"
the East.

booked

Rutland house for
and was cancelled
by wire while it was in transit under
a contract made through Walter J.
Plimmer in New York.
The Willard turn reported daily at
the theatre.
Boyle is said to nave
offered to play the act on percentage,
although the Plimmer contract called

week

The big-time vaudeville manapcrs
held their first booking meeting yesterday (Thursday) for next season. It
Previously early
is
a record start.
meetings to place routes for the coming season have been held in the past
as early as April, but a March meeting
is claimed to be the first known, when
it was a general one.
Agents booking through the United
Booking Offices were
week to submit lists

informed
of

all

material

available

playing

Hodgdon

of the U. B. O. by

last

of their
to S. K.

Monday,

also, but

both outfits will charge the

tax on the road.

According to present plans of the
carnival men. they will not collect tax
from the public but will pay it themselves.
They figure that they have to
fight for their public and do not care
to risk making the tax any harder.

WARM RATS

HEARING.

The hearing on the White Rats

in-

vestigation scheduled for Friday after-

roon

last

was postponed

until

Friday

of next week.

last.

The-big time managers met in the
U. R O. Following the usual custom
meetings will probably be held weekly
hereafter for the purpose of routing
turns for nex* season.

LABOR AND CIRCUSES.
Many

of the old-time performers under the big tops are holding away from
contracts this season.
One old timer put the case in a nutshell this week when he said: "I'm
willing to do my act twice a day and
do the parade, but I don't propose to
go out with a show which the performers will likely have to put up and
take down."
The reference is to the labor troubles which face the circus manager.
The shows are starting out with full
crews, but the men who handle the
mechanical foi^e foresee a dearth of

men.

Thev remember, for example, that
year more than 100 men quit the
Rarnum & Bailey show when it reached
Hoboken after the Madison Square

The double postponement was

request of Joseph J. Myers, counsel for
the Rats, the attorney not feeling well.
He will engage in the cross-examination of Will J. Cooke and "fireworks"
are expected. The answer in the motion to show cause in the contempt
proceedings over the missing Rat

books was also postponed
week.

dustrial workers.

RINGLING'S TAX SCALE.
Chicago, March

27.

until

next

RAILROAD CREDIT STOPPED.
Chicago, March 27.
The Western Vaudeville Managers'
Association has sent the following to
its agents and bookers:
"From and after March 25. the railroads will discontinue giving credit
for railroad tickets, on account of
Government ownership. Please be sure
to notify acts in ample time to arrange
thfir own railroad tickets, as this
association will not advance any money
»»
to buy railroad tickets.'

last

Garden engagement, and they look forward to a similar situation this year,
but a situation made more serious by
the draft and by the demand for in-

at the

PRICE-CUTTING ATTRACTS.
The Harlem opera house cut its
matinee prices commencing Monday
and made a still further bid for daytime patronage by starting off Holy

managers

in

of

Boyle's

March

19.

for a straight $500 salary.

The

act re-

fused to accept this change of terms
and a wire from Frank Willard, brother of the act's owner who manages the
enterprise, reported Boyle had threatened to attach the scenery and cos-

tumes.
It

was the original intention to bring

in the United States District
Court for the Southern District of
York, plaintiff and defendant being at first supposed to be residents of

a

suit

New

separate states, but later it was discovered that Boyle, while operating
the Rutland house, lived in Granville,
N. Y., just over the state line.
In
consequence, it is possible the suit will
be brought in the New York Supreme
Court.

Willard made his complaint to the
N. V. A., but Henry Chesterfield, secretary of that organization, replied
Boyle was not a member of the V. II.
P. R., and the matter could not be arbitrated
along the usual channels.
Preparations for the court proceedings followed.

Max

Rogers, the agent, has brought
action through James Timony, against
Leeming and Gray for breach of contract. The act signed a year's contract
with Rogers the early part of FebruLast week they started booking
ary.
independently.
An injunction was sought by Rogers.

BARNES SHOW OUT.

In the smaller <bows the prices will
be 30 cents and 55 cents. This excess
on the quarter seats will also be used
in paving lax for the side show, which
the smaller outfits is a 10-ccnt
in

admission.
The Kindling show will have a

new

spectacle and ballet called "Ye Oldc
Fiigbsh." which is ymt on by Ottakar
About 300 jjirls will be in
Burtick.
the spc'-lncle here, but the road tour
out
start
with 125.
wil'
Mav W'rth. the principal rider, will
again be featured.

The

price

scale

of

the

Rarnum

it

Rnilrv show at Madison Square Garden inclvdfs the tax. except the arena
seats whith are priced at >1 <o (.>1 -0
plus 15 centO.
Ther'- is no further
advance over last Year's M'ale, the circus management paving the tax itself
on all other seats. Thix will obtain in
the Chicago run of the Ringling show

The
March

Al
18

G.
in

a
that of two girls who
dance in the lion cage.
Frank A. Robbins will take out a
small show this summer, opening in
the middle west during April.

Mc In tyre

from

a

performance to $32 a
$8), and in houses

the Loew Circuit $31.50 for 14
shows, with the leader getting $55.
Where the admission is raised on the
week ends the men demand $1.00 extra.
The present scale is $28 for men and
$49 for leader, with the dollar extra
like

For the first time in over 40 years
Mclntyre and Heath appeared before
an American public minus cork, at

also in force.
For the dramatic houses an increase
of $2 over the present scale of $26 for
men is asked, with musical comedy
musicians wanting $35 instead of the
present $33 scale.
Where theatres like the Winter Garden give nine performances, $39 is
a«ked (exclusive of Sundays, the present scale being $35.25 and $42 for twelve
performances, as at the Hippodrome)

F.mpress Monday afternoon, last
week, when their baggage failed to
arrive in time for the opening. They
did not give their act. but appeared
together and stated they were very
much ill at ease over being compelled
to appeal "an naturel."
Raeirage came during the afternoon
and they went on at night.
the

Mr. Grundy holds the Lexington by
sub-lease from Shea & Gersten.

$2.50

week (with Sundays

and Heath in White Face.
Grand Rapids, March 27.

«,W0.

the general state of theatrical affairs
being such that an increase was wholly

stipulate that in such houses as the
Palace and Colonial the increase is

is

Shea Turni Over Sunday Concert*.
The Sunday vaudeville concerts at
the Lexington Avenue opera house, forluerlv conducted by Harry A. Shea,
were a tinned by Manager Grundy, of
the theatre commencing last Sunday.
The loss that day is reported at around

The managers in answering the union
Tuesday stated they could not see their
way clear to grant the raise inasmuch
as the war was making new conditions
all the time that were not in^the least
conducive to show profits and that increased taxation, etc., had brought discomforts to both theatres and patrons,

want $35 for 14 performances weekly,
no show to exceed 3% hours, excepting
Sunday matinee, with overtime 50c. per
hour or fraction of hour. The demands

Rarnes circus opened
California. It has been

wintering at Venice, Cal.
A big spectacle is featured and

new number

being asked about six months ahead
of time so that the matter could be
acted upon" before the regular season got under way again.
The scale previously agree d-up on by
the managers and the musicians prevails until next fall, when the musicians may have decided upon measures
that may cause the houses some trouble, but none is anticipated as ( the
theatrical conditions during war times
are described by the managers as being anything but rosy, especially with
a summer of war preparation ahead
in the United States that may even
affect theatricals still further by next
"officially

out of the question.
In the new demand the scale asked
$30 for 12 performances in the burlesque houses, with the present scale
&7 for a similar playing period. A $5
increase is also asked for the director,
with Sunday shows to be paid $8 for
the performances.
In the vaudeville houses the men

with a festival bill of ten acts.
Monday afternoon they stood people
uo by the hundreds, the reduction in
price from 15 to 10 cents apparently
having the desired effect.

The

rates of admission for the Ringsh^w. which opens here at the
Coliseum in three weeks, will be 60
The excess on the
cents and $1.10.
cheaper seats (with tax the price
would be 55 cents) will be used in
making up for the incidental taxes.
The admission to the side show will be
25 cents straight, no tax being colSimilarlv the "concert" price
lected.
The circus
will remain at 10 cents.
management will pay the Government
tax from the excess tax on the cheaper
admissions to the big top.

commitee (Mr. Dooley, chairman)

fall.

INJUNCTION ASKED.

Week

ling

A

of three from the musicians were informed as to the finding of the Association and a report to that effect will
be submitted to the union for further
consideration.
When the union notified the Association through Attorney Lignon Johnson
the new scale next year called for an
•increase Mr. Johnson in sending out
an official communication to the members for the meeting Tuesday explained
the demands at length with the result
one manager told two reporters on the
dailies that Johnson's statement intimated that a strike with the theatre
musicians of New York was imminent.
Later the New York papers scoffed at
the idea of a strike at this time and
intimated that the increase was only

where

GEORGIE OLP
of

OLIVER and OLP
Completing n tour of 104 consecutive we*»ks
of llnilrcl unci Orphcum booking,
successful vehicle, "Discontent."
Direction, AI.K T. WILTON.
Alliiimlirn.

Colonial,

in

their

York, this week (March 25).
York, next week (April 1).

New

New

$39.75

is

now being

paid.

A

difive dollar increase is asked for the
rectors in this category.
their
Relief pianists were also in for

share of increase, the new scale providing that thev receive $24.50 for six
days, with Sundays pro rata, and single performances placed at $5 with
players for picture show Sunday only
from 1 to 11 p. m., being $12.

VAUDEVILLE
FORUM

ARTISTS'
* Oonfln*

PHILLY'S CABARET RULING.
Philadelphia, March 27.
The recent order issued by Judges
Wessel and Shoemaker in the license
which placed an iron-clad ban
on dancing and cabarets on all premises where liquor is sold, has also hit
the vaudeville and "club shows" a jolt.
court,

words and wrlto on on« aid* of paper only.
nonjrmoui communications will not »o printed. Noma of writer muit be clfnad
lattara to 110

and

wilt bo bold In ttrtet oonfldoaoo, If dectred.
bettor* to bo published In thlo column moat be written exclusively to VARIETY.
Quyttootod letters will not be printed. Tbo writer wbo dapllcctes a letter to the
Foram. either before or after It appears here, will not be afa*n permitted the priv-

ilege* of

It is estimated 200 "jazz" musicians
are affected by the order and the hotel
proprietors estimate their loss to be

It.

Memphis, March

20.

Editor Varibtt:
My experience at the Florence Hotel
in Birmingham, Ala., might be of interest to the profession traveling south.
I arrived in Birmingham about 7.30
a. m. from Atlanta, took the Florence
Hotel taxi to the hotel and my luggage was placed in room 521.
About 11.30 a. m. they changed me
to room 315, and looking my luggage
over I found my $275 seal skin coat
missing
I immediately took it up with the
hotel management, but got no satisfaction.

Saturday before leaving I asked for
a settlement and the best I got was "I
don't think the coat was ever in the
hotel," which is an absolute misstatement, as our show can bear me out.
Explaining to the manager that I
would try and warn fellow artists, his

answer nvas,

should

"I

worry about

performers."
The absolute lack of co-operation in
this c$se by the hotel was so unjust,
and my loss so great, that I trust you
can give this space in your column, as
it might be a benefit to other artists
carrying valuable hand baggage.
Charlotte Meyers
(Bernard & Meyers.)
(The above statement as made by
Miss Meyers is vouched for by Donovan and Murray, Peggy Brennen and
Bro., Ferguson and Sunderland, Dave
Horowitz (manager of "The Little
Reubens"), all in Birmingham with the
Bernard and Meyers act.)

France, March
Editor Variety:
The boys of my company and myself
wish to thank the following for the
music we have received to date:
Jerome H. Remick & Co., Waterson
Lerlin & Snyder Co., Harry Von Tilzer Music Pub. Co., McKinley Music
Co., Latest Broadway Music Service,
M. Witmark & Sons, Miss Mitchell,

Miss Florence White, Geo. W. Adams.
I hope we have not overlooked any
one who has so kindly helped to break
the monotony of camp life during the
evenings.

look on the faces of the No. 2 act
told "You open; the acrobats
missed the train"?
James Findlay.
(The Gladiator.)

when

France,

March

12.

Editor Varibtt:

The

undersignejj and a

number

of

the boys here would be very thankful
if some of the latest music were sent.
have a piano and no end of talent,
but very little' to play.
I would like to hear from some of
my friends, including Jack Bick and
Earle B. Mountain, who, I believe, are
at Kelly Field.

We

William

S. Allison,

Co. B., 11th Engrs. (Ry),
A. E. F., France.

one.
Col. E. IV.

Adams,

No. 2250431
57th Corp, C.F.G, B.E.F.,
France.

New
Editor Variety

York, March

23.

:

Undoubtedly there exists a certain
unmerited prejudice against the acrobats, also a tendency to make them
the butt of ill humor. Why?
Recently it was my misfortune to
see an act in which the alleged comedian (in putting a curse on the orchestra leader) said: "May your children
be acrobats."
As to the position on the programs,
no doubt the managers through experience know the sterling worth of the
acrobatic act and place it where it is
of the most value. Many of these despised of acrobatic acts are living in
part on their sufferance.
Who has not seen the panic-stricken

least

$500,000

The

The musicians are the immediate
victims of the law. There are a score
or more "jazz" drummers with only their
instruments between them and starvation. A. dozen or more xylophone arof whom have been weaned
vaudeville, are laying down
their barrage hre around the small
time agents and the song birds who

Winifred.

warbled twice nightly in the various
cafes will soon again be heard in the
pop houses or leaving for cities where
the fox-trot and "Frisco Friz" are still

when

in

that of

Tom

Jones

vs.

Rucker and

Jones was agent for the act
started last year. At that
time he signed a three-year contract
with the team, which bound them to
it

pay him commission on

all time they
Shortly thereafter the act began to play U. B. O. time, and later
played VV. V. M. A. time. Jones has
no franchise with either circuit.
Jones instituted suit for back comBenjamin Erlich, attorney
missions.
for the act, makes the claim that not
only is Jones not entitled to commission on routes that he didn't place, but
that no agent in New York is entitled
to commissions from acts playing outside the State, unless the agent is
licensed in the States in which the act

played.

plays.

The absence of a colored branch of
the N. V. A. made it impossible for the
team to get a hearing inside the profession.

MUSICAL TAB STOCK.
Indianapolis,

March

21.

Barton & Olson have signed conwith Boyle Woolfolk for the
appearance of his LaSalle Musical
Comedy Co. for an extended engagement at English's, beginning April 1,

when these two managers

take
over English's for the summer season.
The LaSalle Musical Comedy Co. has
been seen previously in Indianapolis
stock engagements. The company is
headed by Guy Voyer. The LaSalle
Harmony Four is a feature. The repertory to be presented includes "The
Time, the Place and the Girl," "It's Up
to You, John Henry," "Bridal Whirl,"
"Lovers and Lunatics," "Miss Nobody
from Starland," and other well-known
They are to be
musical comedies.
staged in tabloid form, with special
settings and costuming for each bill.
Barton & Olson propose three per-

formances

will

daily.

PATTEE ON CHAUTAUQUA.
Chicago, March 27.
J. A. Pattee and his Old Soldier
Fiddlers leave the vaudeville circuits
April 10 to take up bookings on Elson
& White chautauqua tour on the Coast.
Their bookings carry them into Montana about the middle of August, when
they will return to the variety houses.

vogue.

Adolph Hirschburg. president of Musician Union,
will throw at

Local

77,

says the order
out

least 200 musicians

The court order permits "reasonable music" at meal time, but where
seven and eight men were employed
of work.

in the "jazz bands" for dancing, there
are now only two or three engaged in
supplying musical accompaniment for
the diners.
The decision is also rough on the
waiters, and an official of the Waiters'
and Bartenders' Union says 150 memCabaret jobs
bers will be affected.
were soft picking for the waiters, owing to the size of the tips, and it is
reported the union will petition the
legislature at the next session to make
tipping illegal so that all waiters may
be placed on an equal footing.
One feature of the new law that is
causing the hotels concern is the application of the ruling to social functions, private dinner dances and affairs
held to raise money for war charities.
In the absence of definite information
on the ruling, the managers of the big
hotels have decided to let the hosts
for the occasion choose between dancThey cannot have
ing and liquor.
both.
It is possible a large number of special cases will be tried as test cases in
order to define the order and its effert
on permitting dancing on the same

premises where liquor is sold.
is
It
said the Continental Hotel Company
will not appeal the ruling to a higher
court, will ask for a rehearing of its
case and endeavor to have its license
renewed by promising to eliminate all
For the
dancing from the building
past year or so the Continental Roof
has been one of the liveliest dance
places in the city and the loss of this
revenue will be serious enough, to say
nothing of the loss of the bar receipts.

10
Harry La

WEEKS
Pearl,

IN

who

CAMP.
put on an

ama-

(amp

Col.

teur circus

TIM Rsbtert Rita

Upton, Vaphank. Long Inland, i- bonking a professional show, m heduled to
begin at Camp Dix, N. J., last Wednesday for four days.
flayers with the outfit have hern
told that if the show does well they
will be assured of about 10 weeks'
work in the various cantonments.

frrai

HltUrtl H

Coney Island

C UM. Alt***.

a

few weeks ago

at

summer

this

the old

in

Sea Beach Palace.

The Staley

act is a submarine sketch
with dramatic tendencies, while the
Ernest turn is the animal act which
played the Palace lately. The trio propose to advertise the '"three-ply" show
widely and hope to make the Surf
avenue proposition one of the big attrai

i

ions of the Island.
of the parties to

One

the compact
this week on the matthe U. S. Government taking
over the land for a shipping terminal.
He said
"The Government, of course, can invoke the right of eminent domain and
take over property anywhere, but that
involves
court
proceedings,
which
necessarily occupies much time.
If
Coney Island is to become a Government shipping center, it can scarcely
be done this summer, 'because for Uncle
Sam to take possession would require
dispossess proceedings against many

was questioned
ter

of

:

concessionaries
who
signed contracts."

have

already

CHICAGO BASEBALLERS.

some
away from

Chicago, March 27.
A case now in process of litigation
in a Chicago court may have a farreaching effect on the profession. It
is

with his Temple of
Monkey Hippodrome,
and Dick Staley, with his new dramatic
spectacle, *U 15," have formed a threecornered arrangement by which the
trio of offerings will be housed at

tists,

COMMISSION POINT.

tracts

have been promoted to a corporal
and have just returned from 14 days'
leave to England, where I appeared
five nights at the Hulme Hippodrome,
Manchester, and three nights at the
Queens, South Shields, in conjunction
with the Frank L. Gregory Troupe,
who made my leave a most enjoyable
I

a year.

license
of the Continental, one of the oldest
and best known commercial hotels in
the country, was revoked with the
new order.
Those who have kept in close touch
with the situation declare the order is
the result of a "family quarrel" among
the 1,900 saloonkeepers in the association
and the hotel-keepers.
Two
years ago, when Plnlly was flourishing
with cabarets, action was taken which
placed a ban on the amusement and
cut several hundred saloon keepers out
of some big revenue. The association
blamed it on the hotel men and big
cafe owners, accusing them of trying
to hog everything. They swore to get
even.
at

THREE-CORNERED CONEY SHOW.
C. D. Willard,
Music, Everest's

Chicago, Mar.

27.

Age cannot

wither, nor custom stale,
nor the war dull the baseball frenzy
of
Chicago
agents
and
bookers.
Already, before the cold blasts of
winter have faded, the Kialto Baseball

League has been organized and two
teams made up. Practice has started,
and a schedule of games is being made
up
Professor, a long, quavering chord

The

I

line-up:

A<;rc.VTK.-.h-H

Froemnn.

Irving
F.
Yatrs. .'.rcJ 11.
Hank Rhwplro, L. P.; Jack
Hllltibtiry. I'm] H.
'Huh
KiiKle. 1st D. ;
Powell, V..
Harry SpliiK'ild (Sub); Dave
Itai'hlur
(Sub Sub. >; Georxe Menace, Water
Hoy Lew Karl. Mat Hoy. Lew Goldberg. L. P\ ;
R.

;

;

Tom

-

;

'

.

Pete Mack.
Nelaoii,

S.

C.

S.

F.

(Juy

,

Hoy

;

Perkins, I'oet

Murphy,

.

Charlie

Manager,

C.

Helen Murphy.

HUuKEUS. -Nat

Knlsehrlm. C. P.: Andy
Chim. Freeman. L'nd H. Glen Hurt,
Dick Hoffman (Sub); Tom Hurchell,
Haul Gomlron (Ans't Rub.); Hernia
Faye, C.
Frank Merger, Attorney
Harney
Walker, L. F. Alex Sweigler. -Irtl H. Charlie
Marsh. H. P.; Irving Tl-hmun. Fizz Mixer;
Harry Miller. Fizz Server; George Van, Fill
Drinker.
Manager, Utile Irving Merger.

Talbot. |\
1st
S.

H.
S.

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

Games

;

will

be played according to
l,c ensbury.

Hoyle and Mark

ASS'N.

OFF TABS.

Chicago. March 27.
At a meeting of W. V. M. A. bookers
was announced the Association
it
would book no "tabs" during the coming season.

The

reason

ascribed

is

that

they

have been unsatisfactory and detrimental to the interests of other acts,
and that hey were too cumbersome to
handle efficiently for the response they
I

elicited.
It

is

said

also that

the practice of

some small town houses on Association time of playing only two shows
nu'luly, instead of lour, will become a
rule in ihe near future with all VV. V.
M. A. houses in the smaller points of
the route.

BUYS ALIMONY RELEASE.
Through an

action to punish him for
contempt for non-payment of alimony
for a year or so with $J.I00 due, brought
by his former wile, Charles Ahearn is
reported to have made a settlement of
the mailer, after a eon tempt commit-

ment had been issued for him.
The set lenient is s.jhI to have
brought Ahearn a full release from all
t

lie was ordfuture alimonv p.ivin -nt>
eted by the cunt to pay hi- wife, when
she Secured a divoree from him, $J5

week

I

v.

iJlooinhcrvr \- nioonibcri; represented
the
I'ernard
Sandler is
appht int.
Ahearn'** Attorney.

VAUDEVILLE
THE SERVICE

IN

+*+*m
Under the auspices

of the U. B. 0.

another performance was given for the
sailors

the

at

52d

Street

Armory,

Brooklyn, March 26. The show was.
directed by Jack Dempsey and John
Lampe. Those who appeared were
Mrs. Watrons, Murphy and Mahan,
Bert Crossman and Jazz Band, Hugh
Blancy, Beatrice Turner, Maley and
Merino, Mae Ward.
Tuesday, April 2, Company G of the
22nd Engineers, which holds many
theatrical people, will hold a dance
in the armory at 168th and Fort Washington avenue. John Peebles is first
lieutenant, Charles Bierbauer is second
lieutenant and Jack Hodgdon and Jack

Henry are

sergeants.

other booking

number

a

men

in

There are eight
the company and

manager

Lakeside Realty and Amusement
Co., which operates Lakeside Park, at
Denver, has enlisted in the Transportation Dept. Aviation Section, Signal
Corps, and has been assigned to Kelly
Field, San Antonio.
John Dougherty, former stage carpenter of the Nixon, Atlantic City, was
of

in action when the Germans
American sector in
"gassed"
the
France. He is the first of the hundreds
of stage hands in the service to meet
death during the war.
Mark Levy was asked by Bill Lindsey
Monday why he had been mustered out
of the Quartermaster's Corps. "Oh,"
replied the boy humorist, "They wanted me to go to Spartanburg, but
wouldn't increase my New York sal-

killed

ary."
First Sergeant William J. Moore,
of the 165th Regiment, Rainbow Division, decorated for bravery the other

day by
well

the

known

French

Government,

in film circles.

He

Station.

Lieutenant Jefferson Feigl, son of
Colonel Fred Feigl, editor of "Tammany Times," was killed in action in
France.

Joseph Quinn ("Broadway Boys and
in the Naval Reserves, notireport at Wissahickon Bar-

Girls"),
fied to

racks,

of professionals.

Grover C. Roth, partially recovered
from a serious illness, was back in
New York on furlough from Camp
Hancock (Augusta, Ga.).
Another
operation will be necessary.
His
brother, Joseph Roth, was also here
for a few days.
Joseph is with the
Canadian Royal Flying Corps.
Philip P. Friederick, general

ington Wednesday by a long-distance
telephone from Secretary of the Navy
Daniels.
No intimation of purpose of
ythe call was available this week.
Danny Goodman, the former boxer,
is with Co. D, 49th Inf., at Bush Terminal, Brooklyn. He is not the Danny
Goodman reported ordered under
guard at Rockford, 111.
Charles Allen of the Pekin Restaurant orchestra has been accepted
in the navy as a first class musician.
He goes to the Pelham Park Training

is

enlisted

while in the employ of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corp.
Pat Woods of the United Booking
Offices has enlisted in the navy and
has been appointed a second class
yeoman. Woods has been Eddie DarHe
ling's assistant for the past year.
will be stationed at the naval headquarters in New York.
Corporal Eddie Jermon, who has
been at Camp Wadsworth with the
New York troops, has been transferred
to Battery B, 104th Field Artillery. He
has been drilling men assigned to the
camp for military instruction.
Tommy Hayden, the English comic,
has joined the British Royal Flying
Corps and enters the service April 10.
His wife, formerly Carmen Ercelle, has
joined the British Red Cross service
and will leave with her husband.
Dr. Munster, one of the most popular
physicians among the professional
colony in Pittsburgh, has joined the
Regular Army as a lieutenant and
leaves for the other side within a few
days.

Herman Lehr (Fred La Reine

Electrical act) has been accepted in the
aviation corps. George Blcasdacl of
the same specialty endeavored to enlist in the navy, but was rejected as
physically unfit.
Bob Fisher, formerly of Fisher, Gordon and Lucky, has been assigned to
the band at the Pelham Bay naval
His voice won the appointstation.

ment.

The laugh of last week at Pelham
Bay was put over on a rookfe or gob"
as usual. He was sent down to divis,4

ion headquarters for "forty yards of
skirmish line."
Arthur Voegtlin was called to Wash-

Cape May, N.

J.

John

Olschewski (Johnny Martin,
Martins) is with Co. 3, 4th
Provincial Recruiting Battalion, A. E.
F., France.
Joseph Swerling (Swing) Variety's
Chicago office, enlisted in the naval
service at Great Lakes, and will re-

Flying

port April

5.

George O'Brien, appointed a chief
yeoman in the Navy, on land service,

Monday next,
Harry Weber agency.

Ltarts active

ing the
C. C.
ville
Inf.,

duty

leav-

Wadsworth, formerly of vaude-

and burlesque, is with the 108th
Machine Gun Co., at Camp Wads-

worth, Spartanburg,

S. C.

Ben Friedman is home on a 13-day
furlough from the base hospital at
Spartanburg.

He

is

in

the

medical

corps.

Frederic Santley ("Cohan Revue")
has applied for a commission in the
Naval Reserve Flying Corps. He has
Ueen studying aviation for six months.
Dave Thursby, English, while at the
Empress, Denver, last week, was examined for the V. S. Army and accepted.
He is awaiting the call.

Louis Henry Frohman, nephew of
is a lieutenant at Camp Upton.
x
the late Charles Frohman,

Thomas C. Shiel, Co. M, 9th Infantry,
A. E. F., has been promoted to
corporal.
Charles M. Pop,e, applying for appointment to the Aviation Corps, rejected, physical disability.
Mique Cohen has been appointed an
ensign in the Navy. He enlisted as a

DRAFTED.

VAUDEVILLE FOR ABROAD TROOPS

Carl Goldenberg, until recently with
the Saenger Amusement Co. in New
Orleans, accepted. .Others with the
same concern accepted are Maurice
Barr, manager o' the Strang; D. L.
Cornelius, director of publicity; Gaston Dureau, booker.

Paris, March 12.
The vaudeville shows for the boys in
rest camps are now running smothly at

Roy Mack (Musical Maniacs) now at
Woodlawn Cafe, Chicago, rejected

the

by the Medical Advisory Board of the
Michael Reese Hospital, but retained
for special and limited service as a
pianist.

Harry Munns, associated

in the Chi-

cago firm of theatrical attorneys of
S. L. and F. Lowenthal, expects to
leave
for
Camp Grant, Rockford,

March

29.

Oliver, wire walker, in Boston last
week, rejected, flat feet. (He told the
examining doctor that if it is weren't
for his flat feet he couldn't do his act.)
He was then accepted.
Bob Langford (Arline and Langford)
ordered to report for examination.
The team is playing in Montana. Arline McDonough will continue as a single if Langford is called.

office,

Camp

presented comprise:

(Class 3B). Mr. Wagner's
brother, William, is at Camp Upton,
N. Y.

accepted

Dan Bachmann, Variety's Chicago
has returned to his duties from
Grant, Rockford, after tfhree
weeks. Army surgeons rejected him
because of defective eyesight.
James Barton and James Duffy, principals with "20th Century Maids," reported to local boards, Barton being
exempted and Duffy placed in Class
C No. J.
Al. Riccardo, formerly with Jean
Bedini's "Forty Thives," and who has
been playing vaudeville as a "single,"
has been shifted from Class A to Class

E

(No.

5),

physical disability.

Brangdon, with "Million Dollar
A No. 1, claims
exemption, having dependent wife and
Cliff

daughter.
Joe Towle was notified at the conclusion of his engagement at the OrNew Orleans, that he was sub-

pheum,
ject

to call.

Mack O'Neil was called while playing in San Francisco, going to Camp
Lewis.
Arnold Grazer (Bell and Grazer, now
with the Harry Lauder show) accepted
(Class

1).

"Million
Morrison, with
Dollar Dolls," exempted, physical dis-

Walter

Burt King, manager of Vitagraph's
Orleans office, accepted (Class

New

cepted.

A-l).

Lew Weston. Co. D, 316th AmmuniCamp Lewis, Wash.
Irwin W. David, husband of Carrie

tion Train,

has enlisted in the Navy.
Bryan Foy, oldest son of Eddie Foy,
has enlisted in the aviation corps.
Tubby Garren ("Three Chums") has
Lillie,

entered the naval reserve.
Saul Leslie, accepted.

Arthur Douglas (Scott and Douglas)
accepted.
Charles Harrison Foger (Barnum &
Bailey Circus) called for examination.
Harry M. Kalmine ("Riviera Girl")
notified to report at Camp Upton, N. Y.
Harry Reiners ordered to Camp Upton, April 3.
Jack Goldberg, exempt, physical disability.

DISCRIMINATION?

A

tax ruling from Washington this
week is to the effect that baseball
writers and telegraph operators entering ball grounds on passes in their
capacities
reporters
of
official
as

games need pay no tax.
Theatrical managers in New York,
commenting on this ruling, would very
much like to know why a sporting
writer should be granted special exemption from taxation on entrance
fees against dramatic, vaudeville or
picture critics.
When the tax on amusement tickets
first went into effect there was a report that Washington had decided that
newspaper men entering a theatre on
business need pay no tax, but this does
not seem to have gone into effect, as
the managers of the legitimate theatres when sending out seats X6 the
critics are understood to be paying the

war

tax,

Casino, Aix-les-Bains, Charles Banks,
Lilly Benedict, Succo-Dato, Leon Rogee, Keystones, Olga Morselli, Band
(colored) of 15th N. Y. Reg.

Municipal Theatre, Chambery, Werts
Bros.,

Fabiens,

Mano

&

soubrette,

Theo. M. dogs, Hanvarr & Lee, Loie
Fuller's 3 dancing girls, Colored quartette (of 15th N. Y. Regiment).
The. performances commence at 8
p m. and run until 10, there being pictures both before and after the vaudeville shows. Cinema is also given free.

Dolls," placed in Class

(Six
Abdallah
Abdallah
Brothers) in a double act recently, ac-

Willie

m

Paris.
In the main hall there is a canteen
for the sale of non-intoxicating drinks,
a fixed charge of 5 cents being charged.
No money, however, is taken over the
counter, coupons for refreshments and
the entertainments being sold at a
special office. The shows now being

Marty Wagner, secretary and treasurer of the Harry Lauder Road Show,

ability.

yeoman.

Aix-les-Bains and Chambery, France.
soldiers are granted periodically
seven days' furlough, which is passed
in one of the health resorts indicated
by the military authorities. The programs are arranged so that two different performances can be seen by the
same men during their week's sojourn.
Two companies of performers are
engaged, three months' work being
promised. The first plays the Casino
at Aix-les-Bains for seven days and
then exchanges with the second aj the
Municipal
theatre,
Chambery.
A
charge of 10 cents is made for men in
uniform, there being a few seats at
4 frs. for civilians. The organization
is perfect.
At Aix-les-Bains, which is
one of the finest and most noteworthy
health resorts of Europe, the Casino
has been taken over by the Y. M. C. A.
and installed as a leave club, similar to
the various British and American institutions now doing such splendid work

The

Eddie

Delight

(Delight,

Ethel

Hardy) rejected, athletic heart.
Frank Wolf, Jr., of Philadelphia,

and

"The Lid

George Douglas

Lifters," ac-

("Behman Show")

accepted.

Harry Lang ("The Lid

many

of the boys of

were

in

its crew of 1,100
this week seeing
Jackies were given
their choice of productions and tickets furnished them through the medium of the Canteen Fund, which totaled $7,500 on two trips of the trans-

the

The

port.

Monday night about 250 of the sailor
lads selected the Hippodrome, "Oh
Boy," "Flo Flo," "Little Teacher," "Why
Marry?" and "Oh Look."
Arthur Evans (Anderson and Evans),
now Store Keeper, first class, on the
boat attended to the purchase of the
tickets, buying all at cut rates at Joe
Le* Blang's, excepting for the Hippodrome, where the coupons were purchased at the box office, with the Hip
management allowing the naval boys
a discount.
About 250 from the ship will visit the
theatres along Broadway nightly during the week.
During the trip over Mr. Evans
staged a minstrel performance1 employing only men from the "Washington's"
crew. The soldiers aboard voted the
blackface troupe on a par with the best
Primrose or DOckstader ever turned

Lifters") ac-

out.

April 1 Mr. Evans comes into his appointment of Chief Petty Officer.

cepted.

Sam Lawrence

New York

plays.

?

re-

jected, heart trouble.

Russell Hill,
cepted.

NAVAL BOYS' OUTING.
The "George Washington" reached
an Atlantic port the other day and

CAUGHT WITHOUT CARD.

accepted.

NAVAL JAZZ BAND CANCELS.
Boston, March 27.
The Navy Yard Jazz Band booked to
play the Boston theatre this week canceled the engagement following an order issued by Rear Admiral Spencer S.
Wood, commandant of the First Naval
District.

Rear Admiral Wood says he is following the strict interpretation of the
law in issuing this ocder as enlisted
men s*hall not engage in outside work.

A

New Orleans, March 27.
Government dragnet which held
meshes about 400 draft dodgers

in its
at the

conclusion of a haul by officials
Friday evening in this city included

among the toll several members of
the theatrical profession.
Most important of those taken into
custody were one of the Ferreros and
Mishka, of Olga and Mishka. One
was able to show his registration
card, and the other explained satisfactorily why he did not possess his card
at the moment.

VAUDEVILLE
AMONG THE WOMEN
srm

Nineteen men and four women in
the Palace program this week. Men
seem to be the majority on every

Why

vaudeville bill of late.
is this?
(Ask Steve.) Girls, vaudeville needs
you.
Bessie McCoy Davis deserves
credit for the production she brought
into vaudeville. Miss McCoy is on the
stage 30 minutes and is working every
one of them. Her first costume of blue
chiffon bloomers has a hi^h lace collar.
minuet is done in a Colonial gown
of heavy white silk with blue velvet
dance of sixty-one is done
bows.
in a white crinoline with lace mantle
and cap.
captivating costume consisted of chiffon pants in a mustard
shade with satin coat to match.
blue fox collar trimmed the coat and
a gold helmet adorned her blonde
The famous "Yama" number
head.
was done in the well-known black

A

A

A

A

clown costume.

A

singing act quite out of the ordiis the Sisters Kouns, Nellie and
One wore a silver dress with
an over dress of dark blue chiffon. The
other was in gold with green bands.
Extremely large hats were also worn.
Harriete Lee, evidently fond of Sammie blue, is wearing a new dress in
that shade. The material is pussie
taffeta and has a white satin collar and

nary

Sara.

grey

belt.

Jennie Jacobs has the flossiest office
New York. It is more the boudoir
than a place of business. The walls
are done in pale grey, while a blue
carpet adorns the floor. The window
is fetchingly draped in blue silk with
tan lining. A novelty shade is of a
chintz pattern. A huge chandelier over
the desk has a blue shade. Miss Jacobs'
in

office
suite.

in

is

The

the Morris-Casey Agency
entire office has been done

over.

Kimmey and Fongee

are two Chinese

at the American first half, with the girl
Her pink pajama suit
in native dress.

was worn under a heavily embroidered

A

cloak of pink with a blue border.
high head dress fan-like in shape was
blue.
Joe Sheftel's "Black Dots"
had four dusky maids in party frocks
instead of the inevitable ginghams.
Burnham and Allen are fat and thin.
The plump miss looked well in black
satin dress draped with lace over a
white bodice. The thin girl wore a dress
made of Japanese embroidery. The
straight panelled front had pleated sides
with black lacings. Emily Carson (with
Frank Jerome) opened in a silver lace

of

A

frock with a crystal bodice.
short
dress of cloth of silver followed. The
Indians Troupe found the women in
tights of peacock blue.

STRANDS SHOW IN

A.
There are 12 of the girls with the
Baxter-Willard Show in South America stranded in Buenos Aires.
The
girls are
Natalie B leakier, Olive Wilson, Gladys Jeanette, Doris Buhr,
Betty McCrea, Flora Merrill, Elsie
Lind, Vera Evelyn, "Bobbie" Lee,
Lolita Lopez, Betty Chandler and
Esther Weince.
S.

:

Four other girls of the company are
working in a cheap honky-tonk, and
trying to earn enough money to get
back to the States. This Is the story
brought back by Opal Essent, who was
with the show and returned to New

York

after having cabled to friends
here to supply her with funds.
Miss Essent, originally one of the
Dillingham girls in "Betty" and who
was with the "Follies," went to South
America Nov. 3, sailing on one of the
Lamport & Holt liners. In the show
were Ameta, Edward Bros., Mullaly
and White,. Leo and May Jackson.
Gertrude Morgan and a chorus of 18
girls.

When

the contracts were signed in

New York

before a notary public they
the girls to receive $40
for 20 weeks
immediately following the first performance they played in any South
called

for

weekly

in

American gold

American port

The girls were also
to receive passage, to South America
and return, ana were assured the
money for their return trip was

deposited with the Lamport t Holt
company. Inquiry via telephone at the
steamship company brought confirmation of this to Miss Essent, and it was
not until she was on the steamer and
the craft was in the bay waiting to
go out that an official of the company
informed her there was no return passage provided, and that she and the
other girls were taking a chance.
The company reached Rio and played
there, opening Nov. 23 and remaining

three weeks. The first week they received the $40 in American gold, but
that was the only week of the entire
trip they received full salary. The next
stand was San Paulo, where they
played two weeks. This was one day
travel and that was deducted from
salary.
A lay-off occurred in
Santos prior to taking the boat for
Montevideo, where, after a three-day
lay-off, the company worked a week.

their

Thence to Buenos Aires. The travel
was by boat, and the entire company
was forced to travel steerage, or nave
the amount deducted from their salary.
The principals were charged $15 for
first-class passage, while the chorus
girls were taxed $20.
their arrival
in Buenos Aires the girls went on
strike, and refused to work the open-

On

ing performance unless they received
the money deducted for their passage. Then the show went to La Plata
for three days and back to Buenos
Aires, where Delia Martell attached
the box office for $400, and the next
evening Djalma de Silva, a South
American, one of the backers of the
show, attached it for $1,100. With the
attachments came the closing of the
company, and the girls left there without funds.
Miss Essent states the living ex-

South American cities is
terrifically high, and one cannot get
accommodations at any of the hotels
for less than $6 a day. Her return
passage from Buenos Aires cost $250.
At the H. B. Marinelli office it was
stated that nothing was known as to
the whereabouts of Baxter. Willard,
pense in

all

The-Man-Who-Grows, who was the
partner oi Baxter in the enterprise,
remained in this country playing
vaudeville, and has been in the hosWires in the
pital for some time.
Marinelli office show he had furnished
Baxter with sufficient funds to pay for
a return passage for the company.
The money was given him for this
express purpose. Marinelli also has a
claim against Baxter for commissions
collected from the acts with the show,
which he has failed to forward.
The Department of Justice received
information of the show being in

South America, and started an investigation about two months ago to
determine the reason for the BaxterWillard show taking chorus girls to
that country in connection with a
vaudeville company. The Department
had received some advices on the subIt also inject from Buenos Aires.
vestigated the promise of Baxter that
he had deposited return passage for
the troupe to New York. The Depart-

ment may

still

be continuing

its

in-

vestigation.

McBRIDE SUCCEEDS KEAN.
Raymond

B.

U. B. 0. BARS SEIZED SONGS.
second order was issued this week
from the United Booking Offices,
signed by John J. Murdock..
It instructed all U. B. O. managers not to
permit two songs in any U. B. O.

LADY ABERDEEN'S

A

Fosdick, chairman of

War Department Commission on
Training Camp Activities, has anthe

nounced the appointment of Malcolm
L. McBride of .Cleveland to succeed
Marc Klaw, in charge of theatres and
entertainments in the training camps.

The Orpheum

nouses.

Circuit recently

issued a similar notice on the same
numbers.
The songs are "There'll Be a Hot
Time for the Old Men When the Young
Men Go to War" and "I Don't Want to
Get Well." Both are published by the
Leo Feist Publishing Co. Recently
government agents raided the Chicago
offices of the firm and seized all the
copies on hand.
Shortly afterward
Feist issued a statement the number had
been withdrawn, but he was powerless
to stop acts from keeping it in their

The

When scheduled to appear Lady
Aberdeen refused to sjiare the headline
billing with Evelyn Nesbit,
consequently the date was cancelled. Her
contract
earned no clause in reference to billing
and the management of the house

merely accepted her refusal to
appear
as arranged 'as a cancellation.
It it
possible a counter action for
liquidated
will be headed by the theatre,

damages

LIBERTY THEATRE'S BILLS.

repertoire.

With

the order is a similar one banquestionable
war "gags."
"Gags" that tend to belittle the allied
countries will not be permitted nor will
there be allowed any talk which would
suggest peace.

ning

all

The

first of the vaudeville
road shews
to tour the Liberty theatres,
located at
the various cantonment camps
through*
out the country, will open next
week at

Camp

BOND POTENTIALITIES.

A

purchase

five rifles or 30 rifle grenades, or 43 hand grenades, or 25 pounds
of ether, or 145 hot-water bags, or 2,000
surgical needles.
$100 and a $50 bond will clothe and
equip an infantry soldier for service
overseas, or feed a soldier for a year.
Two $100 bonds will purchase a horse

A

or mule.

Three $100 bonds will clothe a soldier
and feed him for one year in France,
or buy a motorcycle for a machine-gun
company.
Four $100 bonds will buy an X-ray
outfit.

One $500 bond will supply bicycles for
the headquarters staff of an infantry
regiment.

"DAYLIGHT* MEETING.
Indianapolis,

When

March

27.

the clocks are sent forward
an hour March 31 the Indianapolis theatres will adopt the plan so far as it
concerns the hours of the per-

formances, according to the decision
of the Indianapolis Theatre Managers'
Association, in session at English's
theatre.
The meeting was held for
the purpose of discussing the daylight
saving plan.
"Theatre patronage is not going to
be affected by the daylight saving
plan," says Henry K. Burton, secretary of the managers' association.
"When it was inaugurated in Australia

and

in

Canada the managers

in

this

country received adverse reports as to
its effect.
But if there was any ill
effect it was soon overcome."

HEERMANN RELEASED.
Cincinnati,

March

Upton,

The show
full week

New

York.

will carry six acts and
play
at each camp theatre.
It
will be routed for 17
weeks, consecutively, and making jumps
in the essiest

a

The following figures have been compiled by the Government to give some
idea of what can be accomplished by
rhe purchase of Liberty Bonds.
One $50 bond will buy trench knives
for a rifle company, or 23 hand grenades, or 14 rifle grenades, or 37 cases
of surgical instruments for enlisted
men's belts, or 10 cases of surgical instruments for officer's belts.
$100 bond will clothe a soldier, or
feed a soldier for eight months, or

SUIT.

executives of the Palace theatre

were served with a summons and complaint this week in a suit instituted
by
Lady Aberdeen who was booked to appear at that house last week. The suit
is for breach of contract and
calls for
the amount of the salary she was
engaged for.

manner from one camp to another.
The acts selected for the Liberty
theatre road shows will be
graded in

salary, the
to accept a
run, while
given their

larger acts being expected
cut salary for the 17-week
the smaller turns will
be
regular figure.

The shows will be booked
w York by Billy Sullivan out of

of the
ft
United
Booking Offices.
me ? in charge of the Liberty
*ul

camps, held a conference
with
execuuves of the Keith interests the
this
eavo to
the privi.
£
ge 0f KMr
),1I,n
the
vaudeville
«
bills as
v ,u shows.
J
Keith
The Keith people refused permission

P™"™

Zl.£

should the Liberty theatres
accept a
regular Keith program the
name of
Keith could be displayed.
The houses may later accept regular
big time shows, figuring the
advertise
ing accruing from the use of
the Keith
trade mark will pay whatever
surplus
expense is incurred.

LIBERTY LOAN'S START.

The start of the Third Liberty Loan
will be made in the theatrical
district
at midnight April 5, with

the first
12.01 April 6, the
date for the drive to commence.
The place of the sale will be Broaday an *! d itrcet wh «n Jerome A.
Myers, Chairman of Outdoor Activities
of the Liberty Loan Committee,
and
A. L. Libman, his assistant, and Chairman of the Times Square Division, will
pr
dc over * L >berty Lo»n meeting.
Si! ^
T
i
< uare
Division expects
*
..
•!5S J? l
to sell $100,000 worth of bonds daily
during the drive in outdoor gatherings.

purchase recorded at
official

l

w

'

E. F. Albee was elected chairman
of the Allied Amusement and Theatrical Commission for the Third Loan
late last week, and will superintend
the theatres' participation in the drive.

Following the ending of the Liberty
effort, the Red Cross intends to
start another $100,000,000 subscription
campaign.

Loan

The next Loan
27.

Realizing that action has been hasty,
U. S. officials at Washington have released from the Dayton jail Emil
Heermann, Concertmeister of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, incarcerated for violating his enemy alien
permit.
When it was learned positively
Heermann was not an enemy, had taken
out his first citizenship papers and
contracted the habit of applying threefourths of his salary to the purchase
of Liberty Bonds, he was released into
the custody of A. J. Gantvoort and
Ed. F. Delaney of the Cincinnati College of Music, where Heermann is a
teacher.

Heermann played with the Symphony
Orchestra as usual Saturday.

with

lions,

will be for three
over-subscriptions to

bil-

be

accepted.
The interest rate will oe
4>4 per cent. The new Liberty securities will be non-convertible but bonds
of the first and second issues may be
exchanged for them.

LOEWS AMBULANCE
For

March

ten
25 all

FUND.
commencing
Mondays
Loew Circuit employees

forego smoking, donating the
they would have otherwise

will

amount

Loew TheaEmployees' Ambulance Fund.

spent for that habit to the
tres'

Carl

Levy

of

the

thought of the plan.
approved of it, stating

circuit's

staff

Marcus Loew
if

the

short in the ten weeks he
scribe the deficit.

Fund ran

would sub-

A

BURLESQUED
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COLUMBIA SEASON COUNT-UP
HAS EACH S HOW MAKING MONEY
Circuit

Winding

Up Present Season with All the Shows Ahead

American Returns Not so Prosperous as
Last Season. Toronto Writer Lodges Protest
Against Latter's Shows*

of Last Year.

With the burlesque season approachgross
ing its close the summary of the
Columbia
receipts will show that the
Wheel attraction-, have averaged betbest to
ter than last season, from the
wheel.
the worst performance on that
Extra expenses, however, will likely
consume the increased earnings and
little
the net in each instance may be a
more or a little less.
The American Wheel shows

will

real-

the shortcomings of the shows.
through that realization the drason
tic reforms intended for next season
the American wheel will be rigidly enized

It is

forced, regardless of anything.
Variett this week received a letter
of protest from a lay reader in Toronto
against American circuit attractions.
The writer virtually claimed he had
been lured to the theatre to see American shows under false pretenses. He
berated the attractions and vowed he
never would spend another cent to see

an American wheel production, although stating hr had been a constant
burlesque goer for years.

SUMMER STOCKS.
has been engaging
stocks as well as New
upstate.
and
Pittsburgh
Orleans,

Lew Redelsheimer

girls

The

for local

Bijou,

Washington,

is

George Brooks and Marie Sabbott

going to

"Puss Puss" this week.

will leave

Eugene MacGregor and Elizabeth
Jane have replaced George Brooks and

Several w*eks ago William Vidocq,

who had been managing James

E.

Cooper's "Biff, Bing, Bang" burlesque
show, came in the New York offices
from Boston, reported too ill to continue and went home to recuperate.
His place was taken by another man.
The first of the week the report became circulated Bill Vidocq had died,
but Vidocq dispelled the rumor himself
by appearing personally at Cooper's

Wednesday and saying he felt
very much improved. He expects to
spend the summer resting up and getting ready for another active season
next fall.

"SMOKES."

The consignment of tobacco purchased with money collected by the
Columbia and American Circuits has
been sent "over there," the officials of
the burlesque organizations have ascertained from the American Tobacco
Co.
So far not a single acknowledgment
has been received, although there was
a notification attached to each package. The belief is growing that the
burlesque contribution may have been
lost in a ship sunk by submarine.

LIEBERMAN WITH B ELF RAGE.
Jake Lieberman,

who managed

the

14th Street theatre burlesque stock
for a time, is back with the George
Belfrage forces. He will manage the
"Hip, Hooray Girls" company. Lieberman was manager of the Belfrage
troupe that formerly played "Biff,

Bing, Bang," before James Cooper took
over the American show.

summer.
At Wrightstown. N.

Charles H. Waldron, who has been
recuperating at Mount Clemens, Mich.,
has returned to his home in Boston.
Waldron is yet undecided about the
summer stock project at the Casino,
Boston, which last summer had Frank
Finney. Finney, however, will again
head Waldron's "Bostonians" next

show

directing.

BURLESQUE CHANGES.
Patricia Baker, prima donna, joined
the 14th Street stock March 25.
Michelena Bennetti became a member of the Union Square stock Monday.
Lucille Manion, with the Behman
Show this season, will be a principal
with the new Lew Kelly show next
fall.

Joe and Kathryn Murray have left
Milwaukee stock and signed with the
Colonial burlesque stock at Toledo.
Virginia and Baxter have left Ger"Some Show." Arthur Stern,
ard's
juvenile, and Chicak Galleher, soubret. enter the cast.
Mae Kerns, with "Forty Thieves,"
has been signed for "Girls from the
R. & R. have
Follies" next season.
placed Lucille Ames with Max Spiegel.
Jack Dempsey, now in vaudeville, goes
with Spiegel next season.
Lucille Ames joined "The Orient als"

Therefore,

original material.

I

think Variety should encourage anyone
striving to be original instead of denying there is "Sech an Animal."
Frank Finney

Minneapolis, March 27.
Fred Fulton, the heavyweight title
burlesque
contender,
has « accepted
bookings for Minneapolis and St. Paul
and will later go on a tour of the
larger cities with a burlesque organization. He will probably play until
June 1, after which he will start
training.

Fulton was matched to fight Jess
Willard for the title this week, the
battle to be staged some time in July.

BOSTON STOCK HANGS

FIRE.

season.

Cooper's Schodulo.
James E. Cooper will have six burlesque shows out next season. Cooper
plans to change some of the titles.
"The Army and Navy Girls" will be
called "The Trail Hitters" and "Biff,
Bing, Bang" will become "The Blue
Birds."
Cooper has signed up a number of
players. For the fifth consecutive season Solly Ward will head Cooper's

"Roseland

Early this month when
in

New York

I.

Herk was

for the directors' meet-

ing of the American Circuit, a meeting
of the Mutual Burlesque Producers'
Association was planned, but the departure of several of the officers on
the day of the proposed session caused
a postponement until the close of the
season.

30 has been announced as the
opening date for the stock burlesque
company at the Bijou theatre, Washington, under the management of
Frank M. Forrest.
In the cast booked through Lou
Redelsheimer are Dan Barrett, Irish
comedian ; Sam Spears, Hebrew comedian; Grace Howard, soubret, and
Mann and Albright, straight and
ingenue.

NAUTICAL CRITICISM.
The "Broadside," the bi-monthly publication published by the Pelham Bay

Naval

Training station which now
Great Lakes station in size
and men, is developing into a bright
organ, well written and holding con-

rivals the

siderable humor.
There are several columns devoted
to Broadway attractions, the comments
on which are pithily critical in a light
vein. In the most recent issue the

comments run like this:
"Girl o' Mine"—The maximum punishment for a deck court-martial.

"The Madonna of the Future"—
110 S. P. in a fog with a prayer book
and a pelorus. (A 110 S. P. means a

submarine

patrol

boat

or

U-boat

"chaser.")

"The Love Mill"— Name
liberty

list

when

the
the adjutant's ashore.
left off

"Under Pressure"— Fouled anchor,
minutes before bag inspection and
no stencil.
"Yes and No"— Sailors must learn to
knit to appreciate the subtle humor in
this play, which makes such a strong
appeal to us Girls.
"Let's-Go."
Just-before-the-baitle-

—

mother, played by the fife and drum
corps in the probation camp.
Many plays, however, are lauded as:

"Why Marry"— Commissioned

cast,

the name implies, a trifle deep, about
?00 fathoms.

all

HERK BIDS FOR

FIGHT.

I. Herk, the Chicago manager, wired
Joe Miller, who is exploiting the proposed Fourth of July match between
Jess Willard and Fred Fulton, an offer

of $125,000 for the bout. Herk is said
to have Chicago and Milwaukee capital
back of him.

Winter Garden— "Sinbad" is singood
with the sailors. We describe it as a
(two days' absence of leave), with
permission to phpne for an extension.
"48"

—

"Seven Days Le*ave" Our
never as thrilled since his

critic

was

summary

court martial.

"Midnight Frolic"— We endorsed
American's Special Maating.
special meeting of the board of directors of the American Burlesque Association will be held in New York
May 3 at which time finar plans for the
new season will be discussed.

LAST TAX DAY, APRIL

I.

With the time limit for filing income
tax statements nearly expired, Mark
Eisner, collector for the third district
of New York, has sent out a warning
against delinquents, who are dubbed
as "tax slackers." Ttre warning reads:
"Tax slackers will be prosecuted as
vigorously and relentlessly under the
war revenue act as draft slackers were
prosecuted under the selective service
The

of

aid

all

that date will be acceptable.
A suggestion from one of the income
tax man is that professionals should
provide themselves with a little book,
marking down their earnings and expenses for the current year. In this
way difficulty in making out the statements next year will be reduced.

WATCH YOUR WATCH
Sunday morning, March

31,

1

2

a.

m.,

Olympic's Summer Stock.
Fourteenth street is to have another
burlesque stock company in May, according to report. The owners of the
Olympic, now playing American Circuit attractions, are planning for a

one wants to make their arrangements
for traveling in accordance with the

summer

new

the hour for the setting of the watch
for one hour. The
and clock
railroad time tables will also be governed by the new time schedule and
is

AHEAD

daylight saving plan.

__

it

before the curtain was up two feet.
"Flo Flo"— When you see this sign
port your helm, sailor.
"Business Before Pleasure"— Standing at the probation barber shop and
laughing at the haircuts that come out.
"Maytime" So sweet we thought the
audience would get up and kiss each

—

other.

There was a special review of "Going
up" the critic being quite enthusiastic
over the show.
Lt. Joseph Montague is dramatic editor of the "Broadside" and has charge
of the Pelham entertainment.

"PRESS STUFF!"

good

citizens is
invoked in bringing to justice the man
deliberately
seeks to evade his
who
just share of the war burden."
The last day for filing returns is
Monday next (April 1). All statements
must be in the hands of the various
collectors by then, although it is
thought that statements in the mail by
act.

Girls."

stock.

SET.

March

five

ASSOCIATION SESSION SOON.

A

another burlesque plan, the first
A comtrial having proved disastrous.
pany, now being organized in New
York, will try and stick it out for the

the

cates

office

try

J., the house goes
into burlesque stock for the second
week in May. Charles Baker will do

£3.

FULTON ACCEPTS BOOKINGS.

VIDOCQ RECOVERING.

WONDER ABOUT

March

Philadelphia,

Marie Sabbott with "Puss Puss."

not

present so favorable a resume. The
average of receipts over last season
on the American has dropped below
It is attributed in part to
this year.
American
the one-night stands on the
which will be done away with next
do not
men
burlesque
season, although
deny that the poor quality of the majority of the American companies during the season now ending contributed
largely to the light measure of patron(there
age. The better American shows
are but a few of these) had to suffer
between
through being sandwiched in
the bad attractions and having to stand
the brunt of the reputation the poor
shows left behind them.

The American wheel men have

as soubrette, at Wilkes-Barre, replacing Doris Clare.
Patricia Baker, prima donna, opened
at the 14th Street theatre this week.

WASHINGTON STOCK

FINNEY EXCEPTS.
Editor Variety:
In a recent review of a burlesque
show playing the Columbia, New York,
your reviewer stated that the producer
was the only one on the wheel who
does not resort to bits and numbers.
have
I
I beg to take exception.
written and produced a new show
year
years
for
the
past
15
and
every
every book had a connected story. I
depended more on situations than disconnected comedy bits. If you will
consult your files, you will find in a
review of "The Bostonians," your reviewer mentioned the fact.
Variett has deplored there is a sameness to all burlesque shows and advo-

During

Cincinnati, March
few days, it

the

last

27.

has

grown

to be a habit with press agents
for theaters to "pull" stories of a pa-

triotic nature.
At the Empress, according to one
of these yarns, a man did not arise
when he heard the "Star Spangled Banner" played. He explained to the house
manager that he was too ill to get up.
He was made to kiss the flag, the reliable press agent says.
At a picture house, a man asked L. K.
Oppenheimer, a "four minute speaker,"
what the hen feathers was his own nationality.
The man, quotes the veracious P. A. came near being mobbed.
This publicity is like that of the
railroad publicity press agent who assured the general manager that that
wreck in which 40 lives were lost would
make "a corking good yarn."

hjext week (April 8) is Anniversary at
B. S. Moss' Hamilton and Spring Festival week at the Jefferson.
*
mi i) | .^ w y>i
l

i
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being made by the

Publicity Bureau of the Liberty

Committee

.

to

link

Loan

up for concerted

action in the Third Liberty Loan drive,
which begins April 6, the 97 dramatic,
vaudeville and photoplay houses in the
Borough of Manhattan, so that the
week of the theatrical drive will eclipse
the successes of the First and Second
Loans, by members of the theatrical
profession.

The Brooklyn

theatres, which

num-

be overlooked by any
Material will be provided for
the actor, singer and Liberty Bond
seller with which to arouse audience,
while in the picture houses, patriotic
subjects will be exhibited and special
film programmes provided. Cheer-up
types of songs are being written and
sung in the vaudeville and combination
houses, while a number that have been
written with a Liberty Loan topic are
doing a considerable share towards
promoting interest in the Third Drive.
ber 44,
means.

will not

fixed,

amount

Hoffmans will rent the place.
They want $1,600 for the summer. The
sold the

offer to sell is advertised in this issue.
of $14,500 is the selling price
asked, with the original cost $17,500.

The sum

"Under Pressure," which suddenly
ceased at the Norworth lately after a
record flop in point of receipts, is going
on tour again opening in Pittsburgh
April 15. This is the piece which under the title of "The Love Drive" had
a short run at the Criterion early in
the season. Later Sydney Rosenfeld,
the author, took the piece out, but
changed the title when bringing it back
to New York. In the cast are Frances
McHenry, Belle D'Arcy Marjorie Davis, Robert Ober, Irving Brooks, Henrietta Brown and Florence Gerald.

A

lattar was received at the home
of Dave Gordon this week addressed
to Cliff Gordon, who has been dead
for some time, asking if he would accept a position as traveling lecturer
for the Red Cross at a salary of $2,500
annually.
The letter was signed by
Eric Allen, one of the executives of
the organization. It was a personal

way

possible the interest of the public

great deal.

Tha complaint

in an action against
Shubert Theatrical Co., brought
by Edgar MacGregor and Edward
Peple, was filed i^ the United States
District Court this week by Nathan
Burkan, attorney for the plaintiffs. In
March, 1917, the parties in question
entered into an agreement, under the
terms of which they entered into a
joint venture in booking and producing
"Friend Martha." Under the terms of
the agreement the Shuberts were to

the

receive 25 per cent, of the gross profits
and also pay 25 per cent, of its losses.
The show opened Aug. 8, ran four
weeks to bad business and closed. The
assets of the production were the

scenery and equipment. The plaintiffs
contend they paid more than threequarters of the losses of the piece,
tne entire losses being $11,773.95, of
which the Shuberts' share was $2,597.55, which amount they refused to
MacGregor and Peple also
pay.
allege they have paid out of their own
personal funds losses to the -amount
of $11,428.01, and seek judgment against
the Shuberts; to dissolve the partnership in the venture; second, to have
the Shuberts enjoined from booking
or making any disposition of the rights
of the show; third, that the assets of
the piece be sold and the proceeds be
distributed; fourth, an accounting be
had and the liability of the defendant

of

the

Ann MacDonald opened Monday

Eastern sLyceum

land. The I usiness has been reorganized as the Coit-Abner Lyceum Bureau.
charge of the eastern
agency, retains active management of
C. D. Brooks, in

the Syracuse office and becomes a
director in the new booking concern.
W. H. Dounglass of Burlington, Vt,
will act as assistant to Mr. Brooks.
in

Her

Sleep," the

new

Mark Swan farce which George Broadhurst is producing and which has a
try-out in Stamford Monday, was first
known as "The Alibi." The complete
cast has Lois Meredith, Isabel Irving,
Constance Molineaux, Helene Lackaye,
Eva Williams, Earl Foxe, Arthur Aylesworth,
William
Jefferson,
Walter
Walker and Walter Lewis.
J. E. Dodfton, who became best known
of a long stage career in "The House
Next Door," i» reported to be one of
the best bridge whist players in the
country. Now that Mr. Dodson is off
the stage he is often with Charles
Schwab, who is inordinately fond of
bridge.

Gaorga F. Sallman will be the new
manager of the Strand, Lowell, Mais.,
to succeed Tames F. Carroll, who leaves
there Sunday for Washington to assume the management of the Poli theVaudeville and pictures will be
atre.
the attractions under the new management.

Tha

antartainmant

Nathan Burkan
lic War Fund
Francis

de

arranged

by

behalf of the Cathofor the Parish of St
Saules, at which Victor
in

in the leading role of "Upand Down." She appeared in
the same part in another road organization of the same show earlier in the

stairs

season.
Lillian Green, formerly connected
with the Billy Curtis office, is now
handling the cabaret department in
Billy Sharp's suite in the Strand build-

Dainty Maria is with the BarnumBailey show at the Madison Square
Garden for its New York run (three
weeks), after which she will return to
vaudeville.

Annabelle Moon, the 10-year-old
daughter of William Moon, is a mem-

ber of the National Women's Swimming Club that is going from city to
city giving aquatic exhibitions.

Harry Kearley is now understudy for
Al Jolson, while holding down his own
role in "Sinbad."
He is also understudy for Franklyn Beatie and two
others.

_ Jae£ Sheehey, manager of "The
Brat, playing the subway circuit, will
leave the show in a few weeks to join
the Ringling Bros.' circus as treasurer.

Walter Fanner

with address.

Thomas

Coffinberry has resigned as
of the Grand opera house,
Canton, O., tc? become manager of the

manager
Poli's,

Waterbury, Conn.
Schenck- and

"Hella Central, Give Me No Man's
Land" is being 4ung by Al Jolson at
the Winter Garden. He first put in
the song last Saturday matinee, with
Ted Snyder playing the piano accompaniment for him in the wings. Mr.
Jolson first h»ard the number Saturday morning. Through Mr. Snyder
not being of the Musicians' Union, he
could not go in the pit during the performance.
The accompaniment was
piano-played until the Garden's men
received the orchestration.

A

colored porter employed at the B.
S. Moss office giving a fictitious name
and address at th* time of engagement,
is being sougM by a private detective
agency. He was told to go to the Repent in West 116th street to collect
some money and return with it to the
After obtaining the money he
office.
asked the stage manager of the theatre
if he might witness a part of the show.
He later disappeared with some $200.
Cincinnati police have begun a war
on "mafthtfrs," and one of the first per-

sons to be arrested was
to be a

Mark

Harris,

street, claiming-

Herbert,

Frank

Pollock,
Margaret
Sylva, Blanche Ring, Houdini, Andrew
Mack and others appeared in, cleared

theatre, that city.

Tunis F. Dean has been appointed
for Harry Davis' Grand Opera
House, Pittsburgh, devot d to photoplays with symphony orchestra of 50.

He

and other

men

Island

her

for

$28,000

and

will

make

it

summer home.

the

Otto Spitx, the accompanist for
his name
to Otis Spencer, because of its Teutonic tinge.

music valued at $15,000, as well as
slides with cheering messages, for the

in
ly

In co-operation with the music pub-

Ray C. Sawyer has undertaken
work of supplying current musical
numbers to the bandsmen of the army
and navy. She has already supplied

lishers

men

in

uniform.

C

Upon

application of Blanche
Philseparate maintenance pending
her separation suit from Harvey M.
Phillips, theatrical manager, Justice
Erlanger reserved decision. Charges
and counter charges of desertion are
lips for

made by both

parties.

Frank Carter, has changed

Hasel Haslam has joined David Hall
the "two sketch" called "What RealHappened." She had been appearing
with Emmett Devoy.

Dorothy Grau,

a niece of Matt Grau,
playing a part in the "Eyes of Youth"
at the Maxine Elliott. She is only nine
years old.
is

Christie

E. K. Nadel has decided to lay his
act, "Uppers and Lowers," on the
until
next season. The turn
played the 23rd Street theatre recently
and the decision was that it needed
bracing.

new

shelf

At a recent sale of paintings of the
late George A. Hearn, Mr. David M.
Neuberger, the lawyer, purchased an
oil painting of the late Mrs. Gilbert
which he presented to the Actors' Fund

MacDonald has been booked

for the Palace,

New

York, for April

IS.

Donald Roberts and Irene Roone are
in

the cast.

George K. Hennings and Jerry Hitchcock have formed a partnership to
produce and manage "girl acts" and
"tabs."

Harry First and Hal Skelley have
been added to the road show of "Flo
Flo," both in comedy roles.
Bert La Mont, the "Act Doctor," has
purchased the controlling interests of
the Golding Scenic Studios.

Home.
Jake Lubin, booking manager for the

To the police, he adstreet hotels.
mitted that "Harris" was not his real

preparing for coming
Last week found him
a new patient at the dental emporium
of Dr. Suss in the Columbia Theatre

name.

building.

is
charged were making annoying
remarks to women who passed 7th
it

has purchased the GarEstate on Fisher's

Linderman

ret

$3,000.

showman. He was charged with

disorderly conduct.

Schenck

A performance was given to the inmates of the Auburn Prison, through
Mr. Breslin, manager of the Jefferson

Alma Gluck
addressed in personal style.
Mr. Allen was apparently unaware of
Cliff's death, which occurred several
'
years ago.
letter,

Carton

Mrs.

manager

The mailing address should be kept corrected promptly.

of 1552

Frank-

l

to the Coast.

While the war continues "Variety?' will be tent free to
any theatrical man in the U. S. service, upon application,

29,

will play the

lyn Ardeil role in "Here Comes the
Bride, revived by Robert MacGregor
for a tour of the army cantonments.

CNorma Talmadge) returned to New
York Sunday from their brief visit

TO THEATRICAL MEN IN THE SERVICE

aged

in

Cleveland

ing.

"She Walkad

"VARIETY" FREE

artillery

in the war songs that are being written
and sung, for the bureau realizes that,
as propaganda for the furthering of
the sale of Liberty Loan Bonds, the
Liberty Loan topical song can do a

Control

Bureau of Syracuse, N. Y., has passed
to the Coit Lyceum Bureau of Cleve-

Jo*

obligato with a shrapnel refrain that
compels the purchase* of a Liberty
Bond. Another hit is "If You Can't
Enlist, Buy a Liberty Bond."

Tha Publicity Bureau of the Liberty
Loan Committee is stimulating in every

plaintiff the

Max and Gartruda Hoffman purchased the exhibition bungalow shown
at the Exposition in the Grand Central
Palace Terminal. They are having it
re-assembled on their lots at Atlantic
avenue and 40th street, Sea Gate
(Coney Island). On account of the
purchase the former Hoffman home at
Sea Gate is being advertised for sale.
Max Hoffman wants to get rid of it
and is offering il at a bargain price,
he claims, to turn a quick sale. If not

Graca La Rua is meeting with success on her present tour with Lieutenant Gitz Rice's "You've Got to Go in or
Get Under," which has an

and to pay the
due.

11

Loew

circuit, is

C. W. Morgengtern has sold his interest in the 14th Street theatre to

Walter Rosenberg.

shore dinners.

Herbert Keif, formerly publicity assistant in the B. S. Moss office, left last
week to enter the insurance business.

LEGITIMATE.
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DRAMATIC MIRROR IS PURCHASED
BY UNITED PUBLISHERS' ASSO.
New Owners

to Drop Other Ends of Amusement Field and
Paper Will Be Devoted Entirely to Pictures. Theatrical Features Will All

The "Dramatic Mirror** was fold lait
.veek to the United Publisher!' Association, which took over the publicaliop this week. R. M. Vandivert and
H. A. Wycoff are in charge of the
paper at present and will handle the
business affairs.
was predicted in January in
It
Varibtt that the United Publishers,
who have been issuing "The Motion
Picture Trade Directory," would shortly go into the trade publication field in
pictures. At that time there was a
deal on to buy either "The Mirror,"
"The Exhibitor's Trade Review" or
Association
The
"Motography."
through its representatives offered the
"Trade Review" $65,000 for its property
at one time, but then the publication
was held at $250,000 by the owners.
Since it has dropped considerably in
value.
In taking over

"The Mirror" the new

to drop all reference
to other ends of the amusement field
and devote the new "Mirror" entirely
to pictures, making it a trade publication solely. None of the theatrical
features will be retained.

owners intend

During the current week represenof the paper have been can-

tatives

vassing the picture trade, stating the
objects of the publication in the future
anxl getting a line on business condiUnited Publishers' Cortions. The
poration is capitalized at $5,725,000 and
controls more than a score of publications in various industrial fields.
Whether or not the new publishers
intend to hold to their original plan,
which was to present the paper that
they had planned to the 17,000 exhibitors that there are in the country free
of cost is a question. They had this
scheme outlined in their original prospectus providing they could secure 80
pages of advertising weekly.
.

"The Dramatic Mirror" was founded
1889 by Harrison Grey Fiske, who
was the editor, his brother, Lyman O.
Fiske, being business manager. About
five years ago the paper slipped into a
in

financial slough and the printer took
over the publication, later leasing it to
Frederick F. Schrader, who conducted
until about a year ago, when the
it

assumed control

of it entirely
and installed his own editorial staff.
With that the policy of the paper
was changed to an extent that submerged the dramatic news of the paper
in favor of that of the film.

printer

At one time the paper was considered the "class" of the field of the
publications devoted to the stage in this
country.

WHY

"BELGIAN" QUIT.
Philadelphia,

March

27.

"The

Little Belgian," which suddenly
closed at the Garrick after one week,
will not be rewritten as announced,
and is out for good, according to reports here.

Poor business was given as the reason for the sudden closing, but showmen declare the real cause was that
the piece deals with certain phases of
the war in a way that proved distasteful to loyal Americans.
None of the newspaper reviewers
touched upon this part of the piece,
but it is said patriotic organizations
declared against it and said if an attempt was made to put it on
York the local clubs would
attention of their
to the matter.

New York

in

New

the
associates
call

Be

Eliminated.

The

point in the story, to which parobjection was made was the
wronging of a Belgian girl by a British
officer. It is understood that the United
States authorities intimated to Oliver
Morosco, the play's sponsor, they
would be pleased to see the show taken
off.
The producer took the hint.
In its first day or two "The Little
Belgian" did business, but takings fell
away toward the end of the week. No
one in authority at the theatre would
comment upon the story.
ticular

The Garrick

dark

is

this

week.

in

Justice

Pendle-

part of the Supreme Court returned a verdict Tuesday for $3,800 in
favor of Norris W. Brown, who sued
the Actors' Fund of America for $150,000, alleged to be due him on a contract
which he averred the Fund officials violated when he was discharged before
term of agreement was fulfilled, the
justice reserved decision, owing to two
motions now pending in the matter.
Before the jury trial started the Fund,
via its attorneys, Gerger & Fishell, asked the court to dismiss the complaint on
the grounds Brown had no case. This
the judge took under advisement and
asked for briefs from the Fund's lawyers. The other motion is that the finding of the jury be set aside, which is
also under consideration.
Should the court deny both motions
the Fund will appeal the jury verdict
Brown alleged that his contract with
the Fund stipulated that he was to receive 15 per cent of what monies he
collected and that his services were
ton's

dispensed

with

by

President

METROPOLITAN MILWAUKEE.
Milwaukee, March 27.
"Oh Boy" and 'The Wanderer" have
played "two consecutive weeks in Milwaukee." To those who know Milwaukee the remarkable part of it is

two successive attractions did
out business, the first time Milwaukee ever heard of such a thing.
The musical show did $24,000, while the
for $22000.

occasion "Experience" did
$26,000 in two weeks, but when 'The
Wanderer" closed March 23 there was
a new record for four weeks' continu-

ous ticket

selling.

Both were at the Davidson, the only
legitimate house.
•

MAUDE

IN "GEN. REGAN."
Los Angeles, March 27.

the Ma<on
Cyril Maude put on for the first time
in this country his conception of the
name part of "General John Regan,"
the three-act comedy based on George
A. Birmingham's novel.
The piece, which was seen in the east
with Arnold Daly, is amusing with its
Irish drollery, and Mr. Maude's playing

Fnr

is

week

his second

splendid.

at

Maude proposes

Mr.

MERIDIAN
The Meridian
combination

with

Ira

Hards

at

its

head, has four new plays for production, the first being given a try-out at
Stapleton, S. I., April 8. This play is

by
is

Sam Janney and Edward Dunn and

at present called "At Midnight."

new

title

is

A

being selected with "Get-

ting the Money" a probability.
The cast has but two women roles,
handled by Arnita Lescelle and Eliza-

beth Patcrson.
The male contingent includes Byron
Beasley, Dodson Mitchell, George Casselberry,
Edwin Holland, Theodore
Kehrwald, Alfred Helton.

C.

will stage the play here.

Canadian money
ing Mr. Driscoll in

He

ture.

is

his

reported backproducing ven-

known throughout Can-

is

ada in the amusement field and is recognized as a real force for artistic advance.

OUTDOOR DISPLAY TAX.
If a bill

introduced

irt

the

New York

week by Senator
Theodore Douglas Robinson in Albany
becomes a law outdoor display advertising by signs or devices, electric or
otherwise, will be taxed on a space
State Legislature this

The tax

in

New York

Richmond, Staten Island)

will

In other boroughs of less than 700,000
population the tax is five-sixths of this
rate.
In second and third class cities
the tax is a little less than half. The
proceeds from the tax will be turned
over to the general funds of the
municipalities.
Signs exempt from tax are those advertising goods manufactured, business

SKIPPING ONE-NIGHTERS.
Managers of the bigger shows (music
comedy type) predict tough going in
the one-nighters next season and it
looks as if many' of the single stands
would be dodged. This prediction is
based on the business this season beingoff from 25 to 40 per cent., especially
in the one-nighters of the middle west.
The reason given is the growing
number of young men who have entered
or have been called into the service,
and although that was considered during the current season it is figured to
be more harmful next season. The percentage of men coing from the small

to

cities is the same
centres, but service
drawn to the bigger
ance of business is
the musical shows

reports of "Fancy Free"
called for more than "fixing" to
make a real show out of it, but the
Shuberts started with fixing only this
called in to build

who

conducted and performances given upon
the premises, rent, sale and legal notices
of property to be sold and inside signs.

as

the larger
leave are
cities and the balin

men on

maintained. With
skipping the onenighters it should be easier for the
small cast show next season.

it

J.

will be first shown at
His Majesty's, before touring.
The Canadian rights for "Pollyanna"
have been secured by the producer,

feet.

PLAY.
new producing

CO.'S

Co., a

The Chicago

Mason were

the early productions set-

Both

tled upon.

(excepting
be 60
cents a square foot, 90 cents for the
second nine square feet and $1.20 for
every square foot in excess of 18 square

FIXING "FANCY FREE."

week, when

among

are

basis.

play "Resan" on his wav east, although
friends have advised him to continue
the use of "Grumpy," which they regard
as a sure thing.

said

managers of the house.
A new play by Louise Carter and
the George F. Driscoll $500 Prize Play

The Fund has been bequeathed $5,000
by Dr. Leiser, a major in the United
States army, who died suddenly in New
York about a month ago.

that

On one

Montreal, March 27.
His Majesty's theatre, this city, will
become the producing centre for
George F. Driscoll next season. Edwards & Driscoll are the lessees and

pired.

sell

drama was pood

Daniel
of
it ex-

Frohman and Marc Klaw, chairman
the executive committee, before

Biblical

DRISCOLL PRODUCING.

ACTORS' FUND VERDICT.
Although a jury

Huffman and Tack
up the

"Fancy Free" from

Ernie Young Buys Hotel Ticket Stand.
Chicago, March 27.
Ernie Young has bought the ticket
stand in the Great Northern Hotel, the
original scalping spot of Chicago, established to "gyp" 'the World's Fair

the Garrick brought to light that May
Thompson did not accompany the
troupe cast. She will go to the Pacific
Coast with Carl McCullough. Miss

He has taken a five-year lease and
paid a lump sum to Lilenfeld Brothers,
cigar merchants.

performance.

The show is to open at
Monday. Clifton Crawford
Chicago,

The departure

of

the Astor
is

starred.

March

27.

crowds

in '92.

Thompson

is
now Mrs. McCullough,
and has been since both were members of "You're in Love."

Show Promoters Incorporate.
The Fulton Producing Co. has been

Cahill

incorporated with a capital stock of

TORONTO AS TRY OUT.

It
was formed to exploit a
comedy, "Around the Corner,"
starring Marie Cahill. It was written
by George V. Hobart and Herbert Hall
Winslow. The company is now being

$J0,000.

new

Toronto, March 21.
During the summer season of the
Robins stock three stars will each
head the company for a try-out by
them of a play each has in view for a
starring tour next season.
The stars are Tom Wise,
and Margaret Anglin.

LOUISK MEYERS •
CHAMBERLAIN RltOWX In Horry
nnd William Sheer's "OH LOOK" with

gathered.

Placed by

Fay Bainter

No. 2 "Oh Lady" Going to Boston.
Boston. March 27.
The No. 2 "Oh Lady, Lady" is due to
open here Aug. 15.

Carroll

Hurry Fox.
MR. IinoWN hold* exclusive contrncts with
FMILY ANN WELLMAN, JOSEPHINE VIC-

WINONA WINTER, SYDNEY SHIELDS,
ALICE LEMINC. EARL HEN HAM. CONRAD
NACEL, TYLER BROOKE. MARION COAKLEY, IUCIU1U) PYLE, NOUVAL KEEP WELL

TOR.

I

aim

,

others.

Walter's Play Opens in Toronto.
Toronto, March 27.

The new Eugene Walter

play.

"Nancy

Lee," will open here at the Princess
next Monday, playing the week, and is
then due to go iuto the Hudson, New

York.

LEGITIMATE.
FRIARS-JOLSON BANQUET
BRINGS SPECULATIVE TALK
^w^
Will Shuberts Be Present to Hear Rennold Wolf Talk About
Their Star? Main Broadway Query. Congressman
Julius Kahn Next Honor Guest at Greenroom
Club Dinner.
vm

"^F"

Congressman Julius Kahn, of California, will be the next guest of honor
That
at a Greenroom Club dinner.

much has been

settled, without date
having as yet been set for the affair.
Great interest has attached itself to

the Kahn dinner through the representative from the Coast, one of the
most prominent in Congress, having been connected with theatricals
before taking up the legal profession.
Congressman Kahn is the father of
the Draft and an aggressive worker
in the interests of the Government during the present war, although a Republican

in

actor at

Mr. Kahn was an
playing in Shakesperian

politics.
25,

rep, when his company
ed in the West. They

became strandwere "walking"
toward home when the present Congressman decided acting was never intended for him as a steady vocation.
Going to San Francisco he studied
law, and within 10 years after was
elected to Congress from California,
and has been a Congressman for the
past 20 ytfars. He was in New York
last Sunday and made a patriotic address which left a deep impression.
Congressman Kahn is so thoroughly
American his utterances always receive rapt attention, and the Green-

room dinner to him will be the big
theatrical social event of this season.
Another theatrical club dinner that
has provoked considerable speculation
within the past week is the Friars'
banquet to Al Jolson at the Hotel Astor this coming Sunday night (March
The question that is circulating
31).
in theatrical circles is whether the
Shuberts will attend the dinner to
their star, who is to be introduced by
Rennold Wolf of the "Morning Telegraph," a writer and paper notoriously
opposed to the Shuberts and their interests, acting according to common
belief on behalf of Klaw & Erlanger,
who are now struggling with their
long-time adversaries, the Shuberts,
for the ranking lead of the legitimate

show

but not to the Shuberts*.
The suggestion came from the Shubert side late last week that "Zit" be
selected as toastmaster for the affair.
Jolson blazed into tjie Shubert office
Monday to demand an explanation. He
was informed the suggestion might

tion,

have emanated from A. Toxin Worm,
Shuberts' chief goat, but Worm,
cornered, wriggled out.
Jolson is said to have prepared two
replies to Wolf's address, playing it
two-handed in a way, in case Wolf
pressed down too hard upon the feelings of his managers. One of Jolson's
speeches was a comedy succession of
"Punches," while the other is more
"straight." Jolson at last accounts had
decided upon the "straight" speech.
Jolson's personal popularity in the
profession guarantees a record crowd
for the dinner. The Friars is charging
$5 for members' tickets and $10 each
for invited guests of members.
the

when

to

present.
At the
hearsal a

next

J. J.

or both would be

Greenroom Club

re"Juliet" will be given an
opportunity in the. "Romeo and Juliet"
scene.
It will be Lola Fisher, from

new

"Good Gracious, Annabelle."

SUMMER MUSICAL SHOWS.
Summer

musical
attractions
are
planned by the Shuberts for the 44th
Street theatre and also the roof theatre.
For the downstairs house the idea
of switching "Sinbad," the Al Jolson
•"how, from the Winter Garden when
the next "Passing Show" is ready is
considered. In that event Jolson will
l.ot take to the road until the fall.
For the roof a musical revue is projected with a cast having Walter Cat-

Farber Sisters, Doraldina, and
Clark and Bergman. The roof may be
dark after "A Pair of Petticoats"
leaves. It is not looked on as a hit.
Should both shows start at the two
44th street houses, the summer musical
play field will be more diversified than
usual. There will be in addition the
"Follies," the Hitchcock and Errol revue, and the Winter Garden, besides
several other smaller musical pieces.
lett,

CARLOTTA NEILSON PLAYWRIGHT.
Retiring from the stage a few seasons
ago,
Carlotta
Neilson will return
as a playwright.
The authoress has
written three plays, and these are now
being read by metropolitan producers.
Miss Neilson left the footlights at
rather an early age for retirement for
so successful an actress.

Wednesday no

one

knew

"CONCENTRATION" EXIT.

COHAN & HARRIS' DOZEN.

Chicago, March 27.
The abrupt exit of Edith Hallor from
the leading role of "Leave It to Jane"
at the La Salle was the subject of
some hectic discussion along Randolph
street. There were various rumors as
to the real reason. Now it comes out
that she was "concentrated out," and
the person who did the concentrating
was Georgia O'Ramey, the comedienne
of the show. Here's how Georgia tells
about it for publication:
"I've always gotten everything I
wanted by concentration. I wanted
Edith Hallor out of our show. I concentrated on getting her out. She's
No. She was a disout. Jealous?
turbing influence to discipline acted
as though she owned the piece and had
an option on every other show in town.
She'd miss performances and give us
the laugh. It was bad for everybody
bad for the property. So I concentrated on getting her out. And Anally
she not only stayed away from our
show, but after leaving us flat, went
to the opening of the Woo4» theatre.
Her doctor said the diversion was good
for her nerves. I guess he meant nerve.

At least 12 plays will be "tried out"
between now and the summer by Cohan & Harris, according to report, for

—

Anyway,

Chicago,

The

March

27.

Sunday campaign seems
be sagging. The newspapers, which
Billy

to
started off in unprecedented fashion to

boost and boom, have let down, the
big war news making of Sunday a
small timer in the prints.
trail-hitting began last week
and got only fair attention. Sunday
has taken a desperate grab at the dry

for new stuff and W. J.
Bryan is on, talking from the same
pulpit. Despite this, the election board
threw out the dry petition.
Sunday then started an anti-cabaret
assault that lived for a few columns
one day. His location is very inaccessible, and with the flop in the press
agent department he is flivvering
sadly. It is unlikely that Sunday will
play out his announced run of ten

move here

she's out."

DALE'S PLAY UNDER FIRE.
The Alan' Dale Play, "Madonna
the Future," which was branded

of
as

"immoral" in a scathing arraignment
by Chief Magistrate McAdoo last
week, is playing the Standard this
week. The Oliver Morosco offices spent
part of the week trying to prove that
the court read the original script before much of it had been expunged.
The Harris is dark this week, but
reopens Monday with "Her Country,"
the latter play moving over from the
Punch & Judy theatre.
Herbert Light joined "Success" last
week.

The Lea Herrick musical show, "Keep
Smiling," is forming with rehearsals
running during the week at Bryant
Hall.

the

engaged are

principals

Dave Ferguson and Muriel Window.
The show is expected to open

in

Boston around April 15.
Mr. Herrick is reported having a
financial backer by the name of Stern.

Lowell, Mass., Mar.

27.

Manager Charles Emerson will reopen the Opera House for the spring
and summer with musical comedies.
The opening attraction next week will
be the Marcus Comedy Co. Emerson,
who is also the owner of the Emerson Players in Lawrence, has closed
house there during the current
week and will reopen Easter week with
"Here Comes the Bride."
his

EMMA JANIVER AFTER
Bridgeport,

Emma

S. Janiver,

who

DIVORCE.
March

27.

in private life

is
Mrs. Mortimer F. Smith, started
action for divorce here Monday.
On petition of her counsel the testimony will be heard behind closed
doors, the court appointing Samuel A.
Davis, assistant clerk of the Superior
Court in Danbury, to hear the case.
Smith lives in Newton, a suburb, and
is a
frequent visitor to Bridgeport.
His wife alleges he is worth $185,000,
and the question of alimony will be a

factor.

Mrs. Janiver-Smith asks for divorce
on the grounds of cruelty and desires
the custody of three minor children,
all under six years of age.

HITCHTS PERCENTAGE.
Chicago, March 27.
Klaw & Erlanger have raised Raymond Hitchcock s percentage at the
scale over $15,000 weekly.
As a result Hitchy has withdrawn
for the present his wild plan for sailing to New York after four weeks, on
which cruise he intended to hit five
one-night ports at $50 a seat. He will
limit his run at that, and will go
through with his announced plans to
start building his next revue here while
playing in this one. He is getting the
top receipts of any Chicago show.
His salary roll is $8,000 a week.

"DRY TOWN" PEOPLE.
Jack Welch's temperance drama, "A
Dry Town," by Lewis B. Ely, will be
staged by Lawrence Marstqn.
In the cast are Frank Sheridan, Edna
Baker, Samuel Coit, Esther Howard,
Charters,
Edward Walters,
Adelaide O'Connor, George Schaeffer,
John L. Welch, Virginia Hopper.
The play will have its premiere April
30 in Wilmington, Deff and will soon
afterwards be presented in Chicago,
the latter point being selected because

Spence

of the anti-cabaret agitation there.

weeks.

Opera House to Be Reopened.

the firm to determine their fitness for
regular playing next season.
Of the present Cohan & Harris hits,
"Little Teacher" may have three companies next season, while the others
will also go o:i the road.
The Cohan & Harris shows will be
booked through the Klaw & Erlanger
office
under the recently reported
agreement between the two firms,
whereby Cohan & Harris are guaranteed a profit of $200,000 by K. & E.
This guarantee takes in any production
losses C. & H. might make that would
lessen the net total of profit or loss,
although it is the common assumption
among show people that Cohan & Har~
tis will ease through next season with
over a net earning of $200,000 on their
own shows, from the outlook just now.

Colonial from the unusually small "bit"
of 65 per cent, flat to 70 and a sliding

"KEEP SMILING" FORMING.

Among

SUNDAY STILL FLOPPING.

The

field.

Lee Shubert left Monday for White
Sulphur Springs, with no return date
Mr. Jolson is reported to have
set.
notified Lee and J. J. Shubert he will
be miffed if they are not present at the
Astor guests' table, where Wolf will
also be seated. Jolson and Wolf had
a confab on the subject one day last
week, while they drove around Central Park for three hours talking it
over. Wolf is said to have explained
the entire matter to Jolson's satisfac-

Up

whether Lee or

13

"KUs Burglar" Cast Complete.
"A Kiss Burglar," the Raymond Hubbell-Glen

MacDonough

musical piece,

produced under the direction of Jack
Welch, will open at Atlantic City April
18.
The piece then comes to Broadway, the producer having the choice of
three houses. The complete cast has

Fay Bainter, Armand
Maley, Harry Clarke,
Gretchen

Kalisz, Denman
Cyril Chadwick,

Eastman, Grace

Ellsworth,

Janet Betie, Paul Dulzell.

PARRY DIVORCE DEFENDANT.

"REVIEW" AT CORT.

Chicago, March 27.
Bert Parry, former treasurer of the
Illinois and manager of the Playhouse,
was made a defendant here this week
in divorce proceedings.
Two co-respondents are named by
Mrs. Parry.

The new John Cort show, "Review

of

Reviews." will in all likelihood follow
Cort's "Flo Flo" at the Cort, the latter
being slated for a Chicago summer run.
In the Cott theatre company is a
Frenchman, George Renavent, who
served in the French army.

NEW

ULRICH PLAY.

for Leonorc Ulrich is
being written by David Belasco, it is
This piece will have Japanese
said.
atmosphere.
Miss Ulrich may not be seen in the
new piece until 1920. She will% be on
the road all of next season in "Tiger
Rose."

The next play

de BECKER IS NOW AMERICAN.
Harold de Becker in obtaining his
final American citizenship papers this
week, broke the precedent regarding
rarely
F.nglisns-c^rctors who
citizens, although remaining

become
here for

long periods.
Mr. dc Becker has been in America
15 years, having originally come
over as a "kid" actor with Charles
Uawtrey in "A Message from Mars."
for

ROUTE FOR "SUCCESS."
"Success," which closed its New York
engagement at the Harris Saturday,
•may take up the road route which was
laid out for Alan Dale's "The Madonna
of the Future," branded as "immoral"
by Chief Magistrate William McAdoo.
"Success," sponsored by the Footprints Producing, Inc., goes out in two
companies next season, one opening in
Chicago for an indefinite run.
Theodore Liebler, Jr., of Footprints
company, has postponed a proposed
spring production.

—

LEGITIMATE,
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"ROUGH NECK" AUDIENCE.

CRITICISM.
LIGHTNING.

LOWS

NEWS FROM THE
(Below

is

form from

news matter net

Heme

the

collected

Vamity

by

A comedy In four acts by Ada Patterson and
Robert Edeson, at the Lexington. March 25.

DAILIES

As a sentimental play on the subject of
mother love the piece may Interest Lexington
patrons, with a dance coupon attached to their
tickets.
Without the coupons the piece would

but rewritten in contented

New

relating to theatricals appearing im the

York

deity

newspapers between the dstes of Vaihty's weekly issues.)

Murray "Starr" Queen

Is

now

man-

stage

ager at the Fulion for "Let's Go."

Francis J. Carroll, Joe. Farnham
and William Brelsacher are named as incorfor $000.

be quite hopeless. Herald.
Like Its predecessors, "Love's Lightning"
does not make its greatest appeal to a sophisticated public
Its theme Is motherhood, and
Its story Is that of the bringing together of a
son without a mother and a mother without a
son.
As written the theme's farcical values
are In the main greater than Its dramatlo
World.
ones.

—

porators.

Bluch Landoff, the Hippodrome clown, has
been re-engaged for next yeaa'a production.
Louise Meyers (Mrs. Max Blumenthal) will
return to the stage, replacing Louise Cox, in

"Oh, Look."

ing the three ice rinks until

May

1.

Two

of

them are Thomas Healy's Golden Glades and
Charles Dillingham's rink in "Jack o' Lantern."

The Barros Producing Co. has placed In rehearsal "Parasites All," a new comedy by Edward J. Barry.
Last week the New York Fuel Administrator
took the names of 200 violators of Llghtlees
Thursday Night, mostly restaurant keepers.

Klaw St Erlanger hare purchased an unnamed comedy by Ethel Watts Mumford, author of "Slck-a-Bed."

Flora Zabelle will be starred In a new comedy under the direction of her husband, Ray-

mond

Dore and

Cavanaugh, dancers, and Miss
rings, have been added to the

aerial

Leltzel,
bill at

total of $6,000 was contributed March 21
members of the profession to the Catholic

by

Carrere 4 Hastings,
architects, has designed a miniature theatre
which will be set up at Fifth avenue and 42d
street, In which the Stage Women's War Re*
lief will give performances daring the Third

Thomas Hastings,

Liberty

of

Loan Drive.

The Liberty Loan Committee, at a meeting
last week, at which Otto H. Kahn presided,
elected B. F. Albee chairman of a sub-committee of Allied Amusement and Theatre Interests, Including the Motion Picture Board, to
direct the next Liberty Loan Drive.*

New Amsterdam.

the

A

war

Arthur Guy Empey, who was unable to appear on the program furnished by the 8tage
Relief for the Associated Bank
Clubs at the Metropolitan O. H., March 19,
sent his check for $100, at the same time consigning the kaiser to Hades.

Women's War

Hitchcock.

Camp Merritt's Liberty theatre at Tenafly,
N. J., opened March 25 with "Turn to the
Right."

fund.

A. Paul Keith returned from Europe March
He went on a mission for the United
States Government.

A new farce by Mark Swan, entitled "She
Walked in Her Bleep," has been placed In rehearsal by George BroadhursL Lois Meredith
Is returning to the stage from the Alms to
play the leading role, and Isabel Irving will
be In the oast.

21.

John Francis Boyle, who died recently while
a member of the Chu Chin Chow Co.. left
about $1,600 In personal property and an Interest In

*

an estate

In Florida.

The Lexington O. H., New York, valued at
$2,000,000 in 1015, was sold March 21 under
foreclosure, the property going to the Manhattan Life Insurance Co.
Nazlmova's engagement In "The Wild Duck,"
at the Plymouth, has been extended to four
"Hedda Gabler"
weeks, ending on April 6.
will

follow.

The Ben Greet Players will appear at the
Neighborhood Playhouse, Grand street. New
York, tonight (March 20) when they will act
"The Merchant of Venice."
American
students
of
the
Dramatic Arts received their
of
at graduation exercises held at the

Twenty-eight

Academy
diplomas

Lyceum, March

•

25.

An additional performance of "Julius
under the auspices of the Shakespeare Players will be held at the Cort, March
30, In the morning.
Caesar"

PROVIDENCE STOCK FAILURE.

The New York 8tate Ice Administrator. Benjamin B. Odell. has extended the time of dos-

Providence, R.

I.,

March

27.

Stock at the Providence Opera House
is a failure.
The second company to
offer it at this house since the Majestic was purchased by the Shuberts
and the opera house abandoned by
legitimate, disbanded Saturday night
after having played about a month and
changed leading ladies within that perThe company which preceded it
iod.
lasted several weeks longer than did
successor.
Just what will become of the opera
house, among the oldest of Providence
Pictures
playhouses, is not known.
are booked for next week.
It is understood the lease of the
Shuberts runs out within a short time
and it is believed unlikely it will be renewed now that the Shuberts are in
their new home, the Shubert Majestic.
It had been rumored from the start
that the old playhouse would become
an addition to the city's famous hostelry, the Narragansett Hotel.
Keith's opens its stock company here
April 8.
its

Members

of the Jewish Actors' Clnb nave
furnished ball for Isldor Solotorefsky, a ploy*
w right, whose productions are well known on
the Yiddish stage, and Bessie Goodman, who
were recently arrested In Newark, N. J., on
the complaint of Solotorefsky's wife.

Incensed because some one In the audience
called out In the dark scene in the second act
of "Let's Go," Frances White ordered the
lights turned on, she threatened to have the
curtain rung down.
'Take your hand out of

my

pocket" was the remark which raised Miss
White's Ire.

ENGAGEMENTS.
Harry Burkhardt, Charlotte Lesley, Walter
Dale and Alpheus Lincoln ("The Climax"),
opening April 29, on the Pacific Coast.
Margaret Bralnard Romalne, prima donne
( "Rock-a-Bye Baby.").
Edmund Gurney and Wallace Ersklne ("The

Army With

Banners.").
Katherlne Caelerd ("The

at

Home.")
Charlotte Ivee

Home.")
Zoe Barnett

Who

succeeded 'Flora

be

"Toot Toot."
Ruth Stonehouse

Punch and Judy, April

vaudeville.

"April," a comedy by Hubert Osborne, will
produced by Charles Hopkins, at the
2.
The cast will Include:
Pauline Lord, Julie Heme, Mrs.
Jacques Martin, Margalo GUmore, Franceeca
Rotolt,
Mitchell
Harris,
Alphons Bthler,
Charles Hopkins, France Bendsten, Bordon
Morris, Jay Strong, Burr Caruth and C. H.
Meredith.
"Her Country" will be moved to

Man Who

("The Man

is

shortly

Stayed

Stayed at
Zabelle

to appear

In
In

Haxel Dawn ("Doll of the Follies.").
Joseph Ktlgour ("Oh, Look.")
Dave Ferguson ("Keep Smiling.!')

Harry Furst ("Flo- Flo.")
Lillian Lorraine (Century Cocoanut Grove).

Dave Ferguson ("Keep Smiling").

An exhibition of paintings, autographs and
documents in aid of La Protection du Reforme,
No. 2, which looks after French soldiers who
have been Invalided home, will be held April
1,

at 067 Fifth ave.,

New

York.

A. C. Robinson, formerly a road manager
for Henry Miller, has been appointed business
manager of the new Henry Miller theatre.
Clarence Hyde Is Miller's general representa-

another theatre.

title.

The 13th anniversary of the opening of the
Hippodrome on April 12 will be observed by
the

Incorporation

of

special

features

Into

"Cheer l p," a street parade and a Bpeclal
Sunday night performance April 14.
T

The New York local of musicians have
again presented n schedule of advanced prices
to the theatrical managers, and there Is a
prospect of a strike unless the managers acc-edo to the new terms.
Dorothea

de

Forest

Baldwin,

daughter of

Henry de Forest Haldwln and executive

secre-

tary of the Drama League, has received a
cable from the Children's Bureau of the Red
Cross In Belgium, requesting her to come over.

Lawrence Grant, who

playing
by the

the
Liberty
Loan Committee, will appear at the first great
mri-s meeting and
rally at Carnegie Hall
April 1.
Pketch

"Efficiency."

Is

Invited

in

"The Harpoon." the now nhect to appear
shortly along the Rlalto. has been Incorporated

Frances White ordered lights up and
the curtain rung down, roundly panning the disturbers and requesting the
person who made the last remark to
go to the box office and have his
money refunded. There were other
calls from the house and the house
management failed to understand the
cause, saying that it just happened
that a "rough neck" audience wandered in. In addition to uncompli-

mentary remarks matches were
theatre.

The lightless scene has been
switched to opening the second part of
the show and has been worked up into
a funny bit.
The western "sister act" in the show
has separated, Dorothy Ellsworth reHer partner,
turning to Chicago.
Beatrice Palmer, remained in the show.
Henri Kubelik has been added to it.
Business has improved somewhat,
helped by cut rates.
Rock and White may abandon their
proposed personal tour and go over
the Orpheum.

STOCKS OPENING.
Syracuse, March 27.
The summer stock season here will
open April 8, when the Knickerbocker

Players will begin their third year at
the Empire. The opening attraction
will be "Mary's Ankle."
Frank Wilcox, part owner of the
company, and Minna Gimbel, will have
the leading roles again this season.
Others engaged are Tom Emery, AdeHibbard, Corrolin Wade, Al
laide

Brown, Harold

Gus
to

is

"My

Elmer Brown

Hill's "Hans and Fritz," returned
Broadway last week. The show
March 16.

engagement
about

May

of 10

weeks

at the Garrick

15.

Grand Rapids, March 27.
The "Columbia, which succumbed to
the fuel shortage and closed after surviving one "heatless Monday," has reopened with the Oliver Stock Co. "In
Walked Jimmy" is the first bill. E. A.
Jamison and Howard are the mascu-

Esther Welty and Glen
the feminine leads.
The company comes from a recent run
111.
Rockford,
in
line

SHOWS OPENING.
other tour of

Salter,

and Ralph Murphy. All are old favorites with Syracuse audiences. Murphy is a graduate of Syracuse University, and took a prominent part in college theatricals.
Seymour Miller, who was out with

leads.

Porter

Harvey Schutcr

lighted,

the general behavior of the patrons
being a strange incident in a Broadway

Detroit, March 27.
The Bonstelle Stock opens its annual

Two "bell" stories are told In the Friary'
about Frank Tlnney and Louis Mann. In the
room the waiters are called by the ringing of bells on the tables.
Harold Atterldge
walked In the club, sat down at a table with
a couple of friends and started to call the
waiter, but {he little ringer wouldn't respond
to his touch.
"Good gracious," said Mr. Atterldge, "I've got Frank Tinner's bell."
One
evening at the table with Mr. Mann was
George M. Cohan among the others.
Mann
rang the bell three times with no waiter appearing,
"See, George." said Mann, "that's
what's the matter with this club service."
"Louie," replied Cohan, "the service Is all
right.
The trouble Is that the waiters don't
believe you."

tive.

Charlee B. DIllInKham has engaged Fritz
Krelsler to co-operate with Victor Jacob! In
creating the. Krnre for a light opera for next
season. "The Murrlage Knot" Is the tentative

'

closed in Ohio,

grill

Rehearsals started last week for the "Cheer
Frolic" which will be given privately at the
Globe, on April 7, for the benefit of the Hippodrome Employees' Sick Fund.

Thursday last week a new scene was
placed in "Let's Go" called "A Lightless Night," the bit being down near
the close of the show. Friday night
with the house in almost complete
darkness someone in the audience
started calling out "don't you dare
kiss me," followed by another voice
saying "take your hand from my
pocket."

reorganizing anCinderella"

alternate

Irish

Hamilton, Ont., March 27.
The Clark Brown stock opens its seaIn the cast are
son here Monday.
Houston Richards, Ilka Marie Diehl,
Frances Pitt and Roy Fairchild. Charles

opening in April.
"The Beauty Shop," direction of the
Mittenthal Brothers, is in rehearsal, a
route having been laid out for the army

cantonments.

Pitt

STOCKS CLOSING.

is

the director.

Musical stock will start in Hartford
May, probably going into one of
the Poli vaudeville houses. This would
be in opposition to the stock at Parson's Opera House which has stock
each spring.
in

Ithaca, N. Y., March 27.
The Joseph Payton Stock Company
has closed its engagement at the

Lyceum.
It is announced that there will be
no more stock at the Lyceum this
season.

Guy Bates Post and company
Tuesday

via "Ventura"
cisco for Australia.

sailed

from San Fran-

Elmira, N. Y.,

ZOE BARNETT
Placed by CHAMBERLAIN BROWN In Henry
W. Savage's success, "TOOT-TOOT," at the
George M. Cohan Theatre.
MR. BROWN holds exclusive contracts with
players for musical, dramatic and vaudeville
and stock, that can be secured only through
him.

The Gibson Stock
Mozart
is

for the

sponsor.

March

will

summer.

The company

be
Billy
is

at

27.

the

Barry
headed

by Hazele Burgess and John Lorenz.
Lee Ster^ett is the director. "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" this week.

—
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NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK.
Rainbow

"Th«
(April

Girl,"

Amsterdam

1).

^Fountain of Youth," Henry Miller,
(April

1).

"An American

Ace," Casino, April

2.

THE SQOAB FARM.
Lowell Shorman
L. Olbaon

Bruce Sanford
Jack Logan
Qua (Oloom) Johnson

Wm.

Harry Davenport
Chaa. M. Beay

Harry Fox
Jed Burns

Bert Angelea
Fred Kaufman
Alfred Dayton
Raymond Bloomer
O. Oliver Smith

"Pinkie" Florshelm
Eddie James

Duke Keynon
Randolph Travers
Dixie De Vere

Julia

Mary Martin
Cleo de Montlgmy (Duchess)

"Pop Tracy"
Babette La Mar
Rea St. John
Peggy Rogers

Brans

Vivian Rushmore
Ann Austin
Susanna Wllla
Florence Doyle

Dorothy Klewer
Marie Centllvre
Tallulah Bankhead
Esther Small

Gladys Sinclair

Martha Ehrlich
Hortense Hogan
Jane Sanford

Helen Barnes

Jeanette Horton
Virginia Leslie
Alma Tell
A far more felicitous title for Frederic and
Fanny Hatton's comedy, "The Squab Farm."
at the Bijou, would be "It's In the Blood."
Awhile back A. H. Woods tried out the piece
and gave it up as a bad job, as Indeed it is,
because it is "life" a vulgar phase of it,
without the so-called uplift that seems so
essential to the success of plays of the present
day.
The commercially successful plays appeal to our better selves, while 'The Squab
Farm" endeavors, with the aid of sinister
persiflage, to depict the soul of a picture director whose uppermost thought is alwaya the
conquest of women, not with any appeal to
his better side, but purely to satisfy his
physical desires.
In the last act, after his eyes are opened
to the fact that the various women whom
he fondly Imagined really care for him a little
were only using him to further their own
ends, and he has lost the one girl whom he
really loves, he says: "I'd much rather love

—

what

I
can never have than have what I
can never love."
Just prior to that he had made up bla
mind to reform and resume his marital
relations, seeking his wife's forgiveness, but
she refuses and declares she will seek her
freedom via the divorce courts. He turns to
his assistant director and remarks pathetically: "What's left for me?"
To which the
hard-working young man replies:
"Your
work."
This Inspires the man to renewed
effort,
and he determines to produce war
pictures so he will come In contact with the

bigger things of

You

life.

feel sorry for the

misguided Individual who wasted some of his
best years In unprofitable pursuit and hope
that he will still achieve something worth
while.
Had the curtain dropped on that
picture the "comedy" it is really a tragedy
of life might have had a chance of success
through teaching a moral, but the authora sacrificed that opportunity for a final laugh by
having a "chicken" enter in search of an
engagement. The curtain falls with the director motioning to his assistant to "vamp"
and he making a dead set to win the youthful

—

—

applicant for work.
David/ Belasco did the thing so very much
better with "The Concert," the central character being a genius a genuinely temperamental artist, a big man with an unfortunate
weakness, full of dreams and ambitions, whose
wife understood and overlooked his pecca-

—

dlloes.

The authors seem to have devoted their
energies more toward manufacturing and paraphrasing a number of "smart" or "flip" epigrams, as, for Instance
"Not many girls
have a chance at a Rolls-Royce and a Ford
in one day"
"I have a husband and a" feller,
both In town this week, and would you believe me, the boobs like each other," and
later the same girl says
"They're working
for the same firm now."
The leading man has the role of villain
a male vampire, and for this reason alone
the play Is fundamentally wrong.
It Is contrary to all the ethics of successful playwrlghting.
The "hero" has such sinister
speeches as (when directing a scene In which
a woman Is luring a man)
"Just Imagine he
has money." They also put Into his mouth
such bromides as "Every man protects a
woman against every man but himself." This
exact verbiage, unless memory Is at fault,
was written a long time ago. Another, of
similar calibre, is "Whenever a man reforms
he always hurts some woman's feelings."
Lowell Sherman gives a fine performance
of this unworthy role and extracts from It
all
there is possible In so unattractive a
part
Alma Tell, altogether too "hefty" for
the part of a timid girl who balked at the
last moment when called upon to reveal her
physical charms In posing for the character
of Eve In a motion picture.
Harry Davenport, as Gus, the assistant director, with a
clean outlook upon life, contributed his usual
careful, left-handed characterization.
In fact
the cast throughout is a competent one which
is utterly wasted on a lot of flippant lines
that lead nowhere.
The run of "The Squab Farm" In New York
Is
short-lived.
Outside the metropolis It
wouldn't have a "Chinaman's chance." JoU).
:

—

:

:

:

SOME LITTLE
Anderson A Weber
Monday "Some Little

GIRL.

Chicago, March 27.
unveiled at the Olympic
Girl," a new version of

"His Little Widows," with Felix Adler, 8hep
Camp, HarolJ Hendee (respectively In the
Kean, Tlghe and De Haven parts) and Hazel

Klrke, Florence Morrison. Pan Trevor and
Frances Ross as principals. Some new and
not inept tunes by William Schroeder were
Introduced, and a chorus was sent out to step
by Frank Stammers. It stepped about as well
as that chorus could.
The book baa not been improved, rather It
haa been padded and encumbered with the
sweepings of burlesque and antedated vaudeville jokes.
The performance ran until 11.20
to cold response from the very scant audience,
whereas it should have rung down at 10.45
with more encores.
Interpolations, repetitions, taffy-pulling

and useless

specialties ran

out until the third act was broken up by
walkouts.
Adler gives to the leading role (it it that
in this version) a fluency and manliness.
He
also throws In the bigger portion of his vaudeville act
Adler serves the piece without discredit to his professional past. Bet some of
the support was lamentable. Hendee failed to
visualise the juvenile part, neither looking nor
acting it.
Camp farced in 10-20-80 fashion,
entirely unsultod for high-priced musical comedy.
Miss Klrke, who took the part on short
notice, was mechanical. Miss Morrison In the
big comedy bite was stridently amusing, but
could not buck even with her goodly bulk
through the mess of unwieldy and unskillful
It

many

material.

Frances Roes, a comely youngster with an
appealing face and the voice of a kitten, took
what honors were to be gleaned from the lean
prospect Rowley and Young came on with a
dance at 11.05, and got what might have been
expected from a costumed eocentrlo stepping
number at a wake
Most of the plot has to do with a Mormon
plural marriage.
The Mormon stuff was a
conglomerated gibberish of Quaker and Second
avenue. 8uch tunes as might have lived were
allowed to evaporate because of indistinct
rendering and too noisy orchestrations with
brass preponderlng in soft melodies.
Only
Adler's pipes managed to top the musicians.
Peggy Lundeen, who closed with the company two days before the Chicago opening,
was a lone guest In a stage box. She acted as
cheer-leader, starting applause at pat and inopportune moments, sometimes almost alone In
her appreciation, drawing conspicuous scrutiny
from the visitors. Unless she has a rare vein
of satire she must be credited with an act
most gallant in the olrcumstanoes, almost

little dancing hit the audience a wallop. They
are Blsle Gordon and Blsa Thomas, and the
latter is the prise winner of the two. Then to
add more to the number Orant and Wing, a
dancing team, step out of the next encore and
again clean up. As each encore follows it
is nip and tuck between the two teams of
dancers for the applause honors.
"A Kiss for Cinderella," which follows It Is

mighty pretty, and "It's a Long Way to Tiffany's" had an opportunity of being as bin aa
the "Tunes" song were it as well staged. It is
let down, however, with Orant and Wing being brought on for a specialty, which m all
waits stuff at first and the audlenos slumps.
Later finishing with speed they manage to pull

down a

Including the finale there
solid hit
are seven numbers In the last act, "Sun Kissed
Land" having been dropped from this section.
Harry Fox is in six of the 14 numbers and
carries the principal male role along at a pace
that makes the other members of the cast
step to hold him.
Sidney haa a role fat In

comedy possibilities, and he manages to extract most of them. Kllgour In a more or less
mysterious character should have had mora
opportunity. The show may be strengthened
by padding his part
Kllgour Is fine, but
there should have been a little more mystery
surrounding him. Nordstrom as a singing and
dancing Juvenile looked It and put over the
numbers allotted to him. He is a great little
worker, with looks and personality and a corking stepper. Harry Kelly doing straight but
with all the mannerisms of his rube, is a
distinct hit although he does not show until
the last half hour.

The women section stills needs fixing.
"Oh Look I" can be made into a smashing
hit If It Is gone after In the right way, although at this time It will take a lot more
plugging than would have been required had
the opening notloed been followed up.
Now
Is the time, however, and if the producers expect to remain until the summer, which the
show easily could, they want to start with the
after Baster idea In their mind and go after
the business and

Loin

make

It corns.

They have a show that is strong enough In
comedy, numbers and a corking chorus, and
there is no reason, other than the lack of
proper exploitation of their wares, for them
not to do a turnaway business.
Fred.

—

touching.
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SHOWS INNEW YORK.
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Osure

for CeurnMee,"

St

S9th

(6th

week).
Before

"BsuslacsMi

OH LOOK!
Something slight is lacking that makea "Oh
Look!" at the Vanderbllt fall just short of
hitting the mark in the center of the "big hit"
bullseye.
Just what that something Is Is
rather hard to define, other than to mention
the surface Indication there is a lack of punch
In the leading women and the numbers allotted
to those at present in the principal roles.
Incidentally there also seems to have been
a lack of showmanship in the handling of the
piece, for with the notices the show received
on its opening In New York it should be playing to capacity with standing room at a premium. That old gag about the rat trap maker
in the forest was all right as long as there
was but one rat trap maker and one forest,
but with just another new theatre In a forest
of theatres makes it hard for the publlo to

And unless you let them know about it
"Oh Look!" is a muslcallsatlon of Jlmmle
Montgomery's farce of five years ago entitled
"Ready Money." which had a abort life on
Broadway.
Montgomery rewrote the piece,
while Harry Carroll furnished a jlnghr tuneful
score for the lyrics of Joseph McCarthy. The
production was made by Harry Carroll and
William Sheer. The latter have not stinted
in either settings or costumes, the dressing
of the show being one of the outstanding features.

a two-act play, and the program indicated this week that there had been several
changes In the numbers since the opening, a
number having been placed In the first act to
replace two that were dropped. This made for
a rather poor arrangement In staging, aa It
forced Harry Fox, the featured member of the
cast, to have two songs following each other.
At that .the show Is almost all Harry Fox,
and then some more Harry Fox. But Mr. Fox
does not become tiresome In the least.
The first act Is the interior of a summer
home on the Jersey shore and the second
represents an Italian garden conservatory. The
two acts run under two hours, the curtain
ringing up at almost 8.45 and the show finishing at 10.46, with a lengthy intermission between the first and second acts.
There are IS principal characters, with sight
chorus girls listed In addition. In the chorus
proper there are 13 girla listed and six men.
Of the male principals six stand out They
are Mr. Fox. George Sidney, Clarence Nordstrom,
Joseph Kllgour, Harry Kelly and
Charles Mussett
Louise Meyers (lately added), playing the
Ingenue lead, Is the only one of the women
who creates any sort of an Impression. Oenevleve Tobln in a soubret type of role that
nhould have been the "pep" among the women,
fell entirely short of scoring.
In the first act, inclusive of the opening
chorus and the finale, there are eight numbers,
with "I'm Always Chasing Rainbows," sung by
Fox, becoming the encore hit of the act, although the new interpolated number, "Any Old
Way the Wind May Blow," presented with a
cloud and rain effect was most effective. Miss
Meyers sang this number with chorus assistance, and had the girls been st all sure of
themselves It would have gotten over with
greater effect.
The real hits did not develop until the second act, when the first number after the opening. song assumed the proportions of the hit of
the show. It Is "Typical Topical Tunes," and
it is the staging rather then the number Itself
that slams It into deep center for a clean-up.
Here on the extra choruses a couple of girls
seemingly slip from the chorus, and with a
It is

Pleaewre,"

Eltlnge

(10th week).

«Onw Chan Chow," Century (14th week).
"Cheer Up/* Hippodrome (lid week).
"Byee ef Yemth** Elliott (Slot week).
Preach Players* Theatre de Vieu Colombler (18th week).
"Fle-FleV Cort (15th week).

"Fellow the
week).

GtrV

Broadhurst

(5th

"Getegr VnV Liberty (14th week).
Greewwftcsi Villa** Playere (10th week).
"Her Cowatry," Punch and Judy (6th

week).
«Ha»adBiensV Criterion (11th week).
"Jack 0*Lemtersw* Globe (14th week).
"LesabordJ, LteV Morosco (l«th week.).
"Left Gov* Fulton (Id week).
"lUTtlaW 44th St (list week).
"Oh, Ladbr, Lady/* Princess (1th week).
"Oh, Lee4V» Vanderbllt (4th week) .
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath/* Republic
(14th week).
"Polly With a PaeV Belasco (10th
week).
"Pah* ef Petticoats/' 44th firt Roof (Id
week).
M Seaab Parsa/' Bijou (Id week).
U Sereateea/Booth
_
_
__
(10th week).
"Slek-a-BeeV Gaiety ~(6"th "week).
"Meat Aaeerttea," Bramhall Playhouse
(16th week).
"Serea Days* Leave," Park (11th week).

"lahaeV Winter Garden (6th week).
"Tiger Boao»» Lyceum (16th week).
"Taller Made Man*" Cohan A Harris
(list week).
"The Wild DaehV Plymouth (Id week).

SHOWS

IN CHICAGO.

Chicago, March 27.
"Hitchy-Koo" and "Friendly Enemies" are the two big hits of the town.
Hitchy did utter capacity all through
his opening week and turned people

away Monday of Holy Week. The
Mann-Bernard piece got $15,000 in its
third week.

Nothing else in the city is doing
spectacular trade. Warfield, in his last
fortnight, is getting gratifying returns,
but the pressure is off. Jane Cowl is
under $10,000, though her run has
been and

is

remarkable.

The .Blackstone advertised heavily
"A New Regime," meaning a new
policy of musical comedy which opened
to about three-fourths of a house with
the "Reviera Girl" Sunday night.
"Over the Top" got a better opening
at the Garrick the same evening and
promises to do good business during
the early part of the stay. "Maytime
is playing to light income at the Studebaker, and the Drew-IUington receipts
at the Princess are a disappointment.
"Leave It to Jane," with several
in the cast, has crumpled,
this house will come back
elastically after Lent; yet the charm

changes
though

what strudc Chicago as the biggest
of the year seems cracked.
"The Naughty Wife" will rejoice at
$7,000 this week in the Cort, and "The
Man Who Came Back" will do well
of

little hit

with $3,000 at the Playhouse.

The Lauder advance

sale

is

enor-

mous.

SHOWS

IN FRISCO.
San Francisco, March 27.
Holy Week having no appreciable
effect on the general theatrical business
locally.

Big business at the Cort for the
Charles Ruggies production of "Fifty
Fifty-" while the Cort, with "Nothing
But The Truth" (Max Figman), is doing excellently, considering that the
show has played here before.
Capacity registered at the Columbia
where May Robson is playing "A Little
Bit Old Fashioned."
The Savoy's business remains unchanged.

SHOWS

IN PHILLY.

March 27.
was closed
Only one
during Holy week and managers declare there was little falling off in business. The Garrick was dark owing to
the sudden closing of "The Little Belgian," which was taken off to be rePhiladelphia,
theatre here

written, according

to

the

announce-

ments.

"Doing Our Bit" at the Chestnut
opened to a capacity audience and

"The Little Teacher/' Playhouse (8th -•scored a substantial hit. The opinweek).
ion is expressed the offering is the best
"The CeaserheaoV' Shubert (6th week).
"
" Cohan
~
of the Winter Garden productions seen
t.
Toot," George
M.
(Id
week).
here in several years. The newspapers
"The Off Chaac*," Empire (6th week).
were especially kind to Frank Tinney,
"The Lere Mill." 48th St ((7th week).
"Why Harry,*' Aator (14th week).
James J. Corbett, Henry Lewis and Ada
-

—

-

w (lid
"••*•
5J***
week).
*,

fff

x

Players,

Comedy

"Yes or No/» Longacre (9th week).

SHOWS IN LOS ANGELES.
Los Angeles, March 27.
"Good Gracious, Annabelle," figured
to run

now

one week at the Morosco, is
and

in its fourth at that theatre,

going stronger than at the beginning
of

run.
piece threatens to set a box office record for that class of show here.
its

The

CHICAGO'S YIDDISH HOUSE.
Chicago, March 27.
The Haymarket will be the Chicago
station on an emergency circuit to be
toured this Spring by ten Yiddish
companies, on a circuit extending from

New York

to Kansas City.
The touring companies will be
headed by Jacob Adler, Boris Thomashefsky, David Kessler, Max Gobel, Jennie Goldstein, Bessie Thomashersky,
Samuel Goldbenburg, Mme. Kenny
Lipzin, Leon Blank, Rosa Karp and
Bella Gudinsky.

Lewis.

The

do well

in

attraction is expected to
the after-Eastern season.
"The Land of Joy'' is playing to light
business in its final week at the Forrest. The house will be given over next
week to the annual production of the
Mask and Wig club of the University
of Pennsylvania.
The piece is called
"The Bridal Not."
Business at the Broad street was only
fair last week with Mrs. Fiske as the
attraction. The same was true of "The
Man Who Came Back" at the Lyric

week.
"Getting Together," with Blanche
Bates and Holbrook Blinn, opened
strong at the Lyric this week, the business getting a strong boost by an advertising stunt with a British tank, appropriate to the wartime play.
The

last

fact that the takings of the piece go to
war charity is being played up in the
advertising and press matter, which also

helps.

Bert Cortelyou, of the Simon Agency,
Chicago, is in New York on a visit.

—

:
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with her parents. She has made a
statement denying that there is any
chance of a reconciliation.
i

CABARXTS
Al Laughlin sweated and toiled for
weeks producing "A Spring Time
Revue" for the Winter Garden, Chicago. The reception accorded the opening was ample reward for the pains

From every point of view it
probably the most artistic, roundedout revue ever produced in a Chicago
cabaret. Hard-boiled critics have said
that "A Spring Time Revue" could be
taken bodily from its cabaret setting,
planted in the middle of a stage and
get by as a musical comedy.
Milton E. Schwarzwald and Harry
Frey wrote the music to Joseph H.
taken.
is

Gray's lyrics. Hans Frey directs the
orchestra. The costumes are sartorial
lyrics themselves. With this material
as a basis Laughlin got the following
group of principals to execute his
revue
Martin Van Bergen, Vera Long, Belle
Sisters, June Roberts, Simpson and
Deane and Edith La Ros. The principals are supported by the Winter
Garden girl chorus.
The revue is divided into a prolog,
four cycles and an epilog. The 'before
and after" is pu f over by Martin Van
Bergen, attired in a combination Mephistopholcs-Pagliacci costume. The
cycles are as follows:
"The Spirit of Song," led by Vera
Long; "The Spirit of Song and Dance,"
led by the Belle Sisters; "The Spirit
of Dance," led by June Roberts, and
"The Spirit of Mirth." led by Simpson

and Deane.
Following the opening chorus, Miss
Long sings "Forever Is a Long, Long
Time." The Belle Sisters follow with
"Hello, I've Been Looking for You."
After a beautifully costumed dancing
number by the "Joy Belles," led by
Edith La Ros, Simpson and Deane
sing "Chin, Chin, Chinaman."
A ballad is rendered ringingly by
Van Bergen, and then June Roberts
executes the individual hit of the revue
Spaniola fling tabbed "Zallach."
Miss Roberts does a back kick during
the dance that brings gasps from the
nearby tables. Belle Sisters and the
chorus close the first section of the
revue with "North and South." The
second half of the revue is as brilliant,

—a

as colorful and as
music as the first.

full

and

of swing

Henry Fink, part owner

of the Ritz,

Brooklyn, and Victor Hyde, producer
of girl acts have incorporated the Revue Producing Co., in New York, which
proposes to go in for the wholesae
They
production of cabaret revues.
declared this week that by summer
they woud have nine shows in operation.

The

capitaization

is

$15,000.

Fink will supply the material for the
shows which will be staged by Hyde.
The concern gave as among the places
where their shows will play the Brooklyn Ritz, Tokio, Moulin Rouge, Atlantic
City, Fleischman's, Coney Island;
rison's, Chicago.

Mor-

the backing of Wall street capital and
the first of the new eating places will
be opened in the downtown district in

May.

for
managerial staff of

at the Century
next Thursday night. The

New York this week to join the
Commissary Department of the Canadian Army, reporting at Toronto. Mr.
Stemp is an Englishman. Before entering the restaurant business he was on
the stage. Arthur McLean, proprietor
of Hunter Island Inn, has fully recovered from his recent illness of
nearly three months' duration.

is to open
as many
of the Ziegfeld Frolic beauties as possible.
Sybil Carmen is the latest addition. There are a number of new faces
in the "Frolic" chorus.
Fay Marbe
will also be there. Katz will have the
restaurant privilege, with Reisenwebcr's remaining at the Amsterdam roof.

management has been taking

Rector's Cafe, 36 Ellis street, San
Francisco, has been ordered closed at
the expiration of its present license
April 12. This was the decision of the
Board of Police Commissioners after
hearing the testimony of James MacCarthy, a soldier at Camp Fremont.
He had been short-changed by a
waiter during a visit to Rector's.

The Terrace Gardens, Chicago, has
commenced suit to restrain the city of
from

interfering with the
operation of the business. The city
has been bothering the place on
cabaret ordinances. The city alleges
the Gardens are in the nature of a
theatre cabaret, and not a restaurant,
as claimed.

Chicago

Reisenweber'e has ordered two

new

revues, one for the establishment at
Columbus Circle and the other at the

es"

cities of the central west.
au<> lias a number of cafeterias in
Luop." but lately the field there
invaded by tlu- "Automat" style.

tint

cafeteria enterprise

in

New York

Trelease,

, Billy Sharp has a new company composed of Catherine Adolf, Patsy Prager,
Muriel Wheeler, Florence Rose and
Lew Harris for one of the local places
the coming week.

Consumers' Park Cabaret opened
Tuesday night with Ben Salender's
Orchestra, Mildred Shaw and Dorothy
Harting.

Headed by the Bromley Sisters and
Teddy Frances the new revue at the
Odeon, San Francisco, is drawing business.

be ready in about two weeks.

For

tables.

Mile. Leitsel opened in "The Midnight Frolic" on the Amsterdam Roof

She is an aerial artiste,
last week.
engaged for the Ringling Brothers' Circus, and will only remain on the Roof
until the date of the show's opening
in

April in Chicago.

include Manny Le Maris,
Ragadore Five, Maude Rockwell, hostess; Helen Piere, Natalie Bates, Agnes
Smith, Bobbie Nelson, Miss Stillwell.

Max Rogers

The

Cliff

House, one of San Fran-

institutions, will be compelled
to stop the sale of liquor if the halfmile zone law is to be rigidly enforced.
The Cliff House is 600 feet from Fort
cisco's

Rogers

Coney

is

rehearsing a show for

Island, to

open

May

14.

Perry's,

was
The

Carlos Sebastain, the dancer, will
not get back his wife, according to reports from Los Angeles, where she is

forced to have surgical attention after
the matinee Monday at the Riverside,
a piece of glass having penetrated her
foot while doing her barefoot specialty.
Bits of broken glass were
scattered on the
stage from the
"Camouflage" act preceding the Dooley\

The Hotel Biltmore has plans laid
for the presentation of a summer
revue in the Cascades.

AND OUT.

Eva Tanguay and Bert Hanlon were
forced to leave the show at Keith's,
Philadelphia, last Friday owing to cold
and throat trouble. Bessie Wynn and
El Cleve were sent over from New

York to fill the vacancies. El Cleve's
trunks did not arrive in time for Friday matinee. Bob Hall was brought
over from the Bijou for the matinee.
The woman of Page, Hack and Mack
was called to her home after the Monday show at Keith's, Philadelphia, by

men

Monday.

Nora

Bayes

re-

Kellermann opened Monday night.
Jack Neville (Neville and Brock)

was

with throat trouble
afflicted
while playing the Casino, San FranIt caused the temporary loss
cisco.
of his voice. Mack O'Neil, playing the

Hippodrome, filled the week for him.
Mehlinger and Meyers did not open
Monday.
Washington,
Keith's,
George Meyers was ill. Kcno, Keys
and Melrose substituted.
Miss Wilmont, of the "Best Show in
Town," after an operation in a New
York hospital, returned to the show
Monday.
at

Mignon reported

illness as failure to
report at Keith's, Boston, this week.
Marguerite Fcrd replaced her.

x

turn.

John Ward (Ward, Bell and Ward),

who dislocated his shoulder while
playing Pantages, San Francisco, is in
San Francisco taking osteopathic
treatment, but expects to be back in
the act after the Los Angeles engagement,
Ola Grannan is recovering in New
York from a fractured skull and pneumonia. Her husband, George Jones
(Sylvester and Jones) is suffering from
rheumatism, which has laid him up
since he played Montreal early in

i

March.

Anna Held
but

placed her for the one show, doubling
from the Riverside, New York. Miss

will

the first time a revue will have some
of its numbers done around the passageway between the ice floor and the

Chi"the

has

Blanche

The new show opening at the Hotel
Van Cortland Sunday night put on by

The new revue at Healy's Golden
Glades, being staged by Jack Mason,

Max

cafeterias
l-.inch

Holden,

Alice Searles is recovering after an
the
at
appendicitis
for
operation
Flower Hospital. Miss Searles had
been appearing in local cabarets before
her illness and was with the Sam Howe
show last season.

ductions and Harold Orlob write the
music.

Miley.

finally

Jack

Harry Cleaveland and Lizette closed
at the Portola-Louvre, San Francisco,
last week to accept engagements at
Lovey's, Los Angeles.

AND INJURED.

Ray Dooley (Three Dooleys) was

Romaine, Anne Isabelle and Syl-

the serious illness of her mother. The
finished the week as a two-act.
Ben Beyer and Augusta, billed at the
Bushwick for this week, to show their
act in America, received permission to
cancel in order to accept a route over
the Orpheum Circuit, opening in Winnipeg April 1. They will finish their
Orpheum tour June 23 in Chicago and
are booked to open at the Olympia,
Paris, a month later.
As a result of several weeks of dissension among acts on the bill, Owen
and Moore refused to play Pantages,
Oakland, last week. After the matter
was put before the San Francisco
office of the circuit it was decided to
place them with the bill following,
taking the place of Hilton and Lazar,
who were moved up to the other show.
Jack Wilson and Co. could not open
at the Bushwick Monday through Mr.
Wilson's voice leaving him. He expected to go in the bill a day or so
later.
Meantime Lydell and Higgins
deputized.
prevented Annette KellerIllness
mann from appearing at the Orpheum,

Hotel Shelburne, Brightoa Beach. Edward P. Bower will put on both pro-

to be enriched

is

&

vester Sands.

IN
Ell* Dallerup and Katie Schmidt left
the Healy ice show rather abruptly
Monday night, following a discussion,
it is said, after the "Star Spangled Banner" ensemble as the finale of the
performance^ in the Golden Glades. The
two German girls are ice skaters who
first came over here with the Hippodrome ice skating group.

which arc "waitressrooms of a typo familiar in

New York

Cafe, in 86th

new show opens at the Nankin
Gardens, Newark, March 31 with the
Apollo Trio, Dancing Golds, Plunkett

Brooklyn,

some years on the
Hunter Island Inn,

left

with

ella" at the Cinderella
street, Manhattan.

A

The Cocoanut Grove

,*•

Sam Stemp,

"Hello Kaiserhoff" is the name of the
revue which Victor Hyde is producing
at the Kaiserhoff Gordens, Newark.
He is also producing "Hello Cinder-

ILL

Lester Sager, the Winter Garden box
office attache who was run down by a
train more than a month ago and lost
one of his nether limbs, was discharged
from the hospital last week. His position at the Winter Garden has been
held open for him, but prior to the time
that he will be able to wear an artificial
leg he will be placed at one of the
other Shubert houses.

is in St.

Mary's Hospital,

progressing. She

is

was

afflicted

with neuritis some time ago and was
compelled to leave "Follow Me," being
succeeded by her daughter, Liane
Carrera.
<*
The Shakespearean matinees were
halted last Saturday morning at the
Cort when Tyrone Power sent word
that he was too ill to appear. Several
hundred children who had gathered for
the morning show were dismissed.
Sydney Clare (Morton and Clare) is
seriously ill and has gone to Saranac,
N. Y. While Clare was aware of the
affliction it was not until the act started southern booking several weeks
rgo he collapsed.
Patients in the American hospital,
Chicago, are Larry Corbett (Larry Corbett Co.), Mrs.

Anna Frankin (Madame

Ziellah), W. M. Connell (lately with
"The Bird of Paradise") and John Wolf

of burlesque.

Hale Hamilton has gone to White
Sulphur Springs, preparatory to undergoing an operation for gallstones.
There is a bare possibility an operation may be unnecessary.
Lester Henderson, assistant stage
manager at the Winter Garden, is
down with pneumonia at the French
Hospital.

Fred Perry is confined to his home
with a slight attack of pneumonia.
Early this week no serious complications

were expected.

Bert Vincent (Kelly and Vincent)
broke his leg while playing in Pomona,
Cal. The act canceled all future bookings.

Fiske O'Hara, who has been ill for
the past two weeks with an affected
throat, has resumed his tour in "The

Man from Wicklow."

Emma

Haig has recovered from her

which obliged White and Haig
cancel three weeks. They reopen
at the Alhambra, New York, Monday.
Tom Nelson, originator of the Nelson Comiques, is suffering with tuberculosis and is not expected to survive
beyond a few weeks.
Lillian Black is at the American
Theatrical Hospital, Chicago, under
treatment.
The wife of Bruce Duffus was in
a serious condition at the Hahneman
Hospital early this week.
Eva Davenport is ill with bronchitis
in St. Agnes' Hospital, White Plains,
N. Y.
illness,

to

ill

in

Mrs. Arthur Whitelaw, who has been
for several weeks, is convalescing
Atlantic City.
Alice Cole was forced to leave Fox's

Jamaica Monday, due to illness.
Jack Barrymore is hobbling about on
a crutch.

VARIETY
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NEW

PALACE'S TABLETS.

IN PARIS
Paris,

March

15.

Victor Hugo's "Lucrczia Borgia" has
been revived, among other melodramas,
at the Comedie Franchise, with a star
including Albert Lambert, R.
cast
Duflos, Mmes Weber, and Gabrielle
Robinne. This is no innovation, the
House of Moliere having increased its
repertoire during the war by a number
of works formerly seen at other theaBut some good folk inquire what
tres.
is becoming of tradition, and imagine
national comedy home of
France is following in the footsteps of
the Odeon. As a matter of fact the
Odeon is now, for the first time, making money with old favorites and the
administrator of the sedate Comedie

the

first

Francaise would fain do likewise.

It

that the rehearsals of
Hugo's play did not run smoothly at
first and that Mme. Weber threatened
to resign her part. She majestically
left the theatre, but was prevailed upon
to resume the role.
is

rumored

At the Marigny a new piece with the
appropriate title of "Les Huns," by
Abel Deval (former director of the
Athenee and h Vising the lease of the
Marigny) and M. Pechade, has just
been produced. The success is not
great.

is

Casino de Paris, Capucines, Mayol, Folves Bergere, Bouffes du Nord, Cigale,
Gaite-Rochechouart, Femina, Ba-TaClan.

"The Quaker Girl" is to be revived it
the Theatre des Varietes. Max Dearly
has ceded the house for three months
Montcharmont, of Lyons, who

"Zaza."

reported the English troops in
Palestine have taken over, to the subis

stantial profit of the

former managers,

in Jerusalem, to present
entertainments. A picture hall, formerly run by a German, is in the hands
of an English manager, and renamed
the Empire.

et Pollux," the work of
(written about 1730), is to be
in March at the Opera, by

"Castor
revived

will

a daily rental of 550 frs. ($110).
Eay
•early is paying the Max Maury, the
lessee, 20,000 frs. per month.

two theatres

"The 13th Chair" ran 103 times and
now withdrawn for a revival of

Rameau

actress, arrested for

alleged complicity with the enemy, concerning which accusation long reports
have appeared in the dailies, was playing the role of the coquette in "Les
Nouveaux Riches" at the Theatre Sarah
Bernhardt. Tarride, after impersonating the detective in "The 13th Chair"
at the Theatre Rejane, has resumed his
part in the successful comedy. Guiller,
one of the men also implicated with
Mme. Despy, was before the war manager for the boxers Marcel Moreau and
Sam MacVea. He gave his profession
as chemist.

It

Mmes.
Rouche.
Jacques
Gcrmaine Lubin,.and Vallandri, MM.
Plamondon ani Lestelly are listed; the
dancers will comprise Miles. Ada Boni,
Urban, Jeanne Dimas and Mr. Aveline,

Manager

directors of
J. Billaud and Mattisson,
the Theatre des Allies, will mount in
May at the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt,
for a short series, a Polish play "La

Reine Wanda," adapted by Henri Legrande. The first performance will be
7n aid of the Foyer for Polish soldiers
It is probable the play will
in France.
be produced in the United States next
season.

Journals
death of La
can dancer
years ago.

announced the
recently
Goulue, a well-known canof the Moulin Rouge 20
The report is incorrect.

She was confounded with another
dancer at Marseilles who had appropriated the same stage name and who
died recently.

'

DR.

MUCK HELD.

Boston, March 27.
Dr. Carl Muck, leader of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, was lodged in
the East Cambridge jail Tuesday night
and will be held there until after certain information which has been forwarded to Washington by agents of
the Department of Justice here has

been investigated.

Muck was arrested at his home
Monday night after conducting a long
Dr.

the night in a
police station. The next morning he
building and
Federal
the
to
was taken
after an examination was sent to the
jail to await further developments.
Manager C. A. Ellis of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra was one of the
few persons allowed to talk with Dr.

rehearsal

and

spent

Mrs. John L. Gardner, one of
Boston's prominent society women,
also called at the Federal building during the forenoon and left a parcel for
Dr. Muck. She waved her hand gaily

Muck.

him when leaving the building.
Dr. Muck, who has been the principal director of the Royal Opera in
at

first came to this
Symphony Orchestra

Berlin,

military farce by Keroul and
Gaily, "En perm.," is due at the Apollo
shortly.

the

In Parish theatres: "Anthony and
"Un Soir, au
Cleopatra" (Antoine)
Front" (Porte St. Martin); "Mon
(Vaude"Deburau
Jeudi" (BoufTes);
ville); "Kiki" (Gymnase); "Les Huns"
(Marigny); "Lucrece Borgia" and repertoire (Comedie Francaise); "Pelleas
Melisande" (Odeon); "Castor et
et
Pollux" (Opera); "Beau Jardin de
France" and repertoire (Opera Comique); "Baby Mine" (Varietes) "Xantho chez les Courtisanes" (Rennaissance); "Dame dc Chambre" (Athenee) "Compartiment des dames seules"
(Palais Royal); "Train de 8h, 47" (Am"Course au
bigu; "Zaza" (Rejane)
"Nouveaux
(Chatelet)
Bonheur"
Riches" (Sarah Bernhardt); "Ecole des
Cocottes" (Michel); "Geule du Loup"
(Arts); "Gare Regulatrice" (Scala);
"Petite Bonne d'Abraham" (Edouard
VII); "Puce a TOreiHc" (Cluny) "Afdu Central Hotel" (Apollo);
laire
"Dame de Chez Maxim" (Dejazet);
*Yetit Due" (Gaite); "Mousquetaires
au Couvtnt" (Trianon); Revues at

vember

A new

;

;

;

;

;

;

city to lead
in 1906 and

remained here two years. He returned
in 1912 and has been head of the

orchestra since that time. Last Noit was asserted Dr. Muck had
refused to lead the orchestra in playing "The Star Spangled Banner" at
Providence. Soon after the Providence
incident he began the custom of leading the orchestra in playing "The Star
Spangled Banner" at the Symphony
concerts in this city.
For some time the citizenship of Dr.
Karl Muck has been a subject of discussion. It is generally believed that
while the holder of Swiss papers he is
a Prussian. Dr. Muck's father, when
the former was six or eight years old,
went to the Canton of Zug and obtained by purchase papers entitling
him to Swiss citizenship.

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Dooley, at the
home of Mr. Dooley's mother in Philadelphia, March 25, son. Mrs. Dooley

known

professionally as
Rugel (Dooley and Rugcl).

is

turning in subscriptions amounting to $750,000.
The ceremonies were opened by a
medley of popular airs played by the
Catholic Protectory Boys' Band, the
organization assembling on the stage.
They were followed by the band of the
lsth Infantry, led by the Major and
accompanied by regimental officers.
They played the national anthems of
the Allied nations, the enthusiasm
bringing the audience to its feet in
cheers.
Borough President Edward Riegelman followed with a brief address
eulogizing the officials of the Keith interests for their returns, after which:
came Col. Dennis of the CanadianBritish
forces,
who has been on
governhis
recruiting service
for
ment. He spoke on the necessity of
American aid, both in man power and
money, and left a decidedly favorable
impression. Next came Col. Moses
Greenwood, an American veteran who
in a long address explained what he
had seen on the other side, imploring
the audience to keep faith in the American army and look forward to the initself

Suzy Depsy, the

to

tablets now
adorning the side walls of the B. F.
Keith Palace theatre lobby were officially unveiled before a crowd that
packed the theatre from stage to exit
doors. One of the tablets was presented to the Palace for the valiant work
of its management in the last drive for
the sale of Liberty Bonds, the Palace

Tuesday noon the two

evitable victory.

Sergeant Harold Wright, a Brooklyn
youth who enlisted in the Lafayette
Lscadrille during the early stage of the
war, was introduced with the announcement that he had b fought down
two Boches and an observation balloon during activity on the western
fiont.

An American
cial

of

the

Lieutenant and an offiLiberty Loan Committee

completed the addresses, after which
the veils were withdrawn
lets in the lobby.

This Tablet
B. F.
of

is getting ready three
be offered. They are
"Pink Pajamas," with Adelaide Wilson,
Arthur Thornton and Gertrude Shanley; Harry Glyn, an English character

is

awarded to

KEITH'S PALACE

THEATRE

In recognition of the loyal effort
its management and the patriotic

response of

ond

it's

Kaser.
"Held by the Enemy," from the Behman show, taken over by Adolph
Singer, son of Jack Singer, for sum-

mer

vaudeville. Wilbur Dobbs will
head the cast.
"Lady Raffles," girl act, with ten
people, is being produced by Jerry
Hitchcock and George K. Hennings.
They also have "Zig-Zag Alley," with

ten people.

Walter Lawrence is producing a
modernized old English sketch, which
he
calls
"Magnolias."
Frederick
Truesdell will probably be starred.
Ned Monroe, formerly of Monroe
and Mack, with Tom Maguire. Blackface.

Craem, Sperling and Barton, singing
Goldie and Mack from the west.

act.

patrons in the Sec-

Rose.)

Archie Dunbar, Sport Zeno and Gus
Jordan in a new flying act (James
Plunkett).

*

Shannon, "Suppressed Desires,"
one of the acts produced by the Washington Square Players (Jos. Hart).
Frank Orth is writing a sketch for
Effie

Jules Jordan.

Lyle and Harris in a new act by Sam
Morris.
"Chu Chu," six people, produced bv
Jordon & Glassmire (Lee Muckenfuss).
"War Mates," four people (Henri Du
Vries).

Florence Holbrook and Co. (Henry
Marshall), piano-act.
Frank Shayne, single turn, written
by Frank Fay.
"The Outcome of the Income Tax,"
Charles Mason & Co.
"The Modiste Shop, a la Cabaret,"
Northlane, Riano & Northlane.
"The Futuristic Jail Bird," Raymond

Wiley.
Jack

Murphy

and

Jean

Sothern

(Chicago).

"Miss

Butterfly,"

Nora

featuring

Allen.

Mort Fox and George
and

Britt

(Lloy4

Britt).

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.
the Arthur Hammerstein offices
the road tour of "Katinka"

closing

Saturday

Hammerstein arranged for
its

principal male player,
to the new Weber

and Fields show, "Back Again," which
is being put through its stage paces at
the Casino. The show is expected to
open the latter part of April or second

LIBERTY LOAN

week

in

May

at the Gaiety.

George Hassel, with the Shuberts for
the next Winter Garden show.

MARRIAGES.
Myrtle Young to Al B. White, at
the City Hall, New York, March 25.
The 'couple have been together in
Miss Young has engaged
vaudeville.
to appear in the new Cocoanut Grove
show at the Century, New York, and
Mr. White will next week join "The
Passing Show of 1917."
Captain Wallace Witticomb, an English actor, to Jane Houston in London,
March 25. The bride was almost a
year in crossing from New York for
the ceremony, being held up for several months on account of passport

FIREPROOFING REQUIRED.
Chicago, March

27.

Leonard Brown and Co. at McVicker's this week were ordered out of the
show on the allegation that their
scenery did not meet the fire department's requirements on fireproofing.
Marion Munson substituted.

BatM-Blinn Co/s Return.
"Getting Together" is slated to come
back to New York after its road tour,
Blanche Bates-Holbrook Blinn
the

company going

to the Lyric, Philadel-

from the New York Lyric, where
Monday. The advance sale
it .opened
in Quakertown is said to be large.

phia,

strictness.

Charles Muscroft, aged 34, a soldier
at Camp Sheridan, Montornery, Ala., and Esther Home, aged
f
of Cincinnati, were married in
2,
Cincinnati several days ago. Muscroft,
a Cincinnatian, first met her when he
and she were singing at the Orpheum
Winter Garden several years ago.
stationed

Tucker to Joseph Lanigan

Chicago March
Jb

&

(Mandel

the "loan" of

October, 1917,
by the

Roehm

sister singing duo,
Lillian Ring and Nada

of

Howard Langford,

LIBERTY LOAN COMMITTEE.

Phyllis

to

and a new

singer,

made up

Upon

lows:

Pekin Tuesday night.

Buddy Wilkes, pianist, opened at the
Paris-Louvre, San Francisco, last week.

Ann Pennington returns to the "Midnight Frolic" next week.

Richards arc

York representatives

Kitty Flynn opened with the show
at the

in

22.

Yvette

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wilson (Wilson
Bros.) at Waco, Texas, March 7, son.

from the tab-

carries the Liberty Loan recommendation and the other the names of
37 Keith employees who. have enlisted
in the American service abroad.
The ceremonies at the Palace attracted a large crowd and the smooth showmanship of the handling was apparent.
The Liberty Loan tablet reads as fol-

One

ACTS.

Wilbur Mack

turns soon

now

for the

Dudley agency of Chicago.

the

New
&

Holmes

Mill!*

Rogers has returned to the

Churchill revue.

VARIETY

18

a

OBITUARY
Dr.

Saram R.

Ellison, student of
founder of the Society of

magic and
American Magicians, died at the Hotel
St. James, New York, March 26.
He

collected a library of 1,500 books dealing with magic, which he presented
several years ago to the New York
Public Library. Dr. Ellison was the

Cranston (Lee and Cranston), died
Chicago last week .

V Rates

CONTINUOUS ADVERTISING

John W. Ford, father of the Four
Fords and Johnnie Ford, died March
5 of pleural

Variety

in

(FOR PLAYERS ONLY)

pneumonia.

leading lay authority on legerdemain

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD.

America.

in

John Mulloley, professionally known
Mack (Mack, Albright and
Mack, and later of Eddie and Dennie),
died March 22 in New York of pneumonia.
Mr. Mack contracted a bad
cold while playing the Fulton, Brook-

"Masks and Faces" will he released bj ths
World Pictures Mar 6.

as Dennie

and he died four days afterward.
The deceased, 27, is survived by a wife
and son.

Gladys Leslie Is the new leading, woman
Tbej are working on a
for Edward Earle.
picture called "Ann Acushla," sn Irish romance for Vltsgrsph. which Is being directed

2 iBCke*

Maggie Mitchell (Mrs. Charles Abbott) died March 22, at her home, 855
West End avenue. New York, at the
age of 86. She was one of the most
popular stars of an earlier generation.
Her fame was inseparably linked with
her greatest success in "Fanchon, the
Cricket." A native of New York, she
was born in 1832.
Mitchel H. Mark, president of the
Strand Theatre Corp., died at his home

March 20, after a short illThe deceased was a pioneer of

TWO CohUM

by William Earle.

Week*
One Time
12

lyn,

The Educstlonal Film Serrlce Is combining
with the International In putting out animated
comic cartoons of the Katienjmnmer Kids
and Happy Hooligan In conjunction with L» Itmars' Living Book of Nature and Bruoe's

1U0

Scenic
B. P. Flneman, who has been editing the
Paramount -Artcra ft rrogretia-Advance for the
past eight months, has gone to Alabami to do
some special advertising matter for the Gov-

Patrick

ernment.

Kearney, associate editor,
house organ.

will hereafter handle the

1 lack
Frank A. Keener has made no decision with
regard to the distribution of his tint film production, "A Romance or the Underworld." with
Catherine Calvert starred. The picture Is lo
be given a trade showing next Tuesday, after
which he will make up bis mind.

Two

Colnmi

12

M0

One Time

in Buffalo,

ness.

motion picture exhibitors and was also
the originator of the penny arcades in
Buffalo and other cities.

Mike DonoTan, boxing instructor at
the New York Athletic Club for nearly
20 years, and at one time holder of the
middleweight championship, died Mch.
24, in St. Francis Hospital, Bronx, as
the result of pneumonia. The deceased
was 74 years of age.

Charles A. Mason, the comedian, died
Mt. Clemens, Mich., March 21. He
went there with his wife for a rest.
He was a former member of Kelly and
Mason, and for several years traveled
with Dan Mason in "Rudolph and
Adolph," one of his big successes.

in

Mrs. Annie Theresa Harrigan, wife
of Edward (Ned) Harrigan, died in
the Alston Sanitarium, New York,
March 23 after an operation for
mastoiditis,
which
developed
into
meningitis. The deceased was 58 years

B. H. Duffy, manager of the Chicago branch
of Mutual, wa» Injured In an automobile collision, March It). He was taken to tbe Ravenswood Hospital, where It was found be was
suffering from a broken collarbone and lacerated hip.

Inch

Two

Colnmi

One

$27.50

Til

"The Cross Bearer," World Corp. feature,
was shown In Carnegie Hall Tuesday nlgbt,
tbe receipts going to tbe Knigbta of Columbus
war fund. Cardinal Farley, Jobn D. Rockefeller, James Butler, Thomas F. Ryan and Morgan J O'Brien were among the notablea present.

The Fort Worth "Record" has come

2 Inchon

out ac-

tively In favor of pk-turea being permitted on
Sunday throughout Texas. Efforts have been
made In tbe Texas Legislature to cloae tbe

picture bouses on Sunday and tbey have been
referred to by some of tbe Legislators and
newspapers In tbe same brestb wltb tbe sa-

One Column

Week*

$45.00

One Time

540

12

loons.
Tbe Fort Worth "Record" Immediately
took up tbe cudgels for tbe exhibitors and
fans and their efforts have been so (successful that more or leas of a quietus has been put
upon the movement already.

ft

12

inch One Colnmn

Week*, $14

One Time, $L40

LARGER SPACE PRO RATA

23RD STREET.
half of last week was orThere was no particular reason as to

The show
dinary.

of age.

ft

IS

last

why and wherefore. There was

Utile class In

bill, Just an aggregation of t>mall time acta.
Gladys and Katbryn Ueqnett (New Acts)
opeued wltb songs and dances, presenting a

the

The

father of Johnnie Crosby ("The
Mischief Makers") died in New York
this week. The show was playing in
central Ohio and Crosby was unable
to attend the funeral services.

The mother of Nate Leipzig died in
Birmingham, Eng., several days ago at
the age of 55. Leipzig's brother was
also reported killed in action on the
west front. He was 24 years of age.
The mother of Vera Phillips died
March 12 of Bright's disease at her
home in Brooklyn. The deceased was
53.

Dorothy Cohen Mathewson, professionally known as Dorothy Randolph,
a Triangle him actress, died March 10
at Atlanta.
•
^^^^

John ("Chinee") Leach died this
week in Chicago after a long illness.
Leach was confined at the American
Hospital. He was 65 years of age.

M.

C. Barber, formerly

manager

of

the Grand O. H., Canton, O., died at his
borne in that city, March 19.

Frank Cranston, brother of Mary

routine

more or

Rochert

filled the second upol aud
a little applause and a

extract

less

stereotyped.

'

On a

Cooke and

mauaged
few

to

Strictly

Prepaid Basis

laughs.

Cooke carries the work of tbe act for the

(FOR PLATERS ONLY)

greater part.
Julia Redmond and Co. (New Acts), sketch.
Just about got by. The act Is old-fasblqoed In
theme and staging. Tbe Klein Brothers (New
Acts) were the first real laugh getters of the
bill.
The boys got right after tbe audience
from tbe Htart and after pulling obe laugh
started kidding the audience.
At least the
did, and some of
the beHt of taste.

comedian
not In

blB

Is

all

Civil

wrong when we

War

In

this

00.00

M.00

(Preferred poaltlon

ease
11 Inches

recall that there
for the
quartet of col-

•

"

•
4

-

t
I

country

abolishment of slavery. The
ored women sing about "Those Oood Old
Slavery Days."
The bit of the bill was not programed, or
It waa Helen
a part of tbe show.
Hoerle,
scenario editor of the Paralta, who made an
appeal for contributions for tbe Knitthls of
Columbus drive. She roused the houae lo tremendous applause on three occasions In a brief

George Jesse), down next to closing, was the
one big bit of tbe bill. Tbe boy manages to
put over five numbers with a wallop, and his
good-natured foolery was acceptable to the
audience, although be made some of them the
butts of his pranks. He baa a tendency to run
away from the orchpatra In his numbers.
Hart and Dymond (New Acts), an acrobatlo
dancing turn, wa* liked at the tall end of the'
show. The Triangle feature. "Tbe Law's Outlaw," completed the entertainment
Fred.

$111.00

Quarter Page

remarks were

talk.

Insertion

Half Page

Rlggs and Ryan, combination singing and
comedy, fared fairly well.
The Dixie Revue,
with the girl leading It, changed since tbe Fifth
Avenue showing about two weeks ago scored
Its greatest applause on tbe work of one of tbe
four women. There Is sn Idea behind tbe act,
but tbe execution Is at fault.
Tbe opening

number
was a
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NEW ACTS
Bessie McCoy-Davis C*. (J).

Dm* Rome.
30 Mi...,

F«n

Stage.

The icmc of tcrpsichorcan
it

a

fit

utilise

in

and

descriptive

summing up the

artistry
to
of

phrast

effort*

Bessie McCoy-Davis, who is showing
for the first time in New York her
danct revue, a combination of solo
dances by the principal, accompanied
by solo and duet vocal renditions by
Thomas Conkey and John Merkyl. The
turn is dressed in a black cyclorama,
with spread curtains in back, opening
to show a pretty setting in the ex*
treme rear, with a picture sheet
cleverly hidden except when utilized
to flash views of the four presidents
who have figured in American wars.

The opening number, called "Moon
Man,"* shows Miss McCoy-Davis in a
costume suggesting her famous "Yama

Yama" outfit, the introductory strain
bringing her in silhouette behind the
transparent back drop. It's .a dance,
and with her initial kick all doubts
as to her success were promptly dispelled. Trim in figure and with a personality that stood out, she had them
applauding before 20 seconds had
passed. This was followed by a song,
handled by Conkey and Merkyl. Then
came the "War Doll" song and dance.
It's a novelty, and won a nifty hand.
The war days dance revue followed,
with the men alternating in appropriate garb, Miss McCoy coming on
after each number with a costume
suggestive of the period for a dance.
The finale showed her in an attractive trench dress. It's nicely arranged
'and sure to get over anywhere. The
men are not particularly strong in
either voice or ability, but their weak-

ness is covered by the exceptional
cleverness of the principal. The "Yama
next, Miss McCoy introducing it as her impression
of Elsie Janis' impression of Bessie
McCoy. While she seemed to tire
near the finale she went through, and
with the last strain was greeted with
solid, appreciative applause.

Yama" number came

Wpn*>

William H. Thompson ft Co. (3).
"The Straight Road" (Dramatic).

Browne

17 Mins.; Full Stage.
Fifth Avenue.

Fifth Avenue.

As

his custom,

is

Road" tells a story, and, while there is
little more than that, it will suffice Mr.
for

waywardness and
the

life,

"Show

of

at the Winnot an act that will

Wonders"

It's

his

liking for

which brings down reproach

then that the
from the sister.
father tells his children of his early
actions and the sting of heredity that
has visited the boy. The finish finds the
youth promising to go the straight road
with the father. What might be said to
be a slap at the snobbishness of the higher institutions of learning comes both
from the boy and girl in the playlet.
Their support naturally doesn't measure to the standard of the star, but
at least they could be more careful
in dressing. The girl in particular disFrom
plays no taste in her clothes.
one who had been to a girls' college
It

and possessed

is

a rich

bit

Rodmond and
Comody Sketch.

Julia

is

least

father, at

much is expected. The
is more capably handled.

that

This

girls and
boys singing with their heads through
a special drop, and then go into full
stage. Four girl* end four boys, who
sing six numbers. Two are the best
handled. Some quartet singing might
be eliminated as it adds nothing and
simply takes up a lot of time. At the
finish the/ all do a little stepping, with
one of the girls attracting attention
by her movements which she seems to
have taken from a team that danced

ter Garden.

also

is

Co.

inspector
Ibee.

(2).

an old-fashioned sketch

idea.

flashy burlesque lady, the rube
editor and his wife. The scene strangely is supppsed to be laid in a New
York newspaper office. At least that
In the 18
is intimated in the dialog.

cause a riot, but there's enough singing to get it across, and the more jazz
they put into it the better the people
are going to like it.
Klein Brother*.

Songs and Talk.
17 Ml»s.| One.
23d Street.
These brothers formerly did a Dutch
Now they are working with one
act.
of the brothers acting as a straight
man while the other is doing the comedy in a halfway "sissy" characterizaThe act is a good laugh getter
tion.
There is
houses.
for small time
enough in the song material to get it
over, for there is, in particular, a good
parody. The comedian's remarks to
people in the audience might be resented. On Friday night he remarked
to a girl that was laughing heartily
that "If she was going to, she might

minutes there

is

just

one laugh and

that at the end. The story has the
The burlesque
editor in his office.
queen enters, tries to get her picture
He "dates" her up, and
in the paper.
plans to get away from his wife. At
the beginning he had $20. The wife
came in to spoil the party. Small time
Fred.
material.

Jokany Rogay and Lorraino
Songs and Dancas.
It Mins.| One and Two.

Sisters.

City.

on dancing strength to
along. Starts with scarecrow
number, the girls appearing in the
scarecrow outfits, with Regay doing a

Act

carry

relies

it

Rube. Following song by young man
the "crows" come to life and the three
do a neat little dance. The girls have
a light classical number, while Regay
also does some hard work with a
Girls make another
"solo dance."
change for closing dance with trio
working gingerly. Act will do better
as trio works routine more consecuWnrfc.

tively.

Gladys and Kathryn Bennett.
Songs and Dances.

Later,
ferring that she was a hen.
when she again laughed, he revamped

13 Mins.; One (5)j Two (4); One (4).
23rd Street.
These girls are offering a simple,
rather old-fashioned singing and dancing sister turn without novelty. The
girls have personality and might well

the same remark.

develop

just as well

isn't in

good

go ahead and lay

taste.

it,"

in-

This sort of thing
Fred.

lines.

a

sister

act

along

Sisters are of

—

—

one size,
and play

in white
The
accordions with "expression."
seems
"expression"
the hardest effort
of the girls, for they play smoothly on
Both
the piano-keyed music boxes.
wear curls and are youthful, also fairly
good looking. One is a blonde, the
other a brunette, and reverse the
usual order through the brunette trying cutey stuff while playing, with the
blonde soberly solemn. The brunette
is also gingery, dancing around, with
her blonde sister stepping just a bit
As the girls play
here and there.
lips
move, particularly with
their

similarly dressed

They just throw all their
ballads.
heart right into the music, as it were.
taught them this should either

Who

teach them to sing aloud or play with
immovable lips. Most of the time the
girls are in the spotlight. No reason;
The Fifth
Just like all the others.
Avenue bunch liked the girls and their
music. They took one encore and the
orchestra leader gave them another.
As each girl was in an opposite
entrance for the final return the
signals seemed mixed, but they finally
got together for the finish. The act
running about three minutes too
is
long. The girls want to play too much.
The accordions and their youthful
looks should be enough to take them
around in an early spot if they will
get down to business, play and dance
if they want to, but leave their affecSime.
tations in the dressing room.

Vilnos Westony and Esther Ferrabini.
Piano and Songs.
30 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Hangings).

Fifth Avenue.
It

has been quite a time since Scnor
(as he is now billed) has dishis piano cleverness and his

Westony
played

humorous stunts of language and playing. Combining with Esther Ferrabini
has a number of advantages and it

comedy
Fred.

billed

as

late

of

the

Milano Opera

wonderful,
though it's pleasant, but by long odds
her appearance tops her other assets.
She is of "the very best" of brunette
and well* proportioned.
tall
types,
This doesn't stop Westony in his comedy, however, and there is almost as
much fun during her three numbers as
during his own performance, which is
made up of the major portion of his
After Westony's "symold routine.
phonic orchestra" number, Miss Ferrabini is disclosed lying in nook high
among'the back hangings, a rug panel
moving upwards revealing her presence. It's an operatic number of some
sort with the singer covered in little
more than a costume of beads. Later
she comes down to earth and sings a
"Carmen" selection rather nicely. Considerable fun is made out of the number by Westony, who continually
"lamps" the girl while he accompanies

Company.

Her voice

isn't

Her final number, comes as a
her.
sort of encore worked up by Westony
on completion of his rag-time. Miss
Ferrabini appears in a stunning patriotic gown singing Westony's latest,
In
called "The March to Victory."
spite of its half-hour length the act
Ibee.
scored heavily.
Sylvester and Jorster.
Acrobatics.
7 Mins.; Full Stage (Exterior).
Fifth Avenue.
Tumbling acrobats, one as clown in
the Jimmy Rice work. The clown has
a funny walk and a couple of new
tricks, taking some hard falls, with
the straight acrobat doing less than
these turns.
is usual for this end in
Opening the show at the Fifth Avenue the act amused, and they will do
where there is any demand now for

Comedy

this

style of

(3).

"Inside Outside Inn" (Comedy).
15 Mins.)
Full Stage (Special

looks as if the pair would make a
corking team after their turn is a bit
Miss Ferrabini is
more smooth.

Full Staga (SpociaJ).

The

American Roof.
The aet opens with the

in the

He
for awhile.
the authorship,

given
together
His character is
with Clay Greene.
that of an old ex-thief known to the
"Slippery
Jack," because he
police as
had never been caught. He had always taken the stand that his early
waywardness had been inherited, because of the history of his own parents. But his two children, now grown
to maturity, never knew of his dereWhen the playlet opens,
lictions.
missing
been
for
has
son
the
quite a time, having been expelled from
Rather than face his father
college.
the boy appears to have followed a
natural instinct and turned to robbery.
He enters the apartment of his father, not knowing who the occupant
was, and is caught red-handed by the
The youth confesses his
old man.
credit

18 Mins.i

Eight Black Dote.
Singing, Talking, Dancing.
18 Mint., On* and Full (Special).

that sterling old

William H. Thompson, offers a
new playlet in his almost yearly incur"The Straight
sion into vaudeville.
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Haviland and Thornton

Sisters (2).

Accordions.
IS Mins.i One.

The Browne

star,

Thompson

WEEK

THIS'

work.

Kime.

Sot|

Interior).

Fifth Avenue.
in

The Sidney Drews recently appeared
a Vitagraph comedy called "Bar-

gains," in which the husband cured his
wife of the bargain hunting and spending habit. It was an infinitely better
fdaced scenario than this comedy playet of the Thorntons on the same sub-

A

married couple at Marblehead,
Boston, with a baby lose the
baby at the razor counter of Houghton,
Dutton & Co. in Boston, where the
wife was bargain hunting.
She returns home, or to the summer hotel
where
tbey
are
stopping,
then
and proceeds to exhibit her purchases a broken
safety
razor for
98 cents, six neckties for 75 cents, a
box of cigars cheap, and other things
handed to the husband, who throws
one after another into the very comject.

near

—

—

mon-looking and large-sized water
cooler standing on a frame. Meantime
there is dialog, with the husband disffusted. Then the wife remembers she
eft the baby behind.
There is telephone "business" to the department
store by both. Finally a note arriving
from Houghton's, saying the baby has
been their best advertiser, proving the
razor is really a safety since any baby
can play with it. The Thorntons,
assisted by a nice-looking young girl,
play well enough, but there's not
enough to the sketch, and, for the
idea, too few laughs. The same thing
in the same set rewritten to a better
end would be worth while. Just now it
is not big enough for a big-time act
8ime.
"Hello Japan."
Musical Comedy.
20 Mins.j One and Full Stage (Special
Set).

"Hello Japan" is of the musical comedy type. Has new scenery, but the
story is of the usual type that mean's
nothing beyond serving as a vehicle
for the principals, including

two men

handling comedy with English accent.
A number of songs away from the
topical song catalog are used effectiveAct makes a "flash" in the smaller
ly.
houses.

Light,

where the
bigger

girl

but

circuits
acts.

diverting,

mildly

cannot afford the

The

choristers
changes, the

six

employed make several
wardrobe looking new and

fresh.

Mark.

Samstead and Morion.
Physical Culture.'
13 Mins.; Four (Interior).
Man is seated at table in lounging
Does some talking to
robe, reading.
himself that was not intelligible beyond the front rows. A woman of
Man
rather heavy figure appears.
gives an exhibition of strength, lifting
He gives demonstration
the woman.
of physical culture to reduce one's
with woman dls»
closes
Act
weight.
appearing and man found asleep in
chair at table. Idea designed as new
way of introducing the team, but only
tends to slow the work of the act.
Merh.
#

Y. M. C. A. SHOW.
Carolyn D. Larkins, a singer of character songs, with a company headed
by Trank Bradley, called "The Bomb
Dodgers," has gone abroad to tour
France, Italy and England under the
auspices of the Y. M. C. A., to entertain the American soldiers on the firing line. The entertainment is in the
form of a musical revue.
In the company are Bettie Wood, formerly prima donna with "High Jinks";
Ruth Williamson of the original "Chu
Chin Chow"; Mary Louise Rochester,
of vaudeville; George Everett, of "The
Lilac Domino"; Frank Bradley, of "The
Helle of Mavfair" in London Miss Larkins of "Little Women," stock, vaudeville and musical comedy.
;

g
:
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BARNUM-BAILET CIRCUS.
rehearsal Sunday night, supposedly for the benefit of the press, was a
somewhat ragged affair, no doubt due to the
absence of a number of acts who had not
arrived from their last vaudeville dates But
Tuesday night the show ran fast and smoothly,
which is as It should have been since there
have been very few changes over last year.

The

dress

Madison Square Garden was chilly and It
was a light house Tuesday. Several good
alibis account for the weak draw on the secIt being Holy Week the
ond circus night.
attendance would naturally be kept down, but
perhaps more Important was the German drive,
which usurped as much newspaper space and
that little was left for the circus.
similar break with the dallies hit the
opening of the Rlngllng show In Chicago last
Interest

A

looks as If the Rlnglings' offer of a
fortune for a novelty to duplicate the loopThe
the-loop would never be snapped up
brothers have been waiting for many seasons
for someone to come across with a sensation.
Perhaps they had an opportunity to splurge
In the Barnum and Bailey outfit with a
patriotic effort of heroic lines. But they dldnit
Strangely enough there was comparatively litIndividual bits crept In
tle of the patriotic.
here and there In the various turns, but as
far as a big splash there was none.
Instead the show started off with the Aladdin" procession used last year. The Rlnglings
always retain a spectacle of the sort for two
seasons since the show takes In different territory each alternate year and so repeat on
the road doesn't matter.
Several of last year's features again stand
out as the best of the B-B wares. Leading is
the Hannaford Family as great as 'ever and
They were again
easily the hit of the outfit.
placed down near the closing and working
alone had no trouble. The Hannafords closed
less
In Cuba with the Bantos-Artlgas circus
than two weeks ago. They are credited with
having built the Cuban outfit to enormous
business, and as they are alone In their class
here they must be that much bigger In Cuba.
HanIt's a wonder that Richard l 'Poodles")
naford. the clown and star performer of the
continuous
from
stale
grow
doesn't
family
work. He has been going for two years with
hardly a break and yet seems In prime formBird Mlllman. also of last year s A «J»ow,
showed her class on the wire, alone taking
She
the centre .ring and all the spotlights.
was programed to work with a display group,
but at the dress rehearsal It was decided to
dursprung
show her alone. An oddity was
a
ing one of her "dances" along the wire,
singer accompanying the orchestra
The third turn, working alone, was Dainty
her
Marie, who was added this season With
1
sister weighting the rope ]»« rI11Mt# . ll11 £!*2. :
she
cally the same sb In vaudeville though
appears to have cut down the ring routine.
but
Not much of her singing could be heard, tnat
she could not refrain from warbling. At
the evening and
it was the quietest turn of
After the show
her act was appreciated.
alone,
takes to the road no turns will work
going with the various display groups
all
along the lines of the program.
Among the aerial workers the Clarkonlans
took
stood out as the big act. This male duo
the centre ring. They were listed to ftPPO*r
14
of
Troupe
Slegrlst-Sllbon
the
but
alone,
persons and the Neapolitans, with five people,
worked at the ends. Ernest Clark has won
attention both here and abroad through his
aerial flights, which experts term as freak
triple
stunts. One of his accomplishments Is a
somersault through the air to a .nn™-to-taand

"it

Tuesday, but failed, falling
did not
to the net, and as Is his custom he
But his finish stunt
attempt a second try.
dropped
had
others
the
after
was announced
It was a double somersault
to the ground.
and a pirouette to a hand-to-hand catch. The
stunt Is of the freaky order and performed
He sometimes does
with lightning speed.
the double BOTP«rnault and then a double
pirouette, and it's done so fast It Is difficult
to see what was accomplished.
The Clarkonlans were In the Rlngllng show
last season and will return to that outfit after
Several other
the New York engagement.
turns were loaned to the Barnum and Bailey
will also return
show for the opening and
They Include the Tato the Rlngllng show
makl Troupe, Japanese exponents of Jlu Jltsu,
and the Joseffsson Ollma Troupe, in an "Icecatch.

He

tried

it

Johapn
landic" exhibition of self defense.
Joseffson is a burly athlete who tosses his
assistant* (Including a clever negro) around
by means of his arms and legs Rather spectacular work and probably hard on the asThat act and the Japs won returns.
sistants.
An attempt for patriotic effects came with
the posing groups, of which there were seven,
four using white horses, and all working slmuU«n«ouBlv. There were some rather pretty
effects in white, and the final nosings Including one called "America Forever," and another, "Forward," drew applause.
In the equeBtrlan groups there were several
who atood out. The classy Davenports drew
attention, as did the good-looking Ella Bradna.
working with Fred Derrick. Slgnor Bagonchl
was on hand in the centre ring, evidently
dcHlgned to attract all the children's attention.
The Wise Troupe, probably the same as last
Welsse
the
year, when they were called
Troupe, In a perch act which, while It stands
well enough In ita group, comes In for attention because of the dressing. They are garbed
neatly enough as sailors, but two of the men
are wearing nervlce caps of German seamen,
If so. they should
or what looks like auch.
be made to change headgear or discard it.

The clowns appear to have been given a
more leeway, although they haven't
brought forth any particularly new laughThey took the centre ring for a
makers.

bit

minut e

for

a

wedding

feast,

at

wh ich

the

piece de resistance was Umburgsr cheese,_and
the guests were served with gas masks. Tpey
also burlesqued Houdinl's disappearing elephant trick, but only those who had been to the

Hippodrome knew what it was all about Most
were from last year.

of the other stunts
Wild-west riders

of
both
sexes,
lariat
throwers and bronco busters had their lnniijgs,
and the races at the finish were about as
usual. Being the same, there was not much
excitement aroused. Among the freaks there

seemed to be more dwarfs than anything else.
In contrast were three big individuals, one
a Texas cowboy, one a giant negress, apd
billed as the "Cardiff Giant" was "Captain"
George Auger, who had an act of his own In
vaudeville not long ago.
One of the freak
favorites Is "Zip," the same as of old.
His
thatch is gray now, but he Is the same funny
"Zip."
show
Acts in the
other than named are the
Templetonians, the Arleys, the Plchlannls, the
Gaudschmldts. the Belford Troupe, Joe Dekoes
Troupe, Burton and Jones, the Valdos, the
MUletts, the Cromwells, Luplta Perea, Three
Brunos, Four Melltlo Sisters, the Palderhs,
Four Vuylstokee, Bert Lamson, Four Comrades, Nelson Trio, H. Rlttely, Mertens and
Arena, Pallen and Camay's Bears, the Dovldds,
the Totos, and the Drenpals.
The show was out at 10.37. It was speedy
enough, but In total It's about the same as
last year. If that means anything.
Perhaps
the uncertainty of traffic conditions and the
war mitigated against diligent digging for
new material and effects. But as the B-B
show hits a different territory on the road
than last year few changes were necessary.
Thee.

PALACE.
Holy Week showed some
ace business

a

quite

bit

effects

on the Pal-

Monday night, the house running
away from Its usual capacity

mark, although the show, headlining Bessie
McCoy-Davis (New Acts), Is one of the best
the house has earrled in some time. It didn't
slow up from beginning to end, and another
feature Is that all but one or possibly two of
the acts have not been seen around here In a
reasonably long time.
The bill began with

real big bits, and with his specialty he should
find vaudeville easy for some time to come.

Van and Schenck, with a

revised repertoire

of popular songs, corralled a neat mark In
the last half, the ballad, 'Three Wonderful
Letters from Home," being one of the bright
This sounds new and
hits of the routine.
carries a real punch without the red-lire
lyrical appeal typical of such songs.
^ Wynn.
Odlva closed the show.

RIVERSIDE.
A lineup at the Riverside long after the
curtain had gone up on the first act Monday
night was proof somebody was responsible
Nora Bayes as the headfor the "draw."
line was the reason.
The house program had everything set for
Miss Bayes to appear next to closing, but a
switch In the Orpheum bill, Brooklyn, caused
by the Illness of Annette Ksllsrmann, resulted In Miss Bayes being asked to "double,"
with the Riverside forced to alter Its sat program to make the "doubling" possible. Miss
Bayes was No. 5 Monday night, appearing
around 9.30, remaining In view for over a
half hour.
Miss Bayes mixed up considerable verbal
tomfoolery with her songs, and some of her
best work with her singing volos was done In
unison with Irving Fisher. At the piano Cliff
Hess acquitted himself with credit
While the Bayes-Flsher specialty, as It
might be best classified, was along the line
done by this duo In the present "Cohan Revue," which Is laying off this week, owing to
Holy Week, reopening In Boston next week.
Miss Hayee and Fisher offered "You've Got
to Go In or Go Under" (Lieut. Gits Rice's
eong), which Is one of the song hits of the
"Getting Together" show which for war
propogandlstle purposes wss at the Lyrlo last
week.
Miss Bayes and Fisher sent It over
with telling effect. Miss Bayee used "Regretful Blues,
with a timely chorue about the
Kaiser and hie prospective fate. The two also
sang "In a Dear Little Bungalow" In good
voice and harmoniously, and It was enThe ballad referring
thusiastically received.
to the letter from the boy across the sea and
the love ditty were also splendidly rendered.

PROTECTED MATERIAL
VARIETY'S Protected Material Department Mill receive and file all letters addressed
to It. The envelopes are to be sealed upon the back In a manner to prevent opt. in.
without detection, unless by permission of the owner of the letter.
It is suggested all letters be reglstered.addressed to Protected Material, VARIETY,
New York, and receipt requested. VARIETY will acknowledge each letter received.
Full particulars of the "Protected Material Department" were published on Page 5
In VARIETY of Feb. 4, 1916.
The following circuits, managements and agencies have signified a willingness to
adopt such means as may be within their power to eliminate "lifted material'* ironi
their theatres, when informed of the result of an investigation conducted by VARIETY

MARCUS LOEW CIRCUIT
(Jos. M. Schenck)
FOX CIRCUIT
(Edgar Allen)

(Harry A. Shea)

MILES CIRCUIT

FEIRER-SHEA CIRCUIT

(Walter F. Keefe)

(Richard Kearney)

FINN-HEIMAN CIRCUIT

(J.

house.

Chief Caupollcan came In the second spot
with his fine, clear, well trained voice and
proceeded through a repertoire of popular and
patriotic compositions.
"Wondrous Byes of
Araby" won him applause, while the "Mar-

Hlndenberg
Caupollcan

(reciIs

a

good showman, but occasionally sacrifices his
enunciation for tone. As a rule, though, the
lyrics were distinctly heard.
He celaned up
a tidy score.
"Rubevllle," with Harry B. Watson and
kept
the house In good
Jcre Delaney featured,
humor through Its long session, the musical
section getting Its share of returns. The set
Is well arranged for laughing purposes, and
at the Palace came entirely up to expectations.
Ryan and Lee with their "Hats and Old
Shoes" were one of the big hits. Harrietts
Lee, with her peculiar style of delivery, is
developing Into one of the best comediennes
In modern vaudeville.
The team work Is excellent, Ryan leading up cleverly to every
with the girl never falling to get the

point,

desired laugh.
Nellie and Sara Kouns (second week) closed
the first part with one of the best team singing-musical specialties the house has ever
played. The duet work and harmony Is particularly good, and this alone guaranteed their
safe passage.
Without doubt the best act Victor Moore
has ever given vaudeville.
It Is a sort of
single arrangement with an assistant characterizing a property man occasionally "feeding" for the points and laughs. The opening
shows several views of Moore In the characThen comes
ters he popularized In pictures.
Moore, attired In dress clothes for an Introductory talk. He Is Interrupted by the "props"
and proceeds to recite one of his own compositions, a piece about a tough chap of 40
who wishes to enlist. It's extremely well writThen
ten and Moore delivers It excellently.
for a change to comedy full dress and a combuilt around an amateur's
ending with the "hook" at the finish.
The turn la replete with good solid laughs
carries
and
not an Item of superfluous mar
terlal.
At the Palace Moore was one of the

recitation

efforts

(W.

H. AIoz)

the customary pictorial, with the Australian
Crelghtons coming next In order. They Introduce a rather novel "silent" specialty with
Juggling, balancing and tumbling bringing out
their versatility.
It's a fast, snappy turn,
earns something at Intervals and at the finish
exited to a round of applause seldom given
an opening act at this or any other local

edy

(Gus Sun)

MICHIGAN VAUD. CIRCUIT

ALOZ CIRCUIT

(Sam Kahl)

seillaise" and his answer to
tation) were natural hits.

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
(Wulter F. Keefe)
B. S. MOSS CIRCUIT
(B. S. Moss)
CUS SL'X CIRCUIT

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
(Bert Levey)
SHEA CIRCUIT

S. Butterfleld)

Miss Bayes looked much Improved physically
over her last vaudeville appearanos, and her
voice also s eems to have grown mora lustrous.

The Riverside program was switched around
so that no attempt was made to follow Its
order as printed.
The Models de Luxe,
originally carded to open, were shifted to the
closing spot, with Horn and Ferris, a singing male combination, starting off the bill.
With the show minus a good opener It got
away to a slow start and It was some time hetore It speeded Into the regular big time
channels.

Horn and Ferris sing

Individually and colruns largely to
opera their main
vocal
medley.
The shorter chap sings
falsetto or sticks to a register that rings
with the forced tone of the ^'falsetto," but he
hits the high boys rather effectively, or at
least It Is all right for those doting on the
male specie having a range that compares
with the feminine vocalist's register.
The
other man has a good tenor voice, but that
imitation they do at the finale wouldn't even
show strength on the "small time." The
lectively, their
repertoire
the classics, with grand

Misses Chalfonte were third.
They were
carded for the final position, but the switch
was more to their liking, although the act
could stand a lot of strengthening In routine.
It has possibilities.
Ida May Chadwlck and Dad came next, but
the dancing as offered by the ubiquitous May
In no way conflicted with the lighter stepping
turn ahead. The first part went quietly, due
to the talk being unable to hold It up, hut the
Insertion

of

the

eccentric

comedy and the

dancing by Miss Chadwlck sent the girl over
to a corking big applause score.
Buster Santos and Jacque Hays were next, and a comedy
hit was registered.
These women have improved their turn almoet 50 per cent, over
their days of the west.
They have also
brushed up on dressing, with Miss Hays In
particular going In for a more elaborate costuming than heretofore.
The act was accepted as being away from the beaten paths
and it gave the show an Impetus that helped.
Miss
After
Bayes
came
Intermission,
"Camouflage," Three Dooleys and the Models
de luxe.
The sketch with the stage transformation held close Interest, although the
serious talk following the brief respite when
the coin-collecting champs of the neighborhood had honeycombed the lobby and aisles
ler nickels and dimes for the Catholic war
fund was Interfered with by the returning of
so me of the loh by-vaca^lonlsta to their seats.

As they know the melodramatle 11m up that
way well the "Camouflago" production reThe Dooleys landed
ceived due attention.
their usual comedy suocees, while ths work of
the models held everybody In for the finish.

ALHAMBRA.
Harry Bailey, manage, of the Alhambra,
ssys he has a good show this week, and the
remarkable part of this confession is that it
Is

true.

Bessie Clayton Is the headltner and scored
the healthiest kind of a hit Monday night Her
toe work and "cuts" are a pleasure to watch.
The fine team work of the Mosoont Brothers,
who assist her. is too Intricate to bo properly
taroslohe
appreciated by those not versed In tarns!
rean art. Aa In the case of Mint Clayton It
was their acrobatlo dancing that elicited the
greatest applause, the single knockabout gyrations of the smaller of the brothers proving

a

riot.

"The Olrl In the Moon." an elaboration of
the act originally done by Annabelle Whitford some years ago, In which a girl who
sings Is swung out over the heads of the audience via a huge "arm," makes a moat affective and felloltous opening turn, leaving
the audience In good humor. Brttt Wood alngo.
dacoss, playa the banjo and harmonica and
was more than liked. Clarence Oliver and
George Olp are back with Hugh Herbert's
allegorical sketch "Discontent." It is a clever
little conceit and the audience exp ressed its
appreciation at the close.
Moss and Frye, colored comedians, had the
audience exploding merrily on all cylinders
with their nonsensical crosstalk, which they
mar*aa always, by taking themselves seriously
as vocalists. The fact remains, nevertheless,
that their singing stopped the show. These
men are much funnier than ton average with
their sidewalk conversation, but as balladlsts
"they are painful.
Morris and Campbell, woman fender to
"Dutch" nut comedian, put over a laughing

The man haa a funny low comedy personality and the woman foeda wall, but some
of the material Is crude and lacks class for
the better vaudeville houses.
Eddie Dowllnf
"cleaned up" In next to closing. He's a good
dialectician and seems to bo a favorite with
hit.

the feminine contingent Ho might omit the
old fashioned aside "I get my f&fiO Sunday
night."
"Submarine F-7" was the dosing net It's
a depressing affair, this creating the suspense'
of a number of man locked In the middle com-

partment of a nmbmarlne under water and
about to die like rats in a trap. Even the
rescue at the finish and the waving of the
flag doesn't take the bitter taste out

American

Soto.

ROYAL
This Is request week at the Royal. The bill
Is supposed to have been framed from acts
chosen by patrons. Perhaps the request Idea
Is really the usual press stunt designed to
favorably Impress the "morale" of the RoyalItes, wish
the presence of several standard
names giving the bill a high tone. Anyhow
Monday's matinee played to standing room and
the night draw was vsry healthy.
The show went over big. though loaded to
the guards with songs.
Singing In seven of
the nine acta. Because of that the Courtney
Sisters earned an extra measure of credit
for delivering a hit next to closing.
James J. Morton was present to light up the
proceedings. Ths length of the bill very likely
cut short any orations that James might have

planned.
He warned the house about the
overtime and asked them to Lurry back at Intermission.

The hit of the show easily fell to Bddle
Leonard, who closed Intermission, dallying
around 24 minutes. Eddls didn't have to cop
any bows, for he was legitimately the favorite.
Another solid score wis mads by James and
Bonnie Thornton, who were second after Intermission. James' monologlstlo efforts brought
forth many hearty laughs from many sections.
With Bonnie he offered the usual old song
medley, which was ths second In succession.
L. Wolfs Gilbert and Anatole Frledland having also done that little thing directly ahead
of the Thorntons. Jim ended with the speech
he Just wanted to save enough to open a nice
saloon, which gave Morton a chance to remark on announcing the next turn that If
Thornton ever opened such a place his (Morton's) objective would be bartendering In It
Gilbert and Frledland finished a great deal
stronger than they started.
A number announced as the "sister" to "Lily of the Valley" Just went about fair. Their third song,

"Are You from Heaven?" went over nicely.
The medley finish took them off to five returns.
Morris and Campbell shot over a comedy hit
from /third spot Morris* work In the box
really turned the trick.
Bert and Harry
Gordon's task of following them wasn't any
too easy, yet the hoys delivered strongly, getting In plenty of laughs. The Gordons were
also In the Sunday show at the Royal, having
stepped In when Santos and Hayes withdraw

because of Illness.
Jack and Cora Williams closed the show
with a nicely worked out routine of vertical
rope and teeth holds, and they held most of
the house In. Theirs and the Leonard turns
were the only two legitimately calling for
full stage.
The Thorntons worked In full
to prevent three acts In "one" following each
other, but there was no more call for it than
any other monologlstlo act. Mabel Russell and
Mary Ward, on second, worked In "three,"
giving a gag and song Jumble, which went
fairly well, however.
The best seemed to bo
the finish number, a patriotic verse sung without muslo and helped by the quartet which
also works In the Leonard act
Parish and Peru opened the show finely with
their dancing

and Jumping

novelties.

—
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and being a well

COLONIAL
The applause hlU did not develop unUi the
second half, when tho act that opened the

alter intermission eeetlon (a real old time
variety turn) stopped the bill completely.
There waa but one real hit In the front eeo*
tlon, and that waa Hobart Boeworth'o "Sea
Wolf," which closed the Intermission. There
Is a wbale of a dramatlo act.
It baa svsrythlnf that goes to make vaudeville, and the
caet la a corking one.
Boaworth'o lnterpreUtlon of the role of Wolf Laraen le as fine
an exposition of hlstrlonlo art as was Richard
Mansfield's characterisation of "Baron Gheveral" In "The Parisian Romance."
The act
gripped the audience and held them spellbound. It was the legitimate hit of the show.
Incidentally Ida Stanhope, new to the playlet
since It waa reviewed aa a "New Act/ r takes
the role of the girl with genuine cleverness.
It Is the direct opposite of her part In
"Cherle," and • In It she shows dramatlo quality that one would not suspect while In the
former sketch.
Of the five acts that comprised the first
half, but the opening and dosing turns required full stage for their enactment
Tne
three sandwiched turns were all In "one."
The Duttonr with their equestrian novelty
opened and earned a fair share of applause.
The second and third acts switched for the
night sbow Monday, Harry O. and Bessie Kyle
In "Club Night" taking the second spot and
getting a laugh or two for their efforts.
Teen Mel, the Chinese prima donna, occupied the third spot, and scored.
The audience liked her after the third number. The
first two were a little slow, and In the Chinese
costume her personality failed to Impress.
But onoe In Occidental costuming she went
over.

Gardner and Hartman got laughs on Miss
At the Colonial Monday
Hartman's work.
night the audlenoe fairly ate up the woman s
comedy efforts. All the "old stuff" seemed to
be new to that audience. Opening the second
part McDsvltt, Kelly and Lucey achieved the
distinction of the ''Colonial clap" and held
the show for an extra bow.
Carter Do Haven and Flora Parker, headlined, delivered their most dainty offering,
and the audience accorded them but perfunoMiss Parker
tory applause for their efforts.
looked charming in a half dosen costume
changes, and the numbers that the duo offered
were pleasing.

Bob Hall
with

his

in the next to closing spot scored

"extemporaneous"

numbers. _ Bert

Levy closed the show.

AMERICAN ROOF.
Business was

the American Tuesday
night, and It's a toaa up whether the light
house waa due to the general Holy Week
slackness. The Great Howard and also Bush
and Shapiro supplied all the laughs of the
performance, with the former registering the
score of the evening due to his singing a war
song, with the chorus thrown on a sheet,

many

off at

times.

Kelso Brothers opened and presented one .of
the neatest Juggling acta In so far aa dress
goes that has been seen In some time. Both
Boys wear just plain business suits and It
fives them a very natty appearance, away
rom the regular Juggling costumes of white
flannels or something surrounded with spangles.
One does more or less comedy, which
got laughs here and there. The boys gave the
how a better start than other American bills
bays had In a long time.
Klmmy and Pongee, a Chlneae boy and
girl, sang four songs and did fairly well. The
turn should be all right in the No. 2 spot, but
that's about all. The Bight Black Dots (New
Acts) followed and did well enough with
their singing and dancing.
Burnham and Allen (New Acta), two girls,
sang five songs, and Just about passed. Howard presented his ventrlloqulal turn and did
extremely well, working with two dummies.
He closed- Intermission, and he had the house.
Jerome and Carson opened the Interval and
did well, with the boy doing some acrobatic
work that Is unusual, and he should be given
lota of credit for going through his gymnasThe girl in the turn is a side
tics In "one."
Issue, with the boy holding all the attention.
The boy ahould be In demand for his ability
to work In "one," where other turns would
require "two" or full stage.
Harry Brooke and Co. went through their
sketch without causing any Interruptions, and
There la an overdid so-so at the finish.
abundance of shouting that grows tiresome
after a while, due to the supposed deafness of
the old man.
Bush and Shapiro put over the wallop In the
second half of the bill with their slapstick
comedy. One boy la doing eome falls that are
corkers, and aa he's doing 'em often dally, It
must be some work. The boys use the usual
freely
arguments and exchange wallops
throughout the act. It'a a good scrap throughout the entire time they are on, and the audience seemed to enjoy it to a great extent.
The Idanlas Troupe, five women doing gymnastics, closed.

REGENT.
is the B. 8. Moss Hsrlem house
and pictures. It draws a neighaudience that oomparea with the
clientele of Moss' Hamilton at Broadway and

The Regent

for vaudeville

borhood

146th street.

The Regent hss a

section to Itself, with the

nearest opposition the Harlem opera house
and Loew's Victoria.
Mr. Moss doesn't have to worry, however,
over the 120th street houses, for his Regent
will hold any business It draws in that section.

The

principal reason

la

the

manner

in

which the house Is run. It's extremely orthe house staff efficient and always
polite, the house scrupulously dean looking*
derly,

that

built theatre In Its Interior

always a big point. The theatre looks
from the orchestra's rear to the light-

Is

food,
Jen

of the stage.
The first half held seven acts and a Bessie
Barrlscale feature, with the current Weekly,
some opening travel and educational pictures,
besides a apeclal Overture, called "The Allies
on ths "Battle-Front" a musical arrangement of toatrlotlo melodlea by Stanley W.

Lawton, the Moaa general musical director.
slide announcement mentioning the several allied
armies.
Were sections of those armies In
marching formation thrown upon the screen
while the mualc played the net result would
have been a riot Aa It waa the theatre remained dark during thla period, unnecessarily, and It closed with "The Star Spangled
Banner" to a atandlng house, after which the
Weekly ehowed.

The Overture was Interspersed by

The vaudeville portion of the program was
fair bill, Injured aomewhat through two
sketches among the seven turns, although
one of the playlets opened the snow, while
the other sketch was a good one.
The hit of the evening happened next to

have his bath ready, what kind of perfume to
use and other comedy remarks.
He singa a
couple of numbers dreaaed In a Bilk uniform,
changing to evening dress for a few more. Mr.
Wylie's present turn makes a good impression
and should last some time.
Following the ill. song and drawing for
prlsee the "Dixie Revue* registered on the
Hamilton
final bit of the colored mammy.
and Barnes with their comedy cross-fire and
"gage" were applauae winners from the start.
The couple had the house with 'em all the
way and scored strongly. George Jesael followed and kept It up. Demareat and Colette,
next to cloaing, stopped the show. The couple
are some musicians, and combined with Mr.
Demareat'a comedy talk and tumblea should
stop any ehow. Tom Brown'a Minstrels closed
The act la a regular old-time
to a walk-out.
minstrel ahow with good singing, dancing, comedy and musio galore. The pleoe la a good
roundsd
out the bill nicely.
closing act and

a

closing, where Andy
two Just mopped up,

Lewis and company of
Lewis helping the stage
hands during the curtain bows by removing
the propa.
Mr. Lewie la working' without
make up and In "one" with a personable
Juvenile and a nice looking brunet girl.
He
baa a "table scene," much bualneaa of his
own, talk and aonga, and the outline appeared
to hit the HarlemTtee right in the right spot.
The next best waa the good sketch with
three people, "Don't Lose Your Nerve," with
rather a nloe playing young woman in the
stenographer's role.
The younger man trlea
to contrast his two moods too extravagantly,
although pulling out at the flnlah.
with a
little more body to the piece (and it seems
to be running short) the playlet as a comedy
should make the better small big time houses.
The other sketch, If It may be called that
or anything else, opened. It was Rlalto, McIntyre and Co. In "Inaplratlona."
The act
hasn't a chance in the east, and If there la
any field for It the middle weet, where the
Sun always Is, should be tried.
No. 2 held Fox and Ingrahsm, a boy and
girl, who have framed eome sort of a useless
piano-act that may be gauged when It la
said that the boy doing a little kid singing
waa the only moment when the house warmed
up.
Mlaa Ingraham announced a medley of
her late brother's, Herbert Ingraham, aong
hits.
She sang and played them. As both
the people are planlata It would appear that
they could arrange something attractive In
the way of an act, especially since the young
woman looks so well, has rather a pleasant
singing voice of the contralto brand, but the
present turn is merely staggering along, and
should also go west If not chsnged about.
They barely held down the No. 2 spot Tues-

day night.

Toward the ending Chuck Haas with his
rope end talk appeared. Mr. Haaa does more
with the rope than hla talk, for ho Is a nifty
kid with the lariat, running away ahead of
the many others In handling the loops. But
T
his talk Isn't there and he s not helped by
that gag of egging on applauae through asking for it.
How times have -changed elnce
the thankful daya when dumb acta were
Because Bill Rogers happened to
dumb.
create something on the stage and getting
away with it all ropera now believe talk is
necessary, perhaps on the pro rata system
that if Bill can talk to the |2 crowd, the
others might talk to the smftl timers. ~ame
way with acrobata, one started conversing
and the others followed, more or less. Magicians, too, a revival for them from the time
when it was decided that, after Hermann
the Great, all maglclana should do their
Now they talk, In "one." with
tricks, shut.
msglo for the excuse. If Mr. Haas will find
a good looking girl who can alng and frame
up a two-act with the rope closing around
her singing voice once in a while, allowing
the girl to tell about hla difficult tricks, he
may work himself off the small time, for that
lad is some dsndy little roper. He can rope
Hul log's
as well aa BUI Rogers can talk.
Seals closed the ehow, following an educational picture
trainer.

which ehowed seals and their

Bualneaa waan't heavy at the Regent TueaHoly
day, though it held a fair attendance.
Week and the Jewish holidays crowding into
Harlem at the same time were sufficient to
start anything before Thursday, when the
Jewish holiday will fix up the gross for the
week all over the city on the last half.
Em 11 Grothe is programed aa the manager
of the Regent, with a woman as treasurer,
8ime.
Mrs. Gerken.

HARLEM OPERA HOUIE.
If the special feature nights the first half
failed aa a "draw," the show for that portion
of the week could easily have made up for
them, as It wss the best bill there in some

and equally as good aa some of the
shows given at the two-a-day houses.
Tuesday waa again "Oriental Night," when

time,

prizes are distributed to lucky number holdThe distribution of the prizes and an HI.
ers.
song by Solly Le Voy added 30 minutes more
to the long bill, over at 11, with tbe picture
Business was big, but It
closing at 12.
couldn't help but be with the apeclal night

and good show.
Maestro and Co. opened and gave the bill a
The man baa a corking good
flying start.
novelty tumbling and Juggling turn which will
open or close a show equally as well. Rlggs
and Ryan scored with their singing and talking skit, leaving the audience In a good mood
Mr. Wylle has a neat
for Raymond Wylie.
setting, In which he is a futuristic Jailbird, his
cell being a bird cage with telephone, electro
light and other conveniences. His talk Is over
the phone to the Warden to send up his mall,

FIFTH AVENUE.
If

conflicts

anything at

on a vaudeville program mean
these days, then the Fifth

all in

Avenue program the first half waa a champ
at it. Every turn but one had two people In
It, two were girls only, three were musical of
one kind or another and a couple had whistling imitations.
It didn't frame into a good ahow, nor yst
a poor one, Just a light running arrangement,
with Van and Belle, cloaing the performance,
getting a little tbe worst of It on position and
through Mr. Van following Frank Stafford
with the whistling. Yet Van and Belle equalled
anything On the program for appreciation,
even at the end of the bill. Their boomerang
throwing waa sufficient and Mr. Van made hie
whistling impersonations stand up, notwithstanding Stafford's lengthy uae of the same
Idea (birds and animate).
Van and Belle can get to any audience.
They have a most likable manner of working,
always natural, with each good naturedly
smiling, at their work, at the audlenoe and at
one another. Thla smiling at one another on

the stage le a great acheme.
Belle exclaim, "Goody!" when

To hear Mlaa
completing a

worth double the admission alone.
That Mr. Van le some boomerang thrower.
He could probably send a boomerang out of
the theatre at lunch and have It return Juat
In time for dinner. The act opena attractively
in a woodland set on the aeaahore with the
couple arriving In a drop-painted Noah's Ark,
where Mlaa Belle quickly explains that while
boomerang throwing waa claimed to have
trick
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CITY.
Business good Tuesdsy night.
Several of
the acts went unusually well. One turn appearing near the close of the show almoat ran
out of encores.
The Gladiatora opened and held close attention with a corking good rejsttlns of "strong
arm" work that Included sems (rinks new for
acts of this calibre.
Two men, dressed aa
ancient gladiatora, have aome arm-to-arm,
hand-to-hand "lifts and raises" that ahowed

unusual

with the Egyptians, the AustreThe
are actually responsible for It.
Belle turn la a good natured novelty
and worth a better program spot at any time
than the cloaing or opening position, for they
can hold and amuse an audience.
The Frank Stafford and Co. open air aklt
of the hunter and his doge to whistling accompaniment, with a young woman who sings
and falls down at the finish when one of the
dogs leapa upon her, haa loat none of its
lians

Van and

popularity.
The flrat of the two- women acta waa Modeata Mortenson with a pianlste. Miss Mortenson plays a violin. She first played "Kiss
Me Again," then perhapa a tremolo or nocturne, whatever thoae may be. followed by a
sonata, perhapa, on the piano. If there's such
a thing left In vaudeville, with Mlsa Mortenson returning In another gown for an Irish
medley, with a pop medley to close, the pop
medley the only number where the full lights
were on. Why these girls should use a spotlight and almost hide their good looks for 10
minutes may have Ita own reaaon. It doesn't
help their act. Although getting In the concert classification, the young women on their
looks are enough. Miss Mortenson when violin playing carrlea a haughty mien that would
frighten away lay people. She smiles, though,
But the pianlste Is affable throughout,
later.
and a real nice pianlste, in person as well as
execution.
It's seldom two such claasy looking girls drop In and they ought to stay in.
They are with instruments what the Kouns
Sisters are with songs. The other two-women
turn waa the Browne Sisters (New Acts). Tn
between were Thornton and Havlland with a
new comedy playlet (New Acta).
After the sisters came Plstel and Cushlng
In their blackface laughing act that the little
fellow with the funny movementa makes very
funny. They get the house easy.
Next to closing were Demarest and Collotte
with a comedy musical turn In which the violin and cello played their roles quite well,
needing the comedy the man gave to help
them along. The man, somewhat heavy, dees
a flopping spring-up from the ground repeatedly for laughs and gets them, he making
eome hard falls through it. The turn was
placed right, next to closing In this bill but
couldn't hold the spot on a larger program,
though It may develop Into a standard number
through the comedian. He la a semi-nut, and
That takes him
a musical talking acrobat.
out of the acrobat class but goes the talking
acrobats one better.
The house had the weather for opposition
Monday night and tbe weather won out. It
also had a K. of C. talker with a collection,
on the final night of the Drive. Everybody
went to the K. of C. subscription movement
and all the variety theatres assisted. With
the Liberty Loan coming on, to be Immediately followed by another Red Cross collection, the theatres will be busily occupied by
speakers for some weeks to come. Managers
may as well bend to the patriotic will In
If the war continues longer
these things.
than expected, the theatres may look forward
to the time that hardly a performance will
pass without eome charitable appeal made to
the audience. The audiences will adjust themselves to It, and split their contributions according to the demanda mads upon them.
OwlM0*

practice.

Lottie

throughout
and Son were a oorklng hit Thataome musician and hs shows musical
versatility which la going to place him at the
terest

Gallarlnl

boy
top

la

aome of theae daya.

With skill and eaee
flute, piccolo, fife and
and might have played more had he

he playa the accordion,
cornet,

not run out of Instruments. Great stuff la the
combined muelo of father and son.
Lew and Mollle Hunting bad no trouble In
putting over their turn, while everybody stuck
for the feature film, notwithstanding that at
the beginning there was a two-part L-KO
comedy, with Hughle Mack featured, which

had aome amualng

la

originated

and

proficiency

Gruper offered a pleasing list of aonga and
displayed a voice a little above the average.
Gertrude Arden and Co. are "repeating"
with "The Other Witness," which did wsllta
spots.
Sketch did not make aa big an Impression as previously, probably due to the
women "subduing" thslr voices, making It extremely difficult to keep track of conversation
which carriee turn along. The caat haa been
changed, the man appearing to good advantage
through making hla "Unee" heard. Johnny
Regay and Lorraine Sisters (Nsw Acts) were
followed by Parker and Gray.
The male member of the Parker and Gray
combination affects an individual atyle vividly
reminiscent of Frank le Fay, and Fay may
have furnished the material. The man even
affecta a Fay makeup.
The woman stood out
with a brass instrumental solo that was splendidly played and which pleaaed Immensely.
Act O. K. for the pop houses. Arthur Barrett
and Co. offered "Prediction," the Aaron Hoffman story of the fortune telling by the cards
which turned out all wrong and which held In-

"bits."

Mark.

23RD~STREET.
The bill for the first half was below the
average of the shows at the house lately. Business Monday night was as big as could be expected for Holy Week.
Griffin and Capman, opening, passed almoat
unnoticed. The act la a real small time turn
but could be helped along considerably with
seme nsw songs and a little Ufa by the hoy*
Cbas. A. Lodsr and Co. did little mors than
the opening turn and Just passed. The Con*
nelly Sisters worksd hard but got light results. The girls hsvs a novel offering, nut are
ut>lng old elnge which will go In eome houses.
but missed at the 28d. Kltner, Hswksley and
McClay, starting with off-stage harmony, wars
the first to soore anything resembling a hit
The trio, two men and a girl, work well together, have bright comedy and oaa sing, but
thla turn could Improve by replacing the old
aonga. A plea for the K. of C. War Drive, by
a woman, aplit the bill In two, and following
her patrlotio talk tbe card for the next act
"Sherman Wae Right." waa hung out The
turn carrlea a caat of eight three principals
and a chorus of five girls, but Is small tune.
Sherman might have said what he did about
war, and aurely would have said the aame
thing about the act which bears his name.
Madge Maltland waa greatly liked and given
a big reception. Miss Maltland works snapplly.
has good numbers and scored strongly. Tom
and Stasia Moore passed on the oomedy and
souse bit by the man.
Seabury and 8haw
closed the ahow with clever classical and eocentrlo dancing.
The couple went big In the

closing position.

LAST HALF REVIEWS.
(March 21-24.)

AUDUBON.
8prlng Festival Week waa the title of the
show st the Audubon last half of last week,
when eight sets Instead of six were on the
bill.
The lobby and Interior were decked out
In spring array with lsaves, branches of trees
and flowers everywhere. Although the house
alwaya haa* an attractive look about It the
decorations mads It more inviting. The
ahow and Fairbanks' picture, "Headln'
South," brought a capacity audience Thurs-

floral

special

day night

Lady Alios, with hsr rats, oats and pigeons,
going through an Interesting routine, gave tho
bill
Thomas and Henderson
a nice start.
started poorly with war talk.
New material
would help the turn, giving It aa good a start
aa ita present finish. Following the talk the
boys go to dancing which sends them over.
The smaller of the pair la a capital stepper
and holda up tbe act greatly.
O'Brien and Havel got a flying start but
finished not ao well.
The team works In an
office setting In "full" and start nicely, but
much of their work is overdone. Following
tho Christie comedy picture, Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Rmmett pleased with their musical and
ventrlloqulal turn.
The act aa It now etande
Jack Gardner, with the
could
be
cut.
aid of his "plant" in the audience, acored a
solid applause hit.
Linton and Lawrence bad
a little trouble getting started, but got by to
Robert Bmmstt Keens was
a good finish.
given a big reception at hla opening, responding with bis bright "gags" and recitations and
scored the applause hit of the evening, stopThe sbow wss roundsd out
ping the show.
by Espe and Dutton in the cloaing spot, who,
with tbelr novel Juggling, singing and danoThe
tng turn, bung up a well earned hit
boys are good Jugglers and acrobata, nloe
singers and dancers and can hold down aa
Important spot
(Continued on page 24.)
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Wsstern eadevllls Mann
aravRT^ » O l'7 0altad Beoalng OsTieeo;
eJaalan (QUaajo); "P." Pentoses Cireult; "Loew,* Maroas Lotw OreuJt: Inter,* Interstate
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listed for the first time.

New Yerk

PALACE

Elliott

(ubo)

Bee McCoy Darts
•Dcrwent H Calne Co
J 4 B Thornton

Koune

Sisters

•Vilmo* Weetony Co
Pea? Bolses
•Herman Tlmberg Co

(Two

to til)

ALHAMBBA

(ubo)

Peasello Slstera

8 Dooleys

.

The Chadwlcke
Irwla A Heary
Prank Weetphal

»

COLONIAL

-Our Boys"

Ola

Dancing C renins
Lamoat A Wright
Holmea A LaVere
Tommy Ray
Kitty Francle Co

Stevens O'Rourke

Hooper A Marbary
A Para
Jewell's Maatktaa
Parish

(ubo)

"Bandbox ReTue"
Rooacy A Bent
Dorothy Brenner
Oladya Hanson Co
Meek 1 Walker
Gordon

ORPHBUM

(loew)

Oreenley A Wllllama
Llpton'a Monkeya

Tommy Ray
•Anderson A Rean
Allman A Bykea
"Dairy Ms Ids"
(One te All)

Moon

fheo Koeloff Co
Maek A Walker
•"Childhood Daye"

Wood

•Holmee A Wells
Eddie Dowllng
The Zanaaoa
J J Morton (Special)
8T.

(ubo)

Bomoya
Cook A Sylrla
•flbapnon Beaks Co
Frank Sherman
Vlollneky Co

Mayo A Lynn
Nellson's Ballet
2d half

Vaughan A Dreama
Fredericks A Palmer
"Apple Bloeeom Time"

Mey Ward

Jerome A Carson
Brown A Barrowa
Columbia City 4
Morgan A Orey
Adems A Ouhl
Lea Arlrtocrste

BOULEVARD

Nettle Csrroll
2d helf
Felix A Fisher
Flora Starr
Hall A O'Brien

(loew)

llsworth Larden Co
Maud Durand Co
George Chesael Co
Glrla
Moron A R Prownsklns Durkln
Sammies
AMERICAN (loew) T(Two
to 811)
•O'Neill Slstera
Brooklyn
•Horton A LaTreaka

2<1

half

•Mabel Beat

MeCenneck A

Tiring

Nat Naiarro Co
•MeKlmoo A LaCosta
Lillian Mortimer Co

•Wm

Dick
(Three to 811)

VICTORIA

(loew)

•Kelso Bros

Lamont A Wright
Plsano A Bingham
Pranda Moray Co
Hal Lanadon 8
Lea Aiiatoerata
2d half

Raima Co
Lee Aristocrat!
OYeat Howard

Borne A Sraythe
"Mldnleht Rolllekera"

LINCOLN

(loew)

Parise Duo
Chaa Olbba

Walton A Ollmore

A O'Brien
Raymond A Caverly
Hall

Jerome A Carson
2d half

Burns A Joee
Mlnetta Duo

Harry Brooke Co
Austin Stewart 8
Raymond A Caverly
GREELEY (loew)
Felix A Fisher

Gas Etdman
•Lee A C ran at on
•"Well Well Well"
Hoep A Lee
8 Bteppera
2d half

Claude Ranf
Klmmy A Pongle
Walton A QHmore

(ubo)

Bcfasock

"Bubmsrlne F7"
Mrs O Hughes Co
Biice A Barr Twins
Gallerlnl

Slaters

Bert Lory
Mullen A Coogsn
Rlchsrds A Kyle
Aus Crelghtons

BUSHWICK
Mollis

(loew)

Bampael A Leonhard
Jonee A Sylveeter

GRAND

(ubo)

(Macea

split)

1st half

Natona
Grey A Byron
Gordon Bldred Co
Bsndy Shaw

Sammies
(Two to 811)

7

2d hlff
O'Neill Slstera

"Coloalsl Belles"
MODJE8KA (loew)

Zelaya

Boy Trio
(Two to 811)
Albany. R\ T.

Bell

McOee A Anita

A Barrett
Regal A Mack
Thoa P Dunne
Alvaretta Rlgo A S
Roettlao

PROCTOR'S (ubo)
Stewart A Mercer
Helen Ely Co

2d halt

Johnny Johnson Co
Kenny A Nobody
"Mimic World"

Ryan A Ryan
Hobaon A Beatty

2d helf
Bertie Ford Co

Jarrow

Dorla Lester 8
Gllraln Glrla

Bakersfleld, CaL
HIP (aAh)

Ven Bros
"Mimic World(One to 811)

(81-2)

Wlnehestsr

A

Claire

•••Is*

(ubo)

King

Frsnklyn Ardell Co
Courtney Slaters
"Mar via Wireless"
Charles Oleott
Fisher Hawley Co
Chief Capoullcon

"Dream Fantasies"
Bennett Sisters
BIJOU (loew)
Dancing Cronlna
Mlnetta Duo
Austin Stewart 8

LOB ANGEIBB aad BAH FRANCTBCw
Pa rasas r*Wftr-Ptfvjr*>

Bhaalss> aad

American Beauties
Larry Haggerty

1<eu

4

<ubo)

(8-4)

Webb A RomslB
Martba Hamilton Co
Cooney Slstera
Kenny A Walah
(One to All)
Allentewn, Pa.

Hodge A Lowell
Flylna Weavere
Allen Carrell A P

4

(JMI)

Johnny A Wise
Tiny Trio
Homburg A Lee
Ralrtsaore

(ubo)

Mack A Lee
Howard A Sadler

MARYLAND (nbo)
Stagpole A Spelr

"Village Tinker"
to All)
2d half

Athlet'o Daaoera
Thoe Swift Co
'Too Many Sweethearte' Marie Nordstrom
De Leon A Davtee
Alton. III.
Blanche Ring
HIP (wva)
(Three to All)
Sbaw A Campbell
HTP (loew)
Smith A Kauffman
Or*ce Edmonds
2d half
"Women"
Bruce Morgan A B
Weleer A Reiser
Old Soldier Flddlera
Bernardl
Altoona, Pa.
Sherman Van-Hyman
ORPHEUM (ubo)
(One to 811)
Norton A Melnotte
Lew Madden Co
Battle Cre+lc, Mlcku
4 Harmony Kings
BIJOU (ubo)
(Two to All)
(Kalamazoo split)
2d half
1st half
MoWattere A Tyson
The Hennfnas
Joe Cook
J A O O'Mera
Aus Woodchoppsrs

(ah-wva)

Belleville.

(8ame
playing
bill
Hip, Spokane. 3-6)
8antry A Norton
Hlckey A Cooper

nL

Lillian Mortimer Co
•Barnes A Smythe
Watch Mealy M

Moore A White
Minnie Burke Boys

WASHINGTON (wra)
Arco Bros
Bruce Morgan A B
•Arthur Angel Co
2d half

2d half
•Orben A Dixie

Variety Trio
3 Altklns

Buhla Pearl

"Our Boys"
Harrla A Manlon
Llpton's, Monkeys
(One to fill)

DE KALB (loew)
Florens Duo
Clara Keating
Morgan A Ot^t
Dunbar A Turner
J Flynn'e Minstrels
2d half
Arthur Turelll
Hal Langdon 8
Clark a Francis

Allman A Sykes
"Dairy Maids"
(One to All)

PALACE

(loew)

Zelaya

Boy Trio
McKay'a Revue
(Two to All)
Bell

Wm

LYRIC

(ubo)

nilllnara,

split)

BABCOCK

1st half

Ann Sutor

GRAND

(loeir)

Cooper A Laosy
Jack Reddy
"Right Man"

Ward

ft

Cullen

H

Seaaoaa
CralK A Meeker
Knight's Roosters

4

2d half

Ryan A Ryan

Olathe Millar Co
"Hello Egypt"
Sylvia CUrk

Doga

Sam

Plnk'a Malea
Gardner A Hartman
"Camouflage"
Vantta Oould

Walker A Texas

M

A C

Orace LaRae
Oulran A Newell

ORPHBUM
McConnell A
Ross Barry

Persons A Irwin

"Bon Voyage"
(One te

F A M

All)

2d half
Brlttoa

A Roonsy

Clinton

"Otneer 444"

American Comedy 4
4 Renee Olrle
(One to 811)

JAMES

ST.

All)

2d half
A A O Terry
Peerleas Trio
Bldrtdge Barlow A
"Miss America"

(ubo)

Olga
Carbrey A Cavanaugh
Lambert A Frederlka
Nevlne A Erwood

PLAZA

"Oh Ton Devil"
Bhrfdarepexrt, Conn.
(ubo)

HoattoB

Rag A Paganna
Jane Connelly Co
Unlverelty 4

Boganny Troupe
2d halt
Allanaon

(ubo)

A Leonard

International 4
Six Va Steppera
2d half
Sylvester A Porater
Hoyt Hyame 8

Currny A Graham
Martini A Maxlmtlllan
»
Bw4fa1e>, H. T.
SHEA'S (nbo)

Ferry
Francle A Roee

Fern A Da via
Hurh Herbert Co

Wetaon

Slaters

Edward's Revue

OLYMPIC

FAC

(sun)

Larue
A Bell
Emerson A Bannon
West A Wdwsrds
"The R"n*alow"

Rosnell

LYRTC

(sun)

Lorenao Cox

Dusan A Chapman
Shamrock Four
Gu1me«« A Ryan
Rlee Bflmer

A Tom

Untie. Went.

PANTAOWS

(p)

(20-8)

Chandler A DeRoee 81s

LaFrance A Kennedy
Four Meyakos
Orren A Drew
"Hplr f^r Nlaht"
P-HlPgSjsh-wva)
<m-2)

(Same

bill

playing

Bluebird.
Anaconda,
8: Grand. Wallace, 8)
Art«1e Bros

8 Shannons
Holmes A Holllster
Kabln A Eurene
Wilson A Wilson

Emma

ORPHEUM
Four Mortons
C Crawlev Co
Fahl A Glllen
Grace De Mar
Mrasaret Edwards
Dlnrle A

Ward

Beeman A Anderson
PANTAOFJS (p)
A1

"Flirt atten"

Node

"Notorious Delphlne"
Moore A Roee
Aerial Patta

W, Va.

Weston 8

Froslnl

2d half

Floyd A Gullbert
Godfrey A Henderaon
Plcard Trio
Cliarl«»rte, If. O.

ACADEMY

2d half

A O'Deaaell

Black

*

Cronln'a Novelty

Danny 81mmons
8 Mslvla Bi

Part—,

Joe Browning
2d half

O.

KEITH'S (abo)

Rome A Cox

Margot A FraaooU
Alexsndsr CNell A S
Kajlyama

Burke A Burke
Pauline Fielding
Seven Bracks
Cfaeflnnatl
KEITH 8 (ubo)

A Blmaa

Stanley

"Night Beat"
Belle Baker
Duprea A Dupree
Deeatam IU>
EMPRESS (wva)

Fraok Shlelda
Helen Trlx A 81s
Wilfred Clarke Oo
Joe Towle

Bums A

(warn)

The Lamplnla

Chlllleertke. O.
(aun)
Bully Rogers A 8
Porreat A Church
J Edward Leealg

F A O DeMoat
Adolpho

Frablto

$14
$16'SJ?$|rTEt«L
Oaasisttaa sf
LMtt Atrr

(ubo)

SM

A Howland

Carllta

RTALTO

(Knowllle

(ubo)

1st half
Oarclnettl Broa

"Under One Roof"
Kilkenny Four
Carlisle

A Roma

Cfctraaro
PALACE (orph)

Eddie Foy Co
Plty'e Sake"

"For

Cummin ra A

Mitchell

Bert Swor
Cartmell A Harrla
Holt A Rosedale
Kanatawa Jape
The Le Volaa
MAJESTIC (orph)
Jos Howard Revue
Nonette

Harry Green Co
Rockwell ft Wood

Diamond A Brennan
Mack A Earl
Prank Crumtt
Queenle Dunedln
Three Jahna
AMERICAN (wva)
Hayatake Broa
Hurley A Wren
Hoosler Girl
Fred Roaers
Z Iras' Leopsrds

CAM

Oygl A Yadle

(Two

GAP
Htohmaa
Miss Ameiiea

MILES

Co

Brlerre A King
Princess Kalama
Bison City 4
A sab I a Troupe

(One

to 811)

ORPHBUM
(Sunday opealag)

Hyame A Melntyre
Kerr A Weatoa

Chaa Althoff
"All

Wrong"

Ellda Morrta
Beraaford Oe
Cyellag Brunettee

Billy Elliott

H

Norah Kelly
Bellthaser Broa
(One to All)

SanU Oe
Harry Ollfoll

PRI8CILLA (aun)
Brooke A Loral la
Lee A Lawrence
Dale A Weber
Wm Lytel Co
Hart A Luck
Columbia,

PASTIME

PANTAGBS

The Langdono
Jarvla A Haniaoa

TAG
D

Florens
Harrla A Variety 4
Cortes Trio

C
(ubo)

Dea

(Charleston split)
1st half
of Ice

(Two

to 811)

Julie

Valnova'a Gypsies

Valyda A Bras Nuts
Arnold A Taylor
"Five of Cluba"
Ruth Roye

Norman Talmo

Colnmbna

TEMPLE

LINCOLN

(wva)

Earl Cavanaugh Co
Dallas. Tex.
JEFFER80N (hpj
Herbert Brooks Co

F A L

Bruce
Miller A Lyle

"Somewhere

MIm Balls Asalya,
sraas^alassTls's*
? taeriass
i2XL,hsrlesMiajsot
fi'
at
to see nertsass.
houie. havlst slsht rsssis ssd twsbate*. sea
sf

•»•

r

(Two

Plot 75

Buater A Eddy

Blmpeon A Dean

Ft"

FREEPORT
Hens

l,y

sally rarslthsd; sssa Area lass.

to All)

In

Oould A Lewis
Florence Roberta Co
Frances Kennedy
Bowers Waltera A O

Hoyt 'a Minstrels
2d half
Hurley A Wren
Gardner A Revere
(Three to All)
WILSON (wva)

(ubo)

Milt Oolllna

"BonArea of Empires"
Lyons A Yosco

f

Adama A Tbomaa
Roach A McCurdy

Oa
King Co

Sallle Fisher

Wagon

Southern Serenadare

Marie Fltzglbbons

2d half

Johnson Bros A J
Frank Gardner Co
Ward A Lorraine

__

_

ORPHBUM

(8unday opening)

The Grays

Msn

(p)

Rosalind

S.

Bert Melroae

811)

•Angsl A Fuller
Princess Kali

(miles)

(Four to

KBDZTB (wva)

Chas Orapewia Oa

Frank Dobeon Co

Hoyt'o Minstrels

2d half
Adolpho

Orvtlle Staana

4 Butterenpa

Cameron Slstera
Walter Brewer
Trlxle Frlganaa

A

2d half

KEITH'S (ubo)
Bell A Eva
Raymond A O'Connor
Mason Keeler Co
Bob Matthewa Co

KEITH'S (ubo)
Plerlot A ShoSeld
Medlln Watta A T
Hallen A Fuller

Dunbar

ISBjessssMSSB

Crelghtoa Belmeat

to All)

Cleveland

split)

Ray Royce

wtaj AS)

SUHl Baa C
New Tsrt Cty

Lewie A Leonold
Royal Hawallsna
Spencer A Wllllama

Hanlon A Hanlon
Caattanaaara* Teaua.

PaHsr. Saaanm sad Bash

RrisrNwnstii'i hotel

split)

1st half

Bert Sheperd
fTalsrwrv

COLUMBIA

(aun>
The Parrlnee

(Roanoke

MeLouablta A Erana
Harold Salman Co
Hershell Hendler
LaBelle Tltoomb Rev

B

spilt)
let half

Caarleavon.

H

A

(Snaday opening)
"Naughty Prlaeaaa"

MAJESTIC

Columbia

MeCloud A Karp

Hill Tlvoll

(ah-wva)

Waltera A Hastings
Gypsy Dancing 8

A King

ACADEMY
(

Pete A Pals
Danville. I1L
PALACB (Bbo)
Mualoal Fredertaks
Mack A Maybelle
Dean A Bar Girls
Travere A Doaglas

Dlebel A Ray
Allen A Morton
"Nlte In Old Egypt"

Cnarleatan, 8. O.

Camaroe A Cleo

PLAZA

IU.

Chas Orapewln Co
Madia DeLong
Makers of History

Saxt on A Farrell
Francee Rlee

8 Roeelre
Gladstone

MAJESTIC

ORPHEUM (wva)
Capes A Snow

(loew)

Dancing Kennedys
A Parker
"Merchant PrtncsT
Murrey Bennett
Dies Monkeya
2d half
Jim A Anna Francis

Bussell

Jim A Betty Morgan

Sd halt
Nadje
(81-2)
Wilson A Larasa
playing Arthur A Deagoa
(Same bill
Empress, Sacramento, Buah Broa
8-8)
(Ooe to 811)
8 Flahera

Benny A Woods
J C Msck Co
Marmeln 8latere

Champaign,

(hater)

Sam Mana Ca

(loew)

Hendricks A Russsll
Alfred A Pearl
Cairo, Cal.

Jack Dreadner

Brlerre

to 811)

McVICKER8

Donovan A Murray
Marlon Munaon

Veaua

4 Buttercups

Geo Barbler Co

MAJESTIC

Kathrya Powell
Barlowe A Dearie
George Lovett Co
WUlle Weston

"Temptation"
Bernard A Myera
"Lincoln of U 8 A"

Sd half

(One to

(loew)
Austin

Joe K Wstaoa
Japaaeaa Piinee
Joe Roberts
4 Readings

Adair

Bremen A Bro
Laurie Ordway

Llebert Co

Bleet'r'l

BAB

(One
la*

Jordoa Girls
Blank A O'DobbsD
Jolly Wild Co

Cullen

Jewelers to the Profeeskon
B7l

Lee Berth

Loyal'e

SAN FEANCISCO
(Neat as ilea ear Taeniae)
ef an

Burdell Patterson
2d half
Geo Schlndler
Wheeler A Potter
Blaon City 4
Makera of Hlatory

MAJESTIC (wva)

HEMMENDINGER«g&"J™n"
Jsaa

Hoo

Bally

HOTEL APPIXTON
Chaa Oleott

(ubo)
Trio

Cedar Raplda*

Oulrley A Fitzgerald

Tsl.

Cnaten. O.

LYCEUM

Oaear Lorraine

Murphy A Lachmar
Steve Steven 8
(7-8)
Carlotta
South A Tobta

(nbo)
2d half (2#-80)
Ball Broa Co
Greater City 4
Mr A Mra Melbourne
La Tour A Gold
"Rocky Paaa"

KEITH'S (Bho)
Mystle Hanson 8
Joyce Weston A

8 Morlarlty Olrle

Brown A Jackson

Hubert Dysr Co

E.

Mont.
(ah-wra)

Prank Colby Co
Weir Temple A D
Otto Koerner Co

Worth Waiting 4
"Who's to Blame"
Dooley A Salee
Templeton Oessner A

Morrow Co

Tbalero's Clreua

Atlanta* On.

(Birmingham

Wsrd A

Brady A Mahoney
Maxlmea A Bobby

(31)

Clara Keating

Cooper A Laosy
Jack Reddy
"Right Man"

8 TCtrksmlth Slaters

(Two to All)
Anaconda, Moat.

BLUEBIRD

Lillian

Pernlkoff Roee Ba)
2d half

PAP

OHgfaal Hi

CONTINENTAL HOTEL

(Two

Kauffman A

Mae Curtis Co
Maek A Arnold

POLf'S

Tb# Pr.f

ORPHEUM

to 811)

ORPHEUM

(One to 811)
Aaaraeta, On.

1st half

Daley Leon
Oleaaoas A O 'Houlihan
Bell A Caron

Van A

Co

Dunbar A Turner
Welch Meeley-M

BIJOU (loew)
A Pearl

Alfred

Tmhoff Conn

2d half
Jona'a Hawallaaa
Bob Hall
Maslmllllan'e Doga

Willie Smith

RAPIDS

2d half

•Columbia City 4
Nat Naiarro Co
•Jere San ford
•Dolan A Lenharr
Adama A Gnhl
•Nelson A Nelaea
(One to All)

to 811)

Mack A Kaaaler

Duo

WARWICK

A •
(ubo)

Fred Weber
Hers A Fatrmaa
Duqueane Comedy a
Zeno Jordan A B

(One

"Taking a Cheaoe"
Martelle

TOWER'S

Brean Family

Hubert Dyer Co

Annnurn. N. T.

JEFFERSON

2d half
Francis Moray

Barrett

Alvaretta Rlgo

Burns A Joee
McKlmoo A LaCoata
MoCormack A Irrlng
Harry Brooks Co
O'Connor A Dixon
Florens

A

Maek
Thoa P Dunne

(loew)

Alexandria.

Hoey A Lee
Grey A Old Roee

(Two

FULTON

Roatttno
Regal A

(loew)

•F A Ray Werner
Weston A Flint
Great Howard
Foley A O'Neill

AVE B

2d half
Daisy Leon
Bampael A Leonard
O'Connor A Dixon
DeLeaso Troupe
(One to 811)

Weeton A Wheeler

2d half

A Welle
ROYAL (ubo)

Lloyd

PROCTOR'S 58TH

Flora Starr

Brown A Harrows
Harrla A Manlon
2d half

Oliver A
Borden
BAH
•Oeeare A Gold

RIVER8IDB

(loew)

Raima Co

(ubo)

High Beee"
Jaa Watta Ca
••Ob

Biitt

Due

Chas Olbba
Weatoa A Flint
Dolan A Lenharr
Foley A O'NeUl
(One te Oil)

NATIONAL

•Belgian Trio
Wilson Aubrey 8

fa

Claude Ranf
•Brandon A Taylor
Maybelle Beet
Kitty Francle Co
Orey A Old Roee
(One te 811)
2d half

FAR Warner

White A Halg

BAH
Olrl

Jere San ford
Flynn'e Minstrels
DBLANCEY (loew)

Parlae

Sophie Toeker

A Mora

LTRIO (nbo)
(Atlanta split)
let halt
Jack Alfred Co
Pattoa A White

z 150.

PRICE

$15,008.

Aesly

THOMAS
Brssdway

J.

O'REILLY

at leeth Street

Tslssasaa: Aaaaenr

lew

VARIETY
LoaM ShaoaOe
Data Both
Beaeeo A Balrd
"Poor Husbands"

CT«»t»aii)

HIP

(mum)

ibbtt

(aAh)

•'Fascinating Fllrte"

Hodge A Lowell

ji

A

Cecil

Minnie Harrleoa

Beralee

Florence Bell Co
Maek O'Nell
"Small Town Op'ry"

Galon org

A Wayae

ORPHBUM
(Sunday opening)
Rata sftDanls Go
Hadlsr Stela* P
Harry Vea Pbmhi

Finn A Finn

llooalsr Trio

(OB* tatn)
M. Leada, Ma.

(wn)

Ned Norworth Co
"Reckless Ere"
Cooper
Jooper A Rleardo
LaVler
JaefcL
N. D.
GRAND (wra)
Williams A Culver
Bddle Clayton
7 Kidding KM*

BMPRB0B

Maek A Lane

(ubo)

McKay A Ardlne

Thalere's Olrcne
Sd half
Story A Clark

Misses Campbell
Breadol A Bert
Bcetcck'e School
(Two to SB)
Gt. Falle, Moat.

Hopklne A Axtell
LlBk A Boblnoon
(Oao to 811)

PANTAOBS

(aba)

rttleae

(TwotaBU)
nrota

PANTAOBS

(p)

Cotomnn A Bar
'-Peacock Alloy"

Dtaaa Boaaar
MeOoaaoll A Slmpoon
Ford A Goodrich
Gaston Palmer
hMantra. BJ. T.

MAJESTIC (ubo)
Room A Wager

Arthur Dana Co
Toaaaallo 8
to all)
2d half

(p)

Connors A Bdna
Lewie A Raymond

Tiny May Circus
Green Bay, Win.
ORPHBUM (wvaj
2d half
Bailey

Hanna A Partner

(Two

"Follies

Judson Cole

COLONIAL (ubo)
Da Bole
4

Co

Ho Oray

(wva)
(Torre Haute epllt)

(loew)

*

Flint, Mich.
MAJBBTIC (ubo)
epllt)

let half

"World of Olrle"

to

fill)

(loew)
The Nonrelloe
Amoroe A Jeanotte
Castellno A Zardl
Walter PerolTal Co
Al fielde Co

Fred V Bowers Co
HafTteaara*. Pa.

MAJBBTIC

(Ubo)

Paul Brady
Bert Barl 8
Archer A Belford
Jean Southern

Down Home Tea
2d half

MoDcT

(nbo)

Peggy Btooka
Roth A Boberta
Badle A Ramoden
Ohae Wtleon
Den Sherman Co
(One to 111)
2d half
Hayatake Broe

Williams A Wolfas
Robbie Ocrdono

KEITH'S

Julette Dike

A L

Ragtime Rellly
Bddle Carr Co

L Browning
Collins A Hart
Ft. WUUaaa, Oi

Dickinson ft Deagop
Mrs T Whlffea Co
Moore ft Whitehead
Robert DeMont 8
(ubo)

2d half

PALACB

(wvej

DePage Opera Co

Jnckaon, Mich.
(ubo)
epllt)

1st half

Cummin

ft

Beahum

4 Swore
"Cranberries"

(ubo)

(Sunday opening)
(Savannah split)

Romano

(ubo)

Brennan

ft

Murley

"Honeymoon"
Blf

PUlplne Bextet

twx.

(Inter)

Willing

Jordan
DeHaven A Nice
Hatttecbnrn;,
Hartieenargr. Mien.
ft

CANTONMENT
_
Bop Tip Co

Badle

flh

..oew)
(1

A B Pack
Herman

STRAND

(Same

bUl

Palace.

Ot

"Good-Bye

,s

Lean ft MayBeld
The Bharrocke

_

(Pittsburgh split)
1st half

Mang ft Snyder
Geo Yeoman
"Motor Boating"

Ed Howard Co
Gems of Art
Jopltsu Me.
(hp)

(Springfield split)
1st half

High Jinks Mus Co
Knlnnsn e oo, Mich.

MAJBSTIO

(ubo)

Creek

split)

1st half

Bnell

ft

Mentrees
Robert ft Robert
Klmbell ft Kenneth

Irving

R H

ft

Ollee

ANDBKSON

(ubo)

The Melntyree
Ashley ft Allmnn
Larry Rellly Co
6 Amertean Danoers
Bsll ft Lambert
8ully Rogers ft 8
(Two to fill)

KBITH'B

(nbo)

(Nash Tills

split)

1st halt

Kayle
Oonno

ft

A

Koyae
Albert

Gertrude Barnes

The Volunteers
Imperial Russian Tr

"Magaslne Girls"
Hugo Lutgens

KBITH'B (ubo)
Frawley A West

Apollo Girls
Knaana City,

Nerlns ft Louise
J H Gordon Co

Lowell,

ORPHBUM

Mo.

(Sunday opening)
Lucille

ft

Lake

Esther
Arno Antonio 8
ft

Burke Touhey Co
Harry Rose
Kaarrllle. T«

BIJOU (ubo)
(

Chattanooga

split)

Bldore Co
Olsen A Johnson

Lew Welch Co
Barry Olrls
Olga Mlshka
Lafayette, In A.

FAMILY (ubo)
F ft O DeMoat
Rector Weber ft T

Howard A

Fields
Cleveland
OAM
Chief Bull Bear Co

BHU—

(orph)

Valeska Surntt Co
Wellington Cross
Lydln Barry
Rice A Werner

Colombia A Victor
Bdwln George

A

Tyler

St Claire

A Sterling
PALACB (wva)

Loans

(Sunday opening)
Royal Gaeoolgaos

Hnhn Wdler A

M

8 Fifteen
LUllaa Wateoa
Wheeler A Potter
"Follies

DoVogae"

2d half
Jeaa Moore
"Cloaks A Suite"

"Olives"

Hawthorne A Anthony
(ubo)

(Augusta

ORPHBUM

Dooloy A Nelson
Robins
Boyarr Troupe

C

H

M

(P)
Dancing Girl of Delhi
Pealsoa A Ooldle
Alex Oeyden Co
Pat Barrett

Rose A Bills
(wva)

(wva)

LaVlne Trio

A 8

Here A There
Otto Bras
(One to 811)

ORAND

Rublo Troupe

MailMs, Win.

ORPHBUM

(wve)

Johnson Bros ft J
"To Save One Olrl"

Raj ft Emma Deaa
"Tango Shoes"
Hanna A Partner
2d half

Moore A Hager

Adams A Thomas
LUllaa Watson
Hoosler Olrl
(One to 811)

(ubo)
split)

Manchester,

PALACB

Millet te Bletere
(Two to 811)

FRANCAI8

If.

(ubo;

"Plsaovllle"

Oruet Kramer A
Jack A Forls

O

to 811)

2d half

8ansoms A Delilah
Oypsy Songsters

A Moulton
to 111)

LOBW

(nbo)

(ubo;

Oordoa A Rica
Bernlvlcl Broe
Mr A Mrs J Barry
Wright A Dietrich
Swor A Avery

(Two

(loew)
Prlee

Sesbury A
Holden A Herron
Burkhardt A Gross

Harms Trio

Rysa A Blshleld

Webber A Radnor
Arthur Plokens Co

Kuma

Demarest
4

A

Four Ankers
Csltee Broe.

Greenlee

Billy MoDcrmott
International Revue

(loew)

A Fayae
Nixon A Bene
"Fascinating Flirts"
Minnie Harrleoa
Frank Wilson
2d half

A

Pearl

8 Miller Kent Co
Largay A Bnee
Willie 8mlth
Musical McLarens
Now Maehelle* B. T.
(loew)

O'Meame

Fox A Ingraham
Maud Dnraad Co
2d half
A O'Houllhaa

Oleasons

(Two to 811)
Barfelk, Ya.

ACADBMT

(nbo)

(Richmond

split)

Doll

DOMINION

Fox A Foxle
Lord Roberts
Doyle A Wright
Argo A Virginia
Oelles Troupe
Okie City, Okie.
(hp)

Nayoa's Birds
Alice Hamilton
"Ocean Bound"
Byal A Early
Donals Sisters

Mills

A

(Two

to 811)
2d half

Oakland

ORPHBUM
Co

Reed A Wright 81s
Kltamura Trio
Allen

Shaw

PANTAOBS

(p)

(Suaday openlag)
Dorothy Harris
"Olrl at Cigar Stand"
Frsncln A Nord

Homer A Dubard
Wlnnton's Seals
Csnfleld

A Cohen

HIP (ab-wva)
(31-2)

Arthur Darls
Wilson A Van

#

"Rubevllle"
Little Billy

Five Nelsoas
BMERT (loew)

Jim A Ann Franou
Bnxton A Farrell
Frances Else

A Karp
"Oh Ton Devil"

MoCloud

(One to 8N)
8d half
Dancing Kennedys
Bnasell A Parker

Moulton

Murray Benaett
Dies Monkeye

O

Oruet Kramer A
Jack A Forls

(Two to 811)
Petersen, B.

MAJBBTIC

J.

(Ubo)

2d half (28-80)
Gordon Baker A L

(One to

811)

MUMaan)
Adloa fa
MoDevKellr A 8*
A Daa

Corb Shop

(Two

Edmunds A Locdhsm
Musical Christies
Kelso Bros

Bert Bart 00
Jean Sonthera

Freak Ward

Pawtneket, BL

L

The D seasons
Cantwsll A Walker

Three Kanes
Pistol A Gushing

(ubo)

Ardlne

C F Semen
Halllgan A Bykes
Mack A Vincent
Ches Aheern Co

ALLEGHENY

split)

Rnymand WUbert

Lee Mohlmer Co
Rey Samuels
Hobert Boeworth Co
Bllnore A Williams
Prosper A Maret

A

(aba)

(CharlotU

Cooka Lorana
MeCemmek A Wallaee

MoOowaa Co
Moon A Morris

Bradley

ROANOKB

(ubo)

J

GRAND
O K Clarke

Co

Beker A
(One to SB)"

Williams A Mitchell
"Denclng a la Carte"

KBITH'B

at

Down Home Tea w
Mlskmsad, Va.
LTBIO (aha)

Bleanor Cochran

H

A

*

to 811)

Sdhatf
Paul Brady

*

Slaalalr

A

Barabaa

#i

TBMPLB
J

A

(aba)

WlUlnms

Holmes A Baeaaaan
A Myers
Rath Bros
Mergaret Tonng
Molntyre A Heath
Clsrk A Hamilton
Patrtoola

(One to

811)

RockfeasL

(ubo)

HI.

Page Hack A Mack
PALACB (wva)
Crawford A Broderlck
(Bnndey opening)
R H Hodge Co
Walker A Texan
Mehllnger A Myers
Krans A LaJalle
Cornell's Revue
"Fireside Reverie"
PBNN (ubo)
Danny Simmons

WM

2d helf (28-80)

Robb A Boblnson
"Ths Mashsr"

KBTBTONB

(ubo)
2d half (28-80)

Mahonsy Bros
Noodles Fagen

ORPHBUM

"Bon Voyage"
Ptttebarfjh

SHBRIDAN 8Q
(Johastowa

(ubo)

split)

Heneh A
Felber
JAM
Paul Decker Co

Jeeklyn

Wm

The

(nbo)

Nenklckl Troupe
Margaret Farrell
Robert Bdeeoe Co
Lydell A Hlgglns
Bessie Clayton Co
Jlrnmj Lucas Co

Lsmvs

HARRIS

"Vsnlly Fair"

A

Basil

Allen

Weber Otfrls
Phlna Co
V A B SUntoa
Foster Ball Co

8

Bbbs Co

Casting

(28-28)
bill
playing
Stookton 27-28. Fresno
28-80)

(Same

Sarah Redden Co

Llttlejbkas

DAVIS

Cronln's Novelty
2d half
Royal Oeaoolgnes
Hahn Weller A
"To Save One Olrl"
Sllber A North
"Tango Shoes"
smernnsentev OaL

M

Georgia Jessell
"Viol-Inn"

(ubo)

HIP (aAh)

(Same
plsys

1st

half

Edwards A Louise
Wllklson A Sherman
Senn A Weber
Tom Davis Go
Merle Prlnos Olrls

MUloy Keough Co

Claire

2d half
3 Fishers
Dlehel A Ray

"Pettlooet Minstrels"
8 Hlckey Broe

Portland, One.

OBJPHBUM
(Suadsy opening)
George DarnereM Co
Wheeler A Moras
Cooper A Robinson
Haruko Onukl

La Zler Worth Co
Oakes A Delour

PANTAOBS

A Atwood

Walters A Hastings
"Night In Old Egypt"
Allen A Norton
Oypsy Dancing 8
Snsrlnnw. alnsa.

JEF-&XRAND

(nbo)

(Flint

Wm

split)
1st half

DeHollls Ob

Henry A Moore
Nancy Bojer
Kate Watesn
'I

Bqulllos
St.

Lonla

ORPHBUM
Lady Duff Qerdoa

WhIUng A Bert

Mme

"In the Zone"
(p)

Zara Carmen 8
June Mills Co
Klnkald Kilties
Five Met set t is
Bob Albrlsbt
Sinclair a Trier

88

half)

Cerlo DeAngel
Haarey A Francla
Camilla Pereeal Co

KEITH'S (nbo)
Asekl A Olrlle
Newell A Moot
Lemmy's Pets
Dlero

bill

Stockton

Jsck Wentwortk
Gardner A Bartell

Portland, Me>

(Sunday opening)
"Corner Store"
Willie Nichols
Will Osklsnd

(Ubo)

Sansome A Delilah
Oypsy Songsters

1st helf

Bennett A Richards
Models De Luxe
(One to 811)
No. Yaklnel, Wash.
EMPIRB (ah-wva)

LIBBRTT

Leach Wallea 8

Mills

split)

1st half

bill
playing
Hip, Taooma, 4-6)
Mslllyar A Hamilton

Chlako A Knufmnn
Stereos A Hoi lister
Blsle Williams

(Two

(Montgomery

(Same

1st half

PRINCESS

Toots Pake Co
Betty Bond
Herbert's Dogs
PALACB (nbo)

(81-1)

(New Orleans

Ottawa,

Flske Scott

1st half

Jane Kane

(8unday opening)
4 Marks Bros
Comfort A King
Boothby A Bverdeen
Rajah Co
Apdale's Animals
John Clark Co
Sheehaa A Regaj

Clowa Seal

Conroy A LeMalre
Lew Dockotader
Mme Chllsoa Ohrman
C A F Ueher

A

JAM

Oi

ORPHBUM

2d half

Kennedy A Rooney

DeLea A Orma

PALACB

Beatrloe MoKeaile
Tl Ling Sing

"Prosperity"

ORPHBUM

Jones

^svHsassb BL L

KEITH'S Tabo)
Juns flslsss
Roee A Mooa
Harklna
Coekley A Dnnlenpk
Hamilton A Bnmes

Meyer Co

Lottie

Cutty
Oaylord A Lanctoa

International 4
"Joyland Girls"

Pollard

DeLuze

Miller Packer

A Lots"
Brooks A Powers
J Singer A Dells
Lets

Wm

Lester

Rutan's Birds

Co

Earl Olrdeller

Arnold Trie
Bextet

A

American Miss Mstds
Vera Berliner
Norrls' Animals

(p)

(4-8)

SCENIC (aho)
Adams A Mangle

Walter Hayes

Gliding

Co

PANTAOBS

ORAND

Princess lulleka
2d half

LOBW

Roode Co

Clifton

Curray A Graham

Alfred

Minneapolis
"Naughty Princess"
Drew A Wallace

split)

let half
Beatrice Lambert
Mitchell ft Mitch
Nash ft O'Donnell
Countess Nardlal

8 Keloe
Mile Dome's Celeb
BIJOU (ubo)
More Lees A More

CRBBCKNT

Al Abbott

ORAND

Ray A Pngannn

Relley

Btnh

Osraaaw

PANTAOBS

Jane Coaaelly Co

Falloa

1

Mlgnoa

2d half
8 Rosa tree
Oladetoae A Leonard

4 Sultanas

Wellington A Sylvia
Guest A NewUn

(81-8)

Richards A Ward
Lewis A Chapla

"PtsnoTlllo"

Nippon Duo

OAM

Lata Selblnl Co
ft Helt

Skelly

Lillian

POLI'S (nbo)
2d half

Billy King Co
Kulolla's Hawaiian*

Stlne

(ubo)

I
Willie
vTUHo Smith
Maslsal McLarens
2d half

Dunbar
Countess Verona
Hickman Broe
Mile Floury
Lawrence Johnston Co Robinson's Elephants
(One to til)
Hilton ft Laser

HIP (aAh)

The
Johnetc.

MAJBSTIO

(P)

Btelner Trio

3 Halgs

(Battle

pleylng
4)

Falle.
»•—

Oertrude Hoffmann Co
Kelly ft Oalvta
J O Nugent Co
Leo Beers
Regal ft Bender

Great Leon
Gertrude Van Dyke

CLUB

(ah-wva)

A Jordan

Willing

Howard A Fields
Naslmour

MAJBBTIC

TvettoA Saraasdt
LlTlaawtaaw Meat.

"Maroelle"

1st half

2d half
Helene Trio

Al

1st halt

Lewis

Ryan A Ryan

H

A LeBoy

Sis

HIP (ah-wva)
The Moreaos

PltroC

Com*.

POLI'S (ubo)
Follls

8 Miller Kent Co

Bel

Kaufsaaa Bras.
(One to 811)
2d half
Roland Trevors Co
Uhonatl

ill)

Trsvoto
The Valdares

(later)

Skipper A Bastrop
•Submarine FT'

(One to

New Hnvom,

Herman A

The Ferraree

The Dreyere
Curley A Drew
Keillors

ORPHBUM

Bank.

MAJBBTIC

PANTAOBS

M Montgomery Co
Wood's Animals
Jneknanv/flie. Fin.
ARCADB

"Well Well Well"
Plsano A Bingham
Nelson A Nelson

M penal

Mae Cartla Co
Mack A Arnold

ORPHBUM

811)

(Lansing

Ous Brdman

"Our Boys"

'«"*"" A

Bernard A Jaals
Cants ft Comer
Reynolds A White

J.

(loew)

Foagle
Arthur TurelU

Alf Great

A Mann

Mallta Bcaooal
Loals A White
Shirley
LTCBUM (loew)

A Varvara

LOBW

Oray A Oraham
"Between Us Two"
Ives Leahy A F

Holmes A LaVere

Harriett Remplo Co
Faaohau A Marco
Montgomery A Perry
Klmberly A Arnold

Zlegfere A Baad
BUn 8tanley Co

Newark, M.

Klmmy A

Howard A White

(sal

„_ Aaaclea

Carrie Llllle

Grindell

8 Kelos
Harold Belmah Co
Hersbell Hendler
Brown's Minstrels

Altruism
BearptoB

Rome A Wager

Wilson's Lions

The Valdares

ADA MBADB

Capt Baraett A Sea
Almost Dement A Co
Kennedy A Burt
Kenny Mi

Datls A Stafford
DeLesso Troupe
(One to 811)
28 half
Oreeuley A Williams

My

Floyd ft Gallhert
Godfrey A M "
Floard Trio
2d half
The Parriaen
Weetoa 8

Little

MoMahoa Diamond A C

Cavanagh Co
Bernle ft Baker
Martini A Mezlmlllian King
ft Harvey
Everett
Ruth Budd
RuUn's Birds
Doo O'Nell
Weber A BUIott
Selma Braats
"Dixie Bevue"
Alan Brooke Co
2d half
PANTAOBS (p)
Follls 81s A LoRoy
(Sunday opening)
Nippon Duo
"Hilda's Ankle"
University 4

Joe

•wiwwni,

(ubo)

Bealo

LTRIC

Kahn A Booae
Bender A Hen
Pallaat

ORPHBUM

BAH

Pearle A Bams
Fennell A Tyeon
"Fountain of Lore"

Gabbye A Clark
(One to 111)
2d half
Herman A Henley
"Mary's Day Ont"
Morley A McCerthy

Kelly

Corb Shop A Doa
(Three to all)
Hertford* Coasu
POLI'S (ubo)

Aerial Bddye

(later)

Blleworth
HAG
Bert Baker Co

(ubo)

LOBW

American Comedy 4
4 Reaee Olrle
2d half
MoCoanall A Taetln
Reee Barry
Pareone A Irwin

MAJBBTIC

DOMINION

(Two

Clinton A Rooney
"OSsecr 444"

ORPHBUM

MAJBSTIO

Sisters

Rath Belmar

Leila Shaw Co
Jimmy Dunn

Three Bobs
Holea Vlaoont
Pertora Sextet

Hanailtoa* Canu

Three Chums
Helen Gleason CO
Adair A Adelphl
Fred Larlne Co

let half

"Mimic World"
Fall Rlv<

PALACB

KasUng Kays

Jennie Mlddleton
"Ladles Club"

GRAND

(Saginaw

DeVogue"

May Morning
J C Lewis Co

"Hit the Trail"

(P)

Tranateld Bisters
"Honeybees"

Greenville, S. O.
GRAND (ubo)
(Spartanburn split)

Wilfred

The Oomlde
Roy La Pearl

BUOU

Hemeti

ft

(ubo)
(Louisville split)
1st half
The Rials

2d hnlt

Leadnertasu

ORPHBUM

Falrmaa
"Mid Winter Rome"

Bee

til)

(Three to

split)

Hlggy
Bensoa

ft

PBINCB88

U
WHITIOH

BIJOU (aho)
(Jackson

Amoroe

NaohTfUa,

Fraaels

MoB soa att. Pa.
(ubo)
Chester Kingston
Saxon A Clinton
"Jess Nightmare"

"Sally's Visit"

Pauline

Hall Co
W
Billy Brown

Hon A

fill)

Mar"

Is

Flo Tlmpoal
Lyle A Harris
Barton O A Maek

(One to

Klnkald

Butte,
Peoplo's-Hlpp,
8-8)
Willie NtoHem Co

A

((aho.)

2d half (28-80)

"Whoa Men

A

1st half

Billy
(Same bill playing Tenneeeee Trio
Anaoonda 4)
Foster ft Foster
Fanton'e Athletes
Ray Conlln
M P A Harmon
"Zlg Zag Review"
Maeloal Nosses
Wright A Davis
BTAR (ubo)
Meroereaa Co
Deodato
Gordon A Gordon
Irene Myers
PALACB (ah
)
"Mid Winter Berne"
(80-81)
(Same bill playing (Two to flU)

Austin

COLONIAL

Maeloal Chef
Walter James
"Danes de Art"
Bums A Klneen

Lusby
Ogden

(2-8)

lBLIOH

"Hilda's Ankle"
2d half

Crelghton A Awa'd
Fred C llagaa Co
Jones A Sylvester
Martial A FabrlBl

(later)

Street Urchin

Tarty
Bnhla Pearl

Kelson

Bessie Lneov
Aaahal Japs

A Linden

to flU)
2d half

(Sam blU playing Aus- Mile Thereee Co
tla 8-4)
Geo Vaa Hoff
Bert Hughee Troupe
Maurice Samuels Co

A4 O

Joel* Heather

(Two

PRINCB

(wva)

J.

(loew)

Ellsworth

Galreataa, Tax.

FUJntao Sextet
a iufiDu
2d half
Daly * Bartow
MUtar * Bnlney
"hUadewbrook Lnne"

to

LOBW

Seymour Family

MAJBSTIO

„neaa A Henley
<Mery*o Day Out"
Mortoy * MeCarthy 8U

(Two

Hobohoa. X.

2d half
Annette A Morrell
Florence Culvert Co
Manley A Golden
Dorothy Lamb Co
Blondl Roblneon

Aerial Mitchells

.BBBBRS

Frank WUeoa

Homer Uad On

Qertmde Roae

Alma Co

Aaaa Chandler
Taflor Trte

OEAND

A Brock

Nerllle

LUllaa Klagebary Co
Went A Hale
Great Bantell
2d half
Fallon A Fayno
Nixon A Sane

23

Chllsoa Ohrman
Duffy A laglm
Claire Vlaoont Co
J H Gallon

The Le Oroes

BBIPBBS8 (wve)
Wllsos A Larson
Blnk A Robinson

•

VARIITY

14

a

PANTAGES
Bros

Bellclalr

Hopkins ft Axtell
Old Soldier Fiddlers
(One to fill)
2d half

The

IfelTlllee

Shew 4 Campbell
"Dreamland"
Smith ft Kaufman
Chlng Lint Hee Tr
GRAND (wva)

Bdwards

Julia

Hamilton
Dogs
Viola Lewis Co
Jerge

ft

Slgebee'e

Chas McOoods Co
Dale A Buroh
"The Slacker"
Creole Band
(One to

fill)

PARK

(wra)

8waln's Novelty
8tory A Clark

Dean Co

Cliff

Peerless Trio

Buoh Bros
2d half
Fern Richelieu A F
•Gilbert A MoCutcheon
Barnes A Robinson
Hill Tlvoll

(One

H

A

to All)

Peal

St.

ORPHBUM
(Sunday opening)
Frltsi 8ohefl

A Cowan

Bailey

Cole Russell A D
8 Daring Sisters
Zlska A King
Aron Comedy 4
PALACB (wra)
1st half

Ruth Howell Go
Benny Harrison Co
Francis Owen Go
Hooeler Trio

Lako

ORPHBUM

Morton A Glass
McDonald A Rowland
Hanlon A Clifton

A La

H

Go

Tell

Barnes A Burner
Dorothy Dale
Dancing Demons
Berry A Nlckerson
Halllgan A Combs
Bonomar Arabs

Saskateoa, Can.

BMPIRB

(wra)

(p)

The Freeootts
"Bachelor Dinner"
Bedllll

(8ame show playing
Rcglna, Reglna, Can.,
2d half)
Greeno A Piatt
Davis A Moore
Work A Helt
Johnson Dean Review

Ga.

BIJOU (ubo)
(Jacksonville split)
1st half

Hong Kong Mys

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

Arthur Havel Co
Frankle Heath
ATeling A Lloyd
"Merry Go Round**

Sam Dlosjo

Bskimo A Seals

PANTAGB8

(p)

Oruber'e Animals

8ong A Dance Revue

Ward

A Herman
A Ward

Bell

Nancy Fair
A Ayres

Goldle

HIP (aAh)
Al Bhayne
Hall

JAP

Warren A Wade
3 Lordons

Wright A Earl
McLaln Gates Co
2d half
Talae! A Yoshl
Al Bhayne
Gibson A Hall

McWms

Baldwin A B
Oliver Severn 3
Winchester A Claire
"Mayor A Manicure"

San Franciaco

ORPHBUM

(Sunday opening)
Blossom Seeley Co
"In the Dark"
Vardon A Perry
Fradkln Co
Lucille & "Cooklo"
Kalmer A Brown
Anson A Daughters
Marlon Harris

Colour

B'WAT

Clark

Donegan A Curtis
Noodle Fagan Co

"Vacuum Cleaners"

(Two

(Sundsy opening)
Leona Lemar
Perrone A Oliver
Brodean A Sllvermoon

Gems

PANTAGES

PANTAGES

(p)

"Wedding Shells"
Oilmore

"NsUon's Peril"
Degnon A Clifton
PAL-HIP (ah-wva)

(p)

Packard Trio

Scamp A Scamp

Bleu City* law
ORPHBUM (wva)

(Sunday opening)
Ruble Blmms
Harvey DeVora 8

Bdw Esmonds Co
Lew Huff

IMtroff

Halllgan

HIP

A Combs
(sfth)

(Sunday opening)
"Between Us Two"
Darnes ft Burner
Dorothy Dale

1st hslf

TEMPLE

Ray A Fay
Kingsbury A Munson
S liber A North
"Fountain of Love"
2d half
Aerial Eddys
DeVoy A Deyton
"The Un-Expected"
Chas Olcott
Song A Dance Rev
Spartanburg*, N. C.
(ubo)

If.

Van Bros
William Gaxton Co

Hippodrome Four
Johnny Johnson Go
Harry Tlghe
Da Wolf Girls

HUL

(Three to

IV.

T.

Thomas A Hall
De Woolf Girls

Serg't V Gordon
Hippodrome Four

2d half
Tryon's Dogs

Raymond Wiley Co
William Gaxton Co

A Rauh

fill)

Spokane, Wash.
AUDITORIUM (orph)
(30-1)

playing

Tacoma, Tacoma, 3-7
opening Thursday
,

(ubo)

John LeClair

Mack A Kessler
Bob Hall
Maxlmllllan's Dogs

(Two

to

fill)

2d half
3 Kashner Girls

Fred Weber
Arthur Dunn Co
Dow A Dale
Zeno Jordan A Z

Tacoma
PANTAGES

fill)

PANTAGB8

Morgan Dancers
Mccart A Bradford
Yates A Reed
Burley A Burley
Natalie 8isters

Harry De Coe
Tarsan
(p)

Frank Mo r re 11
Grew Patee Co

(Two

A Lalght
to fill)

Victoria, B. C.

PANTAGES

(p)

Kahler Children
"Cabaret De Luxe"

Haager A Ooodwin
"Falls of Rhelms"
Gllroy Hsynes A M
Mary Dorr
Virginia. Minn.
LYRIC (wva)
(24-25)

Herman A Hanley
"Mark's Day Out"
The Zlras
Filipino Sextet

Yueantan

Pedrlnl A Monks
Doris Lester 3
Gllralne's DancersHarry Jolsen
4 Casters

Chung Hwa Four
Mack A Vclmar
Russell A Byrne

Waco* Tex.

ORPHBUM

(hp)

(p)

"AUantio Review"
Donovan A Lee
H G Woodward Co
Zeno A Mandel
Alex Bros

A Bvelyn

STRAND

(wra)
Williams A Culver
7 Kidding Kids
Eddls Clayton
Fulton Mack A F
2d half
DePsge Opera Co

(ubo)

2d half
Stewart A Mercer
Bsrl A Sunshine
Brown's Rsvue

sumed.

Gordon A Kangaroo
(Ons to fill)

ARMY

J.

(ubo)

Hsrry Bond Co
McH A Dean

Green

to nil)

2d half
Archer A Belford
Rocker A Winfred
(Three to fill)

Veakera,

W

.

T.

PROCTOR/8 (ubo)
Stevens A Lore Joy
Chas Fletcher
Russell Ward Co
"Honeymoon"
Bddle Leonard Co

(One

to nil)

2d half

Ds Louses

Evelyn Nesblt Co

OPBRA HOUSE (ubo)
MoWattere A Tyson
Joe Cook
Aus Woodchoppere

(Two

to nil)

2d half
Adlon Co

Lew Madden Co
4 Harmony Kings

(Two

to

fill)

Yewnnelow a,

O.

KEITH'S (ubo)
Edward Marshall
Beaumont A Arnold

Ward A

Last weeks last half bill ran somewhat
overtime for this house. Thursday night, with
the usual good house in, it was about 10M
when the nine-act ehow ceased and the film
featuring Benjamin Chapln was started. One
of the two new acts present ran 80 minutes,
that being Vllnoe Westony and Esther Ferrablnl, which aocounted for the extra time con-

Sisters

The bill was a good one, and the fact that
there wss plenty of comedy shoved it over, the
house average.
Harry Leonard and "Jess"
Wlllsrd, on fourth, were the first of the oomedjr teams that went for a hit
Miss Wlllard's
style caught on with its usual speed and helped
by Leonard's perfect foiling the Isughs came
easily. Aside from the skit patter she cleverly
hsndlsd a comedy song, and ths pair a now
wsr number for the finish.
Westony and Ferrablnl (New Acts) ware
seventh, and another comedy hit came with
Edmunds snd Leedom, next to closing. The
team pare with Leonard and Wlllard in speed
and punch as well, but along different lines.
Miss Leedom gave "Follow the Boys" in clever
etyle, and should have gotten more in the
way of results.
There were two acts of "world's championship" billing, one Jlmmle Britt and the other
George N. Brown, the walker. Britt did very
nicely fifth, while Brown also stripped to
tights la cloelng spot.
He has injected more
comedy into his exhibition built around the
pedestrian machines.
This Is gained by Inviting anyone from the audenoa to contest on
them. At first two lads from ths gallery were
"coaxed" on the stage. They evidently were
plants, and their efforts were laughable. Brown
referred to them ae "athletes," but even wild
imagination couldn't picture that pair ae such.
Both "competed" In their socks, which were
freely full of holes, and It's questionable
taste to permit that.
William H. Thompson and Co. In "The
Straight Road" (New Acts) appeared No. 6.
Helen Eley, third, did excellently, her rich
voice being in good tone—in fact. It sounded
too good in contrast with thst of hsr pianist,
Jack Nesblt, who Is now billed with her.
Fields, Keene and Walsh were liked, second,
while DeWinters and Rose opened the ehow
/hew.

well.

Olrle

Stewart A Donobue
Adslalde A Hughes
Cecil

LETTERS

Cunningham

Tsnnsssss Tan

(One to

fill)

ALHAMBRA
Blebvenu
Hsella Wlleon
Mayne Steppers

Maggy 8enn
Hassan Trio
2 Tomboys

Romano

Tsom-Abblns
Anna Martens
"Augs" (sketch)

Gabbys A Clark
(One to fill)

Rsymond Bros

When

sending for mall to VARIETY,
address Mall Clerk

Where C

follows name, letter is in
Variety's Chicago Office.
Where S F follows name, letter is
in Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed.
P following name indicates postal,
advertiser! once only.
Reg following name indicates registered mail.

Bergeret

QUESTIONlfAlBBS.

SHOW REVIEWS—LAST
HARLEM

C

HALF.

(Continued from psge 21.)

ORPHBUM

(p)
Singer's Midgets
La Follette Trio

Strength Bros

ORPHBUM

Kenny A Hollls
(Two to fill)
Vancouver, B. O.

Early

split)

Monks
Wtnalpesj

J.

(Ubo)

PANTAGES

(ubo)

Nestor A Vincent
Jennings A Mack
Grace Hasard
Eddls Gerard Co

Sergeant Gordon

(ubo)

CRESCENT

POU'S

Edwin Arden Go
Laura Hoffman
Toney A Norman
Harry Girard Go
Andy Rice
Vercl A Verd
De Wolf Girls

2d half
Young A Wheeler
Porter J. White Co

Wheeler Trio

(Greenville split)
1st half

Wllkee

Gilletti's

El Cleve
Helen Ely Co

McMann

Kenny A Nobody
(Two to fill)

Venus

1st half

(ubo)

PLAZA
Allanson

Hoyt Hyams 8
Steam Fitters
Lovenberg A Neary

fill)

(Sorsnton

Frank Frano
John B Hymer Go
Gordon A Rica

Bertie Ford Co
Josephine Babel

Briscoe

Elect'rt
(One to

Sohoen A Walton
Mils Oambertlli Go

LINCOLN

A Wilmot

"Miss Up-to-Date"
2d half

Oscar Lorraine

Wentworth A Dog

UsJom

Syracwse,

Grovlnl

Bronson ft Baldwin
Helen Savage Co
Gwen Lewis
Jack Clifford Co

HIP (aAh)

Dublin Girls
Francis Owen Co
Benny Harrison Co
Ruth Howell Co

(wva)
(Sunday opening)

Co

Stockton* Cat

2d hslf

ORPHBUM

Dllly Reeves
4 Haley Sis

LeClair
McClain A Chapolla

Marlon Qlbney

C Mack Co
Wsnser A Palmer
J

"Money or Your Life"

Evelyn Cunningham
Byron Fields Co

PROCTOR'S

(Sunday opening)

'Irving Ooaler

2d half

A

Collins

Five Sullys
Ross Bros
So. Bead* lad.

night)
Elizabeth Murray

J

Eskimo A Seals
Weston A Wheeler

The Zlras
The Dohertys
"Oh Glrly"
Tom Mahonsy
Ellis Knowlln Tr

C A A Glocker
LeRoy A Hart
Sam Llebert Co
Wanzer A Palmer

bill

MAJESTIC (wva)

Misses Parker
Belts A Chldlow
"No Questions Asked"

Weber A Elliott
Hanamura Japs

(Two

The Lamplnls

Jolo.

FIFTH AVE.
McK

Marie Russell

Scott

Jan Rubinl
Sen Francis Murphy
Geo Primrose Mlns

1st half

Maryland Singers
Herr Jensen Co
2d half

(Same

A

Lony Nase
Shannon A aim pi
Conroy A O'DonnaU

2d half (28-80)
Lamb's Man Ikons
Copeland A Allen
(Two to fill)
"Talking Tea Kettle"
Superior, Wis.
Rich A Lenore
PALACB (wva)
Frank Sheridan
1st half
(Same 1st hslf show "Choo Choo"
plays Palace, St. Paul,
Utlen, H. T.
2d half)
COLONIAL (ubo)

(One to

(a&h)

Bennington

former hits.
Zermalne and Vallae, dasato
with special cyclorsma, closed the
show.
They open with a double too danes
with lifts, passes, pirouettes, splits and "Russlsns" on their toes ; he does a Russian dance;
she a "Bacchanal" toe dance, and they finish
with an Egyptian pantomime aerobatlo danos.

Ryan A Ryan
4 Sultanas
Kitner Hawksley A

Wrigrntatowaw N.

Steppers

Chyo George

opera house last Friday night Bol Levoy, the
stage manager, coaxed $700 from the audience.
A goodly sum was collected by women
who went down the aisles. Not a bad showing
for popular priced audiences.
The Nippon Duo, two Jsps in evening
clothes, with handsomely embroidered "kimonas," provided a satisfactory opening turn.
Kennedy, Sheridan and Day, with a comedy
skit In "one," with special drop, fared nicely.
Frlscoe, a nice looking young man with a
striped "blazer" coat, played a xylophone and
scored a hit with his ragging of "Humoresque."

Baldwin, Blair and Co. have a farcical
sketch, "The Petticoat Man," offered another
twist to the old Idea of a man entering the
wrong room in a hotel, turning on the light
and finding a young woman In bed. It resolves Itself Into love at first sight, with the
girl's maiden aunt saying for a tag: "Why
After
didn't fate send him Into my room."
two reels of Benjamin Chapin's "Son of De-

mocracy" came Fay, Two Coleys and Fay, who
are breaking In a new act, written by Blanche
wnich needs a little more working out
before it Is eligible for an Important place in
the big time, for which It is surely destined.

Barry Mabel
Bartell

Griffith

Joe

A

"Chanticleer" act, the four
a
characters representing a crow and hie mate
(blackface), a peacock and a canary. It has
sort of

Baulm Jacque (C)

Bdw A

Hslstenbaeh

Homberg Albert

H

*

Virginia

Bayard Victor (C)
Beck Mildred
Bell Francis (C)
Bell Bill
Bell Msy
Bell Mike

L

Idean Dick
Abbott Edith
Ackley Florence

W

Adams Geo

Adams Rex (C)
Adell Ruth
Ahern Dear (C)

M

Alnsworth O(C)
Aleve Duo
Alvares Duo
Alvarese Gene
Andress Mabel
Appleton Phoebe
Armln Walter

Armstrong Anna
Armstrong Billy
Aster Edith
Atkinson Hal (C)
Arvllle Victoria (C)

Ayers Ada

Harry (P)

Bassett Jack

Baxter

B

Belmont Pauline (C)
Bellmonte Harry
Belmar Ruth
Benedict Helen
Bennett Laura (C)
Bennett Miss P
Bennett 81sters

Benson H C (C)
Benson Hsrry O
Bsranger Betty (C)
Beiimu Bros
Berlnger

Suem

(C)

Bernard Burt
Bernard Mike
Berrlns Fred (C)
Bessent Lillian
Bimbo Chas (C)
Blron Alfred
Blair Joeeph J
Blake Mabel

Bsker Anna
Baker Bert

Blett Billy
Bolles Ned
Bordmsn Lillian
Boudler Paulette

Ball Bros
Barnes Nana (0)

Boyle Jack
Bradford Cart

Merrill,

Is

Barney Chas (C)
Barbour A Lynn
Barker Mrs T H
Barlow Arthur
Baron Lenore
Barrett Joeeph

O

0. H.

The Keith houses did some effective work In
the Catholic Red Cross Drive. At the Harlem

It

told tn

Maurice Abrahams and Bddle Cox, song
writers, proved popular.
Abrahams at the
«lsno and Cox singing "California," "What a
Wonderful Day TbatWIll Be," "That Spanish

2d half

Mile Dores's Celeb

Boganny Troupe
Waterloo, la.

(losw)

Msnley A Golden
Dorothy Lamb Co

Roscoe's Minstrels

CASINO

YONOB

H

Brennan A Murley
Christie A McDonald
Lane A Plant
Helene Trio

DeHaven A Nice
A Lester

Travoto

Vlolst McMillan
"Garden Belles"
(One to fill)

Pond Albright A P
Ward Wilson Go
Troy. If. Y.

Blondl Robinson

Monroe A Grant
"Honor Thy Children"
Race A Edge
Reynolds A Donegon

(Sunday opening)
Arthur Lairds
Wilson ft Van
Ives Leahy ft F
Gray ft Graham

(hp)

Mario Orchestra

Va

(Joplln split)
1st half
Fisher Sisters
Flnlsy A Hill

Alma Co

Tracey

(Sundsy opening)
Hope Vernon
Fat Thompson Co
Lee Hop Co
Harvey 3

Uyeno Japs

JEFFERSON

2d half

BAA White

a Trio"
Co

Eva Faye

fill)

Me.

Carl

"Campus OlrU"

"Just

Wm Cahlll

(Ubo)
2d hslf (28-80)

"Oh Doctor"

(Same bill playing
Hip, Portland, 4-6)
Tokl MuraU

HARRIS

to

Go
Lillian Shaw
Moran A Mack

Alice Bis

8 A H Everett
Bslrd A Inman

TAYLOR

Springfield*

Lady Ben Mat
"The Weaker One"
8antoa A Hays

More Less A More

Trenton, N. J.

gprlnsjfialoL O.
BUN_ (sua)
Aerial DeOroffs

Lew Wilson

A

(loow)
Francis

A

Durkin Girls
6 Royal Hussars
(One to fill)
2d half
Geo Barbler Co
Lane A Harper

(ubo)

Vallsclta's Leopards

2d half

Monkeys

HIP (ubo)
A Goodwin

Conrad

POLl'S (ubo)

Hagan Wilson A

"Sea Rovers"
Peyton A Hlckey
Dunedin Duo

pretty little heart Interest story,
dialog and song.

danosrs,

"Prosperity"

(ah-wva)

(81-1)

Reilly

Co

Gallsttl's

Lane A Plant
Lovenberg A Neary
(One to fill)

LIBERTY

Kennedy A Nelson
DeLcer
Gaynell Everett Co

a

Adams A Mangle
Al Tyler

Walla* Waak.

Flanagan A Edwards
Nina Payne Co
Bert Fltsglbbons

Fitters
Christie McDonald

DeWltt Young A Sis
Jack Marley

Selblnl

Gueet A Newlln
Lewis A Hurst

WaUa

Elisabeth Brios

Borden Go
C Eddie
Farrell Taylor

(ubo)

Steam

Scraatosw Pa.

A

POLT8

PAP

Josephine Babel
Thomas A Hall
Schoen A Walton
Mile Gambarilli Co

Ardell

Bway"

M

Goelet Harris A
Jean Adair Co
Al Herman
Roland Trevors Co

POLl'S (Ubo)
Diugley A Norton
Lawton
McLoughlin A Brans

Young A

LaBelle Tltoomb Rev
Kitner HawkaleyftMcK
Hanamura Japs
2d half
Houlton

(31-3)

Aet Beautiful

to

Harry A Eva Puck

Waterbary, Conn.

(ubo)
April

(ubo)

Clown Seal
Williams A Mitchell
"Dancing a la Carte"
2d half

KEITH'S

(ubo)

SHEAS

Cornell Trio

Loney Haskell
•Exemption"
Taska Trio

Bhiiner

"Quaker

2d half

A

KEITH'S

BIJOU

LlbonaU
Edith Clifford

Waaalsurtea. D. Q.

Darras Bros
Abbott A White
Whipple Huston Co
Ed Reynard Co
Leightner 81s A Alex
March's Lions
(One to All)

Adair

Crelghton Belmont A
Burdella Patterson

Bl Cleve
Harry Tlghe
Wheeler Trio

Fisher

(Sunday opening)
Joe Barton
Nip A Tuck
"Dreamland"
Frank Gardner Co
Arthur tteagoa
Fern Richelieu A F
2d half

Mack A Lane

(ubo)

Dugan A Raymond

(hp)

"On the Atlantic"
Henry A Adelaide

Ioleen Sisters

Masle King Co
•eha—otady, N. Y.

Musical Kuehns

ROYAL

A D

MAJESTIC (wva)

E A E

Charlee Bradley
"Janet of Franca"
Frsd Allen
Bancroft A Broake

Wllkens A Wllkens
Bobby Henshaw
San Aatoadev Tex.

Martyn A Florence
Nan Gray
"Review DeVogue"
Chas Bartholomew

"Don't Lie to Ma"
Carson A Wlllard

Syrian-field, III*

1st half

PROCTOR'S
De Onsos

playing

bill

Palace, BeatUe, 4-0)

Delavan Bros
Madison A Winchester Van Etta A Gershon
Qangler's Dogs
Harry Mason Co
HIP (ah-wva)
Ceclle Trio
(81-2)
Barry Nelson A B
(Same bill playing 2 McCarvers
Liberty, Walla-Walla,
Haate. lad.
Terra
6-6)
HIP (wva)
Ths Larneds
(Bvansvllls
split)
Clay A Robinson
1st half
Wright A Walker
Rlvee A Arnold
Billy Koerner Co
Flo Adler
Delton Mareeno

ORPHBUM

PANTAGBS
A

bill
playing
Oakland, 8-8)

Seattle

A B Gonloy

Stuart Barnes

Mlnettl

Hip,

1st half

A Dayne

Creasy

(81-2)

(Same

(Same

Byron Totten Co

Elisabeth Cutty

Monoman Arabs
San Joee, Cal.
VICTORY (ah-wva)

POLT8 (ubo)
(Wllkesbarre split)

(One to til)
Salt

7

J

L

H,

(inter)
(«l-l)

(81-fi)

Mary Norman

Berry A Nlckerson
4 Dsnclng Demons

MAJBBTio

HIP (ah-wva)

(Pl

B

t

VARIETY
#

Special

Engagement for Four Weeks

New York

at Keith's Palace,

SARA KOUNS

NELLIE

SOPRANOS WITH MIRROR VOICES— EACH A PERFECT REFLECTION OF THE OTHER
Brandon Fraud*

Dunne Thoe P

Breary

Dusenberr Louisa (C)
DuValle Mlas O (C)

Mr

Brehn Kathryn
Brennon Jack
Broadway Qlrla
Brooks Alias
Browning Tod (8P)

Brown A Carstaa
Browne Josephine

Brower Robart
Bruoa Bmla B
Bruoe Ernest (8F)
Buckleys
Burnedette
Burnatta Evelyn

M

Burns Lynn
Burna 8am
Burrowaa Jos
Bush Mra Al

Eadla Clssle
Eakln J Harold
Eckle J (P)

Egawa Root

4 Homer

Childa Jeanette

4 Braes

Dors

Clancy Geo (C)
Clark Billy (C) „
Clayton 4 BoaaeU
cUywood Mlas
Cleveland Babe

M

Clifford Jack (C)
Clifford Billy

Clinton

CoaU

_
(8F)

Don

H Q

Cole Bert (C)
Colter Johnny (0)

Collins I B
m
Colllna 4 Kobel
Collins Minnie P
Collins Tom
Columbia City 4 (0)
'

Connelly Hugh
4 B
Connelly
Cook 4 Rothert
Cook 4 Oatman (0)
Cora LeBelle

M

Cortelll

A

Wm
W

DcDuke Sayollne
DeFay Jack
Dellvan Bros CO)

Delmar Harry

A

Denault Fred
DeTrlckery Cor CO
DeWlnter 4 Rosa
Deyo Jeanne

May
Dletrlck Mr 4 Mrs F

Dlelour

Dixon Dorothea
Dobbins Mrs Andy
Dolly Babe
Dolly Bablan

Donlon Viva (Reg)

Donovan Fannie
Dooley Mrs J
Doris

Dorr

4 Mack

A

CO)

Hardy Frank
Harlan Kenneth (Reg)
Harrah Roy (C)
Harrah A Jaequelln
Harrington Al (C)
Harrington CecU
Harris Eleanore
Harris A Hlllard
Hart Hal (C)
Harris Sydney F
Harris Virginia

W

Frieda Stars

Hart Hal
Hart Marie
Hasklas Marie B
Haydan Jack
Header Mr A Mrs J

Qallana Margaret

Helsen Carl

8

Henderson C (C)
Hendler Hlrchel CO)

Galloway Lillian
Calvin Joseph CO)

Herman Anna
Heymer O B
Hicks Miss L

A

Emma
Mrs

Hlnkel

(0)

M

A Mae

Howe Adele

Hoyt Hilda B
Hoyt Ruth
Hudson Hslen
Hume Harry
Hunt Henry J (P)

4 LaCrago CO)
GUlen Chas (C)
Gluren John
Golden Ella (P)
Golden Mabel
Golden Nettie

Hutchlns Dick (Reg)
Hymes Beverly

Wm

Ernie 8yd CO)

Grace BUly
Grady Joe

Wm

Grandy Mrs L (C)
Granstoff Earl

Green Arthur N
Green BUly
Grey Clarice
Grey Evelyn
Griffith Fred (C)
Griffith Evelyn
Ouarella F (0)
Gunn Beugla (C)

Monroe

Ollon
Downing
Downing Bam
Downing Bam CO)

Hackett Lillian
Hackett Dolly

Doiier Virginia
Drlea H CO)
DuBolr Josephyne

Haleg Mrs
Hsll O 8 (C)
Hall
J (C)

Hshn Leon
Hall Dixie D
Hall Mlas Pete
Halls Dancing CO)
Hallos Fred

Jarvia Bobby
Jesso A Faye
'

CO

Johnson A Cross
Johnsonn Roy
Johnson Walter D
Jordan Ed
Jordon Leslie

Kalb Chas

'

K

A

Keane A Williams
Kent Harrison (C)
Keech Kelvin K
Keeley Arthur
Keller Marie (C)
Kelly Mabel
Kennedy Dorothy (C)
Ketler Joe

King Gus

Kltley T E
Klein Henry J
Kling BUly

Knox

Wm

Kornau Fred
Kraemer Mae CO)
Kulsle Lewis

Lapollita CO)

Larson Antoinette CO)
La Rue Ethel

LaBue Ruth
Leu f man Lew CO)
Lauter PhUlp
Laveen Sam CO)
LaVanere
LaVelle Harry
LaVlne Cora B
Lawson BUI (8F)
Lawson Breass CO)
B
Lawson

Wm

LeFerre Louise
Leigh ton Chas (8F)
LeMalre Chas

Lemke Ann
Lenny Bob
Lenny Harry
Leonard A Brown CO)

»«'

ft

MeCann Andy
McCarthy Mary
McBvoy O Fasten
McGarry Mickey
McGlnnls Mrs F
McKnlght J H
McCaan Harry

McNamara

Nellie (C)

Meeker « H
Melba Paula
Melvern Babe
Merlan TUla
Mercer Vera CC)
Mars Jessie

Miller Elisabeth (C)
Miller R (C)
Miller Belle (SF)
Miller Edna (P)
Miller Elisabeth
Mllllker R
(C)
Milford Florence (0)
MJlton A Delmar
Milton Dave (C)
Mitchell Jack (P)
Monarch 4

H

Montambo Nao
Monty Lou

Lewis Andy
Lewie Henry R
Lewis Richard
Llnd Lillian
Lltt Mrs Al
Llttlejohn Frank CO)
Lloyd A Brttt (C)

Lloyd A Wells (C)
Lloyd Byron Co
Locke Emma (SF)
Longfeether Joe (C)
Lonoe Hawallans
Loretta Gertrude CO)
Lorraine Miss
(0)
Lorraine Miss B
Lorraine Peggy
Lovett Bessie
Loral Alfred
Luby Edna CC)

Phyllis

Gorman Eugene F

W

W

Ihrmark Tins
Inoway Jack

Babe

4 Day

Lamplnl Bros CO)
Lamplnl Prince
Lane Geo

Lester Bert (C)
Lester Harry

Howard Georgia
Howard Jane CO)
Howard Writing

Gilbert

Mayorge Louise
McArsy Grace CC)

(C)

Leslie Bert

F

Hooper Emily

H

Qlbbe Miss
Gibson Hardy CO)
Gibson Erna
OlbsoB Hardy
Gibson J Grant
Gibson Scott

D D
Mrs D D

Mrs

CC)

Leon Daisy
Leon Sisters

Hicks Otto CO)
Hill
Hills

Geary Arthur
Genero Marie CO)
Germalne Florrie

Matthews

LaMont Lloyd L

Hanvey Lou

Freeman Jack

W

LaMar Lou

Matthews

Maxim Four CO)
May Elva (C)
Mayo Bert L

Lambert Maud (C)
Lambert Natalia (0)

Harcourt Leslie

Franoss Nellie

Grael

HYMAN
ROY MURPHY

Hamilton A Lee
Hamilton Madge
Hanapy Mike
Hanson Julia CO)

Fox Bva CO)
Fox BUly

Gordon
Gordon
Gordon
Gordon

I

By JOHN

Direction,

Floyd Lillian
Forbes Nina CO)
Ford 4 Uno
Foreman O B (Reg)

Goldman

Marshall Lew (C)
Martell Fay
Marty s A Flo CC)
Martin Arthur
Masculln Prince

Is their New- Act, "BUndle end Slim*

Flnley Ned
Fisher 4 Gllmors
Flsk Mae
Flint Beatrice CO)
Flint Pro! (C)

Francis May
Francis Martha
Frankens H (C)
Franklin Bsrrall
Frans 81a
Fredericks Mrs O

Theatre, Detroit

Marquise Musical (C)

ETHEL LB CLAIR

Ferguson Dick
Fern Miss D
FUUer Lee CO)
Flncher Otla
Flnlay 4 Dorothy

DuLell Frank

DuClos D
Dudley Alls*
Dudley Edgar
DuFTaae Frank Jr

National

asd

Garbel Albert (C)
Garrison J 4 Ella
Garvin Clara
Gay Saline

Dease Homer

HAGEDORN,

*evss Abe

Faustina Maude

Galltnl

Dalblanle

R.

MARGIE SMITH

Fsss Blanche CO)

Cullen Frank
Culllgan Jos G |C)

Dale Billy CO)
Daley Eddie CO)
Dercey Jaw
Darling atUs (BT>
Darling Miss L CO)
Darling DUle
Da no * 8ylts
Davia Genevieve CO)
Davis Ben H
Davis Gladys 10)
Dawes Arthur F

C

Writs

Fay Eva
Faye Kitty
Farrell Duke

Gabriel Master (C)
Gallagher A R CO)

Curran Arthur
Curran The* A
Curry Marlon
Curtis U 8 (C)

fast 4 Inches

F

Courtenay
Talbot
Courtney
Cromwell Billy (C)
Cronln Morris

DeMar Bisters
DeMuta Loul-

Must

Estelle Maybelle

Carr Trio
Cassados Geo (C)
Chauleae Mr
Chick Frank
Claire

About 5

27

nave Mssleel Stock experience. State lowest. Bend photos and late programs.
CHORUS GIRLS write. 62 weeks' stesdy work.

Evans Luis CO)
Evans Barbara
Evans 4 Newton

Raymond

Chlaholm

*

T

Lubin Lew
Lunette Masle (0)

Luxanne Mile
Lydstrom Clarence
Lyle Mrs J C
Lynch Bobby (0)
Lynch Mrs J M
Lynne Oral
Lyons Jack

MaeArthur Lotetta
Macdonald Gerald

Mack Taylor (C)
Mack Lillian L CC)
Mack Hap
Mackle Florence CC)
Msddlsoa Ralph
Maltland Ruth
Malle Mrs Eddie
Msndevllle Marjorie

Mann Mabel
Marcus Jack (P)
Marios Bert CO)

Moore Gilberts CO)
Moore Tom
Helen (C)
Morris BUly
Morris Miss R
Morton Jane (C)
Morton Lillian K
Morrettl

Mosby Curtis (C)
Moschell Lillian

Moulton Gert
Moussette Mae

Mover Irene (P)
Mulhall Bernlce
Muller A Coogah (C>
Murato Tokl
Murdock Catherine
(C)
Murray Lola (C)

N
Naff John

Nelson Jeanne
Nevlns Josle (C)
Newall Tom
Newhoff A Phelps

Newman Lou A J(0)

Newport Hal
Newton Harry
Nichols A Sherwood
(P)
Nlns A Schuster
Nolan Louise

Norman Florence
Norton Ned
Norton Ruby

O

Oaks Percy
O'Brien Ethel
O'Brien Jas F
O'Connell Nell (C)
O'Donnell John
Old Homestead 8 (C)
Old R

McCor-

mack (C)

Simmons A Simmons
Simpson Miss V
81ms Mrs Pete

01 lp Georgia
Oliver Clarence
Olte Delia

One Benny
Onell Dan
Onell Eva
OneU A Mask
Orourke Bert
Orr A Hagar
Osborn Lynn (C)
Osborn Teddy CO)
Osterfelt

Ott

V

Wm

Owen Jack
Owen Jack

CC)

Packer Ernie
Padwell Mrs Geo
Parker Miss A R CO)

Patterson Mrs P
Patten Helen
Paulette Louise
Perry
(0)
Philips Goff
Pierce Geo
Plrard Al
Plough Albert (C)
Plunkett J C (P)
Poctor Bert CC)
Post
Postal Fire
Pratt Herbert A
Provost Flo
Prince John

W

Spaeth Viola
Sparks Mabel
Spauldlng Clarice (C)
Spencer Trio (0)
Stafford J J
Standing Miss
Stapleton Arthur CP)
Stark Virginia CO)

Mae

Stephen Murray
Stepper Miss V
Sterns

H T

Stewart Earl
Stewart Margaret
Stlendel

SUrk

A Hyde

CC)

Cliff

Stone Nana
Story Rex
Strength Bros (Reg)
Sully Jno F (C)

Sullivan Geo F
Sullivan John
Sully Estelle
Sutton Dorothy

Swain Hal (SF)
Swain Hal

Swan Edith
Swift Fred

Quealy Harry
Sullts Craay

ulnn Jsa

D

R

Radcllffe

B J

Rafael Dsvs
Rath Dick (C)

Rawley Eddie
Rave A Brandon
Reban Adrletta

Reld Miss A
Reldy A Courier
Rich Catherine
Rich Helen
Richards Mra R B
Rlckue Ralph
Riley Joe A A

-

Wa

W

Choy Heng
Walker Herble (C)
Walker Mrs B H
Walker Esther
Walker Raymond
Walker Vlda A
Wallace Hops
Walsh A Bendy (C)
Walsh Edmund R
Walsh Frank
Walsh Grsce
Walton Bert a L

Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

Madge

Elroy (0)
(C)

Lew

Miss

Mrs (Reg)

Wardell Harry
Ware Jsne
Waters Guy
Watklns Billy
Wstson Joe

Weaver Bert (C)
Weber Vlolette
Welford Darry (SF)
Wells Corlnne (C)

Wentworth Mr
West Mrs
V
Weston Verne
Wheeler Bugs F (G)
Wheeler Betty
Wheeler Richard
Whltter Roy

Whynot A

H H

Wm H

Vardon Vera
Venner Mildred (C)
Venneta Dolly
Verhelm Eugene CC)
Verser Masle
Victor
Volt Lawrence

Smith A King (C)
Smith Ed
Smith Helnl
Smith John
Smyth Arthur F
Snyder Harry V (0)

St Clair

Van Goldle R
Van Camp Jack
Van Hoff Geo
Van Oken Alexander

Von Norton Margaret

Slval Norbert
Slvlner Joe

SOUBRETTE WANTED—Stock Open May

(C)

Egon Alloa C
Ellasow

Campbell Laowaa

Lady Dainty of Songs and Pianologue
Next Week (April 1),
National ana Boulevard, New Terk.

(March 28-31),

Fulton, Brooklyn.

Edwards Irving
Edwards Tom CO)
Edwards Margaret

Elwyn Lome
Bmmerson Maude (0)

Cain Arthur (C)
Carliala

Now

Ellers Novelty CO)

Bush Lillian
Buaek Clarence

Call

FLORA STARR

DuVsI Viola B
Dyer Frances

A

Shannon

Sharkey Mra
B
Sheldon Mable
Sherwood Harvey (0)
Sherman Dorothy
Shone Madelyn (C)
Simmons Jas D (C)

Takaort B 8 (8F)
Taylor Bert (0)
Taylor Jamea
Taylor Margaret
Taylor Triplets
Templeton Lucile

Tenny Bob

Thorns Louise

Thorpe Chas H (P)
Thursby Dare
Tillson Ben A
Todd Edna (C)
Toll

B

Tombes Mrs A
Travers Rlcnard (C)
Trlller A (C)
Turse Edw
Tuttle Alberths
Tyler H

Tyson Chas

Virgle

Wiggins Bert CC)
Wilbur Mra B
Wilbur Bunny (C)
Wilbur Joe
Wilbur Harrington (0)
Wilbur Laura
inborn Burt
Williams Dot
Williams Jack
Williams Lola

W

Willis Louise

Window Muriel

^

Woods Elsie (C)
Woods Hslen (C)
Wood Mrs Paul
Woodward Fred (SF)
Worth Peggy
Wyer Forrest
Wyndham Ma D

T
Yalof Berths

H

Ysmada Matt

M

Valentine
R
Velll Muriel (C)

Young P H
Younge Dorses

Van Arthur
Van Bros

Zan Frettoe

VelllAValli

(0)

Wise Mlcaela
Wolffhelm Eugene (CJ

Rlvoll

Roach A Road (C)
Roland Major
Rosa Bessie
Rose Ivy
Ross Cecil (C)
Ross Joe
Rosea res 8
Rost Chubby
Royal Jack (SF)
I

Rowlsnd Adele (C)
Rull Alex
Russell Clifford
Russell Robt H

Rutklns Thelms

Ryan Maude
8

Salisbury Endora (C)

Salmo Juno

Sam Lik Yung (C)
Sam Llk Yung (Reg)
Sanford J (P)

Saxon Chas H
Saxon Tressa
Schaefer Sylvester

Sohwari

RD
K

Scott Marie
Selblnl Mlspah

Beldon
Sexton

A Bradford
A Farrell

Seymour A Williams
(0)

(April 1 end April 8.)
"Americans'* 1 Oayety Baltimore Md 8 Oeyety
Philadelphia.

"Army A Navy

Girls" I Standard St Louis
8 Engelwood Chicago.
"Auto Girls" 1 Oayety Minneapolis 8 Star St
Paul.

"Aviators" 1-2 Hoi yoke Holyoke 8-6 Gilmore
Springfield Mass 8 Howard Boston.
Behman Show 1 Lyrlo Dayton 8 Olymplo Cincinnati.

"Beet Show In Town" 1 People's Phllsdelphls
8 Palace Baltimore, Md.
"Biff Ding Bang" 1 Majestic Scrsnton 8-9
Blnghsmton 10 Oneida 11 Oswego 12-13 Inter Niagara Falls N Y.
"Bon Tons" 1 Oayety Toronto 8 Oayety Buffalo.

"Bostonisns" 1 Gayety Washington D
8
Oayety Pittsburgh.
"Bowery's" 1 Corinthian Rochester 8-10 Bastable Syracuse 11-13 Lumberg Utlca N Y.
"Broadway Belles" 31-1 O H Terre Haute Ind
8 Lyceum Columbus.
"Broadway Frolics" 4 6 Park Bridgeport 8
Colonial Providence R I.
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ATTENTION TO STOCK MANAGERS:
There are two great plays that will be released for stock immediately after the original compai
played any stock city.
*.._..

THEY ARE TWO OLIVER MOROSCO SUCCESSES:

MAUDE FULTON
AND DOWN" by Frederic and

"THE BRAT"
"UPSTAIRS

By

THE ONLY WAY THESE PLAYS MAY BE PROCURED

IS

Fanny Hatton

BY ADDRESSING DIRECT

FRANKLYN UNDERWOOD,

Gen. Mgr. for Oliver Morosco
MOROSCO THEATRE, NEW YORK

"Burlesque Revue" 1-8 Beatable Syraonee 4-6
Lumberg utlca * Qayety Montreal.
"Burlesque Wonder Show" 1 Oayety Montreal
8 Empire Albany.
"Cabaret Olrle" 1 Empire Chicago 8 afajsstlo
Ft Wayne lad.
"Charming Widows" 1 L
8 Century Kansas
Citj Mo,
"Darllnga oC Paris" 1 Oayety Brooklyn 10
Amnurdnm 11-18 Hudson Schenectady, N t.
"Follioa of Day" 1 Oayety Omaha Nob 8 Oayety Kintm City Mo.
"FoTliee of Pleasure" 1 Bagelwood Chiomgo 8

-Soma Show"

1 Olympic Cincinnati

Sydoll Ross 1
Jersey City.

8 Columbia

Chicago.

"Sporting-

Widows"

1

Orpheum Patereon 8 Majeatlo

"Tempters" 1 Star Brooklyn 8 Oayoty Brook-

"Speedway Olrla" 8 Amsterdam 4-6 Hudson
Schenectady N T 8-8 Holyoko Holyoko 1018 Ollmoro Springfield
Spiegel's Rome 1 Empire Albany 8 Oayoty

Maids" 1

"20th Century
Patoraon.

L O

8 Orpheum

• Oayoty
Washington.
Welch Bon 1 Miner's Bronx New York 8 L O.
White Pat 1 Olymplo New York 8 Trooadaro
Watson

Oayety Buffalo 8 Carta-

tnlan Rochester.
"Star « Oartar" 1-8 Berohal Don Motaoa la
Mob.
8 Oayoty Omaha Nob.
"Step Lively Olrla' 1 Bmplra Tolodo 6 Lyrto
Dayton.

Billy

1 Palace Baltimore

Philadelphia.

Williams MoiUo 1 Columbia Chicago 8 Qayety
Detroit

Kmplro Chiomgo*
"French FrolioT' 1 Majsstto Ft Wnyno 7-8

O

M Tom HauU

"Forty Thieves" 1
iiton Oat.

CHICAGO

Ind.

8Ur

Toronto 8 Savoy

Ham-

"Ony Morning Olortoo" 1 Trocedero Philadelphia 8 BoBetblehem 8 Bastoa 10-18 Majsstlo
Wllkss-Berre Pa,

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE,

"Olrla from Follioa" 1 8o Bethlehem 2 Baaton
8-6 Majoatlo Wllkoo-Barro Pa 8 mplro

Star Tomato*

"Olrla from Joyland" 1-2 Naw Bristol Brlatol
8-7 Camp
Wrlghtatowa N J 8 Oayoty

DU

Baltlmoro Md.
"Goldoa Crook" 1 Majestic Joraty City 8 Peoploa Philadelphia*

"Grown Up Babies"

Park Maachastar 4-6
Woroaatar Woroaator Mam 8 Olympic Now
1-2

York,
Haatlnga Harry 1 Oayoty St Loola 8 Star *
Oartar Chicago.
"Hallo America1, 1 Grand Hartford 8 Jaoauss
Watarbury.
"Hallo atria" 1 Contory Kansas City Mo 8
Standard 8t Louis.
"Hip Ulp Hurrah" 1 Oayoty Pittaborgh 8 Star

C 1st aland.

Howo Bam

1

Star

A

Oartar

8-10

Chicago

Trlxle Frignnsn has donated 81,000 to the
American Theatrical Hospital.

The Auditorium,

Imperial,

National

and

Its

one

lumbia Naw York.
"Majesties" 1 Casino Philadelphia 8 Minor's
Bronx New York.

Marlon Date 1 Empire Newark 8 Casino Philadelphia.

"Merry Rounders" 1 Casino Brooklyn 8 Kmplro Newark.
"Mils a Mlnuto Olrla" 1 Oayety Chicago 8
Qayety Milwaukee,
"Military Maids" 1 Qayety Philadelphia 8
Majeatlo Scranton.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 1 Empire Brooklyn
11-13 Park Bridgeport
Va
"Mischief Makers" 1-2 Cort Wheeling.
3 Canton 4-6 Grand Akron O 8 Kmplro
Cleveland.
•Monte Carlo Olrla" 1 Lyceum Columbus 8-8
Va 10 Canton 11-18 Grand
Cort Wheeling

W

W

Akron

least until the latter part of Jane,
slbly will play all through the

Aacher Brothers are taking orer the Lexington on the South Side. ,
1 "Bird of Paradise" got $10,000
on Minneapolis snd $7,000 in St Pnul,
able receipts for repeated repeats.

Penn

Circuit.

"ReTlew

1

Oayety Boteon 8 Grand Hartford.
Qayety Milwaukee 8 Oay-

of 1U18" 1

ety Minneapolis.

"Roseland Olrla" 1 Hurtlg A Seamon'a

Naw

York 8 Empire Brooklyn.
Sldman Bam 1 Colonial Provldeeoe 8 Casino
Boston.
"Sight Seers"

Watarbury 11*18
1 Jacques
Cohens Newburg N Y.
"Social Follies" 1 Erie 2 Oil City 8 Bearer
Falls Pa 4-6 Park Youngstown O 8 Victoria
Pittsburgh.
"Social Maids" 1 Columbia New York 8 Casino Brooklyn.
"Some Babioa" 1 Penn Circuit 8-0 New Bristol
J.
Brlatol 10-14 Camp Dlx Wrlghtstowa

N

8tetsoB and Huber. playing sssoclstJoa
declare that the oannlnom of the
Is
exaggerated. Stumping In behalf of
Liberty Loan, the team has had the host
from the Johnsons and Olsons In

Shows coming: April 1, Harry Leader, AuMarch U, ''Imaginary Iavalld,"
April L Margaret Aaglla la "Billeted." Playhouse; April 0, Thomas
Wise
and William Courtneay la "General Past."
ditorium;

Illinois;

A

Powera'.

Sophie Tucker, Freak Wsstphal and the
Tucker "Fire Kings of Synoopatloa"
celved an offer from the 8huberte for the
mer mueloal show at the Palace here.
summation of a deal la withheld

Margie Smith, formerly a single, baa rewith her former partner, Bthel La
Claire, In a new net written by John Hyman.
united

Prsssurs on the part of circus Interests has
brought about a new ruling which permits
Chinese performers whose etay la I wanes baa
lapsed, to remain for aa addlttoaal six moaths
period.
The claim was made that the war
makes it Impossible for them to tears the
country.

Hugh

Rctleker,

stage

manager

of

Bitot.

Comstock A Oast, temporarily departed the
directorial role and during the past
became a regular actor. Ho has
i

several occasloao for chorus

Sidney Forbes (formerly Sidney FaoJke)'
baa been booked on Loew-Paatageo time by
Walter F. Koefe and J. O. Matthews.

Frank Q. Doyle, formerly associated with
the Marcus Loew western booking often, la
now connected with the Mills Novelty company.

haTe epprobended the men who
pulled the recent robberies nt the Bnglewood
and La Salle theatres.

The

polios

Msry Valerius, former wife
Mack (Mack and Valerius) has

of Howard
joined Fred

Sixteen couples, two bell boys end the progrletor of the Revere House, a hotel Inhabited
y cabaret and show people, were nrrestod In
a morals squad raid last

Stone'a "Jack ©' Lantern."

Millar and Lawrence, playing the Palace In
Milwaukee, doubled at the Majestic last week
to

bolster

up a short

bill.

Madlyn Hartford, with "La Chaparone,
celled $885 la eetlement with the New York
in a
Central Railroad for iajuriee
recent accident In Oary, Ind.

COMEDY ACROBAT

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
first letter

lyn.

Reeves Al

m

CORRESPONDENCE

-Face Makers"
'

and

entitled

Sand photo, weight and height, with salary and

COMEDY, VARIETY, NEW YORK

to

"Oh Olrla" 1 Star CleTeland 8 Empire Toledo.
"Orientals" 1 Empire Hoboken 8 Star Brook1 Stmr Bt Paul 8 L O.
"Parisian Flirts" 1 * Savoy Hamilton 8 CadiUao Detroit.
«*uss Puss" 4-6 Cohen's Newburg 8 Hurtlg
4 Seamoo'a New York.
"Record Breakers" 1 Victoria Pittsburgh 8

a prosperous winter

negotiations.

The No.

experience In

O.

stock

The management of the Star and Oartar
announces that the house will remain open at

Berchel Dos Moines la.
"Innooant Maids" 1 Kmplro Cleveland 8 Brio
9 Oil City 10 Bostot FaUa Pa 11-18 Park

Youngstown O.
Irwin's "Big Show" 1 Oayoty Detroit 8 Oayoty
Toronto.
"Jolly Olrla" 1 CadiUao Detroit 8 Oayoty Chicago.
"Lady Buccaneers" 1-2 Blnghamtoa 8 Watertown 4 Oswego 6-6 Inter Niagara Falls N Y
8 Garden Buffalo.
"Liberty Girls" 1 Oayoty Kansas City Mo 8
Oayoty St Louis.
"Lid Lifters" 1 Howard Boston 8-8 Park Manchoator 10-18 Woroaatar Woroaatar Mass.
"Maids of America" 1 Casino Boston 8 Co-

company has

quit the
National. The theatre, dark this week, will
open next week for a regular ran of laternational circuit shows.

Playhouse theatres were dark this

"Maytlme" at the Stpdebaker passed
hundredth performance last Thursday.

D saay's

Opened here this week: "Orer the Top."
with Justine Johnson at the Oarriok. March
24; "Some Little Girt," with Felix Adler, at
the Olympic March »; "The Btrieve OW."
*at the Blsckatono, March 24.

decorated for the
will bo Introduced.

Majestic Theatre Bldg.

Jack

<

After

B. F. Beatty. manager of the Bnglewood. to
in Venice, CaL, recuperating.
Ha ts dne to
retura to Chicago the middle of AptiL

Kajlyama will Joia the Lander show for the
second week at the Met. New York,

Bob Sherman has
la Hot Springs for
the past oouplo of
storms op
for the ooming fall
pected back at his office this week.

and roller skating rinks and
White City la being raja

Hoboksa.
"Olrla from Happyland" 1 Cardan Buffalo 8

Emily Darrsll (Darrell and Jaokaoa) suffered injuries to her limb while travellag on
an Aurora 4 Elgin train recently. An adjustment was made oat of court.

Artists

— Stop!
to

—

what

Think! Listen!

These are war times money is scarce! The by- word is Economize!
We offer you hotel sendee snd housekeeping fscllltles In our
modern buildings, in the heart of the city: near Central Park
West. 15 minutes' ride fronf boohing offices. 1 to 7 rooms,
with running water, housekeeping privileges, gas, electric,
and maid eerriee Included. Telephone in each apartment.

Single rooms, $3.

Double, $5 to $7. Front suites, $9.

We

can accommodate troupee of any also
Office open evenings, under aupervlalon of owner

John Milberg, 12-14 West 101st Street,
Telephones!

The Leo Feist-Roger Oraham "Livery Stable
Blum" case was ended last week whoa Max
Hart and the Original Dixieland Jam Bead
paid Oraham a good sized cash consideration
for full release of all claims arlalag

Riverside

MM. SIM

New York City

fg»hm

the National Surety Company, Instituted aa
result of wrongful operation of injunction
Issued against Oraham.

The Warrington Opera House of Oak Park,
renamed the Warrington, after a series of
most discouraging tenancies of Bngllsh opera,
stock burlesque snd other attractions, has
announced a popular prlosd vaudeville policy,
opening last week under the management of
Sam Bransky. The acta will be booked by J.
C. Matthews.

AUDITORIUM
Dark.

(H. M. Johnson, mgr.).—
Harry Lsudsr nsxt week.
(Harry J. Powers, mgr.).—

BLACKSTONB
"The Riviera
three weeks.

opened 24

Girl"

"Land of Joy"

for run
to follow.

of

GRAND

COHAN'S

We have to say!

men

male roles knocked out of the "Leave It to
Jane" oaat at the La Salle by the draft.

(Harry J. Ridings,
mgr.).—Jans Cowl In "Lilac' Tims," hsr biggest Chicago bit (14th week).
COLONIAL (Norman Field, mgr.).—Raymond Hitchcock In "Hltchy-Koo7r with Lillian Russell aa added feature. Big (2d weak).
COLUMBIA (Frank O. Parry, mgr.).—Star

A

Garter show.

CORT

(U.

J.

Hermann,

Naughty Wife."

mgr.).—"The

with Charlss Cherry and
Blanche -Yurka (5th week).
BNOLBWOOD (J. D. Whitehead, mgr.).—
"Cabaret Olrla."
EMPIRB (Art Mosllsr, mgr.).—"French
Frolics."

OARRICK (Win. Currie, mgr.).— "Over the
Top," with Justine Johnson, opened big March
awrar*

OAYBTY

(AI. O. Rolls,

mgr.).—-Revue of

ILLINOIS (Roil© TimponL mgr.).—Lest
wssk of Julia Saadereoa and Jsa Oawthora

VARIITY

An

Impossibility!
would be utterly impossible for us to advertise our entire catalogue
of new songs and give them proper prominence with the essential
explanation to make their themes clear.

It

We have
enough

at the present time a score of numbers of every description,
to supply a number of different acts without any confliction

whatever.

We Would Suggest
That you Communicate with our Professional Department and advise
us just the type of song you wish. We are positive we can satisfy
you, regardless of your wants.

We

Have Given You
Such high

"Just

a

class hits as

A Baby's Prayer At Twilight"

For The Two Of Us"
"I Hate To Lose You"

"They Were

All

Out Of Step But Jim"
We

All within the past several weeks.
have an unlimited supply of
other new songs just as good. They are yours for the asking.

Let Us

Know
What you wish and we

will

do the rest

?
I

|

?

*j

With Pleasure
We Announce
That MR.

MAURICE ABRAHAMS,

one of the most popular professional men in songdom, has joined our New York staff and will be
pleased to receive his friends at our main office.

MAX WINSLOW,

Mgr.

WATERSON, BERLIN & SNYDER
Strand Theatre Building

New York

City

'

VARIETY

ao

Revue Engagement Extraordinary!

r '#J

GALLARINI
and

SON

MULTIPLE MUSICIANS
displaying the utmost

INSTRUMENTAL VERSATILITY
with

New

Reisenweber'g

Easter Show, April 4

Direction,

Sw

Rom."

"Rambler

In

"Imaginary

Invalid"

opens March SI.

IMPERIAL

Will

open W.

Spink,
mar.).—Dark.
A. vaudeville la two

weeks.

LA BALLS
to Jsne."

it

(Nat Royster, mar.).— "Leave
Big (Bth waak).

NATIONAL (Jakn Barratt. mgr.).—Dark.
"Potaah A Perlmutter" naat waak.
OLYMPIC (Aba Jacob*, ma?.).—"Bom* LitUa

March 24.
mgr.).— Durk.

Otrl." with Foils Adter, opanad

TLAYHOU8B

(O07 Hardy,

Margarat Aaglla

la "Billeted"

PRINCB88

as

the

run

of

was going during the

acta

session.

(Will
V. N.

(Will

Singer,

Draw and Margarat Illlngton
Lord Ques" (8d waak).

Maj

1.

John
"The Qay

mgr.)
la

—

POWSRB (Harry J. Power*, mgr.). Darld
Warfleld la 'The Muele Master." laat twa
waaka (lOtk waak). Thomaa A. Wlaa sad
William Coartaaay la "Oaaeral Post" April 0.
STAR A OARTBR (Wm. Roche, mgr.).—
Irmlm'n "Big Bhow."

BTUDBBAKBR (Louis Judah, mgr.).—
"Maytlme" (12th week).
WOODS (Lou Houseman, mgr.). "Friendly
Bnemles," with Louis Mann and Bam Ber-

—

Matinees growing.
Nlgbt capacity.
Second week larger than first. Oyer $14,00)
each week.
MAJESTIC (William O Tisdale, mgr.; Orpbeam; rehearsal 9:80).—George Whiting
aad Sadie Burt rolled sevens and eleTens MonEverything they did turped
day afternoon.
right side up and they captured the hit of a
nard.

fair kill.

The evaneeoeat Sadie, newly togged and
cutely comparisonsd. Introduced for her first
solo number a aew ooe called "Bevea Service
Stars." the same being for as many eweethaarta at the front, a flae ditty for her style.
Bhs came beat with the sugar la "Dixie"
•oag, which Whiting Joined for comedy later,
and this gat laughs and much pleasure. The
two big seres am, however, are still Friedlanders Inspired "Kill Ton with Love," the
best double number since "Handy." and tha
Whltlng-BUrt version sf "Land of Wadding
Bells." Into which Whltlaf Interpolates hi*
In
rich humor, as dry aa old champagne.
a bill aosacwhat disorganised because enoorea
were not being done tnls pslr hsd to del Iyer
two of them.
After the Cameron Sisters' and Bob Matthews' acts, stage-waits ensued while respectively Matthews' sad LeMalre and OalAnother wait
bigher'e acta were being set.
came before the Lady Duff-Gordon gown parade, but this was due to fasstness with Telret drops, eta* for which tha curtain had to
be raised. The Cameron Slater* brought on
their part of tha delay by falling to draw
any encouragement for aa encore, which they
usually do In "one," nad which they were
not aollolted to perform Monday, finishing to
Matthews. In
n somewhst clammy fade-out
hie "Rauddr of Old Broadway." a mellow
aad meld eomhtaatloa of what ho calls "types
from life a* tha Oraat White Way," took
bow before tha ourtala aad seemed annoyed
ling, though his act want a* wall

Me

Stanley and Biraes opened. This team has
been working small-timers heraabouta and
makes Its dsbut downtown In a hard spot
before aa audience of steel and Ice water.

They daaos and aim for a UtUc oomedy, coming through very satisfactorily for tha oaadltlons.
Collins aad Hart have been adgad up
to No. 2, but It waant depressing to these
veteran pnntomtmlsta and eccentrics, who
ployed slong aa though the audience were
paying nttentlon; they got what waa la of
the house before they reached the wire stuff
and closed strong.
Winona Winter, n local favorite of many
years' standing and repute, whooe vaudeville
appearances hare beea rather checkered and
sporadic In her own town, waa handicapped
by early position, coming next, aa her opening In fragile, aad bar animation, which wan
nerer boisterous. Is aow more subdued thsa
oyer. Her Imitations, sure fire of subject, such

Lsurette Taylor
and Harry Lauder,
The Lender was too
was too syrupy. Bhs

her patriotic speech
missed almost entirely.
"thick." and tha Taylor
began to wla thorn with
her ventrlloqulal specialty, whloh la bar forte
and which endures. She ended with n polite
and friendly bnt not vociferous hand. Lolf.

,as

la

MeVICKBR'S (Jack
Loew- Msthews ).—The

mgr.; agent,
seemed to have

Bnrch,
bill

beea made up out of a grab-bag, with the
usual grab-bag results—one or two prlsee and
a lot of lemons. Juggling do Lists opened.
He Jungles. His heat trick Is the one he reserve* for the fiaal bit.
He works with half
a doses tmfin, and draws applause by his artful maas^tsMssaa.
Al Rlpon followed, with
his dsninm
of the few full-slas yentrlloqalal mguree used in American vaudeville.
Rtpasj Is attired la Scotch kllta, the
dummy In full evening dree*. While there Is
nothing
sssmatloaal
about
Rlpon's
votoothrswlag, he doea It smoothly, and haa the
adraatage of a very good singing voice. The
Four Marls leaped out after a long, quavering
ii

m

chord, attired la vivid yellow, fieahllaga. They
performed toothaomety on n rotary circle along
the general style orlglnnted by the Curson
sisters.

The Burls are two mea and two

women.

They perform gracefully and well.
half dossa of snippy, snappy logs put over
the sent act Lowe sad Sporllag Olrls.
In
addition to the swift stepping work done by
the trio Lowe has n voice, and used it effectively la 'That's the Kind of n Baby for
Me." The girls have no voices to tweak of—
but who cares T They dance like daadelloi
in a summer wind.
Ferguscsi dt Sunderland
(boy and girl) followed wltb more dancing.
The high spot of the set Is a series of Imitations done by the boy, In which ho cleverly
Interprets ths terplsohorean peoullniitlee of
various types sf people. His partaer Is pretty
aad part aad helpc along a lot. This likable
usupto were followed by a weird, unintelligible,
wingless sketch offered by Leonnrd
utterly
Brown d Co. Brown Is n female Impersonator.

A

—

mm

sot haa a construction whfcah defies aaalysle.
It reeks of vulgarity aad la not ovea
la tha Impersonation
held up by any
Julian Bittnge need hot
offered by Brown.
tremble—yet. Bllry Billot cleaned up the atmosphere a bit. The little blackface eomedlaa sat him down oa the edge of the footlights aad spoke to aad at the audience. His
gsgs are friendly, and there Is no lysol necessary for hla aoag Dumber*. Billy oloaad with
hie beautiful yodellng rendition of "Mammy's
They loved It and
Ll'l Coal Black Rocs."
recalled him for more. Johnson, Howard apd
Llsette, good acrobats aad bad comedians,

The

mam

closed.

They work

In

trump makeup, aad their

as ragged aa their coetamea. The
bit Involving the bird in the files la highly
objectionable and
clean
t belong oa a al
vaudeville bill, and tha trio will do well to
eliminate It before
conscien tious aad
alert manager takes note
Swing.

comedy

la

HIPPODROMB (Andy Talbot, mgr.; agent.
Y. M. A.).—The show opened with n bark
and ended with n bang. Blgsbee's Dogs are
back with a better routine then ever. The
W.

Intelligent canines, representing shout every
of dogdom, perform with n pep
thst entitles the net to n No. 1 rating on the
time.
Before the* last bark of the dog actors
had died there came the moaning of three
saxophones, played by the Jaae-posossaed Nicholson Trio.
Those folks arc aaaaaslnntorn 6f
repooe.
Their slam-baag finish with trick
slide tromboaos brings them n big hnnd.
Loaovu. a sinuous aad beautiful girt, and Oilmore, n vocal and good-looking man, followed.
They open In "one" with n cong, etlt, aad
then Mr. Ollmoro returns aad given a fiae
rendition of "Long, Lang Trail.
Followlng
this number the ourtala goes up for full, and
the team does a danoa la which Miss Lonova
plant* herself indubitably as a mistress of
rhythmic motion.
Within the cyoloramn n
dreeslng table Is utilised.
The costume
change* are made la full view of the eudlenos.
The girl's tnterpretntlon of n swsn daaoa Is
most beautiful. Together they do a military
number. The not I* destined for bettor Uses.
Sol Borne, doing n single with practically the
same material he used when he was on,ly
half of a team, fell with a grisly thud. Borne
of hie gage eeem to hark back to Cliff Gordon,
nnd latterly to Senator Francis Murphy. Ftfr
his finish he sang Jolson'o "Cleopatra 1' song,
finishing with the emery, "Now what do you
think of that?"
The audience refused to
answer.
"A Night with the Poets" followed
this hiatus In the bill.
This Is n novelty
varlntlon of the ususl posing net It Is artistic and meritorious.
The basis Is the vlvtficatlon of poomc recited by one of the members
of the company.
The not got a number of
bends on the fine tablesus and closed big.
Hopkins snd Axtell In their street car aad
Pullman not soored their ususl Inughlng hit
Tbe show closed with the Four Jansleys, lute
of Rlngllng Brothers' circus, nnd one of the
best rlsisy ncss In ths country.
Swing
PALACB (Barl Steward, mgr. wrpbeem)

known breed

;

—

RUSH JERMON

Only two theaters

la town played to aaywhen
near capacity Monday night, which ushered
In Holy Week.
One was ths Oolonlsi, whan
the attract loo was Raymond Hltohomfir a*4
n vary good maaloal comedy, nad the other
was ths Palace, whore the attraction wai
Julian Bltingc nad n eraekerjaok vaudevilb
show.
It waa Mr. Itlago'a eeeoud week Is
Chicago and hla laat oa the speaking stage,
he announoed. He repeated the smaahinghli
scored last week at the Majestic using Um
ssme four numbers. The show opened with
Harry Tyler and Tolandn St. Clair, and foiki

were still coming In when thin good-lcoklM
couple began to pound their Inspired read* os
"U. 8. Cavalry March." Opening in a gorgeous set. stags semi-dark. Harold D* h>n«
listed by June Bdwsrds and lata htarwig
presented n futurist dancing spsaUdlc whlofc
over oa effective stag* jrasiiiiisj anon
than anything else. Du Kane la a showmen
He utilizes his atmoephere to the utmost
Incidentally, the dancing was very good, apd
the big band came to Du Kane when h<
waltsed around the stags gracefully several
times, with ons of ths girls perched on hh
shoulder.
Donahue nnd Stewnrt precloui
radium In deposits of clsy were the laughinj
hit of the show.
This boy and girl do neon
with nothing to do then any other team li
vaudeville.
They were recalled time and
again, just because the audience wanted ti
eee the funny way la which they loped out
from the wings.
"Somewhere In France.
billed as a military soenlc singing novelty
went over on tbe fidelity of the trench ssttinaj
the grim effect of the dirty uniform* nnd the
occasional shells and ths excellent vetoes oi
the four men In the not, who aang war songs
Some oomedy In dialect helped the not. Tnmeo
Kajlyama held the audience spellbound wit*
his demonstration of mlad concentration. Hii
exposition of quadruple mlad concentration—
reading, writing, talking nnd figuring at Um
same time brought him muck applause. After
Bltlnge hsd taken his last bow, Lohss and
Sterling came out with their fast snd furious
athletic feats.
Ons of the best acts of Iti
kind on tbe big time It Is a pity that they
should have had to oloee the show.
Bwk%g.

—

—

—

ORPHEUM

w

(Fred Henderson, gen. _ ...
sgent, direct).— Average bill which embraced
everything from slapstick to classlo music
Bert Kslmsr and Jessie Brown went very big.
Fradkln, violinist, assisted by Jean Toll
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Monkey

out of

you!'
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Catch Lints
Where the Elephant and ox.can aay,' You thought you were
ut aow the Yanki wade a monkey out of you "
Where the squirrel in his hut, Can yell"! heard you were
Rut aow the Yanks made a raoqkey out of you."

When

^«i__^

Yanks Made

call

j

1

i

BOYS?"

II

h>*

a "Nut"

4f'h

St., Iftw

•

fork, M.Y.

_

Monkey Out

a

Write, wire or

W

1

'

the "Kane, Outane>" will thout.'They'll feed ua all on sauerkraut

Because the Yanks made a monkey out of you "
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B. F. Keith's

1

1

Marcus Loew's

Circuit

Enterprises

United Booking

General Executive Offices
Putnam Building Times Square

New York

Offices

JOSEPH M.Manager
SCHENCK

(Agency)

PAUL KEITH,

A.
E. F.

ALBEE,

General

President

Vice-President end General

LUBIN

J. H.
Booking Manager

Manager

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and

HODGDON

S. K.

New York

Palace Theatre Building

Feiber

Acts laying

Chicago Office:
North American Building

Tao Best Small Time

Par WmI.

Steady.

President

General Executive Offices:

VEY

front tare* to It* week* between ealiinga of koata for Aostralla far all SrstCeaiaiaaleat* by wire er letter.

Tivoli Theatres, HShum

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS. INDIA and AFRICA

HUGH

Reglatered Cable

D.

American Repreaentat.Te.NORM

Australian
and N. Z. Vaudeville
BEN

J.

Heart OtRoe.

FULLER

For

all ealllngs frota

Agent*
Weetern VaadeTiUe Mgrs.' Aaan.. Chicago

Director
Australia

BUFFALO

BIG

M. D.

at Forty-ninth St.

SIMMONS

General Booking Manager

ARTISTS

can secure long engagements by booking direct with as

The Western Vaudeville
Managers' Association
MORT SINGER,

General

Manager—TOM CARMODT, Booking Manager

CHICAGO,

Majestic Theatre Building

ILL.

Real Estate Tract Bid. .. Philadelphia

ACADEMY

BOOKINGS ARRANGED
Ban Fraaalaeo and Vancourer

Capital. IS.OOO.Mt

TIVOLI THEATRE. 8yd. ty.

AN JEFFERIES

FULLER'S

fieveralai Olrostor.

Combined

McINTOSH, Governing

Addnee "HTJOHMAC." Sydney

AVE.,

for Novelty Feature Acta.

EXECUTIVE OPFICES—ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG.. BAN FRANCISCO

Harry Rickard's

SEVENTH

VAUDEVILLE

I

ComscvUrs Work

Caa arrange
«laa* acta.

MOSS

B. 3.
t

City

CIRCU

la the

*

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

729

INDEPENDENT

office.

AMALGAMATED

1493 Broadway

New York

Southern territory wire this

off in

City

& Shea

(Putnam Building)

1

•

FEATURE ACTS WANTED

WRITE. OR WIRE

NEW ENGLAND BOOKING

VAUDEVILLE ACTS
f*r
THEATRES and PARES

FRED MARDO

Putnam

Building.

Times Square.

New York

City
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MCCOY DAVIS

Keith's Palace, Neto York,
proved

soprano,

both

classlo and artistic.
offering of "The

The Ardath and Allman

Corner Store" closed the show and did very
well with hokum.
Marlon Harris did we*.,
but with a different finish would hare stopped
the show, as the house didn't know when she
was through with her present offering. J. C.
Nugent obtained laughs throughout his "Meal

AERIAL MITCHELLS
Comedy

Hound"

Basil and Allen (holdover)
sketch.
eclipsed last week's success, but were assigned to the second position. "Vanity Fair
of 1918" (boldoTer) wai seen in the opening
position. Nellie V. Nichols (holdo?er) stopped
proceedings completely.
PANTAGB8 (Burton Myer, mgr. ; agent,
direct).
Mediocre bill with one or two exceptions.
Winston's seals and diving girls
proved an unusual turn that was greatly appreciated. "The Girl at the Cigar Stand" appeared to be stood sketch poorly played. Al.
Canflsld and will H. Cohen grabbed comedy
honors.
Homer and DvBard had a special
drop that prored the runniest thing In their

Revolving
Break-

—

Away

COLUMBIA
Robson

in

"A

(Gottlob
Little Bit

^v

St* fl

manmSsnww'

*

nm»

s minstrel show the last half. The shew
was under the direction of Ralph PIncua at

the Columbia theatre.

m

Emanuel A. Turner opens with the Ah
company Sunday, March 81. In leads epp_

K

V

am

yjft

Bvelya Vaughan, who starts hsr return engagement the name date. The opening piece
Is^De Luxe Anne."

•»— p~

1

lR^"«feJ

h/|

I

MB!

Circuit

~'~

m

":""'

1

March 31

Sr

-

The Flfty-Flfty combination of t'ie Continental Hotel made their quarterly switch last
*
week. Furnace going to Las An
ley coming here for the next t

:

Helens Sullivan, stock octrois, opened at

1

DIRECTION

Orpheum In Oakland Inst week
"The Bending of Betty Berdoux.

the

mnnnm4

Jack Henry

A Marx, mgrs.).—May

jduii
by the girl member, who, at the same time,
does paper tearing behind her back. Charlie
Leonard returned with his singing pictures
Blondl Robinafter only a week's absence.
eon, billed "Just a Fool," has the silliest
routine possible. All he got wore a few giggles, but toward the finish when be began to
show a strain of real humor, he was noticed
enough to get away to a fair finish. Florence

An

Eccentric Comedienne

—Palace Theatre, Minneapolis

assisted by Edward Ewald and Frank
McAllister, in a tense dramatlo skstch, "Ths
Acquittal."
It Is the best in the dramatic
line here for some time and was received accordingly.
Neville and Brock, blackface and
straight, carried off the comedy honors with
new patter. Concluding, "Small Town Op'ry,**
Given a little more
a "tab," was shown.
of book and this piece would bo a champion.
Bell,

who

will

in

a sketch

Raymond R. Ripley, now with Nellie V.
Nichols on the Orpheum Circuit, is framing n
skstch for himself next

Old Fashioned."

CA8INO (Lester Fountain, mgr.).—A-H. A
W. V. A. vaudeville.
PRINCBBS (Bert Levey, lessee A mgr.).—

Next Week

PreparaUaps are being made for the opening
of **•
Co, •» tha Oarrlel
hSXr***?9* 0dwiOpera
In the Fillmore district.
wl'.l be
sented at popular prices. Doubt le exnt
as to the success of the venture, aa the
location is not much better thaa the old.

-

Duluth, Minn.

—Max
(2d

—

$26,000 Is the approximate amount added lathe Red Cross treasury by the John MoOer*
mack concert bold here at the Civic Auditorium. Of this the asat sals represented ttu>
800, with ths balance coming from the
log off of McCormack phonograph _ „
Signaller Tom SkeyhUI, the blind Ansae

—

L _^ssm

Open on
Orpheum

Curran, *Jhgr.).
But the Truth"

Bert Levey vaudeville.
SAVOY (Harry Davis, mgr.).—Will King
Co. with Bonlta A Hearn (14th week).
WIGWAM (Jos. F. Bauer, mgr.).—A-H. A
W. V. A. vaudeville.
CASINO. 17. A better than usual small
time bill with a notable Increase In business.
Seymour's animals started and left the audience In a very good mood. Maatey and Golden,
with good bird Imitations and a "kid" number

In both.

Instead of its usual vaudeville the .-_-_—
offered the Columbia Park Boys, 00
i«w»«—t«

Ladder

Dorothy Harris was handicapped by
Francis and
having the opening position.
Nord had a novel turn that merited a later
spot than "No. 2."
HIPPODROME (Edward Morris, mgr.;
"Litis Miss Foxy."
agent, A-H.).—Fair bill.
Zemater and Smith, good
very mediocre.
turn, barring Its attempted comedy. Florence
Calvere and Yvonne Olbeau, classic, went fslr.
Cooks and LUlard, scored with singing, comStan and Mae Laurel, reedy only fslr.
The
ceived comedy and applause honors.
Leach LaQuinlan Trio closed successfully.
ALCAZAR (Geo. Davis, mgr.).—Chas. Kug-

week).

n

ft

IU people are all very good and the numbers done nicely. Featured Is Phyllis Day*
also programed as ths producer. She did well

In

turn.

gles In "Fifty Fifty."
CORT (Homer F.
Flgman In "Nothing

BHHHH

NOW

Eddie Perry, manager of Canary Cottage*
oue of San Prandeao'e beach resorts, has gone
in for oommerloal pursuits as a side Iron. Ifm
Initial venture Is a talking Buddah. which la
being put out as a fair and camlvnl attraction.
J. J. Cluxtoo was last week given the deIn a suit brought agnlnst him by the
Alta 8cenlc Studio in nn attempt to
for bills Incurred by Edna Kealey for

cision

make you laugh

direction

EARL & YATES

1
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

BEST PLACES TO DINE AT

THE GOLDEN GLADES

500 Housekeeping Apartments

(4th Floor)

real
W
M Hi NBaf eta. wWi
*

New

Feature Every Night

Uador tko

Attractions Extraordinary

Haas.

Win slow &
Elsie

ii

&

Paulsen
And

Skater

aad

8how

The

cleaallneoe.

Paooo Bryoat

YANDIS COURT

White Hoiiara."

S4I.M7 Wort 414
I
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DINNER

With Continuous Dancing and Cabaret
Dining

ft

A BefMloe Oo Law

its

$1.50

U

-L- road aad Mbwiy.

141 to S47 Wart 44th

for Dinner 7:15 P. M. j» for Sapper,
%
at 11 :M P. M.
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JUST COMPLETED: ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARRAN8E0 IN SUITS OP ONE. TWO AND TMMI
ROOMS. WITN TILED BATH AND SHOWER. TILED KITCHENS, KITCNENETTEt AND VACUUM
SYSTEM. THESE APARTMENTS EMBODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE.
SIMS U» Weakly: tSMS Up Moothly

ON THE CARPET"
Berne

• ^B^BB^B^BBf

HILDONA COURT

Ma ileal Comedy

With Helen Hardlek and

EEBEaaaEMRF

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH 8TBAM HBAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

Cunningham & Clements
La Vira

the

^BBr^B^B^BOBJ

are tko largest alatalaoro af keaoakeoplap fnrnloked apartaaoata opeelallataa*
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Steele
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BOBBY McLEAN-WorM's Chaapfon
Luana
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IIS.lt U» Wosfcty
Addroao all ee»a.aalcatJeaa
ML Clasaaa
Priadpal OSIco—Taadlo eCart, S41 Woat 4ld Street. Now Terk
Apartaaoata can ko oooa eroalape. Ofico la aaok halldlap

U

Booerrc Tables

SOMETHING

NEW

IN

New—Pheao

Cola at has tttl

AN OLD SPOT!
Tol.

AMRON

Pkoao—Bryaat

a la carte bill of fare carries the

Come and make

We

LOWEST PRICES

c

r

IN

,

*"*cili' .." AS!i"*""

NEW YORK

s23 We8t 43rd Street,

CITY

754-756 EIGHTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

Botwooa 44th aad 47th Strooto
Ono Block Woat of
Three. Poor aad PWe-Roen. Hlpk-Claoo Paralokod Apertaieata—lit Up
MBS. GEORGE HIEGBU Btpr.
Pkaaoot Bryaat ttet-1
Strictly Profoaaloaal

Cater Particularly to the Profession

MAXIM'S

Phones Grooloy U7S-U74
so. fraas I3.M Por Wook
aad 4

AMRON

J.

110 West 38th St
N. Y. City cro^«Jn *111!

MOST SENSATIONAL REVUE

in the

THE

Lead"

GIRL FROM PAREE99

108-1 10 W.49thSt.

$1.00

GIOLITO

THE BEST ITALIAN DINNER

IN

Special Service
A

144 to. Vlrotolo Ave.

CNARSE

SUNDAYS

85 Cents

Bryant HIS

NEW YORK
THE CITY

GfTY

HOME COOKING

TO3

VERY REASONABLE PRICES

BE8TAURANT

Try

41th

St..

one* and cootIbco yeareelf

Now York

14

So,

Clark

SU

Prirll

Bureau

Street, off

Brosdway,

Tolophoaot

Bryant 2447

foil

Furnished

Apartments
and Rooms

A1

on

Mian tooeJrsd ey
pHonir protoBlo leant of
dsttoo woared CHARLES

1

SCNEUIR. Q ioarol Mi

Now York

Baths aad Contlaaoao Hot Wator
Large Rooms, 14 and Up
aad 3-Reen. Apartaaoata. $7 to ft.lt

310

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING

W.

48th SL,

New York

SCRANTON, PA.

SEYMORE HOTEL
ROCHESTBB,

LACK'A

Notice to the Profession

N.

Y.

RsJOntS, 75C «nd opw.rd

JOHN

HOUSE

A.

oo
M

a:

Catorlnp to tho Profession

Special Rates to the Profession
Once tried

come back.
HERMAN GOGOLIN

They

THE ORIGINAL ESHMAN
Prom

West 35th

am

VALLEY
NEW YOKE

156

Newly Reneoeted

This aorooa

"THE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST"
SATURDAY'S
and
Lunch 55 Cents

MRS. BEILLT.

Upwards—Honookooplap

MARION HOTEL
Private Batko

174

At 7:*? «<) lliSt

Dinner

Gee. P. Schaetder. Prop.

I

MABLBOBOUGB HOTEL AND RESTAURANT UNDER TBI SAME MANAGEMENT

Always

EIGHTH AVENUE

Private Bath. S-4 Boooso
Catering to tko ooaifort aad convenience of tko prefoaalen.
Stoaa. Boat aad Electric Llpkt
44 Up

yourself at home.

UNDER THE PERSONAL MANAGEMENT OF

ii

TTt

IS44

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

DINNER
Cents Upward

Table d'Hote Dinner at 95 Cents
CABARET and DANCING
Our

Office—

1

c

take pleasure in offering
a novelty in onr

Luncheon Entrees from 30

mbw
WBW

Back Apartmont

In

I

ION

776-78-80 EIGHTH AVENUE
Botwooa 471k and 44th Strooto
vrkDir
VMJh

Private Botk ond Pkoao

Directly under the N. V. A. Club

DINNER

I

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PBOP

At Broadway and 48th Street
We

MS

\

713*

RESTAURANT

c

THE EDMONDS MSt.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

Bryaat

Chleepe

all

ABBEY COURT
3120 Broadway, oortkwsst senior 134th Stroot
Furnished 1. S ond 3 rooms, elcrstor, electricity,
hotel

servloe.

reetaunnL
Ferry.

telephoDs.

bousekeoirtag

faculties.

Convenleot to Bubwsj and Port Leo

Rummer

Rates.

Mornlngsldo S744.

Open Evenings.

Pac

—
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140 Neptune Ave., Sea Gate,

New York;

from ocean; 3 blocks from bay

3 blocks

Three-story and basement stucco house,
10 rooms, two baths, two large sleeping
porches, pantries, tiled porches, Spanish

4th Avenue Subway
Times Square.

tile roof.

Two

Cement, two-car garage, with chauffeur's
room, every convenience, Spanish tile roof.

premises.

On
by

Buildings

House finished beautifully, hardwood floors
throughout.
Mitchell Vance electric fixsteam heat and hot water systems.

MAX

ATLANTIC CITY.
BT CHAHLII 8CHCIKR.
Wrestling fans in this and adjaoent cltlea
will be here over Easter Monday night
will be privileged to witness one of the biggest affairs in that line of sport ever held
here.
Arrangements were completed last
night for an attraction to be ataged at the
Nixon which will equal those which hare been
held recently in New York.
Four of the
leading wrestlers of the country will try for
the world's championship on the mat, Waldck
Zybszko, the "Polish Hercules," who recently
lost to Lewis in Madison Square Garden on a
foul, will meet Charles Peopisaell, the 81avlsh
champion.
In the second bout Yuslff Hessane, the "Balkan Bonecrusher," will encounter Tom Oraak, champion of Holland.
The champions will appear under the management of Jack Curley. The deal to put on the
bouts was consummated late last night.

who

the automobile show which will be opened on
the Pier on March 30.
B. F. Keith's theatre opens next week with
Blanche Ring, John MeOowan and Co. and
Raskin's Review as headllners.

(April

thelrseats by
ville," and who lifted them
n Is her
her "Five Kings of Synoopatlon."
old act up to the time when Frank Weetphalt
cornea out on the stage. Ho had gone on Just
before her and responded to an enoors wttfi
her, and from then on the pair Indulged In
off

rapid-fire comedy stuff that was
tlnly great.
The Three Bennett Sisters

some

csr-

open

the show with a muscular act, and they are
followed by Lloyd and Wells In "Alabama
Billy Halllgan and Dana
act.
"Somewhere In Jersey," Is also a
Margaret Ford substituted for Mlg8be has a feminine figure and a masnon.
culine voice and kept the audlenee in doubt
during her entire act. She has a very good
act.
William H. Thompson, In "The Straight
Road," went well even though It Is a bit
long-winded.
Frank Weetphalt has a peach

Bond," a good
Sykea,

good

In

act.

Did

IDA

(April 15)

Direction,

WEEK

NFYT WEEK
WV.V.K
NEXT

>IXTO

"FORTY

PLYMOUTH

(B.

BUSHWICK, BROOKLYN

PARK

"Cheating Cheaters" doing good business and
should be here for several weeks to coma.

TREMONT (John B. Schoeffei. mgr.).—
Is the last week of "Miss 8prlngtlme."
and the next attraction la Dltrlcbiteln In "The
King." Show has been extensively advertised
by word of mouth here and there ts a big
advaoce demand for seats.
This

HOLLIS

(Charles

J.

week of George Arllss

Introduced some fine erotic dancing.
The show Is one that le evenly balanced
and contains some fine calibre seta. The show
fitted In very well and the bouse was very
out.

It

even for Holy Week.
(Charles Harris, mgr.; agent, U.
B. O.).—8corlng with the United States J ass
Band, which has proven to be one of tbe hits
of the season with the balance of the vaudeville, comprising "Those French Girls," Gaylord and LAnoton, Burns and Klssen, and

the season, snd with extensive advertising
has packed the house at every performance.
ORPHEUM (vMctor J. Morris, mgr.; agent,
Loew). Vaudeville topped by Samsel and
Leonhard. and balance of bill Includes 8aatoa
and Farrell, the Dancing Kennedys, Jim and
Annie Francis, Murray Benoett and Dlas's
Monkeys.
Photoplay, "Naughty, Naughty/'

—

being used as feature.

SCOLLAY OLYMPIA (Jamee

Weber and Rldnor.

"Even as Tou and I"

Is

being used as the film feature.
BIJOU (Ralph Oilman, mgr.; agent, U. B.
Good.
O.). Pictures.
BOWDOIN (Al Somerbee, mgr. agent, U
B. O.).— Using "The Captive God" ae a feaVaudeville topped by Bldwell and
ture film.
Rice, and balance of bill includes 8!dney and
Vera Fayne, Wilbur Held, La Due and La Duo,
Bob Campbell, and Joe Morris,
agent,
8T. JAMB8 ( Josepb Brennan, mgr.
Loew). Using a 10- person sketch, "The Smart
Shop," for the vaudeville feature. Other acts
are Foley and O'Nell, Elliott and Mora,
Charles 0. Lawler. and Harry Tends. "Love
Me" the film feature.
GLOBE (Frank Meagher, mgr. ; agent,
Loew).— Film. "The Kaiser, the Beset of Berlin," has proven to be the drawing card of

—

;

;

—

We Come

J.

McOulness.

mgr.).— Using "Tbe Bargain" as film feature.
Vaudeville Includes "Tbe World In Harmony,"
Gardner's "Maniacs," Cunningham and MarIon, Conway and Fields, and the Five Violin
Girls.

GORDON'S
—

OLYMPIA

(Frank Hooka llo,
mgr.). "The Fall of the Romanoffs" being
used as a film feature to good business.
Vaudeville topped by Arthur Mercedes and
Company, and balance of acta Include the
Three Lyres, Long Tack Sam and Company,
Stone and Manning.
PARK (Thomas D. Sorlero, mgr.). "An
American Live Wire" being used as a head-

—

liner for
tures.

a

bill

of

exceptionally

fine

pic-

8HUDERT (E. D. Smith, mgr.).—Had the
opening at tbe legitimate theatres to Itself
with "The Rape of Belgium," a war thriller.
Plenty of action in the show, which Is the
work of Max Marcln and Louis K. Anspacher.
COLONIAL (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).—
"The Rainbow Girl" Is nearing the flnleh, this
being the last week. Business has been fairly
good. Muoh Is expected of the new attraction,

Back?

I

Should Say

MAY CHADWICK
POST OFFICE

(March 25), KEITH'S RIVERSIDE, NEW
fAnrillt
A T.W AMUR A NEW YORK
(April
1), ALHAMBRA,

YORK

mgr.).—There

WILBUR

GATES AUSTIN and BLANCHE CARR

a single act. Mullen and Coogan here a
good act; and the fact that both are Boatou
products came In handy for them. Cleveland
Bronner's "Dream Fantasies" proved to be a
very classy act and held the house through-

a large advance

every reason now to believe that the finish
of tbe present theatrical season will still
see "The Men Who Came Back" coming back
at the Plymouth.
It is now on its 14th week
In this city and business holding up well.
(B. D. Smith, mgr.).— "A Successful Calamity," with William Gillette. Is
doing good buainess and will stay a few weeks
longer, after which time previous booking conditions will make a change necessary.
8QUARE (Fred B. Wright, mgr.).—

TOM LINDSAY -."LADY BUGS"
of

Is

Smith,

D.

Is

COMING EAST SOON
with

THISVW

sale.

25)

JENIE JACOBS

IN "WIGGIN'S
THIS

"The Black Spawn"

Cohan's "Revue," snd there

NEW YORK, THIS WEEK (March
NEXT WEEK (Aprtt 1), ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN
8) COLONIAL, NEW YORK

BOSTON

KEITH'S (Robert O. Larson, mgr. ; agent,
U. B. O.).—The biggest bit of the season was
scored at this house this week b* Sophie
Tucker, billed as the "Mary Oarden of Vaude-

cost,

BILLY CUMBY

NOVEL ECCENTRICITIES

IN

fair,

BOSTON.
BY LBN LIBBBT.

original

rVIAIM

KEITH'S PALACE,

The return to resort activity of two popular managers met with the unqualified approval of the members of the Amusement AsM. H.
sociation as well as the local public.
Russell has again assumed the managerial
scepter at the Colonial, while Jules Aaronson,
under whose management the local Keith's
theatre had Its record season last year, is to
pilot the well liked over the ocean play house
through the summer.
Manager Samuel W. Megili of the Garden
Pier reports a great many reservations for

OE

and

AUSTRALIAN
CREIGHTONS

30.

old;

Write or phone our representative, E. F.
Hemberger, 30th and Surf Avenue, Coney
Island, N. Y. Phone 1939 Coney Island.

Sea Gate is a restricted residential community, reached by six car lines and the

Idora Park, the only amusement park In the
bay district, opens its summer season March

years

five

SALE PRICE $14,500; TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED TO SUIT PURCHASER.

tures,

Jose, will a«ve a

from

917,500.

.

The new Hippodrome, 8an

minutes

boat lines during summer months,
one landing at the famous Atlantic Yacht
Club within five minutes* walk of these

plot SO x 120, set in garden surrounded
hedge and large trees.

seating capacity of 1,800.

—40

in

mgr.).--Last
"Hsmllton," finish-

Rich,

ing s successful engagement of several weeks'
duration.
"The Country Cousin" coming Into
this house, probably to stay the balance of tbe
season.

MAJESTIC (B. D. Smith, mgr.).—Final
week of "Odds and Bnds of 1017," and next
attraction is "Getting Ttogether." a war play
in which Blanche Bates, Perclval Knight, and
a notable company will be seen. Proceeds
of he show to go to tbe aid of war sufferers.
COPLEY (H. W. Pattee. mgr.).— Henry
Jewett Players using 'The Melting Pot" this
week. "The Cottage in the Air" Is billed for
the company week for the first time on the
Boston stage.
CASINO (Charles Waldron, mgr.). Jew
Hurttg's "Hello America."
GAYETY (Thomas H. Henry, mgr.).— "The
Social Maids."
(George B. Lothrop, mgr.).
"Grown Up Babies," with the vaudeville
topped by Frawley and West, Laogley and
Timmins, Nat Burns, Maurice Prince, Shirley
and Shirley and Fagln and Macomber.

—

HOWARD

Girls of the "Odds and Bnds" company,
Jack Norworth's show, now at the Majestic,
pulled a brand new one Sunday night when,
just before midnight, chaperoned by Grant
Allen, the Norworth agent, and Frederick
Roche, of the New England Fish Exchange,

thoy descended on Boston newspaper offices
laden with food and drink for the scribes.
arrival of a small sample
of the long-heralded whale meat, which Is to
Gypsy
put the beef trust out of business.
Wilson, Charlotte Cushman, Gladys Dupelle,

The occasion was the

We

and

Did

DAD

«9

TORd
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JAMES MADISON

FREDERICKS SCENIC STUDIO
OFFICE— 1*47 Braadw ay.

m

STUDIO—S4*

Beesa 4§f

NEW TORE QTT

r*eeeei

ew

VAUDEVILLE AUTHOR— Mel

Bronaaa. Doe O'NotU. CarUnaU
aad Harrie. Biaan Barnes. Keno aad Orson, Booaey
it,
Nit Car* aad

THE LARGEST THEATWCAL
\JSH0M MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD*

E.Galizi&Bro.

AW

ENTIRE COMPANIES OF
SIZf
AND INDIVIDUAL ORDERS FITTED

Greatest
tarera aad Bepelrveo.
Iaetaaparahle Bpaelal
Wares.
New Ides
Patented Shift

sxagtand smar snog
RBQjjmMSNT OF THE WSLL ORBSSttX
1554 BROADWAY NFAR 46S7 NY
ChjcH^o Srorc STATE ST
MONROt-

SM

Canal Street
N. Y. City
Tel TraakUa SSI

'..

COSTUMERS

PfcOtve CVfrtral

AUGUSTOS
IORO & SON

WARDROBE

lS7N.Wa»aah

•

"Delivers the Gowda.1*
The -Faroel Peel- of Taadertlle.
t weak far a good act! Bave Teaaey wrtta yea ewe.
Write* Call ar Plana
Allen Spencer Tenney, 1493 Broadway, N. T.

TENNEYr

Blanafactarora of
the Beet Accerdeoae
In the World
Special far

C

Eeys
Jit Graad Street
Plan*

CITY

JOHN BRUNTON
STUDIOS

GuerriniCo.
Maaafartureri «f

Ones

Hiffc

Aeesrdieii

Colamhaa Ave.
Baa Francleee

277-279

PRODUCTIONS OF
EVERY DESCRIPTION
Wc

Awarded Gold Models—

Omon.
Ran

Italy: P. -P.

1.

_*.,

Pranelaoa.

Diego.

afford to miss Itcan afford to fo.

"OBEATEST

CHAIM.Kfl

D11X1NQUAJI

AT

TH»

RL'CH'IWS

ZVXB KNOWN"
Staged by

Eu

Seata • waaka ahead.

FACIAL BEAUTY
A V C F»<«
Ifl A I 3
Taars
WHINKL«S. SCARS,
.

Eat.

REMOVES FRECKLES.

Bpaclallat
JO

plttlaae
the face.
akin Riven a "beautiful freehneea. SxcaUanl acoommodaUom for patrona.
My Dear Mme. Maya: I am pleaaad to bear teetlmoay
to the beneficial reaulta of yoax paclalty.— ADKLLNA

and

Muorlee tightened and lae

all bleinlahee of

41st

STREET

NEW TORE

SCENERY
Para Dye BpoclaUata

The Sheppard Studio
Offlee:
1

304 MaJeelle Tees. Bld|.
Chleaee. !••

Bryant 942a

The

Wardrobe Trunks
HALF REGULAR PRICES

greatest novelty of the age. Tells past,
preaent and future. A sure-fire moneysetter for clairvoyants, fortune tellers,
fairs and carnivals.
Write fur particulars to
EDDIE PERRY. Variety. Ban Francisco

"BUDDHA KNOWS ALL"

EDWARD GROPPER
208 West 42nd Street
NEW
Phone: Bryant 8S78

YORK

VAUDEVILLE ARTIST
(

GRAINGER
SCENIC STUDIO

the best Saxophone

or

TRUNK SCENERY

Second Hand

Exelnalve Deelaus by 8HEAFE
Velvet Drops Mada ta Order— Rentals
SM Patnaaa Belldln*. Now York

Kalashen

The Beat Treape
a

244 Weai 46th St.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
Pantaoee Theatre Bide.

Real

Battle

Theatrical Supplies
Write foe Catnlegao New Y-i

street theatre.

Al Sherry, former vaudeville manager, has
been appointed sales manager here for the

Gardener Syndicate, handling the Billy West
comedies throughout New York state, outside
New York city.

William P. Allen, better known as "Vitagraph Bill," has gone to Camp Derens, Ayer,
Mass., where be Is connected with the Depot
Brigade of the 8th Company. 2d Battalion.
Mr. Allen formerly represented Vltagraph In
Western New York.
Clande Kimball Is the newest member of
the Bonstelle company, plsying stock at the
Bur. He replaces Franklin Pangborne. gone
Eddie Hayes, formerly of the General Film
Co., as mansger of the local office, has been
appointed manager of Metro In Buffalo. Leo
Murphy has also gone to Metro from the
General as his "Pep" Dickinson.

That Fox
office

Is

will

open a Buffalo distributing

reported here.

MACK, The
IS821SS

Members

of the Social Welfare society and
Federation of Women's clubs hare
In a letter to Mayor Buck that
tn ordinance be enacted prohibiting motion
pictures that are shown without passing the
national censorship board.

Toe Family, off Main street, reopened Sunwith the film. "The Whip." after baring
been closed since the early part of the winter.

flay

722-724-72*

NEW YORK

SMITH. M.D.

(Opa. Waldorf)

PLUSH DROPS—all
Elaborate it»?r

ir'tlnir.

eltee and
Fi>t terina

colera.
and rentala.

BEAUMONT SCENIC STUDIO

931 Market Street. San Franclice. Cal.

CITY

PLAY SAFE!

READ BEFORE BUYING!
have

I

ertetaal

?aadevUlo acts,
ese,.

aaoetaJ

syseaVer

aralty

Harry
~~~ ~

Li a ton. Author's Bxehanffe
" Te^laa. New York Orty
"

Marjorle

TEMPLE

(C.

O.

Williams,

Holts,

Alameda

Fowler,

;

;

Lillian

The

editorial forces of the Boston dallies eaJcye the rare and nnueual vlanda served by
the Joyous malda and washed down with flulda
appropriate to seen an unusual and delightful
occasion.

and make yon known

to all yow meet/
low Say photue for business cards. g1.7».
Send only two photos to copy. 6t photo
poatala from
negative or photograph,
ll^S. THEATRICAL STUDlOrOSWECO.
N. Y.
Sample lantern slide wltb your
Brst order.

Mf

;

;

;

Holmes A Buchanan

;

Margaret
George A
Dapree A

(Rod Waggoner. mgT. Loew).—
Night";
Neil
McKlnley
"All
Wrong"; Norab Kelly; Roth A Roberts; Von
Cello

A Co

We

Yea Forget
Say It Yet

LETER HEADS
STAGE MONEY.

;

end
lit

Ed A Lottie Ford.
MILES (Will Greening, mgr.; Nash).—
Anns Eva Fay; Arthur La Vine A Co.; Joaeph
Remington A Co.: Walsh A Bentley Cleveland A Downey
Frank A Clara La Tour.
;

;

and keep

NATIONAL AMUSEMENT EXCHANGE
Cadillac 2712

Michigan

*~

la Beet

VELVET DROPS
all

E. J.

alaea.

Rentala

BEAUMONT

aad

MB

teram ^^
wast 4#tfc Street
Raw Yark City

aaav

NOTICE
Owinf

the inereaaad ess* of
labor and material
ta

H&IW

^i?
will ba

1

Now Yark aty

PRICES ON ALL

.-**.*

Detroit,

lee*

*•*• Uet and Color Card

;

it to their advantage to send us their open time
in touch with us. _„
When in Detroit, call on us.

Phone:

few

Weed

film.

ORPHEUM (Tom Faland. mrr. Loew).—
"Over There"; Charles Althoff; Viola Duval;
Rawles A Voa Ksuffman Bell Thayer Bros.

will find

Book Building,

Booh of Berald Cata.

f^let Ue Prwea s^prVlu

;

Vaudeville Artists

505

Frew Saaa plea,
Ise.

mgr.).— Mcln-

a Heath Clark A Hamilton
Youngblood
Patrlcola A Meyers

Dick Rath
Dupree.

Drury aad Dorothy Pardee prepared the whale
meat, as well as some skate and aquld st
the Hotel Victoria, and after aorae experimenting hit upon several excellent reel pea.

Photographs Which Advertise

Beautify Your Face

F. E.

8EVXNTH AVE.

(Oseaalte Celaaisia Taaatrs)

CROSS tma^EfffCHICACO

DETROIT.
BY JACOB SMITH.

REGENT

of

•47 Fifth At*.. N. T. C.

Tailor

(BROADWAY

(OsseeJte Straad Taaatrs)

the City

"Arabian

You mort

lee% toed ta make feed. Maey
the "Profaeden" have ebtalaed and
retained Better parts by having ne eer«
ract their fratoral Impertectleae eai reareve bUmlihea.
Contultatlea free. Feat
reasonable.

NaTW TORE

(Cee. ITtk Street)

Msnsger Harold Franklin of Shea's Hippodirected
the placing of the giant
scenic set used by the Curtlss Aeroplane compear at their speed-up production banquet
held In Elmwood Music hall.
It represented
a battlefield and was the largeat ever painted.

tyre

of Real Aetlaa Bird*;
Setae.
Ilia
Feature.

PROF. PAMAHA8IKA

2327 N. fth St.. Philadelphia

BEAUMONT VELVET
Elaborate Stave Setttnere
Eaay Tarma and Rentala
NEW YORK OFFICE:

SymmetricaLi

Walter G. Bretzfield Co.
1367 Broadway

LaToar, of Ollmour a LaTonr,
at the Olympic this week. Is a sister of Joha
Malloy. stage manager at 8hea's Court
J.

FOR SALE OR LEASE

New York

Drop Cartaiaa

Suits,

Catharine

Bryant 7»7t

14 Cooper Square

SCENERY STUDIOS

Union

Harry C. Price Is In Albany represen ting
Buffalo picture men In the Interests of the
bill, which will logs Use showing
of motion pictures on Sunday afternoons aad
evenings.

Thompson

recommended

VAUDEVILLE ACTS
PRODUCTIONS

Instrument?

Velvet, Pluah and Silk

I

to war.

or pterin* country picture boaeea Ulre r«JI partlcaJara.
KIRKWOOD. a/a 0. H. Beers, Telford. Pa.
J.
Philadelphia).

"START RIGHT"

new

$5.00

Wanted (male) who hae had experience with email

Are you looking for

or other

John R. Olahel. manafer of the Teck, and
Dr. Peter C. Cornell of the Star, have been
named by the Mayor as members of committee
to furniah entertain meat for soldiers aad sailors In the city on furloughs.

drome,

Stadia:
4SI feet Slat
Oaaf laa S2SS

SOMETHING NEW!
"THE TALKING BUDDBA"

PATTI (Beronrea Cederetrom).
10 Wcat 4tth Btraat
My Only Addraaa:

BUFFALO.
BY RAT

TRUNKS,

PROP.

Big Bargalna. Have been used. Alee a few
Second Hand Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe
Tranka, fig and $1S. A few extra large Property Tranka. Also eld Teyler and Bal Tranka.
Parlor Fleer, 28 W. Hat 8L, New York City

N. I. Ptlklns, for yesrs associated with
Pathe here, has been appointed manager of
the United Picture Theatres of America. Die,
for this territory.

Yetepbeaes BeTaat gf 14

Mttln«« Ivory Day

HIPPODROME

R.H.BUHN8IDE

WEST

226

Manaavmeat

"CHEER UP"

specialise In

YaodeT.Ue Productions
SCENERY, PROPERTIES, STAGE PYJaV
N18H1NGS FOR ALA, OCCASIONS

"None can
all

Maaafae-

Aeoardloa

W US AT 24 HOURS NOTICE.,
fa nu tyuv

NEW YOKE

York

Professional

TRUNKS

ADVANCED ON APRIL

HERKERT & MEISELT
tit Washlaaiea Ave.

•T.

1st

CO.
LOUIS

—
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Return engagement at the 5th Ave., New York,
week (March 25), after playing there just
2 /z weeks previously.

BY SPECIAL REQUEST
WE THINK

this
l

GOOD

THAT'S PRETTY

AND COLLETTE
DEMAREST
A
MUSICAL VARIETY

Thanks

MR. WM. QUAID

to

OPERA HOUSE (Harry Parent, mgr.).—
Next week, Chauoey Oleott
GARRICK (Richard H. Lawrence, mgr.).—

Dark.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew In "Keep Her
Smiling." Next, "The Very Idea."
LYCEUM (Al Warner, mgr.). Rice Bros.

Ml

^^ Ma ^^
O tJ^ * ^S
HsT

ADAMS

week

of

(Russell

Vaughan

Pearce,
Qlaser stock.
Q.

mgr.).—Last
Next week,

feature films.

CADILLAC (Sam
Minute

Levey,

mgr.).— "Mile a

Girls."

OAYETY

(J.

E.

Ward, mgr.).— "Bon Ton

Girls."

Pictures as an added attraction hare been
added to the policy of the Orpheum, Detroit.

Harry

I.

Garson, manager for Clara Kim-

ball Young, stopped off in Detroit on his way
to the coast.
He said while In California

J±

TIZOUNB,

I

MACK

house, ideally located for summer suburban
patronage, haa been closed for some time.

George Barrows will reopen the Pleasant

Hour iheatre on Roosevelt avenue, In this
having been out of the show business for a couple of years. Mr. Barrows owned

PAT CASEY AGENCY

PETRIE

and

(Soubrsto)
(Coaesiaa)
Our 17th Week at BtarUnd. We will soon to on our tour through Onurlo.
AtftfrsM: Mt Cbateaabriaaa Ave., MentrMl. Caa&ea

—

Circus.

Direction,

(Straight)

Comedy

La Salle

the Pleasant Hour, together with an alrdome,
but sold out two years ago to enter *>ther

at English's opera house, under the
Olson management, as the prinThe books, lyrics
cipals In the production.
and music will all be written In Indianapolis

April

1,

Barton

Musical

which

Co.,

opens

&

The choruses and
Indianapolis talent.
various pageants will be made up of local
talent to assist the principals. The entire pro-

by

With the opening of the turf season at
French Lick, 81oan A Luckett, ownera and

with the Clara Kimball Young Film Co. he

TO VAUDEVILLE

INDIANAPOLIS.
Damages amounting

to $15,000 are sought
a salt filed today by Emma Snyder against
the Indiana National Life Insurance Co. and
the Oxon Chemical Co., both of Indianapolis.
The suit, which le the seventh damage
suit to be filed In the Marlon County Superior
Courts against these two defendant companies, grew out of the Colfax Hall fire which
took place here April 19, 1917, and in which
six lives were lost and a number of persons
injured. The Oxon Chemical Co., which leas )d
the basement floor of the Colfax Hall for the
storage and treatment of old and worn picture films and celluloids, la charged, by state
and county officers In suits now pending in
the courts, with the responsibility for the fire
in

I

am

in receipt of

an anonymous

woman who

letter

which

generally known as
"Happy Wing." The letter states that this woman
claims to represent the United Booking Offices,
and that she also does private work for Mr. A.
Paul Keith and myself. It is also claimed that
artists have been paying more or less consideration to her, believing that her favor might benefit
them in the way of good reports on their act, as it
is stated that she visits different United Booking
refers to a

oath concerning his property, in the county.
The Limit Amusement Co. late In 1917 obtained Judgment against John L. Partlow,
Monroe Partlow and Harry Wearer, on security advanced by the first named. Partlow,
however, in filing his schedule showed no
property on which the amusement company
could realize.

is

houses in New York each week supposedly for the purpose of reporting on acts.
After investigating the matter, I find that there
is a general impression that this condition has existed for about a year, and I take this method of
notifying the theatrical interests generally, and
especially the artists that this woman is entirely
unknown to us and has no connection in any way
personally or with an institution controlled by
Mr. Keith and myself.

Offices'

the Indianapolis
Corporation, fell for
spring weather this

of

off

the leathern covered spheroid, with the result
he is now going around with a couple of
strained tendons in his chest.
He insisted
on playing ball in the alley next to the office.

manager of the Isis, Wlnland Frank Owens, manager of the

D. Howard,
Ind.,

Pastime, Garrett, Ind., are on their way to
join the army at Camp Taylor, Louisville,
Ky., where they were called, they say, by the
draft.

Sam Abrams, for the past 15 weeks acting
as special representative for the World Film
Corporation in Southern Indiana, is now convalescent at his home in New York City after
having undergone an operation for appendicitis at a New York hospital.

/t

Harry Cook, manager of the Manhattan, expects to be called for service.

managers

AUbrlght & Gordon, two Rushvllle business
men, have purchased the Gem, Rushvllle,
from Mrs. Mary Wilson.
R.

A.

Shobe,

owner and manager

of

the

Kentland (Ind.) theatre, has opened a new
house at Wolcott, Ind. He will operate both

of

the

theatre there,

have

W. H. Llppn, of Alexandria, Ind., better
known as "Daddy" Llpps, will open his theatre with a daily program.
ating three-a-week.

He has been

oper-

The Royal, Cambridge City, Ind., is opening this week after having been closed for

eome

illness.

time.

John Thomas

Is

opening the Empress.

The

around

George Primrose and

bill.

Hooalers this

summer

;

MILWAUKEE.
DAVIDSON

(Sherman

"Bird of Paradise."
Love."

are going to sea the

ductlon will bo patterned after Philadelphia's
big Rummer musical comedy, known as "Mnld
In Philly."
Hoyle Woolfolk wsh In Indianapolls Saturday to talk over with Mr. Burton
the details of the Indianapolis Follies.
Mr.
Woolfolk owns and manage tho LaSalle
Musical Comedy Co.

KANSAS
BY HAROLD

A.

;

agent,

Foy Family, Nonette, Bert
Swor, Cartmell and Harris, Kenney and Hollls. Le Grohs, Frank Crumlt, The Levolos.
PALACE (Harry E. Billings, mgr.; agent
W. V. M. A.).— Will Stanton. Roach and MoCurdy, Warren and Conley, Ross Bros., Ray
and Emma Dean, Evelyn and Dolly. Last
half: Mile. Cronln, Charles Young, Kingsbury
and Munson, Three Vagrants, Arthur and
Grace Terry, Maxjne Bros, and Bobby.
MILLER (Jack Yeo, mgr.; agent. Loew).
"Dream of the Orient." Cassette and Rydell,
"Lincoln of the U. S. A.," The Youngers, Goldberg and Wayne, Brandt and Rubey, Cleora
Miller Trio, Claudle Coleman.
SHUBERT (Harry L. Mlnturn. mgr.).—
Shubert Theatre Stock Co., "Playthings":
April 1, "Pals First."
PABST (Ludwlg Krelss, mgr.).— Pabst German Stock Co., "Onkel Bembard" 28 Burloii Holmes.
OAYETY (Charles J. Fox, mgr.; agent,
;

American).— "Auto

Girls."

31,

"Revue

of

lUlfc."

KM PR ESS

(Walter

C.

Scott,

mgr.).— Stock

hurlemjue.

MONTREAL.
ARTHUR SCHALEK.

IIY

MAJESTY'S (Edwards and Drlscoll,
niKTH.). -"Pom-Pom."
Next, "Pollyanna."
PRINCESS (E. La i'lerre, mgr.; agent, U.
HIS

—

O). Ten acts, headlined by John B.
B.
llymcr nml Co., James C. Morton, Ollvo Briscoe nnd Al. Rnuh, Porter .1. White and Co.,
Dave Klndler. Howard and Rnr.K, Three Chums,
Adair an
Adelplil, Marrle Stoddard and the
1

Lunette Sisters.
LUEWS (Hen Mills, mgr.).- -Bohemian Life,
headlined; Al. Fields nnd Co., Paul and Pauline. Walter Perelv;i| and Co., Bobbe and Nelson, and Lane, and Harper, Alice Brady In
"Hie Knife" (film).
EMPIRE (Paul Cazenouvo. mgr.).— "Her
Inborn Child," packed houKcs. lid week.
OkPIIHCM (J. II. Alo/.. mgr.).— Third week
of Oipheutn
Musical Comedy Stock.
This
wvek "SweHnenrtK." N< xt, "Ciindy Shop."
(Pnil

Cod,

I,

nicr.l.-

1st

half:

Hippodrome Four. MilMmry find Roblson,
Wwlm.-ley find Lel>;hton. The Udmonts.
iJd
Jinlf ':
Fred I.n Rlrw nnd Co.. li.irNl.i Thatcher
iiinl Co.,
Younre nnd Wlw-Her, O .Veil Twins.

GAYLTY

(lorn

Conway,

ZlegfHd "Folllr

honked

mgr.).

-'Spiegel

Ills

Majesty's

Revue."

CITY.

.it

l.'i.

NEW ORLEANS.

LOCKHART.

his final appearance at
night, left his message

mgr.).—

week, "You're In

A. Higler, mgr.

Orph.).— Eddlo

wr«'k April

Harry Lauder, In
the Oarden Saturday

Brown,

31, half

MAJESTIC (James

FRANCAIS

Dream

arranged to reopen.

Dolly
Spurr,
of
Marlon,
known
Ind.,
throughout the Central West as one of the
most enthusiastic and energetic picture house
managers, is recovering from a recent serious

houses.

— All

other acts of a good picture.
(Cyrus Jacobs, mgr. W. V. M. A.).
Six acts of vaudeville and 12th episode of the
••Bull's Eye," a picture.

GLOBE

ARTISTS:

*When the execution of a judgment for $400
unsatisfied by the aherlff of
Marlon County, endorsed "no property found
on which to levy this execution," the Limit
Amusement Co. of this city brought action in
a suit filed today in the Marlon County Superior Court against John L. Partlow, asking
that he be haled into court to answer under

I.

Players.
The stock company presented "The
Octoroon," well portrayed.
EMPRESS (J. C. Donnelly, mgr.; Panfive

was returned

mac,

ORPIIECM (Lawronco Lehman, mgr.).— Jos-

eph E. Howard entitled to top with offer of
excellent muHlcal selections. Montgomery and
Perry, unusually good Bessie Rempel and Co.,
Mack and Clark, Earl and Co., Comfort and
King, Adelaide Boothby and travel weekly are
on the bill.
GRAND (J. Kent Sherlock, mgr.).—Grand

tages).

which originated In their quarters among the
old film and chemicals stored there.
The
suit filed today brings the total of damages
sought up to $60,000.

keep his hands

SHUBERT (John B. Fltzpatrick. mgr.).—
"Oh. Boy!" with Joseph Santley, received approval.

;

would personally make a state rights picture,
"The Hushed Hour."

Nat Barach, manager
offices of the World Film
Indiana's brand of balmy
week, and Just couldn't

Tho board of managers of the Comedy Playto perform ono-act dramas at the Little
theatre have announced they will have something new, original and better in the way of
one-act dramas.
The move of the Comedy
Players to re-establish the prestige of the
Harlequin Players, that were sucessful last
Benson at the Little theatre, Is looked upon
with considerable significance.
ers

Indianapolis "Follies of 1918." if the plans
now being laid by Henry K. Burton, special
representative of Barton 6 Olson, local theatrical magnates, work out as he expects them
to.
It la his Intention, he says, to utilize the

city, after

lines.

for the winning of the war. It was an appeal
to concentrate.
Tho Scottish comedian and
singer devoted more time to It than to hla
songs.

nv
•

iPiMIFi'M

irfernu;irdt

O.
<

II.

Arthur

attracted

SAMUEL.
White,

largest

mgr.).— Sarah

Monday business
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SOMETHING NEW!
FRED HOLMES

and

LULU WELLS

IN

FASHIONED BRIDE
Royal Theatre Next Week
Agents—MORRIS

Author—GEO. SPINK
of season, received an ovation.
Mllo, next In
favor. Fern, Digelow and Mehan, opened, receiving casual attention. Yvette and Sa ran off,
did nicely.
Lester started well but remained
interminably, running ten minutes too long.

Seven Variety Dancers, only moderately successful,

closing.

Manager
office,

is

to

T. Stephens, of Mutual'* local

8.

undergo an operation this week.

William Hannon, "Diamond Rube" Chisolm
and Arthur B. Leopold, of the Diamond Film
Co., have gone to New York with the ostensible

purpose of securing contracts to produce pictures In this city at the Diamond's studio.

PHILADELPHIA.
By JUVENILE.
KEITH'S

(H. T. Jordan, mgr.).— Nothing In

PAI^ACE (Sam Myers, mgr.).— First half:
Russian
Troubadors,
Kennedy and Burt.
"Clubmates," Ulesen and Johnson, Fred and
Daisy Rial, "A Daughter of France," film.
Last half: Martha Hamilton and Co.. The
Vivians, Kenny aod Walsh, Webb ana Romalne, Aeroplane Girls, "The Bea Panther,"

PRIDE

film.

CRESCENT (Walter Kattman, mgr.).— First
half: "Richard the Great," Laurie Ordway,
Phllbrlck and DeVoe. College Quintet, Pescl
Last half:
Duo, "Naughty, Naughty," film.
Lillian Kingsbury and Co., West and Hale,
Great Santell, Sadie Sherman, Ryan and Ryan,
"The Honor

STRAND
ALAMO

of His House." film.
(Maurice Barr, mgr.). Pictures.
(Frank Sanders, mgr.). McCor-

—

—

mlck and Wlnehlll.
Eddie Mather, stage manager of the Orpheum, is ill.

The Tulane

to offer several
tures during April.
is

MOLLIE KING

feature pic-

relate to the violation of interstate

the professional who prides
herself on good looking clothes

To

George McCorkle, of the Federal service, has
been here Investigating film conditions as they

commerce.

the

noon

& FEIL

appearance of the house Monday afterto signify this was Holy Week. Evelyn

Nesblt Is headlining. Her act will add nothMist
ing to her reputation In vaudeville.
Nesblt la singing more than when seen last
and with one or two numbers she is doing well
enough, but whoever is responsible for her at-

tempting a ballad, especially one which calls
for vocal merit to put It across right, is putting her In wrong. Miss Nesblt Is getting excellent support from Bobby O'Nell, a clever
young fellow who sings better than he dances,
though he does get away nicely with some
stepping of the Carl Randall order. The Nesblt act is short, and Monday afternoon Orth
and Cody were added for the remainder of
Several big applause hits were
tho week.
registered.
The biggest went to Joe Cook in
the next-to-closing spot. Cook's nut comedy Is
funnier than ever and the versatility of his
offering hit a high mark of favor.
A genuine

dramatic gem Is presented in "The Weaker
One." With the most Important period of the
war at hand, this remarkable story of French
loyalty and patriotic response by the women
of that country Is a touching bit of work, not
only very well written, but splendidly played,
the outstanding feature being that It Is void
of heroics and none of the characters is overplayed. 'It was very well received. DeLeon
and Davles also have a military skit called
"Behind the Front." The comedy talk at the
opening leads up to a series of "bits" Intro-

—Her wardrobe cannot be complete without a

NOTICE FOR

Claire Creation

EUROPE
Players in Europe desiring to advertise
in VARIETY, and wishing to take advantage of the Prepaid Rates allowed, may
secure the same, if at the time of mailing
advertising eopy direct to VARIETY,
York, the amount in payment for
placed in VARIETY'S credit at the

New
it

Is

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FOR-

WARDING
Carlton

St.,

Regent

CO.

St., S.

W., London

exchange, the Pall
in
accept deposHe fer VARIETY
at four shillings, two penee, en the dollar.

For

unimrmity

Mall Co.

will

manner

transmission,
aR danger of less to the player is averted;

Through

this

ef

VARIETY

assumes full risk and acknowledges the Pall Mall Co.'s receipts as its
own receipts for all money placed with
the

Pall

Mall

to

This was proven by Miss King's
costumes worn at the Colonial.
Their simplicity and grace
blended with the most artistic
colorings, gave her the finest creations of spring modes.

VARIETY'S

ALBOLENE
FWrret or Pierrette lata
WILL eoavert
Mister er Master. Mr*, or Mies
piaia
-easily, a.eJekiy sad pleasantly. AlfceJeae
the perfect make-up remover, ffeepe

is

Mile.
Americans most

CLAIRE

artistic creator

130 West 45th Street,

of originality

Cto

tMR

•*

good

condition.

ALBQUBn Is pot eaL'l
te i

sad

t

eaM

as fees; etas i>J* aai 1 I> seat.
Bmj aLBOUBOf at any tset *aa

New York

'mcKESSON * ROBB1NS
-

it

Ch-

Fulton Street

•

eredit.

CO"

Now playing "Pullman Porter," in Henry W. Savage's
"TOOT! TOOT!" at George M. Cohan Theatre, New York

VARIETY

A GRATIFYING HIT SSL

(April 1)

LILLIAN

EDW.

(Direction,

S.

TEMPLE B3S&.

SHAW

KELLER)

•

.

BOOKED SOLID

..

Minstrels, Schooler ft Dickinson, "Everyman's
Sister," and the film feature, "The Devil's

duced through the medium of a dialect song
and one or two of the imitations were very
the best the sailor verse at the
finish.
For each character, Miss Davles wore
a different costume, her changes being rather
nifty.
They finished big, but the opening
could be improved. Straight singing turns by
men are so rare in vaudeville these days that
Harry Ellis fitted in this show as a sort of
novelty.
He has a good voice, most of his
numbers are new here and with an operatic
selection in Italian, which he sings best of all,
he scored a good-sized hit. The one trick of
Page, Hack and Mack a long dive into a
handstand from a table pyramid used for a
finish, Is enough to pull the trio through, but
their routine of tricks leading up to this is all
nicely bandied and worth warm recognition.
Dolores Vallecita, with her leopards, added a
corking good "sight" act in the closing posiwell

Wheel."

done,

—

CROSS

PROVIDENCE.
BY KARL K. KLARK.

(Col. Felix R. Wendelschafer, mgr.)>— "The Boomerang," with
the original cast, received as good a reception and as good houses as has any legitimate
offering at this house during the present sea-*
son.
"Flo Flo" next.

MORETTE SISTERS
Violin and Cello

/

;

Permanent Address i VARIETY, Chicago
Bet

still

the

HIT with -ALL GIRL
Till

UVUsT

Jane

this week.

COLONIAL (H. A. Smith, mgr.).— "Movie
Mad," a one-act comedy, by Wlllard Mack, in
which Maude Leone is playing her first vaudetour, is the topliner this week.
Other
acts are, "The Races of a Song," the Orlandos, Zeb Zarrow Troupe, Olenn & Jenkins,
Georgia Howard and the film feature, Harry
B. Walthall In "The Birth of a Man."
ville

;

NIXON

(Fred Leopold, mgr.).—This week's
has a special bill for Holy Week, includMorgan & Parker in "At the Seaside," Devoe & Moralis, E. J. Moore, the gabby tricksters
Willie Hale & Brother. There will be
several reels of photoplays, headed by "A Woman Between Friends." A special show Friday morning was arranged especially for chllbill

;

dten.

NIXON'S GRAND OPERA HOUSE (W.

D.

Wegefarth, mgr.).— "On the High Seas." the
big spectacular drama, written by Langdon
McCormlck, is the feature this week, surrounded by the following acts
Lee DeLacey,
Lisle & Co., in "Excess Baggage"
Tamagno
Sisters, Joe Daniels, Stogpole & Stive.
Film
feature, "The House of Hate."
KEYSTONE (M. W. Taylor, mgr.).— "The
Road to Reno" is the featured offering this
week.
Others are, Mahoney Bros., Noodles
Fagan & Co., Jimmy Gilday, Davis & Co., in a
musical piece called "Bon Voyage"
Dennett
& O'Brien, Ledegar and the film feature is

MAX GORDON
Presents Rose and

;

"Vengeance and the Woman."

ALLEGHENY

(Joseph

Cohen,

MAX

E.

HAYES PRESENTS

FRANK DOBSON
BOOKED SOLID—Next Week

(April 1), Keith's,

Columbus—U.

B. O.

mgr.).—

musical tabloid called "The isle of Innocence"
heads this week's bill.
Others are Kernell
Trio, Leonard & Wlllard, Warren & Templeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Wilde and the film feature la William S. Hart in
"Blue Blazes

Rawden."

GLOBE (Sabloskey ft McGuirk, mgrs.).—
"Reslsta," the girl who cannot be lifted from
the floor, is heavily featured in this week's
bill.
Others are Beatrice Morrell, "Going
Some," a tabloid musical comedy; J. C. Mack
& Co., in a screaming farce; George Armutiong, Gordon & Doree, Samoya, Ash ft Shaw,

Rome & Wager, Ray & Paganne and motion
pictures.
WILLIAM PENN (O. W. Metssel. mgr.).—

"Dancing a la Carte," Mr. and Mrs.
Mel Burne. Nippon Duo; film feature, Kitty
Gordon In "The Wasp." Last half, "The VlolDonegan & Curtis and three other acts
with the film feature, Alice Brady in "The
First half,

Silent

(Chaa. Shlsler, mgr.).— First
hnlf, "The Viol-Inn," Walter Law & Co.,
John & Marie Gray and the film feature, "The
Debt of Honor." Last half, Emmett Welch

Dad's Theatrical Hotel
PHILADELPHIA
Open As Usual
Under management of

MRS.

under the auspices of tha Fay

The Emery and Fays' are said to be looking
for a good increase in business next month
when Keith's closes Its vaudeville and tha
Albee Stock Company opens up for these two
vaudeville houses will have their own way la
the vaudeville field then. However, the Albee
Stock Company has always gone big and the
sale of "season seats" has been big.
Film houses which did such a "land office
business" at the beginning of the season and
when the war tax hit the vaudeville houses,
are not getting the houses they were at that
tlmo, although a busy summer Is predicted.
It Is felt that a proposed Increase In trolley
rates,

Sacrifice."

BROADWAY

Fay's this week received a batch of something like 800 post cards from American
soldiers In France acknowledging receipt of
tobacco kits provided through the "Our Boys
in France" Tobacco Fund as the result of contributions from several benefits given early la
the winter
Brothers.

Moon

:

;

OPERA HOUSE (William 8. Canning,
mgr.). Dark.
Stock company suddenly quit
without announcement.
KEITHS (Charles Lovenberg, mgr.).—
"The Stampede Riders," went well as headliner
Imhoff, Conn and Coreene, big In their
new "Pest House," and shared equal honors
Eleanore Cochran, "Around the Company,"
Josle Heather Co., Jim and Marian Harklns,
Sam Hearn, Lamb and Norton.
EMERY (Martin R. Toohey. mgr.).— "Midnight Rolllckers," headline, liked; Clark and
Francis, Columbia City Four. Irma and O'Connor, Kathryn and Clark and Francis, Columbia City Four, Irma and O'Connor, Kathryn
and Nellie Durkln. Last half: "The Smart
Shop," Frank Elliott and Jane Mora. Jim
Foley and Dan O'Nell, Charles B. Lawler,
Harry Egnda.
FAY'S (Edward M. Fay, mgr.).— "Girls a
la Carte," leading on evenly balanced bill,
good an act as at Fay's this season "Monkey
Music Hall," Reld and Wilson, Mildred Parker
and Fred Hughes, Dempsey Brothers, James
and Roberts. Mary Garden in "The Splendid
Sinner" (film) served to draw.
COLONIAL (J. F. Farr, mgr.).— Reeves'
"Beauty Show" without Reeves and decidedly
poor comedy.

—

Character Sons;.
Do Yon Follow Ut?
Vary Well, Bead Ob.

The boys follow the

ing

McOulrk,

ft

BHUBERT MAJESTIC

There wore very few walkouts on this
something unusual on Monday here. The
woman has the animals so perfectly under
control there is none of the sensational thrills
usual with wild animal acts and for this

pleased with tbeir songs as well as dances.
lines of one or two other
acts of this kind, but have some legmanla work
of their own and were liberally applauded.
DeW inters and Rose opened the show with a
nicely dressed and well dressed dancing turn.
With the activity of the American forces in
France, the Pathe Pictures are creating more
interest these days and some good war scenes

(Sabloskey

;

—

reason the leopard turn was enjoyed and
scored on the merits of what they do. Alton
and Allen, clever steppers in evening clothes,

KEYS

mgrs.).— "The Novelty Shop," Schooler 4 DickManning, Feeley ft Knowles, Byron,
Lloyd ft Co.
Iskawa Japs.
Last half.
"Caught in the Trench," Harry Breen. Al. H.
White ft Co., Four Avoloe, Smith ft Troy,
Frere, Baggot ft Frere.
inson,

tion.
act,

were shown

COMING EAST

U. B. O.

DAD FRAZER

If

becomes

It

effective,

will

keep In

the city some of those who have been accustomed to visit seashore resorts at least onos
a week, and thus picture houses hope to profit
thereby.

Saturdays are proving bigger days than
ever before for Providence playhouses because of the large number of Naval Reservists
from Newport and soldiers from the bay forts
who visit the city each week-end on weekly
passes.

The Albee Stock Company Is to open Its 18th
season at Keith's Monday, April 8. Last fall
It was hoped to bave the company open In the
new million dollar Keith theatre, but the new
structure, although well along, will not be
Fqurtecn
completed for some months, yet.
play* never before seen In this city nre to be
In addition to those announced
week by Manager Lovenberg the following
been Included this week: "Cheating
Cheaters," "The Willow Tree" and "Potash

presented.
Inst

huve

A TERRIFIC HIT IN THE SOUTH
Much of
"Uertmdo Harm* It a hrsdllm-r. tint Tanean Ilnm. almre the bonon
Thev show themronirfly m>.i"l«-l«»i«
wan Riven by Ilia T«m-»n Hros

the enjoyment

selves musicians of ikili

.

on tho marimba, aa

well an r-om.^lians of i-ntrrtalnlns: quality.
STATE." COLUMBIA, 8. C.

—"THE

VARIETY
EDWARD CLARK

BARNEY GERARD

IS

IS

THE AUTHOR
AND DIRECTOR OF
**DE LUXE ANNIE"

THE AUTHOR AND
OWNER OF SOME
of THE BEST SHOWS
IN THE COLUMBIA
AMUSEMENT

THE NEW FIRM

"YOU'RE IN LOVE"
"FURS AND FRILLS"

CIRCUIT

ETC.

ETC.,

EDWARD

BARNEY

CLARK

GERARD

THEATRICAL PRODUCERS
FITZGERALD BUILDING, 1482 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
IN PREPARATION:

"NOT WITH MY MONEY"

"BRUISED WINGS"
A Modern Comedy Drama

A

in 3 Acta

EDWARD CLARK

By

"THE WISDOM

OF SOLOMON"

Melodramatic Farce

By

EDWARD CLARK

An

Up-to-Date

By

EDWARD CLARK

Based on

"SWEET DADDY"
An

Edgar Franklin's story

"FACE VALUE"

Intimate Musical Farce

What

66

Comedy

FANNY HAS A BABY"
A Comedy

with Music

Detroit thought of

Crossman's 7 Entertainers

CHAS.ALTHOFF
44

The

Sheriff of Hicksville"

"Charles

AltliofT.
llin limit

scream.

makeup,

of

hli.rllT

IIIckBvllle.'

moro

and.

"Charles Althoff, who aketc£ea tha familiar
rube sheriff In an original way. mad* a tranaadons hit. but. despite the audience** devtres, ha
waa not permitted to take tha
his due."

a

la

particularly, his
the uauaJ 'rubo'
rhups to appear

depart radically from
one of th<< funniest
btaki) fur a Iuiik time."

lie's

art.

on a Detroit

THE FAYNES
Presenting

1

A CONSERVATORY"

"IN

CORRESPONDENTS WANTED

"Journal"

"Free Press"

tion

to

<

>»(

and Hill In "The High Cost of Loving"
ond week)
U7-30. "Show of Wonders; 1,
;

Frieda Hcinpcl Concert.

WILKES

(Dean

Worley, mgr.).— 102d
week of Wilkes" Players, with "Kindling," curB.

rent.

company announced is Dorothy
The cast in now practically fllied
Boomerang,"

Ruth Shepley. in "The
native of Providence.
"IntoP. Tai'iCc"

A

wei'it

i

li

c

>

r

1

1

in

1

i*

>

a

Is

opera

liuokf d for the

S.

SEATTLE.
\V\I,Ti:i»

1IY

MKTROI OLITAN

K.

Ill

HTO>.
Hood, nu;r.).

tC.iorgo T.

O. K. SATO
Comedy

Juf'tfler,

with comedy.

Address
111
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\\cnue,
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Irvintfton,
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repeat,
1*.

Kept,

LYRIC.

— Musical

comedy

vaudeville,

War
fair

Josephine Maidemont, with the Monte Carter
Musical Comedy organization at the Oak,

Tacoma, for the past few months, will leave
next week for California to resume picttvoa at
the Universal.

The mother

of

Edward Leach,

for the Pantages circuit, is
the Leach home in Seattle.

scenic artist
HI at

Im-dni-ss.

uKPIIEUM

(Jay Haas, mgr.).— 18, West') Urieti
Musical Comedy Players return, head
Mil with "In Poppyland." Skating Macks,
Rood The Cllnes, comedy Wise and Wiser.
PALACE HIP (Joseph A. Muller, mgr.).— 17.
Ponoinor Arabs, good: Halllgan and Combs;
Barnes and Burner, good; Berry and Nlckerson,
liked;
Four Dancing Demons, nifty;
Dorothy Dale, good.
PANTAGES (Edgar O. Milne, mgr.).— 17,
"The: Bombardment of Rhelnis" tops; "Cabaret de Luxe," Jazz band
Hager and Goodwin,
Mary Door. Gllroy, Haynes and Montgomery,
;

,

Ed.
but

is

J.

Fisher has been

ill

S
1,

l'Jlb.

'

1

1

I

\

l

fiT

"

'

'

HiVhi

,MTk

€"< ill llllt

New York

Folly Co. at the Oalety.
He goes to
Gaiety under the Monte Carter regime.

Ill'l.«H

the

Newell Miller, treasurer at the Wilkes, expects to be called for service in the aviation
branch of Uncle Sam's army within the next
month.

with pneumonia,

convalescing.

Haurko Onuki, Japanese prima donna at the
Moore next week, was reared and educated in
graduate of the Queen Anne
High School. Her father is a banker in this
thts city, being a

city.

Mrs. W. G. Carlson, sister of Frank Rogers,
the carnival man, was struck by a jitney here
last week and died on the way to the hospital.

Five shows Saturdays
Palace Hip, this city.

is

the

new order

at the

BY

EMPRESS

VANCOUVER.
NEWBERRY.

H. P.

(Geo. B. Howard & Chas. E.
Rcyal, mgrs.).—38th week of Empress Stock.
Current. "The Daughter of Mother Machree."
Margaret Marriott, ingenue, will take
Ncvt
lead in "Jerry." Excellent patronage.
:

Buck Dunne has

closed with the

Armstrong

;

Mi

ma Kahler.
MooUK (Carl

Relter,

mgr.).— 17, Blossom

Dark," mystery melodrama;
Capt. (i*(,|)) Anson, pleasing; Luclle and bird,
novelty; Vardon and Perry, good; Lew Lee
and Wright dirls, liked; Kltamura Japs.
s»

i

ley,

"in

N

I

the

li.linriy
C.rt
Your Gun" at Met. April
with Eddie ("ort as business manager.

7.

ERS

ABE

LEAVITT

AKE-UP
t

MIM

AND

II

RUTH

y

Comedy .lu^ler with comedy.

II'-

preferred.

critically

act."

O. K. SATO
I

(Ed. Armstrong, mgr.).— "The
Baby," Armstrong Folly Co.

tin-

Tierney.

lioii-r

Tin? latest addi-

Society."

In

Address VARIETY,

— Kolb

GAIETY

and Perlniutter

VARIETY wants correspondents, newspaper men

LOCKWOOD

ELVA GRIEVES
LEADING

In "Just This and That"

WOMAN WITH

BEN
WELCH'S BIG SHOW EO
W^W««»»«^i

Dil-MtlMa,

^

Direction.

LEWIS & GORDON

VARIETY
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Watch

the real "Scoop" of the Season!

the Electric Sign Fltther!

SOPHIE
TUCKER
KINGS SYNCOPATION"

and her "FIVE

of
York Big -time houses with

New

all the

#36
SHelton Brooke* latest,

"W

"Strutter's Ball" "Walkin' the
writer
iter of "Strutter'*

Will Rossiter "Natural" hits

Dog" "Some of

•*

Days' "
these Days''
"All Night

Long"

etc.

etc.

THE 3T0RY BOOK BALL

The only successor to "Walkin' the Dog"

—

3

Evry Day

THE JAZZ-DANCE
P. S.

Headlining

Greatest Novelty Lyric in

Sophie Tucker and her Band are the Biggest "Natural" hit in show business and
her key-stone of which is
study her methods for success

—

will

it

25 years

pay you

and

to see it

SQUARE DEALINCand GRATITUDE.

OUR OTHER

"HITS'*

"THE GIRL YOU CAN'T FORGET" our Dreamland waltz song "WHY KEEP ME WAITING SO LONG' "ICE and SNOW"
'IT TOOK THE SUNSHINE FROM OLD DIXIELAND TO MAKE YOU A WONDERFUL GIRL"
"AN EGYPTIAN LOVE SONG" high-class ballad
"A T THE END of A WEARY DAY" semi high-class ballad
Prof, ooples

FREE for RECENT PROGRAM -WILL ROSSITER "The Chicago Publisher" 71 W. RANOOLPH ST., CHICAGO.

AVENUE (W

Scott,

mgr.).— 28-30. Phyllis

Nlelson-Terry la "Maggie."
IMPERIAL.— Dark.

ORPHEUM

(Jaa. Pilling, mgr.).—18. George
Haruko Onukl and "In
Co.. top
the Zone." featured. Wheeler A Moran. Cooper
Lazier Worth Co..
Jr Robinson, well liked.
Oakes A Delour, well received. Busigood.
ness good.
PANTAGE8 (Geo. Pantages, mgr.). 18,
"Yucatan" headlines. Russell ft Byrne, featured. Chung Hwa Four. hit. Georgia Char-

Demerol A

;

—

Mack

tress,

ft

Velmar, Strength Broa.

Ca-

pacity.

COLUMBIA

(J.

May rand,

H.

ROXY
LA ROCCA

mgr.).—

(Of Walsh and Ingraham)

you anawer my letters T How
about the music for the "Black Joa Violin"
lyric that I left with you? Please write.

Why dont

JAY RAYMOND
Representative ef the Bouse ef Mirth

Vaudeville and pictures.

Wizard of the Harp

REX

(W. P. DeWees. mgr.).—Julian El tinge
The Widow's Might."
(H. Quagliotti. mgr.).— Ella
nail in "Her Boys." Last half. Irene Castle
in

Roy Ingraham

Week (March 23)—Carrie k.
Wilmington, Del.
Next Week (April 1)— Keystone,

This

COLONIAL

Is

in "Officer

Booked Until 1921

Philadelphia

NORMAN JEFFERIE8

DONT
YOU FORGET
Quit nil

members

of the

GLOBE (W. P. Nichols, mgr.).— Vitagraph's
"The World for Sale."
DOMINION (J. Mulr, mgr.).— William Farnum featured In "The Conqueror." Also Dominion Symphony Orchestra.
last

week

GOLDING
SCENIC
STUDIOS
INC

506 Putnam Buildinf
1493

BROADWAY

are

AMERICAN

employ

CITIZENS

none

born
bat

and they

AMERICAN

In the building of

your

scenery

THINK

IT

OVER

Tom Moore, of the Moore Theatre Corporation,
planning the erection of a large theatre to be devoted to pictures on the corner
of 11th and F streets.
When work is commenced on this building It will make three
new theatres going up within three blocks of
each other Crandell'a Metropolitan, Loew's
Palace and Moore's now venture, the Arcadia.

—

WASHINGTON.
HIKAKIX.

S. Robbina. mgr.).— Hall
"The Iron Hand," proved Interesting

Coming attractions will be "The Heart of
Wetona," at the Empress and May Robson,
Dill at the Ave-

and held the two stars, Derwent, Hsll Calne
and A. E. Anson and entire caat, excellent
Marie Nordstrom, delight
Mcintosh and his
Musical Maids, hit Charlie Howard and Co..
;

;

;

Byrne (Russell and Byrne) playing at Pantages, has recovered from the Injuries he sustained several weeks ago while playing one of
the Pantages houses In Alberta.
Georgia Chartress Joined Pantages show this
week.
Lieutenant B. C. Hllllam, who recently made
hU appearanoe in vaudeville In New York,

Public

Announcement

new

act; Bert Hanlon, fair; Palfrey,
Hall and Brown, abould fix their finish
Susan Tompkins, brilliant, scored
Keno,
KeyB and Melrose, opened, fair. Running order
considerably switched.
NATIONAL (William Fowler, mgr.).— Lois
Bolton In "Twin Beds."
BELASCO (L. Stoddard Tsylor, mgr.).
8an Carlo Opera. Advance sale Is heavy.
(Fred
Burger,
mgr.).— Musical
POLIS
liked In

P.

;

known

DODD ACKERMAN

SCENIC STUDIOS,

stock, "Sweethearta/*

Inc.

140 West 39th Street

New York

Ted and Corinne

SIDNEY FAULKB
Will hereafter be

Bryant C48S

;

KEITH'S (Roland
Catne's,

nue.

—

Agency

with pictures.

Maude Adams and Kolb and

OAYETT (Harry Jarboe, mgr.).— "Hip Hip
Hooray Olrls."
COSMOS (B. BrylawBkl, mgr.).— "Reel
Guys," Gordon Highlanders, Katberlne Carstens, Leonard and Louie. Lane and Smith.
One act dropped for the showing of Kellermann film, "A Daughter of the Goda."
LOEWS COLUMBIA (Lawrence Beautus.
mgr.). Pauline Frederick In "La Tosca,"
first half
Ann Pennington in "Sunshine Nan,"
second half, with Fatty Arbuckle in "The Bell
Boy" as an added feature. (Films.)

formerly resided here and at one time directed
the "Follies" at the Imperial.

TOY OOAOIUOOfi

The Falrvlew theatre reopened

•

ps RftVE^afegSftBKKSE

City

Stage Decorations
as

SB3NEY

FORBES
Address cars VARIETY, Chicsfo

BRETON

for Productions

and Vaudeville Acts

"On the Boardwalk"
Per.

311

addroaa

West 2tth Street
New York City

.

"THE MODERNISTIC STUDIO"
Phone:

Greeley 3009

VARIETY
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As a remedy for audiences who are sick of maudlin, sentimental
war songs we offer these two successful beauty ballads:
u

AreYou From Heaven? Chimesof Normandy"
You have been

looking for a "Double" Song, haven't you?

LOOK NO FURTHER
Yo u've Been Your Mother's Baby
Long Enough"

A PUNCHY

IDEA;

GREAT FOR HARMONY!

ss

99

Come
"ii

Ye Clowns

All

M
OF LILY OF THE VALLEY"
The

Title Tells

"ALL"

GILBERT & FRIEDLAND
L.

WOLFE GILBERT,

Pres.,

ANATOL FRIEDLAND,

Vice-Pres.

232 West 46th

Street,

Phone 7414-7415 Bryant

New York

MOVING PICTURES
T. Hayes Hunter haa finished a big picture,
"The Border Legion," which was taken frr»m
the noTel of that title by Zane Grey. It Is not
a war picture, as the title Implies, but, on the
contrary, Is a new western.

Mabel Jullene Scott, whp recently was seen
"The Sign Invisible." has been engaged by
Harry McRae Webster as leading woman for
the new picture shortly to be produced enIn

titled

"Reclaimed."

JULIAN ELTINGE
THE FAMOUS IMPERSONATOR
To the screen what he was

to the stage

Arthur Leopold, the New Orleans sttorney,
who Is also closely Identified with the theatrical and picture Interests, Is In New York
this week consummating a deal whereby the
big N. O. studio In which Leopold is interested
Is turned over to manufacturing interests for
The N. O. plant is the
the ensuing year.
second largest in the United States.
Jewel Carmen, who has been playing leading
feminine leads In Fox pictures, arrived In New
York Tuesday from the Coast, the youthful
picture star planning to make definite announcements as to her future work. Miss Carmen Is severing connections with Fox, with
several prominent firms sfter her services.
One Is reported as having her under tentative
contract for the next six years.
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FILM NEWS.
Luclcn Hubbard baa joined the World Pfcas scenario writer.

turon,

John O.
has

author of

Adolfl,

Sea."

He

Fox.

left

P let urea.

"Queen of the

will

direct

"Tempered Steel," tbe next Petrov*
will bo Bbown tbe latter part of ApiiL

World
release.

Peggy Hannon bas gone to CbarleUon wbere
Fox will film "Peggy and tbe Pirates."
Bert Lytel la making his first Metro, "Tbe
Trail to Yesterday," near Tucaon, Arliona.

Scran ton la Pbotoplay Corp. announoaa the
Immediate release of six one- reel oomedlea featuring Charlie Fang, the Chinese actor.

Th© next National Convention
ican Exhibitors'
Detroit in July.

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES OF AMERICA

of tbe

Association will

Amer-

be held In

Douglas Fairbanks and his wild west company will come to New York to take part In

V

the third Liberty

Loan

Drive.

Charles Parrott, formerly director of Keystone, 1h now director general of tbe
King-Bee
Billy West Comedlea.

Questions and Answers

Burt King will direct Marion Davles In her
under the supervision of Jullua

feature,
Steger.

Dealing with the Moving Picture World's Remarks
on the Plans of

making William A. Brady's "Stolen Or-

In

ders

about 10O.(KK) feet of film has been uaed.
is now being cut down to
8,000 feet.

'

which

At the Ooldwyn Studio in Fort Lee Ouy
Brngdon, In charge of the caatlng. haa re-

United Picture Theatres

signed.

Montagu Love I- faet recovering from hie
lllnoss and is expected shortly to re-

recent

sume work on "Swam!."

Barbara Castleton has gone to Washington

M

to take exteriors for the
a raven e Thompson
story, "The Heart of a Girl," her second
World
picture.

Marlon Morgan and a group of her classic
in a series of dances In the
releuHe of the Paramount-Bray Plcto-

dancers appear

Question.

Can

•111th

the opposition of powerful vested interests be

gruph.

combated?

The Broadway Association, compoeed of
lending merchants, have endorsed tbe
Motion
Picture Option bill, which Is now before the
state Legislature.

Certainly, because the combined power of the exhibthan that of all the other factors in the industry. Consolidation of offices, cuts in big salaries, elimination of useless service, direct routing, aboil ition of financier profiteering
these things can be accomplished in the
film world by the United Exhibitors just as they are being
accomplished in the railroad world to-day by Director

Answer.

itors is greater

The use of a film to expose a fake film concern is pnrt of the program outlined
by
AHHlstnnt District Attorney Brogan, In his
investigation Into wildcat picture concerns.

—

McAdoo.

Rao Selwyn is making her screen debut in
Madge Kennedy's "The Danger Oame," a Ooldwyn picture She plays the part of a tough
girl.

James Young

-

last

week obtained a divorce

from Clara Klrabnll Young. Young attributed
domestic difficult lea to his wife's rapid

their

Is United Picture Theatres promising anything
cannot perform?

Question.

rise

man
num.

No, because the promises are well within the reasonable expectation of what co-operative movements can do.
The Moving Picture World cannot discover one extravagant,
unwarranted statement in any of the speeches of Mr. Ochs
or our published statements. Are other cooperative companies overstating? We do not know, but we feel sure ex-

Evelyn Nesblt
feature,

=?
-.•.

Its

The picture has Julius

director.

Empey

ment.

|

H In

tbe leading role

The

firm serial the Antra Films will produoe
for the fathe on the Pacific Coast Is
"Hands
i|." rrnm the story and scenarios
by Ollaon
Willeta.

Charles Rels has been assistant manager of
Rlnlto ttince Charles Stewart aseumed
charge of the front of both the Rlalto and

the

Rivoll.

Messrs. Ochs, Seelye, Blumenthal, Goldsmith and the
other executives of United Theatres enjoy exhibitor confidence as do no other group of men in the country. They
are known to be honest, conservative, forceful and energetic, and can point with pride to their achievements in the
film industry.
THE LAWYERS AND RANKERS OF PROMINENT EXHIBITORS HAVE MINUTELY EXAMINED EVERY DETAIL
OF OUR PLAN, AND THEN THESE EXHIBITORS HAVE
ENDORSED THE SAME BY BECOMING UNITED MEMBERS

United Picture Theatres of America, Inc.
1600 Broadway, New York

will soon be seen In another
son, Russell Thaw.
The

her

A serpen version of Arthur Ouy Em dot's
book, "Over the Top." will be seen at
the
Hudson, March .'11. for an Indefinite engage-

United strong enough

Write to-day to

with

"Her Mistake."

Steger as

Answer.

m~

Light of Western Stars," by Ban*
the new photoplay In which be SherProductions, inc. will star Dustln FarI*

title 1h

hibitors are so strong for the cooperative idea that overstatement is not necessary to secure membership.

men behind

world.

The
Grey,

Answer.

Question. Finally, are the
to put it over?

the film

In

it

Metro has secured the distribution rights to
Dolly Sisters' fllra production, ilreeted by
I'erret.
They paid an advance equiva-

th10
I

eonce

lent to the cost of productl on.

Jean

Stewart,

who played

the

"vampire"

role In "Tin- Wanderer" this season, haa
left
the east nnd Is in New York, staking ready to
ko Into pictures.

a

On April 8 Universal will Issue tbe
new serl.s of features under the

"Spi-clal

Attractions,"
every two weeks.

at

the

rate

fret ef
of

title

of

one

"Careless America" Is the title of a two
reeler made by the Universal, with as Idea of
HaregiiHnlliig the pedevtrlaa agalnn the care-

—

less motorist.

_,

The South
.iii.i.i ii'-ii

j

African

Tmst.

Ltd.,

bee

ear-

rhnsecl through Miller *
rtuht
to the film features
-«

on. " with
Bit." with

.lark

Ruth

Wllk tbe African
"A Suecessfal FallDevereanit, and "Dolag Her
Ktom house.

Monte M. Kntterjohn, ParaNe staff writer.
In iit
work on another Alaskaa story wfclsjs
will form th" next vehicle far Meery Walts*!,
who will work under the dlreetJem ef
Bracken.

MOVING PICTURES
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INNOCENT'S PROGRESS.
Tus^a Fayna,
Madeline Carson

faultae Stark*

West
Alice Kuowiaad
Jack Liviua»ioa
Lilllaa

Aunt Lottie
Carey

Lamed

Humpnreys

Oiiu

Charles

village maiden to a aerie* of mad soon** and
event us lly n society girl with a hidden sorrow. Th* feature Is sure to give satisfaction.

(Jrabam r*«ue
Tesaa, au orphan, residing witu her aunt in
village, i* einyioyeu in ine local candy
store.
Tuere she meets the leading iuau of
the Block compauy aud loons up io ami a* a
"uroiuiuoiii arum
irom iNew Yorn. "
The
actor lens her 11 she ever wants to go on the
ttinttii

HUifu,

to

to New
groat actress,

come

Yora and he

will

inuae her »
iaille ieusa rune
away, calls at tiie auureas on hi*
Auds
him in a cheay rooming house wun a wile*
aud "stalling" Uie huiuiaay auout uie rent.
bhe rushes out into the ram, is annoyed by
a muu on tne etreet and runs, peiinieil, into
the urius of a weaitny man reluming irom m*
club,
ine rich man naa oeui loiu io go weal
or lie will die of consumption, lie carries tne
little waif to hla ayaruueul, a drunken friend
attempt* llbertlea wun the girl and in the
eaon to throw him out, the man suuers a serious hcmorrnage. He eenda lor tne girl he
lovea, but wnom ha won t marry becauee of
hla ill health, and tells her to care for the

and make

MRS. SLACKER.
Susie Simpklns
Robert Cibbs
His Father

It

appear new.

Th*

rvolr near their town In time to thwart
the enemy. The husband decides that the example set by hie wife Ie one for him to follow, nnd he enlists.
This makes his family
willing to accept her, end nil ends happily.
Mies Hulette end Mr. Hnle give pleasing
performance* and the support I* good. It f

plot Is almost

In Its entirety the same as one that #%• employed In another feature about a year ag*.
Robert Glbbs (Creigbton Hnle) Is mommer's
boy, raised In tbe lap of luxury and afraid of
his own shadow.
Susie Simpklns (Gladys
Hulette) Is th* small town wash girl aad
knows no fear. That Is the contrast. Th*
two meet and there Is a romano* on the part
of th* girl at least.
Then th* tlm* eooso*
for th* draft, and th* boy, to nvold being
called, marrle* tbe wash-girl, who when sh*
discovers hi* reason for having wedded bar
refuses to be n "Mrs. Slacker," nnd in doing
ber "bit" discovers a plat to blew up th*

Jol*.

bonaa

Masters
a

Th* story I* all "old *t»ff" with a 1UU*
military trimming on th* old* to drees U a*

Gladys Hulett*
Creightoa Male
Pgul Clergot

It Is tbe kid stuff In this featurs that make*
at all possible.
Tbe picture Is s Path* release msde by tbe Astra, with Gladys Hulette
It

and Creigbtoa Hals as tbe stars. Tbe production wae directed by Hobart Henley from
the scenario by Agnes C. Johnston.

the Introduction of "kid stuff," evidently th.
of the director, that makes the picture

work

one thnt can be played, otherwise it would be
a mighty poor example of what a feature attraction should be.
The settings are for the
greater part exteriors snd the picture was
not a costly one to produce.
It Is a fair attraction for n "double bill"
program, but hardly strong enough to stand
Fred.
on Its own.

child.

Eventually he recover* sufficiently to go
west and determines to regain his health. Tne
both women then
waif is sent to school,
speak in glowing terms of the nooie man,
whom both love. The elder woman Is allied
in an auto accident, leaving the way clear lor
the man, on his
marry the girl,

return, restored to health, to
i'auiine tttarke, the featured
player, Is well adapted to the principal roie,
that of a wistful, earnest, pathetic little girl
the kind of parts that were ptayed tor many

—
years

The atory is by
by Mary Jflchiord.
Frances Quinian, directed by * ran* Uorsage,
photographed by Pliny Home. It is a nigudaas program picture and ranks with the betJolo.
ter of the receut Triangle releasee.

NANCY COMES HOME.
Mr. Mortimer Wortuiug
Mrs. Morumer Worming
Nancy Wortuiug
Claverlng HayeH
Mrs. Jerry Bauou
Mr. Jerry ballou
Phil Ballou

Ueorge Pearce
Myrtle Rishell
Myrtle 1-lnd
fcugene Burr

auu» Oouge
Percy Challenger
Jack Uilbcrt
J.

Btlllsou.

P.

WUd

Btory by B. D. Garber, scenario by Robert

Jaca Dillon, photograpned
Triangles latest leature,
"Nancy Comes Home," m a very frothy pic-

Hill, directed by
by tfteve Norton,

with the final reel bubbling over with

ture,

is readily foreseen alter the first
Nancy is the child of wealthy pathe moiner devoting herself to society
and the fatner to nuance, relegating the girl
to a boarding school. On returning home tor
vacation »he fluda they have lime time Cor
her, but ahe deeiues to have a good time, in

action that

500

leet.

rents,

spite of* this

handicap.

As might be expected of a well-reared
young lauy, she taaes her mother's fur coat
and Jewels, pawna them and with the proceeds purchases lor herself an evening frock
and ooaL The son of frieada of Nancy's parants determines to earn his own living, and
secures the post of chauffeur with the "Nancy"
household. Nancy persuaues him to take her to
a cabaret, there is a shooting affray ana the
chauffeur is accused. MeaaUme Nancy sssapes,
but picks up the wrong coal. The eaaunear
had plaeed her handaag la bis pocaet. In
which are found the tell-tale pawn licaeis when
It Is all
he Is arrested for the shooting.

on Million^fomGn
are eagerjto see

straightened out. the parents of both realising
they were remiss In their duties to their
while the handclasp between in*
youngsters indicate* the alair will develop
Adequately anted, directed
Into a romance.
Je4*.
and photographed.

children,

Maeterlinck' s

THE WITCH WOMAN.
Marie Beaupro
Maurice La. fc'argc
Louis La Parge

'THE BLUE

Ethel Clayton
(.

Frank Mayo

j

John Ardixonl
Dr. Cochefort.
Jack Drasaier
Delaunay
Louis Vale
Andrea Montigoac
"The Witch Woman," a World Film production, ie a story of twin brothers, one the
It
soul of honor, the other n ne'er-do-well.
was written by Willard Msck, directed by
T ravers Vale, photographed by Man Schneider.
The two brothers are played by Frank Mayo,
necessitating some ingenious double exposure
and some careful cutting and assembling.
Louis, the wicked one, is a painter. He goes
to a Utile village in the Alsatian mouoiaiss,
meets a native girl, wins her trust and take*
advantage of her. He steals away In ths middle of the nlgbt and the girl loeee her mind.
Bhe is cast out by her uucle and lives in a
cave, the fanatical countryfolk naming her
"Ths Witch." Two medical men, on a bunting trip from Paris, and her sod lake her to
the French capital, where an alienist eventually reatorea her reanofi.
One adopta and
makes her his heir. The good brother Is the
legal advlHer of her newly-acquired father,
and wbeu tbe girl meets Maurice, the Immaculate, she believes he Is her betrayer.
LouIh, tbe wicked one, Is shot by bis mistress,
tbe mix-up Is explained and Marie, tbe unfortunate. Is taken to wifehood by Maurice,
srly in ths unwinding you know the girl
muBt necessarily meet tbe good brother and
mistake him for tbe ma* who wronged her;
otherwise it is an absorbingly latsresilag,
well-directed progrsm festure.
It rsoks high
In
tbe World's output.
Ethel Clsjrion as
Marie, tbe unfortunate, I* excellent.
Bhe
passes through tbe various depictioa of th*
emotions with the sure touch of aa artist,
tartlng aa a breeay, barefooted, earelre*

BIRD"

An AGTCGAFT Picture
Presented by
,

4 4

It is

ADOLPH ZUKOR
I

HE BLUE

£

appeal for

—and

Directed by

BIRD"
women.

that's

is

a

It is

MAURICE TOURNEUR

sure-fire money-getter

a photoplay

that will

because

Scenario by
it

CHARLES MAIGNE

has a tremendous emotional

make women weep,

smile

and applaud

the kind of picture that will play to big business everywhere.

a drama of Happiness, a mighty message of cheer from the great Belgian author

to this

war-torn nation.

A

mighty campaign of advertising and direct-by-mail circularjzation is organizing an army of
ready to work for the success of each exhibitor that shows "The Blue Bird."

women

•»•«****.

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
J
ZUKOR
MULg
7^

Cparamount

ADOLPH

Pre*

JKS8E L.LASKY Vrcv Prcs CECIL B.DE
•

<TffiW

YORIO

•

DhvctorQ,n<md

J

MOVING PICTURES
character taken by James Morrlsoa.

Although
Leah Balrd, Edward Mackay and Ben Hen-

LIFE OF HONOR.
Helen Weet
Jamet Manly

Leah Balrd
[

Jaines Morrison
Agulnaldo
j
Peggy Harmon
Violet Palmer
Robert West
Harry Burckbardt
Sidney Holmes
Edward Mackay
Martin Cross
Beu Hendricks
Iran rented tbe New York Roof for a matinee private showing of "Life or Honor," which

probably be offered for state-rlgbtlng,
though the picture Impresses one as anything
but a brilliant feature. However, a lot of stunts
were tried.
With what success is another
question.
There In attempted tbe picturing of
a man with delirium tremens with the objects
of his distorted brain visible.
Such persons
are supposed to "see" things of curious Idensuch as aerial reptiles, pink elephanta
tity
and the like.
In the picture the "souse"
thinks he sees little kewples or cupids and
little dolls of that kind are vlslwle for a second In various parts of tbe room. 8uch objects are probably the last thing a man with
the D. T.'s would think of. Edmund Lawrence
directed the picture.
Tbe story may have
originally been designed to star the dunJ
will

—

rlcks are also featured, tbe Morrison roles are
the strongest, or should be. He plays Jimmy
Mhr.ljr and also Agulnaldo, a Filipino valet.
Jimmy's father was once a south sea trader.
During bis Journeys he had become enamored
of a native girl and married her native
fashion.
Tbe offspring had been brought up
to wreak vengeance on the father for deserting his native wife. At one point the father
tells Jimmy the valet resembles blm
(the
son) save for the color of his skin, but the
revelation of the relation of the two youths is
kept until too late.
When Jimmy's father
objects to his marrying tbe rather eligible
Peggy Harmon be leaves borne.
Agulnaldo
also valets Jimmy in the new quarters, and so
when the father Is stabbed to death one night
tbe similarity of the two young mci leads to
Jimmy's srrest end his coovlct'oa. All that
prevents his being executed is that Sydney
Holmes bsd seea the deed committed throngs
the shsdow of the killer's arm, through a
window shade. Holmes Is In love with Peggy's sister. Helen, who is married to hie old
college chum, Robert West, tbe man wlfh a

whiskey

Holmes had found Halaa walk-

thirst.

ing In her slsep sad hsd carried her bsck to
her beds and It was from her window be saw
tbe shadow of tbe murderer's arm through the
shade. But if he spesks out to save Jimmy's
lite he might Impugn tbe honor of Helen.
Thus It is only '24 hours before Jimmy Is to be
executed thst Holmes appeals to Martin Cross,
a retired criminologist, and the latter goes to
work on making Agulnaldo confess. They know
the Filipino committed the deed, because
Holmes said It was a brown skinned arm be
aaw with tbe knife. (How he could tell the
shadow through a window shade made by a
white or dark person Is something the picture
didn't attempt to explain. )
obtains the
confession through scaring TeWulnaldo with a

wpu

whole bag of phoney sprltuallstlc tricks
wrought on tbe guilty man.
In this latter
portion the scenes are naturally quite filled
with "boketn," and there are many lantern
ashes with the bull's eye tinted purple for
aoase reason. Morrison's work in the dusl rolo
Is tbe heat In the east, with Miss Bslrd's as
the Worried wife, seconds ry. \A ailed role If
handled ay Violet Ps laser as Peggy. Edward
Mackay falls to convince as Holmes.
Bea

Hcndiicaa as Cross Is much more effective.
Tao photography by Marcel Le Picard is la

SPLENDID SELEXABT
PICTURES RELEASED

THROUGH GOLDWYN
PRODUCTIONS made

under die guidance and direction of this organization'.
experts—made by the same skilled forces that produced Am
popular "Carmen of the Klondike;" made "big" in theme and treatment to meet
the exact exhibitor demands.

*

brilliant technical

offers all exhibitors these three unusual, thrilling dramatic productions,
beginning April 15, and at intervals of each second week thereafter:

and out. The earlier scenes lacked sharpness,
which may have been due to poor lighting, and

that blurred the detail of the Interior*.
Better results were attulued liter on.
There arc
several kinds of titles employed, some Illuminated.
It was a mistake at the start
to attempt to fade one title Into another, and those

portions should be cut.

RHEA
MITCHELL

HICKMAN

in

In

BlueBl. 1(1

Honors doss
ay M.B. Dsniet
Db+eled My tPWJaca Worker

Oruhb Alexander
Direct** by Elliott Howe
Sy

JL

BHEa MITCHELL

& ffiMBD HKMAtf
lit

Social

Ambition

WE. YTtnf
Directed my WUlece Wordey
by

These productions— with their absolutely assured box-office attraction power*
—are available to all exhibitors, whether Goldwyn contract customers or not, but
we urgently advise Goldwyn contract customers to make an immediate booking
of this Selexart Special Trio. Write or telegraph our nearest branch office.

LATOSCA.
Ce*are Angelottl
8 *K),el11
I'araiuouut's

New

York City

bcreeu

r nnk lo.^

Jules

Raucourt
Henry Hsbsrt

W. H. Foreatelle
production of bardou's

lmmoriai drama, "La Tosca," starring Pauline
> nUinck, hud lta iuitial public presentation
at me Mraud Suuduy.
The production has

beeu elaborately staged, requiring the construction or a number of tuatsive sets, such
as
the Cathedral of s>t. Audrea and a number
of
exterior scenes in harmony wuh tbe
architecture of the period of 18U0 in Home.
The
airuug hold which the church bad ou
even the
nobility in thohe days is admirably
visualized
by Director Ldouard Jose, who shows
Baron
bcarpia seated at his desk looklug over
official
ponce documents. The Angelus Is heard.
He
riaea, walKs to the other end
of the room
kueels beiors the crucifix and crosses
hlmsu f*
returns aud aigus an order for the
execution
of a number of vtctlma.
All this Implants
firmly the atmosphere for the big
scene
which Fiorla Tosca, after stabbing Scarpla In
to
death, places a candlestick at each side
bouy aud a cross upon his breast before of the
making her escape,
in the matter of detail of
production it is well nigh flawless and
magnificently
impressive.
Mlas
Frederlckas
Horla was somewhat disappointing.
Oddly
enough she seemed at her best in the
moments, In her passionate love sceneslighter
with
Mario. Her big emotional scenee— the
ones In
which she Is called upou to depict almost
unbearable anguish— the torturing of Maria,
tnd
when »be is torced into agreeing to the lecherous desires ol Scarpla, seemed to Itck
effective
sincerity.
She is growing somewhat buxom
and louiug the appearance of .spiritual beauty
*,

..!".

the

ner * r« ttl «"i

**»»et.

Frank Looee as

villainous Uaron was sufficiently
wicked
for sil purposes, and Jules Raucourt
as Mario
a haudhome, manly lover. Some day when
the
flllm has developed its own

genuine Bernhardt we shall have a proper screen visualisa"La ToHca."
JotoT

tion of

LITTLE MISS NO-ACCOUNT!
I
,ng
ft"*
bdwia tV
bayer

JosiaL Wheeler
u
Wheei « r -"a"iug«r
i

o.l * k>
bbiM
?
* 11
i!""
4

{1TJL
hobb

1

•

*

0, »dys Leslie
Frank O'Connor
William Calhoun
Eulalle Jangea
West JenJOa.
Klchard Wagnsmaa
Carlton King
Btephen Car?

"Little Miss No Account" la a
ViUgranh.
with Gladys Leslie featured. The story runs
the gamut of the ye old-fashioned
meilers
whereiu there Is the deep-dyed villain who
would treat a stepchild cruelly and use unscrupulous methods to obtsiu her property, and
the adventurous woman who is also in
to get
her share and is also a right-hand bower
to
the principal troublemaker
Little
Patty from the start has never
known prosperity, but even in her rags
and tags just wished for happiness, kindness

and love.
She lives In Greenwich Village
where her stepdaddy Is operating a gambling
house, and by a strange turn of fate becomes

the apple of tbe eye of the district attorney
decides to clean up Q. V. There's a raid
juat prior to Its operation the little girl
Is lured to the house on a pretext of
work
be lag there for her and she gets a ride in
the Black Maria and is placed in a cell.
There Is ths usual ending, where the district attornpy falls In
love with tbe little
tatterdemalion and takes her home and, after
her property Is restored to her and she puts
on nice clothes, the camera enda the story aa
It
should, with the happiness and love the
little girl had wished for at the
etart of the

who
and

picture.

Not a heavy film. Nothing unususl In the
way of Dim tricks or ensembles or ollmaxes
that have not been canieraed In some shape
before.
The director has gone In for some
splendid staging or details thst appeal to
nature, and the photography at tlmee la Al.
Borne dandy eiterlor* sr« shown.
Especially
picturesque are the winter scenes taken of.
the "district attorney's Country home."
Mist Leslie does well with the lead while
the others of the supporting cast were fairly
capable, with the negro servant and boy roles
played unusually well.

Mar

if.

At ths World studio In Fort Lee, they have
adopted s color scheme for the mechanical
stafT.
Stage hands wear blue uniforms, property men snd stage carpenters are d reused Id
white aud the electricians are In brown. In

way

the right

16 East 4-2 nj Street

Faullne Frederick

Baron bcarpia
Mario Cavurdoisi

this

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CODPOQfflON

/p**

La Tosca

Goldwyn

H OWARD

45

the director msy Identify Instant!/
for any particular Job.

man

Indications pointed this work to another
film factory obtaining the unfinished subjects
tout Herbert iJrenon had prior to bis departure for England ou an erraad tor the
llrltlsb government. Of thrae the Louis Joseph
Vanr# Ktciry of " i he Lone Wolf's Returs," a
p>o,ue| to the "Loue Wolf." was started by
Brenon. hut by all reports was never finished,
lnu much as a demand had been made by
some of the countryside exhibitors SB effort
will be made to have this picture lalahed before the end of spring.

-
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THE WHISPERING CHORUS.
Jane Trimble
John TrUuble
George Coggeswell
Mrs. Trimble, mother

Kathlyn William*
Kuycuoud Haltoa
kUllott Dexter
of Jobn,

Hdytbe Chapman

Guy Oliver

Chief McFarland..
H. P. Cluiuiey

..Tully Marshall
Gustave Seyffertlti
John Burton
Parke* Jones
W. H. Brown
.-.

Mocklog

Face
Charles Harden
Tom Burns
Strauberry

Jamea Neill
Channing
Evil Face
Walter Lynch
Edna Mae Cooper
Good Face
Longshoreman
Noah Beery
An Artcraft-Paramount production that cara dramatic wallop, although slightly
gruesome at the finish. No star. The feature
ries

A
billed as an "All-Star Production."
of leading people who hare been supporting the Paramount and Artcraft stars
are in it, and they are supposed to represent
an al'-star cast. The story was adapted by
Jessie Macpherbon from the original by Perley
Poore Sheehan and directed by Cecil B. DeAt the Rialto in the billlug and proMille.
gram mutter DoMille was featured above tbe
name in the cast aud over tbe title of tbe
"Tbe Wbibperiug Chorus " is
picture itself.
intended to represent tbe small voices and
thoughts of tbe average mind that work lor
Tbe thought is a good oue
good and evjl.
for the purposes of pieiuruutiou and the manner in which it is worked out interests, 'ihe
usual tricks of double exposure employed in
setting the story on the screen, but they are
not worked to death.
The plot concerns a clerk making a small
salary and liviug with his wile aud mother.
is

number

falsifies his books aud steals from his
until su.:h time that n Ktate investigation of the Arm's books is about to
show the shortage aud then he ruus away.
But hqpso arranges thiugs to appear as though
he had been murdered and the investigator
in the affair falls in love with the widow and
marries her. Subsequently he Is elected Governor.
After two years the erring husband returns

He

employer,

home under an assumed name and is captured
by the police and charged with his owu murHis mother dies from shock on his return aud the wife fulls to recognize him at
first.
He Is convicted and goes to the chair.
At tho last minute the wife goes to bim and
But bis
realizes It is her former husband.
better nature asserts itself and be decides to
pay tbe penalty rather than ruin her-life and
happiness.
The production is a most effective one and
the direction is admlruble. There are severul
thrills in the way of fights and such, but it

der.

1b

the

lighting

the

of

celebration

of

the

Chinese New Year in Shanghai that is the
most effective work.
Of the cast Kuymond Hatton, as tbe defaulter,

by far the best, presenting a re-

Is

markable characterization. Elliott Dexter is
the leading man and Kathlyn Williams plays
She is exceedingly pleasing. Tully
tbe wife.
Marshall has a small meaningless role. Gustav
von Seyffertltz is the "face" for evil in tbe
double exposures and scores.
As a feature production "The Whispering
Fred.
Chorus" stands with tbe best.

THE RED RED HEART.
Kut-Le
Jack Newman

Monroe Sulisbury

Katberlne

(ir»«tchen

Newman

John

Val Paul
Lederer

Ruth

Rhoda Tuttle

Allan

Dewltt

Clifford

Sears

Monte Blue

Billy Porter

Princess Neola
Molly
This feature Is far ubove tho Bluebird averIt's a well-directed, pleasant story, exage.
cellently acted aud with technical touches exThe outstanding asset in
pertly worked out.
"The Red Red Heart" Is its photography, dual
credit going to Dal Clawson and Alan Slegler.
The picture is of the western type, though
not of the usual kind of story, and the cam
eranen have caught flashes of the wonderfully
This has been worked
clear western skies.
up through tinting so that the success of the
twilight scenes is partially due to the treatment in printing. Close-ups of Kut-Le, the
Indian central character, are pictures of stat
uesque clarity aud beauty.
Kut-le la a redskin of modern type, a young
man who has received education In one «f
the largest eastern colleges, and be Is at
work on irrigation ditches in the western
The work Is being done for Ja.k
deserts.
Newman who, with his wife, lives in quite a
sumptuous home on the desert. Rhoda Tuttle.

John Dewltt, cornea to
She is a HstleBS creature,
shock attendant to a
She feels that she
OolllsloB of some Bort.
has nothing to live for and despairs of reco\
Kut-le coises Into her lift) by saving
ery.
her from the effects of a tarantula bite.

who

is

visit tbe

tbe

the

fiance

of

Newmans.

vietim

of

nerve

The Indian is Invited to dine with the Newmans sad Rhoda Is much attracted to him. as
The next day be takes her
hu Is to her.

driving and asks that he be allowed to effect
a cure with the aid of his beloved desert.
But the girls stands firm, because of their
racial difference, and tells Kut-le that he
must never again see her. But the Indian,
returslng to the garb and manner of his
people, kidaapa Rhoda and takes her off Into
Tbtrs follows a hunt for the
the mountains.
alsslag girl, and between tbe time her host
and fiance finally effect a "rescue" there are
several syhaical combats between them and
Use on ;i rock hilltop Is a striking
Kut-le.
Rhoda by then has been cured,
bit of aetlen.
however. Just as Kut-le had said, and when
she Is given her freedom she discovers that

after all she lovea Kut-le, described by the
sub-titles as "a man among men."
T;bls
phrase by tbe way would fit tbe picture much
more suitably than the title used
Rhoda
returns to Kut-le, and tbe desert doors of a
church open to them for a lone wedding.
Tbe presence of the church, or what la
supposed to be such, aud tbe tanteful interiors
of tbe Newman borne don't seem to fit the
desert country
Still they are details, considering the high lights of the feature.
Monroe Salisbury has a pippin role as Kut-le. He
not ouly looks the part of an educated Indian, but lends a nobleness to the character
that is all the author could have looked for.
Ruth Clifford plays Rhoda, a melancholy
character not easy to portray.
Allan Sears

as Dewltt, Val Paul as Jack Newman, O retches Lederer as his wife, and Monte Blue as
Billy Porter,
are all acceptable.
Wilfred
Lucaa directed the picture capably, but It Is
tbe acting of the two principals and the
photographic effects that appear to have lifted
the picture Into Class A.
/bee.

THE GIRL
Roscoe Tracy
Joan Tracy
Joshua Slddons
Robert Carter
Stella

Ramson

Morgan
Jim Younger
Joe

WHOWOULDNT

QUIT.

Henry A. Barrows
Louise Lovely

Mark Fen ton
Charles H. Malles
Gertrude A it or
William Chester
Phllo McTul lough

A Louise Lovely production (Universal).
It was that she "wouldn't quit" la not
That she wouldn't quit appears
explained.
ouly in the title. Maybe Louise wouldn't quit
The feauntil five spools of film were used.
Just a cheap melodrama
ture Is ordinary.
that means nothing. There was a story which
It concerned a
tbe director started to film.
girl aud her father; a mine foreman and the
girl that he Is engaged to and the telegraph
There Is a robbery.
operator at the mine.
The girl's father is arrested and eentenoed to
prison for the crime. The Idea must have been
that the girl wouldn't quit until she proved
his Innocence, bat this Is badly carried In the
film version. The father la vindicated finally.
What

Fred.

MOVING PICTURES
HER DEBT OF HONOR.
Honor

and the material In

log

Irving Cumralngs

Frank Schiller
Inna lllddleton

Frank Goldsmith

It

elves the narrative

no added value.

Peggy Hyland

Cheater Ilolbrook

Haiel Adams
Sine* William Farnum put over "The Spy,"
the Fox outfit aaema to be playing war dramas
across the board.
In thla film, written by
Eva Unaell, staged by O. A. C. Lund and
with photography by Joe Ruttenberg, the patriotism Is dragged In by the hair.
Really It la a etralght-away society melodrama, but the introduction of a German spy
a topical twist. The best of the five
that portion In 'which a series of
reels
silhouettes brings the narrative to Its high

tally

dramatic point.
A United States Senator, by some process of

for too frequent jumps, cut backs

gives

it

managed.

The

Is

difficulty

and out

artificial

device

and

should

be

used

when required

only

for the exposition of the story.
Hyland film the expedient
overdone aud makes the story almost distracting, especially since the play has a plo-

u

In this Peggy

log.

This prolog carries the story back to the
of romance and adds nothing to Its
sentimental value. Apparently It Is employed
merely to give the director a chance to work
In what studio people call "costume stuff."
The story la complex enough without the prodays

with

—always

the

story

Is

in

The "continuity"

scenario apparently.
In

This Is an Important matter,
a detail of staging which directors toe
often employ unnecessarily.
It
makes the
narrative Jumpy and difficult to follow. When
principals are
engaged In an
Important
scene, the cut back Breaks In and changes
the thread of the story.
It Is at best an

the spectator.

the
calls

and fades

a tax on the patience of

PARALTA PLAYS
BESSIE

LOUISE
GLAUM

BARAISCALE

:•::•:]

B. Walthall

New

York.
However, Garson's offer was not accepted since Minsky holds the franchise for the First National Exhibitors'

ORGANIZED IN BUFFALO.
Frank Talbot, of Buffalo, heads a
new film producing organization which
has Buffalo capital back of

"Humdrum Brown"

Directed by

and was advised by Harry Reichenbach, representing William Parsons,
the producer, to send on contracts to

junction.

in

REX INGRAM

Detroit, March 27.
Harry Garson, a prominent local
exhibitor, has prepared application for
an injunction restraining Harry W.
Minsky from exhibiting "Tarzan of the
Apes" on the ground that he (Garson)
has prior right to the first run of the
feature here. Garson offered $3,750 for
a three weeks' showing of tarzan,"

Circuit, which is booking the feature,
and the franchise carries with it first
choice where the holder meets the
figure of any other bidder.
Action will start coincident with the
announcement of the picture in the
Minsky house. Attorneys representing
Garson and the F. N. E. C. are here
to oppose the granting of the in-

^SJK

Henry

SUIT OVER TARZAN."

and,

picture procedure, la In charge of the transport of troops to Europe.
A German spy, to
secure Information, makes love to the Senator's wife.
These passages of the story are
well done as to stage direction.
The figure
of the man and woman are posed before a
colored glass window In the conservatory of
the Senator's home in a sort of misty silhouette and In a pictorial sense are highly
Mr. Lund Is always artistic In his
effective.
light effectB and tblrTJlcture Is no exception.
His handling of lights and shadows la capi-
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ELT1NGE RETURNING.

Written by

„

.

B.

& M.

G.

it.

Chicago, March 27.
will give a

DANIEL

The Chicago Press Club

farewell dinner and dance on Saturday

ROBERT BRUNTON,

Manager

to Julian Eltinge, who leaves immediately thereafter for Los Angeles, where
the famous impersonator will go into

of Productions

pictures.

Walthall's powerfully impressive personality

makes "Humdrum" Brown

the

most

likable fellow

Your heart simply goes out
and you're glad of

to

him

put the

of

ill

in

is

St.

graph since 1910 and

is

famous for her

portrayal of elderly mother roles with
that organization. She is 74 years old.
Prior to her entrance in the pictures
she was a well known legitimate act-

and warm.

Henry

to

John's Hospital in
She was stricken a few
Brooklyn.
days after she had completed her work
played
in "Over the Top," in which she
the role of Sergeant Empey's nurse.
Mrs. Maurice has been with Vita-

life;

name

ILL.

Mary Birch Maurice, known

the film
seriously

it.

pulsating, throbbing,

.

world as "Mother" Maurice,

not a mere picture you see-—

a segment of

You

.

"MOTHER" MAURICE
Mrs.

it's

.

Chicago.

on Earth.

It is

m

Opie Read, president of the club, assisted by Lou Houseman, have had
charge of the arrangements for the
send-off, which will be a most rousing
one, as Eltinge is extremely popular
with the newspapermen here.
appearance on Sunday
Eltinge's
night at the Palace is announced as his
appearance on the stage in
last

B. Watlhall

ress.

in front of

your theatre
Rosenberg'*

and

all his friends

They

come

—

are innumerable

"Humdrum Brown"
in

will

like the

Summer

Circuit.

Walter Rosenberg plans a summer
film circuit and before the passing of
another week expects to have an uptown Broadway house under lease dur-

in.

sands on the seashore!

ing the heated months.

be an event

Screens "Belle of

your town.

New

The Sanger & Jordan

"The

picture called
to start
screen version of

a

finished

has

York."

Picture Corp.

work
The

Man" and proposes
shortly on a
Belle of New York."

INCORPORATIONS
Theatre Co„ Manhattan,

PARALTA PLAYS,

WEST

Inc.

; EW

48th

STREET

YORK CITY

Acme Amuaeaaraf Co- Camden. H;"'*
F R Hansel, I. C. Clow, John MacPaah.
Camden. N. J.
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S« r.mrrnf t PIctnreB, Manhattan, UOO,000- T. F. MrMahon. B. C. Klllott, ». M.
Kelleher. 14»0 Hroadway. New York.
motion picIt. X. A M. <o„ Manhattan,

Foreign Distributors: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.

Canadian Distributors: Globe Films, Ltd.

tures, llfi.OOO; A. ftlerl.

Third avenue.

2(>1!S

The

tho.-itrlraK
*
;<;

MIMRY

B

WALTHALL

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH

HO&KINSON
SERVICE
AT ALL GENERAL
EXCHANGES
FILM

I"'."**";

F Clement.

N'rw York.
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li.-i 1

1

:i

ii.

<.eiie«lu«

motion
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.1

KIRMiaAN

*

K. Mobllattl.
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Manhattan,
M Kane. U.
W. 112th »treet,

Corp.,
A.
611

tot street, New York.
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M
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$1,000.
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16th
M. Ko<hln K. and I. M. Racer, 111
St., Brooklyn.
New Jersey Charter*.
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sl<:itlim ;iru| fiimisi'incnt hall, 126,J Horn. c. J. Wolfe, W. T. ORourka,

Uuffalo,

New

York.
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OPTIONAL BILL HEARING.

AMONG THE WOMEN

A

hearing on the new Motion Picture Option Bill introduced in the New

BY "PATSY" SMITH
Los Angeles, March 22.
saw Jewel Carmen working in a
court room scene at the Fox studio,
I

under the glare of a merciless noonday sun (in a picture as yet incomplete) and she was beautiful. Then I
law her the same evening on the
screen in "The Girl with the Champagne Eyes." "Engaged for her beauty
and retained for her intelligence" was
the word of Mr. Acheson, the publicity
man. As Nellie Proctor, by fate a
member of a Band of Crooks, she is
first seen on an ocean liner, supposedly steaming into Golden Gate, lifting
the wallet of a prosperous looking fellow passenger. In a smart velvet turban and youthful looking jacket suit,
she makes an innocent looking thief.
Betty Schrade as the decoy, in the
vague film story "The Girl in the
Dark," wears a lovely one-piece dress
of white cloth, and heavy lace. The
lower part of sleeves and skirt are of
lace with two-inch bands of black
chiffon as finishing hem. Part of the
bodice is also of lace with a touch of
the black showing at neck. A dark fox
scarf and white tarn sets off the cos-

tume

Carmel

nicely.

Myers,

nicely, but

featured, struggles
about all she is called

You go away
writer has

left

upon

who

is

that is
to do.

thinking the scenario
out a page of the story.

"The Keys of the Righteous" is an interesting screen sermon beautifully
photographed. Enid Bennett, though
most promising, is not a feature attraction yet, and business took a percepdrop at the Grauman when it
week. Gertrude
last
there
played
Claire as Sarah Ann Watts was a
darling old lady. Lydia Knott played
a colorless invalid mother.
tible

Mae Marsh in "The Beloved Traitor"
has no feminine frills or even curls to
set her off, yet in knit hat, mackinaw,
boys shoes and straight hair, shestands out as just about the most fascinating female in filmland. The intense expressive face is ever changing
from sorrow to gladness. She trie* to
be sad, but cannot. I often wonder,
however, while watching her, what she
would really do if she were forced to
keep her hands from her face— they fly
there when she is seemingly unaware
of

Hedda Hopper

it.

woman

is

a tall, graceful,

everything she
wears, save the negligee. She is particularly smart in tailor mades.

well-gowned

in

"The Knife" is full of thrills. Alice
Brady's delicate handling of the difficult leading role is most convincing.
Alice Hollister was an apple-cheeked

cunning little sister, whom you worried about throughout the story, for
tear something was going to happen to
her, and you sighed with relief when
it

was

all

over.

The town was
tures

last

week.

a healthy heart reaction and
stimulate von for the ordeal of strenuous productions, trench warfare views

cause

and dying mother deathbed scenes.

Orpheum bill
week wer* Blanche Dayne. Naomi

The new women on

the

and Alta Krom. Miss
Dayne. to add to her colorless characterization, has developed a penchant
Glass,

for

Santi

making

her

disap-

pointed if they have not seen the
Cressy and Dayne sketch so many
times they know it by heart. Naomi
Glass has the same pretty costumes she
started out with this season. Her
voice is greatly improved. Santi, the
contortion dancer, did very nicely with
Alta Krom, soprano, doing more than
her share of the work. Both women
are nicely costumed.

lines

unintelligible.

Albany,

The

old story of an Enoch Arden returning to find his wife married again
is given a new twist in "The Whispering Chorus" at the Kinema this
week. Cecil De Mille has attempted to
show the silent force of psychology—
a sort of mental telepathy, but it does
not get over only in one instance between mother and son. She "feels"
when he is in danger and implicitly believes him alive when others think him
dead. The employee of a big contracting firm hears the ever-present whispering chorus, "you are not appreciated here," "you are working too hard,"
"why don't you take the money, no one
will know." then, when he fears detection, runs away, leaving a devoted wife
and mother behind. The "twist" comes,
after the gruesome business of pulling
a drowned man from the water, dressing him in his clothes, smashing his
head with a kettle and putting a note in
his pocket, that he is to meet an "Edgar Smith" and fears foul play. He
jthus sets the crime of murder on his

/own head and

later

is

tried

and con-

victed of his own murder. It's a weird,
dismal tale that just misses being big.
The only bright spots in the production is the splendid acting of Kathryn

Williams. She is the same fine woman
in a luxurious boudoir, "the Governor's wife," as
she was doing her
kitchen work, "the wife of Ihe clerk."
She has excellent poise and style. She
wore exceptionally good looking furs.
One cape was of seal trimmed with
kolensky tails, a hat to match it had a
full black paradise at back.
A long
ermine wrap with deep color of mink
or sable was worn over a charming
For a
fcold cloth and gold lace gown.
headdress with this she wore a large
bunch of white aigrettes.

UNDERSELLS THEATRE.
Paris. March 27.
Max Under has sold his picture theatre
here. The
Cinemax. to Pathe
Freres for $260,000 and is making ready
for his return to America. He expects
to be in New York May 20. and will
probably make his own productions,
backed by his own capital.

T. E. Letendre, Linder's American
above
confirms
the
representative,
cable, but says he has had no definite
information as to the arrival of the
French film star.

The Animated

Picture Products Co.,
of which Harry A. Kaufman is the
sales manager, is placing a new form of
animated advertising on the market.
The scheme is adaptable to lobby displays for theatrical companies and
picture houses.
The picture, while in reality a series
of stills, is made to appear to be in
motion when one looking at the picture

At present it is being used
for commercial projects, although the
Universal is using one of the ads for its
feature. "The Beast of Berlin," now at
the Broadway.
passes

it.

Violinist in

M.

P. House.

Los Angeles, March 27.
Gregor Chiarnovsky, well known as
a violin soloist on the concert stage,
has been engaged indefinitely by a Los
Angeles picture theatre.

set for April 3 before the

is

committee of the Senate
and Assembly.
From the Allied Committee of the
picture industry is sent warning to the

joint codes

film interests of the state that the fate

of the

bill relies

and

itors

ANIMATED ADVERTISING.
flooded with sob picdidn't miss one.
I
at the Grauman this

"Huck and Tom"
week looked as promising as a maytime holiday. Clara Horton as Becky
Thatcher is some baby doll girl and
Edythc Chapman makes a great Aunt
Polly. Romance may be the thing that
makes the world go around, but a sense
of humor is the fait that keeps civilization from de:ay. "Huck and Tom"

this

One must go away thoroughly

York $tate Legislature March 21 by
Senator George F. Thompson, Niagara,
and Assemblyman Clarence F. Walsh,

Ihe lower

their

on the upstate exhiborganized campaign.
men have been

state picture

working day and night.
The bill is the same as was recently
approved with the exception of an added clause suggested by the conference
of Mayors of the State. This clause as
inserted in the proposed bill reads:
"Nothing herein contained, however,
shall prohibit the Common Council or
other local governing body from authorizing motion picture exhibitions at
any hour after 2 o'clock in the afternoon on such day."
It is

announced that this measendorsed by the New York State
also

ure is
Federation of Labor.

Providence, March

The

Mitchell H. Mark, president of the
Strand Co., denies the report the
Strand theatre in New York is for sale,
or that such a deal was entertained.
He adds such a deal would be practically impossible without the consent
of practically all the stockholders, who
have pooled their holdings in a voting
trust.

The post of president will remain
vacant for the present, out of respect
for the deceased, but at some future
time a successor will be selected.
Buffalo.

Men

bill

since.

PERCY WATERS IN TRIANGLE.
Percy Waters has joined the execuProducing
managerial

tive forces of the Triangle
Co., though holding no

March

27.

with

the theatrical
business from many of the cities of
the country attended the funeral services here of Mitchell H. Mark, whose
interests extended to 30 of the prominent theatres of the east. During the
services at the Richmond avenue home
the Victoria, Academy, Regent and
Strand theatres here were closed.
Mr. Mark has been seriously ill only
two days.
Cerebral
hemorrhages,
affiliated

thought to have developed from an infected finger, caused the death. He
was 54 years old and was born in Richmond, Va. He is reported to have
been worth about $2,500,000.

YATHE BUYS "KLONDIKE."

27.

to permit picture exhibitions
on Sunday, presented to the Legislature early in its session and reported
to a committee, has not been heard

from

RESPECT FOR MITCHELL MARK.
Max Spiegel, son-in-law of the late

There was a deal closed

this

week

for the world rights, exclusive of the
United States and Canada, for "Carmen'
of the Klondike" by Monte Katterjohn.
The sale was made by the State Right
Distributors, who bought the picture
originally from the Selexart.
Pathe was the buyer and took over
the prints for foreign distribution on

Wednesday.

title.

LIBERTY LOAN TRAILERS.
Adolph Zukor, Chairman of the Committee appointed by the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry to co-operate with the Treasury Department in the third Liberty
Loan campaign, has prepared 17,500
trailers, which will be attached to every
picture sent out by the manufacturers.
The trailer runs 50 feet and opens
with the new Liberty Loan flag, followed by a view of Secretary McAdoo
at his desk writing a message to the
people on the new loan.

AIDING EXPLOITATION.
Herbert Lubin. as personal representative for Mme. Petrova, and Bert
Fnnis, publicity representative for the
Petrova Pictures Co., left Tuesday for
a tour of the exchanges of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit, to assist
in co-operating with the exploitation
of the Petrova releases.

KEENEY'S "SURPRISE" SHOWING.
What is a personal plan of Frank A.
Keeney

be used in making the
screen presentation TJf "A
Romance of the Underworld" which
has Catherine Calvert as the star which
is now ready for the public.
Keeney
is going to slip the "Romance" in at
the last show of his vaudeville perwill

premiere

formance at Keeney's Brooklyn house
next Tuesday night, at which time the
trade journal critics and invited exhibitors will be guests of the house management. No advance billing on the
film will be made.

By showing the picture at one of his
own theatres during a regular performance does away with the "private
screen showings" and gives Keeney a
regular audience to pass comment on
the initial Keeney film production.
Miss Calvert has practically finished

her second

Keeney

film,

"Marriage,"

which Guy Bolton wrote as an exclusive film story.

For Keeney's third Calvert subject
was paid for a special scenario
that James Kirkwood, director, and
Miss Calvert read and approved as be-

$1,500

LOAN PICTURES.
One

of the executives of the Liberty
Loan Committee is quoted as having
stated last week that more than 20
various feature productions were offered to them by as many manufacturers as the "real dyed in the wool surefire boost" for the coming loan.
The executive stated that all of the
manufacturers wanted the Loan Committee to do something for their
pictures.

Receiver Appointed for E.

I.

S.

Co.

Judge A. N. Hand has appointed Elwood M. Rabenold receiver for the
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp., 203 West
40th street, under a

bond

ing "unusual." with

upon

Keenly taking

it

their finding.

ROTHAPFEL FOR CIRCUIT?
There is a possibility S. L. Rothapfel
will head the company which is planned
as a subsidiary of the Paramount to
conduct

a

string

of

picture

houses

across the continent.
He lately resigned from the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Rothapfel and Adolf Zukor have been
frequent conference for several
in
weeks.

of $2,000.

STOLEN GERARD PRINT.
A

from Mrs. L. Cass Russell a scenario
"Merely Players," which will be
used as the third Kitty Gordon script
to be produced under the direction of

case went before the Grand Jury
Tuesday involving a print of the Gerard
film. "My Four Years in Germany,"
stolen from the storehouse of Joseph R.
After a two weeks' search the
Miles.
print was discovered in a hiding place
at the home of one of the ex-employeei

Oscar Apfel.

of the concern.

Script for Kitty Gordon.

The World Film Corp. has purchased
titled

MOVING

exhibitors'

Three-Cornered Meeting of Nation's Exhibitors to Be Held
Next Month* United Theatres, Exhibitors-Affiliated
and Hodkinson Plan to Be Discussed. Link-up
First National Exhibitors-Affiliated a Possibility*

United Picture Theatres of America;
Charles C. Pettijohn, representing the
Producers and Exhibitors-Affiliated,
and
E. Shurtleff, representing the

C

Hodkinson plan, an open meeting for
producers and exhibitors from all over
the United States has been called by
Frank C. Rembusch, secretary of the

American Exhibitors' Association, and
president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Indiana, for April
8 at the Astor Hotel, in New York
City.

tion of returning to Vita for the next
20 weeks or remaining idle for that
period.
Louis B. Mayer, of Boston, who was

have taken Miss Stewart under his
management, was in town Monday,
and it is understood negotiations were
on between the counsel for both sides,
whereby Mayer would either buy off
to

Vita's unexpired contract or arrange
to have Miss Stewart make pictures
for Vita for the next 20 weeks, with
the stipulation these features would

promptly released and not held
back for showing until such time as
she was exploited as a stateright proposition and so enter into competition
with the proposed flayer productions.
be

So many plans for co-operative buybeing offered the exhibitor,
Mr. Rembusch says, that it is almost
impossible to judge just what is best
for the exhibitor end of the picture
industry.
While some incorporate
ideas well worth utilizing, he says,
they all lack one or two essentials
necessary to the continued well-being
of the exhibitor, and for that reason
he is anxious the exhibitor and producer meet in an open conference to
ing are

iron out their differences.

Mr. Ochs met with members of the
Indiana League last Monday at the
Hotel Severin to discuss the merits of
the United plan, while Messrs. Pettijohn and Shurtleff visited Indianapolis
exhibitors

Tuesday and Wednesday.

There may be some sort of a fink
up between the First National Exhibitors' Association and the Producers and
Exhibitors' Affiliated in the very near
future. There have been a number of
conferences during the past week.

CHAPLIN AT STRAND.
The initial showing of the new
Charles Chaplin film, "A Dog's Life,"
be made at the Strand, starting
next Sunday and lasting one week, the
new prelease arrangement being entered into by the First National Exhibitors' Circuit when S. L. Rothapfel
in severing connections with the circuit personally and through disposing
of his stock in the Firs^ National Exchanges automatically canceled his
contract for the Chaplin prelease at
either the Rivoli or Rialto.
The Chaplin picture will open at the
Palace for a week April 8, at which
time it also starts at the Loew, Fox
and Moss houses as well as other
Keith theatres in New York per the
required exhibiting conditions imposed
by the circuit at the time the contract
will

was drawn up for the comedy film.
T. L. Tally, of Tally's Broadway, Los
Angeles, is bringing the Chaplin film
Dn personally from the Coast, due in
New York March 29 after stopping off
in Chicago and leaving one negative
with Watterson Rothacker at his laboratory there for final embellishment
prior to the general release date.

ANITA STEWART BOUND.
Supreme Court Justice Cohalan Saturday made permanent the injunction
restraining Anita Stewart from making pictures for any other company^
than the Vitagraph, deciding she must
work out the 29 weeks of the unemployed period of her contract with that
concern.
About nine weeks of the 29 have already expired and unless Miss Stewart
wins on appeal, which it is understood
her counsel will make, she has the op-

CARLOS LEAVING FOX.
Abraham

Carlos, general representa-

Fox Film Corporation,
whose name appears on the company's
letterheads in the same size type as
that of Winfield Sheehan, general mantive

the

of

enter tha
president of the

Aubrey M. Kennedy

FOR CO-OPERATIVE BUYING PLAN

Indianapolis, March 27.
As a result of the visit to Indianapolis of Lee A. Ochs, representing the

ager, has resigned. He will probably
go into producing on his own.

as

field

will

Kennedy Theatres, Inc., which will
open the former Healy's refreshment
establishment at Broadway and 95th
street as the Symphony theatre about

May

1.

The theatre will seat 1.200 on the
ground floor, with a merzanine tier
of boxes accommodating 300 more.
There is no balcony or gallery.
It is understood Thomas Healy retains an interest in the enterprise besides having $1,200 weekly guaranteed
him as rent. Asociated with Kennedy
is Charles I. Cole (identified with the
Pantages theatre enterprises) who is
to be general

manager.
recently withdrew as
of productions. Is in-

Kennedy, who
general manager
terested in the

new Sessue Hayakawa

Co.. which will produce pictures on the
coast. He has also acquired the rights

to

two

which he intends to

features,

produce

in the east.

IN ARREARS.
Los Angeles. March 27.
H. M. Horkheimer, Balboa Film Co.,

BALBOA

was summoned last week before the
State Labor Commission, to show
cause why his company should not pay
the salary claims of 17 players filed
with Deputy Commissioner H. A. Cable.
According to the Commissioner, no
calaries had been paid by the company
for several weeks and last year many
of the players went as long as 13 weeks
without receiving any envelopes.
Horkheimer told the Commission he

had a deal pending which he thought
would bring him out of his financial

...

difficulties.

Anita King

FILM RECEIPTS.
Los Angeles, March 27.
Jack Pickford in "Huck and Tom," at
Graumann's, played to $8,100 last week.
D. W. Griffith's "Hearts of the
World," at Clune's Auditorium, did
$14,000 on the week (its second).
Business
houses in

at

of the big
suffered a re-

three

all

New York

lapse last week when compared with
the tremendous business the previous
week. Even though business dropped
the managements for the most part
expressed themselves as satisfied.
The Rivoli, with the Official Italian
War Films headlined, and J. Stuart
Blackton's "Wild Youth" as the feature picture (billed secondary), drew
a gross of almost $15,000 on the week.

The

with Enid Bennett in
Naughty" and a Fatty
comedy, played to about

Rialto,

"Naughty
Arbuckle
$14,500.

The Strand had Mabel Normand in
"The Floor Below" as the feature and
the second installment of the "Depths
of the Sea" pictures, and touched
almost
the

$13,000,

week going

with but one night
to a turn-away.

New
New

Orleans

in

March 28.
known in
"Mary town."

Orleans,

is

what

is

parlance as a
Therefore it is not surprising that Miss
Pickford, in her "Amarilly" release,
came mighty near establishing a new
record for the first half of last week at
The newest of the Arthe Strand.
buckle comedies (a regular risible tickler, by the way), "The Bell Boy," supplementing "The Sign Invisible," served
to keep the business up to the high
mark. The Strand's gross for the period went over $4,500, which is about
where it belongs.
The Trianon, with a seating capacity
of but 700, is reported to have mounted about $2,000 with "Intolerance" the
first part of last week, and "The Zeppelin's Last Raid" during the latter.

picture

Weinberg with Brady.
Mattye Weissberg, of the World
Film Executive forces, has resigned to
to William
A. Brady, and to take charge of sales
for Mr. Brady's state right produc-

become private secretary
tions.

GRIFFITH FILM PLACED.

KENNEDY OPENING HEALTO.

NEW YORK CONVENTION SCENE

Between

R

P

49

leging $2,100

.

the chief claimant, al-

is
is

due her.

PARIS FILM RECEIPTS.
Paris. March 15.
picture and variety houses in
Paris are doing excellently, in spite of
the recent air raid. From statistics it
Hippois shown the receipts for the

The

drome (Gaumnnt Palace) reached Irs.
1^8 216 in November and frs. 181,836 in
December last; Tivoli frs. 71.116 in November and frs. 77.364 in December;
Nouveautes (Aubert Palace)

December
November.
546 in

frs.

™3.'

Lutetia, frs. 78,677 in

;

about
the music
431,frs.
took
halls, the Folies Bergere
646 from October 20 to December 30;
the Olvmpia, frs. 335.570 for same
period; Cigale. frs. 197.037. and frs 187,86°. during November and December.
The first film produced by the Frerich
actor Antoine. to be billed as 'Les

The
same

attendances

level

since.

have kept

As

for

Travailleurs de la Mer" (Workers of
in
the Sea), has just been released
Paris, and shown at the Trocadero during a benefit matinee.

DISCHARGE AND STRIKE.
There was

a strike at

studio at Fort Lee last

the Triangle

week when Nick

Kessel was discharged from his post
as studio manager, the employes of the
laboratory going out with him.
Nick is a brother of Ad. Kessel.
When Kessel & Baumann sold out to
Triangle it was understood Nick was
to be retained— and has been up to
now. William Fox has been using the
studio of late, but Triangle is using
the laboratory for its printing.
The strike was short-lived, the people returning to work after a few
hours.

CAPITOL BY JANUARY
The
tre,

builders of the

51st

street

new

15.

Capitol thea-

and Broadway, have

placed a forfeit in the hands of the
owner* to insure the completion of the
building hv Ian. 15, 1919.
The building is to be in readiness to
open on that date, otherwise a heavy
weekly forfeiture will be paid by the
builder weekly until the structure is
completed.
.

Elliott, Comstock & Gest firm
has secured the handling of the new
D. W. Griffith spectacle, "Hearts of the
World/' for the United States, and its
exploitation will be under the direct
supervision of Morris Gest.
This was brought about through the
desire of Griffith to have his master-

The

piece handled in a dignified, "legitimate" manner, and he it was who suggested Morris Gest to Messrs. Zukor

and Lasky, who saw the value of the
suggestion and promptly concurred.,

The picture opens in New York at
the 44th Street theatre April 5, with a
private performance for the press April
which

be present a number
American and British officials.
The British government is understood to have some half million dollars invested in the production and to
control directly the British and colon-

4,

at

will

of important

ial rights.

The premature announcement

of S. L,

Rothapfel he had secured the Metropolitan Opera house for pictures during the summer was inspired by the impression he had the Griffith spectacle
and the acquiescence of the Metropolitan directors to permit the presentation to be shown at the temple of
music, not from any desire for profit
but due to its value as patriotic propaganda. Rothapfel offered Griffith $7,5u0 a week for ten weeks or more and
felt reasonably certain he had secured
the plum at that figure.
Gest originally planned to present
the feature at the Lyric, but when
William Fox. who has a lease of the
Lyric from the Shuberts, heard it was
for "Hearts of the World" he restricted the sub-lease to two weeks, scenting a possibility to "horn In" for an'
extension of the proposed engagement.
Gest then brought pressure to bear ofi
the Shuberts to persuade A. H. Woods
to shift his booking
Ace" from the 44th
sino and to give him
a straight rental at

of "The American
Street to the Cathe 44th Street on
a nominal figure.

It J* understood Fox has arranged
with William A. Bradv to present the
film production of the Drury Lane spectacle. "Stolen Orders" at the Lyric for
the date orijrinally offered Gest. The
latter had a 25 per cent, interest in the
Brady film production, without interfering with its management. He will
thus be in the position of playing op-

position to himself.
In theatrical circles it is regarded as
a good stroke of business on the part
of Griffith. Zukor and Lasky to turn
over the management of the Griffith
feature to show people of the standing
of Flliott. Comstock 8i Gest.
Griffith is expected in New York early next week, preceded a few days by
his brother.

Los Angeles. March 27.
not unlikely the United States
Government will take over W. D. Griffith's new war romance, "Hearts of
the World," for use as a recruiting aid.
After its early presentation at Gune's
It is

Auditorium here, several

officers in re-

cruiting agencies reported to Griffith
that enlistments soon increased and the
men who offered themselves declared
thev did so after seeing the war play.
George J. Danis. chairman of a district exemption board, said the day
after the film's premiere seven voung
men who had been granted deferred
classification^ returned and asked to
be put in Class A, No. 1.

Impose Fuel Penalty.
The electric light service has been
discontinued by an order of the Fuel
Administration a* the 77th Street picture theatre. The darkening of the
house followed the theatre's failing to
observe the Thursday "Lightless Night
order.

MOVING PICTURE DEPARTMENT PAGES

SIGNAL CORPS' PICTURES
SHOW NATION'S WAR ACTIVITIES

U. S.

Film Produced by Service Branch Shown at Atlantic
City. To Promulgate Work of National Training. Red
Cross Have Film for Their Next Drive.

Official

Atlantic City,
Dissenters,

critics,

March

27.

malcontents and

carpers against the methods of this
Government pot it squarely between the
eyes last week when the first official
war pictures, produced by the U. S.
Signal corps, and sanctioned by the Com-

mittee on Public Information, of which
George Creel is the chairman, were
shown to a big audience at the Apollo.
The pictures have been made and are
given for the purpose of promulgating
the work of the Government in training men for the front and in combining and furthering the material, forces,
industries and transportation facilities
for an efficient and inexorable prosecution of the war.
Actual film of the great cantonments
scattered all over the country were presented for the first time to the public,
taking the spectator through all the
processes undergone before the raw recruit is turned into a first class soldier
with a fighting standard and knowledge
second to none. Shipyards are pictured
in the stress of their hieh-speed activimunition factories are shown
ties;
turning out the gigantic monsters which
are to convey our respects to the unEvery industry and
speakable Hun.
organization which has a bearing upon
the war, direct or indirect, is presented
to the eye in all its hkh efficiency, with
all its earnestness of labor and achievement.
The magnitude of the task of training, feeding and caring for two million
men under arms, manufacturing arms
for the use of these men, building ships
for their transportation, conveying to
them the products of the huge factories
as they are completed, is told vividly in
the pictures shown last week at the

Apollo.

words as sharp as bayonet points, Sergeant L. Shannon Cormack, one of the
first men to go "over the top" early in
1915, told of the work on the front, and
related anecdotes of intense interest.
Sergeant Cormack was on the fighting
front in France for two years and four
months, in one battle "managing to
collect thirteen pieces of

German

shell"

as he himself phrased it.
He is only
now fresh from the hospital. Sergeant
Cormack went over first with the Fifth
Canadian Field Artilleryand saw some
of the worst fighting of the war. Later
he served as Sergeant Orderly on the
staff of the now famous General Sir
Julian Byng.
Frequently during his address, Ser-

geant Cormack had to pause and wait
for the thunderous acclamations of the
audience to subside before he could
continue.

The committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, appointed to cooperate with the
Red Cross, is exploiting and distributing a two-reel picture entitled "The
Spirit of the Red Cross."
The picture has been produced by the
American Red Cross in behalf of its
publicity efforts in connection with the

War Fund Drive which
hold May 20-27.

Second
will

Rumor here

has

it

that B. A. Rolfe,

Hoffman, Lawrence Weber and others
have formed a new corporation to
make independent pictures for stateThis group were originally interestin the Popular Plays & Players Co.,
which distributed its output through
the Metro exchanges. Some time ago
Metro bought them out, paying $100,0(H) in notes for the franchise.

spoken word of command, each man
counting <>ut ihr interval between the
move executed and the next to come.
The company wheeled, marched, countermarched, turned ami went through
tli r manual of arm with clock-like precision and astounding dispatch, never
once scoring a fault.

old

a thrilling speech,

devote the entire month to booming
the new Liberty Loan Bond "drive.*"
Realizing the hold that the film
celebs have on the public at large Secretary of the Treasury William McAdoo has personally obtained the consent of the picture stars to devote
themselves to subscription getting.

predicated in

ed

ANOTHER FUTURE STAR?

film star.

CAVALIERI IN "GISMONDA."
Lina Cavalieri is once more at work
for Artcraft and is understood to be
making, at the Fort Lee studio, a screen
version of Sardou's "Gismonda," which
has not been seen in America since
the death of Fanny Davenport, other
than a few performances in French by
Bernhardt.
"Gismonda" was one of the latest
of the Sardou dramas, with a powerful dramatic story a princess whose
child wanders into a tiger's cage, with
no one daring to attempt a rescue. In

—

frenzy the princess cries that she
grant any wish within her power
the child's life.
A man of the
people saves the little boy and asks
the princess' hand in marriage.
a

Los Angeles, March

for

27.

Mary

Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks
and Charlie Chaplin, with their staffs,
left here this week and are en route to
Washington, where they will begin
work in aid of the Third Liberty Loan.
They are three of the five screen stars
to be honored by Secretary McAdoo,
who selected them for the patriotic
work, the other two being William S.
Hart and Marguerite Clark. Hart remains in the West, where he will give
his work to the loan drive.

PICKFORD CENSORING.
The report Jack Pickford has entered
the government service is now confirmed at the Paramount offices. It is
claimed he is under draft age and
Canadian born, but this did not deter
him from joining the colors.
Jack enlisted in the navy, but owing
to his knowledge of pictures was assigned to the Intelligence Dept. He
is picture censor for films designed for
export.

PAULINE FREDERICK— GOLDWYN'S
It

seems

be pretty generally
that at the concontract with Paranext month, Pauline Frederick
to

known about town
of

her

mount
become a Goldwyn star.
At the Goldwyn offices no official
confirmation was to be had in the absence of Samuel Goldfish, but the gen-

SUMMER FILM AT
Determined

eral impression in the business offices
of the organization was that such a
deal had been consummated.

BIG STATERIGHT PRODUCER.
A deal is reported in the air for the
formation of a new producing company
to be called the Maurice Tourneur Co.,
the output to be made by that director.
It is stated by those who claim to

know

the

first

production,

if

suitable

arrangements are consummated, will
star Robert Hilliard in the principal
role.

According to the plans a new screen
is to be exploited in the person

eral

f

Fritzi

Binncy.

The method of distribution has not
yet been determined, but it is understood Hiller & Wilk will act as selling
agents.

HIP.

of the past

men making

ten

offers to Charles Dil-

lingham for the subrental from

May

1

until fall.

"Cheer Up"

expected to close its
present stay there either April 27 or
a

week

is

later.

Last week there was talk the new
film, "Hearts of the World."
might be shown there, but early this

Griffith

week

the 44th Street was the house
selected for the Griffith feature in New

York.

CAPITOL CONTRACT LET.
All rumors to the contrary, the contract for the steel construction of 4he
proposed Capitol theater at Broadway
and Slst street was only let last week,
the prize going to Paul Chapman. It
calls
for
completion within three
months from the time work starts.
Thomas W. Lamb is the architect
and some time ago called for bids.

GRAUMAN'S NEXT.
Los Angeles. March 27.
Sid Grauman is promoting another
elaborate theatre here for pictures and
vaudeville. Local capital is interested.

MAINE'S SUNDAY CLOSING.
Sanford, March 27.
Charles A. Trafton of the Colonial
here was found guilty by Judge J. V.
Tucker in the Municipal Court on the
charge of running a moving picture
show on Sunday.
Trafton was arrested by Edward H.

Emery of the Christian Civic League
of Maine. Trafton conducted his own
case. The defense was that the Sunday evening concerts were given for
the benefit of the poor of Sanford.
The complaint was brought under

actress
c

efforts

days indicate the New York Hippodrome, now offering "Cheer Up," may
house a big picture this summer, sev-

will

Constance Binnev.

a pretty 18-yeardancer, who has been playing
Yivienne Segal's part in "Oh Lady,
I ady"
at the Princess during the latter's illness, ha-i been engaged by Para-*
mount, who will try to exploit her as a

50

will

right distribution.

By way of illustrating the unmatchable efficiency of the American figliting
forces when they have been made ready
for the front, a company of infantrymen
were shown croin^ through the intricacies o* a drill routine
without one

In

APRIL FOR PATRIOTISM.

clusion

Los Angeles, March 27.
•Aaron Hoffman, -who came here a
few days ago to consult with B. A.
P.olfe, is understood to be on his way
to New York.

TO

Wires were received from, the Coast
Tuesday saying Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and very likely William,
S. Hart as well as other prominent film
stars now working in pictures out there
would arrive in New York April 1 to

they

ROLFE-HOFFMAN-WEBER?

43

the old blue laws, which pertains to
Sunday closing. It was intimated by
Emery that this was the beginning of
a crusade to close up all picture houses
in

Maine on Sunday.

—

!
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RALLY FELLOWS
Oh! for a meetleaa
day with no bills
to meat.

Beard

Billy

a rcw adtaton an
propaganda
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Last week. In Portland, the acta pot on an afterpiece after the regular show Friday night for the
benefit of the K. of C. War Drive, and between
the Keith and Portland theatres $120 was showered
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reward.
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I'm not afraid to die;
Just missed It In the

"Pound" onoa. but
how about the "women " and "children"

was too nine a crowd to break up. Maybe
together again on the same bUl
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Neat Weak (April
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1)—Cateelal. New York

(April

NEW ACTS
Little Billy
—Special Drop*

This youngster is one of the cleverest
"kids" that ever beat a R. R. Co. out of
half fare! He Is known as the Vice-President of the MUSTYS, a position that Sam
Harris offered him 15c. for and was refused. He Is also the composer of "PINKIE," a wonderful band number for cello
and drums. This M kld" Is a wonder In
everything he does except playing pool!
A little grouchy In the mornings, but a
Kent fellow at night and Is always willg to sing -OVER THERE-—ask FELIX
ADLER! This act will be a big hit until
LAUBRON.
he gr«»ws up!
Sounds like a cable address but means

—

Comedy"

NORMAN JEFFERIES

PAUL

WILTON

Eastern.

Says:

The

bearded

in the side shows.

root* to a PaciPort, where we
for
Australia.
Touring Richard Cir-

cuit.

OMAHA

real

has

Another popular booker who insisted
his name being mentioned In this
space said thut "Two and too do not

upon

"^

four,

and black

FENTON

maka

patriotic

spirit!

dice theatre collected
p
$. >00

day

from the nooncrowds on the

street In the business
for our soldiers'
smoke fund

section

The

PLATINO RICHARD

amount

was
. doubled by the manuCIRCUIT faoturers of Omaha.

A NEWCOMER IN VAUDEVILLE
and Rooked Solid

Joseph Byron Totten
Supported ky

Leslie

Is

THIEVES

DOLLY GREY
BERT BYRON
and

THE MASCULINE HALF OF THE ACT OF

VINCENT

JUST A THIEF"
Written by Mr. Totten
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"GERANT"

GIRLS, aaeistad by
Candaetar

Featuring the RAINBOW GIRL
In Novelty Dancaa
Direction: Eaatarn, Paiar Mack) Weatera,
C. W. Nalaan.
U. B. O.
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there
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Next Week (April

said that before he
had seen some or the price lists along the
Great "Wet" Way, he thought the Alps
were the highest things in the world.

COPYRIGHTED and PROTECTED!!
And

BOB.— And

JULES DELMAR

Is Fully

En

sot

know what we're going

MAX GORDON snys thut "The llfthtless
nights did not interrupt the ciibnrrta as
tuned of their pntrons were lit up as usual."
IRVING COOPER snys, "A imiglclan can
get most anything out of a silk hat but

fic

sail

CHRIS.— And why
BOB.— 'Cause It's
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don't

PAULINE
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over the footlights.
The afterpiece was very original. Among the bits
were "pick up my old hat." "apple sauce" and
"horse radish"— bringing the baby out for bows
and several other brand new Ideaa.
BEBT LEVY was the Big Chief—and a hardworking one. too. The Clowns were as follows:
PRANK WILLING (Willing and Jordan). DA VI
WELLINGTON (balancer). "GEOIIGE I SEN FISH-

ER." "JOHN BUMMY HAWLEY." FRANK LOREB
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sweetest
love story ever told

The one play you have awaited with

—

bated breath that the foremost of all
screen producers has been engaged
upon on the Western Front for the
past eighteen months. It is now in
its third week, playing to more than
capacity,

at

Clune's

Auditorium

in

Los Angeles, California.
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